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Should be on the bookshelf of every owner- or poten
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Wonderfully thorough and written in an engagingly 
personal ... style. Nothing less than a constantly updated 
encyclopedia of tips, tricks and traps. 
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Excellent. Written simply, concisely and comprehen
sively. An essential book for all Macintosh users. 

Stewart Price, Apple Business (London) 

A must read for Macintosh users if there ever was one. 
Comp uter NewsLink 

If there's anything they should bundle with each and 
every Mac, it's a copy of The Macintosh Bible. It's so well 
written you could easily read it from front to back like any 
good book. 

I was impressed by the deft skill with which [it] puts 
technical matters into clear terms. 

One hell of a good book. Tony Rocco, Micro Times 

For readers' comments, sec pages 7 234-4 1. 
For reviews, sec the back cover and the front and back of the book. 



Superb. David Pogue, The Mac Street journal 

Excellent. Step-by-Step Electronic Design 

Rating: A. Computer Book Review 

Wonderful. Gail McGovern, MacNexus 

A must-have. Sylvia Hanna, V./.5. T.A. 

Indispensable. Patrick Dewey, Booklist 

Rating: 95 out of 100. Doug Miles, MacGuide 

Great work! Keep it up. jim Eason, KGO radio 

The best Mac advice around. jay Bail, The Book Reader 

Witty and fascinating. A real bargain. 
Macintosh Video News 

Pertinent, pithy, to-the-point. A bargain. 
A-E-C Automation Newsletter 

We love this book and highly recommend it. 
Wendy Woods, NewsBytes 

Well done. Contains a lot of things I didn't know. 
Andy Hertzfeld, Macintosh programming legend 

It may be the only book on the Mac you'll ever need. 
PO Mac Update 



I loved the book! Everyone who owns a Mac should have it. 
Bob LeVitus, The MACazine 

Interesting, amusing and enlightening. Filled with insights .... 
Entertaining enough to read for its own sake. 

Marion Oelahan, Slightly Used Review 

You come away with something useful every time you 
open the Bible. The book covers an amazing range of 
subjects, in Naiman's amusing, un-nerdy style. just may 
be the resource you've prayed for. In House Graphics 

Well organized and well written. If you're new to the Mac, 
The Macintosh Bible is an excellent reference to own. 

Gordon Firestein, Bay Area Mac Classifieds 

Known for its opinions, trivia and amusing asides, but 
it's nevertheless crammed full of information. There's 
probably no other way to get so much information on 
so many Mac software packages in one place. 

Information Center 

[An] enormous amount of information that is lucidly 
explained. Any school that uses Macintosh computers 
or any library where there will be an interest should 
seriously consider this book. 

Kliatt Young Adult Paperback Book Guide 

For readers' comments, see pages 7 234-4 7. 
For reviews, see the back cover and the front and back of the book. 
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Trademark notice 
Because a major purpose of this book is to describe and comment on 
various hardware and software products, many such products are iden
tified by their tradenames. In most-if not all-cases, these designa
tions are claimed as legally protected trademarks by the companies that 
make the products. 

It is not our intent to use any of these names generically, and the reader 
is cautioned to investigate a claimed trademark before using it for any pur
pose except to refer to the product to which it is attached. In particular: 
Apple and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. 
Tire Macintosh Bible is a trademark of Goldstein & Blair, licensed to Peach pit 
Press, Inc., neither of which is afftliated with Apple Computer, Inc. 

Disclaimer 
We've got to make a disclaimer that common sense requires: Although 
we've tried to check all the tips. tricks and shortcuts described in this 
book to make sure they work as described, we can't guarantee that they 
do. Don't try anything except on a backup file. Satisfy yourself that the 
technique you're trying works before us ing it on your valuable files. 

We can't be-and aren't- respons ible for any damage to, or loss of, 
your data or your equipment. or injury to yourself, that results directly 
or indirectly from your use of this book. We make no warran1y, express 
or implied, about the contents of this book, its merchantabili1y or its 
fitness for any particular purpose. The exclus ion of implied warranties 
is not permitted by some states. The above exclus ion may not apply to 
you. This warran1y provides you specific legal rights. There may be other 
rights that you may have which vary from state to state. 

From the Visual De/iglits collection. Copyriglit © I 99 I by SunShine. All rights reserved. 
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Preface (AN} 

Most computer books are out-of-date a few months after they're 
published. But not this one. To keep the information in it cur
rent, three free 30-page updates are included in the price of the 
book. To get them, all you have to do is send us your name and 
address. (It's easiest-but not required- to use the card that's just 
inside the back cover.) 

This fourth edition has been completely revised and updated, 
and contains 800 pages of new material. Few books that are pub
lished for the first time have half as much new material. 

The Macintosh Bible is a reference book and isn't meant to be 
read from beginning to end-although we keep getting letters from 
readers that say, once you start reading it, you can't put it down; 
as good as curling up with a good novel; and I've read it .from cover 
to cover-twice! 

Naturally, we'll be delighted if you h ave the same reaction; if 
not, use the table of contents and the very complete (11 ,000-line!) 
index to dip into the book wherever you want. There's also a 642-
word glossary, to help you wilh unfamiliar terms (it could be a 
small book all by itself). 

But first read How to use this book (pp. 17-23). so you have 
an idea of how the book works and how it's organized. And if you're 
new to the Mac, check out the Guide for beginners that begins on 
p. 57. We've worked hard to make illogical and clear. 

If you've owned previous editions of The Macintosh Bible, you 
may find the Introduction, which starts on the next page, inter
esting. (If you're new to this book, however. your reaction may 
be, what in the world is he blathering on about?) 

We also offer a selection of the best freeware and shareware 
programs available on the Mac; it's called The Macintosh Bible 
Software Dislcs. Now in its fourth edition , this three-disk set is 
described on pp. 995-96. 
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Introduction (AN) 

It's a common saying that the best source of tips is the manual 
that comes with a product. To this is often added a mild reproach: 
"if only people would take the trouble to read it." Well of course 
manuals contain a lot of good tips. There are also a lot of needles 
in that haystack over there. The trick is to find them. 

The typical manual buries its useful information beneath tons 
of idiotic over-simplification (lift your hand into the air, using your 
arm and shoulder muscles, and lower it onto the mouse, palm 
down). ridiculous warnings (do not grasp the baclc of the picture 
tube with the power on andjump into a bathtub full of water) and 
unintelligible computerese (Guess is an optionaL argument that 
specifies the starting vaLue of the iteration-this last, as you may 
have guessed, is an actual quote from a manual). 

You have better things to do with your time than read hun
dreds of pages of this sort of stuff eve1y time you want to use a 
new product. So we've tried to do some gleaning for you. 

Needless to say, we can't cover the ground we do and still do 
a comprehensive job in each area (although the size of the book 
shows you we tried). It's inevitable that some areas will be cov
ered more thoroughly than others. Still. within each area, we've 
tried to be selective and concentrate on the most useful stuff. 

Several people complained about the font we used in the three 
previous editions of The Macintosh Bible-the sinuous and sen
suous Benguiat (see Chapter 6). So I looked at lots of other fonts. 

I finally decided on an oldie but goodie called Bookman, 
which has a similar look to Benguiat (not surprisingly, since 
it was designed by the same person). It's not as trendy as 
Giovanni or Centaur or Poppl-Pontifex, but it's got the right 
blend of readability, eccentricity, sensuousness, personality, 
elegance, friendliness and beauty (R-E-S-P-E-F-8, tell you 
what it means to me). 
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Bookman is less quirky and more accessible than Benguiat, but 
it's also less stylish and exotic. Each of these fonts has its own advan
tages, but I thought I'd try Bookman for this edition to see how it 
works, and how you all like it. To let me know what you think, write 
I Font to be Alone, G&B, Box 7635, Berkeley CA 94707. 

Ifyou've bought earlier editions of this book, you probably know 
that I published them myself (well, hardly myself-by the end 
we had more than twenty employees-but with the company I 
started, Goldstein & Blair). If you've always wondered where the 
name Goldstein & Blair came from, this is your lucky day. (I feel 
a digression coming on.) 

George Orwell's wonderful novel Nineteen Eighty-Four tends to 
be underappreciated now that it's become assigned reading in high 
schools. (That's the kiss of death, because people are forced to 
read things before they're really ready for them. I remember dis
covering as an adult that some early Wordsworth is great. "How 
can that be?" I thought. "We read Wordsworth in high school.") 

Anyway, in Nineteen Eighty-Four, Emmanuel Goldstein is the 
head of the underground-the guy who gets hated in the Two 
Minutes Hate, the author of the book Winston Smith eventually 
gets busted for reading. As for Blair, th at's the name George 
Orwell was born with-Eric Blair. He took his pen name from a 
river he loved-th e Onvell, which flows past Ipswich in Suffolk, 
northeast of London. 

Goldstein & Blair started off as the imprint (publisher's name) 
I p lanned to u se for my political books. But the computer books 
arrived first and I couldn't think of a good imprint for them. The 
Goldstein & Blair dba ("doing business as" registration form) was 
just s itting there, so I u sed it. 

Then when I finally got ready to publish political books, I had 
to think up a n ew name for that company. (The people at G&B 
who were selling the computer books didn't want me to bring out 
both kinds of books under the same imprint-understandably.) 
I decided to call it Odonian Press, a name that comes from Ursula 
Le Guin's wonderful novel The Dispossessed. 
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Although Goldstein & Blair was very good to me financially, I 
felt enormously burdened by the effort it took to run it, and by 
not having time to do anything else. I'd gotten into publishing 
in the first place because I couldn't stand how clueless and/or 
sleazy most publishers were (not all, but most). The problem was: 
where could I find someone to take over my business who would 
be creative enough to understand how G&B books should be mar
keted, and competent enough to follow through on the details? 

I only talked to one company-Peachpit Press, publisher of 
the best-selling Little Mac Book and more than 60 other titles. 
Peach pit was founded by Ted Nace about the same time I founded 
G&B (around 1986-87) and with the same goal-to empower 
authors. Like me, Ted has both written books and published 
them. Unlike me, he prefers publishing, and therefore does a 
much better job of it. 

So we made a deal, and Peachpit began distributing The 
Macintosh Bible and all other Goldstein & Blair titles in early 1992. 
I and my colleagues here at G&B will continue to edit future edi
tions of The Macintosh Bible-and the updates-but Peach pit will 
publish them. (We'll design everything too, and give Peachpit 
camera-ready pages, which makes G&B a book packager.) 

This change is good for you as well as me, because the people 
at Peach pit are very bright and good at what they do. (You're prob
ably wondering where the name Peachpit came from. I always 
imagined a hippy-dippy scenario-you know, everyone sitting 
around stoned eating peaches and suddenly someone says, "Hey, 
why don't we call it.. .. " Actually, "the peach pit" was a peach
colored house-apparently not too neat, to judge from its name
that Ted was living in when he started the company.) 

Now that I've finished this edition of The Macintosh Bible and 
put it into Peachpit's competent hands, I'm off to write the Great 
American Political Tract...no, wait, Tom Paine's already done 
that-1'11 have to think up another project. Well, I'm sure I'll find 
something to do until it's time for the next edition. 

Till then, remember: This is the Mac. It's supposed to be [un. 
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How to use this book (AN} 

From the second chapter on, this book is made up oflittle chunks 
called entries, whose titles look like this: • entry title. Entries 
are grouped into sections, whose titles are in black bars, like the 
one above. 

In general, entries are meant to stand on their own, although 
we've tried to organize them into subject areas within the sections. 
We've also tried to put them into logical order and, wherever pos
sible, put the more basic entries toward the start of each section. 

This book covers a wide range of Mac experience. No matter 
how much or how little you know, there will be stuff that's either 
too easy or too hard for you. So just skip anything that obviously 
isn't meant for you-there'll be plenty that is. 

Margin icons 

One way we help you find items you're likely to be interested in 
is by putting icons (small graphic symbols) in the margins. There 
are twelve of them: 

~ 
mostly for 
beginners 

~ for 
power users 

very 
hot 
tip 

~ 
shortcut 

If you're new to the Mac, it might make sense for you 
to check out all of these entries first. (They're listed 
in the index.) This icon usually refers to an entire 
entry or page, rather than just to a single paragraph. 

At the other extreme, this icon is for people who eat 
RAM chips for breakfast. 

All our tips are hot. but these tips are really hot. 

Isn't this a beautiful icon? It's from the WetPaint clip 
art collection. 
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very good 
feature 

very bad 

~ 

& 
important 
warning 

It -y• 
things 

to come 

~1 
rant 

We're critical enough when that's what's called for, 
so we also like to give credit where credit is due. 

These two icons are a subtle plug for left-banders, 
and have been feminized for this edition. (Actually, 
the jockey in the shortcut icon is a woman-always 
has been-but the icon is too small to tell. And the 
horse is a mare. So don't get on my case, OK?) 

Bugs are unintentional. unanticipa ted occurrences
as opposed to misguided but intentional design flaws, 
which get the previous icon. (This fabulous icon was 
designed by Tom & Joel Friesch.) 

Good is good, but good and cheap is even better. 

You won't die- usually-if you ignore this icon, but 
you'll be a lot happier if you don't. 

Nobody can predict the future, but we try. (Since 
we're not afraid to be wrong, it's not a problem.) 

This icon is for stuff that's more interesting than 
useful. Look for it when you need a break. 

Tom Friesch and I cooked up this n ew icon-isn't it 
great? (I wanted to feel even freer to indulge myself.) 
You'll see a lot of these in the front of the book, but 
don't panic-they die down after Chapter 1. 
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Now that we've shown you the icons, let's widen the mar
gins and start using them. 

How to find what you're looking for 

The table of contents (on pp. 6-ll} shows chapter and sec
tion headings; it's one good way to find your way around 
the book. I generally prefer to use an index, and the atten
tion lavished on ours reflects that fact. 

Compiled by master indexer (and enlightened being} Ty 
Koontz, it's a real index, not one of those fake ones that's 
just there so the publisher can say the book is indexed. 
It's not only possible to find what you're looking for in our 
140-page index-it's virtually impossible not to. 

Although we always try to define terms the first time 
they're used in the text, you may still run across ones you're 
not sure of. If that happens, turn to the glossary. Don't 
say, Oh, yeah, a glossary, OK. We worked very hard to make 
it as useful and complete as possible. (It's Appendix A, all 
70 pages of it.} 

Appendix B lists addresses and phone numbers for the 
products and companies mentioned in the book, as well 
as some of the Mac experts who contributed to it. 

Product evaluations 

Product evaluations are an important part of the book but 
you have to take them with a grain of salt, if for no other 
reason than that they may be out-of-date by the time you 
read them. (That's what the updates are for, so be sure to 
send for your free copies.} 

A certain amount of subjectivity is bound to creep into 
product evaluations; in an attempt to combat that, we've 
sometimes had more than one person review, or comment 
on, a product. We recommend what we think are the best 
products, but we give you tips on the most popular, whether 
we like them or not, since they're the ones most people use. 

very good 
feature 

very good 
feature 

& 
important 
warning 
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Prices and names 

Prices, when shown, are just to give you a very general idea 
of what things cost, at list, as of this writing. Prices change 
rapidly and discounts are almost always available, so don't 
rely on the prices we quote. Since this book is written for 
people with IQs in three figures (the sort who are unlikely 
to say, Oh, it's only $995? What a relief! I tlwught I was 
going to have spend at least a thousand dollars), all prices 
are rounded up. 

Since it isn't our job to sell the stock of computer com
panies. we normally refer to programs the way people do 
when talking-e.g. Word instead of Microsoft Word. And we 
generally leave version numbers and names off--FileMaker, 
for example, instead of F'i.leMaker Pro-since that's also 
wl}at people do when talking. (Of course. when we're refer
ring to something that's peculiar to a specific version of 
the software, we do give the version number or name.) 

In the interest of preserving the readability of English 
for future generations, we normally limit companies and 
products to three capital letters and/or exclamation marks 
per name. (It was either that or change my name to 
ArtHurNAIMAN! Pro.) 

One final word about terminology: There's an ignorant 
trend afoot to call all personal computers-even Macs!
PCs, as if there were something wrong with the simple and 
straightforward word computers. The people who use PC 
that way tend to be the same ones who talk about soft
ware programs-as if you needed the word software to dis
tinguish a program running on your computer from, say. 
a television program or a drug rehabilitation program. 
(Come to think of it, if we're warring on drugs, why are we 
spending all this money rehabilitating them?) 

Maybe they feel that the Pin PC helps make it clear that 
you're referring to a personal computer and that without 
that qualification. you might ask someone what kind of com-
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puter they use at home and get an answer like, "Do you 
mean my personal computer or the Cray in the basement?" 

This is all byway of saying that-in this book-PCrefers 
to an IBM PC or compatible computer, not to a Mac. 

PC-bashing 

Throughout this book, I have some rather uncomplimen
tary things to say about the user-sadistic, brain-dead inter
face of MS-DOS and of many of the programs written for 
PCs. Please understand that I don't mean to be denigrat
ing PCs (which are sometimes better values than Macs) or 
PC users (who are often doing the sensible thing by work
ing on PCs instead of Macs). 

I'm simply against the primitiveness of the MS-DOS user 
interface, and in favor of making computers fun to use. I 
don't mean to side with one computer manufacturer-or 
user-against another. 

In any case, MS-DOS is s lowly disappearing as more and 
more people start using Windows (a PC-based imitation of 
the Mac's user interface that has improved to the point 
where it's maybe 80% as good as using a Mac). And now 
that Apple and IBM are a llied, PCs are bound to get more 
and more Maclike and easy to use. 

Key caps 

We use keycap symbols ( ~~~~ ) throughout the book to 
make it easier for you to locate keyboard shortcuts for com
mands. We always show the keys in the order in which 
they're arranged on Apple's standard keyboards-so you 
don't sometimes see IOptioni~0 and sometimes lo~] option l~ 

(except when a contributor prepared a diagram with them 
the other way and we didn't have time to change it). This 
makes it easier for you to put your fingers down on the 
keys left to right as you read a command in the book. 

It 
things 

to come 

~ 
shortcut 
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ucrybad 

~ 

On early Macs, the command key looked like this: IL): 
on your keyboard, it still may. But on the keyboards Apple 
is currently selling, it looks like this: @m. Since most of 
you are probably using the current keyboards, @C) is the 
symbol we've chosen to indicate the command key. 

Some third-party keyboards simply label the command 
key with the word command and don't even put the ILJ 
or @]ID symbols on it. 0 temporal 0 mores! (Who says com
puter books can't be literate?) In any case, whatever's 
printed on your command key, just hit it when you see 
lilliD and everything will work out fine. 

We s how characters in keyboard combinations as cap
ital letters (0@@)). which is how the keys are labeled on 
the keyboard. But you don't actually need to press the !Shirt I 
key-unless we specifically indicate that you should. 

Sometimes we show a key with both the shifted and 
unshifted characters on it: 5). We do that to make sure 
you know we're referring to-say-the zero key on the 
keyboard (as in this case) and not the letter 0 or the zero 
key on the numerical keypad. 

Who wrote what 

The name or initia ls of whoever wrote the initial draft for 
each entry (or section) appears in parentheses after its title 
(to find out who's who, see Notes on mqjor contributors on 
pp. 27- 28). When I add a comment to someone else's entry, 
it's in italics, enclosed in square brackets and signed AN. 
Comments by other contributors follow the same format. 

Regardless of who wrote the original drafts, I rewrote 
them with a very heavy hand, to try to make the whole 
book speak with one voice (mine, for better or worse). So 
if something's incorrect-and isn't a typo-it's the fault 
of the person whose name or initia ls follow the entry 
title-myself included. But if something's unclear, it's my 
fault , regardless of whose name or initia ls appear there. 
Naturally except but other than whether not it be-oh 
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my God, I'm doing it already. (If the jokes aren't funny, 
that's my fault too.) 

Submitting tips 

If you'd like to contribute tips to future editions of The 
Macintosh Bible, you can mail them to us at Goldstein & 
Blair, Box 7635, Berkeley CA 94 707, or send them to 
Mac.Bible on AppleLink or Mac Bible (or c/o the Macintosh 
Bible/Peachpit forum) on America Online. 

We don't pay for unsolicited tips. by the way. It's not 
that we begrudge you the mon ey, but once we put mate
rial from different sources through our editoria l blender, 
and add our O\vn opinions, it's virtually impossible to cal
culate who's owed what in any fa ir way-not to mention 
the logistical nightmar e of trying to keep track of it all (it's 
bad enough with our 79 regular contributors) . 

You're offended that we even mentioned filthy lucre, 
aren't you? You understand lhat the prestige ofhavingyour 
name in The Macintosh Bible is compensation enough for 
a hundred life times. (You do understand that, don't you?) 

We're happy to get tips from vendors as well as individ
uals, but please don't send u s press releases or product 
information online-or, God forbid , by fax. We prefer to get 
stuff like that by mail. (For more on this, see the entry on 
fax abuse in Chapter 17.) 

From tile Visual Delights collection. Copyright © 199 1 by SunSIIine. All riglrts reserved. 

Ji 
things 

to come 
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1-First principles I The Ten Commandments 

if. OC4is is ±4£ lllitzrr. 
1ft's suppos£0 to h£ fun. 

:for years, many 6usinesspeop{e treatec£ tfie :Mac as a toy, wfii[e 
tfiose of us wfio 'c{ a[reaay liac£ a 6e{{yfuC of tfie aerangec£ 
commanc£ structure of more primitive computers rompec£ liappuy 
in tfie fieCc£s of :Macintosh. 'JI[pw tfie :Mac lias gotten some 
corporate acceptance ana 'Wiru£ows has macfe tfie PC mucli more 
Cil(g tfie Mac. fJJotfi aeveCopments are 6asicaCCygoo~ 6ut tfiere s 
a risK._ tfiat tfiey '{{ engenaer a CifeCess, ((6usinessCil(g" homoge
nization of fiow persona{ computers reCate to tfieir users. 

'IIie rigic£ aicliotomy 6etween work_ ana fun-ana the accep
tance of tliat aichotomy as inevita6Ce aru£ necessary-is, to quote 
%e ![iresign %eatre 's 'Dr. ''J-fappy" 9-{arry Coi\..~ ((O{c{ .9lge 
tfiinl(j.ng." :More dearCy tfian any otlier compute1; tfie Mac 
aemonstrates tfiat aesthetics enfiance, rattier than aetract from, 
efficient work: 

So aon 't [et tfiem turn tfie :Mac into an ezyensive version 
of tfie PC or tfie PC into a dumsy, 6[ooc£{ess imitation of tfie 
Mac. 'Demanc£ fun as your 6irtliriglit! 

3131. ]fzrslJ is 4zrro. 
%ere sa macfio attituae anwng some computer joe~ ( a{tfiougfi 
certain{y not among tfie 6est of tfiem) that tfie liaraer something 
is to aea[ witli, tfie more aavancec£ it is . .9lctua{[y, of course, 
its very hare£ to ma/(g tfiings easy. %e more work_you put into 
something, tfie Cess worK._ the person wfio uses it has to ao. 

So if you fine£ yourself 6eating your heac£ against a ~ua{[ 
erectea 6y sorneone 's {aziness {or greec£), [ook. arounc£ for a 
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c£ifferent wa[[ tliat someone efse toof(tlie trouMe to put a cfoor 
in . .9l.ncf if anybocfy mock§ wliat you 're using as a toy, just 
smi[e anc£ say, '"Easy is liari. J{arc£ is primitive. " 

~~~. ~t's not uour fault 
uou're tonfusea. 

Over tlie years, manuafs liave gotten better anc£ programs are 
cfesignec£ nwre sensiMy tlian tliey usee£ to be, but tliat 'sa fit de 
fik!- saying liow mucli nicer :rfimm[er lias been since liis {obot
omy. Often tlie proMem is ezyertosis (tlie inabifity of e;rperts 
in a given fide£ to remember wliat it's Cik!- not to be an ezyert). 
Sometimes it's simp{e money-gmbbing. In any case, tlie tliing 
to remember is tliis: 

If you're confused, it's not because you're stupic£.- it 's 
because tlie peop[e wlio cfesignec£ tliat procfuct, or wrote tliat 
manua£ or rus!iec£ tlieir emp{oyees so tliey couUn 't cfo a gooc£ 
job, are stupic£. Just mak!- sure tliey, not you, pay for it. 

~~. lou tan'± ao it all. 
Some ezyeriencec£ Mac users can mak!- you fed Cik!- a [oser 
because you 're not up on tlie new procfucts anc£ tecliniques 
tliey 're afways cfiscovering. 'But it's rea{{y just tliat you liave 
cfifjerent interests. rrfieirs is ezyforing tlie Mac anc£ yours- if 
you're [if<:.? most peopfe-is sim.pfy using it. 

'Eacli approacli lias its virtues anc£ neitlier is in!ierentfy supe
rior to tlie otlier. So fed free to restrict yourself to a sma{[ 
number of Mac programs that you master anc£ use intensive(y. 
:RJ,member-you can't cfo it a{£.-nobocfy can-so cfon 't fee{ 
guifty about not trying. 
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'Tft.ere 's never 6een a computer you cou{c{, as Omar put it, "re
mouM ... nearer to tfie Jfeart s 'lJesire. "So give yourself time 
to customize your Mac. ~inc£ tfie software you Cif(? 6est. Spend 
fiours rearranging tfie desk.Jop or tfie fifes on your disk§. 'Tft.e 
more tfie Mac feeLs CifC? your own creation, tfie more efficient 
and enjoya6fe your worf(_on it wi{{ 6e. 

%in!(_ of tfie Mac as your fiome. You wou{c[n 't try to move 
every different piece of furniture in tfie worfc£ into your fiome, 
just 6ecause you cou{c[. 9'ou fiave furniture you fed comfort
a6fe witfi, appfiances you need and use, decorations and toys 
tfiat amuse you. 'Treat your Mac tfie same way. 

Wfiat sfia{{ it profit you if you create tfie greatest piece of worf(_ 
in tfie worfc£ 6ut {ose it 6ecause you forgot to save? 

'lJespite fiow wonderju{{y easy it is to use, tfz.e Mac lias as 
many traps and pitfa{Ls as any otfz.er computer-may6e more. 
'Tft.ese don't fiave to 6e a pro6Cem, if you save your work! Of 
course its a pain and interrupts tfie fCow of your tfiougfits, 6ut 
tfiat s notfiing compared to wfiat it feeLs Ci!Cf- to {ose wori( 

Peopfe are afways te{{ing you to save, as if it matterei to 
tfiem. It s too 6ac£ saving lias acquired tfiis taint of morafism. 
Saving your worf(_isn 't something you sfiou[c£ do 6ecause some 
autfiority teffs you to. 'Tft.e appeaC fi.ere is pure p{easure principCe
you '{{ 6e a Cot liappier if you get in tfie lia6it. 

lJ3131. ([fun, tqr££, manu backups. 
Saving is on{y lialf tlie 6attfe. 'lJis/g crasfi a{{ tlie time. If you 
don't ma!Cf- regu{ar 6acf(_ups, you may as we{{ not save your worf(_ 
at a{{. 
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'ij3J3J31. CO:nmha:± ±4£ ±ra:g£ny 
nf ±4£ rnmmnns. 

In i£ng{ish vi{{ages, the ''commons, "or "common," was a piece 
of Cant£ on which everyone couM graze Civestoc~ (%at's what 
the 13oston Common origina{{y was.) 

It's cCeady in each vi{[ager 's inaivitlua{ interest to graze as 
many heat£ ofi say, sheep on the commons as he or she can. Jl.na 
yet if a{{ the vi[{agers fo{{ow their own 6est interest, the 
commons gets grazea 6are ana a{{ the sheep starve. %is is 
ca({et£ "the trageriy of the commons." 

'Tfie so{ution, of course, is simp[e: Cimit the num6er of sheep 
each vi{{ager can graze {hopeju({y in some sort of equita6(e 
way). 13ut that can 6e harri to enforce since, even when a quota 
ei(ists, it's sti{{ in each vi[[ager 's inriiviaua[ interest to graze 
as many sheep as possi6{e on the comm.ons. It requires some 
socia{ ana environmenta[ consciousness on the part of a[{ the 
vi({agers, some {ong-range, unselfish thinKing, to avoit£ the 
eco{ogica( catastrophe. 

Just the same thing is true on the %ac. It's no 6ig aea( if 
one person aoesn 't pay for a shareware program, 6ut if a Cot of 
peop{e ion 't, goo a shareware stops getting written. It 's no 6ig 
aea{ if one person copies a commercia( program ana uses it for 
free, 6ut if a [ot of peop{e ao that, software aeveCopers have 
trou6(e maKing money and start cutting corners. In 6oth cases, 
s(ow(y 6ut sure{y, the commons 6ecomes a 6arren patch of airt. 

31?€. AIInfu for lmturp4y's 11laiu 
(sine£ ynu ra:n'± a:irnin i±). 

Jiere 'sa piece of trivia few peop{e (Qww-tne origin of %urphy 's 
Law. In 1949, Captain i£c{ 9v[urpfiy was an engineer worKing 
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at 'Eawanis .9l.ir :Force 13ase in CaCifornia. Wfien a tecfinician 
working in liis Ca6 miswirec£ sometfiing, Murpfiy saic£, "If tfiere s 
any way to cfo it wrong, fie wi[[. " .9l. co-wor~r of his, (jeorge 
'E. 'J.{_icfiofs, c£u66ec£ this Murpfiy sLaw. 

Murpfiy sLaw has evo[vec£ into, "If anytfiing can go wrong, 
it wi[[, " 6ut its interesting to note tfiat it origina[[y referrec£ 
to incompetence, not to some sort of impersona[ ma[evo[ence 
on tfie part of tfie cosmos. 

13ut fiere s tfie cCincher-tfiat anecaote itself is an e;camp[e 
of Murpfiy sLaw, as f})uane O[esen of :J{ouston ei\P[ains: 

':Your story a6out Captain f£c{ Murpfiy may 6e accurate, 6ut 
it was not tfie first use of tfr.e ezyression. Way 6acl(in 1946 . .. tfie 
term was a[reaay in use. Jls a matter of fact, we fiac£ a fJc£ in 
my cCass [in tfie f){p.vy] wfio fzac£ tfie misfortune to fiave tfie name 
Murpfiy. Wfienever sometfiing went wrong, fie was automat
ica[[y 6[amec£. ... 

"Later, in 1948, wfien I started co[[ege, tfie f})ean of 'Engi
neering as~c£ a group of us freslimen if we fiad fieara of M urpfiy s 
Law. Most us tfiat fiac£ 6een in tfie service !(new a6out it." 

You !(now, may6e any ezy[anation of tfie origins of Murpfiy s 
Law is 6ouna to 6e wrong, just 6y tfie nature of 'What its 
ei(pCaining. We couM ca.[[ tfiis Murpfiys Meta-Law. 

In any case, tliings certain[y ao go wrong with aistressing 
reguCarity. 'JJiis fiappens Cess on tfie Mac tfian efsewfiere, tfian~ 
to tfie care and aedication of its origina[ aesitJners. In fact, tfie 
Mac 's ease of use can [u[[ you into tfie rlangerous rie[usion tfiat 
Murpfiy sLaw lias 6een 6anisfiec£ from its rea[m. 

9{p sooner ao you assume tfiis tfian reaCity rlisa6uses you of 
tfie notion-usua[[y more a6rupdy tfian you 'c{ Ci~. It wor~ 
sort of Ci~ tfie (jreel( concept of fiu6ris: Prit{e-or, in tfiis 
case, comp[aisance--goetfi 6efore a fa[[. 
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:E. OC~at go£S oouhl£ 
for ~turg£on 's 11Iafu. 

In tfie [ate '50s, 'Tfieoaore Sturgeon (1918-85) wrote a 6ook: 
review co[umn for a magazine ca[[ea 'Venture Science J'iction. 
It was tfiere fie first enunciatea Sturgeon's Law. "It s we[[ 
K_nown, "fie wrote (I'm parapfirasing), "tfia.t 90% of a[[ science
fiction writing is crap. ?Jut tfien, 90% of everytfiing is crap." 

'Wfien I first startea writing a6out computers, I wastea a 
{ot of time raifing at some of tfie more 'lVretcfiea proaucts popu
[ar 6acf(tfien, ana at tfie 6rain-cfamagea ways tfiey went a6out 
tfiings. 'Toaay, you fiarcf[y ever fiear tlieir names. (In 13acfi s tfay, 
:Jfasse s music was more popu[ar tfian 13acfi s. You remem6er 
:Jfasse, rigfit?} 

g{atura[ sefection is going on at a Minaing pace in tfiis fide£ 
so just fina some goo a stuffi use it unti[ sometfiing 6etter comes 
a[ong ana forget a6out tfie rest. 

rrfie tric/0 of course, is finaing tfie goo a stuff. 'Tfiat 's one 
of tfie tfiings tfiis 6ook_ is aesignea to fiefp you ao. So stop 
6rowsing ana 6uy it a[reaay. ('Tfiis is tfie famous Lost 
t£[eventfi Commanament.} 

Software buying tips tANJ 

This book is filled with specific evaluations and comparisons 
of M ac programs. What follows here are some general 
guidelines on what to look for and avoid. 

Against stupidity, the gods themselves struggle in vain 

When Schiller wrote that line (in his play The Maid of 
Orleans in 180 1}. he proba bly wasn't thinking specifi
cally of softwa re compa nies. But he might a s well h ave 
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been. Most of them don't have the brains God gave a slice 
of French toast. 

For example, a lmost a ll of them have installed comput
erized call routing. You call up-hoping against hope to 
speak to a human being (what the hell, you've a lways been 
a crazy optimist) and a canned voice tells you to press l 
ifyou have a touch-tone phone. 

Don't do it! It's a lmost a lways bett er just to sit there 
on the line until the computer stops blathering a t you and 
connects you to a real person. (Soon. no doubt. there will 
be a way they can tell whether you actually have a touch
tone phone, and you'll run the risk of b eing arrested by 
the Federal Communications Police for fraudulent rotary 
phone impersonation. But for the time being, you're safe.) 

If you do fall into the trap of telling them you h ave a 
touch-tone phone, you're stepped through a multiple
choice m aze: If you're calling about DorlcMaster on the 
PC, press 1. If you're calling about DorlcMasteron the Mac, 
press 2. If you've ever known lust in your heart, press 3. 
And on it goes, each question more petty and irre levant 
than the last. 

Computerized call routing is sometimes called voice mail. 
but that's a base s lander. Voice m ail is actually a wonder
ful system that lets you leave a message for someone in 
your own voice, instead of having to tediously dictate it 
to some third party-which isn 't very efficient, as we all 
know from the childhood game of telephone (where you 
whisper messages around a circle). 

Not that voice mail can't be m ade irritating too. I partic
ularly hate it when, just as the person you're calling fmishes 
asking you to leave a message, the computer com es on to 
say. "Please leave your message now." That's exactly w hat 
I was about to do before you intruded , you%#*@! moron. 
"When you are fmished leaving your message," the computer 
continues, just as if you hadn't spoken , "press 5 for more 
options." Oh, great! Just what I wanted-options. 
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Voice mail systems throw in all that crap simply to justify 
their high price tags. After all. s ince a ll callers really want 
to do is leave m essages, there's no reason not to simply 
buy a bunch of inexpensive answering machines. It's fear 
of that obvious, logical alternative tha t makes the voice
mail vendors promote a bunch of unwanted "features." 

In any case, whether it's called voice mail or something 
else, computerized call routing is basically a form of au to
mated passive aggression, designed to discourage every 
telephone call that isn't an order (you notice how rare these 
systems ar e in the sales departments). Some MBA who's 
never produced anything anyone wants to buy (and who 
doesn't h ave a clue about how to do that) looked at how 
much time and money the company was wasting actu
ally talking to its customers and decided tha t that was 
the perfect place to cut costs. 

You'd think even MBAs would know better, with the 
example ofWordPerfect s taring them right in the face. I've 
never used it myself, but I'm told that WordPerfect for the 
PC is r ela lively clumsy, counterintuitive a nd ha rd to 
learn . How, then, did they make il the best-selling word 
processor in the world? By a lways putting customer 
support first. By hiring hundreds of employees whose only 
job it is to answer the phone. By caring about the people 
who use their product. 

Now consider Aldus. This is the company that litera lly 
invented the term desktop publishing. Their pioneering 
program PageMaker dominated the field from the start. But 
Aldus coasted on PageMaker's early lead and didn't improve 
PageMaker as needed (see we f ear change below); now 
Quark has passed them by-in quality, if not yet in sales. 

So how does Aldus deal with this dire situation? By 
setting up a maze of recorded messages that offers, as one 
of its options. nothing but synthesized voices to respond 
to the keys you press. In other words, it's not just that 
you have to n ego tiate a labyrinth of computerized 
messages, each a live with ersa tz ch eerfu ln ess and sham 
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warmth, in order to talk to a human being-no, if your 
problem is one of the common ones, the synthesized 
voices are all you get! (Actually, a lot of companies are 
now "offering" these automated help line systems.) 

Quark's support line isn't any better. Instead of comput
erized call routing, you get put on hold forever. This is 
the old-fashioned, brutalist approach, but the subtext is 
the same: "Our lines are busy. They'll be busy forever. Isn't 
it obvious that we don't want to talk to you? If we did want 
to talk to you, we'd hire enough people to answer our 
phones. Can't you take a hint?" 

Naturally, the people who use the infinite-hold approach 
don't come out and say that. No, they say just the oppo
site, interrupting your reverie of a romantic idyll with, say, 
Laura San Giacomo-which you've drifted into as a 
subconscious defense against catatonia, as you s it there 
with the phone pasted to your ear-with a synthesized 
voice that says things like "your call is very important to 
us." Yes, it's important to us-it's cutting into our prof
its. So h ang up and stop bothering us. 

(Ken Maki says that, in his experience, it doesn't make 
a lot of difference if you do get through to Quark-he's 
only talked to someone who could help him about 50% 
of the time. And he's also found the management of the 
company to be not very interested in helping customers 
solve legitimate problems.) 

Another line that really annoys me is. "due to an 
unusual volume of calls .... " There should be a law requir
ing any such message to a lso state what percentage of the 
time it plays. If it's more than 50%, the message should 
be required to say, "du e to our usual volume of calls ... . " 

When I was in high school, we called people we considered 
phonies pse udos. Yes, I realize that pseudo isn't a noun
or even a whole word-but we didn't know that then. We 
didn't know much. with the three pounds of grease on our 
crew cuts compressing our brains. Those were benighted 
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times. I like to say that I experienced one of the great ironies 
of world history-growing up in Chicago in the '50s being 
told how the Russians brain-washed people. 

Anyway, a pseudo was someone who had any vision 
beyond our own rigidly constricted one. Pseudos said 
DRAH-muh instead of DRAM·uh, weren't Bears fans, had fee l
ings. You know the type. 

My views on who's a pseudo h ave evolved since then. 
Now I think of them as people who program computers 
to say things like, "your call is very important to us." Not 
only are they as phony as a televa ngelist asking for "seed 
money," they're a lso so dumb that they actually think 
you're so dumb that this recorded reassurance, played 
over and over again, will make you forget that you've 
been on hold since the Norman invasion. 

Why am I ra nting on about the fa tuousn ess of compa
nies that can't even answer their own phones (aside from 
how much fun it is )? To lead up to a s imple point: if the 
gods themselves s truggle in vain against stupidity, why 
should you waste your time doing it? Before you buy a 
product, call the company's support line and see how long 
it takes to talk to an actu al, knowledgeable human being. 
If it's longer than you like, choose another product. 

We fear change 

Remember in Wayne's World when Benjamin suggests 
a change in the s how and Garth says. "We fear change" 
and starts pounding on a mechanical h and with that 
deranged look on his face? Well, there are companies who 
should adopt that as their motto. Can 't you just s ee their 
title card on PBS? 

Techno Dyno Tronics 
The Sexy Buzzword Corporation 

We fear change. 
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One of the ways this shows up most often is when a 
company h a s a winning product and is so a stounded by 
the fact (and/or s o shorts ightedly greedy) that they stop 
developing and improving it. The problem with this if it 
ain't broke , don'tftX it philosophy is that if everybody 
followed it, we'd all still be driving Model Ts and listen
ing to Rudy Vallee . As technology progresses , s ta ndards 
(and users' expectations) rise. Things don't have to break 
to be superceded. 

So no matter how much you like a progra m. a nd how 
comfortable you a re with il, keep a n eye on the competi
tion. There m ay come a time wh en you 'd be foolis h not to 
switch over. 

Ease of use-insist on it 

A lot of software-with its impene trable ma nua ls, com
mands reminis cent of Shr iners' initia tion rites a nd what 
Michael Ward calls "unpleasa nt surprises"-is n't worth 
the trouble it takes to learn it. One of the m ajor reasons 
people buy the Mac is to avoid a ll tha t intimida ting, user
hostile gobbledygook. 

Fortuna tely, most companies tha t publish Mac software 
seem to realize that. Bul nol a ll. Some let their program
mers' bizarre thinking mold the fina l produc t and oth ers 
let dollar-crazed marketing executives make lhe decisions. 

You shouldn't h ave to pul up with any oftha l, so don't
not even for a second. The Mac is an inherently easy-to-use 
machine. If you fmd yourself having a lot of trouble learn
ing to use a program, s top wasting your time and fmd 
another program that doesn 't give you the same trouble. 

Look for a logical hierarchy of commands 

For software to be easy lo use, it s hould be hiera rchica lly 
organized. This means lha l mos t ba s ic opera tions are 
simple and centra l to how the program works and the more 
advanced opera tions are off lo the s ide, so you don 't even 
know about them until you need them. 
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Mac software should be Mac like 

Aside from being easy- to-use, the Mac's interface h as 
another major virtue: you don't h ave to learn a new set 
of commands and procedures for each program . At least 
you shouldn't h ave to . 

Some Ma c pr og ra m s , h owever, u se n onstanda rd 
commands, or cripple the s tandard commands so they 
don't do wha t you expect them to. Wheth er you like on e 
of these programs or n ot depends on wh eth er you find 
the features it offers spiffy enough to justify switching gears 
between it and other Mac program s (and hitting a lot of 
wrong keys in th e process). 

You won't get consistency, so settle for customizability 

Although the commands in Mac software a re much more 
standardized behv-een programs than th ose on th e PC, 
they're s till n owhere n ear as s tanda rdized as they sh ould 
be. One thing tha t really irks me is the lack of cons istency 
around the commands for boldface, italics and plain text. 

On mos t programs (including the ones I learn ed on). you 
get italics with @ill) and boldface with~. But in Page
Maker, you have to hit @:IDshift[IJ and [~!Shift@ (this was true 
for a long time in Word too). Even worse is the command 
for plain text (that is , s tripping ou t italics, boldface and a ll 
other type styles). In th e original MacWrite, it was @}ill); in 
Mac Write II and Nisu s , it's @ill); in Word, it's @]!(Shift@ ; and 
in PageMaker, it's ~(Shiii( Spacebarl. 

Does this lead to frustra ting typing mistakes? Is the 
Pope Catholic? Do presiden ts lie? 

You can use QuicKeys or Tempo to cu s tomize most 
p rograms, b ut some are structured so you can 't change 
a ll their commands . For example , in PageMaker, you 
can't ch ange th e command for pla in text, because there's 
another comma nd with th e same nam e (Norma l) on an 
earlier menu. 
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Since there are lots of people who are now very used 
to lots of different commands , true Macintosh consistency 
is a lost cause. What you can get instead (and which is 
almost as good) is the ability to change a program's 
commands to what you want them to be. 

If you can, deal with the best 

The best program isn't always the most expensive, although 
it usually isn't the cheapest (if it is, jump on it). And, of 
course, it often isn't easy to know which program is the 
best. But if you have a pretty good idea, don't tell yourself, 
"Well, I rea lly can't afford that," or "I can get by with less." 

This is a lmost a lways a fa lse economy, as we a ll know 
from our experience of buying junky products that soon 
fall apart. You end up not only h aving to pay to replace 
the defective product (or program), but you also lose the 
time you've inves ted installing (or learning to use) the firs t 
one. So bite the bullet and get the best to s ta rt with-if 
you can figure out which it is. 

No program is an Iland, intire of it selfe 

When you buy a program, you don't know if you're going 
to want to always use it for everything. Even if you do, you'r e 
going to n eed to convert files crea ted in other programs . 

So the most elementary logic tells you that if you hope 
to s u cceed selling a Mac program, it needs to import docu 
ments from other Mac programs and export documents 
to them. And this is particularly true if you're hoping to 
break into a m arket dominated by a competing produ ct. 

If there was ever a category of software dominated by 
one product, it was (and is ) Mac spreadsheets. Excel had 
85-90% of th e market when a s lick n ew spreadsheet 
called Wingz tried to challenge it. Wingz' publisher lavished 
(what looked like) millions of dollars promoting the prod
uct before it came out, wi th a trade-show booth that 
looked like a space ship had landed, free j acke ts with their 
name on it, etc . e tc. 
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I couldn't wait to see what Wingz' powerful graphics 
capabilities could do for my tired old Excel spreadsheets. 
So as soon as I got Wingz, I tore open the package, flipped 
the manual open to the index and looked up import (or 
importing, or importing data). No entry. So I looked up data, 
importing. No entry. So I looked up Excel. No entry. So I 
looked upjoreignfiles. No entry. So I looked up to the sky, 
shook my head, thought about how many Excel spread
sheets I used in an ongoing way and am not about to redo, 
and tossed Wingz back into the box. 

By the way, it wasn't just the index. Wingz had no way 
to directly import Excel fil es (allhough you could, of 
course, do it if you jumped through hoops). As a result 
of this (and no doubt other bad planning). Wingz is no 
longer a Mac product. 

This would be pathetic if it were the story of one 
publisher. But it's the story of dozens. They act as if their 
product is the only one around, the only one their poten
tial customers have ever-or will ever- come in contact 
with. They treat connecting with other software almost 
as if it were treason or something. It's sort of like xeno
phobia, but what I really think it is, is stupidophilia. 

Speed counts 

As many people have learned to their sorrow, ease of use 
isn't everything. How fast a program runs can be even more 
important. Unfortunately, that's seldom mentioned in 
ads or by salesclerks and it's one of the hardest things 
to evaluate in an in-store tryout. 

But delays of even a few seconds can be very annoy
ing if you keep running into them. Because of that, speed 
is one of the prime things to look for in a program. Many 
computer novices tend to ignore this consideration
since doing something on a computer is always so much 
faster than doing it by hand. But, believe me now or 
believe me later, if you buy a slow program, you'lllive to 
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regret it. (Steve Michel says no one ever realizes this; 
they just go for the power.) 

You want a great manual you don't need 

No m a tter how great a progra m is, it doesn 't do you any 
good unless you know how to use it. Mac softwa re should 
be so clear, its m enu commands so understandable , that 
you don't even need a manual. If you do n eed a m anual, 
at least it should be a good on e. 

Ironically (but predictably), the easiest progra ms to 
lear n tend to have the best m anu als and the h ardest 
programs to learn tend to h ave th e worst ma nuals . 

A manual should have an index, not an imitation of one 

I don't know about you, but I'd ra ther h ave a ll my teeth 
removed without a nes thetic than follow the tutoria l in 
most manua ls . They're the equ ivalent of being strapped 
into a ch air and forced to lis ten to scales for three months, 
then Three Blind Mice, then Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star, 
th en Lawren ce Welk-a ll u nder the guise of teaching you 
music apprecia tion. 

(I once saw a s ign in an old New York elevator tha t read: 
To actuate e levator mechanism, press button correspond
ing to floor d esired. Now try to imagine s omeone who 
could read and unders tand tha t m essage but who didn't 
know how to pres s a button in an eleva tor. Most tutori
a ls take the sam e approach .) 

All I want from a m anua l is a good index, s o I can look 
up what I n eed to and get out of there . Unfortuna tely, 
the only purpose m ost indexes serve is to a llow th e 
company whose m anua l it is to say, "Look! Look! An 
index!" And it's true-they do look like indexes. Why 
should I spoil the illus ion by pointing out tha t you can 
never find a nything in them? 

As fa r as I'm concerned , if the index is worthless, so is 
the manual. And if the ma nual is useless. so-u su a lly-
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is the program (the exception being those programs that 
are so intuitive, so easy to use, that you don't need the 
manual at a ll). 

Shareware is worth trying 

To be absolutely sure you're going to want a program before 
you buy it, you n eed to use it for some reasonable period 
of time. The best way to do that is shareware-software 
you're a llowed to copy freely and only pay for if you like 
it and continue to u se it. As you'll discover from reading 
this book, some of the best Mac programs a re s h a reware. 

In order to encourage this proconsumer a pproach to 
software distribution, a lways give s ha reware a try before 
spending money for a commercia l progra m tha t does the 
same thing, a nd a Lways pay for a ny shareware you end 
up keeping and us ing. 

If you don't, the people who write it will have to find 
some other way to make a living and will no longer be able 
to upda te th eir programs or create new ones. In the short 
run, you'll save a little money: in the long run, you'lllose 
a lot, as you end up paying more for programs you're not 
even sure you'll use. becau se no good s h a reware a lter
natives are available. 

Public-domain software 

Lots of programs are available absolutely free, thanks to 
the generosity of their authors. You can get this software 
from good computer s tores (if you 've done bus iness with 
them). u ser groups or bulletin boards . You often have to 
put up with skimpy documentation, or none at a ll, and 
early versions of most programs have bugs. But there's 
a lot of terrific public-domain software. some of it better 
than commercial programs. 

(You can get a sampling of great Mac sh areware and 
public-domain software on The Macintosh BibLe Software 
Dis ks, which h ave a money-back gu a ra ntee. They'r e 
described at the end of Chapter 20.) 
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In-store tryouts 

Any decent computer store will let you sit and play with 
software for hours at a time, as long as no one else wants 
to use the machine (unfortunately, someone almost always 
will). Trying a program in a store will often (but not 
always) give you enough of a feeling for it to decide if you 
want to buy it. 

Money-back guarantees 

If you're buying a program mail-order and sight unseen, 
try to get a money-back gu arantee. Remember-a lot of 
software isn't worth using, no matter how good it sounds. 

Support, support and support 

There's a saying in rea l es tate that the three most impor
tant things to consider when buying properly are location, 
location and location. Likewise, the three most important 
things to consider when buying a computer product are 
support, support and support (Support is the availability 
of someone to answer your questions, usually on the 
phone. and to fix things if they go wrong.) 

Support is the reason it often makes sense to pay a little 
more to buy from a vendor whose staff knows something 
(whether it's a local store or a mail-order distributor). Don't 
imagine you can depend on the publisher's telephone 
support line. As mentioned above, most of them are so 
understaffed that you might as well just play a tape 
recording of a busy signal and not tie up your phone. 

Fortunately, there a re som e exceptions. Microsoft. once 
one of the worst offenders, has gotten impressively good 
lately-I've had s hort (or no!) waits a nd reached knowl
edgeable techies. Claris a lso has genera lly good s upport, 
and so do mos t small companies . 

Don't use a bazooka to kill afly 

You should use a computer to do things you can't do more 
easily in some other way (wi th penci l and paper, for 
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example). The Mac can't make you organized or creative 
(a lthough it can certainly help you organize and create). 

Along these lines, check out the integrated programs 
in Chapter 18. For many people, who don't really need a 
full-powered word processor and a full-powered spread
sheet and a full-powered database (and so on). they offer 
the best value. 

Thou shalt not steal 

In the case of som e progra ms , there a re more illegal 
copies in existence than legal ones. (Nol thalthis is a lways 
bad for the publish er. WordStar becam e an industry
standard word processing program a t least partly because 
so many people had bootleg copies of it.) 

Most of the problem is that people give copies to their 
friends; few computer hackers a re despicable enough to 
steal someone else's work and then sell it. Still, the average 
program represents many person-years oflabor, and you can't 
blame a publisher for wanting to protect that investment. 

As a result, most Mac software used to be copy-protected. 
(There a re many ways to ma ke it difficult to copy a disk 
and no way to make it impossible, so it becomes a ques
tion of percen tages: "How many hackers can we outsmart?") 

Copy-protection was a real drag and virtu ally a ll Mac 
software publis hers have s topped doing it. This puts the 
burden on us. If people can't make money developing soft
ware becau se everyone is s tealing their software ins tead 
of buying it, soon there won't be any good programs at 
a ll. (I know I'm repeating myself. This bears repeating.) 

Beware of vaporware 

So much software has been promised tha t never saw the 
light of day (or saw it on a day many months after it was 
supposed to) that there's even a nam e for it- vaporware. 

So when some salesclerk (or ad , or friend) tells you tha t 
a new product will be along "real soon now," don't depend 
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on it. Few computer products come out on time, and a signif
icant number end up being nothing more tha n vapozware. 

Don't pay to be a beta tester 

When software publishers get a product to a certain stage, 
they hand out copies to people on the outside and ask them 
to test it. This work. called beta tes ting, is a lmost always 
unpaid; the testers a re motivated by the advantage (or 
prestige) of being the firs t to lmow about something. 

That's all fine, but don't pay to beta-test a product tha t's 
already been released. Vaponvare is bad enough, but it's 
much worse to spend your good money on a product 
that's full of bugs . 

So wait a while when a new product comes out. Go to 
a user group meeting or two a nd see if anyone's having 
problems with it. If you telecommunicate, ask about it. on 
a bulletin board. Remember: feeling impatient is a lot less 
painful than feeling victimized. 

Trust good publishers 

Since movie r eviewers spend most of their time telling you 
the plot (a nd usually can 't even do that with any accu 
racy), one of the b est ways to decide if a movie is worth 
seeing is to find out who directed it. Similarly, one of the 
best ways to tell if a program is worth buying is to judge 
by the company tha t publishes it . 

Take reviews (including ours) with a grain of salt 

One problem with reviews is that most reviewers aren't like 
most users. They tend to have much more experience with 
Mac program s and to be much more interested in explor
ing the Mac as an activity in itself. (I call this tendency exper
tosis; it also causes a problem with manuals.) 

Another problem is that reviewers a re seldom given 
enough time to really get to know the ins and outs of the 
software they're evalua ting. Lots of programs a re compli
ca ted enough tha t you don't really get a feeling for their 
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strengths a nd weaknesses until you've u sed them fa irly 
h eavily for a couple of mon ths. 

A third problem is that magazines a re supported by 
advertis ing revenues, and while I'm a lways surprised by 
how tough t hey 're willing to be in spite of tha t fact , no 
magazine's r eviews a re going to be , on the average , 75% 
or even 50% negative. 

Still, reviews a re a great place lo learn about products. 
Just don't treat them as the holy gospel-even when they 
appear in the Bible. (In fact. esp eciaLly when they appear 
in the Bible. Magazines can afford to do a much more 
compreh en s ive a nd thorough job of evaluating whole 
classes of produc ts . All we can do is give you the opin
ions of an expert or two, or-at best- wha t the general 
consensu s is am ong the Mac experts we know.) 

There's a scene in an episode of The Big Valley (one of 
those ra re m oments when we're not looking a t Barbara 
Stanwyck a nd thinking, "Boy s he looks good! How old is 
she anyway?"-which, as near as I can figure, is the main 
point of the show). S omeone has jus t finished destroying 
some lam e-bra ined idea of Heath's (he's the dumb one, 
rem ember) . Th ere's no a rgument Heath can m ake in 
response: his viewpoint is utterly without merit. So he 
sna rls , "You 've got a ll the a nswers, don 't you?" 

Well, we don't have a ll the answers , and ne ither does 
anyone else, and you s houldn't expect anyone to. It's 
obvious when s ta ted th a t baldly , but in practice, it's regu
la rly ignored . People a re always asking m e wha t products 
to buy . All too often, they don 't want to learn about wha t's 
ava ilable, they don't want to think about their n eeds
they jus t wa nt m e to teLl them wha t to buy. I ask them , 
"Would you buy a car that way?" 

There's a Yiddish saying tha t sums up perfectly the 
approach you should take: j rayg an aytsa y aynem, un 
hob dayn saylchel bei dir-ask for advice, then use your 
own h ead. 
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Hardware buying tips rANJ 

This book is filled with specific evaluations and comparisons 
of Mac hardware. What follows here are some general 
guidelines on what to look for and avoid. 

As with a car, the three most important things to look for 
in a piece of computer h a rdware are: whether it can do 
what you want it to do; how reliable it is; a nd (with a nod 
to Commandment IX above) how easy it is to get it fixed. 

One way to maximize your chances of getting a reliable 
(and repairable) piece of h a rdwa re is to buy from a 
company with a commitment to quality. Granted, that 
commitment can evaporate like the morning dew-and has, 
many times- but you still stand a better chance from a 
company that's had it in the past than one that hasn't. 

Don't get mad-get even 

It's astounding how little some companies care about 
their customers. I could give you several examples of 
this, but it doesn 't seem fa ir to s ingle out just a few 
companies when there are so ma ny bad ones. 

If you do get screwed, don't waste a lot of time writing 
long letters . If people don't treat you decently, it's usually 
because they aren't decent, and your heart-wrenching 
appeals are going to fall on deaf ears and hearts of stone. 

Make a few, good-faith efforts to get them to do what 
they're supposed to . then go directly to Small Claims 
Court. (DO NOT PASS GO. DO COLLECT $200+.) Marshals 
seizing their office equipment-tha t's the kind of thing 
these companies unders tand. (For how lo do it, see Every
body's Guide to Small Claims Court from Nolo Press.) 

Some good guys 

On the bright side, there are a lot of excellent. caring, moral 
companies. For example, we've had great experiences at 
Goldstein & Blair with APS of Independence, Missouri. 
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Because their prices are often the lowest around, we've 
bought several hard drives from them. 

One drive we reshipped to an employee who worked in 
an outlying office. Although the drive worked at our office, 
it was broken when it got to h er. She called APS and was 
immediately impressed with their competence on the 
phone. She was even more i~pressed with their service: 
in spite of the fact that we had reshipped the drive, they 
sent her a replacement drive ouernight, at no cost. The 
morning after she called , she had the new drive. 

APS didn't even ask her to return the old drive until 
she got the new one. (I should mention that the people 
she dealt with a t APS had no idea who we were or that 
they could get some good publicity out of this. They 
thought we were just another customer.) 

MacConnection keeps blowing people's socks offwith 
the speed with which they ship orders. ComputerWare 
has a reputation for being very knowledgeable and great 
to dea l with. 

We know there a re a lot of other great dealers and 
manufacturers out there. If you'll send us your experi
ences about them, good or bad, we'll try to incorporate 
them into the n ext edition. (Write Feedback Cache, G&B. 
Box 7635, Berkeley CA 94 707, or Mac. Bible on AppleLink 
or Mac Bible on America Online.) In the meantime, here 
are some general ha rdware-buying guidelines. 

What to lookfor 

First, look for a good long warranty-at least a year. Lots 
of companies offer two-year, three-year or even five-year 
warranties. (Of course these companies may not be around 
in five years. or even two. a nd that's definite ly something 
else to consider.) 

Another important consideration is good support. You 
want to buy from a vendor who will answer any ques tions 
and dea l with any problems that come up. and who will 
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make you feel like a colleagu e, not an annoying pes t, 
while doing so. 

Last-but not, n eedless to say, leas t-is price. How 
important it is depends on you r budget, of course, but 
let me say this: Don't underestima te the Mac's importance 
in your life . This is not some trivia l plaything-this is a 
very powerful tool for personal expression. 

If you want something- a laser printer ins tead of a dot
matrix printer, say, or a big screen instead of a nine-inch 
one-you'll u s u a lly b e happier if you figu re out s ome way 
to jus tify having it. I've seldom if ever heard anyone s ay, 
"I rea lly shouldn't h ave bough t this [expens ive piece of 
computer equipmen t]. I really could have gotten by with 
[something s impler and less expensive/." But I can 't count 
the number of times I've heard people wh o've gotten s ome 
powerful n ew piece of hardware say, "How did I live with
out this?" 

Don't do today what you can put off till tomorrow 

On the other ha nd, don't buy something you pla n to grow 
into; by th e t ime you grow into it. you'll be able to buy 
something better for less. There's one exception to this 
rule: If you're abou t to buy your fi rst h a rd disk , get twice 
as much capacity as you think you 'll n eed . You'll fill it up 
before you know it. 

It is possible to outsma rt this rule. if you really jump 
in size. For example , when I went from 144 m egs to 3 15 
megs, it took m e a long lime to fill up the new disk. But 
there's a lso a n exception to this exception to the excep
tion. If you start dealing with lots of TIFF files (typically 
from scanner s ). especia lly color TIFFs, virtua lly n o dis k 
is going to b e big enough . 

One person I know who does tha t kind of work bought 
a 1.2-gigabyte drive. He said he never wan ted to gel a d isk 
full message again . But he a lready h as, jus t a few months 
after he got the dis k. I a lso know a service bureau that 
works with hundreds an d hun dreds of scans . They have 
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two 1.2-gigabyte drives and a re always backing up onto 
cartridges and tape to make room on the dis ks. 

Anyway-becau se computer technology is still on the 
steep upslope of its growth curve, technological advances 
that provide more power for less money h ave (so far) 
a lways greatly outstripped increasing m a teria l and labor 
costs. Sometimes prices go down a lot and sometimes they 
go down a little , but they almost a lways go down. 

Don't put off till tomorrow what you can do today 

Since prices a re a lways fa lling , people will sometimes 
advise you to wait and buy la ter, when wha tever you 're 
buying will cost you less. This advice doesn 't always make 
sense. For one thing, if you followed it faithfully, you'd never 
buy anything. For another, it fa ils to cons ider the va lue 
of owning and u s ing the equipment, which , in my experi
ence, has a lmos t a lways outweighed wha tever money I 
might have saved wailing for tomorrow's lower price. 

So, if you h ave a u se for something righ t now, and you 
want it, do withou t the n ew car-the Mac is more fun. 

Why don't they all? 
(SA/AN/ND/JKISM/KF} 

Some software publish ers in troduce s uch nice additions 
to the standard Mac interface tha t they make you wish that 
a ll programs had them. For example, Microsoft progra ms 
(and oth ers) let you double-click on a window's title bar to 
make the window fill the screen (a nd/or to toggle it back 
to the origina l s ize)-and they did tha t long before Apple 
introduced the zoom box, which does the same thing. 

(Microsoft's is by fa r the be tter approach , becau se th e 
zoom box is often off the right edge of the screen when 
you're shuffling windows around- and, even when it's not , 
it's still a lways going to be h arder to get to and click on 
than s imply double-clicking anyv.rhere on the title ba r.) 
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Below are some other features that we believe should 
be standard on a ll Mac programs. Us u a lly we mention 
the program(s) we first saw each feature in, but be aware 
that many other programs may a lso have the same or 
similar features. 

If there are features you wish were part of the stan
dard Mac interface, let us know about them. If we like 
them, we'll publish them in future editions , and mention 
your name if you're the first person to suggest the idea 
(as we have below). 

• Data safety is probably weakest area of Mac software, 
and Nisus is one of very few Mac programs w ith 
multiple undos. If you've never used this featu re, you 
may be thinking, "Multiple undos. My, isn't that 
exciting!" Well, multiple undos may not compete w ith 
multiple orgasms, but once you get used to being able 
to go back five or ten undos, you' ll never want to live 
w ithout it again. 

• Nisus also lets you automatica lly save after any number 
of keystrokes you specify. That's better than 
automatica lly saving after a certain amount of time, 
which might be way too seldom if you're working like a 
demon, but way too often if you've walked away from 
the computer. 

• Both Word and Nisus automatically make backup copies 
(with the tag .bak appended after the regular fi le name) 
so you always have the last two versions of your fil e on 
disk. (You can disable this feature if you don't want it.) 

• If you've edited a document but haven't saved the 
changes, More II lets you know that by underlining 
the filename in the Window menu. (Nisus has a 
similar feature.) 

• Many Mac programs make it easy to add, remove or 
change keystroke equiva lents for menu commands. 

• W hen you drag a tab to place it on Nisus' ruler, a line 
extends from the tab all the way down the page. This 
el iminates annoying guesswork about exactly w here to 
put the tab. 
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• Nisus and Word let you change page margins by 
dragging them in the page preview display, so you can 
see the exact effect of your changes. As you move the 
margins, the measurements are indicated on the screen. 

• When Word's 1-beam pointer (I ) enters text that's 
formatted as italic, it bends over to the right (so does the 
insertion point, if you cl ick to lay one down there). This 
makes it much easier to see what you' re doing, and 
banishes the annoyance of selecting the wrong 
character because you can't figure out which one the 
pointer is on. 

There's another benefit to this feature: Since there's no 
way to tell how a space is formatted just by looking at 
it, it's a common experience to place the insertion point 
in a space and have the text you begin typing come out 
in italics (so you have to go back, select it and change it 
to plain text). With Word's approach, however, you 
know immediate ly when you move the 1-beam to a 
space whether it's formatted italic or not, because if it is, 
the 1-beam w ill bend to the right (as w ill the insertion 
point w hen you place it) . 

• We haven't seen thi s anywhere, but word processors 
should have horizonta l lock, so you don't find yourself 
always scroll ing sideways because you accidentally 
click in the horizonta l scroll bar. People w ith two-page 
displays hardl y ever need to move sideways in a 
window, and many other people hardly ever want to 
either. It's an annoyance every time it happens. (One 
way to implement this wou ld be w ith a command that 
lets you hide the horizontal scro ll bar.) 

• Gary Newman of Petaluma California would like to see 
much wider use of progress indicators, like the one that 
pops up when you save a fi le in System 7 . 

• Mark A. Ayen of Stamford Connecti cut thinks there 
shou ld be a New Folder bulton in every Save As ... 
dialog box. 

• Andreas Prilop of Hanover Germany wants an easy way 
to put nonbreaking spaces between characters, so 
phrases like Louis XIV won't break across li nes. There's 
the option space (you get it by ho lding down (option! as 
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you hit the !Spacebar)) but in many fonts it's also wider 
than a regular space. As mentioned in Chapter 9, this 
combining of two features is far from ideal. When you 
want a hard space, you normally don't want a w ide 
space, and w hen you want a wide space, you normally 
don't want a hard space. Hopefu lly font designers will 
someday start providing hard spaces and wide spaces as 
separate characters. 

• Mario S. De Pillis of Amherst Massachusetts wou ld like 
all word processing programs to have Word S's feature 
that lets you print on ly the selected text in a document. 

• john D. Curd of Richland Missouri wants a command 
that would let him automatica lly save a new version of 
a file to all of the disks that contain the file. 

• The Mirror monitor has three ADB ports in its base, so you 
can connect your keyboard and mouse to it and put your 
computer somewhere out of the way. (This isn't a software 
feature, of course, but we felt it deserved to be here.) 

A guide for beginners 
(AN/JK/ND/SA/SM/CR/ByB/KF) 

The Mac is the most intuitive computer ever sold, but that's 
not saying much. There are still things about it that 
confuse beginning users. and Apple's Getting Started 
manuals, while better than most, tend to make you wade 
through a lot of stuff you a lready know-or that's obvi
ous-to get to the useful information. This brief introduction 
should get you up and running a lot faster than they will. 

We make a real efforl to define terms the first time we 
use them, but haven't always been able to. We've had to 
assume you know some basic terms (like hardware. in the 
next paragraph). because defining every single one would 
have slowed us down too much. This book has an excellent 
glossary and index. Use them whenever you come across a 
word you don't know (or aren't completely sure about). 
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It's a good idea to go through this beginner's guide sitting 
at your Mac, so you can try things out. (We assume you've 
a lready set up your hardware according to the instruc
tions that came with it, and have turned it on.) 

One more thing to be aware of: Apple is a lways updat
ing and changing the Mac's basic system software. (System 
software is covered in Chapter 4; il includes the Finder, 
which is discussed below.) As of this writing, there a re 
two versions in common use-System 6 (which Apple no 
longer dis tributes) and System 7. The illustra tions in this 
guide sh ow how the Mac's screen looks wh en running 
System 7. If you're u s ing System 6 (or an earlier vers ion). 
what appears on your screen will look s ligh tly different 
from the illustra tions you see below. Don't let that throw 
you-the basic principles a re the same . 

Icons and the pointer 

The Mac's way of communicating wilh people is typica lly 
referred to as the graphicaL user inie1jace (for you fans of 
19th-century diction)-as if all computer screens weren 't 
graphic displays. A better name (it's equally pompous, just 
to keep everyone happy) would be the iconic user inter
face, becau se it lets you control a computer by pointing 
at, moving and manipulating icons (liltle graphic symbols), 
which look like this : 

I LJ rn ~ ~ ~ 
Trash fan mail Moust> lt> tters SuperPaint FileMaker Pro 

~ (1J ~ J1 c:=J LAJ) 
hard disk Optima contract 

As you can see, icons sometimes have names and some
times don't. They can represent many things, including: 

• computer disks (which store in formation; they' re 
discussed in Chapter 3). Examples shown are the icons 
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named hard disk and the one that looks like a floppy 
disk and is named letters. 

• programs (groups of instructions that tell the computer 
w hat to do). The icons named SuperPain t and FileM aker 
Pro are examples. 

• documents (like paper documents, but c reated w ith a 
program on the computer and stored in its memo ry and 
on computer disks). An example is the icon named 
contract (you can tell from the icon itself that this 
document was created by a word processing program 
called Word, if you know what Word icons look like). 

• folders (w hich hold documents, programs, etc.). A n 
example is the icon named fa n mail. 

While we're doing b asic d efinition s, we s hould intro
duce the termfile, which s imply means any collection of 
informa tion on a computer d is k or in a computer's m emory 
th at's grouped together a nd called by on e na m e. Docu
m ents a re file s , as are progra m s (sometim es progra m s 
occupy s everal related files). 

Wha t you point at icons with is a n icon itself; it's 
called, wit h s imple elegan ce, the pointe r. Actu ally , s ince 
the pointer can take m a ny s ha pes , it's n ot one icon but 
a whole series of them. The mos t comm on pointer icon is 
a left-leaning arrow ( ~ ). When you're d ealing wit h text, 
the pointer takes the s hape of a n !-beam ( I ). There are 
a whole slew of pointers for dealing with graphics, includ
ing ~ . ~. [§ . nand p . 

In addition to pointing a t icons, you a lso point a t clear, 
simple, Englis h words. This saves you from h aving to 
memorize a bunch of a bbrevia ted comma nds, as you d o 
on more p rimitive compu ters. (Since wha t you're d oing 
in both cases is pointing, ra ther tha n typing commands , 
a n even b etter na m e for h ow th e Mac comm unicates with 
people would be the pointing user interface. Bu t th at 
sounds so .. . unimpres sive. It would be like doctors call
ing gastritis a stomach ache. How much m on ey could 
they cha rge if they did that?) 
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Only one part of any pointer-called the hot spot-actu
ally points. On the arrow pointer, the hot spot is the tip. 
If just the tip of the arrow is inside something, then you're 
pointing at it (as in the illustration below): if all the arrow 
except the tip is ins ide, then you're not pointing at it. 

You typically control the pointer with a 
mouse-a s mall box with a ball on the 
bottom a nd a button on the top (other 
devices, like trackballs, are also u sed). When 
you roll the mouse around, the pointer moves in the same 
direction on the screen (although normally a greater 
distance). You get so used to the mouse after a while, it 
begins to fee l as if you're moving the pointe r directly with 
your hand. 

He.re's a chance to clear up a very common problem 
beginners run int.o (we vividly remember the frustration 
ourselves): Often the mouse runs into something on the 
desk, or gets to the edge of the desk; if the pointer still 
isn't where you want it to be, what do you do? 

The solution is simplicity itself. The pointer only moves 
when the mouse is in contact with a s urface, so a ll you 
need to do to move the pointer further is pick the mouse 
up and put it down where you have more room to roll it 
in the direction you want. Aha! 

The desktop 

A basic program tha t comes with the Mac (called the 
Finder) creates a gray area that covers the screen. Since 
most of what you do on a Mac would be done on the top 
of a desk if you didn't have a computer, this gray area is 
called the d esk top. (Everything that follows describes how 
things look on the desktop, unless otherwise indicated.) 

The first icons you point a t a re a rranged on the Mac's 
desktop-disks, programs. documents, folders. etc. There's 
even a wastebasket called Trash- except. of course, in the 
real world, the trash can is next to the desktop, not on top 
of it. (The Trash is a special kind of folder you put things 
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into when you want to throw them away.) The illustration 
below shows you what a (very empty) desktop looks like. 

The icon in the upper right corner represents the hard 
disk this Macintosh is running off of. (It wasn't called hard 
disk when it was purchased. but you can change the names 
of most things on the Mac and make them whatever you want.) 
The icon below, named leUers. represents a floppy disk that 
has been inserted into the Macintosh (if you're following a long 
on your Mac, insert a floppy disk now). The floppy can also 
be given any name you like. 

(You can think of the ha rd disk as a massive filing cabi
net perched on your desktop. Floppy disks, which are 
portable and hold much less information, are more like brief
cases full of files that you carry around with you.) 

Menus 

The only thing on the desktop that isn't composed of icons 
is the line of words across the top left. This is called the 
menu bar and the words on it are called menu titles (tl isn't 
a word, of course, but most other menu titles are) . If you 
pu t the pointer on a menu title and hold down the mouse 
button, a menu pops down over the desktop. Just as a menu 
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at a restaurant is a list of things you can order, a menu 
on the Mac is a list of things you can order the computer 
to do. They're called commands or menu items. 

(If you're holding the mouse button down to look at a 
menu, you may want to release it; your finger will need 
the rest while Arthur rants on about a matter of crucial 
linguistic importance. The fainthearted among you may 
want to skip the n ext couple of paragraphs altogether.) 

Apple insists on calling these pull-down menus
presumably on the theory that, in real life, things pop up 
(like toast) but pull down (like window shades). Well, first 
of all, that isn't a lways the case; for example, those oxygen 
masks stewardesses demonstrate before a flight pop down 
from overhead if the a ir pressure in the cabin drops (at 
least you hope they do). 

But even if nothing in the real world ever popped down, 
that's still what the Mac's menus do. You don't grab the 
menu title and pull the menu down over the desktop; you 
touch the menu title with the pointer, press the mouse button 
and the menu pops down over the desktop (or drops down, 
if you prefer). The pointer stays up at the menu title, not 
down at the bottom of the menu, which is where it would 
have to be if you were pulling it. 

I could go on about this impor
tant point for days. but it's prob
ably easiest simply to say menus 
instead of pop-down menus and 
to save the adjectives for describ
ing other sorts of specialized 
menus (we' ll be ta lking about 
some la ter). Anyway, here's what 
a menu looks like: 

~ Alarm Clock 
[§] Calcu lator 
'P Chooser 
~Control Panels 

~Key Caps 
[J Note Pad 

~Puzz l e 
~Scrapbook 

This is called the Apple menu (since so few people can 
pronounce ti). The first item on it always tells you about 
the software you're using. If you're in the Finder (that's 
where you'll be if you've jus t started up your Mac), choosing 
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this command tells you what version of the system soft
ware you're using, who wrote it, how much space it takes 
up in the Mac's m emory, etc. (i t a lso tells you what model 
your Mac is). When you're in anoth er program than the 
Finder, you get similar information about that program. 

To select a command on a menu, s lide the pointer 
down the m enu, keeping the mouse button pressed down. 
As you pass each command, it highlights-that is, instead 
of a ppearing as black letters on a white background, it 
appears as white letters on a black background. When 
the comm a nd you want is highlighted (as About This 
Macintosh .. . is on the menu on the last page). you just 
release the mouse button and lhe command executes. 

If you s lide the pointer down a m enu a nd then decide 
not to choose any of its com mands, you don't have to s lide 
the pointer back to the top; jusl s lide il off the side of the 
menu and let go of the mouse button. (If you've got specia l 
softwa re installed, this may cause lhe m enu to "tear off" 
from the m enu ba r and rem a in on the screen; we 'll tell 
you more a bout that later.) 

Other than About This Macintosh ... , alllhe item s on the 
li m enu on the last page a re p rogra ms that let you control 
wha t you see on the screen and how your Mac works. or 
ha ndy little programs called deslc accessories (a lso called 
DA's) that com e with your Mac. 

Desk accessories have a history. For the Mac's first 
severa l years , you could gen era lly open only a s ingle 
program at a time, but DA's were Lhe exception- the ti menu 
was (a lmos t) a lways available and you could run programs 
listed on it while you were working in other progra ms . For 
example, you could open the Calculator DA and add up some 
figures while you were in a word processing program. 

However, in System 7 (a nd under MultiFinderin System 
6). you can open more tha n one program at a time, and 
switch between them as you wis h . Program s that have been 
designa ted DA's by their d evelopers now differ only very 
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slightly from other progra ms . They're designed to b e 
installed on the • menu. but you can put them anywhere. 
And you can add the name of practically a ll other programs , 
documents a nd folders to the • menu yourself, to make 
them more eas ily access ible. (See the entry called adding 
items to the • menu in Chapter 
4 for more details .) ~0-------~ 

You can also remove any of 
the standard DA's from the • 
menu (or a nything else tha t's 
been put on it). A cus tomized • 
menu might look like this: 

Shown below is the next menu 
on the menu bar-the File menu. 
As you can see, som e of th e 
comma nds are dimmed (or 
grayed). This means you can't use 
them at the present time-if you 
s lide the pointer past them . they 
won't highlight. For example, Print 
is dimmed because we haven't yet 
picked a document to print. 

Once you enter a program. 
you'll notice that s ome of i ts 
m enus , a nd m a n y of th e 
commands on the menus . a re 
different from the Finder's. For 
example, ju s t a b out every 
program h as a File m enu , but 
you'll only find New Folder on 
the Finder's File m enu and you 'll 
only find S a ve As... on a 
program's File menu . 

Sometimes a m enu has so 
many commands on it that they 
run off the bottom of th e screen . 

About This Mocintosh ... 

~ Ala rm Cloclc 
LJ Applelinlc 6.1 olios 

~ Colculotor 
~ Calendar 1.7 
~ Calendar File 
LJ Capture 4.0.2 olios 
~ CEToolbow 

'P Chooser 
~ Control Panels 
~ Dis lcTop 

§3 Fow Center 
~ INFODESK 

[@) Key Cop s 
~scrapbook 

• :f1r=-
New Folder 3€N 
Open 3€ 0 
Print :)[:p 

[lOS<~ Wind<Htl :)[:UJ 

Get Info 3€ 1 
Sharing ... 
Ouplie<l1 (1 :)(:0 
t--iake Alias 
Put Away 3€ Y 

Find... 3€F 
Find Again 3€ G 

Page Setup ..• 
Print Desktop ... 
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In that case , a downward 
pointing triangle appears at 
the bottom of the part of the 
menu you can see (as on the 
menu shown h ere). Sliding 
the pointer past this triangle 
makes the additiona l m enu 
items scroll up (roll past you 
as if on a scroll , like the end 
credits of a movie). 

When the command you 
want scrolls into view, you jus t 
slide the pointer to it to select 
it (actually , menu scrolling 
tends to really zip along. so 
you'll probably wind up s liding 
the pointer back up the menu 
to catch the item you want) . 

Show Ruler 3€R 

Character.. . 3€D 
Paragraph ... 3€M 
Section .•. 
Document .•. 

Position... 3€-Q-P 

Styles .•. 
Define Sty les ..• 3€T 

vPiain For Style 3€-Q- ... 

./P lain TeHt 3€-Q-2 
Dold 3€-Q-B 
/Iulie 3€-Q- 1 
Underline 3€-Q- U 
Strikethru 3€-Q-/ 
T 

Some item s on m enus a re followed by a right-pointing 
trian gle (as on the m enu shown below). If you highlight 
one of these, a s ubmenu pops out to the right of the trian
gle (unless there's no more room on the right, in which 
case it pops out on the left). Without letting go of the mouse 
button, you then slide the pointer onto and down the 
submenu to select t h e command you want. (Or you can 
just drag directly to the comm and, as long as you angle 
toward the submenu and don't simply move vertically down 
the main menu. ) 

Ito lie 
Underline 
mmnoornrn 
~[i) (f)([](!) [!JJ 
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Checkmarks like the ones next to 12 and Plain on the 
menus (shown above) mean that the checked choices are 
currently in effect. For example, if you select Bold from 
the submenu and then reopen the menu, it will be checked, 
and whatever you typed next will appear in bold. 

Menu items that take checkmarks are toggles- when 
they're off, choosing them turns them on, and when 
they're on, choosing them turns them off. There are also 
toggles that don't take checkmarks; instead, their names 
change to indicate what happens when they're selected. 
The Show balloons command described in The Help menu 
section (near th e end of this chapter) is an example. 

Keyboard commands 

Some commands have keyboard equivalents listed next 
to them on the menu-like~ 0 next to the Open. .. command 
on the File menu shown on page 64. (On Apple's current 
keyboards, the command key contains an apple symbol 
as well as the cloverleaf symbol:&@. while older keyboards 
show just the cloverleaf. The command key performs the 
same functions in either case.) 

~ 0 next to the Open ... command means that instead 
of moving the pointer up to the File menu, pressing the 
mouse button to make the menu pop down, going down 
the menu to the Open ... command and then releasing the 
mouse button, you can simply hold down the&@ key and 
hit the@) key and get the same result. (In the Finder, you 
can also hit lill!l]) to open a new folder, ~ to get infor
mation on a disk, file or folder, ©:IDI) to find something, 
etc.) The standard keyboard equivalents for the Mac's basic 
commands are: 

File menu 

New 

Open 

Save 

Edit menu 

Undo 

Cut 

Copy 



File menu 

Print 

Quit 
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Edit menu 

Paste 

Se lectAII ~ 

As you can see, keyboard commands are often simply 
the ~ key plus the first le tter of the command name. 
These ten k eyboard commands are pre tty universal, 
though a few progra ms use some of them for different 
things. The only ones that are really sacred are la:~~:II] , la:~~: J:R) , 

ldiDQ] a nd ~(YJ. 

Sometimes other modifier lceys a re used with 1¢~1 to 
extend the power of the keyboard, like IShitrl, loplianl and 
sometimes !cantrall. When they're listed in menus, the follow
ing symbols a re used: 

1\ (I Cantrolj ) 

You'll sometimes find other symbols in m enus. Here's 
a guide to some of them, with the symbol that appears in 
the menu on the left and the key it represents on the right: 

..... !Spacebar! +I ~ 

~ !Return! ~ !Enter I 

<RI I Delete I [QID . numeric keypad 

g ~ [QID@ !Clear! 

+ 8 + 8 

"' 0 ~ (!) 

The miD symbol is n eeded to indicate th e numeric 
keypad-sometimes &IDJJ and ~ (say) do different 
things. Since there's no symbol for the !Clear! key, which is 
on the keypad, it's referred to as-in effect- keypad [ESC). 

Selecting, clicking and dragging 

Se lecting is the single most important concept for 
understanding how Mac software works. The basic two 
principles are: 
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1. You always have to select something before you can do 
anything with it. (Apple ca lls this the "noun, then verb" 
or "hey, you-do this" approach. Another way to 
remember it is "select, then affect.") 

2. Selecting, in and o f itself, never alters anything. 

Trying to do something when nothing is selected, or with 
something different from what you think is selected, is 
the cause of 90% of the confus ion people have when 
learning to use the Mac. 

To select a n icon , you dick on it-tha t is, you put the 
pointer over it, then press and release the mouse button. 
The icon reverses-what was white becomes black and what 
was black becomes white (or, on a color monitor, the colors 
reverse)-to sh ow it's selected: 

Unselected Selected 

To move icons around the desktop, you have to select 
them. But after you put the pointer on an icon and press 
th e mouse button, ho[d it down and move the mouse. A 
"ghost" of the icon sticks to the pointer until you release 
the mouse button , al which point the icon appea rs in the 
new location. This is called dragging. 
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When you click on an icon to select it, the previously 
selected icon automatically becomes deselected (turns 
from black to white). You can, however, select more than 
one icon at a time, by holding down the !Shift I key while click
ing on them in turn. This is called shift-clicking. 

Another way to select more than one icon at a time is 
to drag a selection rectangle around them. To do that, start 
by imagining a rectangle that would enclose all the icons. 
Then point to one corner of that imaginary rectangle, 
hold the mouse button down, drag the pointer to the 
diagonally opposite corner, and release the mouse button . 

.. ........... .... ........... . . . . . . . . 

FileMaker Pro SuperPaint 

L .. ... IJ ....... itt ~ 
liJI§IfM§IM SuperPaint 

1. Press in one corner. 2. Drag to the opposite corner 

··· ··········· ··· ············ ···· ··········· ··· 'tt 

3. Release the mouse button. 4. The items are selected. 

An icon will be selected it any part ot the selection 
rectangle touches it. (In System 6, the selection rectan
gle has to touch the icon itself; just touching its name won't 
select it.) 

Up above we said you can change the name of just about 
any icon. You do it by clicking directly on the name (not 
on the picture part of the icon) . An outline surrounds the 
name, allowing you to type in a new one: 
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If you just start typing when an icon is selected but with
out an outline around the name, another icon will get 
selected, instead of the name of the first icon being 
changed. That's because typing the first letter of an icon's 
name is a shortcut for clicking on it. (System 6 doesn't 
have this shortcut, so there's no distinction between 
selecting an icon and selecting its name. You can just click 
on an icon and start typing to change its name-you 
don't have to click on the n ame itself.) 

In both system versions. you can edit icon names the 
way you edit text in a word processor (and here's as good 
a place as any to tell you about that). When you move the 
pointer over a selected icon name, it becomes an I-beam 
(I). Wherever you click the I-beam, a flashing bar called 
the insertion point appears, a llowing you to start typing 
there, or to backspace over the characters behind it using 
the !Delete) key. If you drag the I-beam over a part of the name, 
you 'll select it, and can then delete or type over tha t part. 

You can use any character but the colon ( : ) in an icon 
name, including spaces, and it can be up to 31 characters 
long-or, in certain contexts, 27 characters long. (More prim
itive computers u sually don't let you use spaces in the names 
of files, and require that the names be much shorter.) 

Some Mac users favor techie names like rec.rev4.exp. 
Sure, it makes sense to use some abbreviations (ltr for 
letter is a good one), but why confuse yourself just so you 
can look high-tech? You've got 3 1 characters, punctua
tion, spaces-use them. Give your documents names like 
Linda's 40th-it's aU over now and BE/ another psychotic 
break, eh?, so you can immedia tely tell what they are, even 
years later. (There are times when you can only see the 
first 22 characters of a file name, so keep the essential 
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part of the n am e within that limit. This happens in dia log 
boxes , which are described below.) 
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Windows 

To see what's in an icon, you open it-by pointing to it 
and clicking the mouse button twice in rapid succession. 
This is ca lled double-clicking. (Be sure not to move the 
mous e between clicks or the Mac will interpret it a s two 
separate clicks a nd n ot a double-click .) 

You can a lso click once on the icon, go up to the File 
menu and ch oose the Open ... command, but tha t's a 
whole lot more trouble than double-clicking. There's even 
a third possibility. If you look a t the Open .. . command on 
the File menu above, you'll see that~@ follows it. So you 
can also click on an icon and hit I~@ to open it. But why 
bother? Double-clicking is so much easier. 

Double-click on the floppy disk icon called letters and 
it will open into a window: 

title bar-----.
1 

zoom box-----.
1 

close box-ifJ~~~~~~~~JI~e!tt~e~r~s~~~~~~~~i~ 
6 items 204K in disk 581 K available 

G&B ~"'" l•tt"~'hi" l•tt~om i 
mise letters fan mail product reques ts {7 

or I l::i :::i::::::::wi:i:::: :H! i !i: :::w::u:::::: ::::H::imH::H:::!Hi:mH: ~H:i:::imi ::wi:m:mw::::m::::w::m::::n ¢11JJ 

scroll arrow j scroll box scro ll bo:~rj size box j 
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This window shows the contents of the disk (since the 
icon we opened was for a disk). In order to do anything with
or to-a window, it has to be active (selected). When it is, 
you'll see six horizontal lines in the title bar (which runs 
across the top of the window with the title in the middle). 

A window is a lways active when it first opens (this is 
only logical, since you have to select its icon to open it). 
To select a different window-tbat is, to make a different 
window active-click anywhere in the other window. When 
it overlaps other windows , the active window a lways 
appears on top of them, as shown in the illustration below: 

hord disk 

24 ft~ms 17.5 MB in disk I MB av ailab 1~ 

~0 letters 0= 
9 items 2 16K in disk 569K available 

llJ ~ CJ ~ 
Q 

-
. 

sy s tem folder 
-

meetfng notes letters to mom G&B letterhead 

LJ CJ CJ LJ application• 
project ideas letter s to ar chive mise letters 

CJ CJ LJ 
product r equests f• n mail letterheads 0 

¢ 1 I¢ 121 

To close a window, you click in the little dose box at 
the left end of the title bar (or choose the Close command 
from the File m enu). The close box only appears in active 
windows, so a window mus t first be active before you can 
close it. 

To move a window, you drag it by ils title bar. To change 
its size, you drag the s ize box. The zoom box resizes the 
window to show all its contents and nothing more (if 
that's too big for your screen , it jus t expands to fill the 
screen); the next time you click the zoom box, the window 
goes back to its original size. 
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(In System 6, the zoom box works differently: in general, 
it expands windows to fill the screen, but in the Finder, 
it stops about an inch short of the right edge of the screen, 
so you can still see disk icons and the Trash. You can get 
this result in System 7 by holding down (opuonl when you 
click the box.) 

When the active window has gray scroll bars on its 
bottom and right sides, that generally means there a re 
items in it that aren't showing (either that or you haven't 
left enough space around the items that are s howing). 
When the scroll bars in an active window are bla nk, tha t 
means everything is a lready displayed in the window. 
Sometimes one scroll bar is gray and the other is white
it depends on where the missing information is located. 

To bring missing informa tion into view, you can use 
the scroll box, the scroll arrows or the gray area of the scroll 
bar itself. It's fa irly tedious to explain in words exactly 
what each does (since they work in right-brained , Maclike 
ways), but if you experiment with them, it will quickly 
become obvious. (You m ay need to make your window 
smaller before you experiment so some of its contents a re 
out of sight. To do that, point at the window's size box, 
hold the mouse button down a nd drag horizon tally, verti
cally or diagonally. ) 

At first. the scroll controls may seem to work backwards. 
Click in an up a rrow and things scroll down; click in a 
left arrow and things move to the right. Here's how to think 
of it: if you wa nt to see wha t's towards the bottom of the 
window, you press the down a rrow. Ifyou want to see the 
items off to th e righ t. you use the right a rrow. 

It's as if a smaller window is s liding a round on top of 
a larger one (see the illustra tion a t the top of the n ext page). 
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...................................... ..... ........................................................................................................... 
.c:>....-

hard di sk 
intro stuff m• 31 items 23 .6MB in disk 14 .7MB available FiloMakor 

II L tl LJ 
After Dark book rafts leHerheads 

~ag ~ ~ CJ ITIJ~ 
MS Works ss· onts applications 

LJ LJ 
G&B thinQs SuperPaint 2 .0 

t~ 
'C III 
datab~ 

~ CJ 
G&B letterhoad for G&B 

LJ 
HyperCard 

CJ 
utilitios 

llJI ~l!;!!iiH!i!ilii!iLtr J:Hi!uiiui!Hi!iwi:~m!i!iHH!::i!i~ LJ 
: system folder illo/sectors put away today 's "'ork Korinna illo/wings spr .. dsheots 

• ............... .......... ... .............. ..................... .............. ............... ............ ... .............. ............................ . 

One fina l note on double-clicking to open windows: if 
an icon's window is a lready open before you double-click 
on the icon, a ll t h a t will happen is that the window will 
become active (if it wasn't a lready). This is a ll that should 
h appen, but sometimes beginners don't notice the change 
(expecting the dramatic zooming of a window opening) and 
think there's something wrong. 

Programs, documents andfolders 

Now let's talk about what the icon s in a window mean. 
To do that, let's go back to our old friend, the ha rd disk 
icon, and double-click on it. That produces this: 

-D hard disl< 

24 1\ems I 7.5 MB in disk I MB eveil eble 

system folder fonl s and DAs 
LJ <ib 

util ities folder Microsoft Word 

LJ §J -
applicaHons G&B letlerh•ad mise lttl t r s spr .. dsh .. ls 

0 

I 
~ 

LJ LJ 
dat.bas•s product r •qu•sts Hyp~rCard graphics 

¢ 1 
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Most of the icons in this window look like folders, and 
that's wha t they are. You use folders to organize your icons. 
Double-click on any folder icon a nd it will open into a 
window that contains more icons. You ca n put folders 
within folders to your heart's content-whatever you n eed 
to organize your work and ma ke it easy to find . 

Microsoft Word is a program (in this ca se , a word 
processor, which you use to enter a nd edit text) . Double
click on its icon and the Word program is launched (copied 
from the disk into m emory. so it will run; fo r more on this, 
see the first entry of Cha pter 3) . There a re va rious kinds 
of programs: 

• applications, w hich are devoted to relatively large, 
compli cated tasks like word processing, graphics work, 
page layout, etc. 

• utilities, whic h perform support tasks, like searching for 
a specific file o n a disk or counting all the words in a 
document, or relatively simple independent tasks, like 
Alarm Clock and Calculator on the ti menu 

• system software, w hich contro ls the bas ic operations o f 
the computer (like the Finder) 

But there's a tendency among Mac users-and espe
cially Mac t echies-to call all progra ms applications, 
regardless of the ir type. Officia lly, even the Finder and 
the Alarm Clock a re applications . 

G&B letterhead is a document-in this case, a template 
for writing business letters tha t was created by the word 
processing application MacWrite. When you double-click 
on the G&B letterhead icon, it will first launch MacWrite 
(whether it's on the sa me disk or another disk attach ed 
to the Mac). then open itself so you can edit it, print it, 
etc. (More primitive m achines won't automa tically launch 
an a pplication when you open a document crea ted by it. 
You have to open the application first, then the document.) 
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Ways to view files 

It's mostly only in the Finder-in folder windows and on 
the desktop-that files a re represented by icons; in most 
other places, they're identified simply by their names. The 
View menu lets you display things by name instead of by 
icon in the Finder as well. This comes in h andy when th e 
windows on your desktop begin to clutter up with icons 
(which won't take long). 

There's a Clean Up command on the Special menu that 
will tidy up your icons, but list views give you more infor
mation, and you can organize things in several different 
ways, to h elp you find what you're looking for quickly. As 
you can see, in addition to viewing by Icon and by Small 
Icon. (which is the same as by Icon. except that the icons 
are smaller), you can view: 

• by Name-in alphabetical order •umr. 
~~1__----.. 

• by Size-from biggest to smallest, 
according to how much disk 
space they occupy 

• by Kind-with al l the documents 
of a particular sort (applications, 
folders, Quark documents, Page
Maker documents, etc.) grouped 
together 

• by Label-by categories you've 

by Small Icon 
by Icon 

../by Name 
by Size 
by Kind 
by label 
by Date 
by Uersion 
by Comments 

attached with the Label menu (for details, see Chapter 4) 

• by Date-in order of when you last changed them, with 
the most recent one fi rst 

• by Version-with all the documents created by a certain 
version of a program grouped together 

• by Comments--in alphabetical order according to 
comments that are attached to them (you attach com
ments by se lecting a file, choosing Get Info from the File 
menu and then typ ing notes in the box that appears); but 
under certain ci rcumstances, the comments get erased 

• by Co/or--according to the order of the colors in the 
Color menu (only availab le on co lor monitors, of course) 
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(Your View menu won't n ecessarily show a ll the above 
choices-the by Label, by Ve rsion and by Comments 
options appear only in System 7. the by Color option only 
in System 6 . By Vers ion and by Comments don't appear 
unless you've set them to.) Whatever view you've chosen 
is checked on the m enu. Here's an example of a window 
whose contents a re viewed by name: 

D Ch~pt~r 4 dr ~ft for N~d 

D tc lipse pix note 

~ Fil~M~k~r Pro 

~ FreeTerm 3.0 

D ideas for Monday mtg 

I> 0 letters, memos, etc 

I> 0 Macll'rite II 

I> 0 MB4 stuff 

I> 0 Nisus 

D pr~ctic9 sp~ce ~d 
I> 0 Syst em Foldtr 

herd di slc E!l= 
Sizt Kind Labtl Last Modified 

141K Nisus® 3 .06 docu ... Project I Tue, May 12Q 

SK Macll'l'ite II docum .. . Per sonal Mon, Au9 19 

779K ~pplic~lion progr ~m - Mon, May 2( 

47K application proQram - Fri , Au9 2 , I 

SK Nisus® 3 .06 docu... Project I Sun, Apr 12 

- folder Wed , May 2C 

- folder Wed, May 2( 

- folder in progress Wed , May 2( 

- foldtr W-.d , May 2( 

SK Nisus® 3 .06 docu... on hold Mon , Feb 24 

- folder Wed, May 2( 0 

Once you're in a list view , you don't h ave to use the View 
menu to fmd out which you 're in; the column heading that's 
underlined shows how th e items a re sorted. You can even 
change th e sort order simply by clicking on a different 
column heading (this only works in System 7, though) . 

In System 7. list views a lso a llow you to look a t a folder's 
contents without opening its window, using outline views. 
As you can see above (a nd in lhe window shown on the 
next page), there's a triangle next to each folder's icon . When 
you click on one of them, it points downwards, a nd the 
folder 's contents are displayed below it in outline form (see 
the Nisus folder in the illustrations). 

If there are folders among those contents. you can see 
their contents-still within the same window-by clicking 
their triangles. Click on a triangle again and the outline 
view collapses back into its folder. 
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- 0 hard disk 

D Chap ter 4 draft for Ned 

D ~clips~ pix note 

<3l Fil~Mak~r Pro 

<3l Fr~eTerm 3 .0 

D ideas for Monday mtg 

[> CJ lottors, momos, otc 

I> CJ MacWrito II 

I> CJ MB4 s t uff 

v CJ Nisus 

I> CJ Envelope S tationeries 

I> CJ M~cros 

D Nisus Dictionary & Thes ... 

I> CJ Nisus Help Folder 

D Nis us Hy phonation 

D Nis us User Dictionary 

~ Nis us® 3 .06 

D Pleading Page Stationery 

D practice space ad 

I> D Syst~m Fold~r 0 
¢ 1 l ~mmininnmHHiimmmu; mllill~mmmmw1mlmlm o f2l 

Dialog boxes and alerts 

Choosing a comm and wilh an ellipsis a fter it (Open .... for 
example, or Print. .. ) opens a dialog box (it's called that 
because the Mac is telling you something and asking for 
a response). Here's a n example of a Print dialog box 
(exactly h ow they look varies with the a pplication you're 
in, the printer you're us ing, e lc .): 

,;,D ;,;es;;lc;;;;W;;r;i:ilt~e~r :;============;::==:::;=~;i:i"·~o2~.o~o n OK ll 
Coples:EJ Poges: ® All 0 From: r=J To: r=J [ Cancel 1 
Qua lity: ® Best 0 Faster ( He lp 1 
0 !lack to Front ? 

One way you respond lo a dialog box is by typing in a 
text box, like t he Lhree rectangles to the r igh t of the 
words Copies , From and To in the dia log box above. You 
can move from one Lexl box lo the next by hilling [Iill . In 
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this case you're asked for numbers , but sometimes you're 
asked for words . 

The oth er way to respond to a dia log box is by clicking 
on a button. There a re three basic kinds : 

Push buttons are rounded rectan gles with commands 
inside them, like the three on the right of the dia log box 
on the previous page. When you "push" the button (click 
on it), the comma nd ins ide the button is executed, just 
as if you'd selected a command from a menu. When a push 
button is framed by a thicker rectangle. like the OK button 
above, tha t m eans it's th e default button-you can click 
on it simply by hitting the !Return ! or IEnterl key . 

Radio buttons a re little cir cles with na m es n ext to 
them (like the circles to lhe le ft of Best a nd Faster. and 
All and From , in the Deskwriter d ialog box at the bottom 
of the last page). When you click on a ra dio button. it 
fills in (a s with B es t and ALl). 

Ra dio buttons a re called lha l beca use. like the presets 
on a ca r r adio, they com e in sets, and only on e button 
in a set can be s elected a t a time (on the Mac, one radio 
button in each set must b e selec ted a t a ll limes). In other 
words, when you click on on e ra dio bu tton, the radio 
button in th e s et tha l was previous ly selected is a uto
ma tically des elected . So if you click on Faster, Bes t will 
automa tically deselect, a nd if you click on From , All will 
automa tically deselect. 

Sometimes radio buttons activa te text boxes. Ifyou click 
on the From button (in the illustra tion above). you'll find 
yours elf automa tica lly in the text box to the right of it, 
with the program waiting for you to tell it wh a t page you 
want to start from . It a lso works the other way around
if you click in tha t text box, the All button will a utomat
ically go blank a nd the From button will a utoma tically fill 
in (since, if you're specify ing a beginning page number, 
you obviou s ly don't want to prin t a ll the pages). 
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Checkboxes are the third kind of 
button. They're little squares with names 
next to them (like the ones here). They're 
used for lists of options that aren't mutu
ally exclusive. All the checkboxes in a set 
can be selected, or none (although some
times at least one has to be selected). 
Clicking in a checkbox toggles it on and 
off (puts an X in it and blanks it again). 

Style----, 

~ Bold 
altalic 
[}'"outline 

D Shadow 
D Strilcethru 
D Small Caps 
D Rll Caps 
D Hidden 

Another common feature of dia log boxes is the list box. 
For example, ifyou choose the Open ... command from the 
File menu while in a word process ing program, you'll get 
a dialog box that looks something like this: 

Select a Document: 

Ia Chapter 4 ... I 

Chapter 4 glossary file 
D Chapter 4 heads 
D Chapter 4 work file 
0 old stuff 
o screenshots 
0 source material 

c::J hard disk 
8266K auailable 

[ Open D ( [)<~< t ) 

(Cancel) pesktop) 

DRead Only 

The list box is on the left; it displays the folders and 
documents that this program can open (it won't show docu
ments tha t the program can't open). You can scroll through 
the list and open a document or folder by double-click
ing on its name (or, if you're always looking for the hard
est way to do something, by selecting it and then clicking 
the Open button on the right). 

There are several ways to find the nam e you want in a 
list box-the two most basic are using the scroll bar and 
dragging down through the list itself. (For other ways, see 
the entry titled shortcuts in Open and Save As dialog 
boxes in Chapter 4.) 
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Above a list box is the name of these items' location (a 
folder, disk or the desktop itselO. The name is in a rectan
gle with a drop shadow, which indicates that it's actually 
a menu. (Menus like this that pop up out of dialog boxes 
instead of down from the menu bar are called pop-up 
menus.) While the list box shows what the Chapter 4 folder 
contains, the pop-up menu shows what contains it-it's 
inside the MB4 stu.tffolder, which is on the hard disk called 
hard disk, which is on the desktop. 

Select a Document: 

0 screenshots 
0 source material 

CJ hard disk: 
B266K auailable 

[ Open D ( l:je< t ) 

(Cancel) peslctop) 

0 Read Only 

Ifyou select MB4 stufffrom the menu, the list below it 
will change to show a ll the folders and openable documents 
in that folder (the same happens if you select hard disk). 
If you select Desktop, you see a list of all the icons on the 
desktop that you can open-documents, folders, and disks 
your Mac has access to. (Clicking the Desktop button to 
the right of the list box does the same thing.) 

Select a Document: 

I 1§1 Desktop -.. 1 
C) hard disk m 
[g) letters 
0 eHtra stuff 
D proposal letter 
B Trash 

CJ hard disk 
B 140K auailable 

n Open n ( l:j <H t ) 

(Cancel) ~~<~ ~ ktop) 

0 Read Only 
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When you double-click on a different disk to select it 
from the list, its n ame appears next to the dis k icon to 
the right of th e lis l box. (In System 6, you can cycle 
through the available disks by clicking either on this icon 
or on a button labelled Drive.) 

Here's a dialog box from PageMaker lha l conta ins eight 
checkboxes and five pop-up menus: 

T....::y:.:..p_e_s..:..p_ec_i_fl_ca_t_lo_n_s __________ n OK D 
Font: I Op lima I ( Cancel J 

Size: 112 II> I points Leading: l.--n-u-to---.l-1>...,1 points 

Case: I Normalj Posi tion: J Normalj 

Type sty le: 
181 Normal D Italic 
D Bold D Outline 

0 Un derline 
0 Striket hru 

D Shadow 
D Reuerse 

The Font, Case and Position pop-up menus work jus t 
like the one above the lis l box discussed in the las t 
example (see th e Case: pop-up menu in the illustration 
to the right below) . To access lhe Size and Leading menus , 
you click on the hollow, right-facing trian gles: 

Font: 

Size : 

Case: 

Type style: 

181 Normal 

OBold 

Ty pe specifications 

Font : I Optima I 
Size: lt2 
Case:~~~~. 
Types Small 

~Norma l 

OBold 
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(The rectangles with triangles are really a combination 
of a pop-up menu and a text box, because you can e ither 
type text directly into the box or select it from the pop
up menu the arrow generates.) 

If you make a lot of selections using a dialog box's 
menus. buttons. etc. and decide not to keep them, you 
can usually nullify all the changes you've made to a ll of 
them by clicking the Cancel button. Typing~ will 
usually give you the same result. 

An alert box (also called s imply an aler t) is similar to a 
dialog box , but without the dialog between you and the 
Mac. An a lert either warns you or gives you some infor
mation, and often all you can do is acknowledge it by click
ing on an OK button. Sometimes you can just do nothing 
and the a lert will go away of its own accord, and some
times there's a Cancel or Stop button that lets you stop 
whatever's going on, as in the a lert box below: 

An item named "Chapter 4" already eHists 
in this location. Do you want to replace it 
with the one you ' re mouing? 

( Cancel ) t OK ll 

Saving, copying and throwing away 

After you've worked on a document for a little while, it's 
a good idea to save the changes you 've made. Saving a 
document means copying it from the computer's memory 
to a disk (or other storage m edium) wh ere it will b e 
preserved even a fter the computer is turned off. 

To save the document you're working on without chang
ing its na m e, select Save from the Fi le m enu of the 
program you're working in. If you've previously saved 
this document, or opened an exis ting document from the 
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disk, the Save command substitutes the new version of 
the file for the original. For example, let's say a document 
called G&B letterhead needs a permanent change-a new 
area code. You don't want there to be a document lying 
around with the old a rea code on it. so after you make 
the change, you simply save the new document, thereby 
replacing the letterhead with the obsolete area code. 

If you want to preserve bolh versions of the document 
on the disk. you can save the new one under a different 
name with the Save As ... command. Let's say you want 
to create a new version of G&B letterhead that has fax infor
mation on it. You open lhe existing G&B letterhead docu
ment, add the words fax to NAME at NUMBER I this page 
+ 0 others, choose Save As . .. from the File menu. type the 
new name-G&B letterhead withjax, let's call it- in the 
text box. and click on lhe Save button: 
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I= hard disk ""I 
CJ Rpplelinlc 6.1 
CJ applications 
~ OisinfcH tnnt 2.B 
D t1ot:mncm1 7 . l.fl 
D tioeurncmt 7.l. EI 

saue current Document as: 

I G&H letterhead with faH 

0 r ust ~ntH~ 0 Make Daclcup 

(File Format. .. ) Normal 

= hard dlslc 
449K auailable 

fi Saue ~ [ [jcH t ) 

[ Cancel ) p eslctop) 

You can a lso change the place where the file gets s tored , 
by using th e lis t box a nd the pop-up menu above it to 
maneuver a round the disk. And you can u se th e Desk
top button to save the documen t onto a differen t disk. It's 
a good idea to keep backup copies of important files on 
more than one dis k. 

Apple's programmers ha d their reasons for u s ing the 
desktop as a transfer point be tween disks , but it r eally 
isn't intuitive; in the real world. you don't h ave to put a 
report on your desk before you stow it in a different filing 
cabinet. Going to a different disk by way of the desktop 
is more like us ing the s idewa lk wh en you leave your 
house to take a letter to th e ma ilbox. 

There's a lso a way to copy documents to other disks 
when you're out on the desk top, n ot in an a pplication. It 
couldn't be easier-you jus t select wha tever you want to 
copy (one or more documents, progra ms or folders ) and 
drag it-or them-onto the other d isk. The Finder a u to
matica lly m akes a copy- or copies- ofwha t you're drag
ging and places it on the target disk. 

You can a ls o copy th e entire con tents of a floppy disk 
onto a hard disk, by simply d ragging its icon onto the hard 
disk icon. The contents of the floppy will be placed on the 
hard dis k in a folder that's given th e floppy 's nam e. If you 
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drag the icon of one floppy disk on top of the icon of another 
floppy of the same size, the contents of the dragged disk 
will replace the contents of dragged-upon disk. (Of course, 
you'll get a warning dia log box before this happens-this 
is the Mac.) 

I etten 
216K in du k 

LJ 
letters 1o mom 

0 
lo-\t•r" to archil"' 

ill 

5691( ovail.obl .. 

LJ 
readers leiters 

0 
muc l..t \ r rs 

~-i~ 
c.-.-.-.-.: ........ ~·::::.J 

/"'····-

r:.·.-.-!.... 1 

/· ~ · .•. 

1 lett~n 

r:::::::: ............ :::.-::::::.1 

LJ 
fan mail j.li.f4it41R4,t!fM 

LJ 
l etterhe~ds 

You can drag things a round on the same disk, but 
when you do tha t. the original moves, not a copy. To tell 
the Mac to make a copy and move that instead (even 
though you're putting il somewhere else on the same 
disk). hold down the IOplionl key as you drag. If you just want 
to make a copy of something on the same disk without 
moving it, select it a nd hit ~@). 

You throw files out by dragging them to the Trash. 
Normally, things don't ge t thrown oul immediately; they 
s tay in the T ras h in case you cha nge your mind. If you 
do, jus t double-click on th e Trash icon lo open the Trash 
window a nd retrieve lhe file . (You can drag it out manu
a lly, or select il and choose Put Away from the File menu, 
which zips the item back to wherever it came from.) 

To get rid of whatever 's in the Trash, use the Empty 
Trash command in the Special m enu. (In System 6, the 
Trash was a lso emp tied automa tically under certain 
conditions-for example, when you removed a floppy disk 
that contain ed a file you 'd thrown away. But in System 
7 , the Trash only empties when you tell it to, or give your 
explicit consent in a dialog box.) 
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When there's something in the Trash, it bulges (as in 
the illustration b elow) to let you know it's not empty any 
more. When it gets emptied, it goes back to its normal, 
stra ight-sided sh ape. 

Cut, Copy, Paste and the Clipboard 

One of the m ost elegant a nd u seful tools on the Mac is 
the Clipboard-a temporary holding place for ma terial 
that you cut or copy from one place so you ca n paste it 
in another. It's tempora ry for two reasons: 

• w hen you put someth ing on the Clipboard, the 
Clipboard 's current contents are replaced (that is, it can 
only hold one th ing at a time) 

• when you shut off the computer, the Clipboard's 
contents disappear 

To cut something, you select it (how you do tha t varies 
with the prog ra m you ' r e u s ing). then pic k the Cut 
comma nd from the Edit m enu-or just hit~- What
ever you've selected disappears from its origina l location 
and is stored in lhe Clipboard . (The Finder and many other 
progra ms let you check the conten ts of Clipboa rd by 
choos ing Show Clipboard from the Edit m enu .) Copy 
(~) works the same way as Cut, except tha t the 
s elected m a teria l stays in the origina l loca tion in addi
tion to moving to the Clipboard. 

To paste wha t you've cut or copied , you just indicate 
where you want it and hit ~(Y)-or select Paste from the 
Edit menu. (How you indicate the s po t to paste depends 
on the application you're in. ) You can cut a nd pas te both 
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within and b etween mos t Mac programs. The amount of 
ma teria l you can tran sfer is virtua lly unlimited s ince, 
although the Clipboard is u sua lly h eld in m emory, it can 
a lso use disk space when it needs more room. 

Remember tha t the Clipboard will hold only one selec
tion a t a time, so each time you cut or copy something 
n ew, the previous ma teria l disappear s. On the other 
h and, s ince things s tay in the Clipboard until you flush 
them, you can paste the sam e thing m a ny differen t 
pla ces-as long as you remember n ot to cut or copy 
anything else in the interim. 

If you s imply want to get rid of something, you can just 
cut it a nd never paste it; it will disappear the next time 
you cut or copy. Or you can jus t hit the !Delete) key instead, 
and whatever's selected will disappear without even pass
ing through the Clipboard. 

The Scrapbook 

While the Clipboard is a tempora ry holding area for cu t 
or copied ma teria l. the Scrapbook is a permanent file that 
you access with a command on the tl menu. What you 
put in the S crapbook s tays there not only when you add 
more s tuff bu t a ls o when you turn the machine off. (You 
can, of course, remove things from the Scrapbook when
ever you want.) 

Since you use Cu t., Copy and Paste to get things into 
and ou t of the Scrapbook, th ey a ll pass through the Clip
board on the way. If you 're just trans ferr ing a few things, 
it's easier to move th em one a t a time with the Clip
board-tha t is, to simply cut and paste them. If you have 
several things to transfer at one time, or if you wan t them 
to be available for pasting for more tha n one work session. 
the Scrapbook is m ore convenien t. (For m ore on the 
Scrapbook, see Ch apter 4 .) 
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The System Folder 

The System Folder is where the Mac looks for ~ 
the basic software that tells it how to operate: lBJ 
the System file, the Finder, the Clipboard, the 
Scrapbook, etc. The System Folder is treated specially by 
the Mac; to remind you of that, its icon has a little picture 
of a Mac on it. 

You can modify certain aspects of the System yourself, 
by adding or removing fonts , sounds and specialized 
programs called extensions (called inits in System 6) and 
control panels (called cdevs in System 6). See Chapters 
4 , 7 and 8 for more details on these. 

Closing, quitting and switching between applications 

When you're done working on a document, the File menu 
of the application you're using gives you two choices
Close or Quit. Quitting takes you out of the application and 
back to the Finder (that is, to the desktop) . Closing leaves 
you in the application, so you can open another document. 

In System 6, Mac beginners often got lost when they closed 
a document (or the last document. if several were open) and 
were left with a blank screen with no icons on it. Arthur 
calls this the nothing screen (a lthough nobody else does) . 
If you're still using System 6, the thing to remember is that 
no desktop is completely b lank-there's always the menu 
bar across the top. If you pop down various menus, you'll 
see that there are lots of things you can do. So here's the 
last basic principle-and it's a good one for people using 
System 7 too: When in doubt. explore the menu bm: 

In System 7, there's another orientation aid-the Appli
cation menu. It appears at the right end of the menu bar 
and its title is an icon of the Mac (when you're in the Finder, 
that is; when you're in another program, the icon changes 
to represent that program). The Application menu lets you 
switch between programs, and hides clutter that belongs 
to programs you're not using at the moment. Here's how 
it looks when you have a few programs open: 

• very 
hot 
tip 
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Hide Finder 
Hide Others 
~how HU 

./121 Finder 
~ Microsoft Word 
[lj RightWriter® 

~ SuperPaint 

To get back to the desktop from another program, 
chose Finder from the Application menu (or just click 
anywhere on lhe desktop) . 

Ejecting floppy disks 

There are several ways lo remove a floppy disk. The best 
way is from the Finder-just drag the floppy disk and icon 
to the Trash. (Don't worry-nothing will be erased from 
the disk; it's jus t a way of telling the Mac you want to eject 
it.) You can a lso use the Eject Disk command on the 
Specia l m enu , but disks ejected tha t way leave behind a 
ghost on the desktop, which looks like this: 

The Mac keeps a record of the ej ected floppy a nd may 
later ask you to reinsert it. (If il does, and you don't have 
the disk around, hit @]l]--severa l times, if necessary
and the Mac should leave you alone. Then drag the ghost 
to the Trash.) 
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You can eject floppies while you're working in an appli
cation too. Choose Save As ... or Open ... from the File 
menu , click D esktop in the dia log box that appears, select 
the floppy disk's name from the list and then click Eject. 
This works fine as long as nothing is open on the disk you 
eject. But if you've made changes to a file, folder or window 
that weren't saved to the dis k, the Mac will demand that 
you reinsert that floppy at some later point, and will 
accept no substitutes. The Mac a lso ej ects floppy disks 
when you shut it down. 

Shutting Down 

When you're done working and 
want to turn off the Mac. lhe 
first thing to do is to gel back 
to the Finder. Then choose Shut 
Down from the Special menu . 
Depending on what Mac you 
h ave, it'll either turn itself off. 
or tell you it's OK lo turn it off. 

Clean Up Window 
Empty Trash 

Eject Dislc ~E 

[mse rli~k--, 

Restart 
Shut Down It's very important lo shut 

down properly, and not s imply ~ 
turn the computer off. Shut-
ting down gives the Mac time lo do a little housekeeping 
and make sure everything you think is s tored on lhe disk 
really is stored there. Bu l it's 0 K to chose Shut. Down even 
if you have files open-the Mac will ask you if you want 
to save your changes before it s huts down. 

The Help menu 

Anytime you can't figure oul what's going on, you can turn 
to the Help m enu (only in System 7). It appears nex t to 
the Applications menu on the right s ide of the m enu bar: 
its title is a n icon of a ba lloon with a question mark in 
it. Choose Show Balloons on lhe Help menu and, as you 
slide the pointer over items on Lhe screen, b a lloons will 
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pop up that briefly expla in how wha tever the pointer is 
on works. To get rid of the balloons, select Hide Balloons 
from the menu . 

About Ba lloon He lp ... 
............................................................................ 

Show Ball oons 

Finder Shortcuts 

The last comma nd on the Help m enu is Finder Short
cuts. It presents you with 27 suggested shortcuts for 
working in the Finder. Try them out once you feel at 
home with the Mac. (To get rid of the shortcuts window, 
click on its close box. ) 

Summary 

Here's a recap of the mos t important principles to keep 
in mind when using the Mac: 

• You have to select something before you can do 
something. 

• By itself, selecting never alters anyth ing. 

• To open icons, double-c lick on them. 

• When in doubt, explore the menu bar. 

To learn more about using the Mac's basic software. 
read Chapter 4 . To learn more about the theory and prin
ciples behind the Mac's basic software, a good book is 
Human Interface Guidelines: The Apple Desktop Interface, 
written by people at Apple and published by Addison
Wesley ($15). Although it's prima rily aimed at program
mers. it's quite accessible and pretty interesting. 
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Models of the Mac 

tl the Macintoshfamily 
(AN/DH/SA/SM/ND/JK/RS/Mac Kenny / H a l Lewis) 

There are currently three basic types of Macintosh computer: 

• Compacts. Compacts are the size and shape of the 
original M ac, w ith built-in 911 screens. The Classic and 
Class ic II are the only compact Macs still in production 
(as of this writing); the SE/30, SE, Plus, 512Ke, 512K and 
the original 128K Mac are no longer being made. 

• Modulars. In modular Macs, the monitor isn't part of the 
CPU . O riginally, all modu lars were in the Mac II fami ly, 
but the on ly lis currently being manufactured are the si 
and ci; the fx, ex, llx and the original Mac II have been 
discontinued. The LCs are another family of modular 
Macs; the original LC is out of production but the LC II 
is still around. Finally, there are the Q uadra 700 and 
950 (which replaced the 900). 

• Portables. The first Mac intosh Portable, wh ich Apple is 
no longer making, was widely considered to be too big 
and heavy. That's not true of the PowerBook series
models 1 00, 145 and 1 70. There are also non-Apple 
Macs in thi s category- the Outbounds. (Sometimes the 
compact and modu lar Macs are grouped together as 
desktop Macs, to distinguish them from the portables .) 

On the n ext page is a chart tha t compares the various 
Macs in terms of tw·o of their most important features: 
which processor chip-and coprocessor chip, if a ny
they're based on, and their clock speed. (We'll explain most 
of th e t erms we u se here, but if you s till find that there 
are some you don't recognize, consult the glossary, index 
a nd/or lhe Guide for beginners in Chapter l.) 

This ch art- and the ch apter as a whole-were up-to
date as of la te summer 1992, but new models com e out 
frequently; for example, just as we wer e going to press, 
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the PowerBook 140 was replaced by the PowerBook 145 
(which is faster and cheaper). We cover a ll these new 
machines in our free updates, so be sure to tell us where 
to send them. 

Processor 

68000 68020 68030 68040 
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The black models are still being m ade; the gray ones are 
discontinued. 
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The processor chip is the brains of a computer, where 
the computer actually makes its calculations. It's also 
called the processor. the microprocessor, the CPU (for 
central processing unit) or simply the chip. (Be aware that 
the term CPU is sometimes also used to refer to the Mac 
itself, as distinct from the keyboard, mouse, external 
monitor, etc.) 

Macs use Motorola processors-the 68000, 68020, 
68030 and 68040 (for some reason, no 68010 ever hit the 
market). In general, the higher the number, the more 
advanced the chip's capabilities. In terms of raw process
ing power, the 68020, 68030 and 68040 correspond 
roughly to the 286, 386 and 486 chips produced by Intel 
for IBM compatibles. 

A coprocessor is a second chip that specializes in math, 
graphics or some other specific kind of computation. 
When the main processor receives the kind of job the 
coprocessor specializes in, it hands off the job to the 
coprocessor, which takes care of it faster than the proces
sor could and then sends back the answer. 

Common coprocessor chips used in Macs are the 68881 
and 68882, both of which specialize in mathematical 
computation, and the 68851, more commonly known as 
the PMMU (for paged memory management unit)-which, 
as its name implies, helps manage memory efficiently. The 
68030 contains the PMMU (except for the 68ec030 chip 
used in the Outbound 2030E, which doesn't have a PMMU 
and can't accept one.) 

The operations of the processor chip are synchronized 
to pulses generated by a vibrating quartz crystal. The 
frequency of these puls es is called the computer's clock 
speed or clock rate and is measured in m egahertz
millions of cycles per second (abbreviated MHz). 
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On the chart on page 96, we give the clock speed in round 
numbers. That's the normal practice, but be aware that 
it's not precise. For example, 8 MHz is actually 7.83 MHz. 

You should also be aware that clock speed alone won't 
tell you how fast a computer is. The 68030 chip not only 
thinks faster than the 68000, it also moves twice as much 
data at a time, in 32-bit instead of 16-bit chunks. (That's 
one reason the old Mac Portable. with its 68000 chip, was 
slower than other 16-MHz Macs.} The 68030 has a PMMU 
chip built in, and that speeds things up too. The 68040 
has further advantages over earlier processors. 

Three other factors a re important to a Mac's perfor
mance-how much ROM it has, how much RAM you can 
stuff into it and how many expansion s lots it has. We'll 
discuss each of these in turn. then summarize them in 
a table. 

ROM stands for read-only memory. It's the information 
that's built into the computer and doesn't need to be 
loaded in from disk. An increase in ROM size (from 512K 
to 1MB. say) makes the Mac smarter and capable of doing 
more things (or able to do the same things faster). 

(Like many words. ROM can be used to refer to either 
stuff or things. When you say. How much ROM does it 
have?, you're referring to the total amount of read-only 
memory, considered as undifferentiated stuff; when you 
say. It has the new 1MB ROMs. you're referring to things
the chips themselves.) 

RAM stands for random-access memory, but it's more 
meaningful to think of it as read/ write memory-memory 
you can both write data into and read data out of. A 
computer's RAM is the working space in which you create 
and modify documents and do other work. Most RAM is 
volatile, which means the information stored in it is lost 
each time you turn the power off. 
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Because all programs work at least partially in RAM, 
how much RAM a Mac has affects not only how fast it func
tions but also how many applications you can have open 
at one time, how big a document you can work on, etc. 

RAM chips usually come packaged in SIMMs, single in
line memory modules. The SIMM protects the actual 
memory circuits and contains the little prongs with which 
the chips plug into the computer. (For more about RAM, 
see the first entry in Chapter 3. For more about SIMMs, 
see the section on memory upgrades toward the end of 
Chapter 3.) 

A Mac's RAM maximum depends on what kind of 
SIMMs it can use and how many SIMM sockets it has (some 
models also have one or two megs of RAM soldered into 
place). Manufacturers keep cramming more and more 
RAM onto memory chips; as of this writing, a single SIMM 
can have as much as 16 megs of RAM on it. (The more 
memory a SIMM contains, the denser we say it is.) 

68000 machines can't handle SIMMs denser than a meg, 
so the Classic's four sockets give it a maximum capacity 
of four megs of RAM. Machines based on the 68020, 
68030 and 68040 chips vary in what they can handle. For 
example, the Classic II can take 4MB SIMMs, so its two 
sockets give it a maximum of ten megs (counting the two 
megs of RAM that come soldered in). 

The basic reason a given Mac can't handle denser 
SIMMs is that it has to be able to address RAM to be able 
to use it (addressing means keeping track of where each 
piece of information gets put) . All Macs can address at 
least 8MB (even though some only have room for 4MB). 

System 6 requires a program called Optima (or the 
equivalent) to utilize more lhan 8MB. In addition, the II, 
Ilx, ex and the SE/30 require software called Mode32 (avail
able free from Apple dealers, users groups and bulletin 
boards) that fixes a problem in their ROMs. 
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(When Apple released the II, Ilx, ex and SE/30, they 
claimed they'd eventually be upgradable to 128 megs of RAM, 
but then their ROMs turned out to be flawed. Now Apple 
is trying to be more cautious, so the maximum RAM 
capacities they claim for some of their newer models are 
conservative. But often you can actually put more RAM in 
them than Apple says, and where we know about that, we've 
included the higher figures in the table on page 102.) 

The ability to address more than 8-12 megs is built into 
System 7, and is called 32-bitaddressi.ng, but it only works 
on Macs with PMMU chips. (As mentioned above, the 
PMMU is built into 68030 processors, and it can be added 
to the 68020 processors in the original Mac II and the LC.) 

Expansion slots are fittings that let you add cards 
inside the Mac that do specia l tasks, like accelerate your 
computer or run a large monitor. There are two basic 
kinds-Processor Direct Slots (PDSs) and NuBus s lots. 

A PDS connects the card plugged into it directly to the 
CPU, which makes it fast. A Mac can only have one PDS; 
the SE, SE/30, Portable, LC, LC II, Ilsi, Ilfx and a ll the 
Quadras have them. PDSs in different models are gener
ally incompatible with each other, which is why there are 
far fewer PDS cards than NuBus cards. 

Apple's NuBus structure is almost unique in the 
computer world, for two reasons-you can put a NuBus 
card into any s lot you want, and the cards don't have to 
fight over which has priority. The Mac handles all the traf
fic (the signals to and from the boards) and decides who 
goes first. The Quadras' NuBus slots can transfer data 
twice as fast as regular NuBus slots , but the cards to exploit 
that potential speed don't exist yet. 
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In addition to these two basic kinds of slots, various 
Macs contain special sorts of slots for extra memory, 
cache cards, modems, etc. 

While fewer expansion slots do limit a model's expand
ability, Apple is incorporating more and more features into 
the motherboard (the main board into which all the chips 
and cards are plugged), so you may not need as many slots. 
For example, the si has built-in support for a color moni
tor, so its one expansion slot is still available for some 
other use (although using the built-in color support slows 
the computer down). 

The table on the next page shows you the size of the 
ROM, the maximum amount of RAM and the number and 
kind of expansion slots for every Mac ever made (as of this 
writing-to stay up-to-date, send in for your free updates). 
The models are grouped by processor, and we give you 
the clock speeds too. 

The last column tells you if the computer is a compact. 
modular or portable. Models that are still being made are 
shown in boldface type. 

(We left the rest of this page blank so the table would 
all be on one page.) 
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Mac max MB clock NuBus 
model ROM ofRAM1 speed PDS slot(s) type 

68000 Jlrocessor 
128K 64K 1/B 8 c 
512K 64K 1f2 8 c 
51 2Ke 128K 1f2 8 c 
Plus 128K 4 8 c 
SE 256K 4 8 c 
Portable 256K 10 16 p 

Classic 512K 4 8 c 
Power Book 1 00 256K 8 16 p 

Outbound 2000 4 20 p 

68020 Jlrocessor 
II 256K 1283 (8) 16 6 M 
LC 512K 10 16 M 

68030 JlrDCessor 

SE/30 256K 128 (8) 16 c 
fi x 256K 128 (8) 16 6 M 
llcx 256K 128 (8) 16 3 M 
llci 512K 128 (32) 25 1 3 M 
llfx 512K 128 (32) 40 14 6 M 
llsi 512K 65 (17) 20 15 15 M 
Classic II 512K 10 16 c 
LC II 512K 10 16 1 M 
PowerBook 140 1MB 8 16 p 

PowerBook 170 1MB 8 25 p 

Outbound 2030 4 20 p 

Outbound 2030E 2 14 25 p 

Outbound 20305 14 33 p 

68040 JlrDCessor 
Quadra 700 1MB 68 (20) 25 14 2 M 
Quadra 900 1MB 256 (64) 25 1 4 5 M 
Quadra 950 1MB 256 (64) 33 14 5 M 

7. These figures are for the densest SIMMs the model will accept (as of 
this writing), installed on the Mac's motherboard in a slot designed 
for that purpose. If Apple says a machine will take less RAM, their 
figure is in parentheses. 
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2. Outbounds are not made by Apple. They use reclaimed 128K and 
256K ROMs that are then customized and enhanced. The Outbound 
2030E doesn't use a true 68030 chip. 

3. The Mac II requires the upgrade to a SuperDrive (in order to get the 
5 12K ROMs) in order to use 4MB or denser SIMMs. 

4. Filling the PDS blocks one of the NuB us slots, so you can use a total 
o f six cards on the fx, two cards on the Quadra 700 and five cards 
on the Quadra 950. 

5. With an optional adaptor card, the si can take either a PDS or a 
NuBus card (without the adaptor, it can't take either). 

One other b asic way Mac models vary is in their audio 
and video capabilities. Here's a table d etailing th em (with 
explanatory notes following): 

Mac sound sound built in 
model input output video 

Plus, SE, Classic no mono no 
SE/30 no stereo no 
Classic II mono mono no 
II, llx, llcx, ll fx no stereo no 
I lei no stereo yes 
LC, LC II mono mono yes 
lls i mono stereo yes 
Quadras stereo stereo yes 
Portable no stereo no 
PB 100 no mono no 
PB 140, 170 mono stereo no 

Sound input is the ability to record sounds without addi
tion a l hardware; these computers come with a micro
phon e . Built-in video m eans you ca n plug a monitor into 
the Mac without h aving to install a video card (for more 
on a ll these terms , see the monitors section below). Which 
monitors are supported by which Macs is discussed below. 

The si, the LCs and the Quadras use separa t e VRAM 
(video RAM). but the ci uses its own regular RAM, which 
means that hooking a monitor up to it without a video card 
tends to slow down the ci's other operations. But even with 
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separate VRAM, the built-in video on all Macs but the 
Quadras is s lower than what you'd get with a video board. 

The ci's and si's built-in video can support 8-bit color 
(256 colors) at 640x480 pixels-for example, on an Apple 
12" or 13" monitor-or 4-bit grayscale on Apple's Portrait 
monitor. 

The LC and LC II come with 256K of VRAM, upgrad
able to 512K. With the built-in 256K, they can handle (for 
example) 8-bit color or gray-scale on Apple's 12" moni
tors. With 512K ofVRAM, they can handle up to 16-bit 
color (aboul 33,000 colors). 

The Quadra 700 comes with 512K and the 950 with 
one meg ofVRAM (as did the 900); they're all upgradable 
to two megs ofVRAM. Both the 700 and 900 support 24-
bit color on all Apple monitors through the 16", but only 
8-bit color on the Apple 21". The 950 with the full two megs 
ofVRAM will support 16-bit color on the 21". 

While the Classic II and the PowerBook 140 and 170 
don't have built-in video, they do have color QuickDraw 
built into their ROM, which means you can get an adap
tor that lels them drive external color monitors. It also 
means they can run QuickTime movies, although the 
picture won't be very good. 

• basic guidelines (AN/ND/1-lK/JK/DHJ 

In the following entries, we discuss all of the Mac models
first current ones, then past ones. Since there are still lots 
of discontinued machines around, we use the present 
tense when describing them, except when we're writing 
specifically about something that happened in the past. We 
don't normally repeat information already shown in the table 
and chart above, unless we want to make a point about it. 

The prices we show below (and everywhere else in the 
book) are simply intended to give you the roughest general 
idea of how the costs of various machines compare, at list, 
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as of this writing. Actual prices are likely to be different 
by the time you read this, so don't rely on the ones we quote. 

All the models Apple is currently shipping come with 
System 7 (except one-the LC II without a hard disk). The 
only ones that work with earlier versions than System 7 
are the si, the ci, the original Classic and the LC II. (The 
PowerBook 100 will also run System 6.0.7, but Apple 
advises against it and doesn't offer tech support for it.) 

But be aware that the two megs of RAM you get in less 
expensive Classic lis and PowerBooks are inadequate for 
running more than one program at a time under System 7; 
in fact, you won't even be able to run one large application. 
They aren't really useful machines until you add more RAM. 

tl names and numbers (SA/ANJ 

Some Mac models have numbers as part of their names
the PowerBook 170, the Quadra 950, the llsi, etc. But when 
you see an arabic number before a slash, that generally 
indicates the number of megabytes of RAM in the machine, 
and an arabic number following a slash generally indi
cates how many megs are on its hard disk. (Usually the 
number before the s lash is 17 or less and the number after 
the slash is 20 or more.) Thus a Mac IIci 5/80 has five 
megs of RAM and an 80-meg hard disk. 

The SE/30 violated that naming convention, since the 
30 after the slash referred to its 68030 processor chip, 
rather than to a 30-meg hard disk. Apple typically used 
an x to indicate the 68030 chip-as in Ilx, Hex and Ilfx
but they apparently didn't think we could handle a 
machine called the Macintosh SEx. 

tl the Classics (ND/HK/JK/DH/ANJ 

With a list price of just $1000 (including the keyboard), the 
original Classic was the least expensive Mac ever. Currently 
you can get one with a built-in 40-meg hard disk and four 
megs of RAM (the maximum it will take) for $1500. 
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Although the Classic's 9" screen and relatively slow 
speed are a problem for many applications, it's a great 
computer for Mac beginners. People whose budgets would 
have left them with no choice but to buy a PC can now 
get a Mac instead. (Hook them on this cheap Mac, Apple 
figures, and before they know it, they'll be stealing the 
milk money to buy a Quadra.) 

The Classic II runs twice as fast as the original Clas
sic, and you're less likely to outgrow it. For $1550, you 
get two megs of RAM and a 40-meg hard disk. But two 
megs of RAM isn't enough, since the Classic II requires 
System 7. With four megs and a 40-meg hard disk, it lists 
for $1700, and with an 80-meg hard disk for $1850. 

Unfortunately, the Classic II wasn't engineered to fully 
exploit the power of the 68030 chip, and it isn't as power
ful as the SE/30 it was designed to replace (because data 
can' t travel between the CPU and memory as fast). 
Power-hungry software like graphics and publishing 
programs, big databases and spreadsheets make the 
Classic II seem sleepy. 

The Classic II can use System Ts virtual memory and 
32-bit addressing, so you can upgrade RAM up to ten megs 
and use your hard disk to increase memory even further. 
But it's still got just a 9" screen, and since there's no expan
sion slot or video port. the only way to add an external 
monitor is to buy an expensive third-party adaptor. These 
limitations may lead you to buy a n ew machine.ifyou ever 
need more than the Classic II's basic features. 

tl the LCs (DH/ANJ 

The Mac LC was designed for people who want to hook a 
Mac up to a color monitor at the lowest possible cost (in 
fact, its name stands for low-cost color). The LC II is some
what faster and more powerful, but is otherwise similar. 
Both machines have a Proce~sor Direct Slot, but you 
can't use cards made for one in the other. 
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Both LC models can run three Apple displays directly, 
without an additional video card. But an optional VRAM 
(Video RAM) SIMM ($175) boosts the number of colors (or 
shades of gray) available on a given monitor from 16 t~ 
256, or from 256 to 32,000. And with the addition of a 
simple and inexpensive adaptor, you can hook either LC 
up to the standard VGA color monitors made for PCs, which 
are ubiquitous and cheap. 

There are also cards made for the LCs that let them run 
virtually all the programs written for the Apple lie (there 
are tens of thousands of them, mostly in the areas of 
education and entertainment). This makes an LC ideal for 
a family with kids-assuming the family also knows how 
to settle arguments over who gets to use the computer now. 

The difference between an LC II and an LC isn't dramatic 
because, like the Classic II, the LC II doesn't fully exploit 
the power of the 68030 chip. But then the price differ
ence between the LC II and the LC isn't dramatic either
in fact, it's nonexistent. An LC II with four megs of RAM 
and an internal 40-meg hard disk lists for the same 
$1700 as a similarly equipped LC did before the LC II was 
introduced. With an internal 80-meg hard disk and the 
VRAM SIMM, an LC II lists for only $1850, and that's actu
ally less than a comparable LC used to cost. 

tl the Ilsi {AN/DI-IJ 

A nice feature, first introduced on the si and the LC (don't 
ask us why one name is capitalized and the other isn't). 
is the ability to input sounds. Both machines come with 
a microphone and some very easy-to-use software that 
lets you replace various beeps the Mac makes with any 
sound or message you want. (The Classics and Quadras 
now have this feature as well.) 

For example, you can record yourself (or someone 
else) saying "guess again, bozo" into the mike and have 
the si use that instead of a beep whenever it tells you 
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that you can't do something. You can even add voice 
comments to files. 

We bought several si's for the office and the people who've 
used them have been very happy with them. (There's no 
official story on where the name si came from, but accord
ing to one anonymous source , it's supposed to stand for 
simply irresistible.) 

A $250 adaptor card gives the si a single expansion slot; 
it can be either a NuBus or a PDS card. And the adaptor 
includes a 68882 coprocessor chip that speeds the si up. 
(You can accelerate things even more with DayS tar's Fast 
Cache card, which runs $430, or $530 with a coproces
sor chip on it.) 

With three megs of RAM and a built-in 40MB hard 
disk, a Ilsi lists for $2500. With five megs of RAM and an 
80-meg hard disk, it lists for $3000-a full $1000 less than 
a comparably equipped ci. 

ei the Ilci (AN/Mac Kenny) 

Running at 25 MHz, the ci is quite a bit faster than an 
si. All recent ci's include a RAM cache card that speeds 
them up even further, by storing recently used programs 
and data in memory instead of on disk. (You can accel
erate earlier ci's with third-party cache cards like the 
DayStar's Fast Cache.) 

The ci's speed comes in handy if you work with large 
databases or spreadsheets, complex graphics, detailed 
scans, or two-page spreads in page layout programs. And 
it. has some advanced capabilities-32-bit addressing and 
built-in 32-bit QuickDraw-that give it real advantages 
under System 7. 

The ci is relatively small (about 12" by 14" by 5.5") and 
contains three s lots. In a way, it has four s lots, because 
its built-in video lets you use monitors up to 640 x 870 
pixels without having to install a separate video card. But 
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be aware that running a gray-scale or color screen off the 
built-in video s lows things down a lot; for those monitors, 
you might want to get a separate video card. 

There is a way around the slowdown. If you upgrade 
the RAM on a llci, leave the 256K SIMMs in bank A and 
put larger SIMMs in bank B. That effectively forces the 
Mac to use bank A as VRAM, and means you ca n drive a 
monitor off the built-in video without s lowing the ci's 
other operations. (But the ci will still use the RAM in bank 
A for other tasks if it runs out of RAM in bank B.) 

As of this writing, the ci lists for $3300 with five m egs 
of RAM and no h ard disk. An internal 80MB hard disk 
brings the price up to $4000 and an internal 230MB 
hard dis k takes you to $4600. You can a lso get a model 
with four m egs of RAM, an internal SO-meg hard disk and 
parity checking (if you don't know you need it, you don't) 
for $4400. 

ti the Quadras (ND/HK/JK/DH/AN) 

In Ken Kesey's fabulous novel, One Flew Over the Cuckoo's 
Nest, Randall McMurphy describes himself as "the bull
goose loony." Well, Quadras are the bull-goose Macs. 

Using Quadras for most common Mac tasks is like 
shooting at flies with a bazooka (except it's easier on your 
walls ). But for working with 24-bit color documents or 
animation, serious number-crunching or network file 
serving, they're the way to go. 

Thanks to their 68040 processor chips and other design 
improvements, Quadras can perform up to twice as fast 
as fx's in certain specific s itua tions (though they certainly 
are nowhere n ear that mu ch faster overall) . 

Unfortunately, not all programs work with the 68040 
chip. Apple provides a control panel that tells the 68040 
to pretend it's a 68030: this lets you run incompatible 
programs bul s lows the Qua dra down to c i speeds, so 
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you're sort of throwing the baby out with the bath water. 
By the time you read this, however, many more applica
tions will have been updated to work with the 68040. so 
the Quadras can run them at full speed. 

Quadras will run color monitors without cards; like the 
LCs, they'll even run VGA monitors. The 950 has built
in 24-bit color, which gives you millions of colors, and using 
it instead of an additional video card won't slow other oper
ations down either-though on a monitor larger than 13", 
you probably will need a video card to get 24-bit color. 

Because Apple expects the Quadras to be incorpo
rated into many local-area networks, they're the first 
Macs to come with Ethernet built in (see Chapter 17 for 
more about this). The 950 can be locked on (to prevent 
accidental shutdown when it's serving a network) or off 
(to prevent tampering). 

The Quadra 700 can take one PDS and one NuBus card 
(or two NuBus cards) plus two additional storage devices 
inside the case. The Quadra 950 can take one PDS and 
four NuBus cards (or five NuBus cards). plus three addi
tional internal storage devices. Once cards are available 
to exploit their improved NuBus slots, data will transfer 
twice as fast as in normal NuBus slots. 

List prices for the Quadra 950 are $7200 for 8MB of 
RAM and no hard disk, $8500 with 230MB hard disk and 
$9200 with 400MB hard disk. A Quadra 700 with 4MB 
of RAM and no hard disk lists for $5700. With an 80MB 
hard disk, it's $6400; with a 230MB hard disk, $7000; 
and with a 400MB hard disk. $7700. 

Apple replaced the Quadra 900 with the 950 less than 
six months after the 900 was introduced . It was basically 
like the 950, except that it ran at 25 MHz (like the 700). 
instead of the 950's 33 MHz. 
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It the PowerBooks (ND/HK/JK/DHJ 

The three PowerBooks-the 100, 140 and 170-are the 
first truly portable Macs, weighing less than seven pounds 
each (a third as much as the discontinued Mac Portable). 
With foot-prints about the size of an 8 !h by 11 sheet of paper, 
they'll fit into a briefcase or rest comfortably on your lap. 

The PowerBook's LCD screens are backlit-unlike the 
Portable's-so they're easy to read in any light. But on 
the 100 and 140, the pointer and other objects leave 
shadowy "speed trails" when you move them around . 
Even worse, moving the pointer at virtually any speed 
results in its submarining-disappearing from the screen 
entirely until it catches up with the mouse. Many people 
find both these problems very annoying. 

The 1 70's screen is the same kind used in the Portable; 
the pointer doesn't submarine and you don't get speed 
trails. In addition, the !70's screen can be viewed comfort
ably from a wider angle. 

Instead of mice, the Power Books have trackballs in front 
of the keyboard, although you can plug in a mouse too. 
(For more on trackballs, see the Mice and mouse substi
tutes section below.) The lOO's trackball is generally 
considered to be inferior to those of the other two models. 

The keyboards themselves are smaller than normal, and 
many people, fast touch-typists in particular, find that a 
real problem. The keyboards have no numerical keypad. 
{Yea!-AN] 

All the PowerBooks can run on either household current 
or their own rechargeable batteries. Depending on disk drive 
activity and screen brightness, their batteries last two to 
three hours (or up to four hours, in the case of the 100) 
between charges. Like the Portable, they all go into a 
power-saving s leep mode when you leave them idle. The 
170 also has a low-power mode you can tum on while you're 
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using it; it gives you an extra 20 or 30 minutes by slow
ing the hard drive and processor and dimming the screen. 

PowerBooks generally perform about the same as simi
larly powered nonportable Macs, although their screens 
are slower. With its 16-MHz 68000 processor, the Power
Book 100 is much faster than the Classic. The 140, with 
its 16-MHz 68030, is comparable to an SE/30, Ilx or ex 
and the 170, whose 68030 runs at 25 MHz and has a math 
coprocessor, performs more or less like a ci. 

Unlike the 140 and 170, which can only run System 
7, the 100 can run System 6 .0.5 or 6.0.7, which allows 
you to get by on the two megs of RAM the machine ships 
with and lets you run applications that aren't System 7-
compatible. {System 6.0.5 is OK. but don't use System 6.0. 7; 
it's notoriously buggy.-AN] 

The 100 is the only Mac whose hard disk can be 
connected to another Mac with a SCSI cable (which is called 
docking). If you've got a desktop Mac as well, this lets it 
access the 100's hard disk, so you don't have to transfer 
files back and forth on floppies . The 100 is slightly smaller 
than the other PowerBooks (its screen measures 9" diag
onally rather than l 0") and it's nearly two pounds lighter, 
mostly because there's no internal floppy drive. 

A 100 with 2MB of RAM, a 20MB hard disk and an exter
nal floppy drive (which weighs about a pound) lists for 
$1600. You can also get a 100 with 4MB of RAM and a 
40MB hard disk for $2200-or $2400 with an external 
floppy drive. 

Its docking ability, small size, light weight and long 
battery life make the 100 ideal as a mobile supplement to 
a more powerful Mac at home. Some people think that these 
qualities make it the portable of choice, regardless ofprice. 

The 140's screen has the same technology as the 100's, 
but with a different sort of lighting (some people prefer 
one screen and some the other). The PowerBook 140 
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comes with a floppy drive built in. There are four combi
nations of RAM/hard disk capacity-2/40 for $2700, 
4/40 or 2/80 for $3000 and 4/80 for $3300-but we 
recommend starting off with four megs of RAM. Upgrad
ing later is costly, since the PowerBooks use special RAM 
expansion boards that, at this writing, cost $300 (list) for 
two m egs and $550 for four! 

If you need a laptop you can work at for long stretches, 
or rely on for demanding applications, the 170 is proba
bly what you want. You can get either a 2/80 or a 4/40 
for $4300, but here again, you'd be wise to start with four 
megs of RAM. For $4600, you get four megs of RAM and 
either an 80-meg hard disk or a 40-meg hard disk plus 
a built-in 2400-baud modem, which can a lso send faxes 
at 9600 baud (it's a $350 option on the 100 a nd 140). 

Putting a modem in a portable computer makes a lot 
of sense; unfortunately, this particular one hasn't been 
getting good reviews. It isn't fully Hayes-compatible (see 
Telecommunication basics in Chapter 17) and has diffi
culty communicating with some electronic bulletin boards. 

ti the Outbounds (DH/ND/SMJ 

Back when the Portable was the only portable Mac that 
Apple made, Outbound already had a line of products that 
were smaller, lighter, faster and cheaper. Not surpris
ingly, many people bought them. The PowerBooks have 
altered the landscape dramatically, but there are still 
reasons you might choose an Outbound over a PowerBook. 

For one thing, Outbounds have full-size keyboards. How 
significant this is depends on you. Some people seem to 
adjust to PowerBook's smaller keyboard without undue 
difficulty, while others dislike it intensely. The only way 
to know which category you belong to is to try the things 
out-preferably for an extended period. 
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The Outbounds' other major selling point is their upgrad
ability. It's much simpler and cheaper to upgrade a given 
model of Outbound than it is to upgrade a PowerBook. 

Instead of a trackball, Outbounds have an unlikely-look
ing device called a trackbar mounted in front of their 
keyboards. You move the pointer by sliding the isobar side 
to side or rolling it forward or backward. It's a fascinat
ing device and Outbound should get points for creative 
design, but it takes some getting used to. 

As of this writing, Outbounds come in twenty-six differ
ent configurations of processor, speed, RAM and hard drive. 
List prices range from $2000 for a 20MHz 68000 proces
sor with two megs of RAM and a 20MB hard disk, to 
$6050 for a 33MHz 68030 processor with fourteen megs 
of RAM and a 120MB hard disk. 

Be aware that the Outbound 2030E models use the 
68ec030 chip. Unlike the regular 68030, it doesn't contain 
a PMMU chip and can't be upgraded to take one. 

W Newton (ANJ 

Sometime in 1993, Apple is planning to bring out a pen
controlled, hand-h eld computer called Newton. Devel
oped in conjunction with Sharp, it will be a combination 
electronic calendar, phone book, notebook, sketch pad, 
calculator and modem, and will use an infrared beam to 
send and receive data over a distance of six feet. 

In introducing Newton, Apple president John Sculley 
projected-now get this-a $3.5 trillion market for it and 
its competition. Since that comes out to about $600 for 
every woman, man and child on earth-Mongolian yak 
herders, Aborigines on walkabout, everybody-it seems 
a bit optimistic to me. But what do I know? 

You may remember that one of Apple's ads from the 
late seventies featured the famous scene in which Isaac 
Newton supposedly watched an apple fall- or, in the more 
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rowdy version, bounce off his head-and thought, 
"Hey ... gravity! I'd better figure out some laws to explain 
it." The point of t h e ad was that Apple was as intelligent 
and creative as Newton, or as the apple that fell on his 
head, or something like that. I assume that that's why 
this new computer is called Newton. 

(This apple-falling story has to be the most apocryphal 
in the entire history of science. It asks you to believe that 
Isaac Newton, with an IQ of 379 or something-and that's 
in 17th-century IQ points; adjusting for inflation, his IQ 
would be well over 500 today-needed to see a n apple fall 
from a tree to be reminded that gravity was a subject worth 
thinking about.) 

Anyway, this new little computer looks neat-even if it 
does mean that I'll have to learn how to write with a pen 
again. Say, I've got an idea! Why don't they put a k eyboard 
on it-and, while they're at it, a big screen-and then we 
can put it on our desks? 

li the Performas (ANJ 

As we go to press, Apple is planning to sell the Mac LC II 
and Classic II, a long with some packaged software, at 
consumer chains like Sears and Price Club. But they 
won't be called Macs-they'll be called Performas. 

(Acura was a great name for a car but, as with many 
clever ideas, it seems doomed to be endlessly imitated by 
the creatively handicapped. I thought the Oldsmobile 
Achieva was as bad as it could get, but I can see now that 
I was being foolishly optimistic. I suppose soon we'll have 
to live with names like Prestiga and Distincta. In Chicago 
there'll no doubt be some product called the Clouta.) 

Apparently the main difference between Performas and 
Macs will be pro forma (now there's a more accurate 
name)-where the machine is sold and what software 
comes with it. The LC II and Classic II will also continue 
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to be sold under their current names, without the bundled 
software, in computer stores. 

There will also be hvo new machines in the Performa 
line, probably with 32MHz 68030 processors and three 
NuBus slots (which makes them more or less equivalent 
to supercharged ci's). One of the models will have a CD
ROM drive built in. 

For more details on the Performas, Newtons and all other 
new Mac developments, be sure to send in for your free 
updates. They aren't some kind of advertising gimmick
they really are informative little booklets. (In fact. we're 
thinking of calling them the Informas.) 

tl the Portable (ANJ 

Expensive ($5800-$7000) and heavy (more than 20 lbs 
for the hard-disk model), the Mac Portable was destined 
for the dumpster of history. But it has some endearing 
qualities. 

Its screen is crisp (although not backlit) and it refreshes 
fast enough for the pointer not to disappear or leave a 
"speed trail," even when moved quickly (a problem with 
many portable computers). Although the Portable's screen 
is physically smaller than the screen on compact Macs, it 
displays 46% more information-the whole width of a letter
sized page, for example-thanks to smaller pixels (dots). 

A sophisticated power-management system and special 
low-power RAM chips maximize battery life. You can plug 
a Portable into the wall without an adaptor virtually 
anywhere in the world, since it automatically handles 
85-270 volts and 48-62Hz (cycles per second). (The US 
uses 110 volts and 60 Hz, but many foreign countries use 
220 volts. 50 Hz or both.) 

All in all, the Portable is a pain to lug around but a joy 
to use. As a portable, any one ofthe PowerBooks is a much 
better machine . But now that the Portable has been 
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discontinued, you can get one for as little as $1000. Some 
companies have even added a (much-needed) backlit 
screen, and with the new denser SIMMs, you can upgrade 
the Portable to ten megs of RAM. 

What the hell-just pretend it's a regular Mac, set it 
up on your desk and leave it there (it's too heavy to move 
anyway). You could do worse. 

ti the llfx (ANJ 

The fx was unceremoniously knocked from its position 
at the front of the Mac pack by the Quadras, but it's still 
a very fast machine. Its 68030 chip runs at 40 MHz-twice 
as fast as an si, .five times faster than an SE or a Plus
but the speed improvement is even greater than that, 
thanks to 32K of RAM cache and enhanced hard disk 
access. 

I'm using an fx to edil this book, and feel no need to 
upgrade to a Quadra, even though I'd jump at anything 
that would get this colossal project over any sooner. Yes, 
Quadras are faster in some applications, but the speed 
difference isn't really significant unless you're doing high
end stuff. The greatest demand I put on my fx is laying 
out two-page spreads in black-and-white, and for that, 
the fx is more than adequate. 

The fx's variable-speed fan is nice and quiet. It has six 
NuBus slots-one more than the Quadra 950 and four 
more than the Quadra 700. Like the Quadras, it a ls o has 
a PDS and, like the Quadras, putting a card in it blocks 
one of the NuBus s lots. Like the II, Ilx and Ilcx, the fx 
requires a video card to connect to a monitor. 

ti the Mac II, Ilx and Ilcx (SA/AN/DH/Mac Kenny) 

The original Mac II (that is, the one that was just called 
"Mac II" without any letters after the numerals) was built 
around the 68020 processor chip, which puts it off in left 
field, with only the LC for company. The II was the last 
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of the Macs to come with the old BOOK floppy drive (you 
can upgrade it with an Apple SuperDrive for $450). 

Buying a used Mac II may be worth doing if you get a 
good dea l on it, but b e aware that you're probably going 
to want to upgrade it a t some time-if not immediately, 
then in the not-too-dis tant future. 

Apple's upgrade from a II to a Ilfx lists for just $2600. 
Since you can probably get a Mac II for around $ 1500, 
buying a used II and upgrading it may be the cheapest way 
to get the power of an fx in your hands (a lthough you'll also 
need the SuperDrive upgrade). The II's six NuBus slots mean 
you can add a ll sorts of functionality to it. 

The llx is built a round a 68030 processor chip and a 
68882 coprocessor; like the II , it has six s lots. The IIcx 
is similar, except that it's the size of a ci and has only three 
slots. You have to buy a separate video card to connect 
a monitor to any of these computers . 

• the SE and SE/30 (SA/AN/Mac Kenny) 

The original SE came wilh an BOOK drive, but later models 
had a 1.4-meg SuperDrive. It was the first Mac to have a 
fan and ADB mouse and keyboard. The SE/30 is simi
lar, but it's built around a 68030 processor chip running 
at 16 MHz, aided by a 68882 math coprocessor chip, 
which makes it about four times faster than theSE. 

The SE/30 was the firs t compact Mac to offer advanced 
sound capabilities and stereo output, and its ROMs 
contain color QuickDraw, which means that with the 
correct video card in its one expansion s lot, you can 
connect an externa l color monitor to it. 

• the Plus (SA/AN/SMJ 

The Plus was th e last Mac to use the old-style mouse, and 
the las t not to have a fan . Its pre-ADB keyboard includes 
a numeric keypad and arrow keys. It can take up to four 
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megs, but it wasn't designed to allow for things to be added 
inside-an internal hard disk, say, or a video card for an 
external monitor. That's not to say it can't be expanded
in fact, there's an entry on how to do that in the upgrad
ing section below. 

With a hard disk and some extra memory (which only 
costs about $40/meg), the Mac Plus can be a viable 
system for word processing and other undemanding tasks 
(undemanding on the computer, that is-not on you) . 
But its small screen and slow speed make it far from ideal 
for page layout, graphics or large spreadsheets. 

ll the original Macs (AN/SAl 

The original 128K Mac and its immediate successor, the 
512K, had single-sided (400K) floppy-disk drives. The 
512Ke (for enhanced) had double-sided (BOOK) drives. 

The keyboards that came with these models didn't 
have numeric keypads or arrow keys, but you could buy 
a separate numeric keypad. This was a much better 
system than the current one-size-keyboard-fits-all 
approach (two-sizes-fit-all, actually-too big and way too 
big). All three models were fanless, allowing you to work 
in blessed silence. 

While the classic Macs still work fine if you use the soft
ware that was current back when they were made ( 1984-85 
or so), virtually no recent versions-including System 7-
will run on them. There used to be ways to upgrade them, 
but most of the kits for doing that aren't being sold any more. 

tl the Lisa (ANI 

I fell in love with Macs before there were Macs, back in 
the days of the Lisa. At $10,000, the Lisa was way too 
expensive to succeed, but it introduced virtually all the 
features of the Mac interface and implemented them 
well-sometimes brilliantly. (I wrote a book about the 
Lisa, the only one I've ever seen; other authors were 
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apparently more plugged in than m e and found out that 
Apple was going to stop making Lisas.) 

Although n ot many Lisas were sold, there are still some 
kicking around. and s ince they're orphan macpines, they 
tend to be priced quite low. In a previou s edition of this 
book, I remarked tha t a used Lisa could b e a bargain. 

A reader nam ed Hector Lareau bought one as a result, 
and feels tha t it is "a grand machine." Buying a Lisa obvi
ously involves sacrificing upward compatibility. but Mr. 
Lareau contends tha t things really aren't so bad: 

Whi le the Li sa can' t run System 7 yet, it can run almost 
anything usefu l under System 6.0.3 . MacWorks [the software 
that shows a Lisa how to emulate a M ac] is being upgraded 
to at least System 6.0.7 compatibil ity for any program that 
a Plus could run (except for those that access the sound chip). 
A 16 MHz 68000 accelerator is available that pushes the Lisa 
c lose to the performance of a Mac II. 

Most importantly, the keyboard for the Lisa is the best thing 
anybody ever laid a finger on. (It does have a numeri c 
keypad, but then so do al l the Mac keyboards.) 

As for sources for Lisas, I've had miserable experiences 
w ith Sun Remarketing. After se lling Lisas to scads of people 
who thought they were going to provide support, Sun decided 
to leave the Li sa to die in the desert of System 6.0.3. 

I recommend Sam Neulinger of Dafax Processing [contact 
info is in Appendix B] . Formerly the editor of a Lisa maga
zine, Sam has been a great help to me in upgrading my Lisa, 
which now has an BOOK fl oppy drive, 2M B of RAM and a 
20MB hard drive. He's the one doing the M acWorks upgrade. 
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Buying a Mac 

ti basic considerations (DHJ 

The first question to ask yourself is-what will you use 
your Mac for? The average computer user does mostly word 
processing-even on a Mac, with all its sound and graph
ics capabilities. If you're typical, you probably don't need 
a super-fast CPU, a math coprocessor, six expansion 
slots, 128 megs of RAM, a 21" color monitor and a hard 
drive whose capacity is measured in gigabytes (you may 
want them, but you don't need them). 

Try to figure out what software you'll be using and try 
it out on the computer you're considering. Imagine your
self performing those activities day in and day out, for 
months on end. Will the time it takes for the screen to 
redraw drive you crazy? Can you really see what you're 
doing on a 9" screen? 

If you can afford it, it's a good idea to buy an expand
able Mac. Then, if your needs change, you won't have to 
buy a whole new machine, but can upgrade your current 
one with some (relatively) minor hardware purchases. 
Conside r the number of expansion slots (three are plenty 
for most people). the m aximum amount of RAM you can 
put in the machine, a nd whether you can upgrade the 
CPU/clock speed. 

Finally, remember that the Classic II, the PowerBook 140 
and 170 and the Quadras require System 7. Stepping up 
to one of these machines means updating all your current 
software to versions tha t are compatible with System 7, and 
that can be a costly proposition. But of course that's not 
a consideration if the Mac you're buying is your first. 

• new vs. used Macs (DH/ANJ 

Though hardware prices continue to fall. Macs still cost 
more than yo-yos, and ma ny people wonder if it isn't 
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smarter to buy one used. While there are obvious risks 
associated with doing that, Macs are pretty reliable. Far 
fewer than 1% of all Macs are shipped with faulty hard
ware (not counting disk drives), and most problems turn 
up within the first 90 days or so of use. 

In any case , buying a new computer provides only 
limited insurance. Products have a way of failing just 
after the warranty runs out (though you can buy an 
extended warranty from Apple) . 

On top of that, some Apple dealers are- how shall we 
say this?-less than perfectly competent and depend
able. If you lose many productive days because of repeated 
trips to the dealer and long waits for repairs, you may find 
yourself wondering why you shelled out those extra 
hundreds (or thousands) of dollars for a new-Mac warranty. 

Some companies that sell reconditioned Macs offer 
warranties on them. Needless to say, these warranties are 
only as good as the company that stands behind them. 
Your local user group may know if the business is 
reputable, and you can a lso call the Better Business 
Bureau. If you really want to be sure, check at the local 
courthouse to see if there are any judgments filed against 
the company. 

Another question to ask about a used Mac is whether 
Apple provides an upgrade path from it to a current 
model. If not, you're likely to have increasing difficulty find
ing compatible h ardware and software as the years go on, 
in addition to the obvious problem of keeping up with the 
pack in terms of processing speed and power. 

The next entry compares many new and used machines. 
For more on buying used Macs, see the entry after the 
next one. Upgrading is another route to consider: it's 
discussed in the n ext section. 
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el the final CUt {DH/AN/SA/SM/JK/ND/ Mac Kenny) 

When shopping for a Mac, most people narrow down their 
choices pretty quickly, then wonder if they could get some
thing better for a little more money, or something adequate 
for a little less. To facilitate those decisions, here's a list 
of pairs (and one threesome) of similarly priced and powered 
Macs, both new and used, along with some of the factors 
you should think about when deciding between them. 

The machines are listed more or less in order of increas
ing cost, except for the portables, which are at the end. 
We focus on features, not prices, in these comparisons. 
That's because prices are always changing, and because 
you don't need our help to consider prices, once you've 
weighed the features you want. 

SE or Classic. There are those who maintain that the 
SE is a better engineered machine than the Classic; it was, 
after all, the top-of-the line in its day, while the Classic 
has never been more than an entry-level Mac. On the other 
hand, the Classic's power supply and hard drive are 
almost certainly superior. The two machines are virtually 
identical in computing power, and it's hard to justify 
spending as much on a used SE as on a new Classic
unless, of course, you need the SE's expansion slot. 

SE or SE/30. The SE/30 is four times faster than an 
unaccelerated SE, and can be expanded to at least eight 
megs of memory, while theSE only goes to four megs. 

Classic or Classic II. The Classic II is noticeably faster, 
and it takes up to ten megs of RAM. while the Classic only 
goes up to four megs. 

Classic II or SE/30. Although the Classic II supposedly 
supplanted the SE/30, the SE/30 is considerably faster, 
and has an expansion slot to boot. On the other hand, 
you can't get a new SE/30 anymore (although there are 
rumors that Apple is thinking of rereleasing the SE/30). 
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SE/30 or some kind o[Mac II. The SE/30 is obviously 
easier to move around, but the lis' 3-6 slots make them 
more expandable. If you want a large screen, you'll h ave 
two screens with th e SE/30 instead of just one-but 
that's actua lly an advantage, s ince it probably won't cost 
you any more to do that. 

II or LC II. Despite its apparent obsolescence, the vener
able II has its fans. The LC II comes out of the box with 
better features-notably, a SuperDrive, video support 
and enhanced sound capability. But the II's six expan
s ion slots make it much m ore flexible. Put a Radius 
Rocket ($2000-$2500) or comparable accelerator into a 
II and you'll have a very powerful machine. Buy Apple's 
$2600 upgrade kit (and the $450 SuperDrive upgrade) and 
you'll have an fx. 

II or Ilx. Unmodified , the IIx's 68030 chip makes it a 
more powerful and versatile machine, and it has a 1.4MB 
floppy drive. You can upgrade it to an fx for $2600, but 
if you're going to do that. a II may be a cheaper place to 
start (even though you'll also have to spend $450 upgrad
ing the II's floppy d rive to 1.4MB). 

Classic II or LC II. The processors and ROMs are the 
same, so the main question is, do you want a modular 
Mac, with a range of monitors to choose from. or a 
compact? If color is important to you, the LC II has it built 
in. The Classic II does have 32-bit QuickDraw in its 
ROMs, so in theory it can run a color m onitor, but with
out an expa nsion s lot, the monitor would have to be 
connected through the much s lower SCSI port. 

LC II or si. If you n eed color and your budget is limited, 
the LC II is probably for you. In addition to the cheaper 
CPU, you stand to save another several hundred dolla rs 
on the monitor, since the LC II will run a s tandard VGA 
monitor (with an inexpensive adaptor). On the other hand, 
the si is significantly faster and its color capabilities (as 
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shipped) are stronger. You can bridge the gap by buying 
a 512K VRAM SIMM for the LC II, but it costs $175. 
While both models have a single expansion slot, the si's 
is more flexible. And the si has stereo sound, while the 
LC II only has mono. 

si or ci. The ci is faster, and comes with a coprocessor 
(it's only an option on the si). All recent ci's also have a 
cache card. The ci has three expansion slots to the si's 
one, and is upgradable to a Quadra 700. The si, while quite 
a spunky performer, is no match. You simply have to decide 
whether the ci's greater power and speed are worth the 
extra money to you. (Size might also be a factor-the si 
is significantly smaller.) 

ex or cL The ci is at least 50o/o faster than the ex, and 
another 20-30% faster with the cache card. It also comes 
with a built-in video card. You can upgrade from either 
to a Quadra 700, but if you're going to do that, it will prob
ably be cheaper to start with a ex-especially since its 
power supply is said to be tougher than the ci's. 

ci or [x. The difference is speed (25 vs. 40 MHz). 
although you may not need more speed than the ci can 
provide. The fx has six NuBus slots and one PDS, while 
the ci has only three NuBus slots (but most people don't 
need more than three). The ci is upgradable to a Quadra 
700, but the fx isn't (and probably doesn't need to be). 

fx or Quadra. Depending on what application you're 
running, a Quadra may be a lot faster than an fx, or only 
a little. Many programs can't fully exploit the Quadras' 
power, and while you're running them, the fx, with its 40 
MHz clock speed, may actually be faster. On the other 
hand, the Quadras, with their 68040 CPU, faster NuBus 
slots and built-in Ethernet, clearly represent the shape 
of things to come. 

Quadra 700 or Quadra 950. The 950's clock speed is 
almost a third faster than the 700's, and it has three more 
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s lots . It can take three additional internal storage devices 
beyond its stock internal hard drive, while the 700 can 
only take two. You can cram the 950 with up to 256 megs 
of RAM vs. 68 megs on the 700's (a lthough not too many 
people need 256MB of RAM). And the 950 ships with 
better color support. Basically, the contrast between these 
two machines is similar to the one between the si and ci
you can get more power, but you have to pay more for it 
(although h ere too, s ize might also be a factor-the 700 
is quite a bit s m aller). 

PowerBoolc or desktop Mac. As a rule , you'll pay more 
for comparable power in a portable than in it.s nonportable 
equivalent, and you 'll probably have to put up with a less 
desirable screen as well. So it only ma kes sense to buy a 
PowerBook if you really need the portability. 

PowerBoolc or Mac Portable. In terms of portability, 
there's no contest-the PowerBooks win hands down. 
But only the 170 has a screen that compares to the 
Portable's, and the discontinued Portable is likely to be 
cheaper than even the 100. Once you get it to where you 
want it, the Portable is a nicer machine to use. 

PowerBoolc 100 or 140 or 170. Ifyou want a second Mac 
for word processing or other basic tasks while away from 
home, the 100 is light, inexpensive and plugs directly into 
your main Mac's SCSI port (but do upgrade the RAM to 
four megs if you're going to run System 7 on it). The 140 
gives you more speed, a slightly bigger screen, a built-in 
floppy drive and complete System 7 compatibility. If you 
need high performance and a screen you can s ta re at for 
hours, get the 170. 

ti buying a used Mac (Larry Pina/ DH/ANJ 

Some good places lo look for a u sed Mac a re in class ified 
ads in the daily newspaper, in free computer newspapers, 
on electronic Mac bulle tin boa rds, at your local u ser 
group a nd at s tores that specialize in used computers. 
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Used pricing can be hard to figure. Fortunately, some 
guidelines are available. The American Computer Exchange 
publishes a listing each month in Macworld, and the 
Boston Computer Exchange publishes a used computer 
price index (available at a small charge). 

Try to get a 72-hour free refund or exchange; if you do, 
take the computer home, turn it on and let it run contin
uously for 72 hours, using it as much as you can during 
that time. If it crashes, take it back. That could indicate 
a problem with the motherboard (or other hardware). 

Also try to get at least a 90-day warranty from the seller. 
If you don't get either, at least make sure you take the 
computer to a repair person for a look under the hood. 

Choose About This Macintosh ... on the .a menu to make 
sure you're getting all the RAM claimed. And use a util
ity like RAM Check to verify that all the RAM is in work
ing order. 

If the system includes a hard drive, reformat it and then 
run a utility like SCSI Evaluator or FWB's Hard Disk 
ToolKit to check for speed and bad sectors; if it finds bad 
sectors, the disk may not be reliable. This may take some 
time, but it's as good a way as any to put a machine 
through its paces. 

Sometimes an otherwise perfect Mac will have a 
keyboard with one or more broken keys. Be sure to test 
them all. Stiff. sticky keys aren't much better than broken 
ones; they'll drive you crazy, and you'll have to fix them 
or get a new keyboard. 

The mouse can sometimes be bad too. To test it. wiggle 
both ends of the cable as you move the pointer around 
the screen and click. 

A used Mac may have almost any kind of internal hard 
drive (MiniScribe. Seagate, Sony, Quantum, etc.). Apple
labeled drives have had a lot of problems, so they're not 
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n ecessarily better than any of the others. If possible, buy 
a used Mac without any hard drive-or at least check it 
for bad sectors (as explained above). 

The BOOK floppy drives in Pluses, early SE's and early 
Mac lis were built by Sony, but they're not all the same. 
The original ones have black labels and tend to have 
problems ejecting disks. More recent drives are more reli
able; they have red labels . (You have to take the case off 
to see the labels. ) 

SuperDrives (they take 1.4MB floppies) have blue labels. 
If the drive will successfully format a 1.4MB disk, you know 
that the upgrade to a SuperDrive was complete. 

To assess wear-and-tear on a screen, turn off the 
power. If you see a ghost of the menu bar on the black 
screen, it's near the end of its life. 

While the screens on some Pluses and SE's are nonglare, 
on others they're very reflective. If you suffer from astig
matism, wear a white shirt or shine a flashlight at the 
screen. If you can clearly see your reflection, then using 
that CRT day after day may cause headaches and even 
backaches (because you'll be subconsciously twisting 
every which way in an attempt to minimize the glare). 

To find out which kind of video card-if any-is in a used 
Mac, go to the Monitors control panel. You may only be 
able to select black-and-white, which means it's got a 1-
bit card. If you can select 16 colors (or shades of gray). it's 
got a 4-bit card. If you can select 256 colors, it's got an 8-
bit card. If you can select millions of colors, it's got a 24-
bit card. The more bits-and colors-the better. 

Click the Options button. If it says Macintosh II Video 
Card, the card is low-resolution. If it says Mac II High Reso
lution Video Card or Macintosh Display Card (the most 
advanced). it's high-resolution and will work better with 
NTSC and PAL video equipment like camcorders, VCRs 
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and 1Vs. (Of course, it may not be an Apple board at all, 
in which case you'll h ave to call the dealer or a manu
facturer to find out what that specific board can do.) 

Here are some other things to look for on specific Mac 
models: 

Pluses. The first Mac Pluses came in a beige case; 
then Apple switched to "platinum" (gray). Make sure the 
on/off switch of a platinum Plus is also platinum. If it's 
beige, that means the power supply was swapped for an 
earlier, less reliable one. 

Real Mac Pluses are marked Macintosh Plus to the left 
of the floppy drive slot. If those words aren't there, it's a 
128K or 512K Mac that's been upgraded, and those have 
the earliest, least reliable power supplies of a ll. 

A Mac Plus may have one of three ROM versions. Versions 
1 and 2 don't work very well with SCSI drives. To tell which 
a given Plus has, boot from a floppy and press the inter
rupt button. This puts you in the Mac's built-in debugger. 

You'll see a >. Type OM4000000 after it and hit IAeturnl. 

The ROM version will be shown in the second and third 
columns of the top row. 401 E EEnn indicates version 1, 401 E 
EAnn indicates version 2 and 401 F 81 nn indicates version 
3 (the one you want). To exit the debugger and return to 
Finder, type G and then IAeturnl. 

SE's. A black on/off switch indicates a Sony power 
supply. They're much more reliable than Astec power 
supplies, which have white switches. 

Early SE's h ave a s quirrel-cage fa n that tends to be 
annoyingly loud and m ay cause video interference. Later 
models have a quieter, noninterfering propeller fan. 

There are two versions of the SE logic board. The early 
model (part number 820-0 176) doesn't work as well with 
expansion cards and SIMMs as the la ter one (part aumber 
820-0250). Unfortuna tely, to tell which model you've got, 
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you have to remove the logic board and read the label 
printed to the right of the 68000 chip. 

Mac lis and Ilx' s. Lift the lid and read the part number 
stenciled on the left rear corner of the logic board. Later 
models (part number 820-0288) are almost 25% faster than 
earlier models (part number 820-0163). 

You'll find the later model boards in Mac Ilx's too. Their 
batteries (beneath the hard drive area) either snap in or 
are soldered in. Snap-ins are much easier to replace. 

ex's andci's. The GE power supply is more reliable than 
the Astec. To find out which you have, lift the lid and read 
the label. 

The ci has limited 8-bit video built into the logic board, 
so it may not come with a video card. The ci's built-in video 
works fine with Apple monitors, but it doesn't support 
NTSC and PAL video equipment. 

Upgrading your Mac 

8 upgrade basics (SM/AN/SA/Mac Kenny) 

You can't turn a sow's ear into a silk purse, but you can 
turn a ex into a Quadra, and you can upgrade many 
other Mac models as well, by enhancing the amount of 
RAM, the ROM, the processor chip, the clock speed, the 
floppy drive, the hard drive and various combinations 
thereof. (RAM upgrades are covered in Chapter 3.) 

Upgrade kits are widely available, both from Apple and 
other vendors, but remember that upgrading isn't always 
cost-effective. It may make more sense to sell your old 
machine and put the money toward a new one. 

Upgrading from Pluses and SE's is covered in detail a 
few entries down. Here are a few other common upgrades: 
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From a Classic to a Classic II. This $700 upgrade gives 
you a different logic board and includes two megs of 
RAM, a microphone and a new case-the actual outside 
of the Mac, that is, not a carrying case. But you don't get 
a hard drive, and you need one to run System 7. 

From a IIx or ex to a ci.. Accelerator cards (described in 
the next entry) can make a Ilx or ex perform like a ci. And 
for $1500, you can actually turn a ex into a ci, by replac
ing its logic board (although to upgrade the II, you'll also 
have to install a high-density drive). The dealer gets a credit 
from Apple for your old board, and thus might be open 
to some bargaining. 

From a II or IIx to an fx. For $2600, you can turn a II 
or IIx into an fx, by replacing the logic board. (You can't 
upgrade from a ex or ci to an fx, because the cases aren't 
the same size.) Here again, you may be able to bargain 
with the dealer on the board swap. 

From a ex or ci to a Quadra 700. For $3500, you get a 
Quadra 700 logic board, four megs of RAM, a microphone 
and a new case, but you keep your old drives and power 
supply. (The reason the Quadra has so few expansion slots 
is apparently because Apple wanted to make it possible for 
the older power supplies of the ex and ci to handle them.) 

ti accelerator cards (PH/Larry Pinal 

One easy way to upgrade a Mac is to install an accelera
tor card in it. This gives you a more powerful processor 
chip and/or a faster clock rate, and sometimes extra 
memory as well. 

The increased speed an accelerator card provides is espe
cially important when you plan to use an external moni
tor. As the size of a screen increases, so does the time it 
takes to redraw it. Most monitors have extra memory on 
their video cards to take care of this problem, but even 
so, an accelerator card usually speeds things up. 
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Some accelerators have sockets for math coproces
sor chips. These won't do much for you unless you 
work with complex formulas, large spreadsheets, high
resolution graphics or 3D rendering. If you're not 
absolutely sure that you need a math coprocessor, you 
probably don't. 

There are many different kinds of accelerators; they vary 
depending on which model of Mac you have and how fast 
you want it to run. Some accelerators make modifications 
to your Mac's motherboard, but on newer Macs, they 
tend to plug into the PDS or a NuBus slot {PDS cards tend 
to be faster). 

New accelerator cards appear all the time. The Mac 
magazines run review round-ups of them at least once a 
year, and a local user group can tell you which cards are 
currently preferred by their members. 

When shopping, find out which processors the cards 
you're comparing use. Since most cards with the same 
type of chip have approximately the same speed, you can 
then pick a card based on price and the manufacturer's 
track record. 

ti accelerators and interleave ratios (SAJ 

Different models of the Mac need different interleave 
ratios in order to access their hard disks as quickly as 
possible (this is explained in Chapter 3). If you boost 
your Mac's performance with an accelerator, ask the 
manufacturer what interleave ratio you should use, to take 
advantage of your souped-up Mac's new speed. 

ti upgrading a Plus or SE (RSJ 

A company called Brainstorm sells an accelerator that 
makes graphic operations on a Plus or SEan average of three 
times faster, and hard drive transfers an average of twice 
as fast. It lists for only $250, including installation. And 
you don't need to buy any other expensive add-ons like fans, 
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power supplies or special RAM. This is an incredible 
bargain-much less expensive than other accelerators. 

The Killy-clip used with other accelerators tends to 
need constant fiddling to maintain a good connection, but 
this accelerator is soldered in (it's only about the size of 
your thumb). The only thing that it doesn't give you is 
virtual memory under System 7. But that's not such a 
bad thing. The slowdown caused by using virtual memory 
has prompted many users to buy more RAM instead. 

The PowerBooks have spawned a technology that lets 
you connect a full-page display to your SCSI port, instead 
of having to open up the Mac and attach a video card to 
the Plus's motherboard. (SCSI is discussed in Chapter 3.) 
Sigma Designs' 15" full-page SCSI monitor ($1000 list) 
includes acceleration to increase the speed of graphics 
display and text scrolling. It will work anywhere in a SCSI 
chain, making it much more convenient than other SCSI 
monitors that must be at the end of the chain (thus 
competing with other peripherals that also must be at the 
end of the chain, like some scanners). 

If you need to read and write 1.4MB floppies (and 1.4 
MB or 720K MS DOS floppies). get Applied Engineering's 
AEHD Plus Drive. It's fully SuperDrive-compatible, plugs 
directly into your Mac's external floppy drive port and 
requires no chip upgrades. It lists for about $450, but I've 
seen it as low as $230. 

Mac hardware tips 

• the opening chord (AN/JK/Alan Winslow) 

When you turn a modular Mac on-by pushing the~ key 
at the top of the keyboard-it strikes a chord. (It's closest 
to a C chord with a suspended fourth or a second-inver
sion F chord.) This chord tells you that all is right with the 
machine-or at least that certain basic things are right. 
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If something's wrong, the notes sound separately rather 
than together. This arpeggio means one of your memory 
chips is bad or-more usually-that a SIMM is simply not 
seated firmly in its socket. At worst it means you'll have 
to replace the motherboard ofyour computer. 

Apple actually trains service personnel to be able to 
recognize what's wrong with your computer by which 
particular arpeggio it plays on startup . 

• zapping the PRAM (SA/SM/LA/AN/Mac Kenny) 

A Mac's battery provides power to a special area of memory 
called parameter RAM, or PRAM (often pronounced pram, 
but PEE-ram is correct). In addition to keeping track ofthe 
date , time and various control panel settings, parameter 
RAM a lso remembers what's connected to the printer and 
modem ports on the back of the Mac. 

If the information in parameter RAM becomes corrupted, 
you can reset it to the original defaults, by zapping the 
PRAM. Under System 7, you hold down the 1Shiftloption0E) 
keys simultaneously and select Restart from the Specia l 
menu (it's acceptable to u se your tongue to achieve this 
feat). There's no a lert; everything happens invisibly. 

If your tongue isn't up to the job, Shut Down and turn 
the Mac back on using the power -on key (@::] ) key at the 
top of the keyboard while holding down !Shiftloption[f:@ (press 
!Shiftl option@ with your left hand, press 0 with your right 
thumb and hit~ with your right index finger.) You won't 
see an a lert h ere either. but the Mac will seem to get stuck 
in s tartup. You'll h ear the opening chime and the sound 
of your disk being accessed, and then you '11 hear the chime 
again. At tha t point you can release the IShiftl optionJ!)B) keys. 

Under earlier system software, you open the • menu 
and select Control Panel while holding down l shut J optionl~) . 

You'll get a dialog box that looks like the one at the top 
of th e next page: 
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You are about to zap the 
PRam. 

Most parameters such as the 
default boot deuice will be changed 
when the system is re-started. Do 
you want to do this? 

Yes 

Click Yes. 

On the Plus and earlier models, you can also zap th e 
PRAM by removing the battery for ten minutes. 

Zapping the PRAM returns all the control panel settings 
(sound volume a nd type, ra te of insertion point blinking, 
etc.) to their defaults, so you'll h ave some resetting to do. 
Conveniently, though, it doesn't change the time or date. 

tt opening a Mac's case (AN/SA/SM/Mac Kenny/JKJ 

To get to the expansion slots on modular Macs, you have 
to open the case. They come in five basic kinds: the 
Quadra 950 and 900's tower, which is meant to stand on 
its side; the s i's small, one-slotted box; the LC's small, 
one-slotted (but different) box; the three-slotted box of the 
Quadra 700, ci and ex; and the still-larger six-slotted box 
of the fx , Ilx a nd II. 

On a ll the boxes, you have to begin by removing a 
single screw at the center back of the case. (If you like, 
you can just leave th e screw out of th e back a ltogether, 
so you don't h ave to worry about finding a screwdriver 
every time you want to open the case.) 

On the six-slotted case of the fx , Ilx and II, you then 
h ave to push in the two latch es on either side of the top 
(at the back) and tilt the cover forward. A hideous crack
ing noise ensues (except on the fx. which h as an improved 
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case). It sounds like you're breaking something, but that's 
how it was designed; yes, believe it or not, it's really 
supposed to sound like that. 

Make sure you haven't accidentally left an ejected (but 
not removed) floppy in the disk drive. If you did, you 
won't be able to get the top off, and trying to will pry the 
disk up inside the drive. 

When you put the cover back on, you have to take some 
care to line up the front of the cover with the front of the 
case. After a while you'll see what goes where, but it's not 
terribly obvious. Sometimes the cover catches in the back 
but not the front; when that happens you can usually just 
push down on the front and snap it into place (even after 
you've reattached the little screw in the back) . 

The other modular cases have different-and more 
convenient-latches at the back. You're spared the terri
ble cracking sound, but the procedure is about the same. 

Opening a compact Mac's case requires special tools 
and techniques, a nd we don't recommend it. For one 
thing, opening the case voids your warranty with Apple. 
(And they can tell if you've done it too.) For another thing, 
the Mac contains capacitors that can hold high voltage 
for 30-60 minutes after you turn the Mac off. And it's quite 
easy to break the picture tube-a quick way to burn $150 
or so. 

We used to tell people how to open a compact's case, 
but then we realized tha t if you know the dangers, you 
probably also know how to open the case (or can easily 
find out from a friend). Ifyou don't know the dangers, you 
shouldn't be messing around in there; have a technician 
do it for you. 

As with compact Macs, opening PowerBooks also voids 
the warranty, but it's less dangerous than opening a 
compact Mac. 
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'* the programmer's switch (AN/SA/SM/LA/Mac Kenny) 

The programmer's switch is that little piece of plastic you 
didn't know what to do with when you got your Mac (unless 
you bought ansi, LC, PowerBook or Quadra). Despite its 
name, it's not just for programmers-it's for anyone whose 
Mac crashes occasionally (and that's all of us). 

You don't have to open the case to install the program
mer's switch on a compact Mac; just snap it into place 
in the rearmost vents on the left side, with the loose end 
of the buttons facing down. You don't have to open the 
case on the Mac II, llx and fx either; the switch snaps into 
the rearmost vents on the right side of the case, with the 
loose ends of the buttons facing up. 

On the ci and ex, you do have to open the case. The 
switch goes on the front of the machine, on the left side 
(the pictures in the manual make the procedure very 
clear). On the Quadras, the programmer's switch is built 
into the faceplate of the cabinet. 

Putting the switch on the front of the machine isn't a 
great idea, because it's much more likely to get acciden
tally hit by a book or something than when it's on the side. 
There's less danger of this with a Quadra that you stand 
on its side, since the switch is then higher up. To make 
it even harder to accidentally push them, the Quadra's 
buttons are recessed into bezels. 

If your Mac has to stay in a place where curious or care
less people could accidentally press it while you work, 
consider not installing it (assuming you have that choice) . 

The programmer's switch actually consists of two 
buttons-reset and interrupt. On some Macs, each of the 
buttons is labelled; on others, they're marked by symbols 
(a left-facing arrow for reset, a circle for interrupt). In any 
case, when the switch is on the side of the Mac, the reset 
button is the one nearer the front of the machine; when 
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the switch is on the front ofthe machine, the reset button 
is on the left. 

If your Mac crashes (and doesn't give you a dialog box 
with a Restart button). don't switch the power off and on 
again-press the reset button instead. (System 7 some
times also lets you escape from a frozen application with 
~.) Either way you avoid the electrical power 
surge the Mac experiences each time you switch it on. (The 
interrupt button is pretty much just for programmers.) 

The si and the LCs don't h ave progra mmer's switches; 
you restart them by holding down (ru~]controil and hitting the 
@::] key (the one at the top of the keyboard you use to start 
up the Mac). To get the interrupt switch, hit ©:@D. 

The PowerBook 100 has buttons on its left side. The 
140 and 170 have two little holes on the back panel (all 
the way to the right as you face the panel) ; they're marked 
with the u su a l triangle and circle. You push something 
like a straightened paper clip into them. 

ti fans (SA/AN) 

The fans on modula r Macs are well-made, and put out 
something fa irly close to white noise (sounds at a ll frequen
cies). To keep the volume as low as possible, make sure 
there's enough space a round the vents . If there isn't, the 
Mac will h eat up and the temperature-controlled fan will 
work harder. 

Also, if you don't need to use a ll the expansion slots 
(and who does?). skip the one closest to the power supply. 
Th e heat gen erated by a card in that s lot can a lso make 
the fan run faster. 

ti don't double-up on disks (ANJ 

It's a lot less obviou s when there's a disk in a modula r 
Mac's floppy drive than it is on a compact Mac. Several 
times I've tried to stick a second disk in and once or twice 
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I've actually succeeded (the second disk slides in over the 
first at an angle). 

I've a lways been able to get the second disk out, but 
this can't be good for the drive (to say the least), so pay 
special attention to whether a drive slot is occupied before 
you blithely shove a disk into it. 

• replacing the battery (SA/SM/ND/AN/Mac Kenny) 

You'll know the battery in your Mac needs to be replaced 
if you starting losing control panel settings (like the time 
and date) whenever you shut off the machine. A Mac will 
work even with a dead battery, but you'll get tired of 
resetting your control panel preferences. 

Most modular Macs (including the Quadras, use snap
in lithium batteries , Apple part number 742-0011, which 
are supposed to last seven years. If they fail, you can 
replace them yourself. In SE's, Mac lis and Ilx's, the 
special lithium battery is soldered to the main board and 
can only be replaced by a dealer. (The II and the Ilx have 
two batteries soldered in. These batteries are also supposed 
to have a seven-year life, but some repair services replaced 
dead batteries in Mac lis that were barely three years old.) 

The PowerBook 100 uses three snap-in lithium batter
ies, Sony CR2430, Duracell DL2430 or the equivalent. 
These are standard batteries and should be easy to find. 
The PowerBook 140 and 170 use a single backup battery 
which is soldered into place and must be replaced by an 
Apple dealer. In both cases, these backup batteries should 
last several years before needing replacement. 

On the Plus and earlier Macs, you just remove the 
battery cover, snap out the old battery and snap in the new. 
Although it's the same size as an ordinary AA battery, it's 
actually a 4.5-volt a lkaline, Eveready 523 or equivalent. 
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a stuck pixels on PowerBook 1 70 screens (DH/ND/SMJ 

A certain percentage of Power Book 170 screens are shipped 
with a few "pixel voids"-dots on the screen that are 
doomed to remain white forever. [And believe me, that's 
ascaryjeeling.-AN]These stuck pixels can be a consid
erable annoyance, particularly when they're close to one 
another. (Apple knows about this problem but says that 
purchasing "zero-defect" screens would cost so much 
more that no one would want to buy the computer.) 

The moral is, before you buy a PowerBook 170, check 
its screen carefully. Apple considers screens defective if 
they have more than five pixels that are stuck white, or 
two that are stuck white less than an inch apart. or a single 
pixel that's stuck black. If you get a screen like that, you 
ought to be able to get your dealer to exchange it for one 
that meets the standard. 

But it's still better to find a machine with no bad pixels 
and buy that instead. If you're stuck with a machine that 
has five or fewer defective pixels, try changing the desk
top pattern to make them less painfully obvious. 

a buggy Power Book floppy drives (DH/SMJ 

Many owners report finicky internal floppy drives on the 
140 and 170 that reject disks-particularly mass-copied 
ones-which regular desktop Macs can read just fine. The 
problem has been partially fixed on later models. and 
revised disk drives are available free under the PowerBook's 
one-year warranty. (The external floppy drive on the 
PowerBook 100 doesn't seem to have this problem.) 

a PowerBook backlights (DHJ 

The backlights on the PowerBook screens are designed 
to last several years, but as they age, they get dimmer. 
Keeping the light as low as possible should extend the back
light's life, and will also extend the life of the battery. 
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• Power Book 100 hard drive and cable (SMJ 

Reader Vern Clinton reports that when he renamed the 
drive in his Power Book 100, it would freeze as soon as he 
tried to transfer data onto or off of it (despite the fact that 
it still mounted without trouble). Changing the name back 
to MacintoshHD solved the problem. (This apparently has 
to do with the fact that you can dock the 100 into a desk
top Mac, as described in the PowerBook entry above.) 

Vern also recommends sticking to Apple's SCSI cable; 
a third-party SCSI cable gave him problems that disap
peared when he went back to Apple's. 

• the PowerBook battery case (SMJ 

It's important to use the free case Apple provides for the 
PowerBook's replaceable battery packs, because the 
batteries are prone to accidental shorting when they come 
in contact with metal objects like keys or paper clips. A 
short could cause a fire or burns, and it's also likely to 
damage the battery, which costs $100. If you bought an 
early PowerBook that didn't come with one of these cases, 
you can request a free one by calling this toll-free Apple 
number-800 377 4127. 

• preventing Mac Plus failures (Rich Wolfson) 

Early Pluses were notorious for their failing power supplies. 
One way to prevent the power supply from overheating 
is to make sure the voltage is set to exactly five volts. Have 
a technician open the case and use a volt meter to check 
the voltage between pins 1 and 2 of the mouse port. Using 
a plastic screwdriver or a TV alignment tool, adjust the 
potentiometer at the side of the machine to five volts. The 
voltage changes as the unit heats up, so leave it on for 
five to ten minutes and check that it's still at five volts. 

Most Pluses come set to anywhere from 4.8 to 5.1 volts, 
despite Apple's recommendation that they be set to exactly 
5.0. In a computer lab with more than a dozen Pluses, 
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there wasn't one that was set to the correct voltage. We 
had one power supply problem early on, but none after 
we set the voltages correctly. 

If the power supply in a Plus fails, you don't have to 
replace the whole thing-it's almost always just the flyback 
transformer and its related parts that are causing the prob
lem. One company that sells flyback-transformer parts 
kits is Soft Solutions. Their prices and service are good, 
their tech support is great and their parts are heavy
duty-exceeding the Mac's minimum requirements. 

Another way to avoid potential problems in a Mac Plus 
is to install a fan to keep it from overheating. A piezoelectric 
fan is small, inexpensive and makes very little noise. 

ti keeping the Portable's battery charged 
(AN/Todd Corleto) 

If the Mac Portable's batteries fall below 5.4 volts, they can't 
be recharged. So don't leave a battery in the Portable for 
more than two weeks without plugging the Portable's 
power adaptor into a wall socket. (The safest thing is 
s imply to leave the Portable plugged in whenever you can.) 

Unfortunately, the plug on the Portable's power adap
tor is one of those stupid round jobbies that falls out all 
the time. God only knows why Apple's designers continue 
to use them, but since they do, pay attention to it and 
make sure it doesn 't accidentally disconnect. 

To store a Portable battery, recharge it and put it in a 
cool, dry place; make sure you recharge it every six 
months at least. Don't store it for extended periods in a 
battery recharger tha t isn't plugged into a power source, 
since doing that will slowly drain its power. 

ti opening up the Portable (ANJ 

If you're not careful to fully release both catches when 
opening the Portable's screen, you can unintentionally lift 
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up the whole computer in the process, only to drop the 
bottom part of it back down on the table with a resound
ing crash when the screen finally opens. (An adroit, grace
ful person like myself would never do anything like this. 
No way. But you may not be as agile as I am, so read on.) 

To open the Portable, push infirmly with your thumbs 
at the ends of the handle to release the catches. Then lift 
the screen from either side with your fingers, making 
sure you're not also lifting the bottom part of the computer. 
The hinge on the Portable's screen is quite stiff, so it may 
take you a while to get used to the amount of effort 
required, which is more than you expect (a lthough well 
within the capabilities of most world-class triathletes). 

tt lighting the Portable's screen (ANJ 

The Portable 's screen is crisp and clear in bright light, 
but hard to see in dim light. So you need adequate task 
lighting-which is something you should have anyway. 

In order not to be victimized by 40-wa tt bulbs in hotel 
rooms (usually installed in 300-lb table lamps placed in 
the least convenient place in the room). I used to carry a 
small fluorescent table lamp and an extension cord with 
me when I travelled with my Portable. The lamp weighed 
less than a pound (trivial compared to the weight of the 
Portable itself) and it lit up the screen like a movie 
marquee, with plenty of light left over for my notes. 

I set the la mp up on a box on the back of the Mac, so 
that the gooseneck extended the fluorescent tube over 
the screen (but several inches above it) and the light shone 
directly down on the screen. It sounds horrible but it 
worked pretty well. The only problem was finding a box 
or something to use to get the lamp high enough over 
the screen. (Now, of course, you can buy a customized 
Portable with a backlit screen-or a PowerBook, which 
comes with one.) 
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Monitors 

ti bit-mapping and QuickDraw (ANJ 

One of the Mac's greatest features, and one that Mac 
users tend to take for granted, is how quickly all the 
graphic elements on its screen can be manipulated
created, redrawn. moved around. For example, windows 
can be shrunk, stretched, squeezed, overlapped and 
moved around with amazing rapidity, especially given 
how much detail there is in them. 

This is possible because the screens Macs use are bit
mapped-that is, for every little dot on the screen (called 
a pixel} there's a little switch in memory that controls it. 
Since you can control the screen directly, you can change 
it quickly. 

But it takes more than hardware to get a screen image 
as responsive and fast as the Mac's. Software is the key, 
and the software in this case is QuickDraw, which is 
built into the Mac's ROM. Developed by Apple program
ming genius Bill Atkinson (who also developed HyperCard), 
QuickDraw is certainly a milestone in the history of 
personal computers. It makes your life more pleasant 
every time you touch the mouse. 

ti black-on-gray (ANJ 

There's one problem with showing black text on a white 
background, the way the Mac does-the large white area 
on the screen increases the amount of flicker (see lhe next 
entry for more on this) and that makes it harder to look at 
the screen for a long time. This is particularly troublesome 
on large monitors, where it would be a relief to be able to 
switch to white-on-black, at least some of the time. 

One thing you can and should do to make the screen 
easier on your eyes is turn the brightness down. A bright 
white background is very hard to look at-you want black 
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on gray, not black on white. Most people keep their computer 
screens too bright, which puts a real strain on their eyes. 

Keep the light in your room dim. If daylight does seep 
in, or if there are lights you can't turn off, turn the bright
ness on the screen up to compensate. But a dimly lit room 
and a black-on-gray screen are ideal. 

(Avoiding reflections on the screen is also important. 
For more on that, and other ergonomic considerations, 
see the section at the end of this chapter called Protect
ing yourself.) 

'* the refresh rate (ANJ 

One of the most important characteristics in a monitor 
is its refresh rate-how often it redraws the image on its 
screen. The refresh ra le is measured in hertz (times per 
second)-abbreviated Hz. 

If the refresh ra te is too slow, you getjli.clcer (a lso called 
strobe). Regular house current alternates at 60 Hz (here in 
the US); if you can see the flicker in fluorescent lights, a 
refresh rate of 60 Hz is probably too slow for you. 60 Hz is 
the refresh rate on compact Macs, but because the screen 
is only 9", most people find it acceptable . (The larger the 
screen, the more flicker is likely to bother you. Some compa
nies go up to 72 Hz, 87 Hz and beyond on larger monitors.) 

Peripheral vision is particularly sensitive to flicker, so 
if you're in doubt about a screen, turn away from it and 
see how it looks out of the side ofyour eye. Another good 
way to accentuate flicker is to wave your hand in front of 
the screen. 

ti black-&-white, gray-scale & color (AN/SA/SM/M ac Kenny) 

The built-in monitors in compact Macs are black-and
white. What looks like gray-the standard desktop pattern, 
for example-is actua lly made up of a lterna ting black 
and white dots. 
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On a gray-scale monitor, however, each dot can be black, 
white or a shade of gray. (How many shades of gray depends 
on the video card.) With real grays available, screen images 
can be of photographic quality. (Of course the grays on a 
gray-scale monitor are also composed of black and white 
dots, but the dots are much smaller.) Both black-and
white and gray-scale monitors are lumped together under 
the term monochrome, which means one color. 

On color monitors, each pixel on the screen is composed 
of three tiny dots of color-red, green and blue. Your eyes 
merge them into a single, colored dot. 

If you have a color monitor, you also have a gray-scale 
monitor. To turn it into one, go to the Monitors control 
panel and click the Grays button (instead of Colors). Then 
choose a number from the list box (only the ones your 
video card can handle will show up). These numbers now 
represent shades of gray, not colors. 

Monitors 
Char ac'teris'tics of se lec'ted moni-tor : 7 .0 

@ Grays : Black & 'vlhi'te • , 
4 ~ 

0 Colors: 16 (Options ... ) 
256 T 
Millions ' , 

Scrolling (and other forms of screen response) take 
significantly longer on a color monitor than on a black
and-white monitor of the same size, and gray-scale slows 
things down just as much (assuming you have the same 
number of colors and/or grays selected) . To speed things 
up, choose Black & White in the list box. 

ti video cards (SA/SM/AN/Mac Kenny) 

The si, ci, LCs and Quadras all have varying degrees of 
video support on-board-that is, they can run external 
monitors without any additional hardware (except for the 
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monitor itself, of course). To run an external monitor on 
other Macs, you need a video card that plugs into a slot 
on your Mac. 

The more information there will be on the screen, the 
more memory you need on the video card. On a mono
chrome monitor, every pixel is controlled by one bit of 
memory (a bit can either be a zero or a one, and thus can 
represent either a black or a white dot). If you allow two 
bits of memory per pixel, you can have any of four colors 
(or shades of gray) per dot, because two bits can repre
sent four different numbers (00, 01, 10 and 11, in the 
binary notation computers use). 

You don't see two-bit color on the Mac much, but there 
is Jour-bit color-four bits of memory per pixel, which can 
represent sixteen different colors. Eight-bit color-eight bits 
of memory per pixel-lets you display 256 colors on the 
screen. Even that's not enough for some purposes. For 
photographic-quality color, you need 24-bit color, which 
lets you display more than sixteen million colors at one 
time (or as many of them as will fit on the screen). 

tl monochrome or color? (AN) 

It's a nice idea to do both color and black-and-white work 
on a single monitor, but you'll almost certainly regret it 
if you try. The quality of the text on color monitors simply 
isn't good enough for extended word processing or for the 
other kinds of tasks computer users spend most of their 
time with-spreadsheets , databases, black-and-white 
layout and graphics, etc. (As mentioned above, color also 
slows down scrolling.) 

If you really need color-or, since most people don't really 
need color, if you really want it- and you also work exten
sively with text, you either need to get two monitors (make 
the one you use less smaller) or use workarounds like 
assigning colors to parts of a document on a monochrome 
screen and then proofing them in color printouts at a 
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service bureau. (Or you can do all your work on a color 
monitor and just h ave a drink every time you need to work 
on a black-and-white file . It won't make the image any 
sharper-just the opposite-but you won't care.) 

Since monochrome monitors make the most sense for 
most people, we'll cover them first, then color monitors. 

ti black-and-white or gray-scale? (ANJ 

A gray-scale video card costs as much as a color one; in fact, 
they're usually the same card (you only save on the moni
tor). And yet, unless you're editing photographs in Photo
shop or doing some other high-end graphics task, few users 
need gray-scale capabilities. (I had a gray-scale card for years, 
thinking I would need gray-scale for something, but I never 
once turned it on.) Gray-scale does make for a sexier-look
ing screen but, as with color, it slows down scrolling. 

Since most people don't need gray-scale capabilities, 
we tend to ignore them when discussing monitors below. 

ti evaluating monitors (ANJ 

Back when I'd only used compact Macs, I never thought 
their 9" screen was too small. I loved its crisp, readable 
image and recognized that resolution-the number of 
pixels, or dots, per square inch-was just as important 
as the physical size of the screen. (To realize that, all you 
need to do is walk up close to one of those monster projec
tion TVs that fill the room and watch the snarling, boil
ing lines wrestle each other. It's a real 20th-century 
nightmare image. ) 

Still, it was annoying only to be able to see about a third 
of a standard 8 Y2 x 11 page at a time, especially when trying 
to lay out two-page spreads for earlier editions of this book. 
So I got a black-and-white two-page display. 

After about a day, I could no longer work on a compact 
Mac without having to constantly repress the urge to 
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grab the edges of the screen and try to pull them farther 
apart. After a week, I couldn't look at a compact Mac with
out feeling there was something wrong with it: How come 
the pixels are so big? How come there 's so little informa
tion on the screen? I don't think I've ever been more quickly 
spoiled by anything in my life. 

External monitors are required with modular Macs, and 
you can also buy them for compact Macs and Power Books. 
But if you get one, remember-there's no turning back. 

Your first consideration when buying a big screen is 
which shape you prefer. The basic distinction is between 
tall and wide screens-or portrait and landscape, as they're 
often called. 

The wide screens are better for layout work involving 
facing pages and for graphics, design and engineering work 
in general; they're also good for large spreadsheets, and 
for running several applications at a time. If you primar
ily do word processing, or lay out single pages, a tall 
screen will be more economical. 

The next consideration is how much data you want to 
display. Like TVs, the size of monitors is given in diago
nal inches-the distance from one corner of the tube to 
another. Unfortunately, the aCtual size is often smaller 
than the advertised size. For example, my 15" NEC color 
monitor measures 14" corner to corner. (On the other hand, 
my 19" Radius monitor measures a full 19".) 

What's more, computer monitors always leave a black 
border around the image they display; it can be half an 
inch wide or more. So you need to measure the size of 
the image area, not the size of the screen. 

But even the correct diagonal measurement of the image 
area won't tell you what you want to know about a screen's 
capacity, because they have different resolutions-the size 
of the pixels varies from monitor to monitor. 
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Compact Macs ' 9" screen s display 512 pixels across by 
342 down, at 72 dpi. Simple division tells you that they'll 
display an image 7.1 inches wide and 4.8 inches high. Just 
think of it as 7 x 5. (4.8 inches is actually 44% of an !l
inch page, not a third, as I said above. But by the time 
you allow for the m enu bar, the horizontal scroll bar and 
so on, it takes just about three screenfuls to display a page.) 

What size a compact Mac's 7 x 5 screen image actu
a lly ends up being on paper is a complex matter and 
depends both on what software and what printer you're 
using. But, in gen eral, the screen image corresponds 
fairly closely in both size and shape to the printed copy. 

One m easure of a screen's capacity is the total number 
of pixels it displays. A compact Mac's screen has just over 
178,000 (342 x 5 12) . Some monitors can display up to 
two million pixels-more than fourteen times as much as 
a compact Mac- a lthough they u su a lly display informa
tion at more dots per inch than 72. 

(72 dpi was ch osen because type has a lways been 
measured in points, and there are 72 points to the inch. 
This makes some sen se, but I think 72 dpi is too coarse. 
Once you get u sed to finer resolutions , 72 dpi looks 
ridiculous ly b ig and clunky.) 

A good way to compare monitors is by pixels per dollar. 
Just multiply the number of pixels across by the number 
of pixels down, then divide the price of the monitor into 
that. The bigger lhe resulting number, the better (every
thing else being equal-which, of course, it seldom is). 

Pixels per dollar can vary quite widely. But this measure 
should only be the beginning of your comparison-espe
cially since some monitors give you a ch oice of resolutions. 
For example , my NEC color monitor will display 640 x 480, 
800 x 600 or 1024 x 768, at various refresh rates, depend
ing on what video card it's hooked up to. 
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Monitors are a lot like speakers-you can look at tech
nical specs all day long, but the only way to buy speak
ers is to listen to them, and the only way to buy monitors 
is to look at them, ideally side-by-side. 

What you're looking for is a crisp, high-contrast, rock
solid image-one that isn't washed-out, doesn't waver or 
flicker, and isn't distorted around the edges. Getting that 
is more important than any other consideration, and 
worth paying more for. (For more things to look for, see 
the entry called evaluating color monitors below. Many of 
its criteria apply to monochrome monitors as well.) 

Remember-you're going lo be staring a t the screen for 
thousands of hours, and anything less than a great image 
will really drive you nuts. Skimping on the quality of your 
monitor is like buying an uncomfortable bed-whatever 
you save won't be worth it in the long run. 

• Apple's 12-inch monitor (JK/ ANJ 

If you don't need a full-page screen, Apple's 12" mono
chrome monitor is great. Few large ones can match its 
brightness, sharpness and clarity. It sits comfortably on 
top of the LC or any of the Mac lis, needs no video card 
(if your Mac has a video port) and can display up to 256 
shades of gray. 

It doesn't give you a lot of pixels-just 640 x 480, not 
even twice as many as on the compact Mac's 9" screen. 
But based on the current list price of$300, you get 1024 
pixels per dollar. That's terrific, but if you do have to buy 
the video card for your Mac (Apple's cheaper one lists for 
$700), you only get 307 pixels per dollar, and we don't 
recommend doing that for such a small monitor. 

• Apple Portrait Display (SMJ 

This monitor comes the closest I've seen to the crisp. 
bright image you get on the compact Mac's 9" screen. It 
displays 640 by 870 pixels (for a total of about 557,000 
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total pixels-three times what you get on a compact Mac) 
in an 8" x 10.8" work area (the resolution is 80 dpi). 

The monitor lists for $1100, which means you'r e getting 
506 pixels per dollar if you have an si, ci, LC or Quadra 
and can plug it into the video port. If you have another 
kind of Mac, you have to buy a video card. The basic black
and-white one lists for $700, which drops the pixels per 
dollar down to 309. The monitor will also support a gray
scale card. 

This screen is very flat and the image is crystal-clear and 
rich with contrast. It's really a pleasure to look at every day. 

• Radius Pivot (ANJ 

Radius makes a very s lick single-page display that pivots 
from horizontal to vertical to accommodate different tasks. 
When you move from, say, a letter to a spreadsheet, you 
just tip the monitor over onto its s ide. It takes just a 
moment for th e image to reform in the new configuration. 

Called, logically enough, the Pivot, it currently lis t s for 
$1 150 with a video card. There's also a color pivot, which 
is described below. 

• two-page monochrome displays (AN) 

Since I wanted to get this edition out without going blind 
(going nuts is bad enough). I spent some time trying to 
find the best possible monitor to write i t on. I was helped 
by an excellent survey in Macworld that rated mono
chrome monitors in many ways, including contrast ratio, 
which is how brightly white squares are displayed on the 
screen compared to black squ ares. 

The higher the contrast ratio, the less washed-out the 
screen will look, and the sharper the image. The overall 
champ was Cu tting Edge's 15" gray-scale one-page display 
(640 x 870 pixels, at 80 dpi) It had a ratio of 7. 7, and was 
followed by Apple's 12" monitor (described above), with 
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a ratio of7.5. I need a two-page display, however, and the 
two leaders there, both with ratios of 6. 7, were the 
RasterOps 19" and SuperMac's 21" Platinum (oddly, the 
differences between 19" and 21" monitors of the same 
brand tended to be at least as dramatic as those between 
different brands) . 

I liked the RasterOps 19", except for two things. It only 
displays 1024 x 768 pixels (a total of about 786,000 
pixels) at 72 dpi, and that's not enough to show full pages 
top to bottom-except in programs, like Quark, that let 
you reduce the size of the view. This was particularly 
annoying in Excel, which has three bands of information 
at the top of the screen and one at the bottom, none of 
them removable. There's also no way to view a spread
sheet at other than full size, so I had to constantly scroll 
around to see different parts of the page. 

The RasterOps' display is also quite blue, although I 
suppose this is something you'd get used to (I was view
ing it next to other monitors). Their manual doesn't even 
mention the brightness and contrast controls, which 
seems to me a rather major omission. 

Susan McCallister has a 19" RasterOps and is very 
happy with it but, unfortunately, this model has been 
discontinued. (It's amazing how frequently monitor models 
go out of production. There was a SuperMac 19" that I 
wanted to look at, but it was also discontinued.) If you can 
still find a RasterOps around, it should list for $1400 with 
a black-and-white card. which comes to 562 pixels per dollar. 

Like the Radius 19" that I'd b een using for years (until 
it faded), the 21" SuperMac displays 1152 x 870 pixels 
(at 77 dpi); this is just over a million pixels total-5.8 times 
the compact Mac screen's-and, unlike the 19" RasterOps's 
1024 x 768, adequate for viewing two fullS 'l2 x 11 pages 
at full size. It lists for $1500 with a black-and-white card, 
giving it a pixels per dollar score of 668. 
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As mentioned above, this monitor has good contrast. 
Its refresh rate-75Hz-is great and, like all SuperMac 
monitors, it comes with a three-year warranty. Unlike any 
of the other monitors I looked at, it has a decent stand; 
you can actually get it to tilt without leaning on it or pound
ing on it with your fist. (I guess the other manufacturers 
figure no one's going to buy or not buy a monitor based 
on its stand, so they skimp on them.) 

But the image on the 21" SuperMac's screen was blurry. 
This was quite dramatic-both Susan and John Kadyk, 
who also looked at the monitors, remarked on it imme
diately-and it occurred on both monitors SuperMac sent 
me (the first had been slightly damaged in shipping). I don't 
know if it's the antiglare coating or what, but I found this 
monitor simply too blurry to use. 

Then I tried Sigma Design's 21" SilverView monitor. 
Macworld tested its contrast ratio at 5. 7 (good but not the 
best) but its distortion was zero. (Distortion measures 
whether squares look square or like parallelograms, and 
whether circles are circular or oval. The only other moni
tor with zero distortion was the SuperMac 21" .) 

I like the SilverView a lot, and it's what I'm using as I 
type these very words. It was designed for desktop
publishing work and has a very flat, colorless screen (no 
bluish or yellowish cast to it) . The display area is 12" high 
by 16" wide, big enough to show 1152 x 870 pixels at 72 
dpi (to squeeze the same number of pixels onto my 19" 
Radius's 10.75" by 14" display area, resolution had to 
be 82 dpi). 

The SilverView comes with some useful software that. 
among other things, lets you make the pointer bigger, which 
is very helpful on large screens. Current list price with a 
black-and-white video card is $1660, giving you about 604 
pixels per dollar. A grayscale card is also available ($180 
more). as is a $200 optional coating that reduces glare 
and static. 
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Beth Gerber has also used the SilverView, as well as 
another Sigma monitor, the L-View Multi-Mode; her review 
of them is below. (One weird little wrinkle: when you 
install the SilverView, you have to open and close the Moni
tors control panel-you don't have to change anything, 
just open and close it-to get the monitor to work.) The 
SilverView also comes in a portrait mode, with the same 
number of pixels and the same size screen. 

Two other two-page displays Macworld liked that I 
didn't get a chance to look at were CalComp's 21" Draw
ing Card and Radius' 21" Two-Page Display. I'll try to get 
evaluation units of them a nd compare them to the 
SilverView in an update. 

We've had quite a few reliability problems with the 
Radius 19" displays we have at G&B. But the Radius soft
ware is pretty slick. You get m enus that tear off in all appli
cations (but not. so far. under System 7). a built-in screen 
saver, screen dumps you can crop, and m enus in larger
than-normal type. 

(This last feature is the only one I don't use. After all, 
it's the absolute size of the type that matters for readability, 
not what portion of the screen it occupies. So I don't see 
the point of large-font m enus, regardless of what size 
screen you h ave.} 

Another line of monitors we've used a re Mobius. The 
screen quality isn't the b est but they're incredibly inex
pensive- including video cards , they're only $600 for a 
one-page display (928 pixels per dollar} and $800 for a 
two-page display (983 pixels per dollar}. so ifyou 're on a 
budget, they're definitely worth checking out. Mobius 
promises a free 48-hour replacement on monitors returned 
for warranty repa irs. 

The company is na med a fter the German mathemati
cian August Mobius ( 1 790-1868} whose one-sided surface, 
the Mobius strip, gives u s the symbol for infinity ( oo }. 
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Failing, for some unaccountable reason, to follow in the 
gold-paved footsteps of Motley Cri.ie, the company neglects 
to use the umlaut ( .. ) in its name-even though, unlike 
Motley Cn1e, it has every right to it. 

For more reviews of two-page monochrome monitors, 
see the next two entries. 

W Mirror monitor (SMJ 

Since Mirror only sells direct to the public, their prices 
don't include dealer markups. They make scanners, hard 
drives and other storage devices , and a good-looking 19" 
monitor tha t sells for a great price-$800, including the 
black-and-white video card. For that you get 1024 by 
768 pixels (786,000 total). which gives you 983 pixels per 
dollar. 

The monitor isn't perfect by any means. With its 72-
dpi resolution, you get a display area that's only about 
10.5" high by 14" wide; the screen's not flat , so lines that 
are supposed to be straight tend to look a little bowed. 
But aside from this, there's surprisingly little distortion. 

The Mirror monitor only has a brightness control (you 
can't adjust the contrast) and it only covers a small range, 
from bright to somewhat dim. But the image is very sharp 
and very stable, thanks to a refresh rate of 79 Hz (one of 
the highest you can find). 

The monitor meets the Swedish ELF and VLF emissions 
standards, and it's thoughtfully designed in other ways 
as well. Mirror has put three ADB ports in its base, so 
you can connect your keyboard and mouse to it and get 
your computer off your desk. You even get an ADB exten
sion cable. This is very user-friendly thinking. 

W Sigma monitors (Beth Gerber) 

I've used Sigma Designs' 21" SilverView monitor for several 
months at my home office; at work, I use a 19" Radius 
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Two Page Display. The SilverView is noticeably crisper, 
and I find the contrast much sharper. 

The refresh rate is a respectable 73 Hz. and the reso
lution is 72 dpi. (The new SilverView Pro has a 75Hz refresh 
rate.) I like the larger, actual-size type, although you do 
see more jaggies at that size (the Radius is 82 dpi). so it's 
a trade-off. 

The monitor complies with the Swedish ELF low-emis
sion guidelines. It comes with a tilt-swivel base, but mine 
was quite stiff and needed to be pushed around some before 
I could get it to move up and down. Getting through on the 
customer support line has been fairly easy, and the three 
tech people I spoke with were knowledgeable and helpful. 

A couple of my colleagues feel that the SilverView's 
screen is yellowish compared to the Radius', but I find the 
Radius gray and dingy compared to the SilverView. My only 
complaint about this otherwise excellent monitor is that 
the screen isn't flat enough, so there's annoying distor
tion of the image along the top and bottom edges. 

Sigma a lso makes the 19" L-View Multi-Mode monitor 
($1700 list- I can't give you a pixels per dollar figure 
because the resolution varies). It lets you choose between 
six resolutions, everything from 36 to 120 dpi; refresh rates 
vary accordingly, from 60Hz al 60 or 120 dpi to 92Hz 
at 36 or 72 dpi. The highest resolution is 1664 x 1200, 
which gives you about 2 ,000,000 pixels- more than eleven 
times as many as on the regular Mac screen. 

The L-View isn't as deep as the SilverView, so it doesn't 
take up as much space on my desk. The screen is too gray
ish-green for my taste, and contrast leaves something to 
be desired, but overall I prefer it to the SilverView, because 
of the versatility of its multiple resolutions . 

Soon after we go to press, Sigma will be coming out with 
a new variable-resolution monitor, the MultiMode 120. It 
will use an upgraded tube that Sigma says "is brighter, 
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sharper, clearer and crisper." Unfortunately, the monitor 
(with the gray-scale card it comes with) will list for $3000. 

ti external monitors for compact Macs (Alan wtnslow/ANJ 

External monitors for the Mac Classics are now available 
from Generation Systems, Mirror, RasterOps and Mobius. 
MegaGraphics makes external monitors for the Plus
although we've heard they can overload the Plus's already 
marginal (and non-fan-cooled) power supply. 

• evaluating color monitors (BBJ 

Color monitors are beautiful, and they're a lot cheaper 
than they were just a couple ofyears ago. So why not buy 
one? For one thing, as Arthur m entioned above, they 
don't display text nearly as well as monochrome moni
tors. For another, although they're cheaper than they 
were, they still cost quite a bit more than black-and
white monitors. And finally, color may slow performance 
of normal operations beyond your tolerance, unless you 
spend extra money on accelerator cards. 

But color is essential for many artists and designers, 
and it's a dis tinct a dvantage for games and graphics. So 
if you decide to go s hopping for a color monitor, here are 
some things to consider (lis ted in order of how important 
I think they are): 

• Is the screen image sharp? Trust your eyes. Sharpness 
depends on the shape of the screen's little glowing 
pixels, the nature of the mask that defines each pixel's 
edges, the number of pixels per square inch and the 
abi lity of the display tube to focus the three color beams 
to hit the same spots on the screen (this is ca lled 
convergence, and a few monitors let you adjust for it
a very good feature). 

• Is the screen big enough so that you don't have to scroll 
constantly? Thirteen- and fourteen-inch color monitors 
show an image area that's typically about 9W1 w ide by 
711 high (about 11 lf4'1 diagonally, rather than the full 1311 
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or 1 4 11
). In Word 5 (say), a menu bar, title bar, ribbon 

and ruler at the top of the screen and a scroll bar at the 
bottom leave just a little over f ive vertical inches for 
text. Some monitors let you change the resolution, but 
that often makes the text on the screen too small to read 
comfortably. 

• Does the monitor adhere to radiation standards? 
Sweden's are the most r.estrictive, and several newer 
monitors conform w ith them. (No one's proven that 
sitting in front of a cathode ray tube all day, five days a 
week, causes problems, so our benighted country 
doesn't insist on monitor safety.) 

• Do you have room to v iew the screen from a 
comfortable distance? This is especia lly important for 
very big screens. (John Kadyk recommends a distance of 
at least one arm's length.) 

• Is the screen image distorted? Look for a lack of 
symmetry, for lines that shou ld be straight but aren't. 
(Some monitors have adjustments that let you correct 
distortion.) 

• Does the image flicker when you' re at a proper viewing 
distance? 

• Are controls easy to reach and use? 

• Does the screen display's color spectrum please you? 
You may have noticed that some brands of color film 
look redder or yellower than reality, whi le others are 
bluer or greener. The color ba lance of monitors varies 
the same way. 

• Is there a way to change the color balance if you 
want-for example, to match screen color to a 
particular color in a 35mm slide? 

• Is the monitor too big? Even the smaller ones are much 
bigger, front-to-back, than comparable monochrome 
monitors, and the biggest color monitors are monsters. 

• Will your table or desk support the weight of a big 
monitor? Don't assume anything; my monitor eventually 
put a permanent curve in my table. 
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• Is the price right? Remember, unless you own a 
Macintosh with built-in video support- like the LCs, 
ci's, si's and Quadras-you' ll have to buy a video card, 
and it may cost more than the monitor! 

• Is the monitor compatible with other brands of 
computers? That shouldn't be a consideration for a Mac 
loyalist, but if you must connect the monitor to a non
Mac, you' ll need one of the autosync (also called 
multisync) models. 

• Are the instructional materials that accompany the 
monitor understandable? Useful? Comprehensive? An 
experienced user may not care, but a beginner or 
compute rphobe may care a lot. 

• Sony Trinitron tubes were once clea rly superior, but 
recent improvements in tube design have more than 
evened the score. Don't let the Trinitron mystique 
confound your selection process. 

I looked at color monitors in each of three size ranges: 
small (12" to 15"). medium (16" to 17") and large (19" and 
larger). I attached comparable monitors to the same comput
ers. using 8-bit cards or built-in support for each. I ran 
the sam e word processing, spreadsheet and graphics 
programs and games. I used Lany Pina's Color Test Pattern 
Generator program (described toward the end of this section) 
to evalu ate distortion, color balance and convergence. 

You may want to use a color monitor for text (although 
it's a bad idea). so l also examined black-and-white text 
files. I checked for sh arpness, clean whites and blacks, 
distortion and spurious images (lines on the screen that 
don't belong there). I looked carefully at each monitor, 
under the same lighting. and I was amazed at the differ
en ces. (John Kadyk also looked at some of these moni
tors; his comments follow mine.) 

ti small color monitors (BBJ 

The Apple 13" RGB monitor has long set the color stan
dard on the Mac, but its day may be passing. Its colors 
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were dark compared with other monitors-its black was 
decidedly blue and its white was gray. I found it impos
sible to get sufficient brightness and I also had a prob
lem with dark shadow bars running across the screen. 
The fine dark line about a third of the way up is a Trini
tron artifact you have to live with (it's the shadow of wire 
that stabilizes a grid that keeps the electron gun from 
hitting phosphors of the wrong color). 

Text was sharply defined and easy to read. Geometry 
(circles and squares) was perfect. This monitor doesn't 
come with a tilt/swivel base (all the others do). The 
manual was complete and clear. 

The controls were all there, but not easy to use, because 
only contrast and brightness are on the front; as with all 
the monitors in this entry (except the NEC), the seldom
used controls are on the back, which makes it hard to 
watch the screen while adjusting them (and you may well 
need to adjust them, despite claims that they were "set 
at the factory"). 

The Seiko SII CM1445, with its dark palette and Trini
tron dark lines, greatly resembles the Apple, but letters 
were sharp and distinct despite the dark palette. (Contrast 
may be a problem only if you work where light levels are 
high and can't be reduced; some users may prefer less 
contrast.) Colors were decidedly muted, with a slight 
gray I green cast. The display was virtually free of distor
tion. The manual was good. 

Both Mirror and Generation Systems put their label on 
the same Goldstar 14" monitor. Whites and blacks were 
clean, brightness high. Reds were slightly orange. Both 
monitors displayed some distortion-as if the test pattern 
circle was being pulled to one side, and that couldn't be 
corrected. The contrast of characters in documents was 
good, but characters in desktop labels were slightly soft. 
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These monitors come with the same manual, which is 
adequate. Be careful when tilting these monitors; their 
base is stiff. and you'll need to balance the monitor to keep 
from toppling the whole apparatus. 

The NEC 4FG 15" monitor's usable screen area is about 
10" (most are 9.5") wide by 7.5" high (compared to about 
6" on the Apple) . Its color was bright. clean and intense. 
You can choose a number of different resolutions (with a 
video card that lets you do that). The text looks a lot 
better when you switch from color to monochrome mode. 
The screen was free of shadows and lines. 

The NEC's controls are all up front, hidden behind a 
hinged panel. And the controls are effective. NEC's color 
matching system allows you to set screen colors to match 
an external color source , an important feature if you plan 
to send your work to a printer. NEC forgot to send us a 
manual, so I can't tell you about it, but the manual for 
the 21" NEC was a model of organization and content, so 
I'd expect the best. NEC's entire FG line complies with 
Sweden's radiation standards (see the ELF and VLFentry 
later in the chapter for more on this). 

If I were to buy one of these small color monitors. I'd 
choose the NEC. [Which is exactly what I did. The color inten
sity and intelligence of design are stupendous. The down
side is, I've become addicted to my screen blanker (After 
Dark's Gravity). I sit down to work and it's five minutes (if 
I'm lucky) before I can bear to move the mouse. I use a 
black-and white two-page display for 98% of my work, but 
this monitor is worth itjust to watch the screen blanker on 
it. (No, I'm not really quite that frivolous. I need a color moni
tor to evaluate color programs.)- AN] If I couldn't afford the 
NEC, I'd buy the Seiko. 

ti more on small color monitors (JKJ 

Arthur and I looked a t lhe same color monitors as Brad, 
and formed our own subjective reactions. Among the five 
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small (13-15") ones, the NEC stood out as the best in most 
categories: it's the brightest and has the sharpest text, 
the richest color and the most flat, color-neutral gray desk
top. It's a big monitor for its screen size, though, as all 
NEC monitors seem to be. 

Although the NEC's image area is %"-1" bigger (diag
onally) than the other monitors, the resolution is the 
same (640 x 480); the pixels are just bigger, so whatever's 
on screen takes up more space. You can fix this by getting 
a video card that allows you to change the resolution, but 
part of these small monitors' attraction is that you don't 
need a card to use them with Macs that have built-in video 
ports, like the LC, si, ci and Quadras. Video cards cost 
hundreds of dollars, can't be installed in an LC, and use 
up the si's only expansion slot. 

The Generation Systems Goldstar monitor has almost 
as beautiful color as the NEC, but doesn't measure up in 
overall image quality. The "gray" desktop has a sickly 
yellowish/ greenish cast, and the whole desktop has an 
odd, sparkly sheen that makes text characters look fuzzy. 
Its twin, the Mirror Goldstar monitor, was virtually iden
tical in every respect except that it lacks the Generation 
Systems display's brightness and exuberant color, and its 
text was even fuzzier. 

The Apple and Seiko monitors were the dimmest, and 
showed grays as somewhat bluish (especially the Apple). 
But the Apple's text quality is nearly as crisp as the 
NEC's, and the Seiko's text was close to Apple's quality. 
Each had acceptable color quality. 

Of this group of small monitors, the NEC was the best 
in nearly every respect. Its controls are all located in 
front for easy access, and can put the monitor through 
a greater range of adjustment than any of the others. 
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Here's a chart of the small color monitor.s we reviewed 
(don't forget that you have to add a video card to these 
prices): 

mfg model list price resolution dpi 

Apple 13" RGB $1000 640x480 72 
Gen . Sys. 1411 $765 640x480 69 
Mirror 1411 $400 640x480 72 
NEC 15" 4FG $950 640x480 * 
Seiko 1411 $750 640x480 72 

" resolution depends on the video card used 

• medium-sized color monitors (BBJ 

As with their 14" nephews, the 16" Mirror and Genera
tion Systems monitors appear identical. Control location 
(on the left side) isn't ideal (unless you're left-handed), but 
it's better than on the back. Mirror includes software 
that provides large menu fonts , menu controls and 
panning. Neither produced sharp, easy-to-read text in 
either color or monochrome modes, but label and menu 
text was sharp and clear. 

Both screens showed pin-cushion distortion-bowed 
lines-especially in the upper right quarter of the screen, 
and there was also color fringing-color showing up at the 
end of white lines when you're working in a monochrome 
mode. Blacks were strong, whites clean, but bluny text made 
these two impossible for me to use. An 11" page won't fit 
on these displays in WYSIWYG mode. Like all the machines 
in this group, these two come with a tilt/swivel base. 

Apple's 16" monitor offers excellent text readability, 
except for a touch of softness in the screen's upper right 
quadrant. The controls are limited to just contrast and 
brightness. Colors were subdued but clear. Yellow was 
slightly mustardy. I noticed slight pincushion distortion 
along the right edge. There's an ADB socket at the base 
of the monitor, which is handy if you want to park your 
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CPU on the floor and plug your keyboard into the moni
tor. No special software comes with the Apple monitor. 

Text onE-Machines' Color Page El6 (which is intended 
for the Mac LC) just wasn't clear enough for me, and 
pincushion distortion was evident. Color was slightly 
grainy, probably because of the monitor's anti-glare 
screen. Controls were accessible and complete. E-Machines 
provides some useful software-panning, for example, 
which allows you to view an image larger than will fit on 
the screen. 

E-Machines' Tl6 is better than the El6, but the differ
ence didn't justify its considerably higher price. The 
image area was slightly askew, and the convergence 
controls couldn't produce letters free of unfocused color 
at their edges. Grays and whites had a slight magenta 
hue. Severe pincushion distortion made the windows 
appear to recede about a third of the way down. {Gee, 
Brad, it sounds a lot better. -AN] 

Color rendition was intense and well-defined. Controls 
included convergence and vertical window centering, 
mounted on the front, along with brightness and contrast. 
(If it matters, theE-Machines' case looked old-fashioned 
and busy, with scribed lines around the frame of the tube.) 

Radius' Color Pivot is unique among color monitors 
because you can physically pivot the monitor to change 
the display from portrait (tall, vertical) to landscape (wide, 
horizontal). You physically rotate the display, and the image 
readjusts. Of all the color monitors I tested, the Pivot 
handled text best-it was clear and sharp-but it still 
wasn't as good as on the monochrome Pivot, or any other 
good monochrome display. 

The Color Pivot's useful software (a Radius trademark) 
allows you to change the resolution from 72 dpi to 82 dpi 
and provides a screen saver, enlarged menu fonts and 
tear-off menus. In portrait mode, the Pivot displays a full 
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11" page, but in landscape mode, you can't really see two 
pages s ide by side. Controls are limited to contrast and 
brightness, and the manual was easy to understand and 
complete. 

The Color Pivot is smaller than the other 16" monitors, 
which is important if your workspace is limited, but it's 
expensive, and it's only capable of 8-bit color. And there's 
another problem. All color monitors slow down scrolling. 
You can u sually speed them up again with accelerators, 
but there's no accelerator that works with the pivot feature, 
including the Radius boards that the company indicates 
are "compatible." So scrolling is s low. Nevertheless. I liked 
the Color Pivot for its software, the quality of its image and 
its small overall size relative to its screen s ize. 

ti more on medium-sized monitors (JKJ 

Of the a ll the color monitors we tested, Apple's 16" was 
by far the most agreeable to the eyes. Although its reso
lution is s lightly less than the other monitors' (70 dpi 
instead of 72). text is crisp and well-defined, and the 
image's overall effect is almost soothing. {Good God, John, 
you're making it sound like a drug-or at least a medita
tion 'tape.-AN] Black looked slightly brown and blue was 
a bit shadowy and dark, but oth erwise the color was 
excellent-even flatter and more even than on the 15" NEC. 
Its red and green were far more intense than on any of 
the other monitors. 

Th e Mirror and Generation Systems 16" monitors 
resemble each other even more than the 14" ones. They 
both use Trinitron tubes, which may be why their over
all quality is so much better than the smaller models'. Text 
looks much crisper, but there's still a slight diffused 
sparkle over everything. The Mirror monitor's n eat-o {neat
o? NEAT-0?-AN] software includes a screen saver and 
gives you pop-up menus in your applications, in addition 
to the features Brad describes above. 
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I was less impressed by the Radius Color Pivot than 
Brad was. When set to its brightest, it was the second 
brightest monitor of the group (after the E-Machines 
Tl611), but there was a milky wash over the screen, which 
became apparent when the desktop was set to solid b lack. 
When all the monitors were adjusted to eliminate this wash, 
the Pivot became the dimmest monitor of the group. To 
me, the screen color was duller than on other monitors. 
And although the contrast and text quality were fairly good, 
the display seemed covered by a tiny grid, as if it were 
projecting through a stocking. 

I liked theE-Machines' Tl6II quite a bit better than the 
El6. It had good color, was the brightest medium-sized 
monitor, and showed very clear, high contrast black on 
white characters. The contrast was a b it harsh compared 
to some of the other monitors, but overall I'd rank it 
second only to the Apple. 

Here's a chart of the medium-sized color monitors we 
reviewed (don't forget that you have to add a video card 
to these prices): 

mfg model list price resolution dpi 

Apple 1611 $1600 832x624 70 
Gen. Sys. 1611 $2300 * * 
E-Machines E16 $1600 * * 
E-Machines T1611 $2700 * * 
Mirror 1611 $1200 832x624 72 
Radius Color Pivot $1550 640x870 72 

* resolution depends on video card used 

tl large color monitors (BBJ 

Twenty-inch color monitors are big, and costly, and impres
sive. Buy a 20" monitor only if you genuinely need the 
large screen and have a place to put it; you'll find its pres
ence overwhelming unless you can sit well back from it. 
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(That's hard to do with a monitor that's almost 20'' deep; 
there's not mu ch desk space left for your keyboard.) 

[These monstrosities dominate whatever room they're in; 
it's Wee putting a dishwasher on top of your desk. You 
shouldn't seriously consider one unless you need it profes
sionally, or are rich and have plenty of desk space (or 
grew up on a submarine and like to feel crowded).-JK] 

[I love John's concept of rich: "Yeah, she's loaded. You 
should just see how much desk space she has. "- AN] 

I preferred the $3300 Radius and the $3000 RasterOps 
to the $2000 SuperMac because they have a larger image 
and their text was sharper (but not as sharp as on a good 
monochrome monitor; corner sharpness is a particular 
problem for color monitors, and the larger the screen, the 
greater the problem). The SuperMac's reds and blues are 
superb, but its other colors are less so-and they don't 
seem to harmonize (although it does come with color
matching software). The RasterOps' colors are clean, sharp 
and beautiful, and the Radius' are good but a little subdued. 

The Radius has the most complete set of controls (too 
numerous and technical to describe here), and the Super
Mac has the least (just contrast and brightness). The 
RasterOps' convergence controls helped increase sharp
ness. Radius bundles useful control software, as does 
RasterOps. 

The resolution of the Super Mac is 1024 x 768 at 72 dpi. 
With the Radius and RasterOps, both figures depend on 
the card used. Other monitors in this class that are worth 
considering are the NEC 21" and Apple 21 ". both of which 
have resolutions of 1152 x 870. 

• multisync monitors (DI-1) 

For technical reasons that probably aren't worth explain
ing, most PC monitors won't work with Macs. However, 
some companies specialize in making multisync (also 
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called autosync) monitors that work in both worlds
particularly NEC. which has been straddling the fence for 
years and has a good reputation. Don't just assume that 
any multisync monitor will work with any Mac-test it out 
before you buy. 

ti external monitors for the PowerBooks (DHJ 

Since the PowerBooks have no expansion slot, you can 
only connect external monitors to them through the 
memory expansion slot or the SCSI port. Sigma Designs 
has a 15" monochrome display for $1000 that plugs into 
the SCSI port, and they've built the video card-which 
includes QuickDraw acceleration-into the monitor. 
Radius' $600 Powerview is a SCSI device that lets the 140 
and the 170 drive 8-bit color monitors. 

Envisio offers combined memory expansion/video cards. 
There's a monochrome card tha t works with the 100 and 
comes with two megs of RAM ($500 list). and an 8-bit color 
card for the 140 or 170 tha t will drive a 13" monitor and 
costs $800 to $1600, depending on how much RAM you 
get with it (0-4MB). Since these cards connect directly to 
the CPU, they're considerably faster than the devices that 
connect through the SCSI slot, but some people think a 
card loaded with its full complement of RAM will overtax 
a PowerBook's power supply. 

ti Test Pattern Generator (ANJ 

If you really want to compare monitors, you n eed this nifly 
sh a reware program written by Macintosh Bible contrib
utor Larry Pina. In addition to testing color monitors 
every way you can imagine (a nd several you can't). it also 
lets you measure the speed of printers. 

Test Pa ttern Genera tor is very well done. You can get 
it in all the regular places (bulletin boards, u s er groups, 
etc.) and it also comes bundled with Larry's book, Macin
tosh Repair & Upgrade Secrets. 
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An even more powerful version, Color Test Pattern 
Generator, does a wealth of color-specific tests and also 
a whole bunch of non-monitor-related tests that trou
bleshoot and pin down what's wrong with your computer. 
(We used it to test the color monitors reviewed above.) You 
can get it by sending $10 to Larry at 47 Meadow Road, 
Westport MA 02790. 

tl multiple screens (ANJ 

If you have two or more monitors connected to a Mac, 
icons for them will show up in the Monitors control 
panel. For the basics on this control panel, see the entry 
on it in Chapter 4. 

One thing that isn't mentioned there is this little trick: 
hold down the [option) key and a happy Mac icon will show 
up on one of the screens. That indicates which screen disk 
icons and the Trash will show up on. Like the menu bar, 
you can drag it to another screen; generally, you want the 
menu bar and the happy Mac to be on the same screen. 

Keyboards 

tl Apple's keyboards (ANJ 

When you buy a modular Mac, the keyboard isn't included. 
You have a choice of buying the 81 -key standard keyboard 
($130 list) or the 105-key extended keyboard ($230 list). 
which has a row of fifteen function keys (including Undo, 
Cut, Copy and Paste}, a cluster of command keys~. 
[End), ~. [Page Down ),~ and §] (forward delete)-and extra 
~1. [option) and [Control) keys to the right of the spacebar. I 
personally can't stand the planklike size of the extended 
keyboard (see the next entry). but some people like them. 

Both of these ADB (Apple Desktop Bus) keyboards have 
jacks on either end, so you can plug the mouse into 
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whichever side you want (you use the other jack for 
connecting the keyboard to the computer). Several compa
nies make six-foot ADB cables that let you get your 
keyboard (and mouse) farther away from the Mac. 

You can chain up to sixteen ADB devices together 
(assuming each device has an in and out port; a mouse 
would have to be the last device on the chain). This can 
be useful if you like using a mouse for some tasks and a 
trackball for others (trackballs are described in the next 
section), or if you're training people and want them all to 
have their own keyboards. 

Don't connect or disconnect your keyboard-or any 
ADB device-without first shutting down your Mac. If 
you do, you may ruin the motherboard on your Mac. 

ti wanted: a non-Star-Trek, 
non-IBM-obsequious keyboard (ANJ 

In line with the traditional American belief that bigger is 
better, keyboard manufacturers, Apple included, keep 
going for larger and jazzier-looking keyboards. They seem 
to think that Mac users would rather feel they're command
ing the Starship Enterprise than be able to reach the mouse 
without dislocating their shoulders. 

Personally, I miss the tiny keyboard that came with the 
Plus and earlier Macs. I like the mouse near me, not six 
miles east of me (I probably wouldn't feel that way if I were 
a gibbon, but it's just my bad luck to have been born a 
human being), and if I preferred arrow keys and function 
keys to the mouse, I'd use a PC instead of a Mac and save 
some money. 

All the current Mac keyboards share this slavish pander
ing to the world of IBM. Even on Apple's smaller keyboard, 
space is wasted on a numeric keypad and arrow keys. I 
got so tired of hitting the arrow keys by mistake that I 
pried the key caps off (it turns out they're delicious fried 
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up with a little garlic) . But arrow keys are only a small 
part of the problem. Many's the time I've wondered if I 
couldn't just cut the numeric keypad off with a power saw, 
but I thought that might disturb the delicate electronics 
(it seems unlikely, but you never know) . 

The standard keyboard's !control) key, which virtually no 
Mac programs use, is more than twice the size of the !option) 
key, which gets used all the time. (Actually, I've found the 
!control) key useful for creating macro commands that call 
up fonts with a single keystroke, but why can't they make 
it small and put it somewhere out of the way, as they do 
with the (§£) key? And why isn't the constantly used !option) 
key the same size as !shut) and IQW ?) 

I have nothing against people who need a bewildering 
array of keys for compatibility with PC software, or to do 
lots of computations, or whatever. And it's fine with me 
if some people prefer these yard-wide keyboards. I'm not 
suggesting making them illegal. 

But why won't some far-sighted manufacturer also 
make a Mac keyboard that's small and efficient? No 
numeric keypad, no arrow keys, no IBM -obsequious func
tion keys- just a 6" x 12" little keyboard designed to be 
used with a mouse, not for an interstellar journey to the 
planet of the IBM drones. 

Epilogue: I've just about given up hope on this. I ran 
more or less the same entry in the Third Edition and it 
appears to have h ad absolutely no effect. You'd think 
some manufacturer would realize that I'd promote the hell 
out of a small, efficient keyboard if it existed, and that at 
least some of our twelve billion readers worldwide would 
be inspired to buy it as a result. But nooooooo. The manu
facturers are a ll busy adding speed stripes and bicycle 
horns and ultrasonic bidets to their keyboards, and I'm 
just a voice crying in the wilderness. {Violins up. Cut to 
Arthur shu.ffling despondently off into the sunset, a muti
lated keyboard under his arm.] 
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tl DataDesk keyboards (BBJ 

DataDesk's keyboard was one of the first that, for less than 
the price of Apple's extended keyboard, provided additional 
useful keys and an alternative "feel" which I find 
lighter ... yet more satisfying. Now DataDesk produces two 
keyboards, the !OlE and the Switchboard; both work with 
either ADB or pre-ADB Macs. 

Both keyboards have loetete) keys that work both to the 
left and to the right, and sets of lcontrotl, !Option) and lax) keys 
at each end of the spacebar, a real convenience. DataDesk's 
original keyboard came with software that le t you create 
custom command keys, but these latest versions don't. 

The Switchboard is similar in most respects to the 10 lE, 
but with this important difference: it lets you rearrange the 
alphabetic, numeric and special editing key sets, so that 
if, for example, you're left-handed, you can put the numeric 
keypad at the left end of the keyboard. What's more, you 
can substitute a trackball for either the special editing 
keys or the numeric keypad (I didn't have a chance to try 
the trackball, but it's a real space-saver for those whose 
workspace is tight). {Yes, but you can't eliminate any compo
nents. Regardless of lww you rearrange the elements the 
keyboard remains the same (large) size.-AN] 

I prefer the feel of the s tandard !OlE to the Switch
board. But I like both better than the Apple keyboard and 
other third-party keyboards . 

tl the Chord Keypad (ANJ 

Did you even wonder how court reporters manage to 
keep up? The typing system they use is inherently faster, 
because they hit more than one key at a time (chords, in 
other words) and the chords produce not m erely letters 
but common words and phrases. Now there's a Mac 
keyboard that does the same thing. 
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Produced by a company called Infogrip (in Baton Rouge, 
of all places), the Chord Keypad (also called a BAT for some 
reason they never explain) has only seven keys-one for 
each finger and three for the thumb. With one hand, you 
can type almost as fast as on a regular keyboard, and keep 
your other hand permanently on the mouse. Or you can 
put a Chord Keypad on each hand and really wail. 

I got the evaluation unit of this product too late to test, 
but it's a great idea. As you m ay know, the standard 
qwerty keyboard was designed to slow typing down, to 
prevent early typewriters from jamming. They say learn
ing the Chord Keypad doesn't interfere with regular touch
typing skills, because it's such a different activity. I say, 
more power to them. 

li keyboard mapping (AN) 

The keys on computer keyboards aren't hard-wired-for 
example, the x key doesn't h ave to always transmit an x 
just because that's the letter on top of the key. The keys 
are mapped by software-that is, a program tells the 
computer what character to put on the screen when you 
hit a given key on the keyboard. 

This means you can change the key layout to Dvorak, 
say, (that's a much more efficient arrangement of the 
keys than the standard qwerty) simply by modifying the 
keyboard driver software. (You could pry the key caps off 
and put them back down where they b elong in a Dvorak 
layout if you wanted, but it's not n ecessary-regardless 
of what the key cap says, it will generate the character 
the driver software has mapped for it.) 

QuicKeys is a utility program that lets you remap as 
many (or as few keys) as you want. For example, the way 
I have my keyboard set up, the Gl and [) keys gen erate 
commas and periods even when th e !Shift I key is held down, 
the 6) key gives m e a curly apostrophe, the c::il and 6l keys 
give me curly quote marks, etc. When I need the usual 
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characters back, I just turn QuicKeys off with a simple 
keyboard command. (For more on this approach, see the 
word processing and utilities chapters.) 

tl an si and LC keyboard problem (JKJ 

A lot of people I know have experienced a distressing 
problem with Mac si's (and some, although a much smaller 
number, with LC's). The lshittl and~ keys on standard (but 
not on extended) keyboards occasionally act as if they're 
stuck down, so that you get all caps or-even worse-a 
lot of unintended keyboard commands. Ifyou tap the key 
that's acting stuck, it releases. 

One night I typed a few words, looked up and sat in 
helpless terror as menu titles highlighted and unknown 
commands executed. All the text in my document was 
selected, centered and italicized. In a final burst of demonic 
possession, a new document window opened and the 
Save dialog box appeared. 

Luckily I was working in Nisus, which has multiple 
undos, so I could reverse the unauthorized changes. 
Otherwise, it would have taken a while to restore the file 
to its previous state. 

The problem occurs in both System 6 and System 7, 
in a variety of applications. It can't be strictly a keyboard 
problem, since only the si and LCs seem to be affected. 
Apple says they've had a few reports of this problem but 
don't know its cause or cure. It's apparently linked to the 
standard keyboard, since nearly all of Apple's in-house 
si's use extended keyboards, and they haven't experi
enced the problem. 
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Mice and mouse substitutes 

ti of mice and then ... (RSJ 

There's nothing wrong with the mouse that came with your 
Mac, but like any other mechanical device, it may wear out 
or break, and then you'll have to replace it. Before you auto
matically get another one just like it, check out the alter
natives described h ere. You don't have to choose just one: 
since they're allADB devices, you can hook several ofthem 
together in a chain (whatever device is sending signals at 
a given moment is the one that controls your Mac). 

ti MouseMan {RSJ 

The top of Logitech's MouseMan ($120 list) is molded to 
fit your palm (there are versions for both the right and 
left hand). Since you don't have to grip the sides, you might 
find it more comfortable to use than Apple's mouse. 

MouseMan h as three buttons-one for clicking and two 
that can be programmed to issue frequently used 
commands. [I find three buttons uncomfortable and confus
ing, as do most people (according to research Apple did before 
deciding on their one-button mouse).-AN]You can adjust 
the resolution to up to four times that of Apple's mouse 
(400 dpi vs. 100 dpi); this lets you move the pointer more 
quickly, which is especia lly handy on larger monitors. 

ti mice without tails {ANJ 

I've often found the cord on my mouse getting in my way 
as I make the big, sweeping arm movem ents s o typical of 
people with my particula r constellation of neurological 
defects . Perhaps you h ave the same problem. The solu
tion is a cordless mouse that tran s mits its motion to the 
Mac with an infrared beam. I've used one called Lester, 
from Lightwave Technologies, and found the movement 
a lit tle jerky. 
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Randy Singer tracked down another cordless mouse, the 
Z-Nix's SuperMouse ($110 list). It has two buttons you can 
assign commands to. When you're not using it, you place 
it in a cradle on your desk to recharge it. 

tl cleanlimouse is next to smoothlimouse (SA/SM/ANJ 

Cleaning your mouse occasionally will keep it working 
smoothly. Remove the ring at the bottom of the mouse by 
turning it, and drop the ball out into your palm. Clean 
the three little rollers inside the mouse with a Q-Tip 
dipped in alcohol. Rub the ball clean with a cloth before 
replacing it. 

To give the rollers a more thorough cleaning, there's a 
$15 kit from Curtis that's the epitome of simple yet elegant 
design. You put a drop or t.wo of cleaning fluid onto a Velcro
covered ball that's resting on a Velcro pad, then put the 
mouse (with its regular ball removed) over the Velcro
covered ball and roll it around. It's easy, it's hygienic 
and ... it's fun. 

tl against mouse pads (ANJ 

I have three problems with mouse pads. One is that they 
should be unnecessary-mice should be designed to work 
perfectly on any smooth surface. Unfortunately, they 
usually require more friction than you get from a desk
top made of, say, a plastic laminate like Formica, espe
cially when it hasn't been cleaned for a few days and h as 
accumulated a thin residue of oil from your hand. 

To solve this friction problem, I simply tape a piece of 
flat cardboard down on the desktop. It works like a charm, 
and h as the added advantage of making the surface your 
hand rests on warmer to the touch. 

The second reason I don'llike mouse pads is that they 
restrict how far you can move the mouse. I'm always 
running off the edges of them, which is annoying. (The 
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cardboard can be any size, of course. Pro basketball play
ers can use refrigerator boxes.) 

The third-and by far the most important-problem 
with mouse.pads is the dreadful chemical stench almost 
all of them put out when new. I just don't understand 
how people can buy things tha t smell like a toxic waste 
dump on a hot afternoon. And it's not as if the smell is 
merely unpleasant-it's almost certainly carcinogenic. 
(That's not some hysterical comment: vinyl fumes are 
known to cause cancer, as do many other plastic and 
rubber fumes.) 

If you do buy a regular, carcinogenic mouse pad (although 
it's beyond me why you'd want to do that instead of simply 
using a piece of nonsmelly cardboard), a t least leave it 
outside in the sun until it stops smelling (which may take 
months). You're playing with your health if you don't. 

ti MousePen Pro (RSJ 

The Mouse Pen Pro is one of those inventions that you look 
at and say, why didn't! think ojthat?It's small, light and 
shaped like a pen with a small ball at the end; you move 
the pointer by rolling the ball around on almost any 
surface-from a sheet of paper to your pants leg. 

The MousePen is great to use with a PowerBook if you 
don't like the built-in trackball (trackballs are described 
below); you can put a Post-it on the handrest area below 
the keyboard to serve as a sort of mouse pad for it. It's 
also a natural for drawing or painting-although not as 
good as a graphics tablet (it doesn't respond to pressure 
and it's not as precise). 

The body of the pen has three buttons. The one for click
ing falls naturally under your index finger. Just above that 
is a button that lets you change the resolution from 100 
to 1000 dpi on the fly . A third, smaller button further up 
lets you adjust how the pointer responds to the pen's 
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movement (the equivalent of Mouse Tracking). It lists for 
$100, from Appoint. 

li Touch Window (RSJ 

Edmark's Touch Window ($335list) is a transparent touch
sensitive screen that attaches to your monitor. Tapping the 
screen twice in a particular location is the same as double
clicking there with the mouse. This opens up a lot of possi
bilities-finger painting on the screen, for example-but 
highlighting text might be a problem in small font sizes [espe
cially if, like Lisa Simpson, you've inherited a condition of 
the fingers known as stubbiness (that's my favorite of all 
the shows. the one where Bart decides he wants to become 
a cop)-AN]. You may only want to use the Touch Window 
with one or two applications, and keep your mouse hooked 
up in the ADB chain for everything else you do. 

li UnMouse (RSJ 

With MicroTouch's UnMouse ($200 list), you move the 
pointer by sliding your finger over the face of a 3 W' x 5" 
glass tablet, and you double-click by pressing down. 
There's also a large red button on the left side that gives 
you access to up to sixty macro commands. A stylus is 
included that turns UnMouse into a small graphics tablet. 
This product is truly versatile, but it's hard to get used 
to, so I strongly recommend you give it a thorough tryout 
before you buy it (or get a money-back guarantee). 

tl MouseStick (RSJ 

There's nothing I hate more than having to use the 
keyboard to play an animated arcade-type game on my 
Mac. [Really, Randy, nothing? What a charmed life you've 
led.-AN] But now there's the MouseStick from Gravis. If 
you're a game junkie like me, it might be worth its $100 
price just for that, but I really can't recommend it for other 
applications (even though it has a lot of speed and accu
racy adjustments). 
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tl Felix (RSJ 

Alta's Felix is a small, stationary unit with a little plas
tic box on top of it. You grip the little plastic box and move 
it within a one-inch square area; to click, you press a 
button on top of the box. You get used to it quickly, 
because it's so much like using a pen. 

You can vary the Felix's resolution from 320 dpi to 1200 
dpi; this very high resolution makes it a good choice for 
large screens. The Felix lists for $130 and comes with a 
30-day money-back guarantee. 

tl the Gold Brick (RSJ 

The Gold Brick ($170 list) lets you plug any input devi.ce 
designed fo.r Nintendo games, including the Mattei Power 
Glove and Br0derbund's Uforce, into the Mac's ADB port. 

tl trackballs (BBJ 

A trackball is like a mouse turned on its back. The ball 
(which varies widely in size) sticks out of the top, and you 
move it with your fingers, thu mb or palm. Some people 
love trackballs (I'm one of them) and some people hate 
them. {I'm one ojthem.-AN) 

I like trackballs because they require less space than a 
mouse, and control the pointer more precisely than a 
mouse (which is particularly important for graphics). All 
trackballs have a locking button that lets you drag things 
on the screen without having to hold the button down. 
Finally, most trackballs are easier to keep clean than mice. 

Personal preference matters more with a trackball than 
it does with, say, a modem. If you decide to try a track
ball, give it a fair chance. Ask for at least a few days to 
try it out, and your money back if you don't like it. 

I tested seven trackballs, all strikingly different from 
one another: 
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Manufacturer Model List Price 

Appoint Thumbelina $100 

CoStar Stingray 130 

Emac Silhouette 100 

Kens ington TurboMouse 170 

Logitech Trackman 140 

MicroS peed M acTrac 2.0 120 

M icroS peed MicroTrac 90 

Here's what I asked myself as I reviewed them (and tha t 
you should ask yourself when evaluating trackballs): 

• Is the position of my wrist w hen I'm using the trackball 
easy or strained? 

• Are there sharp edges on the housing that hurt my 
palm? 

• Is the device too big or too small for my fingers? 

• Do my thumb and fingers fall natural ly on the buttons? 

• Do I have to apply too much force to click the button, 
or do I have to apply so littl e that I click (or lock) it 
without meaning to? 

• Is the trackball still easy to use if you' re a lefty? {What 
do politics have to do with ... oh, I get it. Never mind. 
-AN] 

• Is the relationship between the movement of the bal l 
and movement of the pointer precise? (This is important 
for graphics and small fonts.) 

• Does it have dynamic tracking-the ability to make 
how far the pointer moves vary w ith how quickly you 
move the mouse? (It's useful to be able to move the 
pointer faster on large screens and slower w hen you're 
doing precise graphics.) 

• Can the trackball's buttons be programmed to perform 
commands? Wil l you remember to use the buttons th is 
way? Wi ll you want to remember? (Personally, I find it 
distracting to have to remember that I have commands 
avai lable in this unusual way.) 
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• Wi ll the trackball work w ith the Mac Plus and earli er 
models? (This is obviously only a concern if you have 
one of those models.) 

Although no s ingle trackball set the standard in every 
area, two stood out from the rest-silhouette and Stingray. 
Silhouette is big and solid, sculp tura l and b eautiful. It 
sits so high I thought I'd h ave a ha rd time reaching up 
to it from the keyboard, but I didn't; in fa ct, it's one of 
the two most comfortable trackba lls I evaluated. 

The Silhouette comes with four ba lls of varying weights 
(and colors). This seemed like a gimmick, but actually each 
stze creates a significantly different feel. The action on all 
the balls is s mooth but controlled; I can cover ground in 
a hurry, yet movements are very precise . 

The dis tinctive shape and feel of the three buttons help 
you dis tinguish them. They're positioned for right-handers; 
left-handers have to click with the ring finger (a left
h anded model is in developmen t ). The Silh ou ette's 
programmable button can only be assigned one key combi
na tion at a time. 

Stingray-my other favorite-is about a quarter of th e 
Silho~ette's s ize; it virtua lly disappears beneath your 
h anq. The ball is s mall and easy to control, but it's s lick, 
which m eans you sometimes n eed to manipula te it more 
than you should have to. 

A pair of tapered wings, which function as two huge 
buttons , surround the ba ll. Th ey're so sen s itive you h ave 
to be ca reful not to click them accidenta lly . You can a lter 
pointer speed and to select which button you want to use 
as the n ormal click and which as the click-lock-a boon . 
to lefties. 

Any one of the other trackballs might work well for you, 
but ea ch s uffered from what I felt was a s ignificant flaw. 
MacTra c has velvety, quiet ball motion, but the ball sits 
too high on the base for my taste . Click ing the bu ttons 
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is smooth and easy, but it's a stretch to the middle key 
for an average-sized hand like mine. 

As with MicroTrac (discussed below). you can use the 
buttons to execute many commands. You just hold down 
one button while clicking the other one to four times. 
(The problem is remembering how many clicks produce 
which result.) 

For those who really like to assign functions to the keys. 
the Trackman's software is a dream of flexibility, and its 
ball is utterly smooth and nearly silent. But I didn't like 
the way the buttons were positioned. Even after I 
rearranged them (an option that's unique to Trackman
you can decide where the buttons go in relation to the 
ball), I couldn't get comfortable with it. 

TurboMouse is the most expensive trackball I tested. 
The buttons flanking its large ball can be set for left- or 
right-handed use, and they can also be assigned a 
command-key combination. Unfortunately, the side
mounted ADB cable sockets make it impossible for the 
trackball to snuggle up against a keyboard. The ball 
action is good but not great (it ranges from a little grainy 
to a little too slick). and the lower edge of the case cut 
straight across my palm. (Turbo Mouse is available for 
non-ADB Macintoshes.) 

At only about l W' square, Thumbelina is well suited for 
PowerBooks and Portables. And because you can manip
ulate it in your hand without a mouse pad or other surface, 
it's perfect for giving stand-up presentations. The corre
lation between ball and pointer movement is pleasingly 
precise, but the ball is too small to have much momen
tum, so you can't speed down the screen by giving it a spin. 
This means that on large screens. you'll work too hard over 
long distances, even with dynamic tracking. 

Thumbelina's ADB cable, which exits the bottom of the 
device, can get twisted, so that on-screen movements are 
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upside down or sideways. (To prevent this, you can bracket 
Thumbelina to the keyboard, with hardware that's included 
for that purpose.) 

MicroTrac is about twice the size of Thumbelina. I 
found that still too small for comfort, but it was easier to 
use on the desktop than Thumbelina. Its ball and its 
three buttons are considerably larger, and it has just 
enough heft to stay put. It worked well for text, but not 
so well for graphics. 

Protecting your Mac 

tt basic Mac protection (LA} 

The Macintosh is a pretty sturdy computer, but it's not invin
cible, so take a few precautions when you set it up. Heat 
can shorten hardware's lifespan, so keep your equipment 
away from direct sunlight and from appliances that gener
ate heat. [I thought there was a reason not to use my Mac II 
as an ironing board, and now I know what it is. Damn!-AN] 

Also make sure that the vents for the fans are not 
blocked. [Yet another reason not to iron on the II. I guess 
it really was a bad idea.-AN] Dust can contribute to 
heat buildup and can cause other problems (especially if 
it gets into your floppy drive). so avoid dusty locations. 
{What about lint?-AN] 

While heat may cause problems over time, a sudden 
surge of power can trash your Mac in an instant, so make 
sure you use a surge protector, especially if you live in 
an area where blackouts or thunderstorms are common 
(but don't depend on a surge protector for protection 
against lightning; see the next two entries for more on that). 
If you don't have a surge protector, unplug your computer 
immediately whenever the power goes out, because when 
the power returns, it will do so with a surge. 
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Some people get an uninterruptable power supply. 
which switches to battery power if the electrical current 
stops flowing. They cost quite a bit, however, and the aver
age user doesn't really need one-just remember to save 
your work frequently so if the power does go out you 
won't lose much, if anything. 

Route your Mac's cables carefully so nobody can trip 
on them. A jerked cable can jar a hard disk and jeopar
dize your data. If a cable comes loose while the Mac is 
on, it can create serious hardware problems. Always turn 
the power off before plugging or unplugging SCSI or ADB 
cables- otherwise you could cause a short that can 
damage the Mac. 

• lightning only has to strike once (C.J. Weigand) 

A surge protector is a good way to protect your computer 
from sudden variations in electrical current, and every 
Mac (and major peripheral, like a disk drive or a printer) 
should be on one. But don't rely on it during a thunder
storm. Lightning can arc across open contacts and do 
extensive damage to your equipment. 

So if it's thunderstorm season where you live, get in 
the habit of pulling the plug out of the wall whenever you 
shut down your system for any length of time. That's the 
only way to make sure it's safe. If you have a modem 
connected to your Mac. also unplug the incoming tele
phone line or disconnect the cable. Your computer can 
be zapped just as easily by lightning striking your tele
phone line. 

• surge protectors (ANJ 

Panamax and Best Power Technology are two leading 
surge protector makers. The difference between their 
products and most of the ones you buy in a hardware store 
is like the difference between a Bentley and a Chevy. 
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Panamax even brags that its surge protectors are a thou
sand times faster than lightning. OK, let's say their surge 
protector senses the lightning and opens the contact. 
What's to prevent lightning from arcing over the contact? 
After a ll, itjustjumped from a cloud to the earth. In fact, 
what's to stop a 200,000-ampere, ten-million-volt bolt of 
lightning from reducing the entire surge protector to a 
molten blob? 

Panamax even warranties your own computer equip
ment-not just the surge protector-against damage by 
lightning! "See full warranty for actual conditions, limi
tations and claim procedures." I'd like to see that warranty 
(they didn't send me one); it must be a masterpiece oflegal 
draftsmanship. There's got to be a clause in it along the 
lines of"your equipment is covered unconditionally unless 
the damage occurs on the planet Earth." 

Anyway, silly warranties aside, these are good products 
and will protect your equipment against just about 
anything but lightning. 

el MacGard (Larry Pina) 

In the middle of a dry New England winter, just walking 
across the room can build up a terrific static charge, 
especially around synthetic fabrics, rubber-soled shoes 
and wall-to-wall carpeting. Under these conditions, touch
ing anything connected to an electrical ground results in 
a painful shock. Sometimes it's so bad, it triggers an 
instant lockup (on the computer, not you). 

One solution is to use a $90 surge suppressor called 
MacGard. Besides superior surge protection (in lab tests 
I ran, it outperformed several units costing twice as 
much). it has an integral static-draining touch pad. When 
you tap it, you hear the same crackling noise that's 
normally associated with a painful shock but the discharge 
is much slower and completely painless. You can then 
touch your Mac safely. 
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tl covering the Mac (and its appendages} (ANJ 

To paraphrase an old saying, dust never sleeps, and the 
more of it that gets into your Mac, the worse off you are. 
Many people sell covers for the Mac, but the ones we like 
best are the Nycov brand, sold by Computer Covers Unlim
ited. They come in several colors, are attractive and well 
m ade, and are available for various models of the Mac, its 
periphera ls, the keyboard and even the mouse. Best of all, 
they're made of high-quality, anti-static, rip-stop nylon, 
instead ofvinyl with its nauseating, carcinogenic fumes. 

{The MousGlove is a real-leather cover that fits perfectly 
over the mouse. It costs just $1 0, and is available in vari
ous colors from MacConnection. -RS] 

Computer Covers Unlimited a lso makes The Keyboard 
Protector-a precisely molded piece of soft , flexible, rela
tively odorless, transparent plastic with little pockets for 
each key (there are models for many different keyboards). 
Unlike a dust cover, you leave The Keyboard Protector on 
while you work (a lways, in fact). It interferes with the feel 
of the keys less than I thought it would, but for my taste, 
it's still a bit too much like wearing a raincoat while 
taking a shower (to u se the old ana logy). Around G&B, 
they're known as keyboard condoms-an appropriate 
n am e, given what it feels like to type through one. 

Still, it's a nice idea . Over the years, I've spilled many 
glasses of water n ear my keyboard (but s omehow never 
directly on it). I now keep a nything conta ining a liquid a 
good couple of feet away from my keyboard-a simple 
approach, but not foolproof (s ince my mouth is right over 
the keyboard). The Keyboard Protector is foolproof, and 
it protects against dust, staples and ashes as well as 
against spills. 

tl regular maintenance (LJ\J 

Routine care can extend your equipment's life and make 
it run more efficiently. Dust the Mac and clean the mouse 
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regularly (see cleanlimouse is next to sm.oothlimouse above). 
If you have a 1.4MB floppy drive, clean it occasionally with 
a floppy drive cleaner from 3M. (Apple recommends against 
using this type of cleaner with BOOK or 400K drives. If 
you suspect dust may be causing problems with those 
drives, open the case and carefully blow the dust away, 
or have a repair shop do the job.) 

Defragmenting your hard drive periodically with a hard 
disk utility helps your hard disk run faster and improves 
your chances of recovering data if your disk crashes (see 
Chapter 3 for more about this). 

ei protecting the phosphor (ANJ 

The phosphor that's painted on the inside of your screen 
and glows when the electron beam hits it can become 
exhausted from too much use, leaving dark spots on your 
screen. For that reason, it's a good idea not to leave an 
image visible on your screen excepl when you're actually 
using the computer. But you also don't want to be 
constantly turning the Mac on and off. because that's hard 
on the electronics. 

That's where programs called screen blankers. or screen 
savers. come in. They keep track of how long it's been since 
you hit a key or the mouse button and black out your screen 
automatically after a certain amount of time-which you 
select-has passed. They can also create some sort of 
moving pattern on the screen (fireworks, stars, a clock that 
moves around) so you know the Mac is on. Hitting any key 
or the mouse button brings back the image. 

The bigger the screen is, the more important a screen 
blanker is. (They're discussed in the utilities chapter.} Fortu
nately, most big monitors come with their own built-in. 

If you telecommunicate, make sure any screen blanker 
you use checks the modem port for activity. If it doesn't, 
and you're sending or receiving a file when it goes into 
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action, the connection will be lost and you'll have to start 
the file transfer all over again. 

If you don't want to use a screen blanker, you can 
simply turn the brightness down when you get up from 
the Mac. Now don't feel that I'm patronizing you by telling 
you something as basic as that. I was once at the house 
·or a very intelligent writer friend who uses her Mac exten
sively (and who has thanked me several times for not iden
tifying her more specifically than this, for reasons which 
will immediately become obvious). 

I saw an image on her Mac's screen, so I casually walked 
over and turned the brightness down to black. She had 
no idea what had happened and totally freaked out. I 
showed her how to adjust the brightness, but she wouldn't 
calm down until I turned it back up and left it there. Even 
then she had the sneaking suspicion that I'd done some 
sort of subtle but irreparable damage to her machine. 

External monitors almost always have brightness 
controls as well, although they're sometimes not conve
niently located and sometimes you can't turn the bright
ness all the way down. In any case, screen blankers are 
really the way to go. 

ti leave monitors on or turn them off? {AN/Todd corleto/SMJ 

Conventional wisdom-or at least conventional practice
among power users has always been to avoid the power 
surges associated with startup by simply leaving all 
computers, monitors, disk drives and the like turned on 
all the time (with screen-saver software installed to protect 
the screen, of course). 

But David Rowe of Radius Technical Support tells us 
they've run in-house tests that prove the wear and tear 
of turning a monitor off and on is minimal compared to 
the wear and tear caused by leaving it on all the time. (They 
only tested Radius monitors, but it's probably true of all 
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brands.) So we've started turning all our external moni
tors off every night. 

There's also the question of power consumption-which 
can be quite substantial in the case of monitors. This is 
a further argument for turning equipment off. 

tl AppleCare (ANJ 

Apple's extended service contracts, which go under the 
name of AppleCare, provide the same coverage you get 
during the initial warranty period (free parts and labor 
for whatever goes wrong-unless, of course, you drop 
your Mac out a window, open its case or do something 
else Apple doesn't approve oO. AppleCare is sold through 
Apple dealers, and it's not cheap. For example, suggested 
retail for PowerBooks is about $28 a month. 

AppleCare isn't as essential as it was back in the days 
of power supplies that blew more frequently than Old Faith
ful, so whether or not you get it basically depends on your 
temperament and your finances. If you're a cautious type 
and/or can't afford a big, unexpected repair bill, get it; if 
you're a gambler and/or can absorb that big bill in the 
unlikely event it comes along, save your money. (Since 
there's profit built into AppleCare, the financial odds are 
in your favor if you don't buy it. But that's usually less 
important than peace of mind.) 

tl the best way to ship a Mac (Paul Blood) 

The best box to ship a Mac in is the one Apple shipped it 
to you in, except for one thing-it lets everyone know that 
a valuable computer is inside. The solution? Pull the box 
apart, then reassemble it inside out. All the same pack
ing materials will fit. [I love this tip. It's so simple and yet 
so ingenious.-AN] 
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el cables (ANJ 

Mac Kenny recommends System Connection in Utah for 
Mac cables (get shielded cables, he says-they're worth 
the extra expense). A couple of other good sources are Kens
ington and Monster. Many cable vendors will make a 
cable for you if they don't have what you want in stock. 

el spaghetti control (ANJ 

Just as trees typically have root systems underground that 
are the same size as the part of the tree you can see above 
ground, so computer systems seem to require as much 
room behind them for their tangled cables as they do in 
front of them for keyboard, mouse, etc. Computer Covers 
Unlimited has come up with a solution for that problem. 

It's a plastic tube about an inch in diameter with a slit 
down it (two come in a package). Tuck all the power cords 
from various pieces of equipment into the tube (or tubes) 
and you've cut down on some of the spaghetti behind 
your desk. 

el Ergotron (AN) 

Ergotron makes a very heavy-duty line of tilt/swivel bases 
for Macs and other ergonomic office accessories. For 
example, MacTilt is an ergonomic stand for a compact Mac 
that both raises it 4" and lets you position it just about 
anyway you can imagine. It tilts 15° forward and 15° back, 
and rotates 360°. You can adjust the Mac with the touch 
of a finger, and it stays where you put it. 

MacTilt is built so tough you can stand on it. That kind 
of construction doesn't come cheap but I think you save 
money in the long run by getting something this well-made. 
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Protecting yourself 

• screenfilters and radiation shields (ANJ 

There's some evidence that working at a computer moni
tor may have deleterious health effects. For example, a 
large-scale study in California found a doubling of miscar
riage rates among women who worked more than 20 
hours a week at computer screens. This may not be due 
to the equipment itself, however; stress is generally higher 
among computer users than other types of office workers 
(probably because most of them don't have Macs). 

According to James Sheedy of the UC Berkeley optom
etry school, working regularly at a computer screen can 
accelerate presbyopia, the inability to focus at varying 
distances that usually hits people in their forties. (That's 
definitely been my personal experience, but since I started 
using computers heavily when I was 39, I can't really tease 
apart the two factors ... especially since I'm still39.) 

Other research has indicated that certain low-frequency 
radiation may have harmful health effects (see the next 
entry). In view of all this, it certainly can't hurt to cut down 
radiation coming from computers, so here's a bit of infor
mation on filters that screen out at least some of it: 

There are two basic kinds of screen filters-glass and 
wire mesh. Wire mesh filters do a good job of screening 
out certain kinds of radiation, but I find them really hard 
to see through (it's like looking through finely woven cloth). 
For me, the strain of trying to focus through the mesh more 
than offsets any possible radiation-blocking benefit. 

Whichever type of screen you get, make sure it's 
grounded. Filters vary enormously in how easy or hard 
they are to ground. The best system has a three-pronged 
plug you stick inlo a wall socket (only the grounding 
prong is active, of course); lhe other end of the wire 
connects easily to lhe filter. 
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There's also a system for reducing magnetic radiation 
by putting bands of magnetically conductive material 
behind the monitor, thereby giving the magnetic radia
tion an easier path to follow. When I saw this system at 
a trade show, it seemed to reduce ELF and VLF (described 
in the next entry) significantly but nowhere near entirely, 
and I haven't been able to check this out myself, since 
the idiots who make it refused to send me an evaluation 
unit to test. Maybe they're better engineers than 
marketers .. . but maybe not. We'll never know. 

Other companies put conductive material around the 
neck of the picture tube, inside the monitor. This should 
work even better, but of course it's much harder to install. 

Radiation comes in many frequency ranges, so it's easy 
for competing companies to claim superiority for their filters 
merely by restricting the scope of their comparisons (or 
by emphasizing different aspects of them). 

An audiologist named John Barry Smith wrote in to John 
Dvorak's column to say that he thinks the problem is a 
high-frequency sound (15,750 Hz) which comes from scan
ning 525 lines 30 times a second. He says most computer 
monitors emit this tone, and that he's found it to be loud
est on old color monitors. "Fortunately, most newer 
computer monitors now use a higher synchronizing 
frequency, as does the Macintosh, which scans at 22.1 kHz." 

This is a complex subject, and you either have to spend 
some time learning about it or you need to rely on some
one else's expertise. I used t.o rely on Mike Skaar, but h e's 
left the consulting business and is now distributing 
ergonomic furniture (the Neutral Posture line, for example, 
which he says is great) and related products. 

By the way, many people buy screen filters to cut down 
on glare (that is, reflections). This is not a good approach. 
What you need to do instead is set up the place where 
you work so as to eliminate reflections (for details on how 
to do that, see the entry below called basic ergonomics). 
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eJ ELF and VLF (ByB/NDJ 

A study published in the American Journal of Epidemiol
ogy in 1979 indicated that children living near electric distri
bution lines tended to get cancer more often. A second 
study, published in 1986 by the New York State Depart
ment of Health, and a third study from Sweden, confirmed 
these results. The culprit seems to be sustained exposure 
to the ELF(extremely lowfrequency) electric and magnetic 
field created by the power line's 60Hz a lternating current. 

In 1982, a study in Canada discovered that the verti
cal scan rate of computer monitors also generates an 
ELF field of 60-75Hz. In addition, the monitor's horizontal 
scan rate generates radiation in the 10-30KHz range (i.e. 
10,000-30,000 Hz). This is called VLF (for very Low 
frequency); it's easier to block with a screen filter than ELF, 
but there's a lot less of it and it seems to be less signifi
cant in creating the harmful magnetic field. 

During the past five years, animal studies in Califor
nia, Spain and Sweden have a ll confirmed the cancer
enhancing effects of sustained exposure to ELF. One 
theory is that cells become entrained to the particular pulse 
rate of the radiation, and that this unnatural rhythm 
then disrupts the normal activation of enzymes and cellu
lar immune responses. 

Macworld published an excellent, in-depth article on 
radiation from computers in its July 1990 issue, which 
included its own tests of ELF emitted from ten Mac moni
tors. (The article was written by Paul Brodeur, who liter
a lly wrote the book on this subject-The Zapping of 
America, which in 1977 first brought public attention to 
the issue. His more recent book, Currents of Death: Power 
Lines, Computer Terminals and the Attempt to Cover Up 
the Threat to Your Health is a great read.) Apple's popu
lar 13" High-Resolution color monitor came out the worst. 
On a ll the monitors, the greatest amount of radiation 
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was in the back and on the sides, which can particularly 
be a problem in crowded offices. 

The strength of ELF radiation drops off rapidly as you 
move away from the monitor, but since there's no way yet 
to screen out ELF, no one should sit closer than four feet 
from the sides or back of a monitor, or 28" (roughly arm's 
length) from the front of the screen. 

Sweden has the tightest regulations governing ELF 
and VLF emissions, and monitors that meet their stan
dards are the safest. Most computer and monitor makers 
soft-peddle the issue, but many now make monitors that 
meet Sweden's standards. 

Some observers who have studied this issue, like 
veteran computer journalist Steve Rosenthal, say that the 
scientists don't yet know how the emissions harm us. He 
says that the research to date doesn't conclusively show 
that 28"-or the other oft-mentioned distance, 18"-is the 
magic number. Maybe the farther you are away from the 
screen the better, but maybe there's a particular distance 
that's dangerous and closer to or farther from the screen 
are both safer. Until the issue unclouds, you can follow 
the current wisdom and hew to the Swedish guidelines. 

ti the importance of comfort (ANJ 

The importance of a comfortable place to work can't be 
overemphasized. Working on a computer is an intensely 
unnatural act for an animal that originally evolved to 
swing from tree to tree. And yet people usually pay less 
attention to making their workplace comforlable than 
they do to much less important (although still significant) 
issues like which disk drive to buy. 

If you're going to sit still in front of a screen for hours 
and hours, tapping on a keyboard and moving a mouse 
around, make sure you can do that with the least possi
ble discomfort. The following entries tell you how. 
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It basic ergonomics (ANJ 

If you put a compact Mac and its keyboard on the same 
surface, eith er the screen will be too low or the keyboard 
too high. Modular Macs a lso share this problem to some 
extent, but you can tilt them up or down to compensate 
for their actual height. (You can do this with compact Macs 
too, if you buy a swivel/tilt base for them.) 

For comfortable typing, your wrists sh ould never be 
higher than your elbows, nor should they be bent. Depend
ing on your (and your chair's) height, this often means 
the keyboard should be on a surface 24"-27" from the floor. 

That will be great for your wrists, but maybe not so great 
for your lower back. The 24"-27" typing surface height 
was designed for women (since most typists have tradi
tionally been women) and their average height is about 
5' 4" or 5' 5". If you're taller than 5' 7" or so, typing on a 
surface this low will force you to sit on a chair that's too 
low for you, and that doesn't a llow an open enough angle 
at your hips. (To avoid lower-back problems, the angle 
between your legs and your trunk should usually be more 
than 90°.) Even normal-height secretarial chairs can 
cause this problem. 

Susan McCallister, who's 5' 9" and h as a bad back, 
solved this by putting her typing surface more than 30" 
above the ground, and getting a drafting chair (with a tilt
ing seat) to bring her up to it. Sometimes she sits on it 
(with the seat at various angles), sometimes she leans on 
it and sometimes she stands at the keyboard. 

In any case, whatever height your ch air is, the critical 
relationship is between you and the keyboard, not between 
the keyboard and the floor. Again: your wrists should never 
be higher than your elbows, or bent, when you type (it's 
worth repeating). 

The bottom of the screen should be 4-8 inches higher 
than the surface the keyboard is on, so that you can look 
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at it comfortably without having to bend your head. And 
don't strain your eyes by putting it too close-allow at least 
a foot between the back of the keyboard and the front of 
the Mac. 

However comfortable your workspace is, it's important 
to periodically change your position. Chris Allen says 
there's a highly rated ergonomic chair that s lowly changes 
its position over the course of the day-automatically! It 
probably costs a fortune , but getting up and walking around 
every couple of hours (at least) is free-and very helpful. 

Here's another tidbit from Chris: Just moving from the 
keyboard to the mouse can help prevent carpal tunnel 
syndrome, the painful wrist ailment caused by too much 
typing. It's the keyboard-only users who get it the worst 
(and I'm willing to bet that flexed wrists a re a major 
factor in it). 

[Mouse users can also get repetitive stress uywies (some
times called RSI). In fact, certain mouse activities can be 
very stressful, since it's normally only a single finger that does 
all the repeated moving, and this motion occw·s while the rest 
ojthe hand is partiallyflexed (to hold and guide the mouse). 

It's worthwhile to experiment by alternating the hand 
you move the mouse with. The dexterity required is usually 
less thanjor normal writing, so even those of us who aren't 
ambidextrous can manage it. -DH] 

Another vital issue is eliminating reflections from your 
screen. (Usually they're called glare, which is a mislead
ing term.) You don't want any lights or \vindows behind 
the computer; in fact, it's much better to put a computer 
directly in front of a \vindow than opposite one. 

The best place for a light is on the ceiling (or bouncing 
off the ceiling) somewhere between you and the screen. 
I use one of those $10 s\ving-arm drafting lamps clamped 
to the shelf of a bookcase. The shade is turned to the ceil
ing and is about six inches in front of and three feet 
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above my left ear. When I'm working on the computer, that's 
the only light in the room (except, of course, for the light 
from the screen). There are no reflections on the screen. 

To block the light from the windows, I have solid wooden 
shutters on the windows (built especially for that purpose). 
It's not hard to do; just get pieces of wood or particle board 
the right size (plywood warps) and use door hinges to attach 
them. If that's too much of a project for you, go to a 
photographic supply store and get some of the blackout 
cloth used to light-seal darkrooms. It's easy to install it 
with duct tape or push pins, but a pain to take down when 
you want to let some daylight into the room. 

tl cheap but effective computer furniture (ANJ 

One way to put together a comfortable workstation is to 
put two tables together-a low typing table (24-27") in front 
for the keyboard, and a table of normal height (29- 30") 
in the back for the monitor. A swivel can help raise the 
monitor (built-in or not) to where it should be, or just put 
it on a thick book or a sturdy box. (But see the basic 
ergonomics entry above.) 

Another inexpensive approach is to find an old desk 
that has a typing well . Secure the well in the open posi
tion and use it for the keyboard, then build a higher plat
form behind it (using the edge of the opened typing well 
cover for a support) for the Mac and/or the monitor to rest 
on. (The platform doesn't have to be anything fancy; just 
a piece of plywood will do.) The only problem with this 
approach is that the typing wells on most desks aren't 
big enough to comfortably accommodate both a keyboard 
and a mouse. 

tl MacTable (AN) 

Several people I know love a work table designed specially 
for the Mac called MacTable. It's attractive and sturdily 
constructed of beechwood and plastic laminate. Made by 
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ScanCo, a sm all company in Redmond WA, MacTables are 
reasonably priced, and Brad Bunnin raves about their 
customer service. But see the next entry. 

el MacTable blues, and an alternative (CR) 

Any manufacturer can say its product is ergonomic, but 
the proof is in the comfort you gel. After nearly two years 
of typing discomfort and con s ultations with various 
experts, I've concluded that although it looks nice and its 
reps are friendly on the phone, MacTable is h ardly the 
ergonomic achievement it's claimed to be. 

The ANSI (American National Standards Institute) stan
dard for workstations specifies a keyboard height of 
be tween 23" and 28". The lowest you can adjust th e 
MacTable's typing surface is 26", and in that position only 
the front of the typing surface is that low. Since the 
surface slants up at 15°, the back rows of my keyboa rd 
a re actu a lly more like 28" off the floor. 

This put the keyboard height at the top of the ANSI 
range, even when the table is as low as you can set it. 
This is fine if you're Michael Jordan, but I'm five feet seven 
and I h ave to raise my h ands, elbows and sh oulders too 
high to compensate. They end up sore. 

Th e angle of the typing surface is a lso a problem. 
According to my physical therapist (Terri Hansford from 
Hand Therapy of San Francisco), keyboards should have 
no more than a 13° upward s lope from the spacebar to 
the top row. Mac keyboards have this s lope built in , so 
MacTable's extra 15° s lant means you have to type uphill, 
flexing your wrist and extending your fingers far more than 
you s hould, and potentially causing pain or numbness 
in your hand and wrist tendons. 

The only way to eliminate the 15° s lope on the MacTable 
is io set the surface so it's flat-but then it's the full 28" 
off the ground. [I_find that even the Mac keyboard's normal 
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slope on a flat surface is too much, and put a shim under 
the front edge to make it more level. -AN] 

Take my advice-use the $330 you'd spend on a 
MacTable (and that's just for the smaller one) and invest 
in a plain, flat, hardwood table. With the money you'll have 
left over, buy an adjustable keyboard platform on a swing 
arm that screws to the underside of the table. 

You should be able to find one at any big office furni
ture supply store or a Mac ergonomics company like 
ErgoSource. Then you can adjust your keyboard to any 
height you like. [But make sure you get a keyboard plat
form that has room for the mouse to move around on. If you 
can't find one large enough, get two-one for the keyboard 
and one for the mouse.-AN] 

[&wen Storm ofScanCo wrote to complain about this entry 
(which he saw in an update to the Third Edition). He stated 
that their returns are lower than two p ercent and that Mac 
writers like Larry Pina, Steven Bobker, Bob LeVitus, C.J. 
Weigand and Jon Zilber "all rave about MacTable. " 

Still, he didn't address Charlie 's main point, which is 
that MacTable's keyboard shelf can't be adjusted low 
enough for many p eople. If you' re 5' 9" or more, you may 
be comfortable with a drafting chair (with a sea t that tilts) 
that will get you high enough not to have to bend your wrists 
and raise your elbows to reach a keyboard on aMacTable 
(this will also help your lower back by opening the angle 
at your hips). But if you're shorter than that, your legs will 
probably dangle before you can get high enough. 

Mr. Storm also pointed out that MacTable won the grand 
prize of the Vision '92 design contest at the International 
Woodworking Fair and that MacTables come with a money
back guarantee (but Charlie believes it's only for 30 days, 
which wouldn't have done him any good, because he didn't 
begin to have problems within that time). -AN] 
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The basics 

tl storage vs. memory {AN/Chris Allen/RSJ 

Even experienced Mac users are often confused about the 
difference between storage and memory. For example: 
why do you get out-of-memory messages when there's still 
plenty of room on your hard disk? 

The confusion is understandable. Storage and memory 
are both ways of retaining information, and they're both 
measured in the same units-bytes, kilobytes, megabytes, 
etc. The difference is in how the information is retained. 

With memory. information is saved electronically on 
chips, and in storage it's saved on media, either magnet
ically on disks or tapes, or optically on disks or CD-ROMs. 
(If you're unsure about any of these terms, see the glos
sary and/or the index.) The distinction between memory 
and storage isn't as theoretical as it may seem; there are 
dramatic practical differences between the two ways of 
retaining data. 

When people talk about memory, they're usually talk
ing about RAM (which stands for random-access memory, 
because you can access different parts of it in any order
a lthough, actually, that's true of all kinds of memory). RAM 
is where computers temporarily keep information you're 
working with. 

Although the information in RAM can be accessed very 
quickly, RAM is usually volatile: its contents last only as 
long as power is being supplied to it. If you turn your Mac 
off without saving your work, what was in RAM during 
your work session vanishes. 

That's where storage comes in. Using an application's 
Save command takes information from RAM and puts it 
onto storage media like hard disks and floppies (both of 
which are discussed in detail later on in this chapter). Once 
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information is in storage, it's there permanently- or at 
least for a long time, assuming you take reasonable care 
of your disks. 

It takes much longer to write (save information) to, or 
read (retrieve information) from, storage than memory. 
That's because storage devices involve mechanical moving 
parts, while the only things that move in memory chips 
are electronic impulses. 

So memory is like your own memory-it's fast to put 
things in and out of, but when you die, everything in it 
disappears. Storage is like notes, le tters, books and 
tapes- it takes longer to get information in and out of them, 
but they outlive you. That's the basic distinction, and it's 
a good, clear, useful one. Unfortuna tely. there are some 
exceptions to it. 

ROM (read-only memory) is information that's built 
into the computer to tell it things like how to act when 
it's switched on. Although this information is stored on 
chips, like RAM, ROM retains its information perma
n ently, beca use ROM chips can't b e ch anged (at least not 
by mer e morta ls like us-there are machines that can 
change the da ta on certain kinds of ROM chips) . Infor
mation is s tored in ROM perman ently, but ROM is 
memory- no wonder people are confused. 

There are also ways to put aside some of your RAM and 
treat it like a very fast h ard disk (this is called a RAM disk) 
and ways to put aside some of a h ard disk and treat it like 
RAM (this is called virtual memory). Both a re discussed in 
the managing memory section a t the end of this chapter. 

The analogy Chris Allen u ses for all of this is interest
ing and may h elp clarify things . He says RAM is like the 
top of your desk and disks are like filing cabinets n earby. 
(To make the analogy more precise, imagine tha t the 
overzealous people who clean your office a t night throw 
out everything they fin d on your desk.) 
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If you have a small desk {little RAM), you have to 
constantly run back and forth between it and your filing 
cabinets, because not many things will fit on top of the 
desk at one time. If you have a large desk {a lot of RAM). 
you have the luxury of not running over to the filing cabi
nets as often. 

RAM disks are like drawers in your desk-smaller than 
filing cabinets, but convenient for some purposes because 
they're close at hand. ROM is like having some informa
tion permanently carved on your desk's surface so you 
can find it instantly {and so you'll never forget it). 

tl bits, bytes, K, megs and gigs (AN/SA/RSJ 

A bit is the smallest possible unit of information (on a 
computer or anywhere else). It can represent one of only 
two things-on or off, yes or no, zero or one. Bits are the 
basic unit of measure for computers because computers 
are made up of tiny electronic switches, each of which is 
either on or off at any given time. 

Magnetic storage media (disks and tapes) are composed 
of tiny, magnetically charged particles of metal that point 
either north or south. Since here again there are only two 
choices, the information on disks and tapes is also made 
up of bits. 

(Working with bits means using a base-2, or binary, 
numbering system, as opposed to our everyday base-10, 
decimal system. In fact, bit is short for binary digit. But 
you don't have to know anything about binary numbers 
to use a computer; the computer automatically translates 
them into words, graphics, decimal numerals and so on.) 

A byte is made up of eight bits, and thus lets you 
represent 256 (in other words, 2 8) different pieces of 
information (00000000, 00000010, 00000100, etc., on up 
to 11111111). In text, bytes are typically used to repre
sent single characters (letters, numbers, punctuation 
marks and other symbols). 
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The next commonly used unit is quite a jump from a 
byte. A kilobyte, known familiarly as a K. equals 1024 bytes. 
Since the prefix kilo- means thousand, why 1024 bytes? 
Because computers are binary and normally increase 
their capacities in multiples of two: 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 
128,256, 512, 1024 (a very familiar series of numbers if 
you've been around computers for a while). 

Despite the fact that a K is 1024 bytes and always has 
been, some companies call 1000 bytes a K. It's not a 
mystery why they do that-it makes their products appear 
to have greater capacities. We call these shortchanged, 
1000-byte K mini-K. 

The Get Info window shown below gives the contents 
of a file, folder or disk in bytes and inK. (It appears when 
you select an icon on the desktop and hit ®ffi].) 

~0 MB3 glossary Info 

~ MB3 glossar y 

Kind: Microsoft Word document 
Siz~ : 119K on disk ( 120,320 bytes used) 

Yh~r~ : MB4 slave: Mao Bible editing tools: 

Cr~at~d: Thu, Feb 6 , 1992, 3 :32PM 
Hodifi~d: Thu, Feb 6 , 1992, 3 :34 PM 
Version: n/a 

Comments : 

0Locbd 0 Shtionery pad 

Note that in this particular Get Info window, the bytes 
and K don't match up (since 120,320/1024 = 117.5, not 
119). That sometimes happens, because the disk is divided 
into sectors (explained below in the entry on initializing 
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disks) and each sector can only hold information from one 
file. If a given file doesn't fill a whole sector, the number 
of K that are set aside for the file will be greater than the 
number of bytes in the file. This discrepancy can partic
ularly mount up when you're dealing with folders that 
contain many files. 

The next unit up from a K is a megabyte (usually 
called a meg-after its inventor, the 14th-century Swedish 
adventurer Meg Holmberg-and often abbreviated MB). A 
meg equals 1024 kilobytes or l ,048,576 bytes (220 bytes). 
As is the case with K, megabytes are sometimes rounded 
down to a million bytes, which we call minimegs. 

As storage devices become more and more humungous, 
the next unit of measure is becoming common: gigabyte, 
or gig, which is 1024 megs (230 bytes). That's more than 
a million K and more than a billion (1,073, 741,824) bytes. 
Marketing being what it is, we confidently expect gigs to 
be treated as an even billion bytes instead of as their true 
value-which, as you can see, is more than 7% higher. 

Gigabyte and gig are both pronounced with hard g's 
(as in go). We mention this because gigawatt (a billion watts) 
is often pronounced with a soft g (like thej injig)-as it 
is, for example, in the movie Back to the Future. You may 
remember the moment when Doc Brown, in 1955, stag
gers into his living room, grabs a framed picture ofThomas 
Edison and yelps at it: "1.21 gigawatts! Tom! How am I 
going to generate that kind of power?"- followed a moment 
later by: "Marty, I'm sorry, but the only power source capa
ble of generating 1.21 gigawatts of electricity is a bolt of 
lightning .... Unfortunately, you never know when or where 
it's going to strike." 

(After that last paragraph appeared in the Third Edition, 
Michael J. Paris wrote us a letter in which he pointed out 
that the prefix giga- is the same one used in gigantic and 
thus should not only have a soft g but a long i-which is 
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also how the International System of Units says it should 
be pronounced. Well, maybe it should be pronounced JAI

guh-byte, but we've never heard anyone actually pronounce 
it that way. From a usage standpoint, the issue has been 
decided-in the US, at least.) 

Anyway, here's a summary of the main units of stor-
age and memory capacity: 

8 bits = 1 byte 

1024 bytes= 1 K (1 000 bytes = 1 mini-K) 

1 024 K = 1 meg (1 OOOK = 1 minimeg) 

1024 megs = 1 gig (1 000 megs = 1 minigig) 

In practical terms, for text, one K equals about 170 
words-! 024 characters divided by the six characters 
(counting the space) in an average word. So a bunch of plain
text files totaling one meg would contain about 175,000 
words-enough to fill three or four average-sized books. 

But that doesn't take into account the fact that most 
files contain formatting information (the fonts and font 
styles used, for example) and all files contain overhead 
(the size, shape and location of the window in which the 
document appears on the screen, and similar informa
tion). The amount of overhead in a document depends 
on which application created it. A Word 5 document with 
just one word of text in it takes up 3K of space, a Super
Paint 2 document with one tiny line drawn in it occupies 
BK, and an Illustrator 3 document with a tiny line takes 
up lOK. 

It how disks work (AN/ SMJ 

Most computer disks are magnetic; they consist of an 
iron-oxide coating (the medium) on a substrate. In the 
ca se of floppy disks, the substrate is ... well. .. floppy. It's 
a flexible plastic similar to recording tape. Inside the 
rectangular, hard plastic case, it's doughnut-shaped
round with a hole in the center. 
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On hard disks, the substrate is hard. It's usually made 
of aluminum and is called a platter. Typically, there's 
more than one platter in a hard disk drive (so calling it a 
hard disk isn't really accurate). 

Read/write heads put magnetic charges into the iron
oxide coating (when writing to the disk) and check to see 
what the charges are (when reading from the disk). Double
sided floppy and hard disk drives (and almost all drives 
are double-sided by now) have two read/write heads-one 
on the top of the disk and the other on the bottom. The 
read/write heads are mounted on arms in much the same 
way that needles are mounted on the tone arms of record 
turntables, and they move in toward the center or out 
toward the edge as the disk spins. 

Since iron oxide is what rust is made of, you can think 
of the contents of magnetic media as stories written in 
rust with a magnet. (With The Macintosh Bible, you don't 
just get information-you get poetry. Not good poetry, of 
course-for that you have to buy the deluxe edition-but 
poetry all the same.) 

Optical disks are usually made of rigid plastic or glass, 
coated with a complex metal alloy. Some optical disks are 
read-only; common examples are music CDs and the CD
ROMs that Macs and other computers get information 
from. The information is put on these disks in the form 
of little dents, which then reflect the light of a laser when 
being read. 

Other optical disks can be written to as well as read 
from. They're enclosed in a hard plastic case and look a 
bit like floppies, but in terms of capacity and speed, 
they're more like hard disks. 

There are two ways information is put on optical disks. 
In the magneto-optical method, a laser heats a tiny spot 
on the disk to about 150° C (hot enough to cook a three
minute egg in two minutes), at which point that spot 
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takes on the polarity of an electromagnet located under
neath it (one of the characteristics of the metal alloy coat
ing being that its polarity only changes at very high 
temperatures). The different polarities reflect light differ
ently, and that's how the laser reads the information. 

In the phase-change method, when the laser heats a 
tiny spot on the disk, it changes to a crystalline state, which 
is shinier than the unheated parts of the disk. The laser 
then reads the pattern of shiny and dull spots. 

ei initializing disks (AN/Chris Allen/RS/Hal Lewis) 

All disks, hard or floppy, have to be initialized (or format
ted) before you can use them. Here again, Chris Allen has 
an analogy that may prove helpful. He says a new disk 
is like a huge, blank sheet of paper. (You can double the 
amount of information on a piece of paper by using both 
sides, so double-sided floppies have twice the storage of 
single-sided floppies.) 

What formatting does is draw a numbered grid, like graph 
paper, that gives you boxes to put information in. Imagine 
information as filling in one of these little boxes or leav
ing it blank. The finer you make the grid, the more little 
squares there are to put information in, so high-density 
disks can contain more information in the same space. 

The grid itself occupies some space, so you have less 
room on a formatted disk than on an unformatted one. 
(When comparing hard disks, be aware that a 105MB hard 
drive from one company may have no more storage space 
than a 100MB hard drive from another company, if the 
first company is advertising unformatted capacity and the 
second formatted capacity.) 

This is a good analogy, but since disks aren't square, 
instead of columns and rows they have tracks (rings 
around the disk) and sectors (divisions within a track). It 
looks sort of like this: 
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sectors 

The size of the sectors varies with the capacity of the 
disk. The sectors on floppies are always 512 bytes (ha lf 
a K, in other words). On h ard drives, they range in size 
between 512 bytes and 4K, and as drives continue to get 
bigger, so \vill sector size. 

Initia lizing a floppy is easy. When you insert a virgin 
floppy into a Mac, you get a dialog box that tells you This 
disk is unreadable: and asks Do you want to initialize it? 
Simply click either the One-Sided or Two-Sided button. 
(To abort the process, click the Eject button.) But b eware: 
if you get this message when you insert a disk that a lready 
contains data, think before you respond, because initial
izing will erase the disk's contents. 

Initia lizing a h ard disk should be equally easy, but 
som e drives come with confusing initialization software. 
(Tha t's why it's importa nt to consider more than just 
price when you're shopping for a hard drive. See the 
section on h ard disks for more on this topic.) Fortunately, 
mos t h ard disks come already initialized. 

tl the directory and desktop files (RS/SA/AN/SMJ 

Initia lizing r eserves part of a disk for special files, one of 
which is called the directory. Like the directory in an 
office building, which tells you which companies are in 
which offices, the directory on a disk keeps track of which 
files are in which sectors. Every time you save a file to 
disk, its location is recorded in the directory. If it weren't, 
you'd have to know the actu al track and sector loca tions 
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to find a file again; the name of the file wouldn't do you 
any good at all. 

Initializing also reserves disk space for the desktop 
files (in System 6 there's only one, not two). They store 
the size and location of open windows, how the contents 
of windows are viewed (by Icon, Name or whatever), what 
each application's icons look like, the Get Info informa
tion for every file, etc. In other words, the directory keeps 
track of where files are stored on the disk and the desk
top files keep track of how their icons and windows are 
displayed on the screen. 

The more windows and different kinds of icons you have, 
and the more often you've moved things around, the 
larger the desktop files get; periodically, you need to 
rebuild them, which tidies them up by getting rid of obso
lete information. (For how to do that, see the entry called 
rebuilding the desktop in the hard disk section below.) 

Both the directory and desktop files are norma lly 
invisible-that is, they don't show up on the desktop. 
But you can get to them with programs like DiskTop or 
most of the other file-handling software described in the 
utilities chapter. 

In the BOOK disk window s hown at the top of the next 
page, the in disk and available figures add up to 767K; 
the other 33K are occupied by the directory, desktop files 
and similar housekeeping files (boot blocks and other 
things you don't want to know about). These invisible 
files usually account for about 2% to 4% of a floppy disk's 
total capacity. 
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The situation is somewhat different on hard disks; a 
certain amant of space is reserved for the directory, desk
top files , etc. regardless of whether the disk contains one 
file or a thousand. In other words, the room left for invis
ible files depends on the capacity of a hard disk, not on 
its contents. It a lso varies with the brand of disk-from 
about 3% to 8% of the total capacity. 

Below is a window for an 80-meg hard disk. Its actual 
capacity is 82,069K, which means the directory, desk
top files, etc., are taking up about 3426K, or a little more 
than 4%. 

0 MB4 slaue 
15 items 22 .7MB in disk 54.1 MB available 

System Folder Appendix B, draft temp WORD-Nisus tests 

LJ 
Word 5 .0 MB4 ch 3 adds for Lynn Applications 

LJ LJ 
MB4 draft mss Mac Bible editing tools Jan 's stuff 
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ei deleting and recovering files (SA/AN/RSJ 

When you delete a file from a disk, whether by dragging 
it into the Trash or by u s ing a Delete command, the infor
mation isn't actually removed; the directory is simply 
told that the sectors previously occupied by that file are 
now available for storing new files. The deleted file remains 
on the disk. until it's overwritten by new information 
being put into the sectors in which it's stored. 

Certain utility programs, described in the recovering data 
from disks section of Chapter 8, can locate where files a re 
on disk even after the directory has been told to forget 
about them. Some of these utilities do that by maintain
ing their own separate directory as a backup. But remem
ber-the easiest way to recover files is to back them up 
regularly (for more on that, see the section on backing 
up disks later in this ch apter). 

Sometimes you want a file to completely disappear . If 
it's on a floppy. you can remove it completely by reinitia l
izing the floppy. If it's on a hard disk, however, you obvi
ouslywouldn't want to reinitialize the whole hard diskjust 
to get rid of it. For how to deal with that s ituation, see 
the entry on Complete Delete and the rest of the security 
and protection software section in Chapter 7. 

Hard disks 

• hard disk basics (AN/SA/RSJ 

In the early days of the Mac, hard disks were luxuries
accessories lus ted after by the great masses of computer 
users but owned by few. Now they're pretty much stan
dard equipment. 

A Mac running off floppies a lone isn't useless. but it's 
difficult to do any serious work on il. So if you can't 
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afford to buy a Mac with a hard disk, you probably 
shouldn't buy the Mac at all. 

(As of this writing, you can buy a 105-megabyte exter
nal hard disk for around $425, and smaller drives are even 
cheaper. For more details, see the entry called which 
brand to buy later in this section.) 

Unlike floppy disks, where the disk and its drive are 
two separate items, hard disk and hard drive are (typic
ally) two names for the same thing-a metal case inside 
of which are one or more rigid disks, or platters, stacked 
on top of each other, a mechanism to spin them, and the 
read/write heads that put data onto, and take data off 
of, the disk(s). 

Each platter has its own set of read/write heads (top 
and bottom). While the read/write heads of floppy disk 
drives actually touch the disk, in hard drives they float 
over the disk on a cushion of air that's thinner than a 
human hair. The tolerance is so fine that the smallest 
dust particle can cause trouble. That's why hard disks 
are sealed. 

One advantage of hard disks is capacity-they store a 
lot more data than floppies. That's because the magnetic 
particles on a hard disk's platters are smaller than the 
ones on floppy disks, so a lot more information can be 
packed into a lot less space. It's convenient to put every
thing on your hard disk, so you don't have to wonder which 
floppy a particular file or application is on. 

But the preeminent advantage of hard disks is speed
open the same me from a floppy and a hard disk and you'll 
see the speed difference right away. That's because hard 
disks spin faster than floppies and because, with the 
information packed more closely, the read/write heads 
don't have as far to travel. 
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Also, since a h a rd disk is always spinning, there's no 
waiting for it to come up to speed. (One final reason hard 
disks are faster: you don't have to spend time looking for, 
inserting and ejecting a ll those floppies.) 

Three factors affect the speed of hard disks: fragmen
tation, interleave (both described in their own en tries 
b elow) and the m ethod used to move the arm on which 
the read/write h eads are mounted. The fastest hard disks 
use a voice coil (s imilar to the magnet that moves the cone 
in a speaker); it moves the heads almost instantly. Slower 
ones use an electric motor (called a stepper). 

Before a hard disk can be used, it has to be initialized 
(described in the entry called initia lizing disks above). 
Some manufactu rers m ake you do that yourself, but 
usually a hard disk is already initialized when you buy it. 

ti internal vs. external hard disks (AN/RSJ 

An internal hard disk is one that's mounted inside the Mac 
itself. Since you don't have to buy a separate case, an inter
nal hard disk is cheaper than the equivalent external hard 
disk. It takes up no desk space, and you don't h ave to 
lug a separate piece of equipment around when you're 
moving your Mac. 

But there are also several disadvantages to an inter
na l hard disk. It makes your Mac heavier and more frag
ile. If it breaks, you'll b e without your Mac for the interim 
(unless you pull it out of the Mac). And when you need 
to diagnose whether your h ard disk or your Mac is cau s 
ing a problem , it's a lot easier to disconnect an external 
h ard disk and plug in a different Mac than it is to r emove 
an interna l hard disk. 

Another disadvantage of an intern a l hard disk is that 
it u ses the Mac's power supply (the component that 
converts the 11 0-volt AC from your wall socket into DC 
electricity of a lower voltage, so your Mac can use it). The 
power supplies on many Macs, especially the LC and s i, 
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are quite marginal, and you might not want to subject them 
to the extra load of an internal hard disk. (Several manu
facturers, notably Quantum, have come out with low
power versions of their most popular internal drives just 
for the LC and si.) 

Because the LC's case isn't very tall, it will accept only 
very low-profile drives. Several are available in the 50MB
to-240MB range. You may not get as good a price or 
exactly the capacity you want with these specialized inter
nal drives, so be sure to shop around. 

If you use one Mac at work and another at home, an 
external drive has another advantage- you can just carry 
the drive back and forth instead of having to remember 
what to put on floppies . (See the portability entry later in 
this section for more on this.) 

ti $/meg {ANJ 

The first things to look for in a h ard disk are reliability, 
support and length of warranty. Then you want to think 
about price, and the best way to evaluate that is dollars 
per megabyte of capacity. Just take the cost and divide 
it by the number of megs the drive holds (but don't rely 
on advertised capacity-see the next entry for more on 
that). The lower the number, the better. 

The fmal consideration is speed. All hard disks are pretty 
fast (though. again, advertised speeds don't always have 
a lot to do with how fast a hard disk actually is when you're 
using it). [The speed of a disk matters most when you're 
using applications that access the hard diskfrequently
like animation programs, CAD (computer-assisted design) 
software and some games-but it's noticeable even in a 
program like Word. -RS] 

ti untruth in labelling {ANJ 

With very rare exceptions, the number of megabytes a 
manufacturer says you get is a lot more than the actua l 
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capacity of the drive. It's rea lly a disgrace how completely 
unprincipled this has become. 

First they all treat a megabyte as a million characters 
(it's actually l ,048,576 characters- a lmost 5o/o more). If 
you don't think that's s ignificant, I'll be happy to take a 
5% commission on everything you buy. But even using 
these minimegs (as I like to call them). they lie. 

In my time, I've owned a "45MB" hard disk that actu
ally h eld 42 m egs (43 minimegs), a "144MB" hard disk 
that actually held 134 megs (137 minirnegs) and a "535MB" 
hard disk tha t actually held 507 megs (519 minimegs). 
I'd tell you the brands but it wouldn't b e fair to them, 
because most manufacturer s do the same thing. On the 
other hand, I'm h appy to give some good publicity to 
FWB, whose Hammer 300 drive holds 312 megs. 

Another way drive manufacturers cheat is by advertising 
the unformatted instead of the formatted capacity. So
ignore a drive's advertised capacity in megs. Get its actual, 
formatted capacity in bytes, divide by 1,048,576, and 
use that in your $ /meg calculations. Don't think for a 
moment that you can compare the price per meg of two 
drives until you've determined what each one really holds. 

tl which hard disk to buy (RS/ANJ 

We're not big enou gh to set up a comprehensive program 
of h ard disk testing, so what we'll give you here are just 
some rules of thumb. Still, like most rules of thumb, 
they're based on a lot of experien ce, ours and other 
people's, and they s hould serve you well. 

Almost all h ard drive vendors buy the guts of their hard 
disks-the actual disk pla tters, read/write heads , etc.
from someone else. They add a power supply, a case, 
cabling and some software, and put their name on the 
outside. So the frrst and most important rule of thumb when 
buying a hard disk is : The manufacturer of the disk mech
anism itself is more important than the name on the case. 
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{It's true that it's the vendor, not the actual manufac
turer of the drive mechanism, who's going to provide the 
support. But even the best vendor isn't going to be able 
to provide good support if all their drive mechanisms 
start going bad, and if the drive mechanisms don't fail, 
you won't need support.) 

That's not to say that all hard disks with the same mech
anism are created equal. The better ones have robust power 
supplies that aren't prone to failure, shielding around 
power supplies and wiring (to protect against data loss 
and interference with the Mac itself), sturdier cases and 
the like. Still, the mechanism is what matters most. 

In our opinion, the best actual drive mechanisms are 
CDC (originally made by Control Data Corporation, now 
made by Seagate). The CDC Wren mechanisms in partic
ular are famous for continuing to run while being shot 
from cannons, but they only come in larger sizes-about 
300 megs on up. 

Most people we know seem to think that ihe best mech
anism for smaller drives is made by Quantum (despite some 
problems that developed with the internal Quantum 
drives sold by Apple in Macs). We have several external 
Quantum drives and have been quite happy with them. 

Up to about 220 megs, Quantum makes the fastest 
mechanisms, although Maxtor also makes some compet
itively fast drives and so does CDC (at the upper edge of 
the range). Seagate and Conner make the slowest drives 
in this range-but from 300 megs on up to a gigabyte and 
beyond, Seagate's are the fastest. 

(Things move fast in this field, so these guidelines may 
well be out-of-date by the time you read them. The best 
way to see where things are currently is to check the most 
recent comparison tests in Macworld and MacUser.) 

In our experience, the worst maker of drive mechan
isms was Rodime (now out of business). We had Rodime 
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mechanisms in three different makes of drive at the office 
and had problems with every single one of them. Rodime 
drives also tended to be expensive and slow. 

Since you won't always know which drive mechanism 
a manufacturer uses (they sometimes switch, or even 
use several suppliers at the same time). you have to insist 
on the mechanism you want. In fact. you'll sometimes want 
to insist on a particular model of mechanism. 

For example, in the 100-megabyte range, a Quantum 
LP105S (LPS) is preferable to the older Quantum ProDrive 
1058. Other mechanisms to look for are the Seagate 
ST2373 in the 330-meg range, the Quantum PD425S in 
the 410-meg range, the Seagate ST4702 in the 600-meg 
range. the Seagate ST4 767 in the 650-meg range and the 
Seagate ST41600 in the gigabyte-and-beyond range. 
(However, these model numbers may already be out-of
date by the time you read this, given how fast the indus
try's changing.) 

Another important factor in choosing a hard disk is the 
software that comes with it. Most drives come initialized, 
but if yours doesn't, initializing it can be either easy or 
hard. If your drive's initialization software is frustrating 
to use, don't despair-there's software you can buy sepa
rately that will initialize virtually any hard drive (and will 
often make it run faster too). The best such programs are 
Silverlining, which also comes with La Cie drives. and Hard 
Disk ToolKit. which also comes with FWB Hammer drives. 

Drives often come with software that defragments your 
disk (see the entry on fragmentation later in this section) 
and that helps you recover accidentally deleted files. We'll 
mention some of these utilities below as we describe the 
drives they come with, but for details about them, see 
Chapter 7 . Among the best software that sometimes 
comes packaged with drives are Norton Utilities and 
MacTools Deluxe. 
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A second rule of thumb for buying hard disks is: Get 
the longest warranty you can, and a third is: Buy from a 
vendor you know and trust, and hope they don't change
manufacturers' warranties don't do you any good if a 
company collapses, as those of us with Jasmine drives 
discovered. 

Jasmine was once the premier Mac hard drive manu
facturer. A series of problems ranging from mismanage
ment to receiving a batch of defective mechanisms from 
a supplier sent them into bankruptcy, which left a lot of 
customers with defective drives. Although Jasmine had 
fine warranties, no one was left to honor them (although 
several repair companies did take pity on Jasmine owners 
and offered to fix their drives at a discount). 

Because of intense competition, the hard drive market 
is no longer as profitable as it once was. Many small (and 
even a couple of large) hard drive companies may not 
survive, so be careful who you buy from. 

The fourth and fmal rule of thumb for buying hard drives 
is: Talk to people who've had good, hands-on experience, 
and get the same kind of drives they have. Unfortunately, 
drive manufacturers come and go, and the quality of 
their products sometimes seems to wax and wane with 
the phases of the moon. So the fact that a friend has had 
good luck with a particular brand is no guarantee that 
you will too, months or years later. Still, your friends' 
experience may be more current than ours, given the 
time lag inherent in publishing a book. 

Now that we've covered the rules of thumb and the best 
mechanisms, it's time to talk about the actual hard disk 
brands we like the best. Drives from FWB and MicroNet 
most often win the comparison tests in MacUser and Mac
world, and this goes for almost any size drive these com
panies sell. Their products also offer the highest-quality 
construction, but you'll pay dearly for these advantages. 
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FWB's Hammer drives in particular have a reputation for 
costing more than the competition. 

La Cie is owned by the largest maker of hard disk mech
anisms-Quantum. It stands to reason that they'd know 
how to get the most out of their own mechanisms and, in 
general, they do. (Another advantage: since Quantum is 
a huge company, they're unlikely to go out of business and 
leave you with an orphaned, unwarrantied hard disk.) 

Although La Cie hard drives aren't as fast or as bullet
proof as FWB's and MicroNet's, and are rarely the very 
best performers in their class, they're always near the top 
and their quality is high. They come with one of the best 
formatting programs on the market-Silverlining-and one 
of the best utility packages-Norton Utilities. La Cie drives 
are sold only by mail order, directly from the company. 
Their prices usually are competitive, which makes them 
one of the best deals around. 

La Cie is an abbreviation for la compagnie-French for 
the company-and is pronounced lah SEE (just when refer
ring to this US manufacturer. that is, not in France, 
where & Cie. is used the same way & Co. is in English
at the end of company names). 

Many mail-order houses put drives together them
selves; one of the best is APS in Independence, Missouri. 
APS offers drives built around many different mechan
isms. Their prices are excellent and their products are solid, 
well-made, middle-of-their-class performers. (How does 
APS do it? Apparently they just make less of a profit than 
most other vendors.) 

APS even provides a toll-free support number, staffed 
by knowledgeable , friendly people (and an adequate 
number of them). The company is famous for near-heroic 
feats of service and repair. Arthur's office has bought 
many APS drives and has been very happy with both the 
product and the company. 
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Although APS drives do come with a formatter and a 
good selection of public-domain software, they don't 
include a first-class commercial utility, so you won't get 
useful things like a backup program. On the other hand, 
you won't pay for programs that you don't want, and you 
can buy a utility like Norton or MacTools separately. 

Another good mail-order house that makes its own 
hard drives is MacProducts of Austin, Texas. 

Ehman drives were once among the lowest-priced on 
the market, and they tended to be reliable. Recently 
they've been redesigned, and are prettier and of better qual
ity. Still, it's hard to recommend this company's equip
ment, since they're having serious financial troubles. If 
the company doesn't survive, any product you buy from 
them could become an orphan, with no support or warranty 
service available to you. 

Ehman has been known for abysmal customer support 
in the past. Members of a local user group report hear
ing one of Ehman's support people being consistently 
rude to a customer who was having problems with one 
of their products. 

Cartridge drives and portable hard drives are also 
worth considering; they're described in the next few 
entries. (Also see the entry called using SCSI drives made 
for PCs in the SCSI devices section below.) 

ti portability (RSJ 

The easiest ways to transport large amounts of data from 
one Mac to another are with a cartridge or a portable hard 
drive. Other methods that will soon be practical are very
high-density floppies (discussed in the future of floppy 
d rives in the floppy disk section below) and optical flop
pies (discussed in the future of hard drives at the end of 
this section). 
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A cartridge is a removable hard disk that looks like a 
giant floppy disk. There are three types-SyQuest, 
Bernoulli and Ricoh-and they're all incompatible with 
each another. Each type of cartridge holds about 45 
megabytes (SyQuest also has an 88MB drive). 

In general, cartridge drives have the reputation for 
being less reliable than hard drives, particularly when 
chained with many other SCSI devices (for more about 
SCSI, see the next section). SyQuests are considered the 
most quirky, but they're also the fastest, cheapest and 
most popular, which is important if you plan to exchange 
cartridges with other people. (See the next entry for more 
details and a different opinion. ) 

Ricoh is th e newest, easiest to use and most reliable 
type of cartridge, but it's a lso more expensive and slightly 
s lower than SyQuest. Bernoulli is a solid performer, but 
it's s lower and more expensive than the other two. 

Many companies don't advertise which mechanism 
they use in their cartridge drive, so make sure you ask. 
The companies that offer the best values in hard drives 
also tend to offer the best values in cartridge drives (see 
which hard disk to buy above). 

An increasingly popular a lternative to cartridges are 
minidrives based on the Quantum 2.5-inch GO hard disk 
mechanism, which is smaller than a pack of cigarettes 
and was developed for laptop computers. Minidrives based 
on the GO are lightweight, very reliable and use minimal 
power, yet perform as well as larger hard drives. Quan
tum makes 40MB and 80MB versions of the GO mechan
ism. La Cie and Liberty are two companies that make 
minidrives based on it. 

Minidrives can be made even smaller and lighter by leav
ing out the power supply and fan (without the power 
supply to heat up, there's no need for a fan). Some are 
even small enough to fit into your shirt pocket! Such 
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models get power from the port in the back of the Mac 
that's designed to plug external floppy drives into, from 
an AC converter that plugs into the wall or from a dock
ing unit, a base you insert the minidrive into that contains 
a power supply and a fan. 

Before you buy a minidrive that takes its power from 
the floppy port, make sure your Mac's power supply can 
handle it. Some Macs with marginal power supplies (like 
the Plus, LC or si) can't handle the extra current draw and 
might fail. So get the manufacturer's assurance that the 
drive will work reliably with your model of Mac, or buy a 
drive that plugs into a docking unit or AC converter instead. 

• SyQuest cartridges (Chris Allen) 

One of the most popular kinds of hard disk is the 44MB 
removable cartridge manufactured by SyQuest, yet you 
never see the SyQuest name on a case. That's because 
other manufacturers package SyQuest's drive with their 
own case, power supply and custom software, and then 
sell it under their own name. 

All SyQuest drives function basically the same. Their 
44MB cartridges are interchangeable, and even the soft
ware from one company can often be used on another 
company's drive (although this isn't recommended). 

While SyQuest drives typically cost twice as much as 
regular hard drives of about the same size, additional 
cartridges are cheap-anywhere from $60-$120. Obvi
ously, the ability to pick up another 44MB of storage for 
about $100 is very attractive, and most SyQuest drive 
owners accumulate five or ten cartridges in no time at a ll. 

SyQuest drives are as fast as ordinary hard drives-in 
fact, with an access time of about 25 milliseconds, they're 
faster than most of Apple's drives. But they're a lso louder, 
so they're primarily used for backup and archiving rather 
than as primary units. 
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{SyQuest drives use some impressive technology. The 
platter is made from a very hard nickel-cadmium slurry 
which is coated with a fluorocarbon many times more slip
pery than Teflon. To fling dust and other junk off it, the disk 
spins up to 4200 rpm when you turn it on, then back down 
to its operating speed of3260 rpm.-AN] 

SyQuest drives are good for people who work for clients, 
because you can put each client's data (or each project) 
on a separate cartridge, leaving your applications and 
personal files on your main hard disk. SyQuest drives are 
also useful for desktop publishers-many typesetting 
service bureaus now have them. so that customers with 
large documents or complex images to print can bring in 
a cartridge instead of a raft of floppies. [if you work with 
scans, color, EPS files or long page-layout documents. 
cartridges aren't merely useful when going to a service 
bureau-they're essentiaL-AN] 

The press has generally given the SyQuest technology 
good reviews, but some people claim that the cartridges 
aren't reliable (like Randy. in the partibility entry) . I 
personally believe they're as reliable as any hard drive on 
the market-if you treat each SyQuest cartridge with the 
same care you'd accord to a regular hard drive. For 
example, you shouldn't leave cartridges in your briefcase 
on the back seat of a car parked in the sun. 

Lots of companies sell SyQuest drives, including PLI 
(Infinity 40 Turbo) , Mass Micro (DataPak drives). MicroTech 
(R50 drives) and AIC (Slimline). [I recommend MacProd
uct's Magic 45-it's well-built, yet at $600 list, it's one of 
the cheapest SyQuest drives on the marlcet.-RS] 

The Infinity 40 Turbo from PLI is reported to be the most 
reliable SyQuest drive. It comes in a one-drive and two
drive configuration ($900 and $1800 list respectively). 
Both are designed to fit under a compact Mac; if you're 
using them with a II, you can stand them on their sides. 
PLI's drive software is among the best-elegant and full-
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fea tured-and you also get public-domain files, a collec
tion of shareware, clip art and software demonstrations. 

Mass Micro's drives come in three shapes. One is for 
putting under compact Macs like the Plus and SE; it has 
a slight tilt to position the Mac screen for better viewing 
($900 list). The second fits perfectly on top of a Mac II, 
Ilx or Ilfx; its styling is coordinated with those machines 
and it has room for two SyQuest drives or a SyQuest drive 
and an ordinary hard drive ($1100 list). The third shape 
is sized and styled for the Mac Ilcx and Ilci ($1000 list). 
All these drives come with the SUM utilities . 

MicroTech's R50 only comes in one shape-a traditional 
rounded-corner box that fits under a compact Mac ($1300 
list). MicroTech's drive software is almost as good as PLI's. 
The drives come with a copy of Norton Macintosh Utilities 
and Transport, a Mac-to-DOS file-sharing program. 

{We've usedAIC drives for years and have had good luck 
with them. At least one model I have is quieter than any 
other SyQuest drive I've heard.-AN] 

There a re a lot of other SyQuest drives on the ma rket, 
including some generic brands that h ave no label on the 
case. Be sure to check out the drive software with a 
dealer or a friend b efore purchasing a no-name brand 
(actually, this is good a dvice before purchasing any no
name hard drive). 

li Liberty portable hard disks (Chris Allen) 

Liberty Systems makes a wide range of small and portable 
hard disks. Their 70-series drives are only two inches wide, 
five inches tall and seven inches deep (just a little larger 
than a floppy disk drive), yet they hold from 40 megs to 
one gigabyte of data! Liberty's 20-series minidrives are 
just 1% inches wide(!), three inches tall and five inches 
deep, into which Liberty m anages to squeeze a power 
supply and up to 80 m egs of data. 
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Everything is included in the case; there's no external 
power supply, just a standard power cord you plug into 
the wall. (There's a lso no fan, so these drives are virtu
ally s ilent-although the lack of a fan might make them 
run warm and reduce their reliability.) SyQuest cartridges 
may be a little smaller and lighter, but they require an 
expensive drive at both locations. 

The mechanisms in the smaller Liberty drives (under 
105MB) are Quantums; in one-gigabyte drives. it's a Toshiba. 
Liberty drives come with a two-year warranty if you buy 
a carrying case. and a one-year warranty if you don't. 

You get only the most basic software with these drives, 
but at least it's reliable. Liberty's manual isn't great, but 
their telephone support is adequate. Liberty only sells direct 
to consumers. without discounts, so the prices below are 
not only list but a lso what you'll actually pay. 

As of this writing. the 40MB 70-series drive costs $700, 
the 80MB $950, the 105MB $1050 and the one-gigabyte 
drive $2700. The 40MB 20-series minidrive costs $900 
and the 80MB $1000. The carrying case is $30 in nylon 
or $50 in leather. 

ti future hard drives {RSJ 

As with many other hardware technologies for the Mac, 
the future of hard drives is here now-providing you're 
willing to pay for it. You have to a lso be willing to invest 
in a standard that may never become common and may 
lose support at any time. 

Hard drives are becoming faster and faster, and one way 
to get blazing speed out of them is to bypass the SCSI port 
(described in the next section) entirely and connect directly 
to your Mac's internal NuBus slot or the processor direct 
slot (PDS). MicroNet's NuPort and Storage Dimension's Data 
Cannon both use this approach, but these boards add $600 
and $900 (respectively) to the cost of the hard drives. 
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A new drive on the market that holds a lot of promise 
is the 3.5-inch, 128MB read/write optical drive from DGR 
Technologies. At $1500, it's priced competitively with 
SyQuest drives, holds much more data on a much smaller 
cartridge, and is faster and much more reliable (optical 
disks are practically indestructible). It's hard to predict 
whether this standard will become popular-only time will 
tell-but if you're in the market for a drive with a trans
portable medium or unlimited capacity, and you don't have 
to worry about compatibility with other users, you should 
check this one out. 

WORM drives (write once, read many) let you add infor
mation to an optical disk, but once it's there you can't 
alter it. Megabyte for megabyte, these drives cost consid
erably more than hard disks. [Rewritable optical drives 
have superseded WORM drives for all but specialized uses 
by lawyers, accountants or others who need a permanent 
audit trail.-Chris Ferino] 

tl care and feeding of hard disks (AN/DC/RSJ 

Hard disks are remarkably tough, but cruel and unusual 
punishment can damage them. The most important rule 
is not to move a hard disk when it's turned on. And 
when you move it, pick it up-never scoot it across the 
desk surface. 

However, you don't need to worry about this with the 
tiny, 2. 5-inch hard drives in laptop or notebook comput
ers, or with stand-alone drives built around the same 
mechanisms. They're designed to withstand the abuses 
of portable operation. 

Another thing to avoid is rapid temperature changes. 
Don't carry a hard disk around in your trunk all day in the 
dead of winter, then bring it inside and start it up right away; 
give it a couple of hours to warm to room temperature. 
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When you tran sport a h ard disk, make sure its heads 
a re parked . Mos t h ard disks a u tom a tically pa rk the 
h eads each time you shut down (this is the right way to 
do it); others require tha t you specifically tell them to park 
the h eads . 

tl turning hard disks on and off tAN/ RSJ 

You should always turn on your hard disk(s)-and any other 
periphera ls-firs t, wait until the hard disk is up to speed, 
and then turn on the Mac. When shutting off the Mac, follow 
exactly the opposite procedure-firs t turn off the Mac (by 
choosing Shut Down from the Finder's Special menu). 
then shut off your hard disk(s ) and other periphera ls. 

The reason for these procedures is to ins ula te the Ma c 
from surges cau sed by turning periphera ls on or off. If 
the Mac is off wh en you switch a peripheral on or off, it 
can't be h armed . 

tl accidentally shutting off a hard disk tSAJ 

If you accidenta lly turn off you r h ard dis k during a work 
session, as I once did-don't panic. Just lurn it b ack on. 
Th ere a re only two tim es wh en your Mac will know the 
difference; if you were in the middle of opening a file, you'll 
have to try opening it again ; an d if you were in the middle 
of saving a file, you probably won't be able to get a t it unless 
you know h ow to recover damaged files (see the section 
called Problems w ith d isks in Chapter 8). 

tl organizing a hard disk (AN/RSJ 

The genera l principles of good organization apply to ha rd 
disks as much as to anything else. Prime a mong these. 
of course. is apjeaeiip . By an incredible coincidence, the 
letters that make up this word (which , as you undoub t
edly know. m eans good housekeeping in Fijia n) are also 
the initia ls of th e English phrase a p lace for everything 
and everything in i ts p lace. 
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Apfeaeiip is, of course, an unattainable ideal. That's why 
you need a wrong-place box. I came upon this concept when 
living with four roommates. We'd take turns straighten
ing up but that was an impossible task when all kinds of 
stuff, of indeterminate ownership and importance, lay 
randomly about the house. 

So we got a big cardboard box and put it in a central 
location. Then we had a meeting and agreed where things 
belonged. From that point on, if anything wasn't in its 
place, whoever was straightening up put it in the wrong
place box. If you couldn't find something where you left 
it, you just looked there. (This sounds sort of fascistic, 
but it was actually a very simple and easy way to deal with 
the problem.) 

If you share your hard disk (and maybe even if you don't), 
you need a wrong-place box-a folder called need to be 
put away, left in the wrong place or the like. You just pop 
things in there when they're in the way and then period
ically, when you don't have anything more pressing to do, 
you open that folder and figure out where all the stuff in 
it really belongs. 

There are two basic ways to organize folders on a hard 
disk-by type of application (graphics, word processing, 
databases, etc.) and by type of work (Project A, Project B, 
budget, personal, etc.). In general, it makes sense to use 
both kinds of folders, even though you'll sometimes forget 
whether a given document is filed under a work category 
or under the kind of application that created it. 

One folder that tends to become unruly on most people's 
disks is the system folder, which contains multiple exten
sions (called inits in System 6). preference files auto
matically created by programs, scrap files and so on. A 
shareware utility called Tidy It Up! by Guy Fiems does a 
good job of organizing your system folder logically (accord
ing to parameters that you set). 
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Don't lay down a rigid organizational scheme and 
then be afraid to break out of it. For example, if you use 
a particular progra m frequently, it's fine to put its icon 
by itself out in the disk window (als o known as the root 
directory) even if a ll the r elated programs and docu
m ents a re in a folder. 

By the same token, if you use one particular document 
most of the time you use a given application, put its icon, 
rather than the application's icon, somewhere easy to get 
to-not where related programs and documents are kept. 

Another approach is to create one or more templates for 
each application you use frequently. You open the appli
cation, set a ll the parameters the way you want them (size 
and position of the document window; pos ition of any tool 
palettes; default font, size and style; Page Setup preferences; 
etc. etc.), then save it as [Application name] template. 

In System 7, you can save any document as stationery 
(in other words, as a template), so that every time you open 
it, it shows up as Untitled. In System 6, some applications 
let you do that. If the one you're using won't, be sure to 
Save As ... as soon as you open the template. Put your 
templates in a special folder that always stays open on the 
desktop and you won't have to go rooting around in program 
folders whenever you want to open an application. 

This kind of approach is made even easier by System 
Ts ability to m ake aliases of applications and documents 
(described in further detail in Chapter 4). You can put 
an a lias anywhere you want, and it gives you instant 
access to the original application or document. You can 
even add a liases to the tl menu. Of course, you have to 
organize a liases too, but a growing number of utilities a re 
b eing designed to h elp you do that. 

Viewing files by Date and Name is a lot more efficient 
than viewing by Icon or by Sm all Icon. Lis t folders and 
programs by name and documents by date (so the ones 
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you worked on most recently rise to the top of the list). 
Combining list views with careful positioning and "stair
casing" of nested windows allows the maximum amount 
of data to be viewed. 

System Ts outline feature (in list views) lets you see the 
contents of a folder without opening the folder's window. 
That may work better for you than staircasing windows, 
though the little arrows waste a lot of space on the left side 
of the windows. (There's more about this in Chapter 4.) 

One last general rule: it's your desktop. You can do what
ever you want with it. There's no right or wrong way to 
organize things. In particular, remember that you can name 
your folders whatever you want. (Arthur has one called 
dealing with psychopaths-which, unfortunately, is chock 
full of stuff.) Feel free to reorganize and rename folders 
and files often-a good desktop is constantly evolving. 

el a .fleet is only as fast ... (DCJ 

If you have more than one hard disk connected to your 
Mac, you'll find that returning to the desktop from an appli
cation will only be as fast as the slowest drive connected. 
You can speed things up somewhat by keeping all the 
windows on the slower drive(s) closed. 

el rebuilding the desktop (RS/SA/AN/SMJ 

The desktop files keep track of deleted files as well as current 
ones, which means they just keep getting bigger. Since these 
files have to be read each time the desktop is displayed, 
starting up and returning to the Finder can get pretty slug
gish. When this happens, rebuilding the desktop (files) 
will delete all the obsolete information they contain. 

To rebuild the desktop on the startup disk, hold down 
loption(~lwhile starting your Mac (or while inserting the disk, 
if your startup disk is a floppy). Another way to do it is to 
delete the current desktop files with a utility like Disk.Top 
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or DiskTools that lets you work with invisible files. When 
you return to the Finder from the utility, new desktop files 
will be created. (System 6 also lets you rebuild the desk
top by holding down I option~ when exiting an application, 
but this doesn't work under System 7.) 

When you rebuild the desktop. you lose any comments 
you typed in Get Info boxes, but everything else will be 
fine. (A number of shareware programs are available that 
preserve your Get Info comments when rebuilding the desk
top; your local user group or bulletin board should know 
about them.) 

If System Ts desktop files get corrupted, folders can 
disappear from the desktop. Simply rebuilding the desk
top with lopuonl~l won't bring these folders back, because 
it doesn't delete the old desktop files and rebuild them 
from scratch. 

Apple's released something called System 7 Tune-Up 
(available from dealers and users groups). Once installed, 
it prevents the problem from occurring. They're also work
ing on a version of Disk First Aid (the troubleshooting util
ity that comes with all Macs) that will fix the problem. By 
the time you read this. System 7 will most likely have had 
Tune-Up incorporated in it. 

If it hasn't, try using a utility like DiskTop, MacTools 
or Fedit to make these desktop files vis ib le. Then rename 
them to anything other than their original names and 
restart your Mac. This will force the Mac to create new 
desktop files from scratch. Finally , throw the old. renamed 
desktop files into the trash. 

If you try to rebuild a hard disk's desktop file while 
running MultiFinder under System 6, you may get a 
message that there's not enough memory to complete the 
operation. Switching ou t of MultiFinder and starting 
again with ~ held down usually takes care of that 
problem. 
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tl fragmentation (SA/RS/Hal Lewis} 

Each sector on a Macintosh floppy holds 512 bytes, or 
half a K, of information. On hard disks, sectors can be 
as large as 4K-and they're getting bigger as hard disk 
sizes increase. Still, most files are bigger than 4K (not to 
mention half a K), thus they occupy several sectors. Large 
files may take up several tracks. 

When a disk is r elatively empty, a file is stored on it in 
contiguous sectors, one after the other; this makes for fast 
saves, and for fast reads when you want to open the file 
later. But after you've been using your disk for a while , 
things get messy. 

Let's say you start by saving three files to disk: A (which 
takes up ten sectors). B (five sectors) and C (fifteen 
sectors) . Your disk will now look something like this (for 
the purpose of saving us hours of extra work on these illus
trations, please ignore the fact that, on a disk, sectors are 
arranged in concentric circles, not in a grid): 

A A A A A A A A A A 

B B B B B c c c c c 
c c c c c c c c c c 

Now you erase file B, which frees up five sectors. You 
create a new file, D, and save it to the disk, where it requires 
eight sectors. The first five go where B was and the last 
three are put after file C. Now your disk looks like this: 

A A A A A A A A A A 

D D D D D c c c c c 
c c c c c c c c c c 
D D D 
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Next you edit file C and save it again-oops, it needs 
more than fifteen sectors now, so the overflow is put after 
the second part of file D. Now your disk looks like this: 

A A A A A A A A A A 

D D D D D c c c c c 
c c c c c c c c c c 
D D D c c c c c .C (: 

c c c c 

And so on. As your disk gets fragmented (actually, it's 
the files that are fragmented, but the phrase everyone uses 
is diskfragmentation), both reading from it and writing 
to it really s low down. 

Fragmentation occurs on all disks that get a lot of use, 
but because floppies are relatively small and slow anyway, 
it's really only a concern on hard disks. For what to do 
about fragm entation, see the next entry. 

el defragmenting hard disks (RS/AN/SAJ 

Once a disk is fragmented, you're not stuck with it that 
way-all you have to do is defragment it. Programs like 
DiskExpress. SpeedDisk (part of the Norton Utilities) 
and Silverlining rewrite all the files so they occupy 
contiguous portions of the disk. The best of the defrag
mentation utilities u se a technique called prioritization; 
this puts your most-used applications a nd documents 
on the most accessible parts of your hard drive, which 
speeds things up even more. 

Always back up your work before you defragment. If the 
computer crashes or the electricity goes off. you risk losing 
the files that are temporarily in memory while they're being 
transferred from one part of the disk to another. 

S everal defragmentation programs give you the option 
of having the program continuously defragment your 
hard-disk in the background while you're doing other 
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work. Although this sounds efficient, it's safer to wait till 
you're done working and do a complete backup before 
defragmenting. 

For one thing, background defragmentation isn't 
completely reliable, and you could lose any work you 
haven't yet backed up. Even worse, if there's a power outage 
while your hard disk is defragmenting in the background 
(which it might be at any time), all the data on your hard 
drive can be scrambled or lost entirely. Even if all goes 
well, background defragmentation can be annoying, 
because it makes your disk cycle constantly, even when 
you're not doing anything. 

Defragmenting can take quite a while. Start the process 
going at the end of the day and let it work overnight. When 
you return to your Mac in the morning, your disk will be 
defragmented and ready to go at full speed. 

tl interleave ratio and disk speed {SA IRS/ Hal Lewis) 

The interleave ratio controls how the sectors are organized 
on each track of the disk. A ratio of 1:1 means that the 
sectors are in straight numerical order-1, 2, 3 , etc. A ratio 
of 2: 1 means that numbers skip to every other sector-1 
is the first sector, 2 is the third sector, 3 is the fifth sector, 
and so on (which numbers are on the intervening sectors 
depends on how many sectors there are altogether). 

Here's what those two interleave ratios look like (except, 
of course, there are actually hundreds of sectors in a track): 
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A 3: 1 ratio means tha t sequential numbers are on every 
third physical sector, as shown in the illustra tion below: 

A l: l interleave allows information to be read the mos t 
quickly, since the Mac can read all the sectors in just one 
revolution of the disk. But some Macs just can't read tha t 
fas t. They'd still be digesting the information from sector 
l while sec tor 2 whizzed by and then they'd h ave to wait 
another revolu lion of the pla tter till sector 2 showed up 
again-and then they'd miss sector 3 . 

On the other h and, if your hard disk is u s ing a slower 
interleave than a particular Mac can handle, the Mac is 
jus t twiddling its thumbs waiting for the next sector to 
show up while the interleaved on es go by. And that's why 
when you initia lize a hard disk , you're asked to indicate 
which computer you'll be u s ing it with. 

Quadras, a ll Mac lis and SE/30s process da ta fast 
enough to u se the l : l ratio on their drives. Regular SE's 
need the 2: l interleave. Pluses are s low readers and n eed 
the 3: l ratio. 

You can speed up the Plus 's hard drive access time with 
a shareware program called SCSI Accelera tor 7.0 (send 
a bla nk floppy, a self-addressed s tamped mailer and 
whatever dona tion you think is appropria te to its au thor, 
Ch ad Magendanz; his address is in Appendix B). You can 
increase the speed of your Plus even m ore with S cott 
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Berfield's shareware Speedometer, which measures the 
efficiency of different interleave ratios and finds the best 
one for your system. You should be able to use a lower 
number with the help of SCSI Accelerator. (For more on 
SCSI, see the next section.) 

SCSI devices 

fiSCSI basics (SA/AN) 

SCSI is a standard developed by certain computer com
panies (Apple prominent among them) for connecting 
h ard disks and other devices to computers. It stands for 
small computer system interface and is pronounced scuzzy . 
(It was a lmost pronounced sexy, which is closer to how 
the letters actually read, but Apple chickened out.) 

Most hard disks are SCSI devices, as are many scan
ners, CD-ROM drives and non-PostScript laser printers. 
Since this is the storage and memory chapter, we'll focus 
on hard disks, but most of the information in this section 
applies to any SCSI device. 

SCSI hard disks are significantly faster than their non
SCSI predecessors. Another benefit is the ability to link 
SCSI devices together, creating a SCSI chain. The Mac can 
then access any of the devices on the chain. 

The Plus was the first Mac to have a SCSI port (a place 
for connecting a SCSI device). All Mac models since then 
have had at least one external SCSI port plus an inter
nal SCSI connection for a h ard disk. 

• SCSIID numbers (Michael Bradley/SA/AN/Chris Allen) 

A SCSI chain can contain seven devices plus the Mac. Each 
device on the chain gets its own SCSI ID number (a lso 
known as an address}, from 0 to 6 . The Mac itself (which 
isn't technically a SCSI device itself) is a lways assigned 
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ID number 7 and the internal hard disk (if there is one) 
always gets number 0. 

On every Mac since the Plus, you can specify which SCSI 
drive you want to be the startup device. If you don't do 
that (and you can't on the Plus), the Mac will look first to 
SCSI ID number 0 (typically the internal hard drive), then 
try to start from ID number 6, then 5, and on down to 1. 
Thus an external hard disk that you want the Mac to start 
from should be assigned ID 6, or in any case a higher ID 
number than SCSI devices you don't want to start from. 

All SCSI devices in a chain must have different ID 
numbers. If any two have the same number, your system 
wi1l crash, and you may even wipe out data on one or more 
hard disks. (It doesn't matter whether you changed the 
numbers or they came that way.) 

Some hard disks allow you to set their SCSI ID numbers 
with software. This is a terrible idea, because if you crash. 
it's very difficult to get to the disk and change its number. 
SCSI ID numbers should a lways be set with actual phys
ical switches on the hardware. Then, if there's an ID 
number conflict, your system will crash but you'll be able 
to turn it off, reset one of the switches and restart. 

The best kind of SCSI number switches are dials, 
because buttons can get bumped and change the number 
of a SCSI device while it's in use. This is something you 
do not want to happen. 

Since the SCSI number switches are in the back (and 
therefore usually hard to get to), it helps to put the SCSI 
ID number on the front of each device, where you can see 
it easily. That way you don't have to root around in the 
back when trying to figure out what SCSI numbers are 
unused (and are therefore available to assign to new 
devices you're adding to the chain). Any sort of sticker 
will do, but the little square number stickers that come 
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with Kodak Carousel slide trays look great (and you won't 
need them for the Carousels, unless you make elaborate. 
multitray presentations with your slides). 

eJ SCSI cables (AN/SA!RSJ 

There are two common types of SCSI connectors-25-pin 
and 50-pin-and thus many possible kinds of SCSI 
cables-25-pin male to 25-pin male, 25-pin male to 25-
pin female, 25-pin ma le to 50-pin male, e tc., not to 
mention a ll the various lengths. 

The industry standard is th e 50-pin conn ector, and 
most SCSI manufacturers keep to it, which means you 
can use one basic cable to chain different devices together. 
But, to save room, Apple u ses a 25-pin connector on the 
back of the Mac. (They do use the 50-pin connector for 
their internal h a rd disks, but even here, their imple
mentation of the interface isn't standard. The PowerBooks 
use a third type of SCSI cable; it has an almosl s quare, 
30-pin connector that conserves space on the machine's 
small back panel.) 

Most hard drives come with a 25-pin to 50-pin cable 
(called the system cable) for hooking up to the Mac 
directly; if yours doesn't, you'll need to buy one. The stan
dard 50-pin to 50-pin SCSI cable is sometimes called the 
p eripheral cable. 

Most SCSI cables are about three feet long; you can get 
longer ones, or attach expanders to th e standard ones, 
to get noisy drives out of earshot. But remember not to 
go over eighteen feet (less is better). 

If possible, a lways use the same brand, length and 
style of cable throughout your entire SCSI chain. Cables 
from different manufacturers and even different sty les from 
the same manufacturer have varying types of con s truc
tion, impedance and wire placement. Mixing cable types 
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is one of the most common sources of seemingly incur
able problems. (Sometimes you can get everything to 
work by switching devices and cables around, but it's best 
to avoid that hassle if you can.) 

Always use double-shielded (foil and braid) cables, and 
make sure each connector hood (also called a shroud) is 
connected to the shield braid . (You don't have to under
stand a ll these terms, as long as the person selling you 
the cable does.) Never use RS232 printer cables-which 
look just like SCSI cables-in SCSI chains. 

ti terminators (AN/SAJ 

A terminator is a little piece of hardware that usually 
looks like the plug at the end of a SCSI cable, except with 
no cable attached to it. Sometimes it looks like a tiny comb 
stuck into a board inside a drive, and it may even take 
the form of a rotary switch or button. 

Whatever it looks like, a terminator keeps signals from 
echoing back and forth along the SCSI cabling, which can 
cause errors. The faster a Mac is, and lhe more devices there 
are attached to it, the more important termination is. 

Here are the standard rules about termination: Every 
SCSI chain needs one or two terminators. Internal hard 
disks are always terminated at the factory, so if that's 
a ll you have in your SCSI chain, you're set. But if you 
have more than one SCSI device, you must have a termi
nator on the first and last devices in the ch ain (not 
counting the Mac) and no terminators between them. 
(This means the first and last devices in the actual, 
physical chain-the one nearest the Mac and the one 
farthest away-not the ones with the highest and lowest 
SCSI ID numbers.) 

Since virtually all stand-alone SCSI devices h ave two 
SCSI ports on the outside of the case, and s ince a ll the 
devices in the middle of the chain will have both jacks 
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filled, the simple rule is: if a jack doesn't have a termi
nator in it. plug one in. 

The problem with that simple rule is that some devices
many hard disks, for example-come with termination 
already built in. The manual should tell you whether or 
not that's the case, but given how wretched most manu
a ls are, it probably won't. If it doesn't, give the company 
a call to find out. Apple now recommends that manufac
turers not use internal t ermination. 

According to the engineering department at MicroNet 
(one of the best hard disk manufacturers). there a re some 
exceptions to those standard rules. If a SCSI chain is eigh
teen inches or less, it's generally best to terminate just 
one end. And if it's more than ten feet (as it usually will 
be if there are three or more devices in it). it should be 
terminated in the middle as well as at each end. 

Some devices a lso have a switch on the outside that 
lets you turn termination on and off. This should be stan
dard equipment on all SCSI devices. 

The fx is extremely vulnerable to bad termination. You 
must use the fx's special black external terminator at the 
end of the SCSI chain, and no device in the chain, includ
ing the last one, can be internally terminated. However, 
if that last device has a 25-pin SCSI socket (like the one 
on the back of the Mac itselO rather than the more stan
dard 50-pin socket, you're SOL (seriously out of luck). You 
n eed part number Goo#¢*£, the 25-pin fx SCSI termina
tor. It's over there in that bin, right between the sky hooks 
and the peace dividend. 

Can't find it? That's not too surprising, since Apple 
neglected to make them (they don't m ake 25-pin termi
nators for other Mac models either). You'll have to dangle 
a 25-pin-to-50-pin SCSI cable (or adapter) off the back 
of the device and attach a 50-pin fx SCSI terminator to 
that. Not too elegant, but at least it works. 
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ti chaining SCSI devices (C.J. WetgandJ 

Chain more than a few SCSI devices together and you're 
bound to run into problems. The types of devices installed, 
the way they're terminated, the order in which they're 
hooked up, the SCSI addresses assigned to each device 
and the total length of the interconnecting cables all play 
a role in determining whether or not the system will func
tion properly. (For a supposedly standard interface, SCSI 
needs a lot of work.) 

Some devices won't work correctly if they're installed 
in the same chain. For example, if you use a tape drive 
for periodic backups, don't a lso try to hook up a remov
able hard disk drive. Apple, in its infmite wisdom, designed 
SCSI with only one backup channel and both types of 
drives are considered backup devices. If you connect 
both, only one will work. 

Even if both drives appear to be working. you'll discover. 
probably too late (as I did). that one of them really isn't 
doing the job. I thought I'd backed up my hard disk 
successfully on tape, but found when trying to restore infor
mation from the tape to the d isk that no files were visible 
or accessible, even via MacTools. Then I tried a different 
arrangement of the drives. The resu It? Only half a backup 
was made before the tape froze in the drive. A third 
arrangement resulted in the removable-media drive not 
even appearing on the desktop. 

Contrary to theory, some SCSI devices function prop
erly only if connected in a certain order; at least one tape 
drive manufacturer requires their unit to be at the other 
end of the chain from the Mac. So you may have to 
experiment a bit to hit upon a satisfactorily working 
combination. If all else fails, sometimes changing a SCSI 
address to a higher or lower number can get a balky drive 
working again. Make sure no two devices are assigned 
the same number, though, or you might wipe out the 
contents of both disks. 
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Some SCSI devices come terminated but, as mentioned 
above, only the first and last in the chain should remain 
so. If you want to use an internally terminated device in the 
middle of a chain, you'll have to remove the termination. 

Generally, you have to open the case and lift out the 
internal mechanism to get at a device's terminating resis
tor, a job best reserved for a qualified technician. If you're 
fearless enough to try it yourself, however, you should know 
that terminating resistors are usually burnt yellow or 
robin's-egg blue. Most are socketed and snap out easily, 
although you'll occasionally find one that's permanently 
soldered in place. 

If you use too much cable, you'll experience the same 
kind of problems improper termination can cause. The 
total cable length, from the back of your computer to the 
last device in a SCSI chain, shouldn't exceed eighteen feet 
(to be extra-safe, fifteen feel). 

Officially, the standard is seven meters (about 23 feet). 
but that's a dream. The longest length that's actually OK 
seems to vary s lightly according to the type of cables, 
connectors and devices used. In my experience (I general
ly have all SCSI addresses in use with a variety of devices). 
it usually turns out to be about eighteen feet, but. I los t 
the chain once with as little as fifteen feet. 

{If you do need to have a long SCSI chain, see MicroNet's 
recomme ndation in the previous eniry.-AN 

Another way around this problem is to buy repeaters 
(signal amplijiers).-RS 

For more about repeaters, see the networks section of 
Chapter 17. Butjust to put this in perspective, as I write 
this, I have four SCSI devices chained to ajussyfx. God 
only knows the total length of the cables connecting them 
all, but all I have is a regular fx terminator at the e nd of the 
chain and I've had no prob ... zzzzjrzzwhzz CLUNK.-AN] 
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When experimenting with different SCSI arrangements, 
be sure to turn off a ll power before you connect or discon
nect cables. If you do it with the power on, you can get 
transient voltage spikes that can damage the equipment. 

ti when SCSI devices won't boot (SA/RS/Chuck Meyer /AN) 

Ifyou s tart your system and one or more of the SCSI devices 
you have hooked up doesn't boot (appear on the desktop), 
it's usually due to one of these problems: 

• One (or more) of the devices in the chain isn't turned on 
(for more on this, see the next entry). 

• Two or more of the devices share the same SCSI ID 
number. 

• The chain is improperly terminated. 

• The total cab ling is too long. 

• Something's broken-a SCSI device, a cable or a 
terminator. 

• The driver on one of the devices, or the formatting 
software that insta lled it, is incompatible with other 
hardware or software. (Th is is especially common when 
you upgrade to System 7- be sure to update the driver 
for your hard disk to a System 7-compatible version 
before you install.) 

• You've had a drive crash which damaged the driver or 
boot block on one of the drives. 

Utility programs like SCSI Probe or SCSI Tool (described 
in the SCSI utilities entry below) can sometimes help you 
mount devices. (Mounting a disk simply means making the 
Mac realize it's there. That's all it means, you pervert.) 

If your chain includes an Apple scanner, there are some 
special cons iderations-not the least of which is that you 
may need n ew ROM for the scanner. See the graphics 
chapter for more details. 

The extensions (or, under System 6, inits) that are 
used with many SCSI devices can also cause problems. 
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If your system runs too low on memory or if the exten
sions clash with one another, that can prevent a SCSI 
device from mounting. (For more on how to manage exten
sions and inits , see Chapter 7.} 

II all SCSI devices must be on ... maybe (SA/AN/ChrtsAllenJ 

In general, every device that's connected in a SCSI chain 
must be turned on or the whole chain won't boot. But 
there are some circumstances when you can leave a 
device off. 

Sharon experimented with a SCSI chain of a Mac Ilcx, 
an Apple internal hard disk. an Apple CD-ROM drive, a 
DaynaDrive and an Apple scanner-in that order. With 
the scanner off. everything else still worked. With the 
DaynaDrive off, she couldn't access the scanner but the 
CD-ROM still worked. With the CD-ROM off, she couldn't 
access the DaynaDrive or the scanner. 

That led her to assume that you s imply can't access 
anything on the chain beyond the turned-off device ... but 
then she reconfigured the chain as follows: Ilcx, internal 
hard disk, DaynaDrive, CD-ROM and Apple scanner. Now 
she could access the other devices even when the Dayna
Drive was off. 

Chris Allen says that if a SCSI device is properly 
designed, you should be able to turn it off without it 
interfering with the other devices on the chain. In any case, 
the s imple approach is just to hook up all your SCSI 
devices to one surge suppressor and a lways turn them 
on together. 

II SCSI utilities (SA/RS/ANJ 

There are a number of utility programs that can be help
ful when you're using SCSI devices. Three shareware 
utilities- Robert Polic's SCSI Probe, Bob Easterday's SCSI 
Info and Paul Mercer's SCSI Tool- tell you which ID 
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numbers are assigned to which devices in a chain and 
let you mount and unmount devices. 

SCSI Probe also tells you who manufactured the device 
and even what version it is; Arthur has been using this 
program for years and loves it. SCSI Info provides a lot 
of diagnostic information about your SCSI chain and 
hard drive(s): it's Randy's favorite. 

William Long's SCSI Evaluator does a lot of pretty tech
nical things, like check the performance of your SCSI drive 
and chain. You get a 100-page manual when you pay your 
$20 shareware fee. 

• using SCSI drives made for PCs (RSJ 

SCSI hard drives are becoming increasingly common in 
the DOS (IBM PC and compatible) world. A lot of them 
are designed to be used with a SCSI controller card in the 
computer itself (instead of in the box that houses the drive); 
they won't work with the Mac, because it doesn't contain 
a SCSI card. But if the drive does contain its own SCSI 
card, only two things are necessary to make it work with 
a Mac-a connecting cable and driver software. 

When you try to connect a non-Mac hard drive to a Mac, 
you'll immediately notice that the connector on the back 
of the Mac uses a 25-pin connector, instead of the stan
dard 50-pin SCSI connector. So the cable that came with 
the drive won't work, and you'll need to get a Mac system 
cable (see the entry on cables above). For internal drives, 
you'll also need to get the appropriate Mac-specific cable. 

Hard drives specifically made for the Mac come with 
driver software installed on the drive or on a separate 
floppy. A drive made for a PC naturally won't have that. 
However, several good universal hard-disk formatting 
programs are available, notably La Cie's Silverlining and 
FWB's Hard Disk ToolKit, and should make any SCSI 
drive work with a Mac. 
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Floppy disks 

• floppy disks and drives (SA/RS/Hal Lewis) 

The Mac has used three types of floppy disks, each capa- !ii'A1.lQ 
ble of holding a different amount of information: 400K ~· 

single-sided disks use only one side of the disk; BOOK mostlyfor 

double-sided disks use both sides of the disk; 1.4MB beginners 

high-density disks use both sides and pack the informa-
tion more tightly. 

How can you tell these different types of disks apart? 
400K and BOOK disks look basically the same, but most 
of the latter are marked BOOK or Double-sided on the 
metal shutter or on the back. 

High-density disks are easy to identify. In addition to 
the locking hole (described below) that all Mac disks have 
in the upper right corner, there's another hole in the 
upper left corner; unlike the locking hole, this left-hand 
hole has no sliding tab. In addition, high-density disks 
usually have a stylized HD symbol on the metal shutter 
or in one corner of the disk. 

• • 

D o __ 
Typical 400K disk Typical BOOK disk Typical 1.4MB disk 

There are three kinds of floppy drives to match the three 
types of disks. The high-density, 1.4MB drive is called 
the SuperDrive. The 400K and BOOK drives are called 
simply that. 
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Each of these drives can read disks up to its own 
capacity-so 400K drives can read only 400K disks, BOOK 
drives can read 400K and BOOK dis ks and SuperDrives 
can read 400K, BOOK and 1.4MB disks. (For an excep
tion to this, see the entry below titled 1.4MB disks initial
ized as BOOK.) 

The SuperDrive can a lso read 3 .5-inch floppies from 
IBM PCs running MS DOS. As of this writing, using DOS 
disks requires either file trans lation software or a program 
like AccessPC from Ins ignia Solu tions ($100 list) that 
mounts the DOS disk directly onto your desktop. 

By the time you read this, Apple will probably have 
a lready in troduced ils own software that le ts you mounl 
DOS disks from SuperDrives, and will be including it as 
pa rt of lhe system software. 

All current Macs come with SuperDrives built in. BOOK 
drives aren't being made any more, but there are still a 
lot of Macs around lhat u se lhem (unless lhey've been 
upgraded)-the Pluses, some older SE's and original 
Mac lis. 

400K drives a re obsolete: unless you're running a very 
primitive system, you shouldn't buy a u sed 400K drive 
no matter how cheap it is. In fact. we know someone who 
was offered 20 of them free and refused. 

ti how many K on an BOOK disk? (ANJ 

And who's buried in Grant's lomb? Actually, this classic 
Groucho Marx question isn'l as easy as it seems. No one 
is buried in Grant's lomb; the remains of General Grant 
and his wife are in sarcophagi (s tone coffms) above ground. 

Once initia lized, BOOK floppy disks have a total capac
ity, for both visible files a nd invisible ones like the direc
tory and desktop, ofB 19,200 bytes, or exactly BOOK. The 
1.4-meg floppies have a total capacity of 1,474,560 bytes, 
which is equa l to 1.41 megs. 
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ti caring for your floppies (SA/RS/ANJ 

You spend a lot of time creating the information on a disk. 
It's silly not to take some basic precaution s to make s ure 
it stays there. 

• Don't open the metal shutter; that lets dust in. 

• If you do open the metal shutter (Why are you doing 
this? We just told you not to), be sure to keep your 
fingers off the medium that's just inside. 

• Don't use a disk (or a drive) that has just come in from 
the co ld or that's been sitting in the sun. W ait for it to 
reach room temperature before using it. 

• Keep disks away from magnets and magnetic fields. 
(For more on this, see floppy disks and magnets later in 
thi s section.) 

• To remove the gunk that accumulates on the read/write 
head (and causes disk errors), use a cleaning disk 
regularly (3M and Curtis make good ones; fo llow thei r 
recommendations). [I've personally had to repa ir 
several floppy drives that never would' ve had a 
problem if they'd been cleaned regularly. I've been 
told that Apple recommends this treatment only for 
SuperDrives, but personal experience has taught me 
otherwise. The stuff floppies are made of isn't much 
different from what recording tapes are made of, and 
the signal deteriorates dramatica lly on those when you 
don 't clean the heads on your tape recorder or VCR 
often enough.-RS] 

ti floppy disks and magnets (SA/DC/Chrfs Allen/RSJ 

Because information is stored on disks magnetically. 
magnets placed near disks can hopelessly scramble that 
information . We're notjust talking about the horseshoe
shaped magnets kids play with. or th e ones you use to 
s tick postcards and notes onto your refrigerator. Anything 
with a speaker has a magnet in it; this includes your phone 
as well as your stereo. 
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Usually p hones a ren 't a problem , but they can be, 
especia lly the old AT&T models (they h ave strong electro
magnets in them to make the bell ring) . Since the bottom 
of the case is m etal, the entire phone becomes an elec
tromagn et, so it's n ot a great idea to set one of these on 
top of a floppy disk. 

Paper -clip dispensers and some executive desktop toys 
contain magnets , a nd Ten sor lamps and electric motors 
genera te magn etic fields . The ImageWriter I h as a magnet 
underneath the left s ide of the cover. The cover of the 
lmageWriter II h as a much smaller magn et on the right 
s ide, but s ince the surface is s lanted. disks will probably 
s lide off if you try lo put them there. 

Then of course, there's a lways t h e m agn et you can't 
anticipate. Sharon knows som eon e wh o s lored seldom
used disks in the bottom drawer of a metal desk. After a 
few months , they became unreadable, a lthough dis ks 
s tored for only a few weeks were fine. It turned out tha t 
th e heavy-duty vacuum cleaner u sed by the office clean
ing s taff had a very la rge m agnet in its h ead to pick up 
paper clips from the carpet. Weeks of tha t vacu um head 
coming in contact with the metal fina lly magnetized the 
desk, and then the disks. 

That said, the threa t of magnets to floppies is often over
rated . Randy h as ruin ed an audio cassette by setting it 
down on the m agnel of a speaker [you 'd think he'd know 
better- AN], but when he d id the same thing severa l times 
with floppies. there was no damage at a ll . This doesn't 
mean you should be cavalier about wh ere you put your 
floppies, but you don 't have to be compuls ive about it 
either. On the oth er hand, the floppy tha t conta ins your 
mos t importan t dala will be the on e th a t gets ruined 
when you set it down on top of your hard drive, right where 
the power supply c reates a magnetic field . 
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• disks are tougher than you think (SAJ 

All the above advice notwithstanding, disks can take most 
ofwhatyou dish out. When I got my first Mac, my younger 
son was two years old. While I worked, he often amused 
himself with disks-stacking them, knocking them over 
and even giving them an occasional Frisbee toss. I never 
had a problem with any of the disks-except, perhaps, for 
finding them when they wound up under the couch. 

Even as I write this, I have a stack of floppies right next 
to the telephone-sometimes there's one on or under the 
phone. I've never had a problem from that either. 

[Polaroid will recover the datafrom any damaged floppy 
disk of theirs at no charge!-RS] 

That's almost reason enough right there to buy Polaroid 
disks.-AN] 

• airport X-ray machines (Lyn Cordell/AN) 

The X-ray machine your luggage goes through at an 
airport security check emits "very low" levels of radiation
less than a 1V. And the machine is unlikely to be out of 
adjustment, because the FAA requires people who work 
with these machines to wear radiation-detection badges 
which are turned in each month to check for leaks. 

According to the security personnel at Oakland Airport 
(and at every other a irport where we've asked). these X
ray machines won't damage computer disks. The same 
can't be said of the metal-detecting gates people pass 
through (the ones that beep because you forgot to take 
your keys out of your pocket). So a disk in your pocket 
is at a lot more risk than a disk in your luggage. 

The safest thing may be to put your disks on the table 
provided for hand inspections. But, if you do that, be sure 
to keep them as far from the metal detector as possible. 
All in a ll, the simplest thing is probably just to keep your 
floppies in your suitcase. 
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II storing lots of floppies (ANJ 

The plastic disk files that are convenient for storing dozens 
or scores of floppies get unwieldy when you have hundreds 
of floppies. You begin to feel that the jumble of disk files 
all over your office could use a filing system of its own 
("which of these damn boxes is that disk in?") . Bigger plas
tic disk files don't really do the job, both because they don't 
come big enough and b ecause the inherent flimsiness of 
plastic begins to matter more and more the bigger the stor
age unit gets. 

Well, th ere's a solution to this problem (and it's just 
the sort of unique, innovative tip you'll find only in The 
Macintosh Bible). Back before computers, there was a 
thing called a tabulating card. I think it's the same kind 
of card you weren't supposed to fold, s pindle or mutilate 
(and which therefore inspired the wonderful Free Speech 
Movement s logan, Do notfold, spindle or mutilate ME). 

In any case, the metal files in which these tabulating 
cards were stored have drawers whose internal dimen
s ions are about 7 '12" wide by 3W' tall-just perfect for two 
rows of Mac floppies s ide by side. Since tabulating cards 
h ave gone th e way of the poodle skirt and the Edsel, 
there are u su a lly lots of tabulating card files available, 
in m any diffe rent capacities, a t used office furniture 
stores. Get one that has full su spen s ion; it may cost a 
lit tle more, but it'll be worth it. 

Since these files are made of m etal, they'll protect 
floppies from stray magnetism better than a plastic file 
will (unless you magnetize the metal by leaving a h eavy 
magnet on it) . Although the drawers will be deep enough 
for the floppies themselves, they'll probably be a little shal
low for dividers. You'll have to cut down the kind of 
dividers designed for plastic disk files or improvise some
thing out of cardboard. Still, this is a small price to pay 
for su ch a s lick and efficient way to store as many floppies 
as you want. 
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ti disks melt before paper burns (AN) 

Paper burns at 451 o Fahrenheit (whence the title of Ray 
Bradbury's book). Floppy disks melt at about 160° F (the 
medium itself, that is-the part that actually holds the 
data). So a normal fireproof safe can't protect the data 
on your disks. There are safes designed to keep their 
contents below 160°, but they cost an arm and a leg. 

I have another approach, which is to put a frreproof stor
age box inside a fireproof safe (needless to say, I only do 
this for archive copies of important information). I'm not 
sure this will work but it ought to (if my house burns down, 
I'll let you know the results). It certainly costs less, since 
both fireproof safes and fireproof storage boxes (the reg
ular ones, designed for paper) are relatively inexpensive. 

ti a cheaper solution (RSJ 

A more certain and less expensive (but more time-consum
ing) approach to protecting disks from fire is to keep 
multiple backups and store them in different locations 
(work and home, for example). You can get a Teac tape 
backup drive from APS for only $600, or a WangDAT 
drive, which holds 1.2 gigabytes, for only $1800 (less than 
a fireproof safe, which may not be up to the task anyway) . 
SyQuest drives are also inexpensive, as are portable hard 
drives like those from Liberty. 

A macro program will automatically back up your hard 
drive in the background; just take the tape or cartridge 
(or whatever) home at the end of the day. If you work at 
home, find another freelancer-ideally someone who lives 
in a different neighborhood-and switch backups with her 
periodically. (For more information, see the section on 
backing up disks later in this chapter.) 

ti parking your floppy disk drive (RSJ 

Earlier versions of the System than 6.04 don't automat
ically park the heads of your floppy drive when you shut 
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down the Mac (parking locks the drive heads securely apart 
so they can't bang together during transport). If you're 
using an older System, you should either upgrade to a 
newer one or get the free utility developed by Apple that 
autoparks the heads every time a floppy is ejected. 

Apple no longer distributes this utility-they think you 
should upgrade to a newer system with this feature built 
in (and they're right). But if you have a specific reason 
for using an older version of the system, you may still be 
able to get the autoparking utility from a user group. 

Parking the heads every time a disk is ejected, rather 
than just when the Mac is shut down, cures the previously 
widespread problem of the heads accidentally getting 
bent when a disk is removed from the drive. That's why 
it's highly recommended that you upgrade at least to 
version 6.04. 

• when to buy an external SuperDrive (SA/RSJ 

If you have an internal SuperDrive, you'll never need a 
second, external one-especially since you can buy a good 
105-meg external hard disk for about the same amount 
of money. If you don't have an internal SuperDrive, you 
should buy an external one only if you need to read 1.4MB 
Mac disks (which aren't yet the standard) or the 3.5-inch 
disks used on IBM PCs and compatibles. (For more about 
reading non-Mac disks, see Chapter 17.) Applied Engi
neering's 3.5 Plus Drive ($450 list) even works with early 
Macs like the Plus, early SE's and Mac Ils. 

• reinitializing disks (SA/AN/RSJ 

When you insert a used floppy that's been damaged into 
a drive, or a formatted 1.4MB floppy into an BOOK drive, 
you'll sometimes get the dialog box that reads, This disk 
is unreadable: Do you want to initialize it? (Apple's punc
tuation sure is weird) or one that begins, This is not a Macin
tosh disk. Think twice before you initialize, because any 
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information already on the disk will be truly erased (wiped 
clean, not m erely r emoved from the directory file) and file
recovery utilities won't be able to find it. 

When you're ready to re-use a floppy, use the Special 
menu's Erase Disk command, even though that takes 
longer than just dragging the disk's contents to the Trash. 
Erasing the disk reinitializes it and causes the Mac to check 
that the entire disk is in good working order. (When it's 
not, you get the initializationfa iled r eport.) 

A bad floppy takes longer to initia lize under System 7 
than under System 6, b ecause instead of s imply report
ing that initialization failed, the Mac creates an invis ible 
map of the bad disk sectors and locks them-making the 
rest of the dis k usable (although with s lightly less capac
ity). If you're s till u s ing System 6, Giuseppe Garnevale's 
shareware init BAD does the same thing (and may do it 
better, in fact). 

tl 1.4MB disks initialized as BOOK (SA/Chris Allen/RSJ 

High-density (1.4MB) floppies u se a finer iron oxide dust 
than regular floppies, and Super Drives use lower magnetic 
power to r ead and write to them. This makes them less 
reliable than BOOK floppies. 

BOOK drives can't detect when a high -density floppy has 
been inserted and will format it as an BOOK floppy. The 
disk will work fine .. .in other BOOK drives. But if you put 
it in a SuperDrive, the Mac won't recognize the format
ting and you'll get a This disk is improperlyformattedjor 
use in this drive. Do you want to initialize it? dialog box. 
(This comes as an unpleasant surprise to those of us who 
were u sed to 400K disks being read in BOOK drives with
out any problem.) 

If you need the information from a disk that's been 
formatted in this way and there's no BOOK drive avail
able, you can fool th e drive by using tape to b lock the 
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hole in the upper left corner of the disk. Consider this 
a temporary fix only-the tape's bound to come off 
sooner or later, and Murphy says it will come off in the 
drive. [I suggest you only try this in an emergency. Putting 
tape-or anything that might come off in the driue-on a 
floppy isjust asking for trouble.-RS] 

Cover this hole to use 
HD floppy, formatted as -
BOOK, in SuperDrive. 

You can try to r eformat the disk as a 1.4MB, but since 
BOOK drives use more magnetic power, a SuperDrive 
won't be able to thoroughly erase the disk and it's likely 
to be much less reliable . So-don't mix BOOK and high
density floppies. 

ti reinitializing 400K disks as BOOK (RS/SAJ 

The difference between BOOK (double-sided) and 400K 
(s ingle-sided) disks is that one s ide of a 400K disk either 
fa iled the m a nufacturer's quality control tests or wasn't 
tested at a ll. Even so, System 7 or BAD (discussed in the 
reinitializ ing disks entry above) let you reliably reformat 
new 400K floppies as BOOK dis k s, because any bad 
sectors will b e locked in the process. Randy knows several 
people who do this regula rly and they've n ever experi
en ced a ny problems . 

But it doesn't make sense to buy new 400K floppies 
and reformat them to BOOK. There's no longer a s ignifi
cant price difference between the two s izes , and the 400K 
floppies may not format to a full BOOK. Anyway, new 
400K disks are hard to find. 
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400K disks that have already been used in single
sided drives are extremely difficult to reformat as double
sided. That's because the unused side of the disk has been 
pressed-and usually damaged-by the single-sided 
drive's pressure arm. If you're using System 7 or BAD, 
you may be able to make them usable, but you'll rarely 
get the full BOOK, and we wouldn't trust such a disk. If 
you're looking for cheap floppies. a better deal is to buy 
BOOK floppies in lots of 25 for only 35¢ each from 
MEl/Micro Center. 

tl floppies with items that are "in use" (JKJ 

Sometimes, when you drag a floppy to the Trash to eject 
it, you get the message The disk {disk name] could not be 
put away, because it contains items that are in use. This 
usually happens because a file from the disk is open (or 
was just open) and its application is still open. Quit any 
open applications this might apply to and try ejecting again. 
If the message persists, eject the disk using the Special 
menu's Eject Disk command, and then drag the disk's icon 
to the Trash. 

tJ the paper-clip trick (SA/RS/ Lyn Cordell) 

The tiny round hole to the right of a floppy drive slot lets 
you manually eject disks by inserting a straightened-out 
paper clip and pushing firmly. A heavy-duty paper clip 
is best; you have to feel around for the right place to push. 

This is the only way to get a disk out when the 
computer's off, and it works in emergency situations 
while your computer's on. But don't try this trick while 
the drive is working- you may damage the disk. 

tl disks that bomb when you insert them (SA/RSJ 

If you get a bomb as soon as you insert a disk, either the 
disk is bad or its desktop files are corrupted. If there's 
information on the disk you want to recover, see the 
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section called Problems with dislcs in Chapter 8. If you 
don't care about the information on the disk, the meth
ods below m ay help you erase it and reuse it. 

Insert the disk while holding down~. You'll ge t 
a dialog box a sking if you want to rebuild the desktop; 
click Yes. Ifloptionl~ doesn't work, try [jill option&@ while you 
insert the disk. If you accomplish this minor gymnastic 
feat, you should s ee the This is not a Macintosh dislc. Do 
you want to initialize it? dialog box. Click OK. 

If that doesn 't work, insert another (blank or dispens
able) disk into the drive. Select it and choose Erase Dis1c 
from the Specia l menu. While the confirmation dialog 
box (Are you sure you want to erase ... ) is on the screen, 
use the paper-clip trick described in the previous entry 
to eject the disk. Then insert the damaged disk and click 
the OK button, a llowing the in itia lizing to proceed. The 
Mac won't know you switched disks. 

If none of these meth ods works, or if the initia lization 
fa ils , your disk is rea lly trashed and you should recycle 
it as a high-t ech coas ter. 

el disks stuck in drives (SA/ANJ 

If a disk is really stuck in a dr ive , don't force it. (We know 
someone who tried to get one out with n eedle-nosed 
pliers .) Whether it's....a_problem with the dis k label or the 
drive's read/write h eads , trying to force a disk out is 
likely to ruin the drive. 

A s tubbornly stuck disk requires tha t the drive be taken 
apart. Your dealer can do it, and probably should, but a 
knowledgeable and intrepid friend can also come in handy. 
(Remember- intrepid alone isn't enough. Free h elp can turn 
out to be expens ive if you end up having to buy a new drive.) 
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ti locking disks andfiles (SA/RS/AN/HalLewls) 

To lock a disk so nothing can be changed on it, and so it 
can't be erased accidentally, simply slide the little tab in 
the upper right corner so that the square hole is open. 

\ \ 

Back of floppy disk Unlocked disk Locked disk 

(In a masterpiece of counterintuitiveness. the disk is 
locked when the hole is open and unlocked when it's 
dosed.) A disk that's locked shows a lock (what else?) in 
the upper left corner of its window: 

~D~ # 19 Fluent Laser I i!E!.l!!! 
j 4 ittms 545K in disk 234K ~nil 

0 
s~mp1t Doeumtnts 

It's a good idea to lock all your master program disks. 
To lock an individual file or application just select its icon, 
choose Get Info from the File menu and check Locked in 
the dialog box that appears. For more on this, see the entry 
on locking files in Chapter 4. 

ti removing old disk labels (C.J. Welgand/Chrls Allen/RSJ 

CJ: Ordinary lighter fluid will quickly remove old, stub
born labels from your disks without causing damage. 
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(Even if it seeps inside , it jus t evaporates. I've even used 
lighter fluid to clean fingerprints and sticky. dried soft drink 
off the actua l floppy-disk surface itself.) 

Saturate the label for a few seconds; then gently remove 
it with an inexpens ive razor -blade scraper (you can get 
on e in any h ardware store). The label should lift off pretty 
much in one piece. You can then use a cloth moistened 
with lighter fluid to scrub off any leftover residue. 

CA: Most lighter fluids are impure; they don't evapora te 
completely and leave a film. A better approach is to u se 
"s tickum" removers available from most art-supply houses 
tha t a re specifically design ed for rem oving labels and 
other s ticky paper. You don't even have to u se a razor blade 
with these. 

RS: Be careful u s ing either of these ch emicals ; inhaling 
them, or even jus t getting them on your skin, can cause 
seriou s h ealth problems . Read the label carefully b efore 
you use any cleaning solvent. (I h ad to add this-my 
wife's a doctor.) 

tl the fut ure of floppy drives (RSJ 

1\vo technologies are vying to be the next standard in floppy 
drives. Floptical d rives, developed by Ins ite Peripherals, 
use practically indestructible opt ical disks th a t hold 25 
megabytes each. Liberty Sys tems offers a Floptica l drive 
for $800. 

The competing technology, developed by Brier Tech
nology, is v e ry-hig h -density floppy dis k s . They' r e 
magn etic, like regula r floppies, not optical , but each 
disk h olds just over 20 m egabytes. Qu adra m's Quad 
Flextra ($500 list) is one bran d tha t can a lso read 1.4MB 
and BOOK floppies. 
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CD-ROMs 

II CD-ROM drives (AN/ND/Chris Fertno) 

CD-ROMs (compact disk, read-only memory) are a partic
ula r kind of compact disk. CD-ROM drives are the most 
common-and cheapest-optical storage available for the 
Mac. Depending on how they're formatted, they can hold 
about 550-600 megabytes, which is equivalent to more 
than seven hundred BOOK disks and well over a quarter 
of a million typewritten pages. 

As their name implies, you can only read CD-ROMs
you can 't change them or a dd a ny n ew information. 
There's another little problem-CD-ROMs are s +o-o-o-w. 
Hard disks can usually access a pa rticula r piece of infor
mation in 5-30 m illiseconds (thousandths of a second), 
while even a fast CD-ROM drive ta kes 350 milliseconds. 

Because of tha t (and perhaps for some other reasons 
as well), CD-ROM drives haven't rea lly taken off yet. 
That's too bad, because a lot of useful information now 
comes on CD-ROMs. You'll find reviews of some of it 
throughout the book (for example, some clip-art CD
ROMs are reviewed in the graphics ch apter). 

ei shopping for a CD-ROM drive (ND/Chris Ferino) 

Here a re some other things to look for when shopping for 
a CD-ROM drive: 

• Does the drive come with everything you need to run it 
with a Mac? Some manufacturers sell the cables, and 
even-incredibly-the requ ired drive software, 
separately. Make sure the prices you compare include 
everything you need. 

• If you' re networked w ith other computers, does the drive 
include software that lets you share the drive with others 
on a network, or wi ll you have to buy separate software 
like DriveShare from CasaB lanca Works ($ 140 list)? 
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• How fast is it? Compare the average access speeds of 
drives you're considering and then do a test in the store: 
load a big fi le, say a HyperCard stack of severa l 
megabytes, and time each drive. 

• How easy to use is it? Does it have a power indicator of 
some kind or do you have to figure out by tria l and error 
whether it's on? Can you set its SCSI address easily? 

• Does it give you ready access to audio CDs? Many CD
ROM players let you play your music CDs, but most 
don't have a built-in pre-amp so you need headphones 
or an external pre-amp between the drive and your 
speakers. Some drives have limited vo lume controls, 
li ke a three-level switch (quiet, medium, loud) instead 
of the dial you might expect. Some have their own 
software that lets you select CD audio tracks from your 
Mac screen; others rely on App le's CD Remote desk 
accessory software. 

• What extras come with the drive, and are they worth it 
to you? Does it have two SCSI ports on the back or just 
one? If just one, it has to be at the end of the chain. Are 
there audio-out ports that let you connect the player 
directly to a stereo system? Does it include additional 
software (like M icrosoft Office software, which you can 
buy w ith the Porta-Drive from CD Technology)? 

Several m anufacturers make CD-ROM drives. Apple's 
CD 150, with a capacity of 656MB, isn't a ba d deal at $600 
list. CD Technology's light and compact Porta-Drive runs 
rela tively quickly and can be powered by a battery, but it 
lists for $900, not including the $40 cable and termina
tor you'll n eed. NEC makes a portable too ($450), but 
you'll need to buy the Mac software and cables separately. 
You can also use the PLI CD-ROM ($700) with a PC. 

tk prolonging the life of CD-ROMs (C.J. Weigand) 

Although CDs a re ballyhooed as being indestructible, 
don't b elieve it. Th e thin plastic coating can be easily 
scratched and that can cause data to drop out during the 
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read cycle. Dirt can do the same thing, as can warping 
of the disk caused by excessive heat. 

So keep your CDs out of direct sunlight, away from heat 
and in their protective cases when you're not using them. 
It's bad enough to ruin a $15 music CD, but it's a lot worse 
to ruin a CD-ROM that cost you $200. 

tJ CD-ROMs under MultiFinder {SAJ 

If you use a CD-ROM player and MultiFinder under 
System 6 , you'll probably have to increase the Finder's 
memory allocation so it can handle all the CO's desktop 
windows. (For how to do that, see the entry setting an appli
cation 's current memory later in this chapter.) 

Backing up disks 

tJ about backups (AN/SAJ 

There are only two kinds of computer users: those who've 
lost data and those who are about to. The latter obviously 
haven't had their computers very long. 

Since you're guaranteed to lose data someday, it's 
prudent to reduce the consequences of that. You can do 
that to such an extent that losing data is no big deal. For 
example, if you back up every ten minutes, you can never 
lose more than ten minutes' work. You can back up "by 
hand" (by simply copying files to another disk) or you can 
have a backup utility program help you with the job. 
Either way, it's worth the time and effort. 

tJ same-disk backups (SA/AN/LAJ 

If your hard disk crashes, it's a major catastrophe, because 
of a ll the data on it. But it's much more common for a 
single file on a disk to become corrupted (and unopenable, 
and unrecoverable), because of a system crash or other 
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and unrecoverable), because of a system crash or other 
software problem. When that happens, a copy of the 
document on the same disk is all you n eed to get going 
again. [That's not a safe approach for floppy disks, because 
they fail more often than any other kind of storage medium 
With floppies, you're not really at all safe unless you have 
a backup on a di[ferentjloppy dislc.-LA] 

Some programs let you automatically make a backup 
copy of the document you're working on-every time you 
save it, the previous version gets relabelled as a backup. 
You should activate this feature in any program that 
h as it; in programs that don't , you should get in the h abit 
of saving double copies of important documents by 
hand-either by using Save As from within the applica
tion or by duplica ting files on the desktop at the end of 
each work session. 

Other files you should remember to duplicate (because 
redoing them can take so much effort) a re the little ones 
in your System Folder, like the user dictionary your 
spelling checker creates, the file a macro utility uses to 
store your macros and so on. 

tl how many backups to make (AN! 

A floppy disk typically costs less than a dolla r and holds 
a t least 25 hours' work. So if you value your time at more 
than 4¢ an hour, the moral is simple: you should a lways 
have enough disks around to make multiple copies of 
your work. 

I make two copies (plus the origina l). each on a sepa
rate disk, of every piece of work I do. Tony Pietsch got me 
into that habit years ago, when he described the follow
ing scenario: Let's say you only have an original and one 
copy of something and your disk drive screws up. You 
insert the first disk and see garbage on the screen. Natu
rally you assume there's something wrong with that disk, 
but you're not worried, because you have a second disk 
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with the same docwnent on it. So you insert the second disk 
and the drive zaps that too. At that point you realize the 
problem is with the drive, not the disk, but it's too late
unless you have a third copy. 

el off-site backups (C.J. Weigand) 

I second what Arthur just said. 1\vo backups let you 
recover from losses caused by program crashes, system 
crashes, undetected errors, viruses or disk failure. (The 
shelf-life of a diskette is two to three years at most and 
the potential for random media problems can increase 
dramatically as time goes by.) If you really want to be safe, 
rotate in a third backup and keep it in a separate build
ing, so you can recover your files even if you suffer a fire 
or burglary. 

eJ more backup tips (PH) 

If your Mac is on a network, you might consider backing 
it up by copying to unused space on the hard disks of other 
computers. For example, if you're networked to a mini
computer with a large hard disk, filling up 20 megabytes 
may be perfectly acceptable to the system administrator. 
This is usually much slower than backing up to floppies, 
but it doesn't cost anything since no floppies are used. 

Whatever method you use, be sure to label your backup 
disks, cartridges or folders with the complete date of the 
backup, including the year. Since it's likely that you'll own 
your Mac for more than a year, finding information on old 
backups is almost impossible otherwise. 

el what not to back up (SA/NDJ 

SA: You don't have to back up everything on your hard 
disk. Why waste your time backing up a few megs' worth 
of fonts in the system folder when you have the master 
disks stored safely away? (You do have them stored safely 
away, right?) There's no need to back up applications, 
either, since you've got them on master floppy disks. 
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Concentrate your efforts on backing up files that don't exist 
anywhere else-the documents that you create yourself. 

ND: I don't agree that it's a waste of time to back up 
things in your system folder. Think of all the hours it took 
you to customize your setup. Do you want to do that over 
again? Many applications have preferences that you've 
selected over time (like curly quotes or default font in Word). 
When your h ard disk has crashed, you're already in a bad 
mood; you don't need the added irritation of fmding you're 
in the wrong font when you finally get back to work. 

li backup media (SA/ND/ANJ 

Since backing up the contents of floppy disks is simply 
a matter of putting a copy of each file on at least two differ
ent floppies, the rest of this section assumes that you're 
backing up from a hard disk. You can do that onto flop
pies, another hard disk, a removable cartridge, a tape or 
a rewritable optical disk. 

Floppies are the least expensive, but backing up a full 
40-meg hard disk requires about.fijty BOOK floppies-just 
think of the time it will take. And that's if you make only 
a single copy; if you're really careful, you'll make two 
backups, which means 100 floppies. 

Of course, you don't usually have to back up the whole 
hard disk at once. And, yes, you could cut down the 
number of floppies by using high density ones. But you 
might also have a much larger hard disk than 40MB. The 
bottom line is, unless you figure that your time is essen
tially worthless, floppies are a tedious and expensive 
backup medium. 

Removable hard-disk cartridges are probably the most 
popular backup medium. (For more about them, see the 
entries called portabUiiy and SyQuest cartridges in the ha rd 
disks section above. ) A removable-cartridge drive can 
also do double duty as your regular, everyday hard disk 
(just back up from one cartridge onto another). 
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When you decide on which sort of backup device to 
use. r emember to compute the price of the medium. For 
example. a SyQuest dr ive may be cheap er than an opti
cal drive. but SyQuest cartridges cost more p er m egabyte 
than rewritable optical disks. 

el backup strategies (SA/ND/ANJ 

You can back up simply by dragging files from one disk 
to another in the Finder. But backup programs automate 
the process and make it easier and more certain. A good 
backup program should be reliable. fast and capable of 
splitting large files across two disks (if you're backing up 
onto floppies). It should a lso give you a choice of global, 
incrementa l and a rchiva l backups. 

A global backup makes a mirror image of the information 
on your disk. An incremental backup only backs up the 
files you've modified since the last time you backed up 
(or from any date you specify). An archival backup saves 
the previous versions of your documents, so you can go 
back later and retrace your steps . Most backup programs 
insist on doing an initia l global backup and then let you 
choose to back up just the files you want. 

Some backup programs compress files when they back 
them up. This makes them work more quickly and effi
ciently, but it means that the same program h as to trans
late the file on its return trip-you can't just insert the 
backup disk and drag icons back to the desktop. 

There are dozens ofbackup programs available. Some 
used to be awkward and hard to figure out, but most a re 
pretty good now. Four of our favorites are described in 
the n ext two entries. 

el Redux and DiskFit Pro (SA/ANJ 

Redux ($100 list) is a terrific backup utility from Micro
seeds. It does incrementa l backups and lets you specify 
that only certain types of documents (Excel spreadsheets, 
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say) be backed up. Redux writes to most kinds of media
floppies, hard drives or cartridges. Its manual is friendly 
and understandable. 

As for the name, somebody at Microseeds was obviously 
an English major. For those of you who weren't, Rabbit 
Redux is the name of a book by John Updike. (Redux, by 
the way, means brought bade or returning. A less preten
tious author might have called the book The Return of 
Rabbit or Rabbit Returns.) 

DiskFit Pro ($125 lis t) does pretty much what Redux 
does, and makes backing up idiot-proof. All you h ave to 
do is write the labels for the backup disks. 

tl Fastback Plus and Retrospect (SS/NDJ 

Both Fastback Plus from Fifth Generation ($190 list) and 
Retrospect from Dantz Development ($250 list) can back 
up to tape drives as well as floppy disks, cartridges and 
rewritable optical disks. (Ifyou're planning to back up to 
a tape drive, make sure the backup program supports the 
model you have.) Retrospect is a little faster and slightly 
more convenien l than Fastback, but they're very similar. 

Both programs: 

• run in the background (under System 7, or in Mu lti
Finder under System 6), so you can do other work whi le 
you back up-as long as you don' t open anything on 
the drive being backed up. 

• wi ll back up your drive at a later time, whi le you sleep or 
eat dinner or go to a movie-as long as your backup drive 
has enough room on it without having to change disks. 

• let you archive fi les-compress them, copy them to 
another disk and then remove them from the origina l disk. 

Retrospect Remote ($450 list) lets you back up ten 
Macs at a time over a network onto a single storage device. 
You can add more users a t a cost of $250 for each addi
tional ten. 
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tl HD Backup (SSJ 

Apple used to provide the HD Backup utility free on its 
System Tools disks. Unfortunately, it was a case of getting 
what you pay for. HD Backup is slow and clumsy, and it 
only works with floppies. 

I mention this obsolete program only because using it 
may have discouraged you so much that you never devel
oped good b ackup h abits. Well, try a real b ackup utility 
instead-any of the four mentioned above. They make 
backing up so easy to do that you might actually do it. 

tl mirroring (SSJ 

The most convenient backup method is to set up a second 
drive to mirror your primary drive , so every change takes 
place on two drives at once as you work along. You can 
do this with a · utility program called Twinlt ($200 list) or 
the DiskTwin card a nd software package ($1 000 list), 
both from Golden Triangle. 

Mirroring makes backing up completely automatic, 
but it means that you h ave to devote a second drive of 
the same size to nothing but backing up. It's also n ot as 
safe as backing up at the end of a work session, since if 
you throw away a file by mistake, it's gone from the 
backup drive too. 

tl back to square one (ANJ 

I've used many different backup programs, some of which 
worked just fine, but in the fullness of my years . I've 
come back to the simplest method. When I quit whatever 
application I'm working in and return to the Finder (or 
when I finish working for the day), I simply drag the n ew 
documents I've worked on over to my removable-cartridge 
drive. That's it. 

Once every several months. I do a full-disk backup (just 
documents, not program s) to catch any files I may h ave 
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missed. For that I just make a copy in the Finder, by drag
ging as many folders as will fit over to the cartridge, then 
putting in another cartridge when that one is full. 

{I'd recommend a tape drive instead. I've wiped out 
everything else-disk drives, motherboards,fax modems, 
cartridge drives-but I've never wiped out a tape backup. 
Apparently that's because the tape drive cleans the tape 
as it goes about its business. I swear by my tape drive: 
it's more reliable in my dusty Arizona home than a cartridge 
drive would be.-SS] 

Yes, Steve, but readers should realize that tape back
ups aren't SCSI devices and don't show up on the desk
top. You have to use arcane commands to access them. 
It's almost like having a PC hooked up to your Mac, and 
when you try to tell it something, it says, Hunnh? Whut? 

Memory upgrades 

ei how much memory do you need? (AN/RSJ 

We're approaching the day when one paltry meg of RAM 
will barely be enough to use most basic word processors 
(which doesn't include Word 5, for example). s imple graph
ics programs (certainly not color ones). spreadsheets and 
the like-one application at a time. If you're running 
System 7, you'll definitely want four or five megs of RAM, 
minimum. If you're running MultiFinder under System 6, 
you'll need at least two megs to do anything useful, and 
you'll probably be happier with four or five. If you plan 
to use heavy-duty page layout, graphics or CAD programs, 
get as much RAM as you can afford. 

ei memory upgrade basics (Larru Pina/SA/AN/RSJ 

When reading about memory chips, keep in mind that 
they're sized in kilobits (1024 bits). Unfortunately, kilobits 
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are abbreviated K, just like kilobytes ( 1024 bytes)-the 
eight-bit units used to measure the computer's total 
memory. Likewise, both megabits and megabytes are 
commonly called megs. Since there are eight bits to a byte, 
you need eight one-megabit RAM chips to get a megabyte 
of RAM. 

Let's begin with a little history: The original 128K Mac 
contained sixteen 64-kilobit RAM chips-for what, at the 
time, seemed a whopping amount of memory. A year 
later, Apple substituted 256K chips and was able to 
produce essentially the same machine with four times as 
much memory (51 2K). In both cases, the chips were 
soldered (not socketed) to the motherboard (the main 
printed circuit board in the Mac). 

Rather than having to desolder and resolder 256 connec
tions (sixteen pins times sixteen chips), dealers took your 
old board in trade (it went back to the factory to become 
someone else's upgrade) and sold you a new one. This is 
called a board swap. 

To upgrade the 512K Mac, you need a daughterboard 
(so called because it mounts on top of the motherboard). 
Some daughterboards snap into place without soldering, 
but they only work with absolutely perfect motherboards; 
if there's been any previous upgrade or repair work, the 
snaps may not line up properly. 

An important consideration when buying a daughter
board is whether the extra memory is socketed or 
soldered-socketed is always easier to deal with but 
soldered is more reliable. 

Beginning with the Mac Plus, Apple started supplying 
RAM chips on tiny boards called SIMMs (single in-line 
memory modules). Each SIMM has eight memory chips 
on it (some have a ninth parity chip as well, but don't worry 
about that). When each of the eight chips is 256 kilo bits, 
you have a 256 kilobyte SIMM. (Unlike individual memory 
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chips, SIMMs are measured in kilobytes and megabytes.) 
When each chip is 1024 kilobits (one megabit). you have 
a 1024K (one-meg) SIMM. 

By replacing the SIMMs that come with the computer 
with higher-density ones (that is, ones that have more 
memory on each chip). you can increase the memory in 
your computer. The Plus, SE and si have four slots for 
SIMMs. The SE/30 and all the lis except the si have 
eight. The Classic has only one slot, but you can increase 
that to two with an expansion card. The LCII and the Clas
sic II come with two slots. 

tt DRAM vs. static RAM (SA / RSJ 

Most memory chips are DRAMs (DEE-ram, for dynamic 
RAM). DRAMs need to be constantly powered with elec
tricity to remember what's been stored in them. (That's 
why you lose the contents of memory when you shut 
down your computer.) 

Static RAM, the kind of memory the old Mac Portable 
used to conserve battery power, doesn't need to be 
constantly supplied with electricity, but it's phenomenally 
expensive compared to DRAM. 

The PowerBooks use pseudo-static RAM chips, which 
are cheaper than true static RAM chips and consume only 
slightly more power; they're still much more expensive than 
DRAMs, however. The comparably priced Outbound 
laptops use the same inexpensive DRAM SIMMs most 
Macintoshes do, which gives you a big price advantage 
when you're adding RAM, especially considering that the 
Outbound's operational time on a single battery charge 
is similar to the PowerBooks'. 

tt all about SIMMs (SA/RS/Ciwck Meyer} 

It's not hard to upgrade the amount of RAM in a Mac II 
yourself. It's not even that hard to do it in a compact 
Mac. You need a special tool to open the case (a Torx T -15 
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screwdriver with an extra-long shaft) and you have to 
snip a resistor, but the company that sells you your 
SIMMs should give you instructions on how to do it. 
Installing memory yourself can save you a fair amount 
of change, but be sure to follow all the safety cautions 
we lay out in Chapter 2; there's no point in getting elec
trocuted just to save a few bucks. 

RAM has gotten very affordable-about $35 a megabyte 
mail-order. A good place to buy it is Technology Works 
(a.k.a. TechWorks) in Texas. They're great people, they 
accept credit cards and, if you ask them, they'll even 
include the Torx T -15 at no charge. 

When you buy SIMMs to upgrade your memory, there 
are a number of things to consider: size, RAM amount, 
profile, parity and speed. 

The overall size of SIMMs depends on where they're 
going-into your Mac, into the LaserWriter or wher
ever-but, in genera l, they're about 1" x 4". SIMMs for 
the LaserWriter Ilf and Ilg and SIMMs for Macs are inter
changeable, but be aware that the SIMMs for earlier 
models of the LaserWriter are different. 

Eight kinds of SIMMs are currently available-256K, 
512K, 1MB, 2MB, 3MB (only for the Classic), 4MB, 8MB 
and 16MB. Few 256K or 512K SIMMs are sold anymore; 
when people upgrade, they buy 1MB chips or better. 

How many SIMMS you need depends on the model of 
Mac you have and its maximum amount of RAM (as well 
as how much RAM you want or can afford to add) . For 
details, see the entries below on upgrading different types 
of Macs. You can't mix SIMMs of different capacities 
within a bank (a group of two or four slots, depending on 
the model of Mac). 

The profue of a SIMM is something else you need to know 
about when you add memory. Depending on how the 
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DRAM chips are installed on the SIMM, it's known as high 
profile (also called a DIP SIMM) or low profile (also called 
a surface-mount). If you're upgrading an SE, be sure to 
get low-profile SIMMs-high-profiles are hard to get into 
the sockets, and even if they go in, they may interfere with 
the installation of an accelerator (or other) board. 

As mentioned above, some SIMMs have a ninth chip 
tha t's used for parity-checking (don't worry about what 
that is). Since the government sometimes requires this 
abi1ity in the machines it buys, Apple has made it an 
optional feature on some Macs. 

Although you can use parity SIMMs in any machine (the 
ninth chip will just be ignored if you don't need it), they 
cost more, so they're normally not the best choice. Only 
a few ci's actually require that kind of SIMM; you'll know 
yours is one if you see a square chip rather than a vacant 
square group of solder pads next to where the letters 
PGC appear on the logic board (near the SIMMs). 

SIMMs also vary in speed, which is measured in 
nanoseconds (billionths of a second, abbreviated ns). 
SIMMs currently come in speeds of 60ns, 70ns, 80ns, 
lOOns, 120ns and 150ns. (In this case, the lower the 
number, the faster the chip-since we're measuring how 
long it takes the Mac to access the memory.) 

The Mac Plus was designed for 150ns SIMMs (and thus 
will take any SIMM you can buy). TheSE, SE/30, origi
nal Mac II, Classic, Mac llx and ex require l20ns SIMMs 
or faster. The LC, si and Mac Portable need 1 OOns or faster, 
and the ci, fx and Quadras use 80ns SIMMs. You can 
always put a faster SIMM into a machine than it requires, 
but you won't gain any speed by doing that, and the 
faster S IMMs will probably cost more. 

The conventional wisdom is lhat you can mix SIMMs 
of different speeds, as long as the slowest one isn't 
slower than your machine needs. But speed-mixing can 
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cause random, intermittent crashes, so it's a good idea 
to avoid it. 

If you don't know what speed your SIMMs are, look on 
the SIMM for some numbers in fme print. Often the last 
two digits at the end of a string of other numbers indicate 
the SIMM's speed; -60, -70, -80, -10, -20 and -15 stand for 
60, 70, 80, 100, 120 and 150 nanoseconds, respectively. 

With the proliferation of new Mac models, SIMMs and 
extended memory packages, it's beyond the scope of this 
book to list every RAM upgrade option for every model of 
Mac; we'll only touch on the most common ones here. For 
an excellent in-depth tutorial on a ll the Macs, get The 
Macintosh Memory Guide from Connectix. It's available from 
user groups and on bulletin boards, or you can get it for 
free on a floppy by calling Connecti.x at 800/950-5880 or 
415/571-5100. 

II upgrading Pluses and SE's (SA/RSJ 

The Plus and SE each have four s lots for SIMMs, and each 
pair you put in must be the same s ize. So there are only 
three possible combinations (unless you leave some slots 
empty-and why should you?): 

SIMMs installed 

four 256K 

two 256K + two 1MB 
four 1MB 

total RAM 

1MB 

2.5MB 
4MB 

One pair of SIMMs goes in the first two slots and the 
other in the back two slots. (If all four SIMMs are the same 
size, you don't have to worry about this. Ifyou're mixing 
sizes, however, you can't put one pair in the frrst and fourth 
slots and the other pair in the middle slots.) 

In the Plus and early SE's, the larger SIMMs go into 
the front slots and the smaller pair into the back slots. 
On later SE's, it's reversed-the larger pair goes into the 
back slots. 
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For the Plus and SE to u se the extra memory, certain 
resistors-or, in the later SE's, a jumper cable-also need 
to be cut. You may want to let an experienced person do 
this for you. 

As mentioned above, to upgrade a compact Mac, you 
n eed the special Torx T -15 screwdriver. While most Mac 
dealers charge $20 or more for it, some SIMM suppliers, 
like Tech Works, provide it free. Or go to a discount auto
motive supply store and ask for a General Motors head
light adjus tment tool; it'll cost you about $3 and will 
work perfectly. 

ei upgrading Mac ns and SE/30s (SA/RSJ 

The Mac II, Ilx, Ilcx, Ilci, Ilfx and the SE/30 all have eight 
s lots for SIMMs, a rranged in two banks of four. All four 
SIMMs in each bank must be the same size. 

You can fill all four slots with just about any size SIMM 
(as long as they're a ll the same size). or you can leave all 
four empty, but you can't fill fewer than four slots in a 
bank. The fx requires special SIMMs. Some popular 
upgrade combinations are: 

SIMMs in SIMMs in 
bank A bank 8 
1MB 256K 

2MB 256K 

2MB 
4MB 

4MB 

2MB 
2MB 

4MB 

total RAM 
5MB 

9MB 

16MB 
24MB 

32MB 

Installing SIMMs in a ex, ci or fx is a cinch-j u s l take 
off the cover and carefully plug them in. In a II or Ilx , you 
h ave to take off the cover. detach the floppy drive cables 
and remove the hard disk to get a t the SIMM sockets. For 
the SE/30's s lots to be reached, it has to have its logic 
board removed by an expert. 
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tl fill those empty banks (RSJ 

Because a lot of 256K SIMMs are left lying around after 
memory upgrades, you can usually get them for little or 
no money. So if you have an empty bank of slots in your 
Mac II or SE/30, you can add an extra megabyte of RAM 
at little or no cost by filling it with 256K SIMMs. 

Check with your local user group (if they do RAM 
upgrades for members) or with your local Apple repair 
store. They're sure to have a bunch of 256K SIMMs on 
hand that they're willing to sell cheaply. 

Note that this tip doesn't apply to the fx, which requires 
special SIMMs, and be sure to keep in mind that the 
256K SIMMs you use must meet your Mac's minimum 
speed requirements. Also, if you mix 256K and 1MB 
SIMMs on an SE/30 or Mac II to make a total of 5 megs, 
the larger SIMMs must be installed in bank A-except on 
a ci where you can install them in either bank (but the 
ci's built-in video will run faster if the larger SIMMs are 
in bank B). 

Managing memory 

tl from eight megs to a gig (CR/JKJ 

In the past, the Mac was limited to eight megabytes of RAM, 
but System Ts 32-bit addressing ups the limit to a giga
byte (more than a thousand megs) . Only Macs with 512K 
ROM chips and 68020 or better processors can use 32-
bit addressing without an upgrade. Macs with 256K ROMs 
need Mode32-a program you can copy for free from most 
Apple dealers that fixes some code in the ROMs. (Some 
software tricks on the Mac LC will let it use up to 10 megs 
of RAM, but that's not through 32-bit addressing.) 

Applications that are 32-bit clean (which means they've 
followed Apple's memory-use guidelines for developers) 
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will be able to u se a ll this m emory right away; those that 
aren't will s till run, but they won't be aware of any memory 
beyond eight m egs. 

ti checking memory amount (SMJ 

To check on how much memory a Mac has, choose About 
This Macintosh . .. (or About the Finder ... under System 6) 
from the ti m enu when you 're on the desktop and look 
a t the Total Memory figure. 

ti increasing available memory (SA /CRJ 

System 7 is a real memory h og, and even if you have eight 
megs, you may run short once in a while. Here are s everal 
ways to free up a little extra memory: 

• Go to the M emory contro l panel and reduce the size of 
the disk cache to its low est setting. (You can' t turn the 
disk cache off in System 7, as you can in System 6-
w here, by the way, it 's ca lled the RAM cache.) See the 
next entry for more on this. 

• Close unnecessary programs and desk accessori es. 

• Don't assign more memory than necessary to the 
programs you have running (see setting an application's 
current memory below). 

• Launch frequently used programs first to avoid memory 
fragmentati on (see memory fragmentation below) . 

• Turn it off file sharing if you' re not using it- it takes up 250K. 
(For more information on file sharing, see Chapter 17.) 

• Use special utilities inside programs, like a word proces
sor's spelling checker, sparingly. They take up RAM that 
wou ld otherwise be avai lable for programs or documents. 

• Remove unnecessary fonts and sounds from your 
System file. (For more on the System file, see Chapter 4.) 

• Cut down on the number of system extensions in your 
Extensions fo lder and the number of control panels in 
your Control Panel fo lder. Each one alone usually 
doesn' t take up much space, but together they can add 
up. (For more on that, see Chapter 7 .) 
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• Be sure you've allocated enough memory to the Finder 
when you're using large storage devices (for more on 
this, see setting an application 's current memory later in 
this section) . 

tt the disk cache (SA /CRJ 

A disk cache (called a RAM cache in System 6) is a portion 
of memory set aside to hold information your Mac would 
otherwise have to read from disk. When the cache is on, 
everything you do that r equires disk access is stored 
there (or as much of it as there's room for in the cache), 
so the next time you do the same thing the information 
is retrieved from RAM much more quickly than it could 
be from the disk. Using a disk cache speeds up all sorts 
of operations on your Mac, including opening and quit
ting programs, loading portions of programs like spelling 
checkers and switching between active programs. 

You can't assign things to a disk cache; whatever you 
do is automatically stored there until you use it again 
(unless it's been flushed out to make room for other 
things you've done since). 

In System 7 , the disk cache is always on, because it takes 
at least some cache to ma ke the Finder's opera tion toler
ably fast. You can set the cache size from 16K up to a 
megabyte or more with the Cache Size box in the Memory 
control panel, which is shown at the top of the n ext page: 
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D 

v7.0 

Disk Cache 
Alway s On 

Virtual Memory 

Oon 
@Off 

32-Bit Addressing 

Qon 
@Off 

Memory 

Cache Size 

Select Hard Disk : 

r;:.:.:;:.::; .. M·;~·;;·i·;;·1·~;·~·i~ ... ii'i) .................... :; ... l 
Available on disk : 43M 

Total memory: SM 

( Use Defaults ) 

Apple recommends a disk cache s ize of 128K-256K 
under System 7. If you frequently access large files or 
programs from floppy disks (or your monitor is set to 256 
colors on ansi or ci). a cache size of 384K may speed up 
your Mac's performance. (The si and ci have built-in 
video, and Apple says setting a larger disk cache speeds 
up the display.) 

Under System 6, you can turn the cache off. To do that, 
or to change its size, you use the General icon in the Control 
Panel. The settings you choose won't take effect until 
you restart your Mac. Here are some guidelines for RAM 
cache size under System 6: 

• When you're running under MultiFinder, set 32K of 
cache for each meg of RAM installed in your Mac. 

• When you're not running under MultiFinder, the cache 
size should equal 25% of your total RAM. 

If you want more RAM cache than this, keep in mind 
that the maximum you can use while in MultiFinder is 
348K for each meg of memory you have. If you set the cache 
higher, it will be automatically reset to 348K per meg. 
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ti setting an application's current memory {CRJ 

Under System 7 (and MultiFinder in System 6), each 
program you run gets its own partition-a portion of 
memory reserved exclusively for that program. Although 
every program comes with a default partition size assigned 
to it, sometimes it's not large enough, and in that case 
the program will either quit unexpectedly or tell you it 
needs more memory. 

To change the size of the partition, quit the applica
tion, select its icon on the desktop and Get Info on it 
(described in the second entry in this chapter). The Get 
Info box will list a Suggested size and a Current size (called 
Application Memory Size in System 6). 

~0 Microsoft Word Info 

h)x Micr-osoft Wor-d 
'o/ Micr-osoft Wor-d 4.0 

Kind: application program 
Siz:~: 704K on disk (717 ,464 bytes used) 

._.h~r~: Macintosh HD : Applications: 

Cre~ted: Mon, Apr 10, 1989,5:00 PM 
Modified: Wed, Feb 12, 1992, 9:37 AM 
Y~rsion: 4 .0, @ 1987-1 989 Microsoft 

Corporation 
Comments: 

0 locked 

[""Memory ........................................... , 
i Sugges ted s ize: 51 2 K l 
! ..... ~.~~.~~.~~ .. ~~.~~ .. : ....... r.f?::~:~:.:.:.J .. ~ .... .J 

Unless you've already changed the current size, the two 
amounts will match. All you have to do is make the 
current size larger (as shown above) by clicking inside the 
Current size box and typing a new number-try adding 
128K or 256K to start. 
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If your initial guess doesn't correct the problem, add 
memory until you get it right. Later, when you're trying 
to squeeze more applications into memory, you may want 
to reduce it again. But never go below the suggested size, 
because that's the minimum for safe operation. 

The dialog box you see when you go to the ti menu and 
choose the About this Macintosh. .. command (or the About 
the Finder ... command in System 6) shows the memory 
allocated to the system software and to each program 
that's running, as well as how much of each partition is 
being used: 

§0 About This Macintosh 0 

System Softw<are 7.0 

~ H.acintosh llsi @Apple Computer, Inc . 1983-1991 

Tobl Memory: 5,120K largest Unused Block: 1,605K 

~ App lelink 6 .1 512K - ~ 
~ CEIAC 100K IJ 
~ Microsoft Word 1,024K 

~ System Software 1,564K 

~ 
~ 

ti memory fragmentation (CRJ 

Note that the dialog box at the end of the previous entry 
reports not how much memory is available, but the Largest 
Unused Block. Even if we were to quit Word at this point, 
the largest unused block wouldn't be l024K larger than 
it is now, because of memory fragmentation. 

Each program claims a chunk of memory when it's 
launched, but when you quit a program, not all the RAM 
it used returns to the pool of available memory-some empty 
RAM is left between the program launched before it and 
the one launched after it. (This is perfectly analogous to 
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disk fragmentation, as described in the entry of that name 
in the hard disks section above.) 

So as you open and close programs, your Mac's memory 
becomes fragmented, and you may eventually reach the 
point where you don't have a continuous block of RAM 
big enough to run a program. To minimize this problem, 
always begin by launching the program you use the most 
frequently, and are therefore least likely to quit. Then 
launch the program you use second most, and so on. 

When you do run into not enough memory messages, 
you'll either have to quit some other programs to free up 
the RAM you need, or restart the Mac (wiping the RAM 
slate clean, as it were). If you have a continuing problem, 
try lowering the current memory size for one or more 
programs (see setting an application's current memory 
above) or buy more RAM. 

8 RAM disks (SA/CR/RSJ 

A RAM disk is a portion of memory that's set aside to act 
as a temporary disk. You use a utility program to create 
the RAM disk, which then appears as an icon on your desk
top. You can use a RAM disk as you would any other disk, 
but when you shut off your computer, everything in the 
RAM disk disappears. 

So what good is it? Well, what's stored on a RAM disk 
can be retrieved a lot faster than what's stored on a disk. 
Put an application there and you'll notice that virtually 
all its operations speed up. Put your System and Finder 
there and all the things they do will speed up. 

You can get RAM disk utilities from user groups. bulletin 
boards and commercial information services. Connec
tix's Virtual 3.0 (discussed below) includes a RAM disk 
utility and Apple offers one called ApplDisk specifically 
for System 7. An excellent shareware RAM disk utility that 
even includes crash recovery protection is RamDisk+ (it's 
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up to version 3.03 as of this writing); shareware guru Dave 
Mark says it's very well designed. 

ti virtual memory (SA/CRJ 

Virtual memory is sort of the opposite of a RAM disk-it's 
a technique that lets the computer use part of the hard disk 
as if it were RAM. Portions of large files or programs get 
swapped from RAM to the virtual memory section of the 
disk and back again as needed. Virtual memory is useful 
for large graphics, long animations, complex sounds, lots 
of scanning and keeping a lot of files open at the same time. 

Because virtual "memory" is actually on disk, it's a lot 
s lower than real RAM. But it's also a lot cheaper. Even 
with RAM prices at an a ll-time low ($36/meg or so, as of 
this writing), storage space on a hard disk can cost as little 
as $3/meg, or even less (the bigger the drive, the cheaper 
it tends to be). 

System 7 makes virtual memory available to any Mac 
that has a 68030 processor, to Mac lis with a PMMU (paged 
memory management unit) chip added, and to Pluses and 
SE's with 68030 accelerator cards. And if you don't like the 
way virtual memory works in System 7, Connectix offers 
an alternative; see the entry on Virtual3.0 below. 

ti using virtual memory rem 
You turn on virtual memory in the Memory control panel 
(shown in the entry on the disk cache above). Choose the 
hard disk you want used for virtual memory from a pop
up menu, click the arrows in the After Restart window to 
set the amount of m emory, close the control panel and 
restart your Mac. 

You can only create as much virtual memory as there 
is contiguous free space on your hard disk (that's a single 
block of empty space, not the sum of separate blocks scat
tered all over the disk). And virtual memory will be limited 
by the amount of physical RAM you have. On my 5MB 
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machine. for example. the system only allows me 12MB 
of virtual memory, even though there are 32 megs of 
contiguous free space on my hard disk. 

The best way to use virtual memory is sparingly. 
Accessing a file from a hard disk is much slower than 
getting it from RAM, so if you're working with a big file 
or program in virtual memory, everything will slow down. 
Virtual memory works best when you use it to run one 
program and one big file rather than a lot of smaller 
programs or files. 

[In my experience, virtual memory slows things down 
considerably, particularly onjaster Macs, and it makes a 
huge impact on the Plus, which has a slow SCSI port. 
Unless you're flat brolce, buying more RAM is a better 
choice.-RS] 

li Virtual 3 .0 (Chris Allen/CR) 

If you're running System 6, you can still get virtua l 
memory capabilities with a $200 program called Virtual 
3.0 (for standard Mac 68030 systems and Mac lis with a 
PMMU chip installed; ifyou have a Mac Plus, Classic or 
SE with a 68030 accelerator installed, you use a program 
called Compact Virtual). 

Virtual a lso a llows Macs with 68030 accelerators to 
access up to 16 megs of physical RAM, and even lets you 
create a RAM disk from any real RAM insta lled on your 
Mac's motherboard. You might even want to consider 
this product if you're running System 7 , since Virtual's 
memory management scheme is faster and uses less disk 
space than System T s. 

To run Virtual on a Mac II, you also need the PMMU 
chip. Connectix, Virtual's publisher, will sell you one for 
$180, rather than the $500 Apple charges. 
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el the System heap (SA/RSJ 

Without getting too technical, the heap is a portion of 
memory set aside for a special purpose. There are the 
System heap and application heaps. You should never have 
to worry about application h eaps. but you do need to pay 
attention to the System heap if you're running Multi
Finder under System 6 with more than a few basic inits 
and/or applications (the number of applications is the prob
lem, not the amount of memory you give each one). 

When you choose About the Finder ... from the el menu 
on the System 6 desktop, you'll see a bar indicating how 
much memory is a llocated to the System; the dark part 
shows how much of that allocation is in use. To provide 
enough breathing room for your System when several appli
cations are open, about a third of the bar should be light 
when no programs are open. 

No applications 

Word, Supe-t·Paint 

Word, Supet·Paint 
File-Make-r, Page-Make-r 

(:::::::::::::::::::::1 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::-
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::1111 

The easiest way to adjust the System heap allocation 
is with a utility like CE Software's HeapFixer. It comes 
with most of CE's products, and is a lso available on 
bulletin boards and elsewh ere. {I don't recommend using 
H eapFixer unless you're really daring and have a problem 
that doesn't go away after you've ruled out everything 
else. If you do use it, malce sure you have a complete 
backup of all your software, including your system.- RS] 

The System h eap isn't supposed to be a problem under 
System 7, because it's supposed to a djust dynamically 
(automatically) to whatever's running. However, a few 
poorly written pieces of software don't dynamically adjust 
the System h eap, so be especia lly careful of sha reware 
and freewar e when you're using System 7. 
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Tips for all applications 
The tips in this section should work in virtually all Macin
tosh programs, from the Finder to obscure DA's. If they don't, 
don't blame us-blame the people who wrote the program, 
because they didn't follow the standard Mac interface. 

II basic terms (ANJ 

The entries in this chapter assume you understand the 
material in the Guide for beginners in Chapter l . If you 
have trouble with any of the terms or concepts here, 
either look them up in the glossary or index, or read the 
Guide for beginners first. 

ti escapingfrom hang-ups (AN/ByBJ 

In System 7. I option I~) will usually free you from an 
application that's hung up, without your having to restart 
the computer. (This is almost reason enough all by itself 
to use System 7.) 

Unfortunately this only works if you can still use the 
mouse. That's because it opens a dialog box that asks you 
if you want to quit and lose all unsaved work, and you 
can't choose the Force Quit button (which is what you're 
going to want to do if you're hung) from the keyboard. The 
Force Quit button should have a double line around it, so 
you can select it by simply hitting !Return). 

II selecting multiple items (Steve Michel/SA/AN) 

As mentioned in the Guide for beginners in Chapter l, shift
clicking lets you select more than one object at a time. It 
acts as a toggle-not only do things that aren't selected 
get selected, but things that are selected get deselected 
when you shift-click on them. 

You can also select multiple objects by dragging a 
selection rectangle around them (also described in the 
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Guide for beginners) and you can combine the two tech
niques. For example, if objects you don't want fall into 
the selection rectangle, just shift-click on them and they'll 
be deselected. Here's another way to combine them: 

Let's say you have a single icon selected in a desk
top window. If you hold down !shift) while you drag a 
rectangle around four other icons, you'll have five icons 
selected when you're done. It also works the other way. 
If you have ten icons selected in a desktop window and 
then hold down !Shift) while you drag a rectangle around 
four of them, they'll deselect and you'll end up with six 
icons selected. 

All these techniques work the same way in object
oriented graphics programs ("draw" programs) as they do 
on the desktop. (They don't work in paint programs 
because there are no objects to shift-click on.) 

Shift-clicking can also be used to select portions of 
continuous material like text. Let's say you want to 
select three paragraphs of a word processing document. 
You'd click in front of the first character in the first 
paragraph, then place the 1-beam pointer after the last 
character of the third paragraph, hold the !Shift) key down 
and click again. This causes everything between the 
two clicks-all three paragraphs, in this case-to be 
selected. (Some word processors h ave easier ways to select 
a lot of text, but this basic technique should work in all 
of them.) 

Some of lhese techniques may be a little hard to visu
alize, but when you use them a bit, they'll quickly become 
obvious, and then automatic. 

w the double-click drag (SAJ 

To select text word-by-word, double-click on the first 
word and drag. The selection will be extended one word 
at a time. 
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ti cancelling fast (AN/SAJ 

In most places on the Mac, rmff] will cancel what you're 
doing (printing, for example) . It will also push the Cancel 
button in most dialog boxes. We've mentioned this short
cut elsewhere (because there are so many places where 
it works), but it's worth repeating (because there are so 
many places where it works). The 1£$£1 key also works, in 
most instances, as a substitute for rmff]. 

ti deselecting with the arrow keys (SAJ 

In almost all applications, hitting (!) or 8 while text is 
selected places the insertion point at the beginning of the 
selection and deselects the text. Using ill or G does the same, 
but it puts the insertion point at the end of the selection. 
This can save you some time. Let's say you've selected some 
text and made it boldface. Instead of having to use your 
mouse so you can click at the end of the selection to begin 
typing again, you can just hit G. This will deselect the text 
and position the insertion point directly after it. 

This works even in dialog boxes, where you often have 
some default text selected when the box opens. It's espe
cially convenient in the Save As dialog box that usually 
comes up with the current title of a document already high
lighted. lfyou want to name the new document something 
similar to the original (like changing Title to Title 2}, you 
don't have to retype the original name. Just hit G . then 
add what you want to the end of the document name. 

ti stationery defaults (Michael Brudley/DC/CR/JK) 

All applications have default settings for things like font 
and type size, ruler, print quality, spreadsheet size and data 
format. Sometimes you can change the defaults but often 
you can't. This means every new document will always start 
out formatted the standard way, whether you like it or not. 
If you don't like it, try using System Ts stationery feature 
to create templates of the formatting you want. 
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A template is a document with a special format that you 
use repeatedly-for example, one containing your letter
head, so you don't have to recreate the letterhead every 
time you want to write a letter. They're easy to make. All 
you have to do is open a new document and choose the 
formatting you want. When you're done, save the docu
ment with a name like biz ltr, memo or standard Excel 
template. 

Then, on the desktop, select the document. hit @:IDJJ (for 
Get Info) and click the Stationery pad checkbox in the 
window that appears. The next time you need to create 
a document with that formatting, open the template. 
You'll immediately be asked to type in a n ew document 
n ame, and then the Mac will save the new file under that 
name, leaving the template untouched. 

If you want to change the template, try opening it from 
within the application itself. If that doesn't work. select 
its icon in the Finder and uncheck the Stationery pad 
checkbox in its Get Info window. Then open the template 
and modify it the way you would any document. After 
you've finished modifying it, be sure to check the Stationery 
pad box again. 

If you're using System 6, there's no stationery feature, 
but you can still make templates. Once you've made one, 
lock it with the Locked checkbox in the Get Info window, 
so you won't change it by mistake. When you open a 
template, use the Save As ... command immediately, to 
create the new document. (Some applications a lso have 
an option for saving files as stationery inside the Save As 
dialog box.) 

ei taking screen shots (JK/ANJ 

You can capture anything that appears on your Mac's 
screen at virtually any moment by pressing lshifti~II). You'll 
hear a sound like a camera shutter clicking and a file called 
Picture 1 will appear in your hard disk's window in the 
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Finder (if there's already a Picture 1 file, it'll be called Picture 
2, and so on). In System 6, there's no sound when you take 
the shot and the files are called Screen 0, Screen 1, etc. 

Unfortunately, there's no easy way to take a snapshot 
of just one particular window, and no easy way to edit 
the entire screen shot if you only want to use part of it. 
You can edit System Ts screen shots in a limited way in 
TeachText (the Apple utility that opens when you double
click on a screen shot). but if you have a large screen, even 
a lot of memory won't stop you from getting a message 
that says TeachText cannot copy from this document. the 
selection is too large (which is annoying, and a run-on 
sentence to boot). 

The System Folder 

411 system software (Clair Whttmer/JKJ 

When you first buy a computer, it's the hardware that gets 
all the attention. But what really makes the Mac what it is
an easy-to-use and highly customizable personal computer
is the system software. Part of this basic software is written 
indelibly into your Mac's ROM; you never see it and can't 
modify it, short of buying a hardware upgrade. 

The rest-the part you can control-is provided by the 
various programs that come with the Mac and are stored 
in the System Folder on the startup disk (the hard disk or 
floppy your Mac starts up from when you tum it on, and 
whose icon always appears in the upper right corner ofthe 
desktop). This chapter will showyou how to use the system 
software to create an environment that best suits you. 

411 System 7 and System 6 (CR/Clair Whitmer/AN) 

System 7 is the latest version of the Mac system software. 
First released in May 1991, itcomeswithallnewMacs, and 
is now more widely used than its predecessor, System 6. 
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System 7 and System 6 are major versions of the system 
software, each of which has gone through several minor 
versions that fiXed bugs or added features (for example, 
System 6 went from 6.0 through 6 .0.8). But since all the 
minor versions of System 6 are much more like each 
other than they are like System 7 (and vice versa), we 
usually refer simply to System 6 and System 7, unless we're 
discussing some feature or problem that's in System 7.0 
(say) but not in 7.0.1. 

Except where noted, the information in this chapter refers 
to System 7 (a lthough much of it applies to both versions). 
See the end of the chapter for tips that apply only to 
System 6. If you're trying to decide which version to use, 
see the section on Choosing system software below. 

tt System Folder basics (SA /CR/JK/ANJ 

It's easy to recognize the System Folder's icon, because 
it has a little picture of a Mac on it: 

The two most important files in the System Folder are 
the System and the Finder; they're described in entries 
of their own below. What other files are in your System 
Folder depends on your personal preferences, and what 
these files are called depends on whether you're running 
System 6 or System 7, since each version of the system 
software gives them different names. In addition, System 
7 organizes the various types of files into folders within 
the System Folder (System 6 doesn't). Here are some of 
the files that go in the System Folder: 

• drivers--These programs allow the Mac to 
commu nicate w ith peripherals like printers; examples 
are the StyleWriter and LaserWriter files. System 7 puts 
drivers in the Extensions folder and lists them as 
Chooser extensions in the Kind column w hen you view 
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the Extensions folder's contents by name. In System 6, 
they're listed as Chooser documents or simply 
documents. 

• extensions (called in its under System 6}-These 
programs run automatical ly when you start the Mac, 
and keep running invisibly in the background until you 
shut down. System 7 places them in a folder called 
Extensions and they're listed as system extensions when 
you view that folder by name. System 6 lists them as 
Startup documents. 

• control panels (called cdevs under System 6)-These 
utility programs let you do things like set the volume 
level on the Mac's speaker, create a new desktop pattern 
or estab li sh file sharing with other networked Macs. 
System 7 stores control panels in the Control Panels 
folder, and lists them as control panels in the Kind 
column. System 6 calls them Control Panel documents 
or simply documents. 

• printer font files-These are the out I i ne fonts that get 
downloaded to printers (typically PostScript printers; 
see Chapter 6 for more about them). They're stored in 
the Extensions folder and show up as system extensions 
under System 7, documents under System 6. 

• preferences (or prefs) files-Applications use these to 
keep track of the default settings you prefer-for 
example, whether you want Short or Full menus in 
Word or how many keystrokes you want to save after in 
Nisus. Prefs files typically contain the name of the 
application that created them- Word Settings, say
and are I isted as Word documents (or whatever the 
application is) in the Kind co lumn. They're stored in the 
Preferences folder. 

• application support files-These include help files and 
spelling dictionaries for specific programs. Sometimes 
you can put these files elsewhere-usually in the same 
folder as the application itself-but lots of applications 
need for them to be in the System Folder. Like prefs 
files, support fi les are listed as documents of the 
application they work w ith. 
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• temp files-Applications create these files for temporary 
storage w hile you' re working. If you crash , you can 
sometimes use a temp file to help you recover your data 
(for more on this, see the section on recovering data in 
Chapter 8). Temp files are identified as documents of the 
application that uses them. 

• desk accessory information-M ost DA's store their 
information (like the pictures you put in the Scrapbook) 
in the System Folder. Most of these files are listed as file 
or document but some are identified as documents of 
the DA that created them. 

Besides the Control Panels , Exten s ions and Prefer
ences folders mentioned above, the Sys tem Folder con tain s 
three other folder s: 

• The Apple M enu Items folder stores the items that 
appear on the ti menu. You can put any DA, document, 
appl ication or folder you want on the Apple menu by 
dragging it into this folder. The ones that come with the 
system software are described in the section about the 
ti menu below. 

• The PrintMonitor Documents folder stores the temp files 
that are created when you print a document using 
background p rinting (described in Chapter 5). Print
Monitor puts files that are to be printed into this folder, 
and they' re automatically fed from there to your printer. 

• If you w ant a program or document opened automati 
ca lly w hen your M ac starts up (as long as there's 
enough memory), just put it in the Startup Items folder. 

(Starting with System 7. 1, there's also a Fonts folder.) 

ti installing systemfiles rcr~J 

When you drag a DA, driver, exten s ion or control panel 
onto the System Folder's icon, it autom atically gets put 
into the proper folder. If you want to put a file in the System 
Folder but don't want it placed in any of the folders within 
th e System Folder, drag the file into the System Folder's 
open window ins tead of onto its icon. 
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System 6 doesn't organize system files into folders, 
but you install drivers, extensions, control panels and 
printer files the same way-by dragging them to the 
System Folder. To install desk accessories in System 6, 
you add them to the System file with Font/DA Mover (or 
the equivalent; for details, see System 6 tips below). 

tt System vs. system (SA!JKJ 

There's an important distinction between system and 
System. Capitalized, System always refers to the System 
file itself or a particular version of the system software 
(e.g. System 7 or System 7.0.1). 

Lowercase, system can refer to any of three things: a 
system set-the collection of system software files you're 
using; the customized environment you've created by 
adding fonts, sounds. printer drivers, etc. to-or subtract
ing them from-the System Folder; or the hardware setup 
you use-say, a Mac Ilsi with a particular hard disk drive 
and a particular printer. A systemfile (without caps) is 
any file in the System Folder that helps run your 
computer-control panels, printer drivers and the like, 
including the System file and the Finder. 

tt the System file (SA/Clair Whitmer} 

The System file is the heart of the Mac's operating system 
(the sofnvare that controls a computer's basic operation); 
you can't run a Mac without it. Most of the information 
in the System file consists of programming instructions 
that work hand-in-hand with the instructions in the Mac's 
ROM, and you can't change these. In System versions 
through 7. 0 .1. however, you can change some of the things 
stored in the System file-fonts and sounds (and DA's, if 
you're using System 6). The next entry tells you how. 

The size of the System file varies depending on what 
version it is, what machine you're running it on and how 
many fonts and sounds are stored in it. When you turn on 
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your Mac, the System file gets loaded into RAM (along with 
the Finder, extensions and some control panels). The larger 
it is, the more memory it requires, which leaves that much 
less memory free to run applications and work on files. 

ei managing fonts and sounds (CR/JKJ 

When you double-click on the System file icon, a window 
opens that shows a ll the fonts and sounds it contains 
(starting with System 7.1, you'll only see sounds; fonts 
will be kept in a Fonts folder). To view a font or hear a 
sound, just double-click on it. To install a new one, close 
a ll open applications and drag the font or sound onto the 
System Folder's icon) . 

Be careful when installing sounds from sound suitcase 
files, though: if you drag a sound suitcase onto the System 
Folder icon, it may be deleted, a long with the sounds it 
contained. Instead, double-click the suitcase icon to open 
its window and drag the sounds you wa nt from inside it 
out onto the System Folder icon. 

Since fonts and sounds use up memory, you may want 
to use a utility like Suitcase or MasterJuggler (see Chap
ter 7 for more about them). These programs don't decrease 
the amount of memory fonts and sounds consume, but 
they do let you control which ones are loaded into the 
system, so you can easily turn them off when your Mac 
needs memory for something else. 

In System 6, you need a special utility to install fonts 
and sounds. You can use Font/DA Mover (which comes with 
the system software) for fonts, but only third-party programs 
like the ones mentioned above handle sounds as well. 

ei freeing up memory (CLair Whitmer/JK) 

When you're using files or programs that require a lot of 
memory, you can free some memory up by moving control 
panels and extensions you don't need out of your System 
Folder and then restarting. You can also shrink the amount 
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of memory consumed by your System file itself by remov
ing fonts and sounds from it (see the previous entry}. 

ti the Finder (SA/JK/ANJ 

The Finder is the program that creates the desktop and 
its menus (ti, File, Edit, etc.). It can actually be replaced 
with another program, but since the desktop is usually 
the first and last thing you see when you work on a Mac, 
it's hard to think of a Mac running without it. (The term 
Finder is often used instead of desktop, as in Quit the appli
cation and return to the Finder. It doesn't usually work the 
other way, though: Rearrange the icons on your Finder.) 

In System 7, you can run as many applications simul
taneously as your Mac's memory permits, and you can 
see the desktop in the background while you work. To use 
more than one application under System 6, you need to 
run MultiFinder (described in the System 6 tips section 
below). Otherwise, you can only run one application at a 
time, and the desktop disappears while you're working 
in it (which saves memory). 

ti paring down your System Folder (SA/CRJ 

If you have plenty of room on your hard disk, you may not 
care if unused files are taking up space in your System 
Folder. But if you're running out of disk space, you'll want 
to get rid of them. For example, if you don't have a laser 
printer, you don't need the LaserWriter drivers. You can also 
toss special-purpose utilities or DA's like the Puzzle, Map, 
CloseView, or Easy Access ifyou won't be using them. 

ti invisible files in the System Folder (LAJ 

Utilities like ResEdit and DiskTop let you see invisible files 
in your System Folder. Some such files may be viruses 
or their hell-spawned get {Don't you love these literary 
touches?-AN] but the system software and some appli
cations also create invisible files that are essential to 
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their operations, so don't delete any invisible files unless 
you know what you're doing. 

• trashing temp files (SA/ANJ 

Well-mannered applications erase their temp files when 
you quit, but if you crash {or accidentally turn off the 
machine without quitting the application). the temp file 
will remain in the System Folder. (That's what it's supposed 
to do, so you can recover your file .) 

Word is notorious for leaving its temp files around; 
they're named Word temp 1, Word temp 2, etc. PageMaker 
creates files called PMOO 1 and so on; File Maker creates 
a FileMaker temp folder and puts its stuff in there. Check 
your System Folder occasionally for errant temp files and 
throw them away-but don't do it when the application 
that created them is running. 

• the startup scan (SA/ANJ 

Usually it's obvious which disk is the s tartup disk, but 
what if you have two or more hard disks connected or two 
floppies inserted? Here's where the Mac looks for a startup 
disk first, then second, etc. 

1 . the internal floppy drive 
2. the second internal floppy drive (if there is one) 
3. the external floppy drive (if there is one) 
4. the disk specified with the Startup Disk control panel 

{call ed Startup Device in System 6) 
5. the external serial (non-SCSI) hard disk 
6. the internal hard disk (or any other device with a SCSI 

10 number of 0) 
7. other SCSI devices (starting with ID number 6 and 

working its way down to 1) 

8. after a 1 5-second wait, back to the internal floppy drive 

The first disk that the Mac finds that has a System Folder 
on it becomes the startup disk. 
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ti avoid multiple systems (SA/CR/JKJ 

In general, it's best not to keep more than one System 
Folder (or System file) on any hard disk or floppy. Multi
ple systems can make the Mac schizophrenic and cause 
it to crash a lot. 

Most people don't purposely put more than one system 
on a disk, of course. This usually happens because you've 
inserted a floppy that contains a program you want to 
install and then dragged all the files on the floppy, includ
ing its System Folder, over to your hard disk. 

Periodically, and especially whenever you're experi
encing more system crashes than usual, use the Find 
command or Find File DA to search your hard disk for 
the word System, and remove any extra System files or 
System Folders. · 

ti an emergency startup floppy rcRJ 

If your Mac won't start up from its regular startup disk, 
you can start it up from the System 7 Disk Tools floppy 
(or, depending on which Mac you have, a System 6 System 
Tools or System Startup disk) . Your Mac won't have a lot 
of its normal fonts, DA's and printing capabilities, but you'll 
usually be able to access what's on your hard drive. 

ti setting startup applications or documents rcRJ 

You can set your Mac to start with specific applications, 
folders, documents or other items open. In System 7, 
you just drag the items (or their aliases) into the Startup 
Items folder inside the !?ystem Folder. When you restart, 
the Mac will open as many of them as it has room for in 
memory. To keep an item from opening at startup, just 
drag it back out of the Startup Items folder. 

In System 6, you use the Set Startup command in the desk
top's Special menu (which also lets you set the Mac to start 
in the Finder or in MultiFinder). Here's how to use it: 
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• To start up in an application, select its icon on the 
desktop and then choose Set Startup. The dialog box 
that appears shou ld indicate that that application is set 
to automatically open on startup. If you also choose to 
start up with MultiFinder, you can set documents or 
multiple applications to open in this way. 

• To start up with a DA open, select it from the • menu, 
choose Set Startup and then click the Opened 
Applications and DAs button (but be aware that in 
doing so, you're also telling the Mac to automatica lly 
open whatever applications you' re currently running). 

The tl menu 

• adding items to the • menu (CR/JKJ 

The • menu gives you quick access to anything you n eed 
to have handy, whether it's a folder, a program, a docu
ment or even a shared file on someone else's Mac. You 
can have as many items on the menu as you like. 

To put an item on the • menu, just copy it into the 
Apple Menu Items folder; to remove it, just drag it back 
out. (If it's a shared item, you'll need to use an alias, not 
the item itself-see aliases under Tips on icons, files and 
folders below). 

Since DA's are designed to go on the • menu, System 
7 automatically puts them in the Apple Menu Items folder 
when you drag them onto the System Folder icon. In 
System 6, only desk accessories can go on the ei menu, 
and you have to install them with Font/DA Mover or a 
third-party DA manager program (see System 6 tips below). 

Macs come with several items a lready installed on the 
• menu-they're described in the next several entries, in 
a lphabetical order. For more sophisticated third-party 
alternatives to some of them, see Chapter 7. 
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tl Alarm Clock (Nicholas Lavro.ff/JK/ANJ 

The Alarm Clock desk accessory functions like a real 
alarm clock (albeit a feeble one). You can also use it to reset 
your Mac's internal clock and calendar, or just leave it open 
anywhere on the desktop to keep track of the time. When 
you click the little flag to the right of the time, the clock 
opens down (as shown below) to let you adjust its settings. 

0 6:06:16 PM t' 

l!J 7:Hi]:OO PM [;j 

CDI~IR 
Click on the bottom left square to set your Mac's clock, 

the bottom center to set the date, and the bottom right 
to set the alarm. The middle panel is where you actually 
adjust the settings-just click on the number you want 
to change. 

To turn the alarm on, click the weird little icon at the 
left end of the middle panel, and the alarm clock icon will 
look like it's going off. When it actually does go off, your 
Mac will beep once and an alarm clock icon will a lternate 
with the tl at the top of the tl menu (until you turn it off). 
It won't rouse the dead, but it's adequate once you get 
used to looking for it. 

tl Calculator (Nicholas Lavro.ff/SA/JKJ 

You can use the Calculator DA (shown on the next page) 
either by clicking its keys with the mouse or by typing in 
numbers from the keyboard. (Using the numeric keypad 
makes it feel like a desktop adding machine, except that 
it doesn't print a tape.) You can also copy the number the 
calculator is displaying and paste it into the document 
you're working on. And you can paste things into the 
calculator-not just simple numbers, but also chains of 
calculations, like 15+17*92/3. 
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It's not the most feature-laden calculator around, but 
it's simple to use, and it can display large numbers by 
using exponents. [I know it's uncool, but Ifmd it simpler 
just to use a calculator on my des1c.-AN] 

D Calculator 

• Control Panels (JKJ 

These important programs get a section of their own. It's 
immediately after this one. 

• the Chooser (SAIJKJ 

The Chooser is most often used to choose a printer (how 
to do this is described in Chapter 5). But when you're work
ing on a network, it also lets you select zones, shared .files 
andfile server volumes (all that's covered in Chapter 17). 

Each time you open the Chooser, it scans the System 
Folder for drivers (the kind of programs it recognizes). So 
you can add printer and network drivers at any time
you don't h ave to restart your system the way you do with 
extensions and con trol panels . 

• Key Caps (JKJ 

This utility displays a keyboard on the screen that shows 
you what character-or symbol-you get in a given font 
for each key (or k ey combination) . You select the font you 
want to view from the Key Caps menu. (See Chapter 6 for 
more on Key Caps.) 
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ti Note Pad (Nicholas Lavroff] 

As its name suggests, the Note Pad DA is a place where 
you can jot down short notes. They're automatically saved 
in the Note Pad File in the System Folder. 

The Note Pad doesn't have the capacity for epic poems 
or historical novels, though-it only allows 257 charac
ters on each ofits eight pages. And unlike the Scrapbook, 
the Note Pad can't handle graphics. But you can cut and 
paste text to or from another document. To get from one 
page to the next, click on the dog ear at the bottom left 
corner of the pad. 

D Note Pad 

This is a very simple program 
for typing and editing text. In 
fact, it 's so simple that you 
can't change the font or type 
style of what you're typing. You 
CAN copy text to or from 
another document. Your notes 
ere seved in e fi 1 e in the System 
Folder. 

ti Puzzle (Nicholas Lavroff) 

The Puzzle DA (shown at the top of the next page) is just 
a distraction, designed to frustrate you so that you go back 
to work {unless you're a master of space-time who can crush 
its puny challenge like a little bug!! Ha!!- AN]. The object 
is to rearrange fifteen tiles to reveal a familiar image (no 
prizes for guessing wha t it is). 

"'~ - 'A ~ I 
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You move tiles by clicking them when they're next to 
the vacant spot. Clicking the tile slides it into the vacant 
spot. It's not an easy puzzle to solve; I haven't managed 
it yet. [Neither have I. Gee, I wish I w ere a master of space
time.-AN] 

• the Scrapbook (SAJ 

As discussed in the Guide for beginners in Chapter l, the 
Scrapbook is a file that saves any text or graphics you paste 
into it, so you can copy and reuse them later. Although 
it's a standard Apple desk accessory, it doesn't follow the 
standard Mac interface. For example, when you cut or copy 
something from the Scrapbook, you don't have to select 
it first-you just get whatever's showing. Adding something 
to the Scrapbook isn't very intuitive either-it feels like 
you're pasting it on top of the item that's showing, but when 
you give the Paste command, the Scrapbook creates a new 
page to receive what you're adding. 

The Scrapbook window isn't resizable, but even though 
you can see only part of a large graphic you've pasted in 
it, the entire graphic is stored. The things you store in 
the Scrapbook are kept in a file named Scrapbookfile in 
the System Folder. If you change the name of that file or 
move it out of the System Folder, the Scrapbook will b e 
empty the next time you open it. 

Since the Scrapbook contents are in that file, you can 
transfer them from one disk to another. You can even have 
several Scrapbook files (with various names) on the same 
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disk-just rename whichever one you want to use at the 
moment Scrapbookfile. 

Apple's Scrapbook DA was an elegant concept back in 
1984, when it was introduced, but as far as features are 
concerned, it's been surpassed by the commercial utili
ties described in Chapter 7. 

The control panels 

el using control panels (AN/SA/Nicholas Lauro.f[J 

Choosing Control Panels from the el menu opens a window 
like the one shown below. It contains a variety of utilities 
that give you control over various aspects of the Mac. (In 
System 6, choosing Control Panels from the el menu opens 
a dialog box of sorts. See the next entry for details.) 

D Control Panels t!J 
15 items 74MB in disk 2 .8 MB available 

~ ~ ~ m = {1-
r--

Brightness Color Memory General Controls Keyboard 

~ ~ [!I] ~ m 
Labels Map Easy Access Monitors Sharing Setup 

~ ~ ~ a rn 
Sound Startup Disk Mouse Users & Groups Views '0 

¢ 1 l¢ ~ 

When you double-click on one of the control panels, its 
window opens so you can adjust its controls. This section 
describes the control panels that come with the Mac's 
system software, but there are a lot of third-party control 
panels too. Some of these are discussed in Chapter 7. 
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The basic Apple control panels are General Controls, 
Keyboard, Mouse, Sound, Color, Map, Easy Access, Views, 
Labels, Startup Disk and Monitors. In the entries below, 
we describe what they do and give you our recommended 
settings for them. The Memory control panel is discussed 
in Chapter 3; likewise, Sharing Setup, Users & Groups and 
File Sharing Monitor, which have to do with sharing files 
on a network, are discussed in Chapter 17. 

ti System 6's Control Panel (Nicholas Lauro.ff/JK) 

In System 6, control panels are called cdevs (for control 
panel devices) and Control Panel is the name of the DA 
that lets you access them. When you select Control Panel 
from the ti menu, you get a window like the one below 
with a scrolling list of icons displayed on the left side. When 
you click an icon on this list, its controls appear in the 
area to the right. 

fifll 
~ 

General 

!I D 
-

ilask""' 

AutoSave II 

Menu Blinking Time (9 

Rate of Insertion 
Point Blinking 

0@0 
Slow Fast 

12:50:01 AM 
7-
6-
5-
4-
3-
2-
1 
0-

@ 12hr. 0 24hr. 

0 0 0 @ Date 1@1] 
Off 1 2 3 5/ 1 2/93 

RAM Cache ~ f;J @ On 
t.;-::;-:;----'--i 0 Off 

Speaker 
Volume 

Because System 6 has fewer features than System 7, 
it has fewer control panels. System 6 includes the speaker 
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volume and RAM cache controls in its General cdev, 
whereas System 7 handles them in its Sound and Memory 
control panels. Apart from these minor differences, though, 
cdevs/control panels work the same whether you're 
running System 6 or System 7. 

ei recommended General Controls settings (AN/SA!JKJ 

All of the settings in this control panel are kept in a 
portion of memory called parameter RAM (or PRAMJ
except for the desktop pattern, which is stored on disk. 

Because parameter RAM is powered by the Mac's 
battery, these General settings aren't lost when you turn 
the Mac off. And because these settings are held in 
memory, not on disk, they stay the same (until you change 
them), regardless of what startup disk you're running from. 

§0 General Controls 

De-sktop Patte-rn 

Me-nu Blinking 

0 00® 
Off 1 2 3 

Rate- of Inse-r tion 
Point Blinking 

·::: 1:::· 
0®0 

• Slow Fast 

Time- (9 
12:32:47 AM 

® 12hr . 0 24hr . 

Date- ll!!J 
5/12/93 

The first setting (in the upper left corner of the illus
tration above) controls the pattern on your desktop. On 
a black-and-white system, you should probably stick 
with the default pattern, a medium gray, because it's 
quite pleasant for daily use. But if you want to change it, 
here's how: 
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In the square on the left is an enlarged view of the 
pattern; in the rectangle on the right is what the pattern 
looks like at actual size. As you can see, the default 
pattern is composed of alternate black and white dots. 

You can make your own pattern by clicking in the left 
square to turn the squares on and off until you like the 
pattern you see in the right rectangle. There's also a 
whole slew of built-in choices; to cycle through them, click 
on the little arrows above the right rectangle. 

If you're working in color, you'll see a strip of eight 
colored squares b eneath the desktop patterns. Click on 
a color and then on a dot in the left square above it; the 
dot will change to the color you've chosen. (Clicking on 
the dot again returns it to the previous color.) 

On a monochrome monitor, each of the eight squares 
will be either white or black and clicking on a dot will either 
turn it black or white , depending on whether you have a 
black or white square selected. (In the control panel 
shown on the previous page, a white square is selected
the second square from the right.) 

To change the choice of colors, double-click on any of 
them ; that opens the Color Wheel (described below in the 
Color settings entry). Create the color you want, click OK 
and you'll be back in the General Controls control panel 
with the color changed. 

When you find or create the pattern you want-in black
and-white or in color-click in the right rectangle and the 
pattern will immediately be applied to the desktop. 

Not surprisingly, Rate of Insertion Point Blinking controls 
how fast the insertion point blinks . This is a totally subjec
tive ma tter, so set it wherever you like-but do try Slow 
some time and see if you don't find it less distracting. Some 
people prefer Fast, because that makes the insertion point 
easier to locate. It comes set on the middle setting. 
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Menu Blinking controls how many times a command on 
a menu blinks after you choose it. Ifyou don't think subtle 
feedback is important. try setting Menu Blinking to Off, but 
most people find it disconcerting to select a command and 
not have it acknowledged. Still, three times is overkill. If 
you have a nervous system, once should be plenty. 

As for the Time and Date settings. let reality be your guide. 
But here's an interesting sidelight. One of Sharon's students 
handed in an assignment late, but said he had actually 
finished it the week before and had just forgotten to give 
it to her. As Sharon expected, the Date Created and Date 
Modified on his disk file showed that he had done it earlier 
that same morning. If he'd been smart enough to reset the 
date on his Mac before doing the assignment. .. . (Notice: The 
Macintosh Bible does not condone cheating. The informa
tion we provide is to be used for good, not evil.) 

ti Keyboard settings (AN/Nicholas Laurolf) 

In the Keyboard control panel, Delay Until Repeat controls 
how long it takes before a key you're holding down begins 
to automatically repeat, and Key Repeat Rate controls how 
rapidly the key repeats after it begins repeating. Key 
Repeat Rate works best at either of the two fastest speeds 
and Delay Until Repeat at either of the two middle choices. 

' 
0 Keyboard 

Key Repeat Rate Delay Until Repeat 

000@0 0 0@00 
Slow Fast Off Long Short 

Key board Lay out 

.... m&~ I!!!§ u.s. {). 
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Keyboard Layout lets you choose a layout other than 
the standard US qwerty (boy, was that easy to type!) 
arrangement, if you've got the right keyboard and soft
ware installed. Apple makes keyboards for more than 
twenty languages. 

ti Mouse settings (ANJ 

The top setting in the Mouse control panel is for Mouse 
Tracking. At the faster settings (on the right), a mere 
flick of the wrist moves the pointer a long distance (so it 
feels more like badminton than tennis). These faster 
settings are useful for large screens, when you really 
want to cover distance fast. 

The slower settings (on the left) make moving the pointer 
feel more like bowling than tennis. They're useful if you 
have a small screen, or if you always find yourself over
shooting the mark when you move the pointer. 

§0 Mouse 
Mouse Tracking 

r1J ~ 
l. 

~ 
0 0000®0 

Very Slow Slow Fast 

• + + •o •o +® 
Double-Click Speed 

Mouse Tracking settings are very much a matter of 
personal taste. Play around with them until you find one 
you like. 

The bottom setting in the Mouse control panel tells the 
Mac how long it should wait after one click to see if you're 
going to double-click. With the longest interval set, the 
Mac will treat clicks that are fairly far apart as double-
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clicks; with the shortest interval set, you'll have to double
click pretty fast or the Mac will think you're giving two 
separate clicks rather than double-clicking. 

I recommend either the short interval (on the right) or 
the medium one (in the middle); if you use the long inter
val (on the left). you'll always be accidentally double
clicking on things and opening them when you only 
wanted to select them. But if you have some impairment 
of your fine motor skills. from age or illness, the long inter
val can be useful. 

tl Sound settings (Nicholas Lavrolf/JK/SA/AN) 

The Sound control panel lets you control how loud the 
Mac's alerts-and any other sounds it makes- will be. 
There are eight settings, from 0 to 7 (the loudest). When 
you slide the control to change the volume. the Mac gives 
you a demo of the new volume. 

_o Sound 

Speaker Alert Sounds 
Volume 

Droplet 0 
7- Indigo )I 6- Monkey 

5- Ouack 

4 - Simple Beep 

3- Sosumi 0 2 - av.n • .. 
1 
0 - ( Add ... ) ( Remoue ) 

Microphones (options,,_) 

I 

... 0 mm 

If you don't want to hear any beeps at all. slide the 
control to 0; instead of making sounds, the Mac will flash 
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the menu bar when it wants your attention (except when 
starting or restarting-the Mac always makes noise then). 

You can also choose which of several sounds the Mac 
will use to get your attention. System 7.0.1 gives you a 
choice of the normal (simple) beep, indigo (as in Mood 
Indigo-a sound reminiscent of the big band era), sosumi 
(which sounds like a toy train whistle, except more percus
sive; the name is obviously a pun-so, sue me-but we're 
not sure what the connection is between the pun and the 
sound), droplet, quaclc and wild eep (you can probably 
imagine these last three better than we could describe 
them-except that the quack sounds like a person imitat
ing a duck more than it sounds like a duck itself). 

When you click on a new sound in the list, the Mac 
demos it for you (at whatever volume you've selected). 
Whichever sound is highlighted when you close the window 
is the one that the Mac will use as its alert sound (until 
you change it again). 

You can add to this selection of sounds by installing 
new ones, as described under managing fonts and sounds 
in the System Folder section above. Many sounds are 
available, especially on bulletin boards. 

On Macs that come with a microphone and a sound 
port (like the LC II, si, Classics and Quadras), you can 
a lso record your own sounds. Just click the Add button 
and you'll get a set of controls like the ones on a tape 
recorder (shown below). Click the Record button and start 
making noise. 

a~OIJm <1)) 
Record Stop Pause Play (Cancel ) 

E ~ - I :01 Saue 
0 seconds :1 0 
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ti Color settings (SA/Nicholas Lavro.ff/AN/JK) 

On color Macs, the Color control panel lets you change 
the color of window borders and the color of the back
ground that surrounds highlighted text. (You change the 
color of the desktop itself in the General Controls control 
panel.) A list of colors appear on pop-up m enus. and you 
can mix your own highlight color. 

§0 Color 

Highlight color: Black & White Tl 

Window color: Standard 

To do that. select Other ... from the Highlight color pop
up m enu. That opens the Color Wheel dia log box (shown 
b elow) . The wheel has a dot in it that shows the currently 
selected color. You can click anywhere in the wheel to move 
the dot, or you can drag it around. 

Select o highlight color. 

11139 Hue (;] 

299 18 Saturation (;] 

65535 Brightness (;] 

Red 
Green 

Blue 

64942 

65535 

35617 [ Concel ) n OK ~ 
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To change the hue (the actual color), move around the 
circle. To decrease the saturation (the intensity of the 
color) , move in towards the center of the circle. To change 
the brightness, use the scroll bar to the right of the wheel. 
(When you move the scroll box all the way to the bottom, 
you get black no matter what the hue or saturation is.) 

There's a two-toned square of color in the upper left; the 
lower half shows the current color and the upper half the 
new color. Below that are numeric representations of the 
current color. You can work directly with them if you like, 
either by typing in new numbers or by using the arrows. 

Click OK when you have a color you like. Keep the color 
relatively light-selected tex t doesn't inver t to white 
against a highlight color, so dark colors make selections 
unreadable. 

tt Monitors settings (AN) 

The Monitors control panel (shown at the top of the next 
page) lets you specify how many colors or shades of gray 
appear on your monitor. If you have more than one moni
tor connected to a Mac, this control panel a lso lets you 
decide which one gets the menu bar and the desktop 
windows, and how you want the screens positioned in rela
tion to each another. You can position them th e way they 
really are on your desk, or any other way you want-as 
long as they're touching. 
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Monitors 
Characteristics of selected monitor : 7.0 

Q Grays: ~lack & White ~ 

@Colors: IG (0 t' ) p IOn S .. : 
256 t:r;: 

11111n1 • vr 

Drag monitors and menu bar to rearrange them. 

( Identify ) 

I only use monitor 1 for color programs, and usually leave 
it turned off. But the pointer still travels into the part of 
the desktop set aside for monitor 1 (to get it not to do that, 
I'd have to actually remove monitor 1's video card from my 
Mac). It's quite annoying to have the pointer keep dis
appearing into a black screen, so I position monitor I so 
that it's just touching the least-used corner of monitor 2 
(away from both scroll bars), as shown above. Amazingly, 
I still lose the pointer a fair amount, but less often than 
if I positioned monitor l's desktop anywhere else. 

To change which monitor the menu bar shows up in, 
you just drag the miniature menu bar (shovm above at 
the top of monitor 2) to the other monitor's icon. The Mac 
assigns a number to each monitor, depending on which 
slot its card is in; if you're not sure which screen is which, 
click the Identify button a nd the numbers will flash on 
the screens themselves. 

The list box at the top of the control panel shows the num
ber of colors or shades of gray that the selected monitor's 
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video board can produce. When you click on the other icon 
to select the other monitor, the list box will change to display 
that monitor's capabilities. In my case, if I were to select 
monitor 2, the list box would just offer one choice-Black 
& White. 

t1 Labels settings (Ntcholas Lauroff/CRJ 

System 7 lets you place files and folders in groups, by 
assigning names and colors to them (see the Tips on 
windows section of this chapter for details) . The Labels 
control panel comes with seven preassigned labels (names 
and colors); you can change them however you want. 

gQ Labels 

CJIEssential 

I I ~IHo=t ======: 
I ll1n Progress 

I l l=lc=oo=l ===~ 
I !!Personal 

I !!Project 1 

I II Project 2 

Just select any name and type a new one, or click on 
any color and select a new one from the Color Wheel that 
appears. When you close the control panel, the new 
names and colors will show up in the Labels menu in 
the Finder. 

tl Views settings (Nicholas Lauroff/CR/JK) 

The Views control panel (shown on the next page) was 
also introduced in System 7; it lets you customize the 
appearance of Finder windows to some extent. You can 
change the font and size of the text in windows and icon 
names (although menus and window titles stay in the 
Chicago font). 
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If you view windows by Icon or by Small leon, you can 
keep your icons neatly arranged by having them snap to 
a grid that is either straight or staggered. (To tidy up 
windows that already contain files, you have to open them 
and choose Clean Up Window from the Special Menu.) 

Uiews 

Font for views : ~G_e_ne_u_a ________ T~I IWII~ 

[';·;·;;:_~;;;;:~:~;,; :::: ~~~,~~~: .. ::~~'~id:J 
..... List Views .............................................................................................................................. .. 

I ~ ~ ~ [81showsize i 
1 ~ [81 Show kind 1 

i @ 0 0 [81 Show label i 
j [81 Show date l 
. D Calculate folder sizes D Show version l 

[81 Show disk info in header D Show comments i 
! ............................................................................................................................................................ i 

You can tell the Finder what types of information to 
display in windows that are viewed as lists. The only 
category you can't eliminate is an item's name. 

The categories you leave checked are also the ones 
that will show up as choices on the View menu. (Three 
categories are permanent and always show up there-by 
Icon, by Small Icon and by Name.) 

The version and comments boxes come unchecked, and 
you should leave them that way. Most people rarely need 
this information, and if you do need it for a particular file, 
you can get it by selecting Get Info from the File menu. 

{Consider eliminating label and kind as well; you'll be 
able to get a lot more information on your screen. There are very 
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much better ways to organize files than by labels, and you 
can get the kind information (what program created the docu
ment) with Get Info.-AN] 

You're also given the choice of h aving the Finder calcu
late and display folder sizes, but unless you need this infor
mation all the time, leave the box unchecked-it can 
really slow you down when you're moving or copying files. 

The Show disk info in header option keeps you aware 
of how much space is on your hard disk (information that 
icon view windows automatica lly supply). But you don't 
n eed this information in every window. Instead, just 
create a folder called disk space, set its window to display 
by Icon, and copy it into the Apple Menu Items folder. Then, 
whenever you want to know h ow much disk space you've 
got, select disk space from the li menu and the window 
that opens will tell you. 

The characteristics you select in the Views control 
panel apply to all the windows on your desktop, so you 
can't set a font for text in one window and a different font 
for another window. 

li Startup Disk settings (Nicholas LavrolfJ 

This control panel is so simple, it doesn't require an illus
tration h ere . If your Mac uses two or more hard drives 
with System Folders on them. you can choose which one 
it will start up from in this control panel. Once chosen . 
that drive will rem ain the startup drive until you choose 
a different one. 

li Easy Access (Nicholas Lavrolf/ DC) 

Easy Access is designed for people with disabilities who 
have difficulty using the mouse or issuing multiple key 
commands. The top item on its control pan el (shown on 
the n ext page) is Mouse Keys. which lets you use the 
numeric keypad as a mouse. Slow Keys makes the Mac 
wait until you've h eld a key down for a bit before it gets 
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registered as a keystroke; Sticky Keys lets you press keys 
one at a time that would normally have to be pressed 
together (like liD!® for Save). For more details on how to 
use Easy Access, see Apple's manuals. 

0 Easy Access 

[8J Use On/Off audio feedback 

Mouse Keys: 0 on @Off 

lnitialDelay : 00@00 
long short 

Maximum Speed : 00 @000 00 
slow medium fast 

Slow Keys: 0 On @Off 

Acceptance Delay: 00@00 
long short 

[8J Use key click sound 

Sticky Keys: Oon @Off 

[8J Beep when modifier key is set 

ti Map (Nicholas Lauro.ff) 

If you travel with a PowerBook or other Mac portable, you 
may have a use for the Map control panel (shown at the 
top of the next page). Enter the name of a city and click 
Find, and Map will display its latitude and longitude, the 
local time there and how far it is from your home location. 

You can also type in the latitude and longitude instead 
of the name. [Isn't that useful! So often I know the exact 
longitude and latitutude of the city I'm in, but haven't got 
a clue to its name.-AN] You can even pick a location by 
clicking on its approximate position on the map. {Injact, 
it's almost impossible to get close enough to do this. The 
map isjust too small.-AN] 
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( H!l!l U t!.4) Remoue Cit v 7 .o 
I San Francisco I t Find J) 

Latitude ~7 o ~8 · [8] N 
Longitude 122 o 24 · DE 
Time Zone 8 h 0 m D + 

mi 0 6:27 PM (}ill 

The S et button lets you change the home location. This 
also resets the Mac's clock to the local time. 

To see which cities Ma p recognizes, hold down the 
loptionl key and click on the Find button. This s crolls you 
through the list in alphabetica l order, click by click. There 
are some cities on the lis t you wouldn't expect (like Cuper
tino) a nd some I'd n ever h eard of (like Bamako and 
Bangui) . {But not, say, Phoenix or Tucson. 

As a map-love r, the s hoddy execution. of this utility really 
annoys me. It could be quite useful, if the people who put 
it together cared about that, instead of treating it as some 
sort of gimmick. 

It needs many more US cities-notjust the home towns 
of everyone who worked on it, where they all live now and 
afew megalopolises. It needs a way to show {and print 
out) the whole list of cities the program knows about, and 
a way to expand the map to fill the screen , so you can see 
some detail on it. And it s hould tell you what s tate and/or 
country a city is in {where the hell is Bamako or Bangui
or, for that matte r, Springville, a US "city" that Map lists?). 
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In its present s tate, Map is the kind of thing you'd 
expect to find as a free public-doma in trifle on a bulletin 
board somewhere, not distributed by Apple with e very 
computer it s ells.-AN] 

Choosing system software 

tl avoid first releases of system software (AN/JKJ 

The first releases of Mac sys tem software (or any software) 
are often pretty buggy. Unless you enjoy b eing a pioneer 
(and the arrows through the hat that go with it) , you 
should genera lly avoid vers ions of th e System and Finder 
tha t end in 0. Wait for vers ion .0.1 or .0 .2 b efore switch
ing, or at least until the .0 vers ion has been out for several 
months and s eems to be problem -free. 

For example , System 7.0 and 7.0. 1 have a problem that 
can cause files and folders to disappear off your hard disk. 
(To fix that problem, you n eed Tune-Up 1.1.1, a n Apple 
program you ca n get free from dealers.) 

tl which syste mfor which Mac (SA/JK/CRJ 

If you buy a n ew Mac, it'll come with the la test version of 
System 7. But m any Macs can use earlier vers ions too. 
Here's a chart of which versions work with which Macs: 

Mac System Finder 

128K 2.0 4.1 

512K, 512Ke 3.2 5.3 

Plus, SE, II 6.0.2 or later 6.1 or later 

SE/30, llx, llcx 6.0.3 or later 6.1 or later 

Portable 6.0.4 or later 6 .1 or later 

llci , llfx 6.0.5 or later 6.1 or later 

llsi, LC, Classic 6.0.7 or later 6. 1 .7, 6.1.8, etc. 

Classic II, LC II 7.0.1 or later 7 .0.1 or later 
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Power Books 

Quadras 

7 .0.1 or later 

7 .0.1 or later 

7 .0.1 or later 

7 .0.1 or later 

Apple recommends version 6.0.5 and up if you've got 
a Plus or better. Older versions use up less memory, but 
memory upgrades h ave become so affordable, that's not 
a sensible reason to use really old system versions (6.0.3 
or earlier). 

Notice that not a ll Macs allow you the choice between 
System 6 and System 7: the Quadras and the Classic II 
require System 7. 0. 1, as do the Power Books 140 and 170. 
The Power Book 100 and LC II can actually use System 
6.0.8, although Apple recommends against it. 

All the Macs that can run System 6 can run System 7 
too, although you may need to buy additional hardware 
(see the next entry). You shouldn't try using System 6 or 
7 on the early Macs (128K, 5 12K and 512Ke). 

• System 7 hardware requirements (JK/SM/CRJ 

Officially, System 7 only requires a SCSI hard disk and 
two megs of RAM, but that's just to run the system and 
a bit of additional software. For practical purposes, we 
recommend at least four megs of RAM. But even if you 
don't use System 7, a hard disk and more memory are 
worthwhile upgrades; you'll never regret the resulting 
quantum leap in your Mac's performance. 

System 7 makes the Plus, SE, Portable and the origi
na l Classics (but not the Classic II) run slow, so you may 
be better off sticking with System 6 on these machines 
(althou gh the s lowness doesn't bother everyone). If you 
really want System 7 but can't afford a faster Mac, consider 
installing an accelerator board (for more on that, see 
Chapter 2). 

Only certain Macs can take advantage of System Ts 
virtual memory and 32-bit addressing features (see Chap
ters 2 and Chapter 3 for details). 
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If your Mac is a ven erable 128K, 512K or 512Ke, you 
can adapt it to run System 7 by upgrading its logic b oard 
and installing a SCSI port. But that's so expensive , it prob
ably makes more sense just to buy a n ew Mac ins tead, 
with System 7 and its manuals included in the price. 

'* where to get system software (SM/J KJ 

The cheapest and easiest source for system software is 
probably your local Macintosh user group. One n ear u s 
sells System 7 on ten disks with a manual for $25. You 
can a ls o download it from bulletin boards and informa
tion services, or copy it from a friend or an Apple dealer 
(most will let you, if you provide the floppies) . 

'* System 7 features (JK /CRJ 

Here's a quick guide to the m ajor features and capabili
ties System 7 gives you over System 6. The firs t three a re 
covered in greater deta il under Tips on icons, files and 
folders below. A s lew of other, smaller enhan cements are 
a lso described in the various tips s ections la ter on in this 
chapter. 

• The stationery option lets you turn any file into a 
template, automatica lly creating and opening a 
copy of it w hen you double-click the original. 

• The Find command gives you more ways to look for 
files than System 6's Find File DA, and fetches w hat it 
finds, rather than just locating it. 

• File sharing lets other Macs networked to yours use files 
and fo lders on your hard disk, and vice-versa. For more 
on fi le sharing, see Chapter 17. 

• You can put anything on System 7's more versatile '* menu-a file, a fo lder, even a shared item on 
another M ac. 

• In System 6, fonts, sounds and DA's are kept in special 
su itcase fil es and you need a util ity program to install or 
remove them. In System 7, you just drag them onto the 
icon of your System Fo lder. And DA's don't have to be 
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accessed from the li menu-you can put them 
anywhere, just like regular applications. 

• Increased memory capacity: Macs using System 6 can 
only handle eight megabytes of RAM. System 7 allows 
some M acs to use up to one gigabyte {1 024 megabytes) 
via 32-bit addressing {see Chapters 2 and 3). 

• Smarter memory handling: System 7 uses more RAM, 
but it also handles memory allocation better, so you get 
fewer memory-related problems than in System 6. 

• Virtual memory increases your Mac's memory by using 
disk space as RAM. It slows your M ac down, though, 
and won't work on all models. {For more about how this 
works, see the end of Chapter 3.) 

• True Type fonts produce smooth characters in any size 
on the screen and on any printer. They come w ith 
System 7, but you can also use them in System 6.0.7 or 
6.0.8 {see Chapter 6 for more on TrueType). 

• Aliases allow you to keep a fi le buried several folders 
deep, or even on another networked Mac, and still 
access it from the desktop, the li menu or anywhere 
else you want. 

The next four features aren't part of the system soft
ware itself; System 7 enables them to work, but you use 
them by executing special commands in applications that 
a re design ed to use them. 

• Publish and subscribe works like an automatic cut-and
paste feature, allowing you to l ink data in two files 
{or two places in one fi le) so that when you change it 
in one place, it automatically changes in the other. 

• AppleEvents allows you to use the features of one 
program on a file created in another program. For 
example, a database could send data to a spreadsheet 
program, wh ich would send it back as a bar chart for 
use in one of the database's reports. 

• Data Access Language {a.k.a. DAL) lets you access 
information from a database on another kind of 
computer, like a mainframe, without having to know 
that database program's commands. 
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• QuickTime is a system extension that lets you cut and 
paste still or animated images, with or without sounds. 
For example, you can paste a video clip into a word
processing document and then cli ck on the clip to play 
it. [Assuming, of course, that you're reading it on the 
screen. I don 't know anyone who still reads things on 
paper, do you?-ANJ See Chapter 1 5 for more on 
Quick Time. 

ti modular upgrades and Tune-Ups (JKJ 

System 7 is designed to be built onto, so that as n ew 
features come out, you don't have to install an entirely 
n ew system. QuickTime is one of these modular upgrades, 
which are generally available cheaply or for free from 
Apple dealers and user groups. By the time you read 
this , Apple will probably have introduced more of them. 

Apple also periodically puts out Tune-Ups for System 
7-utilities that fix bugs or enhance existing features. As 
of this writing, there have already been two, for Systems 
7 .0 and 7.0.1 : Tune-Up 1.0 removed some problems that 
occurred when working with low memory, and Tune-Up 
1. 1.1 did that and also fixed a bug that can make files 
and folders disappear. 

ti System 6 advantages (CR/JKJ 

System 7 has a lot more features, but System 6 still h as 
some advantages: 

• Lower memory requirements: In System 6 you can run a 
program on a one-megabyte M ac. If you use MultiFinder, 
it's actually possible to run two programs at once in two 
megs of RAM, which isn't true of System 7. System 6 
itself only uses about 500 to BOOK, as opposed to System 
7's 1 SOOK (although these figures depend on how many 
extensions, control panels, fonts and DA's you're running) . 

• Compatibility with older software: A lot of software w as 
developed under System 6, and not all of it is compatible 
with System 7. Among o ld programs that do work under 
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System 7, few if any will be ab le to use application
based capabilities like AppleEvents and publish and 
subscribe (that's the difference between System 7 
compatible and System 7 savvy). This means that if 
you've been using System 6, you may have to abandon 
some programs you really like, or spend a lot of time and 
money converting to newer versions of them when you 
switch to System 7. 

• System 6's Find File DA isn't as flexible as System 7's 
Find command, but it's more useful when you want to 
find all the fil es w ith a certain name or part of a name. 
(Then again, you can always copy this DA from a 
System 6 Mac and use it with System 7 .) 

• Simpler Finder: System 6's no-frills Finder lacks the 
power of System 7's, but it's cleaner and simpler and 
uses up less memory. 

• System 6 includes MacroMaker, a scripting program 
that lets you record commands and assigns keystrokes 
to them, so your Mac will perform the commands 
whenever you type the corresponding keystrokes. 
MacroMaker won't work with System 7 but, by the time 
you read this, Apple may have released AppleScript, a 
more sophisticated scripting program for System 7. 

tl should you upgrade? (CRJ 

If you've been using System 6 and are satisfied with your 
current system, there's no reason you have to upgrade. 
I know people who still use 512K Macs and System 3.2 
yet still seem to lead happy and purposeful lives. [It hardly 
seems possible, does it?-AN] 

But System 7 is the new standard. Most new programs 
you buy today will run under System 6, but eventually 
they won't, and you'll be stuck in the Software Dark Ages 
until you upgrade. 

tl trying out System 7 (JKJ 

If you're currently using System 6, the best way to see 
what System 7 has to offer is to try it on your own 
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computer. If you've used MultiFinder in System 6, you'll 
find most ofthe basic stuff the same. Even ifyou haven't 
used MultiFinder, you still won't feel like you're learning 
to use a Mac all over again. 

If you're torn between upgrading to System 7 and stick
ing with System 6, you don't have to commit to one or 
the other. If you've got more than one hard drive, you can 
keep one system on each and switch between them using 
the Startup Disk control panel. 

If you only have one hard drive, get Switcher or System 
Picker. These freeware applications let you keep two or 
more System Folders on a single hard disk and tell your 
Mac which to boot up from. 

ti System 7-freedomfromfreedom (AN) 

System 7 is obviously an improvement over System 6 in 
many ways, but in others it's definitely a step backward. 
My biggest complaint is the lack of customizability. Once 
again the omniscient beings at Apple have decided that 
they know better than you do what you want. (Oh thank 
you, Massa, for taking the burden of choice from my 
weary shoulders. I was so bewildered until I felt your 
firm hand at my back, guiding me down the one true path.) 

I display my windows in list views (by date or by name) 
and thus have to deal with Apple's standard way of show
ing the date: Wed, May 12, 1993. In System 6, it was possi
ble to change this format (among many other things), just 
on the off chance that you didn't really want to waste 
precious screen space being told that May 12 was a 
Wednesday, or that a file was created in 1993-rather than, 
say. 1893. 

(Come to think of it, how are we supposed to know if 
it's 1993 AD or 1993 BC? Apple has foolishly failed to 
provide this important information. Maybe in System 8 
list views we'll get dates that look like this: Wednesday, 
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May 12, 1993 AD (Gregorian calendar}, the moon one day 
short of its third quarter, rain predicted in the eastern 
United States, celebrities born on this date: Florence Nightin
gale, Yogi Berra [click here for more information]. All Macs 
will come with five-foot-wide screens. so they can display 
the .fUll date.) 

In its tireless pursuit of wasted screen space. System 
7 also puts those stupid triangles to the left of file names 
in list views. To save you hours of anguished decision
making, you get the stupid triangles whether or not you 
ever use them. 

What made things like that alterable in System 6 was 
a part of the Finder called the LAYO resource. If you 
didn't want to use ResEdit to tackle LAYO directly. a 
third-party utility called Layout did that for you, and 
made it easy for you to show dates as 5/12/93 (and 
several other ways as well). By accessing LAYO. Layout 
let you change the width of columns in list views (so you 
could, for example, see file names complete instead of trun
cated) . It let you decide on the size, shape. location and 
View of the window you get when you create a new folder 
and open it. Etc .. etc .. etc. 

Layout is still around for System 7. but it can hardly 
do anything useful, since Apple, having finally figured out 
what everybody wants (colored labels. outlines within 
windows, aliases all over the place) has removed the LAYO 
resource from System 7. Its pathetic substitute, the Views 
control panel. provides maybe l% of the options Layout 
offered under System 6. There's nothing third-party devel
opers can do about all this, because without the LAYO 
resource. customizing how the Finder puts information 
on the screen is a risky business. 

I would have just stayed with System 6. except I needed 
version 6.0. 7 to run my LaserWriter Ilg, and 6.0. 7 is as 
buggy as a New York apartment with peanut butter 
smeared on its walls. (As an avid conservationist, I've 
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recycled that image from an old review ofWord 3. Waste 
not, want not.) So I'm stuck with System Ts inflexibility. 

By the way, why is it 6.0. 7, instead of simply 6.07? Were 
the people who name system versions home sick the day 
they cover ed decimals in fourth grade? 

• faking System 7 (SM/JKJ 

If you're using System 6 and are tempted by System 7 but 
don't want to switch, there are programs that give you 
some similar features without upgrading. 

• l ayout, a shareware program, lets you customize Finder 
views much more extensively than System 7 does. A 
commercial version is avai lable in Norton Utilities 
($150 list, from Symantec). 

• DiskTop 4.01 ($1 00 list, from CE Software), MultiMaster 
(in Now Utilities, $130 list from Now Software) and 
OnCue II ($1 00 list from lcom Simulations) give the 
same sort of quick access to files as System 7's • menu. 
DiskTop also lets you select files from different folders 
simultaneously (to copy them, say) and does 
sophisticated searches. 

• Set Paths, GooPanel (freeware) and other init managers 
let you organize system files by creating folders within 
the System Folder. 

• SuperBoomerang (in Now Utilities) compresses long 
names to fit into list boxes better (among other features). 

• Virtual 2.0 and 3.0 (both $200 list, from Connectix) give 
the Mac II fam ily and Macs using 68030 chips access to 
up to 14MB of virtual memory-and Virtual 3.0 lets you 
access 16MB of physical RAM. 

• Maxima ($130 list) gives the Mac II family access to as 
much as 14MB of physical RAM and Optima/32 ($270 
list, for Mac lis, the LC II and the SE/30) brings 32-bit 
addressing to System 6 (under the Finder on ly, though
MultiFinder isn't 32-bit clean). Both are from Connectix. 

• POWERicons ($30 list, from Magic Software) lets you 
create aliases. 
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Many of these utilities are discussed in more detail in 
Chapter 7; some of the memory-related ones are discussed 
in Chapter 3. 

• using 6 and 7 on the same network {CR/JKJ 

Macs using System 6 and System 7 can share a network 
without any problems. System 6 Macs with AppleShare 
workstation software can even share the System 7 Macs' 
files (not the other way around, though) . 

If the Macs share a LaserWriter, they must all have the 
same version of the LaserWriter driver; otherwise the 
printer will spend two minutes reinitializing every time 
it's used by a Mac with a different driver. Use the Installer 
on System Ts Printing disk to install the latest versions 
of the LaserWriter driver, Backgrounder, PrintMonitor, etc. 
on everyone's machines. 

Installing a new system 

• copying system software disks {CR/JKJ 

Be sure to make backup copies of the floppy disks that 
system software comes on, in case something happens 
to the originals. If possible, make the backups under 
System 6, because System Ts Install 1 disk won't copy 
properly if done under System 7. [That's a nicejeature.
AN] Or use Apple's DiskCopy program; it's available at 
Apple dealers. 

• use the Installer {CRJ 

When installing a new system, don't just drag copies of 
system files off the installation floppies-use the Installer 
program instead. The Installer automatically handles a 
lot of things you couldn't or wouldn't want to do your
self, like optimizing the software for your particular Mac. 
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Be sure to start up your Mac from the disk containing 
the Installer (Install 1. System Startup or System Tools, 
depending on what version you're installing). That way 
the installation won't be hampered or interrupted by the 
extensions and control panels that run on your usual 
startup disk. 

4i installing on an empty hard disk (JKJ 

It's easy to install a system on a hard disk that doesn't 
have one yet. Just hook the drive up to your Mac and turn 
them both on, with the Install 1, System Tools or System 
Startup disk in the Mac's floppy drive. Then run the 
Installer. 

4i preparing to upgrade from System 6 (JKJ 

If you're upgrading from System 6 to System 7, run the 
Compatibility Checker first (it's on the Before You Install ... 
disk). It scans a ll the software on your hard disk, tells you 
which items are potentially incompatible with System 7 
and offers to put them in a folder called May Not Work 
With System 7. 

(The Before You Install System 7 disk also contains a 
HyperCard stack that demonstrates the new features. 
You might want to run it after you install System 7, so 
you can try things out as you run the demo.) 

You should also update your hard disk's driver before 
installing System 7 (especially if you plan to use virtual 
memory). If you have an Apple hard disk, just restart your 
Mac with the System 7 Disk Tools disk, run the HD SC 
Setup program, and click the Update button. 

Ifyou're using a third-party hard disk, you need to use 
the setup program that came with it, but there's a chance 
that it won't be System ?-compatible. If you're not sure, 
call the manufacturer to find out; if it isn't, the company 
should give you one that is . 
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Lastly, run the Disk First Aid program on the Disk Tools 
floppy in your System 7 insta llation set. It will diagnose 
your drive for problems and ifthere are any, repair them. 
If there are problems it can't repair, you should back up 
all your data, reformat your hard drive and then restore 
its contents before you install System 7. 

If you're installing System 7. 0 or 7. 0.1, be sure to get 
Tune-Up version 1.1.1 (or later) from an Apple dealer
you'll need it after you install the n ew system. 

ti installing System 7 (JKJ 

Before installa tion, make sure you h ave a t least four 
megs free on your hard disk, and make backups of all your 
files , including your existing System Folder. (If you're 
upgrading from System 6. follow th e ins tructions in the 
previous entry first .) 

Then proceed as follows: 

1. Disable your old System Fo lder by dragging the Finder 
out of it. Then rename the folder old system stuff (or 
whatever), so a new System Folder can be created. 
Make sure there aren' t any other System Folders on your 
disk; if there are, delete them. 

2. Restart your Mac and immediately insert the Install 1 
disk into the floppy drive. Then run the Installer. Click 
the Easy install button, or see custom installing below 
for ways to avoid insta lling files you don't need. 

3. When the Installer has finished, restart again, and you' ll 
be running under System 7. 

4. Drag all your non-Apple extensions, control panels, 
drivers, preference files, etc. from the old system stuff 
folder onto the new System Folder's icon-not into its 
window-being careful to avoid replacing files that 
already exist there. (Ideally, you shou ld add the 
extensions and contro l panels one at a time, restarting 
after each one to be sure it's not causing any problems.) 

5. If you keep fonts, sounds and DA's in suitcase files and 
manage them w ith a font/DA program like Suitcase, drag 
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them to your new System Folder's open window, so 
they'll stay intact and the program can sti ll access them. 

If you'd installed extra fonts, DA's or sounds in your 
old System file, double-click its icon and a window will 
open, allowing you to select them individual ly. Drag 
them from there onto the new System Folder icon. 

6. Drag the old system stuff folder to the Trash. 

7. If you're installing System 7.0 or 7.0.1, run Tune-Up 1.1.1. 

ti reinstalling System 6 (JKJ 

You can install System 6 over an existing System Folder 
and the Installer will automatically copy all your old 
System file's fonts and DA's into the new one. But if 
your old System file was damaged, as often happens 
over time, that damage will probably remain in the newly 
installed System. 

So before running the Installer, start up from the 
System Tools or System Startup floppy, drag your System 
file out of the System Folder and copy a fresh System file 
into it from the floppy. Next bless your new System by 
holding down ~~~I and I option I and double-clicking the Finder 
file. Then restart with the floppy and run the Installer. 
Lastly, use Font/DA Mover to copy any extra fonts and 
DA's from your old System file into the new one, and trash 
the old System file. 

ti custom installing (JKJ 

When you run the Installer over an existing System Folder 
as described in the previous entry, the Easy Install option 
just updates your existing system files. 

When you run the Installer on a brand new disk or one 
with a disabled System Folder, Easy Install gives you all 
the software it thinks you might need, including drivers for 
every Apple printer. To avoid loading up your system with 
extra files, choose the Customize option instead. Then 
select the software you want from the list box that appears. 
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You can pick the right driver for your printer, decide 
whether to install file sharing software and choose between 
installing a system that will work on any Mac model or 
just your own. 

ti installing a second system (JKJ 

It's usually not recommended to keep two systems on one 
hard drive, but that is a great way to install System 7 and 
still keep one foot in System 6 (I've worked that way for 
almost a year, switching back and forth between systems 
without any problems). To tell your Mac which system to 
boot up from, you'll need System Picker and Switcher (both 
public-domain programs) . 

Before you install a second system, copy your current 
System Folder onto another disk and delete it from your 
startup disk. Then copy it back when you're through with 
the installation. 

ti older system version numbers (SA/CR/JKJ 

You have to use the compatible versions of the System 
and Finder, so you shouldn't update one without updat
ing the other (using the Installer guarantees this, another 
reason to use it). Here are the pairs that go together, 
starting with the last set developed for the 128K Mac: 

S'K_stem Finder 
2.0 4.1 
3.2 5.3 
4.0 5.4 
4.1 5.5 
4.2 6.0 
6.0-6.0.3 6.1 
6.0.4 6.1 .4 
6.0.5 6.1.5 
6.0.7 6.1.7 
6.0.8 6.1 .8 
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In its inimitable fashion, Apple gave some of these 
pairs a different version number from either the System 
or the Finder. For example, Apple called System 4.2 and 
Finder 6.0 together System Tools 5.0. Apple eventually 
ironed out its numbering system, called System 6.0 and 
Finder 6.1 System Tools 6.0. Now all you have to do is 
make sure that the main number of the System and the 
Finder match and minor upgrades to either one will then 
be compatible with the other file. 

The best way to find out which versions of the System 
and Finder you're using is to select their icons in the 
System Folder and hit @ill) (or, in System 6. select About 
the Finder from the li menu). 

Tips on icons, files &folders 

li finding files and folders (JKJ 

If you're not sure where a file or folder is on a disk, you 
can find it using the Find command on the File menu in 
the Finder. Just type the item's name (or as much of it 
as you can remember) into the Find dialog box and click 
the Find button. 

There may be several items on disk whose names 
contain what you typed into the dialog box (which is 
called the search string). If the first item that's found isn't 
the one you wanted, use the Find again command (~@) 

to search for the next one and so on. 

Even if you know where a file is, the Find command 
can help you get to it faster than you could by manually 
opening all the folders that enclose it. And it only opens 
the folder that actually contains the item you're looking 
for, rather than littering your screen with the windows of 
all the folders enclosing it. 
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If you click the More Choices button, a larger window 
opens (like the one shown below); it lets you look for a 
file by many other criteria than just its name. For example, 
if you can't remember what a document is called but 
know it's one of a handful that you've worked on in the 
last few days, you can search for all the files whose modi
fied dates are within that period. 

Find 

Find and select items whose 

I dote modified~ I ._I _ls_of_te_r ___ ~_,l B/[E/92 

Search I on "Mocintosh HD" ~I 0 ollot once 

[Fewer Choices J Cancel J ([ Find D 

You can also narrow the search to a specific disk, 
folder or set of folders, or have the Mac display all the 
found files at once instead of using the Find again 
command. But I've found narrowed searches to be very 
unreliable-! rarely find files this way, even when I know 
they're there. And the all at once option can only display 
a limited number of items if they're in different folders 
(System 6's Find File DA handles this better). Third
party programs like DiskTop do a better job at both of 
these tasks. 

ei aliases (CR/JK/Nicholas Lauroff) 

Aliases are one of System 7's most useful innovations. An 
alias is a copy of an item's icon that looks just like the 
item itself but is really just a remote control; when you 
double-click on the alias, you open the original. 

You can make aliases of documents, applications, fold
ers, even shared files on other computers. And since an 
alias isn't an actual copy, but just a remote control, it only 
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takes up about one K on disk, even though it may repre
sent a file or application that's several megs in size. 

Making an alias is simple: you just select an item and 
then choose Make Alias from the File menu. The alias will 
appear next to the original. with its name in italics. You 
can then rename it or move it anywhere you want (the 
name stays in italics, though). 

You can move or rename the original too , and the alias 
will usually keep track of where it went and what it's called. 
(Obviously, the original has to be somewhere accessible 
to your Mac, or it won't be able to open it.) 

You can make more than one alias for an item, and put 
them wherever they'll be handy. Since the • menu is 
almost always accessible, many people put aliases there. 
Even the system software does that, since the Control 
Panels command on the • menu is nothing more than 
an alias for the Control Panels folder in the System Folder. 

• using aliases (CRJ 

You can't always keep applications out on the desktop or 
in your main hard disk window. because they often 
demand folders of their own, containing dictionaries and 
other kinds of support files. But you can still access them 
easily through aliases. 

For example, you might have the Word application file 
inside a Word folder inside a Word Processing folder inside 
an Applications folder; but you can launch it without 
having to dig through all those folders by putting an alias 
of it on the • m enu or out on the desktop. 

What's good for applications is good for folders or docu
ments too. I k eep aliases of letterhead and envelope 
templates right on the • menu. I also keep aliases of File
Maker Pro documents I use frequently right inside my 
Applications folder with FileMaker Pro so I don't have to 
go to another folder to open them. 
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[Ifyoujrequently go back andjorth between two folders, 
put an alias of each inside the other.---JK] 

You can also make aliases for the Trash, so you don't 
have to hunt for it under open windows. Put Trash aliases 
inside any of the folders you use frequently. and you can 
just drag files into the Trash alias when you're in that folder 
window. 

tl using aliases to mount shared disks (CRJ 

Normally, to mount a shared disk or folder on your Mac, 
you have to open the Chooser, choose the AppleShare 
icon, select the server, type your name and password, 
click the OK button, select the shared item you want, 
click OK again, and then close the Chooser. But you can 
make an alias for a sha red disk's icon that will store most 
of these steps. 

First, mount the shared file as you n ormally would. 
Then select its icon on your desktop and choose Malee 
Alias from the File menu. Then you can store the alias 
on the tl menu or anywhere you want. To mount th e 
shared disk the n ext time, just double-click the a lias (or 
select it from the tl m enu) and hit IAeturnl (or click OK) in 
the dialog box that appears. 

tl using aliases to catalog Jiles (Nicholas LavroJ!J 

If you sometimes h ave trouble rememb ering which floppy 
disk or cartridge you've backed up a file on, h ere's an easy 
way to catalog them. Make a liases of every file on every 
backup disk and put them in a folder on your h ard disk 
(at l K per alias, they won't take up much room) . 

When you double-click on one of the a liases, the Mac 
will ask-by name-for the disk that contains it. (Be sure 
to physically label your backup disks with the same 
names they h ave on the desktop, or you still won't be able 
to find the right disk.) 
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li changing icons (JKJ 

In System 7, you can change the icon for any disk, file or 
folder. Select the item whose icon you want to change and 
choose Get Info from the File menu. The item's icon will 
appear in the upper-left corner of the Get Info window. 
Click on it and a box will appear around it. At that point 
you can paste in a new icon (you can also copy the icon 
onto the Clipboard, if you want to paste it somewhere else). 

You can use any graphic for this, and the Mac will auto
matically resize it to normal icon size. (For this reason, 
large graphics usually don't make good icons-they 
become ugly blobs when they're shrunk way down.) The 
icons will only change in Icon view and Small Icon view, 
not in list views. 

You can also change an item's icon to a generic one for 
that type-a blank folder, document, etc.-by selecting the 
existing icon and hitting &IDK). 

li naming and renaming icons tCR/SA/JKJ 

When you create a new item in the Finder-either a new 
folder with lo :11:@, an alias using Make Alias, or a copy of 
a file or folder with 1~@)-the new item's name is auto
matically selected; to rename it. just begin typing. 

To rename an existing item in System 7, you have to 
click on its name and wait for a box to appear around it. 
You can minimize this wait by going into the Mouse 
control panel and setting the double-click speed to its 
fastest-that's what the delay is based on. Or, if the item 
is already selected, you can select its name immediately 
by pressing 1Re1urnl or 1En1erl. When you've renamed the icon, 
press 1Re1urnl or 1En1erl again to deselect the name. 

If you rename an icon and change your mind while the 
icon is still selected, you can use the Undo command (lo:~J: i z l ) 

to revert to the original name. 
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• don't rename active files, etc. (JKJ 

Be careful to avoid moving or renaming files on the desk
top while they're open in an application. That goes for the 
disks and folders that contain the files too. 

If you do, when you try to save the file, the application 
won't be able to find the folder it belongs in. Instead, it 
may actually create a new folder with the old folder's 
name. and save the file there. Later. when you open the 
renamed/moved file, it won't have any ofthe changes you 
saved the last time you were using it. If you don't notice 
this right away, you'll wind up with two modified files, 
neither of which contains all your work. 

• lowercasing file names (ANJ 

Since every inch of your screen counts. there's no sense 
in capitalizing an item's name except when necessary. 
Capital letters take up much more room than lowercase 
ones, and once you get used to the lowercase look (you 
can use the entry titles in this book for practice). file 
names with gratuitous caps look clunky and old-fashioned. 

• the drag-launch (Nicholas Lavroff/JKJ 

In System 7, you can open a document from the desktop 
by dragging its icon onto the icon of any application capa
ble of opening it. This doesn't always work-depending 
on th e application and the document type, you may still 
have to open it from the application. But it's useful if. say. 
you have a text file that you want to open with Word (you 
could even keep an alias of Word ready on the desktop 
for this very purpose). 

• dragging duplicates (SA!JKJ 

To move a copy of a file to a different place on the same 
disk (instead of moving the file itselO hold I Option I while you 
drag it; the copy appears in the new spot with the same 
name as the original-without copy tacked on the end, 
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as happens when you use @W@) to copy a file. (We 
mentioned this in the Guidejor beginners in Chapter 1, 
but thought it was worth repeating here.) 

ti replace folder contents, notfolders (SA/ANJ 

If you drag a folder from one disk to another and the desti
nation disk already has a folder on it with the same name, 
the contents of the folder you're dragging completely 
replace the contents of the existing folder. This can be a 
big problem if the original folder (on the destination disk) 
contained files that the replacement folder doesn't. 

To be safe, never replace a folder with a folder. Instead, 
work with folder contents. Open the folder you were going 
to drag, use lo~0 for Select All and drag all the items into 
the folder on the destination disk. If any of the files you 
drag have the same names as files already in the folder, 
you'll be asked if you want to replace them-but any 
additional files in the destination folder won't be touched. 
(Of course you're also asked if you want to replace the 
entire folder with another one with the same name, but 
you're more likely to mindlessly click Yes in that case than 
if you're being asked about individual files.) 

ti lockingji.les (SA/DCJ 

To lock a file, select it on the desktop, choose Get Info from 
the File menu (or hit @ill]) and click in the Locked check
box. To unlock it, just click in the checkbox again. Locked 
files can't be deleted or modified from within an applica
tion, although you can use Save As to make an unlocked, 
editable copy. 

On the desktop, it's easy to tell if a file is locked with
out opening the Get Info dialog box- if it's locked, you won't 
be able to select the icon's name for editing. 
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ti shades of gray (SA/KFJ 

The way a disk's icon looks on the desktop tells you 
whether it's selected or not, whether its window is open 
or closed, and whether it's in the disk drive or has been 
ejected: 

not 
selected 

selected 

opened 

ti ejecting floppies (SA/CR/ANJ 

closed 
closed & 
ejected 

The best way to eject a floppy disk is to drag it to the Trash. 
(We've heard people gasp the first time they see someone 
do that, because they think it will erase the disk, but in 
this case, the Trash metaphor isn't strictly adhered to) . 

The commands below eject a disk but leave its dimmed 
icon (or ghost) on the desktop: 

®@ ejects the selected floppy(ies). This is the 
keyboard equivalent of the Eject command in 
the File menu. 

lshift)illlli) ejects the floppy in the (first) internal drive 

lshiftlill!ill ejects the floppy in the external (or second 
internal) drive 

!Shift&@]) ejects the floppy in a second external drive 

Using the Eject button in an Open or Save As dialog box 
also ejects a disk and leaves its ghost on the desk top. 
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If you don't want the ghost, drag the floppy to the 
Trash-or use the Put Away command (@llil). which does 
the same thing. In System 6, the equivalent command is 
I Shill I Option m!ID. 

ti disk ghosts (SA/CR/JK) 

If you're going to be reinserting a disk soon, it may be worth 
leaving its ghost on the desktop when you eject it (the ghost 
will save you time, because the Mac won't have to read 
the contents of the disk to create its windows all over again). 
Another reason to leave a disk ghost on the desktop 
(provided its window was left open) is if you're compar
ing its contents with another floppy's and only have one 
floppy drive. 

If neither of these situations applies, drag the ghost to 
the Trash. Aside from the clutter, disk ghosts take up 
memory, and the Mac will invariably ask you to reinsert 
the disk at some inconvenient moment. (When it does, just 
type @RJ and the Mac will usually stop pestering you.) 

You should avoid leaving a floppy's ghost on the screen 
and then using the disk in another Mac; when you bring 
it back, the first Mac won't recognize it as the same disk 
you ejected. In some situations, if you shut down your 
Mac or get a system bomb with a dis~ ghost on the screen, 
the floppy that it represents will be rendered unusable 
for any purpose, even for being erased! 

Sometimes you'll drag a disk to the Trash and its ghost 
will remain on the desktop, or will bounce right back up 
to where it was. This often means there's a file open on 
the disk that you need to close. If you're sure there are 
no documents open on it, try closing any programs you 
were using with files on that disk; some programs (like 
TeachText) suffer from separation anxiety and won't let 
go of a document even after it's closed. Otherwise, the 
culprit is usually a suitcase file that you've opened with 
Suitcase or MasterJuggler. 
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Tips on windows 

ti moving inactive windows (DC/SA/ANJ 

To move an inactive window (one that's not selected) , 
just hold down 1~1 while dragging it. This trick is useful 
if you want to shift a background window to see some
thing but want to keep the currently active window on the 
top of the pile. 

ti locating buried windows (SAJ 

If you have a lot of windows open on the desktop, some
times the one you want gets buried. If you can't see a 
folder 's window but can see its dimmed icon, just double
click on the icon to bring its window to the top of the pile. 

ti pop-down folder hierarchy (Nicholas Lauro.fJJ 

If you've got a folder's window open on the desktop, there's 
an easy way to find out where it is in the hierarchy of fold
ers on your disk. Just hold down loagl and click down on 
the window's n ame in the title bar. A pop-down m enu like 
the one below will appear, showing all the folder s that 
contain the open one. (This only works for the active 
window, so if the window you're interested in isn't active, 
you have to click on it first.) 

c::J hard disk 

[i 
Chapter 4 for GAR 
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You can open any of the folders on the menu simply 
by selecting its name. If you hold down lopuonl while you 
do this, the first window will close as the second opens.) 

• automatic window closing with loptionl (AN/SA /JKJ 

The I option I key can help you keep your desktop from being 
cluttered with windows. Hold it down when you're double
clicking on an item in a window in the Finder, and the 
window will close as the item you clicked on opens. You 
can use this method to paw your way down through 
nested folders, closing each one as you open the one 
within it. 

To close all the desktop windows without clicking in 
each close box . hold down loplionl while you close any win

dow-every other window on the desktop will close too. 
The loptionl key a lso helps you hide application windows
see the next entry. 

• hiding & seeking application windows (CR/JKJ 

System 7 offers several ways to hide application windows 
without actually closing them. To see what's behind the 
windows of the application you're currently using, select 
Hide [application name] at the top of the Application menu 
(the one at the right end of the menu bar). and a ll the 
windows for tha t program will disappear. (The command's 
name changes to always show the active a pplica tion's 
name, as in the menu below.) 

Hide Microsoft Word 
Hide Others 
Show IHI 

~ CEIAC 
(9) Finder 

../~ Microsoft Word 
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If you want to hide the windows behind a document 
you're working on, select Hide others; the windows in the 
Finder and all other open applications will disappear, so 
you can focus on the file you're working on. 

When you're switching between applications (includ
ing the Finder). holding down !option! as you select the next 
application you're moving to will hide the windows of the 
application you're leaving. 

To bring back a particular application's hidden windows, 
just select its name from the Application menu. To bring 
back all the hidden applications' windows, select Show All. 

Hidden windows are still open, they're just not visible. 
So when you bring them back, they all reappear just as 
they were before being hidden, but much faster than if 
you'd actually closed them. 

tl the best way to view files (ANJ 

View windows by name when they contain mostly folders 
(so the names stay in the same place on the list and can 
be found easily) and by date when they contain mostly files 
(so the ones you worked on most recently will be at the 
top of the list). Viewing by icon is cute and Maclike, but 
infinitely less efficient than viewing by name or by date. 

tl multilevel outline views (JKJ 

In System 7 list views, you can see a folder's contents 
displayed in an outline below it by clicking the triangle 
next to it. If you want the outline to also show the contents 
of folders contained within the folder whose triangle you're 
clicking on, hold down !option! when you click the triangle. 

If you've got a multilevel outline like this open and 
want to collapse the whole thing without clicking on each 
folder's triangle, hold down loeuonl and click on the triangle 
of the folder that contains all the others. All the other fold
ers will be collapsed as well. (If you just click the triangle 
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without holding down lopuonl, the outline will disappear, but 
when you expand it again, all the contained folders will 
still be expanded.) 

II the unmodified date (SAJ 

Sometimes just opening a document to look at it is enough 
to change the last modified date that appears in list views 
and in the Get Info box. So be aware that the file may not 
have been actually modified on that date. 

tt accurate item counts infolders (CR/JKJ 

List views normally show you the sizes of files but not of 
folders. System 7 will calculate and display folder sizes 
if you want it to (you do that in the Views control panel), 
but this takes the Mac a while and will slow down open
ing windows or returning to the desktop. 

In icon views, the line under a window·s title will tell 
you how many items it contains, but it counts a folder 
and its contents as one item. The best way to find out how 
many items it actually contains, including files within fold
ers, is to Get Info on it with &ID]J. (This only works in System 
7; under System 6, Get Info doesn't count items within 
folders.) 

tt selecting items in list views (CR/JKJ 

In System 7, you can select groups of items in list views 
by dragging a selection rectangle around them, just as 
you've always been able to do in icon views. By using 
outline views and shift-clicking (or shift-dragging) you can 
also select items from different folders at the same time, 
as long as they all appear in the same overall window (see 
the illustration at the top of the next page). 
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ei using labels (CR/JKJ 

Size Kind 

- folder 

- folder 

folder 

- folder 

3K dooument 

BK Nisus® 3 .06 docu ... 

- folder 

3K document 

- folder 

Lab 

0 

System 7 lets you attach labels to files and folders. so you 
can identify all the ones that belong to a particular project 
or that share some status the Mac wouldn't normally recog
nize. For example, people sharing a Mac can label their files 
with their own names to keep track of what's whose. 

To give a file or folder a label. select it in the Finder 
and then choose a name from the Label menu. Ifyou've 
got a color monitor, each label has its own color, which 
also gets applied to the selected item. You can change the 
names and colors to whatever you want in the Labels 
control panel. 

When you choose by Label from the View menu, items 
in the active window are sorted according to the order their 
labels appear on the Label menu, not by the labels' alpha
betical order. For example. if the top label on the menu 
is Hot and the bottom label is Archive. items with the Hot 
label will be sorted before items v.rith the Archive label. 

ei keeping file names at the top of lists (SAIJKJ 

File names are alphabetized both in list views on the 
desktop and in list boxes inside Open or Save dialog 
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boxes. If you know the Mac's alphabetizing rules, you can 
force any document or folder you want to the top of any 
list by changing its name slightly. 

Alphabetic characters are sorted just the way you'd 
expect, and there's no difference between capital and 
lowercase letters. 

Numbers come before letters, so 9 is sorted before A. 
Punctuation marks and other symbols are sorted before, 
after or between the numbers and letters, according to 
their ASCII codes. Here are the first sixteen characters, 
in order; putting any one of these in front of a file name 
will jump it to the top of the list, even ahead of numbers: 

lspacebari[DCJ (the straight quote mark) 00@(1)(] (the 
straight apostrophe) OJITJ0GQG00 

In System 6, you can use these symbols to keep groups 
of files together. For example, you might put an exclamation 
mark in front of the names of all documents relating to 
one project, and an asterisk in front of the names of 
documents relating to· another project. (In System 7. it's 
easier just to assign labels to files tha t all relate to the 
same subject.) 

Option characters (the ones you get by holding down 
I option I or IShittJOptionl when you type) may be sorted before, after 
or between alphabetic characters, and the order is differ
ent in desktop windows than it is in list boxes inside dialog 
boxes. To make it easy on yourself, don't use option char
acters in file names. 

tl sorting numberedjile names (SAJ 

The Mac isn't very smart about sorting numbers-for 
example, 10 comes after 1 and before 2 . If you want 
numbers to show up in numer ical order, use a space 
in front of the single digits, but none in front of the 
double digits: 
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Without SQ.ace With SQ.ace 

1 
10 2 
11 3 
12 4 

2 10 
3 11 
4 12 

This works whether the numbers are the first (or only) 
characters in the file name or if they're embedded in the 
file name: 

Without SQ.ace With SQ.ace 

Chapter Chapter 1 
Chapter 10 Chapter 2 
Chapter 11 Chapter 3 
Chapter 12 Chapter 4 

Chapter 2 Chapter 10 
Chapter 3 Chapter 11 

Chapter 4 Chapter 12 

If your list includes three-digit numbers, you'll need 
to put two spaces in front of the single-digit numbers, a 
single space in front of the two-digit numbers, and no space 
in front of the three-digit numbers. 

ti selecting the desktop (JKJ 

To get to the Finder from an application, you can just click 
anywhere on the desktop. That'll put you back in the Finder 
and will re-activate whatever the active window was when 
you left. 

But sometimes you want to select the desktop itself (in 
order to rearrange its icons with the Special menu's Clean 
up command, for example). The best way to do this is to 
click on any icon on the desktop (the startup disk or 
Trash icon will do) or type IShlfl@IDI]. 
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ti selecting icons from the keyboard (JKJ 

In System 7, you can find and select any file you want on 
the desktop or in its windows without having to hunt 
through a zillion icons with the mouse. Just select the 
window (or the desktop) and type the first few letters of 
the file's name. 

ti moving files into list-view windows (DC/JKJ 

Be careful when you drag a file to a window that's displayed 
in any list view, especially if a number of the names on the 
list are folders rather than files. It's easy to accidentally select 
one of the folders when you point to the destination window, 
and then the file you're moving will be put inside the folder 
rather than out in the larger window where you meant it to 
be. You can have quite a time trying to find it after that. 

There are two ways to avoid this problem. One is to resize 
the window you're moving into so there's space below the 
bottom file in the list, and drag the file there. Or you can 
scroll to the top of the list box and drag the file to the part 
of the window just below the title bar (the rectangular space 
where the words Name, Size, Kind and so on appear). Since 
no icons can appear there, there's no danger that the files 
you're dragging will disappear into a folder. 

ti automatic scrolling inside windows (JK/CRJ 

Windows in System 7 scroll automatically, so you don't 
have to resize them when you're moving a file from one 
place to another inside the same window. For example, if 
you select a file and want to move it into a folder that's 
out of view in the same window, drag the file to the edge 
of the window and the window will scroll in that direction. 

The scrolling only works if you hold the pointer in the 
right spot, though. To scroll to the right or down, it has 
to be in the scroll bar on that side of the window. To scroll 
upward, hold it in the area below the title bar, where the 
column headings are. 
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You can also use automatic scrolling to draw selection 
boxes around items that are out of view. When you're doing 
this, the window scrolls faster if you drag the pointer 
beyond the window's edge. 

tl cleaning up windows and the desktop (CR/JK/SAJ 

There's an invisible grid in icon-view windows and on the 
desktop that you can use to align your icons neatly. Use 
the Clean Up command on the Special menu to do the 
straightening. The command reads Clean Up Desktop or 
Clean Up Window, depending on which is selected, and 
shuffles all the icons onto the nearest grid points, with
out changing the bas ic arrangement they were in. 

If you don't care about that arrangement, you can force 
the icons into neat rows and columns by holding down 
!Option) while you choose Clean Up. On the desktop, this 
changes the command to Clean Up All and lines the icons 
up against the right edge of the screen. In windows, the 
command's name depends on whatever list view you had 
last chosen for that window (see the next entry). 

If you hold Ia :~e) down while you drag a loose item, it'll 
snap to th e n earest grid point when you release it. You 
can a lso u se the checkboxes in the Views control panel 
to make icons automatically snap to a straight or stag
gered pattern along the grid. (The benefit of a staggered 
pattern is that long file names are less likely to overlap.) 

tl arranging icons by name, kind, etc. (JK/CRJ 

You can sort items in icon views by any of the categories 
under the View m enu. including th e ones that normally 
give you list views (by Name, by Size, etc.). 

With the window selected, choose the sort order you 
want from the View menu . Then go back and choose by 
Icon or by Small Icon. Lastly, hold down lopuon ) and choose 
the Clean Up command from the Special menu. It will read 
Clean Up by Name, or by whatever category you selected 
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the first time, and will sort tp.e icons in that order while 
it arranges them in rows and columns. (If you're viewing 
by icon, they're in order from left to right, row by row; if 
you're viewing by small icon, it's top to bottom, column 
by column.) 

ei Naimanizing (ANJ 

On most icons, the name is wider than the picture, giving 
it the shape of a stovepipe hat (with the name as the brim). 
In addition, the names usually vary in length, so that some 
icons have very wide brims (and thus resemble the kind 
of sombreros that usually have little balls hanging from 
their edges), some have narrower brims and some have 
no brim at all. 

If you simply ignore this fact when you line up icons 
(as the Clean Up command does), the names will either 
interfere with each other or you'll be forced to put icons 
farther apart than you'd like (in order to accommodate 
the ones with the longest names) . Staggering the icons 
with the Views control panel helps, but not a lot. For 
example, shown at the top of the next page is a window 
that's been Staggered and Cleaned Up to the limit of the 
Finder's abilities: 
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Just look at that wasted space! Tsk tsk tsk! (I have a 
friend who actually pronounces it that way-tislc tisk 
tisk.) Well, don't despair-there is a better way. Just move 
the brimless icons around to sit on the ones with the long 
brims, and tuck brims underneath each other. You'll get 
something that looks like the one shown at the top of the 
next page. 
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MaHtor 535 
20 it~ms 328.1 MB in disk 179.1 MB ~v~iliblt 

F-1 ~ F-1 F-1 F-1 F-1 D ~ 
~ ~ W W LJ~ n~e iiliii 

avg percentage shortened by AN APS stuff that came with drive Chapter 4 /rev by AN i!i!ii 

rru 

monitors Burma book, rev. tilj AN !!!!! Ch. 2/working draft 
page counts, ;actu;al & pr~dict~d triple update/PM final from AN ro 

Quite a difference, isn't there? My goodness yes. 

This technique of tucking the name of an icon under the 
names of its neighbors is known as Naimanizing (NAY-mun
eye-zing). The origins of this term are lost in the mists of 
time. Some scholars suggest that it's a play on the word name, 
but that wouldn't account for the spelling. Others trace it 
back to the famous 17th-century explorer, philosopher and 
bon vivant Balthasar Naiman. The debate goes on. 

In any case, the ancient craft of Naimanizing obviously 
h as a lot to offer anyone who wants to maximize desktop 
space. But b e aware: Naimanizing is an art, not a science, 
and you can't expect to discover its secrets in a day. 

(I have to confess-I've pretty much gone over to list views. 
Viewing by Icon, even when Naimanized, seems awfully inef
ficient to me. But some people love to see all the little icon 
designs, and for them, Naimanizing is the way to go.) 

[Another technique that's very space-efficient and 
orderly is to view by Small Icon and then Clean Up by 
Name.-JK] 

Yeah, that's not b ad, but it still doesn't match the 
incredible tightness and-dare I say it?-ineffable beauty 
of a window that's been hand-Naimanized by a master. 
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Miscellaneous desktop tips 

• shortcuts in Open & Save As dialog boxes (SA/JKJ 

There are several keyboard shortcuts you can use in the 
list boxes in Open and Save As dialog boxes: 

to move 
to a different drive 

up to the enclosing folder 

into the selected folder 

up and down through the list 

the bottom of the list 

use 
@:ill 

rrurrtJ 
®[±) 

[f) and (±) 

G) (the accent grave/tilde key) 

In Open dialog boxes, hitting a key selects the first folder 
or file name beginning with that character (or the next 
nearest character). If you type quickly, you can select a 
name by typing the first few letters of its name. (If you 
type s lowly, each letter will be interpreted as a single letter 
and you'll keep jumping around the list.) 

This works for selecting folders in Save As dialog boxes 
too, as long as the list box is selected. You can select the 
list box by clicking on it or hitting~. which bounces you 
between the list box and the text box where you type in 
the name of the file you're saving. 

• opening multiple files (SA/ANJ 

You can open several applications or documents at once 
by selecting them a ll and then double-clicking on any 
one of them. (They a ll have to be in the same window, 
though .) 

• selecting text box contents (SAJ 

When a dia log box opens with a single text box in it, 
usually the text in the box is selected. If it isn't, and you 
want to replace it, you don't have to drag across the text 
to select it, or backspace all the way across it to get rid 
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of it. Just hit~ to select all the text in the box, then type 
in the replacement text. 

• selectingfiles with the keyboard (CRJ 

You can select items in Finder windows and on the desk
top in alphabetical order by pressing~. You can also type 
the first letter of an item's name to select it. 

• switching between applications (CRJ 

There are a couple of other ways to move from one opened 
application to another besides using the Application menu 
at the right end of the menu bar. 

• If you're on the desktop and can see the application's 
icon (it will be gray because the application is running), 
double-clicking on it will return you to the program. 

• If the application you want has a window open, click 
on it. The window will move to the front and the 
program will be activated. 

• emptying the Trash (CR/JKI 

Under System 7, the Trash holds onto its contents even 
if you shut down your computer. To flush the Trash of 
its contents, you have to choose Empty Trash from the 
Special menu. 

When you put files from a floppy into the Trash, then 
eject the floppy, the Trash icon stops bulging (assuming 
there's nothing else in it) . But the files haven't been 
deleted from that floppy, and if you reinsert it, the Trash 
will bulge again. 

To empty the Trash when it contains a locked file, hold 
down !option) while choosing the Empty Trash command. If 
a file is in use, you have to close it before you can delete 
it (in some cases, you have to close its application too). 

Under System 6, the Trash is automatically emptied 
when you restart or shut down your Mac, launch a program, 
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copy or duplicate a file on a disk from which you've trashed 
a file, or eject the disk a trashed file came from. 

el turning off the Trash warning (CRJ 

Normally, when you try to empty the Trash, you're asked 
if you're sure you want to do that; if you find this tire
some, you'll be h appy to know that you can disable this 
dialog box. To do that, select the Trash icon, hit @IDD and 
uncheck the Warn before emptying checkbox in the Get 
Info window that appears. If you like the warning in most 
circumstances but want to avoid it temporarily, just hold 
down the loptionl key when you empty the Trash. 

In System 6. you get warnings when you drag appli
cations or system software files to the Trash and if you 
try to empty the Trash when it contains these items. To 
disable these warnings, hold down the !Option I key when you 
drag the items to the Trash or when you empty it. 

ti the Trash and Desktop folders (CRJ 

The Mac creates folders called Trash and Desktop Folder 
to store Trash contents or items placed directly on the 
desktop. They're normally invisible to the user, but you 
may see them on a disk you're sharing with someone else, 
or you may discover them while using a utility program 
like DiskTop. If you do see them, just leave them alone. 

ti finding Finder shortcuts (JKJ 

There are a lot of very handy shortcuts in the Finder, and 
System 7 makes it easy to keep track of them. For a list , 
select Finder Shortcuts from the Help menu in the Finder. 

ti preserving and restoring Clipboard contents (SAJ 

To delete something without affecting the contents of the 
Clipboard, use the IDeletol key instead of~. 

If you cut or copy something and then realize you still 
n eed what was previous ly on the Clipboard, choose Undo 
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(or hit~). When it undoes the cut or copy, it also 
restores the Clipboard to its previous state. 

tl specicd Clipboard contents rsAJ 

Some applications put special information on the Clipboard 
when you cut or copy. If you paste within that same appli
cation, the special information is also pasled; if you paste 
outside the application, the special information is lost. 

For example, if you copy a paragraph in Word, the 
invisible paragraph marker, which contains formatting 
information, is also copied to the Clipboard. Pasted into 
another Word document (or the same one, in a different 
place). the paragraph retains its original formatting infor
mation. Pasted into an application that doesn't know 
how to interpret the special information, you'll only get 
the text of the original paragraph. and maybe some of its 
basic formatting, like tabs and indents. 

To copy something from a PostScript program like 
Illustrator or FreeHand and paste it into a program that 
can't directly import PostScript material, hold down (option) 
while you choose Copy from the Edit menu. 

tl losing Clipboard contents (SA/CRJ 

Sometimes the Clipboard comes up empty in an appli
cation, even though you just cut or copied something into 
it in another application. But when you go back to the 
first application, you find the Clipboard contents intact. 
If that happens, just paste via the Scrapbook instead. 

tl Save large Clipboard? (SA/ANJ 

Sometimes when you quit an application, you'll get a 
dialog box that asks Save large Clipboard? This means 
you have a lot of material in the Clipboard, and the appli
cation wonders if you'll have a use for it once you've quit. 
So you're given a chance to flush the Clipboard of its 
contents, or to save them. 

very 
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ti escaping switch-disks nightmares {Mtcllael Bra.diey/SA/ANJ 

To escape from one of those interminable switch -disks 
nightmares (the kind that make you want to scream at 
your Mac, You want that disk again? There's something 
sick about your obsession with that disk!}, press ~. 
Sometimes you have to press it more than once and some
times it won't work at a ll, but it's worth trying. 

ti why Shut Down is important tSA/ANJ 

Using the Shut Down command from the Special menu, 
instead of just shutting off the power, gives the Mac a 
chance to save any open files to disk. If you turn your Mac 
off without Shutting Down, you'll lose whatever is in 
memory. 

System 6 tips 

ti using Find File (JKJ 

Find File is a DA that comes with System 6. When you 
select it from the ti menu, you get a dialog box like the 
one shown below: 

:o Find File 

c:~ hurd disk 

Seorch for: I font 

I 00 1.3 

($1 Font/DA Mov9r F • 
Cl fonts/DAs 

D Bookm•n fonts 

D basic f onts tQ 
Creatt>d : Thu, Apr 16, 1992; 10 :37 AM 6l Claris ~ 
Modif ied : 'w'td, Apr 29, 1992 ; I 0:46AM eil System Folder 
Sizt>: 7127 b~tes; 

c:~ hord disk 7K on disk ro 
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To search for a file or folder, type any part of its name 
in the text box. The Mac will list everything it finds whose 
name includes what you typed. When you select a partic
ular item from the list, Find File shows the path to its loca
tion in the lower right-hand corner of the dialog box. 

Once you've found what you were looking for, you don't 
have to dig it out of whatever folder it's in-just choose 
Move to Desktop from the Find File menu on the menu 
bar. When you're through using the item, select it and 
choose Put Away from the File menu, and it'll return to 
the folder it came out of. 

ti using Font/DA Mover (JKJ 

Font/DA Mover is a utility for moving or removing fonts and 
DA's between or from suitcase files and the System file. When 
you run the program, you get a dialog box like this: 

®Font 
0 Desk Accessory Mouer 

Bookman 18 
Bookman 24 
Cairo 18 
Chicago 
Chicago t 2 
Cooper Black t 2 
Cooper Black t 8 

System 
on hard disk 
2454K free 

( Close 

[ OIH4 

' 
Help ] I 

'---0-ui.:....t _.....~] I 
Open ... 

Select Font or Desk Accessory from the top of the box, 
depending on what you want to move. The program auto
matically opens the System file in the left-hand list box. 
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but if you're not moving anything into or out of it, click 
the Close button below the box and then click it again to 
open whatever file you do want to use (the button's name 
changes to Open after the first click). 

If you're moving items between files, click the button 
under the right-hand list box to open the other file (or to 
create a new one). Once it's open, select the items you 
want to move (you can shift-click or drag through them 
to select more than one). click the Copy button and they'll 
be copied to the file shown in the other box. 

If you're removing items from a file, just select lhem 
and then click the Remove button. 

There are several third-party programs that make it 
easier to load and unload fonts and DA's from your 
System. See Chapter 7 for more about them. 

• when an empty folder isn't {SA/JK/ANJ 

Just because there's a folder on your desktop named 
Empty folder doesn't mean there's nothing in it. When
ever you create a new folder (with the New Folder 
command) under System 6 or earlier, it appears with the 
name Empty folder. Remember that putting something 
in it doesn't change the name. (New folders in System 7 
are named untitledfolder, which gets around this poten
tial confusion.) 

• long names in list views {SA/ANJ 

In list views, file names are only allotted a certain amount 
of space. If a name won't fit, it's shortened and an ellip
sis ( . .. ) is added to indicate there's something missing. 
But if you click on the file name to select it, it expands 
to its full length, even if that means overlapping the infor
mation in the next column. Unfortunately, this does not 
work in System 7. 
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ti switching to MultiFinder (SAJ 

If you're running in Finder-only mode, you don't have to 
set the startup and restart the Mac to go into Multi
Finder; instead, simply open the System Folder, hold 
down I Option Ia :11:) and double-click on the MultiFinder icon. 

ti if DA 's disappear in MultiFinder (SAJ 

If you just started using MultiFinder and find that there's 
little or nothing under your ti menu-or that you can't 
open anything that appears in the menu (all you get is a 
beep)-you need to put the DA Handler file into your 
System Folder. It's on the System Tools disk; just copy it 
over and restart your system. 

ti memory fragmentation in MultiFinder (SA /ANJ 

The first program you launch under MultiFinder gets the 
first chunk of available RAM. the second gets the next 
chunk, and so on. When you quit a program, the RAM it 
used doesn't get thrown back into the pool of available 
RAM-instead, it leaves a hole of empty memory between 
the program launched before it and the one launched after 
it. (Only if it was the last program you launched does the 
memory go back into the pool.) 

To get around this limitation, first launch the program 
you use the most, and are therefore least likely to quit. Then 
launch the program you use the next most, and so on. 

From the Visual Dclig/Jts collection. Copyright © 1991 by SunS!Jine. All rights reserved. 
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Printer basics · 

ti types of printers (AN/JK/Barnard Sherman) 

Three types of printers are commonly used with Macs
dot-matrix, inkjet and laser. You can also output from a 
Mac directly to an imagesetter. 

Dot-matrix printers (like Apple's ImageWriters) form 
characters out of a pattern of dots, the way the Mac forms 
images on the screen. Typically, each dot is made by a 
pin pushing an inked ribbon against the paper (although 
there are other ways of producing the image) . The number 
of pins can vary, with 9-pin and 24-pin being two common 
configurations; the more pins, the better the print qual
ity. The main advantage of dot-matrix printers is that the 
impact of the pins lets you make multiple copies using 
carbon or NCR paper. 

Like dot-matrix printers, inkjetprinters form characters 
out of little dots, but because the dots are created by tiny 
jets of ink, they're more like splotches, and blend together 
much more than the dots produced by dot-matrix print
ers. In.Iqets are also much quieter and somewhat faster than 
dot-matrix printers, and produce higher quality output. 
Apple's SiyleWriter and Hewlett-Packard's DeskWriter are 
two inkjet printers that are compatible with the Mac. 

La.serprinters (like Apple's LaserWriters) create images 
by drawing them on a metal drum with a beam of laser 
light. The image is then made visible by electrostatically 
attracting dry ink powder (called toner) to it, as in a photo
copying machine. The toner is then bonded (fused) to the 
paper by heat and pressure. Laser printers are more 
expensive than dot-matrix or inkjet printers, but their 
output is generally superior. 

Imagesetters are digital typesetting machines; unlike 
traditional typesetters, they can produce graphics as well 
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as text. These high-end machines output onto film or the 
kind of photosensitive paper used for photostats. 

ei relative resolutions (AN/JK/Larry Pinal 

At best quality, text is printed out on Apple's Image Writer 
dot-matrix printer at 160 dots per inch (dpi) across and 
144 down, which gives you about 23,000 dots per square 
inch (dpsi). If you choose Tall Adjusted for nontext print
ing, you get 144 dpi in both directions, which gives you 
almost 21,000 dpsi. 

HP's DeskWriter inkjet printer produces 300 x 300 
dots per inch, which gives you 90,000 dots per square 
inch-about four times the ImageWriter's resolution
and Apple's StyleWriter inkjet produces 360 x 360 dpi, 
which gives you almost 130,000 dpsi-about six times the 
ImageWriter's resolution. Most other inkjet printers are 
in this range. 

Most laser printers (including all the LaserWriters) 
produce 300 x 300 dots per inch, but some give you 400 
X 400, 600 X 600, 800 X 300, 1000 X 400, 1200 X 600 and 
so on. The dots per square inch range from 90,000 to 
720,000-which means that at U1e high end, they provide 
more than five times the resolution of the best inkjets. 
Some laser printers (including some LaserWriters) also offer 
various forms of enhanced resolution, which smooths 
jagged edges a nd/or sharpens grayscales to give the 
appearance of higher-dpi output. 

Even 720,000 dpsi is nothing compared to what an 
imagesetter can do. For example, the 1270-dpi Linotronic 
100 produces 1.6 million dpsi-nearly 18 times the reso
lution of a LaserWriter and almost 70 times that of an 
ImageWriter. The 3386-dpi Linotronic 330 produces about 
11.5 million dpsi-more than 125 times the LaserWriter's 
resolution and almost 500 times the ImageWriter's. 
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• PostScript vs. non-PostScript (RS/AN/JKJ 

There are two basic kinds of laser printers- those that 
have PostScript (Adobe's page-description programming 
language) built into their ROM and those that don't (no 
inkjet or dot-matrix printer uses PostScript). PostScript 
printers can be shared by Macs on a network, give you 
access to outline fonts and let you print PostScript graph
ics like those produced by Illustrator and FreeHand. (For 
more on outline fonts, and other font terms used in this 
chapter, see Chapter 6.) 

But some non-PostScript printers, like HP's DeskWriter, 
can also be shared by Macs on a network, and many print
ers can generate text that's at or near the qualit.y of what 
PostScript laser printers produce, as long as the printer 
has high enough resolution and you use TrueType fonts 
or PostScript Type 1 fonts with Adobe Type Manager 
(ATM). In the absence ofTrueType fonts or ATM. most non
PostScript printers rely on QuickDraw, the Mac's built
in imaging software, to scale bit-mapped fonts like those 
used on the Mac's screen. 

You can a lso print PostScript graphics on a non-Post
Script printer, by using an interpreter program like T -Script 
Basic or Freedom of Press (both list for $500), but they 
tend to really slow down printing. A complex graphic 
m ight take as long as 45 minutes to print from a slow Mac 
like the Plus, SE or Classic. And interpreters sometimes 
screw up and misplace lines or cause other problems. 

In any case, the price of a non-PostScript laser printer 
and an interpreter often adds up to more than the price 
of a good, inexpensive PostScript printer. Using an inter
preter with an inkjet printer might make more sense 
economically, but don't expect professional-quality graph
ics from an inkjet. Among other problems, they print 
large black areas poorly- the page gets wet with ink and 
the paper wrinkles. 
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For professional desktop publishing and graphics work, 
there's no substitute for a PostScript laser printer. But if 
you mainly print text and bit-mapped graphics, a less 
expensive printer will probably give you everything you need. 

As mentioned above, there are also PostScript image
setters. made by Linotronic, Varityper and other compa
nies, that print at high resolution on film or photosensitive 
paper. They're not consumer items. though. with list 
prices starting around $35,000. 

ti adapting PC printers for the Mac (Larry Pina/RSJ 

Some printers are built to work with Macs, some to work 
with PCs. But you can still use a PC printer with a Mac; 
you just need a Macintosh driver and a serial-to-parallel 
converter cable. Packages offering both are easy to find. 

Larry's favorite is PowerPrint from GDT SoftWorks 
($150 list). It includes a serial-to-parallel converter, two 
disks and a great manual. One disk contains a set of drivers 
that lets you connect to hundreds of dot-matrix printers. 
including those made by Okidata, NEC. Epson, Citizen 
and Panasonic. The other disk has drivers for hundreds 
of inkjet and laser printers, including those made by 
Canon. Dataproducts. Hewlett-Packard and Sharp. 

PC laser printers aren't generally designed to use Post
Script, but you can add an AppleTalk interface and a Post
Script board or cartridge to some of them (check \vith the 
manufacturer). Even without these upgrades, PowerPrint 
lets you use True1'ype fonts , and you can print Post
Script fonts if you've got ATM. 

Conversion kits like PowerPrin t give you access to more 
printers (and sometimes better ones, as described below) 
but there are tradeoffs. Using a PC printer sometimes leads 
to unexpected printing problems and the conversion pack
age can slow down a printer's output. The conversion also 
makes the printer more complicated to set up. and you'll 
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only get limited help from a printer manual written for 
PC users. 

Dot-matrix printers 

ti models of the ImageWriter (AN/SA/Larry Pina/JKJ 

The first model of the Image Writer (now called the Image
Writer I) was replaced years ago by the Image Writer II. but 
since there are still some I's kicking around, here's how 
to tell the two models apart: the I is beige and rectangu
lar while the II is either white (early models) or light 
gray-what Apple calls "platinum"-with a raised back. 

The ImageWriter II has fewer problems with paper feed 
than the I. and it also prints more clearly (the same 
number of dots are used, but since the II's pins are 
smaller, so are the dots they create). The II prints faster 
than the I and has a slot for a $140 card that lets you 
use it on a network (i.e., hooked up to more than one Mac). 
You can also install a $14 color ribbon. When we refer to 
the ImageWriter below, we mean the ImageWriter II, unless 
we specifically say otherwise. 

Apple also used to make a 27 -pin version of the Image
Writer called the LQ, for "letter-quality" (the ImageWriter 
I and II are 9-pin printers) . The LQ had a lot of problems 
and has been discontinued. For better alternatives, see 
the sections on inkjet and laser printers below. 

ti ImageWriter substitutes (RS/Larry Pina/JKJ 

The ImageWriter is hardly a bargain, even if you buy one 
used. Not only is its $600 list price high for its capabili
ties, but discounts on it are usually a lot shallower than 
on third-party competitors, which often sell for 40-50% 
off. Here are a couple of better alternatives (also see the 
section below on inkjet printers). 
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If your budget is tight and your printing needs are 
modest. consider the Olympia NP60APL ($180, available 
only direct through Olympia). As far as the Mac is 
concerned, having it at the end of the cable is just like 
having an ImageWriter I there (even its performance is simi
lar). The only exception is that it handles margins differ
ently (the manual explains how to make the necessary 
adjustments). The Olympia is a bit slower than the 
lmageWriter 11-190 characters per second (cps) in draft 
mode, 40 cps in near-letter quality, compared to the 
ImageWriter II's 250 cps and 45 cps). 

Because the Olympia works just as well connected to 
a PC as to a Mac, it's an excellent choice for office envi
ronments with mixed equipment. Parallel and serial ports 
are standard; so are a push-type tractor feed and semi
automatic sheet feeding. A pull-type tractor feed ($90) and 
a true sheet feeder ($1 70) are available as options. It 
uses inexpensive Epson LX80 ribbons that you can get 
anywhere, even at stationery stores. 

The Panasonic KXP-1123 ($350 list) isn't actually an 
lmageWriter substitute-it wasn't even designed for use 
with Macs. But at nearly twice the price of the Olympia, 
it's still cheaper than the ImageWriter II, even after you 
add $150 for the PowerPrint package you'll need to use 
it with the Mac (described in adapting PC printers for the 
Mac entry above). And since it's a 24-pin. 360-dpi printer, 
it gives much higher quality output. It's also sturdy, well
supported, easy-to-find and often deeply discounted. 

Setting up the Panasonic can be a bit of a pain because 
of the unusual combination ofbuttons on its front (remem
ber, it comes from the world of PCs). But once it's set up, 
the Panasonic works well, particularly at intermediate reso
lution (180 x 360 dpi). which looks nearly as good as the 
360 x 360 dpi high-quality mode but prints faster. Even 
graphics look pretty good (but don't get this printer-or 
any dot-matrix-for printing graphics). 
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ti an envelope printer (KF'/JKJ 

The Address Writer ($600, from CoStar) is an 8-pin printer 
designed specifically for printing addresses directly onto 
envelopes or postcards (or. with an optional $75 attach
ment. labels). It's compatible with Macs and PCs and can 
be upgraded for sharing on a Mac network for $200. 

The printer comes with an application that can handle 
up to 1600 addresses and can exchange them with other 
programs. You can also print directly from a word proces
sor or database, and the addresses can even include 
PICT graphics. 

The Address Writer's best feature is its ability to gener
ate and print a postal bar code for each address. The bar 
code not only speeds up delivery of your mail, it can save 
you up to 20% on bulk mailings. 

With the bar code option on. the AddressWriter prints 
2-3 envelopes a minute in Normal mode and 1-2 per 
minute in Best mode (in either case. the first envelope 
printed takes longer than the rest). The automatic feeder 
holds up to 100 envelopes or 200 postcards. 

In Karen's tests. some envelopes came out slightly 
smeared; the manual says this happens with defective 
ribbons. but we couldn't get another ribbon in time to check 
this out. Ribbons cost $15 and are good for about a thou
sand envelopes. 

Even at discounted retail prices, this printer is quite 
an investment for such a specialized function. But for 
offices that routinely process a lot of outgoing mail. it can 
save the extra time required to print and apply address 
labels manually. or feed envelopes through the printer one 
by one, as you'd have to do with other printers. 

[I agree that this is a really cool product but, boy, is it 
overpriced! Keep in mind how incredibly easy it is to print 
envelopes on a laser or inkjet printer, whose output is 
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much better. Bar codes can be printed with many other inex
pensive software packages. The Address Writer's only real 
advantage is that it has an envelope feeder.-RS] 

ti a label printer (Sheila Sugrue) 

The Smart Label Printer Plus ($250, from Seiko) is a tiny 
printer (6" x 6" x 3W') that prints addresses onto 3W' x 
1" labels. You just type an address into the DA that comes 
with the printer, and print it out in the font and size of 
your choice. The DA will store as many addresses as will 
fit on your disk, and will import them from other programs. 

The SLP is designed for printing individual labels; for 
large mailings, look elsewhere. It can only use the 3 W' x 
1" labels, which you have to order from Seiko at $4 for a 
roll of 130 (about 3¢ each). But overall, I'd say the SLP 
is worth it, for the convenience of being able to easily print 
a customized label any time you wa nt. 

[But you can't do bar codes with this printer; since they 
have to appear at both the top and bottom of the envelope 
to be read properly by the post office. And labels can be 
easily printed on a StyleWriter, which is not much more 
expensive than this gadget is and is way more versatile. 
You also have to peel off each label and stick it onto the 
envelopes-almost as much work asjustfeeding individ
ual envelopes into a StyleWriter.- RS] 

Inkjet and portable printers 

ti DeskWriter vs. StyleWriter 
(JK/Chris Allen/ Larry Pinal Barnard Sherman) 

Hewle tt-Packard's DeskWriter ($600 lis t) and Apple's 
StyleWriter ($400 list) have replaced dot-matrix print
ers as the most popular printers for pers onal and light 
business use. They're much quieter, sell for less than 
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an ImageWriter II and (at 300 dpi for the DeskWriter and 
360 dpi for the StyleWriter) produce output that rivals 
a laser printer's. 

In fact. some people prefer the inkjets' output, because 
the blacks are blacker-although it's a lso less crisp, 
because the ink tends to bleed into the paper (for more on 
this, see paper for crisper print quality in the inkjet tips 
section below). Although the StyleWriter's resolution is 
higher, the output from both inkjets looks about the same. 

Since these aren't PostScript printers. neither can print 
PostScript text or graphics. For ways around this, see the 
entry called PostScript vs. non-PostScript above. The 
DeskWriter comes with Helvetica, Courier, Times and 
Symbol in HP's own outline format (additional fonts cost 
$200) and the StyleWriter comes with TrueType versions 
of those four and several others. If you use System 7, 
though, you already have most of these as TrueType 
fonts, and you can use them with either printer. 

Both printers can use spoolers to let you keep work
ing while your files print in the background. (If you have 
an older nonspooling version of either printer's driver, see 
your dealer about getting a free update.) 

The DeskWriter has several advantages over the 
StyleWriter. It prints up to twice as fast, at two or more 
pages pe r minute and, unlike the StyleWriter, it can be 
shared by Macs on a network. It comes with a three-year 
warranty, while Apple only covers the StyleWriter for a 
year (an extended warranly costs $36 a year). 

The StyleWriter's ink is water-soluble, so smearing 
can be a problem ifyou don't handle printouts carefully. 
The DeskWriter's ink is relatively indelible and smear-proof, 
though it sometimes clogs the printhead. You can buy 
third-party indelible inks for the StyleWriter. but they're 
not as good as the DeskWriter's. 
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The Style Writer's vertical sheet feeder is more prone to 
misfeeding than the DeskWriter's. And you can upgrade 
the DeskWriter to print in color. 

The StyleWriter does take up much less desk space 
(about 13" x 6"), but it gets a few inches wider when you 
open its output tray (as you have to during printing). 
Although the DeskWriter measures 17W' x 15", it has a 
recessed well for cables in the back, so you can slide it 
all the way up against a wall. 

You can probably get a StyleWriter for about $50 less 
than a DeskWriter (at street prices) but the DeskWriter is 
worth way more than $50 more; it's a much better printer. 

ti the color DeskWriter (JKJ 

Hewlett-Packard's DeskWriter C is designed to print 
primarily in black. and it produces the same crisp, clean 
300-dpi output as the regular DeskWriter (described in 
the previous entry). But the C can also print in color (or 
gray-scale). 

Color printing takes longer-four minutes a page for 
Normal mode and seven for Best mode (which gives a better 
color mix by overlapping dots in a shingle pattern) . Draft 
mode produces a page in about three minutes, but at only 
150 dpi. By comparison, the C puts out about two black 
or one gray-scale page a minute. (These are HP's official 
speed ratings; the actual times vary widely depending on 
what's being printed.) Luckily, the DeskWriter C comes 
with a spooler, so you can use your Mac for other work 
while your documents print in the background. 

To print in color, all you have to do is replace the black 
ink cartridge with one that contains cyan. magenta and 
yellow (switching takes about 20 seconds). There are 
some disadvantages to having to choose between black 
and color. For example. if your document contains black 
text and a color graphic on the same page. you have to 
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use the color cartridge. The printer then mixes cyan, 
magenta and yellow to make a slightly grayish or brown
ish "black" for the text. And the missing black will also 
reduce the crispness of the color graphic (that's why full
color images are normally printed in four-color process
cyan. magenta, yellow and black). 

The DeskWriter C provides fast. high-resolution text and 
color graphics for $1100 list (HP will upgrade a regular 
DeskWriter for $450). For better color, resolution and 
speed at a higher price, see the next entry. 

W a high-resolution, full-color inkjet (RSJ 

If you've ever shopped for a color printer, you know that 
usually the prices are stratospheric or the color output 
is poor. The Canon BJC-820 is an exception-it's a four
color, 360-dpi inkjet printer that lists for $3000, and its 
color and resolution are excellent. Since color laser print
ers cost $6000-$12,000 and more. this is an amazing deal. 

The Canon's speed depends mainly on how fast your 
Mac is (since there's so much computation involved in color 
images). One drawback: the Canon isn't a PostScript 
printer, so if you want to print to it from a PostScript 
program, you'll have ask the publisher how to do it. 

W four good portable printers (RS/JKJ 

None of the portable printers available for the Mac are 
as good as some tha t are made for PCs. Luckily, you can 
adapt the PC printers for $150 with GDT's PowerPrint 
package (described in the entry above called adapting PC 
printers for the Mac). Here are four PC printers that are 
light and small enough to carry in a briefcase and can 
run off batteries (a lthough you'll only get about 30 pages 
per charge). 

The Canon BubbleJet BJ10ex, the Star Micronics Star
J et SJ-48 and the Brother HJ-100i are essentially the same 
inkjet printer sold under different names. They weigh 
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less than five pounds, fold up into notebook size (about 
12" x 8W' x 2"}, use plain paper and are unusually quiet 
(about 45 dB}. 

They've got the same 360-dpi resolution as Apple's 
Style Writer and print bit-mapped graphics well (except for 
large black areas where, like all inkjets, they lay down so 
much ink that the paper gets wet and wrinkles}. All three 
list for $500 and commonly sell for a lot less (add $50 if 
you want the optional rechargeable battery}. 

The Citizen PN48 Professional uses thermalfusion, a 
technology in which tiny heated elements in the printhead 
push a ribbon against the page, bonding a waxy ink to 
the paper. (It's not an impact printer, though; the pres
sure is more smooth and continuous, and the printing is 
much quieter.} 

The Citizen's output doesn't spread on the page like 
the inkjets' and its 360 dpi gives you laser-like crispness 
(if you use the higher-quality ribbon). The Citizen can 
print on transparencies and plain paper, but you'll get 
the best results using high-quality laser paper. It prints 
bit-mapped graphics well, without the inkjets' problem 
with soaked paper. 

The Citizen costs a bit more than the inkjets ($550 list} 
but the price includes a battery. It's much lighter and 
smaller-only 2Y2 pounds including the battery, and about 
12" x 3W' x 2" (about the size of two rolls of tin foil}. 

Printing complex graphics on the Citizen makes its $5 
ribbon wear out quickly. Even when it's just printing 
text, the ribbon wears out after about 30 pages. The 
inkjets have an advantage here-they print around a 
thousand pages per $25 cartridge. 

None of these printers come with Macintosh outline 
fonts, but you can use any TrueType fonts you already 
have-or PostScript fonts with ATM. Unfortunately, printing 
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is very slow-an average of just over two minutes per page 
using outline fonts and medium resolution (partly due to 
the Power Print conversion). 

Since the price differences between these printers aren't 
significant, choose the inkjets if you want quieter oper
ation and cheaper consumables, or the Citizen if you 
want superior print quality and smaller size and weight. 

ti two not-so-good portable printers (AN/JKJ 

There are a couple of other portable printers for the Mac
GCC's $500 WriteMove and Kodak's $450 Diconix Ml50. 
They're both inkjets. but their 192-dpi output looks crude 
next to that of the printers discussed in the previous 
entry. 

Actually, the Diconix is a lot worse than "not-so-good"
it's worthless. We've used it at Goldstein & Blair and 
found its tractor feed to be so poorly designed that it 
simply wouldn't feed paper. (Friction feed-that is, running 
regular, unperforated sheets of paper through the printer
was even worse.) 

Did we call the Diconix "worthless?" Actually, that's way 
too kind. Given the amount of time we wasted trying to 
make the stupid thing work, and standing around wonder
ing how someone can sell a product that simply doesn't 
work at all-not to mention the amount of effort we wasted 
lugging it around on vacations and business trips, only 
to discover that it was unusable and that we didn't have 
a printer to use after all-we'd have to say the Diconix is 
worse than worthless. 

We sent it back to Kodak and they promised to send us 
a printer that could at least feed paper, but we never got 
one. They don't even respond to our phone calls. This may 
be the single worst Mac product we've ever seen. [Don't mince 
words. What do you really think of the product?-RS} 
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Laser printers 

• the LaserWriter I's (AN/SA!JKJ 

The first laser printers Apple sold were the Laserwriter 
(no cap W) and the LaserWriter Plus. (There were actu
a lly two models of the LaserWriter Plus-the second came 
with version 4 7 of PostScript-but they weren't given 
separate names.) All three models are now lumped together 
as the LaserWriter I . 

All three machines look alike, but you can tell them apart 
by printing out a startup sheet. There will be a number 
on the line graph: 1.0 indicates an original Laserwriter, 
2.0 the first version of the LaserWriter Plus and 3.0 the 
second version of the LaserWriter Plus. 

The original Laserwriter came with four fonts built in
Helvetica, Times, Courier and Symbol. The LaserWriter 
Plus added Avant Garde, Bookman, Helvetica Narrow, New 
Century Schoolbook, Palatino, Zapf Chancery and Zapf 
Dingbats. 

LaserWriter I's were built around Canon's CX marking 
engine (the part of the printer that actu a lly makes the 
image). The CX works fine for most things but its top speed 
is only four pages a minute and it can't produce a solid 
black area (it ends up gray or streaked). In addition, 
LaserWriter I' s were hamstrung by having just 1.5 
megabytes of RAM, which greatly (and very annoyingly) 
limited the number of fonts you could use in a document. 

• the printer withjive brains (AN/JK/BarnardSherman) 

We could have called this entry the LaserWriter II's, but 
then we wouldn't have been able to allude to The Man 
with Two Brains, a wonderful Steve Martin movie which 
is worth seeing just to hear Kathleen Turner hiss at her 
rich husband (who she's trying to give a heart attack 
so that she can inherit his money) : "You just hate me 
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because I'm so young and hot!" But there is actually a 
point to this title- namely that a ll LaserWriter II's are 
physically identical except that each has a different 
brain (logic board). 

In 1988, Apple introduced three LaserWriter II's- the 
NT, NTX and SC (all discontinued. but still available used). 
The Ilf and Ilg came out in 1991. All five models are built 
around Canon's second-generation marking engine, the 
SX, which produces much solider and darker blacks than 
the CX marking engine that was used in the LaserWriter 
I's (in fact, sometimes the blacks are too dark). 

All LaserWriter II's have paper trays that will hold 200 
sheets of 20-lb paper. And a ll except the SC come with 
the same basic eleven built-in font families as the Laser
Writer Plus (listed in the previous entry). 

The SC was so called because it connected to the Mac 
through the SCSI port, like a hard disk. For this reason, it 
could only be accessed by one Mac (all the other LaserWriter 
II's can be shared by several Macs). The SC's logic board 
was built around a 68000 chip and it had just one meg of 
RAM (but since it relied on the Mac to figure out how pages 
should look, this wasn't much of a disadvantage). 

The logic board on the NT (for new technology) was also 
built around a 68000 chip, but it ran at 12 MHz (as 
opposed to the SC's 7.45 MHz). Both the NT and the NTX 
(the x stands for expandable) came with two megs of RAM 
standard, but you can expand it up to twelve megs just 
by popping in some SIMMs (be aware that NTX SIMMs 
are different-and more expensive-than regular Mac 
SIMMs). The NTX's logic board is based on a 68020 chip 
running at 16.7 MHz. 

The NTX can be connected to a SCSI hard disk for stor
ing fonts, which speeds printing by getting outline fonts 
to the printer much faster than downloading them from 
the Mac does (for more on this, see the fonts on laser 
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printers section below). Make sure you get a hard drive 
that works with LaserWriters; not all do. Also make sure 
it's initialized properly for working with the printer rather 
than a computer. 

The logic boards for the LaserWriter llf ($3600 list) and 
Ilg ($4600 list) are both built around the 68030 chip; the 
llf's runs at 20 MHz and the llg's at 25 MHz. 

The Ilf comes with four megs of RAM standard and the 
Ilg with eight, but be aware that, amazingly, both 
machines need five megs to print on legal-size paper. so 
the Ilfhas to be upgraded to do tha t basic task (you can 
expand both machines' RAM to 32 megs). On the plus 
side, the Ilf and IIg use the same kind of RAM most Macs 
do, which is much cheaper than the special RAM you have 
to buy to upgrade an NTX. 

The llg and Ilf are the first Apple laser printers to use 
Apple's enhanced resolution technologies, FinePrint and 
PhotoGrade (although you have to upgrade the Ilfs memory 
to 5MB to use PhotoGrade). FinePrint smooths out the 
barely perceptible jagged edges in 300-dpi printing 
(although it also tends to break up delicate fonts like 
Optima at small sizes-so much so that we finally had to 
turn it off on our machines). PhotoGrade lets you print 
with more than 65 levels of gray, which greatly improves 
the quality of gray-scale images like scanned photographs
nothing in the llf or Ilg's price range comes close. 

Like the NTX. the llf and Ilg can be connected to a SCSI 
hard disk for storing downloadable fonts. But disks 
need to be formatted differently, so you can't just move 
a hard disk from, say, an NTX to a Ilg-you'll have to 
reformat it and download all your fonts. [I did it-it's such 
a pain. After much experience with hard disks a ttached 
to LaserWriters, I'ue pretty much decided that they're 
simply not worth the trouble-thanks to their brain-dead 
user interface.-AN] 
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All LaserWriter I and II m odels to da te print eigh t pages 
a minute , not counting the time they and/or your Mac 
spend figuring out what to put on the page. (To s peed that 
up, you n eed a faster chip and more memoxy in either your 
Mac or your printer, or b oth.) 

Another way to speed things u p is with PostScript Level 
2 , which comes in both the Ilf and th e IIg. It promises to 
increase page-processing s peed up to ten times, though 
the printer driver required to do tha t is n 't ava ilable at 
this writing. 

Here's a cha rt summarizing the features of th e five 
La serWriter II's : 

Laser- Post- pro- speed inter- RAM can take 
Writer Script? cess or (MHz) face(s) (MB) hard d isk? 

IISC no 68000 7.5 SCSI 1 no 

liNT yes 68000 12 LT 2 no 
serial 

II NTX yes 68020 16 LT 2 (12) yes 
serial 

llf Level2 68030 20 LT 4 (32) yes 
seria l 

llg Level2 68030 25 LT 8 (32) yes 
serial 

Ethe rnet 

Notes: Current models (as of this writing) are in bo ld. 

lnterface(s) ind ica te the ways you can connect the p rin ter 
to a M ac. LT = LocaiTalk, the standa rd interface. The serial 
interface is mostly for connecting to PCs. Ethernet is blind
ingly fast. 

The first number in the RAM column ind ica tes how much 
the printer comes with; the number in parentheses (if any) 
indicates how much RAM you can expand it to. 

You can upgra de any lower m odel of the Laser Writer 
II-curren t or discontinued-to any high er one, s imply by 
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buying it a new brain. For example, you can upgrade a 
IISC to a llg for $2250, an NT to a llg for $2150 and an 
NTX to a llg for $2050. 

The fact that Apple consistently provides upgrades like 
this adds to their printers' value as long-term invest
ments (this is true of the Personal LaserWriters, described 
below, as well). Few other companies' printers are as easy 
to upgrade, or upgradable at all (although Texas Instru
ments' are). 

• the Personal LaserWriters (JK/Larry Pinal 

Apple introduced the Personal LaserWriters to make laser 
printing more affordable-they cost thousands less than 
the LaserWriter II's. All are built around the Canon LX 
marking engine, which has a top speed of four pages a 
minute, and all but the NTR use the 68000 processor. 

One of the firs t Personal LaserWriters was the SC, so 
called because, like the LaserWriter IISC, it connects to 
the Mac via the SCSI port. It was replaced within months 
by the Personal LaserWriter LS, which, at $1200 list, 
remains Apple's least-expensive laser printer. It connects 
to the Mac through the printer port, but can't be shared 
by Macs on a network. It's not a PostScript printer either, 
so you'll need ATM to print PostScript outline fonts . You 
can still use TrueType fonts, though, under System 7. 

The SC came with a 250-sheet paper tray and a 50-sheet 
multipurpose tray for printing on odd-sized paper, envelopes 
or labels, but the LS comes with only the 50-sheet multi
purpose tray; the 250-sheet paper tray is an $80 option. 

With just 512K of RAM (not expandable) the LS is 
particularly s luggish on complex printing jobs (although 
it uses a special data compression technology to create 
the effect of 2.5 megs of RAM in some situations). Apple 
has improved upon the LS's original driver, however, and 
more recent versions are supposed to be faster. If you're 
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using an old version of the driver, get a current one from 
an Apple dealer or by calling Apple at 800 776 2333. 

The second of the original two Personal LaserWriters was 
the NT, a PostScript printer that can be shared by Macs 
on a network. It came with a 12 MHz processor, two megs 
of memory (expandable to four megs) and the same paper 
and multipurpose trays as the se. It lasted a year longer 
than these. but was eventually replaced by the NTR. 

The Personal LaserWriter NTR comes with three megs 
of RAM and generally prints much faster than its prede
cessor, the NT (over twice as fast, in some situations). Yet 
it costs the same ($2200 list). 

The NTR gets its speed-and the R in its name-from 
the ruse chip it uses to process jobs (RISC stands for 
reduced instruction set computing; it streamlines process
ing for faster results). The NTR is the first Apple printer 
to use ruse technology. 

It's also the first LaserWriter to offer a parallel port for 
connecting to Pes, in addition to the serial and LocalTalk 
ports other LaserWriters have. If you're in an office with 
Pes and Macs, you can attach both types of computers 
to the NTR and it will configure itself for each print job 
according to whether you've assigned PostScript or HP 
format to the port the job's coming in on. (There's a switch 
on the printer's back panel for assigning formats.) 

Like the LaserWriter Ilf and Ilg, the NTR comes with 
PostScript Level 2 and a built-in TrueType scaler. (With 
most printers, the Mac has to download the scaler in 
order to print TrueType fonts; but since it's already on 
the NTR's board, there's less to download, and TrueType 
jobs print faster.) 

Although the NTR is nearly as fast as the Ilg when print
ing documents containing complex graphics and multi
ple fonts, the Ilg races ahead when printing documents 
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with a single PostScript font. (In tha t situation, the NTR's 
no faster than the Personal LaserWriter NT. They're both 
limited to four pages a minute by their Canon LX mark
ing engine, while the Ilg's Canon SX marking engine can 
deliver eight pages a minute.) 

And the NTR isn't built for heavy use. Whereas Laser
Writers II's come with a 200-sheet pap er tray and a 
manual feeder for envelopes, etc., the NTR has only a 70-
sheet multipurpose tray (although you can upgrade it to 
take a 250-sheet tray for $180). 

Still, if you want speed, and don't tend to print long 
documents in a s ingle font, the NTR is probably the best 
choice in its price range-as of this writing anY'vay. (If you 
do tend to print long documents in a single font. read on 
in this section for some m ore economical alternatives.) 

Here's a summary of the Personal LaserWriter models: 

Personal Post- pro- speed inter- RAM tray 
LW Script? cessor (MHz) face (MB) capacities 

sc no 68000 8 SCSI 250 +50 

LS no none serial liz 50 (250) 

NT yes 68000 12 LT 2 (4) 250 +50 

NTR Level 2 AM29005 16 LT 3 (4) 70 (250) 
(RISC) serial 

parallel 

Notes: Current models (as of this writing) are in bold. 

lnterface(s) indicate the ways you can connect the printer 
to a Mac. LT = Loca iTalk. On the NTR, the serial and paral
lel interfaces are mostly for connecting to PCs. 

The first number in the RAM column indicates how much 
the printer comes with; the number in parentheses (if any) 
indica tes much RAM you can expand it to. 

In the tray capacity column, optional trays (which cost extra) 
are in parentheses. 
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ti telling LaserWriters apart (AN/Larry Pina) 

It's easy to tell LaserWriter I's, Il's and Personal Laser
Writers apart, because they look different. There are a 
couple of ways to distinguish the various models within 
each line. One is to look at the label on the logic board 
at the bottom rear of the machine (on LaserWriter I's, it's 
on the metal plate where the cables connect to the printer). 
Another is to print out the startup sheet. 

ti buying a used LaserWriter (Chris Allen/Barnard Sherman) 

One of the first things you do when buying a used car 
is check the odometer. So one of the first things you 
should do when buying a used LaserWriter is check out 
the startup page to see how many copies it's printed. 
Chris has a friend who found a used LaserWriter with 
only 6000 pages on it; another one she looked at had 
over 90,0001 

[Rely on this approach only when you're buying from a 
trustworthy party, because the counters are easy to turn 
back. Be wary of most dealers.-Larry Pinal 

With LaserWriter I's, just turning on the machine 
causes wear on the fuser roller, even if you don't print 
any pages. To check it, open the printer and lift up the 
green bar that's near the front. If scratches go all the way 
through the roller's reddish-brown coating, you'll need a 
new one. If it's only slightly scratched, check the printer's 
output- a worn roller prints blank or streaked spots even 
when you have enough toner. 

ti a good cheap PostScript printer (RSJ 

For its price, Texas Instruments' MicroLaser PS17 ($1500 
list) has a lot of nice features, including true Adobe Post
Script (not a clone) and HP LaserJet compatibility (so it 
can be shared by Macs and PCs in offices that have both). 
With a footprint of 14" x 13W' it can even fit on your desk 
and leave room to work. 
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The PS17 feeds paper straight through the printer into 
a face-up output tray (an expensive option on other print
ers). This means you see what you're printing as it emerges, 
and that you can print envelopes without bending them. 
The printer's software even lets you switch between paper 
trays or the envelope feeder within a single document, all 
from the Print dialog box. 

The PS17 comes with only 1.5MB of RAM, compared 
with 2MB or more in other laser printers. That's enough 
for simple text or graphics, but you need more RAM if you 
use a lot of fonts or complicated illustrations. Fortu
nately, the PS17 can be upgraded to 4 .5MB. RAM costs 
about $65/meg from Texas Instruments, less from third
party manufacturers. 

Make sure you get the optional AppleTalk interface; you 
can't use this printer with a Mac without it. 

el enhanced resolution at a bargain price (RS/JKJ 

NEC's Silentwriter Model 95 ($1750 list) is the only laser 
printer in its price range to offer enhanced resolution (which, 
as mentioned above, smooths jagged edges and/or sharp
ens grayscales). It comes with PostScript Level 2 and eleven 
font families built into its ROM, as well as two megs of RAM, 
a 250-sheet feeder tray and an envelope tray. Its patented 
toner and Minolta marking engine print solid black areas 
beautifully. The Silenlwriter is also very easy to use. 

Like Apple's Personal LaserWriter NTR, the Silentwriter 
95 has parallel, serial and LocalTalk ports and can handle 
PCs and Macs s imultaneously. The Silentwriter's default 
format for a ll ports is PostScript, but it comes with a 
program for PCs that temporarily switches the printer to 
HP emulation when you send it a print job in that format 
(you can a lso send PostScript files from the PC). 

As of this writing, NEC is p lanning a $600 upgrade that 
will enable the printer to send and receive faxes. (It will print 
out incoming faxes on plain paper, but like a fax modem, 
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it won't be able to send paper documents-only files from 
your Mac.) They will be PostScript faxes , which are far supe
rior in quality to group 2 or 3 faxes, but only if the machines 
at both ends can handle them (which means they're prob
ably both upgraded NEC Silentwriter 95s). Otherwise, the 
printer will send and receive Group 3 faxes . 

ti high-end laser printers (KF/AN/JKJ 

We compared the LaserWriter Ilg using FinePrint and 
PhotoGrade with an upgrade board and three high-reso
lution laser printers. One of these, the LaserMaster 
LM1000, is a $6000, 1000-dpi laser printer that runs off 
a NuBus card installed in a host Mac (which means the 
host slows down whenever other networked Macs use the 
printer). The LM1000 gave us a lot of problems during our 
tests, some of which even LaserMaster's tech support 
people couldn't explain, so we can't recommend it. 

We imagine the LM1000 will be discontinued in favor 
of LaserMaster's more recent printers, like the $7000 
Unity 1000, which prints at 1000 dpi and a lso has a 
faster, 400-dpi "proof" mode. The Unity comes with 9MB 
of RAM, expandable to 48MB using ordinary Mac SIMMs, 
and a 20MB internal hard disk (but you can't expand 
that by adding an external hard disk). There's no NuBus 
card to install. 

We also tested Varityper's 600 dpi VT600W ($10,000, 
including installation). It comes with twelve m egs of RAM 
(not expandable), a 20MB internal hard disk and eleven 
font families (but only nine individual fonts are built in). 
(You can also get it with a 42MB internal hard disk for 
$11,000.) Both the Varityper and the Unity work with PCs 
and other types of computers as well as with Macs. 

Finally, we looked at the Xante's AccelaWriter II, an 
upgrade board that makes it possible for LaserWriter II's 
to print at 600 dpi (there are also versions for LaserWriter 
I's and Personal LaserWriter SCs and NTs). The board 
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lists for $1700, but to that you need to add the cost of a 
printer to put it in. Six megs of RAM is s tandard, with 
upgrades to 8MB, 12MB or 16MB available at $100/meg. 
The AccelaWiiter comes with eleven built-in font families, 
and you can attach a hard disk for storing others. 

In our tests, the AccelaWiiter printed faster than the 
Varityper and the Unity, but s lower than the Ilg. Its type 
resolution was just slightly crisper than the Varit.yper's, 
but its graphic capabilities left quite a bit to be desired. 
On a curved hairline test, the AccelaWriter's output 
showed jaggies and actually faded out in a couple of 
places. And its grayscale output didn't look nearly as 
good as the Varityper's. The current version of this board 
(same list price) apparently h andles grayscale better, but 
Xante couldn't get u s one in time to review. 

The Varityper handled grayscale the best of all, and its 
ability to print on 11" x 17" paper can be useful for book 
covers, posters , etc . But it's enormous (171 pounds) and 
its fan is so loud it's virtually impossible to work in the 
same room with it. Finally. because it recycles its toner, 
you have to u se expensive paper a t a ll times (ch eaper 
papers h ave more dust, which gets into the recycled toner 
and degrades output quality). 

What's more, type and nongrayscale (line) graphics 
were noticeably crisper on LaserMaster's Unity 1000 than 
on the Varityper. The Unity is no bigger-or louder-than 
a LaserWiiter, and it costs thousands less than a Varityper. 

We did run into a problem wilh the Unity, however. The 
superfine toner in LaserMaster's cartridges left white 
spots and gaps ins ide the type wh en we printed on certain 
reformulated lots of Hammermill Laser Plus paper (and, 
to a much lesser extent, on ordinary paper as well). Fortu
nately, we didn't notice any degradation in image qual
ity when we used the r egula r LaserWriter cartridges 
instead, so there's an easy way around the problem. 
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At $4600 list. the Ilg costs thousands less than the Unity 
1000, and the llf is even cheaper. Both are faster than 
the Unity printing at 1000 dpi-although in its 400 dpi 
"proof" mode, the Unity is just about as fast. 

Thanks to PhotoGrade, the gray-scale capabilities of the 
Ilg (or a Ilf with upgraded RAM) are terrific- even b etter 
than the Unity in some tests, though not quite as good 
overall. The Unity's h andling of line art was superior, but 
not dra matically so. In both cases, the differences in 
quality may not be worth the difference in price to you. 

However, the tenden cy of the llg and llfs type enhance
ment program, FinePrint. to break up delicate fonts like 
Optima (as m entioned in an earlier entry) ma kes it virtu
ally unusable-so much so that we s imply turned it off. 
So if you pla n to use su ch fonts, or print in any font in 
sizes smaller than 9- or 10-poin t, the llf and llg a ren't up 
to the job-unless you turn FinePrint off (in which case 
you've basically got an expensive NTX). 

Just too late for u s to review it, LaserMaster came out 
with a new $10,000, 1200-dpi printer (with a 600-dpi proof 
mode) that h a ndles pa per up to llx l7. If they manage to 
stra ighten out the toner problem (or if this printer, like 
the Unity. doesn 't r equire special toner). the LaserMas
ter 1200 could be an excellent way to get high quality print
outs without h aving to keep running down to a service 
bureau (although $10,000 would pay for a lot of trips). 

HP and QMS also have high-resolution laser printers 
that compete with the ones discu ssed in this entry, but 
neither company could get us evaluation units in time. 
We'll cover them and the LaserMaster 1200 in an update. 

We used a pair of Unity 1000's (with ordinary toner) to 
print this book and found them to be quite reliable . You 
can judge the quality of the output for yourself. but we 
think it's great. We did previous editions of the Mac Bible 
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at 300 dpi, because we didn't feel that the increased qual
ity of imagesetter output was worth the hassle and delay 
of dealing with service bureaus, but the Unity 1000 gives 
us everything we need-quality, ease of use and speed. 

General printing tips 

• drivers, Chooser and Page Setup (JK/SA/AN/SM/ND/KFJ 

Printer drivers are programs that tell the Mac how to 
communicate with your printer. Without them, each appli
cation would have to contain information about every 
1ype of printer you might use. The ImageWriter, Style Writer 
and LaserWriter files are common Apple printer drivers. 
Some third-party printers have their own drivers, although 
many are designed to use Apple's drivers . 

You may not need a separate driver for each type of 
printer you use: sometimes a s ingle driver works for 
several related printers. For example, Apple's LaserWriter 
driver works for a ll seven PostScript LaserWriters (the SCs 
and Personal LaserWriter LS aren't PostScript printers and 
have their own drivers). 

Printer drivers go in the Extensions folder in your 
System Folder; if you drag them onto the System Folder 
icon (not the window). the Finder will put them in the 
Extensions folder automatically. (In System 6, printer 
drivers go in the System Folder, but not into any folder 
within it.) 

Whenever a Mac h as more than one printer to choose 
from , you have to tell it which one you want to print to . 
You do that by selecting Chooser from the • menu and 
clicking on th e icon of the printer you want to u se 
(you're actually selecting a printer driver, not a printer). 
If you click on the LaserWriter icon, a list of available 
LaserWriters will appear in the list box at the right, as 
s hown at the top of the next page (even if there's only 
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one LaserWriter on the list) . If there's more than one, just 
select the one you want to use. 

;o Chooser 

~ ~ i Select a LaserWrl ter: 

~ ! 
Chock full of fonts! r . 

I AppltSh•r• lm•g•Wrilor tit• 

,~. ~ -lift§ifMM Styl•Writtr 

f 0 
! 
i Background Printing: ®On 00ff 
I 
I 

............................. ,,,_,,, ...... , .. _, ,,_ ,,,,,, ........................................... ... 
I ®Active 

'0 i AppleTalk 
i 0 Inactive 7 . 1 

If you click on the ImageWriter or StyleWriter icon, the 
Chooser will ask you if the printer is connected to the 
printer port or the modem port (as shown below): 

=0 Chooser 

~ § ,Q Select a port: 
. Q 

AppltShart tmagt'Wriltr 

~ ~ ~~~~ 
Luor'!trilor M§fMM 

~ 
0 

.................. -.............................................. ................................ ,_,,,, 

to AppleTal k ®Active 
0 Inactive 7 .1 
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The printer driver you select in the Chooser generates 
the Page Setup and Print dialog boxes that appear when 
you choose those commands from the File menu (because 
your printing choices obviously vary depending on the 
type of printer). Here are some common Page Setup 
dialog boxes: 

1 mogeWrlter 

Poper: ®us Letter 
0 US Legol 
0 Computer Po per 

7.0 

0 R4Letter 
0 l nternr~tionol Fr~nfold 

Or lentotlon Special Effects: 0 Tall Adjusted 
0 50 "!. Reduction 

StyleWriter 

Paper: ®US letter 
0 US Legal 

Orienlr~tion: ~!!11 ~ 

0 No Gaps Between Pages 

7.0 

0 R4letter 
0 Enuelope (#I 0) 

Scole: I Oo%[ID 

LoserWrlter Page Setup 1.1 

Poper: ® US Letter 0 R4 letter 
0 US legal 0 05 Letter 0 1 Toblold ..-1 
Reduce or 1Un11l"lo 
Enlorge: 

Orlentotlon 

Ill~ 

Printer Effects: 
181 Font Substitution? 
181 TeHt Smoothing? 
181 Grophlcs Smoothing? 
181 Fr~ster Bltmop Printing? 

H OK J) 

( Concel J 

n OK J) 

(Cancel J 

n OK u 
( Concel I 
(Options I 

And here are some common Print dialog boxes: 

l mogeWrlter 

Quollty: 

Page Range: 

Copies: 

0 Best 

® Rll 

!Ill] 

7 .0 

®Foster 0 Orort 

0 From: 0 To: c=J 
Paper Feed: ® Rutomatlc 0 Hand Feed 

n Print l 
( Cancel J 
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;,S~ty~le;.,W;.,r=lt=e==r=================~7~.o== fi Print D 
Copies: II I Quality: ®Best 0 Faster [ Cancel J 

Pages: @ All 0 From: [=:J To: D 
Paper: ®Sheet Feeder 0 Monual 

LaserWriter "LaserWriter II NT" 7.1 n Print B 
copies:IIMI Pages: ® Rll 0 From: CJ To: CJ ( Cancel J 

Couer Page: ®No 0 First Page 0 Last Page 

Paper Source:® Paper Cassette 0 Manual Feed 

Print: ® Blaclc II' White 0 Color/Grayscale 
Oestinotion: ®Printer 0 PostScript® File 

Many applications substitute their own dialog boxes for 
these basic ones to give you even more printing options. 

When you use the Chooser to switch to a different type 
of printer-from a StyleWriter to a LaserWriter, say
applications need to be informed of that fact, because 
different kinds of printers use different print areas on the 
page. You inform the application by opening the Page Setup 
dialog box and then closing it again (you don't have to 
change any settings). You should a lso do the same thing 
after installing a new printer driver, to activate it. 

Because changing printer drivers can change line 
breaks, page breaks and the like, don't expect to be able 
to proof a document on a dot-matrix or inkjet printer and 
go straight to final output on a laser printer. You'll almost 
certainly have to proof each page that comes off the laser 
printer as well. 

But reader Cheong Han Chu told us a way to make one 
of those transitions a lot smoother if you're proofing on 
an lmageWriter-just select the Tall Adjusted option in 
the ImageWriter's Page Setup box before you start your 
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work. This option gives you the same margins you get using 
the LaserWriter driver, so your lmageWriter drafts will 
match your final LaserWriter output. 

Apple's printer drivers usually get updated along with 
other system software, so make sure you replace them 
when you upgrade your System. You can find the version 
of the printer driver you've selected in the Chooser by look
ing in the Page Setup or Print dialog box of any applica
tion; the number is just to the left of the OK button. Or 
you can simply Get Info on any printer driver icon from 
the desktop. 

• cancelling printing (SAIJK/ANJ 

When you print, a dialog box like the one below appears 
on the screen. Each application has its own kind (this one 
is from Nisus) and not all tell you which page is being 
printed. There's usually a Cancel button, but even if there 
isn't, you can almost always cancel printing with @1.[], 
or sometimes the~ or accent grave ( ~ ) key. 

Press and hold "8€." to cancel printing. 

Printing page 1 of 73. 

Don't expect instant compliance with your cancel 
command. Laser printers process whole pages together, 
and ImageWriters receive pages from the Mac in sections 
(called bands). Either machine will finish printing the 
page (or band) it's on before paying any further atten
tion to the Mac. This means that ifyou've asked for 100 
copies of a document, cancelling the print job won't 
stop a LaserWriter from spewing out 100 copies of the 
page it's working on. The only way you can stop it is by 
shutting it off. 
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In either case, the printing dialog box should disappear 
from the Mac screen while the printer goes merrily on its 
way. Sometimes this won't be instantaneous either, if the 
Mac is busy processing something to send to the printer 
and can't stop in the middle. Your [rurrJ sequence is stored 
until the Mac is ready for keyboard input, so you don't have 
to keep pressing it to make your point-although repeated 
pressings won't have any harmful effect. 

If you're using any sort of print spooler (described 
below). you'll have to cancel the printing by whatever 
method the spooler requires. 

Whatever the situation, remember: turning the printer 
off in the middle of printing isn't going to hurt anything. 
At worst, a LaserWriter will have a half-fed sheet of paper 
inside; if it does, just open the case and pull it out. 

a printing the screen (AN/SA/JKJ 

Printing the image currently on your Mac's screen is 
easy-if you want to print it to an Image Writer. All you 
have to do is hit leaps Lock(Shitt(o~[{J.lShlft&ID{Jprints the current 
window instead of the whole screen. (In spreadsheets, the 
current window is simply the entry bar-the little text box 
that shows the contents of the selected cell; so if you press 
lShittrruill) in a spreadsheet, that's all you'll get.) 

There are two ways to print a screen to a laser printer. 
One is to get any one of the public-domain, shareware or 
commercial utilities that let you do that. The other is to 
save the screen image as a graphic. then print it from disk. 

lShitt@]!@J puts an image of the screen, called a screen 
dump, in a file on your startup disk. In System 7 you get 
the entire screen, whatever size it is. But in System 6 , you 
only get a portion of the screen on full-page and larger 
monitors; to get a dump of the entire screen on those moni
tors, use one of the screen capture programs described 
in the utilities chapter. 
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• printing from the desktop (SA/RS!JKJ 

You can print almost any document from the desktop by 
selecting it and then choosing Print. .. from the File menu. 
The program that created the document will open, print 
the document and then close both itself and the document, 
returning you to the desktop. (The program has to be either 
on the startup disk or the same disk as the document.) 

But don't select Print. .. and then walk away from the 
computer, expecting your printout to be ready when you 
get back. Most programs will go only as far as opening 
the document and putting the Print dialog box on the 
screen for you to select the number of copies, the page 
range and so on. You'll still need to click OK to get the 
printing started. 

If you use more than one printer, there are utilities that 
let you put an icon of each on the desktop, and print a 
document on the printer of your choice just by dragging 
the document icon to the printer icon. DTPrinter (freeware) 
and easyPrint ($30, from SF /0) both do this. 

• printing multiple files (SAJ 

Some programs let you chain documents so they'll be 
printed one after another. To do that in other programs, select 
them all on the desktop and choose Print from the File 
menu. You'll usually only have to deal with the Print dialog 
box once-the same settings (number of copies and so on) 
will be applied to all the documents you're printing. After 
each document is printed, it will be closed and the next one 
will be opened and printed. When they're all printed, the 
program will close itself and return you to the desktop. 

• printing multiple copies (ANJ 

Because most programs take a long time to figure out a 
page but not very long after that to print it, it's usually 
much faster to ask for multiple copies of a document 
than to reprint it several times. Of course, you a lso have 
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to consider how long it will take you to collate the sheets 
into separate sets. 

So if your document is in a word processor that really 
spits out the pages, it may make more sense to print out 
single copies and avoid collating. But if your document 
is in PageMaker, say, printing multiple copies and collat
ing (or printing one copy and photocopying that) can save 
you a lot of time. 

tl print spoolers (SA/AN/JK/Chrts Allen/RSJ 

Macs can send out information to printers much faster 
than printers can receive and process it, so the computer 
is tied up in the printing process much longer than is really 
necessary. A print spooler is a program that creates a 
special print file on disk that then gets fed out to the printer 
in chunks, at a rate the printer can handle. Since the Mac 
creates this print file quite quickly, you can get back to 
work and leave the computer and the printer to talk to 
each other in the background. (Spool is an acronym for 
simultaneous print operations online.} 

Keep in mind that you need enough room on your disk 
to hold the print file (it will be at least the size of the docu
ment you're printing). On some Macs, the other work 
you're doing will be periodically interrupted as the print 
file is fed to the printer. If your Mac is fairly slow, you may 
find it less frustrating to just take a break during print
ing than to deal with a computer that ignores you for up 
to a full minute out of every three or four. 

Backgrounder is a good print spooler for the Style Writer 
and LaserWriters that comes with the Mac's system soft
ware: it works with System 7 and System 6's MultiFinder. 
(To use it with the StyleWriter, you need a Style Writer driver 
that's more recent than version 1.0.) 

Backgrounder works with PrintMonitor, a utility that 
keeps track of what document's being printed, how many 
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pages are left to go, what other documents are waiting to 
be printed, etc. On a network, it will also tell you whose 
document is being printed and what other docu ments are 
in line to be printed. 

PrintMonitor has another nice feature: when the printer 
needs attention (because it's out of paper, say), Print
Monitor flashes its icon in the upper-right corner of the 
screen, alternating it with the Application menu icon. (In 
System 6, it does the same with the ei menu icon in the 
upper-left corner of the screen.) 

To use Backgrounder, put it and PrintMonitor in your 
System Folder. Then go to the Chooser, select the LaserWriter 
or Style Writer icon, and turn Background Printing on. 

i D Chooser 

Select a LaserWriter: 

Chock full of fonts! 

AppltShart lmagtWri\tr 

St~ltWrittr 

I --~-~~~-~-~~-~-~~ .. :.~.~.:.~~.:.~~----~--~-: ... ?._.~~~ 
i A leTBlk ® Activ_e 

'-----------.1..:0~ 1 PP 0 lnBct1ve 7. 1 

Many people will have both a third-party print spooler 
and Backgrounder running at the same timet Amazingly 
enough, this often works, but it costs you time, since evexy
thing is done twice. And it can cause problems, like lock
ing up your Mac. 
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SuperMac's $150 SuperLaserSpool works with Page
Maker and System 7; that's useful. because Backgrounder 
and PrintMonitor don't. To give you an idea of how much 
more quickly a spooler gives you back the use of your Mac. 
we did a test. We found that it took SuperLaserSpool two 
minutes to read a 27-page PageMaker file onto the disk, 
and another twenty minutes to actually print the file out. 
The eighteen-minute difference is time you get to work 
on the Mac that you otherwise wouldn't have. 

Printer buffers do the same thing spoolers do, but with 
hardware rather than software. That is, they provide 
extra memory in which to store a print file. Printer buffers 
never really caught on in the Mac world-they need too 
much memory to handle all the Mac's fonts and graph
ics, and thus are too expensive. 

Dot-matrix printer tips 

II using the Tall Adjusted option (SA/Larry PlnaJ 

Since the Image Writer's normal printouts don't match the 
72 x 72 resolution of the Mac screen, graphics are distorted 
(circ;:les become ovals. for example). To avoid that, just 
choose the Tall Adjusted option in the Page Setup dialog 
box; this tells the lmageWriter to print the same number 
of dots horizontally and vertically. (Be aware that this will 
increase the overall width ofyour document by about ll o/o 
and that can cause problems with text or graphics near 
the left and right margins, particularly with old programs 
like MacWrite 4.5.) 

II print modes (SA/AN/JKJ 

The ImageWriter driver offers three print modes. In Best 
quality, the printhead makes a double pass. with the 
second set of dots slightly offset. To do this, the Mac 
processes a page that's twice the size of the actual one 
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and then shrinks it by 50%. This is no problem with 
TrueType, but with bit-mapped fonts, it requires a font 
that's twice the size of the one you want (24-point when 
you want 12, for example). If the double-size font isn't 
installed in your System (or an open suitcase file), the Mac 
looks for one that's four times the size. 

To print a high-resolution graphic, shrink it in your 
application to 50% of its original size and then print it at 
Best quality. (Of course this dictates how big the graphic 
will be.) 

In Faster printing, a single pass is made, which is fine 
for proof-reading, informal notes, etc. Draft mode usually 
won't print graphics, doesn't know about screen fonts, and 
can only give you basic type styles like boldface and 
underline. And to make sure your line and page breaks 
will be the same as when you print out at higher quality, 
it puts ugly gaps between words. 

For Best quality printing, a moderately-used ribbon is 
best, because the double-strike method tends to smear 
the ink from a new, or newly-inked, ribbon. But a new 
ribbon works best with draft-quality output. because the 
extra smear fills in all those spaces between the dots. 

li BetterWriter printer drivers (Larry PinaJ 

BetterWriters is a set of printer drivers ($70, from GDT 
SoftWorks) that make the ImageWriter (and other print
ers that use the ImageWriter's driver) faster and more 
versatile. They offer a number of LaserWriter-like print 
options- for example, scaling from 10% to 400% in 1% 
increments, as opposed to the standard ImageWriter 
driver's choice of 50% to 100%. You can a lso center the 
reduction, flip the page vertically or horizontally, or reverse 
the image (to white on black instead of black on white). 

You get seven alternate paper sizes, to which you can add 
eight custom sizes (that's great if you use pin-fed invoices, 
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checks, purchase orders, etc.) . The print dialog box offers 
seven print quality options, instead of the standard three. 
And unlike with the ImageWriter driver, spacing between 
words on printouts perfectly matches that on the screen. 

The BetterWriters disk also includes drivers for the 
StyleWriter and the DeskWriter, but these aren't as dramat
ically superior to the standard drivers. 

• faster Draft (PH/Larry Pina) 

According to its manual, the ImageWriter II will print at 
250 cps. Needless to say, that's in Draft mode. Even then 
you need to know a couple of tricks to get that kind of 
speed out of it. 

The first trick concerns fonts. The font the ImageWriter 
uses in Draft mode is similar to the bit-mapped font 
Monaco in 10-point. If your document is in any other font 
(includingTrueType Monaco 10), the ImageWriterwill try 
to adjust the spacing between the letters and the words 
to make them match how the text looks on the screen. It 
will fail, miserably, but it will try, and the trying takes time. 

If you put your document into Monaco 10 before print
ing it, you will be spared that exercise in futility. (You can 
also write and edit your documents in Monaco 10, but 
it's ugly and hard to read on the screen.) 

Here's the other trick: for the fastest speed, you not only 
have to select Draft mode in the Print dialog box, but you 
a lso have to select it on the print quality switches on the 
Image Writer itself. (These switches only have an effect when 
you're printing in Draft mode.) 

By doing those two things, you'll get printouts in the 
shortest time possible. 

• alternative ribbons (DCJ 

From time to time your local supplier may run out of 
ImageWriter ribbons. This will probably happen late 
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Saturday afternoon, just before you plan to begin a 
marathon weekend of printing to meet Monday morning's 
deadline. If you can't fmd any ImageWriter tibbons, don't 
panic-you can substitute ribbons for the C. Itoh 8510, 
the NEC 8023 and DEC LA50 printers. (If you can't find 
them either, then you can panic.) 

• sheetfeeders (DC/ANJ 

Using fan-fold paper is a lot of trouble. It often gets jammed 
(particularly on the Image Writer II, whose tractor feed isn't 
very good) and when the job is done, you're faced with the 
task of removing the perforated edges with the holes in them, 
separating the individual pages and collating them. 

A sheet feeder frees you from all that. You can use virtu
a lly any k ind of paper you please and change it as often 
as you want. When the printing is finished, the pages of 
your document are not only separated bul also collated. 
One final advantage: regular 8 Y2 by 11 paper is less expen
s ive than fan-fold paper. 

So why doesn't everyone use sheet feeders? Becau se 
some are expensive and delicate. Although the sheet feeder 
Apple sells for the ImageWiiter II isn't terribly expensive 
(it lists for $225). it's not very reliable. If you do buy one, 
make sure you take out an AppleCare extended warranty 
on it. (Many other sheet feeders, like those on the 
DeskWriter and the Olympia NP60APL, seem to work fine.) 

• printing envelopes (BBJ 

Printing envelopes on an ImageWiiter (or other dot-matrix 
printer) can be a troublesome process. They tend to jam, 
and minimum margin settings make it difficult to print 
a return address in its usual location in the upper left 
corner. There are more complicated ways arou nd this 
problem, but here's the simplest: just feed 1.he envelope 
into the printer with the flap open and compensate by 
adding as much length as you need to lhe top margin. 
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My return address is already printed on my envelopes, 
so all I n eed to print is the recipient's address. I set my 
top margin by measuring down from the top of the closed 
envelope to the first line of the address ( 1. 7 5" on my 
envelopes) and adding another inch for the flap (for a setting 
of2.75"). 

If you need to print your return address, just measure 
how far you want its top line to come below the top edge 
of the envelope and add an inch to that figure-or what
ever distance works for the flaps on your envelopes. (I think 
the response of the Image Writer's paper sensor depends 
on where the edge of the flap meets the sensor.) 

The natural curl of the envelope flap can cause the 
envelope to wrap around the platen (the paper roller) . To 
avoid that, just bend the tip of the flap back a little before 
you feed it. 

Inkjet printer tips 

ti don't let cartridges dry out (NDJ 

Try to avoid opening a new ink cartridge if you know 
you're not going to be using your printer for awhile-the 
ink will dry up before you get a chance to use it. Standard 
DeskWriter cartridges normally print about 300 pages, but 
my friend Tom's newly opened cartridge languished for six 
months and then ran out of ink a fter only 50 pages. Take 
his advice and change the cartridge after your vacation. 

ti unclogging ink cartridges (NDJ 

Sometimes ink clogs some of the fine holes in inkjet print
heads, so you see blank stripes in whatever you're print
ing. To clear the holes , you can try pressing the Prime 
button on the DeskWriter, but that doesn't always work
and it shortens the life of the cartridge. 
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Instead, try printing a heavily inked page one or more 
times. You can make a suitable page to print by going into 
a graphics program, drawing a box that fills a whole page, 
and filling it with black (or a dark pattern). 

ti prime mechanism upgrade (NDJ 

Early DeskWriters have prime pumps that can malfunc
tion and create a messy ink spill inside the printer near 
the ink cartridge. These defective pumps sometimes make 
clogged prin1beads worse, rather than fixing them. HP offers 
a free upgrade kit to owners of DeskWriters with serial 
numbers whose first four digits are lower than 2937. 

ti refilling inkjet cartridges (RSJ 

You can save a lot of money by refilling your printer's ink 
cartridge instead of buying new ones. A cartridge can be 
refilled ten or more times before it needs to be replaced. JetFill 
sells a syringe-like device that comes with smear-resistant 
black ink ($10) or colored ink ($11), about $10 less than 
buying a new DeskWriter or StyleWriter cartridge. 

If you want to save even more money, you can make your 
own refill kit. The method described below is for the Desk
Writer, but you can probably also use it with the Style Writer, 
even though it has a different type of ink reservoir. 

All you need is a syringe and some ink. A medical 
syringe with a needle works best; otherwise a hobby 
syringe (meant for model airplane glue) will do. Hobby 
stores sell them for around $1.50. 

For ink, I recommend Sheaffer Skrip (about $2 for two 
ounces; if you want black ink, get their jet black). It's water 
soluble and smears more easily than HP's ink, but it's a 
lot cheaper and shouldn't clog up the printhead as much. 
One bottle will fill the cartridge about five times. 
(DeskWriter cartridges have a sponge in them that holds 
some black ink even after they're empty, so don't try to 
refill them with colored ink.) 
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To refill the cartridge. take it out of the printer (if the 
printhead is clogged, soak it in a lcohol to clean it). Put 
12 cc's of ink in the syringe. If your syringe isn't gradu
ated, measure the ink separately, or gradually fill the 
cartridge with small amounts of ink. 

Put the tip of the syringe over the hole in the top of the 
cartridge. Seat it as well as you can and then inject the 
ink. You can expect some overflow from both ends of the 
cartridge, so do this over a sink; since the ink's water 
soluble, you can clean up with soap and water. 

ti paper for crisper print quality (RSJ 

If you look closely at an inkjet printer's output, you'll notice 
that the ink spreads a bit into the fibers of the paper, creat
ing a fuzzy edge around everything. You can reduce this 
by using the right paper. 

What's the right paper? To some extent. that depends 
on the printer and the kind of ink you use. S ee what the 
printer manufacturer recommends, and experiment. 

If you're willing to pay for it, clay-coated paper made 
specifically for inkjets will give you the best results. It virtu
ally eliminates spread, making output from an inkjet 
almost as crisp as a laser printer's. 

ti DeskWriter drivers (Larry Pinp/RS/NDJ 

Early versions of the DeskWriter driver didn't work well 
with System Ts memory features. If you tried to print with 
virtua l memory on. you'd get an a lert that said, Datacomm 
buffer overrun-no DTR handshaking. If you h ad 32-bit 
addressing on, you'd get a system error when you issued 
the Page Setup ... or Print. .. commands. HP fixed these prob
lem s in version 2.2 of the driver. Version 2.2 a lso made 
it possible to use fonts like Sonata (for music notation) 
that use n egative kerning to make characters overlap. 

As of this writing, the current version is 3 .1, which 
increases printing speed. uses b etter dither patterns for 
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printing grayscales on the DeskWriter C and includes a 
spooler for background printing. You can get the latest 
driver from user groups, online services and bulletin 
boards, or by calling StarPak at 303 353 7650. 

ti networkable DeskWriters (Larry Pinal 

If you're buying a used DeskWriter to be shared by Macs 
on a network, make sure it's the newer model, HP2279A, 
which has a blue DeslcWriter label. The original model, 
HP2278A, isn't n etworkable (its DeslcWriter label is red). 

Laser printer tips 
A lo t of the information in the following three sections 
applies to all laser printers and a lot of it only applies to those 
that use PostScript. Similarly, much of what we say about 
LaserWriters applies to other laser printers-particularly if 
they run off the LaserWriter 's print driver. It would be tedious 
for us to identify each entry, and it's easy for you to tell, so 
please just use your judgment. 

ti naming your printer (SA/JKJ 

The LaserWriter Utility program (it com es with Laser
Writers ) lets you name your printer anything you like. (The 
nam e appears in the Chooser desk accessory when you 
select the LaserWriter driver icon.) Renaming LaserWriters 
(they start out as LaserWriter liNT or LaserWriter Ilg or 
whatever) is possible at any time, but it's absolutely 
necessary on a network that has more than one Laser
Writer. Otherwise, your printout might end up in another 
room, on another floor, or even in another building. 

ti the Laser Prep file (SA!JKJ 

When you're using a LaserWriter, you n eed both the 
LaserWriter driver and the Laser Prep file (make sure 
they h ave compatible version numbers). The LaserWriter 
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file goes into the Extensions folder in the System Folder 
and Laser Prep just goes into the System Folder, not into 
any folder within it. 

The Laser Prep file is a sort of dictionary of special Post
Script terms that the Mac needs to communicate with the 
printer. It bridges some of the differences b etween Post
Script (the language the printer uses) and Quick.Draw (the 
language the Mac uses to draw its screen images). It also 
interprets the special PostScript files that the Mac sends 
to the printer , which aren't quite standard but are opti
mized for speedy transmission. 

• LaserWriter Page Setup options (AN/SA/Chris Allen/JKJ 

The LaserWriter driver gives you a number of useful 
features in the Page S etup dialog box. One of these is 
Faster Bitmap Printing, which preprocesses bit-mapped 
images before they're sent to the LaserWriter. Apple 
states that "in rare cases, some documents may not 
print with this option turned on," but we've n ever expe
rienced that. If it happen s to you, just turn the option 
off and try again. 

The Graphics Smoothing or Smoothing Bitmap option 
removes som e of the j agged look bit-mapped graphics 
might otherwise have-for example, the stair-step effect 
around curves turns into a slightly s quiggly line. This 
option is only for Apple's LaserWrite rs, not for other 
brands of PostScript printers. Some programs (like Page
Maker) have smoothing routines of their own that work 
on all PostScript printers. 

Clicking on the Options button gives you several addi
tional choices. (A dog of indeterminate breed- with a very 
thick tail-demonstrates the effect of each option as you 
select it.) For example, you can flip the entire image on 
the page vertically or horizontally. or "invert" it (change 
whites to blacks and blacks to whites). 
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_La_s_e_rw_r_lt_er_O~p-tl-on_s __________ ====-------7-.1·-1- n OK n 
[Cancel ] 

0 Precision Bitmap Alignment (4'7. reduction) B 
0 Flip llorlzontal 
0 Flip Uertlcal 
0 lnuert Image 

, 181 Larger Print Area (Fewer Downloadable Fonts) 
0 Unlimited Downlo11d11ble Fonts in 11 Document 

Precision Bitmap Alignment improves bit -mapped graph
ics by reducing the entire image on the page to 96% of 
its normal size. This gets around the incompatibility 
between the 72 dots per inch of the Mac's screen and the 
300 dots per inch ofthe LaserWriter's output (300 divided 
by 72 is 4.1666, but 96% of 300 is 288, into which 72 
goes exactly 4 times). 

There's a neat trick that avoids having to reduce the whole 
document-just enlarge the graphic to 104o/o of its origi
nal size (of course this only works in documents that give 
you that precision). But be aware that neither this approach 
or Precision Bitmap Alignment will work if the graphic h as 
already been reduced or enlarged from its original size. 

Larger Print Area lets you cover more of the page. It tells 
you that the trade-off is fewer downloadable fonts, but 
even a font maniac like Arthur virtua lly n ever runs into 
that limit (and he always checks that box). 

tl back-to-front printing (AN) 

Most laser printers stack their printout pages in order ( 1, 
2, 3, etc.) but some, like the LaserWriter l's, stack them 
backwards (3 , 2, 1). If you have one of these dinosaurs, 
use the Back to Front option (it's in most Print dialog boxes). 

tl feeding single sheets on the LaserWriter II {AN/JKJ 

The LaserWriter II will pull a single sh eet of paper from 
the s lot on th e top of the paper tray whether you tell it to 
or not. So if you're working on a non-networked Laser-
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Writer II, all you have to do is put a sheet of paper in the 
slot; you don't gain anything by clicking the Manual Feed 
button in the Print dialog box. 

But if you're sharing the printer on a network and do 
this, someone else's print job may use the single sheet 
first. So click the Manual Feed button and your Mac will 
tell you to insert the sheet when the printer is ready for 
your job. 

tl suppressing the LaserWriter's startup page (AN/ SAJ 

Every time you turn on the LaserWriter, it spits out a rather 
attractive test page that tells you how many copies have 
ever been printed on the machine. While it's possible to 
get into this constantly mounting total as a measure of 
your productivity (and therefore your general worth as a 
human being: I've printed 3217 pages on my LaserWriter
I must be doing something useful with my life), it does cost 
you about 3¢ in toner, some fraction of a cent in paper 
and some hard-to-figure but probably significant amount 
of wear-and-tear on the machine. 

So it's sometimes nice to be able to turn off the startup 
page, at least for a while. The easiest way to do that is to 
use the LaserWriter Utility program (ifyou can't find the 
one you got with your LaserWriter, you can copy it for free 
at an Apple dealer). 

tl flashing messages and lights (ANJ 

When a Mac is collaborating with a LaserWriter to figure 
out how to print a document, a message appears on the 
Mac's screen that lists its status as processing job. With 
certain combinations of hardware and software, this message 
may flicker off and on again every five seconds or so. 

Do not panic (as I, of course, did the first time it 
happened). The periodic Dashing doesn't m ean that the 
power pole outside your house is about to fall over, or that 
enemy aliens from Saturn are trying to destroy your Mac 
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by sending power surges through the house wiring. They 
may be-probably are, in fact-but the flashing message 
has nothing to do with it. 

It's just a way of reminding you the Mac is thinking. 

The LaserWriter II lets you know it's thinking by flash
ing its green light every two seconds. (Double-flashing indi
cates a wait state, which usually doesn't last more than 
30 seconds.) The LaserWriter I has a yellow light for the 
same purpose. 

When the Mac's role in the printing collaboration is done, 
the status message will disappear from the screen, but a 
page still may not have emerged from the LaserWriter. Do 
not panic (as I. of course. did). The LaserWriter is still think
ing on its own about how exactly to print the document; 
you know that because the light is still flashing. 

You're free to continue editing the document, to close 
it, to quit the application or whatever. The LaserWriter will 
print the document eventually, all in its own good time. 

tt laser printer hangups (ANJ 

Laser printers sometimes get confused and hung up (just 
like the rest of us). When this happens, restart the printer 
with the LaserWriter Utility (or some similar program) . If 
that doesn't help, restart your Mac (with the Restart 
command on the Special Menu). 

If there's still a problem, turn both the Mac and the 
printer off and wait five minutes before turning them 
back on (check all the cable connections while they're both 
off). If even that doesn't help, replace your printer drivers. 
If that doesn't help, reinstall your system software as 
described in Chapter 4. 

If you're still having a problem, it may actually be in 
the hardware. 
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ti printing custom stationery and envelopes (ANJ 

Access to a laser printer can not only save you the expense 
of buying stationery, it can allow you to modify your 
stationery as often you like. You can change the text, the 
fonts, the graphics or the paper you print it on. (On a laser 
printer, it's just as economical to produce a batch of five 
sheets of letterhead with matching envelopes as it is to 
produce a batch of five hundred.) Custom stationery 
makes a wonderful present, particularly if you use fancy 
paper and spend some time making the stationery match 
the recipient's personality. 

There's no special trick to doing letterhead on a laser 
printer. (There are some general tips on the subject in the 
second section of Chapter 9.) But envelopes can be tricky. 
With most printers, you have to hand-feed them, face up. 
Certain kinds of envelopes don't feed very well-like ones 
made from "parchment"-type or "laid" paper. (They also 
don't take toner well.) 

You may find yourself frustrated by some laser print
ers' inability to print closer than a quarter of an inch to 
the edge of the envelope. But a reader named Mike Chan 
wrote in with a neat trick. He uses Post-it notes to trip 
the paper guide (he sticks them on the envelope with 
about a quarter of an inch protruding) . He says he's only 
had to open his LaserWriter two or three times to retrieve 
Post-its that h ave fallen off inside. 

Mike also said that a toner cartridge recharging 
company told him that running envelopes through a 
laser printer will ruin the drum inside the cartridge (from 
glue melting off the flap, I assume) and that they didn't 
recommend recharging cartridges if envelopes have been 
run through the printer they were installed in. (For more 
on this, see the entry on labels and envelopes in the section 
below on laser-printer supplies.) 
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'* how to get rich, deep blacks (DC/AN/JKJ 

Buy a LaserWriter II, a Personal LaserWriter or some 
other laser printer built around Canon's SX or LX mark
ing engines (or a NEC Silentwriter). The LaserWriter I's 
and other laser printers built around Canon's CX mark
ing engine simply can't do it. Black areas of any signifi
cant size will contain small white splotches or streaks, 
regardless of where you put the print density dial. 

This is only a problem with areas of black, not regular 
text-which tends to look good no matter how low you set 
the print density dial. And it's also only a problem if the 
printer's output is used as the final product. Ifyou have 
it offset-printed, the black areas will almost always fill in. 
You can even get the same result from a photocopy 
machine (usually). In any case, don't bother turning the 
dial a ll the way to high on a CX machine-you'll just be 
wasting toner for no purpose. 

'* basic LaserWriter maintenance (Rich Wolfson/JK/ANJ 

LaserWriters are extremely durable machines. Rich has 
some that have printed more than 100,000 copies and 
haven't given a single moment of trouble-even though 
they get heavy use from novice users. 

Basic maintenance for LaserWriters amounts to little 
more than careful cleaning. Cleaning materials and 
instructions come with every new toner cartridge, but we 
suspect a lot of people ignore the instructions and just 
pop in the new cartridge. This will cost you time and 
money in the long run. 

One spot the cleaning instructions don't mention is the 
covering over the laser diodes. To find them, open the 
printer, remove the cartridge and look up underneath the 
lid (they're in the lid). In LaserWriter II's, the covering is 
overlaid by a metal piece so it shows as a series of red 
rectangles. (You can't see it if you don't take out the 
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cartridge.) In the I's, the covering is a red strip running 
almost the width of the lid. 

If a LaserWriter gets very dirty, you may need to vacuum 
out the insides. A vacuum like a Dustbuster is going to 
be moving dry air across a piece of plastic and thus will 
build up a static charge, like the one that builds up on a 
plastic comb when you run it through dry hair. Static 
charges can zap electronic circuits, which will leave you 
with a dead LaserWriter. (This warning goes double for 
vacuuming the inside of your computer.) 

3M makes a vacuum specifically for electronic equip
ment; it has a conductive and grounded nozzle so there's 
no static buildup, but it costs about $250. If you can't 
find something like that, don't vacuum; just blow a ir in 
with your mouth (taking care not to drool). 

tl where to put your laser printer (AN) 

Most laser printers make a fair amount of noise. They're 
nothing like the average PC, which sounds like a commer
cial jet testing its engines, but they still can be pretty 
annoying. (This is particularly true if you're lucky enough 
to have a quiet place to work; in the typical office envi
ronment, you may barely hear a laser printer.) 

Laser printers also produce ozone, a respiratory irri
tant (unless you live in LA, in which case you're used to 
it) and spray tiny particles of toner into the air. [I was once 
part of a study that found that people who worked near 
photocopy machines often developed asthma from expo
sure to the toner in the air. Laser printers use the same type 
of toner. -RS] 

One way around these problems is to put the laser 
printer in a closet. Almost any closet is large enough, and 
if the printer is connected on LocalTa lk (for which you 
can substitute regular phone wire). there's no problem 
with the cables not reaching. (SCSI cables can go only 
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about 15 feet, so this solution may not work for Personal 
LaserWriters and other laser printers that use cables 
rather than wires.) 

I kept two different models of LaserWriters in a closet 
with just 8" to the front, 7" to the rear and a couple of 
feet to each side of the printer, and had no problems with 
insufficient ventilation or h eat buildup. (Because closets 
usually have no windows and often have no external 
walls, the temperature tends to vary less than it does in 
regular rooms.) 

If you're really worried about heat buildup, hang a 
thermometer on the closet wall and check it regularly. I 
did that and mine never registered above 80°-even on 
days when it was hotter than that outside and when the 
LaserWriter had been on for many hours (although, admit
tedly, it never gets really hot in Berkeley-the average high 
temperature during the hottest month is just 72°). 

The LaserWriter's manual says the temperature of the 
air around the printer shouldn't get over 90°, which 
means that if you live in New Orleans or some other place 
where the sidewalks melt in the summer, you're going to 
need air conditioning to stay within their specs (which also 
call for humidity of 80% or less). But if you live in a place 
like that, a laser printer in your closet isn't going to be 
the only reason you need an air conditioner. 

There is, of course, one major disadvantage to putting 
your laser printer in a closet-you have to get up and walk 
over to it each time you want to look at the output. I didn't 
find this bothersome; in fact, I enjoyed the break and the 
exercise (if walking ten feet can be called exercise). But 
it could get annoying, particularly if you're doing a lot of 
trial-and-error futzing with a document. 

But closets are only the beginning. After my laser 
printer had been in the closet for several years, a vision 
appeared to me and spake thuswise : "Closets are for 
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clothes, you shmendrick!" I immediately grasped the 
implications-! could take all those clothes I had no room 
for in my bedroom closet and put them in the closet in 
my study. What a revelation! 

But where would I put my laser printer? In the base
ment, of course, where the noise, ozone and aerosolized 
toner would never be a problem. (Since LocalTalk will run 
on phone wires, you can use the unused yellow and black 
wires in the existing phone wires in your house. LocalTalk 
networks are good up to 1000-3000 feet, depending on 
the cabling you use. ) 

This new arrangement is a little tiresome when I'm 
printing many different versions of a short document (the 
constant tromping up and down the stairs makes me feel 
like I'm in an amateur production of Arsenic and Old 
Lace), but I get a lot more exercise. 

You have no basement, you say? Actually, I'm trying 
to make a more genera l point: You can put a laser printer 
just about anywhere you want. There's no law that says 
it has to sit next to your Mac. 

tl halftones on laser printers (ANJ 

Laser printers handle text so nicely, it's tempting to use 
them to produce everything that goes on the page, includ
ing pictures. But certain kinds of images have to be 
processed before you can print them. Here's why: 

All printed material is made up of either text or art (which 
is what every graphic e lement except text is called). There 
are two kinds of art-line, which contains no grays, and 
continuous-tone, which does (the name comes from the 
fact that the tones form a continuum, from black through 
gray to white). 

Continuous-tone art presents a problem: since print
ing ink is black (or whatever) and paper is white (or what
ever), how can the grays be represented? 
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Far and away the most common solution involves 
putting a screen over the photograph. (It's called a screen 
because the original ones were made of fine metal mesh, 
although many screens today are sheets of plastic with 
dots printed on them.) The screen converts light grays to 
tiny black dots on a white background, and dark grays 
to tiny white dots on a black background. From a normal 
r eading d istance, these dots-in many different sizes
look like various shades of gray. 

Once a continuous-tone image has been screened, it's 
called a halftone. If you hold a magnifying glass to a 
h a lftoned picture (virtually any printed picture will do), 
you'll see the little halftone dots, but you won't find them 
on a continuous-tone photograph like a snapshot. 

In the traditional screen approach to halftoning, you 
leave a space in your document for the graphics and 
they're added manually at a later stage by the print shop. 
To integrate halftones with text in your document, so 
you can print both out on a laser printer s imultaneously, 
on the same page, you need a device called a scanner 
(discussed in Chapter 13) that can capture continuous
tone images and halftone them electronically. 

Scanners vary in sampling density (how many times per 
inch they look at the picture) and in how many levels of 
gray they'll p ick up. They a lso vary in quality and price 
(of course). Once a scanner has captured the image-typi
cally in the TIFF format-you can use various programs 
to play with it (the software for doing that usually comes 
with the scanner). 

Everything else being equ al, the quality of a h a lftone 
depends on how many lines per inch it breaks the picture 
into. The higher the number of lines, the better the photo
graph looks. The coarsest screen in general use is 65 lines 
per inch. Newspapers typically use an 85-line screen, 
magazines a 120-line screen and books a 120-line, 133-
line or 150-line screen. 
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Laser printers and imagesetters each have a default 
screen frequency that the manufacturer has picked to 
produce the best output on that particular device. On a 
300-dpi printer like the LaserWriter, it's usually 60 lines 
per inch (lpi); on the Linotronic 300, 120 lpi. You can vary 
this frequency somewhat (if you know how to do simple 
PostScript programming), but if you go too far from the 
default, the results may not look very good. 

The LaserWriter's bas ic resolution of60 lpi is just below 
the usual minimum standard for halftones, and you can't 
expect an image printed at that resolution to look like the 
ones in magazines and books. But the quality is good 
enough for some purposes, and the quality produced by 
a LaserWriter Ilf or llg using PhotoGrade is much better. 

ti saving as a PostScript file (SA/JK/Larry Pina/ANJ 

You can turn any Mac document into a PostScript text 
file that can then be printed on any PostScript device, with
out any need for the application that originally created 
the document. With version 7.0 or later of the Laser
Writer driver, this is easy. You just open the document 
and choose Print from the File menu. In the Print dialog 
box, click the PostScript File button. The Print button 
becomes a Save button. Click on it and you'll get a dialog 
box that asks you where you want to put the file and what 
you want to call it. 

With earlier versions of the LaserWriter driver, there was 
no PostScript File button to click; instead , you had to click 
the OK button and press ~within about a second. (If 
you didn't press @"IDI) fast enough, the document would 
print rather than be saved as a PostScript file.) 

The PostScript file created by either of these methods 
can be opened (and a ltered, if you know what you're 
doing) in any word processor. To print it, you don't open 
it and then choose Print. .. ; that will just give you a print
out of all the PostScript commands in the file. Instead, 
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you download the PostScript file to the printer the same 
way you do fonts, with LaserWriter Font Utility or a simi
lar program. 

Fonts on laser printers 
All the font-related terms used in this section are defined 
and discussed in Chapter 6. For much more on all this, 
look there. 

ti printer font basics (AN/SA/JKJ 

To print PostScript fonts, you need two versions of each 
font: the screen font and the printer font. (TrueType fonts 
don't require printer fonts. and bit-mapped fonts don't have 
them.) The screen font is what appears on menus and is 
displayed on the screen; you install it in your System file 
or in an open suitcase. The printer only requires one size 
of a screen font; installing other sizes simply makes it easier 
for you to view the font on the screen. 

The printer font tells printers how to form characters. Some 
PostScript printers have printer fonts built into their ROM, 
like the eleven font families that come with LaserWriters 
(they're listed in the entry on LaserWriter I's above). To get 
other PostScript fonts. you have to buy them on disk. You 
put their printer fonts in your System Folder and the 
printer downloads them automatically when you use them 
in a document. (Don't change the name of a printer font, 
or the automatic downloading process won't work.) 

You can also store printer fonts on a hard disk attached 
to a laser printer or in a file server on a network. The util
ities called Suitcase and MasterJuggler both let you put 
them in any folder that contains an open suitcase, and 
another utility called Set Paths lets you put them in any 
folder at all (you just show the Mac where they are). Both 
programs are described in Chapter 7. There are tens of 
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thousands of downloadable PostScript fonts on the market 
today; see Chapter 6 for some samples. 

• bit-mappedfonts on PostScript printers (AN) 

When a bit-mapped font is downloaded to a PostScript 
printer, the printer creates a special PostScript version of 
it. (Many people don't realize that.) These PostScript versions 
print more smoothly than the bit maps and they also scale 
much better. But slanting doesn't work too well-which 
means that they may not look great in italic or oblique. The 
PostScript versions have two other disadvantages: they 
take much longer to print and they strip out most of the 
typestyle variations you get on a dot-matrix printer. 

If you leave the Font Substitution button checked in the 
Page Setup dialog box, PostScript won't create outline 
versions of New York, Geneva or Monaco: instead, it will 
substitute Times for New York, Helvetica for Geneva and 
Courier for Monaco [and will probably screw up your care
fully laid-outformatting in the process-RS]. You also get 
Courier when there's not enough room in the Laser
Writer's memory to download the font you really want. 

• type styles on laser printers (ANJ 

All type styles in bit-mapped fonts are produced algo
rithmically-that is, by the application of a rule like 
increase the width 10% (to create boldface) or slant right 
11° (to create italic) . But many outline fonts have their 
own separate cu ttings for bold, ita lic and bold italic
that is, all the characters in those styles were individu
ally designed, as if for a separate font. 

Separate cuttings give you better-looking characters 
than you get with an a lgorithmically derived style, but you 
have to install a separate printer font for each one. In fact, 
you can a lways tell whether a particular type style is 
algorithmic by looking to see if there's a separate printer 
font for it; if there isn't, the style is algorithmic. 
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Fonts with separate cuttings come with screen fonts 
to ma tch; they give you a cleaner representation of the 
type style on the screen, but you can save room in your 
System file by not installing them. Jus t select the type 
style you want from the Style menu and PostScript will 
know to look for the correct printer font. 

Some fonts a lso have separate cuttings for variations 
with different names than bold, italic, outline or sh adow. 
In these cases, you do have to install the screen font
unless the style is basically a variation on bold or italic. 
If it is , it will normally be "mapped" to the menu option. 
For example, d emi type is bolder than regular, so select
ing text set in Souvenir and then choosing Bold from the 
menu will give you Souvenir Demi (that is , if you don't 
h ave Souvenir Bold around). 

Generally, font publishers try to do what makes sense; 
if a font comes with four variations , you can usually get 
them by choosing plain text, bold, ita lic and bold italic 
(usually, but unfortunately, not always). 

• special characters on laser printers (ANJ 

As a gen eral rule , outline fonts give you a wider selection 
of special characters tha n bit-mapped fonts. But many 
outline fonts borrow some of their special characters from 
the Symbol font. Many, if not most, PostScript laser print
ers have Symbol in ROM. If yours doesn't (and you want 
the full range of special characters). make sure Symbol's 
printer font is in your System Folder (or in one of the other 
places where it will be found). 

• hard disks attached to laser printers (SA/RSJ 

When you attach a hard disk to a laser printer, only some 
of it is used for the printer fonts. The rest becomes an 
extens ion of the printer's font cache-where the currently 
used fonts are stored. Without a hard disk attached, the 
printer purges fonts from its memory to make room for 
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the most recent ones as they're downloaded, but with a 
hard disk attached, the purged font is temporarily stored 
on the disk for easy and quick retrieval. (This is a form 
of virtual memory that LaserWriters had long before 
System 7 gave it to Macs.) 

41 howfonts affect laser printers' speed (ANJ 

Laser printers process some kinds of fonts faster than 
others. Fonts in ROM are the fastest. Downloadable fonts 
are slightly slower. Bit-mapped fonts are the slowest, 
because the printer not only has to download them but 
also has to create a PostScript version of them. TrueType 
fonts, and ATM's renditions of PostScript fonts on Quick
Draw printers, also take longer than PostScript fonts, but 
if your Mac and printer are fairly fast, none of these speed 
differences may be very significant. 

Obviously, the more fonts (of any kind) you use. the 
longer it will take to print a page. So you'll get the very 
fastest speed out of a laser printer if you use just one font 
in ROM in just one style-and, because scaling also takes 
time, in just one size. But that's quite a sacrifice to make 
for a little speed. 

If you use more fonts than a laser printer's RAM can 
accommodate, it won't print the page at all. This is partic
ularly a problem on low-memory printers, as described 
in the next entry. 

41 using lots of fonts on low-memory printers (ANJ 

Don't. (I'll resist the tempta tion to make this the short
est entry in the book.) 

By the time a PostScript printer with 1.5MB of RAM
like Texas Instruments' PS17 or Apple's LaserWriter !
finishes imaging the page and doing other necessary 
tasks, it only has about 210K of RAM available for down
loading fonts and other necessary information. 
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To give you an idea of just ~ow limiting that is, consider 
that PageMaker takes about SOK for its header (the Post
Script instructions it gives to the printer) and that the 
necessary QuickDraw information takes another 90K. 
This leaves only 70K for your downloadable fonts, which 
usually require between 20K and 35K each. (Other 
programs often have somewhat smaller headers and thus 
leave slightly more room for fonts to be downloaded.) In 
addition to the space the fonts themselves take up, another 
lOK or so has to be downloaded along with the first font; 
it contains information that applies to all fonts. 

In most applications, you only have room to download 
three or four fonts; under some extreme circumstances, 
there may only be room for two. And remember that if bold, 
italic, bold italic or some other style comes in its own 
cutting (that is, if it's been separately designed and comes 
as a separate font file), it counts towards the total just 
like a completely different typeface. 

(One exception to this is special cuttings labeled oblique. 
They're usually derived algorithmically-that is, by the 
application of a rule-and take up much less of the 
printer's m emory. For example, lTC Glypha Oblique only 
takes up 3K if you already have Glypha Roman loaded, 
since all that needs to be added are the PostScript instruc
tions on how to tilt the letters.) 

If a document won't print, it's always worth trying to 
print it again; it often works the second time. If that 
doesn't work, try printing the document one page at a time. 
If that doesn't work, try breaking it into smaller documents. 

If you're not sure that too many fonts is the reason the 
LaserWriter won't print your document, the easiest way 
to find out is to make a copy of it, change all the text to 
Times or Helvetica, and try printing that. If that works, 
your problem is almost certainly too many fonts. 
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To get around this limitation, some applications use 
note format, which gives half-inch margins all around 
(on the assumption that you're not going to want to print 
anything closer to the edge of the paper than that) . This 
gives you room for more fonts, theoretically as many as 
eight or ten. But don't count on it. 

Severe limitations on how many fonts you can use can 
be quite annoying. Luckily, most PostScript printers being 
sold today either come with at least 2MB of RAM, or let 
you add RAM to what they come with. 

Laser printer supplies 

tt what kind of paper to use (ANJ 

Laser printers put images down on paper in exactly the 
same way as photocopiers do; in fact, the guts of the Laser
Writers (and of several other PostScript laser printers) are 
identical to those of many Canon copiers. So the kind of 
paper specifically designed for use in copiers-often 
labeled xerographic-is what you want for laser printers. 

Copier paper comes in more than one grade. When 
you're preparing originals for presentation, you'll natu
rally want to use a nice-looking, heavy, opaque paper, 
or one of the special papers made specifically for high
quality laser-printer output (described in the next entry). 
But for everyday use, and when you're preparing docu
ments to be reproduced, use the cheapest kind you can 
find. Here's why: 

When the humidity is high, pieces of paper tend to stick 
together. To help them separate more easily, paper manu
facturers put powder between the sheets. This is called dust
ing, and the more expensive a paper is, the more dusting 
it tends to have. The problem with dusting is that parti
cles of the powder tend to get bonded to the paper along 
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with the image, producing a rough, uneven surface. So cheap 
paper, with little or no dusting, is best. 

Cheap paper has another advantage: because of its low 
fiber content, it has a smoother surface than most expen
sive paper (except those specifically designed to be smooth). 
The smoother the surface, t.he more precise the image 
bonded to it will be. (Cheap paper has, of course, one final 
advantage-it's cheap.) 

If there's a discount paper supply house in your area that 
sells retail, you should be able lo buy inexpensive copier 
paper for about $3 a ream (500 sheets). Bul the cheapest 
source for paper is generally a wholesale discount ware
house like Costco, Price Club, Office Club or Bizmart. You 
have to be a member (s mall businesses, independent profes
sionals, government workers, organization m embers and 
the like qualify) and be willing to buy ten reams at a time, 
but if you are, you can get plain 20-lb. bond for about $2 
a ream. 

Except in an emergency, it makes absolutely no sense 
to go into a stationery store and pay $6-$7 a ream when 
you can get the same paper for half the price or less 
elsewhere. 

el high-quality laser paper (SA/EF'/ANJ 

High-quality, hard-surfaced, clay-coated laser paper 
(made by Hammermill and others) can really make a 
difference. Your business correspondence may not require 
the added quality, bul if what. you're printing out is going 
to be reproduced, you want the crispest original you can 
get. Use cheap paper for a ll the drafts and the good stuff 
for the final outpul. 

Imaging Products sells a wide variety of laser papers. 
labels and special items like no-tear paper, and are always 
adding new products. Paper Direct has a wide variety of 
colors and weights, and a good selection of recycled laser 
and copier paper. Their Recycled LaserSharp DTP paper 
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is bright white and has a smooth surface. (See Appendix 
B for contact information on both of these companies.) 

ti labels and envelopes for laser printers (AN/SAJ 

Don't run anything that contains glue through a laser 
printer unless it's made especially for that purpose (or for 
use in a photocopy machine). The heat in the printer can 
cause labels to peel off inside, and can seal envelopes. 

Avery makes labels specifically designed for laser print
ers. Because a special adhesive is used, the labels don't 
peel off when subjected to the high heat inside the printer. 
We've used them at the office and haven't had any prob
lems with jamming. They come in three sizes: 1" x 2 %" 
(product codes 5160 and 5260), 1" x 4" (product codes 
5161 and 5261) and 1 W' x 4" (product codes 5162 and 
5262) and are available at most office supply stores. 

ti nonstandard stocks (SII/ANJ 

If you have trouble getting thick stock to go through a 
LaserWriter II, open the back and let the printed mater
ial come out there, instead of having to bend around the 
second set of rollers to come out lhe top. 

Regular transparency film goes through a LaserWriter 
with no problems, but don'l use just any old piece of plas
tic-like, say, a report cover. For crisper output, use trans
parency film made specifically for laser printers. (Imaging 
Products sells ii in clear, red, yellow, green and blue.) 

ti getting the mostfrom toner cartridges (AN/SA/JK/KFJ 

Before installing a new toner cartridge in a LaserWriter, 
you should rotate it gently from side to side (that is. lift 
the right side, then the left-it's roll you want, not yaw). 
If you don't do this, the images you get may not be dark 
enough. (You may also have to break in the cartridge by 
printing thirty pages or so.) 
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There are two things you can do to get more pages 
printed from each cartridge. First, use the print-density 
dial. It's on the inside of LaserWriter II's (it's green and 
near where the edge of the lid lifts ) and on the outside of 
LaserWriter I's. When the cartridge is new, set the dial at 
9-which, in a masterpiece of counterintuitiveness, is as 
low as it will go. 

When you're getting to the end of the cartridge and faint 
areas start appearing on your printouts, turn the dial up 
(in other words, towards 1). But wait-don't touch that 
dial! First. try rocking the cartridge, as described in the 
first paragraph above, and keep doing that whenever you 
have a problem. Only when this fails to produce the 
desired resl.J~t. or only produces it for a few pages, should 
you turn tpe print density dial down ... er, up ... toward 1. 

Using those two simple techniques, we've been able to 
average about 5000 pages on both LaserWriter II and 
LaserWriter I cartridges, including refilled ones, with 
perfectly acceptable quality. 

tl buying toner cartridges (AN/RSJ 

If you can't find an Apple-brand toner cartridge for a 
LaserWriter, a Hewlett-Packard LaserJ et cartridge works 
just as well. The cost to the dealer for both brands is the 
same, so the price you pay should be too. 

If you have a Personal LaserWriter, any toner cartridge 
made for a laser printer with a Canon LX engine will work 
for you. If you have a LaserWriter II, you need a cartridge 
made for a printer with the Canon SX engine. And if you 
have a LaserWriter I (the original or the Plus). you need 
a cartridge made for the Canon CX engine. (Canon copiers 
a lso use the CX and SX marking engines, but their 
cartridges won't work in laser printers.) 
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ti refilling toner cartridges (ByBJ 

Toner cartridges are your greatest expense in operating 
a laser printer. Fortunately, you can have your cartridges 
refilled. If done by a reputable company, refilling won't 
hurt your printer and will provide printouts that are just 
as good as you get from new cartridges (in fact, the image 
is often quite a bit darker) . 

Recycling cartridges keeps them out of landfills and 
saves the environment from having to come up with what
ever it takes to manufacture new ones (except for the toner). 
If you don't want to recycle your cartridges, at least sell 
the empties to a refiller (most will buy them from you). 
[Apple not only has a cartridge recycling program, they'll 
donate $1 to a conservation charity for each empty cartridge 
you return to them.-RS] 

In general, cartridges shouldn't be refilled more than 
three times, and most companies mark them so they can 
discard them after the third refill. I'd guess my refills give 
me about 90% of the life of new cartridges, for about 
35%-50% of the price (including replacing the wand that 
keeps the rollers clean). 

There are many companies that refill cartridges, and 
some have toll-free numbers. If they're in your local area, 
they'll usually pick up and deliver for free; if they're not, 
they'll usually split the shipping with you (you pay to send 
the cartridge, they pay to return it). If you have a prob
lem with a refilled cartridge, any reputable refiller will 
replace it free of charge. I've had good experiences with 
the Laser Factory (800 359 5777). 

ti throwing out LWI toner cartridges (ANJ 

Here's yet another reason to refill LaserWriter I toner 
cartridges: if you take a used one out of a laser printer 
and toss it immediately into a plastic waste basket (as I 
have), you may end up with a melted waste basket (as I 
have). Those suckers are hot when they come out of the 
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machine. So unless you want your waste baskets to look 
like not-very-inspired modern art, let the toner cartridge 
cool down before throwing it away (or, better yet, refill it). 

Service bureau tips 

• using service bureaus (AN/ Dautd Van Ness) 

There are thousands of businesses called service bureaus 
(particularly in big cities and near universities) that let 
you come in with your Mac disk and print it out on one 
or more kinds of PostScript printer and imagesetter. Rent
ing time can be surprisingly inexpensive, as little as about 
$6 an hour and 30¢ a page. 

If you can't find a service bureau in the phone book, 
check with a local Mac user group (in fact, do that first; 
unlike the Yellow Pages, they can tell you which businesses 
know what they're doing, charge the least and so on). If 
there's no user group in your area, check out the Mac and 
desktop publishing magazines (some of the former are 
listed in Chapter 20 and some of the latter in Chapter 14); 
they sometimes run updated lists of service bureaus to 
which you can send your files by modem or overnight letter. 

Before you do business with a service bureau, make 
sure you know what they need from you and in what form 
they can accept files. Confirm that they have the appli
cation and exactly the fonts you plan to use. 

If you plan to send compressed files (by modem or by 
mail). find out which compression utility to use; if they 
don't have one you own, you'll need to compress files in 
self-extracting form. 

If it's a company you've never tried before, and it's a 
big job, send a test page or two so any problems surface 
before the schedule becomes frantic. 
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Ifthey have more than one type of laser printer and/or 
imagesetter, make sure you know the rate for the one you 
want to use. 

ti preparing for a rented laser printer (DC!JK/RS/ANJ 

When you plan to rent time on a PostScript laser printer, 
it makes sense to format your documents and set up 
your disks as completely as possible ahead of time, to cut 
down on the amount of time you have to pay for. The first 
step is to make sure that the disk you bring with you has 
the software you need on it; the service bureau will obvi
ously have some software but they may not have what you 
used to create your document (or the same version ofit) . 

If you've printed drafts on a non-PostScript printer, be 
sure the fonts in your document are the ones you want 
to print on the PostScript laser printer. Call beforehand 
to make sure they have the outline fonts you want to use 
installed on their system; if not, be sure you bring both 
the screen and printer versions of those fonts . 

Find out if they're using ATM on the machine you'll be 
printing from. If they a re and you're not, have them turn 
it off when you run your print job. If they're not and you 
are, you may want to reformat your document with ATM 
off before leaving home (or bring ATM with you to install 
on their machine). 

On your own machine, open the Chooser and select the 
LaserWriter icon (or whatever printer driver icon corre
sponds to the laser printer you're going to be using). Select 
Page Setup .. . from the File m enu, make any changes you 
want (or no changes) and click OK. Now go through your 
document. Remember that different printers use different 
margins from the LaserWriter, and there are other incom
patibilities, so you may need to make some changes. 

There are, unfortunately, a couple of other possible 
hangups- font ID conflicts (discussed in Chapter 6) and 
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viruses, which are very common at service bureaus. 
Bring a copy of Disinfectant (or some other anti-virus 
program) on a locked floppy and disinfect the Mac at the 
service bureau before you do anything else there. (Actu
a lly, all the disks you bring to a service bureau should 
be locked.) 

• preparing for an imagesetter (David van Ness/JK/AN/DCJ 

Some people don't get the results they expect when they 
send documents to a service bureau for output on an 
imagesetter. Most of the tips in the previous two entries 
apply to renting imagesetters as well as laser printers, but 
here are a few specific ones. 

First of all, proof your work on a PostScript laser printer 
first. There may be some differences between its output 
and the imagesetter's, even if the imagesetter uses the laser 
printer's drive, but they'll generally be fairly negligible. 
(The resolution will, of course be higher on the image
setter-that's why you're using it for the final output
but the position of a ll the elements and the overall look 
of the page will be the same.) 

There are two exceptions to that rule. First of all, the 
Linotronic and most other imagesetters can print a ll the 
way to the edges of the roll of paper it's using (which can 
be either 8. 5" or 11" wide) while most laser printers can't 
print wider than 8". Secondly, the Linotronic won't smooth 
bit-mapped images. If you want the images smoothed, print 
them out on a LaserWriter and then paste them manu
a lly over the equivalent unsmoothed images in the 
Linotronic output. 

Always send all the screen fonts you used along with the 
file; don't assume the service bureau has the same versions. 
(This is especially important if you've used a program like 
Fontographer to edit the characters.) List all the fonts used 
(in graphics as well as text). along with their publishers and 
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version numbers (if any). If you've done custom kerning in 
Quark 3.0 or earlier, also send the XPress Data file (this 
information is stored with the file in 3.1). 

To keep the file size down, delete any extraneous art 
from the pasteboard margins. Similarly, check illustra
tions for undefined colors or unnecessary placed art by 
choosing the Select All command,IShif1)-clicking to deselect 
everything you recognize and then investigating any 
remaining handles. 

If your job has color separations, find out from the 
company that's going to print the job how much color trap
ping they need (that's making darker colors overprint 
lighter colors by a certain distance, to avoid unsightly gaps 
where they meet). If there's spot color, make sure the PMS 
numbers are specified. 

If there are separate TIFF or EPS files, be sure to 
include them all. Organize your files so lhe stranger on 
the receiving end is less likely to be confused; for example, 
put art files in the same folder as the page layout files 
that include them. Label the disk or cartridge with the 
job name, file name and the application (and version 
number) that created the files. Include your phone 
number(s) and be specific about when they should call 
with questions-do you really want them to call during 
the night shift? 

Most service bureaus have a form where you list which 
files to print, which pages, page size, whether or not to 
include crop marks or registration marks, what kind of 
output (paper or film), whether to make color separations, 
the number of lines per inch for screens and halftones, 
the imagesetter resolution and the kind of screening 
preferred for color continuous-tone images. If you don't 
have the form, make sure to spell out all these details. 
Also say how you want the proofs-some people will 
accept faxed proofs and others won't. 
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If you're asking for film, confirm how your printer 
wants it-film positive or negative, right-reading emulsion 
up or down-and make sure the service bureau under
stands that. And if you send the file via electronic mail, 
call to let someone know that it needs to be downloaded. 

From the Visu.11 Delights collection. Copyright <1'J /991 by SunShine. All rights reserved. 
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Font basics 

• what is afont? fAN/ EFJ 

In traditional typesetting, a font is a particular typeface 
in a particular size and a particular style (bold, italic, etc.). 
On the Mac, however, font has come to mean a typeface 
in every size and every style (what a traditional typeset
ter calls a type family) . 

For example, Geneva can be scaled to any point size 
and can be transformed into various type styles (bold, italic 
and so on; see the entry below on font styles for details). 
A regular typesetter would consider that many different 
fonts; to a Mac user, it's all one font-Geneva. 

Now that laser printers (and other kinds of digital type
setters) have become more common, there's a move on to 
bring the two terminologies closer together. In the glos
sary of one of the LaserWriter manuals, for example , the 
definition for font is followed by one for fontfamily-a font 
in various sizes and styles. 

But we think Mac users have gotten too used to their 
own meaning of the word to be pushed back into line with 
the old terminology. When you change the size or style 
of some type, you don't think of it as changing the font. 
So, throughout this book, font is used in the classic Mac 
sense: a typeface in every size and style . 

• basicfont terms (SA/AN/EF/KF/ J K) 

• Monospaced fonts, like M onaco and Courier, give all 
characters an equal amount of horizontal space-an i, 
for example, gets as much room on a line as an M , even 
though it may be only 20% as wide. This is a throwback 
to the days of typewriters, when the carri age moved a 
fixed distance after each character was typed, but it can 
still be useful- for example, monospaced fonts let you 
set the size of a field in a database to consistently show 
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a certain maximum number of characters, whatever the 
characters may be. 

• Proportional spacing gives characters different amounts 
of horizontal space, depending on their actual widths. 

• Baseline, cap height, ascender, descender and x-height 
are easier to show than describe: 

....... ;.~~:,· '~e:·.·:·· ·.· :r .. · ·· g····· ······ .. }""'""~ ~- ·'"·;. •: 
·- lxlsc lone ... .l .. _.l _. -- .. . L_,, _______ --· 

descender 

• Leading (pronounced LEDD-ing) is also ca lled line 
spacing-it's the distance from the baseline of one line 
of text to the baseline of the next. (In typesetting, it's 
actually the extra distance added to the spacing, but 
that meaning is dying out, and leading is coming to 
mean exactly the same thing as line spacing.) 

• Both leading and the size of a font are measured in 
points (both on the Mac and in regular typesetting). 
Points are 72nds of an inch. (Actually, to be more 
prec ise, a point is .01 38" and a 72nd of an inch rounds 
to .01389". But since the difference between them is 
less than one ten-thousandth of an inch, the distinction 
is ... welL .. pointless.) 

• Kerning is adjusting the horizontal space between letters. 
Normally, each letter lives in its own little rectangle and 
letters on either side of it don't encroach on its space. 
But type is easier to read, and looks better, when certain 
letter combinations nestle into each other- like a 
lowercase vowel tucked under the overhang of a capital 
T, or the letters in the following illustration: 

Vow Vow 
Norma l spacing Kerned 

• Some fonts contain kerned pairs-built-in kerning 
between certain pairs of letters (Ta, To, Tr, We, etc.). But 
kerned pairs work on ly if the program you're using 
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supports them (most word processors don't, but most 
page-layout programs do). You don't have to worry about 
kerned pairs-you just type as usual and the software 
substitutes the kerned pairs for the plain pair you typed. 

• Seriffonts have seri fs-little hooks, lines or blobs
added to the basic form of thei r characters; sans serif 
fonts have none (sans is French for without). 

The The 
Serif Sans serif 

ti bit-mapped, outline, screen and printer fonts 
(AN/JK/EF) 

When the Mac was firs t introduced , fonts came only in 
one format: bit-mapped. Each cha racter in a bit-mapped 
font is made up of a pattern (or map) of dots ; each of these 
dots is represented by a bit in th e computer's memory. 
Because of this one-to-one correspondence, the Mac 
needs a different bit-map for each font size you display 
on the screen (so Apple calls themfrxed-size fonts). If you 
use a size tha t isn't ins ta lled, th e Mac rescales the bit
map from a size that is installed-with mixed results (see 
bit-mappedjont sizes below). 

There are 72 dots per inch in the characters that m ake 
up a bit-mapped font-or, to put it a different way, they 
have a resolution of 72 dpi. (It's no coinciden ce tha t the 
standard Mac screen a lso has a resolution of 72 dpi.) You 
get several bit-mapped fonts with the system software, 
including Chicago and Geneva, but mos t of these come 
as outline fonts too. 

The characters in outline fonts aren't made up of dots
they're composed of ins tructions for forming an outline 
of each character, which is then filled in. This means they 
can be scaled to any s ize , a nd look s moother and crisper 
than bit-ma pped fonts . 

When you send an outline font to a laser printer or an 
imagesetter (a digita l typesetting machine t hat can also 
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handle graphics). the printer draws the characters in as 
much detail-at as high a resolution-as it's capable of. 
(For some comparative printer resolutions, see the second 
entry in Chapter 5.) 

Most outline fonts come in one or both of two formats: 
PostScript orTrueType. PostScript is more thanjust a font 
format-it's a programming language specifically designed 
by its developer, Adobe, to handle text and graphics and 
their placement on a page. 

At this writing, the Mac's system software can't display 
PostScript fonts on the screen, so they come in two parts: 
the actual outline font, which gets sent to the printer (and 
is therefore called the printer font) and a bit-mapped 
version to represent it on the screen, called the screenjont 
Sending a printer font to a printer is called downloading 
it, and that gives us another name for this kind of font
downloadable. 

Not all printers a re designed to ha ndle PostScript 
fonts-only those with PostScript, or some emulation of 
it, built in (at this point, that includes most laser print
ers, but virtually no inkjets or dot-matrix printers) . To 
address this problem, you need ATM (Adobe Type 
Manager), a utility that interprets PostScript printer fonts 
for the screen and for non-PostScript printers. 

(ATM only works with Type l PostScript fonts , however, 
not Type 3. For more about them, see the n ext entry. 
ATM is covered in the Font utilities section later on in 
this chapter.) 

Like any bit-mapped font , a screen font will print out 
if the printer font isn't there, but it won't look a whole lot 
like the actual outline font does-both pecause of the 
lower resolution and because the person who designed the 
screen font knew it was only going to be used as an approx
imation of the font on the screen, and therefore probably 
didn't spend a lot of time fine-tuning it for printing. 
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TrueType fonts don't require separate screen and printer 
fonts-TrueType support is built into System 7, so the same 
font works both for displaying and printing. (TrueType 
capability can also be added to System 6.0. 7 using a 
special installer available from Apple dealers.) You get nine 
TrueType fonts with System 7, and many others are avail
able, but PostScript fonts have been around a lot longer, 
so there are a lot more of them. 

There are other outline font formats too-the DeskWriter 
printer comes with fonts in Hewlett-Packard's own format, 
for example-but they're usually very limited in the vari
ety of fonts available and the number of printers they'll 
work on. 

For more information on the differences between Post
Script and non-PostScript printers, see the entry titled 
PostScript vs. non-PostScript in Chapter 5 . 

tl Type 1 and Type 3 PostScriptfonts (SA/EF/JKJ 

There are two standards for PostScript fonts-Type 1 and 
Type 3 (Type 2 was a dead-end technology that Adobe 
dropped). Type l fonts contain special information called 
hinting that helps small sizes oftype print well at the 300-
dpi resolution of most laser printers. 

In the past, only Adobe and companies that licensed 
its font-creation tools offered Type l fonts . Type 3 was 
the standard for non-Adobe fonts, but since they didn't 
have hinting, they didn't look as crisp as Type l fonts when 
printed, especially at less than 9 points or so. 

Today it's easy to create Type l fonts with font design 
programs like Fontographer and FontStudio, and the only 
fonts you're likely to find in Type 3 format are ones made 
up of very complex graphics or that include shading (Type 
l only supports black-and-white and can't handle too 
many crossed paths and curlicues) . 

Don't worry about Type l versus Type 3 if you're print
ing at a higher resolution than 300 dpi, or if you never 
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use type below 9 points. The only other time it will make 
a difference is if you're using a program that works with 
only one kind of font or the other-Adobe Type Manager. 
for example, only works with Type 1 fonts . 

You can convert Type 3 fonts to Type 1, or vice versa, 
with programs like FontMonger and Metamorphosis 
Professional (described in the Font utilities section below). 

ti how the Mac chooses fonts {JKJ 

Some fonts come in all of the formats discussed above. 
But even if you install a font in several different formats, 
its name still only a ppears once on font menus. (You 
need to have either a bit-mapped or a TrueType font 
installed for its name to show up at all.) 

For example, Times comes in bit-mapped, TrueType and 
PostScript versions; if they're a ll installed and you select 
Times from a font menu. how does the Mac decide which 
version to use? 

For screen display. the Mac selects fonts in the follow-
ing order: 

1. the bit-mapped font (if it's insta lled in the specified size) 

2. the TrueType font 

3. the PostScript font (if ATM is installed) 

4. a scaled version of the bit-mapped font in another size 

The Mac is wise to choose the bit map first . if the 
correct size is installed; in some fonts, it looks smoother 
onscreen than the TrueType version. 

For printing. the Mac selects fonts in a different order. 
On PostScript printers, it looks for the PostScript font in: 

1. the printer's ROM (where bui lt-in fonts are kept) 

2. the printer's RAM (which temporarily stores 
dow nloaded fonts) 

3. the printer's hard disk (where permanently downloaded 
fonts are kept) 

4. the Mac's Extensions folder or System Folder 
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If it doesn't find a PostScript font in any of those places, 
or if a non-PostScript printer is chosen, it looks for: 

1. the TrueType font (on the Mac) 

2. the PostScript font as sca led by ATM 

3. the bit-mapped font, to be scaled if necessary 

tl suitcase files (JKJ 

Bit-mapped and TrueType fonts need to be stored in 
special files called suitcases. A suitcase works like a 
folder, but instead of containing regular files, it contains 
fonts and/or sounds (under System 6, suitcases can also 
contain DA's) . When you double-click a suitcase file (in 
System 7). a window opens showing all the fonts and 
sounds it contains, and you can remove them or add 
more by dragging their icons into or out of the window. 

[It's been my experience that when you try this in System 
7 on suitcases created in System 6, you almost invariably 
get the message that the suitcases can't be opened because 
they're "damaged." I've tried clicking v-e-r-y, v-e-r-r-y 
gently, so as not to damage them, but that doesn't seem 
to help, so I guess it must be a bug.-AN]. 

You can distinguish suitcase files by their icons, which 
look suspiciously like-oh, I get it! 

m 
Weshvood LET Fonts 

[Like all of us, John loves being a Mac Bible editor and 
wearing the special Mac Bible editor badge and using the 
secret decoder ring. The down side is when I putjolces in 
his mouth that make him sound like an idiot, as !just did. 
Still, it's a small price to pay for having crazed Mac Bible fans 
tear your clothes off whenever you appear in public.-AN] 

The Kind column in list views will also tell you which 
files are suitcases. Interestingly, the System file itself is 
a suitcase file: 
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LID 
System 

Suitcases are commonly used for assembling sets of 
similar fonts (you can create your own suitcases with 
Font/DA Mover, and make them active with programs like 
Suitcase or MasterJuggler). Then, when you need the 
fonts in a particular suitcase, you can install them all 
together, instead of having to find each individual one. 

ei recognizing TrueTypefonts (CR/JKJ 

Both bit-mapped and TrueType versions of the same font 
can be stored in the same suitcase file, so how do you 
know which is which? There are two easy ways to tell. First, 
the TrueType font names don't have a size number after 
them, and bit-mapped fonts always do. Second, TrueType 
font icons show the letter A in three sizes (in icon views). 
while bit-mapped font icons just show a single A: 

Helvetica 

True Type font 

ei font styles (AN/EFJ 

~ 
Helvetica 9 

Bit-mapped font 

On the screen, every fon t can be made bold, italic, outline, 
shadow and any combination thereof-sixteen possible 
variations in all: bold italic, bold outline, bold shadow, 
italic outline, italic shadow, outline shadow, bold italic 
outline , bold italic shadow, bold outline shadow, italic 
outline shadow, bold italic outline shadow and, of course, 
plain (which is called Roman in regular typesetting). 

Some of these combinations may seem foolish to you, 
but it's not just a case of meaningless overkill-quite 
often one variation will have just the look you want and 
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no other variation will be quite right. And you'll fmd that 
in another font, that particular variation will look terri
ble and a different one will be just right. (For an easy way 
to see them all, see the entry on font templates below.) 

With PostScript fonts on paper, you don't get all sixteen 
combinations; for example, it's common for outline shadow 
to look just the same as shadow. How many variations you 
get depends on the font, the application and/or the printer. 

There's an important distinction to be aware of when think
ing about outline fonts. Sometimes italic and boldface type 
styles are separately designed by a human being; these are 
called cuttings (from the days when type was designed by 
carving blocks of wood). Other times, the computer algo
rithmically derives the type style-that is, it applies a formula 
like increase the width 20% (to create boldface) or slant 
right 12° (to create italic). This doesn't always look as good, 
but it's better than nothing. (Type that's slanted algorith
mically is usually called oblique rather than italic.) 

tl bit-mappedfont sizes 
(AN/SA/EF/JK/Paulann Thurmon/ Hal Lewis) 

Bit-mapped fonts come supplied in various sizes and, 
unless you've got a TrueType or PostScript version of the 
same font, they should be used only in the sizes you 
have installed, or in halves or quarters of those sizes. Scal
ing-shrinking or enlarging-a bit-mapped font can result 
in some pretty horrendous characters, both on the screen 
and in printouts. 

Picture a bit-mapped character as a series of filled-in 
squares on a piece of graph paper; each square represents 
one pixel (one of the dots that make up the image on the 
screen). To double the size of the character, you'd take a 
larger area of the graph paper and color in four squares for 
every one that was filled in the original. To double the size 
again, you'd take every square in the second grid and fill 
in four on the third grid (so every square from the original 
grid is now represented by sixteen squares on the third grid). 
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The illustration below shows the letter b being enlarged on 
just such a grid. (The smallest letter is actually using a grid 
that's half the size of the one shown-including all those lines 
in the illustration made the shape of the letter hard to see.) 

You can see that what was an acceptable curve in the 
small le tter gets worse with each size increase, produc
ing the dread jaggies (staircasing like that on the right 
side of the rightmost b above). 

Scaling to a size that's not double, quadruple, half or 
a quarter the size of the original creates even more jaggies. 
It's not so bad if you're tripling the size, since each orig
inal square can translate into nine new filled squares, but 
let's say you're going from 12-point to 30-point (2. 5 times 
bigger). You can't use half-squares (since each square on 
the grid represents a single pixel on the screen, and pixels 
are the smallest unit the screen can display). So each orig
inal filled square will sometimes get replaced by four 
squares (twice the original size) and sometimes by nine 
squares (three times the original size). This produces the 
messes like the 17 -point and 33-point type shown below: 

12-point (installed) 
17 -point (not installed) 
24-point (installed) 
33-point (not) 
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The installed sizes of bit-mapped 
fonts (including screen fonts) a re 
shown in outline type on the font 
size menu (which is sometimes 
part of another m enu). as shown 
on the right. (If you're u s ing 
TrueType fonts , every s ize in your 
font menu will be shown in outline 
type, because they scale smoothly 
to any size.) 

9 Point 
u m rPmOm£! 

./ u ~ rPm Om£! 
14 Point 
u m IPmomn 
~~ !PmOm£l 

On pop-up menus ins ide dialog boxes, n o font s izes are 
outlined but only the ins ta lled s izes a re lis t ed a t all , 
unless a TrueType vers ion of the same font is installed. 
(There's u su a lly a text box where you can type in unin
stalled s izes.) 

The s tandard type s izes tha t most applications give you 
on the font s ize m enu are 9- , 10-, 12-, 14 -, 18- and 24-
point. Many applica tions (inclu ding a ll high-end word 
processors and page-layout programs) let you type in any 
other size you want-even, sometimes, fractiona l sizes like 
10.5 points . 

ti why font sizes aren't {AN/SAJ 

Font s izes don't measure the actu al height of the charac
ters, but rather the distance from one baseline to the next. 
(See basicfont terms above, if you don't understand any of 
the terms in this entry.) Fonts tha t are nominally the same 
s ize often vary quite a bit in actua l s ize. For example , 

tliis is 18 -point Zapf Cliancery1 
but this is 18-point Benguiat. 

The letters in Zapf Chancery are smaller in order to leave 
room for the font's exuberant ascenders a nd descenders 
(tha t's u su a lly why fonts appear s ma ll for their s ize). If 
the letters were bigger, the ascenders a nd des cenders 
would hit each other ; as it is , they just ba rely clear each 
other (unless you add extra leading): 
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Zapf 
Cfiancery 

font 
Benguiat has a high x-height, which means that its 

ascenders and descenders are proportionally smaller (look 
at how squished-down the descender on the g is, for 
example). This makes the type itself bigger for a given (base
line-to-baseline) type size. So h ere are the basic rules: 

• The higher the x-height, the shorter the ascenders and 
descenders, and the bigger a font looks at a given size. 

• The longer the ascenders and descenders, the lower the 
x-height, and the smal ler a font looks at a given size . 

.t tiny fonts (AN/SA!JKJ 

Remember that the smaller the type s ize, the more the 
resolution of the printer matters . (At any given resolution, 
it's obviously easier to form a nice-looking 12-point char
acter than a 6-point one, becau se you have more dots to 
work with.) 

Well-designed 9-point fonts work fine on dot-matrix 
printers, and specially designed 8-point fonts can also be 
quite readable. On 300-to-360-dpi inkjet and laser print
ers, 6-point and 7-point fonts are quite readable (depend
ing on the font) and even some 5-point type is legible. For 
smaller s izes than tha t, you'll need an imagesetter, or a 
high-resolution laser printer . 

.t font weights (ANJ 

There are many levels of boldness (how thick each char
acter is ). Here are some common na mes for the various 
levels, from lightest to h eavies t: 

• ultra light 

• extra light, or thin 

• light 
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• Roman, book, regular, plain, normal or no adjective 
(just the name of the font) 

• medium 

• demi 

• bold 

• extra bold, heavy or black 

• ultra bold 

tl special type styles {AN/EFJ 

Some fonts offer type s tyles far beyond the standard 
sixteen (only on the Mac could you call bold italic outline 
shadow "standard") . In addition to all the different levels 
of boldness just mentioned, there are condensed fonts 
(letters squeezed together and stretched vertically) and 
expanded fonts (letters spread apart and stretched hori
zontally). To get special type styles like condensed and 
expanded, you usually have to install the corresponding 
screen fonts, since only a few programs (Nisus, Page
Maker, Quark and FreeHand, for example) offer these 
styles as menu items. 

tl renamingfonts {SA/EFJ 

Screen fonts can be renamed in programs like Fontogra
pher or Fantastic, or in ResEdit. You might want to do 
this if there's a particular font you want a t the top of the 
menu for quicker access, or if you find the regular font 
name hard to remember. If you rename the screen font, 
the right printer font will still be found. If you rename a 
printer font, however, it won't be found, and you'll get a 
crummy, bit-mapped printout. 

t1 printer font file names (AN/SA) 

There is some method to the seeming madness of printer 
font file names. The first five letters are the first five 
letters of the font name; the rest of the le tters, usually in 
groups of three, describe the style or further specify the 
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font. So, for example , the printer font file for Bitstream's 
Berkeley Old Style Black Italic is named BerkeOLdStyBlait. 
Here are some of the common s tyle codes used : 

bd bold fig light 
boo book lit lite 
bfa black med medium 
bot bold nor normal 
con condensed obi oblique 
dem demi reg regular 
ext extra, or extended rom Roman 
he a heavy sem semi 
it italic thi thin 
ita italic tit titling 
kur kursiv u/t ultra 

ei font menu shorthand (SA/EF/ANJ 

Some fonts appear in your menu with cryptic letters in 
front of them . (For the reason behind this, inadequate 
though it is, see the entry called font families on menus 
in th e s ection b elow on font problems .) The initia ls are 
the modifiers of the m ain font n am e. Here are the ones 
you're likely to see, and what they s tand for: 

B bold L light 
Bk 
8/k 
c 
0 

E 
H 
I 

K 

book 
black 
condensed 
de mi 
extended 
heavy 
ita li c 
kursiv 

N narrow 
0 oblique 
p poster 
5 semi 
51 slanted 
u ultra 
X extra 

Sometimes you'll see them in combina tion-XBO. for 
example , stands for extra bold oblique. 

A font utility called Adobe Type Reunion lets you list 
different s tyles and weights in a submenu under the 
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font's name, but this makes it impossible to access them 
with macros. In some applications, you can display font 
names in the font itself; Goudy Bold Italic, for example, 
appears on the menu as a bold, italic version of Goudy. 
You can also get this kind of font menu with utilities like 
Suitcase and MasterJuggler (described in Chapter 7) and 
MenuFonts (described in the Font utilities section of this 
chapter). It's nice if you don't know your fonts very well, 
but if you do, it slows things down annoyingly to view them 
this way. 

ti pickingfonts (AN/EFJ 

Which fonts to use is a matter of personal taste, of course, 
but there are a couple of general principles that will help 
you do it efficiently. The first rule is that it takes a while 
to learn which fonts you like, so spend some time play
ing with them before making your choices. 

Second (and this may also be obvious), be aware that 
different kinds of jobs require different fonts. You might 
choose one group of fonts to use for your business letters, 
another for your personal letters, a third for your erotic 
poetry, and so on. 

Fonts can be divided into three basic categories: text, 
display and decorative. The boundaries between the cate
gories aren't hard and fast, but here are a few guidelines: 

• Text fonts are designed primari ly to be used in sizes up 
to about 14 point, for ... you guessed it. .. text. Designers 
usually stick to conservative fonts for text; a font that's 
too flamboyant can be hard to read. 

• Display fonts are designed primarily to be used in sizes 
above 14 point or so, in headlines, tit les and the like. 
They're usua lly bold and eye-catching, but readable 
and not too ornate. 

• Decorative fonts come in almost any sty le you can 
imagine (and some you can't) . They're used as attention 
grabbers, decorati ve elements or just for fun. 
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You'll find samples of all three types of fonts later on 
in this chapter. 

ti a template for viewing fonts (AN/SA) 

Although most font publishers give you full printouts of 
their fonts, it makes sense to create a template like the 
one below to evaluate fonts that don't have a printout. 
Once you've set it up-which might take twenty minutes
all you have to do is select the entire template and then 
change the font in order to get a printout of every char
acter a given font can produce, as well as samples of the 
sixteen possible type styles in that font. 

It doesn't matter which font you choose to make the 
original template, since you're going to be changing it when 
you use the template anyway. We've picked the one this 
book is set in. 

font: Bookman from: Adobe 
9point: 1234567890 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

1 0 point: 1234567890 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

12 point: 1234567890 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

14 point: 1234567890 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

18 point: 1234567890 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVW 
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24 point: 1234567890 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstu 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQR 
unshifted symbols: ' - = [ ] \ ; ' , . I 
shifted symbols: - I @ # $% 1\ & * () _ + {) I : "< >? 
option keys: 
' j TM £ ¢ 00 § <JI e !! Q - ::j; 

re:L-®t¥"A0n"' « 

a£>"dj©'fl · -. re 

Qz<;..J J -)l~ ~ 
shift-option keys: 
Y l 0 ( ) fi fl * 0 - ± . 
CE " 

%o A E A E E 0 IT " ' )) 

Ai i I i 6 6 • 6 0 ./E 
D 0 ~ 0 1 - - - - G 
accent characters: 
A a. E e i i 6 6 0 u 
A a E e i i 6 0 u u 
A a E e i i 6 6 D 0. 

A a. E e I 1 6 6 D u y y 
A a 6 6 :N fl. 

This is bold. This is italic. Ollllltllfine. Shadow. Bold 
italic. l:ID®ll@l ®\IDU:llfiru®o Bold shadow. Jft((]J.~k: outline. 
Italic shadow. 01U1Ufil!ll~ slbl<ardJ.(())W. ]]3®U@l dU:@Ud~ 
®MU:Udoo®o Bold italic shadow. !ID®U<Ql ®mU:llftffi<B 
~lliill<Ql®w o llit!l11Urc ([))llll.ilU~rra.re $/hrotdl([))W. lE®Ucdl i!t!:®Ui!& 
®ll!!!!UautKB ~T.ru®cdl®®o 

Here are some pointers on how to set this template up 
for yourself. You might as well begin by just typing ours; 
then you can customize it any way you want. 
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The shifted and unshifted symbols are shown in rows, 
the same way they appear on most keyboards, from left 
to right and top to bottom. Because the characters 
produced by the (option! key (with and without the (Shittl key) 
don't appear on the keyboard, this makes it easy to find 
the symbol on the keyboard. 

Although all fifteen type styles are shown at the bottom 
of the template (pla in text is omitted because most of the 
rest of the template is in it). it makes sense to give your
self a bit more of a look at the three most useful ones: 
bold, italic and bold italic. So we've put the title (font 
and publisher) in bold italic, the type sizes in italic , and 
the subheads below the type sizes (unshifted symbols, 
shifted symbols. etc.) in bold. We've a lso underlined those 
subheads and the type sizes, so you can see how under
lining looks with the font. 

When you type the template in yourself. you may want 
to make the special characters or the style variations 
bigger, so you can see them better; with most fonts, the 
whole template will still fit on a page. Each time you 
select the template and change it to a different font, you 
may have to readjust line breaks and even lop a few 
letters off some of the larger alphabets. That's because, 
as explained above. fonts of the same nominal point size 
vary quite a bit in actual size, both in height and width. 

When using the template for a bit-mapped font. it 
makes sense to only show the sizes that are installed, 
because scaled s izes of bit-mapped fonts generally look 
wretched. For outline fonts, you can use a ll the sizes in 
the template, and even add more if you want. 

Like Bookman in the sample template above, most 
outline fonts have special characters for every possible 
slot. Bit-mapped fonts almost never do. When a font 
doesn't have a given special character, it will produce the 
missing character box: 0 (its appearance varies with the 
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font, but it usually looks pretty much like that). But the 
missing character box will only print on dot-matrix print
ers, not on laser printers (on inkjets, you get other weird 
characters). 

ti AFMfiles (SA/Alan Winslow) 

AFM (Adobe Font Metrics) files are supplied with many Post
Script printer fonts. For the most part, you can just ignore 
them. If an application needs them (it's rare), the docu
m entation will tell you so, and it will also tell you where 
to store them (usually in the System Folder) . You can also 
use AFM files to find out the exact dimensions of the char
acters in a particular PostScript font. They're text files you 
can read with any word processor. 

ti The Macintosh Font Book (AN) 

Font maniacs like myself always like good books on Macin
tosh fonts, and The Macintosh Font Book by Erfert Fenton 
(Peachpit Press) is the best I've seen (Erfert also contributed 
to this book). It's full of u seful information and is clearly 
and engagingly written. 

There are lots of illustrations, a glossary and several 
helpful appendices. The book costs $24, but if you u se 
Mac fonts frequently, want to develop a good grasp of1ypo
graphic principles or just have a thing about fonts, I 
think you'll find it a good investment. 

Special characters 

ti the standard special characters (AN/SA!JKJ 

There are some characters on computer keyboards you 
won't find on typewriter keyboards- the backs lash ( \ ) , 
the vertical bar ( I ) , the lesser than and greater than signs 
( < >) and so on. But when people ta lk about specia l char
acters on the Mac, they mean ones that aren't shown on 
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the keyboard at a ll . To get one of these special charac
ters, you hold down the I option) key (with or without the I shill) 
key) while pressing another key. 

Let's say you want to type: Hein, salopard/ Parlez-vous 
fran<;ais? To get the special character <;in fran<;ais, you 
hold down lopuon) while hitting@). To get certain other special 
characters, you have to hold down the lshif1) key as well. For 
example, if you hit @illiiOj?ilOiil you get an uppercase 9 
instead of a lowercase one. (In this case, the two charac
ters are related, but sometimes the lopuonl and ~ 
characters have nothing to do with each other.) 

Some fonts have idiosyncratic specia l characters of 
their own, but there's a set of standard special charac
ters that virtually all fonts share. No bit-mapped font 
contains a ll of them-Geneva and Chicago seem to have 
the most-but most outline fonts have the full set. The 
diagrams below show where they appear on the keyboard 
under System 7 (some of them are different under System 
6 and earlier versions; for details, see the entry below called 
keystroke changes under System 7). The next entry shows 
them by category. 

0 

Standard !Option] characters 

Standard !Shift! Option] characters 
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ti the standard special characters by category 
(AN/ EF / JK/SA/ KF /Paulann Thurmon) 

Some special characters do double duty; for example, 
the square root sign can serve as a check mark. When a 
character has more than one function, we list it under 
each category where it can be used. (Here again, we show 
the key combinations that produce them under System 
7; some of them are different under System 6 and earlier 
versions. and some special ch aracters are only available 
under System 7 (see the entry below called lceystrolce 
changes under System 7). 

accent marks for foreign languages 

1\vo foreign accent m arks (also known as diacritical 
maries, or diacritics) are regular characters on the Mac's 
keyboard, marked right on the keys-the tilde (-). and 
the accent grave ( · ). But it's not clear what you're 
supposed to use them for, s ince if you just press one of 
those keys. the character a lways appears on a space of 
its own, not above another character. 

The accent marks in the table below work the way they 
should-when you hit th e key combination shown in the 
last column, nothing shows up on th e screen, but when 
you type the next character, it a ppears with the appro
priate accent mark above it. So, for example, typing loption!IJ 
does nothing, but typing an® after it produces e. 

/ acute accent; accent aigu ~ la e f 6 u A E f 6 U} 

' grave accent; accent grave ~ la e 1 o u A E l 6 U} 

1\ circumflex; circonflexe 

dieresis; umlaut 

ti lde 

~ lafdo o.A.Ei60J 

~ lae 'iouyii.E 'ibOYl 

~ (a fi oANOl 

These accent marks won't appear over just any letter 
you type-it has to be one the Mac thinks makes sense. 
If you try to put an accent over a different letter, the 
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accent a ppears by itself on one s pace and the letter on 
the next-like this: 'R. The fourth column in the table above 
shows the letter s you can put each accent mark over. (If 
you want a n accent to appear over a blank space, just 
hit the appropriate key combination, then the space bar.) 

You can a lso get certa in accented capita l letters with 
a single key combina tion: 

~ ;., 

A I Shift I Option liJ A (Siilli) Option@) 
~ A 

A [Shift I Option li) I I Shift I Option I]) 
~ 

I I Shift I Option ill I I Shift I Option {ID 
~ ~ 

0 I Shift I Option l]) 0 (Siilli) Option Q) 
/ ~ 

0 I Shift I Option ill u @illil Option CJ 
The Mac can a lso produce som e less common diacrit

ical ma rks, but since they show up on spaces oftheir ovm, 
they're only useful in progra m s tha t will h ave some way 
of letting you place two characters in the same space. 
Anyway, h er e they are: 

dot accent 
v 

Car ib diacri tic 
// 

Hunga ri an umlaut 

!> cedilla 

" Ogonek diacritic 

[Option}]) 

@illiloptionO (System 7 only) 

[Shift{Option@) (System 7 only) 

[Shift} OptioniiJ (System 7 only) 

[Shift}Option(RJ (System 7 only) 

In System 6 , you can only produce the last four char
acters in utilities and a pplications (like Word) that let you 
en ter a character by its ASCII cod e. Here a re the codes 
to use: 

cedilla 252 
Hungarian umlaut 253 
Ogonek diacriti c 254 
Carib diacriti c 255 
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In pictorial and symbolic fonts, other characters are 
assigned to those keystrokes (see the next section). 

foreign letters, letter combinations & abbreviations 
0 

a.~ A~ 
<E ~ 

<; ~ 
0 [Option@ 

CE ~ 

IE 
( 
0 
a 

@illfi Option CJ 
@illfi Option (Q) 

[Shift I Option IQ) 

[Shift I Option@ 

9 ~ Q ~ 
~ ~ 

foreign punctuation marks 

2 begins questions in Spanish [Shift I Option r:!J 
1 begins exclamations in Spanish ~ 
« European open quote mark ~ 
» European close quote mark [Shift I Option 12] 

These last two symbols are called guillemets (gee-may). 

monetar't_ S't_mbols 

£ pound sign ~ 
¥ yen sign ~ 

ct. cent sign ~ 

lega l S't_mbols 

§ section mark ~ 

'II paragraph mark ~ 
TM trademark 
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® registered mark IOptionffi) 

© copyright symbol ~ 

well-known mathematical & scientific symbols 

minus sign ~ 
. division sign ~ 
~ square root [Option~ 

00 infinity sign ~ 
1t pi [Optionl1) 

0 
degrees [Shift{Option6) 

not-so-we/1-known mathematical & scientific symbols 

Since some of the symbols below can represent about a dozen differ

ent things, depending on the field of study, we simply give you their 
Creek names and/or what they most commonly stand for. 

* not equal to ~ 
~ more or less equal to ~ 
< less than or equal to ~ 
> greater than or equal to [Option E) 

(( much less than [Optionl5] 

» much greater than I Shift I Option [S) 

+ plus or minus [Shift! Option r;) 
0 

A Angstroms I Shift I Option 0 
a delta; differential, variation ~ 
~ capital delta; increment ~ 

Jl lowercase mu; micro- ~ 
Q cap ital omega; ohms ~ 
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f function, f-stop (OptionJI) 

I capital sigma; sum ~ 

f integral ~ 

I1 cap ital pi; product I Shift I O~tion (EJ 
...., logica l not ~ 

ty.Jl.Dgraehicl graeh ic & miscellaneous s'!_mbols 
II 

double open quote ~ 
II 

double close quote I Shift I Option [S) 
I 

single open quote ~ 
I 

single close quote I Shift I Option rJ) 

en dash ~ 
em dash (Shill] Option EJ 

~ check mark (Option[2) 

0 diamond I Shift I Option~ 
t dagger ~ 

• bullet, for l ists ~ 
ellipsis ~ , • Apple symbol [Shift I Option lEJ 

0 currency I Shift I O~tion li) 

a keystroke changes under System 7 (EFJ 

Just when you thought you were getting the hang of 
typing keystroke combinations to produce special char
acters. System 7 comes along and changes the rules. The 
table on the next page shows characters that you get 
with one key combina tion under System 6 and another 
under System 7. 
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LooKs LIKE THIS (assuming you capitalize the first letter 
of each word). The problem with this approach is that the 
regular caps look heavier than the small caps. To get 
around that problem, some fonts are specifically designed 
for small caps. Often they're included in expert sets (see 
the next entry). 

• expert sets (EFJ 

Expert sets, or expert collections (available, as of this writ
ing, from Adobe, Linotype and Monotype) are extended 
versions of fonts that provide special characters like small 
caps, fractions, old-style numbers (that dip below the 
line) and ornate letters. (Unfortunately, they only exist for 
a handful of fonts.) 

One popular expert set was designed by Adobe for its 
Utopia font (the expert set lists for $185). This is how regu
lar Utopia looks. THESE aRE SMALL CAPS FROM THE EXPERT 

COLLECTION, AND HERE ARE A FEW FRACTIONS FROM THE EXPERT 

COLLECTION: 1/.t IJ2 % 1/o 3/a. 

If you can't find an expert set in your favorite font, util
ities like FontMonger or ParaFont let you create small caps 
and other special characters from a regular font file at 
the click of a button (see the Font utilities section of this 
chapter). Of course, since you're simply telling the 
computer to alter the existing font's characters, the result 
won't begin to match the look of a small caps face hand 
crafted by a professional type designer. 

• creating special typographic effects (ANJ 

To distort a headline or other piece of display type for 
special effect, type it first in any draw program (but not 
a paint program; you need object-oriented graphics). 
Then paste it into a word processor or page-layout program, 
either through the Clipboard or the Scrapbook. (You can 
actually do the whole process in Word. To find out how, 
see the entry called the graphics dump in the Word tips 
section of Chapter 9 .) 
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Once it's there, select it and reshape it to stretch the 
type horizonta lly, vertically or both. It will look terrible 
on the screen but when you print it out on an inkjet or 
laser printer, the characters will have the same crisp, clean 
edges that outline fonts normally do. (If you're using a 
PostScript font, you'll n eed ATM to get good quality from 
non-PostScript printers.) Here are some examples of the 
kinds of effects you can get: 

(The fonts being distorted are Adobe's Cooper Black 
italic , Casady & Greene's Kells and their Gazelle.) 

If your word processor doesn't let you reverse type
that is, make it white instead of black (usu ally on a dark 
background, so you can see it)-you can use a draw 
program to get it. First create a solid shape filled with black 
(or gray, or a ny other pattern you want for the back
ground). Then either drag some outline type on top of it 
or, with the filled-in s hape selected-choose Outline from 
the Style menu and start typing. 

You can combine both these techniques, creating white 
writing on a dark background and stretching it once it 
gets into your word processing program. These typo
graphic special effects a lso work on dot-matrix printers, 
but you don't get smoothing and the results don't look 
anywhere near as good. 
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(There are programs available that will give you much 
fancier effects than these, and much more control over 
them . They're described in the Font utilities section below.) 

Symbolic and pictorial fonts 

• symbols and pictorial characters (ANJ 

One of the best features of the Macintosh is the availability 
of useful symbols and pictorial characters-little images 
you can place in a document with nothing more than a 
keystroke or two. 

The best way to arrange a pictoria l or symbolic font for 
reference is by categories, rather than by the keys tha t 
generate the characters. That way you can look for what 
yo~ want ins tead of having to scan a whole lis t or table . 
Every publisher of a pictorial font ought to provide a 
printout of it by logical categories. but s ince they don't, 
this section gives you some. (These fonts-by-ca tegories are 
the part of The Macintosh Bible tha t I personally r efer to 
the most.) 

They cover three of the most useful pictorial fonts-Zapf 
Dingbats (a PostScript font tha t comes with most laser 
printers ), Cairo (an old-standby bit-mapped font from 
the early dqys of the Mac) and Carta (a downloadable Pos t
Script font of m ap-ma king symbols ). Later on in the 
section. there's a lso a fourth printout by logical cate
gories; it's of Symbol. a nonpiclorial PostScript font tha t 
has come with laser printers since the firs t LaserWriter. 

One fina l note: if a pictorial character (or any other kind 
of nonstandard specia l character) uses one of the foreign 
accent mark keys. you'll have to hit the key twice (or hit 
it and then hit another) to generate the character (because 
norma lly that key waits for you to type a letter to put the 
accent mark over). So, for example, to get the character 
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(i) in Zapf Dingbats, you have to hit (Option[Ql (which normally 
generates an umlaut, .. ) twice; if you just h it it once, noth
ing will happen. 

In general, whenever you have to hit one key (or key 
combination) and then another, rather than a ll together, 
we separate the keys with a comma (e.g.lopuon@), (Shltt@). 

ti key-capsfonts (SA/EF/JKJ 

Needless to say, you need a special font to produce key
cap characters like ~. (option! and (Shift! (not to mention 0 . 
@)and@). The second edition of The Macintosh Bible used 
a $90 bit-mapped key-caps font from Dubl-Click called 
Manhattan (aside from the special characters, it's basi
cally New York-hence the name). 

This is Manhattan. It gives you Macintosh symbols 
like ~ lJ <:)) ITabl I Click I I opt ion I I Enter I loragl and ~. 
Manhattan is showing its age. however-it has no loetetel 
key cap (only I Backspace I ) and no key caps for many keys 
on the extended keyboard. 

Hacker is another bit-mapped key-caps font that's part 
of Casady & Greene's $50 Fluent Fonts set. (ill!E)@)!K)!l)[]) 
000~0 00~0 0~00 0~0 
08000 0 00 0~00000000 
OJ 0 [) 0 I Ret urn I [Caps Lock I ( Save )( CoPY ) fJ ~ 0 
p !l; [QJ[Q][QJ~ 0~0 liml 0 

Page Studio Graphics offers ten key-caps fonts; we're 
using two for the key caps in this book. The first one
PIXymbolsCommand has the cap letters and most of the 
specia l keys. The other font-S2113PI.Xymbols (yes, that's 
its name) has lowercase letters (@ lli) (£) ), symbols for the 
special keys like those u s ed in menus (§) (Q) @ ) and key 
caps for certain k eys that have two characters on them 
(c::;) E!j5) ), just like the keyboard. 

Both fonts have a s imple, thin line for the key shape, 
so the characters print nicely on laser printers and inkjets 

very good 
feature 
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that use ATM. Variations on the key outline-light or 
heavy, shadowed, gray, double (sort ofthree-dimensional)
is what's different about the other PIXyrnbols fonts. There's 
even a roll-your-own key font in which you type the left 
half of the key, the character you want and then the right 
half of the key. 

If the PIXymbols key-caps fonts aren't your cup of tea, 
two other companies-Casady & Greene and Imprimatur 
Design Systems-also offer PostScript key-caps fonts. 

For more on Page Studio Graphics' other special fonts, 
see the entry that begins at the bottom of this page . 

• Utility City (SA/ EF/JK) 

Utility City is a font that's included on Dubl-Click Soft
ware's two-disk set of World Class Lasetrype outline fonts 
($90) . It's a derived font-that is, it borrows characters 
from Times, Helvetica, Symbol and Zapf Dingbats to 
create its own characters, so those four fonts need to be 
installed in your system or Utility City won't work. 

Among its many talents, Utility City gives you true 
fractions. It lets you combin e buttons, boxes and check-
marks, and gives you different angles on some of the 
Zapf Dingbats: 

~ ~ ~ cri!J ~ q ~ ~ 
~ t ~~ . 11 11 '"* 

_, • ~-
"- t Jl ~ -<> r! ' ~ 

Symbols Galore (miscellaneous symbols) and Math
Whiz (business and math symbols} come on the same disk 
with Utility City; they take a similar approach to combin
ing characters from other fonts to create new ones. 

II PIXymbolsfonts (AN/JK/EFJ 

In addition to the key caps fonts covered in the entry above, 
Page Studio Graphics offers a large number of specialized 
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pictorial fonts. In general, they're nicely designed and 
eminently useful, and designer /owner Roger Vershen is 
constantly improving them. (Unfortunately, many of their 
fonts have numbers instead of names, which makes it hard 
to remember what they are.) 

Here's a sample of PIXymbolsTravel ($185); designed 
for the travel and recreation industries, it includes all the 
standard icons used by the Department of Transporta
tion and the National Park Service: 

Other PIXymbols fonts offer Macintosh icons and 
symbols, international road signs, telephone buttons and 
images, digital characters and clocks, apothecary measures, 
braille, astrology and much, much more. There's a $145 
collection of eight fraction fonts-four serif, four sans
called Precision Pi. These aren't derived fonts like Utility 
City in the previous entry -they generate their own char
acters, rather than steal them from other fonts. 

All of Page Graphics Type 1 PostScript fonts include 
TrueType versions at no extra charge. They also come 
bundled with a DA that helps you find the characters you 
need (it's sort of a supercharged Key Caps) and with a 
limited version of the FontDisplay program described 
under Font utilities below . 

• Zapf Dingbats by categories (AN/ SA/JK/Paulann Thurmon) 

When Zapf Dingbats is the selected font, all you have to 
do to generate any of the pictorial characters shown is 
hit the key(s) indicated. (As indicated below, some char
acters can only be produced from the keyboard in System 
7, and some key combinations are different in System 6 
and System 7 .) 
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arrows (fat tails2 

::+ I Shift} Option I]] ~ ~,@fil![Q) 

-'/ I Shift I Option [D l» [Shift I Option EJ 

~ I Shift} Option~ ~ I Shift I Oetion ill) 
( 1Shiftl0ption{0 in Sys 6) ... ~,@fil![Q) 

arrows (hollow2 

~ @!ill!) Option@) ~ I Shift I Option [I) 

0 ~~~ 0 I Shift I Option (8) 

c) ~~~ ¢ I Shift I Option[§) 

c> I Shift I Option QJ 0 IShittiOptioniT) 

arrows (solid2 

~ I Shift I Option 12:!) ~ ~ 
__. 

I Shift I Option [9 ...... I Shift I Option I5J 

• @!ill!) Option 6) ~ I Shift I Option[) 

~ [SfillD Option~ ~ [Shift I oetion 5) 

-<- >- [Option~ t I Shift I Option@) 

• [Shift I Option lYJ • I Shift I Option ill) -[Shift I Option 1M) 
,.. 
~~~ 

( [SfillDoption(ID in Sys 6) ... I Shift I Option ill .. [Shift I Option@] 
(Sys 7 on ly) (Sys 7 only) 
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arrows (st'f_/ized2 

~ ~ ... ~ 
..... I Shift I Option 5] 1111. (Sfillfi Option 5) 

> I Shift I Option~ );> I Shift I Option 5) 

>- I Shift I Option II) ~ I Shift I Option Q 

~> IShittiOption@ (Sys 7 only) 

asterisks (florettes, snowflakes, starbursts2 

* @) $ !]) * liJ 
,,/ 
/i' @) 

,,/ 
':~ [BJ * CD 

,,, -·-"'' QJ * !E) <£> 0 
..... .. ~ ... CD * OJ * (I) 

+ ~ ·I· @fiillill + ffi!illilQJ 

+ ~ * ~ 
..... 
~ ..... 

* ~ * @5llilTI * @blli[Q) 

* @illffV) * ~ * ~ • @illtlY) • ~ ~ ~ 

0 ~ 
braces and brackets 

< I Option ill), @blli[Q) > I Option II), 0 
( ~~~ ) I Shift I Option 0 
( ~~0 ) I Option ill), 0 
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( ~~0 J ~~0 
( [Option ill), [Sfillf[N) ) ~~~ 

{ ~ } ~ 

boxes and bars 

• [ill 0 @) 0 (f) 0 [Q) 

0 (BJ 0 I 6] I (I) 

card suits 

~ ~ • ~ ., 
~ • ~ 

check marks and x's 

./ (]] v [I) X ffi) 

• [ID X m )( (!) 

crosses 

+ @) t B + [J t ~ 
+ [§EilliJ -:- @!il!!EJ 1( ~ ffi ~ 

fat guotes 

~ @iilltJ .. 
~ 

~ ~ • ~ 
geometric shaQes (miscellaneous2 

• (I) 0 ~ • ~ ... (§] ... rn • (ill ••• • 0 
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hands 

miscellaneous 

~ [Option@) 

·~ ~ @illfl Option 1:0 

numbers (sa ns seri~ black on white2 

CD I Shift I Option l3J ® ~ 
@ ~ (f) ~ 

® ~ ® I Option I2lJ 

® ~ ® I Shift I Option I2lJ 
@ (OptioniiJ @) ~ 

numbers (sa ns seri~ white on black2 

0 I Option I Spacebar) 0 ~ 
@ ~~~ fl ~ 
@) I Option ill), [Shift 0 0 I Shift I Option EJ 

0 ~, @EilllQ) 0 ~ 
0 I Shift} Option @) ® I Shift I Option ElJ 

numbers (seri~ black on white2 

CD ~~~ ® I Shift I Option~ 

@ ~ ® I Option E) 

@ I Shift I Option Ell ® ~ 
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@ I Shift ] Option@) ® ~ 
@ ~ ®> ~ 

numbers (seri~ white on black2 

0 ~ <D ~ 
@ ~ fj ~ 
8) (Shift I Option IEJ G) ~ 

0 ~ ID ~ 
0 ~ @ ~ 

obiects (miscellaneous2 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

~ ~ "ll' ~ ({) ~ 

+ ~ -+ (3 181 ~ 

e_ens and e_encils 

~ [S) * 5) ~ 5) 

~ ~ ©> ~ 

stars 

¢ ~ • ~ 
<> ~ * ~ 
* (§EilliD 0 ~ 

* @illilR) * ~ 
* ~ * ~ 
* ~ ~ ~ 
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ti Cairo by categories (ANJ 

When Cairo is the selected font, all you have to do to gener
a te any of the pictures shown is hit the key(s) indicated. 

animals 

~m ~ [Shift@) 'C2J 0 ~ @) 

~ [[) *~ ~CJJ '* @) 

arrows .. tJ .. t;) ~ (8) 

"' [0] ... ~ 
art tools 

(J 0 
~·:: 

Q) l OJ ¥ G) 

buildings 

rliib . @ElTili) ill ~ lliilli . @Eill® 

.ITilll 
Ill 

~ @fiillTI) Ill 

~ [Shittl5) . Ill 

celestial objects 

.:o.=· 
·:·.-:·:· ~ (i ~ ~ 5J Q @ 

electrical S't_mbols 

* [g) 11• (ill Wv-® 4 ~ 

ever't_da't_ objects-bigger than }!_Our head 
(un less your head is very, very big) 

[ 0 

(f] @EillB 

~~ 
[), ~ 
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ever y_day_ objects-smaller than y_our head 
(unless your head is very, very small) 

t II) B ~ 

~ [j \? ~ 
@ [Option@), (Shj[fA) :B~ (ill 

food and d rink 

® LJ .9 [Shittl2:!) ~ 15) 

.IE QJJ ~ (9 ~ ~ 
fruits 

C) [Shift{ID 1$ ~ 
6 ~ ~ . @ili!D 

miscellaneous 

""""" @5illiJJ ~ 51 *-' [Shittl5) """"" """"" 
. 

~ @ElliiQ) Sf [ShittlY) + 00 

~ ~ r (R) ~~ 

musica l s't_mbols 

~ ~ ~ 
j EJ J (Shj[fA) 

parts of the bod y 

!!) [Q) <3 [ill 

• ... ~ • .. ill6illffi) 
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Qlants & Qarts of Qlants 

• IShittJI) f [S) ! ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ (SiilliiZJ 

w l§!1l!ib) ~ ~ .,. 
~ 

lf ~ 
things }:OU wear 

60 riD ~ ~ 0 ~ 
~~ § . (YJ 

transQortation 

~ @Elliill) ?OTo mElliJI) ~ 

~ . IShittiT) ~ (I) ~ I Shift I Option 0 

ti Carta by categories (AN/SA/JKJ 

Carta ($100) is a font of map-making symbols designed 
by Lynne Garell and published by Adobe. The list below 
groups the symbols into logical categories and tells you 
what they normally represent. 

arrows 

N ~ east arrow A north arrow CJJ 
N ~ southeast arrow 

north arrow Qj) + south arrow 
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I Shift I Option 15) 

!Optionl5) 

IOptionEJ) I ~ southwest arrow ~ 

t north arrow I Shift I Option EJ] ~ west arrow I Shift I Option (S) 
7J northeast arrow OJ " northwest arrow Qj) 
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buildingsl etc. 
..... 
ill!! bank @filli@ * police [O~tion~ 

t cemetery [Shift! O~tion liD Bl post office ~ 
~ church [ID [I[] prison I Shift I O~tion@] 

t:6 courthouse @) ruin t;) 

+ hospita l ~~~ i satel lite dish [O~tionEJ 

0 hospital 00 • school ~ 
~ landmark G) tl site I Shift I O~tion E;) 
,,/ 
-~- lighthouse EJ • skyline @) 

• mission ffihill® i synagogue ~ 
i mosque ~ ( telephone @EIT@ 
..... 

~ @) 18> museum [Option@ university 

• pagoda I Shift! Option (2] y windmil l @5lliE) 

cities and towns 
@ city ITl @ state capital I O~tion (ffi 
® national capital @Eill® 0 village ~I @liillill 
@ town @fiilllTI i:I county seat @liillill 

geometric shae.es Oargel 

v triangle ~ ..... filled triangle [Shift I O~lion 0* 

I fil led rectangle [Shift}O~tionl3) 0 diamond IE) 

T fil led triangle I Shift} Option@]* 0 square IIJ 
0 rectangle IIJ + filled diamond [Shift}O~tionlEJ 

[> triangle ~ • filled square [Shift I O~tion {5) 

• f il led rectangle [O~tionffi), 0 0 octagon ~ 

* System 7 on ly 
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0 rectangle (O~tionliJ 0 oval ~ 

• filled octagon ( O~lion [Q), (Y) • filled circle [Shift I O~tion ~ 

0 ci rcle [Q] ~ filled oval [Shift I O~tion IS) 

geometric shaees (sma/12 
6. triangle ~ • filled diamond ~ 
0 hexagon ~ 0 circle ~ ... fi lied triangle ~ + thin plus (ShiftiO~tion~ 

• fi lied hexagon ~ X thin cross ~ 
0 square ~ • small filled c ircle [Shift I O~tion ~ 

* star [I] • fi lied ci rcle (O~tion[S) 

• filled square ~ • large filled circle (Shift I O~tion [S) 

* half-fi lied star ~,[I] * inline star (Shift I O~tion)]) 
0 diamond ~ 

(System 6: (Shift I O~tion ill) 

0 * circle in star (Shift I O~tion@) 
star in circle [ffi (System 6: (Shift I O~tion)])) 

highwa'L signs 

CJ -0 
u 
II 
0 
e 
0 
e 

Interstate highway 

Interstate highway 

US highway 

US highway 

US highway 

California highway 

California highway 

county highway 

county highway 

CD 
(Shift I O~tion ~ 
(ill 

@!ill[Q) 

~~ @6illiTl (System 6: (Shift)O~tionLJ ) 

(Shift) O~tion ~ 

~~~ 
@5lliiD 

(Shift)O~tion(I) (System 7 o nly) 
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0 highway in national fo rest ~~~ 

II highway in national forest ~~~ 

0 highway on Indian reservation ~~~ 
(System 6: [Shift] Option@)} 

9 highway on Indian rese rvati on (Shift I Option 5) 

e Trans-Canada highway ~ 

0 Mexican highway (YJ 

I M exican highway [Shift I Option~ 

0 Mexican highway ~ • Mexican highway (Shift I Option 6) 

0 highway school sign (Shift I Option lYJ 
Ill highway school sign [Shift] OptionlR) 

~ highway RR c rossing [Shitt]Optionli) 

X highway RR c rossing ~, @Elli@) 

mining and industrial 
{j chemicals ~ ~ mine shaft ~ - [Option@) 'X' ~ ~ coal mining 

-<>- dry well [Shift]OptionQ ~ oil ~ 
Mill factory [Shift I Option EJ ~ oi l we ll ~ 
~ gas we ll (Shift] Option r!) X placer @ElliE) 

$ [Shift] Option ill] .. 
rad iation ~ gems ••• 

(System 6: [Shift I Option@)) 

& gold EJ ill refinery [Shift I Option EJ 
X gravel pit [OptionEJ $ uranium rm 
0 metals @illiE) .1..1. nuclear reactor (Shift I Option OJ 

(System 6: (Shift I Option ill]} 
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miscellaneous S'i_mbols 

+ airport, large ~ 
T airport, small ~ 
))= Amtrak (R) 

)( bridge [Shift I Option ffi) 

AA chi ldren crossing @hliTL) 
N 

W~ E 
s 

compass CSJ 

) dam ~ 
.Q hammer & sick le ~ 
6. handicapped ~ 
~ heliport [Shift I Option Q] 

• maple leaf ~ 
1\ pedestrian crossing 0 
~ port of entry ~ 

+ registration mark I Shift I Option IE) 

~~ sca le @EilliSJ 

H traffic I ight ~I @liillill 
-< tunnel ~ 
@) world @) 

outdoor recreation 

~ bicycle trai l ~ .J game preserve ([) 

"r bird refuge ~ J golf [Shift}OptionliJ 

~ boat ~ ~~ hiking @Eiill) 

~ boat launching [QffiJ () ho rse trail ~~~ 
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A campsite [ill !!. hostel (f) 

..... camps ite ~ ~ marina (BJ 
iJ - fire [Shift I Option I]J 1: pack station [Shift) Option@) 

~ fish hatchery ~ -1+ picnic area ~ 
1: ranger station [ill ~ ski ing 0 
! state park ~ * w inter sports ~ 
ll US Fire Service facility ~ 

surve}!)ng and land use 

8 benchmark 0 ~ gauging station ~ 
c:J boundary [Shift [J 8 lookout ~ 
8 control ~ @ lookout control (SiilltfJ 

warfare 

1.! aircraft carrier [Option c:;) 

~ battlefield ~ 
.il.-, battleship ~ -.1. castle IOptione;) 

b1 explosion, flat I Shift I Option c:;) 

~ explosion ~ 
explosion, filled [Sh!!f6) • explosion, filled [Shiiff9 

..J... fort I Shift I Option E) 

l ICBM ~ 
1 IRBM ~ ... military air base Q) 



soldier 

tank 

tanker 
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• non-Roman alphabets (AN/EFJ 

Another exciting aspect of fonts on the Mac is the ability 
to generate foreign-that is, non-Roman-alphabets, espe
cially since you can mix them in freely with regular text. 
(Roman alphabets-like the ones used for English, French 
and Spanish-have more or less the same characters as 
Latin does. Non-Roman alphabets-like the ones used for 
Greek, Russian, Hebrew, Japanese and Chinese-have 
different characters.) 

There's a wide variety of both bit-mapped and outline 
non-Roman fonts available-everything from common 
ones like Greek, Hebrew, katakana (Japanese phonetic 
characters) and Cyrillic (Russian, etc. ) right down to 
totally obscure ones like Linear B (an early form of Greek 
writing dating from around 1500 BC). Here's a short 
sample of it: 

!=:~A E A E A EA!Ws i~IM 1.\
3 

IT!/\ M A ~1.\
3 

A§ 
1!\~!. 1~1§ 1.\

3

hh~ ~ITil=:1 ~ ~~ ~~ 
One last note about non-Roman a lphabets: remember 

that genera ting the characters may be only ha lf the battle. 
For example, unless a Hebrew font comes with a word 
processor that lets you write from right to left. you'll h ave 
to type out the Hebrew text backwards (from left to right). 

• Symbol's Greek alphabet (SA/EF/JKJ 

The Symbol font that's built into virtually a ll PostScript 
laser printers has a complete Greek a lphabet- upper- and 
lowercase-plus a few extra script characters: 

487 

very good 
feature 
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name uppercase lowercase 

alpha A [Shitt0 a 0 
beta B [§Ej[(]) ~ [ID 

gamma [' ~ 'Y [ill 

delta ~ (Shill)J)) 8 [Q) 

epsi lon E [§E]!@ E ffiJ 
zeta z @illtlZJ s II) 

eta H [Shittffi) 1l ffi) 

theta e @illiTQ) e (9) 

iota I [§EilliJJ t OJ 
kappa K ~ K (RJ 

lambda A [§fiillill ').. [) 

mu M @ill[M) ll ~ 
nu N @!i!!!@ v IEl 
xi - @illtTX) ; 00 ...... 

omicron 0 [Shift@) 0 (Q) 

pi n @Eill® 1t ® 
rho p (§Eill® p [ffi 

sigma :E ~ (j [ID 

tau T @filliiTJ 't IT) 

upsi lon y ~ '\) (ill 

phi <I> @5lliill q, CEJ 
ch i X [Shift@] X @) 

psi \}1 ~ 'I' (YJ 

omega Q (Siillf1W) (i) ~ 
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scrie.t characters 

m omega (lowercase) [2) 

q> phi (lowercase) Q) 

<; sigma (lowercase) [Shift~ 

i} theta (lowercase) @E!illJ 

y upsi lon {uppercase) I Shift I O~tion 5J 

41 Symbol's symbols (SA/EF/JKJ 

Besides the Greek alphabet shown in the last entry, the 
Symbol font contains arrows, card suit symbols, a wealth 
of mathematical and scientific symbols, and pieces of 
brackets and braces you can use to surround multiple 
lines of numbers in formulas. (When scientific symbols 
are also Greek letters, like L and n, we haven't repeated 
them below.) 

arrows 

H [ O~tion J.ID, I S~acebar I 
f-- ~~ [S~acebarl 

i [ O~tion e;) 

~~ 

J, @ill!1 Option@ 

card suits 

-'- I O~tion I]) 

¥ [Option@ 

<=> [Shift I Option~ 

<= [Shift} O~tion 15) 

11 I Shift I Option [9 

=> [Shift I O~tion f5) 

u I Shift I O~tion 6) 

+ I O~tion [ffi 
• [Option~ 

mathematical & scientific symbols 

oo infinity 

f derivative 

oc proportional 

~ 

~ 
[O~tionJM) 

489 
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a partial differential [Option@ 

~ less than or equal [Optionl3) 

~ greater than or equal [Option E) 

"# not equal [Option (E) 

- identical [Option)]) 

::::: approx. equal ~ 
® circle multip ly [OptioniiJ 

Ef) ci rcle plus ~ 
0 empty set [OptioniTJ 

(") intersection ~ 
u union I Shift I Option 15) 

:::::> proper superset ~ 
:::::> reflexive superset I Option I Spacebar) 

ct. not subset [Option[], [ShittiKJ 

c proper subset I Option ill), (Sfill[AJ 

c refl exive subset ~,@5ill@ 

E element [Shift} Option@ 

e not element ~ 
L angle ~ 
'V grad ient I Shift} Option EJ 
-v rad ica l [Optionri) 

-, logical not ~,(i) 

1\ logica l and ~,[ShiftJ]) 

v logical or [Shift J Option [S) 

I, summation [Option[D, [Shift0 
(it's larger than the regular capital sigma) 
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brackets and braces (Qieces2 
( integral, top I Option [0, @!illillD 

I integral, center I Option L), @!illillD 

J integral, bottom I Shift I Option I]) 

( left parens, top ~~~ 

I left parens, middle @illD Option II) 

l left parens, bottom (Option@],~ 

l right parens, top I Shift I Option [0 
( IShiftfOption@ in System 6) 

right parens, middle I Shift I Option ill) 
( IShiftiOption@) in System 6) 

) righ t parens, bottom I Shift I Option EJ 
r left brace, top I Shift I Option ill 
i left brace, middle ~,[§Eill]] 

I left brace, extension I Shift I Option QJ 
l lef~ brace, bottom I Shift I Option (8J 

l right brace, top IShift)Optionli) (System 7 on ly) 

r right brace, middle IShift)Option@) (System 7 only) 

J right brace, bottom IShiftiOption@ (System 7 on ly) 

I left bracket, top ~~~ 

I left bracket, middle I Shift I Option I]) 

L left bracket, bottom I Shift I Option@) 

l right bracket, top I Shift I Option EJ 
I right bracket, middle IOption(8J 

J right bracket, bottom ~ 
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A bit-mappedfont sampler 

ti Apple's bit-mappedfonts (AN/EF'/ JKJ 

As of this writing, fifteen bit-mapped fonts come with 
System 7. Chicago, Geneva, Monaco and New York are 
discussed in the first entry in the next section and 
Courier , Helvetica, Palatino, Symbol and Times in the 
second entry. The pictorial font Cairo is displayed by 
category in the previous section (along with Symbol). The 
remaining five fonts are shown below: 

Rthens (all early mac fonts were 
named after cities) is a square, sturdy 
workhorse of a font-good for big, bold 
i terns like headlines or ti ties. It's only 
available in 18-poin t, which is what's 
shown here. 

~on~ ott ts a f tnt txamplt of black
lttttt ot gotf)tc 1ttttttng, pttfttt 
fot tttttftcatts, tttbJspaptt batttttts 
au~ sucb. lf t also comts only tu tbts 
t s -potut st~t. 

Los Ange les is a casual handwriting font, great 
for dashing off an informolno te. This is 12-point; 

it a/so comes in 24-point. 
A£thoU9h it's been aro-und since the 

Mac was first introducecC. , Venice has 
withstood the test of time. 'Lt's a (ovcly 
script font that still appears on many 
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invita-tions ancL menus . Apple only 
supplies it in this 14- point size, but see 
tfuZ, entry on Wor(c{, r:lass Fonts befow . 

Arthur can't ll ook at thiS font 
(which iS ca nned s an [f ranciSco-
what e llSe?) without re-expe
riencing the pS1Jchede ll ic ruSh 
he fe ll t when he firSt Saw it On 
the Screen of hiS l88K Mac back 
in earll 1J 1984 (in the bneak da13S 
of CP/M and MS UOS, wh e n 
computerS mere about aS excit
ing aS a tank b13 He nr1J KiSSinger). 

A not of grave warningS mere 
iSSued back then about not uSing 
thiS ''ranSom note '' font for buSi
neSS nett erS- aS if moSt Mac uSerS 
had IQS down in the room-
temperatur e range . We lln , 1JOU 
Shoun dn 't uSe san l? ranciSco for 
1JOUr wi llll, either- but that 
doeSn't me an 1JOU Shou n d never 

very good 
feat ure 
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£,~ 
't::,~gain 

very good 
f eature 

very good 
f eature 

uSe it. Remember the l?irSt 
[ommandment: IhiS iS the Mac. 
It'S SuppoSed to be fun. 

Ihere'S allSo a Iruei1)Pe 
verSion of San l?ranciSco (allll 
right!); See the entr1} calllled 
free out§ine fontS toward the 
end of the nex t Section. 
ti Fluent Fonts (ANJ 

Casady & Green e's 66 bit-mapped Fluen t Fonts come on 
a two-dis k set tha t costs $50. In a ddition to fonts of 
architectural, astronomical, astrological, biological, chem
ical, electronic , m athematical. m eteorological and even a 
few yachting symbols (and Hacker, m entioned in the key
caps en try above), it includes some of the most useful and 
beautiful bit-mapped typefaces I've seen . My person a l 
favorites a re: 

NdrJic. l~r..'t t~i~ :a bE:auty'? I cdurJ 
rddl< :at it ;aH J:ay. I 1-.d~E CJ~Jd)l & 
GrEEt..E MJKE! ;a TruET)I~E tJr f>tJ!t~cri~ t 
vEr~itJr.. tJf it, t d ~Et riJ df tf..E~E j:a~~iE~. 

Oblique is another font I never 
tire of. Here again, think how 
gorgeous it would be in a TYue
Type oY PostScript veYsion, with
out the jaggies. 
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Last but not least, theYe's ... 

• World Class Fonts (ANJ 

Dubl-Click Software puts out a series ofbit-mapped fonts 
that boggle the mind and dazzle the eye. They go by the 
name of World Class Fonts; there are four three-disk 
volumes, each of which only costs $90-about $1 a font! 

World Class Fonts gives you Ve-nice. in 12-point 

and 24-point<tosuppCement 
the 14-point version Appl£, suppLies). You 
also get several foreign alphabets (Greek, Hebrew, Japan
ese and Russian) and a vast quantity of unique special 
characters that are hard to find elsewhere. 

Other fonts give you chess pieces (a black set and a 
white set), postal labels, religious symbols (34 differ
ent crosses, among much else). architectural symbols 
and border designs. There's also Manhattan, described 
in the key-caps entry above. 

!Hollywood gives you what 
must be the ultimate 1n 

characters-not special 

very good 
feature 
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merely~~~ andY~ but also 
~ • "you know the tlollywood sign 
that stands in the tlollywood hills'? I don't 
think the Christ of the Andes ever blessed 
so many ills. 11 (A little something for you 
Uory IPrevin fans.) ltiollywood is based on 
the classic )()'s font 13roadway. 

There are dozens of other useful and interesting fonts 
and, as if all that weren't enough, you get some great 
utilities with the disk. (See the entries on BigCaps and 
Font Charter in the font utilities section below.) The 
manual is terrific, the selection is astounding and the 
value is incredible. 

• afree bit-mappedfont (ANJ 

There are lots oF public
domain bit-mopped Fonts 
oYoilable, but m~ FaYorite 
is Santa Monica, designed 
b~ Paul XoF Fman . As ~ou 

con see , i t s __just abou t 
the widest Font ~oull eYer 
Find C this is __just 12-
point, belieYe it or not] , 
which makes it a little 
hard to use , but I loYe t h e 
wa~ it looks . Cit ma~ be a 
1 itt 1 e hard to Find, so 
we'll post it on the Macin
tosh Bible/ Peochpit Forum 
on America Online . J 
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An outline font sampler 

ti Apple's basicfour fonts (AN/EF/ JKJ 

There are three fonts the Mac needs to have in the System 
file in order to run-Chicago, Geneva and Monaco. New 
York isn't required by the System. but we've included it 
in this entry as well, because it's also been around right 
from the beginning. 

Originally bit-maps. these four fonts are now also avail
able in TrueType format. The TrueType versions, created 
by veteran type designers Charles Bigelow (who did the 
original bit-mapped versions) and Kris Holmes. look great 
at any size, both on the screen and when printed. 

Geneva, the font normally used for file and folder 
names on the desktop, started out as a bit-mapped 
version of the classic sans-serif typeface Helvetica. It's 
called Geneva because Helvetica was designed in Switzer
land. Helvetica gets its name from the official name for 
Switzerland, Confoederatio Helvetica, "the Swiss Confed
eration" (which is why the international license plate tag 
for Switzerland is CH). 

The Swiss use a Latin name to describe their country 
so as not to favor any of their four official languages
German, French, Italian and Romansch-over the others. 
Helvetica comes from the name of a Celtic people, the 
Helvetii, who inhabited Switzerland during the time of 
Julius Caesar. I don't know how they came by their name, 
but tell me-what other computer book gives you trivia 
of this depth? 

The True Type version of Geneva (which is what you're 
reading here) has branched off from Helvetica; Bigelow 
and Holmes began with the bit-mapped font and designed 
something entirely different [and, in my book, twice as 
pretty-AN]. 
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You look: at Chicago so often on menus, in the 
titles of windows and in dialog boHes, that it's 
easy to forget how gorgeous it is. (That's only 
fitting, since it's named after the Garden City, 
where uirtually all the streets are tree-lined and 
where the lalcefront, fringed with paries and 
beaches, stretches for thirty miles.) 

Created by Bigelow specifically for use on the 
Mac, Chicago is probably the most beautiful and 
functional bit-mapped font euer designed. To get 
that much style out of 72 dots per inch is an incred
ible accomplishment. Fortunately, TrueType Chicago 
has kept the original's distinctiue look, while doing 
away with the jaggies. 

Monaco was Apple's original monospaced font. 
Holmes' TrueType version of it (which is what 
you're reading here) is infinitely more attrac
tive than the bit mapped version . One problem 
remains, however: m's and w's look like blobs 
on the screen when balded at small sizes (this 
is hard to avoid in a monospaced font). 

New York was the Mac's original serif font, created 
to complement the sans-serif Geneva. Bigelow and 
Holmes radically redesigned it in creating the True
Type version. 

Bigelow said they wanted the new New York to show 
"the sophistication, the confidence, the style and 
braggadocio that is associated with the Big Apple 
itself-the big-time, glittery, urban excitement of 
Broadway, Fifth Avenue and the hot spots of the 
metropolis." (Good grief!) True Type New York's large 
x-height and lively variation in line width do just 
that, making it a classy alternative to the sedate Times, 
on which it was originally based. 
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tl Apple's PostScriptfonts (ANJ 

Most PostScript laser printers-including every Laser
Writer but the very first model-come with the following 
eleven fonts (or, to be precise, font families) built in: 

Times is the standard, boring serif typeface. Look at how much 
smaller it is than Helvetica at the same point size (11-point). 

Helvetica is the standard, boring sans serif typeface. Look 
at how much bigger it is than Times at the same size (11-point). 

Courier is an excellent choice if you want to 
make your laser printer look l ike a typewriter 
(what were these p eople th.inking of?). 

L\jf~~OA-that is, Symbol-supplements the other 
fonts by supplying symbols to them (although you can also 
get some great stuff by using it directly, as shown in the 
Symbolic and pictorial fonts section above). 

As you can see, Avant Garde lives up 
to its name, even though it's been 
around for a while. Look at that cap A
so simple, yet so perfectly proportioned. 

Bookman, the main font this book is set in, was designed 
by the master type craftsman Ed Benguiat (there's more 
about him below, when we talk about the font that bears 
his name). I particularly love Bookman's bold italics in 
large sizes (check out any chapter title or section head in 
this book). Here's what Erfert has to say about it: Book
man is an attractive, sturdy, unassuming typeface. It 
doesn't call attention to itself, but goes about the business 
of being legible. [God, Erfert, it's not that dulL-AN] 

Bookman reminds me of those pretty, good-natured, 
slightly plump actresses in '40s movies (invariably secre
taries, girl reporters or the like) who always ended up as 
the lead[ng man's pal. wh£le hefellfor some exotic number 
like Mary Astor: !Or, better yet, Sigrid Gurie, "The Siren 
of the Fjords. "-AN] 

\~ 

J~ 
gossip/ 
trivia 
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Adobe offers Bookman in light, light italic, demi and 
demi italic (the versions included with many laser print
ers), as well as medium, medium italic, bold and bold 
italic. The Font Company also offers several styles and 
weights of Bookman, which are described later in this 
chapter.-EF 

I print out my address book and phone list in Helvetica Narrow, because 
you can squeeze so much onto a line with it. It really comes in handy for a 
lot of purposes. 

New Century Schoolbook is stolid, sturdy and eminently 
legible. But why am I talking about it? Like the rest of us, 
you stared at it until you were cross-eyed when you were a 
kid at school- unless, of course, you grew up in some other 
country, looking at some foreign typeface, and are probably 
now a Communist as a result. No danger of that with New 
Century Schoolbook-it's ideologically pure. 

Classy, elegant, readable, luscious to Look at, Palatine was 
designed by a titan of 20th-century typography, Hermann Zapf 
(1918- ). If you're wondering where the name comes from, look 
up palatine and the Palatinate in a good dictionary (even I can' t 
justify the kind of digression that would take us on). 

Jils its name impCies, Z apf Cliancery 1UQS afso acsigneti 6y J{ermann Zapf 

9{sltice ft.ow sma{{ Zapf CftanceTlj is for its size {tliis is 11-point). It afs 0 

wor~ we[[ as a tfisp[ay font. Y'Lntf it lias a great 
ampersancf.-. -&. On{y one cutting of Z apf CftanceTl) comes witft. 

Laser'Writers- meaium italic, 6ut you can order otfter Stlj[es ana weigfits from 

Jftio6e or 'Bitstream. 

Zapf Dingbats is a pictorial font composed entirely of 
dingbats (typographical ornaments). It's d isplayed, orga
nized by categories, in the Symbolic an~ pictorial fonts 
section above. 
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tJITC (AN) 

The ITC you see before the names of various fonts stands 
for the International Typeface Corporation of New York 
City. a powerful force for excellence and innovation in 
typography. They've been responsible for many beautiful 
new fonts and for tasteful redesigns of classic fonts like 
Garamond as well. Part of their agreement when they 
license a typeface is that their initials be shown as part 
of the name. 

tJ Adobe fonts (AN) 

Adobe is the company that developed PostScript, so it's 
not surprising that they were also the first to publish 
PostScript fonts. Their library now contains hundreds of 
fonts, including the ones this book is set in (lTC Bookman, 
with tables and headers in Optima). They range in price 
from $90 for some individual cuttings to $370 for some 
font families. 

The first Adobe font I'll describe is the beautiful Benguiat. 

IT'S OFTEN USED FOR BOOK TITLES 
(THE CAP A, BAND Q ARE REALLY 
BEAUTIFUL, AS YOU CAN SEE),BUT 
for all its sensuous lushness, it's also an extremely read
able font. (The first three editions of The Macintosh Bible 
were set in Benguiat.) 

Benguiat is named after the man who created it, Ed 
Benguiat (BENa-gat), who is certainly one of the greatest 
type designers who's ever lived. (I love names, so I took 
the trouble to find out that his is Spanish, originally from 
Cordoba. Actually, going further back, it's Moorish, ben 
meaning son ofin Arabic.) 

Anyway, Ed Benguiat, who was born in 1927, is respon
sible for more than five hundred typefaces, including clas
sics like Bookman, Souvenir, Korinna, Tiffany and Charisma. 
In addition to being a designer and a vice-president at lTC, 

very good 
feature 

very good 
feature 

)~ 
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trivia 
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he's a pilot and a jazz drummer who's played with Stan 
Kenton and Woody Herman. 

Adobe's version of Benguiat-of Benguiat Book, to be 
precise-is fine as far as it goes, but that isn't far enough. 
No italic or italic bold is provided, so when you use these 
styles they're created algorithmically (calculated by the 
computer, rather than designed by a human being). That's 
a pity, because real Benguiat italic is beautiful. 

(But don't despair. Bitstream offers Benguiat in twelve 
cuttings: book, book italic, book bold, book bold italic, 
medium, medium i talic, condensed, condensed italic, 
condensed bold, condensed bold italic, condensed medium 
and condensed medium italic.) 

Another Adobe offering is Korinna, a beautiful redesign 
by Ed Benguiat of a turn-of-the-century typeface. It has the 
sensual grace that marks all his fonts-not to mention a 
really great capital U and lowercase italic f. It's also very read
able and big for its size (this is 11-point). Here's how it looks 
in bold, italic and bold italic. 

Adobe also offers Benguiat's Souvenir (in Light and Demibold). 
I once wrote a book for kids that was set in Souvenir and it worked 
great. It has an informal feel but, at the same time, it's elegant. 
Here's how it looks in bold, italic and bold italic. 

If there's a prettier sans serif typeface than Optima, I've never 
seen it. (No wonder, since it was designed by Hermann Zapf.) 
Why anyone wou ld ever use Helvetica when they could use 
Optima is something I'll never understand. 

Optima is a small fon t in a given size (11-point, in this case). 

IT'S A GREAT DISPLAY FACE TOO, AND 
LOOKS EVEN BETTER AT THE HIGHER 
RESOLUTION YOU GET FROM AN 
IMAGES ETTER. 
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Cooper Black is one of my 
favorite display faces. I think 
Cooper looJrs even better in italie. 
You ean 't make Cooper bold, 
beeause it's already blaek, whieh 
is bolder than bold. 

Futura extra bold is terrific 
for titling and headlines. If 
looks good in oblique too. 

Belwe is a classy, ornate font you 
might use to complain to the lord of 
the manor about the predatory new 
crop levies-SOMETHING YOU WOULDN'T WANT 
TO DO WITH lTC MACHINE, AN ALL-CAPS FONT WITH 
A MARKEDLY DIFFERENT FEEL. IT'S GREAT FOR 
HEADLINES, IF YOU KNOW WHEN TO USE IT (AND 
WHEN NOT TO). 

LITHOS IS AN ALL-CAPS FONT 
THAT SIMULATES GREEK WRITING. 
THIS BEAUTY COMES IN A VARI
ETY OF WEIGHTS, FROM EXTRA 
LIGHT AND LIGHTTO BOLD AND 
BLACK! 

503 
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LITHOS HAS SOME PROBLEMS
IT LACKS ITALICS AND BASIC 
CHARACTERS LIKE#,+ AND 
FOREIGN ACCENTS-BUT I 
REALLY LOVE IT AND US ED TO USE 
IT A LOT-UNTIL EVERYONE ELSE 
STARTED USING IT A LOT TOO. 

As long as we're in Europe, 
let's look at Aachen (AH-khen) 
bold. It's named after thl! city in 
western Germany (near the 
borders of Belgium and the 
Netherlands) that was the impe
rial capital of Charlemagne (or 
Big Charlie, as we used to call 
him around the palace school). 

Skipping over the Alps, we come to an 
even prettier Adobe font-Italia. Aren't 
those diagonal serifs great? Look at that 
lowercase if Lucida Sans is another 
beautifu I font. Here it is in bold, 
italic and bold italic. 

Goudy Heavyface is terrific for 
headlines, especilJIIy in itlllic, but 
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these fonts are all so ordinary! 
HErtE~S Ui'I\BRJ.~ FOR 'J'IHE~I YOU REJ.\!.!.Y 
'J'IJ.\~rf'fO i'I\J.\KE ;.\~1 th\PRESStO~I U~l 
EVERY SE~ISE OF 'THE 'I'IORDJ~ 

Dom Casual is ••• well •.• casual, but it's also really 
beautiful. I use it for the list of phone calls I have 
to make each day, and never get tired of looking 
at it (I get tired of the phone calls, but that's another 
story). Dom Casual has everything you need
italics, bold, special characters like #, etc. 

Last but certainly not least is P'1l'nold 
llocklin (or l)oecklin. lor you consci
entious umlaut reiusers). a sinuous 
and sensuous ffrt Rouveau iont. 
• Agfafonts (EFJ 

What was once Compugraphic is now the Agfa Division 
of Miles Inc. Agfa offers PostScript and TrueType fonts, 
both on floppy disks (at prices similar to Adobe's) and on 
a CD. The CD contains 1900 cuttings, including the 1100 
in Adobe's library, as well as Agfa's own fonts. You can 
use all the screen fonts on the CD, but the printer fonts 
are locked until you pay $50 per cutting for an access code 
to unlock them (the CD itself is free with your first order) . 

The CD also includes a HyperCard stack called The Art 
ojTypography that illustrates bas ic typographic concepts 
like character. word and line spacing. It's an interactive 
tutorial that lets you click a button to see word spacing 

very good 
feature 
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or leading change, for example. It's a great way for begin
ners to learn about type. 

This elegant text font is called Perpetua. 
Designed by Monotype, it's also sold by Agfa, 
Adobe and other type vendors. (By the way, did 
you know that Miles Inc., which owns Agfa, 
also makes Flintstones vitamins? They've never 
explained to my satisfaction why Betty Rubble 
wasn't included in the vitamins- } suspect some 
sort of conspiracy. At least the Agfa Division 
doesn't seem to have left any important char
acters out of its fonts.) 

ViJigcth. iJ ~ wil~-t~~king f~t 
t-~-m.inife!~nt ~f itJ n~-m.~J~k~J, th.~ 
w~Jt~t-n q~h.J ( q~f'"'Hi.~nif! ~~,.~~ri~nf 
wh.~ cv~f'Nn. th.~ R~ E.-m.pit-~ in th.~ 
~~t-l)!_ CkriJfun ~H). FM J~ f'~~J~, 
r~ ~,.~ty ~v~r- Tt.~~,. ~~~t th.~ o1tt-~
g~h.J, th.~ ~~Jt~f'n q~h.J; th.~y_'t-~ ~ 
r~~t~ jnu.~~~~ ~r kiJt.My-m.Ke!h.tik~ 
pcCf" B~uy F..K~~r~. (y ~ 1~~, Anh.u.t
iJn't th.~ ~t y ~ wh.~ f!~n intf'~~U.f!~ 
mn~ ti~~itJ int~ kiJ f~t J~-m.rl~J.) 
[N~, ~rr~r-~ntly ~. An~, t~ t~(t 
th.~ tt-u.tk.., 1 ~'t f'~~tt y ~ppt-~e!Ut~ th.~ 
f!~r~titi~. un~~Jy li~! th.~ h.~~~ 
th.~t w~~f'! ~ f!f'~.-AN] 
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ti Richard Beatty'sfonts (EFJ 

Richard Beatty has designed dozens of text, display, picto
rial and border fonts, in both PostScript and TrueType 
formats. Sold through the FontShop and other vendors, 
they're available in either the standard keyboard layout 
or his XT layout. which replaces seldom-used (Shitt]optionlchar
acters with small caps, inferior and superior numerals (little 
numbers that go above and below the line, as in H20), liga
tures (like fi and f1) and other special characters. Here are 
a couple of samples: 

~e8tt~:i® delightfC:JI ~pir><:Il f0Bt i®. <:I@ 
he pC:1~ it. gr>e<:It f0r> the 0~~<:I@i0B81 
Wi~t0r>iGB lGf>Q. 

t-f i ;> G r' e e + i n g;:; ton+ i ;> b a;> e d on 
Greefing Monofone, de;:;igned tn 
1927 by Morr'i;:; Benfon. 
ti Bitstreamfonts tANJ 

With hundreds of cuttings so far, Bitstream is one of the 
major suppliers of Mac fonts. [They also offer dozens of 
TrueTypejonts and are developing more. Their prices start 
at $80 for a collection of 20 text fonts and 20 decorative 
fonts. By the time you read this, all their fonts should be 
in either TrueType or PostScript Type 1 format. -EF I JK] 

ill n tf~~l?®ffi!W wmfu1Hi~Du®~ lWffiOU~ 
~®n~JJutf~ ®IT ©®®JP®l?£) ITl?®[][lj) Dn~Du~ ~® 
Lbilru@fuo 1fJJun~ n~ l1lJu®nl? ©®®JP®l? fuDru@fu 
®®~Dnou®o W ouiT®~ODOUffil1®D~9 ~®® @ffiOU 9~ 

very good 
feature 

~ 
~: 

.1:1 h' tzngs 
to come 
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ooo rufu.® n~ n~ruillJ@ 8 ~Du ru~\)&3 ~®® lbru@J \) 
fu@@ffiGD&3® lJ il®'Y® ©®®lJ)®!? nm lJ~@o ~liDDil\) 
~n&3 n~ ruw~mDD~ mn@® nm~~ ru~ n~ D&3o 

BitstJreaJrn also publishe s sixteen 

versions of Caslon. Given Jrny terror of 

tlb.e ordrnacy7 li r e(_[UesteJ Caslon O pen

face Engr avers 
7 

0 lJstyle 7 tlb.e m ost 

exotic of t lb.em.. lisn
7 t iit gorgeous? 

Then thet•e's Poster Bodoni. I 
don't like Bodoni mueh in most 
weights, but I love this one. 

This pa ragraph is in Amerigo (named, like America , after the 
explorer Ameri go Vespucci) . It a lso co mes in m e dium a nd 
b o ld, but d o n 't t ry to b o ld t h em-it messes up th e 
lette r sp ac ing . This is, of course , a bug. When a fo nt style can't 
be bo lded , it still shouldn't print out wit h funny spacing, and many 
font styles that can't be bolded-Adobe's Hobo or Cooper Black, fo r 
example-do show up as bold on the screen but appear in their normal 
weight-with co rrect letterspacing-on paper. 

Still, this is a bug that's easy to get around. If you get funny spac
ing in a Bitstream fo nt, ass ume you' re trying to bo ld a style of the 
font that can't be bo lded . 

Finally, there's Life. (Where would we be without it? ) I'm not 
sure what the mystery of Life is. Could it be tha t it comes in italic, 
bold and bold italic? No, that' s too ordinary to be a mystery . 
In any case, don ' t you thin k thi s gorgeous font deserves better than 
these wretched, half-witted puns of mine? 

One final n ote about Bitstream fon ts : Some of their 
printer font files have the same nam es as Adobe's , even 
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though their names on the font menu are different. So if 
you're using both Bitstream's and Adobe's versions of a 
font (which may be unlikely, unless you're writing a chap
ter like this), make sure to put them in different folders. 
If you don't, the second one you drag into the folder will 
replace the first. 

• Casady & Greene fonts (ANJ 

Casady & Greene offers some really beautiful outline 
fonts. Here are a few from the 81-cutting Fluent Laser Fonts 
Library ($180 list), a collection of PostScript and True
Type fonts: 

MONTEREY is AN AdApTATiON of A clASSiC fACE 

cALlEd PEiqNoT (pAiN-YOH). IsN'T iT EXQuisiTE? I 

usE iT iN MY LmERHEAd. ThERE's Also A MoNTEREY 

MEdiuM (sliqJ·nl y HEAViER ANd widER) ANd you 

CAN MAkE EiTHER THE REGUlAR fONT OR THE MEdiuM 

bold (bUT TJiE TWO look TkE SAME). HERE's 

1-tow iT Looks iN ITALic. 

One of my fa..vori'Ce Ca.sa..d.y & Cjreene 

fon'Cs is borova..r. 1sn'-c i-c ':Jor9eous? 'J=or 
yea..rs 1 used t-z:- for nores or memos, a.nd 

somerimes found myself rrytn':J -z:-o L:"hink 

of wha..r else 1 could wri-z:-e, ju.sL so 1 could 

keep Looktn':J a..-z:- -chis fonr. 

Another favorite of mine is Qazelle. It's 
got a great lowercase 0 (which ooesn't 00 a 

509 
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lot for rea~abilitu. however). Qazelle reallu 
looks ~ramatic on the page. rftere's how it 
looks in ho~. lt:t:t!lc t:tn~ I11J~ iC4lic. 

Cttasaoy & (in~ene also 4as an ®Io Jfnglis4 (or 
"black leiter") font calleo (iregorian. lou may 
remember it from Qr4e Qren Cttommanoments m t4e 
beginning of t4e booh. 

A.no-cheR med1evo.( Fon-c OF -che1Rs 1s 1\.e((s. 
1-c's who.r 's co.((ed o.n unc10.( (UN-chud Fonr
-cho.-c 1s, 1r Resemb(es -che (e-c-ceRlng used 1n 
lRlSh O.nd eng(lSh mO.nUSCRlp'LS dURlng t:he 
0J1dd(e Ages. 

As you can se-e-, Gatsby Light is an e-le-gant 
face- ide-a ll y suite-d fo r a fancy invitation or a~ 
ad for a store- that se-lls e-xpe-nsive- wome-n s 
cloth ing. Dut it's some- time-s ni ce- to worl 
against the- grain of a font, so I thi nl it might 
be- fun to use- th is for, say, a boxin_g poste-r, 
or an ad for a de-mol ition de-rby. O f course
no one- would comr: but that's the- price- you 
have- to pay for mabng art. (It also com~s 
in a d~mibold w~ight.) 

Severa l Casady & Greene fonts a ren't in the Fluent 
Laser Fonts Libra ry; th ey're s old separately a t $70- $140 
per volume: 
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Hobo is one of my favorite fonts, but 
Adobe's Hobo can't be bolded. Casady & 
Greene's version of Hobo, called Harlequin, 
comes in a bold and an extra-bold 
cutting. (I wonder why I like these heavy 
weights so much. Is it because I'm bold 
m'self, or because I'm reall' a sh, 
little mouse who wants to be bold?) 

ygu ~iln ii1Sg !:i~t. s~v~rii1 t.urn-gf
t.h~-~~nt.ury fgnt.s Cit.'s iilmgst. t.im~ 
fgr t.h~m il!;iilin). My fi~Vgrit.~ is t.his 
gn~, Mgulin ~g'-'!:i~, but there's also 
!Jonnard (named, .!) assume, after the 
painter) and 6pOQUe (after Ell Delle epoque, "ffte 
fieaufiful epocft" -a rrencft name for ffte first years of 
ffiis century). 

'(here's also a font called t:rou~ 
bador that has great decorative 
1n1t1al caps (provided as a sepa~ 
ra-ce compan1on font): 

IJiJififl~~ 
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uerggood 
feature 

a Castle Systems fonts (EFJ 

Jason Castle has created what I think are some ofthe best 
display fonts available for the Mac, at $80 per cutting ($30 
for additional ones in the same family). His fonts are 
available in both PostScript and TrueType formats, but 
they don't all contain the full character set, since many 
are intended just for titles or headlines. 

Metropolis Bold is Lased on 
a 1930s font Ly W. s~la~erdt
ner. It's one of .ny all-ti.ne 
fa..,orite Ma~intosL fonts. 

GOU:I>Y STOUT IS A REVIVAL 
OF A FLAYFUL :I>ISFLAY FA~E 
:llY THE WELL .. KNOWN TYFE 
:I>ESIGNER F:R.E:I>ERI~ GOU:I>Y. I 
ESFE~IALLY LIKE THE A, 
WHI~H AFFEARS TO :llE 
TAKING A LITTLE STROLL. 

a Electric Typographer fonts (EF) 

Electric Typographer Judith Sutcliffe started out as a 
calligrapher, then discovered the Mac and began crafting 
digital (computerized) fonts. She offers several PostScript 
fonts in calligraphic and handwriting styles at $80 each, 
including the two shown here. 

Abelard is based on sixteenth,.. 
century Letterins [even thoush poor 
Abelard himself was twelfth,..centur£)-
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Anl anb Jlo'-tr~sh £s an ete_9ant catt£_9r~h£c 
Jont that can abb _panache to any boc'-tment. 
ti Font Company fonts (ANJ 

Although Adobe was for many years the largest supplier 
of PostScript fonts, that honor now goes to the Font 
Company of Scottsdale AZ which offers over 1700! cuttings 
(that is, typeface-style combinations). Prices range from 
$50 for a single cutting to $170 for a family of four 
cuttings. Needless to say, there are a lot worth mention
ing in there, including one of my very favorites: 

Nicl1.olas Cochin (pronounced nee,...koh-fah 
koh,...SHAN~ with a nasal n as in bon} is named 

after-stop waving your hand, I' 11 call on you 

in a minute-its creator, an 18th-century French 

designer, engraver, painter and writer with 

more than 1500 worl\.s of art to his credit. 

Cochin (the font, not the 1nan) rese1nbles the 

writing on ancient maps. Poetry looks wonder

ful printed in it (and 1ny poetry needs all the 

help it can get). 

Almost as elegant as Cochin is Golden, which 
was designed by the 19th,.century British poly"' 
math William Morris. (Isn't that hyphen 
great? It makes me just want to hy"'Phen,.ate like 
cr~zy.) Golden comes in two other weights: 
bold and black (this is plain) . 

~~ j '1 
gossip/ 
trivia 

very good 
feature 

very good 
feature 
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WILLIAM MORRIS ALSO DeSIGNeD THIS 

BeAUTIFUL ALL-CAPS FONT CALLeD LIBeRTY 

FOR THe LONDON DePARTMeNT STORe OF 

THe SAM€ NAMe. 

T NIS SMftLL CftPS fOnT IS CftllfD PLftZft (ftfTfR TNf NOTfl, 
I ftSSUMf) . fts IOU Cftn Sft I( S VfRI TN In, Tftll ftnD 
nftRRow-rxcrPT fORTNr o·s. O oooN! 

I Ilea'' liB ill il le,,l,n,,li &l'iJi&a,,ll in 
'b' IQi, 1111' lill illr' iall a le' el i' ea 
lii,,fi lta&l\ ,A,Be ''' 'bii liB' caall 'b' 
lmaJ' Cllllt'i Am,lia) an' wb•n 'b' IQi 
&em• lia&li, '&11'11 li• ,,,.,,, 

:this lush lollapolooza of a font is 
called eaandiee.l/t has swash eaps 
to die for: "' a , IIi w v w g( 
11 g lf( s 1M II(., f1S st 41 w rr '~~ 
'V'W I'" z. 
llii~ w~ ~~~ Wl~~iij i~~$ ~iiiey i@ ~ 

~~@~~ W~i~ ~liWJii~~i. ~ iii~ i~~~ j@~ 
~~ii~~~ i@ Wliii'J i~iilii@~i, $@ i~~,~~~ 
iii~~ m~ ~~ri@iii~J. ~i~i ti~i@ j@@~ j@~ 
il i@""~@ ~~$i ij J@ii il@ii 9i ~~ti~~J Wliiii 
i@ -~i ai ~@i ~@ii~. 
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tl FontHaus fonts (EFJ 

FontHaus is one of my favorite sources for high-quality, 
innovative design s. They offer hundreds of PostScript 
fonts licensed from major foundries like Adobe, Bitstream, 
Linotype and Monotype, as well as smaller ones like 
LetterPerfect and Castle Systems. Among these are many 
that you won't find anywhere else. 

IN lQQl, lTC ~~LUHtP ~NN~ ~~ P~~T 0~ T~tl~ TVPOG~~P~IC~ 
~~It~ . T~l~ POPUL~~ +ONT W~~ Pt~IGNtP ~V P~NIU PU~YIN ~HP 
COffiPUT~IZtD ~V U~N~+H~~t Dt~IGN HUDim IN Gt~ffi~NV. 

6118 IM lfifil, ITI 118VCHT 8111 
IEEIIIMEEI. IMI~IIE• IY A61a 
1181HEII' A8VIE ~81TEII (4M• 
8THEII), IEEIIMEEI WM •EIICME• 
IY •AVI• F61EY 4M•teAeVTEIIZE• 
IY EIIMEI+FI.IE. 

KIC' s Mona lisa Recul ts baseJ on a 1930s 

fonl by Al~erl Auspmrg. h was reJeslgneJ by 
Pal Ulclson anJ com]JulerizeJ hy [lsner+J:lake. 
tl Image Club fonts (ANJ 

Image Club offers hundreds of typefaces. They send you 
a CD with all their fonts (and their extensive clip-art 
collection) on it. The CD itself costs .$100 and gives you 
access to 20 font cuttings and one volume of art. When 
you buy another font ($25 a cutting), they tell you the 
code that unlocks it, so you can copy and use it. (This 
paragraph is in their clean, elegant, classy Caslon.) 

very good 
f e ature 
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I waited a long time for Bauhaus to 
show up on the Mac. Image Club gives 
you a nice selection of weights in it too. 
This is lig ht , and there 's a lso a 
medium, a bold (which is proba
bly the weight most often used), 
a heavy and even GJ 0u@GJ\!7~ 
0QJJ(505uu@o «oooo 0 Bv@ ~00 wu0[?@ 0G 
(50u@ 0u@GJ\!J~a ~000 GJGUcfJ wu@0B0cw Buu 
(5[Ju@ GiJ@?](5 @GJ[?GJ0[?GJ@Ouo» 

Bauhaus Is named for the 
famous architecture school 
founded In 1919 In Weimar by 
Walter Groplus (bauhaus liter
ally means building house), but I 
don't know if the typeface was actu
a lly designed there. 

13r()CJciWCIV i i Cl c I Clii i c f()flt 
fr() rn tile .1U§ (Cit I ee~~t tlle~t~~ 

wllell it we~~ tile rn()~t I)()I)LJICJr). 
II t ll~o~o lks IPClllrt ii fCUIII ollr II y 9110tOdl ii Ill 
ii ts 'eJngJJralo/,edl sty ll~e~-aallldl II ·~ 1m 

IPollrt ii fCUIII ollr II Y 91 11 mdl t lllmt II fCOl lll 
sii7,Dl\V v~ou1 l\VIIlaat 'eJngJJralo/,edl lm~eaalllS 
l\V ii 11 lilt() U111 Ill ol V ii Ill 91 11 1() t 1r Y t 1() 

dl ~e 1f ii lll1e ii 11 ii Ill l\V 1() 1r dl s .• 
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Arne I i a a IS() ~aP~eos ~a a~ tll 
aQllt~eP ePa- iQ tr.is aase, t~e ~Os. 
I r )"()~ I ive~ tr.Plll!g~ ·~()SS times, 
)"()~'pe ~Pll~a~ly gettiQg a a()oiaai 
~ig~ jl!st rPllm Pea~iQg i~is. 

BUSORftlt\ft IS AN ALL -CftPS ART DECO 
FONT. YOU'\JE BEEN SEEING IT AROUND 
YOUR WHOLE LIFE-ISN'T IT NEAT TO 
KNOW WHAT IT'S CALLED? IT CON'\ES IN 
N'\EDIUN'\, LiGHT AND BOLD. 

Jiai[y 'Qrrillun~ ig ,an ~l~ Qenglis-b,. 
Dr b[atk [ttttr, font likt (taga~v (£ 
l(!Dtttnt"g ,QDrtgor i an, !but it .. .s-
tngrstltb,. tu®itb gib~$ it a blllln~tr
ftt[ ftt[ ing ~f ~tptb 

CARTOON IS MOD£1£D AFTER 
TH£ KIND OF 1£TT£RING YOU 
FIND IN CARTOONS. SJNC£ THAT 
1£TT£RJNG ONLY VS£S CAPS, SO 
DO£S THIS FONT. 

;._JJ [111 1 " P ' <0 ' \ 
tDJ 'l w~ ~~~u J .J Y ~r.J ~ JJ ~ ;v r> ~ -5 n< _}) -" 

1 1 Jtlfl / ' ' ·~ . ' D ~ , ~u J J ~ -r ~ 1JJ ~tiT"' ~ .:) 1 rr 2) .r 1 u-J ~ very good 
f eature 
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~.J .J II fl ~ I fl B 
hT /aJ ;.\ 1JJ .?la-J f 2-/l'J U ::~.U~ ~J!J .) 'I tr~ ;.\}:J // 2J~ 

~1 2JrJd 
9t "':t ::IJuJ 1 ,.f .:;;DJY .Y3.9tfT .:::J~t:JJ ~P~ 

,~-. r• ~. ~ ... 
V 2J U ~&~L:=f' I 1 u-!J ::~.0 if jCJ0.9 i !!W ~u t/.:;>lt:J _, 

. .J l l .J ' 0 -i .J 

iPJ ~IPl !D ~ 3 2Ja-~ Y :11 1¥J~ t¥:.rJ ~ .Yu-:JV~J ~ ::=;V ..~ 

7 :J~J 91 tt t!J ;.\ t-Y r ;.\ ~ut ;.\;.J it~ 
tl Lazy Dog Foundry fonts (EFJ 

Lazy Dog offers the most personalized font possible-they'll 
create a custom PostScript font from your handwriting 
($200 for 80 characters) . They also put out a $100 collec
tion called Type of the Twenties a nd Thirties, with fonts like 

~orper.1. which 6lend.1 .1implici~y and 
.Jophi.Jhco~ion. 
li Letrasetfonts (EF/ANJ 

Letraset's Fontek type library is a wonderful collection of 
display faces in PostScript and TrueType forma ts at $40 
per face. They vary from ornate script to geometric modern 
designs. Here are a couple of samples: 

@JjalnwwlJ&Ufd WdM lilw afowedfwm a ;wa 
UJJlw/b tlum a~· @JhJJ ~;flue WOJJ 

eJuwJui b!f @JjWM/1; rkfp @(aJiJiJb ~. 
b_N\IIQO 16 AN ALL-CAP6 f ONT E:>Y f. 

6COTT ~AQLAND. \VlJAT A ~Qb_AT NA~b_ 
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(f 6COTT (j'AI2..LAND. TLlAT 16. NOT b_NV/12..0). 

AND \VLlAT A {j'/2..hA TFONT J U6 T LOOOO~ AT 

TLl06b_ 00000'6! IT'6 I?A6b_D ON TYPb_ 

6TYLb_6 fQOtv1 TLlb_ 19206 AND 19306. 

tl LetterPerfectfonts (AN) 

~nuJt 6~ut 6'1«Jh-~Wdpt 
t~nt $v~ w&v ~ i~ t.ett:&vP&I/feaJ
$p~ Stab; CtJtneyfna~w~ 
5p¥~ (~Mit the ~'dey). 
a titt~ ~tit~ i~ n ~~u~ 

tlu~/-z;;lunk ttup, ~~v tn~ Mt ~ 
P~ Jp~ (Pbpe;} 

5tWU.f17 duli ~Woty with- sp1i~!fr 'idn. 
(~!Mt} Oh- 711il14 it" wint&v UJfney_. can 

Sf?~ be ;1M-- behind? (5~) 
Letter Perfect fonts are a bargain, ranging from $10-$45 

a cutting. And that includes a set of EPS outlines for each 
letter (in addition to the regular screen and printer 
fonts); you can alter them in programs like FreeHand 
and Illustrator. 

tl free outline fonts (AN/JK) 

There are lots of great outline fonts that you can down
load for free from bulletin boards or info services. Here 
are a few of our favorites: 
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iii~ routie-IJ8MAUi Po~i~el.lPi riffi 
~ ~~ eAttifJ oi.Aektiff~rtl.i.: ii.V Pl.ifiilff~ 

V::J ii ooi AfifJ iiflti 68to~.iNO tff iii fiAr.ti~ tip 

very good 
feature 

Wtiif Art OI.ANIJ:i 01. l .ifJ M Artkll.ol (kAI.IN 
IJtiJ iiiAi off A ~IIJ:N ~~~ pijj oVil. iii 
~INk IN sol. orrtei. ti ~.iAlJ~: "~fiuilzi 
oui fiii ~PON~i 01. uoi.N tfi iitt.: Til 
oifotel ~~ VolJ.a.l.:") 

Hank Gillllette did thiS Iruei1Jpe verSion of 
San WranciSco. (IhankS, Hank.) [alllled Saint 

WranciS, it'S availlalllle On America Onlline and 
ellSemere, and iS Shown in one of H1JperRc

tive soft mare'S font catallogS (deScribed in 

the next entr1J). 

'WMf :1' yOJr _JoA <41/.J. !'or .J.o!+#Al~ ;;.~ 

<'JN~:I'orJA. ~r~4f.J. 4 MJAO +o +M M:N 
of' 1':<~ );.4<l ;N I!At(lo#. YOJ <OJI-1 _Jv5+ MJ/ 
(AJf yOJr ol-1 <1~ f4Y# v+'5 ~r +~r~ 
i~~:N-1 + J.o5~ ~~r .J.) 4N"i irJO<J ON~ of' I', 
iv+ y(A)'r~ '-11~4r:N:1 y(A)r :100"1 .J.v:+ 4/'J-i 
yoJr~ 41'r4:-i yoJI/ :1# +~ <:...~1' I'.J. -i:r+r. 

No /rOii~JA.. l'J.J.f 'J.J.~ <VI'J~:I'orJf, +J.~ 

/VY:<--io~;N (A)f/;;J~ I' ON+ yo.J r~ r~4-i
:N:1 r~+ w:M. If .J. ~.J..J.:!'J_1 XM~ <J.4r 4<+~r .J. 
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(/:i~ + ),~ <'Jrly ¥ 50f!oj>M ~,.# -f),~ ~M 
..f~5J,) iv-f 'viMN 'fOJ r~~l/y ~ ('J~;/O!M. 
NOfJ,;~ ~~5~ 'vl:ll ..fo. 

TempoFontltalic provides musical notation: :t 1 
1 ~ ~ ,-;"\ - ) .[D~JJompf;>=q#Sva~. 

A-11~ lust 6ut 110t least, t~ete's t~e t~e (lus~y ani) 
i)us~ing Jmpulse. 

ti sources for outline fonts (EFJ 

FontShop and Precision Type sell fonts from dozens of 
publishers at good prices, so take a look at their catalogs 
(FontShop's costs $50). For really inexpensive outline 
fonts, check out FontBank, which sells 250 fonts for $100. 

You can find public-domain and shareware fonts 
through user groups, electronic bulletin boards and infor
mation services like America Online. But if you're more 
of a hard-copy sort of person, HyperActive Software [What 
a great name I-AN] offers wonderful catalogs of public
domain and shareware font samples for only $8 each 
(plus $3 shipping). Four volumes are available so far, but 
there may be more by the time you read this. (See Appen
dix B for contact info on all these sources.) 

Font utilities 

ti Suitcase, MasterJuggler and Font/DA Mover (AN/EF1 

Suitcase and MasterJuggler help you install and organize 
your fonts, but since they handle sounds and desk acces
sories too, they're discussed in Chapter 7. Font/DA Mover 
also handles fonts and DA's, but since it came with 
System 6 (and isn't needed under System 7). it's discussed 
in the System 6 t ips section of Chapter 4. 
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tl Key Caps (AN/SA/EF/JKJ 

It's often hard to remember which key combination to hit 
to produce the special character you need, or even whether 
the font you're using has that character. That's what 
Apple's Key Caps desk accessory is for. 

When you choose Key Caps from the tl menu, it displays 
a representation of the Mac's keyboard and puts a new 
menu title, Key Caps. at the right end of the menu bar. 
You select the font you're interested in from that menu 
and the Key Caps display switches over to it (Boolanan, 
in the illustration below. 

When you hold down the (Shift ) key, Key Caps darkens 
the (Shift) keys on its display and shows you the characters 
you get in the selected font when you hold down (Shift) and 
press another key. But you already know what the (Shift) 
characters are (except in fonts composed entirely of 
pictures and symbols). Where Key Caps really comes in 
h andy is in shmving you the characters generated by the 
(Option) and (ShiftiOption) keys. 

When you hold down (option), it displays a keyboard like 
the one shown al the top of the next page. System Ts 
version a lso shows which keys give you accents you can 
apply to other letters (they're outlined in gray).When you 
hit one of these keystrokes (in this case, ~) the 
display changes to show which letters you can apply the 
selected accent to (they're outlined in black, as on the 
second keyboard). 
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You can enter text in the sample text area by typing on 
the keyboard or by clicking on the key you want in the Key 
Caps window. You can cut or copy this text from Key Caps 
into any document. (It won't appear in the font you chose 
in Key Caps, but it's easy enough to change the font once 
you're back in your document.) If you need a string of special 
characters, it's usually easier to type them in Key Caps, 
copy them to your document and then change the font, 
than it is to r emember where each symbol is on the 
keyboard and type them directly into your document. 

tt BigCaps (AN/SA/EF/JK) 

BigCaps is a r eplacement for Key Caps that comes with 
a ll of Dubl-Click Software's World Class fonts , as well as 
their FontCharter utility (described b elow). It h as several 
advantages: it displays ch a racters in various s izes and 
styles, its \vindow is r esizable, and it can display fonts 
even when you're not using them a nd they're not on the 
menu (see the illustration on the n ext page). 
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~~ j~?~------ ample text 

,,,, Clo~•~ 1: on1 rill~ ·1f·IJI • 
!!li ··- ·-·- ···-··-·- ··-··-··-··-·-....... _:~:: ...... foOJ,.....,.......,......~"T"'--
i!ii Accents Chort. .. 

illili Preferences ... 

BigCaps also shows a chart of the specia l a ccent char
acters, something Key Caps doesn't do: 

Prefl11: A 0 [ e i 0 0 u u 

optlon+e a :E e i 6 ii 

option•' A a - e i 0 u. 

optlon•i d e f 0 (i 

optlon•u A. ~ e I b 0 (J il 

optlon• n A. a. 6 6 

• Font Charter {ANI EFJ 

Font Charter is another utility tha t comes with Dubl-Click 
Software's World Class fonts and with their MenuFonts 
utility (described below). It prints out a chart of a ll the 
characters in a font, arranged either by their loca tion on 
the keyboard or by ASCII number. 

This is quite handy for comparing fonts. It's a good idea 
to make a printout of all the fonts you u se, either with 
Font Charter or our template (described above). and put 
them in a n otebook. Then you can refer to them when 
deciding which font to u se. 
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Dubl-Click used to have another utility, DefaultFont, 
that's now included as part of FontCharter. It lets you 
change the font an application defaults to when it first 
opens. So ifyou're tired of having to change from Geneva 
every time you select New from the File menu, you'll love 
this feature. (The World Class Font disks are almost worth 
the money just for the utilities that come on them-never 
mind the terrific fonts.) 

et KeyFinder (ANJ 

Included in Symantec's Norton Utilities is a wonderfully 
easy-to-use control panel for viewing fonts; it's called 
Key Finder. You just pick the font you want from a list box 
and KeyFinder displays every character in it. 

aD KeyFinder 

~~-~-!~.?-~1~-~-~-~-~-~~-t~!~~-~-~-~-~~~-~:J.~~--~-~~.l..:~l.~-~-1..~~-i.:.~.i.:~ .. !.~~-
DL( jDCl jDC2 jDCJjDC'+iNAK:S!IH jEt BjCAtt i EN jsUB[ES~~-~~ .. i-~-~-~ RS jUS 

s.~~t:Tr~Tn.::.i ... ?. ......... :~:rnTITt~::t±:.:. .. ~ ... J .. :::r~:::r:c 
0 11 1 ! 2 • 3 1

1 4 ; 5 i 6 j' 7 ! 6 ! 9 ! : i ; i < ·1 = i>! ? 
--··· ·-········-·~······ ....... J..-......... ·······•··-··1-·-··1·-··-·•·-·-·•-··-· ·-·-··-···· .. ·-·· 
='A ! B l X 11 6 i E ! ~ ! r i H I I i ~ ! K i A 1 M l N i O ...... .1-..... :.,,,_,,I ................ !. ...... L ... -1 ........ ' .. - ... !.. ...... :,,,_,.! •••••.. : •. ,,_,j_,,,,,:_,, ... !.-.. 

n ! e ! PI r ! T ! Y! t; ! n ! s !'I' ! Z ! I i.·. ! 1 !1! 
··:.:.:·+······+······+·· .. ··+·······!······ ·f ·· ·····!· .. ····t······+······!······+······!······+······!·······!······· 

~ et.. ! B I X. ! S ~ c I ~ I \' ! n i \ I \fJ l x I A i J.t i v ! o 

IIIFtHIHiTf:f.:f:TtliiTI3.IHIIJ:£Y 
I 1 I i I 1 I 1 I i I i 11 I i I i I i I ! I ! I i I i I l l 

~ft~1·;JI~~~1TI=t15.~~~~·f~J;·f1:~13~ 
K 13 ! 1t i r.> i ® ! ffi 10 I () i u i => !s'c! <Z l c J ~ ! e j e 
:~:::::~:r:!:r~l:~w:r~?.I:·1:::r::~1=:~:;:r~1J[~J~L~::r~l·:::r-1~: 
~ i <!® i © i "" ! I i ( i! i f i! d !1 i! 
.•. TYTTT"7TfTTTTi .... ITTT'r i"Ti'JITTlTf T ...... 

Ch~r~cter 

f¥""""'-! 
! ! 
i i 
i j 

SpiraiHT 0 

:~33~;··· I 
mnT• • i•l•!' 

SymbolsGoloreloser ~ 
TempoFontltalic H 
TH Alphabet Soup {> 

When you click on a character in the display on the 
left, it's shown in a box in the upper right comer, along 
with the key(s) that produce it . KeyFinder lets you choose 
the size of the character shown there but, unfortunately, 
there's no way to resize the entire window, so that the char
acters in the box on the left will be bigger. 
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ti FontDisplay (SA/EF/ANJ 

Shulman Software's FontDisplay ($50) lets you view fonts 
in a table (as with Key Finder above) or as a series of pictures 
of the keyboard, in whatever size and style you want. (It 
also shows you the ID number for each font.) One very nice 
feature is the abilty to select several fonts and print out 
charts of all of them at once. (FontDisplay isn't System 7-
compatible, but it may be by the time you read this.) 

ti PopChar (ND) 

Hats off to Gunther Blaschek; his control panel substi
tute for Apple's KeyCaps DA is a tool that works just the 
way you do. When you need a character but don't know 
which keys to press to produce it, do you want to labor 
to decode a little picture of the keyboard layout? No! You 
just want to find the character right away. 

With PopChar, you touch the pointer to a tiny hot spot 
on the menu bar to open an array ofthe current font . You 
click the symbol you want, and PopChar automatically 
pastes it into your document. 

PopChar shows the keystrokes for the selected char
acter in the upper-right corner of its window, in case you 
need to type the character again. It's great, it's free! and 
it's included on The Macintosh Bible Software Disks (which 
are described at the end of Chapter 20). 

ti MenuFonts (SA/ EF/JK/AN) 

Here's another terrific utility by the Dubl-Click people, 
but it's a $70 product, not just a freebie on their font disks. 
It displays font names on the m enu in their own fonts. 
Unlike the similar feature that's built into MacWrite II, 
Nisus and WriteNow, MenuFonts is smart enough to keep 
certain fonts in Chicago (so Zapf Dingbats doesn't show 
up as •oo* +*•'l~OOT A). And unlike Suitcase and 
MasterJuggler, which also provide true-font menus, the 
font menu pops down just as quickly as any other. 
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MenuFonts also puts a bar along the edge of the 
m enu that lets you access samples of the font in differ
ent sizes and/or cuttings. And it lets you lmow whether 
a font is PostScript, TrueType or bit-mapped, by putting 
Ps, Tt or B next to it. But the niftiest thing about 
MenuFonts is that once the font menu is open and the 
pointer is in it, you don't have to tediously scroll 
through it-press m (say) and ZapfChancery (or what
ever the first font on the menu that begins with Z is) 
jumps up to where you're holding the pointer. 

Monaco 

Mlon.Jll..R.cul 

NEULAND 
./N~w York 

Oakfa11~Ten 

Palatine 

RUDOLF 
SaksGoudyXT 
san !FranciSco 

• Fontina (EFJ 

iD 

1m 
[I 

IJ! 
Ill 

~ 
RoloS•n~S•nf Ill 
RoH.S•n.S<rif Bold li:J 
il<lllsSan.Srtlflio/lc m 
RotkSIInSS<nf llghl (I 

Eastgate Systems' Fontina ($70) offers a way to show 
all the font names on a long menu at once-it squeezes 
them into columns, with weights and styles within a 
font listed in alphabetical order under the font family 
name. Using a feature called Personal Font Knapsack, 
you can put the names of frequently used fonts in a 
corner of the "menu" for easy access. (What you get on 
the screen is a lot more legible than what's shown at 
the top of the next page.) 
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B 3Stone Informal Bold 
ABCDEfGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

abcdefghijklmnop<Jrstuvwxyz 
8 3Stone lnformnl Bold 

; : Al SIWnb.ch Mtd....m Ci 1r'O 

;; Tmu C.Wptnltf" 
;:ttrt"t Uo.• Chic. 
n "'ltllon Ttd ChUdsXT 
:: Utoplt~ C009"0SXT 
: :lnclntrh Solid C<Kritr 

~ ~ : ; : : : : :: :: : ~: :: ; :: :: : . : : : :: : :: : : : : : : Edm"'>l 
O.CtrkH1ndl 

IS tONStt'lf Bo\d EltctrloU\ci.al 
.. S ..-lf Bo1dlhllc fmc> In 
.. SHif HAlle faMJH 11dwll 
.•• s.tll S...lbdHol rloonsh 
... StnfStmibo\J a-•• 

' Gou6.J,.,..WIIIJ" 
... lnfQrm•l BoldlhHo Oood<JOl<lolvlo 

Inform•! ll•lic Good<J Siout 
Infor-mal Stn'IWII•l GouctyTtxt 

... Informal StnuboW Gr.<:oOtco 
ATSUtnb.loeh Bb ' k Gr .. tlngsXT 
.. .Mfd!Unl HJt"ptt"S 

Abt l• rd Htlvt Ue• 

"*"'"' Htl'tttio•N•ut OoUCond 
A9•ne.vGothic .. .BolciC'otdlbl 
A9tMy0ptn ... CotldHiud ..... ... CoodtnstdObl 
Athtt\J ThvGond 
BH1~n ... s . . Thw:ond0b1 

II Set Paths (PH/SA/ANJ 

lndus1rb h lf'lt 
••• In liM A 
•• Solid 
.. .$oliJA 
lhliriltctric: 
llt~li~onlhlk)( f 

Jva:son Ttxt 
_.Ttx1tt•lic 
Ktmtr'"JXT 
l .onw-doHand 
Lomb•rdly 
london 
LOS Anqtlu 
luhhl"w 
Ht~ldx 

t1ttropolb9old 
Mioht~lo 

Mo:tuhBold 
t'1GNLIUAtcUt 
Mon~o 

f4tullnd 
n. ... York 
Od:IWhn 
P.at.tlno 
R21 B•owolf 
R220towolf 
R239.-o..,ol( 

Radf.aot 
Rudolf 
Sob0ou6,1KT 
s~ r,.~t.cco 

~~~:~~~~ 
Sta1totDtml 
Solotmnil 
Splro!XT 
Sloot lnformal 
.. Str'lf 
S.,rnbol 
T.aqlifnt• 
Ttm.o 
Toi1~0otMc 

Trio 
Tr~ 
Ulc-ph 
... BI~k 
... Bold 
.. Do~ltalk 
... ltaUo 
... SttnboW 
.. .Stml»o\clltaHc 
Y.n.zbXT 
Y•nkf' 
z~t Dindul• 

When you u s e a lot of printer fonts , they really clutter up 
your Extensions folder (or the System Folder, if you're using 
System 6). A terrific utility called Set Paths (described in 
Chapter 7) let s you keep them in another folder (or fold
ers) tha t you put anywhere you want. 

II ATM (EF'/SA/AN/JK /Aian Wins low) 

Adobe Type Manager draws PostScript Type 1 fonts on 
the screen based on the infor mation in their printer files 
ra ther th an in their bit-mapped screen fonts. This lets you 
display type at even th e la rgest s izes without the dreaded 
jagg ies. ATM als o lets you print Type 1 fonts on dot
matrix, inkjet or non-PostScript laser printers, with qual
ity comparable to wha t a PostScript printer would produce 
(depending on the resolution of the printer, of course). 

ll lis ts for $ 100, but for you, seeing as you're Becky's 
niece and your zayda and my zayda were landsmen [Feel
ing confused? You need Every Goy's Guide to Common 
J ewish Expressions by Arthur Naiman, available at find 
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stores everywhere}-for you, as I was saying before that 
unseemly interruption, we'll make a special price-$7.50. 
Just call 800 521 1976, extension 4400, and ask for Saul. 

Actually, you don't have to ask for Saul. This super deal 
is the result of an agreement Apple made with Adobe as 
"an interim step" while they work on adding ATM's capa
bilities to the Mac's system software (which may have 
already happened by the time you read this). The only 
difference is that the $7.50 version comes with one font, 
Garamond, instead of Times, Helvetica, Courier and 
Symbol (I'd rather have Garamond than those four anyway). 

Here's how 48-point Bookman looks on the screen 
without ATM: 

Bookman 
Here's how 48-point Bookman looks on the screen with 

ATM: 

Bookman 
The current version of ATM is much faster than the orig

inal, but it can still bog down work on a Classic or a Plus, 
or printing on an Image Writer. To get rid of the slowdown 
while you're working on a document, make sure you've 
got screen fonts installed in U1e sizes you're using; it's only 
when you're using sizes that aren't installed that ATM has 
to create them for the screen. 

One problem with ATM is that it forces you to keep 
printer files in your System Folder, even for fonts that are 
built into your laser printer or that you've downloaded 
permanently to a hard disk attached to the printer. ATM 
also makes some smaller fonts in certain styles virtually 
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unreadable. Bold, italic and bold italics suffer the most. 
For example, compare the two samples of Bookman bold 
italic below: 

Here's 12-point Backman Bald Italic withATM an. 

Heres .12-patnt .lloakm8ll Bald Ili'llic w.tth .A7M alE 

Plain text looks more readable with ATM. but it doesn't 
always supply all the characters (there's not always a curly 
apostrophe, for example)-compare the samples shown. 

Here's 13-point Bookman with A TIVl an, 

Here's 13-?Jint Bookman with ATM off. 

H.e.re.-s Sl-poirat Be.nguiat with ATJit on. 

ti Metamorphosis Professional (EFJ 

This $150 utili1y from Altsys lets you convert between Type 
1 and Type 3 PostScript font formats, so ATM can sca le 
them to look smooth on the screen and when printed on 
non-PostScript printers. It also lets you convert fonts : 

• between TrueType and PostScript formats 

• into PICT or EPS graphic outlines, so you can treat 
characters as graphic elements in programs like Canvas, 
Freehand or Illustrator 

• into formats that let you use them on other computers, 
like the IBM PC 

ti FontMonger (EFJ 

Like Metamorphosis, FontMonger ($100, from Ares Software) 
is one of the ~ost versatile font utilities around. It also lets 
you convert between TrueType, PostScript, Type 1 and 
Type 3 formats. You can even add characters to a font. 
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Say you're writing a scientific paper in Palatino, and 
find yourself frequently needing certain Greek letters 
from the Symbol font. Rather than constantly switching 
between the two fonts, you can add the Symbol charac
ters you need to Palatino and then type both the text and 
symbols from your new, combination font. 

FontMonger can alter characters in any font to create 
fractions, small caps, superscripts and subscripts, and 
narrow, wide or slanted characters (of course, these algo
rithmic a lterations won't look as good as special charac
ters created by a type designer). It can even import 
Illustrator or FreeHand artwork into a font, or change char
acters' positions on the keyboard. 

tl ParaFont (EFJ 

Like FontMonger, ParaFont ($100, from Design Science) 
lets you create special characters using an existing font. 
In addition to fractions, small caps and wide or narrow 
characters, Parafont produces old-style numerals (some 
of which dip below the baseline, making them more 
attractive in text passages) and several ligatures (com
bined letter pairs like fi or fl; ParaFont also offe rs ff. ffi 
and fflligatures). 

li type-manipulation programs (SAJJKJ 

Graphics programs let you manipulate text to a certain 
extent-the characters are forced to bind to a specific path, 
say-but you can generally only change the type itself 
in a few simple ways (squeezing or stretching it for 
example-see creating special typographic effects earlier 
in the chapter). Programs specifically designed to manip
ulate type do a whole lot more, as you'll see in the next 
several entries. 

tl TypeStyler (SA/EF/KFJ 

TypeStyler ($220, from Br0derbund) lets you get right to 
work (or play) by providing editable fonts and a library of 
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35 basic shapes in which to put them. Below are two
the fish ("I love sushi") and the top arch ("national debt"). 

natio~ 
You can make the shapes larger or smaller, fatter or 

skinnier just by changing the size of the rectangle they're 
in. You can edit the basic shapes in the library or create 
your own. In the illustration below, the original shape is 
in the upper left. On the right, you see it being edited 
(you drag on the handles to change the curves of the 
shape). Bottom left is the result. (This is what they look 
like on the screen-printing them on a laser printer will 
eliminate the jaggies.) 

noust.£ ARCH 
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Reshaped text can be printed from TypeStyler or exported 
to a graphics program. TypeStyler can handle any True
Type or PostScript fonts, but needs to convert them to its 
own SmoothFont format before it can work on them. (It 
converts TrueType and Type 1 fonts automatically, and 
comes with a utility to convert Type 3 fonts.) 

ti LetraStudio (EFJ 

Like TypeS tyler, Letraset's LetraStudio ($250) lets you place 
TrueType or PostScript text into envelopes of various 
shapes. You can reshape an envelope to get the effect you 
want on a particular selection of text, and save the modi
fied envelope for later use. 

You can even embellish text with color graphics or 
artwork imported from Illustrator or FreeHand, and 
LetraStudio's effects can be applied to these graphics as 
well. Here are some of the effects you can achieve: 

LetraStudio provides a limited set of drawing tools (includ
ing a line, a circle and a rectangle); for more complex work, 
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you can paste your text effect into a graphics program and 
work on it there. 

tl Effects Specialist (EFJ 

Rather than providing shapes, Effects Specialist {$200, 
from Postcraft International) comes with a library of 120 
special effects you can apply to PostScript fonts. They range 
from the mundane (outlining characters or adding a drop 
shadow) to the exotic (a chrome texture, text on a musi
cal staff, text in a spiral shape) to the bizarre {text made 
out of railroad tracks, run over by tire treads, or filled with 
piano keys). You tailor them by setting features like char
acter color (or gray shade). outline shade and width, char
acter fill pattern and shadow angle. 

Although many of the effects are wacky enough to 
make the underlying text downright unreadable, I had a 
lot of fun playing with them. One of my favorites is Shaky: 

tl Fontographer (SA / EFJ 

( ,- ~ c ., ... , 
- J" ~ .. -\ ... -' 1.-j . 

Altsys' Fontographer {$500) lets you design your own 
PostScript or TrueType fonts. If you don't want to start 
from s cratch, you can also import an existing font and 
modify the character outlines. You can even paste in a 
bit map for a character and trace over it, but you can't 
import a whole bit-mapped font in one fell swoop. 

Fontographer's drawing tools are adequate, but if you 
want better ones, you can save characters as PostScript 
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graphics and import them into FreeHand or Illustrator. 
Altsys k eeps adding tools and features; with version 3.5, 
you can make an entire font lighter or h eavier, and there's 
a tool that works with pressure-sensitive tablets to let you 
transform calligraphic strokes into outline fonts . 

ti FontStudio (EFJ 

Like Fontographer, Letraset's FontStudio ($600) lets you 
import and alter existing outline fonts or draw n ew ones 
from scratch, in either PostScript or TrueType format , and 
it can save characters as PostScript graphics for modifi
cation in Illustrator or FreeHand. But FontStudio is geared 
toward font families , whereas Fontographer uses a sepa
rate utility to m erge different weights and styles into a 
single family. 

FontStudio a lso h as Fontographer beat when it comes 
to displaying fonts on the screen; it a llows you to create 
antialiased screen fonts, which use pixels of varying 
brightness to give them fuzzy edges (which-paradoxi
cally-makes them easier to read). 

FontStudio and Fontographer are locked in an ongoing 
features war, which means font designers can look forward 
to seeing continual improvem en ts in both programs. 

Font problems 

ti font bugs {ANJ 

Years ago, while cha tting with a pioneer Mac type designer 
n a m ed Richard Ware, I said something about how fonts 
a re easier to design than programs, because at least you 
don't have to worry about bugs. He laugh ed h eartily, 
and I've subsequ ently discovered why. Here's a list of 
som e of the font bugs, and bad design features, you may 
com e across: 
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• Some fonts are missing characters {you hit#, say, but 
get nothing). Some fonts don't even have basic 
punctuation, so you have to import periods, commas, 
apostrophes, etc. from another font every time you want 
to use them. This is nothing but laz iness on the part of 
the designer and the publisher, and few such cripp led 
fonts are worth bothering with {one that is is Dream, 
shown in the bit-mapped font sampler section above). 

• Some fonts are missing type styles (no bold and/or no 
italic). 

• When you make some bold fonts bold, you get what 
looks like boldface on the screen, but on paper you just 
get screwed-up letter spacing, or a sort of doubled 
image. If a font doesn't want to be bold, OK. But then it 
should just ignore the boldfacing command, not mess 
up the printout as a result of it. 

• You shouldn't need to install italic and bold screen 
fonts; the font should know, when you select the italic 
or bold, to use the bold or italic printer font. (Yes, I 
know it's obvious, but some fonts don't do it.) 

• Some all-caps fonts {Liberty and Enviro, for example) 
require you to type everything in caps; otherwise, the 
letters don't show up. This is an incredible pain, and 
means you can't simply select normal upper- and 
lowercase text and switch it into these fonts. All-caps 
fonts should produce a cap whether you type a cap or a 
lowercase letter, the way Lithos and Umbra do. 

To avoid most of these annoyances, always test a font 
out before buying it; print out a font template (like the 
one at the end of the Font basics section above) in the font, 
and see what's missing from it. 

ti dimmedfonts on application menus (SA/EFJ 

Sometimes a font's name appears dimmed on an appli
cation's menu. This means you've created a document that 
contains a certain font and then reopened it (on your 
system or someone else's) when that font is no longer avail
able. (It happens because many applications keep track 
of fonts by name rather than by number.) 
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• font ID conflicts (AN/SA/EF/JK/Paulann Thurmon) 

In the beginning, the Mac came with a selection of eleven 
bit-mapped fonts, and Apple allowed for a total of 256 
different ID numbers for them, the first 128 of which it 
reserved for its own use. In other words, it anticipated 
that there would never be more than 128 third-party 
Macintosh fonts. Since there are probably a hundred 
times that many today, this has to be one of the most 
incredible underestimates in the history of computing. 

Apple responded-belatedly-with a n ew numbering 
system called NFNT, for new font numbering table (the old 
numbers were called, descriptively enough, FONTs). Even 
with 16,000 NFNT numbers, however, there are stiilfont 
ID conflicts (two fonts with the same number)-the result 
of sloppiness on the part of font publishers or of Apple 
(which assigns the ranges). 

Font ID conflicts will soon b e a thing of the past. since 
almost all Mac applications now access fonts by name 
rather than by number, and font publishers use a special 
company abbreviation in their font names to make sure 
that name conflicts don't occur. Even before that system 
becomes universal, font conflicts shouldn't bother you 
much, because font ID numbers are reassign able. When 
you install a font that has the same number as another 
font that's already installed, the newcomer simply gets 
assigned a different number. 

Where font ID conflicts become a problem is when you 
use another system, where that font's ID number hasn't 
been changed. The easy solution is to bring your own 
hard disk (or floppies) with your System file and/or suit
case files on it (or them) whenever you print out at a 
service bureau or on a friend's Mac. But you can a lso print 
out the 10 numbers of your fonts and the fonts on the other 
system, and see if they match. (If they do, you're home free.) 

FontDisplay (described above) shows you the 10 numbers 
of fonts, as does a handy little OA called Font Info (from 
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Regional Typographers). Font Info also counts the fonts 
you have installed, points out any conflicts, and tells you 
how many there are. Both FONTastic and ResEdit show 
ID numbers and let you change them too. You can even 
display them in Word (believe it or not). Here's how: 

Start a new document and choose Save from the File 
menu. In Word 5, you'll see the words Save File as Type. 
Click on the downward-pointing triangle and select Inter
change Format (RTF) from the pop-up menu that appears. 
If you're using Word 4 or an earlier version, click the File 
Format button and choose Interchange Format (RTF). 
Click OK, name the document and click Save. The fonts 
in your document will all be listed, with their ID numbers 
between backslashes in front of the font name (and 
preceded by an f). There will also be some lowercase 
words before the font n ames (swiss, modern, script, etc.); 
just ignore them. 

Another option is to send a PostScript file instead of the 
actual document you've created to the foreign printer-Post
Script files identify fonts by name. If you've got the Laser
Writer selected in the Chooser and you're using version 7 .0 
or later of the LaserWriter driver, you can create a Post
Script file s imply by clicking on the appropriate button(s) 
in the Print dialog box. If not, some programs, like Page
Maker, give you that option from within the program. 

ti two font menu puzzlers tSA/AN/JKJ 

Sometimes you know you have a font installed, but it 
doesn't appear on the Font m enu. This may be b ecause 
you opened the suitcase file t h e font is in after you 
launched the application you're in; if that's not the case, 
it may be becau se you have different fonts with the same 
ID number in separate suitcases. 

The Mac looks for screen fonts first in the current 
application (it's possible, though pretty pointless, to install 
fonts directly into applications ), then in the System file 
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and finally in any open suitcase files, starting with the 
most recently opened one. (This order may change in 
System 7 . 1. which won't keep fonts in the System file .) If 
you have fonts with conflicting ID numbers in various 
places, the first one the Mac runs across wins. 

Another problem this can cause is when you choose 
a font from the menu but a different font is applied to 
the selected text. If you can't resolve the font conflict, 
install your important fonts in the System file. so they 
get priority. 

• weird font size mystery (AN) 

There's a bizarre bug in some screen fonts that I haven't 
been able to track down the reason for, even though I've 
been trying for years; knowledgeable tech-support people 
don't seem to understand it very well, or give reasons for 
it that don't make sense. Still, it's worth telling you about 
it, so your heart won't stop the way mine did the first time 
you see it. 

Under certain circumstances, where there are no font 
ID conflicts (as verified by Font Info or some other util
ity). one screen font will be substituted for another in a 
certain small range (or ranges ) of sizes. Increase or 
decrease the size significantly, or even leave it the same 
and go to a different view (200% or 50%, say). and the 
invader font disappears. The real font shows up on the 
font menu, and the text prints out correctly in that font 
(except the letterspacing may be screwed up, if the invader 
font is different enough from the real font). 

The invader font only appears when the real font is 
display~d at a certain size (or range of sizes). but you get 
it no ~atter what program you're in a nd no matter what 
type style you change the text into. And there's no way 
to tell what it is, unless you happen to recognize it. 

The first time I saw the problem was in the Ten 
Commandments section of Chapter l, when Adobe's 
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Arnold Bocklin was substituted for Adobe's Zapf Chancery. 
Let m e tell you, Bocklin was not m eant to be a text face; 
I thought two fonts were printed over each other. {I've run 
into a similar problem, but in my case a font claimed it was 
one thing (Futura Bold) but displayed as another (Hobo). 
I've found Suitcase helpful in tracking down these impos
tors and de-installing them. I can't comment on your bug, 
because I haven't experienced it. - EF] 

If you have any idea what's going on here, drop a line 
to the Grand High Imperial Keeper of the Font Mys teries, 
G&B, Box 7635, Berserkeley CA 94 707 (or Mac.Bible on 
AppleLink or Mac Bible on America Online). Thanks. 

tt font families on menus (AN/SA/EP/KFJ 

The Mac wa s designed to handle a limited number of 
type styles-bold, italic , etc. (It didn't seem limited at the 
time, compared to wha t other computers let you do.) 
You'd just pick a font and apply a s tyle to it. But now 
Mac fonts, like regula r typesetting fonts, come in a myriad 
of s tyles . You want bold? Well, which one-medium, semi
bold, demibold, bold, extra bold or ultra bold? So you have 
to pick the style, a s well as the font itself, from the menu. 

Another problem comes from the narrO\vness of list 
boxes . Iftheywere wider, fonts could be named more logi
cally, as in the illus tration below. But with the current, 
narrow list box , you'd get something like the illustration 
at the top of the next page. 

PI HymbolsCommand 
Poppi-PontifeH BE Bold 
Poppi-PontifeH BE Italic 
Poppi-PontifeH BE Medium 
Poppi-PontifeH BE Mediumcn 
PQppi-PontifeH BE Regular 
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PIHymbolsComm ... .0 
~ 

Poppi-PontifeH B ... iHii 
Poppi-PontifeH B ... j~j~j~ 
Poppi-PontifeH B ... ~ 
Poppi-PontifeH B ... m 
Poppi-PontifeH B ... {} 

Some font publishers put a code letter in front of their 
fonts-L Helvetica Light, CL Helvetica Condensed Light, N 
Helvetica Narrow, etc.-so even if you can't see the end 
of the font name, you can figure out what it is. But this 
is a stupid approach, because all the styles of a particu
lar font are scattered everywhere. If you have hundreds 
of fonts on your menu (as many people do), it's easy to 
completely forget that you've got, say, T Vag Round Thin 
under the T's. Even if you can keep a ll the far-flung styles 
in mind, you still have go all over hell-and-gone to get them. 

The sensible approach is to shorten the font name (it's 
heresy, we know) and put the style codes after it. So 
you'd have Helv L, H elv CL, Helv N, etc. Pretty obvious. 
huh? Well, if common sense were common, we'd be living 
in a different world. 

Adobe publishes a $65 extension called Type Reunion 
(originally called Family Reunion, a much cleverer name) 
that organizes fonts into families, and puts all the styles 
of the font family onto a submenu. It works OK, but slows 
down the menu quite a bit. It a lso prevents you from using 
QuicKeys to change fonts from the keyboard (unless 
you're choosing a solo font- one \vith no other m embers 
of its family on the menu; QuicKeys can handle those). 

The illustration at the top of the next page shows you 
how the font menu works with Type Reunion installed. 
The selected font family is underlined in the main menu 
and the selected weight or style is checked in the submenu. 
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Goudy 
Greco Deco 
Harpers 

Imago 
Industria 
Italian 
Janson TeHt 
Kennerley 
Latino Elongated Plain 
Los Angeles 
..... 

Thin 
~ Thin Oblique 

./Regular 
~ Oblique 
~ Bold 

Bold Oblique 

ti afont by any other publisher (SA/EF/ANJ 

Many fonts are published by more than one company; 
Brush Script, for example, is available from seven publish 
ers. Although mos t fonts with the same name look a lot 
alike (not surprisingly). they're not a lways identica l. 

While Adobe, Agfa, Linotype, Monotype and Varityper 
cross-licen se each other's fonts (in other words, the same 
digital version of a font created at Linotype might b e sold 
by Adobe, Agfa , and so on). a font with the same name 
from, say, Bitstream, Th e Font Company or Image Club 
will be a completely different cutting. If you use Bitstream's 
Brush Script in a document and then print it out on a 
system that has Adobe's Brush Script insta lled (using a 
program that identifies fonts by n ame, like PageMaker). 
you're in for an unpleasant surprise. Not only will the font 
itself look different, the spacing will be thrown off too. 
(Apple has been working with font companies to try and 
come up with naming conventions to avoid su ch conflicts.) 

If you take a document from your own Mac to print a t 
the office or a service bureau, make sure you find out which 
company's font the other Mac u ses (and/or bring your 
version along and subs titute it- but remember to Trash 
it on the other Mac after you finish printing). 
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Managing utilities 

• utility basics (ANJ 

Utilities are programs that perform relatively simple 
tasks-like searching for a specific file on a disk, setting 
an alarm, clipping a picture or counting the words in a 
document. (Some utilities perform relatively complex 
tasks, but in that case, they're support tasks for the 
creation of documents-managing fonts, for example.) 
Utilities come in various forms-most commonly as stand
alone programs, desk accessories (usually called DA's}, 
extensions and control panels. 

When it makes more sense to do so, we cover some util
ities in other chapters; for example, Acta, an outliner in 
the form of aDA, is covered in Chapter 9 (word process
ing). and Apple's basic utilities are covered in Chapter 4 
(basic Mac software). In this chapter, we cover other 
general-purpose utilities and ones that span categories, 
like programs used for resizing art before you paste it into 
a word processing document. 

• extensions and control panels (SA/ND/JK/ANJ 

Extensions (called inits in System 6) are loaded auto
matically into memory when you start up your Mac; as 
that happens, their icons appear at the bottom of your 
screen. Extensions use anywhere from 2K to 200K of 
memory (we haven't seen one larger than that), so if you 
don't have a lot of RAM, be careful how many you use. 
Another potential problem with extensions is that they 
can clash with other system software or with an appli
cation. For more on this, see the entry called extension 
and control panel conflicts in Chapter 8. 

Some control panels (called cdevs in System 6) also load at 
startup; they have the same drawbacks as extensions, and 
the term extension is often used (in this book and elsewhere) 
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to include them. But unlike extensions, when you double
click any control panel, you get a window where you can 
configure some aspect of your Mac or a peripheral device. 
(Some even allow you to choose which other control panels 
and extensions load at startup-see the next entry.) 

ei extension managers (SA/ND/JK/ANJ 

An extension (or init) manager is a utility that lets you select 
which extensions and control panels load at startup (with
aut having to drag them out of the System Folder). A 
good one also lets you rename them to change their load
ing order (since extensions and control panels load alpha
betically) and can be called up on startup before they load 
(so you can specify which ones should be turned on or 
off this time around, without having to restart again to 
make your choices take effect). Normally, extensions load 
before control panels, but some extension managers let 
you tell control panels to load first, which you can't 
accomplish just by renaming them. 

!nitPicker ($70 list from Microseeds) is the most versa
tile of the extension managers. As its package declares, 
it "helps you manage the tangled web of inits that are 
supposed to make your system more productive, but 
frequently only serve to screw things up." !nitPicker lets 
you check the extensions you want to run, either at 
startup or in its control panel; it also creates sets of 
extensions to run together and tells you how much memory 
each one is using. There's even a special utility, Bomb
Guard, that detects clashes and prevents one of the clash
ers from loading. (Extensions Manager is a decent 
noncommercial alternative-and it's free.) 

• freeware and shareware utilities (SA/ND/ANJ 

Many utilities are available as free software (known as free
ware) or as shareware (try it and pay for it only if you like 
it and continue using it). A lot of these programs do things 
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too minor to interest a commercial publisher, yet are 
quite useful. (We urge you to always send in the fee for 
shareware you use regularly; it encourages the author to 
come up with more goodies, and you sometimes receive 
documentation or upgrades not available to nonregis
tered users.) 

One advantage of freeware and shareware, besides its 
low price, is that it tends to get updated more often than 
commercial software (most authors are very responsive to 
user feedback). Its major drawback is that it's tested much 
less than commercial products before it's released, so it's 
more likely to crash your system or to clash with other 
programs. It's also more likely to be marred by interface 
idiosyncracies that make it hard to learn and use. And since 
there's no technical support, you're on your own. 

You get freeware and shareware through user groups, 
online services and bulletin boards. (We also offer a two
meg collection of the best freeware and shareware; it's 
called The Macintosh Bible Software Disks and is described 
at the end of Chapter 20. Several ofthe utilities discussed 
in this chapter are on the disks.) 

Substitutes for 
basic Apple utilities 

II Calc+ rss) 

Calc+ ($60 from Abbott Systems) does basic a rithmetic 
and, in its graphics mode, can calcula te in inches, centime
ters, picas or ciceros and quickly switch between them. 
You can copy results to the Clipboard and then paste them 
into any document. [I'm looking for an inexpens ive calcu
lator, on the Mac or otherwise, that will calculate hours, 
minutes and seconds as well as decimal numbers. If you 
lcnow of one , let me know.-AN] 
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Unlike Apple's Calculator, Calc+ has no calculator keys 
on-screen; you enter numbers from the Mac's keypad or 
keyboard. Some people may miss the on-screen keypad, 
but I find typing on real keys a lot faster than clicking 
"keys" with the mouse. 

You can set the font, size and number of decimal places 
for the display and generate a printout of the calculator's 
tape. You can also resize the calculator window as neces
sary or reduce it to an icon to get it out of the way yet 
keep it within reach. Calc+ is easy to use, and there's 
decent online help in case you need it. 

ti Calculator Construction Set (ANJ 

If neither Apple's regular calculator DA nor Calc+ suit you, 
Dubl-Click Software's $90 Calculator Construction Set may 
be just what you want. It lets you assemble the ultimate 
monster calculator of your dreams (you can stretch it to 
any size you want and keep loading in the keys). Then 
when you're done, you can install it as a desk accessory. 

Rather than go into endless detail about all the func
tions Calculator Construction Set makes available, I'll just 
say that if you want something, it's almost certainly got 
it. And the user interface is good, so you won't have any 
trouble creating what you want. 

ti Scrapbook substitutes (SA/ND/ANJ 

SmartScrap) is a terrific Scrapbook substitute, and it 
comes with the handy Clipper DA that lets you crop or 
scale the contents of the Clipboard before pasting it ($90 
for both from Portfolio Systems). SmartScrap lets you 
select all or any part of a stored image for copying. You 
can name each page of the Scrapbook and then search 
through the contents by name, or build a table of contents 
that contains miniature pictures of the contents of each 
page (to go to the page you want, you just double-click 
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on its little picture). Finally, SmartScrap lets you access 
multiple Scrapbook files, without having to constantly 
change their names. 

ClickPaste ($100 list, from Mainstay) is a great idea-a 
hierarchical Scrapbook (folders within folders). Version 2 
can store sounds and play them back before you paste them. 

ti MultiClip (ND) 

Apple's Clipboard only holds one thing. Whenever you cut 
or copy something, it replaces whatever was already on 
the Clipboard-and sometimes you live to regret that. 
MultiClip gives you lots of clipboards (and scrapbooks for 
that matter) that you can view, edit or copy to the Scrap
book for more permanent storage. At $150 (from Oldu
vai), it's a bit steep for a single-function utility, but weigh 
that against reconstructing the things you throw away by 
accident with the conventional Clipboard. 

ti file finders (NDJ 

System Ts Find command is pretty slick, but Mr. File 
($1 00 from Softways) goes two steps further-it creates 
a list of the files it finds, and lets you open, copy or delete 
items directly from that list. DiskTools and Master Finder 
(both parts of Fifth Generation's $130 File Director) can 
search by file size or modification date, and they run 
even faster than Apple's Find command. (Also see the Util
ity collections section and the review of DiskTop be low.) 

ti Basura and Trash Chute (NDJ 

Both of these freeware programs improve on the Trash. 
Fred Monroe's Basura (the name is Spa nish for garbage) 
is an extension that gives you keyboard shortcuts for 
throwing things away-you just select something, hit 
lo:~e)Deletel, and away it goes (fOPijOO)o3C)Deletel empties the Trash 
as well). Trash Chute (by Melissa Rogers) empties the Trash 
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in System 7 whenever you shut down the Mac, the way 
it works in System 6. 

tl Suitcase and MasterJuggler (SS/I-IK/NDJ 

Both Fifth Generation Systems' Suitcase II ($80 list) and 
Alsoft's MasterJuggler ($50) help you manage fonts and/or 
DA's in suitcase files. If you're running System 6 and have 
more than a handful of DA's and fonts, you need one of 
these programs. But even under System 7, they help you 
conserve memory because you open specialized fonts 
only when you need them instead of cluttering up your 
System (and font menus) with them at a ll times. 

Both programs let you open suitcase files automatically 
at startup or while you're working. Both include utilities 
that help resolve font ID conflicts (details in Chapter 6) . 
MasterJuggler also includes an application launcher that 
helps you open frequently used programs and documents 
wilhoul constantly sifling through layers of folders, an 

aid for anyone who works on varied projects. 

[I'd be lost without Suitcase. I put aU the fonts used in 
Chapter 6 of this boolc into one suitcase file, and I use Suit
case to malce it active whenever I need to print (or view) 
that chapter; otherwise, I leave it closed, so I can get to the 
bottom of my font menu before the end of this century. AU 
my fonts are organized in suitcases (with names Wee essen
tial fonts. fun favorites, sometimes used, seldom used) and 
I swap them in and out with Suitcase. Most of the Mac 
experts I Jcnow thinlc of Suitcase (or Master Juggler) virtu
ally as system software. If you use more than afew dozen 
fonts or DA's, you need one of these programs.-AN] 

[I've never used MasterJuggler; but I hate Suitcase 
because its interface is so counterintuitive. I mean, really, 
to have to select Quit to confirm that you'vefinished select
ing things to open ... sputter, sputter. This is sort of a side 
rant to my basic rant about how bloody difficult all this font 
stuff has become. I wish the font publishers would quit their 
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politicaljcommercial.fighting about standards and make 
the damn things easy to work with. If Suitcase makes 
things easier, it's only from unmanageable to barely accept
able. Suitcase is about as easy for a novice to use as a VCR 
is to program Harumph.-ND] 

[Well, I agree, actually. I've gotten used to Suitcase's 
interface, but it certainly was confusing atji.rst.-AN] 

Utility collections 

• MacTools 2.0 (LAJ 

MacTools 2.0 ($150 list, from Central Point Sofhvare) 
combines complete backup and virus protection utilities 
with a comprehensive set of disk maintenance utilities and 
repair and recovery tools. 

DiskFix, a powerful volume repair and recovery util
ity, can fix many types of disk problems-including some 
that Norton can't deal with (of course, Norton can also 
fix some that MacTools can't) . MacTools' repair and recov
ery schemes are impressive: remarkably, DiskFix can 
undo the changes it made if a repair attempt goes awry. 
Another feature worth the price of admission: you can 
schedule automatic backups and routine hard drive main
tenance- and they can take place without your supervi
sion as long as you don't need to change disks or cartridges. 

Unfortunately, MacTools lacks adequate online help, 
which is particularly frustrating because the interface isn't 
always self-explanatory. I was also disappointed that this 
version dropped FastCopy, a floppy disk copier, from the 
package. It may sound like a trivial concern, but you 
should always duplicate damaged floppies before attempt
ing repairs. MacTools a lso takes up a lot of memory- the 
four extensions together consume SOOK and most of the 
other utilities require at least a meg. 
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ti 911 Utilities (SSJ 

911 Utilities ($150 list from Microcom) is a collection of 
disk- and file-troubleshooting tools that once was sold 
under the name 1st Aid. If you want to keep the number 
of extensions in your system to a minimum, this may be 
the package for you, since the modules come in the form 
of stand-alone programs. 

911 's main utility, 1st Aid HFS, diagnoses and repairs 
disk- and file-related problems. It can check and repair 
disks, save an archival copy of a disk's volume informa
tion (to help repair the disk if it becomes damaged), copy 
floppy disks (even damaged ones) and permanently remove 
deleted files. 1st Aid can also distinguish between unini
tialized and unreadable floppies, and repair the boot 
blocks of any startup disk. 

Sector Collector checks disks for bad blocks, then 
records the blocks as unusable so none of your data will 
be written to them. There's also Minor Repairs, which 
allows you to rebuild the desktop of any disk without losing 
the comments entered into the files' Get Info boxes. My 
favorite, though, is Complete Undelete. This amazingly 
simple-to-use control panel helps you resurrect files after 
you've tossed them in the Trash. Even if they've been partly 
overwritten since you threw them away, this utility will 
salvage what's left. 

911 Utilities' extensive Troubleshooting Guide may be 
the most valuable part of the package. No matter what 
trouble you're having, you can look up the symptoms and 
find concrete steps you can take to resolve the problem. 
This 300-page resource should be on every Macintosh 
user's bookshelf. 

ti Norton Utilities (SSJ 

The Norton Utilities collection ($150 from Symantec) 
provides programs. desk accessories. extensions and 
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control panels for protecting and recovering data. The core 
program, Norton Disk Doctor, can examine any disk, 
then report and correct problems. [The manual's trou
bleshooting section is excellent.-LA] 

SpeedDisk defragments files and reorganizes drive 
contents for optimal speed. Unlike most disk optimizers, 
Speed Disk classifies all files according to type and then 
places the least frequently changed types at the begin
ning of the disk. (The order used is: the disk directory; 
System file; extensions and control panels; fonts and 
DA's; programs; document files; and desktop files.) 

There are fourteen other utilities in the collection, 
including an updated Directory Assistance, which modi
fies Open, Save and Save As ... dialog boxes by adding a 
menu bar to streamline hard disk navigation. Menu 
options let you perform Finder activities (copy or delete 
files, create new folders, Get Info) and reorganize the file 
and folder listings from within the dialog box. 

ti Now Utilities (DPJ 

For $130, Now Utilities 3.02 gives you ten useful, polished 
software gadgets that are designed to improve your work
ing environment. The crown jewel is Super Boomerang. a 
behind-the-scenes file tracker. Every time you use the 
Open or Save command of a program, Boomerang is there 
to greet you-listing files and folders you use a lot, offer
ing a sizzlingly fast Find button, identifying each file's size, 
type and location, and showing you the contents of the last 
folder you opened. It makes opening files a little sluggish, 
but you spend a lot less time foraging for misfiled files. 

NowMenus makes your Apple menu hierarchical. so you 
can jump directly to a certain control panel. WYSIWYG 
Menus consolidates your font menus (so B Times Bold and 
I Times Italic go on a submenu under Times) and displays 
each font name in its own font. The other modules include 
an excellent extension manager. Version 4.0 should be 
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available soon; it will have only seven modules (includ
ing the four mentioned here) but even more power. 

Probably the best feature of this collection is that, after 
several years on the market, the kinks and bugs have long 
since been ironed out of these handy modules. They're 
guaranteed to work together. 

ti PowerBook utilities (LAJ 

Connectix PowerBook Utilities (usua lly known as CPU) is 
the first collection of utilities to arrive for PowerBook 
users. It's a low-cost ($100). easy-to-use package that 
packs a multitude of utilities into a single control panel. 

The most valuable features in the collection help prolong 
battery life by letting you configure the timers that dim 
or turn off the backlighting, spin down the hard disk, rest 
the processor and put the Power Book to sleep. CPU keeps 
track of those settings for both battery and AC power, and 
automatically switches settings when you change power 
sources. It displays information on battery status and 
provides other indicators that help users conserve battery 
power. The manual also includes tips for maximizing 
battery life. 

Instant-Wake bypasses the ten- to fifteen-second delay 
that ordinarily occurs when a just-awakened PowerBook 
performs a series of tests. (It still performs the tests, but 
slips them in when you won't notice them.) CPU provides 
keyboard shortcuts for menu commands, dialog boxes and 
functions like putting the PowerBook to sleep and spin
ning down the hard drive. It includes a security program, 
a keyboard command that locates the cursor and an LCD 
screen saver. It even lets you disable the leaps Lock! key. (On 
the PowerBooks' smaller keyboards, it's easy to hit l eaps Lock! 

by accident.) 

You can save many different sets of custom CPU settings, 
which makes it easy to instantaneously configure the 
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PowerBook for different people or different locations. 
Instead of changing all the CPU settings one by one each 
time you leave your desk, you can just choose your 
custom travel settings and hit the roa d. (CPU comes 
with six predefined environments, including home, office 
and travel.) 

By the time you read this, CPU may have som e compe
tition; look for Baseline Publishing's PowerBoost Utilities 
and After Hours Software's Gum-P. There's a lso a la rge 
selection of freeware and sha reware Power Book utilities. 
They generally just do one thing, and they're not as 
polished as CPU, but you can't beat the price-unless 
otherwise noted, the programs listed below are free. 

Insomnia (by Stephen Somogyi) disables rest m ode 
when you run a PowerBook on AC power. When you're 
running on battery power, Backlight Control (by Ricardo 
Batista) turns off the screen 's backlight after a specified 
length oftime without keyboard or mouse activity. SpinO 
(by Bill Steinberg) spins down the ha rd drive. Siesta ($5 
shareware, by Andrew Welch) puts the PowerBook to 
s leep. (These last two are FKeys, utilities in the form of 
a keyboard command.) 

Zync (by Ricardo Batista) is a file-reconciliation utility 
that copies files between your PowerBook and a desktop 
computer so that both can be kept abreast of changes. 
Ram Preserves ($5 shareware, by Richard D. McLeod) 
copies the desired file structure to the RAM disk at startup, 
and copies modified files back to the hard drive at shut
down. SafeSleep (by Bill Steinberg) bla nks the screen 
and requ ests a password for access when the Mac is 
awaken ed . CapsKiller (by S. Kevin Hes ter) disables the 
caps lock key. FindCursor init (by Mike Samu els) locates 
a los t cursor. 
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File handlers and 
Finder substitutes 

tt DiskTop (CRISS) 

CE Software's DiskTop ($100) is a desk accessory that does 
so many things so well that it's hard to describe them all. 
For openers, it lets you find, open, delete, copy, move and 
rename files or folders (and eject, unmount or erase disks) 
without going to the Finder. It also gives you information 
on files-either the kind provided in the Finder's Get Info 
window or the more technical information that's useful 
to programmers. It can even calculate the total size of 
selected files-extremely handy when you're trying to 
move multiple files to a floppy disk. 

Instead of simply showing you disk icons, DiskTop 
tells you the capacity and remaining free space on each 
disk. You can search for files by name, type, creator, date 
created, date last modified or size-and in the case of the 
last three categories, you can enter ranges (e.g. find all 
the files that were modified in the last two weeks). You 
can search for files whose names begin with, contain or 
exactly match the letters you type. 

DiskTop can search multiple disks simultaneously 
very quickly-Steve can search 320MB of hard disks in 
about 30 seconds! When it finds a file, it lists it and keeps 
on going. When you select the name of a file it's found, 
DiskTop displays a graphic map of where that file is 
located. You can open the file (or launch the application) 
straight from that map by double-clicking on its name. 
You can also create a temporary list of all the files Disk
Top found, so you can do something with all of them at 
once-like copying, moving or deleting them. 
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DiskTop comes with a decent manual and several 
bonus utilities , including (in version 4.02) GOfer, a power
ful text-search utility that's reviewed below. 

• Findswell (CRJ 

Apple's Finder Find command works quickly and well, but 
Findswell ($30 from Working Software) puts a Find button 
in every Open .. . or Save As ... dialog box, just where you 
need it most. Click the button and a window opens that 
lets you search for files; when you find one, its pathname 
(all the nested folders it's in) is shown. You can a lso navi
gate through files and folders the way you do in an Open 
window, and you can open any file you come across that 
was created by the application you're currently running 
(which saves you the trouble of quitting Findswell and going 
into the application's own Open window). 

But Findswell's nicest feature is its ability to remem
ber the last files you opened (you tell it how many) so you 
can return to them quickly-whether it's an hour or a week 
later. Findswell a lso lets you mark frequently used files 
so that they always appear in the Findswell window; if 
they're stuck deep inside two or three folders, this gets 
you to them much faster. 

• DisKeeper (Chris Allen/NDJ 

DisKeeper is a $10 shareware disk cataloger written by 
J . Geagan. It helps you manage disks that are cluttered 
with multiple copies of applications and files. that have 
junk buried several folders deep, or tha t just have too many 
files . It lists all the files and indicates which are locked, 
invisible, identical to each other, have no data in them or 
are "orphans" (their creator application can't be found, 
and thus they appear as the plain, generic-document 
icon). It a lso tells you which folders are empty, invisible 
or contain only one item. 
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Dis Keeper saves this information to a Word text file that 
can be read by most word processors and spreadsheets. 
It can also move identical files, empty files and the like 
to a folder called DisKeeper Trash. Quite a lot of value for 
$10, don't you think? 

It Set Paths (ANJ 

This incredibly useful freeware u tility from Bruce Tomlin 
helps prevent clutter in your System Folder (and inter
minable waits when you open it). It lets you specifY up to 
five additional folders that programs will look in when they 
normally look in the System Folder. 

This lets you put away a ll those things that have to be 
in the System Folder, like help files, but that don't have 
their own folders, the way extensions, fonts and Apple 
menu item s do. Normally you put the additiona l folders 
in the System Folder, but they can be anywhere on the 
disk. All you have to do to set them up is open the Set 
Paths control panel and click on them. 

Compression utilities 

It file compression basics (Skye Lininger IAN) 

When you're sending files over phone lines, or trying to 
squeeze them onto crowded disks, it's a good idea to use 
a compression utility. These handy programs compress 
(or compact) files into a rchives that a re much smaller 
than the originals. 

Compression u tilities work by removing the redun
dancy present in most documents. For example, in this 
book, the word and appears thousands of times. If you 
replace each and with a s ingle character, you save 67% 
of the space they took up. Using techniques like that, 
compression utilities can typically squeeze a lOOK word 
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processing document down to about 33K, a nd a lOOK 
graphics scan in TIFF format t o as little a s 7K. Applica
tions usually don't conden se as much, because programs 
are partially compressed when they're written. 

Compression u tilities can also fit a very large file or grou p 
of files onto a series of floppies by s plitting it into as 
many archives as necessary. When you want the da ta back, 
the program expands (or extracts) the split-up informa
tion from the various archives and reassembles it. 

The names of a rchives u sually end with a three-letter 
tag that identifies the program tha t compressed it and/ or 
the sort of file it is . For example, a self-extracting archive
one you can expand s imply by double-clicking on it, with
out the compres s ion utility tha t crea ted il n eeding to be 
around-often bears the tag .sea a t the end of the file name. 

tt Stufflt (Skye Lin inger/JK/NDJ 

When Raymond Lau was in high school, he wrote a sh a re
ware progra m called Stufflt, which fas t becam e the m ost 
popular Mac compression utility in the world. It's now 
evolved into a commercia l product called S tu fflt Deluxe 
($ 100 lis t, from Aladdin Systems) and a rela ted shareware 
vers ion called S tuffl1. Lite ($25 sha rewa re). 

Stuffl t Deluxe is somewhat faster than S tufflt Lite , 
and it has lots more bells and whistles- virus protection, 
password protection. file ma nagement tools a nd m ore, 
enough to add 1.5MB to your hard disk. A new vers ion 
came out jus t at press time tha t lets you compres s files 
automatica lly in th e background. We hear it's s lick and 
fast, but we haven 't ha d a ch a nce to try it. 

Compared to Stufflt Deluxe. S tufflt Lite is b lessedly 
simple (bu t it s till takes 4 7 minutes to download a t 2400 
bps). The two programs share the sam e file forma t, so 
they can open each other 's archives. Unfortuna tely, the 
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previous shareware version, Stufflt 1.5.1, can't open 
archives created by either. 

Both versions can create self-extracting archives (but 
not Stufflt 1.5. 1). Stufflt Deluxe can also expand files 
compressed in the ZIP format that's popular on IBM PC 
compatibles (which may be helpful in offices). Stufflt 
archives usually bear the tag . sit at the end of the file name. 

[I've always loved the fact that you don't talk about 
compressing files with Stu.f/It-you stuff them. And you 
don't expand them-you unstuff them.-AN] 

It Compact Pro (JKJ 

Compact Pro is a $25 shareware program by Bill Good
man. It's comparable to Stufflt Lite-a basic program 
with no pretensions-but it's fast and incredibly efficient, 
even when creating self-extracting archives. You often save 
65% or 70%, and we once saved more than 80%. 

Compact Pro can also expand Stufflt 1.5.1 archives, 
which is useful, since Stufflt is still very widely used. 
Its own archives usua lly bear the tag .cpt at the end of 
the file name . (Compact Pro is included on The Macin
tosh Bible Disks.) 

It DiskDoubler tHKJ 

Like other compression programs, Salient Software's 
DiskDoubler ($80) lets you shrink selected applications 
and files by a respectable 35% or 40% (a lthough rarely 
does it shrink anything in half, as the name "doubler" 
suggests). It also splits big files so they'll fit on floppy disks. 
[DiskDoubler can only extract archives it created itself, not 
those compressed by other utiliiies.-8kye Lininger] 

What sets DiskDoubler apart from other programs is 
its ease of use. Instead of a zillion cryptically named 
menu items and options, there's s imply Compress, Expand, 
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Split/Join and Help. You can't get more straightforward 
than that. 

tl AutoDoubler (HKJ 

Whereas DiskDoubler only compresses the files you spec
ify, Salient's $80 AutoDoubler extension automatically 
squeezes everything on your hard disk. You simply install 
it and it goes to work. When you want to use compressed 
files and applications, just open them as you normally do
AutoDoubler expands them on the fly and then compresses 
them again when you're done. 

AutoDoubler noticeably slows down opening or closing 
files (how much depends on the file's size a nd content). 
You can get around some of that by excluding files from 
compression, but doing that is a bit tricky. Personally, I 
already have plenty of disk space , and I like to decide 
what stuff to compress and what to leave alone (see the 
next entry). But if you've got a cra mped hard drive, 
AutoDoubler could serve as a stopgap solution. [AutoDou
bler can handle DislcDoubler but not Stuifit files.-Sicye 
Lininger] 

tl Super Disk! and More Disk Space (Skye Lininger) 

Add .s to the name of any file, folder or disk, and Super Disk! 
($90 from Alysis) will compress it automatically. (This is 
handy, and makes it easy to tell at a glance what's 
compressed.) Add .x and SuperDisk! will automatically 
create a self-extracting archive. Add .exe and the files will 
self-extract under MS-DOS. 

SuperDiskl a lso lets you compress files m anually with 
menu or keyboard commands. Alysis' m ore adva nced 
program, More Disk Space ($1 00). can handle files that 
were compressed by Stufflt Deluxe or DiskDoubler. 
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Text tools 

tl FlashWrite (SSJ 

The NotePad DA that Apple ships with the Mac is virtu
a lly useless- its pages a re tiny , and there are only eight 
of them. FlashWrile II is one of the newest NotePad substi
tutes-a $15 shareware DA by Andrew Welch. 

Unlike the choice of Geneva, Geneva or Geneva that 
NotePad gives you , FlashWrite II lets you select a differ
ent font, style and s ize for each page. Flash Write's window 
is resizable-you can zoom it out to fill the entire screen. 
It can import and export pages as text-only files, and a 
word-count feature reports the number of letters, words, 
sentences and paragraphs on the current page. 

ti miniWriter (AN) 

This is many Mac veterans' favorite note-taking DA. Writ
ten by David Dunham of Maitreya Design, it's fast, slick, 
has a great (and accurate) word-count function, and only 
costs $12. I couldn't live without il. 

ti QuickDex (PHJ 

This is the ultimate note-taking DA-so intuitive I can't 
even imagine using the manual. You write on the equiv
a lent of index ca rds and then loss them in the card box. 
The Find command works at lightning speed and searches 
for any word on any card. You can easily create different 
card stacks ; QuickDex II keeps track of all of them at once. 
It costs $60 (from Casady & Greene). {It's also available 
as part of the Super QuiclcDex package ($90), bundled 
with a printing manager and a DA for printing s ingle 
envelopes or labels.-ND] 

ti KiwiEnvelopes! rss) 

For a ll the convenience word processors provide, they're 
not very good a t printing enve lopes. But the KiwiEn-
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velopesl DA ($50 from Kiwi Software) does the job hand
ily. It prints letter- or legal-size envelopes one at a time, 
with or without postal bar codes, on various dot-matrix, 
inkjet and laser printers. 

KiwiEnvelopes! stores addresses you use repeatedly, 
or you can put a single address on the Clipboard and print 
directly from there. You can set a different font, size and 
style (normal, bold or italic) for the return address, mail
ing address and an optional m essage (like Air Mail) that 
prints in the lower-left corner. You can also use a bit
mapped or PICT graphic in place of text. A Preview option 
lets you check a n envelope layout before printing it. 

KiwiEnvelopes! is ridiculously easy to use, but a ll it can 
do is print single envelopes. It can't print labels or do a 
few envelopes at once. But for another $10 or so, you can 
buy a more versatile program like INtouch-with the 
same envelope printing capabilities, plus an address
book da tabase, contact notes a nd phone dialing (it's 
described in Chapter 12). 

el Lookup (CRJ 

Lookup is a $40 desk accessory from Working Software 
tha t checks your spelling as you type in any program
database, spreadsheet, page layout, word processor. what
ever. In most programs, you can also highlight a word to 
be checked and then automatically replace it with an 
alternative Lookup s ugges ts (it often gives you severa l 
choices) . 

It's nice to h ave access to a large dictionary-the sam e 
one used in Spellswell-from ins ide any application, but 
Lookup can only check individua l words in text you've 
typed after activating the OA. If you don't like the beep
while-you- type style, see the spelling checker reviews at 
the end of Chapter 9. 
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.t Temperament (NDJ 

John Rotenstein must have really gotten tired of remov
ing leftover Word temp files from his hard disk because 
he wrote this freeware control panel that strips them out. 
(There, wasn't that simple?) [Ah, if only all the entries 
were that simple.-AN] 

.t GOfer (SA/NDJ 

GOfer ($80 from Microlytics) is a text-search utility-you 
tell it what text you're looking for and it searches through 
your entire hard disk (if necessary) to find every occur
rence of it. You can set GOfer to look only in certain fold
ers or only through certain types of documents, and you 
can tell it to find exact matches, ignore case, etc. This is 
an incredibly h andy utility for those times when you 
know you wrote (or saw) something somewhere, but can't 
remember where . 

.t Quote Init (AN/SAJ 

As you type, this $15 shareware extension by Lincoln Stein 
substitutes curly quotation marks ( " " ) for the Mac's 
standard vertical quotation mark ( " ) and a curly apos
trophe ( ')for the Mac's standard vertical one ( ' ). It also 
supplies open and close single quotation marks ( · · )
even when they're nested within double quotes-and it 
a lso will insert an em dash whenever you type two 
hyphens in a row. 

Quote lnit is smart about what to do when (for example, 
it can recognize the continuation of a long quotation 
through multiple paragraphs) and on the rare occasions 
when it makes a mistake (usually when you're insert
ing punctuation into existing text), corrections are rela
tively easy-you just backspace over the character and 
type it again. Once active, Quote !nit works in every appli
cation (including the Finder). You can choose to have it 
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automatically install itself at startup or wait for your 
command, and you can toggle it on and off with a key
board command. 

tt MacLabel Pro (KFJ 

Anyone who's ever struggled to line up text so it prints 
accurately on labels will appreciate the convenience of 
Avery Dennison's $100 MacLabel Pro. This handy program 
provides templates for printing on things like Rolodex-style 
cards, postcards and dozens of Avery self-adhesive labels 
(for file folders. floppy disks. envelopes, price stickers. audio 
or videocassette labels. etc.) on laser, inkjet and dot
matrix printers. 

Once you choose a template, you can type right onto 
it, or you can import text from a word processor, spread
sheet or database in comma-delimited, tab-delimited. 
SYLK, ASCII or RTF format. You can customize the 
templates with built-in drawing tools or with PICT or EPS 
graphics of your own-your logo, for instance. (Unfortu
nately, MacLabel Pro doesn't have anything that acts like 
a pasteboard, so your label may get a little crowded while 
you're in the process of designing it.) 

You can print as many or as few labels on a page as 
you like, and it's easy to finish up a partially used sheet 
of labels. There's a nudge feature to help if the first page 
prints a little too far in one direction. There's even a bar
code feature, which we didn't test. 

Graphics tools 

tt Gallery Effects (SSJ 

This $200 program from Aldus offers sixteen artistic 
textures or brushstroke effects you can apply to any bit
mapped image-or to just a part of it. You can use it as 
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aDA or stand -alone program, or you can add its commands 
to any program that allows external commands, like Super
Paint 3 , Photoshop, Digital Darkroom, HyperCard and 
SuperCard. Aldus calls this one Volume 1: Classic Art for 
the Macintosh, so expect a series of them eventually. 

The effects are chalk & charcoal, charcoal, chrome, 
craquelure (cracked surface), dark strokes, dry brush, 
emboss, film grain, fresco, graphic pen, mosaic, poster 
edges, ripple, smudge stick, spatter and watercolor. 
They're great for producing backgrounds, especially for 
presentations; I made an interesting texture in SuperPaint 
in less than two minutes by laying down a radial gradi
ent and adding a ripple effect. The program's a good start
ing point if you want to spruce up your a rtwork or just 
make it look as if you actually have talent. 

• Super Ruler (NDJ 

This s imple freeware DA by Randy Ubillos is simply 
wonderful. Whenever you n eed to know how large some
thing is on-screen, you pop Super Ruler open and just 
measure it. You can flip it to vertical or horizontal posi
tions, lengthen or shorten it, and match it to your moni
tor so the scale is accurate. I wish I'd had this back in 
the primitive days when we were trying to lay out book 
pages with Word 1.05. (It's included on The Macintosh Bible 
Software Disks.) 

• graphics cataloging utilities (SSJ 

People who accumulate clip art invariably end up with 
pundreds or thousands of pictures, PICT drawings and 
high-resolution TIFF and EPS graphics. To find the one 
you want quickly, you need a program like Mariah, Multi-
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Ad Search or PictureBook+ (all reviewed below); they help 
you keep track of graphics collections by creating cata
logs in which you can view the graphics as thumbnails, 
and by letting you assign keyw·ords to each of them so 
they can be categorized and located easily. 

If your catalogs will contain memory-hogging images 
like TIFF files, you'll need plenty ofRAM-I'd recommend 
4MB to 8MB. Also, plan to invest a lot of time assigning 
descriptions and/or keywords to each file; without them, 
your searches will be aimless. 

All three programs share one weakness-they don't 
provide a simple way of cataloging classes of related 
images. So if you want to assign the same keyword to many 
images, you have to do it one by one. {Sounds Wee ajob 
for a macro program. See the section on them beLow.-ND] 

{FortunateLy, Large coLLections of images usuaLly come with 
keywords attached-and with a cataLoging utiLity for find
ing them. For exampLe, the 5800-image VisuaL DeLights 
coLLection is thoroughLy lceyworded (my high-schooL English 
teacher is spinning in her grave) and comes with MuLti-Ad 
Search. -AN] 

tl Multi-Ad Search 1. 0 (SSJ 

Multi-Ad Search ($200) was designed with network users 
in mind. One person (normally the ne twork adminis tra
tor) creates and maintains catalogs and decides if other 
users can add images, keywords and descriptions. 

Of the three products reviewed here, Multi-Ad Search 
has the most powerful search function . You can sea rch 
by disk, format (EPS, TIFF, e tc). file name, keyword and/or 
expiration date (some clip a rt appa rently self-destructs 
after a certain period of renta l time)-up to five parame
ters at once. So, for example, you could tell Multi -Ad 
Search to look on two disks for images that h ave lwo 
keywords-kids and dogs , say, or kids or chiLdren- and 
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that expire before a certain date. You can list the files that 
are found by name, or view thumbnails of them. 

Multi-Ad Search has two significant wealmesses-it can't 
do file conversions and it can't export less than a complete 
image. Still, it does a good job of organizing and cataloging 
lots of images, and it's the only one of these three programs 
that doesn't use an enormous amount of disk space. 

• Mariah (SSJ 

Symmetry's Mariah ($150) can organize more than just 
graphics; it can also store sounds, text-only files and 
animation sequences (in PICS format). In fact, ifyou have 
a Mac with a microphone (or a MacRecorder). you can 
record sounds directly into Mariah. 

Mariah can also convert files among several major 
graphic formats. and its marquee and lasso tools let you 
select all or part of a graphic and paste it into another 
application. Its search function lets you look for three differ
ent parameters simultaneously. 

• PictureBook+ 1.0 rssJ 

Loop Software's PictureBook+ ($130) has the most versa
tile editing tools of these three products. It can crop, 
resize and select portions of a graphic, and it can do 
some text editing. Even better, PictureBook can convert 
anything-a laid-out page. a spreadsheet, a table-to 
PICT format and archive it. The program handles bit
mapped, PICT, TIFF and EPS formats, and text files. As 
with Mariah. PictureBook+'s catalog takes approximately 
the same disk space as the images it contains. 

PictureBook+ lets you sort cataloged images by name, 
date, size or kind-or you can rearrange them by hand. 
Each graphic has a comment box (a lot like the one in 
Get Info) into which you can put a description, keywords, 
details of how the image was created or anything else you 
like. PictureBook+ only lets you search for words and 
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phrases in the comment box, and only one at a time. So 
if you wanted to find EPS files that have desert flora in 
them, say, you couldn't do that in one pass. And to sort 
images by file format, you'd have to type the name of the 
file format into the comment box of each image. 

' 

Screen savers and 
capture programs 

• screen savers (AN) 

Most computer monitors (like mos t TVs) are cathode ray 
tubes. They're coated on the ins ide with phosphor that 
glows when a beam of electrons hits it, creating the image 
on the screen. Leaving the same image on the screen for 
a long period of time can exhaust the phosphor in certa in 
areas, causing it to shine less brightly, or not at all. 
That's where screen savers (a lso called screen blankers) 
come in. 

They keep track of how long it's been since you hit a 
key or the mouse button and automatically b lack out the 
screen after a certain amount of time (which you spec
ify). Hitting any key or moving the mouse brings back the 
image that was there before the scr een saver kicked in. 

You can turn most screen savers on immediately-the 
Sleep Now feature-by moving the pointer to a particular 
corner of the screen, which is useful when you're work
ing on something you don 't want everybody to see. And 
you can temporarily turn most screen savers off as well
the Never Sleep feature-by moving the pointer to a differ
ent corner of the screen, as you might want to do if you 
needed to watch som ething on the screen but weren't 
going to touch your keyboard or mouse for a while. 

Today's screen savers don't m er ely black out the 
screen-they put m oving images on it. And what images 
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they are! Just as Greek dram a a rose out of religious 
choruses, so a whole new art form is ris ing out of the pedes
trian task of protecting the phos phor on monitors. There 
are times when I sit hypnotized by my screen saver, 
unable to move the mouse to get back to work. And I'm 
sure the best is yet to come. 

'* Pyro (SA/NDJ 

Fifth Generation Systems' Pyro ($40) was the first really 
popula r screen saver on the Mac. Its name comes from 
pyrotechnics, which means fi-reworks, because that's what 
the original module looked like. Version 4 gives you a choice 
of nine other m odules as well . 

'* After Dark (KF/ANJ 

Berkeley Systems' After Da rk ($50) has become the most 
popular screen saver on the Mac, and no wonder. It offers 
more than 30 great modules-everything from fracta ls and 
electronic mandalas to tropical fish and flying toasters 
(these last even come with sound effects). If that's not 
enough, a $40 sequel, More After Dark, contains 26 addi
tional modules, a nd more are on the way. 

Still not satisfied? Well , you can create your own screen 
pattern, by importing a graphic or by writing a m essage. 
(There's even a book about After Dark, called-quite clev
erly, we think-ArtojDarkness. It comes with a disk that 
contains nine special modules of its own.) 

If you don't like other people messing with your Mac, After 
Dark offers a feature called Anti-Snoop Sleep. Once you 
invoke it. your screen can't be reactivated until you key in 
a password. If someone tries to turn lhe screen saver off, 
by hitting a key or moving the mouse, the screen freezes 
for about ten seconds and then a password box appears. 
If the correct password isn't entered , the screen saver 
resumes until the next time someone tries to deactivate it. 
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You can't turn off After Dark's Never Sleep corner with
out a lso turning off its Sleep Now corner. This is annoy
ing, since it's easy to accidentally leave the pointer in the 
Never Sleep corner, thus defeating the whole purpose of 
having a screen saver. 

tl Moire (NDJ 

This screen blanker extension puts-you guessed it-a 
moire pattern on your screen. It's $10 shareware from J ohn 
Lim and is included on The Macintosh Bible Software Disks. 

tJ capturing screens (SA/NDJ 

Sometimes you need a picture of something on the screen 
to include in a document. The Mac's basic command for 
this function, lshlltlo3t:@, saves an image of the entire screen 
image in a TeachText document, but it only works on black
and-white screens, a nd you can't take a picture of part 
of the screen, or of an opened menu. Fortunately, third
party screen capture programs overcome all these limi
tations, and then some. 

tl Capture (SA/NDJ 

Capture ($130 list, from Mains tay) is a control panel that 
can take a shot of the screen even when m enus a re down 
and dia log boxes are open. You can also set it to post
pone the capture for a specified time while you prepare 
your subject (like the timer on a camera) . When you call 
it up, the pointer changes to crosshairs-you then d rag 
a selection rectangle around whatever part of the screen 
you want to capture. It can save the screen shot in paint, 
PICT, TIFF 4 or TIFF 5 format, and can send it directly 
to the Clipboard or Scrapbook. 

tJ SnapJot (SSJ 

I think Wildflower Software's $60 SnapJol is the best of 
the screen capture utilities. ll works in color or black-and
white, and can convert the former to the latter. It works 
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with more than one monitor at a time, and it can copy 
almost any screen image, including pull-down menus 
and open dialog boxes. You can place each screen shot 
in a pop-up window and keep it on-screen (so if you're 
writing about it, you can describe it from life rather than 
from memory). 

Like Capture, SnapJot can copy a captured image 
directly to the Clipboard, but you only have a choice of 
two formats to save it in-PICT or paint. SnapJot can a lso 
automatically save images in the format of your favorite 
graphics program (as long as the application can read paint 
or PICT files). Then, when you open the screen shots, they 
launch the application too, and you're ready to edit. 

ti Exposure (SII) 

Baseline Publishing's Exposure Pro ($ 140) is a super-duper 
screen-capture utility; when you use it, an image of the 
screen (including any open menus or dialog boxes) fills 
the screen (you think your program or the desktop is still 
there, but it's just a picture). Then Exposure gives you a 
variety of tools with which you can alter the image just 
about any way you want. There's even a menu cutter that 
draws a jagged edge at the end of a section of a menu to 
indicate that there's more to it than you're showing. When 
you're done editing the screen image, you can send it to 
the Clipboard, the Scrapbook or a disk file . 

Macro programs 

ti about macros (ANJ 

A macro is a command that incorporates two or more other 
commands or actions. (The name comes from the idea that 
macro commands incorporate "micro" commands.) A 
macro can be as simple as a keyboard equivalent for a 
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menu command-using~ for Save, for example-or so 
complex that it really amounts to a miniprogram. 

Macro programs create macros by recording your 
keystrokes and/or mouse clicks, or by giving you a sort 
of pseudo programming language to write them in. Here 
are reviews of two of the more popular of them. 

ti QuicKeys (ANJ 

I've used CE Software's QuicKeys ($150) macro-creating 
control panel for years to generate "dumb quotes" 
(described in Chapter 9) and to create keyboard equiva
lents for menu commands. It's performed flawlessly, and 
I've gotten so I can barely work without it (as I realized 
when I switched to System 7 and didn't have a compati
ble version of QuicKeys for a few days). 

I found earlier versions of QuicKeys a bit complex and 
hard-to-use. but the current version. QuicKeys 2.1. is 
pretty intuitive. I don't doubt that there are more power
ful macro programs around. but I don't use 10% ofQuicK
eys' power and neither will most Mac users. 

With QuicKeys. you also get DialogKeys. which gives 
you keyboard equivalents for buttons and checkboxes in 
dialog boxes. Both QuicKeys and Tempo (reviewed in the 
next entry) can send and receive Apple Events (which are 
described in the entry on System 7 features in Chapter 4) . 

ti Tempo (SA/NDJ 

Tempo II Plus ($180 list, from Affinity Microsystems) is 
the most powerful macro utility you can get (short of 
UserLand's Frontier. which is more like a programming 
environment). It lets you record mouse moves relative to 
the window or to the screen-so if you record a click in 
a zoom box. it will still play back in the zoom box no matter 
where the window is when you use the macro. You can 
chain macros together; repeat a macro a specified number 
of times; play back a macro at a specific time. repeatedly 
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for a specific interval, at a specified speed, or at the actual 
speed at which you recorded it; and branch from one macro 
to another, based on what's on the screen or in a file . 
There's a lso a ma cro editor, which makes it easy to scroll 
and modify the macros. 

By the time you read this, there will b e a low-end 
version, TempoEZ. that includes all of the Tempo II Plus 
features except conditional branching. 

Security and 
protection software 

tl protection schemes (SA/ANJ 

Computer security is n't about preventing the theft of 
computer equipment-it's about preventing the theft (or 
destruction) of information. There are a number of 
approaches to doing that, and which one you use depends 
on things like how private you want your files to be , and 
whether you're just trying to protect them from a casual 
looker or from a sophisticated software pirate who really 
wants to get at them. Two of the mos t common are simple 
password protection and enc1yption. 

With password protection, you can 't open a particular 
file, folder or dis k unless you know its password. There 
can b e le vels of password protection-you can restrict 
access or jus t restrict privileges (look but don't change, 
make changes only on a copy, change but don't copy. etc.). 

File encryption is the mos t secure-and also the most 
dangerous- protection scheme. Encrypted files get scram
bled, so that the computer can't make any sense out of 
them-and it Lakes the right password to unscramble it. 
That m eans if you forget the password, you can forget the 
file-even the best hacker, or the people who ma ke the 
encryption sch emes, won't be able to recover it for you. 
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If you use encryption, make sure your password is writ
ten down somewhere and that at least one other person 
knows where it is. (This is no joke. Sharon knew of some
one who died and took his password with him-his employ
ers needed, bul never recovered, his encrypted files.) 

Keep in mind that, as a general rule. the more secure 
your files are, the more inconvenient they'll be for you to 
use as well-so, for your own sake, avoid overkill . 

.t security software tips (SSJ 

Here are a few tips you may find h elpful when working 
with security software: 

• As the last entry pointed out (it's worth repeating), it's 
easy to be cavalier when assigning new passwords and 
create so many you lose track of them. Remember-if 
you forget the password, you can kiss the fi le goodbye. 

• If you work w ith fi les as a set, use a password for the 
whole set, and on ly use an additional password for the 
extremely sensitive documents inside it. 

• Don' t use obv ious passwords. One company I worked 
for used everyone's f~rst names as their passwords into 
the accounting system. (That's a hard one to crack, huh?) 

• Un less there's a cryptographer in your office or you' re 
required by contract to use the DES encryption 
standard, use the fast encryption method for most fi les. 

• Remember to lock all files whenever you leave your Mac. 

.t Citadel with Shredder (SSJ 

Microcom seem s to have thought of everything in its $150 
Citadel package. The various DA's, extensions, control 
panels and stand-alone programs let you lock hard disks 
and removable tapes or cartridges, prevent people from 
using your floppy drive, encrypt files (you can choose 
among three levels of DES encryption). invoke a password
protected screen saver and scan disks for viruses. 
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Citadel lets you create password-protected folders 
called vaults where you can deposit sensitive files (and 
encrypt them too, if necessary). You can "shred" sens i
tive document s by overwriting them with zeroes. 

Citadel has only two weaknesses. First, every password 
must be at least eight characters long- that makes them 
tougher to gu ess, but a lso tougher to remember. (If you 
forget a password, you can u se one of the Citadel disks 
to regain access, but that means you h ave to be careful 
about where you leave the disk.) Second, en crypted files 
aren 't listed in Open dialog boxes; you h ave to use Citadel 
to move the files to the desktop and then move them 
back into the vault after you'r e finished working on them, 
which is inconvenient. 

tt FolderBolt (SSJ 

Not everyone requires high-level encryption or the other 
extreme m easures that security program s like Citadel 
offer. Those with s impler needs can easily be served by 
Kent• Marsh's FolderBolt ($160). As you might guess from 
its name, FolderBolt protects the contents of folders. You 
can make it read-only (anyone can look ins ide, bul you 
need the password to change anylhing). drop (anyone 
can put files in, but you need a password to see or read 
them) or p assword-protected (you need a password to get 
to do anything at a ll with the folder) . 

What's specia l about FolderBolt is its flexibility-virtu
ally everything can be configured to your preference. You 
can have FolderBolt automatically relock a ll folders when
ever you shut down. or designate severa l bolted folders 
as belonging to a set. a llo·wing you to deal collectively with 
them at startup or shutdown. If you decide later that you 
want encryption, Kent•Marsh sells an Encryptlnit that 
works h and-in-hand with FolderBolt. 

A few cautions: Allhough FolderBolt's protection is 
milder than other security programs, it can still interfere 
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with other things you want to d_?, like file recovery or back
ups-which will skip over protected folders because they 
can't be copied. Also, OiskTop can circumvent FolderBolt's 
read-only folders and make copies of items within them. 

Like Citadel, FolderBolt lets you use a disk to unlock 
a system whose password you forget. Although Folder
Bolt works well under System 6.0.4 and higher, it works 
best with System 7. 

• Complete Delete (CRJ 

When you put a file in the Trash, or use a standard delete 
command from inside a program, you only remove the file's 
directory listing from the disk-the file is still on the disk, 
and it can be recovered with an undelete utility like the 
one in MacTools. Comple te Delete is a public-domain 
program tha t completely erases a file from the disk, so 
that there's no way it can be recovered. (Don't confuse 
this progra m with Complete Undelete, which is d escribed 
in the review of 911 Utilities earlier in this chapter.) 

Miscellaneous utilities 

• Sav-0-Matic (ANJ 

When you get wrapped up in your work, you're going to 
forget to save-and that means you are going to lose 
work. This $20 shareware program by Bruce Partridge 
performs an essential function-periodically (you choose 
how often), no matter wha t you're doing. it saves the file 
you're working on. (You choose the programs it does that 
within, although there are a few it won't work with, includ
ing MacPaint and UltraPa int.) 

Since I've been saving my work automatically, crashes 
hold no terror for me. I just get curious about whether I 
was unlucky and will have to reconstruct nine minutes 
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worth of work, or whether I was lucky and will only have 
to reconstruct two. (Sav-0-Matic-don'tyou love those '50s 
retro names?-is included on The Macintosh Bible Soft
ware Disks .) 

It Scroll Limit (SA/NDJ 

One problem with faster Macs is that the lists in list 
boxes scroll by too fast. Well, there's a great freeware exten
sion called Scroll Limit that lets you control that. 

/This is a great. idea, but the rate you pick controls the 
scroll bars as w ell. I want the l ists in list boxes to scroll by 
fairly slowly, but I want scroll bars to go as fast. as possi
ble. The way Scroll Limit is set. up, you have to compromise 
between the two.-AN] 

It UnScrolly (SA/ND/ANJ 

If you're de te rmined to stick with System 6, you'll n eed 
UnScrolly, a nifty freeware utility by Frederic Miserey 
(he's famous for his big parties; the guy just loves 
company). UnScrolly lets you choose between seeing icons 
or tex t on the lefl side of the Control Panel. (If you have 
lots of cdevs, this is a must. ) Here's how the Control 
Panel looks, before and after UnScrolly: 
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AutoSave II RAM each· 
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• Stepping Out (SS/NDJ 

If you've been drooling over large-screen displays but 
can't justify their cost, here's Berkeley Systems' $100 
alternative. Stepping Out makes the standard Mac screen 
act like a window onto a big screen (when you move the 
pointer to the edge of the screen, the view automatically 
scrolls over). Because the size of the "screen" is limited 
only by how much memory there is, Stepping Out can even 
help people with big screens work on documents that are 
even bigger-engineering or architectural drawings, tabloid 
layouts, posters, giant charts, etc. 

You can choose from a variety of preprogrammed 
"screen" sizes, or create and save custom-sized ones of 
your own. Within each "screen," you can view at 2-16 times 
its original size or at 25%, 50% or 75% reductions. This 
makes Stepping Out helpful for people with poor eyesight. 
They can magnify a document until it's legible, then move 
the Mac screen around over the "big type" document, as 
if the Mac were a big clunky magnifying glass. 

Although extremely handy, Stepping Out takes getting 
used to. For example, if you're in the Finder and use the 
control panel to turn off Stepping Out, your disk icons 
will occasionally be stranded somewhere off-screen. To get 
to them, you'll have to reactivate the program temporarily. 

Also, zooming icons open or closed occurs in slow 
motion when you're working on a very large "screen." 
Finally, be aware that it takes a fair amount of RAM to 
emulate a big screen-from lOOK for the simplest to over 
600K for a 3' x 2' blueprint layout. And that's just for black
and-white. 

Stepping Out can be more of a hindrance than a help 
in certain programs. For example, PageMaker's tool palette 
disappears from the screen when you scroll, rulers either 
disappear or don't adjust as you scroll, and the popular 
Fit in window command is rendered useless. 
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ti SuperClock! (Chris Allen) 

SuperClockl is a control panel that puts a small clock on 
the right side of your menu bar. It has a number of 
customizable features including a timer with an alarm and 
the ability to sound on the hour. SuperClockl was writ
ten by Steve Chr istenson and is freeware-but if you like 
the program and want to pay something for it, Steve asks 
that you send a donation to Packard Children's Hospital 
at Stanford (the address is in Appendix B) . SuperClock! 
is included on The Macintosh Bible Software Disks. 

ti Snooper rssJ 

Most people leave hardware troubleshooting to the profes
sionals, but Maxa's Snooper makes Mac II hardware diag
nosis tools available to anyone. Snooper comes in two 
versions: software only ($230) and software plus a NuBus 
card and an array of indicator lights ($300). The card can 
detect flawed NuBus cards, failing power supplies and 
defective motherboards . The lighting panel indicates the 
health of the Mac's three regulatory voltages, the NuBus 
clock, bus activity, ADB power and ADB data. 

Snooper softwa re runs extended tests of the Mac's 
CPU, keyboard, mouse, SCSI chain. internal floppy drive. 
modem and printer ports and the system clock. (You can 
leave it running overnight and get the results in the morn
ing.) It can also check sound and video circuitry, hard 
disks, RAM, PRAM and the accuracy of the internal clock, 
and you can perform tests that compare your Mac's 
performance against a Quadra 900, Ilci, SE/30 or Classic 
(run them periodically to check for degradation over time). 

If it finds a problem, Snooper doesn't tell you which part 
needs to be replaced, but it does point you toward the prob
able cause and suggest what to do next (many times you 
have to judge whether there's anything serious enough 
to fix). Corrupt System software can cause wildly incor
rect diagnoses. If there's any question about your System 
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file's state of health, replace it before running Snooper. 
Also, halt Snooper's software tests before performing 
other diagnostics, or you might get misleading reports of 
serious errors. 

ti Help! (SSJ 

Help! ($150 from Teknosys) scans your hard disks and 
generates an exhaustive report of what it finds: incom
patibilities, duplicate files, damaged files and improperly 
installed extension s or control panels. Help! also gives 
details about your CPU; the contents of the System Folder; 
installed fonts , DAs a nd drivers, and any a ttached SCSI 
devices and expansion cards. It lis ts all applications on 
each drive. 

Help! can ch eck your Mac for problems as if you were 
u s ing a dij[erent version of System software. If you·re 
thinking of upgrading to System 7. you can find out what 
the consequences might be-in more deta il than with 
Apple's Compatibility Checker. If you get Help!, a lso buy 
the update service ($75 per year). Ifyou don't keep .its huge 
database of vendor-verified incompatib ilities current, 
Help! loses its helpfulness. 

ti Last Resort (JKJ 

If you've ever accidentally deleted text or files that you'd 
s laved over, Last Resort ($50, from Working Software) 
may be what you need. It's a control panel tha t records 
every keystroke you make and saves them a ll in a text 
file on your startup disk. 

Last Resort creates a n ew file every time you start 
your Mac, names it with the day, date and time it was 
created and stores it in a fold er inside your System 
Folder. So if you n eed to retrieve something you typed 
up d ays, weeks or months ago-whether or not you ever 
saved it-you just open the Last Resort file from that date, 
u s ing any word processor. 
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Last Resort files can't replace backups, though . And 
s ince the program blindly records a ll keystrokes, includ
ing backs paces, it takes some editing to r econstru ct a 
file from the keystrokes used to create it. For example, 
h ere's the text file for this sentence, including typos that 
I backspaced over (which show up as missing-character 
boxes on the screen): 

For example, here's the text file fro o r this set ntence, 
including typose that I backspaced over: 

As their nex t task, Last Resort's developers should 
design a companion program lo convert ils keystroke 
files into edited text. which would make this utility even 
more valuable. 

From the Visual Dcligllts collection. Copyrir,llt @ 1991 by SunShine. All rights 1escrvcd. 
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Trouble on the Mac 

ei about this chapter (AN/LAJ 

No m atter how careful you are with your Macintosh, one 
day something will go wrong. This section describes some 
of the unpleasant possibilities; the next two sections- Viru.s 
protection and Avoiding (and preparing for) trouble-recom
mend ways to avoid trouble for as long as possible; and 
the last two sections-Common p roblems and Problems with 
disks-tell you wha t to do when trouble occurs . (For a 
much more compreh ens ive treatment of a ll this , check 
out The Macintos h Bible "What Do I Do Now?" Book by 
Charles Rubin.) 

ei what can go wrong (LA/ND/AN/SAJ 

Problems can a rise b ecause of malfunctioning software , 
ha rdware or a combination of the two, but software is the 
problem mos t of the time. The most common symptoms 
of software problems fa ll into three genera l categories
failure notifications, e rror messages and crashes . 

When the only problem is tha t the Mac can 't do what 
you've a sked it to do, it generat es a f ailure notification
a n a lert box that tells you wh a t went wrong (perhaps a 
file can't be open ed becau se it's a lready in u se, or a 
printer can't b e found). S u ch s ituations a re h andled 
a droitly by the Mac; you s imply click the OK button to let 
the Mac know you've seen the a lert b ox, and you ca n 
continue to work. 

When a n application encounters a more seriou s prob
lem, it genera tes an e rror message-an a lert box that 
usually conta ins a description of the error ("dis k error; 
unable to read file ," for ins ta nce) and a numerical code. 
Sometimes the message gives you a clue about what's 
wrong, and sometimes not. As with the fa ilure notifica
tion box, you s imply click OK to tell the Mac to move on. 
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Sometimes when you click the OK button, you crash 
(described in the next paragraph). because the Mac is hope
less ly confused by unexecutable commands. 

Crashes a re the m ost serious category; th ey typically 
stop the Mac in its tracks. Som e crashes fill the screen 
with dots . s tra nge pa tterns or garbage characters : some
times the Mac makes a noise like a muted machine gun. 
(If you're really lucky, you gel both together.) Some crashes 
are so dra matic tha t it's hard to believe tha t s oftware , not 
hardware , is cau sing the problem . 

There's another type of crash tha t's quiet; in a hang 
(or freeze}, the screen looks OK but the pointer won't 
move (or dis appears entirely). or input from the keyboard 
is ignored , or both. Usu a lly you h ave to hit the reset 
button on the programmer's switch to get out of a hang, 
but firs t hit ~; if the Ma c is s till lis tening to t h e 
keyboard, that might save your work. 

Another common type of crash is a sys tem error or bomb. 
You get an a lert box (like the one below) tha t identifies 
the error with a brief-and often cryptic-description, 
and sometimes with an ID number. (Even if the m essage 
is comprehen s ible, it may be mis leading , becau se if the 
Mac knew wh a t it was doing, it wouldn't be having a 
system error.) The message may a lso nam e the program 
tha t produced the system error . 

.ti/;;;?/• •• Sorry, a sys te m error has occurred . 

Standard File not present 

( Continue) ( Restart ) 

Bomb mes sages often give you the option to Continue 
or Resta rt. If you click Continue , the Ma c a ttempts
u sually futilely-to return you to the Finder. Ifyou c lick 
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Restart, the Mac usually reboots . Sometimes bombs also 
involve hangs, so you won't be able to push the on-screen 
buttons and will have to resort to the reset button on the 
programmer's switch. 

When you're running System 7 (or MultiFinder in 
System 6). you·re less likely to see a bomb alert box; 
instead, you'll get an alert box that says: The application 
[application name] has unexpectedly quit. (The Mac brooks 
no nonsense; if it doesn't like how an application is behav
ing- blam, that application is history.) 

Data, or the medium on which it's stored, can also 
become corrupted. This can be caused by a physical flaw 
on a disk, by bugs or by damaged ("corrupted") software. 
Sometimes just a single document is scrambled-which 
is no big deal if you back up regula rly. But sometimes the 
file that's damaged is one that performs vital functions, 
like one of the directories for your hard disk (if you lose 
that data, your Mac might not be able to find anything 
on the disk). That's where file recovery utilities come in, 
as described below in the section on disk problems. 

tl bugs and incompatibilities (LAJ 

A bug is a mistake in how a program was written, a nd 
can only be fixed by rewriting part of the program (which 
is called patching it). Minor bugs may be virtually harm
less; others can bejatal. 

A bug that only shows up when two or more programs 
are running simultaneous ly is called an incompatibiLity. 

It may result from a bug in one or both of the programs, 
but sometimes they're incompatible simply because there's 
not enough m emory for both to run. It's difficult, if not 
impossible, to tell a bug from an incompatibility by look
ing at the symptoms. (It's also tough to tell it from a prob
lem caused by corrupted files or viruses-described below.) 

When you discover what you think is a bug, call the 
software publisher. If the publisher can't help, you may 
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choose to work around the bug (which is n't so bad if the 
bug only shows up when you use a nonessential func
tion of the program) . Or you may h ave to stop using the 
program altogether until it's fixed. Incompatibilities you 
can generally handle by not running the incompatible 
programs at the same time. 

Virus protection 

'* viruses tSA/LA/ANJ 

A virus is a program that functions on your computer with
out your consent. A benign virus may do nothing more 
than duplicate itself-although even that can screw things 
up if it gets out of hand. Some viruses, however, a re 
meant to destroy data-anything from a s ingle file to a n 
entire network. Luckily, few of the known Mac viruses so 
far have been des igned to purposely destroy da ta. 

[Unlike (most) viruses that infect human beings, computer 
viruses are always created by some emotionally stunted 
little nerd whose interpersonal skills are so weak that he 
(I can't prove it, but I bet it 's almost always a he) thinks 
it's amusing to cause other p eople pain-just to prove he 
can do it. There's really only a difference of degree between 
creating computer viruses and creating biological ones, 
and no doubt little difference in personality between the 
puerile misfits who make computer viruses and the moral 
zeros who engage in biological warfare. (It is, of course. 
possible to create computer virusesfor moral purposes, but 
even if you're on the s ide of the angels, this sort of sabo
tage does virtually nothing to sway public opinion. which 
is ultimately what you have to do if you want the changes 
you're seeking to last.)-AN] 

You get a virus by using an infected program or disk
that is, one that a lready has the virus on it-sometimes 
over a network, from an infected network server. Symptoms 
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of infection vary widely-you may get unexplained beep
ing, lots of crashes, or files that disappear or become 
corrupted (although all of these symptoms are caused by 
other things more often than they're caused by viruses). 

tl antivirus software (SA/LA/AN/NDJ 

Antivirus programs work as detectors (letting you know 
you're infected). eradicators (getting rid of viruses) and/or 
as preventers (screening inserted disks for viruses and 
ejecting them if they contain any). Just as in the world 
of medicine, it's a game of leapfrog-the viruses evolve to 
outwit the cures and the cures get more sophisticated to 
handle the new viruses. Still, a good antivirus program 
(like those described below) will protect you from most 
viruses, and will eradicate any you already h ave. 

Disinfectant is a terrific program gen erously made 
available for free by its author, John Norstad (and/or his 
employer, Northwestern University; we're not sure exactly 
who to thank, since some of the program was a collabo
rative effort). Disinfectant even offers protection against 
mutant strains of the known viruses (although, as ofthis 
writing, there are apparently a couple of viruses it can't 
handle). It's simple to use, doesn't intrude (unless it finds 
a virus you don't even know is there) and even has a mpde 
that handles multiple floppy disks a utomatically-when 
one is cleaned and ej ected, you just insert the next. This 
is a product that can't be praised highly enough. It's 
widely available from user groups and online services 
and it's updated promptly as n ew viruses are discovered. 

John Norstad a lso recommends Chris Johnson's Gate
keeper, because it can protect against previously unknown 
viruses. But it's buggy and m ay tell you there's a virus 
when there isn't. Another popular shareware virus pro
gram is Jeffrey Shulman's VirusDetective. Symantec's 
SAM and Microseeds' Rival are more sophisticated, 
commercial antivirus programs which can. for example, 
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prevent unauthorized users from turning them off or 
changing their level of protection, but that's more than 
the typical user needs. 

Some people use more than one antivirus program, with 
the idea that that will give them better protection. In fact, 
it's rarely beneficial, takes up extra memory and s lows 
down startup (and perhaps launching programs). What's 
more, two (or more) programs can get in each other's 
way. So whatever program you pick, use just that. 

Macworld runs a monthly virus update in its news 
section. If it (or your user group) tells you a new virus 
is making the rounds, get an update to your antivirus 
software, run it again on a ll your disks and install the 
protection against the new virus. (Often you can just 
download the update from a bulletin board, or get a copy 
from a user group.) Remember-you can only control 
viruses if you update your software frequently. No 
antivirus program can protect you from a virus it doesn 't 
know about. 

• simple virus protectionfor floppies (SA/LA/ANJ 

If your hard disk is infected and you don't know it, the 
infection can be easily passed to any unlocked floppy 
disk you insert in your Mac. To prevent this from happen
ing, simply lock the floppy (by sliding the little plastic tab 
so you can see through the disk}. You should keep your 
master floppy disks (the ones your software came on) 
locked in any case, since you should never change the 
information on them. If your data disks get around-as 
you move back and forth between work and home, say
only unlock them when you're writing to them from your 
own machine. 
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Avoiding (and preparing 
for} trouble 

ti avoiding hardware trouble (ANJ 

For tips on how to set up your Mac to avoid the slings 
and arrows of outrageous fortune, see the section in 
Chapter 2 called Protecting your Mac. 

ti habits to make second nature (LAJ 

Here are some good habits to get into; they'll save you lots 
of problems: 

• If your machine crashes while you' re working, chances 
are you' ll only be able to recover the data you already 
saved-so save your work frequently and make at least 
one backup copy of every document. [I make at least 
two backups, so when I'm working on a document, 
I have four copies of it-the one in memory, the one 
that's automatically saved (every ten minutes or 200 
keystrokes) to my main hard disk, and two copies that 
I saved to other disks at the end of the last work session. 
You may think that's overkill, but it only takes a fe w 
seconds and can save you many hours o f work. Disks 
go bad, files get corrupted, and one backup is some
times not enough, especially if you decide you want to 
go back to an earlier version of a document-AN} 

• A lways shut down by se lecting Shut Down from the 
Specia l menu in the Finder; this gives the Mac a chance 
to tidy up and save important information. You may 
think you're sav ing time by tu rning the power off 
w ithout shutting down, but that just makes the Mac take 
even more time when it starts up. 

• Always leave a little extra space on every d isk. Your 
Mac may need it when updating the disk's d irectories 
(lists of where everything is), and if it doesn' t find any, 
the disk may crash. (Also, some applications need space 
for invisib le files.) 
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ti be discriminating (LA/NDJ 

The more extensions you install in your System, the more 
likelihood there is of an incompatibility among them or with 
other programs. Some extensions, like virus protection soft
ware, are essential. but be selective about the other ones 
you use. If you load up on all the latest extensions, you're 
likely to spend more time than you want troubleshooting. 

Security programs (described in Chapter .7) can be espe
cially troublesome, because sometimes there's no way 
around a forgotten password, or one that's been acdden
tally (or maliciously) changed. Only use a security exten
sion if you really need it, Even if the password isn't a 
problem, security software makes it more difficult-if not 
impossible-to recover data if your disk drive ever crashes. 

ti multiple Systemfiles (LAJ 

Before version 6.0.5, more than one System file on a hard 
disk could create lots of problems. Ifyou need two differ
ent System versions for some reason, it's best if they're 
both version 6.0.5 or later. If both are the same version, 
you can switch between them either by switch-launching 
(hold down the !Option] and @ID keys and double-click on the 
icon of the Finder you want to switch to) or by using a util
ity like Switcher, described in Chapter 4. To switch between 
System 6 and 7, you must use Switcher or an equivalent. 

ti handle invisiblefiles with care (LAJ 

Some utilities, like ResEdit or DiskTop, let you see invis
ible files on your disks. As mentioned in Chapter 4, these 
are often created by the system software or applications, 
so don't delete any unless you know what you're doing. 

ti a hard diskfirst-aid kit (LAJ 

What happens if your hard disk fails and the only tools 
you have for fixing it are on the damaged disk itself? To 
avoid such a predicament, always keep handy: 
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• a full set of system floppies 
• another startup floppy with SCSI Probe or the equivalent 

(FWB Hard Disk Toolkit is very powerful, but some 
inexperienced users have been known to overtweak 
with it and mess up their hard drives) 

• a floppy (preferably, but not necessarily, with its own 
System) that contains the formatting software for your 
hard disk, as well as other repair or recovery utilities 

Remember to lock all those disks so they can't be acci
dentally erased or damaged by a floppy drive that isn't 
working right. 

Consider buying at least one utility collection before 
something goes wrong. Utilities like FileSaver (part of 
Norton Utilities) and Mirror (MacTools Deluxe) keep an 
ongoing record of your disks' directories and their deleted 
files. That information helps you to salvage data from a 
damaged disk or retrieve files accidentally erased. (For 
details, see Chapter 7.) 

• know your system (SA/LAJ 

To troubleshoot effectively-and to get help from experts
you need to know your system's vital statistics. Know which 
version of the System and Finder you're running and be 
familiar with the rest of your software and hardware 
setup. How much RAM do you have? If you're running 
System 7 (or MultiFinder under System 6). how much 
m emory have you allocated to the programs you're 
running? And so on. 

Keep a list of extensions that are in your System. Know 
the model and size of your hard drive, and what software 
it's formatted with. Profiler (part of the Now Utilities) or 
the shareware program Tattle Ta le will collect much of 
this information for you automatically-or you can just 
keep track of it in a notebook. 
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ti follow the instructions (LAJ 

Most software or hardware documentation tells of known 
bugs. potential problem s or incompatibilities with other 
products (which are especially likely with programs that 
run behind the scenes, like exten s ions ). There may a ls o 
be a troubleshooting section that describes typical prob
lems people have with the program, along with simple solu
tions . Before you start tinkering with new software , read 
the manual-or a t least the setup instructions and th e 
Read Me file (usu a lly found on the ins tallation disk. it 
reports common troubles, especia lly those that occur 
during ins ta llation). 

ti floppy disk cautions (LAJ 

Floppy disks are pretty tough, but dus t or a misa lign ed 
read/write h ead can make them unusable. So-

• Protect the information on your master or archival disks 
by locki ng them. 

• Do not store disks in the plastic sleeves they usually 
come in- the sleeves attract dust, which can make the 
disk unreadable. 

• Beware of doubled or loose labels; a label that sticks up 
too high can jam a disk in the drive. 

• Do not format BOOK floppies as 1.4 meg disks or vice 
versa (see Chapter 3 for more on this). 

ti who you gonna call? (LA) 

The best way to avoid panic when things go wrong is to 
know where you can get help. Keep the phone numbers 
of publishers ' and ma nufacturers' tech s upport lines 
h andy. If you h ave a friend who's particula rly knowl
edgeable ab out Macs, find out how late (a nd early) you 
can call. Even better, j oin a local u ser group that provides 
technical support for m embers . But firs t try the trouble
shooting gu ide in th e n ext section. 
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Common problems 

tl using this troubleshooting guide (ND/LAJ 

This section consists of a guide for solving Mac problems. 
To use it, first read the next two entries, then find the head
ing in this section that best describes the type of trouble 
you're having (it probably will refer you to other entries). 

The initial entries cover general common problems, 
with an emphasis on diagnosis; the later entries are more 
specific and offer more solutions. If you can't find a solu
tion here, check out The Macintosh Bible "What Do I Do 
Now?" Book. 

tl how to diagnose a problem (LA/SA/ND/ANJ 

Any given problem with your Mac can cau se a number of 
symptoms (bombs, hangs, etc.). Conversely, most symp
toms can stem from a variety of underlying problems. 
That's why the key troubleshooting skill is figuring out 
what's wrong-once you know that. fixing it is usually 
pretty easy. [Now there's a general rule if I ever saw one. 
It applies to just about everything-relationships, car repair; 
politics, you name it.-AN] 

To diagnose the underlying problem. you have to isolate 
it. If you just started experiencing the problem, the most 
recent change to your system (an updated system, say) may 
be the culprit, so try undoing it. (If it's a new extension 
you've just added. see extension incompatibilities below.) 
The second question is, When does the problem occur? 
When you start up the Mac? Only with a certain applica
tion or document? When you have more than one program 
running? Only when you try to save or print a file? 

You narrow down the source of the trouble by the 
process of elimination. For example, if you're having a prob
lem with a document, try working with a different document 
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from the same application. If it works, the original docu
ment is probably the culprit. If not, try something from 
another application. If that works, it could be the appli
cation. If not, maybe it's the System software or the hard 
disk. Keep trying to isolate each possible cause so you can 
test it. Start with the most likely cause, or with the one 
that's easiest to fix (cross your fingers-maybe the easy 
one will be the one that works.) It's all a question of logi
cally eliminating possibilities-and not panicking. /Remem
ber-computers aren't smart enough to be illogicaL-AN] 

ti basic hardware tests (LAJ 

First, confirm that the problem you're having is in soft
ware, not hardware. Turn everything off, check the cables 
and connections, and try again. 

Make sure that any new cards or SIMMs you've installed 
are set tightly in their sockets. (On an older Mac, also check 
that the resister has been clipped or the jumper removed.) 

The SIMMs in each bank must be the same size. They 
can be different sizes in different banks, but if you have 
trouble after installing them, try switching the ones in the 
front bank with those in the rear. (With most-but not all
Macs, the larger SIMMs go in the back. If the SIMMs are 
in the wrong banks, you'll probably see a checkerboard 
pattern on the screen.) 

If the RAM is improperly installed in some other way, 
or if the chips are damaged, you'll probably see a sad Mac 
icon (described below). Power u sers might also want to 
check out the review of Snooper in Chapter 7. 

ti problems at startup (LAJ 

When you turn on your Mac, this is what should happen: 

• you hear a chord l ike tone 

• the screen turns gray 

• you hear the drives being accessed 
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• you see a happy (smiling) Mac on the screen 

• Welcome to Macintosh appears on the screen 

• you see icons of your extensions as they load (if you 
have any installed) 

• the desktop appears, with the icons and w indows w here 
you left them when you last shut down 

Here's what to do if tha t sequence doesn't happen as 
it should. If you never hear the chordlike tone: 

• Check that your Mac is plugged in securely at both ends 
and that the outlet or power stri p is also on (some 
outlets are controlled by light switches and can be 
accidentally turned off). 

• Try a different outlet, or a different power cable. 

• If you have a surge protector, tap the reset button. 

Ifyou hear th e chordlike tone and the sound of the hard 
drive spinning but the screen remains black: 

• Try turning up the monitor's external brightness contro l, 
if your Mac has one. 

• With an external monitor, check the connections and 
cab les. If the monitor is driven by a video card, make 
sure the card is set snugly in place. If it sti ll doesn't 
work, identify whether the monitor or the Mac is the 
source of the problem- by attaching a different monitor 
to the M ac, and/or a different Mac to the monitor. 

• Try rep lacing the monitor driver (you' ll need a different 
startup disk with a clean copy of the monitor driver on it 
to do that). 

• Check for incompatibilities with other extensions (see 
extension conflicts below). 

• The monitor may not be connected properly to the Mac. 
With compact M acs, sometimes a little tap on the side 
of the case does the tri ck (this may make it poss ible for 
you to keep working, but it's best to have it checked out 
by a repair person). 

• If you have a compact M ac and see a vertical line 
across the black screen, turn your M ac off immediately 
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and leave it off until it's been repaired. This symptom 
usually means either a v ideo chip needs to be replaced 
(a minor repair) or the flyback transformer, part of the 
power supply, has blown. If it's the power supply, every 
time you turn on the Mac you cou ld do more harm. 

If the screen turns gray but then shows a blinking 
floppy disk icon with a question mark (as shown below). 
it means that the Mac is looking for a startup volume
a disk with the system software on it. If you need to get 
to work right away. try starting up from an emergency 
startup disk that has SCSI Probe or FWB's Hard Disk 
Toolkit on it. 

Later. when you're ready to troubleshoot, you can 
figure out why the hard disk didn't start up. It's p roba
bly a problem with the system software. but it could be 
a hard disk problem. (Zapping the PRAM-described in 
Chapter 2-could solve the problem . if you don't mind 
losing your general control panel settings.) 

If your system hangs during or directly after the happy 
Mac. or you get a bomb message then. the cause is gener
a lly either software or the ha rd disk. It's more likely to 
be a disk problem, so that's where to start looking (see 
hard dislc problems below). 

If this happens before the extensions start loading. 
suspect a damaged System file and see corrupted system 
files below. If you make it to Welcome to Macintosh and 
your extensions slart loading before you crash. see exten
sion conflicts below. 

If startup is almost finished before you crash (you may 
even see the desktop briefly). rebuild the desktop before 
you try anything else. If you haven't upgraded your virus 
detector recently (or if you- horrors-haven't ever installed 
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one), it could be a virus. Get the newest version of Disin
fectant or VirusDetective and scan your disk for infection. 

tl the sad Mac (LAJ 

The Mac automatically performs a series of tests before 
starting up. If it passes a ll of them, it displays the happy 
Mac icon (a little picture of a smiling Mac); if it fails one 
of them, it displays the sad Mac icon (shown below) and 
a code that describes the problem. 

The code consists of lwo rows of eight digits and is 
accompanied by a series of tones that indicate (to a 
trained ear) what the problem is. (On the Mac II and earlier 
machines, no tones sound; on SE's with BOOK drives, 
Mac Pluses and earlier machines, the code is one row of 
six digits.) 

The most common errors have an F as the last digit 
on the top row (on the older machines, it's the second digit 
from the left). Fortunately, many of these problems aren't 
severe. If you get an error code without an Fin that posi
tion, it's probably a hardware problem-bad RAM, say
and requires repair. 

Here are two common sad Mac codes: 

can't load System file 
into RAM 

OOOOOOOF 
00000064 

can't load Finder 
into RAM 

OOOOOOOF 
00000065 

on the Mac Plus and earlier machines: 
OF0064 OF0065 

If you get either of those codes, start the computer with 
a different disk and replace the System and/or Finder on 
the problem disk. The problem is usually a corrupted file, 
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and you'll sometimes have to repair the disk before you 
can replace the System. 

The other common error codes that have an Fin those 
positions indicate corruption, often of the disk boot blocks 
or SCSI drivers (see hard dislc problems and disk repair 
and recovery below). Patient, caring techies sometimes 
compile lists of a ll current sad Mac codes and their mean
ings; look for them on information services or ask your 
user group. 

ti recovering from crashes (SA/Leonard Rosenthol/AN/LA/SSJ 

When you crash, you usually don't have much choice-you 
just have to restart. (In System 7, if you crash while you're 
in an application, try to force the program to quit by hold
ing down !ShifiJOption@:ID and pressing IE£01. ) Bombs usually 
give you a choice of Restart and Continue buttons, but 
often the mouse and keyboard a lso freeze up, so you can't 
get at either button (and sometimes you can click on them 
and they don't work anyway). Here's something else to try: 

• Press the interrupt button (n.ot the reset button) on the 
programmer's switch (or the equivalent keyboard 
command sequence for your model of Mac). 

• You should get a dialog box on the screen with nothing 
in it but this symbol:> . Now type SM 0 A9F4 and hit 
!Return!. Then type C 0 and hit !Return! again. (Those O's are 
zeroes by the way, not capital O's.) It's important to put 
the spaces where indicated, but you don't have to press 
~anything you type wi ll appear in caps on the 
screen. 

• If you' re lucky, the dialog box w ill disappear and you' ll 
be back on the desktop. Immediately save any open 
files and check the Clipboard for remnants of the 
document you were working on when you crashed. 

If this doesn't work. just push the reset button on the 
programmer's switch. This always restarts your Mac 
{unless there's something wrong with the hardware). 
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ti crashes or errors while saving (LAJ 

If you have trouble saving. make sure that the disk you're 
trying to save to isn't locked. lf it's not locked, it may be 
full or damaged; try saving to a different disk. Because 
saving is something the application does, try replacing the 
application from your master disks. 

ti problems with a specific document (LAJ 

The simplest way to deal with a problem document is to 
not use it. If you have a backup, use that instead and throw 
away the troublesome copy. If you don't have a backup, 
there's still hope: 

• If the document is on a floppy, it may be the floppy 
that's bad-a disk problem often shows up as a problem 
w ith a document. Lock the disk, back up the file to 
another disk and try to open that copy. 

• If the problem document is on a hard disk, save a copy 
of it onto a floppy, in case your repair efforts ruin the 
origina l. 

• If you can open the document, select its en tire contents 
(with the Select All command, if the program has one) 
and paste them into a new document. If it's a large 
document, try copying it in sections into smaller 
new files. 

• Use a repair/recovery program (see disk repair and 
recovery below) to see if the document is stored on a 
bad sector or a corrupted disk. Unfortunately, fixing the 
disk or recovering the fi le may not make the document 
as good as new. 

• If the document still eludes you, use a utility l ike 
MacTools Deluxe or CanOpener (a great tool that can 
read a lot of formats) to try to sa lvage some of it. 

• Call tech support for the company that publishes the 
application. They occasionally have specia l utilities for 
recovering damaged documents. 
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• problems with an application (LAJ 

You know there's trouble with an application if you invari
ably have trouble with a ll documents created by it. Here's 
what to do: 

• Make sure you' re running the current version of the 
program. 

• If the application used to work, and you haven' t made 
any changes in your System, the problem can often be 
fixed by throwing away the application (including its 
preferences files) and replacing it with a fresh copy from 
the master disks the application came on. With some 
applications, simply throwing away its preferences file 
may be enough. 

• If you're running System 7 (or Multi Finder under System 
6), make sure the application is reserving enough 
memory for itself. (If you're working with big 
documents, or lots of them, you need more memory 
than if you're just running one small document.) 

To increase an applica tion 's memory, go to the Finder, 
select the application 's icon, hit !IDillJ and make sure 
that the Application Memory Size isn' t less than the 
amount suggested. If it's equal to the amount suggested, 
try increas ing it. (If the application's open, you'll have to 
close it to do that.) 

Don't set the Application Memory Size too high, or 
you may not leave enough room for other programs to 
operate properly. You might try moving it up by 256K 
increments until you stop having problems. [Or, if you're 
impatient like me, you can start by doubling it.-ANJ 

• If you've recently upgraded you r system software to a 
new version, call the application's publisher to find out 
which System versions the program is compatible with 
and whether you need to upgrade it too. 

• If you've recently added a new extens ion or control 
panel, it may be incompatible with the application. 
Try removing it and see if that fixes the problem. 
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ti extension and control panel conflicts (LAJ 

If you're getting crashes at startup, or one or more of your 
extensions, control panels or applications doesn't work 
properly, you may have a damaged System file or a conflict 
among your extensions (and/or control panels that load 
at startup: for the purposes of this entry. we'll call both 
types of files extensions). 

To isolate the second possibility, disable all extensions 
by restarting with the (Shiltl key held down. Under System 
6, create a new folder and move the System and Finder 
files-and Desktop Manager, if you're using it-into it. (If 
you're crashing on startup, you'll need to boot with a floppy 
to do this.) Then restart. If you still can't start from the 
drive, see corrupted system.files below. 

To figure out which extension is causing the trouble. 
create a new folder on your startup drive and move the 
System and Finder into it. (If you're running System 6, 
you needn't repeat this step.) The new folder will act as 
the System Folder while you figure out the problem-it 
lets you test the extensions selectively. 

To pinpoint the source of the problem, move the exten
sions one a t a time from your original System Folder onto 
the new System Folder's icon, and resta rt a fter each addi
tion. If you have a lot of extensions, you can save time by 
moving all the extensions you absolutely cannot live with
out (and have used before without problems) into the 
new folder first. Then add others one or two at a time, 
restarting each tirne. 

When the problem recurs, s tart up again with the floppy 
and remove the las t exten s ion you added-that's the 
culprit (unless there's another culprit as well). If you've 
used the extension without problems before , try installing 
a fresh copy of it. If there's still a problem, remove all the 
other extensions but the one you s uspect is the culprit 
from the new System Folder, and restart. If everything runs 
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smoothly then, the problem isn't with that extension per 
se: it's just incompatible with one of the other extensions. 

Then add the others in turn, restarting each time, until 
you find the conflict. Remove one of the two, and you 
should be OK ... unless the incompatibilities involve more 
than the two extensions you've identified. 

Extensions load alphabetically. Sometimes you can get 
around incompatibilities by renaming the troublemakers, 
to make them load before or after other files. If that doesn't 
work, you're probably going to have to sacrifice one of the 
incompatible programs. If you can't bear that, you can switch 
between them using an extension manager like !nitPicker 
or Extensions Manager (see Cha pter 7) or by just pulling 
one or the other of them out of the Extensions folder in the 
System Folder when you're not using it. (For help diagnosing 
incompatibilities, see the review of H elp! in Chapter 7.) 

ti corrupted systemjiles (LAJ 

If you crash on startup even without any extensions 
running, your System or Finder may be damaged. Using 
the Installer to reinstall your System doesn't replace the 
whole thing, and thus may not fix your problem. It's 
best to start up from another disk a nd throw away your 
old System and Finder (you must also empty the Trash 
under System 7). Then install a n ew System, either by 
running the Installer or by dragging a fresh copy from 
the startup floppy. 

Throwing away your System and Finder will get rid of 
any specia l fonts or resources (or, in System 6, DAs) that 
you've added. (In System 7.1. fonts are in their own folder 
and won't be lost when you replace the System file.) If 
they're important to you, make copies of them while you're 
running off the floppy. If replacing your System doesn 't 
solve your problems, the drive may be damaged (see hard 
disk problems below). 
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tl random crashes (LAJ 

Even if things are in pretty good shape on your Mac, the 
System may bomb or hang once in a while. This may be 
the result of an extension conflict (see that entry above) 
or a hard drive problem (see that entry below). 

Isolated crashes usually aren't worth the time it takes 
to investigate them. If you run into a cluster of bombs or 
hangs, however, look for a cause. Applications that quit 
"unexpectedly" or bombs with out-of-memory messages 
(for example, ID=25 or ID=28) could indicate that the 
Mac doesn't have enough memory to perform a ll the tasks 
you're asking of it. This is typica l when you have a lot of 
extensions. To fix the problem, u se fewer extensions or 
applications at once, or gel more memory. 

If you get out-of-memory messages under System 6, 
maybe your Mac has enough memory but the System 
doesn't. If you're a lillle daring, you can use a utility like 
BoatMan or HeapTool to increase the amount of memory 
allocated to the "System heap." Tinkering with the System 
heap can cause bigger problems than you have a lready. 
so be sure to read the ulility's documentation and/or 
consult someone knowledgeable. 

tl rebuilding the desktop ILAJ 

A corrupted desktop can cause many different symptoms: 

• Icons may turn into the generic document icon (an 
empty page with the corner turned down). 

• When you double-click on a document, you may be 
informed that it can' t be opened because The 
application is busy or missing (even though it's not). 

• Folders open lazily or not at all. 

• There's a lot less disk space available than you'd expect. 

• Volumes take a long time to mount. 

• You see the message This disk needs minor repairs 
when you insert a disk. (If you click OK, the Mac 
rebuilds the desktop.) 
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You rebuild the desktop to return it to normal. You do 
that on a hard disk by restarting while holding down 
lopuon~. For a floppy, hold down l opuonl~l and insert the 
disk. In both cases, click Yes when asked if you want to 
rebuild the desktop. Under System 7, the floppy must 
contain something-an empty folder will do-before you 
can rebuild the desktop. 

[This is more re levant than it sounds. If you've thrown 
away everything on afloppy to make roomfor new stuff. 
the desktop file may still take up a relatively large amount 
of space if it has a lot of information about many files it 
used to contain.-ND] 

ti problems with the screen (LAJ 

Sometimes your screen will look misshapen or a little 
too small. This may indicate either electrical interfer
ence or trouble with the power s upply. To eliminate the 
former, move the monitor away from other monitors or 
appliances. If that doesn't do it, h ave a technician look 
at the monitor. 

A blinking screen is another s ign of electrical interfer 
ence, but som etimes blinking is jus t a normal side effect 
of the screen refreshing. Some people notice this more than 
others, and some screens blink more obviously than 
others, but the blinking shouldn't be very obvious. Severe 
blinking on compact Macs. especia lly when the screen 
actually blacks out for a short time or stays dark until 
you tap the Mac, may be a s ign of a weak connection or 
a power supply on its last legs. If the blinking is overt or 
if it worsens , take the equipment to the shop for a look. 

On Trinitron color monitors (look for the Sony label on 
the back). you may notice a very fine horizontal line about 
two-thirds of the way down the screen. That's normal for 
Trinitrons , part of the technology that m akes the picture 
so sharp. 
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ti a jumpy pointer {LA/ANJ 

A pointer that moves jerkily around the screen is often the 
result of a loose ADB cable. To check that out, shut down, 
turn the power off and make sure that the cable from the 
mouse to the keyboard, as well as both ends of the cable 
from the keyboard to the Mac, are all attached securely. 

There's also an extension that makes the pointer jerk 
around (some jerk apparently wrote it as an homage to 
jerkiness), so if a silly friend has messed with your Mac 
recently, check the System Folder for extensions you 
don't recognize. 

ti problems with printing (LAJ 

First, make sure tha t the right printer is selected in the 
Chooser. Then check the printer's cables (including the 
power cord). Next try reinstalling the printer driver. If none 
of that works, contact the manufacturer to find out about 
any known incompatibilities between ils driver and other 
software you're running. 

If your printer starts madly spitting out random numbers 
and letters, try zapping the PRAM (as described in Chap
ter 2). 

ti unrequested General Controls changes (LAJ 

If the settings on the General Controls control panel 
(desktop pattern, menu a nd insertion point blinking) 
mysteriously return to their defaults, zapping the PRAM 
may do the trick. If it doesn't, the clock chip (where the 
PRAM is stored) may need replacement. If you have a Mac 
Plus with these symptoms and if its clock doesn't keep 
time, you m ay need a new battery. 
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Problems with disks 

'* when the Mac rejects ajloppy (LA /SA/DC/AN/NDJ 

Eventually it happens-you insert a floppy disk with 
important data in a drive and get one of those dreaded 
messages: This is not a Macintosh dislc: Do you want to 
initialize it? or This dislc is damaged: Do you want to 
initialize it? (The answer is no, unless you want to lose 
all the data on the disk.) When you click No. the Mac ejects 
the disk. Lock it immedia tely; a misaligned drive or some 
types of directory da mage may cause the Mac to write over 
your da ta on an unlocked disk . perma nently erasing it. 

Here are some things 1.o check out: 

• Make sure you haven't inserted a high-density. 1.4MB 
disk in a drive that can read only 400K or BOOK disks. If 
so, put the disk back into a SuperDrive. 

• Check that you haven't inserted a high-density disk 
formatted as BOOK into a high-density drive. If you have, 
put it back into an BOOK drive (and see the entry 1.4MB 
disks initialized as BOOK in Chapter 3 for more 
information). 

• Try the disk in another drive. Sometimes a drive is bad, 
and sometimes a disk written on by one drive can' t be 

l 

read in another, because the heads are slightly out of 
alignment. If changing drives works, one of the drives is 
misaligned or broken. Don't assume, though, that it's 
the one that can' t read the disk. If the disk was created 
by a misaligned drive, it generally can be read only by 
that drive. Try the disk in a third or fourth drive to 
iso late the one w ith the flaw. 

• Wait and try again later. If a disk is too co ld or too 
warm, it might not be read correctl y. You can try leaving 
a cold disk on top of the M ac to w arm up for a few 
minutes. 

If nothing does the trick, the dis k is damaged . If you 
don't have a b ackup, you 'll n eed to repair the disk or 

' 
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recover the data from it, as described in recovering data 
from damaged floppies below. 

Floppies don't turn up bad every day-or at least they 
shouldn't. If you get a lot ~f damaged or unreadable flop
pies, it could be a corrupted System file, but chances are 
your floppy diive is bad. If you think that may be the case, 
be sure to back up a ll your floppies. Lock disks format
ted on your bad drive before you use th em in other floppy 
drives, and vice-versa. And have the drive inspected as 
soon as you can. (Be aware that early PowerBook l 40s 
and l70s h a d bad floppy drives. Ifyou 've got one of those 
models and h ave floppy problems, contact your dea ler 
about a fix.) 

II other floppy disk problems (LAJ 

If a floppy d isk won't go into the drive, usually there's a 
problem with the disk's meta l shutter-or the drive could 
be dam aged. 

• First make sure there isn't another floppy in the drive 
(this may sound si lly, but it happens). 

• Try another fi ; Jpy. If it works, then the original d isk has 
a problem. Try opening the metal shutter w ith your 
'finger. If the shutter frees up easily, then try inserting the 
disk again. If the shutter resists or won't open at all, rip 
the shutter and spring completely off the plastic case, 
insert the disk and immediately copy everything onto a 
fresh disk. Then toss the muti lated floppy. 

If the disk won't come out of the drive: 

• Try restarting while holding the mouse button down. If 
that fails, you can usually eject the disk manually by 
pushing a sturdy unbent paper cl ip in the tiny hole to 
the ri ght of the drive. Make sure it goes in straight. 

• If that doesn' t work, the disk may be caught on 
something inside the drive (poss ibly the vu lnerable 
drive head), so don' t force it. If you can't open the case 
to figure out w hat the obstacle is, take it to the shop. 

I 
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If you hear horrible sounds coming from the floppy drive, 
try another floppy (but lock it first) . If the sounds persist, 
the drive may n eed cleaning or repa ir. If the sound goes 
away with another floppy, rip the shutter and spring off 
the disk, copy the contents of the noisy disk to a new floppy 
and throw the noisy one away. 

ti hard disk problems (LA) 

If you're having trouble with a hard drive but manage to 
mount it, skip to disk repair and recovery below. (But first, 
back it up immediately; you may never get another chance). 

If you can't mount the drive , s hut down everything 
and make sure that a ll cables a re properly connected to 
the hard disk. If that doesn't h elp, try u s ing a different 
SCSI cable (a damaged one can create intermittent prob
lems or keep your drive from mounting). 

If that doesn't h elp, try using SCSI Probe or FWB's Hard 
Disk Toolkit (HDT) to mount the drive. If you've just added 
a new SCSI device and it doesn't show up in one of these 
programs: 

• you may have failed to give the new device a unique 
SCSI ID number (see Chapter 3) 

• the SCSI chain may have a termination problem (see 
SCSI termination problems below) 

• your SCSI devices may have conflicting drivers (see 
SCSI driver problems below) 

• the drive may have a hardware problem, like stiction 
(described below) 

Ifyoujust upgraded to System 7 or if you have a n ew 
Mac, your SCSI drivers may not be compatible with your 
new system (see SCSI driver problems below). 

If the entire SCSI ch a in appears on the SCSI Probe or 
HOT list but a drive won't mount, or if you get a message 
indica ting that This disk is not initialized or This is not a 
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Macintosh disk or This disk is damaged (plus, in each case, 
Do you want to initialize it?}, or if nothing else suggested 
here works, see SCSI driver problems and disk repair and 
recovery, both below. 

Some companies (like DriveSavers) specialize in rescu
ing drives that can't be repaired, but it's expensive. The 
technicians take apart the drive and replace broken parts. 
They can even put the platter into a different drive to try 
to recover the data from it. 

tl SCSI termination problems (LAJ 

Theoretically, the first and last devices in a SCSI chain
and only those two-must be terminated. In practice, 
though, the best way to troubleshoot a SCSI chain is to 
test each device by itself in turn, with and without termi
nation. (You may need to boot from a floppy if your startup 
drive is disconnected.) lf a ll the devices work alone but 
not together, you probably have a termination problem 
(although it could also be conflicting SCSI drivers: see the 
next entry). 

You solve termination problems largely by trial and error. 
Try adding and removing terminators, keeping in mind that 
some SCSI devices have internal termination. If you can't 
figure out a termination scheme that works, try rearrang
ing the order of the SCSI devices . Very long SCSI cables 
can also act like terminators, so try using shorter ones. On 
the other hand, if you're using a short cable. try a longer 
one. (For more on termination, see Chapter 3.) 

tl SCSI driver problems (LA/ANJ 

Ifyou'vejust added a new SCSI device to a chain and are 
having problems with any of the devices, contact your 
dealer or local user group to find out about incompati
bilities between the formatting software used on the new 
device and the drivers for other equipment on the chain. 
The best way to make hard disk drivers compatible is to 
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back up ·a ll the drives, reformat them a ll with the same 
software and then restore their contents . 

SCSI drivers can become corrupted, in which cas e they 
need to be replaced . To do tha t, you'll need the software 
that was originally used to format the drive. If you don't 
know what formatting software was used and don't know 
how to find out, do not attempt to replace the drivers . Updat
ing the drivers with the wrong formatting software could 
trash your disk. If you have the right software, read th e 
ins tructions for r einstalling the drivers . (You usually u se 
a command like Update drivers or Reinstall SCSI drivers.) 

Some SCSI driver problems generate a sad Mac icon every 
time your Mac looks at your drive, whether or not you start 
up from tha t drive. If this is the case, starting up with a 
floppy won't work unless you disconnect the damaged 
drive or turn it off (and booting with a SCS I device tur ned 
off may cause problems for other devices in a cha in). This 
produces a sort of catch-22: you can't boot with the drive 
on but you can 't fix the drive unless it's on. 

If you can boot with the problem device off, s tart up 
from another disk that conta ins the for matting s oftware 
for the errant drive. Launch the formatting s oftware and 
then turn on the drive. If you 're lucky, th e software will 
then recognize the drive. If it does, reins ta ll the SCSI 
drivers and see if that fixes the problem . 

If you have an interna l drive, it can't be turned off while 
th e Mac is on , so you have to open th e case a nd dis con
n ect it before you s ta rt up with a floppy, th en reconnect 
it a fter you launch the formatting software. 

We say "you" only in th e sense of "one." This is an 
extremely ris ky procedure and should be done only as a 
last-ditch effort by someone·ex:perienced with electronics. 
If the connection isn 't made evenly, you may short out your 
SCSI ports or logic board .. . or electrocute yourself. If you 
don't have tota l confidence in wh a t you're doing , take you r 
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Mac into the shop and have them do it. (This is yet another 
reason not to h ave an internal drive.) 

If your SCSI drivers have b een corrupted, other data 
on the disk m ay h ave also been damaged, so if you still 
have trouble with the drive's contents, see the disk repair 
and recovery entry below. 

ti stiction (LAJ 

If you have intermittent trouble mounting a drive, espe
cially in humid weather, it m ay be caused by stiction
that is, sticking tha t prevents the disk from spinning 
properly. Usually this is caused by lubrica tion gumming 
up, but sometimes it ha ppens when the read/write h ead 
gets stuck on a n imperfection on the platter. or dus t 
build-up gets in the way. 

If you suspect sUction: 

• Back up the disk immediately, if poss ible. 
• If you get the drive working, keep it on (if you turn it off, 

it may never come back to life). 
• If the drive won't mount, try switching it on and off 

several times. 

• If none of this works, as a last resort, ho ld the drive in 
your hands, parallel to the floor, and twist it sharply in a 
clockwise direction (you're trying to force the platter to 
spin free). Finally, try slamming it on a table; this may be 
just what the drive needs (and if it isn' t, you get to vent 
your frustration on a good-for-nothing piece of junk). 

• Even if one of these techniques gets the drive to mount, 
buy a new drive. Stiction only gets worse, and it can't 
be repaired. 

ti disk repair and recovery (LAJ 

Many disk problems result from corruption of the disk's 
directories or other files that tell the Mac where to find 
data. If these files are damaged, the Mac will not only h ave 
trouble locating files, it may not even know they're there, 
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and may save new data on top of them, completely eras
ing them. 

Using a damaged disk can produce a number of symp
toms-like files that disappear or unexplained bombs 
that occur when you try to access the disk. Or you m ay 
not be able to mount the disk a t a ll. To save your data, 
you have two options: repair and recovery. 

Repair utilities use any remaining undamaged direc
tories to r econstruct lost information . (I f you've installed 
a utility like Norton's FileSaver tha l records directory 
changes, you h ave an even better chan ce of getting your 
files back. ) Successfully repairing a volume may save a ll 
your data, though many times not everything survives. 

If a disk can't be repa ired, you may s li11 be able to get 
some or a ll of your da ta safely off of it wilh a recovery util
ity, which tries to copy fi les from it to an undamaged disk. 

Here's a series of steps to follow when you have a 
damaged disk, beginning with the least powerful-and least 
dangerous-repair utilities (every repair a ttempt involves 
some risk, however, because the utilities a lter the disk's 
directories). then proceeding to the bigger guns . (If it's a 
floppy that's damaged. first see floppy dislc repair and recov
ery below.) 

• Start repairs w ith Disk First Aid (it comes free w ith your 
system software) . Disk First Aid isn't very powerfu l, but 
it can fix many common problems, and it almost never 
creates new ones. 

• If Disk First Aid fails, try a more powerful repair utili ty, 
like those from Norton Util ities, 911 Utilities or 
MacTools Deluxe. I always try Norton's D isk Doctor 
first, because it has the best success rate. (It rarely 
crea tes new problems, but when it does, the disk may 
be in worse shape than when you started.) 

• If a repair uti lity doesn't fix everything the first time, run 
it severa l times; sometimes it wi ll fi x more damage with 
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each pass. O r use a different repair utility. The more you 
try, the better your chances of finding one that w orks. 
(O ne program may get you to some of your lost data, 
but you may have to keep trying w ith others to get all of 
it back. Sometimes one utili ty paves the way for the 
next.) As soon as you gain access to any files, back 
them up. Doing further repairs may lose them again. 

• If you can't repair a vo lume, try a recovery utility like 
those in Norton Utilities 2.0 (the one in the earlier 
version isn't nearl y as good) and MacTools Deluxe. 

• If you have trouble w ith files retrieved from a damaged 
disk, see problems w ith a specific document above . 

.t floppy disk repair and recovery (LAJ 

Some utilities, like MacTools' FastCopy, can m ak e exact 
copies of damaged or unreadable disks; before you a ttempt 
any repa ir on a floppy, you should u se one of them, so if 
something goes wrong with the repair process , you can 
try again on a fresh copy. (If a disk is badly damaged , these 
utilities m ay not work. If tha t ha ppens with FastCopy, try 
version 1.0-it's less finicky. Unfortuna tely . vers ion 1.0 
won't work on 1.4MB disks .) 

Sometimes merely copying a floppy fixes the problem 
(or makes repair possible). Firs t try the copy in a drive. 
If tha t doesn't work, proceed with repa ir or recovery 
(working on the backup copy), as described in the previ
ous entry. 

Once you've r ep a ired , r ecovered or given up on a 
damaged floppy , it may be poss ible to reformat it and use 
it aga in. But I recommend you throw it away. because a 
disk tha t fa iled once is likely to fa il again . 

.t recovering unsavedjiles (SA/L.AJ 

If you crash before saving changes to your file, you may 
be able to piece some of it back together from the temp 
files m any applications crea te (us u a lly in the Syst em 
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Folder). Check the manual or call the publisher's help line 
to find out how-to salvage the data from temp files. 

Word, for example, leaves numbered files named Word 
temp 1 and so on. To open one of them, hold down !Shift], 

choose Open Any File ... from the File m enu, and double
click on the file. 

el recovering deletedjiles (SA/ND/ANJ 

When you empty the Trash, files don't actually get erased 
from the disk-their names jus t get erased from the direc
tory. Since the information is still on the disk, you can 
get it back (until the Mac reuses the space). The sooner 
you try, the more likely you are to be able to recover it
the longer you wait, the more likely it is tha t other infor
mation will be stored right over the old file . 

So as soon as you realize you need something you've 
deleted, stop using the disk and run a utility, like Norton's 
UnErase, that can retrieve files you've thrown away. (It's 
easier to get files back if you've ins talled a utility like 
Norton's FileSaver or MacTools' Mirror that keeps track 
of what you delete from your ha rd dis k.) 

Unfortunately, such utilities keep records for every 
temp or backup file tha t an application makes and then 
erases. Applications that make automatic backups partic
ularly clog up these utilities, since every backup is 
recorded. Because of Lha t problem, make sure you leave 
the utilties enough room to log the files you'll want to 
recover, along with a ll the ones you won't. 

From tl1c Visual Delights collection. Copyright @ 1991 b y SunShine. All rigltts reserved. 
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Word processors 

• word processing features {AN/SAJ 

The purpose of word processing programs (also called 
word processors) is to let you enter, edit and format text. 
To do that job well, there are some features that any 
word processor should have: 

• Headers and footers are p ieces of text that automati
ca lly print at the top (or bottom) of several pages. You 
should be able to eas ily p lace page numbers into 
either the header or footer. 

• You sho uld be able to specify different margins, 
headers and footers for left and right pages. 

• Leading lets you vary the spacing between lines inde
pendently of the size of the font, in increments of one 
point or less. (It's pronounced LEI-10-ing, not LEED-ing; 
in the o ld days of metal type, the lines were spaced 
apart with strips of lead.) Leading is an essential 
feature for all but the most basic documents, so don't 
buy a word processor that on ly gives you choices like 
single-spaced, space-and-a-half and double-spaced. 

• Spelling checkers go through a file and look for words 
that aren't on its list of correctly spel led words. If it 
can't fi nd them on the I ist, it assumes that they're 
misspelled and asks if you agree. Since any spelling 
checker's dictionary is bound to be incomplete, make 
sure you can add your own words to a user dictionary 
(and see the entry on Dictionary Helper in the spelling 
checker section at the end of thi s chapter). 

• Word count is a very useful feature, and you should 
be ab le to do it for just the text you've selected, not 
merely fo r the entire document. Most word count 
utilities also give you the number of characters, 
paragraphs and lines. 

• Import/export. What formats a word processor wi ll 
accept fil es in, and what formats it's capable of 
exporting files in, is a very important but often 
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overlooked feature. Some word processors can take 
text from just about any other program and give it back 
just as generously. Others make you jump through 
hoops to export and import, or only recognize a 
limi ted number of formats. 

• You should be able to preview what your printout wi ll 
look like on the screen. 

Below ar e some oth er word processing features that 
aren't essential for all users but may be just what you need: 

• Page layout features aren't found on ly in page layout 
programs. Many word processors give you drawing 
tools and most let you place graphics anywhere you 
want on a page. 

• The abi lity to format in multiple columns is very handy 
if you need it, use less if you don't (a lthough if you 
have it, you're bound to find a use for it). In most 
programs, unfortunately, the columns all have to be 
the same w idth; to get variable-width co lumns, you'll 
probably have to go in to a page layout program. 

• O utlining capabi li ties are sometimes built in to word 
processors, as is the ability to automatica lly generate 
tables o f contents and indexes. 

• Footnotes. If you need them at all , make sure you can 
get them in the format you need (on each page, at the 
end of a document, w ith repeating numbers, or 
whatever). Whatever your bas ic requi rements are, 
don' t assume that they're the norm for footnoting. 

• Some word processors (Microsoft Word, most 
prominently) have a feature called Glossaries. The 
name is confusing, since what's referred to isn' t the 
everyday meaning of the word-a list of definitions like 
the one at the back of this book. These Glossaries
w ith a capital G-are collections of often-used words, 
phrases, paragraphs or graphics that you can recall with 
a keystroke and place in your document. (Sometimes 
they're ca lled Libraries.) 

• Sty les, which are explained in the next entry, are 
another very useful feature. 
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Remember, just because you can get all these features 
doesn't mean you need them. For example, if most of your 
word processing is business correspondence, or straight
forward manuscripts, you won't need a program that lets 
you work in multiple columns. It's silly to pay for what 
you don't need and, a lmost inevitably, a lot of features 
you don't need will get in the way of the ones you do. 

tl Styles (SA/ANJ 

A Style is a collection of paragraph and character formats 
you can apply in one fell swoop to selected text. (Style is 
capitalized to differentiate it from type styles like italic 
and bold. It's really a pain how Microsoft appropriates 
words that already have meanings, like style and glossary, 
and assigns them new, contradictory meanings.) 

A style sheet is a collection of Styles you use in a partic
ular document, but since you can't capitalize in speech. 
most people refer to Styles as style sheets when talking. 
Styles were introduced to the Mac by Microsoft Word, and 
are probably that program's best feature. 

If you change a Style, every paragraph defined as that 
Style changes automatically. For example, let's say that. 
as Arthur edits this, he's using a Style called text, whose 
definition includes the font ;\\g~tin Rg~!f~ in 18-point. (He 
makes it 18-point because he's afraid of magnetic radi
ation from his two-page display-see the protecting your
self section of Chapter 2 for more details-and thus sits 
three feet or so from the screen. which means he needs 
18-point type to see what's on it. He uses ;\\gutin Rg~!f~ 
because it reminds him of Gay Paree and distracts him 
from the stupendous drudgery of editing a twelve-hundred
page book; actually. he doesn't really edit in Mg~Jin Rg~!f~. 
but little jokes like that are all that stand between him 
and hebephrenia.) 

In the book itself, however, the text will need to be 11-
point Bookman. To make that change. you merely have 
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to call up the Style called text and change the font defi
nition from 18-point Mg"lin Rg"~~ to 11-point Bookman. 
Everywhere the text Style has been applied, the text will 
automatically b e changed to 11-point Bookman. You 
won't have to tediously go through the chapter and change 
the text by hand-being careful to avoid section hea ds 
(which are larger than 11-point). tables (which n eed to 
be in Optima, not Bookman) and so on. 

Another advantage of Styles is that they can be based 
on each other. For example, let's say the entry titles (the 
lines that begin with an •) are in a Style called entry head; 
you've based it on the text Style but have removed the 
indent and a dded bold italic . If you were to change the 
definition of the text Style to Benguiat instead of Book
man, the entry titles would also change to Benguiat-but 
remain bold italic and unindented. 

Another great feature (not available in every program 
that provides Styles), lets you defme whether the next para
graph you type r emains the same Style or switches to a 
n ew one. For example, the text Style doesn't change when 
you move to the next paragraph, but you could set up the 
entry head Style so that when you press !Return! after an entry 
title, you're automatically switch ed to a Style calledftrst 
paragraph, which is identical to the text Style except not 
indented. And then when you press I Return I at th e end of the 
first paragraph, you could be au toma tically switched into 
th e text Style . 

• choosing a word processor (SA / ANJ 

Word processors are the programs most people u se most 
often, so choosing one isn't a decision to be made ligh tly. 
Several reviews follow this entry (including five of Microsoft 
Word, to give you a range of opinions) but you should also 
check out the reviews in Macintosh m agazines (a nd read 
the ads too). 
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Once you find a program tha t looks interesting, buy or 
borrow a book about it; it will give you more of an idea what 
the program can do than any magazine review. Talk to people 
at a u·ser group and see what they love or hate abou t their 
word processors. But keep in mind that nobody's objec
tive, and that most people love the program they're using. 

Since nothing can s ubstitute for hands-on experience, 
see if a local dealer will give you a demonstra tion of one 
or more major programs. If not, a nother good place to 
try them out is at a service bureau (described in the last 
section of Chapter 5); th ey u s u a lly have most of the 
popular programs. Or call the publisher of any program 
you're interested in to see if they have a demo vers ion of 
it (or ask a dealer). 

Know in advance what features you 'll need and focus on 
whether each program has them. But remember that more 
important than features is tha t elusive thing called f eel. 

You can tell yourself this is a ll too much trouble. but 
buying a word processor impuls ively makes about as 
much sense as buying a car impulsively; you may do 
fine, but the odds a re you won't be h appy. 

ti Word 5-too little, too late? (HKJ 

Word ($400. from Microsoft) is probably the most contro
versia l program on the Macintosh. It's by far t h e best
selling Mac word processor. but it a lso h as vocal and 
passionate detractors. and some critics expect this group 
to grow as Word 5 becomes better known. 

There's no question that Word desenres a lot of respect. 
Its great style sheets are flexible and easy to learn; even 
before the latest upgrade. they set the s tandard for other 
word processors. 

Although lots of programs have keyboard commands, 
Word provides a n incredible wealth of them. You can 
assign (and reassign) them as much you please. a nd you 
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can add new ones to the menus (along with rulers and 
even dialog boxes). 

Word provides a variety of views; one shows your docu
ment in page layout form, while another is optimized for 
speedy text editing. Word offers just about every other stan
dard power feature as well, from quick table making and 
mail merge (which lets you personalize a form letter with 
information from a database) to table of contents and index 
generation. Word 5 adds drag-and-drop for moving text
you simply select text and drag it to the new location, 
bypassing the Clipboard entirely. 

On the other hand, Word is probably the hardest Mac 
word processor to learn (it's not that hard, but it certainly 
could be more intuitive), and it still has a number of 
quirky, backward features that should have been corrected. 

To be honest, none ofWord's flaws really bothered me 
in previous versions of the program-I was willing to write 
them off as inconsequential compared to Word's obvious 
strengths. But now that I've really studied Word 5 (I wrote 
a book about it), I'm having second thoughts. 

I have a feeling Microsoft isn't wholeheartedly committed 
to Word for the Mac. When companies have popular 
programs for both the Mac and the PC, the two versions 
often leapfrog as they're improved-the Mac version leads 
the way for a while, and then the next PC version shows 
it up and then the next Mac version pulls ahead again. 

In this case, although it took Microsoft nearly three years 
to update from Word 4, Word 5 for the Mac still doesn't 
match the features of Word for Windows (which runs on 
IBM PCs and compatibles). And it corrects only some of 
Word 4's much-discussed shortcomings. 

As for major features, I'm shocked that so little has been 
done to improve Word's page layout capabilities, especially 
when programs like Nisus, WordPerfect and the modestly 
priced Taste have already set a higher standard. 
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Word 5 claims to have a built-in drawing program, but 
without group, alignment. grid or ruler features, that's 
really hyperbole. For more hype, try out Word's new gram
mar checker. I can't imagine anyone finding this thing 
useful; it's slow and seems to make an inane suggestion 
every other sentence. {Them grammar checkers ain't no 
good, not a one a them-AN] Likewise, Word's new Border 
command, which lets you frame graphics and tables in 
a variety of styles, is awkward and confusing. 

Word 5 has made some important improvements. One 
breakthrough is its new Mail Merge Helper, which lets you 
set up letter and data documents with an easy-to-use 
command bar. 

There are also refinements I wouldn't want to do with
out. For instance, Word 5 remembers the last four files 
you've worked with and lists them on the File menu so 
you can reopen them quickly. And a super fast Find File 
command rescues documents from a disorganized hard 
disk in seconds. 

Finally, Word 5 has a handy ribbon of command icons 
that works a lot like the ruler. When you turn it on, the 
ribbon appears at the top of your document window and 
lets you select fonts, sizes and styles, set up multiple 
columns, and create graphics quickly without going to the 
menus. In addition to its convenience, the ruler brings 
some features that were hidden in Word 4 out into the 
open, so it's more likely you'll learn how they work (even 
if you're not a power user). 

Still, after three years, I expected more significant im
provements. Although I still use Word all the time, it's no 
longer the obvious choice for power users; take a careful 
look at WordPerfect and Nisus before making a decision. 

ti why I like Word (BBJ 

I've been using Word ever since its first release, and I've 
always found it a good tool. But Word 5 is a great tool. 
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Here's how its features make my life eas ier, in order of 
importance: 

• Word hasn ' t ever crashed on my system. [I had a 
constant problem w ith Word 4 freezing on my 
system.-ByB) 

• The Work menu gives me a place to put my most 
important fi les and functions for immediate access 
without struggling w ith macros. There's nothing like it 
in any other M ac word processing program, and I 
wouldn ' t be w ithout it. 

• Style sheets and Stationery have allowed me to create 
a collection of oft-used documents, intuitively. 

• Word's Find File command is lightning fast and compre
hensive, better than any other file finder I've used . 

• Word S's spelling checker is superb. It catches 
repeated word s, almost never misses a misspelling, 
and doesn't mistakenly flag words that are spelled 
correctly. And it's fast. {Milybe on Brad's souped-up 
Mac, but not on my humble Classic. It went faster after 
I increased Word's memory allotment, but it's still 
slower than spell-checking was in Word 4 (a lthough 
this may not be true in an improved version of the 
spelling checker that Microsoft will probably have 
already released by the time you read this).-NO] 

• The thesaurus is quick and extensive. 

• Headers, footers and outli nes are simple and direct. 

• The table editor lets me try out imaginati ve presenta
tion of materi al in tabular format. (I on ly w ish the 
editing techniques were easier to figure out.) 

I believe a word processor sh ouldn't try to be a page 
layout program, so the absence of powerful drawing tools 
doesn't bother m e. It's enough that I can easily import a 
graphic element into my written work. 

Word 5 is n't perfect, but I've tried Nisu s 3 and Word
Perfect 2. 1 a n d I wouldn 't switch to either. I find Nisu s's 
iconic in terfa ce confus ing; the symbols don't match my 
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image of the operations they're supposed to describe. And 
it's not uniformly faster than Word-in fact, opening docu
ments takes noticeably longer in Nisus. WordPerfect is better 
for graphics, but I mostly work with words, and Word is 
better at that than either of these other programs. 

tl why I like Word (RSJ 

Word does everything I need it to do-multiple columns, 
style sheets, automatic line numbering, suppression of 
headers and footers for title pages and translation for many 
other word processors. And now that I've removed the 
grammar checker, it's plenty fast enough. I respect 
WriteNow (reviewed below) because it's easy to use, 
compact and blazingly fast (and its current version has 
style sheets). but Word has every feature I need to quickly 
turn out documents with complex formatting. 

II I like Word too (NDJ 

Word captured my loyalty when it introduced Styles way 
back in Word 3. I resisted learning how to use them- and 
they resisted being learned-but once I grasped the 
process, I couldn't imagine working on complex documents 
without them. Word 5 improves on them with a simpli
fied Style dialog box. It also finally includes a Select All 
command on the File menu-and it has an equation 
editor and the ability to rotate text. 

Remarkably enough, even the initial release of Word 5 
seems fairly bug-free, according to my experience and the 
chatter I've heard on America Online. Not completely 
bug-free , of course- some people report trouble when 
attempting to edit the spell checker's dictionary, and to 
import your custom d ictionary from Word 4, you h ave to 
open it as a text-only file. 

Remember to open and peruse the Read Me file that's 
on the installation disk; it warns you not to leave Word 4 
on the same disk where you install Word 5. (If you prefer 
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working with familiar Word 4 menus and dialog boxes, you 
can opt to work in Word 5 with a Word 4 interface.) 

As of this writing. Word 5 seems to be incompatible with 
a few utilities: NowSave (which saves files automatically in 
the background), SuperClock (a clock that sits on the 
menu bar) and the antique MacroMaker (as explained 
under Word tips, below). As new versions of these programs 
come out, however, some of these problems may evaporate. 

4i Word 5-is it almost there? (ANJ 

Word has always had a lot of wonderful features, and my 
life would have been a lot simpler if I, like most of the people 
I deal with, had used it for all my word processing. But 
I've always felt that Word wasn't very carefully thought 
through and that it has a very unMaclike feel. (I began 
using the Mac three weeks after it was introduced and 
have somewhat purist-oh, all right, rigid-tastes in what 
the Mac interface should be like.) 

To some extent, those criticisms remain true ofWord 5. 
For example, its search-and-replace function still demands 
that you tell it if you want to Continue search from begin
ning of document? 

What I'd like to know is, what's so special about the 
beginning of a document? How often do you only want to 
search from where you are to the end of a document, rather 
than search the whole document? (It's true, Word 5 lets 
you specify at the start of a work session that you want 
all searches to be global, but there's no way to make that 
preference the default, so you have to repeat it every time 
you re-enter the program.) 

Fortunately, however, many of Word's clunky, ham
handed ways of doing things seem to have been fixed in 
Word 5. Even the manual. which has traditionally been 
more trouble to use than it's worth, is much better (in my 
limited look at it). It even has a good index! 
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Maybe, as Helmut says above, more problems should 
have been corrected-especially after three years. But 
Word 5 is very definitely a big step in the right direction. 

Susan McCallister, who shared my feeling about Word 
4 and earlier versions-namely, that using them was like 
having a nightmare in which you find yourself in a foreign 
country where dangers lurk everywhere and no one speaks 
English- finds Word 5 a vast improvement. 

Microsoft's telephone support, which used to be wretched, 
now seems to be quite good. The one time I called, I got 
someone immediately (no "unusual volume of calls" that 
prevented them from answering my call, which was nonethe
less "very important" to them) and he knew the answer to 
my question right away. The whole process, from discov
ering the problem to solving it, took less than five minutes. 

[I've only had to use Word's phone support afew times, 
but I've had similar experiences. Each time the tech support 
person was well-informed about the program, articulate, 
helpful and cheery. And I didn't have to hang on the phone 
for a long time waiting to reach someone.-ND] 

In view of all this, I would have switched over to Word 
5 to do this book (or would at least have tried it out). except 
for one feature that anyone as impetuous (there's a nice 
euphemism) as me simply can't do without- multiple 
levels of undo (see the Nisus review below for details). 

My fear at leaving that feature behind is why I've stuck 
with Nisus, even though its publisher has been much 
slower even than Microsoft in making needed changes to 
its product. But ifWord ever acquires multiple undos (or 
ifl find a third-party utility that provides them), I'll be on 
Word 5 like a duck on a June bug. 

tt WordPerfect 2 (HKJ 

The first version of WordPerfect for the Mac was dubbed 
Wordlmperfect by some people-it was unMaclike, hard 
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to learn and very slow when you were working with more 
than one column. Its main virtue was the fact that files 
created by WordPerfect for the PC transferred into Mac 
WordPerfect with their formatting intact (and vice-versa). 

However, WordPerfect Corporation took all the criticism 
it received to heart, and made version 2 a real powerhouse. 
Even though it lists at $500, WordPerfect has even made 
some longtime Word fans rethink their loyalties. 

WordPerfect has always offered high-end features like 
style sheets, mail merge, graphics, and table of contents 
and index generation, and made them relatively easy to 
learn. But WordPerfect 2 includes some major advantages 
over Word-like easy-to-use macros and a full-powered 
built-in drawing program. 

Compare the t.wo programs' page layout features. for 
instance-WordPerfect comes out miles ahead. It lets you 
drag graphics anywhere on your page without selecting 
Print Preview first, as you have to do in Word. And Word
Perfect's drawing tools include the Group command, which 
Word lacks. 

WordPerfect was also the first word processor to embrace 
Apple's QuicKfime multimedia extensions, which let you 
paste a video or animation segment into a document. 
[How would that print out?-AN] These guys are really 
with it. 

'* WriteNow 3 (SMJ 

I've loved WriteNow ($250, from T /Maker) for years because 
it's fast, reliable, easy to learn, easy to use and takes up 
so little room on a disk. It has good control over display 
and page formatting, keystroke commands that are easy 
to remember, mail merge, footnotes, and all the features 
you normally use in day-to-day writing. It lets you keep 
several documents open at once, and you can have as many 
as four columns (all of the same width). 
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WriteNow is smart. For example, if you get a This docu
ment was set up for a dUJerent printer dialog box, WriteNow 
puts a Page Setup button right there in the box (saving 
you the trouble of cancelling printing, going to Page Setup 
and then giving the Print command again). 

You can control the font size directly from the keyboard. 
(Most ofWriteNow's features have keyboard commands.) 
WriteNow has dotted lines that extend down the page 
to help you position margins or tabs. Double-clicking at 
the top (or bottom) of a page will get you a header (or 
footer). 

Its spelling checker is fast to load, easy to use; makes 
good suggestions for words it catches and stays open (if 
you want it to) as a window behind your document(s). 
There's a 135,000-word spelling dictionary and a 1.400,000-
word thesaurus, and you can add to any dictionary by 
selecting a text file and having the spelling checker "learn" 
it. It's easy to count words, characters and paragraphs, 
and as with everythingWriteNow does, it's fast. Search and 
replace goes forward, backward and wraps around the 
document, and can search and replace G'ill and !Return! char
acters (especially useful for reformatting database files). 

In Version 3, T /Maker has added a really great imple
mentation of style sheets [they're still not as good as 
Word's-RS], an optional extra-fast scrolling speed, support 
for color and System 7, and the ability to import docu
ments from WordPerfect and Word 4 (including fast -saved 
ones). as well as other programs. And they've done all that 
in a program that only takes up 275KI 

Most of what I like about WriteNow is what isn't there
problems and barriers. It becomes such a transparent tool, 
it reminds me of a favorite jacket, the one that has just 
the right number of pockets in all the right places, and 
never feels too warm or not warm enough. 
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tl Taste (Michael Miley) 

When DeltaPoint's Taste first came out, I wanted to love 
it, because it's cheap ($150) and because it combines draw
ing and basic page-layout tools with a clean, easy-to-use 
word processor. But the original version was slow, had a 
shaky redraw and crashed frequently. Version 1. 02c has 
cleaned up its act. While still a bit slow, it's solid. 

Taste has character and paragraph styles that can be 
copied between documents, saved as Stationery and 
assigned to menus. Headers, footers, footnotes and 
endnotes can have their own styles. Footnote changes are 
automatically renumbered. 

Taste's Layout mode has visual controls for margins, 
columns and gutters, which let you design simple newslet
ters and business forms. Its Draw mode has eight draw
ing tools, plus rotation, alignment, layering and word-wrap 
controls. It links to DeltaGraph, its sibling charting 
program, and can import PICT and EPS graphics. 

Taste's built-in address book makes mail merge easy. 
It has a 117,000-word dictionary, the ability to create a 
user dictionary, a 1,400,000-entry thesaurus, and a find
and-replace function that can hunt for text attributes. 

How do they do all that for such a low price? Do they 
live in trailers? Taste isn't just a bargain, it feels like theft. 

[I liked what I read about this program, and wanted to 
try it out, but its installation procedures were so cumber
some and poorly documented, I just gave up on it (not that 
I couldn't havefrgured it out, but if they make it so hard, 
why bother?)-AN] 

tt MacWrite II (AN) 

Many of the people in my office used MacWrite II ($250, 
from Claris) for years and were quite happy with it. In terms 
of features, it's been far outdistanced by all of the programs 
described above, but what's great about it is how intuitive 
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and easy to learn it is. Here's one example out of many: 
when you choose the Insert Header (or Insert Footer) 
command, a text box opens on the page in the exact posi
tion where the header (or footer) will appear. This is so 
simple, so obvious, so right, and yet no other word proces
sor I know does it that way. 

Not everything about MacWrite makes sense. The font 
menu shows font names in the fonts themselves, which 
makes it just a bit hard to identify ones like Cairo and 
Zapf Dingbats. WriteNow has this same "feature," but at 
least gives you a way to turn it off. 

Another thing MacWrite is missing is the ability to 
customize keyboard commands. Without this feature, 
you're stuck with whatever choices MacWrite's program
mers made, which include lo:!€1Tl for the Plain text command. 
(You can, of course, go in with QuicKeys or some other 
macro program and change things around, but this should 
really be built into the program, as it is in many other 
word processors.) 

We haven't put a section of MacWrite tips in this 
edition, partly because a long-promised upgrade (called 
MacWrite Pro) was still delayed as I wrote this, and 
partly because MacWrite II has so few hidden or poorly 
explained features that it doesn't have as much need for 
tips as other programs. 

(Here's one tip we would have put in if we'd had a 
section: Double-clicking on a word in MacWrite high
lights the word, but not the spaces on either side. So if 
you hit loeJetel to delete a word, you have to hit it again to 
delete the remaining extra space. The solution? Use la:!€0 
instead. It deletes the space to the left of the highlighted 
word as well.) 

I used to have a lot of affection for MacWrite, since it 
was the first word processor I ever used on the Mac. But 
by now, on those rare occasions when I need to use it, it 
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just feels old-fashioned. I hope Claris brings out a new, 
more competitive version sometime. Whether they do or 
not, I hope Mac Write's competitors will appropriate some 
of its extraordinary intuitiveness. It really sets the s tan
dard for ease of use. 

• Nisus 3 (ANJ 

Unlike most computer writers. I'm not fascinated with every 
new program that comes along. In fact. I'm very conser
vative about the software and hardware I use; I don't 
want to spend the time it takes to learn about something 
unless I'm going to end up using it frequently. and enjoy 
that use. (Along the same lines, I drove a 1965 Plymouth 
Valiant for ten years-until it was 24 years old-and 
spent eighteen months deciding what to replace it with.) 

But every once in a while I run across a product whose 
intelligence of design shines like shafts of sunlight break
ing through the clouds. Nisus (NY-sis}, $400 from Nisus 
Software (formerly Paragon Concepts). is one of those 
programs. (At least some of the time it is-the rest of the 
time, it's like the clouds rolling in to cover the sun.) 

Some of Nisus's very intelligent features are listed in 
Chapter 1, in the Why don't they alL .. ? section; there are 
dozens more. In fact, Nisus has more features I'd like to 
see made standard parts ofthe Mac interface than any other 
program I've ever used. Nisus' telephone support is great 
and even the manual is pretty good-although, as with 
virtually every one I see, the index needs some work. 

My favorite feature in Nisus is multiple undos. Because 
at my back I always hear time's winged chariot hurrying 
near, I tend to work pretty quickly (not to say frantically) 
and often make a mistake and then immediately type some
thing else (or give another command). In most programs, 
this means that the text I really want to recover is lost; 
all I can recover is what I did after I made the mistake. 
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For example, more than once I've accidentally hit some 
combination of keys that selected the entire document I 
was working on (not 1~. but some other weird combi
nation). Then the next character I typed was substituted 
for the entire document. 

If you don't immediately hit 1~m in a situation like that, 
you stand to lose all your changes since the last time you 
saved. But with Nisus, you can always recover the text 
you really want, because it gives you 32, 767 levels of 
undo. This, I admit, is overkill; even I seldom make more 
than 10,000 mistakes in a row. But every Mac program 
should have at least ten or twenty levels of undo. 

Nisus has other wonderful safety features. It lets you 
automatica lly save after any number of keystrokes you 
specify (I usually pick 100 or 250, depending on how 
long the document is and therefore how much of an inter
ruption saving it will be). This approach is much better 
than saving after a certain pe riod of time (ten minutes, 
say), which might be way too seldom if you're working furi
ously away, but way too often if you've walked away from 
the computer to have lunch or run an errand. 

You can a lso tell Nisus to make automatic backups of 
each file, so if the current one gets screwed up and then 
saved, you still have the one from 100-or 250, or however 
many-keystrokes back. (You should always choose auto
matic backup files in any program tha~ offers them.) 
Nisus will even automatically make a second backup on 
another disk! 

One nice feature of Nisus's is noncontiguous selection. 
'· 

It lets you select separate. disconnected pieces of text, as 
many as you want. a nd then do lhe same thing to them 
all at o~ce (change them a ll to bold, say. or change the 
font, or cut and paste them as a unit). 

You can u se as many as three character keys after the 
modifier k eys (lill'l. IShHtl, loptionl, e lc .), and thus create 
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keyboard commands like, say,lshiH(Oplioni~I]]:QIB:l. This gives 
you up to 125,000 possible key combinations (Nisus's pro
grammers seem to revel in overkill). 

Nisus also lets you place independent text blocks or 
graphics anywhere you want on the page, as you can in 
a page layout program (but what you're placing are actu
ally windows that contain other documents). For all its 
virtues, however, Nisus has some serious problems. 

Exporting is one area Nisus is weak in. It has Styles 
that work a lot like Word's, but they don't transfer into 
PageMaker or Quark. You can save its files in Word format, 
but the translation filter doesn't work very well. Claris has 
a Word/Nisus filter that works much better, even though 
they don't publish either program. 

Nisus's search function is supposed to be very power
ful (if you can figure out how to program it). But several 
of the people who used it while preparing this book found 
it to be exasperatingly buggy. 

Nisus doesn't know enough to break a line on an em 
dash, or on an ellipsis (three- or four-dot) . Unless you want 
huge gaping holes on the right margin (or very loose lines, 
if your text is justified). you have to put a space after the 
em dash or ellipsis-and remember to take it out if you 
add or remove text from the paragraph. This is inexcus
able in any word processor, and particularly galling in one 
as powerful as Nisus. 

But Nisus's worst feature is probably its spelling 
checker, which is so incompetent and inflexible that it's 
virtually unusable. Although it no longer queries words 
connected by em dashes (as it used to) , it does when 
they're connected by an ellipsis, treating the ellipsis 
and the words on either side of it as a single word. (In 
other words, it will bring up something like ever ... know 
and tell you it's one, single, misspelled word-pretty 
astute, huh?) 
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You can't tell the spelling checker not to look for 
repeated words, or first words of sentences that aren't 
capped. To make matters worse, Nisus apparently thinks 
that three-dot ellipses end sentences-which they never 
do. So if I refer to a command like About this Macintosh ... 
in the middle of a sentence, Nisus will tell me that the 
next word should be capitalized. 

You can't tell the spelling checker to ignore words that 
begin with capital letters, which makes checking a docu
ment that's full of proper names more trouble than 
it's worth. 

Nisus queries hyphenated words, even if both parts of 
the hyphenated word are in its dictionary, and you can't 
tell it to ignore numbers. This means you have to fill your 
user dictionary with 9-point, 1 0-point, 11-point, 12-point, 
100-page, 1.4-meg-not to mention 1970's, $5, #3, etc. 
etc. (A spelling checker should treat words on either side 
of a hyphen independently, and of course it should ignore 
numbers-or, at the very least, you should be able to 
choose both approaches as options.) 

In a really bizarre bug, Nisus's spelling checker often 
queries words containing numbers that are next to punc
tuation. So even after you've gone to the trouble of putting 
24-point into the user dictionary, it will query 24-point, 
(with a comma, that is) and suggest you replace it with 
24-pointwithout the comma! 

Nisus's suggested correct spellings for misspelled words 
would be appalling if they weren't so hilarious. It found 
indentical and offered enigmatical as the probable correct 
spelling (has that word even been used since Queen Victo
ria died?) . Other suggestions included enigmatically, 
magnetically(!) and indemnitee (one who's indemnified, 
I suppose). but not identical. However, when Nisus found 
deinitely (I'd left out the f). it suggested identical there (so 
that's where it's been hiding) and also genitalia (at least 
the spelling checker has a sense of humor). 
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Nisus' spelling checker didn't recognize the company 
name DeltaPoint (which is understandable, of course) but 
suggested changing it to dilate upon. (Yes, of course-1 
meant to type dilate upon, but my fingers slipped and I 
accidentally typed DeltaPoint instead. These new smart 
drugs aren't working as well as I'd hoped. I'm getting 
some weird side effects.) 

While Nisus's dictionary has words like detubation, 
which I was only able to find in one of two unabridged 
dictionaries (it means removing a tube from something
usually a person). it doesn't include thousands ofinfmitely 
more common words, names and abbreviations like Macin
tosh, Mac, IBM, let's, huh, ah, lceystrolce, lcerned, kerning, 
lca:zoo and lbs (just to pick some random examples). 

A few problems I pointed out in the last edition have 
been corrected, and there have been other improvements, 
but there are still major flaws in Nisus. Nisus Software 
apparently prefers to concentrate its energies on devel
oping an elaborate, arcane, built-in programming language. 
(Well, that makes sense. After all, which would you rather 
have in a word processor-a usable spelling checker or 
the ability to program?) 

This is a classic case of tertiary expertosis, where the 
sufferer's tiny area of expertise becomes all that's real, 
and normal people, walking around in the world, seem 
as insubstantial as ghosts. It's a pity, because I love 90% 
of what Nisus does. and it has a number of features that 
I can't get anywhere else (or hardly anywhere else). 

Hopefully, Nisus will eventually get on the ball and iron 
out the remaining problems. Unfortunately, that last 
sentiment appeared, virtually verbatim, in the Third 
Edition to this book, published two years before this one. 
Ah, Nisus-so near, and yet so far. 

By the way, I know you've been assuming that Nisus 
is named after the Trojan soldier who was killed avenging 
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a friend's death in Book IX of the Aeneid. Well, you're 
wrong-it's just your expensive classical education 
leading you astray again. No, nisus is an ordinary 
English word-well, not ordinary, perhaps, but it's in 
most dictionaries-that means an effort or an endeavor. 

tl Nisus Compact (ANJ 

There's a version of Nisus that's specially sized down and 
optimized for PowerBooks. The person who was supposed 
to review it for us flaked out, and there wasn't time to get 
another reviewer. But if you have a PowerBook, I'd say 
Nisus Compact is definitely worth checking out. 

tl the Works word processors {AN/NDJ 

If your budget is limited, or you very seldom do word 
processing, check out the word processors that come as 
part ofthe integrated programs described in Chapter 18, 
whose names all tend to end in Works. For example, 
Microsoft Works ($250 list) offers word processing plus a 
database, a spreadsheet, a communications program and 
drawing capabilities. 

That brings the effective price of Works' word process
ing module down below $100. If you have no use what
ever for Works' other modules, however, it's fairer to 
compare its word processor against programs like Taste, 
WriteNow and Mac Write (all described above). 

tl WordMaker (KFJ 

Although WordMaker costs just $125list, it can do mail 
merge, search and replace, and can import formatted 
text from databases or spreadsheets. It also lets you 
change margins and tabs (left, right, center or decimal) 
throughout a document, adjust leading and kerning, set 
the ruler to measure in inches, centimeters, picas, 
points, etc. and change text to all caps, lowercase or 
mixed case. 
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WordMaker has a 100.000-word spelling checker and 
lets you insert automatic page numbering. time and date. 
Once you paste a graphic into WordMaker, it's treated inde
pendently of text (as opposed to being embedded in it). 
You can move it around, resize it and even wrap text 
around it. 

Although WordMaker has a lot of good features, I really 
didn't like using it. As you key in the text, the line of text 
you're working on flickers every three-to-eight keystrokes. 
I found this very irritating. 

et Letter Writer Plus (KFJ 

Letter Writer Plus ($90 list) is a desk accessory, which is 
handy if you're still working in System 6 (or earlier) with
out MultiFinder. In that case, it lets you dash off a letter 
without quitting the application you're in. 

Letter Writer Plus can do mail-merge and search-and
replace. It's designed to import directly from Address 
Book Plus and can import formatted text from databases 
or spreadsheets. 

If you use more than one letterhead, Letter Writer Plus 
has a save as stationery feature. It also has an insert para
graph feature that enables you to insert a previously 
saved paragraph into a letter. And it's set up to address 
and print envelopes quickly and easily. 

But the program has very little formatting flexibility. 
You choose one set of margins for the first page, one set 
for the rest and that's it for margins; you get one set of 
(left) tabs for the entire document and that's it for tabs. 
In my view, these are serious limitations. 

ti FullWrite Professional {NDJ 

As I write this, FullWrite Professional looks like an orphan. 
Since Borland bought Ashton-Tate's product line in 1991, 
it hasn't announced any plans to update or improve the 
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product- and as FullWrite stands, there's not much to 
recommend it. Some great fea tures, like electronic Post
It notes and well-designed bibliographic aids make some 
of its u sers s teadfast fans. But it's too slow a nd h as 
trouble h andling large documents (although, to be fair, 
we should point out tha t some readers dispute these crit
icisms vociferously) . 

General word processing tips 

ti two basic word processing rules (SA/A NJ 

No m atter wha t program you're using, here a re a couple 
of basic rules to follow: 

• Only hit the 1Re1urn ] key at the end of paragraphs, not at 
the end of each l ine. 

• Don' t use spaces to align words horizontally; they 
won' t line up stra ight on paper, even if they look 
straight o n the screen. Instead, use 00 to create 
co lumns, the Center command (or w hatever it's called 
in the program you ' re using) to center text, and margin 
or indent settings to move text in from the margins. 

ti insertion point vs. I-beam pointer (ANJ 

A common confus ion am ong beginning Mac u sers (and 
even some who've been u s ing the m ach ine for a while) is 
between the insertion point-the thin, blinking, vertica l 
line that indicates where th e next character of text will 
appear (or disappear)-and th e [-beam p ointer, which 
looks som ething like this: I. 

Basically, the I-beam pointer places the insertion point. 
You move the !-beam to where you want the insertion point 
to be and click the mouse button once. To move the inser
tion point again, you s imply move the !-beam to another 
place and click again. 
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Unlike more primitive machines, the Mac has no cursor. 
This term from the world of the PC-and, before that, 
CP/M-is sometimes incorrectly applied to either the 
pointer or the insertion point. 

(The people who program the Mac do use the term 
cursor, and there's a danger that this techie jargon will 
filter down to ordinary people like you and me. We should 
resist that, because the terms pointer and insertion point 
are more precise and also more elegant.) 

tl em dashes, en dashes and hyphens (ANJ 

Em dash is the technical name for what people normally 
just call a dash-there's one right there. (It gets its name 
from the fact that it's more or less the same width as a 
capital M.) 

An en dash is half the length of an em dash and is used 
to indicate ranges of numbers (1926-66) or as a minus 
sign. (It gets its name from the fact that it's more or less 
the same width as a lowercase n.) 

Hyphens are shorter than either. Here's a comparison 
of the three: 

em dash 

en dash 

hyphe n 

On the Mac, you get an em dash by holding down lshml 

and lopnonl while hitting 8. and you get an en dash by 
holding down IOplionl and hitting 8. 

tl spacing after italics (DCJ 

On dot-matrix printers like the ImageWriter (and on the 
Mac's screen). italics bend so far over that they crowd, or 
even run into. the plain-text characters that follow them. 
This is particularly a problem when the last italic char
acter and/or the first plain character is a capital letter or 
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a lowercase b, d,J, h, k or L (On laser printers, things are 
easier. Outline fonts are designed so that the italic char
acters don't crowd the following plain text-except whe.n 
the italics are computer-generated because there isn't a 
separate italic printer font.) 

Putting two spaces after the italics gives you too much 
room. The solution is to use the option space, which 
usually produces a space that's larger than a regular one 
but smaller than two (you get it, of course, by holding 
down loptionl while hitting (Spacebar!). See the next entry for 
more details. 

ei the option space (ANJ 

This character, generated by holding down the loptionl key 
while using lspacebarl, has two unique features. The first 
is that it's always a hard (or nonbreaking) space-which 
means that if it falls at the end of a line, it won't break; 
instead, it will drag the word before it down to the next 
line, along with the word after it. This is useful when 
you want to keep phrases like WW II and J. B. S. Haldane 
all on the same line, but can make for a very uneven right 
margin (or, if your text is justified, for lines with very 
loose spacing) . 

The second feature is that, in some fonts, the option 
space is wider than a regular space (but narrower than 
two). This is also useful for keeping italic characters from 
leaning into the plain text that follows them in dot-matrix 
printouts (see the previous entry for details). 

The easiest way to see if a font makes the option space 
wider is to type a character (let's say you use X}, hit the 
lspacebarl five times, type another X, hit IReturn l, type X, hold 
down the IOptionl key, hit I spacebar! five times, and type a final 
X. If the option space is wider than regular spaces, the 
second X on the second line will be to the right of the second 
X on the first line; if the option space is the same width 
as the regular spaces, the X's will line up. 
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The wider option space occurs only in proportionally 
spaced fonts (which is what most Mac fonts are); in mono
spaced fonts like Monaco, hard spaces are always the same 
width as regula r spaces. 

This combining of two features into the option space 
is far from ideal. When you want a h a rd space, you 
normally don't want a wide space, and when you want a 
wide space, you normally don't want a hard space. Hope
fully savvy font designers will soon start providing h ard 
spaces and wide spaces as separate characters (loption(spacebar] 
and ([@spacebar), say). 

ei smart quotes (SAJ 

If your word processing program doesn 't automatically give 
you left- and right-leaning ( " " ) quotation marks (also 
called curly quotes or smart quotes}, and if you 're not 
using a separate smart-quotes utility, you can use your 
word processor's find-and-replace function to substitute 
curly quotes for a ll your straight quotes ( "). 

To do that, you have to assume that every open (or lead
ing) quotation mark will be preceded by a space-which 
is almost always the case. (Close, or trailing, quotation 
marks a ren't n ecessarily followed by a space, since the 
next ch a racter m ay b e a punctuation m a rk-or, in 
programs like Word, a paragraph marker.) Given that 
assumption, youjust replace every ins tance of the straight 
quotation m a rk ( " ) that's preceded by a space with an 
open quotation mark, ((option( I I) . Then replace every remain
ing ins tance of " with a close quote (~). 

ei dumb quotes (C.J. Weigand} 

Using smart-quotes utilities can be annoying, because 
backspacing over or selecting a quote or apostrophe and 
then retyping it can leave it facing the wrong direction. I 
prefer the "dumb quote" approach. 
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Using QuicKeys (from CE Software, described in Chap
ter 7). I reassign the curly apostrophe (') to the straight 
apostrophe key ([)) and lhe curly quotes ( " " ) to the left 
and right curly bracket keys ((D and CD. i.e., IShittliJ and 
jShittiJ]). That way I'm a lways sure of typing the correct 
symbol. Ifl ever need to type a straight apostrophe or curly 
brackets, all I have to do is temporarily turn QuicKeys 
off (which you do by hitting loptlonf<WO). 

[C.J. converted me to this approach, but I did him one 
better-[ assigned the curly quotes to the unshi[ted[J)and 
[J] keys, to make them even easier to get to. I found relearn
ing the new key positions virtually effortless, even though 
I'd been touch-typing on the old key positions for a lmost 
thir ty years. 

While I was at it, I made @IjjJjrJ and [§J£JJD print out as [J 
and 0. instead of as@ and G. I moved@ and G to the [5) 

key, and moved [JJ and [J] to where the curly brackets [J] 
and [J] normally are (@JJJli} and /Shitt[])}. I even thought of 
getting rid of the letter Z, since I hardly ever use it. But then 
I thought, zee5f71aybe foolee51f· So I relented, and decided to let 
Zstay.-AN] 

tl low-rent Glossary substitutes (DC/ANJ 

Many word processors don't have Glossaries (often-used 
words, phrases, paragraphs or even graphics thatyou can 
recall with a keystroke and paste into your document). 
But there's an easy and obvious way around that: 

Just use two or three unique characters as abbrevia
tions for the longer text. For example, you might type tmb 
every time you want lhe phrase The Macintosh Bible to 
appear. Then, when you've finished entering your text, just 
before you check the spelling in the document, you do a 
global search for tmb and replace it with The Macintosh 
Bible everywhere it appears in the document. Some people 
find this technique of using abbreviations more con
venient than permanently setting up Glossaries. 
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[But remember to check the Whole Word option when 
doing this kind of global change. I forgot to when chang
ing all the RW's after entries in Chapter 17 to the full name, 
Rich Wolfson, and wound up with dozens of LaseRich 
Wolfsonriter's, several otheRich Wolfsonise's and one 
straightfoRich Wolfsonard. -SA] 

el bargain-basement leading (ANJ 

As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, leading 
refers to the space between lines of text. Some word 
processors don't let you vary it except by choosing single
spacing, double-spacing and the like, but even in these 
programs you can exert some limited control over lead
ing by using the following (admittedly klutzy) technique: 

To change the leading between two lines of text, select 
a blank space in the second line and change it to a differ
ent size. That line will then adjust itself accordingly. 
When you're satisfied with the results, repeat the proce
dure for each successive line of text. (Yeah, it's a pain, 
but at least it's possible.) 

el cheap, ersatz Styles (ANJ 

If your word processor doesn't have Styles, the following 
techniques will save you some time and trouble: 

Let's say you're writing a document in 12-point Book
man plain with subheads in 18-point Avant Garde bold 
italic. Switching between the two can cost you a lot of 
keystrokes and/or trips to the menu bar. But there's an 
easier way to do it (it may sound a little confusing when 
you read about it, butjust try it). 

Let's say you just finished typing a paragraph (in 12-
point Bookman) and now you want to type a new subhead. 
Just go to another subhead somewhere nearby and select 
any character (or double-click on any word) in it. Then 
copy that character (or word). paste it where you want the 
new subhead to be, select it and start to type. What you 
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type will be in the font, size and style of the other subhead 
(18-point Avant Garde bold italic, or whatever). 

When you're inserting text into some already-existing 
text (instead of adding it on to the end of a new file you're 
creating). you often don't have to do any copying. Let's 
say you've finished typing the subhead and want to go 
back to your text font . If the text immediately after the 
subhead is in the text font, just select the first character 
in it and begin typing. The character you selected will be 
deleted, so be sure to retype it at the end of what you're 
inserting. 

(The reason for selecting the firs t character is that the 
space in front of the text may be in a different font, style 
and/or size than the text itself. Often it will be the same 
and all you'll have to do is click in the space, but it's differ
ent enough of the time that you're better off a lways select
ing the first letter as a matter of habit.) 

This also works if the text immediately before the place 
where you want to make your insertion is in the font you 
want. In that case, you begin by retyping the character 
you selected, then go on to type your insertion. [You can 
also record the selection of various paragraph and char
acter formatting commands in a macro program and play 
them all back with a single keystroke combination.-SA] 

ti custom letterhead (AN) 

There are no particular tricks for creating a letterhead
although creating a nice one requires a great deal of skill 
and taste. But here's a trick on how to deal with one once 
it's been created: 

Assuming you have access to the Mac and a laser 
printer on a regular basis, don't waste your lime print
ing out blank sheets of letterhead that you'll then have 
to feed one by one into the printer when you want to use 
them. Instead, create a dummy document with your 
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letterhead at the top and a few words in the font you use 
for the text of letters below it. 

Here's a sample that uses Fluent Fonts' Monterey and 
Monterey Medium for the letterhead and Optima for the 
text of the letter: 

Dear 

JAck T wilLER 
512 PET-dE-Loup BoulEVARd 

HAliTOsis NO 58~9~ 
701/555-1941 

Date, 1993 

Save this document as letterhead or some similar name. 
Then every time you want to \vrite a letter. open it and 
immediately Save As ... under whatever name is appro
pria te for the letter you're going to write. Many word 
processors (and System 7) give you stationery for this 
purpose, which is even easier (you have to rename 
stationery when you open it or when you save it). 

Then double-click on Date and change it (some programs 
let you insert an active da te marker in your document, 
which saves you this step). Place the insertion point after 
Dear and begin writing. When you print out the letter. the 
letterhead will print out at the top. 

You can (and probably should) have more than one 
letterhead for use with different sorts of letters (busi
ness. personal. etc .). In programs that have Glossaries, 
it's sometimes simpler to store your letterheads as Glos
sary items and just pop them into a document when you 
need them-but only if you're happy with the standard 
margins, font. etc. 

If you h ave a specialized signature, you can either 
make it the last item in your dummy letterhead document 
or drop it in from the Scrapbook (or some substitute 
Scrapbook like SmartScrap). Here's one I used to use 
(before I became Mr. Mellow): 
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Of course there's no need for you to feel limited to some
thing as stodgy as this. 

(The wonderful gorilla was drawn by master Mac artist 
Mei-Ying Dell'Aquilla and is available on the ClickArt Per
sonal Graphics disk from T/Maker.) 

li estimating the number of words in a document (ANJ 

By now, most word processors offer a word count feature, 
but if for some reason it's easier for you to get the number 
of characters than the number of words, just divide by 
six. (Some people divide by five to count words, but it's 
hard to figure how they arrive at that number-unless they 
don't count the space at the end of the word. I checked 
this chapter and got 5. 76 characters per word. Since I don't 
use a lot of fancy, sesquipedalian words-except for that 
one-most normal writing should average about six char
acters a word.) 
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and 1024 divided by 6 equals 170.67. But for you, a 
special deal: 170 even. And no tax. ) 

Here's a table with some convenient (but approximate) 
conversions: 

1K = 170 words 30K = 5000 words 
3K = 500 words 50K = 8500 words 
6K = 1000 words 60K = 1 0,000 words 
10K = 1700 words 75K = 12,500 words 
15K = 2500 words lOOK = 17,000 words 

To ma ke your estimate more accurate, you should 
subtract some figure for ove rhead (which is described at 
th e end of the second entry in Chapter 3). As you add 
formatting instructions. the amount of overhead increases. 
Graphics in particular will infla te the figures for both the 
number of K and the number of ch aracters in a document, 
thus throwing your calculations off (since there's no way 
to estima te exactly how much to subtract for overhead). 

• double-sided printouts (DCJ 

You'll seldom fmd instructions in a word processor manual 
for printing on both s ides of the pape r so that the correct 
pages will print back-to-back. Here's how you do it: 

First print half as many copies of the document as you 
n eed. Then arrange them so that the copies of page 2 are 
on top, followed by the copies of page 1, fo llowed by page 
4, then page 3, page 6, page 5, and so on. If there are an 
odd number of pages in your document, set aside the copies 
of the last page a nd substitute blank pages for them in 
the pile. 

On a LaserWriter, place the pile of arranged pages in 
the paper tray face up, with the top edge of the pages point
ing into the printer, and print the other ha lf of the copies. 
On an ImageWriter II with a sheet feeder, put the pile of 
pages in upside down, with the printed s ide facing you. 
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tl importing word processing files to the Mac (DC/ANJ 

If you need to import a word processing document to a 
Mac from another type of computer (and you don't have 
a filter for translating the file), you have to first save the 
file on the foreign computer as a text. or ASCII, file. 

If you neglect this step, the document will be a mess 
when it gets to the Mac. because word processing programs 
embed formatting codes in the text that will appear as 
gibberish on the Mac's screen. The same goes for export
ing Mac files to non-Mac computers. 

tl text markers (DCJ 

Some word processors have a specific function that lets you 
mark places in a document so you can return to them later. 
But it's easy enough to do that in any program, simply by 
inserting unique characters (like ##1, ##2 and so on. or 
any other combination of characters that wouldn't appear 
in normal text). Then you just use the Find command to 
move to these points in your document quickly. 

Word tips 
Unless otherwise indicated, all these tips work in Word 5, 
and many work in Word 4 and Word 3 as well. 

tl installing Word 5 (SMJ 

In order to use Word 5's Easy Install option, you'll be 
amazed to discover you need seven megabytes free on your 
disk for the program and all its minions. [I can remember 
Apple's first hard disks. They held five megabytes and boy. 
were we impressed. - AN] 

If you don't have that much space free and don't want to 
delay installing Word until you clean up your hard disk, click 
Custom Install and select only the parts of the program you 
actually need. You can always add other Word utilities later. 
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ti remove Macromaker (AN/NDJ 

Macromaker, the macro program that used to be included 
with the Mac's system software, interferes with Word 5 
(it makes garbage characters appear at the right end of 
the menu bar, and ifyou click on any of them, you crash). 
To avoid the problem, remove Macromaker from your 
System Folder and reboot before installing Word 5. 

ti adapting to the spelling checker (PHJ 

Word 5's spelling checker is slower than Word 4's; if 
you've added a lot of words to the dictionary it can take 
longer than a minute to close. If you've quit spelling and 
your Macintosh looks like it's hung (the pointer moves but 
nothing happens when you click), take a break and come 
back in a few minutes. 

Also, be aware that (in its initial release, at least) the 
spelling checker doesn't change the pointer to a watch 
when it's searching for the next misspelled word. If you're 
not sure whether it's still searching, check your document 
to see whether anything is selected. If nothing is, the 
spelling checker is still hunting. Do not click on the 
buttons to figure out what's happening, because Word will 
remember your clicks and execute those commands when 
the current search is finished . 

It speeding up the spelling checker (NDJ 

To speed up Word 5's spelling checker, select Preferences ... 
from the Edit menu, click on the spelling checker icon and 
uncheck the Always Suggest box. Trying to find suggested 
alternate spellings is a real burden on the program. 

It the Work menu (PHJ 

When you use the Commands ... command on the Tools 
menu to add items to menus. Word decides what menu 
they go on. Its choice may not seem logical to you. As an 
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alternative. you can add commands to the Work menu. 
For example, my Work menu looks like this: 

Letter Standard 
Resume 

Fractional Widths :le~F 

L Thiele Paragraph Border :l€~2 
Show Hidden TeHt F 11 

..!'"Smart" Quotes 

..1' Allow Fast Saues 
Show Table Gridlines 
Baclc round Repa ination 

I added Letter Standard and Resume. files that I open 
frequently. by using the Open File Name command avail
able on the list that appears when you choose Commands .. . . 
The five other commands are ordinarily found in dia log 
boxes. but they'r e more convenient on the Work menu 
because I often turn them on and off. 

ti editing tables (PHJ 

Although Word makes adding rows to the end of tables 
easy (just put the insertion point in the last cell and 
press ~). inserting rows in the middle or r emoving rows 
and columns is a pain-you have to use the Table Layout 
command from the Format menu and then make the 
appropriate choices. 

If you edit tables much, make rruiD-key or function-key 
keyboard equiva lents for the Insert Columns. Insert Rows, 
Delete Columns and Delete Rows commands, so you can 
access them quickly. 

ti streamlining Word (RSJ 

To speed up Word 5 (in System 7 or MultiFinder). get rid 
of the grammar checker (by dragging its icon into the Trash) 
and then reset the memory required to about half of the 
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suggested 1024K. I haven't had any problems running the 
program-even with bulky Macintosh Bible files-since 
changing the memory alloca tion, and I certa inly h aven't 
missed the grammar ch ecker. 

ti the "selection bar" (ANJ 

Beginning Word users must often be confused by the 
term Microsoft uses to refer to the narrow, invisible column 
to the left of your text (it's used for selecting text-you know 
you're in it because the pointer changes from an 1-beam 
to a right-pointing arrow). Although bar virtually always 
implies a horizonta l line- s o much so tha t another 
Microsoft program, Excel, u ses it to dis tinguish a bar 
chart (horizontal lines) from a column chart (verticallines)
Microsoft ca lls this vertical column th e selection bar. 

• toggling window sizes (SAJ 

There a re four ways you can toggle between the size and 
shape window you've created and one th a t fills the whole 
screen: 

• cl ick on the zoom box (at the right end of the title bar) 
• double-click on the title bar itself 
• double-cl ick on the size box in the lower right corner 

• press~ 

ti window splitting (SAJ 

You don't h ave to drag the s plit ba r to s plit a window
joption~ h as the sam e effect. The command works as a 
toggle, so you can use it to unsplit the window as well. 

ti cycling through windows (SAJ 

When you have multiple windows on the screen, u se 
lopuon~ to cycle through them (this sends the topmost 
window to the bottom of the pile). 
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tl hot spot shortcuts {SA/ND/ K FI 

Word provides shortcu ts with hot spots in its document 
window. 

double-click on to 

any tab mark on the Ru ler open the Tabs dialog box 

the page number in the lower open the Go To Page 
left corner of the window dialog box 

the Sty le box at the bottom 
of the w indow 

a margin marker o r the 
numbered area of the 
Ru ler 

the split bar in the verti ca l 
scrol l bar 

the title bar 

open the Define Sty les 
dialog box 

open the Paragraph 
dialog box 

split and unsp lit the 
w indow w ithout 
dragging the bar 

toggle the w indow between 
ful l-screen size and the 
the size you defin ed 

Here's an illus tration with m ost of them circled: 

tl keyboard scrolling (SAl 

You ca n scroll a window from the keyboard , jus t as if you 
were us ing the vertica l scroll arrows. To scroll up, u se 
I option!~(]) or 0 on the keypad; to scroll down, use~ 
or G on the keypad . (As with regula r scrolling, t he inser 
tion point s t ays whe re il was.) 
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If you have an extended keyboard. you can use the~ 
and ~ keys to scroll, but that also moves the insertion 
point. 

ti using the numeric keypad (SA/PH/Hal Lewts/NDJ 

The numeric keypad h as two modes-one in which it 
issues commands that move the inserlion point, select 
text and the like (let's call this command mode) and one 
in which it enters numbers into the text. This second mode 
is called Num (for numeric) Lode. The lclearl key toggles you 
between them. 

When you're in Num Lock. it says so in the status box 
in the lower left corner of the window. (Unfortunately, it 
doesn't trigger the Num Lock light thal's available on 
extended keyboards.} [The number ojt.he page you're on 
is normally shown in the same little box. If you see Num 
Lock in that box and want to know the page number; just 
hit /Ciear/.-AN] 

In command mode, the ~. 0. ([) and [ID keys move the 
inserlion point one line vertica lly or one character hori
zontally (in the obvious directions}. Adding the~ key to 
these numbers moves you by one word horizontally and 
one paragraph vertically. 

The corner keys move you in larger increments. For 
example, II) moves you to the beginning of the current line
or, if you're already a l the beginning of a line, to the 
beginning of the previous line. CD moves you to the end 
of the current line-or. if you're already at the end of a 
line. to the end of the next line. Combined with the rruiD 
key, these keys move you backward and forward by 
sentences instead of by lines. 

The other corner keys.@ and@]. move you backward 
and forward a screenful at a time. Combined with the @liD 
key. @ moves you to the beginning of the document and 
@]to the end. 
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The (ID key doesn't do anything by itself. but lox(§] jumps 
the insertion point to the top left corner of the current 
screen. 

Here's all that in diagram form: 

Beginning of Up one line Up one 
current/ -----,~ _. r---- screen 

previous I i ne • l----"1 

[];[][;_] 
Leftone /l'/1[] · 

character .. ~~~-;: 6 .. 
Right one 
character 

GJD'G,J 
c~~~~~ __j·.-.)::f' .::t.· .... i' .:'~'' .:: .. ~ Down one 

previous line Down one l ine screen 

Beginning of Up one paragraph Beginning of 
current/previous -----, .---- document 

sentence I t" I 

ilL_] :~--~_j''i: 

Right one 
character 

Top ~~~:;::: ~~~-r~ 
character __gJ._ lhr~t .. 

Beginning i tu;~ ;;, :j :::i+i: ,t> 
of next • End of 

sentence Down one paragraph document 

The@) (zero) on the keypad moves you to the last posi
tion of the insertion point. Say you 're typing and see a 
mistake. You can go to the mistake and correct it, then 
press the keypad @) to jump right back to where you were. 
(Word remembers your last four positions, so you can use 
the keypad @)for even more complicated series of jumps 
around your document.) 
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tl [d¥/ arrow keys (SAJ 

You can also extend the basic arrow-key movements with 
the rruiD key. Combining rruiD with 8 or 8 moves you to the 
beginning of the previous word or to the beginning of the 
next word. Combining it with(!] or (I) moves you to the 
beginning of the previous or next paragraph. (When you're 
in the middle of a word or paragraph, lo~[B moves you to 
the beginning of that word or paragraph.) 

tl using the Ruler (SA/PHJ 

There are two triangular markers at the left end of Word's 
Ruler. The bottom one controls the left margin and the top 
one controls the indentation of the first line. If you drag 
the bottom marker (the margin). the top one (the indent) 
moves with it, but the top marker moves separately
that's how you change the distance between the two. 

(You can move the bottom marker separately as well, 
by holding down the (Shittl key while you drag it.) 

If you want to set a margin or indent to the left of the 
zero mark on the Ruler, just slide the marker to the left; 
after an initial hesitation, the window scrolls so you can 
get to the negative numbers. (To scroll to the left of the 
zero mark without moving anything on the Ruler, just hold 
the (Shittl key down while using the left scroll arrow at the 
bottom of the window.) 

The default unit on the Ruler is inches, but you can 
change it with the General window of the Preferences ... 
command (on the Edit menu). To change the default tab 
stops, use the Document command and type the new 
distance you want in the Default Tab Stops box. 

tl moving several tabs at once (SAJ 

When you have a series of tabs on the Ruler, moving one 
doesn't affect the others-unless you hold down (Shittl, in 
which case all the tabs to the right of the one you're 
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dragging move together. This is very useful when you 
have tabbed columns set up and want to shift them all. 

ti customizing menus with the mouse {SA/NDJ 

You can add many commands to (or subtract them from) 
Word's menus without using the Commands ... command. 
To add them, first press !option~. This gives you the plus 
pointer. which looks something like this (only bigger): + . 
(Calling it~ helps you remember the command, 
but you don't actually have to hold down the !shill) key; in 
other words, loptionl~ works just as well.) 

Once you have the plus pointer, click on the item you 
want added to the menu. You can click on: 

• items on the Ruler, including the various kinds of 
justification, l ine spacing and paragraph spacing, as 
wel l as Styles on the menu that pops down from the 
Ru ler 

• any of the commands on the Outline Ru ler 

• items from most dialog boxes-for example, paragraph 
and character form ats 

• G lossary entries 

• Sty les 

Pressing loptionJ~G gives you the minus pointer. which 
looks something like this (only bigger): - . Select some
thing from a menu with the minus pointer and it's deleted
no matter how it got there to begin with. 

You can add several items to (or delete them from) 
your menus without having to call up the plus or minus 
pointer each time. Just hold down the !Shill) key when you 
click on an item or select it from the menu. It will be added 
or deleted, and the pointer will remain a plus or a minus. 

ti keyboard control of menus (SA/PHJ 

Word allows total control of menus from the keyboard. This 
involves four steps-activating the menu bar (getting it ready 
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for keyboard control). choosing a menu to display (the equiv
alent of clicking on its title with the mouse), choosing a 
command from it (the equivalent of dragging down to that 
command with the mouse) and executing the command 
(the equivalent of releasing the mouse button). 

To activate the menu bar, you press 0 on the keypad 
or~. To choose a menu, you either type the frrst letter 
of its name or the number that corresponds to its posi
tion on the menu bar. (The • menu is zero.) Or you can 
move to the menu title with the 8 and 8 keys. (After one 
menu is down. only the arrow keys will take you to 
another.) 

To choose a command. hit the first letter of its name. 
If more than one command begins with the same letter, 
repeated pres sings of the letter key will select each of the 
commands in turn. Or you can move up or down in the 
menu with the (!) and 0 keys. 

To execute the command, you press !Return! or IEnterl. (As 
with a lmost everything in Word, you can cancel the proce
dure at any time by pressing @ffJ or mill.) 

Keyboard sequences are handy for often-used commands 
that don't have command keys assigned to them. If you're 
a decent typist, they take far less time than reaching for 
the mouse. Here are some of my favorites (you don't type 
the commas, of course; they're just there to indicate that 
you press the keys one after the other, not at the same time): 

Print Preview 0, !£), (f), !Return! 

Save As 0, !£), (ID, (ID, !Return! 

Sort 0, [Q), (ID, (ID, !Return! 

• keyboard commands in dialog boxes (SA/PHJ 

Word gives you more than one way to choose buttons in 
dialog boxes without having to take your hands off the 
keyboard. Here are the basic techniques: 
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• If there isn't a text field in the dialog box, pressing the 
key that corresponds to the first letter of the name of a 
button c hooses the button (&IDQ} for Cancel, Ia~@ for 
OK, etc.). 

• ~and lEse) also se lect the Cancel button. 

Word a lso has keyboard comm ands that let you cycle 
through the items (buttons, text fields, lists and pop-up 
menus) in a dialog box. When you move to an item, a flash
ing underline appears ben eath it. 

• To move from one item to the next, use the period on 
the keypad o r ~!Jill. 

• To move to the prev ious item (that is, to move bac k
wards through the items), use IShifli~!Jill . 

• To activate a button or open a pop-up menu o nce 
you've moved to it, hit the zero on the keypad. 

There are a lso keyboard commands for choosing from 
lists or pop-up menus. 

• To choose from a l ist, use the !Il and GJ keys. In some 
dialog boxes, typing a letter selects the first word in the 
list that begins w ith that letter (the Commands dialog 
box is one that works I ike that). 

• To c hoose from an opened pop-up menu, use the !Il 
and GJ keys or type the first letter of the item's name. 
Press 1Re1urnl w hen the item you w ant is highlighted. 

• To close a pop-up menu without selecting anything 
from it (or to close it and return to the original selec
ti on), press IEicl or 1Dele1el. 

ti basic selection commands (SA /NDJ 

To select: 
a word 

a sentence 

a line 

a paragraph 

double-click anywhere in it 

l~l-click anywhere in it 

cli ck in the se lection bar 

double-click in the selection bar 

the enti re document 1~1-click in the selecti on bar 
or press~ 
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(And, of course-as with vir tually all Mac programs
you can also select any amount of text either by dragging 
across it or by clicking at one point and then shift-click
ing at another.) 

ti using {Shift) to select (SAJ 

If you use any pointer-movement technique with the !Shittl 
key held down, you select the area the pointer moves 
across. So, for example, ~ selects the last word 
you typed. 

To extend the selection, just hold the keys down. So, 
for example, holding IShittiQ:ID~l down will continue the selec
tion ba~kward, word by word, until you release the keys. 

Note that shift-clicking to extend a selection works in 
the original unit of the selection. So, for example, if you 
~-click to select a sentence, shift-clicking someplace else 
extends the selection to include the whole sentence you've 
shift-clicked on, regardless of where in that sentence you 
spirt -clicked . 

• using {Option/ to select (SA/PH/NDJ 

Holding down the !Oplionl key as you drag lets you select 
any rectangular area of the screen, regardless of where 
there's text. 

In earlier versions of Word, if you wanted to delete an 
IOplionl key selection, you had to cut it (lill¥0)-you couldn't 
use loelelel. (The Mac would just beep at you if you tried.) 
In Word 5, you can use~ or IDelele). 

Note that if any part of a graphic is selected this way, 
the entire graphic is affected by the deletion or formatting. 

ti selecting text without CJ1 formatting (Jennifer Shrader) 

[This tip only works in Word 4, not Word 5, but it's so good 
we wanted to include it anyway.-AN] You sometimes 
want to select one or more paragraphs of text to copy but 
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don't want to copy the paragraph formatting (which is 
stored in the !Return! at the end of the paragraph). To elim
inate the paragraph formatting, select the paragraph and 
then press lshitt(B. 

• special deletes (SAJ 

As you no doubt know, the loeletel key erases the charac
ter to the left of the insertion point. And you can a lso use 
it to delete whatever amount of text you've selected. But 
Word has other delete commands as well: 

• ~ erases the character to the right of the 
insertion point. If you have an extended keyboard, the 
~ key does the same thing. 

• IOptionl~IDeletel de letes the previous word-or, if you' re 
in the midd le of a word, everything from the insertion 
point to the beginning of the word. 

• I option lox@ deletes the next word-or, if you ' re in the 
midd le of a word, everything from the insertion poin t 
to the e nd of the word. 

• alternative ways to cut or copy (SA/PH/NDJ 

With the drag-and-drop feature in Word 5. you can do 
the equivalent of a cut (or copy) and paste without using 
the Clipboard-or the cut, copy or paste commands . 
(This can be u seful if you have something in the Clip
board and don't want to lose it.) If you don't h ave Word 5, 
you can still move texl (and/or graphics) without using 
the Clipboa rd: 

• Select the material you want to move and press 
lopuonlo3~@. The words Move to appear in the status 
box in the lower left corner of the window. 

• Click in the spot you want the text moved to, or select 
the materi al you want it to replace. (A clicked spot 
shows as a dotted ve rtica l li ne ; a selection is unde r
lined in gray.) 

• Press !Return! or !Enter). 
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To copy text (and/or graphics) without the Clipboard, 
follow the same procedure but use lQ.IillQ!i1.fut instead of 
loplionl~!Kl (the words in the status box will read Copy to 
instead of Move to). 

To remember which key you have to add to the normal 
cut and copy commands(~ and mOO). think of these 
commands as optional cut and optional copy. 

ti the "top of paste" jump {SAJ 

After you paste something into your document, the inser
tion point is left at the bottom of the pasted-in material. 
To move it back to the top of the pasted material, just hit 
the zero on the numeric keypad or loption@:IDI]. (Since all 
pastes are done at the insertion point, the top of the 
paste is always the previous position of the pointer.) 

ti keyboard character formatting {SA/T-Ial Lewis) 

There are lo3l:IShirt) keyboard commands for all ofWord's char
acter formats, even if they're not noted on the menu or 
in the character dialog box: 

Keyboard command Character formal Keyboard command 

@IShi!tl@ Shadow @!] IShittl ~ 
@IS~IItl(I) SMALL CAPS @!] I Shift l iB) 
@ IShlftl [Q) ALL CAPS @!]I Shittl (R) 

WQrd Underline @!] IShiftl CD tJ.idd.~n @!] I Shift 10 
DQubl~ Und~rlin~ @!] IShittl co Smaller F'onl @IDIShittlGJ 
D.ott.e.d .. U.nde.r.Uo.e. @!JishittlCD Larger Font (WishittlQ 
StrHtethru 

Ouillne 

~ 
shortcut 

@!11Shittl0 Superscript @!] I Shifll [±) 
@!) IShittl (QJ Subscript @!] IShittl G 

ti copying character formats (SAJ 

You can copy existing combinations of character formats 
(font, size and styles) and apply them to existing text or to 
the insertion point, so they affect whatever you type next. 

To copy character formats to existing text: 
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• Select some text formatted the way you want and press 
(Option~. The words Format to appear in the status 
box (in the lower left co rner of the window). 

• Select the text you want the formats applied to. (This 
second selection is underlined rather than highlighted .) 

• Press (Return! o r (Enter l. 

To copy character formats to the insertion point (so that 
what you type next will have the n ew formats): 

• While nothing is selected, press (Optionla3C(Y). The words 
Format from appear in the status box. 

• Cl ick in any text that's fo rmatted the way you want. 
The click leaves a dotted vertica l line. 

• Press (Return! or (Enter!. The dotted "insertion point" 
disappears, the regular insertion point begins blinking 
again and you can continue typing with the new 
characte r formatting. 

You can cancel either procedure at any time with &ID:] 
or IEscl (the words Format from in the status box will 
disappear). 

• plain text (SAJ 

To specify pla in text, hit ~- (Option@:IDs pacebarl doesn't 
remove chara cter forma tting-it returns the selected tex t 
to the forma tting that's d efined in the Style of the para
gra ph it's in. Tha t's why the equiva lent comma nd in the 
Format menu is called the Plain For Style [whatever that 
means-AN]. 

• soft and hard hyphens (SAJ 

Word gives you a choice of three different kinds of hyphens. 
Regular hyphens are wha t you get when you hit the hyphen 
key (G ); they're always displayed, and the words they 
connect split when the hyphen falls a t the end of a line. 

A soft hyphen (also called a discretionary hyphen) is only 
displayed when it falls a t the end of a line (and the words 
it connects a re split). To enter a soft hyphen, type la~G. 
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A hard hyphen (a lso called a nonbreaking hyphen) is 
always displayed, but it won't let the words it connects 
be split across two lines. To enter hard hyphens, type la3CB. 

ti kerning (SA/ND/IIN/SM) 

Using Word's Condensed spacing (in the Character dialog 
box) removes som e of the space between letters, but it 
doesn't do true kerning, which lets letters overlap into each 
other's vertical space on the page. But Word can kern 
letters with its special (if arcane) typesetting language. 

To kern letters , use the Displace command to move the 
second letter of a pair backwards. S ta rt the typesetting 
formula by typing~. (That's the backs lash ch a r
acter, n ot the regu la r s lash that 's on the sam e key as the 
question mark.) This shows up simply as a backs lash, but 
with Show Paragraphs turned on, you can see it's the type
setting cha racter-a backs lash preceded by a period. 

Use d for displace, ba for backwards and th en the 
number of points by which you wa nt the n ex t letter 
sh ifted. Th e basic formula looks like this: 

.\d.\ba4() 

The 4 is the n umber of points you wan t the le tter 
moved and , yes, tha t's a set of empty pa rentheses at t h e 
end. (We told you it was a rcane.) 

By n esting this formula between pairs of letters, you 
can turn 

WAVE into WAVE 
With Show Paragraph s turned on, the com mand for the 

kerned word WAVE looks like this: 

W. \ d . \ ba4()A. \d. \ ba4()V. \ d. \ ba2()E 

Put the basic kerning formula- .\d.\ba4()-in to the 
Glossary so you can retrieve it anytime you need it; a ll 
you'll h ave to do is ch ange th e number of points you 
want the letters to move. 
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ti keyboard paragraph formatting (SA/Hal Lewis) 

Here are the keyboard equivalents for the formats listed 
in the Paragraph dialog box: 
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Paragraph formal Keyboard command Paragraph formal Keyboard command 

Plain (~Normal") f@IShittl(f) Indent First Line (@!Shift I [f) 
Left Justify l@IShitti(I) Nest (@!Shift I (ill 
Right JustifY (@I Shill I (ffi UnNest (@IShittl~ 
Centered l@IShittl@ Hanging Indent (@IShittiCf) 
Full Justify l@IShiltiQJ Double Space (@I Shift I (Y) 

Open Space (@ I Shift I (Q) 

Unlike character formats, they don't act as toggles. Some
times (as with Indent First Line and Double Space}, nothing 
at all happens when you apply the format a second time; 
sometimes (as with Hanging Indent and Nest}, the text is 
further affected by the command, with margins being moved 
again, beyond where they had already been moved to. 

ti copying paragraphformatting (SAJ 

To copy paragraph formatting, follow the procedures 
described in the entry above called copying character 
formats, with one difference: to select the text that's 
formatted the way you want, double-click in the selection 
bar to select the entire paragraph. 

ti line spacing and paragraph spacing (SAJ 

There are two sets of spacing icons on the Ruler, with 
related commands in the Paragraph Format dialog box
line spacing (the space between the lines within a para
graph) and paragraph spacing (the space before and/or 
after a paragraph). These options are entirely indepen
dent of one another. 

ti leading control (SA/PHJ 

To control leading in Word, go to the Paragraph dialog box 
(the keyboard shortcut is ~). select Exactly under 
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Line: and then type the number of points of leading you 
want into the Line box. (You don't need to type pt or 
anything after the number; Word knows you mean points 
if you don't specify inches or anything else, and in fact 
automatically puts pt after the number the n ext time you 
open the dia log box.) 

So, for example, ifyou want to print out text 11/13 (11-
point type on 13-point lines, which is what you're reading 
now), you first select the text, then go to the Character dialog 
box and type 11 in the SiZe box, then go to the Paragraph 
dialog box, choose Exactly and type 13 in the Line box. 

el eliminating shifting text tSAJ 

If you're inserting n ew text in th e m iddle of an existing 
paragraph, it can be really distracting to have the rest 
of the paragraph shifting to the right and down. To avoid 
this, put a paragraph marker to the right of the inser
tion point, by pressing loptlon@:IDReturnl. This pushes the rest 
of the paragraph down and leaves the insertion point 
where it was. 

When you're finished inserting text, use loption@:ID£) or 
~ to remove the temporary paragraph marker; this joins 
the two paragraphs again. 

el supercharging Replace: (PH/NDJ 

In Word 5, you can search for and replace text in specific 
fonts, type styles and sizes. You can even search for any 
text with a given font, type style or s ize, or for a particu
la r Style from the document's Style sheet. So, for example, 
you can search for all 11-point Optima plain text and 
ch ange it to 10-point Dom Casual italic, for example. 

There are still a few limits, though. The Find What: and 
Replace With: text boxes in the Replace dialog box (on th e 
Tools menu) h ave a limit of 255 characters, and you can't 
specify more than one font, type style or size (one of each, 
that is) in the text that you're searching for or replacing. 
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But there is a way around that limitation-you insert 
the contents of the Clipboard into the Find What: or 
Replace With: box. To indicate that you want the contents 
of the Clipboard to go into either of those text boxes, you 
use "c-that is, the caret (!shift@) followed by the letter c 
(cap or lowercase, it doesn't matter). 

For example, let's say you want to change every occur
rence ofThe Nation to remove the underline and to ital
icize the second word, so that it reads: the Nation. First 
you fix the style of the first occurrence of The Nation so 
that's the way you want it (the Nation). then select it and 
copy it to the Clipboard. Choose the Change command. 

Then, in the Find What: box, type The Nation (the 
underline doesn't show up as you type, but the label 
Underline appears underneath the text box). In the Replace 
With: box, type "c. Then click on the Replace All button 
and every occurrence ofThe Nation in your document will 
be changed to: the Nation. 

tl the Again command (SA/PH) 

The Again command (@llil) repeats the last command, 
your last edit, or the last thing you typed. For example, 
if you've just applied a Style to a paragraph, you can click 
in another paragraph and use Again to apply the Style 
there too. 

If you want to use Again to apply a group of character 
or paragraph formats (bold, outline and ita lic, say, or justi
fied, indented and double-spaced), use the Character 
and Paragraph dialog box rather than the keyboard or the 
Format menu. That way the Again command will apply 
to all the formats in the dialog box, instead of just the 
last one you applied. 

tl finding again (SA/PI-JJ 

To find another occurrence of the word, phrase or format 
you last searched for, you don't have to open the Find or 
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Change dialog boxes again-just press ~. or use 
the G key on the numeric keypad. 

Combining this with the general Again command (l~lXJ ) 

lets you search for something, apply a format to it and 
then search for the next occurrence, all from the keyboard 
and without using dia log boxes. 

ti unusual Glossary entries (SA/PHJ 

The Glossary can s tore anything tha t you can select in 
the document. Here are some entries that m ay not have 
occurred to you, but which can be quite useful: 

• Graphics (for example, a logo or a letterhead). 

• Section breaks. A ll the section definitions (number of 
columns, page number position, etc.) are stored in the 
section-break symbol (a double l ine that runs across 
the page). Keeping them in the G lossary lets you apply 
section-formatting options quickly. 

• Character format combinations. To do this, se lect a 
single character w ith a vari ety of formats-14-point 
Times bo ld italic, for example-and store it in the 
Glossary. When you retrieve it, hit jShittG to se lect it 
and then type whatever you want-the new typing w il l 
have the retrieved format. 

• Paragraph formats. First press @ill) (or choose Show 11 
from the View menu). Then select a paragraph marker 
( CJI ) and open the Glossary window. (Why retrieve 
paragraph formats from the Glossary instead of using a 
style sheet? Because the style sheet includes character 
formatting, and sometimes you won't want that.) 

• Tables. Create tables with the number and size of rows 
and columns you need, and store them in the Glossary 
for quick retrieva l. 

You can put a Glossary entry into the Work menu 
(using the Commands ... command). You can also retrieve 
graphics. character and paragraph formats , section breaks 
and tables with keyboard commands (again, using the 
Commands ... command). 
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• standard and nonstandard Glossaries (SAJ 

When you create a Glossary entry, it's only good for the 
current session-unless it's specifically saved into the 
Standard (default) Glossary that Word starts within each 
session. You'll be prompted to do that when you quit 
Word, but you don't have to wait till then-just choose Save 
from the File menu while the Glossary window is open. 

To save a specialized Glossary as something other than 
the Standard Glossary, use Save As when the Glossary 
window is open. To retrieve a nonstandard Glossary. use 
Open when the Glossary window is open. 

To create a new Glossary with nothing in it (except the 
default entries of New, Date and Time). just open the 
Glossary window and choose New from the File menu. 

• sorting (SAJ 

Word is smart enough to know the difference between 
punctuation marks and other symbols (which it sorts first). 
numbers (which it sorts second) and letters (which it sorts 
last). Capital letters are put before their lowercase equiv
alents (e.g .. Mac before mac) {that doesn't seem very smart 
to me-AN] and accented foreign characters are put with 
their unaccented equivalents (e.g., e with e, u with il, etc.) 
Word is even smart enough to sort alphanumeric combi
nations correctly, so you get 9a and 9b before 1 Oa and 1 Ob. 

To sort in descending order (highest numbers first or 
z to a), press lShiHl as you select the Sort command from 
the Utilities menu. (You'll notice that the command 
becomes Sort Descending when lShiHl is down.) 

• creating and changing default Styles (SA/PH/SMJ 

There are default Styles that Word a lways uses, like the 
Normal Style and those used for automatic page numbers 
and index entries. You can change their definitions and 
add new defaults of your own. 
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Why should you want to add your own defaults? 
Because nondefault style sheets are stored with the 
document in which they were created (or into which 
they were imported: for details, see the entry below 
called importing or merging style sheets). So if you create 
a Style for one document and forget to define it as a 
default, you'll have to import it into each document you 
want to use it in. 

To make a Style a default, just select it in the Style dialog 
box and click the Set Default button. 

Changing default Styles is easy. Just hold down the IShiftl 

key, choose Style . .. from the Format menu and select the 
Style you want to change. The names of the default Styles 
have a bullet ( •) in front of them. (Ifyou don't see them, 
click All Styles.) 

Prime candidates fo r changes are: 

• the Normal Style (the defau lt for a new document) 

• page number (used for the automatic page number) 

• line number (used w hen you want the lines of your 
document numbered) 

Page number and line number are based on the Normal 
Style, so ifyou change Normal to Times 10-point, the page 
numbers and line numbers will also be in that font. 

ti no retroactive default Styles (SI\J 

When you change the definition of a default Style, para
graphs defined as that Style automatically reflect the 
changes-but only in the current document and future 
ones. A pre-existing document u s ing that Style will not 
show the changes-unless you either open the document, 
Select All and paste it into a new, empty window, or 
import the n ew style sheet into it (see the next entry for 
how to do tha t) . 
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ti importing or merging style sheets (SAJ 

If a document has no style sheet, you can import one from 
another document. If it does have a style sheet, you can 
merge it with one from another document. 

To import or merge, open the Style dia log box a nd 
choose Open from the File m enu. Select the document 
whose style sheet you want a nd click the Open button. 

Note that when both documents have Styles with the 
same name, the imported one replaces the current one. 

ti combining Styles in a document (SAJ 

To merge two Styles in a document (turn all your Unit Title 
paragraphs into Chapter Title paragraphs, say): 

• Open the Style dialog box. 

• Se lect the Sty le you want to get rid of. (You can' t just 
cut it, or all the paragraphs you've formatted in that 
Style will revert to Normal Style.) 

• In the text box that disp lays the Sty le's name, type a 
comma and then the name of the Sty le you w ant to 
change to . (In this example, you'd select the Sty le Unit 
Title and change its name to Unit Title, Chapter Title) . 

• Click the Define button. You' ll get a dialog box asking 
if it's okay to merge the Sty les. Click the OK button. 

• Now select the new (combined) Style and change its 
name, deleting the o ld name. (For example, change 
Unit Title, Chapter Title to simply Chapter Title. ) 

When you're fmished, a ll the paragraphs tha t used to be 
formatted for the Unit Title Style will be Chapter Title Style, 
and the Unit Title Style itself will be gone from the Style sheet. 

ti Next Style override (SAJ 

When you define a Style to have a Next Style , pressing 
!Return! to start a new paragraph switches to tha t n ext Style . 
When you want to stay in the curren t Style , you can over
ride the Next Style option by pressing @IDReturn l instead. 
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ti double-clicks in Print Preview (SA/PHJ 

Double-clicking the page number icon puts the page 
number in its default position in the upper right corner 
of the page. (Double-clicking on the page margin or 
single/double page icon does nothing but confuse you; 
the clicks are interpreted as two single clicks and there
fore simply put you into, and right back out of. the modes 
they stand for. ) 

ti paging and scrolling in Print Preview (SA/PHJ 

There are keyboard equivalents you can use instead of 
the scroll bar in Print Preview. Any of the following will 
move you backward or forward one page: 

• the[!) and GJ keys 

• the@ and ~ keys on the keypad 

• IOption)~IIJ and IOption&IDIJ 

In addition, you can jump to the first page with @iliD 
(keypad) and to the last page with I~@) (keypad) . 

ti deleting the automatic page number (SAJ 

To get rid of an automatic page number while in Print 
Preview, just drag it offthe page. It won't look like anything 
has happened, but if you click the margins icon to update 
the display, you'll see that the page number is gone. 

ti removing paragraph borders (SA/PI-fJ 

Removing paragraph borders by working in the Borders 
dialog box is time-consuming. You have to click on each 
bordered side of a paragraph to take the lines off. If you're 
working on multiple paragraphs with differing border 
styles, it's even worse, because it's hard to tell which 
lines you're turning on and which you're turning off. 

It's easier to use the No Paragraph Border command to 
remove all the borders from selected paragraphs. Here's 
how to put the command in the Format menu: 
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• Choose Commands ... from the Tools menu. 

• Choose Paragraph Border: in the command list. The 
Paragraph Border: command appears to the right, 
above a menu box displaying L Thick Paragra ... (one 
of the four basic border commands you can add to the 
menu). 

• Cl ick in the menu box, or on the arrow next to the 
box, and choose No Paragraph Border from the menu 
that appears. 

• Click on the Add button. 

Here's how it looks on the screen: 

Poge Number ~ Command: ([ Close J) 
Page Setup ••• ;•;:I' Parogroph Border: : :: 

!!Jili 

Paragraph Aligned Left ~!iii L Thiel< Porogroph ... 1• 1 1 Do 1 t 1 
Poragroph Aligned Right !!!11' ./ L Thiele Porogroph Border 

1,1;1-,-~[ii,' • 
~Lll ' 1..1:• ,, •• : 1111 • 

I 
~Hilt I I • I I I • lit • . ~ 

Porogroph Border ... TLDR Single Porogroph Border .I 
Poragr11ph Sh11ding: ~ TLDR Singl e Shodow Paragraph Do ... 

~ I 
Poragroph ... 
Paste 

Menu Keys 

I Format 1·1( Add l I ~~, cl Add ... l 
Add Below: l H!~llliW!~ j fl<HJI<H'<l l I Auto 1•1 

[ 

r~ettlngs File 
Word Settings (5) ( Open ... )( Saue As ... )( list. •• )( Reset... l l 

ti sizing and cropping graphics (SAJ 

Dragging the ha ndles on the frame that surrounds a 
selected graphic resizes the frame, but not the picture. 
Making the frame smaller than the graphic crops the 
image, leaving the upper left part of it showing. Making 
the frame larger centers th e picture in the frame. 

To change the size of the picture instead of cropping 
it, hold the lshiftl key as you drag on the frame . To return 
a graphic to its original s ize, double-click on it. 
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• the graphics dump (SAJ 

To turn any part of a Word document into a graphic, select 
it and hit I option~@). This puts a snapshot of it on the Clip
board. Although this feature is meant to allow you to 
transfer complicated formulas (con s tructed with Word's 
typesetting commands) into other programs, it also can 
be handy within Word, because it lets you distort text by 
turning it into a graphic and then s tretching or shrinking 
it. (For more details, see the entry called creating special 
typographic effects in Chapter 6.) 

• scanning a long document (SA) 

When you switch to Outline mode, the first line of each 
paragraph in your document is displayed. This makes it 
very easy to skim through a long document when you're 
looking for something. 

• disabling Fast Save (SA / PH/NDJ 

Word's Fast Save option is fast because it doesn't save 
your edited file a ll over again; it simply takes the changes 
you've made and adds them to the file on the disk. You 
get speed, but the trade-off is file s ize- th e more often you 
edit and Fast Save a document, the la rger it gets. 

The Fast Save button (in the Save As dia log box) is 
always checked as a default- which m eans you always 
get a fast save when you s imply u se the Save command 
(because unless you Save A s .. . , the Save As dialog box 
doesn't open and you can't unch eck the button). 

You can disable the automatic fast s ave by putting the 
Allow Fast Saves command in your Edit menu (so you can 
turn it on or off whenever you wa n t). This comma nd is a 
toggle-choosing it a lterna tely turns it on and off. When 
it's off (no checkmark in front of it) , the Fast Save button 
in the Save As dia log box is disa bled- dimmed so it can 't 
be selected a t all. Then when you use the Save command, 
you get a regular save. 
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To add the command to your menu: 

• Choose Commands .. . from the Tools menu. 

• Choose Allow Fast Saves in the command list. 

• In the Menu box, select Edit from the pop-up menu 
and then click the Add button. 

Once you've disabled the button, you can remove the 
command from the menu-the button stays dimmed even 
with the command gone. But it's smarter to simply leave 
the command in the menu, in case you ever want to tum 
Fast Save on again. 

ti Screen Test (SA/PH/NDJ 

Word has its own built-in screen saver, called Screen 
Test, but like so many of Word's capabilities, it's pretty 
well hidden. Here's how to add it to your menu or assign 
it a keyboard combination: 

• Choose Commands ... from the Tools menu . 

• Scroll to the command Screen Test and select it. 

• Click the Add button if you want to put in your Tools 
menu. 

OR 

• Assign it a keyboard command and click the Add 
button next to that box. 

You can, of course, do both-put it in the menu and 
assign it a keyboard equivalent. 

Screen Test puts on a terrific display (especially if you 
have a color monitor). Once it's on, hit any key or click 
the mouse button to bring up a dia log box that lets you 
change various options for the display. Have fun with 
this one! 

[If you want to see what Screen Test looks like before 
installing it, click on the Do It button instead of the Add 
button in step three above.-AN] 
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ei the footnote window (SA/PHJ 

To review or edit text in the footnote window, press IShlltl 
while you drag the split bar, or press ~. To 
close the footnote window, drag the split bar to the top 
or bottom of the window, or press lopuon@ID]J. 

You don't have to close the footnote window after typing 
text into it. You can just click in the main part of the 
window to continue working on your document, or hit 
@Woptionill or@) (zero) on the keypad (to place the insertion 
point immediately after the footnote reference mark in the 
main document). 

ei removing returnsfrom imported documents (DC/PHJ 

Sometimes when you transfer a document created on 
another computer into Word, you'll find carriage returns 
at the end of each line. (Use IQIDl) to see where all the 
carriage returns are; they show up as 'll's.) Since Word uses 
carriage returns only to mark the ends of paragraphs, you'll 
need to remove all the ones that fall elsewhere. Here's how 
to do that: 

Select the entire document. Now choose Replace from 
the Edit menu, and change each occurrence of "P"P 
(Word uses "p to represent carriage returns) to some 
unique characters that don't appear anywhere in the 
document, such as ##. Click the Replace All button. 

Next, choose Replace again and change each occurrence 
of "P to a single space (just use the space bar). Click the 
Replace All button. Now choose Replace for a third time 
and change each occurrence of## (or whatever you're 
using) to "p. Again, click on the Replace All button. 

All the carriage returns in your document should now 
be at the ends of paragraphs. (IQIDI) will reveal if any 
unwanted ones remain.) 
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Outliners 

ti outliners (SA/NDJ 

An outliner is, in effect, a specialized kind of word proces
sor with graphic features that make it easy for you to reor
ganize your material. You enter text on indented levels 
or in headlines, and then you drag it around. If you're 
thinking that you can do that in a regular word proces
sor, by using tabs for indenting and then cutting and past
ing to reorganize-you're wrong. Picture yourself cutting 
and pasting icons on the desktop every time you want to 
move something, and you'll get an idea of the difference 
in convenience. 

The various levels or headlines don't h ave to be s ingle 
words or phrases-they can be multiple paragraphs of text 
or even graphics. And best of all, you can collapse or expand 
the outline-looking at, for example, only a ll of the first 
level headlines, or everything up to the third level , or all 
the levels that are subordinate to the third first-level 
headline. Being able to get an overview of your docu
ment's structure, and to zero in on any section of it, is 
invaluable. 

The usefulness of outliners isn't limited to organizing large 
text documents. You can, for example, use them to create 
calendars, or to-do lists on which you can reprioritize items 
simply by dragging them to a different spot. In fact, both 
outliners reviewed below have phone dia lers built in, for 
the people who use them as address book organizers. 

ti More 3 (SA/NDJ 

More lets you create multiple-line headlines and attach 
a window to any or all headlines for further text or graphic 
information. It automatically labels h eadlines and sub
heads by any of a number of schemes-including ones 
you make up yourself. 
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You can define formatting for any group of headlines 
(including font, size, s tyle, color and leader characters) 
and you can store and retrieve the combination (like style 
sheets in a word processor) . More lets you view your 
information in more than just the straightforward text view. 
You can choose bullet charts or tree charts, and there are 
lots of additional choices within those categories. Here's 
a ba sic outline view: 

+ Main Title 
+ First Level Headline 

- Thi s i s e second 1 eve 1 heed1 i ne 
- So i s this 

- Another First Level Headline 
- Still Another First Level Headline 

And here's a tr ee chart of the sam e information: 

Main Titl e 

First Level 
Another sun 

Heodline 
First Level Another 

Heod11ne First Level 

This i s o 
second level So i s t his 

he6dline 

Here's the first screen of the bullet chart for the same 
outline: 

11a in Title 

• First Level Headline 
• Anot her Fir st Level Headl ine 
• St i ll Another First Level 
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The next bullet chart would have the First Level Head
line in the place of the Main Title with the second level 
headlines bulleted underneath (by default it would be 
formatted the same, but you can define different styles 
of charts for different levels). 

Beyond outlining, More makes it easy to design bulleted 
slide presentations and/or handouts from your outline. 
There's even a slide show option, with special effects from 
one screen to the next. 

More 3 added more text controls, like a ruler for plac
ing tab stops, super- and subscript type and a command 
that lets you delete headers and footers from the first page 
of a document. There's a library of presentation templates 
to streamline the design process and a set of drawing tools 
if you'd rather build your slides from scratch. You can a lso 
turn data into charts within More 3, instead of having to 
paste charts in from another program. 

If you need heavy-duty outlining, you should consider 
shelling out the $400 More 3 costs, whether or not you 
need presentation graphics. If you don't do presentations 
and only need light-to-medium outlining power, see the 
next entry. 

If you're upgrading from More II, remove it from your 
hard disk before installing More 3 to avoid minor glitches 
like document icons converting to generic icons. Then, if 
you expect to reuse bullet charts created in More II, copy 
it back on (if you open More II bullet charts in Version 3, 
they sometimes have mixed-up formatting). 

tl Acta 7 (SA/NDJ 

Acta (from Symmetry) was the first outliner that came as 
aDA (desk accessory). When More grew into a complicated, 
expensive, high-end outliner /presenter, Acta grew from 
a desk accessory to a stand-alone application-Acta 7 
($150 list). It's still available as aDA (which is useful if 
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you're still working under System 6 without MultiFinder) 
but the application has more features-headers and foot
ers, page preview, search and replace, up to nine open 
windows and on-screen topic labels. Acta is perfect for 
anyone who needs an outliner but doesn't need the high
end power of More. 

Spelling checkers 

ti finding the right spelling checker {SBJ 

Everyone who does word processing on a Mac should 
use a spelling checker. It doesn't make much difference 
whether you consider yourself a good speller, because most 
errors are typos. Spelling ch eckers not only help you to 
fmd these, they let you correct them quickly and efficiently. 

But remember: No spelling checker can find errors in 
which you inadvertently substitute a valid word for the 
one you intended (form for from, say, or tow for two). So 
you should proofread a document one last time after 
running it through a spelling checker. 

Virtually all Macintosh word processors now come with 
built-in spelling checkers, and they're generally pretty good. 
But some p eople may s till want a stand-alone spelling 
checker to use with other applications, and to get features 
not included in a pa rticular built-in ch ecker. 

Some spelling ch eckers offer batch checking, which 
processes an entire document, or a s elected portion of it, 
a t once. Some also offer interactive checking, which means 
the program interrupts you every time you type something 
it doesn 't understand. Interactive ch ecking makes me 
lose my concentra tion, but you may prefer it. 

A big dictionary is one of the most important features 
of a good spelling checker, because it cuts down on the 
number ofjalse alarms-correctly s pelled words it doesn't 
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recognize. The fewer of these, the faster you'll finish 
checking a file. Another advantage of a large dictionary 
is that it's more likely to offer a correct spelling as an option, 
which is the fastest way to make a correction. 

I like a dictionary of at least 80,000-100,000 words. 
Much smaller than that and there may be more false 
alarms than actual spelling errors, which is a real annoy
ance. Most stand-alone checkers offer statistics, includ
ing word count-a feature which, as a journalist, I'm very 
fond of. 

Many built-in and stand-alone programs offer extras. 
A Glossary function is one of the more useful of those. This 
allows you to make a list of abbreviations and the full text 
they represent. Type the abbreviation and the full text 
appears (e.g., you might type td when you want today's 
date). The text to be substituted can be quite long, so whole 
paragraphs of boilerplate can be put in the Glossary. 
Some Glossaries even accept carriage returns, which 
makes it possible for you to insert your whole address (or 
somebody else's) by typing a simple abbreviation. 

Other extras offered by some programs include the 
ability to recognize the entire ASCII character set, not just 
the standard alphabet. This lets you put words with 
foreign accents and even mathematical formulas into the 
dictionary. 

Another useful extra feature is flagging double words 
(like and and), which are both very common and among 
the most difficult mistakes to spot when proofreading. 
Some spelling checkers also look for incorrect capitalization 
and simple punctuation errors like unmatched parentheses 
or quotation marks. Automatic hyphenation and hyphen
ation checking are offered by many programs. 

Being able to view the actual dictionary and make 
changes in it is very useful (especially since virtually all 
dictionaries contain some errors). 
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A final consideration when choosing a spelling checker 
is how many different applications it can work with with
out having to change the formatting. Some DA spelling 
checkers have some problems with character formatting, 
because they use the Clipboard as part of their correc
tion routine. This sometimes causes problems with appli
cations that do~'t follow Apple's guidelines. 

'* Thunder (SA/NDJ 

Thunder 7 ($1 00 list) is a terrific spelling checker that 
works both in balch and interactive mode. Thunder lets 
you add items to its dictionaries and will count words in 
your document. It works under System 7 or System 6's 
MultiFinder (you go to the Control Panel and designate 
the applications you want Thunder to be active in, and 
the Thunder menu title-a checkmark-appears in the 
menu bar when you run them). 

Thunder has a couple of greal features. Its Glossary 
function lets you define misspellings that will be auto
matically fixed as you type them, so hte turns into the with
out your doing anything. You can turn mb into Macintosh 
Bible, s7 into System 7, and create a complete shorthand 
dictionary. 

In interactive mode, Thunder watches as you type; you 
don't have to wait and check the entire document later. 
[Isn't it amazing how much people's tastes differ? I'd rather 
be tortured by some CIA-trained goon than have a spelling 
checker flash or beep at me while I'm ty ping.-AN] Yes, but 
in some programs you have to have interac tive spell
checking or you can't have any spell-checking at all-like 
databases, which malce the text final once you leave a field, 
and online services [so t hat's why Nancy's AppleLink 
messages are so full of typos-SM]. 

Anyway, you don't ever have to have interactive check
ing turned on (although you need it for the Glossary 
feature). You can set the beep to any sound at any volume 
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(independent of the System sound setting), or you can just 
have it flash silently. 

• Spelling Coach Professional (SAJ 

Spelling Coach Professional is the son of Spelling Coach 
and the grandson ofMacLightning, one of the earliest Mac 
spelling checkers (that"s where Thunder got its name
the reply to lightning). It has a large basic dictionary 
(licen sed from Merriam-Webster) and also provides special
ized legal and medical dictionaries that you can add terms 
to. Definitions are supplied for many of the words in the 
main dictionary. and there's a buill-in thesaurus. 

The program works both interactively and as a batch 
checker. It's annoyingly slow in balch mode and once you've 
asked for suggestions, you can no longer type in your own 
choice. The interactive checker isn't as powerful as Thun
der's; it doesn't have a powerful Glossary feature and it 
doesn't check for capitalization mistakes or for for doubled 
words (like those-did you notice them?). 

At $200 list, Spelling Coach Professional is twice the price 
ofThunder, so you have to decide what's more important 
to you-Coach's thesaurus, dictionary with definitions 
and specialized medical and legal dictionaries or the lower 
price and better interactive checking of Thunder. 

• Spellswell (SBJ 

One of the most popular spelling ch eckers, Spellswell 
works with a large number of applications (the current 
version, 2.2, lists for $40). Options include medical and 
legal and other specialized dictionaries ($50 each) and 
LookUp, a DA that allows you to look up the spelling of 
a word from anywhere you have access to the • menu. 
It will a lso paste a word selected from the dictionary into 
almost a ny program. 
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Spellswell checks homonyms, double words, capital
ization and some punctuation (as well as spelling, of 
course), but it's only an average gu esser. Its dictionary 
contains 105,000 words. 

II Spellswell (AN) 

Is it Spells Well or Spell Swell? Only its publisher knows 
for sure. Either way, their spelling checker is one of the 
better ones on the market. 

I used Spellswell for a while but fell afoul of its inabil
ity to ignore special characters like dashes-which, as you 
can see, I use all the time-and foreign accents (I was work
ing on a book on Central America a nd got tired of adding 
words like Jos to the dictionary because Spellswell couldn't 
deal with the e in Jose). But aside from tha t, this is an 
efficient, well-written program. 

II Word Finder Plus (ANJ 

Word Finder isn't a spelling checker-it's a thesaurus in 
the form of a desk accessory. ll's one of those products 
that makes you wonder how you lived without it. 

Word Finder's thesaurus contains 220,000 synonyms for 
15,000 words. That sounds like a lot, but I'd like it to be 
even more extensive. Still, it's so useful to have a thesaurus 
as aDA that I hardly ever consult my paper one anymore. 

Word Finder's operation is s lick and obvious; it finds 
words fast and usually gives you a lot of them. If you need 
the manual to use this program , you don't know much 
about the Mac. At $70 list, this is a must-own product. 
[I second that. -SA] 

II Dictionary Helper (AN/Larry Pina) 

Dictionary Helper is a file of 1313 words (how's that for 
a lucky number?) that normally a r en't found in the 
dictionaries of s pelling checkers. Instead of having to add 
these words to the dictionary one by one whenever you 
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happen to use them in something you write-which can 
be an incredible nuisance-just open Dictionary Helper. 
run your spelling checker on it and add all the words 
at one sitting. 

That's a t edious task but it's a lot better than doing it 
piecemeal. Some spelling checkers will let you import all 
the words in bulk. so you don't h ave to click OK or Add 
for each one. 

Dictionary Helper adds less than 9K to your spelling 
checker's dictionary(ies) but it greatly reduces the number 
of "false a larms"-flagged words that ar e actually correct. 
Here's what it contains : 

• contractio ns (with both straight and curly apostrophes) 

• everyday abbreviations li ke Thurs, Apr, St, etc. 

• the 26 letters of the alphabet as stand-a lone words 

• the names of the 50 states, their standard two- letter 
abbreviations, thei r cap itals and other major US c ities 

• the names of foreign countries and large fore ign c ities 

• common US first names and nicknames 

• common US last names 

• common brand names 

• the names of some famous people (inevitab ly a very 
subjective- and incomplete-list) 

In a ll the above categories. names a re omitted when 
they're also words. So. for example, the first names list 
omits Art. B ill, Bob, Dawn, Frank, Nick, Pat and Ray; the 
last names list omits Miller a nd Smith; the c ities and 
states lists omit New , South and Little Rock; and the days 
of the week abbreviations omit Sat and Sun. 

We may h ave missed a few common n ames. or decided 
to err on the side of caution. but it doesn't matter-if words 
on this list are a lready in your spelling checker's dictio
n ary. a ll that will h appen is you won't be queried about 
them-or if you 're importing th e whole file in bulk, your 
dictionary(ies) will contain a few extra words. 
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Names are also omitted when they're in some other 
list. So, for example, Jan isn't in the list of first names 
because it's in the list of month abbreviations, and the 
names Lincoln, J efferson and Madison aren't in the list 
of famous people's names because they're in the list of 
state capitals. 

If you want to type out the file yourself, here it is (we 
don't envy you). For those of you who can't handle the 
boredom, Peachpit has included Dictionary Helper on 
the Fourth Edition of the Macintosh Bible Software Disks 
(described in Chapter 20). Feel free to add and/or delete 
words from the file to make it fit your particular needs. 

aren't can't couldn't didn' t doesn't don't hasn't haven't he'd he'll he's I'd I' ll I'm 
I've isn't it'd it'll it's she'd she' ll she's shouldn't should've that'd that' ll that's there's 
they'd they're they've they'll wasn't we'd we' l l we're weren't we've who've won't 
wouldn't would've you'd you'll you're you've 

aren't can't couldn't didn't doesn't don't hasn't haven't he'd he'll he's I'd I' ll I'm I've 
isn't it'd it'll it's she'd she'l l she's shouldn't shou ld've that'd that'll that's there's they'd 
they're they've they' ll wasn't we'd we'll we're weren't we've who've won't wou ldn't 
would've you'd you' ll you're you've 

Mon M o Tues Tue Tu Thurs Thur Thu Th Fri Fr Sa Su Jan Feb Mar Apr ]un ]u l Aug 
Sep Oct Nov Dec Ave Av bldg Blvd Cir Ct dept Dr hwy Ln Rd Sq St Ste Wy NW NE 
SW SE amp avg cc em ext ft gal lb ml mm mph mpg pkg pp qt tel yd yr TV VCR 
UHF VHF Mr Mrs M s ]r Sr II Ill IV MD DDS BA AB BS MA PhD meg megs MB cps 
dpi Hz MHz CP/M M S DOS PC el le Ia los las les de des di von van der San Santa 
abcdefghijk l mn opq r s tu vwxyz 

AL AK AZAR CA CO CT DE DC FL GA ID IL lA KS KY LAMA MD Ml MN MS MO 
MT NE NV NH N] NM NY NC NO OH OK PA PR Rl SC SD TN TX UT VT VA VI 
WAWVWIWY 

Montgomery Alabama Juneau Alaska Phoenix Arizona Arkansas Sacramento Cali 
fornia Denver Colorado Hartford Connecticut Dover Delaware Ta llahassee Florida 
Atlanta Georgia Honolulu Hawaii Boise Idaho Springfield Illinois Indianapolis Indi
ana Moines Iowa Topeka Kansas Frankfort Kentucky Louisiana Augusta M aine 
Annapolis Maryland Boston Massachusetts Lansing Michigan Minnesota jackson 
Mississ ippi Jefferson Missouri Helena Montana Lincoln Nebraska Carson Nevada 
Concord Hampshire Trenton Jersey Fe Mexico Albany York Raleigh Carolina Bismarck 
Dakota Columbus Ohio Oklahoma Salem Oregon Harrisburg Pennsylvania Rhode 
Columbia Carol ina Pierre Nashville Tennessee Austin Texas Utah Montpelier Vermont 
Richmond Virginia O lympia Washington Charleston Madison Wisconsin Cheyenne 
Wyoming Columbia juan Puerto Rico 
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Angeles Chicago Francisco Philadelphia Detroit Dallas Houston Nassau Pittsburgh 
Baltimore Minneapolis Newark Anaheim Cleveland Diego Miami Seattle Tampa 
Bernardino Cincinnati Milwaukee Po rtland O rleans Antonio Lauderdale Tucson 
Memphis Jacksonville Paso Tulsa To ledo Oakland Albuquerque Omaha Charlotte 
Louisville Wichita Birmingham Norfolk Corpus Chri sti Fresno Rochester Petersburg 
Akron jose Ana Shreveport Lexington Yonkers Dayton Arlington Vegas Lubbock Hunt
ington Knoxville Riverside Spokane Chattanooga Wayne Syracuse Stockton Tacoma 
Worcester Greensboro Berkeley Cambridge jolla 

Afghanistan Albania A lgeria Andorra Angola Argentina Australia Austria Bahamas 
Bahrain Bangladesh Barbados Belgium Belize Benin Bhutan Bolivia Botswana Brazil 
Bulgaria Burma Burundi Cambodia Cameroon Canada African Chad Chile Colom
bia Congo Costa Rica Cuba Cyprus Czechoslovakia Denmark Dominican Ecuador 
Egypt Salvador Ethiopia Fiji Finland France Gabon Gambia Germany Ghana Greece 
Grenada Guatemala Guinea Guyana Haiti Honduras Hungary Iceland India Indone
sia Iran Iraq Ireland Israel Italy Jamaica Japan Jordan Kenya Korea Kuwait Laos Lebanon 
Lesotho Liberia Libya Liechtenstein Luxembourg Madagascar Malawi M alaysia 
Maldives M ali M alta Mauritania Mauritius Monaco Mongolia Morocco Mozambique 
Nauru Nepal Netherlands Zealand Nicaragua N iger Nigeria Norway Pakistan 
Panama Paraguay Peru Philippines Poland Portugal Qatar Romania Rwanda M arino 
Saudi Arabia Senegal Sierra Leone Singapore Solomon Somalia Africa Spain Sri Lanka 
Sudan Swaziland Sweden Switzerland Syria Taiwan Tanzania Thailand Togo Tonga 
Trinidad Tobago Tunisia Uganda USSR SSR Volta Uruguay Vatican Venezuela Viet
nam Samoa Yemen Yugoslavia Zaire Zambia Zimbabwe 

Addis Ababa Ahmedabad Alexandria A lgiers Amman Amsterdam Ankara Antwerp 
Athens Auckland Baghdad Baku Bandung Bangalore Bangkok Barcelona Barranquilla 
Beijing Beirut Belfast Belgrade Belo Horizonte Berlin Bern Bogota Bogota Bombay 
Brisbane Brussels Bucharest Budapest Buenos Aires Cairo Calcutta Calgary Cali Canton 
Ca racas Casablanca Chittagong Chongqing Cologne Copenhagen Cordoba Cuenca 
Dacca Damascus Delhi Dhaka Dnepropetrovsk Donetsk Dresden Dublin Dussel 
dorf Dusseldorf Edinburgh Edmonton Essen Frankfurt Fukuoka Geneva Genoa Glas
gow Gorky Guadalajara Guayaqui l Hague Haifa Hamburg Harbin Havana Helsinki 
Ho Chi Minh Hyderabad lbadan Istanbul Jakarta jerusa lem Johannesburg Kanpur 
Karachi Kharkov Kiev Kinshasa Kobe Kuala Lumpur Kuilbyshev Lagos Lahore Paz 
Lausanne Leipzig Leningrad Liege Lima Lisbon Liverpool L6dz Lodz London Lyons 
Madras M adrid M anagua M anchester Manila Marseilles Mecca M edellin M elbourne 
M ilan Minsk Monterrey Montevideo Montreal Moscow Munich Nagoya Nanjing 
Nantes Naples Novosibirsk Odessa Osaka Oslo Ottawa Oxford Palermo Paris Peking 
Porto A legre Prague Pusan Pyo ngyang Quebec Quezon Q uito Rangoon Reci fe Rio 
Janeiro Riyadh Rome Rosario Rotterdam Sa igon Jose Santiago Santo Domingo Sao 
Sao Paulo Sapporo Seoul Seville Shanghai Sheffield Shenyang Singapore Sofia Stock
holm Stuttgart Surabaja Sverdlovsk Sydney Taipei Tashkent Tbilisi Teheran Tel Aviv 
Tianjin Tokyo Toronto Tripoli Tunis Turin Va lparaiso Valencia Vancouver Venice Vienna 
Volgograd Warsaw Wellington Winnipeg Yokohama Zurich 

Aaron Adam Alan A lbert A lexander Alfred Alice A licia Allen Allison Amanda Amber 
Amy Andrea Andrew Andy Angela Angie Ann Anna Anne Annie Anthony Arnie Arnold 
Arthur Artie Ashley Audrey Barbara Barry Beckie Becky Ben Benjam in Benjy Bennie 
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Bernard Bernie Beth Betty Beverly Billy Bobby Bobb ie Bonnie Bradley Brandi Bran
don Brenda Brent Brian Bruce Cait l in Candace Candice Carl Carol Carole Carolyn 
Carrie Catherine Cathy Chad Charlie Charles Chelsea Cheryl Chris Christina Chris
tine Christopher Christie Christy Corey Cory Courtney Cra ig Cynthia Dale Dan 
Dana Daniel Danielle Danny Darlene Darryl Dave David Deborah Denise Dennis 
Derek Derrick Diana Dick Don Dona ld Donna Doris Dorothy Douglas Dustin Earl 
Eel Eddie Edith Edward Edwin Elaine Eleanor Elizabeth Emily Eric Erica Erin Ernest 
Esther Ethel Eugene Eva Eve Evelyn Florence Frances Francis Franklin Freel Freder
ick Gail Gary George Gerald Gerry Glenn Gloria Gordon Greg Gregory Harold Harry 
Harvey Helen Henry Herbert Howard jackie jacob jacqueline james Jamie jane janet 
Janice Jared jason Jean Jeff Jeffrey jennifer jenny jeremy jerome jerry jesse jessica 
Jess ie )ill j im )o joan Joanne Joe John Johnny Jon Jonathan joseph Joshua Josie Joyce 
Judith Judy Julia julie jul iet Juliette justin Karen Karl Kate Katherine Kathleen Kathy 
Katie Keith Kelly Ken Kenneth Kevin Kim Kimberl y Kristen Kristin Ky le Lacey Lakisha 
Larry Latoya Laura Lauren Lawrence Lenny Leonard Lester Lewis Linda Lindsay Lisa 
Liz Lizzy Lois Lorraine Lou Louie Louis Louise Lori Lynn Lynne Maggie Malcolm 
Mandy Marc ia Marc Marcus Margaret Maria Marianne Marie Marilyn Marion 
Marjorie Mark M arsha Martha Martin Marty M arvin Mary Matt Matthew Maureen 
Megan Melissa Michael Michel le Mick Mickie Micky Mike Mildred Mol lie Molly 
Monica Nancy Nata lie Nath<ln Ned Nicholas Nicole Norma Norman Pamela Patri 
cia Patrick Paul Pete Peggy Peter Phil Phi l ip Phil l ip Phy ll is Rachel Ralph Randy 
Raymond Rebecca Renee Renee Rhonda Richard Richie Rick Ricky Rita Robert Roger 
Ron Ronald Ronnie Ronny Ross Russ Russell Ruth Ry.1n Sally Samantha Samuel Sandra 
Sarah Scott Sean Shane Shannon Sharon Sherry Shirley Stacey Stacy Stanley Stefanie 
Stephan Stephanie Stephen Steve Steven Stewart Stu Stuart Sue Susan Susie Suzanne 
Suzy Tammy Tara Ted Teddy Teri Theodore Theresa Thomas Tiffany Tim Timothy 
Tina Todd Tom Tommy Tony Tracy Travis Tricia Tyler Vic Victoria Virginia Walter Warren 
Wendy William Yvette Zachary 

Johnson Williams jones Davis Martin Anderson Wilson Harris Harrison Taylor Moore 
Thompson Clark Roberts Robertson Wa lker Robins Robinson Peters Peterson Allen 
Morris Morrison Wright Nelson Rodriguez Richards Richardson Lee Adams Mitchell 
Phi ll ips Campbell Gonzalez Carter Garcia Evans Turner Collins Parker Edwards 

Macintosh Mac Sony Motoro la IBM DEC NEC GE Toshiba Panasonic Toyota Honda 
Acura Nissan Mazda Chevrolet Buick Pontiac Cadi llac O ldsmobile Chrysler Plymouth 
jeep Porsche Volkswagen Aucli BMW Saab Volvo 

Sigmund Freud Einstein Marx Engels Darw in Plato Socrates Isaac Newton Pascal 
Kant Ludwig Beethoven Johann Sebastian Bach Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart Brahms 
Mendelssohn Corelli Viva ldi Ellington Armstrong Parker Gillespie Coltrane Good
man Basie Pablo Picasso Henri Matisse Orson Welles Humphrey Bogart Marion Brando 
Hepburn A li Shakespeare Milton Dickens Orwell Eliot Auden Yeats Whitman Kafka 
Dante Goethe Nietzsche Hugo Shelley Keats Byron Dylan Hemingway Fitzgerald 
Faulkner Reagan Nixon Kennedy Eisenhower Truman Roosevelt Hoover Coolidge 
Taft Monroe Paine Gorbachev Stalin Lenin Mao W inston Church il l Adolph Hitler 
Napoleon Bonaparte jesus Christ Moses Jehovah Moh<lmmed Allah Buddha Confu 
cius Luther Brahma Vishnu Shiv<l Krishna Rama 
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Database programs 

tl database terms (SA/AN/SM/JKJ 

Here are some basic terms you need to know when using 
a database program. To help make them clearer, we'll 
compare each with a concrete, real-world example that 
you're undoubtedly familiar with-a Rolodex file. 

• A field is a single item of information, like a name or 
an address. It's the equivalent of a single line on a 
Rolodex card. 

• A record is a grouping of related fields, like a person's 
name, address, phone numbers, etc. It's the equiva lent 
of a single Rolodex card. 

• A database file is a collection of related records. It's 
equivalent to all the cards on a given Rolodex file. 

• A database program (or database manager) is the 
software that creates and handles database files. It's 
partly equiva lent to the Rolodex file itself-the wheel, 
the knobs, the dividers, etc.-but because computer 
software has more intelligence than physical objects, 
another part of what a database program does is 
equivalent to what you do when you put cards on a 
Rolodex file, rearrange them and so on. 

Just to make things confusing, both database files 
and database programs are also sometimes called simply 
databases. So you might say, which database do you 
think is bestjor a small business? (referring to a program}, 
but you'd be just as likely to say, whichojthese databases 
has your customer data on it? (referring to a file}. In this 
chapter, we tend to use database to refer to the software 
and database file or document to refer to the information 
itself-but, here as elsewhere, only the context will ulti
mately tell you which is meant. 
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Other basic terms aren't so easily related to the phys
ical world, since they r elate to the computer's special 
capabilities: 

• A field name is a label you use to refer to the field
First Name, Last Name, etc. The field data is the 
information you put into the field-John, Smith, 123 
Elm St, etc. 

• A calculated or computed field contains a formula that 
computes data from other fields in the same record. For 
example, you might have a field ca lled subtotal that 
adds up severa l fields that have prices in them, a 
second field ca lled sales tax that indicates what 
percentage to add to subtotal and a third field called 
grand total that multiplies subtotal by sales tax and then 
adds the result to subtotal. 

• A report is a printout of information in a database (or 
based on it). It can be a simple list, like a bunch of 
mailing labels, or it can include computations. These 
report calculations differ from ca lculated fields in that 
they gather data from more than one record-a 
ca lculated field might total all the items on a single 
invoice, whi le a report might tota l your sa les for 
the month. 

• Sorting lets you arrange records alphabet ically, 
numericall y or chronologica lly (forwards or backwards). 
Most databases let you do multilevel sorts, so you might 
have your customer file sorted by zip code, and within 
each zip code, by the customer's last name. 

• Selecting finds records that match certain criteria. For 
example, you might look for all invoices that have 
outstanding balances more than 60 days old. Or you 
might select all customers in Colorado w ith total sales 
of $500 or more. 

• A multiuser database is one that can be used on a 
network by more than one person at a time (although 
only one person can change a parti cular record at any 
given time) . 
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ti flat:file vs. relational databases (SA /CSJ 

There are two main types of database programs. Flat-file 
programs (als o known as file managers) create database 
files that are independent of one another. Som e examples 
are FileMaker, Panorama a nd the da tabases tha t are part 
of integrated programs (see the n ext entry). 

Relational da tabase program s (like 4th Dimension, 
Omnis and Double Helix) create da tabase files that can 
exchange information with each other. For example, you 
might have three interrela ted files- Order Entry, Customers 
and Inventory. When you enter a customer's last n a me 
in the Order Entry file, the address and phone number 
are retrieved from the Customers file (if s/he's bought from 
you before) and automa lically filled into the invoice you're 
preparing. At the same time, the information on the n ew 
purchase is a dded to the cu s tomer's record in the 
Customers file and the items purchased subtracted from 
the tota ls in the Inventory file. 

If you don't n eed the power of a relationa l da tabase, 
don't get one, because they're more expensive a nd much 
more difficult to set up. A real rela tiona l da tabase is actu
ally a specia lized progra mming environment (s ome rela
t iona l d atab ases a r e easie r , but they a ll r equire 
progra mming). It takes hours (a nd hours and hours) of 
designing and programming to get wha t you need. And 
tha t's not counting the days it will take jus t to learn how 
to use the program. 

ti stand-alone, integrated, special purpose (SMJ 

The progra ms discussed below are general-pu rpose, stand
alone da tabases, both fla t-file and rela tiona l. For infor
ma tion about the database modules in integrated programs 
like Microsoft Works and ClarisWorks, see Ch apter 18. For 
info on databases specifically design ed to manage phone 
numbers , addresses and appointments . see Ch apter 12. 
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It FileMaker Pro (CR/SA/JK/SM/ANJ 

FileMaker has been the flat-file da tabase of choice for Mac 
users ever since the program first came out in 1985. It 
offers a lot of flexibility for creating layouts, yet it's rela
tively easy to learn and use. Another great advantage is 
its lookup function, which automatically enters data from 
another database file into the active one. 

Since information can only be pulled into, not sent out 
of, the active file, FileMaker's lookup function is only 
halfway relational. For example, you can't work in an order 
entry file and h ave information on the items ordered 
automatically sent to a file of customer sales histories. 

The current version, FileMaker Pro ($300, from Claris) , 
offers MacDraw-like graphics capabilities and greater 
control over users' access to data. The import function is 
particula rly brilliant. It lets you browse through data 
you're importing-from any of several formats, including 
.dbj(one of the most common ones)-and line it up next 
to the appropriate fields in your FileMaker file. 

You can a lso create dozens of different views for each 
file and make simple scrtpts that, accessed from a special 
menu, automate such operations as switching to a differ
ent view, sorting or searching for specific records, and 
printing. There's a full set of graphic tools with which to 
add extra tex t (or graphics) to a layout, create new graph
ics, and r esize and rearrange fields. For fast and error
free da ta entry, you can format fields to display pop-up 
menus, ch eckboxes, radio buttons or scrolling lists of 
predefined entry possibilities. 

Most flat-file databases a re made to be used by one 
person, but FileMaker Pro h as great multiuser features. 
You can s hare a file with any number of people on a 
network (even if you don't have AppleSh are or System 7), 
and you can assign passwords to different users to control 
their access to various layouts or fields. 
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As we write this, another version- FileMaker Pro 2.0-
is about to come out; it should be available by the fall of 
1992. The biggest improvements will be in scripting. 
You'll be able to include any FileMaker Pro operation in 
a script. rather than just a few. Scripts will accept Apple 
Events, which will let you send commands to other 
programs that support Apple Events. For example, you'll 
be able to create a script that exports data from selected 
records, opens a spreadsheet program like Resolve, uses 
the exported data to create a new spreadsheet, creates a 
chart from the data and then copies the chart back into 
a FileMaker Pro layout. (Amazing, huh?) 

There will also be a new field type called Sound (so you 
can add voice comments to records) and Picture fields that 
will support QuickTime movies. 

So, to sum up: unless you need a fully relational data
base, File Maker is a very good choice. Even if you never 
use its multiuser features, the layout, scripting, lookup 
and import/ export capabilities put it far ahead of other 
flat-file programs. 

ti Panorama (JK/ ByB/ANJ 

Panorama ($400, from Pro Vue) is a flat-file database, but 
its lookup capabilities let you link different files in a 
limited way. It only works with a single user, but it has 
a lot of unusual and useful features, like clairvoyance. 

Clairvoyance reads data as it's being typed, and if what 
you're typing matches data in existing records, it finishes 
the entry for you. (If it guesses wrong, you can just 
continue typing over the guess.) This not only speeds 
entry but a lso reduces the chance of your accidentally 
spelling a name (or whatever) more than one way. It's 
especially useful for mailing lists in which a few cities are 
repeated over and over again, or in financial records when 
you repeatedly invoice or pay the same vendors. 
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You can also set fields for automatic first-letter capi
talization or a variety of other "smart" default values. 
Version 2 has added even more data-entry shortcuts. 

Panorama's basic file structure is called a data sheet; 
it looks a lot like a spreadsheet, with each record form
ing a row and each field a column (thus the marketing 
s logan, the database that thinks it's a spreadsheet). This 
lets you see a ll your records at once-limited only by the 
size of your screen. As in Excel, the width of the fields 
can be altered simply by clicking on the field name and 
dragging the double-headed arrow left or right. 

Panorama keeps your entire database file in RAM, 
which makes it very fast but limits the size of your files 
to the space you have in memory, not on disk. This can 
particularly be a problem under System 7 (and System 
6's MultiFinder). where documents are limited by the 
memory size you've set for Panorama. 

Like FileMaker Pro, Panorama provides advanced 
drawing features like magnification, pixel-accurate draw
ing and a wide selection of tools. And when you select a 
graphics tool from the palette, a pop-up title tells you what 
the tool does. The program is full of thoughtful touches 
like this. 

ProVue's customer support is free, prompt and help
ful. although the expertise of lhe techies varies. The 
manual is thorough, well written and well laid out. 

Panorama provides great flexibility, power and- espe
cially-speed. You immediately grasp how it works, yet 
it's powerful enough to let you build quite sophisticated 
databases. If you're working with small files on a single 
Mac and speed of operation is a paramount concern, it 
gives FileMaker a run for its money. 
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tl 4th Dimension (SA/ANJ 

The first versions of 4th Dimension were stunted by 
lack of speed, miserable documentation and all-round 
dis-ease of use. But version 2.2's speed is more than 
reasonable and its new manuals are better-although 
still pretty daunting. 

On its most basic level, 4th Dimension is easy to use. 
Of course, if all you ever need is the basic level. you don't 
need 4th Dimension-especially since it lists for $800. 
Anything beyond basic is not for the faint-of-heart, but 
if you know some programming (or you're willing to learn). 
4th Dimension can be made to do some amazing things
like creating what appears to be a Macintosh stand-alone 
application, complete with buttons, checkboxes, scrolling 
lists and pop-up menus. 

If you're planning to develop several specialized data
bases, 4th Dimension is a rich environment to work in. 
But if you need only one specialized database for your busi
ness, it will probably be more cost-effective to hire an 
outside consultant to design and program it for you than 
to invest the hours you'll need to learn how to do it in 4th 
Dimension yourself. 

tl FoxBASE+/Mac 2 (JKJ 

This dBASE clone works on Macs and PCs. and comes in 
single- and multi-user versions. The Mac version is fast, 
handles relational tasks well and combines the power of 
dBASE with the Mac's user-friendly interface. 

You can select commands via pull-down menus or type 
them in ala PC. If you open the command window and then 
select commands from the menu, the command sequence 
that's generated appears at the same time in the window. 
where it can be edited. printed or saved as a program. This 
is an excellent way for aspiring dBASE/FoxBASE+ program
mers to learn commands and syntax. 
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You can access up to ten files at once in separate 
windows . FoxBASE+ "browse" mode lets you resize and 
reposition fields in relation to one another. The versatile 
FoxReport function uses a graphic interface to create 
reports or labels and lets you execute logical functions 
that relate data from different files. 

FoxBASE+ /Mac ($500 list) is a powerful, versatile tool 
for anyone who wants to run dBASE applications on the 
Mac, h andle and interrelate large files, or produce reports 
requiring complex manipulations of data. But it's not an 
entry-level Mac program. For those who want user-friend
liness and don't need a programmable relationa l database, 
FileMaker is a much easier program to learn and use. 

tl File Force res) 

File Force ($400) is an attempt by Acius (th e publisher of 
4th Dimension) to lure customers away from FileMaker 
and other flat-file databases. Its advertising claims that 
it's as easy to u se as a flat-file database yet gives you rela
tional power. 

That's true only if you can u se one of the many busi
ness and home-office t emplates sh ipped with the prod
u ct (which is easier than designing your own da tabase in 
FileMaker). But if none of these templates meet your 
needs, you're confronted with much the same relational 
design complexity you'd face in 4 th Dimension. 

Possibly for this reason, File Force hasn't been a commer
cial su ccess. Aciu s s till sells it, but don't look for System 
7 upgrades or other en ergetic support. 

ti Microsoft File (CSJ 

This program has been around forever. It wasn't great when 
it came out and it's ha rdly changed s ince then. Version 
2.0 finally su pports graphics and color, and it's respectably 
fast, but th e main improvement is its interface to the world 
of paper. Microsoft has outfitted File with a huge variety 
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of forms, designed to print onto standard Avery stationery 
and labels. 

If all you do with a database is maintain a mailing list 
(and your letters are written in Word), you may find File
at $200 list-a cost-effective choice. But for more general 
purposes, FileMaker is a much better product. 

ti data analysis rcsJ 

If you store business information in a database, you'll prob
ably find data analysis features helpful. With relatively 
simple tools you can spot trends, estimate financial 
requirements and prepare summaries. 

Flat-file databases. like FileMaker Pro. have simple 
functions like minimum, maximum. average and stan
dard deviation. You can use them to forecast this year's 
sales. for instance. by figuring that they'll fall between last 
year's minimum and maximum. A more sophisticated 
approach is to take last year's monthly average and project 
the range of possible monthly results of the average plus 
or minus one standard deviation. 

Trend prediction is most often done with regression 
analysis, a technique that fits a line through a set of data 
points. Fox.BASE+ /Mac, 4th Dimension and spreadsheets 
like Excel, Resolve, and Lotus all have that capability. 
Fancier capabilities are available as inexpensive add-ons 
for Excel ($12-$30 from Heizer Software). 

If you need to do more advanced kinds of analysis than 
you can get from your database, several programs are avail
able. Two packages that rely heavily on visualization 
rather than a u ser's math background are JMP ($700 list; 
$350 for students or teachers) and Data Desk ($600 list). 
Both combine impressive graphic analysis with very 
friendly manuals. 

StatView II ($500) and Systat 5.2 ($900) are more tradi
tional statistics packages. Systat has everything you'll ever 
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need to analyze statistics, even if you become a profes
sional consultant. But if you don't do serious statistics 
every day, you'll probably find Sta tView easier to use. 

General database tips 

tl plan ahead (SA/ANJ 

There are two things to think about when designing a data
base-wha t information you n eed s tored, and how to 
organize it. The firs t question is pretty s tra ightforward but 
the second m ay require some thought. 

As an obvious example, if you h ave a vas t mailing lis t 
and want to print labels sorted by zip code. the zip code 
will have to be in a separa te field, not part of a larger address 
field. Or, ifyou send form letters to clients, you'll want a 
separa te field for a title, so the Mr.'s will get Mr., the Ms .'s 
will gel Ms . and the Dr.'s will get Dr: in front of their 
names. (There may be a way around it if you mistakenly 
lump info into the same field and la ter want to separa te 
it out. See the last en try in this chapter.) 

Conversely, you don 't need to put info in a separate field 
if it's n ever going to be u sed separately. For example , the 
list of companies in Appendix B of this book could be done 
in a da tabase file where the address-street, city, sta le 
and zip-were a ll in one field. 

tl formatting zip code fields (SA/1\NJ 

Make s ure your zip code fields are set up to treat en tries 
as text a nd not as numbers. A numeric zip code field will 
strip off the leading zero from 07 46 1 a nd will perform a 
subtraction on 07461-8976 (giving you - 1515-try recon
structing your da ta from something like that!). 
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ti duplicate files before working on them (Steve Michel) 

It's good practice to keep alleasllwo copies of any data
base file, and three of any active one. But if you're too 
lazy to do that, at least do yourself the favor of duplicat
ing a database file before launching the application to work 
on it. Most databases keep their files on disk and constantly 
update them while you work. So the file you had on disk 
when you began to work is not the file you'll return to when 
you're done. 

This constant, automatic saving to disk is a good 
feature. since it means that you don't have to worry about 
losing any appreciable a mount of work if the system 
crashes. But if you make some changes you later want 
to qiscard , you're stuck-unless you made a copy of the 
file before you started, or are using a database like 
Panorama. which only saves when you tell it to . 

ti annotating databases (Steve Michel) 

One of the drawbacks of most Mac databases is that they 
don't give you a good way to document wha t you're doing 
as you do it. For s imple files, this isn't much of a prob
lem. But for more complex ones, il's easy enough to forget 
what a particula r report, sort or calculation is supposed 
to do. I have one file I use a t least three times a week, but 
recently when I went to make som e changes to it, I lost 
a couple of hours' work because I hadn't made extensive 
notes while I was designing it. 

Make the notes in a desk accessory like miniWriter, 
MockWrite or Ac ta. They'll come in especially handy if 
you're designing an application for som eon e else to use, 
even if it's just a mailing lis t. They'll h elp you to expla in 
it to the person u s ing it, and to yourself. when you go to 
modifY it weeks or months later. 
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• multilevel sorts (SA/SMJ 

Some databases only let you sort on a single field at a time. 
If you need a multilevel sort (for example, records arranged 
by city, by zip code within city and by last name within 
zip code), just do three sorts in reverse order of impor
tance. In other words, in the example above, you'd sort 
first by last name, next by zip code and last by city. (This 
may not work with all databases, but it will with most.) 

FileMaker tips 

• a Help file in larger type (SAJ 

FileMaker's Help file is itself a FileMaker file. So once you 
know how to use FileMaker, you can easily change the 
size ofthe Help file's window, or the size ofthe text in any 
of its fields. 

• bypassing the Delete alert (SA/JKJ 

When you use Delete Record to remove a record from 
your file, FileMaker asks you if you're sure you want to 
delete it. This is a normal Mac touch-giving you a chance 
to change your mind before an irreversible operation is 
performed. But if you're sure you want to delete the 
record, ~will avoid the dialog box. 

'* loose fingers sink databases (JKJ 

When choosing Delete Record from the menu, be careful 
not to select Delete Found Set by accident. This an easy 
way to delete your whole file (as I've seen happen). 

• getting today's date tSA!JKJ 

FileMaker gives you three ways to insert today's date: you 
can use ~ (from the Paste Special submenu of the 
Edit menu) to insert the current date into a field, you can 
type Today in a formula, or you can type a double slash 
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(I I) in a layout. (You'll always see the double slash on 
the screen, but in Preview mode and in printouts, the 
current date will be substituted.) 

But be aware that while both Today and I I give you dates 
that change along with the calendar, the date you enter 
with I~G is static-so it remains the same as the date you 
inserted it, no matter when you subsequently open the file. 

ti resizing in one direction (SAIJKJ 

To change an object's position or size in Layout in only 
one direction (just vertically or just horizontally). hold down 
!Shift) while you drag on the object or its handle. 

ti fast sizing & styling in layouts (SA/JKJ 

When you use the Text tool in Layout mode to type field 
labels or enter other text, you'll get the currently selected 
font. size and type style. Don't tediously reset these 
options; it's faster to just copy and paste an existing label 
that has the settings that you want and then edit it. 

Instead of cutting and pasting, you can also get a copy 
of any object on a layout by holding down !option) and drag
ging it to another part of the layout. When you drag a field 
this way, you get a dia log box that lets you choose which 
field you want to appear in the new spot- it doesn't have 
to be the one you moved. This is an easy way to give several 
fields the same font and size. 

ti overriding grids and magnets (SAJ 

To move something in Layout without the movement 
being affected by the Grid or the magnetized T -squares, 
you don't have to turn them off-just hold down lo:tt:l 
while dragging. 

ti defaultfield entries (SAJ 

The List option lets you pop up a list of suggested entries 
for any field. But let's say you have a field that's going to 
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be the same in most records (say. your local area code). 
In that case, use the Auto-enter Data. option in the Entry 
Options dialog box. This puts the suggested item in the 
field automatically (you can change it in any record where 
it doesn't apply) . 

• selectingfrom a list ofvalues (SA/SMJ 

When a field is formatted to display· a list of values (possi
ble entries), you don't have to scroll through the list to 
find the one you want. You can use the [!) and 0 keys to 
move through the list, or you can start typing the word 
you want; if it's in the list, it will be highlighted. As soon 
as that happens, you can stop typing and hit IReturnl-you 
don't have to finish typing the whole word. 

A list of values is only a suggestion list-you can always 
type something else in the field instead, or edit an entry 
that you choose from the list. If you want the field to be 
blank again, just select the information in it and hit I Delete I. 

• Relookup of a single record (SAJ 

When you've changed information in a file that's used as 
a lookup (say, you've updated names and addresses that 
are looked up by your invoicing file). the Relookup 
command in the Edit menu updates all the records in your 
file. This wastes time when you only need to update the 
record you're looking at. 

To force an update for only the current record, move 
to the field that does the lookup. Make a minor change 
to it-say, add a space and then delete it. When you move 
out of the lookup field, the "new" information in it will force 
a lookup and the rest of the record will be updated. 

411 searching and sorting repeating fields (SAJ 

FileMaker's special repeating field option (which gives 
you multiple entries in a single field) is great, but it's some
times also confusing. For example, if you sort by a repeating 
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field, only its first entry is sorted on. But if you search 
for something in a repeated field, all its lines are searched. 

tl cancelling repeating fields (SA/JKJ 

If you change your mind and don't want a field to be a 
repeating field, you don't have to delete it and start all 
over again. Just go to Layout, select the repeating field, 
choose Field Format from the Format menu, and type the 
number 1 in the dialog box that appears. 

tl changedfield names informulas (SAJ 

If you change the name of one of your fields and it's used 
in a calculation in some other field, you don't have to go 
back and change the name in the formula-it's changed 
automatically. 

tl adding record numbers (SA/JKJ 

If you use the Auto-enter se1ial number option when you're 
defining a field, each new record gets a number one higher 
than the previous record. Unfortunately, when you import 
records from another source, numbers aren't assigned in 
such a serial field-it stays blank. 

If you've imported a few hundred (or more) records, you 
certainly don't want to manually enter numbers for all of 
them. Here's the shortcut: 

Use a s preadsheet to create a column of numbers as 
long as you need for your records. (Use 500 rows for 500 
records.) Put a 1 (or whatever your starting number is) 
in the first cell and in the second cell u se a formula tha t 
adds l to the number in the cell above. Copy this formula 
down through as many rows as you need-you'll wind up 
with a column of numbers in increments of one. 

Save the spreadsheet as text and then go back to File
Maker. Use the Import ... command to insert the list of 
numbers directly into the serial field (make sure you 
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specify Replace data in current found set inst ead of Add 
new records). If you care which numbers go into which 
records , sort or otherwise arrange the records in FileMaker 
before you do th e import. 

Then go to the Auto-enter seria L number option and set 
the serial number to on e greater than the highest seria l 
number you imported , so tha t n ew records will b e 
numbered correctly. 

II alphabetizing by last name (SAJ 

Here's a way to alphabetize records by last name even wh en 
you've got both firs t and last na mes in a s ingle field. 
There are a few different approach es, depending on th e 
complexity of your problem- just how ma ny separate 
words might b e in the name field, for example. 

In every case, though, you'll be defining a n ew field
LastNa me-tha t you'll eventua lly s ort on. LastName 
doesn't h ave to be a part of any layou t , s o it won't clut
ter up your screen or printou t ; as long as it exist s , you 'll 
be able to sort by it. 

If a ll your Name fields contain jus t first and last n ames, 
the LastName field can contain a s imple formula that takes 
the length of the entry in the Na me field , subtracts from 
it the position of the space, and uses th e rig ht function 
to give you a ll th e letters tha t follow the space: 

LastName= 

right( Name, length(Name)-position(Name," ", 1 )) 

You need a more complicat ed approach when you have 
to deal with the possibility of three different n ames (maybe 
a middle n ame or init ia l) in the Name field. The ifform ula 
below takes care of tha t by us ing nested position func
tions to s tart the search for a possible second s pace after 
the position of the firs t s pace found: 
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if(position(Name," ",position(Name," ", 1 )+2) > 1 
,right(Name, Length (Name)-posilion (Name," ",position 
(Name," ",1 )+2)),right (Name,Lenglh (Name)-position 
(Name," ", 1 ))) 

With this formula, Jones would be extracted from John 
Paul Jones and Fields from W C. Fields. 

tl formatting phone numbers {SAJ 

Unfortunately. FileMaker can't define a field to contain a 
phone number format-(20 1) 555-1234 or 201 I 555-1234. 
But you can "read" the phone number from the field in 
which it's entered, format it the way you want it, and put 
the result in anoth er field . 

First. define a numeric PhoneEnter field. Then. no 
matter how the phone number is typed in-with or with
out dashes, slashes or parentheses, the field is going to 
store only the digits (2015551234, for example). because 
all the non-numeric characters will be stripped out. 

Next, you make another field, ShowPhone, to display 
the phone number. Make it a calculated field and use this 
formula to get the numbers from the PhoneEnter field and 
format them: 

ShowPhone= 
"(" & left(PhoneEnter,3) & ")" & middle(PhoneEnter,4,3) &"-" 

& righ t(PhoneEnter,4) 

This puts parentheses a round the a rea code and a 
hyphen after the exchange. If you want the area code sepa
rated from the rest of the number by a slash, use this 
formula instead: 

left(PhoneEnter,3)&"t'&middle(PhoneEnter,4,3) &"-" & 
right(PhoneEnter,4) 

If you want to set up the formula to allow for the possi
bility that some phone numbers will be entered without 
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area codes, use an if statement to check the number of 
digits in the PhoneEnter field: 

Show Phone= 

if(length(PhoneEnter)>9,"(" & left(PhoneEnter,3) & ")" & 
middle(PhoneEnter,4,3) & "-" & 
right(PhoneEnter,4),1eft(PhoneEnter,3) & "-" & 
right(PhoneEnter,4) 

ti splitting & combining repeatingfield entries (SA/JKJ 

Let's say you've designed a database with a repeating field 
(say, for phone numbers-work, home and fax). Now you 
want those three items of information in lhree separate 
fields. Here's what you do: 

First, export the information from the repeating field 
into a texl file. Choose Export ... from the File menu and, 
in the dialog box that follows, give the file a name, accept 
the Tab Separated Text option and click the New button. 
In the next dialog box (shown), deselect a ll the fields 
except lhe phone number field by removing the check
marks next to their names with the pointer. Make sure 
the Don'tjormat output button is selected, then click the 
OK button. 

Specify field order for eHport 

DE op 
posh! code 
country 
prov;noe 
tax 
t~rr 
l!nterl!d doate 
country CAPS 
zip coalc 
sales lookup 
subscription start 
last mailing 
modified 
status 

l'".llf! ' 

® Don't format output 
0 Format output using current layout 
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Next, open the file in Word. You'll see each group of 
phone numbers on its own line, with boxes between the 
phone numbers: 

555-69850555-87210555-3287 
555-23780555-12450555-3641 
555-12860555-34910555-6398 
555-36780555-97430555-9312 

The box is the character that FileMaker uses to sepa
rate items of information in repeating fields . Since the Tab 
character is used to separate information in separate 
fields, you have to replace each box with a Tab. But don't 
do it manually-let Word do the work. 

The box character has an ASCII code of 29. Since Word 
can search and replace based on ASCII codes, this is a 
cinch. Use the Replace ... command and in the Find What 
box, type A29. (You get the caret, A, with IShittl]].) In the 
Replace With box, type At for ~. Click the Change All 
button to make the changes. 

(If you don't have Word, there are other word proces
sors-like Nisus-that can handle this, even without 
ASCII codes; you just need to be able to copy and paste 
FileMaker's box character into the program's Find box, 
and the program must provide some way of replacing it 
with a Tab character.) 

Next save the file. (Since it was a text-only file when 
you opened it, Word defaults to text-only when you save 
it, which is just what you need.) 

Now, back to FileMaker. Create the new, separate phone 
fields you want the numbers to go in. Make sure that Exclu
sive is checked on the File menu, then choose Import .. . 
and select the text file you altered in Word. 

When the Import dialog box appears, drag the three new 
phone fields in the box on the right until they line up with 
the data in the left box, as shown on the next page. Click 
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in the column between the boxes so that arrows appear 
between the data and the phone fields. Then click the 
Replace data ... button and the OK button. All the infor
mation that used to be in the phones field is now split 
among the three n ew fields. 

Specify field order for Import 

Data In: "phone numbers/ •.. " Fields In: "addr list" 
555-6985 -+ v ork phon• 
:15:1- 8721 -+ hom• phon• 
555-3287 -+ f•x number 

0 Scon Data 8 Record 1 

0 Add new records 

-· s tn••t 
- .. city 
..... sht• 
..... z ip 
..... tithl 
..... company 
..... group 
·- mrkt Sourc• 
- cue 
·- fnllnacnf' 
..... MOMcus td•t• 

@Replace data in current found set 

( Cancel ) 

n OK J) 

Now let's say you have the opposite problem-you have 
separate fields that you want combined as entries into a 
single repeating field. You do basically the same thing. 
but change all the Tabs that will b e in the text file into 
the special code 29 box character. Just reverse the infor
mation in the Replace dialog box-put "tin the Find what 
box and "29 in the Change to. 

From the Visual Delights collcclion. Copyriglll ~ 1991 by SunShine. All righ1s reserved. 
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Spreadsheet programs 
(and accessories) 

li spreadsheet basics (SA/AN/SII·fJ 

A spreadsheet is a grid of cells (little boxes) that are 
arranged in (horizontal) rows and (vertical) columns. You 
put numbers in the cells and tell the s prea dsheet to 
perform mathematical operations on them. 

Let's say you create a column that represents your 
monthly budget, with the first cell for rent or m ortgage, 
the n ext for utilities, the next for food, and so on. Then 
you put twelve of those columns next to each other, one 
for each month of the year. Such a spreadsheet can calcu
late your budget for each month (the total of each column) 
and how much you spent-or plan to spend-in any given 
category in the course of a year (the total of each row) . 
You can a lso have a total calculated for a ll categories in 
the entire year, and averages for categories or months. 

The great strength of spreadsheets is that if you change 
a number in one spot, every other number that depends 
on it is recalcula ted automatically. So if you ch ange the 
utility cost for May (when your lover will be in Italy and 
you' ll be making many long passionate in ternationa l 
phone calls ), the total for May will change, and so will the 
yearly tota l for utilities, the yearly total for all categories, 
th e average monthly budget, and a ny other calcula tions 
you've set up. 

That's the key to th e spreadsheet's whai-ifcapability
you can change a number or two and see what effects it 
h as. For example, you can figure out how large a mort
gage you can afford at various rates of interest, or how 
much profit you'll make if you sell 1000, 5000 or 10,000 
of a product. 
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Spreadsheets have other uses as well. Since you can 
put text as well as numbers in cells, spreadsheets provide 
an easy way to layout complicated tables, even if you don't 
have them do any calculations. And most spreadsheets 
can also create charts, which can be very useful, since 
numbers are more easily understood when presented 
graphically. 

(A spreadsheet is lhe document you create and a spread
sheet program is the software that creates it, but the 
program is also commonly called a spreadsheet-just as 
a database program is often simply called a database.) 

'*Excel (SAJ 

Excel is fast, has a powerful macro editor and handles 
all sorts of charts. It's still far and away the most popu
lar of Mac spreadsheets, partly because it has a lot of good 
features and partly just because it's been lhe most popu
lar of Ma c spreads h eets for a long time and lots of people 
are used to it. 

'*Excel 3 (CSJ 

Excel 3 offered some nice new features beyond those in 
·the previous version, 2.2. It introduced: 

• outl ining, which helps organize complex spreadsheets 

• Styles, like those in Word, for formatting 

• a decent assortment of 30 charts 

• the Tool Bar (an idea swiped from Fu ll Impact), which 
makes most common operations avai lable w ith a single 
mouse-click 

• a tool ca lled Solver, which works backwards from a 
result to the data that produces it (for example, instead 
of finding the mortgage payment for a given loan 
amount and interest rate, you can enter the payment 
you want and have the program tell you the various 
prices and interest rates that will generate it) 

For info on the n exl version, Excel4, see the next entry. 
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tl Excel 4 (CS/ANJ 

As we write this, Microsoft is about to introduce the $500 
Mac version of Excel 4 (the Windows version was released 
earlier) . Rather than offering powerful new functions, of 
which it already has plenty, Excel 4's new features deal 
primarily with ease-of-use and formatting. That's great, 
s ince formatting has always been Excel's weakest area, 
with ease-of-use (or, rather, lack thereoO second. 

• Drag and drop lets you move blocks of cells around the 
spreadsheet by dragging. 

• The new Autofi/1 ... command is smarter than the o ld 
Series .. . command. If you type, say, january '93 into the 
first cell of a selected series of cells, it wi ll know to put 
February '93 in the second ce ll , and so on. Or you can 
type 1st Quarter and it wi II give you 2nd Quarter, 3rd 
Quarter and 4th Quarter. 

• Excel's sometimes awkward charting procedures haven't 
been streamlined, but litt le instructional aids called 
Wizards have been added to guide you through the 
charting process and other complex tasks. There are 
also sho rtcut menus that pop up automatica lly in certain 
contexts to he! p speed up repel i tive tasks. 

• The main difference between Excel 3 and 4 is 
customizability. For instance, you can create your own 
icons, put them on the Tool Bar and use them to activate 
macros or frequen tly used commands. 

tl Resolve (CSJ 

Claris bought a spreadsheet called Wingz and renamed 
it Resolve. They m ade it easier to use but didn't change 
much else. Resolve ($250 list) has better 3D charts
including wireframes and polar plots-than Excel. The 
charts are easy to set up, but Resolve takes a fairly long 
time to draw them (although it's faster than Excel on 
many calculations). 
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Resolve's scripting language is more English-like than 
Excel's macros, and it's better for automating small-scale 
personal tasks like designing forms, creating special 
formats for blocks of cells and customizing searches. For 
programming large, commercial-quality templates, Excel 
has advantages-particularly its debugging system-but 
its macros are harder to learn. 

Resolve's manuals are actually written to be read, and 
its interface is similar to other Claris products. On the 
other hand, it's easier to swap Excel spreadsheets with 
PC users, and there are so many Excel consultants and 
user groups that you'll always have someplace to turn 
for help (although with Resolve, you're less likely to 
need it). Excel also has many more templates, macro 
collections and other add-on products. But then, Resolve 
costs half as much. 

ti 1-2-3 (CSJ 

Since 1982, 1-2-3 has been far and away the largest sell
ing spreadsheet on the PC-there now are about sixteen 
million registered users. After years of unsuccessful Mac 
experimentation (including an ill-fated program called 
Jazz), Lotus (l -2-3's developer) has finally come up with 
a Mac version of 1-2-3 ($500 list) that does nearly every
thing right. 

1-2-3 for the Mac has left its wretched PC interface 
behind (although the masochists among you can call it 
up if you want); its commands are Mac like and easy to 
learn. The help and graphing capabilities are great, and 
the range of functions is impressive (although Excel has 
a few more). 1-2-3 can even use macros created in Excel 
2.2 and 1-2-3 for the PC. It's a bit slower than Excel or 
Resolve at recalculation, but that's about. all that's wrong 
with il. 

If you work with people who use 1-2-3 for the PC, 1-2-3 
for the Mac is a better choice than Excel. But if most of 
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the computers you come in contact with are Macs, there 
isn't a compelling reason to switch from Excel. 

You have to admire Lotus's spirit, stepping into an 
arena littered with the bones of Full Impact, RagTime and 
Wingz, but Lotus's marketing clout a lone will probably 
guarantee 1-2-3 a permane~t place in the Mac world. 

• MacCalc (SAJ 

This gem of a program fills the bill for lots of personal 
spreadsheet users. It has no charting capabilities and is 
small (999 rows by 124 columns) compared to Excel, 
Resolve and 1-2-3, but it's incredibly fast. It lets you 
assign different fonts. styles and even notes to cells-all 
for just $140 list. Ifyou need a basic spreadsheet program 
but have no use for the olher modules in an integrated 
program, MacCalc is the answer. 

• Power Macros for the Excel user (SSJ 

If you don't have the time or patience to learn how to create 
macros yourself, you can buy canned macros (sort of like 
clip art for a spreadsheet). Individua l Software's Power
Macros ($50 list) range from the s imple and obvious 
(removing all borders. or removing the oulline from a 
selection) to the interesting (charting a biorhythm or 
creating a recalculation timer) to the supremely useful 
(creating a new database or defining hot spots). All in all, 
they can vastly s implify your day-to-day work with Excel. 

Each of these macros can be executed in lwo or three 
ways. They can all be accessed with the Run ... command 
on the Macro menu, or you can run the Macro Launcher 
(itself one of the 131 macros). It opens a dialog box into 
which you type the macro's 1-3 character "short name." 
Finally, almost half the macros can also be called up 
with preassigned ~ key combinations. 

PowerMacros gives you a quick reference guide that lists 
each macro's short name and loptionl~l key combination. 
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If the manual's not handy, there's even a macro that will 
recrea te the list for you as an Excel s preadsheet. 

The excellent manual keeps things simple by describ
ing each macro in the same, organized manner. Since each 
macro description is completely self-contained, after read
ing the first four chapters of the manual (30 pages). you 
can skip immedia tely to the macros that interest you. A 
few of my personal favorites swap two columns (or two 
rows), toggle between two hot spots, save all spreadsheets 
and ch a nge zeros to blanks. 

Admittedly, several of the macros-mos t of those for 
formatting, alignment and borders, for example-could 
easily be created u sing Excel's macro r ecorder. Others, 
however, would require fairly sophisticated macro program
ming skills . So even if you're a macro hot-shot, this pack
age will save you an enormous amount of work-both in 
programming effort and in efficiency gained from using 
the macros. After all, why reinvent the wheel simply 
because you can ? 

.a Excellence (ANJ 

Getting the mos t out of Excel takes a lot of advice and 
one way to get it is by subscribing to Excellence, a monthly 
journal of tips and tricks published by the Cobb Group. 
It costs $60 a year, so you'll only want to do that if you 
make fa irly exten s ive use of Excel: if you do, Excellence 
should be a real h elp. 

General spreadsheet tips 

.a dividing spreadsheets logically (AN/DCJ 

Rather than just le tting page breaks fall wherever they 
may on your spreadsheet, organize your data so that 
logically related information is grouped together on the 
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same page (by spacing it out with blank cells). In addi
tion to making the spreadsheet easier to understand on 
the screen, this approach a lso lets you print out selected 
portions of the data simply by specifying the pages you 
want in the Print dialog box. 

ei displayed vs. stored numbers (SA) 

In a spreadsheet, the format you set for numbers only 
affects how they appear, not their actual stored values. 
If the number in a cell is 1.457 and you've formatted the 
cell for two decimal places, you'll see 1.45 or 1.46 (some 
spreadsheets truncate numbers and some round them). 
In either case, the spreadsheet remembers that the number 
you entered in the cell is actually 1.457 and uses that 
number in any calculation. 

This can lead to some confusion. For example, you 
might have the numbers 1.23, 9.18 and 8.32 in three cells, 
which add up to 18. 73. If you've formatted all four cells 
for no decimal places, you'll see 1 + 9 + 8 = 19. Remem
ber this when you see calculations that don't seem to be 
coming out right. 

ei turn off curly quotes (SAJ 

If you use a utility like Quote Init or SmartKeys that 
automatically substitutes curly quotes for straight quotes, 
turn it off when you're working in a spreadsheet. Spread
sheets accept only straight quotes in formulas. 

ei freezing numbers (SA/SMJ 

Let's say you've created a spreadsheet to take care of your 
checking account. Instead of typing in every check number, 
you've created a formula (or used a command) that adds 
1 to the value in the cell above as it goes down a column. 
That works fine until you have a break in the series (for 
a deposit, maybe) or until you do some sorting (to pull 
out certain expenses, say). This doesn't mean you have 
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to type in the ch eck numbers one at a time; you can 
freeze the numbers a fter the formula h as created them. 

To do that, select and cut the cells tha t contain the check 
numbers, click in the cell where you want them to begin 
(which can be the same place you jus t cut them from) and 
choose the command that lets you paste only the values 
rather than the f ormulas (in Excel, it's the Paste Special 
command on the Edit menu). 

ti save time with manual calculation (SA/SMJ 

Mos t s preadsh eets have a n a utomatic calcula tion m ode 
tha t recalcula tes the entire spreadsh eet each time you 
change a n entry (or create a n ew one). This can waste a 
lot of time. The shortcut? Switch to manua l ca lculation, 
make a ll your changes, and then either tell the spread
sheet to manually calculate or turn automatic calcula
tion back on. 

This is n't always necessary, s ince some spreadsheet 
programs, like Excel, only recalcula te the a ffected cells
but if you 're working in cells tha t are part of a la rge ca lcu 
lation (involving m any other cells or linked spreadsheets). 
using manual calcula tion s till speeds things up. 

ti relative vs. absolute ce ll references (SAJ 

When you refer to a cell in a formula , the spreadsheet 
thinks of it relatively- that is, as the cell tha t's three 
columns to the left and two rows above the cell where the 
formula is. That's so the formula will s till work if you copy 
it to a new cell (a s um, for example, will add up the cells 
above it, rath er than the cells above th e cell where the 
formula was copied from). 

Som etimes, though, you don 't wan t cell r eferences to 
change when you move a formula-you want them to be 
identified by their actu a l, absolute location s (Al , 4F or 
wha tever). To do lha t, put dolla r s igns before both the 
column and the row-for example, $4$F. You can also make 
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just the column, or just the row, absolute-for example, 
A$2 or $Bl4. 

You can type the dollar signs in yourself, but most 
programs also have a command that does it. In Excel, for 
example, it's the Reference command in the Formula menu. 

tl priority of operations (SA/SM/Hal Lewis) 

In a spreadsheet formula, some operations have a higher 
priority than others, and are performed first no matter 
where they are in the formula. Operations of equal prior
ity are performed left to right. For example, addition and 
subtraction are of equal priority, so 5-3+2 equals 4 (if it 
were calculated right to left, the result would be zero). 

Multiplication and division are of equal priority to each 
other but are of higher priority than addition or subtrac
tion. So 5+3*2 equals 11, not 16 (because the multipli
cation is performed before the addition). You can override 
the natural priorities by using parentheses: operations 
within parentheses are always performed before opera
tions outside of them. So (5+3)*2 equals 16. 

As with other equal-priority operations, if you have 
multiple parenthetical operations, they're performed 
left to right. If you have nested parentheses, the inner
most parenthetical operations are done first. It works 
like this: 

First: innermost parentheses 5 + [10 + i(6,~ -' (Jl) X 4) I 2 

Second: multiplication (in parentheses) 5 + [10 +·? X 4) I 2 

Third: parentheses 5+110+'~01 I 2 

Fourth: division 5+3P L 7 

Fifth: addition 5+ 15 

Sixth: total 20 
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Excel tips 
All these tips work with Excel 3 and 2.2. Many work with 
Excel 1.5, and most will probably work with Excel 4. 

ei learning Excel (ANJ 

Excel's manuals have gotten pre tty good; the one for 
Excel 3 even has a good index! (It does have some fail
ings however; for example, it doesn't always tell you wha t 
menu a command is on.) Excel's help screens are also good. 

[So is balloon help under System 7 . In f act, you may want 
to leave it turned on when you'refirs t learning Excel.-CS] 

[I can' t imagine anyone leaving balloon help turned on, 
no matter how good it is.-SM] 

[That's jus t because you're so high-strung, Susan. 
Balloons constantly popping up all over the screen don't 
bother spiritually centered, highly evolved p eople like 
myself. -AN] 

[I'm high-strung!? You 're Wee a horse escaping from a 
burning stable.-SM] 

ei short vs. full menus (Ma rty Sobin/ANJ 

Excel's Short M enus command (on the Options menu) 
removes commands tha t a re less often u sed , and the Full 
M enus command restores them . So if you can't find a 
command you're looking for, make sure tha t the command 
in the Options m enu reads Short M enus (which means Full 
Menus is on). 

ei selecting the whole spreadsheet (DC/ANJ 

To select all the cells in mos t spreadsh eets, click in the 
box in the extreme upper left corner- tha t is, above the 
number 1 and to the left of th e letter A. 
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tt previews of printouts (ANJ 

One of Excel's nice features is the ability to preview on 
the screen what printouts will look like on paper (by 
choosing Print Preview from the File menu or by clicking 
the Print Preview checkbox in the Print dialog box). If the 
text in the Preview window is too small to read, you can 
zoom in on any part of it by clicking with the magnifying
glass pointer. You can move around while zoomed in by 
using the scroll bars. Click again and you're back at the 
overall view of the page. 

Unfortunately, this doesn't work on big screens. If 
Excel thinks it's showing you the whole page actual size, 
it won't let you zoom in on it to see details. 

tt shortcuts for inserting columns and rows (SA/ANJ 

There are faster ways than the Insert command to insert 
a row or column. &ID:D inserts a new row above, or a new 
column to the left of, the selected one. loptionl-clicking on 
a row number inserts a new row above it, and loptionl-click
ing on a column letter inserts a new column to the left of 
it. loptionl-clicking in a cell inserts a new row above it. 

tt adjusting columns and rows (SA/SM/AN/ Hal Lewis) 

When you put the pointer on, or s lightly to the left of, the 
dividing line between column headings {A, B, etc.). it 
changes to a thick vertical line with arrows pointing right 
and left. Now you can drag the column to the left of this 
dividing line to make it wider or narrower. 

When you put the pointer on, or s Lightly above, the divid
ing line between row headings (1, 2, etc.). it changes to a 
thick horizontal line with arrows pointing up and down. 
Now you can drag the row above this dividing line to 
make it wider or narrower. 

When you've hidden a column or row (like D in the illus
tration on the next page). put the pointer s lightly to the 
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right of, or slightly below, the dividing line between the 
visible column or row and the hidden one. Now dragging 
right or down will open up the hidden column or row, 
instead of widening the visible column or row. 

Start dragging here . .. . .. and column C gets w ider. 

C i E ! 
t.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·t .·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.· . ..-J 

1.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·:.·.·:.·.·.·.·.·.-.t:.·.·:.·.·.·:.·:::.·.·:.·.·.·.·.·.·.·: . ...J 

Start dragging here . . . . . . to reveal hidden column D. 

C ! D~ E . C t E . 

r::~~-:L;~;-- -~j f:_:~: -t: t ::-::J 
l ................... L ......... J ......................... J 

tl outlining cells (AN/SAJ 

Although it's right there in the Border dialog box (on the 
Format menu), m any Excel users don't realize that they 
can outline a cell they've selected simply by clicking on 
Outline. This is a lot easier than clicking on Left, Top, Right 
and Bottom a ll the time. 

If you're working with a group of selec ted cells , Outline 
borders th e group as a whole, not each individual cell 
within it. There's even a keyboard command for outlin
ing a cell or group: loptionl~CEJ (zero). 

tl clearing borders {AN) 

Dress neatly, don't appear n ervous ... n o, wait a minute , 
th at's the wrong context . I'm supposed to be telling you 
how to clear a ll the borders from a group of cells (or a single 
cell, for that matter) . 
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Let's say you've put in lots of borders, then moved 
things arou nd on the spreadsheet. The borders will now 
look like something Mondrian painted when he was suici
dally depressed. Before you can put new borders in, you 
have to remove these old ones. So you select the cells and 
choose Border ... from the Format menu. It produces a 
dialog box that looks like this: 

K OK 
, 

I Outline 

Left Cnncel 

I Right 
D Shade I Top 

I Bottom 

Style- -----------. 
1 ................ 111-111-11 - 1 
1- -1 1······ .. 1 1-- -- 1 
Color: I Automatic 101 

There should be a button in this dialog box that says 
Clear, but there isn't. If the Left, Right, Top and Bottom 
border boxes are gray- meaning that some of the selected 
cells have each of those borders and some don't-you'll 
have to click eight times just to clear the existing borders
one to get a solid line in each box, once more to remove 
it. If I wanted to click eight times, I would have become 
a tap dancer. 

Since there isn't a Clear bu tton, be glad that at least 
there's a keyboard command: lOptionl~G (hyphen, but 
think of it as a minus sign). I've been looking for this 
command for years. but just found it, because Excel 
finally has a good manual. 
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ti seeing the borders (ANJ 

Sometimes it's hard to see what borders you've drawn in 
an Excel spreadsheet. An easy and fast way to make 
them more visible is simply to select the area you're inter
ested in; the borders show up much more prominently 
when they're white against a black background. (Print 
Preview takes a bit more time, but it does give you a 
clearer picture.) 

ti Fill Up and Fill Left (SA /ANJ 

The Fill Right and Fill Down commands duplicate the 
contents of the first cell into all the selected cells. To go 
in the other directions, hold down !Shittl as you open the Edit 
menu, and the commands will read Fill Left and Fill Up. 

To fill in a whole group of cells in different rows and 
columns, select the cells you want the duplicated infor
mation in, type it into the entry bar (the box at the top of 
the screen where you enter text) and press IOptioniEnterl. 

ti dialog box shortcuts (Marty Sobin/SM/AN/NDJ 

To open a n item in an Excel list box, type the first letter 
of its name and hit !Return!. For example, here's the dialog 
box you get when you choose New ... from the File menu 
(or press~): 

New t OK D 
Cancel 

Macro Sheet 

Let's say you want to create a n ew chart. Instead of 
selecting New ... from the File menu, clicking on Chart and 
then clicking on OK, just hit type @IDffi (to open the New 
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dialog box), © (to select Chart), and then IReturnJ (to open a 
chart) as fast as you can and the chart will a ppear. 

ti a bouquet of Excel shortcuts (SA / Bob Umlas/Marty Sobin) 

• ~ill repeats the last thing you did. This is especia lly 
useful for repeating something you did in a dialog box 
without having to open the dialog box again. 

• ~[Q] activates the entry bar and places the inserti on 
po int at the end of the data there. 

• There are three ways to cance l any change in the entry 
bar: click ing on the X icon to the left of it, or hitting 
@IT] or~J. 

• The Calculate Now command on the Options menu 
affects all open spreadsheets, but if you ho ld dow n lshif1 J 
before you open the menu, only the current spreadsheet 
is reca lculated. 

ti using ~for Clear (Marty Sobin) 

When you ch oose Clear from the Edit m enu, you'r e given 
four choices of wha t you want to clear: All, Formats , 
For mulas or Notes . When you use the ~liD keyboard equi
valent, though, the options dia log box doesn't a ppear and 
you don't gel a choice-the contents of the cell disappear 
but the forma tting and cell n otes remain. 

ti paste shortcut (SA/ANJ 

Pressing IEnterl after you've cut or copied pastes the contents 
of the Clipboa rd into wha tever cell(s) you h ave selected . 
But you can't do multiple pastes with this technique; 
unlike a n ord inary Pas te , IEnteri -Paste deselects th e origi
nal cells and a lso empties the Clipboard. 

ti importing spreadsheets from large screens (DC/ANJ 

If you import an Excel spreadsheet created on a modu
lar Mac with a large m onitor to a compact Mac with a 9" 
s creen (or from any bigger screen to any s ma ller screen). 
the spreadsh eet's window may be la rger tha n the screen, 
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and you probably won't be able to resize it, because the 
size box will be off the screen. The solution is simple: just 
double-click on the title bar and the window will auto
matically resize to fit the current screen. 

tl zooming in and out (SA/DC/ND/ANJ 

To get an overall picture of a large spreadsheet, change 
the size of the Normal font to two or four points. To do 
that, select Style from the Format menu, click the Define>> 
button, then the Font. .. , button, then type in the new font 
size. You won't be able to work in this view, but you can 
get a good feel for where everything is. 

Even better, create a pair of macros to zoom out and 
in by recording your moves as you shrink the type size 
and then restore it to original size. Put these macros in 
the Excel Startup document (described below) so they'll 
a lways be available. 

tl localized scrolling (SAJ 

Excel normally scrolls you through just the part of the 
spreadsheet you're using, not through the whole thing. 
So if the last cell vvith anything in it is in row 100, putting 
the vertical scroll box in the middle of the scroll bar will 
move you to row 50, not row 8192. (It works the same way 
for columns.) 

To get the scroll bar to represent the entire (possible) 
spreadsheet-all4.2 million cells of it-hold !shill) down while 
you drag the box or click in the bar. 

tl cycling through opened spreadsheets (Marty Sobin) 

You don't have to go to the Windows menu to cycle through 
the spreadsheets you have open . ~ takes you to the 
next window in the stack, and lshifii~(MJ takes you to the 
previous one. 
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tl selecting noncontiguous cells (SAJ 

Excel lets you select noncontiguous cells or groups of 
cells (tha t is, ones that don't touch each other). Just hold 
down lo"l while you click in or drag through cells in differ
ent parts of the spreadsheet. Each lo"l-click adds the 
current cell choice to the selection but, unlike IShllt)-clicking. 
it ignores the cells in between . 

The Select Special command also lets you select noncon
tiguous cells, but only in categories like all the cells with 
formulas or a ll the blanlc cells. 

tl one use of cell protection (DC/ANJ 

If you're designing a spreadsheet into which various 
people will frequently input data , you'll want to protect 
the cells that contain the constant text or formulas so they 
don't accidenta lly get ch anged. Here's how to do that: 

With the document unprotected , select the cells where 
the da ta is to be entered. Use the Cell Protection command 
(on the Format menu) to unlock them. Then choose 
Protect Document from the Options menu and enter a pass
word as prompted. This will lock a ll the cells that have 
not been selected. 

Once the document is protected, only the unprotected 
cells can be used . This m eans that the norma l methods 
of moving from one cell to anoth er, like G'ill a nd I Return!, will 
move you directly from one data-entry cell to the n ext, 
jumping over a ll the locked cells that can't b e used. 

tl the Close All command (CSJ 

In early versions of Excel. there was a Close All command 
on the File m enu . To get tha t command in Excel 3, hold 
(Shill) down before opening the menu . 

tl escapingfrom cells with invalidformulas (DC/ANJ 

Excel won't let you exit a cell until the formula in it makes 
sense (you 'll keep getting the Error informula message). 
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This can be maddening when you're working on a complex 
formula and can't seem to get it right. 

The way out is easy-just remove the equal sign at the 
beginning of the formula. Excel will now treat the entry 
as text and won't analyze it for correctness. After a while 
away from the troublesome formula, you may be able to 
go back to it and spot your mis take. 

ti checking the spelling of functions (Marty Sobin) 

If you iype the name of a function in the entry bar rather 
than using the Paste Function command, you run the risk 
of misspelling it. [Yeah, I'm always typing AVG instead of 
AVERAGE. -AN} The trick is to type the n am e in lower
case letters. Correct function names are converted to all 
caps when you hit !Return! or IEnterl, so if a lowercase name 
doesn 't convert to all caps, you know it's wrong. 

ti calculating part of a formula (Ma rty Sobin/SMJ 

You can calculate part of a formula by selecting it and 
hitting la~G. That part is immedia tely converted to a value: 

=SUM(B1 :81 2) I 12 

9-illlh:ll:lfJi I 12 

=172 112 

If you want the va lue to remain. hit !Return!, or edit it 
further first. If you wanted only a sneak preview of that 
part of the formula, cancel the calculation (by hitting 
lillffJ. ~or 1§£1. or by selecting Undo Typing from the 
Edit menu) before you do anything else, and it will return 
to its origina l state. 

ti looking at both values &formulas (Marty Sabin /SA /AN} 

There's an easy way to simultaneously view the formu
las in your spreadsh eet and the values tha t result from 
them. Choose New Window from the Window menu, 
format the second window that opens to display formulas, 
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and format the window you were working on to display 
values (or vice versa). Then just display both windows side 
by side. 

ti time and date functions (DC/ Fokko Du Cloux/NDJ 

Use the NOW() function to retrieve the current date and 
time from the system clock and enter it into a formula as 
a serial number. Use the following functions to convert 
the serial number to the format you need: DAY, WEEKDAY, 
HOUR, MINUTE, MONTH, YEAR. For example, the formula 
=HOUR(NOW()) gives you the current hour. 

You choose how the date or time appears. For example, 
ifyou specify m/d/yyyy (with the Number ... command on 
the Format menu). you'll get it in this form: 5/12/1989. 
If you specify dddd, you'll get just the day of the week. 
Mmmm will give you the month written out in full and 
hh:mm am/ pm the time in this form: 22:01 pm. 

ti counting things (Marty Sabin/Todd Corleto) 

The COUNT function merely tells you how many cells in 
a given range contain numbers. To find out how many 
times a specific item appears, use this formula: 

=SUM(IF(C8:F14="YES",l,O)), followed by lm!IReturnl 

This tells you how many times the number or text-in 
this example, YE5-appears. (Numbers don't go in quotes, 
and must be in a continuous range.) 

ti notes about notes (Bob Umlas/SA/ANJ 

Excel lets you attach notes to cells, to help you remem
ber what you were thinking of when you wrote the formula 
(sort of like comments in a program). To attach a note 
window to the cell you're in, use the Note ... command on 
the Formula menu or press lShitt@IDE). 

Pressing iReturnl closes the Notes dialog box. To move down 
a line within it, use~. When the Notes window is 
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open, you can scroll your spreadsheet in the background
if the insertion point is in the Cell text box but not if it's 
in the Note text box! 

!Shiltm@ selects all the cells in the spreadsheet that have 
notes. To review them, choose Show Info, then Arrange 
All (both on the Windows menu). Click on the spreadsheet 
window and use !Enter l to jump from one cell to the next. 
As you do, the notes you made will be displayed in the 
Info window. 

ti the Excel Startup document (Bob Umlas/SAJ 

You can create a spreadsheet that automatically opens 
when Excel is started-just name it Excel Startup and put 
it in the System Folder. The best use of this startup docu
ment is to put all the macros that you use most often in 
it-since the spreadsheet will be open, they'll all be avail
able to you. 

To make this document more convenient, choose Hide 
from the Windows menu. This keeps screen clutter to a 
minimum, and Excel will find the macros whether th e 
document is hidden or not. To keep it from closing if you 
give a Close All command, click in it (to make it active), 
choose Protect Document from the Options menu and 
click on the Windows button. 

ti speeding up macros (Marty Sabin/Lee Hinde) 

The Echo(False) feature greatly speeds up the execution 
of macros (it particularly makes a d ifference in long ones). 
One of Lee's macros that takes two minutes without 
Echo(False) takes just fifteen seconds with it. (Just put 
Echo(False) at the beginning of the macro.) 

Echo(False) works by turning off screen redrawing. (By 
the way, you don't need to reset Echo at the end of the 
macro so that screen redrawing will be turned on again; 
Excel does that automatically.) 
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But if your macro involves several spreadsheets, there's 
a delay that Echo(False) doesn't prevent; each spreadsheet 
is activated when it's called and even though the contents 
of the spreadsheet aren't drawn on the screen, the window 
itself coming to the top of lhe pile s lows things down. So 
before you run a macro involving a spreadsheet other than 
the active one, use HIDE() to hide it-and use ACTNATE() 
when you're finished. 

tl references in linked spreadsheets (Marty Sobin) 

If you move the contents of a cell that's referenced in a 
link, the reference won't be followed-that is , if Spread
sheet A references cell Al2 in Spreadsheet Band you move 
the contents of Al2 someplace else, Spreadsheet A is still 
going to look at cell Al2-and not find anything there (or 
find something it didn't expect). 

If however. you reference a cell by its name (the Define 
Name command lets you name it), you can move its 
contents around and the linked spreadsheet will find it
because a cell's name moves along with its contents. 

tl circular reference problems (Bob Umlas/SAJ 

When you get a circular reference a lert, it's easy to look 
through all the cells that are involved. Select the problem 
cell(s) (they'll be identified in the alert box). choose the Select 
Special command and click either the Precedents or Depen
dents button (click AU levels too). Precedents selects all the 
cells on which the current cell depends; Dependents selects 
all the cells that depend on the current cell. 

From the Visua l Delights collection. Copyrig/11 © 199 1 by SunShine. All rig/us reserved. 
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Address book programs 

ti Address Book Plus and Dynodex (SSJ 

Address Book Plus ($100 from Power Up) a nd Dynodex 
($125 from Portfolio) are the two most popula r commer
cial address book programs on the Mac. Both come as 
stand-alone applications a nd as DAs, a nd both a llow up 
to four phone numbers per name. 

Da ta entry goes quickly in Dynodex, but it imports 
and exports information only through tab- or comma 
delimited files. Plan on spending the better part of a day 
converting your files if your exis ting address file is free
form (not organized in fields). 

Address Book Plus has more built-in printing layouts 
than Dynodex. including brand-name organizers (like 
Filofax, Day Timer, Lefax a nd Day Runner), mini a ddress 
books, envelopes, Rolodex-style cards and more than 70 
types oflabels l You can a lso design cu s tom layouts. I had 
some trouble importing my address file , though; I advise 
keeping your import data as s imple as possible, and 
proofreading the file carefully a fterward. 

Both programs do double-sided printing, but Dynodex's 
manual expla ins the process better. Dynodex is a bi t 
faster in the versions I tried , a nd it has a clean er inter
face. But if you want a file tha t you can use on your Mac 
and a hand-held personal organizer like the Sharp Wizard, 
go with Address Book Plus. 

ti Dynodex (ANJ 

I've been u s ing Dynodex for years. I love being able to print 
out new address books ins tead of having to rewrite them 
periodically. But there are severa l things tha t annoy me 
about the product. It's formatting is screwy and hard to 
figure out (although powerful once you do find your way 
around it) . Importing data is a nightmare (apparently it 
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is in Address Book Plus too) and the special paper Port
folio sells is way too expensive. Dynodex's manual has a 
lou sy index, but the telephone support is pretty good 
(you'll proba bly n eed it). 

I don't want to s lam Dynodex jus t because my fa mil
iarity with it h as revealed its flaws; no doubt the alter
natives to it described in this section have irritating 
failings of their own. For a ll it's annoyan ces, I totally 
depend on the program, and love the address books that 
I now, a fter some difficulty, can get it to produce. 

• Address Book (Chris Allen) 

Address Book (not to be confused with Address Book Plus, 
described in the first entry) is a handy litlle $20 shareware 
database program and DA by Jim Leitch that's specifically 
des igned for storing names, addresses and telephone 
numbers. Address Book will a lso d ia l any phone number 
in its files at a click of the mouse, ei lher directly onto your 
modem or by generating tones on th e Mac's speaker. 

Address Book's ma in limitation is that it doesn't print, 
but you can exporl it to a text fil e which can be printed 
by any word processor. Address Book is included on The 
Macintosh B ible Software Disks , Fourth Edition, which 
are described at the end of Chapter 20. 

• InTouch rssJ 

This $70 DA from Advanced Software can print individ
ual envelopes and mailing labels. You can add graphics 
and specify a different font, s ize and style for the address, 
return address, postal bar code and message (e.g. Attn: 
Family Values Enforcement Squad). 

InTouch doesn't s tore records in any particular order, 
and you usually search to find what you want. This 
happens very quickly-searches never take more than a 
second or two on my 400-record InTouch da tabase. 
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InTouch can't print phone directories, address books 
or more than one label or envelope at a time, but as an 
electronic Rolodex, it's great (it can even dial the phone 
for you). I've used it for the past several years, and it's 
the one DA I can't do without. 

Schedule managers 

a DayMaker (Lofty Becker) 

DayMaker ($100 list, from Pastel Development) is a 
calendar and alarm program that keeps to-do lists, 
maintains project schedules, serves as a basic address 
book and lets you take notes. It's easy to use, with many 
options, but it can be slow as its files get larger, and the 
current version only a llows you to input unformatted text 
like names and addresses. Even worse, you can only 
choose one font, size and style per view (list. day. week 
or month). which means you can't use fonts or styles to 
draw attention to particular items. 

It's as a calendar program that DayMaker excels, 
although in the weekly or monthly view there's space for 
only a few entries per day. The day-by-day view gives 
you plenty of room, and lots of flexibility for organizing 
your tasks. You can display all items or only some-for 
example, only the undone, high-priority tasks for a 
certain project. DayMaker will chart your progress on 
long-term projects, bring up notes relating to a partic
ular subject, or find a ll the work you've done for a partic
ular client in the past six months. 

Its richness and depth make it a standout, and for the 
beginner, it's a fine calendar, a la rm and to-do program. 
After you're more experienced, you can use it as a flexi
ble way of managing and retrieving an astounding amount 
of information. But its address and phone-dialing capa
bilities need some work-and after a year, the promised 
upgrade is still just promised. 
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II The Far Side Computer Calendar (EFJ 

Not only does this $70 calendar program from Amaze have 
a sense of humor, but it's easy to use, with lots of icons for 
moving from time to time or function to function. You can 
view or print your calendar in day, week, month or year 
format, and you can add recurring events and set an alarm 
as a reminder (but it sounds only if the program is running). 

The only significant drawback is that Gary Larson's great 
cartoons take up a lot of room on disk-1.4MB for the whole 
year's cartoons (although you don't have to load them all 
at once) plus 370K for the calendar program. The calen
dar starts on the day you load it and runs for a whole year; 
a year's refills cost $25. 

Amoze Colendor- (Untitled) 

Monday 

25 
May 1992 

.. 

~ 
The Fer Side Week Month 

II Calendar DA (Chris Allen! 

This is an elegant little sharewa re desk accessory for 
planning and scheduling. When you first open it, it 
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displays the current month, with the current date selected. 
There's a text area at the bottom of the window for list
ing today's events (it will be empty. of course. since the 
program isn't psychic). Entering text into this area outlines 
the date, so you know there's something there. Clicking 
on other days, months or years changes the calendar to 
show the appropriate day. 

D Calendar 3.03 

Calendar DA doesn't print calendars. nor is it an alarm 
clock, but I've been using it continuously (in one version 
or another) for about five years now. It was written by David 
Oster, who asks for a $15 shareware fee. It's included on 
The Macintosh Bible Software Dislcs. 

ti group schedulers (Michael Miley) 

If you work with oth ers on a Macintosh network, a group 
scheduler can help you set up meeting times. Everybody's 
schedule is stored in a common database. and the sched
uler tells you whether they'll be free at the time you want 
to meet (but it won't let you see other people's schedules. 
unless you know their passwords). 
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WordPerfect Calendar is a group scheduler that's built 
into WordPerfect Office (an office automation package 
that lists for $150) and Schedule+ is bundled with Microsoft 
Mail ($125). If you want more features, consider On Tech
nology's Meeting Maker ($500-$900, depending on the 
number of users). which doesn't require the presence of 
a separate e-mail program. 

Meeting Maker lets you prioritize the members of the 
group, and warns you if key people can't make a meet
ing at a time you propose. It also has elaborate reply 
options for people responding to proposed meetings. But 
Meeting Maker is harder to use than the other two. I 
found WordPerfect Calendar the easiest to use, with good 
features and a straightforward interface, but none of 
these programs strikes the perfect balance between power 
and simplicity (so keep an eye out for new products). 

• In Control (SMJ 

This is a powerful but easy-to-learn program for making 
to-do lists ($130, from Attain). It combines the flexible row 
and column setup of a spreadsheet, the expandability I 
contractability of an outliner, and the sorting and data
entry shortcut features of a database. 

You can drag topics around to change their order or 
restructure your outline, and you can add as many columns 
as you need (to attach deadlines, priority levels, people to 
contact, comments, etc.) . Once a column is added, you can 
sort your list on it. For example, I have a list organized by 
projects, and one of the columns indicates if the task is a 
phone call, an errand or something I have to do on the Mac. 
It's easy for me to bring all the phone calls to the top of 
the list, or print out a list of errands. 

I'm a pen-and-paper list maker myself, but In Control 
is so well designed (by the creators of File Maker, who are 
known for combining power with ease of use) that it's won 
me over. Still, I have some complaints: commands for text 
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styles are buried in a submenu; l:ru!IID. t h e standard Mac 
comma nd for boldfacing, has actually been assign ed to 
another function; and you can't assign styles to different 
levels of the list (except after the fact). 

Project managers 

ti Great Gantt! (KFJ 

Varcon's Great Gantt! ($200) is an easy-to-use application 
that produces great Gantt charts. And what, you ask, is a 
Gantt chart? Well, it uses bars to chart tasks on a timeline. 
The sample below illustrates the creation of the world in seven 
days (which was Arthur's idea, as you migh t have guessed). 

Great Gantt! lets you see at a glance the planned and 
actua l start and end dates of each task in a project, 
which tasks are a head of or behind schedule, and how 
near each task is to completion. Great Gantt! a lso lets 
you customize your Gantt ch arts, making them as plain 
or fancy as you like. You can a lso create style sheets by 
saving customized formats. 

Great Gantt! imports files from MacProject-which is 
good, because MacProject II only offers two Gantt chart 
formats, and they're both bare-bones. 

Creation of the Wort:d ) 
,._ 
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There are a couple of drawbacks to Great Gantt!. For one 
thing, while you can change the font and style of column 
headings. you can't change the point size. For another, the 
way Great Gantt! moves text blocks is clumsy. If you create 
a text block and want to move it immediately, you have to 
click on the pointer tool. click outside the text block and 
then move the text block. It seems like a small thing, but 
it takes some getting used to. [According to Varcon, version 
2, which will probably be avaUable by the time you read this, 
addresses some of these concerns. -ND] 

Great Gantt! comes with a good manual that's written 
by humans for humans, and good technical support. All 
in all, it's a good application tha t does what it says it does. 

• MacProject {NDJ 

MacProject is a powerful project-management tool that 
just came out with a new version as we went to press. So 
we'll review it in one of the updates. 

Financial and accounting 
programs 

• Quicken {SBJ 

This $70 checkbook program from Intuit combines a very 
low price with extreme ease of u se. You enter transaction 
data quickly and easily on a screen that resembles a 
check. The program keeps all your accounts-checking, 
savings, credit cards and cash-in a single file . 

Version 3 h as various built-in reports that track your 
cash flow, net worth, itemized expenses, progress toward 
savings goals, etc. Business reports include profit and loss, 
balance sheet, payroll, accounts receivable and accounts 
payable. (You can also customize reports, but you'll prob
ably have to refer to the manual because the method is 
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a bit obscure.) The program can print checks on paper 
you buy from Intuit, or you can link with the CheckFree 
service (described in the e-banlcing entry of Chapter 17) 
to pay electronically via your modem. 

Importing and exporting data is for experts only. That 
goes double for Quicken's much-advertised link with 
MaclnTax, which is so tedious that you might as well input 
figures onto your tax forms manually (there's some hope 
for a better conversion between the two programs by the 
time you read this, though). 

I wish the Mac version of Quicken had a stock portfo
lio manager, as the Windows version does. I also wish it 
would keep a more rigorous set of books. Contrary to 
accepted accounting practices, you can modify any trans
action at any time, and it's possible to close the books 
out of balance. 

In fact, when your account doesn't reconcile, the soft
ware offers to make an entry of the difference so it will 
reconcile next time! While this may be forgivable when 
keeping books at home, I shudder to think of any small 
business owner doing the same thing. [Too bad the federal 
government doesn't share your qualms.-AN] A business 
needn't be very large before it makes sense to spend a little 
more and get a real business accounting package (some 
are discussed below). 

w MacMoney (SBJ 

Until version 3 of Quicken came out, Survivor Software's 
MacMoney ($120 for version 3.53) had the fastest data 
entry and most elaborate reports of any Mac personal 
finance package. The reports in Quicken now are about 
as good, it has s lightly faster data entry and it sells for 
about half the price. However, people a lready using 
MacMoney should probably not switch products, because 
the difference isn't significant (and the nexl version of 
MacMoney may surpass Quicken, anyway). 
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MacMoney is a lso a better choice than Quicken for 
very small business users, because it keeps more formal 
books, and its $100 Invoicelt add-on lets you write and 
track invoices. 

ti Managing Your Money (SBJ 

Both Quicken and MacMoney do a better job of manag
ing your checkbook than Managing Your Money ($80 for 
version 4, from Meca Software). But MYM is the only one 
of these three programs that can manage stock portfo
lios, and can help plan and track your life insurance 
needs, retirement savings, kids' college funds and taxes. 
(Starting with version 5, which may be available by the 
time you read this. it also lets you keep a ll the details 
private with password protection.) 

Unfortunately, you have to spend a lot oftime learning 
the program and entering your financial statistics. Most 
users probably never get most modules in operation and 
are haunted by their vows to enter more data "next week
end." Once you get MYM up and running, though. all the 
parts work together well. For instance, if you sell some stock, 
entering the sale in your portfolio a lso updates the balance 
of your checking account. your net worth and your tax files. 

The clearly written manual and extensive on-screen Help 
make the program fairly easy to use. considering the 
many modules. The CheckFree electronic bill-paying 
service is a built-in option. 

ti Macin Tax (SBJ 

An overwhelming favorite since its introduction in 1985. 
MaclnTax ($100 from ChipSoft) does an excellent job of 
helping you fill out your tax forms. On screen. you see an 
exact replica of the paper forms, but there's an important 
difference: the forms do calculations for you. and they're 
linked so that a figure you input (or which is calculated) 
on one form automatically appears where you need it on 
other forms (and changes if the first figure changes). 
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MaclnTax forms print out so well that the IRS accepts 
them even offlmageWriters. If you're expecting a refund, 
electronic filing is available, so you'll get your check from 
the IRS in a few weeks instead of a few months. 

MaclnTax includes pretty much all the IRS forms anyone 
is likely to need, along with supporting statements and 
worksheets; state forms are available for about fifteen states, 
at $70 each. While MaclnTax is easy to use, filling out one's 
tax forms isn't a lways so easy, so MaclnTax provides good 
on-line help; in fact, it's the most elaborate customer support 
I've ever seen. [MacinTax is so easy to use that I never looked 
at its documentation until I had to write a review. And I 
never used its telephone support until I was audited.-SA) 

MaclnTax typically releases a preliminary edition in early 
December. While these forms can be filed, certain less
common ones usually aren't available until closer to April 
15, and there may also be some minor changes in the 
preliminary forms. (This isn't really due to poor planning 
by the developers; the IRS often doesn't finalize the forms 
until it's too late for the programmers to finish everything 
by New Year's Day.) All registered users receive the late 
release free, generally by mid-January. 

All did not go according to plan in early 1992, though. 
In 1991, ChipSoft acquired MacinTax from its original 
publisher. The transition was a little bumpy: the 1991 
version shipped late and was the most ragged in years. 
The conversion utility tha t's supposed to pick up infor
mation from the previous year's forms barely functioned, 
and some people had trouble with installation. I expect 
ChipSoft to be on top of things this year. [If they're not, 
let us know. And also inform consumer columnist Debo
rah Branscum at Macworld. - ND) 

Remember that not everyone needs tax software. If 
your tax situation is very simple, it may take longer to 
insta ll MaclnTax than to do your re turns by hand. If you 
have a fair number of entries on Schedules A, C, D or E. 
then you're a good candidate for MaclnTax. 
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tl Heizer templates (SBJ 

Heizer Software distributes over 240 federal tax forms avail
able as Excel and Works templates. Programmed by Steve 
Willett, they come on dozens of disks; you just buy the 
ones you need . (A 1040 runs $40.) About a dozen state 
forms are available as well. These are classics; they've been 
reliable for years, and about half the people who buy 
them are professional preparers. 

[Oth er software from Heizer helps with everything from 
managing your stock portfolio to calculating your 
biorhythm. There a re da tabases of a ll the m embers of 
Congress (with addresses). a ll US colleges a nd universi
ties, and a ll National Geographic a rticles in the last thirty 
years. Most templates a re in the $5 to $ 100 range.) 

tl small business accounting software (SBJ 

Keeping a good set of books can sometimes make the 
difference between survival and fa ilure for a small busi
ness. Too often, the boss thinks the problem is solved 
by buying an accounting package, forgetting that the staff 
is already working full time on other things. How are they 
going to learn to u se the software. set it up and begin 
using it, while still being responsible for all t heir other 
tasks? And what's the use of entering a ll that data if no 
one uses the reports from the accounting package to make 
informed management decis ions? 

The software listed below isn't a complete list of Mac 
accounting packages-just my favorites. You may find an 
older program that fils your needs better. or you may come 
across one that h as come out s ince this book went to 
press-in which case. get a demo disk and try il out. And 
be sure to buy your accounting software somewhere that 
offers at least a 30-day money-back guarantee. so you can 
really try it out before committing the time n ecessary for 
training and setup. 
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tl Peachtree Accounting for Macintosh tSBJ 

Version 1.3 of Peachtree Accounting for Macintosh is a solid, 
small-business accounting package with four modules 
(accounts receiva ble, accounts payable, general ledger and 
payroll) . It comes with four megs of HyperCard tutorials, 
online help, a la rge printed guide and many handy check
lists that help with initial set up and routines like closing. 

Each accounting period can be open, closed or locked. 
A locked period can be viewed with all transaction detail, 
but it can't be edited. This prevents accidental changes 
to the wrong period. Two years of da ta can be ma inta ined 
in a file, so you can compare this year with last year. There 
is no inventory module, but you can keep some statistics 
for each item. The payroll module is especially robust. 

Peachtree Accounting has a very good cu s tom report 
editor, but you can' t cha nge fonts and s ty le . To export 
the reports to your word processor for tarting up (as the 
Brits say). you n eed the $ 50 import/export utility. Still, 
at just $100, Peachtree Accounting is a very good value
and $200 cheaper than the earlier version (which was 
called a tOnce before Peachtree bought it) . 

tJ M.Y.O.B. {SBJ 

Teleware's M.Y.O.B. is a good choice for people who don't 
know much about keeping books and don't particularly want 
to learn. Even the manua l offers three ways to set up for 
people with different expectations: those who are starting 
a n ew business and want to do things right, those who are 
migrating from some other way of doing books (another 
program or books by hand) and those who want a quick
and-dirty start (rather like an electronic checkbook) with 
the option to later expand their use of the program. 

All in a ll, it's the easiest s mall-business accounting 
package to set up and use. For $250, you get accounts 
receivable, accounts payable, gen era l ledger and inven
tory. (There's a lso an integrated to-do list. a calenda r for 
reminders and a phone log thal can dia l for you.) M.Y.O.B. 
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has a highly innova tive interface; the main screen is a 
navigation screen with a flow chart of the modules, so 
you can click on pla in Englis h choices-like Write 
Checks-to go where you want. 

Version 3 has added many enhancem ents, including 
import/ export, backorder and improved invoices and 
purchase orders. However, M.Y.O.B. lets you edit any 
transaction throughout the fiscal year, something sure 
to raise some accounta nts' eyebrows. 

ti MultiLedger (SBJ 

CheckMark's MultiLedger is the small-business account
ing package accountants prefer. For th em , it's straight
forward and elementa l, but if you aren't an accountant, 
it may seem som ewhat opaque , a nd it has the thinnest 
manual of the programs discu ssed he re. MultiLedger is 
a lso rather conservative- each month must be closed. 

For $400, you get accounts receivable, accounts payable, 
general ledger a nd inventory. (A multiuser version of the 
program is also available for $700.) CheckMark also 
publishes the highly respected Payroll ($300). which can 
be used by itself or as a module of MultiLedger. 

MultiLedger reports can't be cu stomized, but data can 
be exported as ASCII text for dressing up or analysis in 
other programs. Screens h ave a rather plain-Jane look, 
but pop-up menus speed data entry. This program is a 
good choice for those confident about keeping books. 

ti Accountant Inc. (SBJ 

Accountant Inc. 3.0 ($600 from Softsync/BLOC) attempts 
to place itself between the standard off-the-shelf 
accounting package and the much more expensive modu
lar ones discu ssed in the next entry. It has more modules 
than the competition-accounts receivable , accounts 
payable, gen era l ledger. inventory and payroll-and some 
eye-catching features; th e $ 1000 multiuser version 
includes its own software server, so a ll you need to set 
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up a network running Accountant Inc. is some phone wire 
and a few PhoneNet connectors. 

Accountant Inc. can send and receive Apple Events. 
which means-if you take the time and trouble to program 
the links-that you can have data in a database interact 
with your accounting records. Unfortunately. Accoun
tant Inc.'s reports don't show a similar level of flexibility . 
While over 100 canned reports a re included , the program 
can't make custom reports; you have to export the data 
to another application for that. 

ei high-end accounting programs (SBJ 

Many small-business m anagers decide they don't have the 
time or expertise to thoroughly research which account
ing package would be best. for them, so they ask for recom
mendations from dealers or consultants (saying they want 
"the best"). Or they ask their accountant (who probably 
doesn't use a Mac). In either case. t.he answer is likely to 
come back "Great Plains" (the best-selling high-end package). 
But few of those advisors realize that the first year's bill 
for consulting, training. software and tech s upport for a 
Great Plains insta llation m ay run over $10,000. 

Now that I've got your attention, h ere are some other 
considerations: A high-end accounting system makes 
sense only for those with industria l-strength needs-a 
networked environment, thousands of tra nsactions a 
month, two or more full -time employees working on the 
books and so on. Don't try to install a high -end system 
without a qua lified ins ta ller whose references you've 
checked out [thoroughly-AN]. Plan on four months or more 
to get the system u p and running [ifyou 're lucky- AN]. 

Great Pla ins h as more modules than a ny other Mac 
accounting system (they cost $500 to $1000 each), the 
best marketing department, the best tra ining and the 
best tech support. What it doesn't h ave is a Mac inter
face. They've sold a Mac version of their PC product for 
years , but it s till looks and acts like a MS-DOS progra m. 
If you love your Mac. you'll hate u s ing Great Plains. 
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As an alternative, consider SBT Da tabase Accounting 
Library. For $300 single user or $700 multiuser, you get 
the source code, which is written in FoxBas e, when you 
buy any modules. This means you-or more likely a qual
ified installer-can modify the package to your particular 
needs. Eleven modules are ava ilable , but only the core 
modules (general ledger, accounts receivable, accounts 
payable) have an acceptable Mac-like interface. The less
common modules s till look like lhe DOS programs they 
all began life as. Still, it's less expen s ive than Great Plains, 
and customizable as well. {We 've used SBT for years and 
haven't liked it at alL. although s ome of that may be due 
to the incompetence of the p erson who installed it and 
modified itfor us.-AN] 

Peachtree's Ins ight series (formerly from Layered) seems 
to be in decline. The price has d ropped to $400 per 
module , and you m ay be able to ins ta ll them yourself for 
further savings. Only the general ledger, accounts receiv
able a nd accounts payable modules a re worth cons ider
ing; the others don't work well enough . No multiuser 
version is available . 

You may want to keep your eyes open for HoneyBee 
Accounting from Canada . It's an impressive package writ
ten in 4th Dimen s ion tha t's trying to m ake its way into 
the US marke t. 

[I'm told there's a saying in business accounting circles that 
no one is ever happy with the ir accounting package. Although 
I didn't appreciate hearing that from the peop le who had j ust 
customized and installed ours (as a response to the blizzard 
of problems that ensued}, it certainly was my experience. 

In the hope of finding a decent s ys temfor ourselves , w e 
did an enormous amount of research, and eventualLy gave 
up on finding a package that would process our mail orders 
quickly and give us the accounting w e need. Instead, w e 
s et up a customized database to p roces s orders and 
exported datafrom that into a separate accounting pack
age. But that didn't work well e ither, and w e're stilL-after 
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five years-trying to find something that meets our needs. 
If you need to find something now, all I can say is, do plenty 
of research, and don't be swprised to .fmd that yoW" account
ing package is dictating how you run your business.-AN] 

• point-of-sale software (SBJ 

ShopKeeper Plus can connect a Mac to a cash drawer and 
a bar code reader to give you a smart cash register that 
keeps track of inventory. It can print receipts on any Mac 
printer, and even prints bar code la bels for merchandise. 
It will export data to MacMoney, Peachtree Accounting 
for Macintosh, MultiLedger or Simply Accounting, and 
$15 templa tes are availa ble for My DataBase ($60) that 
let you create custom reports and ma iling lists. Shop
Keeper Plus' hefty manua ls include information on how 
to make custom forms, or you can pay the publisher $15 
an hour to do it for you. 

ShopKeeper Plus is System 7 compatible (you can get 
a free demo disk of it) and they've also kept Version 3 avail
able for people wh o want to run the program on a 1MB 
machine. Both versions cost $500 (or $ 1000 for a multi
user ver sion). Bill It-4 ($160) is a subset of S hopKeeper 
Plus for people running small service bu s inesses. 

ShopKeeper is n't very flexible, but if you're trying to run 
a small retail business on a shoestring, this is a lot of soft
ware for little money. You may use it for years before 
outgrowing it. If you need more (and can afford it). Ensign 
Systems' POS-IM is a much more elegant and s lightly more 
powerful program that's used by Apple's Company Store. 
Several specia lized versions are available starting at $800 . 

• SuperMOM (liN) 

National Tele-Press' SuperMOM (for mail order manager} 
is an order -entry program that's easy- to-learn, even for 
novice users. It manages everything from accounts receiv
able to inventory, sales lax and telemarketing. We u sed 
an earlier version of the program (called s imply MOM} at 
Goldstein & Blair for over a year and National Tele-
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Press' support was a delight. There was always a techni
cally knowledgeable person available to return calls , 
answer user questions and patiently walk people through 
problems. 

SuperMOM ($700, $300 for the home-business version) 
lets you edit or reverse any transaction you make, and you 
never have to key information in twice-the relevant fields 
are interconnected and the information is automatically 
entered in a ll of them. If you don't want to take the time 
and trouble to customize a database like FileMaker for your 
own use, and you want all the connections between files 
thought through and set up for you ahead of time, Super
MOM is definitely worth considering. 

Wills, forms and other 
documents 

.t WillMaker (ANJ 

Nolo Press, publisher of scores of extremely useful self
h elp law books and crusader against the ruling shyster
ocracy, has a terrific program that helps you write your 
will. (Dying without a will is really a mistake. The legal 
and judicial buzzards will feed off your financial corpse, 
greatly reducing what your friends and family get. After 
a ll, do you really want your Mac sold to pay the preda
tory fee of some troll a t the courthouse?) 

WillMaker comes with an entire book that gives you 
background on the various choices making a will confronts 
you with, but you can just let yourself be walked through 
the program and only consult the book when you want 
(or not at all) . When you're done, WillMaker prints out a 
will (on virtually any Mac printer) that's a legal document 
in any state except Louisiana (whose laws are based on 
the Napoleonic Code rather than English common law) 
and the District of Columbia. 
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WillMaker costs $60, which is a small fraction of what 
a lawyer will cha rge to draw one up, or of what the probate 
court will extract as tribute if you 're foolish enough to die 
intestate (without a will) . Ma king a will is an ea sy thing 
to put off. but WillMa ker m akes it easy and a lmost fun, 
so don't put it off too long. 

C Nolo's Living Trust (Bill DauiesJ 

Nolo's Living Trust is the best es ta te-planning software 
available for the Mac. It h elps you create a living trust, 
which le ts you will property to people without it having 
to go through proba te. The program has enough flexibility 
to a ccommodate life's complexities (for exa mple, differ
ent assets can have different cu s todians and beneficia
ries). My only gripe is tha t you can't preview a trust 
document until you've completed all the s tep s of the 
progra m , though it' s fa irly easy to edit a comple ted 
version b efore you print a nd s ign it. 

Living Trus t comes with online he lp a nd a compre
hensive ma nua l (it pays to s tudy it, or you might make a 
mistake tha t could invalida te your efforts ). Conveying 
property properly can b e a bit tricky, so you proba bly 
s hould have a n a t torney review the living trus t you 
produce with this software. But even if you do, Living Trust. 
at just $80, s hould s till save you a lot of m oney. 

[A lawyer I ta Lked to said the cLients he 's had who have 
used this program used wrong forms or mixed things up 
some way so that they didn 't end up s aving any money 
on lawyer's f ees. But using Living Trust wilL at minimum 
make you better informed and more in control of the process, 
and you might s ave s ome money because your informa
tion is better organized. -ND/ 

C Personal RecordKeeper (A NJ 

Here's a nother u seful produ ct from Nolo. Formerly called 
For the Record, it h elps you organize a ll your personal, 
fina ncia l a nd legal records so you ca n find them when 
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you neecl them. Personal RecordKeeper ($50) lets you 
protect your records with a password, and print them out, 
in whole or in part. The 270-page m anua l gives you legal 
background and practical tips on record-keeping and 
persona l pla nning. 

Like making a will, organizing your personal records isn 't 
th e sort of thing you plan a weekend around . But, also 
like making a will, it's som ething you shouldn't put offtoo 
long-and that you'll feel great about gelling out of the way. 

ti Informed Designer and Informed Manager (SBJ 

You can design good-looking forms with a drawing or 
page layout program, but forms software ma kes the 
process easier, and lets you create forms that compute 
data as you fill them out on-screen. Two programs work 
so well that they've driven out the competition. 

Informed Designer ($300 from Shana) has specia lized 
drawing tools for designing printed forms; they have an 
accuracy of over 1100 dpi and can draw fine ha irline 
rules. Once the form is designed, you add the intelli
gence by drawing invis ible rectangles over the fields and 
assigning special properties. like pop-up lists for multi
ple-choice fill-in, a lert boxes (for ins ta nce , to warn that 
a field must be filled in lo complete a form). calcula tions 
(su ch as a dd ing sales lax) and automatic fill -in from a 
lookup list (so you enter a part number and the part 
description and price appear a utoma tically). 

People who fill out U1e forms use Informed Manager (also 
$300 from Shana). It can display all the records from a 
file in spreadsheet s tyle . with each row a record, each 
column a field. Column order can be changed and each 
column can be sorted, tota led, counted or averaged. You 
can look for subsets of the records (like a ll orders worth 
more than $ 1 000) and combine several files of identical 
forms . Both programs let you a ttach notes to individua l 
forms, just as you'd s tick a Post-It note to a printed copy. 
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Graphics overview 
For reviews of utilities (small programs) that handle graphics, 
see Chapter 7. 

tl kinds of graphics programs (AN/SA/SM/NDJ 

Graphics programs for the Mac fall into five basic categories: 

• Paint programs create bit-mapped images-that is, ones 
that are made up of dots. The dot is their basic unit, so if 
you want to move a bit-mapped image, you have to 
surround all the dots that make it up and select them as 
a group. 

• Draw (or drafting) programs treat each item you draw as 
a discrete object. All you have to do to select a draw 
object is click on it. {On the down side, you can' t fine
tune an object, remov ing a dot here and adding one 
there.) High-end draw programs go by the name o f CAD 
(computer-aided design) and are sometimes specific to a 
particu lar profession. 

• PostScript-based illustration programs create images that 
sca le perfectly to all sizes. 

• 30 graphics programs let you simulate a three
dimensional image on your two-d imensional computer 
screen. 

• Combination programs let you work with both bit
mapped and object-oriented images, placing them on 
different levels (which work like transparent overlays, so 
you can see everything that 's on each level) . Canvas 
prov ides paint, draw and PostScript too ls. 

In general, bit-mapped images a re b elle r suited for 
artistic tasks and object-oriented graphics for business 
applications like drafting a nd diagramming. PostScript 
images are hard-edged like object-oriented graphics but 
are capable of much greater sophistication and subtlety 
(they still don't have that bit-ma pped look, though). This 
isn't an either /or proposition. If you do a fa ir amount of 
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graphics work on the Mac, you'll want to have at least a 
paint/draw program (or separate paint and draw programs) 
and probably also a PostScript one. 

Any of these types of programs may or may not handle 
color. If they do, they're often used just for that, but some 
programs-Illustrator and FreeHand, for example-are 
commonly used for both color and monochrome work. The 
most basic color programs are 8-bit. which produce 256 
colors. 24-bit color programs give you more than sixteen 
million colors . but working wilh 24-bil images requires 
faster hardware and more memory. 

tJ fine art programs (Jerry Clement) 

These high-end paint programs mimic real-world noncom
puter art like charcoal drawings, watercolors, calligraphy 
done with brushes, pa intings with thick brush strokes, 
etc. They work with a pressure-sensitive drawing tablet 
instead of a mouse; how h ard you press a stylus on the 
tablet determines the kind of line you get. (A couple of 
these tablets a re reviewed at the end of the chapter.) 

In the best programs- like Painter, Oas is and Studio/32, 
reviewed below-all (or nearly a ll) the brushes and pens 
are pressure-sensitive, but watch out for programs in 
which, despite their grandiose claims, only one or iwo tools 
are pressure-sensitive. 

tJ CAD (Steve Lukrojka /ND/AN) 

CAD software is primarily used by architects, engineers 
and other designers lo produce blueprints and plans. 
Even simple CAD programs keep track of each object's 
dimensions and other characteristics. 

The most powerful CAD programs combine two-dimen
sional dra fting, three-dimensional modeling and power
ful databases into integrated tools that can handle a ll 
stages of design. For example, they retain so much detail 
that they can automatically generate a shopping list of 
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the materials needed to construct the project as drawn 
(called a bill of materials). But they cost a lot ($3000-$5000) 
and take quite a bit of time to learn. 

'* everything including the kitchen sink (ANJ 

To give you a feeling for what CAD can do, here's a brief 
description of ArchiCAD (from Graphisoft). a CAD program 
designed for architects. 

Whenever our office has moved, I've spent many hours 
drafting the new premises in MacDraw, planning where 
the furniture would go and so on. This kind of map, 
drawn as if from directly above, is called a plan (as opposed 
to an elevation, which shows how something will look from 
the side; a section, which shows how it will look if sliced 
through vertically; or a perspective view, which shows how 
it will look in three dimensions, from a given point of view). 

ArchiCAD also begins with a plan, but instead of just 
drawing a line, you specify what the wall will actually be 
(or is)-say, reinforced cement block 8" thick on the 
outside, then 6" of fiberglass insulation, a frame of 2x4's 
and sheetrock on the inside. Then, whenever you draw a 
line, that's what you get-that exact wall, in exactly the 
correct thickness, \vith each layer of it coded \vith the stan
dard architectural patterns for the material used. 

To put \vindows in the wall, you choose what you want 
from a library of dozens of basic types, then customize 
the dimensions. Let's say you pick a double-hung 30° bay 
\vindow 6'7" high by 7'9%" \vide, \vith a frame 2Y2'' \vide 
and 4" thick, with two rows of four panes in the center 
section, and two rows of two panes in the side sections. 
You just click anywhere on the wall with the mouse, and 
ArchiCAD inserts exactly that \vindow. 

There are also extensive libraries of doors (with and \villi
out sidelights, with and \vithout transoms, as well as 
bifold, sliding glass and garage), toilets, washstands, 
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showers, tubs, kitchen sinks, cabinets, stoves, refriger
ators, tables, chairs, etc. etc. You just choose what you 
want and click to place it. 

But you ain't seen nothing yet. Once you've got things 
laid out in plan, ArchiCAD will show you how everything 
looks in elevation, in section or in perspective, with 
contours and shading, from any point inside or outside 
the building, with the light coming from wherever you want! 

Hmmm, that butcher-block table doesn't look quite right 
under that bull's-eye window, viewed from the couch over 
in this corner. Shall I change the window, use another kind 
of table or move the couch? By the time you're done play
ing around with all the possibilities, you have an intimate 
knowledge of how the space will actually be to live in. 

Specialized CAD programs aren't cheap (ArchiCAD, for 
example, costs $4500). But they're designed for profes
sionals, not individuals, and they quickly recoup their price 
with the time the program saves them. 

ti 3D graphics (DI-f/ANJ 

Anyone who uses models to help visualize things can 
benefit from three-dimensional graphics programs. Archi
tects can simulate walkthroughs of planned buildings and 
substitute construction materials (wood for stucco, say). 
Mechanical engineers can examine parts that would be 
inaccessible in an actual machine, and industrial design
ers can do comprehensive drawings of proposed products 
and packaging. 3D graphics can even improve sales 
presentations, or teach children about an eclipse. 

Although they're represented on a two-dimensional 
computer screen, 3D graphics behave like three-dimensional 
objects in the real world. If you rotate them, you see the 
back of them, and if you move them, you see what's behind 
them. You don't have to draw in things like perspective and 
shadows, because the computer will calculate those for you. 
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3D objects can be displayed in a variety of ways. W ire
frame is the most basic (and fastest); it only shows lines 
connecting the vertices of an object. Many programs 
include the option of hidden-line removal (taking out the 
lines in back, that you couldn't see if the object were solid). 
But 3D graphics can also be so finely detailed that they're 
called photorealistic. And they can be animated as well. 

You can add colors, t extures, even pictures to the 
surfaces of the objects. Most programs also let you light 
them from any angle and let you specify the color, inten
s ity and type (point, spot or ambient) ofthe lights. (These 
variables can h ave a major effect-a stand of trees looks 
entirely different when illuminated by the setting sun 
than by the headlights of a passing car. ) 

All this takes some horsepower. Typical 3D graphics files 
range in size from several hundred K to over a hundred 
megs. Even on a fast machine, a single image may take 
36 hours or more to render! So to do 3D graphics, you 
need at least a 68020 processor. eight megs of RAM, a 
100MB hard disk and a 13" grayscale monitor; you'll 
want a 68030 or 68040 processor, more RAM, a larger 
hard disk and a two-page color display. 

ti graphics formats (SA/AN/Steue Lukro.fka/ND/SM/DH) 

Each kind of Mac graphics program saves its files in its 
own, native format, which may or may not coincide with 
one of the basic file formals used to transfer images from 
one program to another (or even between Macs and other 
kinds of computers). Some programs give you a choice of 
several different forma ts to save files in, and some a lso 
recognize many different formats . 

• Paint files are 72-dpi, black-and-white-on ly, bit-mapped 
images; in addition, they' re l imited to an 811 x 1011 page. 

• Like paint files, TIFF fi les (tagged image file format) are 
bit-mapped, but they can be any size and have any 
reso lution (number of dots per inch)-although 300 dpi 
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is common. TIFF is generally used for images created by 
scanners. (Although it was intended to provide a high
resolution bit-mapped standard, everybody wanted to 
improve it-and did, in different ways-so the TIFF 
standard isn' t exactly standard anymore. Some TIFF 
images are black-and-white only, most support gray
sca le information and a few do color- it all depends on 
the software that creates the image.) 

• PICT files (from picture) are used to transfer the object
oriented graphics created by draw programs. PICT files 
use QuickDraw, which is also used to display things on 
the Mac's screen. The original PICT only allowed for 
eight co lors, but the current standard- PICT2, which is 
now used almost universally-allows for full 32-bit 
color, w hich is the most the M ac can produce. 

• EPS files (encapsulated PostScript) are combinations of 
the PostScript code that tells the printer how to print the 
image and a PICT image that tells the screen how to 
display it. (You can just use the PostScript code-place 
it in PageM aker, for example-but you won't be able to 
see it on the screen, because the screen doesn't know 
how to display PostScript instructions. You' ll get just a 
gray box instead.) 

• OXF (drawing exchange format) is the most common 
CAD format on personal computers, but some Mac 
programs can also handle ICES (initial graphics 
exchange specification), which is primarily used on 
minicomputers or CAD workstations. Plotters (which 
use pens to draw blueprints, plans and diagrams) use a 
format that's become a de facto translation format- HP
CL (Hewlett-Packard graphics language). 

• There's no industry-standard 30 format, but the closest 
so far is RIB (RenderMan interface bytestream). It's 
based on RenderMan, a scene-description language 
that's analogous to PostScript. 

• Graphics fil es can be huge, and several compressed 
formats exist to reduce the size of them. Common ones 
are RIFF (resource interchange file format), }PEG Uoint 
Photographic Experts Croup) and CIF (graphics 
interchange format), which was created by CompuServe 
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to reduce the time necessary to transfer bit-mapped files 
via modem. 

Graphics programs 

tl MacPaint and Studio/1 (DP/SA/ANJ 

MacPaint 1, which came bundled (included free) with the 
original 128K Mac, set the standards for Mac graphics. 
Version 2 ($125 list, from Claris) has some very elegant 
features, like t ear-off menus and the ability lo only erase 
the artwork you've added s ince you last took a "snapshot" 
of the document, but it fa lls far short ofwhat other paint 
programs are doing these days- for example, it can't 
rotate in increments smaller than 90°. and it's limited to 
72 dpi and an 8" x 10" page. 

Electronic Arts' Studio/1 beats MacPaint h ands down. 
It isn't limited to an 8" x 10" page, it lets you edit at higher 
resolutions tha n 72-dpi, and its keyboa rd commands
riD for the Brush tool,(§) for the Eraser, etc.-make pa int
ing more efficient. You can a lso zoom in and out by hitting 
the number keys. 

As a bonus, Studio/! comes with some terrific tools for 
animating paintings. Tell Studio/1 how many frames to flip 
at what speed, and you're in business; you can even draw 
the first and last frames, and it will automatically fill in the 
middle. Studio/! is a lot of fun , and it lists for only $80. 

II MacDraw (DP/SAJ 

MacDraw was the first object-oriented graphics program. 
It's dependable and allows for a lot of precision in the draw
ing and placement of geometric objects. MacDraw II ($200, 
from Claris) has text handling capabilities that make it 
suitable for basic (one- or two-page) layout jobs. 

The Pro version ($400) has a number of n ew color 
features, including spectacular color gradients (which fill 
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an object with color that smoothly shifts from one shade 
to another) and even better text handling. 

• MacDraft (CS/ANJ 

MacDraft 2 ($400 from Innovative Data Design) brings 
precision drawing capabilities to people who only need 
them occasionally (and who are therefore apt to forget the 
details of how the program works between times) . Its 
drawing palette has a simple assortment of icons; to see 
more sophisticated tools, you hold down the mouse button 
on icons in the palette. 

This m akes the program easy to learn and prevents 
neophytes from being confused, yet lets IDD add more 
advanced features like splines and Bezier curves without 
complicating the intelligible , clean interface. IDD a lso 
offers add-on libraries of symbols for engineers and a rchi
tects (about $100 each). 

Although MacDraft can be used for CAD-like tasks, it 
omits ma ny of the features IDD put into Dreams, its 
higher -end program. For example, MacDraft's dimen
s ioning is impressively simple , but it doesn't compare to 
the flexibility of dimensioning in Dreams. Similarly, Mac
Draft's object-m anipula tion facilities (like add, subtract 
and glue) aren't as complete as a CAD program's . 

MacDraft isn't a universa l drafting solution, but it's effec
tive for a wide range of beginning to advanced d rawing 
projects, particularly for the casual user. 

• Canvas 3 (DPJ 

Because Canvas ($400 from Deneba) creates paint, draw 
and PostScript graphics with equal ease, it's sometimes 
called the Swiss Army Knife of graphics programs. It even 
has some fancy architectural features. like dimension tools 
that automatically measure and label lines and angles. 
Together, these tools let you create some dazzling effects, from 
s tunning, full-color rainbows to text you can twist like taffy. 
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The spelling checker and text rulers make Canvas a good 
choice for short page-layout jobs, and its multiple trans
parent drawing layers make it ideal for complex techni
cal diagrams. But all these features slow down all but the 
faster Macs. And learning Canvas takes time-many of 
its tools are buried in a nonstandard hierarchical tool 
palette (fortunately you can omit the less useful ones). 
Canvas is powerful, but it's neither speedy nor simple. 

ti SuperPaint 3 (DP/SA/SM/ANJ 

SuperPaint ($200 from Silicon Beach, which is now a divi
sion of Aldus) is a combination paint/draw program. You 
see both layers on the screen and in printouts, but you only 
work in one layer at a time (you can also hide either layer 
if you want to). Version 3 makes it easy to apply gradients 
and texturejills (simulated texture on an object's surface). 
It has extendable tool palettes (you can add tools that are 
written by third parties), Bezier curves and autotrace, and 
many special effects can be added to text in the draw layer. 

However, SuperPaint 3 is by no means state-of-the-art. 
For one thing. it's slow. For another, there are only three 
magnification levels , and when you use one, a wide slice 
of your screen is wasted with an actual-size view (most 
programs let you choose how to view your work when you 
zoom in). Worse, when you zoom into the draw layer, the 
view is just as jagged as if it were on the paint layer. When 
you rotate an object, a gray box covers it, so you can't 
see what's happening. And both SuperPaint 3 and 2 have 
significant problems printing certain graphics, especially 
exported PICT files . 

ti FreeHand and Illustrator (SA/DP/SMJ 

Aldus FreeHand and Adobe Illustrator (both $600) are the 
two premier PostScript illustration programs. Both give 
you files of your artwork that will print at the highest reso
lution available on a PostScript printer or imagesetter. If 
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you're deciding which one to buy-good luck; most Mac 
graphic designers have both. 

Both have autotracing, which does an approximate 
conversion of bit-mapped or PICT images into PostScript, 
and both let you do fantastic things with text, like bind
ing it to a curved path (although to edit text, FreeHand 
makes you go into a dialog box). People seem to prefer 
FreeHand's method of dealing with colors and fills. And, 
unlike Illustrator, it accepts TIFF files. 

Illustrator's advantages are its uncluttered design and 
fewer tools to do the same jobs. For example, FreeHand 
has separate tools for making curves (with two corner 
points, with a single corner point and with no corner 
points), while Illustrator has a single tool capable of making 
curves with any kind of control points. Illustrator is also 
better for fine detail work and technical drawing. 

Many designers don't like Illustrator's separate working 
and preview modes. (FreeHand lets you work in the Preview 
mode, so you can adjust things in the view that's most repre
sentative of the final product.) Some designers create graph
ics in Illustrator and then import them to FreeHand to do 
the fills. FreeHand also works better for complicated pieces 
of artwork, because you can put items in different layers 
and then hide every layer but the one you're working on. 

It Streamline {SA/SMJ 

Streamline ($200 from Adobe) is a utility that traces bit
mapped graphics and converts them into PostScript: it 
does a better job of that than Illustrator's or FreeHand's 
built-in utilities. You usually still need to import the 
result into one of those programs for fine-tuning, but 
Streamline is an incredible time-saver. 

It Photoshop {DPJ 

Adobe's Photoshop is an extraordinary, professional-level 
color graphics program. It costs $900, and that's not the 
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end of the expense-to make Photoshop realize its full 
potential, you need a 24-bit color monitor, a scanner. at 
least four megs of memory and a big hard disk. 

Technically speaking, Photoshop is a paint program 
(because its files are bit maps) but it's really used for image
processing or photo retouching. It lets you open files in 
a lmost any kind of graphics format and gives you anti
aliased (jaggie-removing) brushes and pressure-sensitive 
tools to change or enhance the image. Photoshop's filters 
are justifiably famous-with them you can create dazzling 
special effects, even to the point of editing a person out 
of a photograph. 

Photoshop also is one of the most powerful color 
prepress programs available, generatingjour-color sepa
rations (a step in creating plates for the press) with extreme 
accuracy. 

ti Painter {Jerry Clement) 

Fractal Designs' Painter ($350 list) has no equal when it 
comes to simulating real-world fine arts. You can choose 
paper textures and mix media to get any painting or 
sketching effect. Tools imitate everything from Japanese
style or fine sable brushes to crayons and felt-tip pens. 

Some brushes paint in the style of Van Gogh (multi
colored strokes) or Seurat (patterns of dots). You can also 
customize tools and then save them (which saves time, 
because it may take a lot of experimenting to create 
brushes you like). You can also do watercolors , and there's 
even an option that simulates wet paper. 

You can paint on a blank "canvas" or you can alter an 
existing image-a scanned photo, say-to turn it into an 
impressionist painting or a pencil drawing (among many 
possibilities) . Painter'sjriskets (masks that cover part of the 
image as you continue to paint) can be moved or rotated, 
and they're easier to create than in other paint programs. 
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Painter's interface is simple and straightforward, and 
its tools are realistic. It's a must have program for artists 
who use the Mac. 

'* Oasis (Jerry Clement) 

Time Arts' Oasis ($800) is easy-to-learn and has lots of 
pressure-sensitive tools; like Painter, it lets you create new 
paintings or modify existing images. One great feature lets 
you select an area of the image, apply sophisticated 
special-effects to it and then preview it in thumbnails before 
making a change. 

You can also do tracing, and Oasis has lots of color 
options, like gradation choices and mixing tools. But it 
has virtually no scaling, rotation or magnification abili
ties-an amazing lack in such an expensive program. 

'* Studio/32 (Jerry CLement) 

Some of the most exact and beautiful computer paintings 
I've ever seen were created using this $700 program from 
Electronic Arts. Of the three programs reviewed here. it's 
the most versatile and useful. Most of the tools are 
designed with the professional commercial artist in mind, 
but work equally well for fine art. (It's a supercharged 
version of Studio/8-Electronic Arts' $300, 8-bit color paint 
program-which is also great.) 

Many of Studio/32's tools are antialiased to smooth the 
jagged edges in bit-mapped images. There are Bezier 
curves. handy 30 perspective aids and comprehensive 
transformation tools that let you manipulate selections 
with great precision. Studio/32 does gradient fills partic
ularly well. with an intuitive click-and-drag system that 
gives you easy control over shading. Text goes in its own 
object-oriented layer. where it's easier to edit, and prints 
out at PostScript quality. 
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el CAD programs (Steve Lukrofka/NDJ 

Claris CAD (reviewed next) is the most popular CAD 
program on the Mac. But there are also several others 
worth considering. MiniCAD ($800 list) has limited 3D
modelling capability and includes a built-in database, 
spreadsheet and macro language. While not as easy to 
learn and use as Claris CAD, version 4 (which will prob
ably be available by the time you read this) has a cleaner 
interface. 

AperturePro ($2500) also merges 20 drafting with a 
database. Generic CADD is slightly less powerful and 
visibly less elegant than Claris CAD. But it's only $500 
and it still does things like globally change symbols on 
your drawing. And it can also read AutoCAD files directly 
(without DXF translation). 

A lot of architects like PowerDraw ($800) because it's 
easy to learn and matches their professional needs closely 
(for example , it measures in feet and inches rather than 
in decimal feet, as Claris CAD does). 

High-end programs like AutoCAD ($3500). Architrion 
II ($4000), ArchiCAD ($4500), MicroStation Mac ($3300) 
and MacBravo Detailer ($2000) take a long time to master, 
and even then they don't magically do away with all of 
the tedium in the design process. 

For presenting a project to clients (or for competitions), 
many people use 3D programs like those described in the 
entry below. Architectura l-rendering service bureaus use 
a program called Electriclmage but, at $7500, it's too pricey 
for most firms to have in-house. 

It's also possible to use a 30 program to figure out the 
basic shapes you want and place them in a context, then 
work out the detailed plans in a 2D CAD program. Some 
3D programs, like ModelShop and Virtus WalkThrough, can 
read Claris CAD files, so it's easy to view a project with them. 
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If you need to exchange files between different programs, 
make sure each can accept the other's format-and either 
test them to make sure it's true before buying or get a 
money-back guarantee. 

ti Claris CAD (Arnie Burgener) 

Claris CAD is a full-featured, $900, 2D drafting program. 
I've been using it for several years, and the a rchitectural 
firm where I work has adopted it with great success. 

Claris CAD isn't customizable, and it won't generate a 
bill of materials, but no CAD program I've seen makes as 
much power so readily accessible. It's fast to learn, and 
once you've learned it, you can work quickly- actually 
experiencing the productivity gains that CAD programs 
frequently promise but don't a lways deliver. The well
designed user interface is based on MacDraw's tool palette; 
if you've used MacDraw, Claris CAD will feel very famil
iar. [It's true. Even a MacDraw duffer like me canji.nd his 
way around it.-AN} 

1Wo sorts of controls have been added to the palette. Meth
ods lets you create objects in a variety of ways; for example, 
you can draw a rectangle from corner to corner, center to 
corner, with three corners, or with the center, an edge and 
a corner. Modifiers lets you precisely locate objects based 
on their endpoints, intersections, offsets and tangents. 

Combining a tool with its methods and modifiers lets 
you generate literally thousands of combinations. This 
produces a very natural drawing environment. more like 
traditional drafting on paper than the command envi
ronment of programs like AutoCAD. 

ti 3D programs (Dill 

In the world of 30 graphics, power and ease-of-use are 
extremely subjective and task-dependent. A program 
might make it easy to design, say, a logo with very little 
learning time but might have a hard time handling more 
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realistic objects. So be sure to base your choice of a 3D 
package on your particular needs and skills. 

Creating 3D graphics is essentially a two-step process 
consisting of modeling (creating shapes and placing them 
in space) and rendering (defining other aspects of the 
objects' appearance). Modeling can be an extremely labo
rious process if you're trying to create realistic shapes, 
like an airplane or human being, so if that's what you'll 
be doing, be sure to get a package with a powerful modeler. 
There's also a lot of variation in the speed and quality with 
which renderers calculate the final image. 

Many products specialize in either modeling or render
ing, rather than trying to handle both; those that do both 
rarely perform them equally well. Sometimes it makes 
sense to get one 3D program for modeling and another 
for rendering: if you do that. make sure the products are 
fully compatible. 

One annoyance that sometimes accompanies 3D images 
is aliasing. or "jaggies." Most renderers offer antialiasing 
capabilities (though sometimes they go by another name), 
but the quality varies from program to program, and 
antialiasing significantly increases rendering times. An 
alternative is to buy a dedicated antialiasing utility (like 
JAG, $100 from Ray Dream); it can often provide better 
results at greater speeds. 

Apple thrust Infini-D ($900 from Specular) into the lime
light by using it in their demos of QuickTime. It's an 
impressive program, handling all aspects of 3D model
ing (including animation) in an easy and intuitive way. 
But it's not great at creating complex shapes, and it 
renders relatively slowly. 

Sculpt 3D ($2500 from Byte by Byte} excels as both a 
modeler and a renderer, but its interface has been criti
cized as being ponderous and insufficiently Mac-like. 
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Sculpt's learning curve may be s teep, but for demanding 
applications, the results are worth it. 

MacRenderMan (bundled with Showplace for $1000) is 
based on RenderMan, a scene-description language which 
is becoming an industry standard. It's strictly a render
ing program (although Showplace has some limited model
ing capabilities) and must be used with a modeler that 
supports its RIB forma t (some tha t do are Swivel 3D, 
Zoom, Presenter Professional or MacroMind Three-D) . It 
can produce photorealistic images, but you'll have to 
delve deeply into its programming language if you don't 
want them to have a characteris tic "MacRenderMan look." 

Video Toas ter is oriented primarily towards analog 
video editing, but it also h as credible 3D and animation 
capabilities. If you want all these features, it's certa inly 
worth looking into. In order to use it, you'll have to connect 
what's es sentia lly an Amiga computer to your Mac, but 
it's included in Video Toaster's $4600 price tag. 

Here are some other programs worth considering: 

• modeling, rendering, animation: StrataVision 30 
($1 000), Presenter Professional ($ 3600) and M acTO PAS 
($5000) 

• modeling, rendering: Ray Dream Des igner ($900), 
Zoom ($ 2500) and Alias Sketch! ($1 000) 

• modeling, animation: Aldus Super 3D ($500) 

• rendering, animation, minimal modeling: MacroMind 
Three-D ($1500) 

• modeling, some rendering: fo rm • Z ($1 000 for version 
1, $1 500 for version 2) 

• modeling, some rendering, some animation Swivel 3D 
Pro ($700; it also comes bundled with M acRenderMan 
as SwiveiM an for $900) 
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General graphics software tips 
Most of these tips work in any paint program, including desk 
accessories and the paint layers of combination programs 
(because they're all ultimately based on the original MacPaint). 

• double-clicking on tools (AN/SAJ 

Double-clicking on icons in the tool palette of a paint pro
gram usually produces some handy shortcuts. (To do this 
in MacPaint 2, you first have to tear off the Tools menu.) 

double-click on: to: 

~-, 

o I 
L-~ 

p 

change its shape 

enter the magnified view 

toggle between regular and reduced 

erase the whole window 

select the whole window 

lasso the whole window 

a pattern box change that pattern 

• {Shitt/ key effects (AN/SAJ 

The I Shill! key usually acts as a constraint in paint programs, 
keeping a tool moving in a horizontal or vertical direction 
(depending on which way you move initially) or keeping 
shapes that you're drawing of equal length and width. For 
example: 

IShlftj + lets you: 

paint straight horizontal or vertica l li nes 

make straight horizontal or vertical lines 

shift the window contents horizontally or vertically 

erase in straight horizontal or vertica l 

create squares 

create circles 
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• alternative erasers (ANJ 

Here are three alternatives to the standard Eraser in 
paint programs: 

• Use any selection tool ( c=J or pI for example) and 
then hit loetetel to delete the selection. 

• Use .t!J-in any convenient size and shape-with white 
paint (or whatever the background pattern is). 

• For rea lly detailed, bit-by-bit erasing (literally), go to a 
magnified v iew and use t-it changes black dots to 
white (and vice versa). 

• global nudge commands (SA/ANJ 

Every graphics (and page layout) program that contains 
objects s hould allow you to move them pixel by pixel 
{which is called nudging). But s ince som e don't, here's how 
to make your own nudge commands that will work in any 
object-oriented program. 

First, put the Easy Access control panel (described in 
Chapter 4) in your Control Panels folder. Then put the 
pointer on top of the object you want to nudge and click. 
Press lshift~] ctearl to activate Mouse Keys, then @) on th e 
numeric keypad to lock down the mouse button. Now you 
can u se(]), @] , @)and []) on the keypad to move the object 
a pixel a t a time down, left, right or up. (When you're done, 
press ~ again to turn off Mouse Keys.) 

• paint and draw macros (SA/DP/AN/KFJ 

Macro programs like QuicKeys can be u sed to super
charge painting and drawing tools. For example, you can 
use them to instantly draw (or paint) lines or sh apes of 
specific sizes. Record the drawing of the shape while 
us ing the Rulers so you get the s ize you need, then play 
it back at any time; the same s ize will be drawn without 
your having to turn on the Rulers and measure. 

But remember that if you only record the drag of a tool, 
and not the tool selection itself, the macro will play back 
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your moves with whatever tool is currently selected in the 
tool palette. Also remember that since a drag of the mouse 
is recorded simply as the start and the end points of the 
drag, and not the path the mouse took between those 
points, you can't record squiggly lines drawn with !l or e: 

recorde~ 
/playback 

ti a cut-and-switch macro (SA) 

Here's a macro that speeds up cutting between layers in 
most combination programs. Record yourself selecting Cut 
to Drawing (or Painting) from the Edit menu, then hit 
(@I) (this switches layers). The beauty of this macro is 
that it works from either layer, since the Cut to command 
changes between Drawing and Painting depending on 
what layer you're on. 

ti scaling bit-mapped images (C.J. Weigand) 

When you shrink a bit-mapped image, adjoining pixels 
tend to clump together, until you have unsightly blotches 
where once there was finely drawn detail. To reduce a bit 
map without significant loss of detail, copy it at full size 
into an object-oriented drawing program, shrink it there 
and then print it out. 

ti quick lassoing (AN) 

You don't have to draw a complete loop around a bit
mapped image with p lo select it. The loop you make is 
automatically closed with a straight line between where 
you start and end the Lasso drag. 

ti the /Option/ copy (SA/AN) 

You can duplicate selections in a paint program by copy
ing and pasting them, but there's an easier way. First, 
make the selection, then press loptionl while dragging it. 
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Instead of moving the original, you'll peel away an exact 
copy. When you have it where you want it, just release 
the mouse button. Here's what happens with a lassoed 
rabbit (assuming you can manage to lasso one) when 
you IOpllonl-drag: 

To make repeating copies, hold down lox! too-in most 
paint programs, you'll leave images behind as you drag 
the selection. The more s lowly you drag, the more copies 
there'll be: 

Holding down IShittl as well (which means IShittJoption@]ID in 
total) keeps the dragged copies in a straight line. 

To make the spacing even between the copies, adjust 
the line width and drag slowly. The width of the line 
defines the minimum spacing between the copies: 

- -
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Canvas tips 
These tips work in Canvas 3. 

• turn off unnecessary tools (DPJ 

Canvas takes up a lot of disk space and memory. You can 
save some memory by pressing I spacebar! while the program 
is loading-this gives you a list of tool modules so you can 
turn off the ones you don't need. 

• faster screen redrawing (DPJ 

Canvas can take a long time to redraw the screen, espe
cially when you're working in color. To speed redrawing, 
work in black-and-white as much as possible and hide 
any layers you don't need to see. (To do that, choose 
Layer Specs from the Layout menu and deselect the Visi
ble checkbox for each layer you want to hide.) 

• quick alignment of duplicates (DPJ 

Whenever you select an object and hit~. a duplicate 
appears slightly below and to the right of the original. To 
align them horizontally, hit !ruff!); to align them verti
cally, hit I~:XG. 

• double-clickfor quick editing (DPJ 

You can automatically switch to text-editing mode (even 
if the pointer is an~) by double-clicking a text object. (To 
return to an ~ pointer, hit I Enter I.) If you click on an object 
drawn with the FreeHand, Polygon or Bezier tool, a handle 
appears in each of the four corners of the bounding 
rectangle. To reshape the object, you drag one of the 
handles. To resize it, double-click instead, and control 
points appear on the handles. 

• twisting text outlines (DPJ 

Here's how to create logos and other fancy text effects. First, 
select a text block and choose Create Beziers from the Text 
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menu. Canvas will now turn the text into Bezier-curve 
outlines that match the original type outlines perfectly (this 
only works for PostScript or TrueType fonts). 

Next, choose Ungroup (on the Object menu) three times. 
Now you can drag any control-point handle to twist. stretch 
or reshape any letter. 

SuperPaint tips 
The tips in this section all work in SuperPaint 3, and most 
work in earlier versions as well. 

tl switching layers (SA) 

You usually toggle b etween the Paint and Draw layers by 
clicking on the icons at the top of the tool palette, but 
there's also a keyboard equivalent: 1~0. 

tl moving inactive windows and palettes (SAJ 

As in the Finder, you can move a SuperPaint window with
out making it active by holding down l~l while you drag 
it by its title bar. This also works on the tool and pattern 
palettes, so if they overlap anyplace and you want to move 
the bottom one witl1out having it come to the top, hold l~l 

while you drag the floating window to its new position. 

tl the Close All command (SA) 

If you hold down loplionl while opening the File menu, the 
Close command changes to Close All. As in the Finder, 
you can also loptionl-click in the close box of any open 
document window and a ll the windows will close. (If any 
of the documents have been edited, you '11 be asked if you 
want to save the changes.) 
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• zooming shortcuts (SAJ 

There are two shortcuts for jumping from regular view to 
maximum magnification (8x). Double-clicking on f in the 
palette centers the magnified view around whatever was 
in the center of the last view. @1ID-clicking with f anywhere 
in the document centers the magnified view around the 
spot you click on. 

• nudge arrows (SAJ 

The Left, Right, Up and Down commands in the Nudge 
submenu (in the Edit menu) have easy keyboard equiv
alents: 8. G. (!] and [!). 

• Paint/Draw from Center or Corner (SA) 

A shortcut for choosing the commands Paint (Draw) from 
Center and Paint (Draw) from Corner is to double-click on 
the rectangle, rounded rectangle and circle tools in the 
palette. When Paint (Draw) from Center is active, small 
crosses appear in the centers of the shape tools in the palette. 

• smaller eraser (SAJ 

Holding !Oplionl while you use @ changes it from a sixteen
pixel square to an eight-pixel square. 

• power-erasing the Paint layer (SAJ 

Double-clicking on c:;} erases everything in the Paint 
layer that's showing in the window. Holding down IOplionl 

and@:@ while double-clicking on @ erases the entire paint 
layer regardless of what porlion is showing in the window. 

• CJ tricks (SAJ 

As in most paint programs, if you press lax! while using 
~~J, it shrinks down (as soon as you let go of the mouse 
button) to the smallest size that will enclose all the black 
pixels of the selected area. 
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If you hold down !Option I while using [~J, the selection 
is lassoed as soon as you let go of the mouse button
and the current tool switches to p. 

ti P tricks (SA/AN/KF) 

Pressing loptionl while you use p keeps it from shrinking 
when you let go of the mouse button. It stays where you 
traced it, enclosing any white space you selected. 

regular lasso 4. 
option lasso 

@• 
• the X-ray P (SA/AN/KF) 

Holding @}[I while you lasso activates "x-ray" mode. No white 
parts are selected, even if they're totally surrounded by 
black. 

Q[]. 
plain lasso x-ray lasso 

ti selecting all (SAJ 

When used on the Paint layer, the Select All command (in 
the Edit menu) normally selects the layer in a rectangle 
as large as the page. If you hold !miD while you choose Select 
All, the rectangle shrinks to the smallest size possible that 
encloses all the black dots in the document. If you hold 
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loption) while you choose Select All, everything in the Paint 
layer is lassoed and the current tool switches to p. 

• text boxes in the Draw layer (SAJ 

When you click somewhere in the Draw layer with I. the 
initial width of the text box extends from the point of the 
click to the right edge of the window. Although you can 
always resize the text box in the normal way (by dragging 
on a handle), it's easier to start with something close to 
what you want. So instead of clicking with I. use it to drag 
the text box to the width you want. 

• picking up patterns (SAJ 

Here's a trick that works with both the Pattern Edit and 
Brush Shape dialog boxes. When the dialog box is open, 
move the pointer outside the box, press the mouse button 
and drag the pointer around. Anything beneath the pointer 
is "picked up" and sent lo lhe edil a rea of the dialog box. 
This lets you take any pattern from the screen and make 
it either a defined pattern in the palette or a brush shape. 
(This also works in MacPaint.) 

You don't have to keep the click inside the document 
window for the pickup: il works anywhere on the screen. 

• /@-click invert (SAJ 

In both the Brush Shapes and Pattern Edit dialog boxes, 
a 1~)-click in the edit area reverses the black-and-white 
pixels of the pattern. 

• arcs (SAJ 

The Arc tool. makes either a wedge (like a s lice of pie, if 
there's a paint pattern selected) or an arc (if the None 
pattern is selected) but either way, a quarter of an oval 
is created. 

If you want more or less of an arc, you can do it in the 
Draw layer. Draw an arc, choose Reshape Arc from the Draw 

• 
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menu and drag one of the arc's handles to continue the 
curve or shorten it. 

Origlna:_ } Ary 

R.es~~~:;r J u 
• adding "corners" (SAJ 

Reshaped ~r J 
small e.( 

When you use the Reshape Polygon command on a poly
gon in the Draw layer, you can not only drag the original 
"corners" to reshape it but you can a lso add new corners. 
Just hold lo3CI down as you move a handle and a new handle 
will be dragged out of it. 

(i;; ~of! ~agOOQ 
(plain) Command key 

• skipping dialog boxes (SAJ 

You can bypass some dialog boxes whose settings you don't 
want. to change by holding down IOplionl while you choose 
the command from the m enu. For example, if you want 
to scale a selection to the same proportions as the last. 
time you used the Scale Selection, just hold down lopuonl 
while choosing Scale Selection. The d ialog box won't open 
and the current settings will be used. This a lso works for 
the Other command (for point sizes, in the Text menu) and 
the Rotate Selection command in the Transform menu. 
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ti white outlines around graphics (SA/ANJ 

Here's how to place a solid black graphic against a black 
or patterned background with a white outline around it 
to make it visible. First, select the graphic with p and 
choose Trace Edges from the Paint menu. Next, drag the 
selection against the background (don't click anywhere to 
deselect it yet). Now choose Invert from the Paint menu. 

c{ ~ II • lasso trace edges drag against invert 
background 

To put a white outline around a more complex graphic, 
you need a few extra steps. (This tip only works for graphics 
with a solid outline, wh ere there are no breaks in the peri
meter of the figure for the Lasso to slip into.) First. select 
the graphic with p and pull out a copy of the graphic by 
holding loplionl as you drag. Now choose Trace Edges from the 
Paint menu, drag the copied item against the background, 
and choose Invert from the Paint menu. Finally, lasso the 
original graphic and drag it on top of the inverted figure. 

origina l 

2. invert against 
background 

1. trace edges (of copy) 

3. drag original on 
top of inversion 
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MacDraw tips 

The tips in this section work in MacOraw Pro 1.5 and 
MacDraw II, and most will work in earlier versions as well. 

ti /Shill/ commands (SA/ DPJ 

Here are keyboard equivalents for a few MacDraw com
mands that aren't on the menus: 

• lshmJQXXA) selects a ll the objects in the document (as 
opposed to al l the documents in the layer, which is what 
Select A ll does). 

• (Sh ift!~~ rescales an image to the current ruler settings 
as you paste it. 

• (Shift~ cycles through the opened windows. 
• IShllt@IDM) toggles between 1 00% view and the last zoom 

level that you set. 

ti moving horizontally or vertically (C.J. Weigand) 

As in most Mac graphics progra ms, you can force an 
object (or group of objects) to move exactly horizontally 
or vertically (and nothing in between) by holding down (Shift) 

as you drag. But in MacDraw, be sure to press the mouse 
button down before you press !Shift) or you'll simply deselect 
whatever object you click on. 

ti dragging to select objects (SAJ 

In some object-oriented programs. you have to completely 
enclose an object in the rectangle you drag with the 
selection arrow in order for that object to be included in 
the selection. while other programs include an object in 
the selection as long as any part of it is within the 
dragged rectangle. In MacDraw. you normally have to 
completely surround an object. but if you hold down 
&m while you drag, you'll get any object that's even 
pa rtia lly covered. 
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tl selecting through layers (SAJ 

When you click on an object and its handles don't appear 
(to indicate that it's been selected), it's probably in another 
layer. If you don't want to switch layers to get it, just loptionl
click on it. 

tl dragging object outlines (SAJ 

When you move more than one object at a time, all you'll 
see is an outline of the last object selected inside a gray 
rectangle that shows the overall dimensions of the entire 
selection. (In the illustrations below, the filled circle is the 
last object selected and the empty circle is its outline.) 

!'''-"~-- -_j,,,iil,i,,j_! 
I( '. i 
[ : ! 

~~-~; I 
I ! 
l... ............................................................................. ~ .. .i 

If you want to see outlines of the individual objects in 
the selection, hold ~I while you drag: 

II 
r······· ··-···········; 
I ! 

i I 
L-···--··-~ 

tl retaining the tool you're using (SAJ 

When you draw a shape, or type text, the pointer normally 
reverts to the selection arrow as soon as you're done. If 
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you want to retain the tool so you can use it again imme
diately, double-click on the tool in the palette to select it 
(instead of the usual single click). 

• two ways to copy text (C.J. Weigand) 

If you select a block of text with ~. copy it to the Clip
board and then paste it into a page layout or word process
ing program. it will become a PICT image that can be 
stretched or reshaped but not edited. (For more on this, 
see creating special typographic effects in the fonts chap
ter.) If you select the same text with the text tool (I). it 
will transfer as editable text. 

• placing pastes (SA/DPJ 

When you paste an object, it appears centered in a window 
in MacDraw II, and in the upper-left corner of the window 
in Pro. If you want it centered on a particular point instead, 
click on that spot before you use the Paste command. 

• angled lines (SAJ 

When you hold !Shift) in a lmost any Mac graphics program, 
the line you're drawing is constrained to the horizontal 
or the vertical. or sometimes the 45° angle between. This 
is also true in MacDraw, but you can change that in
between constrained angle to anything you want by typing 
in the desired angle in the Mouse section of the Prefer
ences dialog box. 

• quick Pen pattern selection (SAJ 

You don't have to click on the Pen Pattern box and then 
on the pattern you want for lines and outlines-instead, 
just hold !option) while you click on the pattern you want 
for the pen. 

• changing the ruler's zero point (SAJ 

To change the position of the zero point on the ruler (it's 
usually at the extreme top and left of the ru ler). just click 
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anywhere on the ruler with ~. If you have the grid turned 
on, the zero point will jump to one of the grid lines. If you 
don't want this to happen accidentally by a slip of the 
mouse, click the Zero point locked button in the Rulers 
dialog box. 

Illustrator tips 
The tips in this section work in Illustrator 3.2 and most will 
work in earlier versions as well. The first two entries also 
work in FreeHand (with a few minor differences). 

ti changing tools and zooming (SA/1-Ial Lewls /ANJ 

Three tools are used more often than others in Illustra
tor (and FreeHand)- the arrow pointer, the grabber hand 
for moving the page around on the screen , and the m agni
fying glass. You can temporarily change to any one of these 
tools without going to the tool palette, by pressing the 
following keys: 

Tool Keyboard command Tool Keyboard command 

lrt ~ ~ ~ (Spacebar) 

f.> (Spacebar] 6_. ~(Spacebar) (Option) 

Holding down [option) will change the plus sign in the 
magnifying glass (enlarging) to a minus sign (reducing the 
view) and vice-versa. When no sign appears, that means 
you can't zoom a ny further in the current direction. 

When you click in the document with th e magnifying 
glass, the zooming is centered a round where you clicked. 
If you want to zoom on the center of the window, double
click on the magnifying glass in the palette instead . A plain 
doubleclick m agnifies the view; an I option) doubleclick reduces 
the view. (This last wrinkle works differently in FreeHand.) 
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'* draw from center (SA/ Arnie Burgener) 

To draw ellipses, rectangles and rounded rectangles from 
the center out instead of from the corner, hold down !Op1ionl 
before you begin to drag. (In Illustrator 3, you also get the 
draw-from-center option on a box that pops out when you 
select the rectangle or ellipse tool.) 

'* a couple of shortcuts (SAJ 

Double-clicking on ~ in the tool palette will take you to 
the Fit in Window view. If you hold IOp1ionl down, it will take 
you to Actual Size. 

To temporarily switch from the freehand drawing tool 
to the pen tool or vice versa, press lcon1roll. When you release 
the key, you get the original tool back again. 

• the /Shift} constraint (SAJ 

As with most programs, holding !Shif1l constrains th e line 
you're drawing to the horizontal or vertical-or to the 45° 
angle in between. But the 45° angle changes according 
to the constraint angle you define in the Preferences 
dialog box-so if your lines aren't at the angle you expect, 
check the preferences settings. 

'* editing basic shapes (SA/Arnie Burgener) 

When you use a basic shape tool (ellipse, rectangle, round 
rectangle). it actually draws a series of lines and curves 
to make the shape. The direct selection tool-the hollow 
arrow on the tool pale tte-lets you select the separate 
components of a shape so you can edit it. For example, 
here's the quickest way to get a half-circle in Illustrator 
3: Draw a circle (hold 1Shif1l to keep it round). then choose 
the hollow arrow on the tool palette. Now lshml-click or drag 
the selection marquee to select the two quadrants of the 
circle you don't want, and hit 1Dele1e l. 
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ti the ~ copy (SA/ByB} 

The [Optionl-copy trick that works in most paint programs 
also works in Illustrator-press I option I as you drag a selected 
object and a copy will be dragged out ofthe original. (Actu
ally you'll always see a copy as you drag an object. If you 
press [Option! before the drag is complete, the original will 
remain, as well as the copy-otherwise it disappears.) 

ti using the arrow keys (SA/Arnte Burgener) 

The arrow keys ((!) 0 88) move a selection a pixel at a 
time in the indicated direction-unless you specify a 
different unit of measure in the Cursor Key Distance field 
(in the Preferences dialog box). 

a missing page breaks (SA/SMJ 

If the dotted lines that indicate page breaks aren't show
ing in your document, it just means you haven't selected 
a printer in the Chooser yet. 

a partial tracings (SAJ 

When you click on a bit-mapped shape with the Autotrace 
tool, it traces the entire item. If you only want to trace a 
section of a shape, don't click the tool. Instead, drag it 
on the shape-the tracing will start at the spot you started 
your drag and end at the spot you stopped dragging. In 
the illustration below, for example, dragging the line 
shown would cause only the wing to be traced. 
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FreeHand tips 
The tips in this section work in FreeHand 3 and 3. 7 and most 
will work in earlier versions as well. The first two entries in 
the Illustrator section above also apply to Freehand (with a 
few minor differences). 

W keyboard tool selections (SA/ Hal Lewis) 

You can switch to any of FreeHand's basic shape tools 
simply by pressing a number key on the keyboard. These 
keyboard commands work even if the tool palette isn't open. 

w deselecting from the keyboard (SA) 

To deselect everything in the document, press ~- (This 
is useful when you've selected a small element on top of 
a larger one and can't click anywhere to deselect it with
out selecting the larger one.) To deselect points on a path 
without deselecting the path itself, press (]. 

w zooming in and out (SA/DPJ 

Everything works the same as in the entry called chang
ing tools and zooming in the Illustrator tips section above, 
except that to zoom in or out on the center of the window, 
you use the Magnlfl.Cation subcommands in the View menu. 

w editing basic shapes (SA/SMJ 

When you draw an oval. rectangle or rounded rectangle, 
you've actually drawn a series of lines and curves that 
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are automatically grouped. But they can be ungrouped 
and edited. For instance, to draw a perfect half-circle, draw 
a circle (hold !Shift) to keep it round) and choose Ungroup 
from the Element menu. Four points will appear on the 
circle. Using the knife tool, IShift)-click two opposite points 
and then deselect everything. Select the half of the circle 
you don't want and hit loeletel. 

• deleting elements or parts (SA) 

When you press !Delete], what's deleted depends on what's 
selected. If an entire element is selected, it disappears. If 
just a corner of it's selected, the corner disappears and 
the path closes, joining the corners on either side of the 
deleted one. 

• transformation dialog boxes (SAJ 

Instead of using transformation tools like scale, skew 
and rotate to drag an element on the screen, loptianl-click 
on the element you want to transform. A dialog box will 
open into which you can type the transformation values 
and get exactly what you need right away. 

• tracing scanned line art (Andreas Jones) 

FreeHand isn't very good at tracing scanned art (turning 
TIFF or PICT images into editable PostScript) but Stream
line is. It can only save files in Illustrator format , but if 
you use Illustrator 1.1 format, FreeHand can open the files. 

• optimal resizing (SAJ 

To resize a graphic to its optimum size for the resolu
tion of the printer you're using, hold !option) while you 
drag on the element's handle to resize it. But first make 
sure you've selected the correct printer in the Document 
Setup dialog box. If you're proofing things on a laser 
printer but will end up on an imagesetter (say), choose 
the imagesetter, so the graphics will be sized correctly 
for the fina l output. 
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ei scaling text on a path (SAJ 

The effect of scaling text on a path depends on whether 
or not you've grouped the text and the path. (Text on a 
path is always "stuck" to the path, so that selecting the 
path also selects the text-but that's not the same as the 
text and path being grouped with the Group command.) 
If the text and the path aren't grouped, scaling changes 
only the size of the path and doesn't affect the font size. 
If the text and the path are grouped, scaling also changes 
the font size. 

ei text block manipulations (SAJ 

Dragging the corner handle of a text block changes the 
size of the block and rewraps the text in it, but dragging 
any of its other handles, or dragging a corner handle 
with lopllonl held down, changes the text inside. In each case. 
the change to the text mirrors the change to the text box 
so the box remains filled-top to bottom, side to side
even in its new size. 

So dragging on a top or bottom handle changes the line 
spacing; on a side handle, it changes the letter spacing 
(or, if you hold down I option I, the word spacing). Dragging 
a corner handle while holding down loplionl resizes the type 
to fit in the new block size; if you also hold down !Shifll, it 
resizes proportionately. 

Clip art 

ei beautiful vs. useful? (ANJ 

There seems to be an idea afoot that business graphics 
need to be simple cartoons. Detailed, painterly drawings 
are seen as somehow frivolous and therefore not busi
nesslike. I don't understand this. With the exception of 
things like charts and graphs. business graphics are 
illustrations. The prettier they are. the better. 
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It is true, of course, that some kinds of illustrations 
are more likely to be useful than others. But given a 
choice between a beautiful drawing of a pair of pliers and 
an ugly drawing of a pair of pliers, a hardware store 
would be wise to use the former. 

Even art that doesn't apply directly to your business 
can be put to good use. A flyer with a gorgeous picture 
of a bird on it (say) might well sell more desks than one 
with nothing on it but minimalist cartoons of desks. I'm 
not saying you never need simple, practical drawings, but 
beautiful, seemingly irrelevant drawings have their place 
in business communications too. 

el choosing clip art (AN/SMJ 

In this section (and throughout the book), we show you some 
examples of Mac clip art, but it's a minuscule sampling of 
everything that's out there. For a better idea of what's avail
able, get Erfert Fenton and Christine Morrissett's Canned 
Art: Clip Artfor the Macintosh (Peachpit Press). Now in its 
second edition, it shows you more than fifteen thousand 
miniature images from 34 clip art packages, along with some 
introductory material on graphics formats and utilities. 

Canned Art costs $30, but it contains coupons worth 
more than a thousand dollars in discounts on clip art pack
ages (you won't use them all, of course, but you only have 
to use $30 worth to make the book free). If you already 
own a lot of clip art, this book's excellent, detailed index 
can help you find the image you need. 

el Visual Delights (ANJ 

My favorite collection of clip art is Visual Delights from 
SunShine. You get 5800! images on a CD for $333 (less 
than 6¢ an image!)-or you can buy any of 67 floppy disk 
sets, each of which averages 68 images and costs $40. 
Almost all the art is in TIFF format-that is, 300-dpi bit
mapped images-and it's really beautiful. 
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Put together by a couple in Texas, Visual Delights took 
two years to compile. (This is the kind of project for which 
the phrase magnum opus was invented.) The CD comes 
with a program that lets you search for pictures by 
keywords and/or titles, and contains a lOY2-megabyte 
catalog with thumbnails of all 5800 images. There's also 
a file called Folder Hierarchy that shows how the pictures 
are organized, but the search program is usually the 
easiest way to find something. 

I like Visual Delights' images so much that, rather 
than show you samples here, I've used them throughout 
the book, wherever there's blank space at the end of a 
chapter. If you want to look at a bunch of them together, 
rather than simply happen upon them as you read through 
the book, you can locate them by looking in the index under 
Visual Delights, illustrations from. 

tt Wetpaint (AN) 

WetPaint is another wonderful collection of clip art. There 
are five packages of modern illustrations and four of art 
from the turn-of-the-century; a ll contain three BOOK 
disks. The final (two-disk) set is on an Egyptian theme. 
Each package costs $90. 

All the WetPaint disk sets come with two desk acces
sories: ArtRoundup, which lets you open paint files from 
within another application and edit them with a ll the 
usual paint tools, and PatternMover, which lets you edit 
MacPaint patterns and transfer them between files. 
WetPaint's manuals are well-written, clear and complete, 
and they contain printouts of a ll the images on the disks. 
Here are a few of my favorites from the WetPaint collection: 
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a Click.Art (ANJ 

T /Maker published the first package of Macintosh clip art 
way back when; now it has eight volumes of bit-mapped 
images ($60 each). five of EPS images ($130 each) and one 
of color gra phics (designed to be u sed with presentation 
software , it costs $150). Here's a ClickArt illus tration 
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you can use for a party during the winter, or for a formal 
party any time of year: 

And here's a sample of ClickArt's EPS art: 

ti guickArt (ANJ 

A company in Champaign, Illinois called Wheeler Arts has 
been publishing QuickArt since 1985. They have eight bit
mapped collections ($35 each) and four EPS collections 
($25 each, $80 for all four). Here's a sample: 
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tl Image Club Digit-Art (ANJ 

Image Club, many of whose excellent fonts we describe and 
display in Chapter 6, also offers a wide selection of EPS 
graphics on CD-ROM. There are twenty-four collections 
of various sizes (ranging from about two megs to about five). 
each of which costs $100 (you send them your money and 
they send you the code that unlocks them on the CD, so 
you can copy them onto your hard disk). Or you can get 
the whole collection, unlocked, for $800. Here's a sample: 

tl Multi-Ad Services (AN/SA) 

If you've ever wondered how what you're doing will play 
in Peoria, there's an easy way to· guarantee that it will do 
OK. Peoria-based Multi-Ad Services offers two collections 
of EPS clip art, and if they don't know how it will play in 
Peoria, who will? Here's a sample: 

tl clip textures (DHJ 

Most 3D programs come with libraries that contain 
common textures like marble and wood, but you're likely 
to want more. You can digitize your own additional textures 
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on a scanner (a time-consuming and technically demand
ing process) or you can buy a collection of clip textures. 

Wraptures One, a $130 CD from Form and Function, 
has 600MB of excellent high-resolution textures. V.G. 
Shaders by the Valis Group has three volumes, from $300 
to $350 each , that au gment MacRenderMan's texture 
collection. Folio I ($400 from D'pix) gives you 100 medium
resolution images and one high-resolution image (with the 
option to buy more). 

Scanners 

• scanners (JM/ANJ 

Scanners a re devices that convert images-typically 
photogra phs or other artwork-into digital form so they 
can b e stored and manipula ted by computers. Mac
compatible scanners range in price from a few hundred 
dollars to a hundred thousand dollars. The ones under 

'$10,000 are great for jobs that don't require precise detail 
or color reproduc tion. but they can't compete with high
end equipment when it comes to demanding jobs like color 
photographs in slick publica tions. 

There are more than a hundred scanners on the market 
today. The models change frequently and there are often 
variations even b etween one individual unit and another. 
So rath er than give you reviews of particular brands 
(which might be out-of-date before the ink on this book 
is dry). this section ins tead tries to expla in, in general 
terms, what to look for when evalua ting scanners. 

• types of scanners (JMJ 

There are three major types of scanner: 

• Hand-he ld scanners you literal ly roll across the artwork . 
They' re small and relatively inexpensive, but they only 
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scan in strips about four inches wide. Some come with 
software that lets you piece together multiple scans to 
build a larger image, but this process is annoying and 
imprecise. Al so, images are often distorted, because it's 
impossible to ro ll a hand-held scanner without 
wavering or changing speed. 

• Flatbed scanne rs operate like photocopiers; you place 
the artwork on a glass surface and a scan head and light 
source move across under the glass. Flatbeds can scan 
almost anything that has at least one flat side, even a 
slab of marble. Most of them can' t scan transparencies 
and slides, but a growing number of manufacturers offer 
attachments for that purpose. All fl atbeds w ill scan up to 
at least 8 W' x 11", and some go up to 11" x 17". 

• As their name suggests, transparency scanners scan 
transparent materi als. (Slide scanners might be a more 
appropriate term, since units that can scan transparencies 
larger than 35mm tend to cost over $20,000.) 

li how scanners work (J MJ 

All but the mos t expens ive Mac scanners use a CCD 
(cha rge-coupled d evice), a chip that's covered with small 
light sen s ors. During scanning, light is reflected off (or 
passed through) the a r twork an d focused on to the CCD 
sensors , which convert the light energy to electric ity. The 
more light reflected at each point where the scanner takes 
a reading (called sample p oints}, the stronger the electric 
charge. (So light colors a re represented by the s trongest 
charges, dark colors the weakest.) 

Th e electric charges are in a n a log form-that is, their 
stren gth s vary on a con tinuous scale . But since com
puters can only read digita l informa tion, a second chip 
or set of circuits is needed to assign a numerical value 
to each of the ch a rges. This process is called analog -to
digital convers ion. 

Color scanners u se colored filter s (or som etimes a 
p rism) to read red, green and blue values separately, 
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then combine the three single-color scans to yield a full
color image. 

• bit depth (JMJ 

Scanners come with different bit depths. The greater the 
bit depth, the more shades or colors the scanner can 
read at each sample point. 

1-bit scanners read a ll sample points as either black 
or white. There aren't very many of these around anymore. 
Most people use 8-bit gray-scale scanners (for 256 shades 
of gray) or 24-bit color scanners (256 shades each of red, 
green and blue, for a total of more than sixteen million 
colors). To see all the tones such scanners can capture, 
you need a gray-scale or color monitor and lots of memory
the files are big-but the image quality is much better. 

Some flatbed and transparency scanners read 36 or 48 
bits of information at each sample point, even though their 
final product is a 24-bit file. Doing this reduces the 
amount of noise (inaccurate data) that CCDs inherently 
produce. (The less noise there is in relation to total data 
collected, the more usable information the scanner can 
deliver.) 

A common problem when you alter scans is that you 
lose information-if you brighten colors, for example, you 
might lose image detail. But when you scan 48 bits, you 
can tell the scanner to digitally convert only the bright
est sixteen million colors (say). so that its final 24-bit image 
contains the best information. 

• resolution (JM/ANJ 

A scanner's resolution refers to the number of sample 
points per inch it's capable of capturing (usually quoted 
in dpi-dots per inch- just like printer output). Some scan
ners are a lso rated in terms of total resolution, the maxi
mum number of points they can sample. To compare 
these two figures, divide the total resolution by each 
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dimension of your intended output, then average the two 
figures. For example, a scanner whose total resolution is 
2000 x 3000 dpi can output a 5" x 7" image at a resolu
tion of about 415 dpi (2000/5 = 400; 3000/7 = 428.6; 
(400+428.6)/2 = 414.3). 

High-resolution scanners are expensive, so don't get 
more resolution than you need. What you need depends 
both on how fine and how large the final image needs to 
be. For example, let's say you're using your scans to 
produce halftones, for printing. The resolution of halftones 
is measured in line screens-an 85-line screen, a 133-line 
screen, etc. (For more on this, see the entry called halftones 
in the laser printer tips section of Chapter 5.) 

As a rule of thumb, you should scan at a dpi of no less 
than 120% of the line screen you'll use for printing. So if 
you need a 150-line halftone, scan at 180 dpi or more. 
You can increase the sharpness of your image by increas
ing the dpi you scan at, up to about 200% (300 dpi for a 
150-line screen, say): beyond that, you get diminishing 
returns. If your scans are destined to appear on computer 
screens, the same rule of thumb applies, but use the 
screen's resolution, usually 72-75 dpi, instead of the 
halftone screen. 

When you scale an image up, you reduce the resolu
tion correspondingly (doubling it, for example, cuts its reso
lution in ha lO . This is where most people come up against 
the limitations of their devices. For example, if you have 
a 300-dpi scanner and want to output a 150-line halftone 
from a 35mm slide at a scan-to-output ratio at 150%, the 
printed image can only be about 2" by 1.4". 

Manufacturers and salespeople often quote an inter
polated resolution figure, because it's higher than th e 
true, optical resolution figure. Interpolation means the 
software looks at actual sample points it's scanned and 
makes an educated guess about what the points between 
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them might look like. It's invaluable for producing smooth, 
jaggie-free scans of line art, but it's not a substitute for 
optical resolution. 

ti evaluating scanners (JMJ 

Evaluating scanners is easy if your scanned images will 
only be displayed on the screen: just do some test scans 
and compare the results on a monitor . like the one you'll 
be using. The best images to use for tests contain fine detail 
and a mix of bright and muted colors: a human face is ideal, 
since small tonal shifts can make it look totally wrong. 

If your scanned images will be printed out, don't try to 
evaluate them on a screen. Scans that look dull on a screen 
may actually contain better data for printing than those 
that look bright and colorful. It usually isn't possible to 
make a scan and then print it on the output device you're 
planning to use, but you can at least avoid some of the 
most obvious and common problems by making a few test 
scans and analyzing them wilh Photoshop's Levels chart 
(other image-editing programs have similar capabilities). 

First, make sure that the values in the chart don't 
continue off the scale, and that lhe chart has no gaps in 
it; either may be a s ign that the scanner is making bright
ness and contrast corrections you d idn't ask for, or that 
it can'l read pure black or pure white. (With color images, 
you'll probably have to look al the red, green and blue 
levels separately to see the gaps.) 

In the chart at the top of the next page, the values spill 
off the ends of the graph and there are gaps-both indi
cations that data has been automatically adjusted. In the 
second chart, the values fit within the scanner's range. 
and the output of this scan will contain more image detail. 
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Next, look for excessive noise (this test works best with 
images that have dark areas in them). You do this by 
moving to the left the light gray (middle) triangle (it's just 
above the l of Output Levels in the windows shown). As 
the dark areas of the picture lighten up, check them for 
streaking and random mottling. Ther e will always be 
some noise , but if you try a few d ifferent scanners, you'll 
quickly see how they vary. 

To test the sharpness of color scanners, scan a piece 
of line art or text that's printed on very glossy stock 
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(imagesetter output works well). then zoom in until you 
see the pixels. The black edges should have a faint, colored 
halo about two pixels wide. If the halo is more like a rain
bow four or five pixels wide, the scanner isn't registering 
the red, green and blue layers properly. 

In the end, the quality of your scans will depend just 
as much on your skill in processing them as on how good 
a scanner you used. Just about every scan needs to be 
brightened and sharpened in software, and no scanner 
program can take the place of a good image-editing 
program like Photoshop. Many scanners come bundled 
with Photoshop or ColorStudio. 

Also remember that, for most people, differences in qual
ity won't matter as much as differences in convenience. 
Small color imbalances probably won't bother you if you're 
producing newsletters, but a s low scanner will annoy you 
every time you use it. Test for speed (or check out the 
speed test results in one of the Mac magazines). Look for 
a scan program that enables you to scan directly into your 
image-editing package. Since all scans need correction, most 
people find this the most convenient way to work. 

ti OCR scanners (JMJ 

OCR (for optical character recognition) scanners go beyond 
merely scanning a page as a picture; with the help of soft
ware, they recognize the letters and store them as actual 
characters, editable in a word processing (or other text
handling) program. Make sure any one you buy lets you 
scan from within the OCR software you want to use; 
otherwise you'll have to scan a page, save it as a graphic 
and then open it with your OCR software (described in 
the next entry). 

OCR really isn't worth getting involved with unless you're 
going to be digitizing lots of documents. And if you're going 
to be digitizing lots of documents, you'll want a scanner 
that's fast. 
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Bit depth is irrelevant for OCR. since you'll be scan
ning in 1-bit (black-and-white) mode anyway. And the stan
dard flatbed resolution of 300 dpi is more than enough. 

Some OCR scanners pull pages through a series of rollers. 
This means you can't scan books (or anything else that you 
can't tear into single sheets) and the rollers have a tendency 
to mangle documents. Flatbeds are by far the best choice; 
the same problems that limit hand-held devices for image 
scanning make them a pain for reading documents. 

ti OCR software (SBJ 

Because most people expect OCR software to instantly and 
magically put text into their computers, they're often 
disappointed with the reality. OCR conversion takes time, 
and just as typists make mistakes, so do the programs. 

You get the quickest and most accurate results from 
clean, clearly typed pages with simple layouts. If your Mac 
has at least a 68030 processor and eight megs of RAM. 
you may be able to process a couple of such pages a 
minute. (Though some OCR software claims to work with 
small, slow Macs, don't even bother; you won't be happy 
with the results.) Figure on more time (and more errors) 
if you're scanning complex multiple-column magazine 
layouts with graphics; book pages with footnotes. figures 
and captions; faxes; dot-matrix printouts; newspaper 
clippings or fourth-generation photocopies. 

Because of the time it takes, an important feature to look 
for is deferred processing, which le ts you scan pages to the 
hard disk as graphics-then let the OCR software process 
them while you're at lunch or home for the night. (Deferred 
processing requires a big ha rd disk, though.) All the good 
OCR software processes foreign languages as fast as English, 
but more s lowly if different languages are mixed on a page. 

When you consider the cost of the hardware a nd soft
ware, you may be better off hiring a typist, unless you 
have hundreds or thousands of pages to scan into the Mac. 
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• OmniPage (SBJ 

As of this writing, OmniPage products from Caere (pro
nounced CARE) are about the fastest and most accurate 
OCR programs for th e Mac. (TypeReader-$700 from 
ExperVision-is a bit faster. but it's interface isn't very 
Mac-like.) 

OmniPage Professional ($1000) has all the tools you'd 
want and mor~a good text editor, a spelling checker that's 
fine-tuned to hunt for common OCR errors (like substi
tuting rn for m}, the ability to capture grayscale graphics 
while you scan text and deferred processing. Like most 
OCR programs, it lets you select parts of a page to convert, 
so you don't waste time processing words you don't want. 
It requires System 7 and five megs of RAM. but works best 
with eight megs. 

People with more modest needs-or budgets-might 
prefer OmniPage Direct ($600), which doesn't let you defer 
processing. It uses the same recognition method as Profes
s ional, and works with the same speed and accuracy, but 
it functions as a desk accessory, converting text and 
pouring it into the active application's window. Then you 
edit or format the text. A trial version comes bundled with 
some scanners; you can upgrade to the full-powered DA 
for $300 . 

• LightningScan (John Grimes) 

As hand-held scanners go, Thunderware's LightningScan 
Pro 256 ($650 list) and LightningScan 400 ($500 list) are 
hard to beat. Working with ThunderWorks software, both 
allow the mating of side-by-side 4" scans. 

Cleverly numbered to confuse. both models scan at up 
to 400 dpi. For the extra $100 or so, the Pro 256 gener
ates 256 shades of gray rather than 32. If you want to 
scan photos. that's not a bad investment. 
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There's also a $360 LightningScan Compact for the Clas
sic, SE/30, SE (with a high-density disk drive). LC and 
si (LC's and si's also require a special $20 cable). I didn't 
test this model. 

MicroFrontier's Enhance 2.0, image-enhancement soft
ware that handles grayscales but not color, comes free 
with the Pro 256. All three models include Olduvai's 
Read-It! OCR software. [I strongly advise against using 
hand-held scanners for OCR. For large jobs they're painfully 
slow, andfor smaller ones, you'd be done faster ifyoujust 
started typing. If you insist on doing OCR with a hand-held 
scanner. though, the best software is Typist Plus Graphics 
($700 from Caere).-SB] 

ti ScanMan (John Grimes) 

If jazzing up correspondence or simple flyers is a ll you're 
after, then a $500 hand-held, gray-scale scanner like 
ScanMan from Logitech might be the better a lternative 
to a $1000 flatbed. 

ScanMan 32 worked just fine on small pieces of line 
art-the 300-dpi output on a LaserWriter was surprisingly 
crisp and clear. Scans of photos ranged from acceptable 
to disappointing and revealed the problems of outputting 
more shades of gray than were actually scanned (Scan
Man interpolates the difference). 

An even more significant limitation is the skinny scan 
width of 4 . 1" . While ScanMan has a special "stitching" 
feature to blend side-by-side scans together, getting it to 
work is no small feat; you have to scan absolutely straight 
and parallel for scans to match up. To help you do that, 
you can tape a straightedge to the table or spend $30 for 
a specially designed plastic guide (it should be included 
in the package, but it isn't). 
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Pressure-sensitive tablets 

ti pressure sensitive tablets (Jerry Clement/John Grimes) 

Pressure-sensitive tablets are designed for artists who want 
the greatest possible precision and variation in the lines 
they produce. As you move a stylus over the tablet surface, 
a duplicate (digitized) image appears on the computer 
screen. 

As you press harder, the quality of the line changes (if 
the software accommodates this feature)-becoming 
thicker or darker, say. This lets you simulate pastels, calli
graphic pens or other real-world artist's tools. (For some 
programs that work well with these tablets , see the reviews 
of Painter, Oasis and Studio/32 earlier in this chapter.) 

ti Wacom tablet (Jerry Clement/John Grimes) 

Wacom tablets ($700 to $4000 list) are the standard to 
which others are compared; if you spend a lot of time at 
the drawing board, they're well-worth their premium price. 

Wacom tablets recognize 64 levels of pressure sensi
tivity. and have a nice, slight tooth to them. The stylus 
is powered by radio frequency instead of batteries or an 
electric cord, which makes it light and comfortable to use. 
It's so responsive that even a slight pressure produces the 
desired result. 

Wacom's tablets come as large as 18" x 25" (you can 
set the shape of lhe working area on your tablet to match 
the shape of your screen), but even the smallest tablet 
(6" x 9") doesn't feel constricting. Of course, if you're 
using a tablet for tracing, it has to be large enough to 
accommodate the original. One Wacom model comes with 
an electrostatic surface that secures the original artwork 
for tracing; this adds $100 to the price, b u t it's worth it. 
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ti CalComp tablet (Jerry Clement) 

CalComp's DrawingBoard II tablets ($500 to $3150 list) 
perform almost as well as the Wacoms, but they differ in 
design. The stylus has internal batteries that make it feel 
top-heavy. A button at the lower end of the stylus func
tions like a mouse button, but I found its positioning a 
little awkward for my index finger. 

As with Wacom tablets, you can set the tablet work
ing area to match the shape of your screen, and you can 
switch between mouse and tablet modes (in mouse mode, 
the stylus acts as a mouse) . Eighteen buttons let you assign 
macros created by programs like QuicKeys and Tempo. 
Instead of an electrostatic surface, CalComp uses a flex
ible plastic sheet to hold down artwork for tracing-it does 
the job very well. 

CalComp really gives you a lot for the money. I like their 
tablets, but I wish they'd re-engineer the stylus. [They're 
redesigning the stylus (and may have already finished by 
the time you read this). The balance may be better, but the 
new stylus will still contain batteries.-ND] 

From the Visual Delights collection. Copyright © 199 1 by SunShine. All rig/Jts reserved. 
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Page layout programs 

ti what is page layout? {NDJ 

Whenever people prepare ads, newsletters, books or 
anything else for printing, someone has to figure out the 
layout-where the text, graphics, tables, photographs, etc. 
go on the page. Before 1985-when PageMaker, the first 
page layout program, appeared-layout artists sketched 
a design by hand and then fitted type into it after it came 
back from the typesetter. 

As the layout evolved, type might be reset repeatedly
sometimes at great expense. When the layout was finished, 
the columns of type were glued onto sheets of cardboard 
marked with the page dimensions-a laborious, time
consuming task. 

Page layout programs completely revolutionized this 
process. Now designers (and editors. or anyone who learns 
how to use the programs) can arrange and rearrange text 
and graphics on a computer screen with an ease and flex
ibility completely unknown just ten years ago. 

Layout changes can be done much faster, more easily 
and less expensively by using a laser printer to produce 
proofs (or even final pages). No more gluing paper strips, 
no more messing with wax or rubber cement and T -squares. 

'* page layout programs {HKJ 

Page layout programs tend to fall into one of two cate
gories-high-end, suitable for commercial or other h eavy 
use, and low-end, suitable for personal or light use. The 
two most popular high-end programs, PageMaker and 
QuarkXPress, are discussed in the next entry. 

[Everyone calls QuarkXPress Quark, even though that's 
the name of the company and not the program Injact, when 
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you launch the program. it says Quark at the top of the 
screen, not Quark.XPress. 

"But where does the name Quark come from?" you ask. 
Well, a quark is a kind of subatomic particle. (You proba
bly knew that, but we're just getting started.) The physi
cist who christened quarks got the name from a line-"three 
quarks for Mr. Marks"-in James Joyce's impenetrable 
masterwork Finnegan's Wake. Joyce didn't make the word 
up-quark is German for a kind of cottage cheese (which 
Mr. Marks apparently loved). Ty Koontz can understand 
why; he had some quark in Germany and says it's more 
like Devonshire cream or cremejraiche than cottage cheese 
(but that may be a regional variation). 

So, tell me-when it comes to word origins, do we go the 
whole nine yards. or what? Now if we could onlyfr.gure out 
where the name PageMaker comes from. -AN) 

Two other high-end page layout programs are Frame
Maker ($800; also reviewed below) and the Mac version 
of the popular PC program. Ventura Publisher (also $800). 
With its advanced word processing. dra\ving. equation 
formatting and table-building features, FrameMaker 
comes close to being an ali-in-one publishing package. 
Ventura Publisher has many loyal users in the IBM world, 
and the Mac version has received respectable reviews, but 
it's not very popular on the Mac, because it's more complex 
and harder to use (or that's how it's perceived, in any case). 

One final high-end program, ReadySetGo!, has a rela
tively low price. Sold as DesignStudio by its former 
publisher Letraset, ReadySetGo! fell behind PageMaker 
and Quark in the never-ending features race. Now its 
creator, Manhattan Graphics, is publishing it again; 
version 5 costs $400. 

[I still use ReadySetGo! sometimes; it was so far ahead 
in the f eatures race when it was last upgraded that it's only 
missing one important feature now-style sheets. Manhattan 
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Graphics is working on a major revision; in the meantime, 
version 5 is a great deal.-Hal Lewis] 

Low-end page layout programs still offer lots of the most 
important features. Publish It! Easy has combined layout, 
word processing, painting and drawing tools, all in a fast, 
compact package; it only requires one meg of RAM and 
works well on a Plus, SE or Classic. Version 2.12 ($250 
from TimeWorks) even incorporates a no-frills database, 
for publishing product catalogs, price lists and the like 
(version 3 is expected to cost $200). Unfortunately, Publish 
It! Easyl's interface is clumsy. 

Aldus' Personal Press ($300) is another good compre
hensive program; it features predesigned layout templates 
for creating newsletters and other types of documents. 
These templates can be time-savers, and a great help if 
you don't have a designer's eye. Personal Press isn't as 
feature-rich as Publish It! Easy but its templates have 
everything you need for simple to moderately complex 
documents, and its interface is very smooth and easy-to
use. [Remember that feature-rich ReadySetGo! doesn't 
cost much more than these low-end programs.-ND] 

Be aware that you don't need a layout program to do 
basic layouts, or even some fairly fancy ones. Most high
end word processors can do lots of tricks on a page, and 
you can use draw programs to do layouts too, if they don't 
run to too many pages. 

el PageMaker vs. Quark (HK/ByB/ANJ 

Both Aldus' PageMaker ($800) and QuarkX.Press ($900) 
are competent and powerful page-layout programs, and 
each has taken turns surpassing the other as a version 
of one leapfrogs the previous version of the other. At this 
point in time, comparing Quark 3.1 to PageMaker 4.2, we 
much prefer Quark. Most people we know have gone over 
to Quark, as we have in preparing this edition. 
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Quark is much faster than PageMaker, and has more 
precise typographic control. better flexibility, superior 
graphic tools and more powerful color separation capa
bilities. PageMaker is easier to learn, however, and design
ers just making the transition to computer layout may 
prefer PageMaker's approach-you just place text or 
graphics directly on the page, without Quark's require
ment that you first draw boxes to contain them. 

Both programs use master pages-templates where 
you specifY margins, headers and other elements that you 
want to appear on all pages. Unfortunately PageMaker 
limits you to two master pages per document-left and 
right. Quark documents can have more than 100 differ
ent master pages-a real boon for designers of books or 
other complex materials. For example, this book was laid 
out in Quark, and each section of each chapter had a sepa
rate master page, with its own running head on it. When 
we did the previous edition in PageMaker, we had to 
insert all the right-page headers by hand. 

In addition to the drawing tools available in PageMaker, 
Quark has a polygon tool, a large library of borders for 
framing graphics or text boxes, and the ability to group 
objects together and lock them to a page. PageMaker 
limits you to seven line thicknesses (lh, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8 and 
12 points) while Quark gives you thousands. PageMaker 
will only rotate text in 90° increments (if you can call some
thing as big as 90° an "increment") while Quark lets you 
rotate text or graphics by thousandths of a degree. 

Quark also lets you drag elements from one page to 
another, one document to another, and in and out of 
storage libraries without using the Clipboard. You can even 
drag whole pages from one document to another docu
ment that's the same size or larger. You can't do these 
things in PageMaker because it still can't open more than 
one document (although the next version may fix that). 
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A lot of people feel that that's reason enough all by itself 
not to use PageMaker. 

The designers of page layout programs assume that 
you'll be doing your text entry in a word processing 
program and then pour the finished document into a 
page layout program, but that's pretty unrealistic. There 
are always last-minute changes, and it's often simpler to 
create a short document from scratch in the page layout 
program where it's eventually going to end up. But creat
ing and editing text in page layout programs can be 
painfully slow. 

PageMaker gets around that with something called the 
Story Editor, a separate window into which you export your 
document so you can edit it quickly, as in a word proces
sor. Text shows up in the Story Editor window in the correct 
type styles and with paragraph brea~s. but paragra ph 
formatting, page breaks, font and size information is 
dropped (until you export the document back into the 
layout view, that is). Going back and forth between the 
two views is easy and fast. 

Quark doesn't have a story view, but editing in the layout 
view is faster than in PageMaker. Still, it's frustra ting to 
do much editing in Quark on any Mac slower than an 
SE/30 or so, and if you want to add a whole lot of text 
without going batty, you really need s omething like a n fx 
or Quadra. 

Both programs have spelling checkers and find-and
replace, but PageMaker's hyphenation is b etter (because 
it uses a dictionary and not just a lgorithms). On the other 
hand, the special Aldus print drivers PageMaker requires 
are a pain. Unlike Apple's print drivers, they won't let you 
print in the background in System 7. 

Only PageMa ker can create tables of contents and 
indexes, but Quark doesn't need every specialized feature 
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because it's structured to accommodate add-on modules 
called XTensions, which are available both from Quark 
and third parties and are distributed by a company called 
XChange. One of their catalogs included 65 XTensions, 
including color managers, table editors, a hyphenation 
module for 20 different languages, a kerning-table editor, 
a utility that automates imposition and another that 
creates advertising dummies. Prices range from a few 
dollars to a few thousand. 

A very useful XTension called Xstyle ($80 from Em 
Software, available from XChange) adds paragraph and 
character formatting palettes with handy items like left 
and right paragraph margins, first line indent, font name, 
type size, color, shading, horizontal scaling and baseline 
shift. Xstyle means you never have to open a dialog box 
to work with type now, and you can always see the specs 
of the text you're working on. 

In response to Quark's XTensions, PageMaker has 
come up with Aldus Additions, but because they're macros 
rather than extensions of the program, they can only 
streamline use ofPageMaker, not add features that aren't 
already there. 

Quark lets you see the bottom of one page (or spread) 
and the top of the one below it-or several pages at a time
things you can't do in PageMaker. But it desperately 
needs a way to make a spread automatically fill the docu
ment window, the way PageMaker's ~~command does. 

Another Quark annoyance is the way the window you 
edit your document in doesn't stay the size and shape you 
make it when you exit the program and then re-open the 
document. 

Quark's technical support has improved to the level of 
PageMaker's. Both offer free telephone support for 90 
days. After that, you can buy additional support from 
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Quark for $25 for 30 days or $200 a year, vs. $100/year 
for PageMaker (or $180/year for "premium," which also 
entitles you to a deeper discount on new versions of the 
program). Even if you don't buy either of these Page
Maker support packages, you can get help by calling a 
900 number and paying $15 per call-a great service for 
people who've learned the program but need occasional 
assistance. 

To sum up: Quark 3.1's advantages over PageMaker 
4.2 are quite substantial. Aldus will undoubtedly try to 
leapfrog ahead again with PageMaker 5 (or whatever the 
next version is called) but it's not going to be easy for them 
to do that. 

tl learning Quark (Lynn Broadwell) 

To learn Quark quickly, try the tutorials from Personal 
Training Systems (PTS). Each of the five (which are sold 
separately) contains a 90-minute audio cassette, a disk 
oflesson files, a command-summary card and a set of prac
tice lessons. It's hands-on learning, and because it's 
audiovisual, it's much faster than learning from a manual. 

Ifyou know PageMaker, the beginning tutorial will be 
half enlightening and half (ya\vn) elementary, but the 
exercises gradually become more complex. [That's what 
I hate about audiovisual tutorials. You have to proceed at 
whatever clunky pace the producer thinks is best, and 
you can't skip ahead, or use the index to find what you're 
interested in, the way you can with a book. (This is not self
interest speaking, by the way. If I thought videotapes 
worked, I'd produce them myself. And I'm not old-fashioned, 
either. It's just that books are a better tool, because they're 
so much easier to access randomly.)-AN) 

At $75 each, the tutorials cost a bit less than a class, 
and you can take a break when you need it, or start over 
if you make a mistake. [For about a eighth of what these 
five tutorials cost, you can buy David Blatner and Keith 
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Stimely's excellent (and best-selling) Quark.XPress Book 
($28) plus Blatner's and Eric Taub's QuarkXPress Tips and 
Tricks ($22), both from Peachpit Press. You'll have all the 
information you need, in a much more accessible form, and 
$325 in your pocket. -AN] 

• FrameMaker (PHJ 

If you produce long but relatively simple documents like 
manuals or in-house guides, you often need something 
more like an exalted word processor than a page layout 
program. FrameMaker fits the bill. At $800 it does a lot 
more than Word, but using it feels more like word process
ing than page layout. 

FrameMaker has all of Word's features and most of 
Quark and PageMaker's layout capabilities, and it runs 
about as fast as PageMaker. The built-in word processor 
has an excellent spelling checker, extensive find-and
replace commands, automatic index and table of contents 
generation, footnotes, etc. FrameMaker has the best table 
handling of any Mac program I've seen, plus unique 
features like automated cross-references and conditional 
insertion (that is, insert if. .. , which lets you include or 
exclude certain text in different versions of a document). 

Once you've learned the program, it's easy to use, and 
well-documented in a reference guide. The information's 
not organized well for learning the program, though; that's 
too bad, since l haven't found a good book on FrameMaker 
to recommend to beginners. 

If you've struggled with long documents in Word, Page
Maker, or Quark, you'll find FrameMaker a joy to use. For 
short documents and brochures. it works as well as Page
Maker and Quark, but with fewer bells and whistles. 
[And it's easy to exchange FrameMalcer documents with 
people who use the program on NeXT or other Unix-based 
computers.-HK] 
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Unfortunately, at this writing the Mac version has a few 
glitches, including a bad bug that crops up under System 
7: the first time you copy or cut anything after you've 
started FrameMaker, the item vanishes-it never goes 
into the Clipboard. After that first attempt, everything 
works fine. [Still, I'd call that a fairly major bug.-AN] 
Amazingly, the publisher (Frame Technology) doesn't plan 
to fix this until version 4 (the Unix versions of the program 
get the lion's share of their attention). 

Basic design tips 

ti rule #1-break the rules (ANJ 

Many professional designers would love to have you think 
that there's a right way and a wrong way to design some
thing. That idea is not merely incorrect-it's absurd. Designs 
can't be right or wrong; they can only be better or worse. 
It's a subjective matter-although that certainly doesn't 
mean everybody's opinion is equally worth listening to. 

The tips in the next entry (and in the books described 
at the end of this entry) are all good, sensible, basic guide
lines to good design. But good design is, by definition, not 
boring (unless you think boredom is good). And yet it's easy 
to follow all those design rules and come up with some
thing that makes phenobarbital seem like a stimulant. 

If I had to come up with a design rule, it would be: Never 
use Times or Helveticafor anything. I think it's at least 
as ·universal as any of the others you're about to read. 
But let me give you a more general rule-:fais ce que 
voudras (as my old buddy Frankie Rabelais used to say): 
Do what you want. 

ti rule #2-follow the rules (Rich Wolfson) 

If you don't have much of a design eye-and you realize 
that you don't-follow the rules. Times and Helvetica are 
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eminently readable {Nonsense. Helvetica is virtually unread
able as body text.-AN] and have stood the test of time
they didn't become standards by accident. {They became 
standards because most designers-and their clients
are qfraid of their own shadows.-AN] Using Times for body 
text and Helvetica for headlines is a safe, good-looking 
way to go {Well, it's safe.-AN]; their very unobtrus iveness 
lets the message get through. {And the message is: I'm 
boring. Don't read m e.-AN] 

tl some basic design guidelines (C.J . Weigand) 

Here are a few general design guidelines I've found useful. 

• Mix ing more than three typefaces or styles on a page is 
something a professional designer wi ll do only very 
rarely. 

• Use color to set your pub I ications apart from others. 
Don't be gaudy. Spot co lor tasteful ly applied might be 
all you need to catch a reader's eye. In a market where 
color predominates, the absence of color can also be 
used to good effect. 

• Leave plenty of white space to ba lance your 
compositions. A cluttered page is likely to be 
overlooked as being too "busy" to spend time with. 

• Organize your message around a dominant visual 
element. A single large headl ine or graphic can help to 
focus your readers' attention; severa l w i ll probably 
confuse them. 

• Use subheads to break up your text and sustain interest. 
You can also separate large blocks of text by using wel l
placed pu ll quotes. Set them in a different fon t or type 
style from the main text. 

• Addi tional emphas is can be given to text and graphics 
by accenting them w ith boxes or frames. Drop caps can 
further heighten interest, but shou ld be used sparingly. 

• Design facing pages together. Two pages that look 
great separately can clash terrib ly w hen placed next to 
each other. 
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• Above all , be consistent. Consistency lends credib ility 
to your message. 

el three good basic design books (SS/SA/ANJ 

Thanks to desktop publishing software, millions of people 
now have the tools to create gaudy, unbalanced publi
cations full of klutzy layouts and mismatched fonts. Just 
as easy-to-use financial software won't instantly make you 
a CPA. accessible desktop publishing tools won't magi
cally give you taste. Fortunately, Ventana Press has 
published three good books to help the design-illiterate. 

Roger C. Parker's Looking Good in Print ($24) does a good 
job of covering design essentials. offers help in selecting 
typefaces and provides hints for effective use of the tools 
of the trade. Lots of graphics makes it a quick read. 

Another Parker offering. The Makeover Book ($18). is 
subtitled 101 Design Solutions for Desktop Publishing. 
It's divided into sections-brochures and fliers, adver
tisements, business correspondence, etc.- each ofwhich 
contains general guidelines and lots of before-and-after 
layouts. Get this book even if you can lay out a good page
it will teach you to lay out a better one. 

A very nice guide to Designing in Black & White on Your 
Computer (as its subtitle puts it). The Gray Book's 208 
pages are crammed with clear, detailed and relatively 
sophisticated discussions of contrast. lighting, shading. 
scanning and many other important topics, and contain 
lots of terrific illustrations as well. It costs $23. 

el desktop publishing periodicals (AN/SA/Jim Norrena/NDJ 

If you're involved in any sort of desktop publishing, there 
are some periodicals you should know about. (Most of them 
cover both Mac and PC systems. but you'll find them 
useful in spite of that.) 
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Publish!, the pre-eminent magazine in this field , is 
packed with terrific information. A monthly, it costs $40 
a year. Verbum is a s lick quarterly ($24/year) that bills 
itself as a Journal of Personal Computer A esthetics; it's the 
mos t a rty of these m agazines. 

The Page is a handsome n ewsletter ($65 for 10 issues I 
year) from Chicago tha t's full of useful, practical tips you 
often don't find elsewhere. Step-by-Step Electronic Design 
wasa beautifully designed, full-color n ewsletter, packed 
with great info and tips . Unfortuna tely, it's now defunct. 

B usiness for Publishing is a monthly out of Chicago that 
does a good job of covering the field; it's distributed free 
to people who say they h ave the right combination of 
equipment a nd responsibilities on the subscription form. 
The Weigand Report (now published by Doucette's Desk
top Publishing) contains a lot of good information, but it's 
relatively expens ive , a t $65 for ten six-page issu es a year. 

Bove & Rhod es Ins ide Report On Desktop Publishing 
and Multimedia is written by Tony Bove and Cheryl Rhodes , 
two of the mos t knowledgeable people in the field. Publish ed 
monthly, it gives you a level of in-depth analys is that's hard 
to find elsewhere. It's more technical (and more expens ive
$245/year) than any of the periodicals m entioned above, 
and is aimed a t more sophis tica ted readers. 

tl read the world tHKJ 

You can learn a lot about good design s imply by paying 
a ttention to wha t you see in m agazines, books, bill
boa rds , product packaging and so on. There's a world of 
great design out there- don 't be a fraid to borrow the 
ideas you find appealing. [Assuming you can. It's one 
thing to Wee something, but it's another thing altogether 
to reproduce it, and it's even harder to vary it and still main
tain the look. - ANI 
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ti color-matching (Stephen Herron/CS/ANJ 

Computer monitors create colors by shooting an elec
tron beam at tiny red, green and blue dots that are 
painted in a precise pattern on the inside of the screen. 
(The dots are phosphorescent, 'and glow when the beam 
hits them.) 

When the red, green and blue are combined in equal 
amounts. the resulting color is white. Since the picture 
on the monitor is made by adding the light from thou
sands of dots, it's a kind of additive color (called RGB, after 
the colors of the dots). 

When you print colors, you start with white paper, 
which reflects all the colors present in white light. When 
ink covers the paper, it subtracts some light by absorb
ing it. Thus printing is an example of subtractive color. 

Most color printing uses four process colors: cyan (a 
kind ofblue). magenta (a purplish red). yellow and black. 
(Theoretically, cyan, magenta and yellow, when mixed in 
equal amounts, will produce black, but the image is a lot 
sharper when you add actual black ink.) 

Just as monitors use closely spaced red, green and blue 
(RGB) dots to produce colors on screen, printers use 
closely spaced dots of the four process colors (which are 
abbreviated CMYK) to produce colors. The problem of 
color -matching is making the RGB additive color you see 
on the screen match the CMYK subtractive color you get 
on paper. 

So far, three programs-Photoshop ($900). Fractal 
ColorStudio ($800) and Cachet ($600)-effectively simu
late CMYK colors on a monitor, by restricting the screen 's 
RGB range, so that only printable colors are displayed. Not 
every color can be matched-monitors are better at pastels, 
and printing is better at blacks and very dark colors. 
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Making the RGB on a monitor match the CMYK on paper 
is called calibrating the monitor. This is often accom
plished with the help of another color system used in print
ing-PMS (for Pantone Matching System). Unlike RGB and 
process colors, PMS colors aren't made up of little dots: 
they're a ll one color, like house paint. 

A PMS book cons is ts of thousands of little color 
samples-like paint chips-with numbers that identify 
each one. [Using a PMS number is the safest way to tell a 
printer what color you want. - ND] 

PMS colors can be approxima ted in both RGB and 
CMYK colors, and thus give the monitor a standard to shoot 
for (thousands of s tandards, a ctually). You can also 
perform a rough calibra tion with a decent-quality color 
printout of an image from your Mac. Adjust the white on 
the monitor to match the color of your output paper, then 
hold the printout n ext to the image on the monitor and 
tweak the color wheel un til the two seem to match. 

General page layout tips 

tl seeing what you're moving (SA/AN/ByBJ 

When you drag something in PageMaker or Quark, wha t 
moves is an outline of the item; when you s top dragging, 
the item itself appears in the new position. But when 
you're trying to align something exactly (to a guide, say). 
th e outline isn't good enough. So hold the mouse button 
down before dragging. 

When PageMaker's pointer changes from an arrow to 
a cross with arrows a l the end of each a rm (how long that 
takes depends on how complex wha tever you're dragging 
is). the Mac has loaded the object into memory and will 
show it to you in detail when you drag. When Quark's item 
tool (the four-directiona l arrow tha t's u sed for moving 
objects) turns into a clock, the object will be visible when 
it's dragged. 
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tl the grabber hand (SA/ By BJ 

You don't have to u se the scroll bars to view different parts 
of the page you're on-there's a grabber hand you can use 
to slide the layout around in the window. In both Page
Maker and Quark 3.1 (or with the FeaturesPlus XTension 
in Quark 3.0), you hold down loptionl and press (and hold) 
the mouse button. In Quark the h a nd appears as soon 
as I Option I is pressed, but in Pagemaker it only appears after 
the button is pressed. 

tl selecting layered objects (ByBJ 

When you have elements lying on top of one another in 
PageMaker, a l~ael-click will get you beneath the one on the 
top (it selects the next one down). To get the next item 
down, ~-click again. And so on. In Quark 3.1, a 
IShilt)Optionl~l-click does the same thing. (Once a buried 
item is selected, you can bring it the top of the pile perma
n ently with the Bring to Front command.) 

tl dragging objects, not guides (AN/ByBJ 

In PageMaker, it's sometimes hard to drag something 
when a guide is right n ext to it (or, even worse, right on 
it); everytime you drag, the guide moves, not the object. 
To avoid this continuing annoyance, go to Preferences ... 
on the Edit m enu and click the Guides: Back button. 
Then PageMaker will a lways assume you want to drag an 
object rather than a guide (lo drag a guide, go out to where 
there are no obj ects near it and grab it there). 

When Quark's pointer is over a box, it will ignore guide 
lines . To select a guide line in thal situation, holding 
down loaelwilllet you drag the guide instead of t he box. 

tl masking (AN/ByB) 

Every PageMaker expert I know uses masking, but many 
beginning users don't know about it. It couldn't be 
s impler-when there's something on the page that you 
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don't want, it's often easier to cover it up than to try to 
remove it. To do that, you draw a rectangle (or some other 
shape, but rectangles usually work best) and place it 
over what you want to erase. Then go to the Element menu 
and select Paper under Fill and None under Line. The 
rectangle disappears, and so does what's behind it. 

This same technique also works in Quark. Boxes are 
frameless by default-you just have to make sure the back
ground in the box specifications is either Black (0% 
shade), White or Registration. Either text or graphic boxes 
can be used to mask. 

ti copying tabs and indents (Jerry Szubin/SA/ByBJ 

To copy tabs and indents from the first paragraph in a 
selection to all the other paragraphs in PageMaker, select 
a ll the text and choose Indents/tabs from the Text menu. 
The tabs and indents in the first paragraph will be 
displayed in the dialog box. Now just click OK (don't do 
anything else). These settings will be applied to a ll the 
selected paragraphs. 

To copy tabs and indents from one paragraph to para
graphs that don't follow it, copy part of the origin a l para
graph and paste it at the top of the paragraphs you want 
to change. Select a ll the paragraphs, use the Indents/tabs 
trick and then delete the pasted paragraph (or piece of 
a paragraph). 

In Quark, you can only copy tabs in this way by choos
ing Tabs ... from the Style menu. However, you can easily 
copy all of a paragraph's formatting whether the para
graphs are adjacent or not. 

Place the insertion point in the paragraph you want to 
reformat, put the 1-beam pointer over the paragraph with 
the desired formatting and IShirtl optionl-click. This will only 
work between paragraphs in the same story; it doesn't 
change any character formatting. 
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ti changing point sizes (SA/ByBJ 

In both Quark and Pagemaker, you can make selected text 
bigger in one-point increments by pressing lShiftJOp1ion lo:1€(J; 

pressing jShittJOp1ionl:ilif0 will make it smaller. Eliminate the 
!Option) key and the size change will jump to the next one 
shown on the menu, rather than moving in one-point 
increments. (These commands make sense when you real
ize the oth er characters on those keys are the less than 
( < ) and greater than ( > ) symbols.) Note that the public 
domain utility Period-Comma (which lets you type peri
ods and commas even when the leaps Lock) key is down) keeps 
the one-point-size-at-a-time option from working. 

ti delaying text rewrap (SA/ByBJ 

As soon as you change a border on a graphic, text is auto
matically rewrapped around the new shape. If you're 
making several adjustments, waiting for constant rewraps 
can be annoying. In both PageMaker and Quark, you can 
delay the text rewrap until you're finished futzing, by 
holding down the !Spacebar) while you drag the borders. 

ti spreading a list without tabbing (ByBJ 

The Forcejustify alignment command in PageMaker lets 
you spread text out to fill a line. If there's just one word 
on the line , it puts spaces between letters; if there's more 
than one word, it puts spaces between the words. 

This feature has a valuable side effect. In certain lists, 
you may want items flush left to one side of the column 
(or to one margin) and other items flush right to the other 
side, so that they'll look like this: 

Hamlet 

Ophelia 

Claudius 

Richard Chamberlain 

Sissy Spacek 

Sting 

You can set this up with a right tab at the right margin 
and tabs between the items, but Force justify provides a 
quick alternative, without any tabbing. 
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There's only thing you need to remember: If there are 
two or more words on either end of the split, put a fixed 
space ([Oji'iiOfi)spacebarl ) between them. That way they won't 
be spread, and all the space will be put in the middle of 
the line. 

Quark 3.1 has an even simpler method of spreading a 
list. At any point in a line you can type !option~ and all 
the following text will be pushed to the right margin. 

PageMaker tips 

ti sticky page numbers (AN) 

Although I'm very much in favor of all Mac programs follow
ing the standard Mac interface, I like something PageMaker 
does that no other program I know of imitates. It remem
bers how many copies and what pages you wanted to print 
from the last time and gives you those numbers as defaults 
in the Print dialog box. (Other Mac programs reset the page 
number range to AU and the number of copies to 1.) 

These "sticky page numbers" take a little getting used 
to, but I think they should be the norm for Mac programs 
(in which case they wouldn't take any getting used to). 
It's much easier just to click on All when that's the page 
range you want than to have to repeatedly type in two page 
numbers-as you would, say, ifyou were futzingwith pages 
626 to 629 of a document, trying to gel them right. With 
sticky page numbers, you just hit~ and !Return! and the 
page range you specified last time prints out. 

ti shrinking PageMaker files (SA/ANJ 

PageMaker files gel bigger as you work on them. That's 
because the program appends changes to the existing file 
when you save, rather than replacing it with the new, edited 
one. You can often cut the size of a Page Maker file in half 
(or more) by choosing Save As ... instead of Save. When 
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you Save As .. . with the same filename, the old file is 
completed replaced by the current one, and all the 
appended changes are thrown away. 

ti viewing the whole pasteboard (C.J . Weigand/SA/ANJ 

If you hold down lshittl as you choose Fit in Window, you'll 
get a view that includes the entire pasteboard. This 
makes it easy to drag graphics and text in off the paste
board and onto your page. (The changed command doesn't 
show up in the menu when you hold down IShittl, but it 
still works.) 

ti Send to Back and deselecting (ANJ 

When you send an object to the back, PageMaker should 
deselect it. But, annoyingly, you have to click somewhere 
else to do that. (After all, why would you ever want to send 
something to the back and keep it selected? Even if you 
can think of a few bizarre examples, what would you 
normally want to do?) 

[In order to resize it to fit with other objects, that's why. 
For me, it's quite common, hardly bizarre.- ByB] 

ti page-turning shortcuts (SA/SMJ 

The number of page icons that appear at the bottom of 
your window depends on the size of the window (and 
therefore on the size of your screen). When there are 
more pages than there's room for icons, scroll arrows 
appear at either end of the page icons. 

lshittl-clicking on either scroll arrow moves the icons by 
groups of six. lo~cl-clicking on the left scroll arrow displays 
the icon for the first page of the document; Ef~l-clicking 
on the right scroll arrow displays the icon for the last page. 

~~ moves you to the next page or spread and 
I Shittl~~ to the previous page or spread. These commands 
work even when you have lhe horizontal scroll bars tumed 
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off (which makes the little page icons at the bottom of the 
screen disappear). 

When you return to a page, it's displayed in the same 
view and position as you left it. If you want to see it in Fit 
in Window view no ma tter how you left it, hold IShifll while 
you click on the page icon. 

ti slide shows (SA) 

To see a "slide s how" of your document, hold lshittl while 
you choose Go To Page. PageMaker will display each page 
(or spread if you're viewing facing pages) on the screen 
for about four s econds . To s top the show, just click 
anywhere with the mouse. To speed it up a bit, turn off 
the Rulers firs t- time won't be was ted redrawing them 
every time a new page is displayed. 

'* kerning (ANJ 

To kern a pair of characters (i.e. bring them closer together). 
useiOptloni Deletel. To move them farther apart, useloptlon!Shift!Deletel. 
In both cases , the characters move by lOOths of an ern. 
Since an ern is the same number of points wide as the font 
you're us ing is high, these commands will move 24-point 
type about a quarter of a point, 12-point type about an 
eighth of a point, etc. 

These comma nds a re pa rticula rly u seful when you 
have a paragraph with a single word on its last line. On 
a page where the text is running long, select the para
graph, hit loptioniDeletel once or twice and the word will pop 
up to the line above. On a page where the text is running 
short, u se loptioniShifiiDeletel instead, and other words will flow 
down to the last line , making it more attractive. 

In gen era l, u s ing either of these commands more than 
once or twice on a pa ragraph of text will m ake it look too 
tight or too loose. You can also u se ~I Delete I and {QIDShittiDeletel 
to kern letters by 25ths of an ern, but tha t's an awfully 
coarse amount for text (it might be useful for headlines). 
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You can cancel a ll kerning in a selected block of text by 
hitting (optionlo}cffi) . 

.t some useful keyboard shortcuts (AN/SMJ 

Here are a few of the more useful PageMaker shortcuts: 

triple-click 
(with /-beam pointer) 

(Option l~IEJ 

(with /-beam pointer) 

(Shiltl (while dragging 
on graphic handle) 

select paragraph 

insert automatic page number 

resize proportionately 
(rather than stretch ing) 

.t keyboard tool shortcuts (SA/SM/KFJ 

In PageMaker 4, you can toggle between any tool and the 
arrow pointer by pressing l~lspacebarl. Avoid holding the two 
keys down; if you do, you'll get a strobe effect between 
the two pointers with no way to tell where you'll end up. 
And if you're going from the text tool to the pointer, make 
sure you don't hit the (spacebar! before you have lo"l held down 
or you'll add a space where you may not want it (or worse, 
lose selected text). 

If you have an extended keyboard, you can select any 
of PageMaker's tools by using (Shittl and the function keys 
(these commands work even when the tool palette's closed): 

Hit lShiftl plus the 
function key to 
select a tool 

m m ru m 

161;1 1~ 1~1 
(ill [ill (ill (ill 

.t centering objects on each other {ANJ 

PageMaker desperately needs, but doesn't have, a 
command for aligning objects to one another (the way 
most draw programs do). Aligning the edges is easy
you just pull a guide to the edge of one and drag the other 
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objects to it. But centering them is trickier. Here's how 
to do it: 

When you select a text block, a graphic or a drawing 
in PageMaker, eight selection handles appear on it-one 
in each corner and one in the middle (aha !) of each side. 
Just pull a guide to that middle handle and then align 
the middle handles of the other objects to that same 
guide. (This trick won't work with lines, s ince they only 
have two selection rectangles, one a t either end.) 

tl customized thumbnails (SA/KP/ANJ 

You can print out pages in miniature with the Scaling option 
in the Print dialog box, but tha t only gives you one minia
ture page per sheet of paper. Or you can choose the Thumb
nails option and get as many minia ture pages per sheet 
of paper as you specify. But to miniaturize just the specific 
pages you want, to just the size you want, and to be able 
to insert them into other PageMaker documents, click the 
PostScript button in the Print dia log box. Save the pages 
as EPS files. Then you can use the Place command to put 
the EPS files of your pages back into any PageMaker docu
ment and make them any size you want. 

tl how PageMaker handles fonts (ANJ 

After PageMaker prints a block of text (in other words, by 
the end of each page at the latest). it's supposed to flush 
the fonts it used out of the laser printer's memory. This 
should mean that you can have as many fonts in a block 
as mos t applications let you have in a whole document. 
In practice. however. PageMaker doesn't seem to be able 
to handle more fonts than other programs, and it doesn't 
seem to flush them out a t the end of each text block either. 

When I printed out the outline font sampler in the las t 
edition, the printout was interrupted each time by 
messages saying that the printer had no more room for 
fonts. But a ll I had to do was s ta rt printing again at the 
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page after the last one to come out of the printer, and every
thing would be fine. (It usually took me three print 
commands to get the whole chapter.) The implication is 
that there were residual fonts (or residual something) in 
the printer after a text block was finished, but that weren't 
there when I gave the print command again. This isn't how 
it's supposed to work. 

Another problem with PageMaker's approach to fonts 
is that it slows down printing, since the fonts have to b e 
downloaded to the printer anew at the start of each block. 
One way around that is to manually download all the fonts 
you commonly use before you start the job. That's worth 
the trouble if you're printing a fair number of pages 
and/or documents in which the same fonts (or many of 
the same fonts) will be u sed. 

tl Styles (SA) 

When you apply a style to a paragraph , its font and size 
are automatically applied to the entire pa ragraph-even 
if you have some characters in it that are formatted 
differently (like !Return! and IQ@ in this paragraph). To 
preserve the special font and size formatting, lshm!-click 
instead of clicking. 

When a name in the Slyle palette is followed by an aster
isk, it means the style was imported from a word process
ing document. When the name is followed by a plus sign, 
it means the selected paragraph was defined as that style 
and then "overrides" were applied (additional formatting 
beyond the style definition-like tabs, say). A style can, of 
course, have both an asterisk and a plus sign after its name. 

You can go directly lo the Edil Style dialog box by~~

clicking on the Style's name in the Style palette. 

tl special spaces (SAJ 

PageMaker lets you use four special kinds of nonbreak
ing spaces that "glue" words together so they won't be split 
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at the end of a line. The em space ( !Shift)~) is as wide as 
the point size you're us ing. The en space {!Shill )~) is half 
the point s ize. The thin space {lshiii)~ITJ) is one-quarter the 
point size. The )!Xed space (l optlon) Spacebarl) is the size of a 
normal space in the font and size you're u s ing. 

tl semi-automatic flow (SA/Arnte Burgener} 

When Autoflow is checked (on the Options menu), a click 
starts the text flowing onto as many pages as necessary. 
When Autoflow isn't checked (manual flow) , the text stops 
a t the bottom of the page or column. But you can a lso 
have semi-automatic flow, wh ere the text s tops at the 
bottom of the page or column, but the pointer remains 
loaded with text, instead of turning into the selection 
a rrow. To get semi-au toma tic flowing, hold down l shlftl 

when the pointer is loaded with text, no matter which mode 
you're in. Here's how the three pointers look: 

Text flow 
icons ~manua l M automatic IT.T semi-automatic 

By the way. you can stop an Autoflow operation at any 
time by jus t clicking the mouse button. This doesn't undo 
the operation, h owever-whatever's a lready flowed into 
th e document s tays there. 

tl deleting a linked text block (SA/ANJ 

If you h ave a "story" (i.e. text) running through multip le 
text blocks and you want to remove the middle text block 
without losing any of the story, don't select the middle 
text block and delete it-all its contents will be lost, and 
while the first text block will then be linked lo the third , 
all the material in between will be missing. 

Instead, close the middle text block by dragging ils 
bottom border all the way up to the lop border (or vice versa), 
so that the two of them together make a s ingle line on 
the screen. Click an)'\vhere on the screen and the line will 
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disappear. Your first block will be automatically linked to 
the third (which will now be the second) , with no text lost. 

ti rewriting the screen (JKJ 

Sometimes when you move or resize objects on a page , they 
end up looking like they have chunks missing or are 
dis torted. To fix this problem, use any of the size commands 
a t the top of the Page m enu (or their keyboard equivalents). 
These commands make PageMa ker r edraw the screen, 
even if it was already showing the page a t that s ize. If objects 
still look wrong after the screen redraws, make sure they're 
not overlapping objects in another layer. 

Quark tips 
David 8/atner and Keith Stimely's tips in this section are 
adapted from their QuarkXPress Book. 

ti fast moves (ByBJ 

To drag a text or picture box without having to switch from 
the content tool to the item tool. hold down the 1~1 key. 
However, you don't have to select the box first. Simply lo :~t:l

click and drag and th e box will move immedia tely. 

ti pushing buttons (Dautd B latner / Ketth Sumely) 

Almost every button in Quark's dialog boxes can be selected 
with a keyboard combination-usually 1~1 plus the first letter 
of the button's name. For example, if a dialog box has Yes 
and No buttons. you can select them by typing I~IYI and 
lox@. Press &RC) to select Cance l in any dialog box. 

ti Quark keyboard shortcuts (ByBJ 

trip le-cl ick se lects line 

quadruple-click selects paragraph 

quintuple-cl ick se lects who le text block 
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lcontrotl-cl ick zooms in by 25% 
(or amount you define) 

IOptioniConlroll-c l ick zooms out by 25% 
(or amount you define) 

lcontrotl-click drag area zooms to fill screen with area 
selected 

t1 palettes by keyboard (David B lalner/Keilh Slimely) 

You can a lso select items on the Tool or Measurements 
pa lettes with keyboard comma nds. To select the n ext 
tool down on the pa lette, hit~- To select the next tool 
up, type ~- If the Tool pa le tte is closed, either 
command opens it. ©:IDoption@ opens the Measurements 
palette (if it was closed) and selects th e first item. 

tl style sheets shortcuts (David BlaLner/Keith Stimely/ByBJ 

Quark 3. l's Style pa lette makes choosing styles easy, 
but it's even more efficient to assign th em keyboard short
cuts. As you define a style in Quark's Style Sheet dialog 
box. enter a key sequ ence in the Keyboard Equivalent box. 
Remember, though, tha t for s tyles you can u se only the 
function keys ((IT] through !£:ill ) on an extended keyboard 
or the numbers on the numeric keypad (although the latter 
can be u sed in conjunction with IShlltl, !Option!, lcontrotl or 1~1 ). 

(One advantage of us ing the Style palette over keyboard 
shortcuts is tha t you can force an applied style to wipe 
out a ll local formatting and apply only the new style, by 
holding down !option! when you click on the style in the 
pale tte. This is the equiva lent of turning th e paragraph to 
No Style and then applying the new style .) 

'* special characters in Quark (ByBJ 

Quark has lots of s pecia l ch a racters especia lly for layout 
and typesetting purposes. Here are a few I use often: 

• ©:IDspacebarl is a nonbreaking space, useful for preventing 
two words from being separated with a line break or for 
forcing a word to the following li ne. 
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• ISi@d is a nonbreaking hyphen, useful for preventing a 
hyphenated word (name, phone number) from being 
separated w ith a line break. 

• IShifliRa1urn) is a soft return; it makes a I ine break w ithout 
starting a new paragraph . 

• lill5]Re1urn) is a discretionary return, similar to lo~E], the 
discretionary hyphen. If Quark needs to break the word 
at the end of a line, it will do it where you insert the 
discretionary return, but w ill neither put in a hyphen 
nor make a new paragraph. This is useful for allowing a 
break after a slash in a compound word. 

• I~CD is an " indent-here" character. It lets you create an 
instant hanging indent for a single paragraph w ithout 
having to deal with margins and fi rst-line indents. 
Wherever you insert the invisible character @1llS]. all 
following l ines in the paragraph wi ll indent to that point. 

• unchaining a text box (Dauid Blalner/Keilh SLimely) 

If you unlink a text box from the middle of a chain by click
ing on the arrowhead or ta ilfeathers with the Unlinking 
tool, you break the entire text chain at that point. To 
remove a text box without breaking the flow. select the 
Unlinking tool, hold down the !Shill) key and click the box 
you want to remove . 

• DA text entry (Dauid Blalner/Keith Sllmely) 

Because text entry goes s lowly in page layout programs, 
you generally add long passages to Quark documents by 
importing text from a word processor. If you'd rather not 
open a word processor while you're doing layout, you 
can use a simple text-entry desk accessory and then 
paste the text in your page. The text you create in a DA 
will b e only plain text. but you can change the font and 
style after it's in Quark. 

• reverse type (Dauid Blatner/Keith Stlmely) 

Unlike PageMaker. Quark has no command for reversed 
type (white type on a black background). But you can 
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achieve that effect by setting the text's color to white and 
then placing a black box behind it (or coloring the text box's 
background in the Text Box Specifications dialog box). 

• stylefor reversed heads (ByBJ 

Quark allows you to define a paragraph style which auto
matica lly creates a black bar with the text reversed out 
of it, like the main section heads in this book. 

First put the insertion point in the appropriate para
graph, select Rules ... from the Style menu and click on 
Rule Above. Then choose a width several points greater 
than the point size of the type (for instance, our section 
heads are 18-pt and the rule is 25-pt). Then set the offset 
to a negative number a little less than a third of the rule 
width (ours is minus 7 points). Then click OK. 

Now select the text in the paragraph (presumably less 
than one line) and choose White under Color in the Style 
menu. This will give you reversed out text on a black bar, 
but the text will begin right at the left edge of the bar. To 
fix this, you can either center the text, space it over 
manually or use the First Line setting in the Formats 
dialog box to indent the text from the left margin. 

If you want this to be a defined style, you can now select 
Style Sheets ... from the Edit menu and click New. The new 
untitled style will have the rule, type and format settings 
you've just defined. Name the style and you can apply it 
to other headings. 

• vanishing elements (David Blatner/ Keith Stimely) 

When you select a text or picture box, any page elements 
that overlap that box are hidden. This lets you edit the 
contents of a box free from any distractions, but the 
sudden disappearance of parts of a page can panic even 
experienced users. Of course these "vanished" elements 
aren't really lost; you can quickly bring them back into 
view by clicking outside the page to deselect the box. 
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ti larger, faster thumbnails (David Blatner/Kellh Stimely) 

At eight to a page, Quark's thumbnails are tiny. We find 
them much more useful at twice that size (just enter 200% 
after Reduce or Enlarge in the Page Setup dialog box). To 
print them out faster, check Rough in the Print d ialog box 
(they'll have simplified frames and Xs through the pictures). 

ti curly quote conversion problems (ByBJ 

Quark has an option that converts straight quotes to 
curly quotes when you import text. But it's not very smart 
about it. There are at least three instances that don't 
convert properly: 

• All inch marks become close quote marks (" ). 

• Abbreviated years like '92 turn into '92 (because Quark 
thinks the number is a word being quoted). 

• Anytime a clos ing punctuation mark (l ike a period, 
comma, semicolon, co lon, question mark, exclamation 
mark or em-dash) directly precedes an open quote, 
Quark converts it to a close quote. For example, -"The 
Mac8ible ... becomes -"The Mac Bible .... 

To catch those wrong-headed conversions, you have to 
search throu gh the file for close quotes after importing it 
(or, if the text you're pouring has been carefully prepared. 
just turn this option off) . 

From the Visual Delights collection. Copyright © r 991 by SunShine. All rights reserved. 
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Sound on the Mac 

• the Mac's built-in sound (JK/Cratg O'Donnell) 

Unlike most other computers, the Mac was designed with 
the ability to play back sounds over its built-in speaker. You 
can choose any of several sounds to be used as the Mac's 
system alert, and some Macs have built-in recording capa
bility (see the entry called Sound settings in Chapter 4). 

There are also plenty of colorful. bizarre and silly sounds 
available from user groups, electronic bulletin boards and 
on-line information services, as well as in commercial 
packages like the two-volume Star Trek Collection from 
Sound Source Unlimited ($50 list per volume). 

Sounds come in various formats, the most convenient 
of which is System Ts resource format (it lets you copy 
sounds directly into System Ts System file, and when you 
double-click their icons, the Mac plays them over the 
speaker). In System 6, you have to install sounds with a 
utility like Sound Mover, described below . 

• digital sound (JK/Craig O'Donnell) 

The Mac records and stores sound digitally. Digital record
ing is like making a movie, but instead of taking a series 
of photos that become frames in a moving picture, you're 
taking samples (audio snapshots) of a sound wave at regu
lar intervals and translating them into numbers for stor
age on the computer. When you play them back at the same 
rate, they reproduce the original sound. 

The number of samples taken per second is called the 
sampling rate; the higher the sampling rate, the greater 
the accuracy of the recording, and the better it'll sound 
when played back. (Recordings made in this way are 
often called samples too.) 
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The Mac's built-in 8-bit sound can record or play back 
up to 22,254 samples per second (usually abbreviated as 
22 kHz). which yields sound quality comparable to an AM 
radio. A Mac with a 16-bit audio card installed can handle 
sampling at up to 44kHz, which preserves the live sound's 
pitch and dynamic range (loudness) much better and virtu
ally eliminates distortion, producing CD-quality recordings. 

(To avoid distortion, the sampling rate must be twice 
the audio frequency being recorded; since the highest pitch 
that human ears can hear is about 20 kHz. a 44 kHz 
sampling rate eliminates high-end distortion within our 
hearing range. The 22kHz rate is likely to distort frequen
cies starting about 11 kHz. which is five octaves above 
middle C.) 

tl shareware sound utilities (JK/Craig O'Donnell) 

Several shareware utilities are available that expand what 
you can do with 8-bit sounds. SoundMaster ($15) and 
SndControl ($20) allow you to assign different sounds to 
different events (one sound when you empty the Trash 
and another when you insert a disk, for example). 

Wavicle ($20) and Sample Editor (freeware) allow you 
to record sounds longer than ten seconds (how much longer 
depends on how large you set the application's a llotted 
memory in the Get Info dialog box). You can also edit 
sounds (with Cut and Paste commands. as you would with 
text or graphics) and apply effects like reverb and fade
out to them. 

When you open a recorded sound with these programs, 
a graphic representing its sound wave appears (it's simi
lar to what you see on oscilloscopes or EKG monitors) . 
You can select any part of the sound by dragging the pointer 
over the wave (Wavicle's pointer turns into an !-beam. as 
in the illustration at the top of the next page). Then you 
can play just that section, apply special effects to it, or 
cut or copy it. 
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Sound Mover and SoundExtractor also provide basic 
editing and can convert sound files in various formats into 
System 7 resource files. Sound Mover can also install alert 
sounds in System 6. 

'* tracks and channels (JKJ 

The same terms used in non-computer recording often apply 
to recording on the Mac. Here are a couple you should know. 

When several separate recordings are combined into one 
composite recording. each individual recording is called 
a track. For example, you might record each instrument 
on a separate track, and then combine the tracks together 
for the final recording. 

A channel is a pathway for sound, either in recording 
or playback. For example, if you make a recording using 
several microphones, each will have its own channel, 
although their sound may be combined onto a single 
track. Similarly, stereo recordings play back over two 
channels, one for each speaker. 

'* 8-bit sound recording (JK/Craig O'Donnell) 

For Macs that don't come with built-in recording capa
bility, and for producing multitrack recordings, you need 
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a commercial package like Macromedia's MacRecorder 
Sound System Pro ($350). The MacRecorder package 
includes a microphone, a sound digitizer (Macs that come 
with microphones have digitizers built in) and SoundEdit 
Pro, a powerful sound-editing program. If your Mac already 
has recording capability, you can get SoundEdit Pro sepa
rately for $300 list. 

MacRecorder's digitizer includes an input jack for 
recording from other electronic sources like tape or CD 
players. and a volume control so you can adjust the input 
level. SoundEdit Pro lets you mix up to four tracks into 
a single recording, and lets you apply a whole slew of effects 
like echo and reverb. You can speed up or slow down a 
sound without changing its pitch, or change the pitch with
out speeding up or slowing down the sound. 

Because it records directly to disk instead of to RAM, 
SoundEdit Pro can record much longer sounds than the 
applications in the previous entry, which are limited by 
the Mac's available RAM. Its various features enable you 
to put together elaborate soundtracks for presentations 
in programs like Director, HyperCard or SuperCard. 

SoundEdit Pro requires a Mac with a 68020 chip or 
better, but it comes with an earlier version, SoundEdit 
2.0.5, that can work on 68000 Macs like the Plus, SE. 
Portable, Classic and PowerBook 100. 

If you don't need editing ability, Articulate Systems' Voice 
Impact provides a digitizer and microphone for quite a bit 
less than the MacRecorder package ($100). The more 
expensive Voice Impact Pro ($230) comes with editing 
software, but it's not worth the extra money. 

ti a better microphone (Craig O'Donnell) 

You can improve the quality of your recordings by substi
tuting Radio Shack's $50 PZM microphone for the ones 
that come with Macs, MacRecorder or Voice Impact. 
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• 16-bit sound recording (JK/Craig O'Donnell) 

CD-quality, 16-bit recording on the Mac is similar to 8-
bit recording; you just need more powerful-and more 
expensive-equipment. (You can also use 16-bit equip
ment to create higher-quality 8-bit recordings than you'd 
get from the packages described above.) 

An 8-bit recording takes up about 1.2 megs of memory 
per minute, but a 16-bit recording takes up about 4.8 megs 
a minute. With this in mind, 16-bit recording systems 
record directly to your Mac's hard disk rather than to its 
memory. So you need a large, fast hard disk-many musi
cians use drives that hold upwards of 200MB (most drives 
this size are fast enough). 

As of this writing, Digidesign is the only manufacturer 
of 16-bit audio cards for the Mac. By the time you read 
this, they'll have released Audiomedia II ($1300). an 
improved version of their basic digital recording package. 
It includes one stereo NuBus card and SoundDesigner II, 
the same i~dustry-standard editing software that comes 
with their high-end audio package, Sound Tools II. 

In addition to its RCA-type inputjacks (the kind used 
on home stereos) the Audiomedia II card has connectors 
for digital input and output. By connecting a DAT (digi
tal audio tape) recorder to the digital output connector, 
you can copy a finished recording to DAT and use it as a 
master to press CDs from. 

For home studio recording and mixing, Digidesign 
offers Deck ($350), the software equivalent of a four
track tape deck (only better, because it does more). Deck 
handles panning (the positioning of a sound between left 
and right speakers) and bouncing (mixing multiple tracks 
down to one or two tracks and then recording new tracks 
on the freed-up channels) . Deck will also synchronize digi
tal audio tracks with MIDI tracks. 
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Music 

ti synthesizers and samplers (JKJ 

A synthesizer is a device, usually incorporated into a 
keyboard, that can create a variety of sounds electroni
cally. A sampler is a device, also usually incorporated into 
a keyboard, that doesn't actually create sounds but uses 
sampled ones. (Sometimes both kinds of keyboards are 
s imply lumped together under the heading synthesizers.) 
For more details, see the entry on MIDI instruments below. 

There's also something called a sound module. It doesn't 
have a keyboard (or any other means of inputting sounds) 
but merely stores sounds for use by a music program, 
keyboard or other electronic instrument. A sound module 
can also play back a composition without needing the 
instrument that created it. 

ti MIDI {JKJ 

In addition to recording sound via sampling, Macs can 
record and recreate musical performances on instru
ments (synthesizers, samplers or sound modules) that use 
the MIDI (musical insiTument digital interface) standard. 
A MIDI file contains the instructions needed to play a piece 
of music, rather than the actual sound produced by such 
a performance. It's like the roll of paper that tells a player 
piano what to play, as opposed to an audio tape you play 
back on a stereo. 

To use MIDI, all you need is a Mac (any model will do). 
a MIDI-compatible instrument and a MIDI interface box 
(which translates between the instrument and the Mac). 

MIDI is very popular among composers and musicians 
because it lets them compose and edit performances in 
special programs called sequencers. You can play a piece 
of music on a synthesizer, then go in the sequencer and 
change the pitch, stress or duration of any note, align notes 
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to beats automatically, copy and paste sections, increase 
or decrease the tempo of the piece, or tr~spose it to another 
key. Unlike digital sound editors, where you have to work 
with a picture of a sound wave, a sequencer displays actual 
notes and/or measures, so you can work with them directly. 

Once you've created a track of music in this way, you 
can have the sequencer play it back on the synthesizer 
and record another track on top of the first one. You can 
then edit the second track in the same way, and continue 
layering tracks until you've recorded an entire composi
tion. Most sequencers will let you save a composition as 
a standard MIDI file that any MIDI program can read. 

ti sequencers (JK/Craig O'Donnell) 

If you're not sure how far you want to go with MIDI, you 
can explore its possibilities with a basic sequencer like 
Passport Design's Turbo Trax ($100) or Opcode Systems' 
EZ Vision ($150). They're stripped-down versions of the 
pro-level Master Tracks Pro and Vision (described later 
on in this entry), so if you later decide you need more 
advanced features, the transition will be easy. 

The two programs offer slightly different features and 
different approaches to the editing process. though, so 
you should try both before picking one or the other. 
Opcode also bundles EZ Vision as part of their EZ Music 
Starter Kit ($300) which includes a MIDI interface, The 
Book of MIDI (a fun and informative HyperCard stack) and 
Band-in-a-Box (described below). 

Trax supports 64 channels and EZ Vision just 16. To 
create albums or soundtracks, composers use high-end 
sequencers that control as many as 128 MIDI channels 
and have much more power and flexibility. They accom 
modate complex editing of elaborate compositions, and 
support time-coding, which allows you to synchronize MIDI 
tracks being played on a Mac with videos running on a 
separate machine. 
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Master Tracks Pro ($500 from Passport Designs) is the 
top-selling sequencer in this category; Vision ($500 from 
Opcode Systems) is a close competitor. Beyond ($320 
from Dr. T's Music Software) offers many pro-level features 
at a more reasonable price. When shopping for a high
end sequencer, pay attention to their hardware require
ments: they often take up a lot of disk space and need a 
Mac with at least two megs of RAM. 

ti Band-in-a-Box (JK/Crarg o·oonnell) 

As long as there have been recordings, musicians have 
practiced by playing along with records and tapes. Band
in-a-Box Professional ($90 from PG Music) gives you more 
control-you tell it what chords, style and tempo to play. 
and it arranges the music for a backup band and plays 
it over your MIDI instrument. 

Band-in-a-Box will play in more than a hundred musi
cal styles-from country to reggae-but if you don't find 
exactly what you want. you can create your own style and 
save it to reuse later. Its arrangements are fairly good, and 
include variations and drum fills (even chord extensions, 
if you want). It also comes with 100 jazz standards already 
arranged, so you won't have to enter them chord-by-chord. 

ti scoring programs (JK/Crarg o·oonnell) 

Sequencers let you compose music, but to print out a 
composition as sheet music, you need a scoring (or nota
tion) program. With it you can compose directly onto a stan
dard music staff. import MIDI files created with a 
sequencer, or enter music by playing it on your MIDI 
instrument (in real time or note-by-note). You can then 
edit your composition using standard music notation. and 
print out a professional-quality score. 

The most sophisticated and best-known scoring program 
is Finale ($750 from Coda Music Systems). It has just about 
every bell and whistle you can imagine, but it's been 
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criticized for being extremely complex and difficult to 
master (Finale 3.0, which may be available by the time 
you read this, should be easier to use). 

Encore ($600 from Passport Designs) performs most 
of the same functions as Finale but is much simpler to 
learn. Before you buy either of these programs, though, 
check out Coda's MusicProse ($250) ; it offers most of the 
basic notation features and if that's all you need, you'll 
save a lot of money. 

tl MIDI interfaces (Craig O'Donnell/JKJ 

To connect a Mac to a MIDI instrument, you need a MIDI 
interface. Opcode's MIDI Translator ($60) and Passport's 
MIDI Interface ($90) both come with three MIDI output 
ports and can handle up to sixteen channels. 

Opcode's Studio Plus Two ($150) connects to both the 
Mac's modem and printer ports at the same time, which 
means you can use up to 32 channels-if your sequencer 
will support that many. It comes with its own power 
supply, essential for using it with a Power Book, and it has 
bypass switches that let you use a modem and/or printer 
when you're not using it. 

tl MIDI instruments (Craig O'Donnell/JKJ 

You can find MIDI guitars, basses, violins, wind instru
ments, drum sets and xylophones, but most p eople use 
keyboard synthesizers to generate MIDI tracks. There 
are hundreds of synthesizers available. Aside from sound 
quality, look for a keyboard that's multitimbral (able to 
assign a different instrument's sound-or timbre-to each 
track, to simulate the performance of an entire band or 
orchestra) and polyphonic (able to play more than one note 
at a time). You'll want at least 12-note polyphony, and 28-
or 32-note is better. 

To get any kind of subtlety into your music, you'll also 
probably want touch-sensitive keys , which respond to the 
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force of your fingers, the way piano keys do. They're more 
expensive, though-professional-quality keyboards cost 
$900 and up. 

If you can't spend that much, consider Kawai's K
series keyboards, or look at used equipment. Synthesiz
ers like the popular (but discontinued) Yamaha DX-7 will 
last indefinitely if properly maintained. Find a well-stocked 
music dealer or two and try out as many instruments as 
you can before buying. 

• which Macs to use (Craig O'Donnell) 

Any Mac can accept MIDI data, play simple sounds or 
sample with MacRecorder, but for greater recording and 
editing capabilities, you need at least 4MB of RAM and 
System 6.0.7 or later. For 16-bit recording, I recommend 
a llsi or better, and for high -end packages like Sound 
Tools or Pro Tools, a ci, fx or Quadra with at least eight 
megs of RAM. 

You also want a big screen. A 13-inch monitor is a good 
low-end choice, but professionals prefer bigger ones. 

Beware ofPowerBooks; they have a bug that causes them 
to drop MIDI data in certain situations. Apple plans to fix 
it, but in the meantime, they've provided a workaround 
to software developers, so look for MIDI programs that avoid 
the bug. Also make sure your MIDI interface has its own 
power supply if you're using it with a PowerBook. 

• speakers (Cra ig O'Donnell/JK) 

The Mac's built-in speaker is fine for playing around with 
shareware sounds and the like, but for anything more 
sophisticated, you'll want external speakers. The Mac's 
audio output isn't meant to drive la rge speakers, so 
amplified models are best: if the speakers will be near 
the Mac or an external monitor, make sure they have 
magnetic shielding so they won't distort the image on 
the screen. 
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For casual purposes using 8-bit sound, the Koss SA-
30 amplified speakers ($35 a pair) will do. If you want groups 
of five or six people to hear the sound, the heftier Mac
Speakers ($230 a pair from Monster /Persona Technology) 
a re perfect. These two-way, 10-watt speakers give 
respectable bass a nd high-frequ ency response, have 
controls for adjusting the volume and bass levels, and can 
even create a stereo effect from monaural input. They're 
designed to plug into the Mac's sound port and fasten to 
the sides of a monitor or compact Mac. 

If you're using MIDI gear or 16-bit audio, get high
fidelity speakers like Acoustic Research's Powered Part
ner 570s ($475 a pair) . The Partners' black speaker boxes 
each include a 35-watt amplifier and volume, bass and 
treble controls. They have the same excellent sound 
quality that AR's bookshelf speakers made famous over 
20 years ago. 

For any situation involving multiple sound sources, 
Atlantic Technology's $400 Pattern 100 system is the 
best choice. It can take inputs from three sources and 
produces sound from a subwoojer (a speaker for very low 
notes) and two high-frequency speakers (volume and bass 
level controls are on the subwoofer). This 35-lb, 60-watt 
system can fill a lecture room with a respectable amount 
of sound, yet one person can carry it. 

It books on Mac sound and music (NDJ 

To learn more about sound and music on the Mac, find a 
local user group that h as a music SIG (special interest 
group) or do some additional reading. In 445 readable pages, 
David M. Rubin's The Audible Macintosh ($35 from Sybex) 
covers MIDI, digital recording and editing, the use of sound 
in multimedia (the combination of sound, graphics, anima
tion, etc.) and more. Rubin devotes a lot of space to detailed 
product descriptions that may soon be outdated, but his 
clearly written explanations of fundamentals should wear 
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well. The book comes with an BOOK disk containing a 
variety of short MIDI files; some of them also come in a 
HyperCard stack, for people who don't have a MIDI setup. 

Much shorter, more informal and, frankly, more fun is 
Hayden's $20 Cool Mac Sounds by Cra ig O'Donnell (who 
also contributed a lot of the ma teria l in this section) . Its 
157 pages don't cover MIDI or 16-bit audio, but they do 
a good job of explaining sampling, sound management and 
sound in HyperCard. This opinionated, idiosyncratic book 
includes plen ty of s olid, prac tical tips , even if the hipster 
style sometimes wears a bit thin. 

A 1.4MB disk tha t comes with the book contains a lot of 
silly sounds and some music effects, plus sound utilities 
and a HyperCard demonstra tion stack-114 items in a ll. 

Video 
Some of the products in this section require a certain mini
mum system configuration. Be sure to check the requirements 
of any item you' re interested in before you buy it. 

II QuickTime (J KJ 

Imagine getting a le tter on disk from a friend. [Suspend 
your disbelief for a moment, gentle reader, and don't ask 
why you're getting a letter on disk rather than on paper.
AN}When you double-click the file, you see a color picture 
of h er new b aby pasted into th e letter. Then you click a 
little button ben eath the picture and it suddenly comes 
to life-the kid cries and drools, and your friend walks 
into the frame to s ay hello. [After many years of drooling 
over letters, at last I can get Letters that drool back at me! 
Isn't progress wondeljul?- AN} 

Apple's Quick'Time data format has made this kind of 
home-video-in-a-letter possible by letting you paste dynamic 
data (anything you can play back over time) into documents 
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the same way you'd paste in text or graphics. You can 
combine sounds, video and/or animation into one Quick
Time file (called a movie). The latest versions of many word 
processing, database and presentation programs support 
QuickTime, and Apple expects it to eventually become as 
universally supported as the PICT graphic format. 

Since the animation, video and graphics data in a 
QuickTime movie can take up a lot of disk space, the 
QuickTime extension (that's how it comes, as an exten
sion) has built-in image compressors you can access from 
within applications. These can reduce file sizes by as 
much as twenty times, often with little effect on image qual
ity. and they work on still images like PICT files as well 
as QuickTime files. 

The QuickTime extension is available from Apple deal
ers and user groups. To use it, you need a color-capable 
Mac (one with a 68020 chip or better). at least four megs 
ofRAM and System 6.0.7 or higher. (By the time you read 
this, QuickTime should come with the system software
Apple has committed to making it part of System 7 . 1.) 

To get a feel for what you can do with QuickTime, 
consider getting Apple's QuickTime Starter Kit ($170). It 
includes the QuickTime extension and a collection of 
utilities for viewing and editing QuickTime movies, 
compressing PICT images, converting other file types into 
QuickTime movies and recording video material to disk 
(if you've got a video capture card). The kit a lso com es with 
a CD-ROM full of sample Quick:Time movies and images. 

ti VideoSpigot (EFJ 

To record your own QuickTime material from a camcorder, 
1V or VCR onto your Mac, you need a video capture card 
like SuperMac's VideoSpigot ($500-600, depending on 
what model Mac you have). It converts a video signal into 
QuickTime format a nd saves it to your h a rd disk. 
VideoSpigot can also record a video's sound. either through 
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the Mac's sound port (if it's got one) or through a digi
tizer like MacRecorder or Voice Impact (discussed above). 

Video Spigot comes with a program called ScreenPlay that 
lets you control the recording process by clicking on-screen 
start and stop buttons, and displays each clip as you capture 
it. Once you've recorded some clips, you'll probably want 
to join them together using an editing program like Diva's 
VideoShop or Adobe's Premiere (see the next entry). 

e Premiere {EFJ 

Premiere ($500 from Adobe) lets you put together Quick
Time movies from video, animation and sound material 
in various formats, including PICT, QuickTime, PICS (a 
format for animation files) and the "native" formats that 
Photoshop and SoundEdit save files in. 

You can add special effects like dissolves (fading one 
image out as another fades in), sharpened or blurred 
images, or superimposed text. You can also adjust the 
soundtrack, fading it in and oul or adding sound from 
another clip. 

Adobe Premiere is one of my favorite Mac programs; I've 
made lots of short movies from my piles of camcorder tapes, 
which had been gathering dust for years. [Although it's 
not really an animation program, you can also use Premiere, 
along with any drawing program capable of saving PICT 
files, to create and display animations.-DH] 

Animation 

e traditional vs. computer animation {DI-11 

Animation creates the illusion of motion by displaying, 
in rapid succession, a series of pictures (ca lled frames) 
in which an image's position changes incrementally from 
one frame to the next. 
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The most straightforward way to generate the frames 
is to draw each one from scratch; this is called flip-book 
or, in the case of computers, card-based animation. But 
since the background and other elements of a scene may 
not change for many frames, it's much more efficient to 
draw each element separately, and only redraw those 
that change from one frame to the next. Traditionally, the 
individual images are drawn on layers of transparent 
celluloid called eels. 

Unfortunately, celluloid isn't completely transparent, 
so using multiple layers of eels cuts down on the light pass
ing through to the camera. As the number of eels cover
ing the background varies from frame to frame, its hue 
seems to change too. Conventional animators spend a lot 
of time compensating for this effect, but computer anima
tors don't have to worry about it, since there's no cellu
loid involved; the moving elements (called sprites) are 
kept on invisible "layers" in the computer. 

Traditionally, a chief animator draws key frames to 
define the images, style and motion occurring in a scene. 
and assistants draw the intervening frames (a process 
known as in-betweening, or just tweening). A computer 
can often handle the tweening (in fact, major animation 
studios have used computers to do this for some time). 

Path-based animation relies even more on the computer
the animator creates an initial scene and maps out paths 
for the objects to move along, and Lhe computer then draws 
the frames along those paths. Path-based animation pro
vides more precise control over an object's motion than key 
frames do, but it has its own limitations. 

For example, if you want to animate a bird flying 
through the air, you need to show its wings flapping as 
well as the movement of the bird itself. This requires that 
you first create a sequence of the bird flapping its wings, 
and then assign that sequence to the bird's flight path. 
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Some scenes are better suited to key-frame anima
tion, others to path-based. Animation software should let 
you choose the best approach for any given situation. 

ei 3D graphics in animation (DH/ANJ 

Three-dimensional effects like shadows and reflections on 
th e surface of objects can make an animated scene seem 
much more realistic. For example, imagine a car driving 
towards you. (To help you visualize, let's say it's a 1955 
Oldsmobile convertible, coral and white; you decide if it's 
a Super 88 or a Ninety-Eight.) As it approaches, you see 
ever-shifting reflections on its "big-mouth" grille and 
rounded hood. As it passes, its shadow falls across your 
feet and more reflections play across the weird bent
chrome trim on its s ide. Then it's heading away. its pointy 
little taillights dwindling into the distance. 

To create the same details using 20 images, you'd have 
to draw each of them in by hand, but the information 
in a 30 image tells the computer how to create them auto
matically. [Not all 3D programs offer the choice between 
the Super 88 and the Ninety-Eight, though.-JK] 20 
animation is perfectly adequate for many situations, 
and it's generally faster and less expensive than 30. But 
3D graphics are essential when the point of an anima
tion is to reveal hidden information through motion. 

ei walk-throughs (DHJ 

A walk-through or fly-through is a type of animation that 
gives th e observer the illusion of moving through or 
around elements in a scene, which generally remain 
stationary (which makes a good presentation tool for an 
architect or a designer). Some programs, like Virtus's 
WalkThrough ($500) and Alias' Upfront ($900), are specif
ica lly designed for creating walk-throughs. 
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• morphing (DI-IJ 

Morphing is the smooth transformation of one shape into 
another, like a pop star turning into a panther. Don't expect 
to achieve such exotic effects on your Mac, though; creat
ing them is a complex and time-consuming task, and the 
Mac products that support morphing (Super 3D, Infini
D, MacroMind Three-D. MacTopas and StrataVision 3d) 
are better suited to changing a cube into a sphere than 
a person into an animal. 

• animation programs (DH/JKJ 

Macromedia's FilmMaker ($700) is a high-quality 2D 
animation program with several tools that contribute to 
smooth, even images. It lets you fade objects from total 
opacity to total transparency, which is useful for creat
ing fog and water effects. and you can even animate 
several effects simultaneously, including zoom, rotation 
and movement along a path. 

For more basic needs, Animation Works ($200 from Gold 
Disk) is worth considering. Since it doesn't offer in
betweening, you have to draw each frame yourself. but it 
has tools to make that as easy as possible, like the abil
ity to display a ghost of the previous frame under the one 
you're drawing, so you can use it as a template. 

Many of the 3D graphics programs described in Chap
ter 13 also handle animation. Of the ones best suited for 
that purpose. MacroMind Three-D ($1500 from Macro
m edia) is generally considered to have the best interface. 
It gives you precise control over virtually all aspects of the 
moving scene, using a special grid modeled after Direc
tor's (Macromedia's presentation program, reviewed below). 
Infini-D ($900 from Specular) is a highly regarded, easy
to-use program that offers a fair degree of flexibility at a 
reasonable price. It's an excellent entry-level choice. 
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ti playing back video and animation (DH/JKJ 

The Mac is a great tool for editing video and animation mate
rial but it's somewhat limited as a playback device, because 
it can't always get the frames onto the screen fast enough. 
If it displays the animation below about fifteen frames per 
second, it will flicker. A QuickTime movie won't slow down, 
but the Mac may drop frames here and there, making the 
movie look jerky and unnatural. (If there's a soundtrack, 
however, it will generally be reproduced faithfully.) 

Software accelerators like Macromedia's $150 Accel
erator speed up the display of animation files. You can 
also make an animation easier for the Mac to display by 
designing it with a smaller frame size, fewer colors and 
a lower resolution. The results may not live up to your 
original expectations, but they'll probably be OK for most 
presentations and casual purposes. 

For professional-quality animation, you'll either have 
to supercharge your Mac (with an accelerator card and 
more memory-and even then, the SCSI bus may be a 
bottleneck) or output to film or videotape (which is usually 
done at a professional studio). 

Presentation software 

ti basic presentation programs (Peter Ryce/JKJ 

Presentation programs are basically tools for producing elec
tronic slide shows, usually to accompany talks. You can 
create the slides from scratch using the program's own text 
and graphics tools, or import them from other sources. 

When you display a presentation on a Mac monitor, each 
slide fills the screen, covering the usual menu bar, windows 
and icons. regardless of your monitor size. You can also 
print the slides onto transparencies for an overhead 
projector, have a service bureau make them into actual 
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photographic slides or put the presentation onto videotape 
(with video-out cards made by RasterOps, Truevision, 
Generation Systems and Mass Microsystems) . 

Persuasion ($500 from Aldus) and PowerPoint ($400 
from Microsoft) were two of the first presentation programs. 
Both offer a speaker's notes format, which lets you print 
out a miniature of each slide with attached lecture notes, 
and a handout format for your audience, showing up to 
six slides per page. 

PowerPoint's ease of use has made it popular, but 
Persuasion offers many more text and graphics features, 
plus an extensive set of charting capabilities. If you're 
displaying your presentation on the Mac, Persuasion 
offers fancy transitions between slides, like dissolves and 
an effect that makes the screen look like a venetian blind 
being turned to reveal the next slide. 

More ($400 from Symantec) offers handout and speaker's 
notes formats, good graphics and charting, and even 
more transition effects than Persuasion. Both programs 
can outline-in fact, that was More's original purpose as 
a program (see Chapter 9 for more on it). But Persua
sion's support for QuickTime and other extra features 
give it the edge as a presentation program, at least as of 
this writing. 

None of these programs support sound or animation, but 
you can add these to your finished presentations by import
ing the presentation into an animation program (for this 
purpose, an inexpensive one, like Meyer Software's $175 
On The Air, is all you need). Still, for the ultimate in multi
media capability, you're better off creating the entire thing 
in Macromedia's Director (described in the next entry). 

ti Director (DH/Peter Ryce/JK) 

Director ($1200 from Macromedia) is the Mac program 
most commonly used for serious a nimation work, but it 
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was originally designed for creating interactive presen
tations. (Interactive presentations, in which a viewer's 
selection of on-screen choices affect what happens next, 
are often used for automated training programs and for 
computerized video kiosks like those in shopping malls 
and tourist information bureaus.} 

Director's presentations can include sound, animation 
and QuickTime movies, and can even control external 
devices like CD-ROM, videodisc players and MIDI instru
ments. Although Director can't handle 3D graphics directly. 
it can produce the same effect by importing frames gener
ated in 3D programs. 

Director lets you precisely control the timing of all the 
components-sound, animation, etc.-on a special grid 
that shows each component as a row and each time inter
val as a column. Most people find Director's design inter
face fairly straightforward for basic tasks, but to access 
its more sophisticated capabilities (including interactiv
ity}. you have to use a programming language called 
Lingo, which is not so straightforward. 

ti other multimedia programs (JKJ 

HyperCard, which comes with the Mac, was the first Mac 
program used for interactive multimedia presentations. 
SuperCard ($300 from Aldus} imitates HyperCard's inter
face but has more graphics tools, animation capability. 
and other strengths HyperCard lacks. 

Both HyperCard and SuperCard can control external 
devices, but neither comes close to the power and versa
tility you get with Director. (Like Director. they both require 
you to use a programming language for anything more than 
a simple slide show.) 
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Games and learning 

li educational, shmeducational (SA/ND/ANJ 

Why do we insist that computer games for children be 
"educational"? Unless kids are crippled by bad teaching or 
physical or emotional blocks, they can't not learn from 
anything they do. So don't rationalize that they're learn
ing hand-eye coordination (even though they are); just tell 
yourself they're having fun. That's what counts in games 
(and educational programs generally). When they aren'tfun, 
kids don't play them and therefore don't learn from them. 

It's u sually easy to tell whether an educational program 
for older children is teaching what it's supposed to, but 
programs for very young children are harder to evaluate. 
Here are some things to consider: 

• Can the ch ildren do everything by themselves? Of 
course you should do some of it with them, and three
or four-year-olds might need help in getting started, but 
after that, they should be able to handle things on their 
own. (This not only gives them a feeling of control, but 
saves your sanity too.) 

• Some programs try to teach too many things at once. 
You want ones that know how to focu s on particu lar 
tasks and concepts, and that dole them out in easily 
learnable chunks. 

• How are wrong answers handled? After two or three 
wrong answers in a row, the program should provide a 
hint, or the answer itself, and should let the user try the 
same problem again, after the answer's been shown or 
the hint's been given. (Once, when her son kept getting 
wrong answers in an alphabet game even though she 
knew he knew the answers, Sharon asked if he needed 
help. He sa id: "No, I like the sound it makes when you 
give the wrong answer.") 

very 
hot 
tip 
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• Don't worry about the absence of color-young kids 
don't care about that, nor does it matter educationally 
{except, of course, in games that teach color recognition). 

In the next two sections, we've tried to put the software 
that's suitable for the youngest users first, and software 
for the oldest users last (so a game that teaches you how 
to clean your dentures will come at the end of a section, 
and a program on basic parent manipulation will come at 
the start). In the last section, we've grouped games by type. 

ti games arefussy (SA/ND/SMJ 

Games- and educational programs, which are usually 
disguised as games-sometimes make unusual demands 
on your system (and on you). For example, while few 
business products are copy-protected, many games are; 
you may need to insert the master disk (the one you 
bought), or supply arcane information you look up in the 
instruction booklet. 

Games also tend to use some pretty fancy programming 
tricks to squeeze top performance out of your Mac. Specific 
software may need to be in just the right spot, or the game 
may need to use a specific area of memory another 
program is occupying. If you have trouble, remove any 
unnecessary extensions and close any other open 
programs. If you still run into problems, boot from the 
floppy and run the game from there, instead of from your 
hard disk. 

Some games run only on compact Macs (ones with 9" 
screens), some run only in color, and many don't run if 
another program is loaded into memory. If you upgrade 
your system, you may have to leave some of your favorite 
playthings behind. Before you buy a game, find out which 
Mac models it works with (we try to tell you that when 
we can). If you have problems, call the product's tech 
support; a newer version of the program might help. 
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Educational software for kids 

ti the AmandaStories (SMJ 

When he was just two, my son Rowan learned to use 
the Mac with these wonderful creations by Amanda Good
enough. They're picture books made into HyperCard 
stacks, with several hidden buttons behind each picture, 
so a story can be "read" several different ways. They 
include some very basic sound and animation, and the 
drawings are simple, uncluttered (easy for a toddler to focus 
on) and utterly delightful. 

Voyager sells four disks for $25 each, with two to four 
stories per disk; you can also get all four volumes on a CD
ROM for $60. Two disks feature a cat named lnigo-who's 
deftly drawn with a few strokes of what looks like a spray
paint tool-and the other two relate the adventures of a gawky 
camel. (Originally the AmandaStories were shareware, and 
three of them are still available that way.) They work on any 
Mac with one meg or more of RAM and HyperCard. 

[Older kids can enjoy them, too; my eight-year-old son 
Cameron still opens them up occasionally. And if you have 
a little HyperCard programming skill, you can use them as 
examples and show older kids how to create their own 
animated stories.-ND] 

[Rowan, Cameron- what kind of names are those? 
Doesn't anyone use wholesome, all-American names like 
Mike or Steve anymore? Our country is in decline, and 
fancy names Wee Rowan and Cameron are probably 90% 
ojthe reason.-AN] 

ti Kid Pix (David de Leeuw) 

Bn~derbund took a basic paint program and added great 
sounds and "stamps" (little pictures you can put anywhere 
with a click). They also made it easier to use, by giving it 
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bigger tool icons and fewer choices. The result is Kid Pix 
($60 list) and it's terrific; even adults will find it amusing. 

Soon after my son Rowan learned to point and click (at 
age two, with the AmandaStorles). he started using the 
pencil to draw lines with Kid Pix (for that age, set the mouse 
at its slowest speed). The stamps let him put trees on his 
hills, frogs in his ponds and flying saucers in the sky. 

His favorite feature is an eraser that blows up your draw
ing, complete with the sound of an explosion, leaving 
behind a blank screen. [That's my favorite too, and I've 
never even seen it.-AN] You don't like the cow you tried 
to draw? Dynamite it! (I think this should be made stan
dard on word processors.) 

There's a wacky pencil that draws dripping lines, branch
ing lines, two-color lines and symmetrical spiden~ebs. 
Mixers transform the whole document, inverting black and 
white for instance, or tiling a piece of the drawing over the 
whole area. These features are powerful. but not adjustable
kids get the impact of transformations and special effects 
without having to learn how to control them. 

Now three, Rowan's played with lots of other kids' 
programs, but he spends most of his computer time with 
Kid Pix. He loves to print and fold his drawings, then "give 
them for cards." [My eight-year-old uses regular g raphics 
programs. but still plays with Kid Pix.-ND] 

It requires at least a Plus, System 6 or later, two BOOK 
drives or a hard disk. and 1MB of RAM (2MB for color). 
There's also a Kid Pix Companion for $40 that lets you easily 
animate your drawings or turn them into slide shows. 

ti KidsTime (SA/ND/SMJ 

KidsTime ($50, from Great Wave) was one of the first Mac 
programs for young kids, and it's stood the test of time. 
It includes five activities, the first three of which teach 
prereading skills: ABKey builds character recognition; 
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Match-it teaches recognition of same and similar objects: 
and Dot-to-Dot (shown below in progress and completed) 
teaches number recognition and sequencing. 

·6 

3 ·II 

·10 .g 

·12 
·1 3 

Although recommended for ages three to eight, the two 
other activities can keep a ten-year-old involved. Story
Writer lets you type a story, interspersing pictures from 
a special font. The program then reads the story back to 
you in a robotic computer voice, saying the word for the 
picture. KidsNotes is a terrific music program-no surprise, 
since the same company publishes a music program 
called ConcertWare+. KidsTime works on all Macs . 

.t The Playroom (SA/SMJ 

In the Playroom, you click on objects in a picture of a play
room (see the picture at the top of the next page) to make 
things happen (or to go where you click). Click on the bird 
and it sings. Click on the nightstand's drawer and it opens
and a balloon floats out. Click on the balloon and ... well, 
we don't want to give away the plot. Click on a letter on 
the keyboard on the screen (or press that key on your 
Mac's keyboard) and the letter appears on the monitor 
and is identified. Clicking on the mouse hole takes you 
inside, where you can choose from three simple board 
games you can play a lone or with a partner. 

Playroom ($50 from Br0derbund) is terrific for three
to eight-year-olds. It works on any Mac from the Plus on 
up, including Mac lis. It requires a hard disk and System 
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6 or later, and you have to look up a simple picture code 
in the manual every fifth time you open it . 

• A Silly Noisy House (SMJ 

If you've got a CD-ROM drive, here's an imaginative game 
($60 list, from Voyager) for kids three to eight years old. 
As in The Playroom, when you click areas of the screen 
or objects, things move, play music and/or make noise, 
or you're taken to a new view. 

A Silly Noisy House starts with a cross-section of a large 
house; you click on a room to zoom in. Each room has 
several different views and is loaded with objects that
as promised-do silly, noisy things. A pitcher fills glasses 
with water, a rocking horse makes galloping sounds, a 
pie erupts with blackbirds as you hear Sing a Song of 
Sixpence. Some objects are even unpredictable, respond
ing to clicks in different ways at different times. 

The animation is great, and the sound is high-fidelity, 
really impressive compared to the digitized sound in most 
programs (though you need headphones or external 
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speakers to hear it). You also need an LC or a Mac II, 2MB 
of RAM, System 6.05 or later and a hard drive with 6MB 
free (the graphics part of the program runs off your hard 
drive while the sound and music come off the CD). 

'* Reader Rabbit (SAJ 

Reader Rabbit is a program for early readers that uses three
letter words exclusively. The program has four activities, 
two of which I like. In one, a letter appears on one of three 
blank spaces, and you have to choose words that have that 
same letter in the same position. Words that don't match 
get dumped into the garbage. When you've come up with 
enough correct words, a rabbit does a dance-with good 
sound and animation. In the other activity I like, you have 
to fill the cars of a train with words that share two out of 
three letters with the words in the car before. When the 
cars are filled, the train drives off the screen. 

Reader Rabbit is a good program, if you're willing to 
help children use it. It works on Macs from the Plus on 
and requires a hard disk. 

II three arithmetic games {NDJ 

Anytime a new user signs on to Super Solvers OutNum
bered! ($60 list, from The Learning Company), the game goes 
into beginner mode, explaining the rules on-screen as 
you play. My eight-year-old installed it himself and started 
playing, without one look a t the instruction booklet. 

It's a great game that combines arcade-style action 
and logical problem-solving, and unlike many educa
tional games, it induces you to drill by making that a 
prerequisite for more play. When you solve arithmetic prob
lems (you can control how hard they are). you win clues 
that help you find out where the bad guy is hiding. 

In each room, there's a lso a problem that involves 
reading charts, tables or dials. The problems are inter
esting-more like puzzles than drill-and there's even an 
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on-screen calculator to help make sure the focus isn't on 
arithmetic. I enthusiastically recommend Super Solvers 
for kids seven-to-ten who can read pretty well. It works 
on a Mac Plus or later with a hard d isk, and requires at 
least System 6.0.2. 

In NumberMaze ($50 list, from Great Wave Software; 
$70 for the color version). you guide a playing piece 
through a maze. It's interrupted by obstacles, and you have 
to solve problems to get around them. Beginners count 
objects like turtles or toy sailboats. The problems grad
ually get harder, through 48 levels of difficulty, which 
include a ll types of computation and word problems. You 
can ask for harder or easier problems (or mazes) anytime 
during play, and you get hints if you're having difficulty 
(the program concentrates on trouble areas automatically). 

Of the three games in this entry, NumberMaze covers 
the widest age range. My son started using it as a maze
crazy toddler just learning to count, and he still likes it 
in third grade. He especially likes the different mazerun
ners and their sounds: a galloping horse, a roadster and 
a mouse. NumberMaze requires a Mac 5 12Ke or better. 

New Math Blaster Plus ($60 list, from Davidson) is the 
weakest of these three games. Three of its four modules 
are arithmetic drills, in six levels, from single-digit prob
lems to fractions (no word problems), mixed with some 
arcade play. Only the fourth requires reasoning, rather 
than instant recall of math facts. 

Math Blaster's strength is the variety of games, but the 
math is monotonously dull. My eight-year-old couldn't start 
this one up on his own, and the manual didn't help because 
it's directed to teachers rather than players. Davidson 
says it's appropriate for ages six to twelve, but I think kids 
older than ten would get bored with it pretty fast. It requires 
System 6.0.4 or later, and runs on a Mac Plus, SE, Clas
sic, LC or Mac II with 1MB of RAM (2MB for color). 
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tJ Swamp Gas (Cameron Dunn) 

Swamp Gas ($50 list, from Inline Design) helps you learn 
US geography as you guide a little alien with its UFO 
through missions around a map of the US. After you 
complete each trip, you get to play one of three silly 
arcade games (they're all fun). with slapstick (banana 
peels, pies in the face) rather than fighting. 

I like to play at the beginner level-finding states by 
shape-because the game gives hints if you ask. Kids (or 
grownups) who know more can try to find cities. To make 
it tougher, you can set the game to ask multiple-choice 
questions about the states, or you can choose more stops 
per mission-up to 50! You can play by yourself or with 
up to three other people. 

[Swamp Gas requires System 6.0.5 or later. a hard disk 
and a Mac Plus or greater; you need at least 2MB of RAM 
if you want color. It's suggested for ages six and older (you 
need to be able to read). Cameron, who's eight, uses a map 
of the US to help him play this game. I like Swamp Gas 
because when more than one child plays, the game keeps 
track of whose turn it is-a real load off the nearby adult 
"referee. "-ND] 

tJ the Carmen Sandiego series (Mary TothJ 

Br0derbund's wildly successful Carmen Sandiego series 
started with Where In the World Is Carmen Sandiego? and 
now includes Europe, the USA and other countries 
throughout several centuries (most titles are $50). 

When in Time is Carmen Sandiego? teaches history as 
well as geography. You're assigned a mystery case, and 
you have to collect enough clues to get an arrest warrant 
and find the suspect in time. 

Each screen presents you with a historical place and 
time. You call on informants or witnesses who offer clues 
about who the crook is, and hints about the next time 
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and place to track the suspect. For example, if a clue says 
the suspect stole something from Francisco Pizarro, you'd 
know to travel to 16th-century Peru. And just on the off
chance you wouldn't know that, a copy of the New Amer
ican Desk Encyclopedia is included with the game. 

Besides covering junior -high history basics like who was 
president when Napoleon sold us Louisiana [I wonder 
how many of our adult readers know this 'junior-high 
history basic?"-AN}, the game is very strong on the 
history of non-European cultures. Since Asia, Africa and 
pre-Columbian America were covered lightly in older text
books [to put it mildly-AN], this program holds lots of fasci
nating new material for adult players. 

[This whole series is great for teaching p eople how to 
use ref erence materia ls (which are provided with the soft
ware). I've used them tutoring adults who were trying to 
improve their reading skills .-SM] 

[The eight- and nine-year-olds I've watched hunt for 
Carmen Sandiego don't really learn much geography unless 
parents or teachers intervene. Four levels into the game, 
they still don't really have a clue where Colombo is (or even 
that it's a c ity, not a country or a continent); to win, all they 
need to know is that it's somehow connected with the 
name "Sri Lanka." They love the game though, and it's train
ing them to get comfortable looking things up in reference 
works.-ND] 

{Where in Europe Is Carmen Sandiego? isn'tjor people 
who want a lot of shooting and stuff like that, but if you like 
to think, it's for you. Whenever you come into a new coun
try, it teaches you all about it, so you learn about Europe. I 
loved it, and you probably will too. -Jessica Albert] 

41 Annabel's Dream of Ancient Egypt (Mary TothJ 

If you h ave a CD-ROM player, this interactive multimedia 
story can introduce ancient Egypt to third-to-fifth grade 
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kids. There's lots of historical material. a home pyramid
building project, a little course on papermaking, a vocab
ulary-building feature that includes correct (spoken) 
pronunciation, and even musical selections from Aida/ 

Featuring a cat named Annabel. it has threads that 
lead off in all directions, and you can easily backtrack or 
skip through parts of the story. It even touches on sibling 
rivalry (Annabel has a troublesome sister). The program 
requires a Mac Plus or better and at least 2MB of RAM. 
It costs $85, from a company called Texas Caviar (a group 
of educators in the Austin area). 

Educational software 
for adults 

ei teenagers too (AN) 

Despite this country's ridiculous infantilizing of teenagers, 
they are adults in everything but name and legal status. 
And don't say that they don't have the life experience of 
people in their twenties. Of course they don't. Neither do 
people in their twenties have the life experience of people 
in their thirties, nor people in their thirties the life experi
ence of people in their forties. Continue with this absurd 
line of reasoning and soon Ronald Reagan and Bob Hope 
are the only adults among us-you see why I call it "absurd." 

By the way, do you know where the idea that people 
become adults at 21 comes from? From the ancient idea 
that people shouldn't be allowed to participate in commu
nity decision-making until they'd been adults for seven 
years-which, in those days of poor nutrition a nd rela
tively late puberty. was figured at 14 + 7. 

This is all by way of saying that. in this section, soft
ware aimed at teenagers is lumped together with software 
aimed at other adults. 
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tl The Geometer's Sketchpad (Ma ry Tot/1) 

This progra m is a great way to get better grades in geom
etry (I hope there's a corresponding algebra program on 
the way soon). It gives you a stra ight-edge, a compass and 
a pointer for labelling points in a diagram. With these tools , 
you can draw every plane figure in Euclid. 

Other tools let you draw para llels and perpendiculars; 
bisect angles; loca te midpoints of segments ; rotate, trans
late, reflect and dila te figures or parts of figures; and 
measure s tructures (the measurem ents update auto
matically when you modify th e s tructure). Even better, 
there's animation tha t lets you illustra te things like the 
plotting of trig functions a nd the connection between 
geometry and basic physics. Lots of animations come s et 
up, and it's easy to create your own. 

There's a lso a m acro feature, and loads of sample files 
with dazzling scripts that demonstra te everything from basic 
geometry to fracta ls . Stepping through geom etry demon
s tra tions a t your own pace really gives you a feeling for 
how a proof foll ows from a geometric cons truc tion. 
Published by Key Curriculum, the Geometer 's Sketchpad 
costs $ 170 for a s ingle-user vers ion , $400 for a ten -pack. 

tl StudyWare for the SAT (Mary TothJ 

This is a s tra ightforward drill program with two advan
tages over SAT practice books. First, there's a timer and 
scorekeeper built in. Second , you can select a Just Tra in
ing mode in which lhe program gives you hints instead 
of simply scoring. Most of the qu estions a re nearly th e 
same as those on the real SAT. 

The pu blish er (Cliffs StudyWare) cla ims it improves 
scores by 50 to 100 points on each part of the test. Infor
mal testing I did on myself and a number of high-school 
fri ends s upports the cla im. The biggest verba l-score 
increase was for a student whose firs t language was Span
is h . S ince the vocabulary section of the SAT can be said 
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to measure exactly how white, suburban and middle-class 
you are, this program may be of particular value to students 
who aren't. The $50 program runs on a Mac Plus or better. 

a SimCity Supreme (Mary Toth) 

In an enlightened democracy, citizens would be required 
to play a day's worth of this game before being allowed 
to vote in local elections. It puts you in charge of all deci
sions for a city-you decide where the housing goes, what 
transportation the city has, where the factory and retail 
areas are, what the tax rate is, how much to spend for 
police and fire services, and so on. Ten minutes into the 
game, your appreciation of the challenges facing civic 
officials skyrockets. 

For example, you rezone some park land for industrial 
use to reduce unemployment, then find that property 
values-and hence tax revenues-have dropped because 
of pollution from the factories. At the beginning of each time
cycle in the game, you have to allocate city revenues in the 
face of a chorus of complaints from citizen groups who feel 
you're ignoring them. If you're in a sporting mood, you can 
toggle the No Disaster option to Disaster and face an earth
quake, flood, tornado or Godzilla tromping through town. 

SimCity includes some historical and contemporary city 
simulations. A cozy place to start is Bern, Switzerland, 
where apparently nothing ever goes wrong. Once you're 
used to that, try Hamburg after the WWII firebombing or 
San Francisco after the 1906 earthqu~ke. 

SimCity runs in black-and-white on any Mac later than 
a 512Ke, and in color with an SE/30, LC or Mac II with 
2MB of RAM (but black-and-white seems to suit the 
distressing realism of the game). It's $60, from Maxis. 

a Hidden Agenda (ANJ 

Hidden Agenda is an extremely intelligent and beautifully 
designed computer game. A corrupt dictatorship has just 
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been overthrown in the mythical Central American coun
try of Chimerica. Your job as the new president is to 
appoint a cabinet and guide your country through the 
many difficulties that await it. balancing the demands (and 
threats) of various groups struggling for power. At the end 
of three years, you receive a written report several pages 
long that summarizes your achievements and failures. 

I asked Davida Coady, who knows a lot about Central 
America and nothing about computer games, to play 
Hidden Agenda. She was very impressed with how chal
lenging and involving it is as a game, and a lso with the 
thoughtfulness and knowledge that went into its simu
lation of reality. A lot of computer games claim to teach 
you something about the real world: this one really does. 

Hidden Agenda: Sch olastic Edition (origina lly from 
Springboard, now from Scholastic Software) costs $60 and 
works on a ll Macs from the Plus on up. 

• The Blind Watchmaker (ANJ 

The Blind Watchmaker. by the brilliant British evolution
ary biologist Richard Dawkins, is one of the mos t interesting 
and important books I've ever read. Subtitled Why the 
evidence of evolution reveals a universe without design, it's 
the clearest and, at the same time, the most profound 
explanation of the theory of evolution and its implications 
that you'll ever find. If you have the s lightest interest in 
this topic, you should definitely buy this book ($9 in paper) . 

To h elp demonstrate his points, Dawkins wrote a 
companion Mac program, which is also called The Blind 
Watchmaker ($ 11 from the book's publisher, W.W. Norton: 
there's a coupon in the back of the book). The software 
lets you "breed" biomorphs (animal- or plantlike shapes). 
This process is natura l selection made concrete- a lmost 
tangible-and shows, as no mere explanation can, how 
extraordinarily complex an organism can be produced by 
selective breeding-one step at a time. 
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I could go on for twenty pages describing what you can 
do with this fascinating piece of software (and another forty 
describing Dawkins' theories and arguments). But why 
not get it directly from the horse's mouth? (Speaking of 
which, he has some interesting things to say about the 
evolution of horses.) Both the book and the software are 
highly recommended. 

Dawkins has begun development of a color version of 
The Blind Watchmaker; I've shown an early version of it 
to several people and they've all been mesmerized by it. 
He's trying to find a developer to finish and market the 
program; ifyou represent a company that may be inter
ested, AppleLink a note to John Kadyk at Mac.Bible and 
we'll forward it. (Sorry, but we can only forward messages 
about marketing the program, as Dawkins already gets 
more mail than he can answer.) 

• The First Ever Clam & Craft Cookbook {SMJ 

Sure, Hidden Agenda and Blind Watchmaker are impor
tant programs, but how can they compare with this four
disk HyperCard stack oftasty clam recipes (52 main dish, 
soup and omelet recipes and 24 dips and appetizers)? You 
also get a reference stack about clams (the various types, 
where and how they live, etc.). a storybook about spirit
beings from another galaxy who come to earth and take 
the form of little creatures called Clamkins, and an actual 
model of a Clamkin (it's made from clamshells and fake 
fur, and the stack gives you detailed instructions on how 
to make more of your own). Finally, there's an on-disk mail
order catalog for clothing, mugs and mousepads, all bear
ing pictures of the Clamkins. 

The recipes and reference cards are useful and inter
esting. As for the Clamkins ... well ... words fail me. {Not me. 
The Clamkins make troll dolls look like Michelangelo's 
David.-AN] If you like clams-or kitsch-this product is 
for you (it sells for $40, from Millimac). 
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Games 

ll free (and cheap} games (RSJ 

For a long time, one of the complaints about the Mac was 
that there weren't any good games for it. Well, now there 
are plenty of good games for the Mac-many, many more 
than we have room to review here-and lots of them were 
adapted straight from great arcade games. What's more, 
the ones in this entry (and many others) are either very 
low-cost shareware or free (you can get them from bulletin 
boards and user groups). 

Marc Dutil's SQIX is a well-done clone of its namesake 
Atari arcade game, which involves a line bouncing around 
a rectangular playing field. Hiroyuki Kodani's Blocker is 
another free game; it combines the pursuit aspects of the 
PacMan arcade game with the strategy required by Othello 
(too bad it doesn't use full animation). In Gary Coy's Praxis 
(also freeware). you fight off enemies with something called 
a space mace, and you can also shoot at them. 

John Butler's Macman 1.0.2 is a very good black-and
white shareware version·of the arcade game PacMan; it's 
designed to fit the 9" screen of compact Macs but it runs 
on any monitor. There's also a perfect color clone of 
PacMan called Pacman. It's freeware by M. Tsuji, and runs 
only in color on 13" monitors. (If you're willing to shell 
out around $80, you can use a Gravis MouseStick to 
control the action on this one.) 

Stunt Copter and Cairo Shootout are two must-have Mac 
games that were written in 1987 by a young programming 
genjus named Duane Blehm. When Duane died, his parents 
put the programs in the public domain in his memory. 

Stunt Copter is simple in concept, yet it's fun and diffi
cult to master. You control a helicopter with a stunt man 
hanging from it. A hay wagon gallops below. You try to 
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maneuver your copter until its speed matches the hay 
wagon's, so that when the s tunt man drops (with a click 
of the mouse), he falls softly into the hay. 

You have to allow for the effects of wind. gravity, speed 
and clouds (which-unrealistically-slow the stunt man's 
descent). The higher the stunt man drops from, the more 
points you get. {At beginner levels, this is agoodgamefor 
children as young as jour or fi.ve.-ND] 

Cairo Shootout is an arcade shooting-gallery game 
based on the Egyptian graphics in the font Cairo. It 
includes music from Walle Like an Egyptian (a 1980s pop 
tune by the Bangles) and a hieroglyphic puzzle in which 
you have to find the location of the king's tomb. It's well 
done, and fully animated. 

ti Tetris (SAJ 

Tetris ($40 list. from Spectrum Holobyte) is one of those 
games that became an instant classic. As with most clas
sics. the rules are simple. Objec ts made up of four 
connected squares in various configurations slowly fall, 
one at a time. from the top of the game screen to the 
bottom. As a shape falls, you can rotate it and move it to 
the right or left. The object is to arrange the shapes so 
that when they land, there'll be a solid row of little squares 
from one side of the window to the other. When you 
accomplish that, all the squares in the row disappear, 
everything above it slides down, and you get some points. 

For all its simplicity, Tetris is pretty addictive. It works 
in black-and-white and color with some impressive back
ground graphics. Both feature Russian theme music in 
the introduction, and you can choose to keep it on while 
you're playing. Tetris works on any Mac with at least 
512K of RAM. Super Tetris ($50) le ts you save games or 
play timed ones, and also lets you play against an oppo
nent. It requires at least a Mac Plus. 
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[For the miserly, there's a s imple yet satisfying share
ware game called Columns that operates on a similar 
premise. You line up boxes of the same pattern horizontally, 
vertically or diagonally as they fall; if you're successful, 
they disappear with a pop when they hit bottom. It's good 
for kids as young as six or seven.-ND] 

ei Wordtris (Jan Brenner) 

If you've ever been hooked on Tetris and you love word 
games, you'll find Wordtris ($40 list, from Spectrum 
Holobyte) even more addictive. To score points, you have 
to quickly arrange falling a lphabet blocks into words. At 
advanced levels, this is a pretty tricky business, testing 
not only your hand-eye coordination but your ability to 
pluck just the right word possibilities from your brain at 
lightning speed. 

There are two especially nifty things about Wordtris . 
One is that you can set the length of each game, playing 
for as little as two minutes or until the men in the white 
coats come and drag you away. 

The other nifty thing is the Magic Word (usually 5-7 
letters long) that appears at the beginning of each game. 
If you manage to form this word, heavenly chimes sound, 
all the letters clogging the playing area disappear, and you 
suddenly have zillions of points. [I thought a duck comes 
down from the top of the screen and the man with the mous
tache gives you $50.-AN] 

My only real complaint about Wordtris is that it fails 
to recognize some common words. [Since this is ajamily 
publication, we won't tell you what words Jan thought 
Wordtris should recognize.-Thought Control Supervisor, 
Sector 6]The black-and-white version works on any Mac 
with at least 1MB of RAM. For color you need a Mac II 
with at least 2MB RAM, an 8-bit video card and a hard 
drive. System 6 .0.3 or later is required. 
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ti Sargon and Battle Chess (CSJ 

Both Sargon and Battle Chess are good Mac chess 
programs. Both can challenge good players and both work 
well. The main difference is that with Battle Chess you can 
use goofy animated chess pieces if you want, while Sargon's 
more formal. Sargon is $50 list fromActivision. The black
and-white version of Battle Chess is also $50, but you can 
get a color version on a CD-ROM (from Interplay). 

ti Go Master and Go Junior (CS/Mary Toth) 

Learning the rules for the Japanese board game Go takes 
about five minutes: mastering its strategy takes a lot 
longer {several centuries or so-AN]. Go is the most strate
gically complex game yet devised. {Don't confuse it with 
Go Fish!, a somewhat simpler game.-AN] A computer 
chess program started beating grand masters in 1991, but 
Go Master-the smartest Go program so far-only plays 
near the bottom of the professional rankings. 

Not that you'll put any beads of sweat on Go Master's 
brow. Unless you studied at a Go academy in Japan or at 
a military college in Korea, Taiwan or Japan (where Go is 
a required subject), Go Master can beat you in its sleep. 
The program lets you choose different levels, from begin
ner to advanced-amateur, but unless you're an experienced 
player, it probably makes more sense to start with the 
cheaper, simpler Go Junior, with its emphasis on tutori
als. Go Master costs $70 list and Go Junior $35 (both from 
Toyogo). They'll run on any Mac later than a 512K. 

ti Strategic Conquest (JKJ 

Strategic Conquest ($60 from Delta Tao) is a powerful 
program-it turned this long-time peace-monger into a 
cunning and remorseless empire-builder. [Your friends 
could always see the seeds of this in you, John. -ANI The 
object of the game is to take over the world by military force 
while an enemy (the computer or another player) tries to 
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do the same. At the start of each game, the computer 
creates a randomly-generated world map, which is blacked 
out until you explore it with your planes, ships and armies. 

Once you've invaded a city, you can use it to produce 
more armies, fighters, bombers and, if it's a coastal city. 
any of several naval vessels. As you expand your empire, 
you begin to encounter the enemy's forces, and your 
success in the ensuing battles depends on how carefully 
you've chosen and deployed your own forces. An average 
game lasts anywhere from four to ten hours. 

Strategic Conquest is dangerously addictive; I usually 
set a firm quitting time before starting to play. and I have 
friends who've had to do the same. And, since rabid 
conquest becomes an end in itself, I always end up with 
a hollow feeling at the end, when there's nothing left to 
conquer. [I think there's a lesson in this, but what can it 
be?-AN] Strategic Conquest requires one meg of RAM and 
System 6 or later. 

et Dark Castle and Beyond Dark Castle (SA/NDJ 

Dark Castle has been around for a long time, and is only 
in black-and-white, but it's still an entertaining adven
ture game. You move the Prince through the Dark Castle 
and its dungeons. His enemies are legion and his only 
weapons are rocks. 

Beyond Dark Castle is more of the same, and lets you 
save up to five different games. (Dark Castle doesn't let 
you save your position, so even if you stop before all your 
lives are used up, you have to start from the beginning 
the next time you play.) 

Both versions are great; il's Loo bad that Silicon Beach 
has stopped developing new games. Dark Castle works 
on all Macs except the Classic II. Beyond Dark Castle works 
on everything except the original 128K Mac, the Mac 5 12, 
the Portable and the Classic II. They're both $50. 
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ti Loom (Andrew Rhoades) 

Loom is a $45 adventure game that combines music with 
fascinating graphics. You're Bobbin Thredbare, the last of 
a great line of sorceress weavers, and you've got the task 
of saving the world from complete destruction. (Don't we all?
AN] Starting on the island of Loom, you embark on your 
journey with a limited number of musical spells. As you 
encounter different surroundings, you must pay close atten
tion to the musical notes that emit from various actions and 
objects: they unlock spells and increase your abilities. 

You should click on everything, since you never know 
what holds the key to your n ext level of spell weaving. Be 
sure to listen to the cassette that's included to familiar
izeyourselfwith the characters and background of Loom. 
If you do run across puzzles that seem unsolvable, LucasArt 
Games has a great support network with hint books and 
a (not-so-cheap) 900 number. Loom requires System 6.03 
or later (you get enhanced music with System 6.07). 

ti Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade (Andrew Rhoades) 

Indiana Jones is a $50 adventure game that closely (ollows 
the movie. It begins when Indy discovers that his father 
has disappeared while trying to recover the Holy Grail. 
First Indy has to find his father's grail diary, then follow 
his trail to Venice. After Indy finds his father, they search 
for the grail together, and try to make sure it doesn't fall 
into the hands of Hitler and his Nazi legions of doom. 

There are lots of puzzles, mazes and fight sequences, 
and you even get to commandeer a Nazi biplane. Be sure 
to save the game often when trying something new or diffi
cult, so you don't have to constantly start over again
the fight sequences are especia lly tough. 

You get your own copy of the grail diary and it's a good 
idea to become familiar with it. Remember, there's a lways 
a solution to any of the puzzles. Be sure to drag and click 
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the pointer on everything; it's the only way to pick up the 
objects and find out what you need to know. 

As with all LucasArt Games, there's great attention to 
detail, good support and accessible hint books. This game 
requires System 6.0.2 or later, and supports both black
and-white and color. 

ti Scarab of Ra (Janet E. O'Brien) 

In this game, you start at the top of a pyramid and explore 
a series of three-dimensional labyrinths. When you 
complete a level-by finding the key to the locked door at 
the end of the current one-you get to go on to a larger 
and more complex level. As you move through the 
labyrinths, you collect food, supplies and golden treasures, 
while avoiding hidden traps, carnivorous animals, thiev
ing monkeys and the relentless Guardians-mummies, 
actually, who still give me a start when they suddenly 
appear on the screen. 

In general, your success depends on a mixture of luck 
(coming across the tools and supplies you need to survive) 
and skill (how you manage what you find and how fast 
you navigate though the labyrinth). You can slow down 
your speed setting so that you're more likely to see traps 
in advance. and if you're about to starve. you can dump 
your gold (so that you're carrying less weight) and hope 
that you find food left behind by unsuccessful explorers. 

You win the game by collecting three mystical objects
the Scarab. Staff and Crown of Ra. This is a lot harder 
than it sounds. I've only accomplished an outright win 
three times in the last few years. A good game lasts 45 
minutes, and usually results in your death from starva
tion or failing health due to wounds. [Sounds great!-AN] 

The animation is rudimentary, yet Scarab of Ra will 
mesmerize you for long periods. The Save Game capac
ity is handy, as there s eem to be an infinite number of 
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levels. If you have things that have to get done in your 
life, don't even think about starting this game. 

tt Glider (Andrew Rhoades) 

Glider's one of the most addictive games I've ever played. 
It's easy to get started, but hard to master the moves you 
need for high scores. 

Your job is to maneuver your paper airplane through the 
average American house, using air-conditioning vents and 
an occasional fan to move you along. There are only 60 rooms 
[Andy, if you think the average house has 60 rooms, your 
career as a real-estate agent is doomed.-AN] but it might 
as well be 6000. There are other airplanes and balloons to 
avoid, as well as bouncing balls, a paper shredder and an 
over-active fish who can't seem to stay in its bowl. 

There are great sound effects that reward you when you 
complete tough moves. The only problem with this game 
is that it's too hard to stop playing. Glider is from Cassady 
& Greene and costs $50. It requires at least a Mac Plus, 
1MB of RAM and System 6.04 or later. 

tt Apache Strike (SA/NDJ 

In this game, you fly an Apache helicopter low, between 
tall buildings; you duck under bridges, or pull up in time 
to avoid them, dodging bombs all the time. The ever
changing maze of buildings (in various cities) shifts as you 
turn the helicopter, but they're just simple line drawings. 
There's no peripheral vision, so you need quick reflexes. 

Apache Strike is more difficult than it looks-but then, 
flying a helicopter is more difficult than it looks. Version 
1.2 works on all Macs except the Classic II, the 512Ks 
and the l28K. For the 512K, you need version 1.0 on two 
400K disks; for the 512Ke, you can use version 1.0 on a 
single BOOK disk. It's from Aldus' Consumer Division, 
which used to be Silicon Beach Software. 
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ti PGA Tour Golf (SSJ 

If it's too hot, cold, wet, or expensive to go golfing, try 
this $60 program from Electronic Arts. The gorgeous 
colors and authentic sound effects are among the best 
I've seen for golf games on any computer. You and up to 
three friends can compete in tournaments at four profes
sional courses: PGA West Stadium, Sterling Shores, 
Avenel and Sawgrass. 

But keeping up with the pros is tough. You must shoot 
par on each round; if you don't, you're tossed out of a 
tournament in the early rounds. To bring home any prize 
money, you have to do much better than par. {Steve, I 
don' t know quite how to break this to you, but you can't 
"bring home any prize money." This is jus t a computer 
game. The computer isn't going to give you any money no 
matter how well you play. I'm sorry. (Poor guy, he's been 
working too hard.)-AN) 

You hit the ball by clicking the mouse three times. The 
first click starts your swing, the second and third deter
mine how hard and straight (respectively) the ball is hit, 
using a special gauge on the scr een called a stroke bar. 
There's no rain, but you do have to watch out for the 
wind-gusts up to 20 mph a re possible. (There's also a 
putting green and a driving range, and you can play 
practice rounds.) 

{What a p erfect opportunity to share the onlyjoke I still 
tell from when I was twelve years old. Someone says, 
"You're driving me crazy!" and you say, "That's not a 
drive-that's a putt ." -AN) 

Although the game is System 7- and MultiFinder
compatible, you should close a ll other programs and 
consider turning off all your exten s ions. Otherwise, while 
executing shots, there's often a delay between a click 
and when it r egisters. There's nothing quite like seeing 
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what should have been a beautiful drive veer into the tall 
grass because of a jerky response to your clicks. 

The game requires at least a Plus and 1MB of RAM (2MB 
for color) and System 6.0.5 or later. As with most Electronic 
Arts games, you have to verify ownership each time you 
launch the game, by looking up information in the manual. 
Lose the manual and you can kiss the game good-bye. 

From rile Visual Deligills colleclion. Copyrig/11 © / 991 by SunShine. All rigl1ts reserved. 
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From the Visual Delights collection. Copyright © 1991 by SunShine. All rights reserved. 
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Telecommunicating 

ti telecommunicating on the Mac (AN/DCJ 

Telecommunications (tran s ferring information b etween 
computers over telephone lines) h as a reputation for 
being one of the least friendly areas of personal comput
ing. That's because, all too often, it is one of the least 
friendly areas of personal computing. But telecommuni
cating can a lso be tremendously exciting, useful and fun. 
If you get the right softwa re, it can even b e easy to learn
especially on the Mac, wh ere it tends to be easier than 
on other computers. 

You can telecommunicate directly with a friend's 
computer (it usually makes little difference wh ether it's 
a Mac or PC, or even some other kind of computer) or indi
rectly, through a computer provided by an online service 
or bulletin board (both described in their own section 
b elow). When you u se an online service or bulletin board, 
sending a file to the distant computer is called upload
ing, and retrieving a file from the distant computer is called 
downloading. When you 're connected to another computer 
on a phone line, you're said to be online, and online is a lso 
used to describe the things you find there-e.g. online help, 
an online database. 

ti telecommunications basics (SA/AN/JK/SS/SH/NDJ 

To telecommunicate, you n eed a modem (MOE-dum). This 
small piece of h a rdware lets you hook up your computer 
to a phone line and transmit data over it . The name is 
short for modulator-demodula tor; on the sending end, it 
modulates (changes) your computer's digita l information 
into s ounds, wh ich then travel over telephone wires; on 
the receiving end, it cha nges the sounds back into digi
tal data again (demodulates them). Like hard disks, 
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modems can be either external or internal (installed in 
expansion slots). External modems take up desk space and 
require a separate power supply. Internal modems cost 
more, lack indicator lights that show what the modem's 
doing and are difficult to install in anything other than a 
Mac II or Quadra. (There's a whole section on modems 
below.) 

Hooking up an external modem is a cinch-there's a 
power cord to plug it in, a cable to connect it to the 
computer and a jack that connects it (by means of a regu
lar telephone wire) to the phone jack in the wall. Since 
many people use a single phone line for both the modem 
and a phone, there's a second jack on the modem to hook 
the phone into. (But it's a real luxury to have two lines.) 

In addition to a modem, you need communications soft
ware. It controls variables like the rate at which the 
modem transmits data, and tells the modem how to dial 
out and receive calls. Communications programs can be 
general-purpose or they can be adapted for a specific job, 
like the software that's designed to connect you with 
America Online (described below) and that's provided by 
them as part of their package. 

The bad news is that most telecommunications terms 
are carry-overs from the less friendly days of early comput
ers. Even the bare-bones program FreeTerm has a dialog 
box that looks like the one below (the good news is that, 
with the exception of the speed setting, you can usually 
just leave the default settings suggested by your program 
and everything will be fine): 
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Speed 0 300 01200 02400 

0 4800 @9600 0 19200 

0 57600 

Data bits @8 07 
Stop bits @1 02 
Parity @None OEuen 0 Odd 

DupleH @Full OHalf 

Port ®Modem 0 Printer 

0 Prompt for port at startup 

0 BS ->DEl 0 LF after CR 

~ Hon/Hoff ~ CRC Hmodem 

[8J MacBinary Hmodem 0 Fast-Track Hmodem 

( Make De fa u It ) K"""( ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;O;;;;;;;K;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;---:.1) 

The speed setting determines the rate a t which the 
modern sends and receives information, usually called the 
baud rate (after the communications pioneer Baudot) and 
expressed in bits per second (bps) . Most moderns are 
capable of handling their own top speed as well as anything 
below that, so a 9600-bps modem, say, can transmit at 
9600, 2400 a nd 1200 bps. 

To give you a general feeling for these speeds, a 2400-
bps connection will transfer about l2K per minute, a 
1200-bps connection about 6K a minute. (In our experi
ence, a 9600-bps connection transfers data only about 
three times as fast as a 2400-bps connection, perhaps 
because line noise affects higher-speed tra nsfers propor
tionally more than lower-speed ones.) When two moderns 
connect, they negotiate to determine the highest baud rate 
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and protocols they sha re (protocols a re sets of rules tha t 
control how infor mation is transmitted). 

Even wh en both computers are us ing the same baud 
ra te, one or th e other of them might receive information 
faster than it can h andle (it might need to pause to write 
informa tion to the disk, for example). This situation is 
controlled by establishing a handshake with the oth er 
compu ter. A common h andshaking protocol is ca lled 
Xon/Xo.ff(pronounced ex-on ex-off, not zon zo.ff), in which 
an off s igna l is sen t to the oth er computer to tempora r
ily s top the flow of informa tion and an on s igna l is sen t 
to resume it (th e X stands for tra ns mit). 

Data bits and stop b its have to do with the chun ks of 
information you send. Mos t progra ms exp ect every cha r
acter (every byte, in other words) to be eight bits long, but 
some use only seven bits. A stop bit marks the end of on e 
byte and the beginning of another. Parity is a way of 
ch ecking th a t the other computer received exactly what 
you sent. Since there a re be tter ways to ch eck this , most 
telecommunication s tra nsmissions use no parity a t a ll . 

You can telecom mu nicate in real time-which mean s 
tha t wh a t you type appears on the other person's screen 
as you type it. and vice versa. (Most communications 
programs le t you s tore everything you see on the screen 
to disk, so you can review it la ter.) 

You can a lso communicate in real time with a bulletin 
board or online service, wh ere there's no human on the 
other end but everything you send and receive still appears 
on the screen . But most telecommunication s involvesJUe 
transf ers-something goes directly from your disk to the 
other computer, or from the other computer to your dis k, 
and you don't see anything on the screen except a repor t 
as to the sta tus of the transfer (how much time is left until 
it's fmished, and/or how many bytes have been transmitted) . 
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The most common protocol for transferring files with 
another personal computer (rather than with an online 
service) is Xmodem. Ymodem is essentially the same, but 
can send a group of files all at once; Ymodem-G is faster, 
but more precarious (any problems and the transfer gets 
cancelled); Zmodem is the best-both dependable and 
very fast. 

Some communications programs include a basic 
programming or scripting language that lets you automate 
your telecommunications sessions. The next entry 
describes one of them. 

tl MicroPhone (ANJ 

I used to hate telecommunicating for the same reason I'd 
hate trying to communicate in Urdu-1 simply didn't 
know the language. That's why I like MicroPhone (from 
Software Ventures). It translates a lot of telecommunica
tions jargon into English and makes it possible for me to 
do what I need to without a lot of effort. (Now if I could 
only find a good Urdu grammar.) 

MicroPhone II has a lot of power (it should, for $300). 
It works in the background and supports transmiss ion 
protocols like Zmodem that can greatly increase file trans
fer speeds. The current version is MicroPhone 114.0 (I guess 
they like the II and plan on keeping it forever). 

MicroPhone walks the thin line between maximum 
power and maximum user friendliness. Both strengths 
are obvious in its script feature , which records your every 
move in a short program you can then insta ll on the 
menu as a command, as a button at the bottom of the 
screen, or both. 

For example, you can devise a very complex script that 
calls several bulletin boards and online services in the 
middle of the night (when rates and usage a re low) and 
uploads and downloads files based on any number of 
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contingencies. To initiate this fiuny of activity, all you have 
to do, once the script is written, is click on a button or 
choose a command from a menu. 

ti White Knight (SHJ 

White Knight ($140, from FreeSoft) pays no attention to 
the balance between power and friendliness-it chooses 
power every time. The program started life as the share
ware hit, Red Ryder, and continues to be popular among 
expert users. 

White Knight's best asset is its scripting language, 
which lets you create very quick automations of commu
nications procedures. You can even create buttons to 
run the scripts. The program's downside is its complex
ity. From the moment you open it, you're faced with a bewil
dering array of options. That versatility lets expert users 
do everything they want, but il stymies novices. 

ti FreeTerm (Chris Allen) 

FreeTerm, by Bill Bond, is a simple. free communications 
program for Xmodem file transfers and for connecting with 
BBSs and online services. Many user groups have been 
recommending FreeTerm for beginning users since the 
mid-80s. No macros, no fancy emulations. no graphics
just a good, basic program. 

[I've used FreeTermjor some time and have never felt 
anything lacking- until I found out how much phone time 
I could save using the Zmodem protocol, which is available 
withZTerm {see the next entry). I still prefer FreeTerm's clear, 
simple interface, though, and Xmodem lets you connect to 
more people's computers than Zmodem does.-JK} 

ti ZTerm (RSJ 

MicroPhone may be considered the standard communi
cations program among those for whom money is no 
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object, but for shareware users, ZTerm is the software of 
choice. It's inexpensive ($30 registration, or $40 to have 
the author send you a copy), fast (it uses Zmodem and 
supports all baud rates), compact (about 250K-compared 
with over a meg for a basic MicroPhone II setup!) and 
complete (it includes simple scripting, a clock to keep track 
of how long you're telecommunicating, etc.). 

ZTerm leaves out bells and whistles you don't need, yet 
does some things better than even the most expensive 
communications programs-for example, it's excellent at 
handling ANSI graphics and PC-based bulletin boards , 
which the others only recently seem to h ave figured out. 
Version 0 .9's documentation makes it easy to set the 
progra m up for your n eeds (the h ardes t part of commu
nicating with a modem). 

ZTerm is a bargain, and it may be a ll you ever need in 
a communications program. 

tl garbage (SAl 

Intermittent garbage (bizarre characters that have no 
apparent m eaning) on the screen when you're commu
nicating with another computer u su a lly mea n s you've 
got a noisy phone connection. If you're jus t typing messages 
back and forth with someone, don't worry abou t garbage 
as long as you can read through it. But if you're trans
ferring files, h ang up and try again for a cleaner connec
tion. Dropping the baud rate (from 2400 to 1200 or even 
down to 300) sometimes helps too. 

If you're getting nothing but garbage on the screen, it 
may be because you and the computer you'r e connected 
to are trying to communicate at different baud rates. 
Most programs let you change the baud rate right in the 
middle of a session, so try that and see if it elimina tes 
the garbage. 
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tk disabling Call Waiting (DC/JK/ANJ 

Call Waiting-the phone company service that inter
rupts calls with s igna ls when someone else is calling, 
and lets you switch between the two calls-disrupts 
data transmissions. But if your phone company uses elec
tronic switching, you can temporarily disable Call Wait
ing for the duration of any outgoing call. Just precede 
the number you're dialing with *70 , (on a tone line) or 
1170, (on a pulse line). When the ca ll is over, Call Wait
ing returns automatically. 

To see wheth er you can do this on your phone, just 
try putting the a ppropriate code in front of a number 
you're dialing. If the service isn't ava ilable, you should 
get a recorded m essage that the call can't be completed 
as dialed. 

Ifyou're u s ing an AT-compatible modem, add *70, to 
whatever number it's se t up to dial in your communica
tions software. When you tell the modem to dial, it'll 
disable Call Waiting, pau se for a second or two to a llow 
the dial tone to return, then dial the phone number (the 
comma a fter *70 genera tes the pau se). You can get the 
same resull by typing ATDT*70, phone number into your 
software's comma nd window (needless to say, substitute 
wha tever number you're dia ling for phone number). 

tk the denser, the faster (ND/JKJ 

You can speed your file trans fers by first compressing the 
file you plan lo send. There are commercial and share
ware compression programs to choose from, and AppleLink 
(Apple's online service) even has one built-in. (For details , 
see the section on compression utilities in Chapter 7.) File 
compression can a lso be useful for keeping your data 
intact-if. for example, you're sending Nisus files over 
America Online, which normally trash es them. 
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Modems andfax modems 

• modem speeds, protocols and standards (JKJ 

When you buy a modem, make sure it's compatible with 
the industry-standard Hayes AT command set (with which 
your Mac controls the modem). A modem may also have 
its own protocols (in addition to the ones you set up in 
your communications software) which can enable you to 
send and receive data much faster and more accurately
provided the modem you're connecting to adheres to the 
same protocols. 

Standards, each of which may include more than one 
protocol, cover three aspects of transmission-speed, 
error-checking and data compression. Their names begin 
with V. followed by a number (and sometimes the word 
bis or ter, which are French for second and t hird). Here's 
a guide to speed standards: 

speed standard 

2400 bps V.22bis 

9600 bps V.32 compliant (just compatible isn 't enough) 

14,400 bps V.32bis 

V.42 isn't a speed standard but rather an error-correc
tion standard, and comes in conjunction with speed stan
dards. (V.42 includes the MNP 2, 3 and 4 and LAPM 
protocols.) For data compression, look for V.42bis-it 
compresses data by a factor of four, so a 2400-bps modem 
can transmit at the equivalent of9600 bps, and a 14,400-
bps modem at the equivalent of 57,600 bps. (Don't use 
compression utilities like Stufflt and Compact Pro on 
your file before transmitting with V.42bis; it's unneces
sary and may even slow down the transmission.) 
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It's wise to pick a modem that also has the MNP 5 proto
col; it's compression ratio is only 2: 1 but it's more common 
than V.42bis. (As with compression software, the actual 
amount of compression depends on the file type-text and 
some graphics files shrink the most.) 

Inexpensive high-speed modems, a couple of which 
are reviewed below, were just being introduced as we 
finished writing this book. We'll review more of them in 
our free updates. 

.t a networkable modem {JKJ 

In offices that have a network ofMacs, il doesn't make sense 
to buy a modem for everyone on the network; instead, just 
get Shiva's NetModem, which everyone can share the way 
they probably a lready share printers and file servers. The 
NetModem comes in three versions: 2400 bps ($500), 
9600 bps ($1200) and a 14,400-bps Ethernet version 
($1700) that supports V.32bis, V.42, V.42bis and MNP 5 
(the 2400- and 9600-bps models don't support these). 

You set up a NetModem the way you would any piece 
of networked hardware, like a laser printer, and add the 
necessary software to each Mac that will be using it. Of 
course, only one Mac at a time can use it, so if it's really 
in demand, it may make sense to get another phone line 
and a second NetModem. 

You can a lso dial in to a NetModem from another loca
tion and use the distant file servers, printers and file-shar
ing Macs just as if your Mac were part of that 
network-they a ll show up in your Chooser. To actually 
work on files across the phone line, you need at least the 
9600-bps model, and even then it's generally better to just 
transfer files onto your own Mac and work on them locally. 

We've relied on the NetModem at Goldstein & Blair for 
countless file transfers, and have only had trouble once, 
when a print job apparenlly interfered with a long file trans
fer and network connections temporarily went down. 
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(You can get pieces of the NetModem's capabilities from 
other products-see the entries on serial servers and 
AppleTallc Remote Access in the Networks section of 
this chapter.) 

ti ten million volts calling (ANJ 

As we pointed out in Chapter 2, lightning can hit a tele
phone pole, come down the wire, pass through your modem 
and fry your computer (and the modem too, of course). If 
you live in an area where there are a lot of thunderstorms. 
it's a good idea to disconnect the incoming phone line from 
your modem when you turn the system off. (Since light
ning hits power poles too. it's also a good idea to pull the 
plug ofyour computer's power cord out of the wall socket.) 

ti fax modems (SS/JKJ 

More and more modems come with fax capability, which 
lets you u se your Mac to send-a nd often receive-faxes . 
(The fax modem 's software converts your Mac documents 
to fax format and sends them over the phone line , to 
eithe r a fax m achine or another fax modem.) 

As long as your Mac and modem a re on (and the fax 
modem software is insta lled). r eceiving a fax is auto
m atic; incoming faxes are stored on dis k , and software 
lets you know they're there. Fax software u s ua lly comes 
in at least three parts: a Chooser driver for sending faxes, 
an extension or control panel for receiving them a nd an 
application for viewing faxes you receive, maintaining a 
phone directory. setting preferences and so on. 

ti Dove FaxModem+ (ANJ 

New Shimmer is afloor wax. 

No, New Shimmer is a d essert topping. 

It's a fl.oor w ax! 

It's a d essert topping! 
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Hey, hey , calm down, you two. New Shimmer is ajloor 
wax and a dessert topping. 

As in the famous Saturday Night Live spoof. the Dove 
FaxModem+ is a modem, a fax machine and an answer
ing machine. This is a wonderful idea for a product (even 
better than New Shimmer). But I could never get it to 
work right. 

When you install the Dove software. it metastasizes all 
over your disk, putting strange little files in the weirdest 
places. It crash ed my system and corrupted the System 
file so that I had to reinsta ll it, which was an incredible 
pain, s ince I was out-of-town and didn't happen to have 
anoth er system on floppies (it crashed Susan's machine 
as well). When I finally got my Mac up and running again , 
a nd the Dove software ins ta lled, I still couldn't get the 
modem to send a fax. 

Dove FaxModem+ is incompatible with zillions of things; 
in fact, the Read Me file for version 2.03 listed prob
lems- some minor. some major-with 75 products! Now. 
it's commendable to find and list as many incompatibil
ities as you can, and I ha te to n a il Dove for doing su ch a 
diligent job of it, but this product's list of incompatibili
ties is truly staggering- even if they are mos tly due to bad 
programming on the part of other companies. 

Fortunately, there seem to be som e other fax modems 
tha t aren't s o finicky (a lthough I won't b elieve that until 
I try them myselO. 

ti text quality withfax modems (SSJ 

Mac bit-mapped fonts have a resolution of 72 dpi, a nd 
most fax machines have a resolution of about 200 dpi. 
Fax modem s oftwa re h as to make the conversion, by 
trying to find a Mac font tha t's three Limes the size you 
used in your document and then scale it down. (This is 
the sam e process u sed to print bit-ma pped fonts on 
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non-PostScript printers. ) If the appropriate font size 
isn't installed, you'll get j aggies on large type sizes and 
small ones will look like smears. 

You can avoid this problem by using TrueType fonts , 
or PostScript Type 1 fonts and ATM. (Because System 6 
u sers usually don't have TrueType fonts, some fax modems 
come with la rge sizes of Times and Helve tica, a nd some
times Courier and Symbol.) 

• shoppingfor afax modem (SSJ 

When deciding on a fax modem , don't jus t look at price, 
speed a nd output quality. Here a re som e other things 
to consider : 

• Besides text quality, background operation is the most 
important software fea ture. W ithout it, your M ac wi ll be 
tied up whenever it sends or receives a fax. 

• Some fax modems, like Abaton's ln terfax 24/96, 
automatica lly switch between fax and data modes, 
depending on what you' re doing; others you have to tel l 
what mode you wan t. 

• If you' ll primari ly be sending rather than receiving faxes, 
you can save money by buying a send-only fax modem. 

• All fax software lets you c reate a directory of frequently
called fax numbers, but some let you keep multiple 
directories, or set up distribu tion lists, w hich al low you 
to fax a document to an entire group (your company's 
sales reps, for example), whi le others only let you keep 
a bare minimum of in formation. 

• If you don't want to make a new cover page for each 
outgoing fax, choose a program that makes them 
automatica lly. This saves a lot of work w hen sending the 
same document to a group. 

• If you' ll be sending blueprints, CAD documents or 
anything else that must not be resca led, you need fax 
software w ith an Exact Size option. 

• Most programs let you set up fax transmissions in 
advance, so they'l l transmit automatica lly when phone 
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rates are lower or the receiv ing fax machine is on and 
ready to receive faxes. 

• When the fax machine you' re trying to send to is busy, 
it's convenient to have your fax modem redial 
automatica lly until the connection is made. 

• Polling lets you dial another fax machine or fax modem 
and have it send documents to your modem. You' ll need 
this to take advantage of the automatic information
faxing services some companies offer their customers. 

• Most software inc ludes a fax log that keeps track of 
faxes sent and received. Log reports vary in the amount 
and clarity of information recorded. 

• The View function allows you to read incoming faxes 
on-screen-without printing them-and then toss 
them away. 

• Some programs let you control a scanner directly from 
the fax software, so you can scan in a paper document 
that you want to fax. O therw ise, look for software that 
can convert the scanned files to fax format. 

ti Supra's V.32bis fax modem (SSJ 

Supra's V.32bis fax modem ($480 with cables and s oft
ware) is on e of the firs t modems to offer 14,400-bps da ta 
transmission and 14,400-bps fax capability at an afford
able price. In a ddition lo the usu a l indicator ligh ts , this 
modem h as an LED display pan el tha t t ells you when the 
modem is dia ling, the connection speed. and the proto
cols and s tandards used in the connection (it supports 
V.42, V.42bis a nd MNP 5). 

The Macintosh package also comes \vith a s tripped-down 
vers ion of MicroPhone and FaxSTF fax s oftware. I wasn 't 
a fan of earlier versions of FaxSTF, but it's improved a 
lot . In addition to 1.he normal fax features, it lets you add 
n ew phone book entries on the fly a nd comes with a DA 
you can use to quickly compose s hort faxes. 
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FaxSTF still doesn't rate high in convenience, though. 
It includes an application, two DA's, a Chooser extension, 
a system extension and a control panel-with so many 
components, it's hard to remember which part does what. 
To make matters worse, functions like turning the fax soft
ware on and off are handled by the Chooser extension, 
which is neither convenient nor intuitive. 

Some users report that the V.32bis drops the connec
tion or the baud rate too easily when connecting at 14,400 
bps over a noisy phone line, but Supra has announced 
upgrades that may fix this problem. At this writing, it's 
the best modem bargain around, and it's backed by 
Supra's five-year warranty. 

ti fax abuse (ANJ 

With faxes becoming ubiquitous, a dreadful new epidemic 
stalks our fair land. I refer, of course, to fax abuse. 

You know how much you hate being called on the 
phone by people trying to sell you things? (I always tell 
them, "''m kind of busy right now. Give me your home 
number and I'll call you back later." When they demur
as they always do-l say, "In other words, you feel it's OK 
to call me at home to sell me something, but you don't 
want me to call you at home to buy it?") Well, a new breed 
of equally loathsome s leazeball has started sending ads, 
press releases and the like to fax machines. 

I recommend responding to each instance of fax abuse 
as we do at Goldstein & Blair, with a return fax that reads: 

Dear Fax Abuser, 

You owe us $5 for using our fax to send us your 
[pub I icity materials/ad/whatever]. If we don't receive a 
check for $5 from you to cover this, o r if you ever do it 
again, we'll never [buy/review/use] any of your 
products again. 
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Keep a little log of fax abusers and be true to your word. 
Now's the time to nip this vile trend in the bud. If we don't 
act quickly and decisively, our fax machines will soon be 
as clogged with junk as our mailboxes. 

Online services and 
bulletin boards 

• online services (AN/SI-I/ND/Michael Miley) 

Online services operate large computers that you access 
with a modem over phone lines. Their computers store 
software, documents, messages and other electronic infor
mation tha t has been uploaded (posted) by computer 
companies, by the people who work for the online service 
and by other subscribers like yourself, so that it's avail
able to be downloaded. In other words, an online service 
is like a warehouse and package delivery service for infor
mation in electronic form . In addition, online services let 
you chat-type back and forth in real time with other users . 

There are many commercial online services, but Amer
ica Online, AppleLink and CompuServe (all described in 
more detail below) are particularly valuable for Mac u sers. 
They have tons of public-domain Mac software and share
ware, and software publishers often post minor upgrades 
on them (ones that fix bu gs or improve compatibility). 

GEnie is a nother online service that h as a good library 
of Mac sh a reware, but its user interface is confusing and 
unMaclike. (Not surpris ingly , services that were origi
nally created for Macs, like AppleLink and America Online, 
are a lot easier to use than ones that were originally 
created for PCs, like CompuServe and GEnie.) 

Online services provide conferences (wh ere a number 
of users chat on a given topic) and forums (section s of 
the online service that include software, messages and 
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conferences in a particular area of interest). In addition, 
online services often offer syndicated news stories from 
AP and Reuters, job listings, stock quotes and financial 
information for investors-usually at an extra charge. 
Some will even send faxes for you, for about what you'd 
pay at a service bureau. 

el e-mail (CRJ 

Anybody who has a computer and ever needs to send 
messages or files to anybody else with a computer should 
know about e-mail (the name is short for electronic mail). 
Once you realize you can transfer information in a few 
minutes instead of a few days (or for a few pennies, 
instead of for what Federal Express costs). you'll be 
hooked. Some online systems, like MCI Mail (reviewed 
below), pretty much just do e-mail; others, like AppleLink 
and America Online (also reviewed below), have many other 
features as well. 

{Because I dread having another thing to do each day, 
I used to avoid online services. I was afraid that if I had 
e-mail addresses, people would send me messages and then 
be offended when I didn't have time to respond (I can't even 
get around to answering regular snail mail). But to trans
f er the chapters ojthis book bade andforth, our editors and 
contributors used e-mail extensively- in fact, without e-mail. 
this book would barely have been possible. 

A big advantage of e-mail (particularly if you tend to work 
odd hours, as I do) is that other people don't have to be 
around (and awalce) when you upload something to them, 
or download something from them, and you don't have to 
be around and awalce when they upload or download 
things-which isn't the case, of course, if you're commu
nicating directly between your personal computer and 
theirs. (Direct connection is much easier if you each have 
two phone lines, while that's not as much of an issue when 
you're using an e-mail sy stem.)-AN] 
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• AppleLink (SI-1/ND/JK/ANJ 

AppleLink, Apple's own online electronic mail and infor
mation service, was originally just for Apple employees, 
dealers, developers, user groups and universities, but 
now it's available to anyone who can afford it. It costs $70 
to start an account, plus $12 an hour for connect time, 
with a $12 minimum per month. Then there's the charge 
for sending messages or uploading or downloading files: 
5~¢ per kilocharacter (roughly lK) from 6 am to 6 pm, 
and 4~¢ cents the rest of the time. And that's just for 
AppleLink's 2400-bps lines-if you connect over one of 
their 9600-bps lines, you're billed a flat rate of $37 an 
hour. (Ouch.) 

For the money, you get a well-designed program that 
automatically compresses the files you send and hangs 
up quickly if you walk away from the computer while you're 
logged on. AppleLink's users tend to be sophisticated 
Mac users and developers from a ll over the world, and 
there's lots of useful, up-to-date technical information. 
product announcements and price lists (for third-party 
stuff as well as Apple products) . 

Since the bulletin boards are run by Apple employees, 
their information comes right from the source. (Th ere's 
info on Apple lis as well.) But AppleLink doesn't have the 
variety of forums and the enormous shareware libraries 
of America Online or CompuServe. 

If you use the educational network Bitnet-or any 
system connected to Usenet-you can leave messages for 
people on AppleLink by putting @applelink.apple.com 
after their AppleLink address. So to reach us. for example, 
you'd type Mac.Bible@appleUnk.apple.com 

• America Online (ANJ 

America Online was originally designed as a version of 
AppleLink for people who weren't eligible for a regular 
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AppleLink account. It's evolved into a large, Mac-and-PC· 
online service, and a very inexpensive one at that: the rates 
are currently $10 /hour prime time, $5 /hour other times, 
with a $6/month charge that includes one hour of 
nonprime time (and the rates are even cheaper than that 
if you join through a user group). 

America Online offers a lot of value for the money. It 
has a great shareware and freeware collection, and has 
become very popular with Mac users-which means some
one you want to send a file to is more likely to have an 
account on it than on, say, AppleLink. For these reasons, 
if you only use one online service, AOL is probably the 
one to get. But it has a number of annoying defects, and 
I find them maddening enough that I personally use 
AppleLink whenever I can. 

Version l of America Online's software didn't recognize 
tabs, em dashes, curly apostrophes or curly quotes (which 
was very annoying) but version 2 handles them just fine 
in e-mail messages and memos. It even lets you mix fonts, 
sizes and styles in memos and e-mail, something the 
curent version of AppleLink can't do. 

America Online also seems to transmit data more slowly 
than AppleLink, or perhaps it just estimates that trans
missions will take longer. (Some tests Nancy Dunn did 
seem to confirm the latter hypothesis.) {In my experience, 
bothAppleLinlc's andAOL's estimates can be wildly inac
curate.-JK] 

Both AppleLink and America Online screw up regularly, 
but AOL seems to do it more frequently, at least in my 
experience. Its lines tend to be busier and I find its soft
ware much less user-friendly. I've seldom been confused 
on AppleLink, but it's happened on AOL frequently. 
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{I lilce America Online. but I've found that it strips the 
formatting out of Nisus files when they're uploaded or 
downloaded. unless they're compressed by a utility lilce 
Compact Pro beforehand. When you send Nisus files using 
AppleLinlc, they come through intact, whether or not they 
were compressed.-JK) 

There's now a Macintosh Bible/Peachpit forum on 
America Online (click on the Departments button, then 
on the Computing & Software button, then on our icon) . 
The Macintosh Bible Software Disks, described at the 
end of Chapter 20, include the America Online software 
and five free hours of connect time. 

• America Online bis fNDJ 

I like America Online because, like AppleLink, it's easy 
to use and has a graphical, Maclike interface. Using other 
online services (and most BBSs) is like entering an alien 
world where arcane commands are needed even to exit 
the system. 

But during the preparation of this book, I ran into 
enough problems using America Online (system hangs, 
mainly) that I began to distrust its reliability. (Version 2 
took a long while to come out, but I haven't had any trou
ble since installing it.) I also found their technical support 
inconsistent and often a bit amateurish. 

I wasn't sure how long AOL would let me stay connected 
without any s igns of life from my Mac, so I tested it. It 
took 34~ minutes before a dialog box showed up to ask 
me whether I wanted to remain online. When I didn't 
respond, AOL waited 5% minutes more before discon
necting me-a total of just over 40 minutes. 

This was in the hours approaching midnight, when the 
system is heavily used, so it might take less time for the 
system to notice inactive sessions at other times-but their 
own people later told me that automatic disconnects can 
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take as long as an hour! If you tend to get distracted, you 
can tell the software to disconnect after it finishes send
ing or retrieving mail, but you don't have that option 
when you're downloading files from America Online's 
bulletin boards. 

tt thanks for sharing (JK/ANJ 

If you want to correct errors in this book, or if you have a 
tip you'd like to see in the updates or the next edition, send 
us a note on America Online (at Mac Bible or c/o the 
Macintosh Bible/Peachpit forum), on AppleLink (at 
Mac.Bible-AppleLink doesn't believe in spaces) or by snail 
mail (Goldstein & Blair, Box 7635, Berkeley CA 94 707). 

With three hundred billion Mac Bibles out there (or 
something like that)-and hoards of crazed fans camped 
outside our office, a nd police on duty round the clock 
just to get us safely into our limos-we don't have time 
to respond individually, but we do read what you send 
and consider it carefully. 

tt CompuServe (JK/ DC/NDJ 

CompuServe is a very popular online service for both 
Mac and PCs; it offers a great shareware library and 
access to more information on more subjects than any 
other service, including professional journals, encyclopedic 
databases and online forums (some of which you have to 
pay extra for). But its interface is non-Maclike and many 
Mac users can't bear to deal with it. 

CompuServe's rates vary, depending on which services 
you use. The basic connect charges (billed by the minute) 
are $13 an hour at 2400 bps and $23 an hour at 9600 
bps, no matter when you call. But for a fla t fee of $8 a 
month, you can get unlimited free access to CompuServe's 
basic services (like news resources, e-mail, shopping and 
travel reservations) and only incur the hourly rate when 
you enter areas like the online forums or software library. 
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There's also an executive services option available for a 
$10 monthly minimum charge that allows access to more 
information da tabases and professional journals. 

To register, you need to buy a CompuServe Starter Kit ; 
it's available at most computer stores for about $40. The 
kit includes a list of available phone numbers, a log-in 
code, and instru ction s for signing up. You'll also need a 
major credit card for billing. 

ti Navigator (PHJ 

Ifyou use CompuServe, and don't want to have to think 
while the m eter is ticking, CompuServe's own $ 170 
Navigator program gives you a quick-and-easy method 
for getting the messages in a ll th e conferences you want 
to browse; you then disconnect and look a t them at 
your leisure. 

You can a n swer the e-mail messages you want to 
respond to and create n ew ones, run Navigator again and 
have it send a ll of your responses to the right places in 
a single step. This sounds like it will save you money but 
it won't-since u s ing Navigator is so easy, you'll find 
yourself s igning up for many more conferences. 

ti Prodigy (SA/JKJ 

Prodigy is an online service sponsored by Sears; there's 
a special version of the software for Mac owners. Despite 
its name, Prodigy is no wunde rkind. It won't run in the 
background, the ti menu isn't available when you're in 
it, and it's s looooow . Even worse, the bottom of your 
screen is reserved for ads-for things like mouthwash! 

Prodigy does have at least one valuable feature: you 
can look up politicians' biographies a nd vo ting records, 
and the campa ign contributions congress ional and 
presidentia l candidates have received. But access to this 
information a lone doesn't make Prodigy worth signing 
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up for, even though it's cheap (a flat fee of $13 plus tax 
per month). 

ei MCI Mail (CRJ 

MCI Mail lets you send e-mail to other MCI Mail, 
CompuServe or Telex users (as well as several other 
systems); it also will convert your computer messages to 
paper and have them delivered overnight or by regular 
USPS snail mail (the advantage in that case being that 
the letter starts off in the destination city rather than where 
you live, which gives it more of a fighting chance). Even 
better, you can have your messages printed out on any 
Group 3 fax machine in the world (for 50¢ for the first 
h a lf page and 30¢ for each additional page). 

Most users' addresses are based on their names (mine 
is CRubin). You can create and store address lists and then 
select groups of people to receive your messages en masse. 
You can type messages in online or use a text editor to 
create them before you send them, but the editor's pretty 
crude-you're better off deleting your draft and starting 
over again. 

Aside from a yearly fee of $35, the only fees are for send
ing messages or accessing special services (described in 
the next paragraph). Receiving mail and simply check
ing for it is free (as is the phone call, since you connect 
with MCI Mail over an 800 number). Sending a message 
costs from 45¢ (for up to 500 characters to $3 (for 
15,001-22,500 characters). 

As I write this, 2400 bps is the maximum baud rate 
MCI Mail supports, but soon you should be able to connect 
at 9600 bps (although it may cost you more). You can also 
use MCI Mail to access the Dow Jones News/Retrieval data
base. This costs from $12 to $72 an hour extra, depend
ing on the database you read and the time of day you read 
it. But MCI Mail is primarily designed to make sending 
e-ma il very easy (which it does). 
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tt saving time and money online (SA/JKJ 

Here a re four things you can do to m ake your online 
sessions more efficient: 

• Although many services have higher hourly fees for 
higher baud rates, you should still use the highest baud 
rate your modem can handle when sending or 
downloading fil es. Few servi ces charge twice as much 
for a 9600-baud connection as for 2400-baud one, even 
though transmissions take less than half the time. 

• If your communications software lets you create scripts, 
or otherw ise automate online procedures like posting 
and retrieving messages, use that capability. Scripts run 
faster than you can work in rea l time. 

• Prepare your messages and files offline. Why pay for 
online time when all you' re doing is w riting? 

• If you have to interrupt your work while online, try 
going into a customer-service or help area; the hourly 
charge is usually waived there. You'll save yourself the 
time and trouble of logging on again, without paying for 
the connect time (but if you're away too long, the 
service may hang up on you). 

tt communicating between services (Michael Miley) 

Most online services provide gateways (bridges) to other 
online services through the Internet, which links networks 
and online services around the world. A ga teway won't 
allow you to access another service's features, but it will 
let you send a message from an account on, say, AppleLink 
to one on CompuServe or vice-versa. 

To get through th e gateway, your m a il ha s to be 
addressed in a way that tells the Internet which sys tem 
to forwa rd it to (for an example, see the en d of the 
Apple Link en try above). Check with you r online s ervice 
to find out if anything else is required , and whether there 
are any special fees involved . 
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If you have an in-house e-mail system, you can even 
install a gateway on your own server. Before you choose 
one, find out whether it lets you send complex Mac files 
without losing their data en route. 

ei e-banking (Michael Miley) 

If you're tired of writing checks, addressing envelopes and 
licking stamps to pay your bills, check out CheckFree, 
which lets you pay them all by modem. CheckFree lets 
you build a list of accounts and contact information, 
then fill in your deposits, debits and credits in a general 
checkbook ledger. You can pay certain accounts auto
matically each month and others only when you make a 
payment request (you h ave to make the request at least 
four days in advance of the pay da te, though). 

CheckFree costs $30 for the software plus $10 a month 
for the service, which covers your first 20 payments. Addi
tional payments are $3.50 for each ten (or portion thereoO. 
For more complete check management, look into Manag
ing Your Money ($90 from Meca Software-see Chapter 12 
for details). It also lets you access the CheckFree service. 

ei bulletin boards (DC/SA/AN/SF-l/JK) 

An electronic bulletin board (abbreviated BBS, for bulletin 
board system) is sort of a home-grown, low-rent online 
service. It's a lot like an electronic user group-you'll find 
plenty of people online who are willing and able to answer 
your questions. Most bulletin boards also have the latest 
versions of public-domain and shareware software avail
able for downloading (the sections of online services that 
do that are also sometimes called bulletin boards). 

Best of all, most BBSs are free. (But with a commer
cial online service-unlike a BBS-you virtually never 
get a busy signal. If you need information or software right 
away, that may be worth some money to you.) 
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The person who runs a bulletin board is called a sysop 
(SISS-ahp, for s ystem operator). On small bulletin boards, 
the sysop does everything-takes care of the hardware , 
decides what's available for downloading, controls who's 
allowed to leave and retrieve messages, and so on. On bigger 
boards (and on online services). sysops control sections 
that are dedicated to specific kinds of information. 

A complet e list of every active Mac BBS in the country 
would take up many pages of this book and would prob
ably be out of date by the time you read it. Here are four 
we can recommend, along with their fees, if any, and the 
maximum baud rate they can handle. 

• 4th Dimension (adventure-style BBS). Cambridge MA, 
61 7 494 0565 . No access fee. 9600 bps. Sysop: Zeff 
W heelock. 

• Laserboard New York. Queens NY, 718 639 8826. $18 
a year. 14,400 bps. Sysop: Adam Wi ldavsky. 

• M aclnfo . Newark CA, 510 795 8862. No access fee. 
9600 bps. Sysop: Norm Goodger. 

• SoftArc Online. Scarborough, Ontario, 416 609 2250. 
No access fee. 9600 bps. 

Some BBSs offer gateways lo other bulletin boards 
(that is , you can call one board and access others thru 
it-post and pick up m essages, for example-without 
having to make another call) . Thousands of individua l 
BBSs a round the world h ave linked togeth er to form 
FidoNet [after the jounder 's dog?-AN]. The BMUG Guide 
to Bulletin Boards and Beyond ($20, or $ 15 for members) 
expla ins how to access the BBSs that are part of FidoNet, 
and even can help you start your own BBS. 
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Networks 

ei networking basics (Rich Wolfson/SH/JK/ANJ 

A computer network is two or more devices connected to 
share information (so, technically, a single Mac hooked 
to a LaserWriter is a network, although it's seldom called 
one) : Among Mac users, network usually refers to a local 
area network, or LAN-one that's confined to a relatively 
small area, like an office. 

Some complex wide area networks (abbreviated WAN 
in writing, but seldom in speech) contain thousands of 
devices from varied manufacturers communicating with 
each other directly over dedicated cables (i.e . ones used 
for that purpose only) or phone lines, and indirectly via 
modems or even microwaves. 

Every device on a n etwork (whether a computer, a 
printer or whatever) is called a node. Every node has an 
address-a unique ID number . Each node on a Mac 
network automatically gets an ID number when you turn 
it on; the number varies from one time to the n ext, but 
it's always unique on the n etwork. 

Because of this, you don't have to h a lt the network to 
hook up additional nodes, and that makes Mac networks 
a cinch to set up. (PCs and most other computers need 
special, additional software to network, and on n etworks 
made up of them, 10 numbers a ren't assign ed when you 
turn the node on. The Mac's capabilities are more advanced 
because it's had networking software built in since the 
beginning-even back when l28K was a lot of RAM and 
virtually nobody had a hard drive. ) 

On Mac n e tworks, you a lso give each node a name
using the Sharing Setup control pan el on Sys tem 7 Macs, 
the Chooser on System 6 Macs. and the setup programs 
tha t come with other devices. Unlike the ID number, the 
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name stays constant, so you can identify the Mac whose 
files you want to share, the printer you want to use, etc. 

Certain protocols tell each node wha t to do with the 
informa tion flowing through the n etwork. Most Mac 
networks use the AppleTalk protocol, because that's the 
softwar e that's built into all Macs . Other protocols
sometimes u sed by Ma cs but mos tly used by other 
machines-include DECnet, TCP /IP and Token-Ring. 

Large networks a re often subdivided into smaller areas 
called zones (which show up in the Chooser) so that users 
can narrow down their Chooser selections to, say, the Macs 
and printers in their own office's zone , rath er than having 
to select from every device in the building. Separate 
networks can be connected by bridges, routers or gate
ways (in order of increasing intelligen ce). When networks 
are connected with one of these devices, each network is 
usually treated as a zone. Zones are just a convention to 
make things easier on humans; the computers don't need 
them. In fac t, you could have many n etworks joined by 
routers but no zones (but if you did tha t, everyone on the 
network would have to choose from among thirty printers). 

ti network configurations (Rich Wolfson /AN/SH / JKJ 

There a re three basic network configurations (ways of 
connecting the nodes) commonly u sed on the Mac. Daisy
chain (also called series) networks connect devices one after 
the other, in a ch a in. (The problem with this configura
tion is t ha t if one node is disconnected. so is everything 
beyond it.) 

A backbone configura tion is an improvement, becau se 
each n ode has its own little branch off the main cable (like 
rooms off a hall); if one node is disconnect ed, it doesn 't 
a ffect the others. A star configura tion h as a centra l node 
to which all the other nodes a re connected. 

You can combine va rious configura tion s-for example , 
you might da isy-cha in severa l nodes on one branch of a 
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star. Theoretically. AppleTalk networks can have up to 255 
nodes. but networks of over 32 nodes are usually too slow 
to be practical. The only other limitation is that you can't 
link the first and last node together into a complete ctrcle. 
That's called a ring network and requires special hard
ware that recognizes the TokenTalk protocols. 

(On ring networks. electronic message packets called 
tokens circle ceaselessly. As they pass, each node grabs 
any information meant for it and loads any information 
it wants to send someplace else-unless the token is 
full, in which case the node waits for the next token. Ring 
networks have the same disadvantage as daisy-chains. 
only more so-one node going down can disrupt the 
entire network.) 

ti networking hardware (Rich Wo!fson/AN/ND/JKJ 

Apple's cabling and connectors for LANs is called LocalTalk. 
Not long after it was introduced, a small company named 
Farallon introduced an a lternative to LocalTalk hardware 
called PhoneNet. It has several major advantages (and, 
as a result, Farallon is no longer small) . 

• PhoneNet uses regular phone wire, which costs about a 
third as much as Loca iTalk cabling. You save even more 
if you use the two unused (yellow and black) wires in 
ex isting phone lines that probably already run where 
you want your network l ines to go. 

• PhoneNet connectors are also somewhat cheaper, $60 
list vs. $75 for LocaiTalk. 

• PhoneNet's connectors are like the standard modular 
plugs on phone cords (LocaiTalk connectors have a 
tendency to pull out). 

• PhoneNet allows networks to run up to 3000 feet 
(LocaiTalk limits you to 1000 feet). 

• It lets you use daisy-chain, backbone or star configurations 
(LocaiTalk restricts you to the daisy-chain). 
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If you have a network of any size, PhoneNet hardware 
can save you a lot of money, and imitations of it can save 
you even more. At the college where Rich teaches, they 
use an inexpensive and reliable PhoneNet clone, Trimar's 
CompuNet, which costs just $20 per connector, or $15 
each if you buy ten or more. 

(If you already have LocalTalk cabling. just switch over 
to PhoneNet-t.ype hardware for any additional needs. Faral
lon makes an adaptor for connecting LocalTalk to PhoneNet 
systems, so you won't lose whatever you have invested.) 

ti file sharing (JK/CR/Sl-IJ 

System Ts file sharing allows Macs on a network to access 
each others' files. It's a great way to copy files from one Mac 
to another-much easier and faster than carrying floppies 
back and forth. You can a lso work on a file on another 
Mac without copying it to your own, but that generally 
slows down both Macs. 

Your files are private until you turn on file sharing by 
clicking the Start button in the Sharing Setup control panel. 
Then you select a disk, folder or file you want to share 
and choose the Sharing ... command from the File menu. 
In the dialog box that appears. you can set up access priv
ileges for other users on your network, which determine 
whether they'll only be able to look at your files. or to make 
changes, rename, move or delete them. 

If you want to assign different degrees of access to 
different users, you'll have to register each user's name 
(and give them passwords if you want) in the Users & 
Groups control panel. You can a lso organize users into 
Groups, so you can set access privileges for several of them 
at once. The File Sharing Monitor control panel lets you 
keep track of who's using which of your shared items. 

To access shared files on someone else's Mac, you open 
the Chooser, click on the AppleShare icon, select the 
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Mac's name in the box on the right, and click OK. In the 
next couple of dialog boxes, you'll be asked to enter the 
na:me you were registered under and your password (if 
any), and to select the shared item you want to use. When 
you've clicked OK in the last dialog box, the shared item's 
icon shows up on your desktop, just like another disk. 

In the same way, you can access your own Mac's hard 
disk-its complete contents, without restriction-from 
another networked Mac: just enter your owner 's name and 
password (you entered them in the Sharing S etup control 
panel when you turned file sharing on) . 

Although only System 7 Macs can share their files . Macs 
running System 6 can access files on other Macs-all they 
need is the AppleShare workstation software, which comes 
on System 6 installation disks since version 6.0.4. To share 
files from a System 6 Mac, you need Public Folder 
(described below) or TOPS (described in the next section). 

File sharing's main costs are that it uses up memory 
in the host Mac (the one that's sharing files) and slows it 
down. Here are a few tips on how to minimize that tendency: 

• You can bypass most of the procedure for getting a 
shared item onto your desktop by making an alias of it 
once you get it there the first time. The next time, just 
double-cl ick the al ias and cli ck OK in the dialog box 
that appears. 

• You can share up to ten separate items, but unless 
you're setting up different access privileges for each of 
them, it's much easier to gather everything you're 
sharing into one folder and share it. 

• The fewer people you share files w ith, the less time your 
Mac w ill spend responding to their requests instead of 
your own. Ask the people you share with to disconnect 
from your M ac as soon as they've copied the fi les they 
need, to free your M ac up. 

• Share as few files as possible. The fewer files you share, 
the fewer opportuniti es there wi ll be for someone else 
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to accidentally delete or rename your files-or see 
something they shouldn't. 

• Use as little security as possible. You should be able to 
contro l access to your sensitive files by being careful 
which folders you share. As soon as you start creating 
users and groups and setting privileges for them, you' ll 
find yourself tang led in a web of security that you' ll 
constantly be asked to change. A lot of people w i ll 
forget their passwords, and there's no place to look 
them up-you can only change them to new ones. 

• If you do register users, make sure all owners of file
sharing Macs on the network register users w ith the 
same names. If someone named M argaret were 
registered as Meg on one Mac, Peggy on another and 
Maggie on a third, she'd have to remember w hich Mac 
had her set up under which name. 

ei Public Folder (Rich Wofjson/JKJ 

Public Folder provides basic file-sh aring capabilities to 
System 6 Macs. Available free from Claris if you've got one 
of their othe r products, and downloadable from most 
bulletin boards a nd online services, it a llows anything 
that's placed in a root-level folder named Public to be seen 
and copied by any other Mac on the network (provided it 
has the Public Folder init running). 

Trans ferring files is much faster \vith Pu blic Folder 
th an u s ing a file server as an intermediary. But Rich 's 
favorite use for Public Folder is to accomplish something 
that would otherwise be impossible with System 6 Macs
copying the contents of one ha rd drive to another. 

Normally. you'd need a spare h ard drive or file server 
for an intermediary transfer. With Public Folder, you just 
hook an lmageWriter cable into the printer port of both 
Macs a nd run Public Folder on both machines . With 
AppleTalk turned on in the Chooser, th e m achines can 
communicate with each other and each copy files from 
the other's Public folder. 
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ti file servers and AppleShare (Rich Wolfson/SA/SH/JKJ 

A file server is a computer on a network that everyone 
can access and get applications and documents from. 
Some file servers a re dedicated machines; they might 
a lso take care of print spooling and e-mail for the 
network, but you can't sit down in front of them and use 
them as workstations. 

AppleShare is Apple's file-server software, which can 
turn any Mac on a network into a dedicated file server. 
With AppleShare running, the file server's hard disk 
appears lo everyone on the network as anoth er icon on 
the desktop, with its ovm window, folders and files. Apple
Share predates file sharing (described above) and has some 
similar security features; each file or folder can h ave an 
"owner" and only someone with appropriate access priv
ileges can get al il. A network administrator can set up 
work groups with various levels of access privileges. 

PCs can be connected to AppleShare with the PhoneNet 
Card/LocalTalk ($300) from Farallon. To the PCs, the 
server looks like another disk drive, and they can access 
the documents on it (not the applications, but what could 
they do with them anyway?). 

We've used an SE/30 as an AppleShare server for years 
at Goldstein & Blair, sometimes under fairly heavy activ
ity, and never had any major problems with it (major 
problems, yes, but not with it). Apple recommends using 
at least a II-family Mac as a server, but Rich has success
fully u sed lesser Macs with beefed-up memory and large 
RAM caches. 

ti SneakerNet (Rich Wo(fsonJ 

SneakerNet m ay be the most widely-used network. It's 
implemented by putting information onto a floppy disk 
(or even paper!) and walking it over to the person (or 
machine) you want it delivered to. SneakerNet sometimes 
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loses data and is often slower than you'd wish, but it's 
one of the cheapest networks available. 

ti repeaters (Rich Wo!fson/SHJ 

A repeater can extend an AppleTalk/PhoneNet network 
to as much as 6000 feet. by boosting the signals along 
the cabling. Install several, and you can go a long way. 

Farallon's StarController ($1300 list) and similar 
devices are multipart repeaters-they not only amplify 
the signal as it passes through but allow multiple branches 
on a star n etwork. Since each branch on an AppleTalk 
star n etwork has its own 3000-foot limit (if you're using 
PhoneNet-type cabling) . using a star repeater can really 
expand your system. It has two other advantages: by 
breaking a large network into smaller pieces. everything 
happens faster and more reliably: and if any part of the 
network has a major problem. only that part shuts down, 
making troubleshooting much easier. 

ti EtherTalk/Ethernet (JK/Rich Wolfson) 

Ethernet is one ofthe fastest n etworking systems avail
able. A Loca lTalk network can transmit data at 230 
kilobits (about 5000 average-sized words) a second, 
while an Ethernet n etwork can go as high as 10 megabits 
(over 200,000 words) a second-more than 43 times as 
fast! (But be aware th a t most h ardware can't keep up 
with that speed.) 

Each Mac in an Ethernet n etwork n eeds Ether'falk 
software, an interface card that costs $200-$425 list, 
and special cabling. (The card and cabling are called 
Ethernet, the software and communications protocols a re 
called EtherTaUc~r. sometimes, AppleTalk over Ethernet.) 
Traditiona l Ethernet cabling resembles the coaxia l cables 
that connect VCRs to TVs, but now most Ethernet instal
lations use twisted-pair wiring, which looks like telephone 
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wires and requires an Ethernet hub like Farallon's $1900 
StarController EN. (Many networks that run off a VAX mini
computer already have Ethernet, and it's easy to connect 
Macs to them, individually or as a zone). 

Several companies-including Apple, Asante, Cayman, 
Dove, Farallon, Novell, NRC and 3Com-manufacture 
Ethernet cards. We use the Asante and NRC cards at Gold
stein & Blair, and the speed difference compared to LocaiTalk 
is incredible . Except on large networks (or medium-sized 
ones with routers). the server's hard disk and computer 
are what limit your speed-using a file server over Ether
net is almost as fast as using a local computer. 

• routers (JK/Rich Wolfson) 

Liaison ($400 from Farallon) is a sofhvare-only router that 
links AppleTalk networks, including those with different 
cabling systems (LocalTalk and Ethernet. say). thus allow
ing them to shar e resources like file servers and print
ers. Liaison also lets you organize a single network into 
zones, and lets you link networks (or single computers) 
at a distance, using just a modem. 

At G&B. we used Liaison on our file server to link the 
Ether'falk zone of our network to the LocalTalk zone. It 
was easy to install and, for the most part, worked seam
lessly in the background to make the nehvork function 
as a contiguous whole. The Liaison manual is concise and 
informative, Farallon's tech support is knowledgeable 
and accessible, and their product works. It has provided 
us with a trouble-free means of sharing printers between 
the two zones in our office. (It a lso lets you dial in to a 
nehvork from a remote Mac.) Here's some info on some 
other routers: 

FastPath ($2800, from Shiva) was the first router of its 
kind, connecting networks through an intermediary Ether
net backbone. The current version, FastPath 5. can use 
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a variety of cabling and handles a variety of protocols, 
including TCP /IP. Cayman's GatorBox ($2800 list) has 
many of the same features, and also offers some functions 
that translate between AppleTalk and TCP /IP protocols, 
which make printing and file sharing easier. Apple's soft
ware-only Internet router supports up to eight ports 
simultaneously, and can run in the background. It 
supports both LocalTalk-only n etworks and extended 
networks that use EtherTalk and TokenTalk. 

tl group editing software (Michael Miley) 

Group editing programs let two or more people at differ
ent Macs on a network, or at remote Macs linked by 
phone, work on the same document (either simultaneously 
or at different times). and maintain a single, up-to-date, 
master copy of that document. One example is On Tech
nology's Instant Update ($200-$250 per user, depending 
on quantity). 

If two people are simultaneously editing the same para
graph (which means neither has the most current version). 
Instant Update can show both variants of the paragraph 
on both Macs, and a llow the editors to choose which 
version to keep. But Instant Update lacks some controls 
that a full-fledged editing team might want. like the abil
ity to compare old and new versions side by side before 
saving changes. 

Group Technologies' Aspects ($130-$300 per user) 
adds group editing capabilities to a blend of graphics 
and telecommunications software. It lets several users on 
a conference call a ll see the same document (the floor plan 
of a building, say) on their Macs and take turns chang
ing and editing it. 

tl bulletin boards for LANs (MichaeL Miley) 

Programs like MacVonk's Inforum and PacerForum from 
Pacer let you set up a BBS on a LAN. lnforum ($500 for 
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a server and five users) is a somewhat homely text-based 
system, without much to immediately appeal to icon
oriented Mac users. PacerForum ($550 for a server and 
five users) is more Mac-like. 

PacerForum is hierarchical-you can prioritize vari
ous bulletin boards according to your interest in them 
(high, medium or low) or have PacerForum determine the 
priority automatically from your usage. You can attach 
pictures, sounds or files to any message, but some useful 
features are missing: you can't sort, group or filter 
messages, there's no real-time conferencing, and there's 
no way oflinking to other BBSs. {IronicaLly, most Mac BBSs 
are run on PCs because they're cheaper and because Mac 
BBS software hasn't gotten to the point where it can 
handle volume w ell.-ND} 

• e-mail on LANs (Rich Wolfson/ Michael Miley/SH/JK/AN) 

You can set up an e-mail system on your LAN with CE 
Software's QuickMail or Microsoft Mail. With either 
program, you set up one Mac-ideally a file server, or some 
machine that isn't used much-to be the mail server 
(basically, it's like an e-mail post office). Then you put client 
or user software on each Mac on the network. 

Microsoft Mail lists for $400 for the server software and 
$55-$80 per user (depending on quantity) . QuickMail is 
much cheaper, since the user software costs about the same 
but the server software is included free. So for five users, 
say, Microsoft Ma il lists for $800 and QuickMail for $400. 

With either program, you can send files with your 
messages. design your own forms a nd even a ttach voice 
messages (recorded with the mikes tha t come with many 
Macs or Macromedia's MacRecorder) . QuickMail also lets 
you have a real-time conference wilh severa l other users. 
Microsoft Mail can't. do this, but the n etwork version of 
an integrated program, WordPerfect Office, can (it lis ts for 
$75-$150 per user, depending on qua ntity). 
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Both programs are also available in PC versions, so Macs 
and PCs can exchange mail over a network. Yet they're 
both so Mac-like and easy to use that few users will need 
help getting started. QuickMail h as more features, but 
Microsoft Ma il is more reliable and easier to set up and 
use. Both programs provide gateways to AppleLink, 
CompuServe, MCI Mail and other online services, although 
QuickMail offers more. 

Rich has used QuickMail since it was introduced, and 
has h ad no problems with it. Installa tion was a breeze and 
administration takes very little time (it's even fun). [Quick
Mail is beautiful. It's the first piece of software that ever 
made me think that working in an office instead of at home 
might have its fun aspects.-SA] 

Because it would cost a fortune to buy a Microsoft 
Mail or QuickMail address for a ll of Rich's students, he 
uses Broadcast to introduce them to the concept of elec
tronic m ail. When you select Broadcast in the Chooser, 
it lists a ll the current users on the network who h ave it 
installed (and active, since you can shut it off wh en you 
don't want anyone to bother you). You select a u ser, type 
a message, and click the Send button; the message pops 
up in a dialog box on the receiver's screen, who can m ake 
an immedia te, direct reply. (But you can't store messages .) 

Both the students and Rich love Broadcast. It's share
ware and costs $25 per zon e or $ 100 for a ll the zones on 
your network. You can get it from Joachim Lindenberg, 
University of Karlsruhe, Post Fach 6980. 7500 Karlsruhe 
l , Germany (AppleLink GER.XSEOO l O). [It's also available 
on BBSs and online services.-JK] 

tl network management utilities (SJ-J/Rtch Wolfson) 

There are several utilities availab le for managing and 
troubleshooting n etworks. Fara1lon's PhoneNet Manager's 
Pack is great and has lots of utilities, but it's very expen
sive ($1000). MacVonk's NetOctopus ($645 for a server 
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and ten users) lets you update software throughout a 
network. LocalPeek and EtherPeek ($500 and $800 respec
tively, from the AG Group) let you essentia lly wiretap a 
network to see where the information is flowing. 

Apple's Inter•Poll ($130) lets you see who's on the 
network, what System, Finder and printer drivers they're 
using, the n a me and ID number of each device, what type 
of computer it is and its zon e nam e. It's great for trou
bleshooting a nd mainten ance-you can find out, for 
example, who's r esetting the LaserWriter b ecause s/he 
has an old printer driver, or who needs a System update . 
Inter•Poll's inte rface is functional, if not elegant. The 
program is simple to learn and use, and it works across 
network bridges. If you're a network administrator, it's 
a must-have . 

One of the niftiest things about these utilities is that 
some will actually draw a network map for you. On a large 
n etwork, this is almost worth the price just by itself. 

.t Timbuktu and Timbuktu/Remote (JKJ 

When you use Farallon's Timbuktu, your screen reflects 
what's happening on another machine in the network. You 
can simply observe the other machine or actu a lly control 
it with your own mouse and keyboard, as if th ey were 
attached to the remote computer. This is invaluable when 
someone on a nother floor, or in the next building, needs 
help. Network a dministrators with out-of-the-way file 
servers will a lso love Timbuktu. (It lists for $150 a copy. 
$2000 for a 30-pack.) 

Timbuktu/Remote ($200) lets you do the same things 
as regular Timbuktu, but over a phone line. We did a n 
experiment in which Arthur talked to us over the speaker 
phone in G&B's conference room in Berkeley while control
ling the Mac there from his house in Tucson! ll was very 
spooky-we refer to it as "the ghost in the conference 
room"-but not very practical; even with the 14,400-bps 
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modem we were u s ing, the response time was too s low 
(we were trying to edit part of this book). 

But for tasks in which the screen doesn't need to be 
updated so frequently, Timbuktu/Remote could be pretty 
s lick (Ken Maki loves it). It certainly works well enough; 
the only problem is the data bottleneck caused by the 
phone lines. 

ei Suitcase II on a network {Rich Wolfson) 

Suitcase II (described in more detail in th e utilities chap
ter) can be u sed on a n etwork to share downloadable a nd 
screen fonts that are stored on a file server. It has to be 
insta lled on each machine in the n etwork for th is to work. 
(Be aware tha t once Suitcase has accessed files from a 
file server, you can· t log off the server by dragging its icon 
into the Trash, because you'll be trying to cut the connec
tion to the opened, active font files on the server.) 

ei serial servers (Rich Wolfson) 

Most modems, plotters and scanners aren' t AppleTalk 
devices and can't normally be included on a network. But 
a seria l server will ne twork such devices. One that I've 
found reliable is S hiva 's NetSeria l ($400) . 

ei AppleTalk Remote Access (SH/JKJ 

AppleTalk Remote Access ($200 from Apple , or free with 
PowerBooks) lets you dia l in to a rem ote ne twork and 
access its resources (shared files, file servers and print
ers) as if your Mac were connected lo the network (you 
can a lso do this with Liaison or with S hiva's NetModems, 
reviewed earlier). 
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PC to Mac and back 

II from the sublime to the ridiculous (ANJ 

If you use a personal computer at work, there's a fright
eningly high probability that it isn't a Mac. Yes, the ugly 
reality is that most personal computers are IBM PCs or 
clones thereof-known generically as PCs or, if they use 
the MS DOS or PC DOS operating system, as DOS 
(pronounced dahss) machines (although dross machines 
might be a more appropriate name). 

Although there's no way around the wrenching feel
ing in your gut you have to endure every morning when 
you travel back into the pre-Mac Stone Age of comput
ing (or, ifyou're running Windows, into the pseudo-Mac 
Gilded Age, where everything is just slightly out of focus), 
you can at least transfer data back and forth between 
the office machine and your Mac at home. The tips 
below tell you how. 

II reading PC disks (Ricll Wolfson/Skye Uninger/SH / JK/AN} 

Apple's SuperDrive floppy disk drive can transfer files onto 
and off of DOS-formatted 3W' (hard-case) disks. (Super
Drives are built into every new Mac; if your old Mac 
doesn't have one, you can buy an interna l one for $350 
or an external one for $400.) 

PC disks don't show up as icons on the desktop, so you 
have to access their contents from within the Apple File 
Exchange (AFE) software that comes on your Mac soft
ware disks. (Of course, just because you ca n transfer the 
files doesn't mean the Mac can read them-they gener
a lly have to either be text files or specially formatted by 
a PC program-but see the next entry for some exceptions.) 

Three other utilities-Apple's Macintosh PC Exchange 
($80), Dayna's DOS Mounter ($90) and Insignia 's AccessPC 
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($100)-create disk, folder and file icons for PC disks. DOS 
Mounter even generates the correct icon for the applica
tion, based on the PC files' extensions. For example, it 
can add a PageMaker icon to a ll PC files with PM exten
sions. AccessPC allows you to mount PC-formatted 
SyQuest cartridges on your desktop. 

Apple offers an external floppy disk drive for $330 that 
reads 5~". 360K PC disks (the ones that are soft and 
actually floppy) . But as with the SuperDrive, the disks don't 
mount on your desktop unless you use one of the programs 
described above. 

The DaynaFile II 5.25" floppy disk drive ($600) attaches 
to any Mac's SCSI port. One version handles 360K PC disks 
and another 1.2MB disks. Both versions include DOS 
Mounter and file translation software. 

tl over cables and phone lines (Skye Lininger) 

You can transfer files back and forth between a Mac's 
modem and a PC's seria l port with Traveling Software's 
LapLink Mac Ill ($150, including the necessary cable). 
Its normal speed is 115,200 bps, about half the rate of 
a LocalTalk network, but an optional accelerator can get 
you up to 750,000 bps. This product is handy for moving 
files to and from a PowerBook 140, 145 or 170, and it 
can also convert between numerous text and spreadsheet 
file formats. 

Most Mac communications programs will let you trans
fer files from PCs over phone lines, and also upload a DOS 
file to an online service and download it with your Mac. 

tl TOPS (Eric Alderman/SA/SI-1/JK) 

Sitka's TOPS (the name stands for transcendental oper
ating system) lets Macs and PCs share files over a network 
in a way that's similar lo System Ts file sharing. Shared 
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PC files show up as icons on the Mac desktop, and PC 
users can use DOS commands to navigate around a 
shared Mac volume. Transferring files from the Mac to the 
PC is best done from the Mac end, though-if Mac files 
are copied to the PC using DOS commands, they'll lose 
their formatting. 

If you're using a program that comes in Mac and PC 
versions, you don't even have to copy the file off the other 
computer's disk. For example, you can work on an Excel 
file from the remote PC disk while using Excel on the Mac. 
TOPS also includes a program called MacLinkPlus (from 
DataViz) that can translate documents between several 
common Mac and PC word processing, spreadsheet and 
graphics formats. 

TOPS costs $100-$135 per machine, or $250-$300 
for an individual. To use it, each PC a lso needs a LocalTalk 
interface card, like Farallon's $300 PhoneNet 
Card/LocalTalk (but the Macs don't). 

el what gets lost in the translation {DC/Skye Lininger/JKJ 

Some popular programs-like Word, WordPerfect, Excel 
and PageMaker-come in both Mac and PC versions. 
Documents created by either version a re readable by both 
computers. Most major word processors and integrated 
("Works") programs also include translators that let you 
import files from other programs and other computers. 
The XTND translators, developed by Claris but widely 
used by other manufacturers, allow programs like Mac Write 
and Nisus to open files created by the PC versions of 
Word and WordPerfect, or even WriteNow files from NeXT 
computers or AppleWorks files from the Apple II. 

If you need to use a PC file from a program that has 
no Mac counterpart, find out if the file can be saved in 
or converted to a format the XTND translators can handle. 
If it can't, you'll have to save it as a text (ASCII) file and 
all your formatting will be lost. 
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Spreadsheet users are in good shape, thanks to some 
standards in the industry and to the flex ibility of Excel, 
the most popular spreadsheet on the Mac, which can 
read files from 1-2-3 on the PC (that computer's most popu
lar spreadsheet) directly. You can a lso save Excel files in 
1-2-3 format. The main limita tion is that macros written 
in one product won't work with the other. 

Database files a lso transfer fairly easily if the PC 
program uses the Mac standard format of~ between 
fields and !Return! between records. Several Mac databases 
(FileMaker and FoxBase. for example) can read files from 
the popular PC database program dBase (but they feel 
debased afterwards). 

Fonts often have different names on the PC and Mac, 
in which case you have to rename them or get printouts 
in Courier (which is what PostScript printers substitute 
for fonts they can't find). PageMaker comes with a trans
lation table that can convert som e, but not all, fonts. 

ti running PC software (Riclt Wolfson/SHJ 

Universal SoftPC from Insignia Solutions is a software
based PC emulator. ll can run most popular DOS programs 
and even lets you copy text from the PC window and 
paste it into a Mac application. Soft PC ($325 list) requires 
a Mac Plus or later with four megs of RAM (two if you're 
using System 6). There's also a more powerful and faster 
SoftAT ($500 list) which requires at least a Mac II with 
five megs of RAM (four with System 6). Both emulators 
run much s lower than a real PC: the lag is particularly 
noticeable when you're installing software. 

From the Visual Delights collection. Copyright @ 199 1 by SunShine. All rights reserved. 
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Macs and Apple lis 

It importing Apple Works files (JKJ 

As noted above, many Mac word processors, integrated 
programs and other applications now include XTND trans
lators that allow you to import Apple Works files from Apple 
lis . If your application doesn't, call the manufacturer
XTND is sometimes available as a free upgrade. 

It running Apple II software (Rich Wolfson/SHJ 

Apple II emulation doesn't gel as much attention as PC 
emulation, bul it's often critical in schools that have big 
investments in Apple II software. Apple's own Apple Ile 
emulation card ($200 lisi) works with a Mac LC (if you're 
running its monitor off the built-in video port) but it doesn't 
work with any other Macs. The card includes a port for an 
external floppy 5~" disk drive; to use it with an LC II, you 
need version 2.1 or higher. (If you've got an earlier version, 
a software upgrade is available for $30.) 

Though Apple's card is much more popular, a program 
called II In A Mac will also run Apple II software on a Mac. 
It's proven very useful at Rich's school on many occasions. 
Be aware, however, that it won't run any copy-protected soft
ware-which includes most games and a lot of educational 
programs . 

From tloc Visual Dclig/ots collection. Copyright © 199 1 by SunShine. All rights reserved. 
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Integrated programs 

ti integrated program overview (CS/ANJ 

Integrated programs combine a word processor with 
several other applications, most commonly a spread
sheet, database and communications program (each of 
which is called a module), plus some drawing tools (or 
sometimes a whole drawing module). The features of 
these modules tend to be somewhat limited compared to 
those offered by stand-alone applications of the same 
type, but integrated programs save you money and give 
you the basic stuff you need. 

Here's a summary of what various integrated programs 
offer: 

w ss db em dr Ill m other 

MS Works 2 • • • • • • 
ClarisWorks • • • • • • 
GreatWorks 2 • • • • • • o l 

HandiWorks • • • • pb 

Zedcor Desk • • • • • • tm 

em = communications program; db = database; dr =drawing tools 
(or program); MS =Microsoft; of= outliner; pb = phone book; 
pi= page layout tools; pt =paint program; ss =spreadsheet; 
tm = time manager; wp = word processor 

Microsoft Works has more than 90% of the integrated
programs market on the Mac. It's been around the longest 
and has the most extensive support (which includes 
books, training services and libraries of macros) but 
several rivals have appeared on the scene. Reviews of the 
programs are below, followed by tips on Microsoft Works. 

ti Microsoft Works 2 (SA/AN/CSJ 

Version 2 ofMS Works ($250 list) has been around forever, 
but by the time you read this, version 3 will probably be 
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out (it's about time). Unfortunately, Works 2 has a terri
ble design flaw that (in Arthur's opinion, at least) is reason 
enough, all by itself, not to use the program. In virtually 
every other Mac program, lru!ill toggles between Undo and 
Redo-but not in Works. This may not sound like much 
of a problem, but it means that if you accidentally hit lo :~~:Iz l , 

a ll the work you've done since the last time you clicked 
the mouse is irretrievably lost! 

Incredibly, this ridiculous bug was not corrected in 
Works 2, thereby slipping over the line from gross negli
gence to willful misconduct-and, in the process, winning 
the much-coveted Naiman Prize for Brain-Dead Software 
Pesign. Let's hope they've fixed it in Works 3. 

As for the various modules, Works' word processor is 
perfectly adequate. It has integrated drawing tools, basic 
page-layout functions (through the Text tool of the draw
ing layer). a built-in macro editor, mail merge (from the 
database module) and a ll sorts of tables (from the spread
sheet module). But it's still missing a lot of basics, like 
footnoting and separate headers/footers for even and 
odd pages (and it uses a really lame way of constructing 
a basic header or footer). 

The database module is usable, but it's nothing great. 
You're limited to just two views of your data-a spread
sheet-like list and the form you design. Fields can't be 
any longer than the width of the window, which means 
no multiline entries for, say, comments. The draw func
tion you get in the word processor and spreadsheet isn't 
available in the database module. And the Report func
tion has one of the ugliest, most counterintuitive inter
faces on the Mac. 

Still, if you only need basic data records and mailing 
labels, the database is functional, and you can get around 
many of its design limitations by merging information from 
it into the word processor and using the draw function. 
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Works' spreadsheet module is all most people need for 
their personal work; it's even enough for most business 
tasks. It has over a million cells (you'll use a lot since you 
can't link separate spreadsheets) and all the basic math
ematical, statistical and financial functions. It lets you 
format cells various ways, has cell notes, and even provides 
basic charting. 

The spreadsheet's most frustrating lack is its inability 
to handle text. (You can enter it, but you can't manipu
late it at all .) In fact, the spreadsheet considers a cell with 
text in it a blank cell (so you can't even write a formula 
that says if the content of cell C34 is "yes" then ... ). 

el ClarisWorks rcsJ 

ClarisWorks ($300 list) gets high marks for integration. 
All its modules can be called on from a single page, which 
means you don't have to quit one module and start 
another. It also has many advanced features, like a huge 
thesaurus (more than 600,000 words), a fast spelling 
checker, built-in macro capabilities, automated log-on files 
for popular on-line services and more than 20 file trans
lators (the more translators you have, the easier it is to 
share files with people who use other programs). 

ClarisWorks lets you anchor blocks of text and graph
ics to particular loca tions on a page, move them around 
and link them. This means that, with a little practice, you 
can substitute ClarisWorks for a page layout program (at 
least for documents of about five pages or less; for longer 
documents, it's not worth the trouble) . If you had to pick 
one piece of software and stay with it for years, ClarisWorks 
would be a less confining choice than Microsoft Works. 

el GreatWorks 2 rcsJ 

Symantec's GreatWorks 2 ($300 list) is the mos t System 
7 -savvy integrated package. Its implementation of Publish 
and Subscribe (see the Basic Mac Software chapter for 
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more about that) lets you make automatic copy-and-paste 
links between d ifferent GreatWorks documents. Great
Works also has the longest list of file tra nslators of any 
integrated product. 

Two additional features distinguish this package from 
its competition. Firs t, its paint module is a pretty fair 
8-bit color paint program in its own right. Second, the word
processing module offers outlining functions-particu
larly useful for preparing long documents or presentations. 

GreatWorks' modules aren't as smoothly integrated as 
those in Cla risWorks, but most of th em are stronger as 
applications than their Claris equivalen ts. I ran Great
Works on a basic Mac LC (with 4MB of RAM, running 
System 7) with no hangs or crashes even during fancy link
ing tricks, and I had a great time with the paint module. 

el HandiWorks (CSJ 

RagTime was a pioneering European altempt to merge 
spreadsheet, word processor and page layout function s 
(it's still ava ilable for $600 from MacVonk•Canada) . 
MacVonk• USA added a phone book (in place of the expected 
database module) and a good list of file translators and 
called the result HandiWorks ($1 75 list). 

The problem is, history has passed by most of the orig
inal product's features. Its spreadsheet doesn 't do charts, 
for example-no one would dream of a llowing this omis
sion in a n ew product. Although the layout features are 
well-designed and the word processor and spreadsheet 
can be u sed s imultaneously on the same page, you can 
get the same functionality in Cla risWorks, plus several 
other modules. 

el Zedcor Desk res) 

The modules in Zedcor Desk ($400 list) are word process
ing, database, spreadsheet, telecommunications, draw
ing, painting and a unique time manager. The gimmick 
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is that any of them can be run as aDA (this is useful under 
System 6, where DA's are the only things you can have 
under theW menu). The package is n't really "integrated" 
the way the others are, b ecause links can only b e made 
through cutting and pasting, but each module-partic
ularly the ones for drawing and painting-would be a 
respectable stand-alone application. 

What's more, you can use Desk to m a ke a mock
integrated system out of other software. If you spend 
95% of your time in Word, for example , you can link 
Desk's spreadsheet and database DA's to it to construct 
a custom "integrated" package. 

General MS Works tips 

W special pointers (SA/ Hal Lewis/AN) 

MS Works has two unus ua l pointer shapes-a hollow 
arrow, which usually shows up in the spreadsheet module, 
and an !-beam with a circle in its center, which usually 
shows up when you're working with la rge word process
ing documents. 

These special pointers mean that Works is thinking
recalcula ting in the spreadsheet, for example, or repag
inating in the word processor. Unlike the wristwatch , 
these pointers don't prevent you from continuing to work, 
but merely let you know that what's currently on the 
screen m ay be subject to chan ge. 

~ Recalculating pointer ~ Repaginating 1-beam 

w window tools (SA/SMJ 

Works gives you three ways to make a window fill the screen 
or zoom back down to the size, sh ape and position you 
set up: 
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• click on the zoom box 

• double-click on the tit le bar 

• double-click in the size box 

@IT] brings the window listed at the bottom of the 
Windows menu to the top of the pile, and also moves its 
title to the top of the list. Repeated uses of @]ffJ will cycle 
you through all the available windows. 

• double-clicking for New (SAJ 

Double-clicking on a module icon in Works' Open dialog 
box has the same effect as selecting it and then clicking 
the New button. 

• clicking on the scroll box (SA/ANJ 

A click in the gray area of the scroll bar shifts the contents 
of the window up or down by one screenful (and moves the 
scroll box accordingly). In a really big document, the scroll 
box can get so close to the top or bottom of the scroll bar 
that there's virtually there's no gray area left to click in. 

If that happens, just click in the scroll box itself. If it's 
closer to the top of the scroll bar, it will move up: if it's 
closer to the bottom, it will move down (and the contents 
of the window will move accordingly). Usually only spread
sheets get so big that you need to use this trick, but it 
works in all modules. 

• header andfooter formatting (SA/AN) 

Formatting headers and footers is done by typing the 
following ampersand(&) commands in the text box (you 
don't need to use caps-&b works the same as &B): 

&B make bold &C center 

&0 insert date &/ make italic 

&L align left &P insert page number 
&R align right & T insert time 
&F insert name of fi le (document) 
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Be aware that &D or &Tinsert the date or time you print 
a document. not when you created or saved it. And be 
aware that &Band &J only affect the text that follows them; 
to change the style of all the text in both the header and 
footer, use the Style menu (you can also change the font 
and size there). 

If you want an ampersand itself to appear in a header 
or footer, precede it with another ampersand: &&. Only 
one will be printed. 

• import/export (SA/ANJ 

To make the Import checkbox in Works' Open dialog box 
available, you have to first click on one of the module icons; 
when the All Works icon is selected, the Import checkbox 
is dimmed. Once it's active (and you've clicked on it), 
you'll see a list not just of Works documents but of all others 
that can be imported into the selected module (e.g. Word 
files for the word processor, Excel documents for the 
spreadsheet, text files for all modules). 

The Export checkbox in the Save As dialog box saves 
only the text of your document. You can then import it 
into another module in Works or into any Mac applica
tion that accepts text files. 

As you move information from one module to another, 
keep in mind that tabs = columns =fields. So if you move 
columns from the spreadsheet into the database, each 
column will be a field, and if you move them into the word 
processor, they'll be separated by tabs. In fact, it's a good 
idea to create all your word processor tables in the spread
sheet module, even if they don't contain any numbers, 
because columns are easier to manipulate there. 

To get a list of incremental numbers (1, 2, 3, say, or 
100, 200, 300) in your database without having to type 
them all in, use a formula in the spreadsheet that says 
add 1 (or whatever) to the cell above. Copy it down a column 
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as far as you need to, then copy the column and paste it 
into the database in the appropriate field. 

The Report function in the database can't handle 
anything beyond totals and subtotals across records. If 
you need more sophisticated reports that show averages, 
say, or use statistical functions. paste the database infor
mation into the spreadsheet and create the formulas 
there. You can paste it into the word processor for format
ting before you print it. 

The spreadsheet is also great for alphabetizing a list. 
Just paste it into a new spreadsheet, sort it there and then 
paste it back into the word processor. 

You can also share information between Works' modules 
by simply cutting and pasting between them, but often the 
export/import method is better. For example, importing 
spreadsheet data into the database automatically creates 
the correct number of fields (equivalent to the spreadsheet 
columns) and records (equivalent to the spreadsheet rows). 
If you simply paste the data in and there aren't enough 
fields to hold it, rows of information will be lost. 

ti selectedform letters (SAJ 

You don't have to send form letters to everyone in a data
base when you're using the word processor's merge-print 
function (Prepare to Merge on the Edit menu). If you do 
a selection in the database (with the Record Selection 
command) before you merge-print, form letters will be 
generated for only the selected records. 

ti the macro recorder (SA/SMJ 

Works' macro recorder only lets you use (option! as a modi
fier key, which severely restricts the number of keyboard 
commands you can create. So it's better to use QuicKeys 
or Tempo instead. But if you do use it, ignore the Play
back window when choosing a macro, and just press 
(option! along with whatever key you assigned to the macro. 
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ti constraining movement with {Shitt/ (SAJ 

Unlike every other Mac program I can think of, MS Works 
requires that you press !Shift) after you press the mouse 
button if you want to move objects in the draw layer 
straight up and down or straight sideways. This only 
applies to dragging. When you're using the rectangle or 
oval tools, you can press !Shift) before the mouse button and 
still get squares and circles (but you can also press !Shift) 

after you've started drawing with these tools). 

ti text objects and columns (SA/ANJ 

To link a draw-layer text object to another (and thus 
make it a column}, select it and then double-click on a 
column or other text object. (You can also select the 
column first and then double-click on the text object, if 
that's the link order you want.) To unlink a column, click 
in the body of the column with the text tool to display the 
header (clicking with the selection arrow won't do it). 
Then edit the header so that it reads NONE after Link. 

Works names its draw-layer columns numerically as 
you create them. You can rename them, as long as you 
keep Col at the beginning. This lets you name columns 
to keep track of links, etc. (e.g. Col Front Page Article). 

ti centering pasted objects (SA/ANJ 

Choosing Paste while a draw-layer object is selected will 
center the pasted object in or around the selected object 
(depending on whether it's smaller or bigger). You can use 
this feature to put a frame around something, or to align 
graphic elements. To do that, hold down !Shift) and drag either 
the pasted object or the one you originally selected away 
from the other. Since they started off centered on each 
other, they'll end up aligned vertically or horizontally 
(depending on which way you drag). 
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• Inside Microsoft Works (ANJ 

The Cobb Group, which publishes many excellent journals 
of tips on various Mac and PC programs has one for MS 
Works. Called Inside Microsoft Works, it costs $50 a year, 
comes out monthly and is full oftips like the ones in this 
book. If you use Works a lot, it's worth checking out. 

MS Works word processor tips 

• the four tabs (SA/ Hal Lewis) 

Works has four differen t types of tabs: left, right , deci
mal and centered. Here's what they look like on the Ruler: 

:: I I I 11 1 I 121 I I 131 I I 141 q ; 1- t :l 

-1 1- t ~ 
Left Right Center Decimal 

To get a left-aligned tab, click once; to get a right
a lign ed tab, double-click; to get a decimal tab, triple
click; and to get a center tab, quadruple-click (there's a 
word you don't see too often) . 

Clicking on an exis ting tab ch anges it to the n ext typ e, 
and it goes around in a circle (from the center tab back 
to the left tab again). So if you're moving a tab on the Ruler, 
make sure you hold the mouse button down as you drag
if you release it too s oon, the tab will ch ange to a differ
ent type. 

• automatic entry of search text (SAJ 

If any text is selected when you use the F'ind or Rep[ace 
command (both on the Search m enu), it's automa tically 
entered into the Find What: text box. 
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• margins vs. indents (SA/SM/Hal LewtsJ 

As th e manual tries to make clear, Works' margins are 
set in the Page Setup dialog box while indentations-left, 
right and first line-are set on the Ruler. It may help you 
avoid confusion if you think of the Ruler as controlling 
left and right text margins for specific blocks of text, 
while Page Setup controls the maximum allowable margins. 

The zero mark on the Ruler is set wherever the left Page 
Setup margin is. So with a one-inch Left Margin setting 
in Page Setup and a zero setting for the left indent on the 
Ruler, the text begins one inch in from the left edge of the 
paper. If you set the indent on the Ruler at one inch as 
well, the text will begin two inches in from the edge of the 
paper. Paragraphs on a page can have various right and 
left indents, but the Page Setup margins remain constant. 

Left and right 
text margins for 
paragraphs, set 

on the Ru ler 

r-t---:-- -J-IEADING Maximum 
text boundary, 
chosen in the 
Page Setup 
dialog box 

If you put the right indent marker on the Ruler beyond 
the right Page Setup margin, it turns into a hollow triangle. 
Since Works won't print anything beyond the margin 
you've set in Page Setup, you'lllose some text (or graphics) 
at the ends of your lines. 

[I hate this old-fashioned, pre-Mac way of treating 
margins, which is a leftover from the primordial ooze of 
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CP I M. After all, the only thing that counts is how far the 
text is from the edge of the paper: to indent a paragraph, 
you shouldjust have to increase that one, single measure. 

There are no such things as text margins and paper 
margins-there are just margins. This is a good example 
of the opposite of transparency-instead of being invisible, 
the mechanics of the software intrude and distract you from 
your wor1c.-AN] 

• page zero (SAJ 

When you use the Title Page command, the header and/or 
footer isn't printed on the first page of the document, but 
the next page is marked Page 2 (assuming, of course, that 
you have a command that reads Page &p in the header 
or footer). To make the second page read Page 1, choose 
the Set Page command (on the Format menu) and set the 
starting page number to zero. 

• page breaks (SAJ 

You can use IShilt)Enterl instead of the Insert Page Break 
command to put a page break in a document. Both 
commands insert a forced page break (that is, one that 
moves you to a new page regardless of how much text is 
on the current one). You can remove a forced page break 
by backspacing over it, but lshilt)Enterl also removes a page 
break the insertion point is directly over (that is, it acts 
as a toggle). 

• drawing in the word processor (SAJ 

If you turn Draw on but the crosshairs pointer doesn't 
appear when you place it where you want to start draw
ing, you're probably trying to draw past the end of the docu
ment. Just add some empty lines with the !Return! key and 
the draw function should work. 

If you have both text and graphics stored in the Clip
board, pasting will insert both into the document-unless 
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you have Draw on, in which case only the graphic object 
will be inserted. 

C multiple labels (SAJ 

To print address labels that all have the same name and 
address (because you're sending a shipment of many 
boxes, say). set up the merge document the way you 
would for regular multicolumn labels, but don't check the 
Multiple Labels option. Go to the database window and 
select the record that contains the information you want. 
Then move back to the word processor and use the Print 
Merge command. 

MS Works database tips 
The first three entries in this section also apply to Works' 
spreadsheet module. The rest of the entries just app ly to 
the database. 

C entering data (SA/ANJ 

When you enter information into a database field or a 
spreadsheet cell, it first appears in the text box at the top 
of the screen (which is called the Entry bar}. It gets entered 
only when you leave that field or cell and move to another 
one (by hitting !Return),~ or whatever}, or when you hit I Enter) 

or click on the checkmark icon just to the le ft of the 
Entry bar (both these commands leave you in the cell but 
place whatever's in the Entry bar into the cell or field) . 

If you want to enter text that begins with a +, -or=, 
you can't simply type it in a cell, since Works will think 
it's a formula. So type a quotation mark-a regular, straight 
one ( " }, not a curly one-first. The quote mark won't appear 
in the cell, just in the text field at the top of the screen. 

If you format a cell for dates, any date you enter in it 
will always have the year appended to it. If you want 
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dates without years, you have to leave the cell formatted 
as General. But if you enter a year less date in a General 
cell (Nov 15, say, or 6/20 or 12-5). it will be converted to 
a "serial" number that Works uses to calculate the number 
of days between dates. For example, if you type Nov 14, 
some number like 31364 will be displayed in the Entry 
bar when you selecl Lhat cell. The way around this is, again, 
the straight quote mark ( "). It won't be displayed in the 
cell, but will force the cell contents to be treated as text. 

Both the spreadsheet and the database understand 
percent signs. So there's no difference between typing 50o/o 
and .5-Works treats them both the same. 

• moving around (SAJ 

There are lots of ways to move around in the spreadsheet 
or in the List view of the database: 

keys 

~orG 

lshittl~l or 8 

~or(±) 

!Shifi!Aelurnl Or[!) 

move you 

right 

left 

down 
up 

If you select a portion of the grid, your movements will 
be restricted to it. For example, if you're at the bottom of 
the selected area and hit IAeturnl (or 0). you'll be wrapped 
around to the top of the selected area and find yourself 
in the top cell of the leftmost selected column. 

• too-narrow columns (SA/ANJ 

Sometimes a database field or spreadsheet column is too 
narrow to display the contents of some of the fields or cells. 

If it's text that won't fit. the database simply displays 
as much as it can in the space provided. The spreadsheet 
does the same, but it will overflow the text into the 
next cell (or cells) if it is (or they are) empty. It's different 
if what won't fit is a number. Both the database and 
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spreadsheet will give you a string of pound signs(#####). 
and you'll have to widen the column or field to see what 
the number is. 

el entry shortcuts (SAJ 

• You can enter the date into any database field by 
pressing ISW(Q) and the time by pressing ©:IDIJ. 

• To enter the same information into a database field as is 
in the same field in the previous record, just press lax[]. 
Think of it as ditto (")to make it easier to remember. If 
you're using Quote In it, or if you've reass igned the 
quote keys using QuicKeys or some similar program, 
you'll have to turn the curly quotes off for this 
command to work. 

tJ back andforth (SAJ 

To switch back and forth between the database module's 
Form view and the List view, you can do any of the follow
ing things: 

• choose the Show List /Show Form command (on the 
Format menu) 

• press l{ll([L) 

• double-click in any empty area of the Form window 

• double-click in the space in front of a record in the List 
view to go directly to that record in the Form view 

• double-click in an empty cell in the List view to go to 
the currently selected record 

el dealing withfields (SA/HalLewisJ 

In the Form view, fields have two distinct parts: the field 
name and the field data. Double-clicking in the field name 
area lets you rename the field; it's the same as using the 
Change Field Name command on the Edit menu. Double
clicking in the field data area opens the Field Attributes 
dialog box; it's the same as using the Set Field Attributes 
command on the Format menu. In other words: 
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Double-click here ... 

ILostName lszubin 

... to rename the field 

Field Name: 

Cancel n OK ~ 

Double-click here ... 

ILastNome l szubin 

... to change the field formatting 

Set Field Attributes For LastNome 

Type: 
@TeHt 
0 Numeric 
0 Date 
0 Time 

Display: Rlign: Style: 
0 11t~tH~ml @Left 0 Bold 
0 rim~11 0 Center 0 Underline 
0 Oollnr 0 Right 0 [ IHlHllOS 

0 P<m Pnt ODecimol Places 
0 S< ~~~~~ ti t ie 

0 Corrmut<~d 0 ~how Ooq (Cancel Jfi fr!!!!!!!!O!!!!!K!!!!!!!!~D 

If you use Cut, Clear or !Delete I when a field is selected, 
the field data , not the field itself, is a ffected. The only way 
to get rid of a field is by using the Delete Field command 
(on the Edit menu). 

ti pastingfrom the List view (SAJ 

There's a s lightly unexpected result when you copy 
from the database's List view and paste into the word 
processor or spreadsh eet, but it's done on purpose and 
is very useful. The field n ames will a ppear at the top of 
the pasted columns, even though you can't s elect them 
when copying. 
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• using spreadsheetfunctions (SAJ 

Many of the spreadsheet functions can be used in the data
base's computed fields. For example, you can use the 
Average function to construct a formula that averages the 
contents of other fields in the record. The only spread
sheet functions that can't be used are the ones that deal 
with cell ranges. 

• sorting (SA/SMJ 

~@) is for Save, so it can't be for Sort. Works uses la:~e0 
instead (to remember the command, think of arranging). 
Works' spreadsheet lets you sort by up to three columns 
at a time, but its database a llows only a single-level sort. 
To get a multilevel sort, see the entry with that title in 

the general database tips in Chapter 10. 

• searching and selecting (SA/ANJ 

Works' search commands are on the Organize menu. The 
Find Field command doesn't start with the current field 
and record but with the next. Then it goes through the file 
to the end, starts back at the beginning and continues down 
to the current field and record, which it searches last. 

The Find Field command displays a record at a time: 
the Match Records command searches through the entire 
database and then displays a ll the records that have 
fields that match the search criteria. Neither command 
pays attention to upper- and lowercase letters (search for 
Mac and you 'II find mac and MAC as well), nor do they 
care about whole words (search for Mac and you'll find 
machine and stomach as well) . 

Both Find Field and Match Records find records regard
less of what field whatever you're searching for is in. So 
if you search for John, you'll get first names of John, last 
names of Johnson, addresses of St. John Street, etc. But 
the Records Selection ... command lets you specify which 
field Works should look in, and also lets you decide to 
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search for a whole word, part of a word, the beginning of 
a word, etc. 

When you're viewing and/or working with a subfile 
created by the Record Selection command, it's hard to 
tell the difference between that subfile and the main 
"parent" file. To find out which you're in, look to see if 
the Record Selection command is checked. If it is, you're 
working with a subfile; if Show All Records is checked, 
you're not. 

Likewise, if you're working with a subtile created by the 
Record Selection command and you start a new report, it 
initially includes only that subfile. To include all the 
records, use the Show All Records command while the 
Report window is active. The selection rules you create 
when you do that affect only the report, not the main data
base window, which will continue to display only the 
selected records. 

• totaling on the first character (SAJ 

The Take a sub-Total on 1st Char command on the 
TotalsPage menu creates subtotals in a report when the 
first character of a field changes instead of when the 
entire field contents change. This means you could do a 
subtotal for a column that contains stock part numbers 
and have the subtotals for all the parts with numbers in 
the 100s, then those with numbers in the 200s, etc. 
(Normally, without the 1st char option, you'd get a sepa
rate subtotal every time the field contents changed-so 
you'd have a subtotals for 101, 102, 103 and so on.) 

• AND OR hierarchy (SA) 

When you use multiple selection rules in the Record 
Selection dialog box and you're mixing ANDs and ORs as 
connectors between the rules, you have to be careful how 
you arrange the rules. For example, if you're looking for 
customers who owe you more than $200 and also either 
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live out-of-state or have owed the money for more than 
60 days, you can't use the following rules: Amount is greater 
than 200 AND Invoice Date is less than 10/01/93 OR State is not 
equal to NY, because Works will interpret them to mean: 
[Amount is greater than $200 AND Date is less than 1 0/01/93] 
OR [State that is not NY]. In other words, you'll wind up with 
all the records that don't have NY addresses regardless 
of what the customer might owe. 

The AND connector for a rule always takes priority 
over the OR connector in a list of rules. Unfortunately, 
you can't just use parentheses to circumvent this, as 
you can in a spreadsheet or database formula. Instead, 
you'll have to redo the rules as follows: Amount is greater 
than 200 AND Date is less than 10/01/93 OR Amount is greater 
than 200 AND State is not equal to NY. These rules will be inter
preted as: [Amount is greate r than 200 AND Date is less than 
1 0/01/93) OR [Amount is greater than 200 AND State is not 
equal to NY]. 

MS Works spreadsheet tips 

ti inserting rows and columns {SA/AN) 

The Insert command in the Edit menu inserts a new row 
in the spreadsheet if you've clicked on a row's number; 
if you've clicked on a column's letter, it inserts a column. 
New rows are inserted above the currently selected one; 
new columns are inserted to the left of the selected one. 
If you have a cell or range of cells selected in the spread
sheet when you choose Insert, a row is inserted above the 
uppermost cell of the selection. 

ti sorting {SA/Hal Lewis/AN) 

In the database module, you can select a column to sort 
on (in the List view) and all the information in the rows 
(records) stays together. But in the spreadsheet module, 
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columns sort separately, so you have to select which 
rows and columns you want sorted. 

Selected area . . . . .. sort result 

i ~ : : : ~ ~p:~ : : : : : : : : 
i ~ .. .. i ~)~P.~~~~ .. . 

~P.~ ...... .. 
~)~P.~~~~ .. . 

~~ .. .. ~~~.t .. . .. . .. . 
~~ .... i~?.~ ....... . 
!E !bird 
: .. ... : ........... . 

cat . .. ..... .. .. 
~?.~ ........ 
bird 

li cell-click shortcuts (SA) 

Selected area . . . . .. sort result 

A !ape-
E.··· i~i~p·ti~n~· · · 
c··· ~~~·t········· 
--- •• : ••••••• 0 •••• 

~ ... !~?.~ .. ..... . 
B )ird 

~ ~ :: : ~ ~p:~: : : :: : : : ~ 
1~ .... 1~!~~ ........ 1 
lc !cat l 
!~::::!~?:~ : :::::::! 
1~ .... 1~)~P.~~~~ .. . l 

You can move the contents of a selected cell by holding 
down ~ and clicking in the cell you want the infor
mation moved to-the data jumps right to the new spot. 
This works with a selected group of cells too. 

Double-clicking on a cell opens the Set Cell Attributes 
dialog box. But if you want to set attributes for a group 
of selected cells a ll at once, you'll have to use the menu 
command, because double-clicking on one of the cells dese
lects the rest of the group. 

Instead of using the Open Cell Note command in the Edit 
menu, hold down ~ while double-clicking on the cell. 

li Go To Cell vs. Find Cell (SAJ 

Both the Go To Cell and Find Cell commands (on the 
Select menu) search for a cell with contents that match 
what you type in their respective dialog boxes. But only 
Go To Cell lets you type the name of the cell (AI, say, or 
Vl2) you want to go to. 

The second, more subtle difference between the two 
commands, is that Find Cell selects the found cell; Go To 
Cell, despite wha t seems like a direct order, merely makes 
sure that the named cell is visible in the window. It's not 
selected and if the cell is a lready displayed on the screen, 
you won't see anything happen at all. 
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ti exporting charts (SA / Hal Lewis /AN) 

You can copy the charts that Works' spreadsheet module 
creates simply by choosing Copy from the Edit menu (or 
hitting I~@) when the Chart window is active. You don't 
have to select the chart first. These charts are object
oriented, which means if you paste them into a draw 
program, you can edit and move each element sepa
rately-change the fill patterns, pull out a slice of the pie, 
move titles around, etc . 

Hu t 
e.~~ 

Budget 

Budget 

• Rtnl 68 . 1 ~ 
11;! H .. t e .~~ 
• Elfc 1 1 .7~ 
Q Phono I 1 .6~ 

l in Works' ch.1rt window I 
• c • 

Budget 
• • 

In SuperPaint's dmw layer I 

Ron I 
68 .1~ 

Elem ents rearranged, patterns changed 
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ei the border commands (SAJ 

If you have only a single cell selected in the spreadsheet, 
using the Outline command in the Borders submenu is 
the same as choosing Left, Right, Top and Bottom one after 
the other. But if you have a group of cells selected, these 
commands work a little differently. Outline puts a border 
around the outside edges of the group as a whole; Left, 
Right, Top and Bottom work on each cell in the selection. 

ei the print area (SAJ 

If you have more than a single cell selected in the spread
sheet when you choose the Print command, Works 
assumes you want only the selected area printed, not the 
entire spreadsheet. 

ei a Home macro (SAJ 

Many spreadsheets have a Home command that puts you 
back at cell Al, in the upper left corner of the spreadsheet. 
Works doesn't, but you can create a macro to do it for you: 
Press &WIJ. type A 1, press I Return I. As mentioned above, Works' 
macro recorder is pretty lame, but it will perform simple 
macros like that one. 

• activating the Entry bar with a macro (SAJ 

When you click on a cell or move to it with some keyboard 
command, its contents are displayed at the top of the 
screen in the Entry bar. Although they're not highlighted, 
they are selected- if you type anything, it will replace 
what's showing in the bar. If you want to add to or edit 
the contents of the bar, you have to reach for the mouse
unless you make an activate the Entry bar macro. 

To do that, record a click in the far right end of the Entry 
bar. That's it! When you play back the macro, it will acti
vate the Entry bar and put the insertion point at the end 
of the data that's there. (The click has to be all the way 
to the right, to make sure it doesn't get inserted into the 
middle of a formula instead of at its end.) 
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'* the Paste Function command (SAJ 

The main advantage to using the Paste Function command 
(on the Edit menu) instead of just typing in the name your
self is to make sure it's entered correctly. As an added 
convenience, the equal sign that signifies a formula is also 
typed for you. and the insertion point is placed inside the 
parentheses that follow the function name. 

'* blank cells (SAJ 

As far as Works is concerned, any cell that doesn't contain 
a number is blank-even if it contains text. So, ifyou use 
something like the IsBlank function, it will return a 1-
for true ("yes. it's blank")-even if there's text in the cell. 

'* more spreadsheet tips (SMJ 

For more spreadsheet tips, see the first three entries in 
the database tips section above. 

MS Works communications tips 

• dialing (SA/AN) 

You can store numbers in the Dial dialog box (on the 
Communications menu) or you can just type the number 
right in the window. Type atdtin front of the number; when 
you hit IReturnl, it will dial through the modem (assuming 
it's Hayes-compatible). 

'* sending text (SA/ANJ 

The Send Text command (on the Communications menu) 
can't send ordinary Mac text files (that is, without format
ting and graphics). but only text files generated by Works' 
word processing module. To send a text file generated by 
another program, or another Works module, you have to 
use the Send File command (on the same menu) and click 
on the X modem Text button. 
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Another way to send text is to paste it from the Clip
board into the communications window. It gets treated 
just as if you typed it in-that is, it appears on the screen 
one character at a time (although more quickly than you 
could actually type it). 

ti changing the baud rate (SA! 

You can change the baud rate even if you're right in the 
middle of a communications session, by choosing the 
Settings .. . command (on the Communications menu). 

ti control characters (SA! 

Information services often require that you use control 
characters (key combinations involving the control key) 
as commands. With most Mac software, you can substi
tute the &:ID key for the control key, but in Works, using 
the &:ID key triggers a menu command. The loptionl key 
works, however. Even if you're using a Mac-specific service 
that tells you to use ~. using (OjitiOiilS) will get you the 
results you want. 

ti no curly quotes (SAJ 

If you use a utility like SmartKeys or Quote lnit that 
changes your plain quotes to the curly ones, you won't 
be able to type any quotes or apostrophes at all in the 
Works communications window- you'll just get a beep if 
you try. So turn off your curly quotes program while 
you're t elecommunicating with Works. 

From the Visual De/igl1ts collection. Copyright © 1991 by SunShine. All rights reserved. 
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Programming on the Mac 

• basic programming terms (AN) 

The first thing to understand is the difference between a 
programmer and a user. Programmers use programming 
languages to write programs; when bugs turn up in the 
programs, they fix them, and when new features are needed, 
they add them. Users simply use the programs; the program
ming language is invisible to them (or should be). 

It's like the difference between an automobile mechanic 
and a driver. Just as you don't need to know how a carbu
retor works to be an expert driver, you don't need to know 
anything about programming to be an expert Macintosh user. 

The actual statements or instructions in a program are 
called code. Code is normally broken into lines. A rela
tively small piece of code, which does a specific task, is 
called a routine. Put a bunch of routines together and you 
have a program. 

• the Toolbox (DC/NDJ 

One thing that puts the Mac's programming environment 
head and shoulders above that of other computers is a 
built-in feature called the Toolbox. It's partly in the ROMs 
and partly in System software, and it works like this: 

Let's say you want to draw a circle on the screen. With 
old-fashioned computers, you have to write a great deal of 
code specifying every aspect of making a circle. On the 
Mac, you simply have your program call the Toolbox and 
use the code already written there to draw the circle. Many 
useful things are included in the Toolbox, including all the 
information the Mac needs to create windows, and menus. 

• which language to learn (PH/NDJ 

Many people who use a Macintosh want to learn to program. 
This desire is often inspired by an anguished "I can write 
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something better than this!" when a program doesn't do 
what they want. Unfortunately, writing programs for the 
Mac isn't nearly as easy as using one (in programming, 
as in so many other areas, easy is hard). You need to know 
fundamental programming concepts and at least one 
programming language. It can take years to become an 
expert. 

Ifyou want to take the time, you have three avenues to 
choose from: Apple's HyperCard (or one of its competitors, 
like SuperCard), C (the most popular language for profes
sional programmers) or a graphical programming language 
like Prograph. All of these programs are discussed below. 

HyperCard-designed for amateurs-is much easier 
to learn than C because it has a simpler structure and 
fewer hard-and-fast rules (it's like the difference between 
learning Spanish and Latin). A novice programmer can 
get more done more quickly with HyperCard-and with
out even having to learn about the Mac Toolbox. On the 
other hand, you can't go nearly as far with HyperCard as 
you can with C, which is why most sophisticated Hyper
Card applications include add-on programming modules 
created inC or Pascal. 

A graphic language like Pro graph takes more time than 
HyperCard to learn, but you can get results a lot faster 
in it than you can in C. 

ti compilers vs. interpreters {ANJ 

No matter which language you choose, keep in mind that 
there are two ways to implement a prograrruning language
with a compiler or with an interpreter. Interpreters execute 
each line of a program individually each time the program 
is run, while compilers translate the whole program at once, 
before it's run. From that point on, you can run the 
compiled program whenever you want, without having to 
use the compiler to translate it again. 
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Compiling is more time-consuming when you're edit
ing a program for mistakes, because you have to recom
pile the whole program each time you want to check out 
the effect of a change you've made (and large programs 
can take an hour or more to compile). But compilers are 
less time-consuming when you want to use the finished 
program over and over again. Interpreters are better for 
learning, because there's no compilation time, but they 
run more slowly each time through. 

• HyperCard (Ed Allen/ND/SA/ANJ 

BASIC (the name stands for beginner's all-purpose symbolic 
instruction set) has never taken off as a programming 
language for amateurs on the Mac the way it did on the 
Apple II and the IBM PC. Instead, we have HyperCard, which 
has been distributed free with every Mac sold s ince 1987. 

Now that HyperCard is marketed by Claris, Apple will 
probably bundle a crippled version of HyperCard called 
Stack Runner with forthcoming Macs, but that hasn't been 
decided as of this writing. First released in summer 1992, 
Stack Runner is mainly a playback mechanism for ready
made HyperCard applications; it lets you browse (play back 
a HyperCard stack). type (enter data) and paint (create 
MacPaint-style graphics). In its full-fledged form, Hyper
Card is a programming environment with two additional 
levels: authoring (which lets you edit buttons and fields) 
and scripting (which lets you program in a relatively easy
to-understand language called Hyper'falk). 

HyperCard's basic structure is cards--screens of infor
mation-which are organized into stacks. You can flip 
through a stack in order, or jump directly to the card or 
stack you need-as long as the person who created the 
stack remembered to linlc related pieces of information. 
Cards can have pictures, text and buttons on them. 

HyperCard is often used primarily for educational 
presentations-especially complex multimedia ones that 
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include information on CD-ROMs or laser disks-and to 
created prototypes of programs that will ultimately be 
written in more complex programming languages. Com
mercial HyperCard stacks haven't been very successful
probably because HyperCard is so slow-it takes at least 
a second to tab from one field to another. 

HyperCard is very simple to use. You can take an exist
ing stack and copy selected cards and buttons from it to 
create something new without having to learn anything 
about scripting (programming). Even scripting isn't that 
hard. A dabbler can learn enough in a few evenings to 
make some simple tool that exactly fits her or his needs
although debugging it may take a while, and the fine 
points of design take much longer to master. 

Because its simplicity limits Hyper'Talk as a program
ming environment, it's designed so you can add on exter
nal commands (more commonly known as x -commands 
or XCMDs) and external junctions (more commonly known 
as x:functions or XFCNs)-compiled routines written in 
Cor Pascal that do things Hyper'Talk can't do (or that do 
them faster). 

• learning HyperCard (Ed Allen/NDJ 

Danny Goodman's Complete HyperCard Handbook ($30) 
became an instant bestseller back when it was the only 
book on the subject. It's still a very good book for begin
ners, with thorough tutorials and detailed explanations 
starting at square one, but it's a little on the wordy side 
to be a great reference. For that, turn to the Script 
Language Guide. (It's part of Claris's HyperCard Devel
opment Kit, which costs $200 and includes all five levels 
of HyperCard plus 22 stacks of examples, XCMDs, ready
made buttons and other raw materials.) 

If you can't bring yourself to spend that. try HyperTalk 
2: The Book ($30). Coauthored by Hyper'Talk creator Dan 
Winkler, this is the book to buy if you want to learn 
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scripting inside out. Another good resource is the Cobb 
Group's Inside HyperCard, a 16-page monthly collection 
of Hyperfalk scripting tips ($70 per year /$90 outside 
the U.S.) . User groups, online services and Heizer Soft
ware offer stacks, scripting tools and a way to distribute 
stacks you want to share with others. 

Often the hardest part of writing a stack is making it 
easy to use. For good ideas on that, check out the Hyper
Card Stack Design Guidelines ($19, from Addison-Wesley). 
They were prepared by the Apple employees who h elped 
make the early sample HyperCard stacks look so good. 
For writing XCMDs or XFCNs, the only available guide is 
Gary Bond's XCMDsfor HyperCard ($25). It hasn't been 
upda ted for a long while, but it's still the best source. 

You don't have to create XCMDs yourself-Claris 
includes some in the HyperCard Development Kit. Many 
more are available from user groups or online services, 
and there are good commercial collections as well, like 
101 Buttons and Scripts for HyperCard and HyperArrays. 
A $150 utility called Compilelt! lets you create XCMDs 
and compile them for use in Hyperfalk or Superfalk 
scripts-without knowing a more advanced programming 
language. And you can use it to turn certain scripts into 
XCMDs so they'll run faster. 

You can also learn a lot by looking at other people's 
scripts-but you need a full-fledged version of Hyper
Card for this, not just Stack Runner. You may need to set 
the stack's user level to 4 for authoring or 5 for script
ing. To do that, press~@. When the dialog box appears. 
type set userlevel to 4 (or to 5) and press !Return}. 

To see the script behind any button or field, select the 
button or field tool, double-click on the field or button, 
and click Script in the dialog box that a ppears. To make 
buttons' invisible frames appear, press loptionlcHcl. To get 
the script for a stack, hit lopuonl~; for a background, 
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lopuon@]fi]); for a card, ~. To see the menu bar when 
you're in a stack that doesn't have one, press I~Spacebar l (it 
toggles the menu bar on and ofO. 

'* SuperCard (NO/SA/Steve Michel) 

SuperCard (written by Bill Appleton for Silicon Beach) 
lets you do color, graphics that aren't just bitmaps. cards 
of any s ize, and s imple animation. The programming 
environment is more powerful than HyperCard's, and it 
works the way programmers expect: you write in a 
program editor and then run your creation as a stand
alone application. 

Version 1.6 ($300 list) is System 7 savvy and 32-bit 
clean. Like HyperCard, Version 1.6 lets you program 
Apple Events. But SuperCard has some problems: it still 
isn't fast, and large cards-especially those with color 
bitmaps and a lot of buttons and fields-take a long time 
to load. (To hide some of this sluggishness from the user, 
SuperTalk lets you open a window invisibly while a user 
is reading the prior card, so it's ready to display quickly.) 
Craig Ragland's Inside SuperCard ($23) is the only book 
that covers version 1.6 (as of this writing). 

'* HyperCard vs. SuperCard (NDJ 

Choosing between HyperCard and SuperCard is not as 
simple as it once was, because the two differ less than 
when SuperCard first appeared. HyperCard still doesn't 
include color a t this v.rriting, but it probably will by the 
time you read this. Developers once chose SuperCard to 
create applications that would run by themselves (on 
Macs that didn't have SuperCard), but they now can 
license Stack Runner and include it with their stacks, so 
they'll run on machines that don't have the full-blown 
version of HyperCard. 

Some people feel more at home working in SuperTalk. 
especially if they have programming experience. But 
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novices find SuperTalk more difficult to learn th an 
Hyper'falk. 

Probably HyperCard's biggest advantage is still the 
simple fact that everyone who has bought a Mac since 1987 
has received at least some vers ion of HyperCard as stan
dard issue, although early versions of it will probably have 
trouble running stacks written with version 2 . 

There is a third ch oice, Spinnaker Software's Plus ($500) , 
whose main claim to fame is that there's a companion PC 
version. If you need to create an application that works on 
both Macs and PCs. check this one out. 

• C (PH/Greg Dow/ND) 

In the early days of the Mac. Apple touted Pascal as the 
language of the future, and the one to use on the Mac. 
But today, n early all Mac applications are written in C 
(or its variant, C++). C's approach to programming is 
object-oriented. (We'd define that term for you, but even 
computer-science experts have a h ard time agreeing on 
exactly what it is.) 

If you think of a program as a series of sentences. the 
C language has strict rules for how paragraphs a re orga
nized and the order of paragraphs in chapters. The vocab
ulary for Cis surprisingly small; you'll probably only use 
about two dozen C words in your programs. Learning C 
isn't difficult. but writing correct programs often frustrates 
beginners, because the smallest mistake forces you to edit 
the program and try again. 

To learn C. you need a compiler. The two most popu
lar ones a re Apple's MPW C (available through APDA) 
and Think C from Symantec. At $300 list, Think C is much 
less expensive and much easier to learn- and just as 
powerful. It includes a version of C++ and an object class 
library. which gives you a head start in learning object
oriented techniques. 
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As for instructional materials, absolute beginners 
should start with Learn Con the Macintosh ($35) by Dave 
Mark. It includes an abridged version of C that will run 
on any Mac from a Plus on that has at least a meg of 
memory. If you know C but not how it interacts with the 
Mac Toolbox, try Macintosh C Programming Primer by 
Mark and Cartwright Reed ($27). 

e Prograph (Bill Hensler) 

Prograph 2.5 ($500 list) bills itself as an object-oriented 
graphical dataflow language. Computer techies have seen 
this hype from many sources over the years, none of 
which have been able to live up to their own press releases. 
But Prograph is a different story. 

Combining graphics with object-oriented programming 
lets Prograph reach areas untouched by most languages. 
Adding dataflow means that Prograph should be able to 
handle any problem C can, and a few that would be too 
complex to even consider in a text-ba sed language . 
Prograph's debugging environment also goes beyond what 
you find in other languages. 

Prograph was the first graphical language that let me 
test out general-purpose algorithms right from a text
based language book. Anything you can do in BASIC, 
you can do in Prograph, which has both an interpreter 
and a compiler. 

Prograph's ease of use encourages experimentation in 
your code and lets you take a layering approach to your 
programming, starting with the simplest ideas and s lowly, 
interactively, sculpting those ideas into solutions. 
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ResEdit 

ti resources (SA /Michael Bradley/Derrick Schneider/AN) 

One of the things that makes Mac programming superior 
is its use of resources. Simply put, resources are items 
that can be used over and over again in different parts of 
a program. The various pointer shapes are a kind of 
resource, as are icons, dialog boxes and patterns. 

A Mac program might say something like get dialog box 
#7 and insert #14 in it and the textjrom string #347. So 
the appearance of a program can be changed just by 
changing its resources. This makes it relatively simple to 
do a foreign-language version, for example, because all you 
have to do is translate the resources (the text in dialog boxes 
and on menus). For more about customizing resources, 
see the next few entries. 

Resources on the Mac are identified by four-letter 
names (although some are three letters followed by a 
space). Some are all caps, and some are all lowercase 
(there's no functional difference between them) . The most 
common ones are: 

ALRT alert boxes-the boxes themselves, 
not the contents 

CODE the instructions a program executes 

CURS pointer shapes (the name is short for cursors) 

DITL dialog item list-text in alert and dialog boxes 

DLOG dialog boxes-the boxes themselves, not the 
contents 

FKEY Fkeys 

FOND font family information 

FONT font characteristics 

ICN# icon list 

ICON icons 
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MENU 

snd 

STR# 
XCMD 

menu information 

sound 

text of screen messages 

external commands included in HyperCard, 
MicroPhone and other programs 

• using ResEdit (Derrick Schnelder/ND/SA/AN) 

ResEdit (pronounced REZ-ed-it, short for resource editor) 
is a utility program from Apple that lets you change the 
resources (explained in the previous entry) that Mac 
programs-including the System and Finder-use. ResEdit 
is available free from online services and for a small fee 
from user groups. 

Because it was originally intended for programmers (and 
still is, primarily), ResEdit lacks much of the friendliness 
of most Mac software and has a reputation for being a 
heavy-duty, hackers-only program. But with just a bit of 
instruction, a lmost anybody can use ResEdit to customize 
their programs. The few tips below give just a taste of what 
you can do. For an inspiring, readable 220-page guide, 
see Zen and the Art of Resource Editing ($25). written by 
a bunch of BMUG members-including Derrick, who 
helped update this section. 

Since you typically use ResEdit to alter your System 
and Finder. a mistake can damage one of those impor
tant programs and leave you dead in the water. So before 
you use ResEdit on any program. make sure you have a 
copy or two of it handy, in case you destroy the one 
you're changing. 

When you launch ResEdit, a box appears, from which 
emerges a witless (or mildly deranged) jack-in-the-box. 
Click in the box to make it disappear, and ResEdit presents 
you with an Open dialog box from which you select the 
file whose resources you want to edit. You can select 
items by typing as many letters of their names as are 
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required to identify them-the same way you do in any 
Open dialog box. 

When you select a file, a window opens that shows what 
types of resources are available in the file. The way Teach
Text, the program that lets you read Read Me files, looks 
when you open it inside ResEdit is sh own below. 

§0 TeachTeHt g}§ 

[t2I]] ~~ & 
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~···· ~ ··· · ~···· ~·· · · 
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IIIIII D llliii D [ii ~ ~ ··· ~··· 
. 

-
ics4 icsB MENU PAT• SIZE 

010 1 1 10 1 
2.0bl CJ ·--- 0010 100 1 

OliO 10 10 6.0.5 -·- - 000 1 1 1 10 -·--·· 0 1000000 7.0 ... .0. 
STR• Uxt ver s WIND 

~ 

Just double-click the resource type, and then the 
specific resource you want to change (you may have to 
u se trial and error}. Once you've opened the right one, edit 
in the window that opens. When you're satisfied with the 
changes, save, close the nested windows in turn, and quit 
ResEdit. (If you want to undo a ll the changes, select 
Revert File from the File menu instead of saving.} You can 
edit virtually anything, including menus (described below) 
and icons. 
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• use the current version (NDJ 

Like many other tools, ResEdit changes periodically to work 
better with upgrades of the system software. At this writ
ing, the current version is 2. 1. 1, which works with System 
7 and with MultiFinder in System 6. 

• changing Finder resources (NO/Derrick Schneider) 

You can't work on any resources in the active Finder file , 
like the Trash icon. Instead, you have to make a copy of 
the Finder on another disk, change it in ResEdit, restart 
from a different startup disk, and replace the old Finder 
with the edited one. 

• altering a menu (Derrick Schneider /SA/ND/AN) 

It's easy to change the names (and keyboard equivalents) 
of menu commands-if the application stores that infor
mation as a standard MENU resource (most programs do, 
including the Finder, but Word 4 doesn't) . As an example, 
let's add a lo:~~:J-key equivalent for the Show Clipboard 
command in TeachText's Edit menu. Here's what you see 
when you double-click TeachText's menu in ResEdit: 

MENUs from TeochTeHt 

I i! ,.~:::hT .... ; 
1'-------' 
I 

'

·· ·-----·-------·-··-·, 
1 New 3€N I 
II Open... 3€0 II 

rlr!:---- ::-J 
I ' : Cut 3€H I 

I 

Cl ose 3€W 
I Soue 3€S I 

i Copy 3€C I I Posta 3€U I 
1 Clear I 

L---·-------·-·----·--· 

I ~oue As.. . I 
1.--··-··----··---····-·--·-··---J 

! • I \ •.•.•...•.• __ .. ,_ .. ,_, ______ ,, ........... ..! 
I 2 3 

When you double-click on the Edit menu. a window 
like the one at the top of the next page opens where you 
can make changes. Click the Show Clipboard command, 
and a text box labelled Cmd-Key appears. Type the 
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character you want for the keyboard shortcut into it (cap 
or lowercase, it doesn't matter-it still shows as a cap in 
the menu). 

;o MENU "Edit" 10 • 3 from TeochTeHt 

[Editl I Selected Item: 181 Enobled I 
I 

Undo X2 ~ ~ 
·-·--·----·---·-·--·--·--·--·-·-·-·--·-·--·-·--- I TeHt: ®I show Clipboord I I 

Cut X H I 
I 

Copy XC 
I 0 -·---(seporotor line) I 
I 

Poste x u I 
Clear I Color 

I 
i 

0 hos Submenu TeHt: I I ·-------·-·-----·--·----·------ I 
I 

Select All X A I Cmd-Key: D IIJ --------------

<> I 
I II I • I 

Mark: I ... ,. None 

That's it. Now just click your way out of ResEdit, clos
ing a ll the windows and saving the changes before you 
quit. When you get back to the Desktop, the Edit menu 
will be revised. 

ei viewing PICT resources £SA) 

When you view a Pier resource in ResEdit, you can't resize 
the display window, which means you can't see all of a large 
picture. To view the entire thing, copy it and paste it into 
a desk accessory that can handle graphics at full size. 

From the Visrml D elights collection. Cop yright © 1991 by SunShine. All rights reserved. 
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Magazines and newsletters 

tt the big three (ANJ 

The three major Mac magazines are (listed in chronolog
ical order of when they were founded, to avoid even the 
slightest hint of favoritism) Macworld ($4 an issue, $30 a 
year}, MacUser ($3 an issue, $27 a year) and Mac Week ($6 
an issue or $100 a year, but free to qualified subscribers
and since you buy an average of ten Macintosh systems 
a month, you'll qualify without any problem). 

All three of these magazines are jam-packed with useful 
information, but rather than my spending a lot of time 
describing them here, why don't you just pick up a copy 
or two of each? They're definitely all worth checking out, 
and for an investment of a few dollars, you'll know much 
more about which one(s) you like best than you'd get 
from reading my opinions. 

tt Cobb Group newsletters (NDJ 

The Cobb Group publishes several excellent monthly 
newsletters for Mac users. The Mac Authority ($50 a year) 
contains general Mac techniques and tips. Three others 
focus on popular Microsoft products: Inside Word ($60 a 
year), Excellence ($60 a year) and Inside Microsoft Works 
($50 a year). Inside HyperCard ($70 a year) is aimed at 
stack developers. 

tt Macintosh Product Registry (AN) 

This quarterly survey of Macintosh products contains 
listings (provided by the vendors themselves) that are 
close to exhaustive; if you need that sort of information, 
it's a valuable resource. It costs $40 a year or $15 an issue. 

tt Nautilus tNDJ 

Nautaus is a $35-a-year "magazine" that appears monthly 
on CD-ROM disk. It's a good way to get big clip art and 
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sound files that would cost a fortune to download from 
an online service, demo versions of software, upgrades for 
popular programs (including system software-one 
subscriber was delighted to receive System 7.1 even before 
his local user group did) and shareware from international 
bulletin boards. It's a little hard to find your way around 
Nauti.lus, but maybe it will mature with the medium. 

Books 

ei two small books (SA/ANJ 

The Little Mac Book ($15) is a best-selling quick-reference 
guide for beginners or occasional users; ils 100 pages cover 
just enough of what you need to know lo get started and 
keep moving for a while. The Mac Is Not a Typewriter 
($10) is a 70-page roundup of word-processing versus type
writing rules (no double spaces after periods, don't use 
spaces to a lign things, and so on). Both were written by 
Robin Williams (nol the comedian, of course-she's a 
graphic-design instructor a t a college in northern Cali
fornia) and are published by Peachpil Press. 

ei Macworld Complete Mac Handbook (NDJ 

Jim Heid, who writes introductory articles for Macworld's 
less-experienced readers, has assembled a series of them 
into this solid $27 book. It covers 40 general topics like 
system software, buying hardware, CAD and PostScript. 
The detailed and a ttractive technical illustrations are 
especially illuminating. 

ei The 1993 BMUG Shareware Disk Catalog (NDJ 

This $23, 704-page directory (published by Addison-Wesley) 
catalogs the 340 disks'-worth of freeware and shareware 
in the library of BMUG, a large user group. Even if you're 
not planning to buy any of these programs from BMUG, 
the brief descriptions (and compatibility details) can h elp 
you find useful software online or at your local user group. 
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li Initlnfo (AN) 

This guide to inits (better known as extensions) is put 
together by Gary Ouellet and Glenn Brown and is published 
by Baseline Publishing. It functions as a clearinghouse on 
bugs, conflicts and other known problems, and summa
rizes them in useful charts. It's frequently updated and you 
can download a demonstration version from CompuServe 
(Gary's address is 73277,2757; Glenn's is 73777,1142). All 
in all, this is a much-needed and quite useful little book
let (and service). 

User groups and 
commercial seminars 

li what user groups are (AN) 

User groups are clubs m ade up of people who a re inter
ested in computers in general, a pa rticular kind of com
puter, a particular kind of software or even an individual 
program. They're typically nonprofit and independent of 
any manufacturer or publisher. 

User groups a re an excellent source of good informa
tion-which isn't s urprising, since sharing informa tion is 
their m ain purpose. Nowhere else are you likely to find so 
many dedicated people eager to help you solve your prob
lems. none ofwhom would dream of charging you a nickel 
for it. (On the other hand, a lot of their opinions and 
recommendations have to be taken wilh a grain of salt.) 

User group meetings are u sually free and open to the 
public. Joining the group normally costs somewhere between 
$20 and $60 a year and gives you access to the group's 
library of public-domain software and sh a reware. Large 
groups often feature gu est speakers from the computer 
industry who describe new products a t their meetings. 
and also have subgroups called SIGs (which stands for 
special interest groups) for members wifu particular interests 
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or needs: beginners, developers, musicians. graphic artists, 
desktop publishers and so on. 

Here's a description of what a typical (large) user group 
meeting is like. Before the meeting starts, people line up 
to buy disks and other items like modems that the group 
sells to members, usually at very low prices. The meet 
ing begins with an open session where people can ask any 
question they have about any aspect of the Mac, and 
usually get a definitive answer from someone in the room. 
When the question-and-answer session is over, one or two 
guest speakers describe their products, using a Mac that 
projects onto a giant screen. 

I vividly remember the night the ebullient Andy Hertzfeld 
(who wrote much of the code in the original Finder, as well 
as the software Radius distributes with its monitors) 
debuted a program of his called Switcher at a local user 
group. (Switcher was eventually bought by Apple and 
became the basis for the part of System 7 that lets you 
have two applications open at the same time.) When the 
display on the big screen switched from the first open appli
cation to the second, the audience literally leapt to its feet 
and cheered. (No lie.) 

Unless you live in a very remote area, finding a local 
user group shouldn't be hard-especially if there's a college 
or university nearby. Either check with an Apple dealer 
(any good one will know all the local user groups) or call 
800 538 9696, which is Apple's user group hot-line (you 
give them your zip code and they give you the names and 
numbers of up to three user groups in your area). If you 
can't find a group in your community, get together with 
some other Mac users and start one of your own. 

ti BCS (AN) 

There are more than forty SIGs in the country's largest 
user group, the Boston Computer Society, and each of them 
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publishes a newsletter (in addition to BCS's own slick 
magazine). When you join BCS (for $40 a year), you get 
to choose two SIGs to belong to (more than that cost 
extra). BCS's Mac SIG has more than 10,000 members 
and its newsletter, The Active Window, is excellent. 

et BMUG (ANJ 

BMUG was originally called the Berkeley Macintosh Users 
Group and BMUG was just its nickname. But the IRS 
considers a single-product or single-brand user group a 
promotional activity of the company, so to preserve the 
group's tax-exempt status, the name had to be changed 
to simply BMUG. 

As of this writing. membership in BMUG costs $40 per 
year ($60 a year for families); included in the price is a 
semiannual "newsletter" that runs to hundreds of 8Y2 x 11 
pages. The group maintains an extensive public-domain 
and shareware library and also publishes, on CD ROM, 
a comprehensive collection of noncommercial software. 

tl for the visually impaired (Jim Norrena) 

Founded in 1967, the National Federation of the Blind in 
Computer Science is a user group for the visually impaired 
that helps members find appropriate resources for both 
Macs and PCs. Membership (only $5 per year) includes 
a twice-yearly newsletter that's available on cassette. You 
can reach them at the National Federation of the Blind, 
1800 Johnson St. Baltimore MD 21230; 410 659 9314, 
fax: 410 685 5653. 

et APDA (NDJ 

APDA started out as a sort of user group-the Apple 
Programmers and Developers Association. Now it's an 
Apple service that provides tools for programming, includ
ing languages. utilities, books and training. Call for the 
free catalog: 800 282 2732, or, in Canada, 800 637 0029. 
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ti The Macintosh Survival Course (Michelle Buroker) 

A New Jersey company called Data-Tech Institute (which 
also goes by the name of the Technology Interchange Group) 
offers a two-day workshop at sites around the US. Called 
The Macintosh Survival Course, it covers common Mac hard
ware and software problems. For $800, you receive a work
book, a Mac tool kit and a headache from covering an 
overwhelming amount of information in a short time. 

To get the most out of the class, you should be very famil
iar with how your Macintosh operates. The workbook is 
largely in outline form and is a compilation of informa
tion you can obtain from other, more comprehensive 
sources. Considerable time is spent showing how Norton 
Utilities can solve most of your software problems. But this 
program is so self-explanatory and straightforward that 
you can easily master it without a class to show you how. 

One useful aspect of the seminar is a group workshop 
that gives you the opportunity to disassemble a Macin
tosh and learn about what's inside. You even learn how 
to upgrade your computer's RAM. Unfortunately, the 
hands-on time is limited, because four people are assigned 
to each computer. 

I'd only recommend this course if you want a little infor
mation about a lot of data recovery and troubleshooting 
techniques, have an extra $800 lying around and just can't 
force yourself to read the books and manuals that cover 
the same information more thoroughly and succinctly. 

[$800 buys a lot of information in books, magazines and 
newsletters and at user groups, and it's hardfor me to 
imagine an $800 seminar being worth the money. After 
all, for the same amount of money, you could buy at least 
ten hours of the services of an expert computer consultant, 
who wouldfocus on your problems and questions exclu
sively. That's almost as many hours as in this two-day 
seminar; and many computer consultants charge less than 
$80 an hour. If you want a group setting in which to learn 
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about the Mac, I'd recommend a beginner's SIG at your 
local user group.-AN] 

The Macintosh Bible Software 
Disks (Fourth Edition) 

This three-disk collection contains more than three mega
bytes of the best freeware and shareware utilities, appli
cations, games, fonts, sounds. etc . One disk gives you the 
software necessary for connecting to America Online and 
five free hours of connect time. The other two disks are 
intended for your left and right brain. Here's what's on them: 

The Left Brain disk 

Address Book is a handy little database program (and desk acces
sory) for storing names, addresses and telephone numbers. If 
you have a modem, the program wi ll also dial any phone 
number in its files at a click of the mouse. 

Calendar is an elegant desk accessory that creates calendars for 
planning and scheduling. 

Compact Pro compresses your files so they take less time to send 
over phone lines (and take up less room on disk). It wi ll create 
compacted files that anyone can expand simply by double-c lick
ing on them, w ithout needing to have a copy of Compact Pro. 

Dictionary Helper is a 1313-word file that, when you add to your 
spelling checker dictionary; greatly reduces the number of "false 
alarms"-words that get flagged even though they're correct. 

Disinfectant protects your disks against viruses. 

Moire is a screen blanker that puts a moire pattern on inactive 
screens. 

myWord is a desk accessory for editing text. 

PopChar helps you find characters that don' t appear on the 
keyboard. It displays every character in the font you're using, 
so you can copy and paste the one you want. 

Sav-0-Matic automatica lly saves your work (at whatever inter
val you specify, in whatever programs you want). 
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SuperCiock! puts a small clock on the right side of your menu bar. 

Super Ruler puts a ruler on you r screen that you can use to 
measure anything on-screen, horizontally or verticall y. 

theTypeBook helps you create and maintain a reference book of 
fonts you own. 

Z Term is a fairly powerfu l communications program you use w ith 
your modem to connec t to online serv ices or BBSs (bulletin 
board systems). 

The Right Brain disk 
Charlie is ti c-tac-toe played against the computer on a giant 

18 x 30 grid . 

Columns is a game that's reminiscent of the popular Tetris. 

CryptoSolve lets you so lve or create cryptogram puzzles. 

DeskCritters includes two extensions. One stamps footprints 
randomly ac~oss your screen; the other places a pair of cartoon 
eyeballs on the menu bar that follow the pointer wherever it goes. 

GNU Chess is the Mac version of a popu lar mainframe chess game. 

four fonts: ,.%/,ttlun. (u!l'u(:/,. lrJni·:J t,;ie t/,.;:o~ cnrack Chancery 
(which rooks rlke tftls) , Crllee {Which looks /Ike thiS} •nd R-nt~ 
Ndc (WIJ~l look! like t11if). 

Hangman Plus is an on-screen version of the class ic game. 

LightningPaint is a bit-mapped paint program. 

MineSweep is a game that challenges you to find mines that are 
hidden in a checkerboard-like grid . 

SoundMaster helps manage sounds and lets you assign them to 
various Mac acti vities (startup, the beep, inserting or ejecting 
a disk, etc.). It comes w ith 13 sounds, everything from a bomb 
exploding to a sexy vo ice saying "here we go again." 

This three-disk Fourth Edition of The Macintosh Bible 
Software Disks costs just $25. If you 'd like to take a look 
at it, u se the order form at the back of the book (or. if some
one else has beat you to it, send $25 to Peachpit Press, 
2414 Sixth St, Berkeley CA 947 10) . When you order 
directly from Peachpit, the disks come with an uncondi
tiona l money-back gu arantee. 
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The definitions in this glossary only apply to the Mac. They may not be accu
rate if you try to apply them to other computers or- heaven forfend!-to the world 
outside computers. Very basic terms (/ike mouse and keyboard) are omitted. 

When a term that 's defined below occurs in the definition of another term, 
we usually put it in italics-so you know you can look it up if you don 't know 
what it means (but we don't do that for the most common terms, like fi le and 
folder). Ita lics are also used for sentences that show how the word is used (see 
algorithm for an example). Words are alphabetized as if spaces and hyphens 
didn't exist; thus copying comes before copy protection and E-mail comes 
between em and em dash. 

Although many people's suggestions are incorporated into these definitions, 
the final wording is mine, and I'm to blame for any imprecision, confusion or 
bad jokes.-AN 

accelerator board 
A board containing a faster CPU chip and/or more memory and/or other 
electronic wizardry to speed up the operation of a computer. 

access privileges 
The ability to view or change a file or folder that's being shared over 
the network by an AppleShare file server or a Mac using System Ts 
file sharing. The privileges are assign ed to other users on a network 
by the s hared item's owner or by a network administra tor. 

access time 
How long it takes for a hard disk (or similar device) to find data stored 
on it. 

active program 
The currently selected program, whose menu titles appear in the menu 
bar at the top of the screen and, in System 7, whose name is checked 
in the Application menu. Several programs can be open at once, but 
only one can be active at a time. 

active window 
The currently selected window. where the next command (or anything 
you type from the keyboard) will be applied. The active window is always 
on top of any overlapping windows, its title bar is highlighted-that is, 
there are six horizontal lines on either side of the title-and its scroll 
bars are gray (wh en all its contents won't fit) . 

ADB (pronounced as separate letters- needless to say) 
The Apple Desktop Bus-a standa rd for connecting peripheral devices 
like keyboards and mice to all Macs s ince the SE (as well as to the 
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Apple IIGS) . The connection s are different from those on the Plus and 
earlier Macs. 

AI (pronounced as separate letters) 

Short for artificial intelligence, this term is applied to computer programs 
tha t can learn from experience. 

Alarm Clock 
A standard Apple-supplied desk accessory that lets you sound an 
a larm at a given time. (If the Mac is off at that t ime, you find out about 
the alarm when you turn the Mac back on.) You can also use it to set 
the Mac's system time . 

alert box (or simply alert) 
A box that appears unbidden on the screen, announced by one or more 
beeps, to give you information. Alert boxes don't require any informa
tion back from you (although you may h ave to click a button like OK. 
Cancel or Restart). A bomb is one example. Also called a message box, 
although alert box is the correct name. Some people call them simply alerts. 

algorithm 
The precise sequence of steps required to do something. The first step 
in programming is figuring out the algorithm. Both programs produce 
the same result, but because they use dljferent algorithms, the second 
one is muchjaster. 

Algorithmically derived type styles are ones where the computer calcu
lates the degree of s la n t (for oblique type styles) or the amount of thick
ening (for boldface type styles). rather than a huma n being designing 
a cutting. 

alias 
A s mall file (usua lly about 2K) that serves as a remote control for open
ing another file , folder or disk. You can put a n alias a nywhere-on the 
desktop, in a folder or on the til menu- and it will find and open th e 
original when double-clicked, selected from the til menu, or opened in 
any other way. 

alphanumeric 
Letters and numbers. Punctuation and symbols are not a lphanumeric 
characters. 

alpha tester 
A person, employed by the company developing a product, who tries 
to discover bugs in it. Compare beta tester. 
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alpha testing 
Early debugging of a product within the company developing it. It's 
followed by beta testing (unless the alpha testing is r eally disastrous) . 

alpha version 
A version of a program at the point at which it's in alpha test. There are 
usually several alpha versions. Compare beta version and release version.. 

analog-to-digital conversion 
An electronic process for translating analog information (like that 
produced by a microphone or VCR) into numbers that can be stored 
and manipulated by the computer. Digital-to-analog conversion reverses 
the process, so the digitally stored sound or image can be reproduced. 

antialiasing 
Making text or graphics look smoother by applying shades of gray (or 
a color) to its edges (this requires a gray-scale or color monitor). 
Antialiased fonts are easier to read than plain black characters on a 
white background. 

Apple Events 
A System 7 feature that lets you use the functions of one program on 
files created by others (in software that's design ed to work that way). 
For example, you might use a spreadsheet program to make a chart 
out of the data in a database program. 

eJ menu 
The Apple menu, which is available on the desktop (that is, in the Finder) 
and from within most applications; its title is an eJ that appears at the 
extreme left end of the menu bar. Under System 7, you can make any 
file or folder appear on the eJ menu by adding it to the Apple Menu 
Items folder; under System 6, the menu only gives you access to desk 
accessories. With either version, you also get information about the 
current application. 

Apple Menu Items 
A folder inside the System Folder where you keep desk accessories and 
anything else you want to appear on the eJ menu. 

AppleShare 
1. A Chooser extension that lets you access shared files on other 

networked Macs or AppleShare file servers. 

2. Software that turns a Macintosh with a hard disk into a file server. 
allowing other Macs on the same network to access the files kept 
on it. 
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AppleTalk 
The Mac's built-in networking software, and the protocols it uses. 
Networks u s ing those protocols a re a lso called AppleTalk. Originally, 
AppleTalkreferred to the cabling as well, wh ich is now called LocalTalk. 

application (or application program} 
Software that does rela tively complex tasks and that lets you create 
and modify documents. Some common types of applications are word 
processors, spreadsheets, databases, gra phics programs, page layout 
software and communications programs. All programs are called appli
cations, except utilities and system software. 

Application menu 
In System 7, the menu at the extreme righ t end of the menu bar that 
lets you switch between p rograms (and lets you hide the windows, etc. 
of programs you're not u sing at the moment). The menu's icon changes 
to match whichever progra m is currently active. 

arrow keys 
On the standard ADB keyboard, four keys (indicated by [!), 8. G and 
0 in this book) tha t move the insertion point, move you through l is t 
boxes, etc. 

arrow pointer 
The basic shape the pointer takes- a left- leaning arrow that looks like 
this : ~ 

ascender 
The part of lowercase letters like b, d, and l that extends above the x
height. Compare descender. 

ASCII (ASK-ee} 

Th e American standard code for informat ion interchange, a system for 
referring to letters, numbers and common symbols by code numbers. 
The ASCII standard is widely used by small computers like Macs and 
PCs, and is useful for transferring files between them. On the Mac, 
ASCII ftles are u s u a lly referred to as textjiles. 

A/UX (pronounced as separate letters} 
A vers ion of Unix designed fo r use on the Mac by Apple. 

backbone 
A type of network configuration in which each node has its own bra nch 
off a main cable (like rooms off a hall). Compare daisy chain and star. 
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background printing 
A feature that allows you to keep us ing your Mac while it's sending a 
document to the printer. See also print spooler. 

I Backspace} 
What the IDelele) key is called on some older keyboards. (Both keys do 
exactly the same things.) 

backup 
A copy of a program or document that you can use if the original is 
destroyed. To bade up is to make a copy. 

Balloon Help 
A feature of System 7 that automa tically displays cartoon-like message 
balloons that explain items on the screen when you point to them with 
the mouse. (You turn it on or off from the H elp menu.) 

baseline 
The imaginary line on which the letters of a font sit (only descenders 
extend below it). 

BASIC 
A high-Level programming language that's rela tively easy to learn but 
is also relatively la cking in power and sophis tication. The name is short 
for beginner's all-purpose symbolic instruction set. 

batch mode 
When a spelling checker (or any other kind of progra m) processes an 
entire document (or some part of it) when you're done inputting data, 
ins tead of checking you as you input the data . Compare interactive mode. 

baud rate 
A measure of how fast data is transmitted- by a modem, for example
us ually expressed in bits p er second {bps). (In some circumstan ces, 
there's a difference between bits per second a nd the baud rate, but 
for all practical purposes you can consider them to be the same.) The 
mos t common ba ud rates are 1200. 2400. 9600 and 14.400 bps. The 
term comes from the n a me of a communications pioneer , Baudot. 

BBS 
Short for bulletin board system. 

benchmark 
A test (or set of tests) used to compare ha rdware or software speed. 
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beta site 
A place where beta testing takes place. We're a beta site for the new version. 

beta tester 
A person, not employed by the company developing a product, who 
tries to discover bugs in it. Beta testers are almost never paid; they do 
it for the fun of being in on the development of the product and/or 
because their work requires that they know what's going on before the 
product is released. Compare alpha tester. 

beta testing 
Debugging a product with the help of people outside the company that's 
developing the product. Beta testing comes after alpha testing and before 
the release version is shipped. 

beta version 
A version of a program at the point at which it's in beta test. Usually there 
are several beta versions. Compare alpha version and release version. 

Bezier curves {BEZ-yay} 
Mathematically generated lines that can display nonuniform curva
tures (as opposed to curves with uniform cu rvature, which are called 
arcs). Named after Pierre Bezier, they're defined by four control points. 
It's relatively easy to make Bezier curves assume complex shapes and 
to join their endpoints smoothly. which ma kes them particularly useful 
for creating the shapes of le tters and other complex graphics. 

bidirectional printing 
Printing on both the forward and backwa rd pass of the print head on 
a dot-matrix or inkjet printer. 

binary numbers 
The base-2 numbering system that almost a ll computers are based on, 
as opposed to the base-l 0. decimal numbers people u se. The number 
1 is the same in both binary and decimal. but 2 in decimal= 10 in binary, 
3 in decimal= II in binary. 4 in decimal= 100 in binary. and so on. 

bit 
The smallest possible unit of information. It can represent only one of 
two things: yes or no, on or off. or- as it's expressed in the binary numbers 
used in computers-0 or l . Short for binary digit. Also see byte. 

bit map 
An image made up of dots. 
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bit-mapped 
Composed of dots. 

bit-mapped font 
A font that's made up of a pattern (map) of dots, and requires differ
ent maps to look right in different sizes. Also called a fiXed-size font 
by Apple (and by nobody else). Compare outline font a nd screenfont. 

bit-mapped graphic 
A picture or other graphic made up of dots ra ther than of objects. Typi
cally produced by paint programs. Compare object-oriented graphic. 

black-and-white 
Said of a monochrome monitor (or video card) that can't display grays 
(or one on which you 've turned gray-scale off temporarily). 

block move 
Cutting a nd pasting a large block of text. 

board 
A piece of fiberglass or pressboard on which chips are mounted. Also 
called a circuit board. The connections between the chips a re normally 
printed with metallic ink-in which case it's a printed circuit (or PC) 
board. The main board in a computer device is called the logic board 
or motherboard. A board made to plug into a s lot is called a card. 

bomb 
A message box with a picture of a bomb in it. It appears unbidden on 
the screen to let you know that a serious problem has occurred with 
the system softwar e (in other words, that you've crashed). Bombs 
usually force you to restart the system. Compare hang. 

booting 
Star ting up a computer by loading an operating system-in the case 
of the Mac, the System and either the Finder or a Finder substitute
into its memory. The more common Mac term is starting up or simply 
starting. (The name boot comes from the idea that the operating system 
pulls itself up by its own bootstraps-since it's a program that tells a 
computer how to load other programs, but loads itself.) 

box 
I . An enclosed area on the Mac's screen that doesn't have a title bar (and 

thus can't be dragged around). Dialog boxes and alert boxes are two 
examples. Certain kinds of boxes, like l ist boxes and text boxes, appear 
ins ide other boxes (in this case. inside dialog boxes). Compare window. 
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2. Any of various rectangular icons that control windows-like close 
boxes, scroll boxes, size boxes a nd zoom boxes. 

3. A rectangular button, like a checkbox. 

bridge 
The most basic sort of connection between networks. Compare gate
way a nd router. 

buffer 
An area of memory-or a physically separate memory cache-that 
holds information until it's needed. Buffers are u sed to speed up 
printing, redrawing the screen, etc. by providing a reservoir of infor
m ation that's readily accessible to the printer or monitor, rather than 
allowing a bottleneck to develop between it and th e Mac. 

bug 
A mistake, or unexpected occurrence, in a piece of software (or, less 
commonly, a piece of h a rdware). Bugs ar e distinguis h ed from design 
flaws, which are intentiona l (that is, the programmer put them there). 

Most computer programs are so complex that no programmer can 
test oul (or even conceive of) a ll the possible s ituations they can gener
a te. Thus m ost bugs aren't quite errors, but a re rather untested paths, 
unanticipated contingen cies. They're discovered when a user breaks 
n ew ground-for example, by u sing a particular series of commands 
in a particular order that no one has tried before (or in a particular 
set of circumstances that no one has been in before). 

Bug is a n old electronics and phone company term. It comes from 
the fact that bugs eating the insulation off wires was actually a common 
cause of problems in early telephone systems, until they figured out 
how to coat wires with stuff bugs don't like the taste of. (But they haven't 
figured out how to turn off pack rats. If you leave your car s itting outside 
for several weeks in the desert-on the outskirts ofTucson, say-pack 
ra t s will eat the insulation off the wiring.) 

bulletin board (or bulletin board system) 
A computer dedicated to maintaining messages a nd software and 
m aking them available over phone lines at little or no ch a rge. People 
upLoad (contribute) a nd download (gather) messages a nd files by call
ing the bulletin board from their own computers. Abbreviated BBS. 

bus 
A path over which electronic impulses travel between various computer 
devices. EKalllples include the Apple Desktop Bus (ADB}, which connects 
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keyboards and mice to the Mac. and the SCSI bus, which connects 
h ard drives and other peripherals to the Mac. 

button 
1. On the Mac's screen, an outlined area in a dialog box that you click 

on to choose, confirm or cancel a command. For example, when you 
quit from most a pplications, you get a dialog box that asks if you 
want to save the current document, a nd it gives you three buttons 
to choose from : Yes, No a nd Cancel. A button with a heavy border. 
which is activated when you hit !Return) or !Enter!, is called the default 
button. Also see radio buttons. 

2. The switch on top of the mouse you use for clicking. When there's 
a danger of confus ion with the first meaning of button, this one is 
ca1led the mouse button. 

byte 
Eight bits. Bytes are typically u sed to represent ch aracters (letters , 
numbers, punctuation ma rks and other symbols) in text. 

cache (cash) 
A place where you keep additional information . See disk cache and buffer. 

CAD (pronounced as a word, not separate letters) 
Computer-aided design, usually in areas of engineering. product design 
a nd architecture (CAD can refer to either hardware or software) . 

CAD/CAM (CAD-cam) 
For CAD, see the pr evious entry. The CAM h alf stands for computer
aided manufacturing-computers and programs that run manufacturing 
machinery or even entire factories. (You seldom see the word CAM alone; 
it's u s u ally combined with CAD.) 

Calculator 
A standard Apple-supplied desk accessory that simulates a simple calcu
la tor. You can cut and paste to and from it. 

Cancel 
A button that appears in most diaLog boxes, giving you the choice of 
cancelling the command that generated the d ialog box. 

[Caps Lock} 

A modifier key that, in addition to its norma l function of making any 
letter you type a capital. can be used as part of a keyboard command. 
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card 
A kind of board that plugs directly into a slot. Cards h ave connectors 
right on their edges, rather than at the ends of a cable. 

cartridge drive 
A drive that uses a remova ble hard dis lc ca lled a cartridge. (SyQuest 
is the most common brand.) 

CCD 
A chip, covered with small light sensors , tha t's used to capture the image 
in scanners (and camcorders). The name s tands for charge-coupled device. 

CD ROM (SEE-dee RAHM) 

A compact disk read-only memory-a kind of optical storage device (or 
medium) used on the Mac and other computers. Hyphenated when used 
as an adjective. 

cdev (SEE·dev) 
In System 6, a utility progra m that, like an init, mus t be placed in the 
System Folder to work. Unlike an init, it then displays an icon on the 
left side of the Control Panel, along wilh Apple's General, Keyboard 
and Mouse cdevs. Cdev is short for Control Pane l device. In Sys tem 
7, they're called control panels. 

character 
The generic name for a number, letter or symbol. Included are "invis
ible" characters like ~ a nd (Rerurnl. 

character key 
Any key that generates a character. Compare modifier lcey . 

checkboxes 
A group of boxes that work as toggles- that is , when you click on an empty 
checkbox, an X appears inside it, turning lhe option on ; when you click 
on a checkbox with an X in it, the X disappears , and the option is turned 
off. Unlike radio buttons, any or a ll of a group of checkboxes can be on 
at one time. 

chip 
Silicon is a chemical element found in sand, clay, glass, pottery, concrete, 
brick, etc. A tiny piece of silicon (or germanium). u s ua lly about the size 
of a baby's fingernail, is impregna ted with impurities in a pattern that 
creates different sorts of minia turized computer circui ts. This is a chip. 

Chips are p rimarily used as CPUs or memory a nd are normally 
mounted in DIPs or SIMMs, or on boards. 
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chip family 
A group of related chips, each of which (except, of course, the first) 
evolved from an earlier one. The CPU chips used in most Macs are 
members of Motorola's 68000 family. 

Chooser 
A desk accessory primarily used to tell the Mac which printer you want 
to use, what port it's connected to, whether background printing is 
turned on and whether AppleTalk is active or inactive. You also use 
it to gain access to a file server or another Mac's shared files . 

Chooser extension 
When you place one of these inside your System Folder, it displays an 
icon in the Chooser window. Chooser extensions normally control 
external devices like printers, or emulate th em. Some examples are: 
the ImageWriter, StyleWriter and LaserWriter drivers that come with 
the Mac; FaxSTF's FaxPrint file, which lets you send a fax over a fax 
modem; and AppleShare, which lets you access other volumes on a 
local area network. 

circuit board 
See board. 

clicking 
Pressing and immediately releasing the mouse button. To click on 
something is to position the pointer on it and then click. 

Clipboard 
Th e area of the Mac's memory that holds what you last cut or copied. 
(If there's not enough room in memory for what you cut or copy, some 
of it is put on disk.) Pasting inserts the contents of the Clipboard into 
a document. 

clock rate (or clock speed) 
The operations of a computer are synchronized to a quartz crystal that 
pulses millions of times each second. These pulses determine things 
like how often the screen is redrawn and how often the CPU accesses 
RAM or a hard disk. The frequency of these pulses-how often they 
occur-is measured in megahertz (millions of cycles per second) and 
is called the clock rate or clock speed. 

clone 
A machine that's compatible with the IBM Personal Computer but that 
isn't made by IBM. 
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close box 
A small box at the left end of the active window's title bar. Clicking on 
it closes the window. Compare size box and zoom box. 

closing 
On the desktop, closing a window means collapsing it back into an 
icon. Within an application, closing a document means terminating your 
work on it without exiting the application. 

code 
The actual statements or instructions in a program: what programmers 
produce. Clean, or elegant. code is well-written; spaghetti code is not. 

Color Wheel 
A segmented circle containing many colors that's used to specify the 
color of the desktop, highlighted text, etc. You get to the Color Wheel 
via System Ts Color and General control panels or the Color section 
of System 6's Control Panel. 

command 
The generic name for anything you tell a computer program to do. On 
the Mac, commands are usually listed on menus, or are generated by 
holding down the ~ (command) key while hitting one or more other 
keys . To choose a command from a menu. you drag down the menu until 
the command you want is highlighted, then release the mouse button. 

ton/ 
Called the command key, this modifier key is used in combination with 
other keys to issue commands. For example, in most Mac applications, 
@1iliD saves the document you're working on. (On older keyboards, the 
command key doesn't have an apple on it. a nd thus looks something 
like this: @.) 

commercial 
Said of computer products that are sold for profit through normal distri
bution channels, with the purchaser paying before taking possession 
of the product. Compare shareware and public-domain. 

communicating 
Transferring data between computers. either over phone lines (telecom
municating) or on a local area network. 

compact Mac 
A Mac (like the Classics or the Plus) with a 9'' monitor built into the 
same box as the CPU. Compare modular Mac and portable Mac. 
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compiler 
Software that converts the instructions of a high-level programming 
language into machine language and makes a separate file of them, 
so that they won't have to be reconverted each time the program is 
run (once compiled, the instructions run faster, but can't be modified). 
Compare interpreter. 

compression 
Reducing the size of files so they'll take less time to transmit via a modem, 
or so that more of them can fit on a disk. 

configuration 
1. The components that make up a particular computer system (i.e. 

which model of Mac and what peripherals). 

2. The actual physical arrangement of those components (i.e. what's 
placed where) . 

3. The physical arrangement of nodes on a network (see backbone, daisy
chain and star). 

4. The software settings that tell computer devices how to communi
cate with each other (as in configuring your modem software). 

contiguous 
Said of memory or storage space that's not split apart by other pieces 
of memory or storage used for other information. Compare fragmented. 

control character 
The combination of the lcontrot) key and one or more other characters. 
Control characters a re widely used on the IBM PC, but the Mac mostly 
uses the@]!) key for this purpose (although control characters are used 
in some Mac communications programs). 

control key 
A modifier key on ADB keyboards (but not on earlier Mac keyboards). 
Widaly used in the world of the IBM PC, lcontrot) can be used on Macs as 
part of keyboard commands for menu commands or for macros. 

control panel, Control Panel, Control Panels 
In System 7, a control panel (small letters) is a utility that lets you set 
things like how loud the beeps (and other sounds the Mac makes) are, 
how fast the insertion point blinks, how fast you have to click in 
succession for the Mac to recognize it as a doubleclick, and so on. Control 
panels are kept in a folder called Control Panels (initial caps); one way 
to open it is by selecting Control Panels from the el menu. 
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In System 6, control panels are called cdevs. and they'r e accessed 
through the ControlPanel(capitalized, singular) command on thew menu. 

coprocessor 
A chip that specializes in math, graphics, or some other specific kind 
of computation. When the CPU is given the kind of job the coprocessor 
specializes in, it hands the job off to it. The most common coproces
sor chips used in Macs so far (the 6888 1 and 68882) both specia lize 
in mathematical computation. 

copying 
Duplicating something from a document and placing the duplicate in the 
ClipboarcL To do that, you select what you want to copy and then choose 
Copy from the Edit menu or hit~@. Also see cu tting and pasting. 

copy protection 
Any of many various schemes for preventing the unauthorized copy
ing of software. They're a ll a pa in (although to varying degrees) and 
are seldom used any more. 

CP/M (pronounced as separate letters-needless to say) 
An early operating system for persona l computers on which MS DOS 
was modeled. (The name stands for control program for microprocessors.) 

cps 
Characters per second (used to describe printer speed). 

CPU (pronounced as separate letters) 
Th e central processing unit- the central pa rt of a computer (or other 
computer device). It includes th e circuitry-built around the CPU chip 
and mounted on the motherboard-that actually performs the computer's 
calculations, and the box in which that circuitry is housed. (Some
times just the CPU chip itself is called the CPU.) 

CPU chip 
The brain of a computer (or other computer device); th e m ain proces
sor chip that actually does the computing. Th e CPU chip is the primary 
determinant of what software will run on that particular computer and, 
with the clock ra te, determines how fast the compu ter will run. 

crash 
A noun and verb , both of which mean that your system has suddenly 
and unexpectedly stopped working, or is working wrong. You normally 
have to restart. Also see bomb and hang. 
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CRT (pronounced as separate le tters-needless to say) 
A cathode ray tube-the display technology u sed on virtually all desk
top computer monitors and television sets. On portable Macs, the 
most common technology is the LCD. 

curly quotes (and curly apostrophes) 
Ones that look like this: " " '. rather than like this: " ' . 

cursor 
Unlike more primitive computers, the Mac has nothing called a cursor 
(although Mac programmers use the term; see the next paragraph). This 
clumsy and imprecise term is sometimes u sed to replace the more accu
rate terms pointer and insertion point. (Cursor is a Latin word that means 
runner or messenger.) 

Mac programmers call the pointer the cursor-which doesn't make 
any sense at all, since the insertion point, not the pointer, is the equiv
alent of what's called the cursor on other computers. But, hey, that's 
why you use the Mac-so that all that nerdy computerese will be 
invisible to you. 

cutting . 
l. Removing something from a document by selecting it and then 

choosing Cut from the Edit menu or hitting ~. What you cut is 
placed in the Clipboard. Also see copying and pasting. 

2. In type design, a type style (like italic or boldface) that was actu
ally designed by a human being, rather than being derived algo
rithmically by the computer. 

DA (pronounced as separate letters) 
The common n ame for a desk accessory. 

daisy chain 
A type of network confrguratton in which nodes are connected to one 
another in a chain (so that information has to pass through each node 
to get to the next). Compare backbone and star. 

DAL 
An extension that lets you access informa tion from a database program 
on another kind of computer (like a mainframe) without having to know 
that program's commands. The na me stands for data access language. 

data 
Data is the generic name for anything you input to a computer, or 
anything it outputs to you (except for garbage). 
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daughter board 
A board that mounts on top of, and connects to, the motherboard. Often 
used for memory upgrades and the like. 

debug 
To search out bugs in a piece of software a nd eliminate them. 

dedicated 
Used for a specified purpose only. For example, your computer might 
be on a dedicated electrical circuit that's used only for the computer 
(no lamps. refrigerators or other electric appliances would be on it), 
or you might dedicate a phone line to your modem and/or fax. 

default 
What you get if you don't specifY something different. Often used to 
refer to default settings (for example. the margins in a word process
ing program, or Speaker Volume on the Sound control panel). 

default button 
A button with a heavy border. which is activated when you hit !Return) or 
I Enter I. 

defragmenting 
The process of making fragmented memory. or a fragmented hard 
dis k, capable of storing information contiguously. 

{Delete/ 

This key deletes whatever you have selected , or the character to the left 
of the insertion point. On some older keyboards , !Delete) is labeled )Backspace). 

delimiter 
A character used to separate chunks of information-pa rticularly 
when exporting and importing database files, where delimiters are used 
to separate information into fields and records. 

descender 
The part oflowercase letters like g. y and q that extends below the base· 
line. Compare ascender. 

deselecting 
See selecting. 

desk accessories 
Small programs that are normally accessed from the ti menu (in 
System 7, they can be kept anywhere). Desk accessories can usua lly 
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only open one document at a time, and quit automatically when you 
close the document. Commonly called DAs. 

(the) desktop 
Apple's official definition for this term is: Macintosh's working envi
ronment-the menu bar and the gray area on the screen. But in common 
usage, it refers only to the Finder's desktop-that is, what the Mac's 
screen displays when you're in the Finder. 

desktop ftle(s) 
Invisible flle(s) on every Mac disk that r ecord information like the size, 
shape and locations of windows. There's one desktop file in System 6, 
two in System 7. Compare directory. 

Desktop Folder 
An invisible folder, containing all the fil es and folders stored on the 
Finder's desktop, that's automatically created on every disk by System 
7. If you restart under System 6, the folder becomes visible, and you 
have to open it to see the files and folder tha t were on the desktop under 
System 7. 

destination 
What you call the folder into which (or the disk onto which) a file gets 
copied, moved, installed or received over a modem. Compare source. 

device 
A piece of computer hardware. 

dialog box 
A box on the screen requesting information, or a decision, from you. 
In some dialog boxes, the only possible response is to click on the OK 
button. Since this hardly constitutes a dia log, those are more often 
called message boxes or alert boxes. 

digital-to-analog conversion 
See analog-to-digital conversion. 

dimmed 
When something is dimmed (gray) on the Mac's screen, it means that 
you can't currently access it. For example, commands you can't choose 
(in a given context) appear dimmed on the menu. When you eject a 
disk, its icon is dimmed, as are all windows and icons associated with 
it. Also called grayed or disabled. 

DW 
A dual in-line package-the form in which many chips are mounted to 
plug into a computer. 
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directory 
An invisible file that keep s tra ck of where va rious files a re s tored on 
a disk. Compare desktop file{s ). 

disabled 
Another word for dimmed. 

disk 
A round platter with a coating s imilar to tha t on r ecording tape, on 
which computer informa tion is s tored magn etically (except for optical 
dis ks , which s tore infor ma tion optically). Although the disk itself is 
always circula r, the case it comes in is usu a lly rectan gula r. The two 
main types are floppy d isks and hard dis lcs . 

disk cache 
An a rea of m emory set aside to h old informa tion recently read in from 
disk-so that if the informa tion is needed again, it ca n be gotten from 
memory (a much faster process th an getting it from dis k). The s ize of 
the dis k cache can b e adjus ted in the Memory control pane l. (In System 
6, it's called the RAM cache , a nd can be adjus ted in the Control Pan el's 
General cdev.) 

disk capacity 
The maximum am ount of data a disk can hold. It's measured in kilo
bytes (K), megabytes (MB) or g igabytes. 

disk drive 
A device tha t reads information from. and writes informa tion onto, disks. 
The two m a in types a re floppy disk d rives and ha rd d isk drives. 

disk window 
The window tha t opens wh en you dou ble-click on a dis k 's icon. Also 
called the root directory. 

display 
Another n a m e for a monitor. 

document 
What you create and modify with a n application-a collection of infor
ma tion , grouped together a nd called by on e n a me, a nd saved as a file 
on a dis k or treated as one in memory. Some examples a re a le tter , a 
drawing or a ma iling lis t. 

documentation 
This term includes m a nuals, online tu toria ls and h elp files , reference 
cards, instructional a udio cassettes a nd videota pes, a n d s o on. 
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dogcow 
A picture of a dog that appears in the LaserWriter's page setup option 
dialog box (it looks a bit like a cow as well). The dogcow demonstrates 
what certain options do by acting them out as you select them. 

DOS (dahss) 
Short for PC DOS or MS D08-the operating system used on IBM 
Personal Computers and compatible machines. (The D stands for disk.) 

dot 
Another name for a pixel, or for the smallest unit that makes up a bit
mapped character or graphic. 

dot-matrix printer 
A printer that forms characters out of a pattern of dots, the way the 
Mac forms images on the screen. Usually each dot is made by a sepa
rate pin pushing an inked ribbon against the paper. Apple's ImageWriter 
is one example. 

dots per inch 
A measure of screen or printer resolution; the number of dots in a line 
one inch long. Abbreviated dpi. 

dots per square inch 
A measure of screen or printer resolution; the number of dots in a one
inch square. Abbreviated dpsi or dpF. 

double-clicking 
Positioning the pointer and then quickly pressing and releasing the 
mouse button twice without moving the mouse. Double-clicking is used 
to open applications and documents (when the pointer is an arrow) 
and to select whole words (when the pointer is an 1-beam). 

double-sided disks 
Floppy disks that store information on both surfaces-top and 
bottom. There are two types currently in use: double-density flop
pies, which hold BOOK, and high-density ones, which hold 1.4MB. 
Compare single-sided disks. 

downloading 
1. Retrieving a file from a distant computer and storing it on your own. 

Opposite of uploading. 

2. Sending a font file or PostScript program to a las er printer. 
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dpi 
An abbreviation for dots per inch. 

dpsi, dpf~ 
Abbreviations for dots per square inch. 

dragging 
Placing the pointer, holding down the mouse button, moving the mouse 
and then r eleasing the button. If you place the pointer on an object, 
dragging moves the object. If you place the pointer where there is no 
object, dragging often generates the selection rectangle (in the Finder 
and in graphics programs, for example) . If you place the pointer on a 
menu title, dragging moves you down the menu (and releasing the button 
when a command is highlighted chooses it). 

DRAM (DEE-ram) 
A dynamic RAM (memory) chip. Dynamic simply means it loses its 
memory when you shut the computer off (volatiLe RAM would proba
bly have been a better name). Also see SIMM and parameter RAM. 

draw program 
A graphics program that generates object-oriented graphics, which are 
treated as units, rather than a series of dots. Compare paint program 

draw/paint program 
A graphics program that combines the features of draw programs and 
paint programs, usually by putting object-oriented graphics and bit
mapped graphics on different layers. 

drive 
See disk drive. 

driver 
A piece of software that tells a computer how to run an outside device
typically a printer-or that emulates doing that (for example, it might tell 
the computer how to print a file to disk as if it were sending it to a printer). 

Easy Access 
An Apple control panel that helps people whose disabilities m ake it 
hard for them to use modifier keys or manipulate the mouse in the 
normal way. 

Edit menu 
In the Finder and in most applications, the third menu from the left 
on the menu bar. It typically contains commands for cutting, copying, 
pasting, undoing, etc. 
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eight-bit color 
Said of images where each pixeL has eight bits of memory assigned to 
it. Eight-bit color can produce a palette of256 colors (or shades of gray). 
Compare 24-bit coLor. 

ELF 
Extremely Low frequency radiation, between 60Hz and 75Hz, which is 
generated by computer monitors and other devices that produce elec
tric and magnetic fields. Compare VLF. 

ellipsis 
A symbol composed of three dots ( ... ). When it appears a fter a menu 
item, it means that selecting the item won't immediately execute a 
command; you'll either get a dialog box asking for more information 
or a message box telling you something. 

em 
A space as wide as the size of type you're using is high (so if you're using 
12-point type, an em will be twelve points wide). It gets Its name from 
the fact that it's approximately the width of a capita l M. Compare en. 

e-mail 
Electronic mail; messages sent from computer to computer over phone 
lines (or over a local area network). 

em dash 
A dash one em in length . It's often used instead of parentheses or 
commas to set off a separate thought-particularly in this book. 
Compare en dash. 

en 
A space half as wide as the size of type you're using is high (so if you're 
using 12-point type, an en will be six points wide). It gets its name from 
the fact that it's approximately the width of a lowercase n. Compare em. 

encapsulated PostScript 
See EPS. 

enhanced resolution 
Any of several printer technologies that give the appearance of higher
resolution output by smoothingjaggies and/or s harpening grayscale 
images. 

encryption 
Scrambling the data in a file to prevent unauthorized access . 
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en dash 
A dash one en in length. It's used in ranges of numbers (1987-91) and 
as a minus sign. Compare em dash. 

/Enter} 
A key on the Mac's keyboard that doesn't generate a character and is 
used for different purposes by various applications. In dialog boxes and 
on the desktop, the I Enter) key usually has the same effect as the I Return I key. 

error message 
A message that tells you of a programming or communication error. 
It usually appears in an alert box and is accompanied by a sound. 

EPS (pronounced as separate letters) 
Encapsulated PostScript. a standard graphics format that consists of 
the PostScript code that tells the printer how to print the image and 
a PICT image that tells the screen how to display it. Compare paint. 
PICT and TIFF. 

Ethernet 
A very fast LAN cabling system developed by Xerox. Many companies 
now manufacture Ethernet components. and the Quadras come with 
Ethernet support built in (other Macs require special Ethernet cards 
or SCSI devices) . 

EtherTalk 
The AppleTalk networking protocol. as implemented for Ethernet networks. 

expansion card 
See card. 

expansion slot 
A place in a computer w:here you can install a card. (Its name comes 
from the fact tha t it a llows you to expand the computer's capabilities.) 
Also called simply a s lot. 

expertosis (ek s-per-TOE-sis) 
The tendency of experts in a field to lose s ight of the needs. concern s 
and limitations of people who aren't experts in that field. On the Mac. 
expertosis most often manifests itself in unintelligible manuals, abstruse 
features and strange. uncommunicative names for things. 

(This is my bid to insert a word into the English la ngu age, after years 
of envying Paul Krassner for yippie, Alice Kahn for yuppie. Jack Mingo 
for couch potato and Denise Caruso for interCapped. It does, after all, 
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describe a common phenomenon, and one that there's no other word 
for. Won't you help me in my quest by u sing expertosis whenever 
pos sible? I'll be eternally grateful.) 

expert system 
A program that simulates human expertise by using '"rules of thumb" 
and the process of elimination to access a n extensive database of facts. 
One valuable use of expert systems is to help with medical diagnoses . 

extension 
A file that loads automatically when t he Mac s ta rts up and that "adds 
functionality" to the system software. Also called a system extension. 
Called an init under System 6. 

Extensions 
A folder inside the System Folder where the active extens ions are kept. 

false alarms 
Correctly spelled words a spelling checker nags a s possible errors 
because it doesn't recognize them. 

FatBits 
A feature, originated by MacPaint, that le ts you edit graphics in a magni
fied view, dot by dot. 

fax modem 
A type of modem that can send (and, in many cases, receive) faxes to 
and from fax machines or other fax modems. Unlike regular fax machines, 
fax modems can't (by themselves) fax paper documents-only disk files . 

field 
1. In databases, a specific portion of a record. For example, if the record 

is in a mailing list program, there will be- at leas t- a name field, an 
address field , a city field, a state field and fi eld for the zip code. 

2. In the field means anywhere but the factory where a computer-or 
any piece of hardware-is manufactured. We'ue designed this system 
so just about any repair can be made in the field. 

file 
A collection of information on a disk, u su a lly eith er a document or a 
program. Although the informa tion in a file is norma lly cohesive-that 
is, about one thing- it doesn't actually have to be ; what makes it a 
file is simply that it's lumped together and called by one name. 

file compression 
See compression. 
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File menu 
On the desktop and in virtually all applications, the second menu from 
the left. Within applications. it contains commands for opening. saving. 
printing and closing documents, quitting the application and so on. 
In the Finder, it contains commands for opening a nd closing windows. 
duplicating icons, ejecting disks. etc. 

file server 
A computer on a network that others on the network can access and 
get applications and documents from. 

file sharing 
A feature of System 7 that allows networked Macs to share each other's 
files across the network. 

Finder 
The basic program that generates the desktop and lets you access and 
manage files and disks. Together with the System file and the Mac's ROMs. 
it comprises what-on other computers-is called the operating system 
There are also Finder substitutes. which perform the same basic tasks 
as the Finder (and usually give you other capabilities as well). 

fixed-size font 
Apple's name for a bit-mappedfont. Compare outline font and scalable 
font. 

Fkey (EFF-kee) 
An obsolescent type of Mac command that's invoked by pressing lshinJ&ID 
plus a number. They've largely been replaced by extensions and controL 
panels. (Although their n ame is derived from function keys. Fkeys have 
nothing to do with the function keys that are labelled Fl. F2, etc. on 
extended keyboards.) The standard Mac commands to eject disks 
(lshiu@:ID}J and )Shllt@ID])) and to save or print the screen (lshllt@.:IDl) and 
IShiit)~JIIl are Fkeys. 

flicker 
Rapid pulsation of the image on a screen. visible to some people. as 
the result of the refresh rate being too slow. 

floppy disk 
A removable disk that's flexible (although the case in which the actual 
magnetic medium is housed may be hard. as it is on the 3 .5" floppies 
used by the Mac). Compare hard disk. Also see disk. 

floppy disk drive 
A device for reading data from, and writing data to. floppy disks. 
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folder 
A grouping of files and/or other folders that's represented by a folder
shaped icon on the desktop. (The equivalent on MS-DOS machines is 
called a subdirectory.) 

font 
A collection ofletters, numbers, punctuation ma rks a nd symbols with 
an identifiable and consistent look: a Macintosh typeface in all its sizes 
and styles. 

Font/DA Mover 
A utility program u sed for installing. removing a nd movingjonts and 
desk accessories to and from suitcase files and the System file itself. 

fontfamily 
A term that's sometimes u sed to refer to a ll the styles and weights (bold, 
semibold , bold ita lic, a nd so on) of a particula r font. 

footer 
A piece of tex t automatically printed at the bottom of several pages 
(although the text may vary from page to page-as it would if it 
contained page numbers, for example). 

footprint 
The amount of space a device takes up on the surface where it sits 
(and the shape of that space) . 

format 
The file structure that a particular document is saved in (e.g. ASCII, 
PICT. EPS, TIFF). Most applications can save documents in one or 
more standard formats as well their native format. 

formatting 
1. All the characteristics of text other than the actua l characters that 

make it up . Formatting includes things like ita lics . boldfacing, type 
size, ma rgins , line spacing, jus tification and s o on. 

2. Another term fo r initializing a disk. 

fragmented 
Said of m emory or storage s pace that's split apart by other pieces of 
memory or storage u sed for other information. Compare contiguous. 

freeware 
See public-domain s oftware . 
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freeze 
Another term for a hang. 

function keys 
Special keys on some extended keyboards (both from Apple and other 
manufacturers) that are labelled Fl. F2, etc. You can assign commands 
of your own choosing to them. Don't confuse them with Flceys. 

garbage 
Bizarre and/or m eaningless characters. When garbage appears on the 
screen, it means something has gone wrong somewhere . 

gateway 
One of the most intelligent connections between n etworks (it trans
lates between different n etwork protocols). Compare bridge a nd router. 

Get Info window 
The window that appears when you choose Get Info from the File 
menu (or hit @ill) ). It tells you the size of the selected file. folder or 
disk, when it was created and last modified. and where it resides. There's 
also a space for entering comments, a nd, in the case of a file or a disk, 
a box for locking and unlocking it. 

Other options may also be available, depending on wha t you're 
Getting Info on. Get Info is used for changing how much memory is 
allocated for an applica tion, changing the icon tha t's used to repre
sent the file, turning off the Trash's wa rning message. a nd finding the 
origina l from which an a lias was made. 

gig 
An abbreviation for gigabyte. 

gigabyte 
A mea sure of computer memory, disk space a nd the like tha t's equal 
to 1024 megabytes (1,073 , 741,824 bytes), or abou t 179 million words. 
Some limes a gigabyte is treated as an even billion bytes but, as you 
ca n see, that's almost 74 million bytes short. Sometimes abbreviated 
gig (more often in speech than in writing). Compar e kilobyte and 
megabyte. 

GIGO (GUY-go) 

Garbage in, garbage out. In other words , you're not going to get good 
informa tion out ofyour computer if you putjunk information into it. 
(Unfortunately, the opposite isn't always true . Som etimes you put 
good information into a computer a nd still get garbage out.) 
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glitch 
Although sometimes used as a synonym for bug, glitch strictly means 
a sudden voltage surge or electromagnetic pulse that causes a piece 
ofhardware to malfunction. More generally, glitch means a design flaw 
in hardware, or any suddenly occurring problem or interruption. It's 
not usually applied to software, but when it is, it means a design flaw 
and not a bug. (See bug for more on the distinction.) GLitch comes from 
the Yiddish glltshen, which means to slip. 

glossary, Glossary 
1. In English, uncapitalized, a glossary is a list of dellnitions like this 

one. 
2. Capitalized, in Microsoft Word (and some other applications), a 

Glossary is a set of abbreviations you've linked to longer text entries. 
You type loX(Delete), followed by the abbrevia tion-wds, say-and 
Word automatically inserts the longer phrase-in this case, wine
dark sea. (You didn't know Homer wrote The Odyssey on a Mac, 
did you? Yes, it was the very early 1/2K Mac-edonia. Plato later 
perfected the mechanism that projected forms onto the screen.) 

gradient 
A smooth and even shift from one color or shade to another, through 
a continuum of intervening shades or colors. 

grayed 
Another term for dimmed. 

gray-scale 
Said of images that contain shades of gray as well as black and white, 
and to monochrome monitors that can display grays, rather than just 
black and white . 

group 
In file sharing, a collection of users on a networlc who share the same 
access privileges. 

guest 
In file sharing, someone who logs on to a shared item , but not as a 
registered user, and therefore gets the same level of access privileges 
available to everyone on the network. 

hacker 
Someone who enjoys fooling around with computers in a technical way, 
programming them and/or doing sophisticated things to the hardware. 
See usage note at nerd. 
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halftone 
A way ofrendertng a gray-scale image (a photograph, say) as a pattern 
of black and white dots. 

handshake 
What computers do when communicating, in order to establish a 
connection and agree on protocols for the transmission of data. 

hang 
A kind of crash where the Mac ignores input from the mouse and the 
keyboard, usua lly requiring you to restart the system. Also called a 
freeze. Compare bomb. 

hanging indent 
Paragraph formatting in which the body of the paragra ph is indented 
further than the first line. 

hard copy 
A printed version of something from your computer. 

hard disk (or hard disk drive or hard drive) 
A rigid, usually nonremovable disk, and/or the disk drive that houses 
it. Hard disks store much more data and access it much more quickly 
than floppy disks. Also see disk. 

hard hyphen 
A hyphen that holds the words on either s ide of it together when it falls 
a t the end of a line, rather than allowing the second word to drop down 
to the beginning of the next line. Often generated by pressing (6jii)OiiB. 

hard space 
A space that holds the words on either s ide of it together when it falls 
at the end of a line, rather than allowing the second word to drop down 
to the beginning of the next line. Often genera ted by pressinglopuon(Spacebarl. 

hardware 
The physical compon ents of a computer system. Compare software. 

head crash 
A mechanical fa ilure of a hard disk d r ive, in which th e read-write head 
comes in contact with the surface of the platter itself [often phys ically 
damaging the h ead and/or the platter). 

header 
A piece of text automatically printed a t the top of several pages 
[a lthough the text m ay vary from page to page-as it would if it 
contained page numbers , for example). 
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Help menu 
A menu that lets you turn Balloon H elp on and off; with some programs, 
you can also use it to access other information. The menu's title is a 
question mark inside a balloon, and it appears near the right end of 
the menu bar. 

hertz 
One cycle, occurrence, alteration or pulse per second. Abbreviated Hz. 
The r egular electrical current that comes out of a (US) wall socket is 
60Hz-that is, it alternates sixty times a second. Named afte r the great 
Germa n physicist, Heinrich Rudolph Hertz (1857-94). Compare mega
hertz and kilohertz. 

HFS 
The Mac's current m ethod of organizing applications, documents and 
folders on a Mac disk, in which IDes and folders can be nested (contained) 
in other folders. Short for hierarch i.calfile sys tem. Compare MFS. 

high-density disks 
Floppy disks that hold 1.4MB. Also see double-sided dis lcs. 

high-level programming language 
A programming language whose Instructions are relatively close to 
English, ra ther than to the machine language the computer understands. 

highlighting 
Making something stand out from its background in order to show that 
it's selected, chosen or active. On the Mac, highlighting is usually 
achieved by reversing-that is, by substituting black for white an d vice 
versa, or by reversing colors. 

hinting 
Techniques for m aking the ch aracters of a n outline font look as good 
as possible when printed at low resolutions. 

hot spot 
The actual part of the pointer that has to be pos itioned over an object 
in order for a click to select the object (or h ave some other effect on 
it). The hot spot of the arrow pointer is its tip, and the hot s pot of the 
crosshairs pointer is its center (where the two lines cross). 

human interface 
Anoth er name for user interface. 
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Hz 
An abbreviation for hertz. 

1-beam 
The shape ( I ) the pointer normally takes when it's dealing with text. 
Also called the text tool. 

icon 
A graphic symbol. usually representing a file, folder, disk or tool. 

idiot-proofing 
Designing a product so that mistakes-or, to be realistic, the most 
common mistakes-users make won't harm them. their work or the 
product. 

imagesetter 
A high-resolution digital phototypesetting machine that's capable of 
producing graphic images as well as type. Many imagesetters are Post
Script-compatible and can therefore serve as output devices for Macs. 

Image Writer 
A dot-matrix printer made by Apple. Also see LaserWriter and Style Writer. 

incremental backup 
A backup in which only the files changed s ince the previous backup 
a re copied. 

init (in-IT) 

What System 6 calls an extension. It's short for initialization program. 

initializing 
Preparing a disk for use on the Macintosh. Initializing checks the disk 
to ma ke sure the media is OK, divides it into traclcs and sectors and 
sets up a directory, desktop file a nd the like. If a disk contains infor
ma tion, initializing will remove it. Disks can be initialized again a nd 
again. Also called formatting. 

inkjet printer 
A printer that forms characters and images with tiny j e ts of ink. 

insertion point 
The place in a document where the next keys troke will add or delete 
text. The insertion point is represented by a blinking vertical line and 
is placed by clicking with the I-beam pointer. 
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Installer 
A program that installs (or updates) system software a nd large, complex 
applications. 

interactive mode 
When a spelling checker (or any other kind of program) interrupts you 
as you make a mistake, rather than checking over the entire docu
ment (or a part of it) when you're done. Compare batch mode. 

interCapped 
Denise Caruso's wonderfully useful term for words that a re capital
ized in the middle (like SuperPaint). 

interface 
See user inteiface. 

interpreter 
Software that translates the commands of a h igh-level programming 
language into machine lang uage ins truction by ins truction, each time 
the program is run. This makes the program easy to modify, but it runs 
slower than when it's converted by a compiler. 

interrupt button 
One of the two buttons on the programmer 's switch . It accesses debug
ging software. Compare reset button. 

invisible files 
Files that don't norma lly s how up on the screen (lhey can be accessed 
with utilities like DiskTop and ResEdit). 

item 
A generic name for a nything that can be represented by an icon in the 
Finder. like a disk, file. folder or the Trash. 

jaggies 
If we put even one picture in the glossary. it would be like opening the 
floodgates. So I'm not going to give in to temptation. But jaggies are 
so easy to illustrate and so hard to define. Well, h ere goes: When you 
enlarge bit-mapped characters. they lose their smooth curves (or what 
look like smooth curves when they're s ma ll) and ins tead display j agged 
rectilinear staircasing ... you know, why don'l you just look at the 
picture on page 450. 

K 
See kilobyte. 
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kerning 
Closing up the space between certain letter pairs-like AV or To-to 
make them look better. Increasing the space between the letters is 
usually called letterspacing. 

keyboard command 
A combination of keystrokes (almost always involving~ and often lshittl, 
loeuon), !Control) and/or leaps Lock) as well) that executes a command without 
your having to go up to a menu and choose it. Also called a key combi
nation or keyboard equivalent. Compare menu command. 

Key Caps 
An Apple desk accessory that shows you what character you get for 
each keystroke in a font. 

key-caps font 
A font whose characters represent what the top of a key actually looks 
like-for example: ~lopuon)lshutl0@@). 

key combination 
Another name for a keyboard command. 

keypad 
See numeric keypad. 

KHz 
An abbreviation for kUohertz. 

kilobyte 
A measure of computer memory, disk space and the like that's equal 
to 1024 characters, or about 170 words. Abbreviated K. Compare 
megabyte and gigabyte. Also see mini-K. 

kilohertz 
A thousand cycles, occurrences, alterations or pulses per second. 
Used to describe electromagnetic radiation like VLF and most sounds 
in the range of human hearing. Abbreviated KHz. Also see hertz and 
megahertz. 

label 
In System 7, one of seven descriptive names that you can attach to 
files or folders using the Label menu. List-view windows can be sorted 
by label (to group related files and folders together). On color systems, 
labels also assign a user-defined color to a file's icon. 
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Label menu 
A menu in the Finder that lets you assign one of seven different labels 
to the selected item. You can change the labels that appear on the menu 
with the Labels control panel. 

LAN (pronounced as a word, not separate letters) 
An abbreviation for local area network. 

landscape 
Printing sideways on a page, so that the longer s ides are at the top 
and bottom. Compare portrait. 

laser printer 
A computer printer that creates images by drawing them on a metal 
drum with a laser. The image is then made visible by electrostatically 
attracting dry ink powder to it, as in a photocopying machine. 

LaserWriter 
A line of laser printers made by Apple. Also see ImageWriter and 
Style Writer. 

launching 
Opening (an application)-i.e. loading it into memory from disk. 

LCD 
Liquid crystal display-the display technology used on the screens of 
PowerBooks and the Mac Portable (as well as digital wristwatches and 
tiny-screen 1Vs). Compare CRT. 

leader 
A character that fills the space between the last character of text and 
the next tab stop. Tabs usually have no leaders-which means the space 
between the last character and the tab stop is blank. When tabs do 
have leaders, periods (dots) are most commonly used, but many 
programs let you choose any leader character you want. 

leading (LEHD-ing) 
The amount of space from the baseline of one line of type to the base
line of the next. Usually measured in points. 

ligature 
A character that's made up of two or more characters that touch. The 
most common ligatures are fi and fl ( lshiii(Oprion(ID and IShiii(Oprion® in most 
fonts) . Here they are plain: fi and fl. (I had to kern the letters apart 
so you could see the difference. This is a very subtle typographical 
detail-and, if you ask me, one that's on its way out.) 



line spacing 
See leading. 

lines per inch 
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How the r esolution of halftones is measured . Abbreviated lpi. 

list box 
A box with scroll bars that appears within a dia log box or other window 
and lists things- files, fonts or wha tever. 

local area network 
A network of computers and related devices that's confined to a rela
tively small area, like one office or one building. Abbreviated LAN. More 
often simply called a network. Compa re wide area network. 

Local Talk 
Apple's cabling h ardwa re for AppleTallc networks. Compare PhoneNet. 

locking 
Preventing a fil e or disk from being changed (unt il you unlock it). You 
can lock individual files or whole floppy disks in the Get Info window, 
and you can a lso Jock a floppy disk by moving the plastic tab in the 
upper left corner of its back side, so that you can see through the little 
square hole. Locked disks are a lso called write-protected. 

logging on 
Connecting to a bulletin board, online service,jile server or shared item 
(usually by entering a user name and password). 

logic board 
The main board in a computer (or other computer device); it holds the 
CPU chip, the ROM and the RAM (or some of it). 

lpi 
See lines p er inch. 

machine language 
The actual instructions a computer obeys. Compa re high-level program
ming language. 

macro 
A command that incorporates two or more other commands or actions. 
(The na m e comes from the idea that m acro comm a nds incorporate 
~micro" commands.) 
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macro program 
Software that creates macros by recording your keystrokes and mouse 
clicks or by giving you a sort of pseudo programming language to write 
them in. 

magnetic media 
See media. 

mail merge 
The m erging of database informa tion like names a nd addresses into 
a letter template, in order to create personalized letters. 

marquee 
The rectangle of moving dots that surrounds a selection in some 
programs. So called for its resemblance to a movie marquee. 

MB 
An abbreviation for megabyte. 

media 
The generic name for floppy disks, hard disks (the d isks themselves, 
not the devices that r ecord on them). tapes and any other substa nces 
that store computer data, u s ually magnetically. 

meg 
An abbreviation for megabyte. 

megabyte 
A measure of computer memory, disk space and the like that's equal 
to l024K (1,048,576 characters) or about 175,000 words. Abbreviated 
MB or meg. Some companies try to make a megabyte equal to an even 
million characters, to make their machines seem more powerful. I call 
this smaller "meg" a minimeg. 

megahertz 
A million cycles, occurrences. alterations or pulses per second. Used 
to describe the speed of computers' clock ra tes. Abbreviated MHz. 
Also see hertz. 

memory 
The retention of information electronically. on chips. Compare storage. 
(For more on the distinction , see the beginning of Chapter 3 .) There 
are two main types of memory: RAM. which is used for the short-term 
retention of information (that is, until the power is turned ofO. a nd 
ROM, which is used to store programs that are seldom if ever changed. 
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menu 
A list of commands. Compare palette. Also see pop-down menu, pop
up menu, submenu and tear-off menu. 

menu bar 
The horizontal area across the top of th e screen that contains the 
menu titles. 

menu box 
A menu title or a command in a drop-s ha dowed box that you click on 
to display the rest of the menu. 

menu command 
A command you choose from a menu with the pointer , as opposed to 
a keyboard command. (They might both do the s ame thing-the differ
ence is simply in how you Invoke the command.) 

menu title 
Both the name by which a menu is called and the way you access it. Menu 
titles are arranged across the top of the screen in the menu bar: wh en 
you point to one and hold down the mouse button. the m enu pops down. 

message box 
See alert box. 

MFS 
A single-level method of organizing files and folders on a Mac disk. in 
which folders can only be n ested (contained) in other folders on the 
desktop, not in list boxes. The original Mac system, MFS has been s u per
seded by HFS. The name is s hort for Macintoshfile system. 

MHZ 
An abbrevia tion for megahertz . 

microprocessor 
See processor. 

mini-K 
My name for "kilobytes" that are figured at an even one thousa nd ch ar
acters instead of the standard 1024. 

minimegs 
My n ame for "megabytes" that are figu red at an even one million ch a r
acters instead of the st andard 1,048,576 characters (1024K). 
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mnemonic (nuh-MAHN-ik) 

Aiding memory. @:ID.ID is a mnemonic command, s ince the S stands for 
Save, buti&ID:YJ (for Paste) isn't. Don't confuse mnemonic with Naimonic 
(irritable, perfection is tic). 

modem (MOE-dum) 

A device that lets computers talk to each other over phone lines (you 
also need a communications program). The name is short for modu
lator -demodulator. 

modem port 
One of the two serial ports on the Mac's back panel. where you can 
attach modems and other serial devices. 

modifier key 
A key that modifies the effect of the character /cey being pressed. The 
standard ADB keyboard has five modifier keys: lShifl), !Option), @:ID, !Caps Lock) 

and IControtl. 

modular Mac 
A Mac (like the various Quadras and Mac lis) whose monitors aren't built 
into the same box as the CPU. Compare compact Mac and portable Mac. 

modules 
Parts of a program that are separate yet interconnected. 

monitor 
The screen on which a computer displays things so you can r ead 
them. (Usually it's a CRT like those u sed in TVs, but sometimes it's 
an LCD.) Also called a display. or simply a screen. 

monochrome 
A monitor that displays variations of on e color only. It can be either 
black-and-white or gray-scale. 

monospaced 
Said of fonts where all the characters occupy the same amount of hori
zontal space. Two such fonts on the Mac are Courier and Monaco. 
Compare proportionally spaced. 

motherboard 
See logic board. 

(to) mount 
To make a disk icon available in the Finder. 
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mouse button 
The button on top of the mouse (using the word mouse h elps distin
guish it from a button in a dialog box). 

mouse cursor 
A barbaric substitute for the perfectly adequate-and infinitely more 
elegant-term pointer. Its use can only be attributed to creeping PC
itis in the Macintosh world. 

movie 
The QuickTime file forma t, which Jets you cut and paste sound, video 
or animation data as if it were text or graphics. 

MSDOS 
The original, and still the most popular, operating system used on IBM 
PCs and compatible computers. (The na me stands for Microsoft disk 
operating system.) Virtually identical to PC DOS. 

MUG (pronounced as a word, not as separate leiters) 
Frequently appended to the names of user groups, it stands for Macin
tosh user group. 

MultiFinder 
An Apple program tha t a llows several applications, including the 
Finder, to be open at the same time under System 6. (System 7 doesn't 
need this separate program, since the capability is built in.) 

multimedia 
Presenting information via a variety of media, including sound, anima
tion, video, text and graphics. 

multitasking 
Said of software or hardware tha t Jets you do more than one thing at 
once. 

multiuser 
Said of software or hardware that supports use by more than one person 
at one time . 

nanosecond 
A billionth of a second . Used to measure the s peed of memory chips, 
among other things. Abbreviated NS. 

native format 
The format an application normally saves fil es in . 
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nerd 
Someone who's involved in computers to the exclus ion of various 
social and sartorial skills. The archetypical nerd wears a plastic pocket 
protector fu ll of pens and is profoundly uneasy convers ing with people 
about anything other than compu ters. The term is generally used 
affectionately and many people apply it to themselves in mild and/or 
humorous self-deprecation. The adjective is nerdy. 

Usage note: Nerd isn't synonymous with hacker. Although both terms 
connote passionate enthusiasm about , and involvement with, compu t
ers, hacker focuses on the technical sophistication and power that such 
involvement often produces, while nerd focuses on the social price at which 
such power and sophistication are often bought. Not all nerds are hack
ers , and not all hackers are nerds (although . of course, many are) . 

nesting 
1. Pu tting folder s ins ide folders (or anything ins ide a nything). 

2. Staying home and wa tching videotapes or working on your computer 
ins tead of venturing out into the dreaded "rea l world." 

network 
Two or more computers (a nd/or other computer-r ela ted devices) 
connected to sha re informa tion. Usu ally the term refers to a local area 
network. Also see AppleTalk. 

network administrator 
The person responsible for setting up, mainta ining a nd troubleshoot
ing a network. 

NFNT 
The new font number ing table. Unlike the earlier font numbering 
sys tem, which only provided 256 numbers , NFNT provides 16,000, thus 
greatly reducing the likelihood of font conflicts . 

NLQ 
Near-letter-quality. Said of printers. 

node 
Any one of the computers or other devices connected to a network. 

NotePad 
An Apple desk accessory designed for jotting down and s toring short notes. 

NS 
The abbreviation for nanosecond. 
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NuB us 
A high-speed bus used by the expans ion slots in the Quadras and the 
Mac II family. 

numeric keypad 
A grouping of number keys (and other , associa ted keys) arranged in 
a rectangle and separate from the regular keys. It can be part of or 
separate from the regula r keyboard. 

NumLock (or Num. Lock) 
On keyboards with a numeric keypad, the setting in which the keypad 
inserts numbers into your document, ra ther tha n issuing commands. 
On most Mac keyboards, there's no key for switching between NumLock 
a nd command mode; it's h andled by the software instead (although 
the NumLock light on Apple's extended keyboard doesn' t always get 
triggered by the software). 

object-oriented graphic 
A picture or other graphic where each object, rath er tha n being made 
up of separate dots (as in a bit-mapped graphic) is treated as a unit, 
as they are in draw programs. 

So if you have a bit-mapped recta ngle. you can erase a corner of it 
(say). But you also h ave to lasso (or somehow group) a ll the dots to 
select it as a unit (in order to move it, for example). An object-oriented 
rectangle can be selected simply by clicking on it, but you can't cut 
off a corner of it- it has to remain a square (or at least a four-sided 
polygon of some kind). 

OCR (pronounced as separate letters) 
Optical character recognition-the ability of softwar e and/or h a rdware 
to read text from paper. Unlike a r egular scanner that reads text (and 
everything else) as a series of dots, OCR scanners and software recog
nize the characters and thus generate editable text, as if someone had 
typed the characters in. 

OEM (pronounced as separate letters) 
The original equipment manufacturer-the actual producer of the basic 
equipment incorporated in to a product a nd sold under another name. 
For example, Quantum is an OEM that makes many of th e hard disks 
that come inside Macs. 

OEM is also used as an adjective to describe products that are 
incorporated into products by other companies and ma rketed by them. 
So someone might say: We're thinking of expanding out of the OEM market 
and selling some products under our own name. 
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offline {or off-line) 
Said of things done while you're not actively connected to a computer 
or a n etwork. For example, you might work on a message offline, then 
log onto an electronic mail system to send it. Opposite of online. 

online {or on-line) 
On, or actively connected to, a computer or computer network. For 
example, online documentation appears on the screen rather than in 
a manual. Opposite of oifline. 

online service 
A large commercial times haring computer that gives users access to 
a wide variety of information and capabilities . AppleLink and Amer
ica Online are examples. 

opening 
l . Expanding an icon. or a name in a list box. to a window-usually 

by double-clicking on it. With disk icons and folders, this happens 
on the desktop. With document icons. the application that created 
the icon is launched first, then the document is opened within it. 

2. Launching a program (i.e. telling it to load into memory from disk) . 

operating system 
The basic software that controls a computer's operation . On the Mac, 
it consists of the System file, the ROMs. the Finder (or a Finder substi
tute) and related software. 

optical disk 
A storage medium in which the data is read by, and written with, a laser. 

{Option} 

A modifier key used mostly for generating specia l characters. 

option character 
A character generated by press ing a character key while the~ key 
is held down. 

orphan 
A s ingle line (usually the first line of a paragra ph) sitting alone at the 
bottom of a page of text. Compare widow. 

outline font 
A font that's made up of an outline of the s hape of each letter and that 
can be scaled to any size without degradation of quality. Sometimes called 
a scalable font. Also see PostScriptfont and compare bit-mappedfont. 
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outline view 
What you get when you click on the triangle next to a folder in the list
view windows of System Ts Finder: the folder's contents appear 
indented below it, in the same window. 

overhead 
The bytes in a file that aren't taken up by the actual text or other 
contents, but rather by things like the size. s hape and location of the 
window in which the document appears on the screen. the fonts used, 
other forma tting information. etc. 

paged memory management unit 
See PMMU. 

paint 
A standard graphics format for low-resolution (72-dpi) bit-mapped images 
(sometimes abbreviated in writing as PNTG). Compare EPS. PIC!' and TIFF. 

paint program 
A graphics program that generates bit-mapped graphics (collections of 
dots) rather than objects. Compare draw program. 

palette 
A collection of small symbols. usually enclosed by rectangles. that repre
sent tools available in a graphics program. When you click on a box 
in the palette. the pointer changes to that tool. Compare menu. 

Pantone colors 
See PMS. 

paragraph widow 
See widow. 

parameter RAM 
A small portion of the Mac's RAM that's used to store control panel 
settings and other basic, ongoing information. It's powered by a battery 
so the settings aren't lost when the computer is turned off (but they 
are lost if you pull the b attery). Also called PRAM. 

PARC 
See X erox PARC. 

parking 
Locking the read-write head of a disk drive securely out of the way. so 
that neither it nor the media will b e harmed if the drive is jarred while 
being moved. 
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password 
A word or group of characters a user has to enter to log onto an online 
service or to gain access to password-protected files. 

pasteboard 
In page layout programs, a storage and work area outside the page, 
the contents of which don't print out. 

pasting 
Inserting something into a document from the Clipboard by choosing 
Paste from the Edit menu or hitting~. Also see copying and cutting. 

patch 
A relatively small piece of programming code added to an existing 
program to enhance performance or nx a bug. 

path name 
A list of a ll the folders a file is in, from the outermost (the disk) to the 
innermost, and ending with the name of the file itself. Colons are placed 
between the elements, so pathnames look like this: 

hard disk:persona l stuff:letters:to family:Happy Birthday, Rita! 

This pathname means that a flle called Happy Birthday, Rita! is in a 
folder called tojamily, which is in a folder called letters. which is in a 
folder called personal stuff, which is on a hard disk called-rather 
unimaginatively-hard disk. 

PC 
1. Some people who are r elatively new to computers [or unsophisti

cated about them) call any personal computer a PC; in their usage, 
even a Mac is a PC (what a thought!). But people who've been 
around for a while know that the term PC originated as a nickname 
for the IBM Personal Computer, which was introduced in 1981, and 
its various clones. They refer to other kinds of personal computers 
simply as-brace yourself-computers, or by their specific names 
(Macs, Apple IIs, etc .) That's the usage followed in this book. 

2. An abbreviation for printed circuit. as in PC board. 

PC DOS 
Another n ame forMS DOS. (It's s hort for {IBM/ Personal Computer disk 
operating system.) 

PD 

An abbreviation for public-domain or public-doma in software. 
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PDS 
See Processor Direct Slot. 

peripheral 
Any electronic device connected to a computer (e.g. a printer, hard disk, 
scanner, CD-ROM reader, etc.). Usually peripheral only refers to some
thing that's either sold by a third party or that clearly isn't an inte
gral part of the original system. For example, you wouldn't normally 
think of a keyboard sold with a machine as a peripheral. but you might 
consider a third-party keyboard a peripheral. 

PhoneNet 
Farallon Computing's cabling hardware for AppleTallc networks. 
Compare LocalTalk. 

phosphor 
The coating on the inside of CRTs (the cathode ray tubes used in 
many computer monitors and television sets) . When a beam of elec
trons hits it, the phosphor glows, creating the image on the screen. 

pica 
A typesetting measure equal (for all practical purposes) to Ya of an inch
and exactly equal to 12 points. 

PICS (pronounced as a word, not separate letters) 
A standard format for animation files. 

PICT (pronounced as a word, not separate letters) 
A standard format for object-oriented graphics. (The name is an abbre
viation of picture.) Compare EPS, paint, PIGS and TIFF. 

piracy 
See software piracy. 

pixel 
One of the little dots of light that make up the picture on a computer 
(or1V) screen. (The name is short for picture element.) The more pixels 
there are in a given area-that is, the smaller a nd closer together they 
are-the higher the resolution. Often, pixels are simply called dots. 

platter 
In a hard disk drive. the rigid substrate (that is, the physical founda
tion) to which the information-bearing magnetic coating is applied. 
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PMMU 
The paged memory management unit that makes virtual memory possi
ble on the Mac (along with the appropriate software, of course). Called 
the 68851, it's part of the 68030 chip and can be added to t he 68020. 

PMS 
l. The Pantone Matching System, an international standard coding 

system for colors that lets you specify and match them by number. 

2. Premenstrual stress. I only put this in so I could tell you Roberta 
Cairney's line about it. She says the reason men are so crazy is that 
they're always premenstrual. 

point 
A typesetting measure equal (for a ll practical purposes) to Yn of an inch. 
The size of fonts and the amount of leading is typically measured in 
points. Compare pica. 

pointer 
What moves on the screen when you move the mouse. Its most common 
shapes are the arrow ( ~ ), the 1-beam (I) and the wristwatch (I don't 
have a picture of that one; sorry). 

pop down 
What the Mac's regular menus actua lly do. Compare pulL down. 

pop-down menu 
The Mac's standard kind of menu (us u a lly- but inaccurately-called 
apull-downmenu). It pops down when you click on the menu title; to 
keep it extended, you hold down the mouse button. Dragging down 
the menu highlights each command in turn (except the dimmed ones). 
Compare pop-up menu. Also see submenu and tear-off menu. 

pop-up menu 
A Mac menu whose title doesn't appear in the menu bar and which, 
as its name implies, pops up (or out) rather tha n down. Pop-up menus 
appear when you click and hold the mouse button on a box that 
generates them (which is indicated by a drop s hadow around the box). 
Compare pop-down menu. Also see submenu and tear-off menu . 

port 
Computerese for a jack where you plug in the cables that connect 
computers and other devices together. Most Macs have a SCSI port , 
two serial ports (marked for the printer and modem) and others . 
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portable Mac 
A Mac (like the PowerBooks or the Portable) that includes the CPU, 
monitor and keyboard in a s ingle, fold -up unit designed for portabil
ity. Compare compact Mac and modular Mac. 

portrait 
The normal way pages are printed, with the shorter s ides at the top 
and bottom. Compare Landscape. 

PostScript 
A programming Language developed by Adobe that's specifically designed 
to handle text and graphics and their placement on a page. Used 
primarily in laser printers and imagesetters. Compar e QuickDraw. 

PostScript font 
An outline font that works with PostScript (a lthough PostScript does 
also make its own versions of bit-mapped jonts when you send them 
to a PostScript printer). 

power supply 
The part of a computer or computer peripheraL that converts the 115-
volt AC electricity from your wall socket to DC electricity of the volt
age the device needs. The name is a little confusing, since power 
supplies don't supply power, but merely modify it. 

power user 
Someone who uses and unders tands advanced features of a computer. 
Compare nerd and hacker. 

PRAM (pronounced PEE-ram or, less accurateLy, as one word) 
See parameter RAM. Don't confuse this with PROM. 

preferences 
User-adjustable features of software. Ma ny programs create separate 
files to keep track of preferences, and store them in the System Folder. 

Preferences folder 
A folder inside the System Folder that holds fil es that store the current 
settings for the Finder views and other u ser-adjustable features of the 
system software. 

presentation program 
A type of program that's basically a tool for producing electronic slide 
shows, usually to accompany spoken presenta tions. 
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print buffer 
A hardware device that intercepts a print file on its way to the printer 
and reroutes it to the buffer's own memory, where it's held until the 
printer is ready for it. This allows you to continue working on other 
things while printing. Compare print spooler. 

printed circuit board 
A board on which the electrical connections between the chips are made 
by printed metallic ink. Also called a PC board. There's one in every Mac. 

printer driver 
A file that tells the Mac how to send information to a particular kind 
of printer. 

printer font 
An outLinejontdesigned to be used by printers (not on the screen) . Printer 
fonts are normally represented on the screen by bit-mapped screen fonts. 
For example, PostScript printer fonts always come with screen fonts. 

printer port 
A serial port on the computer's back panel where you attach a printer 
or connect to Apple Talk. 

print spooler 
A piece of software that intercepts a print fil e on its way to the printer 
and reroutes it to the disk, where it's h eld until the printer is ready 
for it. This allows you to continue working on other things while the 
printing takes place. Compare print buffer. 

processor 
A chip that carries out the actual computing tasks in computers (and 
in smart peripherals). Macs often contain two processors-the CPU chip 
and a coprocessor for math calculations. Also called a microprocessor. 

Processor Direct Slot (or PDS) 
An expansion slot that connects to the CPU directly, rather than via a 
bus like Nt.tBus. 

program 
A group of instructions that tells a computer what to do. Also called 
software and-by members of the Department of Redundancy Depart
ment-a software program. 

programmer 
Someone who writes programs, fixes bugs in them, adds new features 
to them, etc. As opposed to a user; who simply uses programs and to 
whom the programming is invisible (or should be). 
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programmer's switch 
A small piece of plastic containing the reset button (which lets you restart 
your Mac in virtually any situation) and the interrupt button (which is 
used by programmers to debug software and by ordinary users to escape 
from some situations without having to take the more drastic step of restart
ing). On some Macs it comes installed; on others, you have to install it. 

programming language 
An artificallanguage for writing instructions that tell a computer what 
to do (as opposed to the natural languages, like English, with which 
people communicate with each other). A group of such instructions is 
called a program Also see high-level programming language and machine 
language. 

PROM (pronounced as a word, not separate letters) 
A programmable ROM; one you can change with a special device. 

prompt 
On more primitive computers than the Mac, and in the Mac's built-in 
debugger (accessed by hitting the inteTTupt button on the programmer's 
switch). a symbol on the screen (often > ) that indicates that the 
computer is waiting for you to tell it what to do. 

proportionally spaced 
Said of fonts whose characters occupy different amounts of horizon
tal space, depending on their size. Proportional spacing makes fonts 
much easier to read. Virtually all Macintos h fonts are proportionally 
spaced. Compare monospaced. 

protocols 
A set of standard procedures that control how information is trans
mitted between computers. 

public-domain 
Said of products you have the right to copy, use and give away with
out having to pay any money for the right. Things com e into the public 
domain either because the copyright on them has expired or-as is 
the case with computer programs-because the copyright holder 
(usually the author) puts them there. Abbreviated PD. 

Technically, you can do whatever you want with things that are in 
the public domain, including modify them and sell them, so many 
authors who don't charge for their softwa re call their programs free
ware and explicitly prohibit their altera tion or sale. Many people aren't 
aware of this distinction and use the terms public-domain software and 
freeware interchangeably, but it's an important distinction nonethe
less. Compare shareware and commercial. 
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publish and subscribe 
Twin features supported by System 7 that let you link da ta in two files 
(or two places in one file} so that when you ch ange it in one place, it 
automatically changes in the other. 

pull down 
What most people-including Apple-say the Mac's standard menus 
do. But it's not true- they pop down. For more on this earth-shatter
ing dis tinction, see the rant on page 62. 

QuickDraw 
Bill Atkinson's brilliant programming routines that enable the Mac to 
display graphic elements on the screen with g reat speed a nd agility. 
QuickDraw is also used for outputting text a nd images to certain 
(non-PostScript} printers. Compare PostScript. 

QuickTime 
An extension that lets you cut a nd paste an imations (or still pictures}. 
with or without sounds . 

quitting 
Leaving an application and returning to the Finder (or a Finder equiv
alent}. 

radio buttons 
A group of buttons only one of which can be on a t a time (like the presets 
on a car radio}. If you select on e radio b utton , any other tha t's selected 
automa tically deselects. Compare checlcboxes. 

RAM (pronounced as a word, not separate letters) 
Th e part of a computer's memory u sed for the s hort-term retention of 
information (in other words. until the power is turned off). Programs 
and documents are stored in RAM while you're us ing th em . The n ame 
is short for random-access memory- although. actua lly , just about all 
kinds of memory ar e accessed randomly. Also see memory, pm·ameter 
RAM, contiguous RAM and ROM. 

RAM cache (cash) 
Another name for a disk cache. 

RAM disk 
A portion of memory that's set aside to act as a temporary disk, greatly 
speeding up work you do with programs and fil es s tored on it. Unlike 
a disk cache, you-not the computer-decide what gets stored on a 
RAM disk. 
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rdev (AHR-dev) 
The term used in System 6 for a utility program that displays an icon 
in the Chooser. Printer drivers are an example. Rdev is short for 
Chooser device (the cwas already taken-see cdev). Called Chooser exten
sions under System 7. 

remote 
Said of a computer (or network) to which you're connected by modem. 

repeaters 
Devices that boost the signals along cabling, commonly used in 
networks and SCSI chains. 

Read Me document 
A disk file that accompanies software and gives you information that's 
either very important or was left out of the printed manual. 

read-only 
Said of something you can look at and print but not change. Locked 
files or disks are read-only, and so are some optical disks, like CD ROMs. 

read-only memory 
See ROM. 

read/write head 
The part of a disk drive mechanism tha t actually deposits informa
tion on (writes) and extracts information from (reads) the disk. 

reboot 
To boot again (that was easy). Same as restart. 

record 
In a database program, a collection of related fields. For example, in 
a mailing list, a record might consist of the name, address. city, state, 
zip code and phone number of one particular person or company. 

redraw (or refresh rate) 
How often the image on the screen is redrawn. (It looks solid, but actu
ally it's being recreated many times a second.) 

relational database 
A database program that's capable of relating information in one file 
to that in another. 
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release version 
The version of a program that's actually shipped to purchasers and 
stores. Theoretically, all the major bugs are out of it by that point. 
Compare alpha version and beta version. 

RenderMan 
A scene-description language analogous to PostScript, used for three
dimensional images. 

reset button 
One of the two buttons on the programmer's switch. It restarts the Mac. 
Compare interrupt button. 

resident font 
An outline font that's stored in a printer's ROM, so it's always avail
able for printing. 

resolution 
The number of dots (or pixels) per square inch (or in any given area}. 
The more there are, the higher the resolution. 

resource 
A font, sound, Fkey or keyboard layout that appears in a suitcase file or 
in the System file. Resources aren't considered files in and ofthemselves. 

restart 
To cause a computer to reload its operating system from disk, as if 
you just turned it on, but without actually turning off the power. 
When you restart, you lose all work that you haven't saved. 

Restart 
When capitalized, a command on the Finder's Special menu that 
(amazingly enough} restarts the Mac. Compare Shut Down. 

{Return} 

In text, the IRetuml key causes the insertion point to move to the begin
ning of the next line. Elsewhere, it's often used to confirm an entry or 
a command. 

RGB monitor 
A color monitor that processes signals for red, green and blue separately. 

RISC (pronounced as a word, not separate letters) 
Reduced instruction set computing-a type of processor chip in which 
the number of commands has been reduced for faster operation. 
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ROM (rahm) 
The part of a computer's memory used to store programs that are seldom 
or never changed (on the Mac, they store parts of the system software). 
The name is short for read-only memory. because you can read infor
mation from it but can't write information to it the way you can with 
RAM. A ROM chip is often called simply a ROM. Also see memory. 

root directory (or root level) 
The disk window-the window that contains all the folders and files 
on a disk. (So called because if you imagine the organization of fold
ers and files on a disk as branches on a tree, this would be the root.) 

router 
A device that connects separate networks. It's smarter than a bridge 
but dumber than a gateway. 

routine 
A group of programming instructions that's intended to accomplish one 
particular task. A routine is less complex and less ambitious than a 
program (programs are mostly made up of routines). 

RTF 
Rich textjormat-a format for transferring files between applications 
while retaining text and formatting information. Compare ASCII. 

sample 
l. An audio snapshot of a sound wave, taken during digital recording. 

2. A digitally recorded sound. 

sampling 
The process of recording sound digitally. The computer takes samples 
(audio snapshots) of a sound wave at regular intervals and translates 
them into numbers that can be stored on disk. 

sans serif 
Said of a font that has no serifs (sans being French for without). Optima 
is a sans serif font. 

Save As ... 
A standard Mac command that lets you save a document under a differ
ent name and/or in a different location (and sometimes in a different 
format). 

saving 
Transferring information-usually a document-from memory to a disk. 
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scalable font 
Another nam e for an outline font. 

scanner 
A device that converts images into digital form so that they can be stored 
and ma nipula ted by computers . 

s canning o rder 
The order in which the operating sys tem search es the disk drives for 
a startup disk. 

Scrapbook 
A desk accessory tha t s tores material permanently (un til you throw 
it away) and gives you easy access to it n o ma tter wh a t progra m 
you 're in. 

screen 
Another n ame for a monitor. 

screen blanker 
Another n a me for a screen saver. 

s creen dump 
Another n ame for a screen shot. 

screen font 
Th e bit-mapped vers ion of a printer font, us ed to represent the font on 
the computer's screen. 

s creenful 
Th e amount of text (or other data) dis played a t a ny one time on the 
scr een . Used wh en talking about scrolling- e.g. clicking here scrolls 
you up one screenful. Also called a windowful (as in: it's a windowjul. 
it's a marvelous. that you should care f or me). 

s creen save r 
A program designed to prevent the phosphor on a computer screen from 
getting exha usted from too much use. Screen savers keep track of how 
long it's been since you hit a key or the mouse button and automati
cally black out the screen (or put a moving pa ttern on it) after a certain 
amount of time has passed . Hitting any key or the mouse button brings 
back the image that was on the screen before. Also called a screen blanker. 

s cree n s hot 
A picture of what's currently on the screen (or on some portion of it). 
sent directly to a printer or saved to d is k . 
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script 
What a program or routine you write in HyperCa rd is called. Some other 
programs, like FileMaker and MicroPhone. also use the term. 

scroll arrow 
The arrow at either end of the scroll bar. Clicking on a scroll arrow moves 
the window's view up or down one line. Clicking on a scroll arrow and 
holding the mouse button down results in r elatively smooth and 
continuous scrolling. 

scroll bar 
A rectangular bar tha t appears on the right and/or bottom edges of a 
window when there's more in it than what's displayed. Clicking in the 
gray area of the scroll ba r moves the window's view up or down one 
screenful. Also see scroll arrow a nd scroll box. 

scroll box 
The white box in a scroll bar that indicates how what's displayed in a 
window relates to the total contents. So, for example, if the box is at 
the halfway point of the scroll bar, you're looking at the middle of the 
document. Dragging the scroll box allows you to scroll large distances. 

scrolling 
Moving through the contents of a window or a list box in order to see 
things not currently displayed (normally don e with the scroll bar, scroll 
a rrow and scroll box}. In word processing programs and list boxes, 
scrolling is usually vertical, but in many other places, horizontal 
scrolling is equally likely. 

SCSI 
An industry-standard interface for hard dis ks a nd other devices that 
allows for very fast transfer of information. It's short for small computer 
system interface and is pronounced scuzzy by virtually everyone (offi
cially, you're supposed to pronounce the ind ividual letters, but I think 
I'd faint if I ever h eard a nyone do that) . SCSI ports h ave been stan
dard on all Macs since the Plus. 

SCSI chain 
A group of SCSI devices connected to each other and attached to a Mac's 
SCSI port. 

SCSI ID 
The number assigned to a SCSI device to distinguish it from other SCSI 
devices and so the Mac knows what order to access it in. 
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scuzzy 
See SCSI. 

search path 
Where a computer looks for something (i.e. on what disks and in what 
folders). 

sector 
A 512-byte section of a track. The basic unit of storage space into which 
files are saved. 

selecting 
Telling the Mac what you want to be affected by the next command or 
action. If what you're selecting is in the form of discrete objects. you 
normally select them by clicking on them. If it's in the form of a contin
uum, you normally select part of it by dragging across it. To deselect 
something, you normally click anywhere else (although if you click on 
another object, you may select it in the process). 

The two most important concepts for understanding the Mac are: 

• Selecting-in and of itself-never alters anything. 

• You always have to select someth ing before you can do anything to it. 

(the) selection 
Whatever is selected (and thus will be affected by the next command 
or action). The insertion point is a lso a kind of selection, because it 
indicates where the next event will take place (unless you move it). 

selection rectangle 
On the desktop and in many applications, a dotted box that appears 
when you click on an empty spot and drag. When you release the mouse 
button, the box disappears (or becomes a marquee) and everything that 
fell within it is selected. (In some programs, objects must fall entirely 
within the selection rectangle to be selected; in oU1ers, any object touched 
by the selection rectangle, however slightly. is selected. ) 

serial device 
A modem, printer or other device that connects to the Mac through 
one of its serial ports. 

serial port 
Either of the jacks on the back of a Mac into which you can plug print
ers, modems, etc. (SeriaL refers to the fact that data is transmitted 
through these ports serially-one bit after another-rather than in paraL
leL-several bits side by side.) 
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serif 
A little hook, line or blob added to the basic form of a character to make 
a font more readable (or for decoration). Serifis a lso used as an adjec
tive to describe a font that has serifs; the font you're reading (Book
man) is a serif font. Compare sans serif. 

server 
See file server. 

service bureau 
A business that takes material produced on your personal computer 
and prints it out on an imagesetter or laser printer. Most service 
bureaus also rent time on computers, send faxes, do photcopying,do 
data conversion, and the like. 

shared item 
In file sharing, a file or folder on one user's Mac that has been made 
accessible to others on the same network. 

shareware 
Software that's distributed on the honor system, usually through 
bulletin boards, user groups, information services, etc. You're allowed 
to try it out and give copies to others, and you only pay the (usually 
nominal) registration fee if you decide you want to continue using it. 
Compare commercial and public-domain. 

{Shift} 

Either of two modifter keys on the Mac's keyboard that are used to 
make letters uppercase and for many other purposes (for example, 
see shift-clicking). 

shift-clicking 
Holding down the lshlf11 key while clicking the mouse button. Shift
clicking allows you to select multiple objects or large amounts of text, 
depending on the application. 

ShutDown 
A command on the Finder's Special menu that prepares the Mac to be 
turned off (or actually turns it off, depending on which model Mac you 
have). Compare Restart. 

SIG (pronounced as a word, not separate letters) 
A special interest group that's part of a larger organization like a user 
group. 
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SIMM (pronounced as a word, not separate letters) 
A single in-line memory module-a package for memory chips used in 
m any models of the Mac. 

single-sided disk 
An obsolete kind of Macintosh floppy disk that only stores data on one 
side and holds 400K of information . Compare double-sided disks. 

68000 (sixty-eight thousand) 
A CPU chip used in the original128KMac, the 5 12K Mac, the Mac Plus, 
theSE. the Portable, the origina l Classic, the PowerBook 100, th e orig
inal LaserWriter, the LaserWriter Plus, II SC and II NT and the Personal 
LaserWriters SC and NT. 

68020 (s ixty-eight oh twenty, or sometimes s imply oh twenty) 
A faster and more powerful CPU chip than the 68000 , used in the Mac 
II, the original LC, the LaserWriter II NTX and in many accelerator boards. 

68030 (sixty -eight oh thirty, or sometimes simply oh thirty) 
A faster and more powerful CPU chip than the 68020, which is used 
in the Mac IIx. ex. ci, si, fx, the SE/30. the Classic II, the LC II, the 
PowerBooks 140, 145 and 170, and the LaserWriters IIf and g. 

68040 (sixty-eight ohjorty, or sometimes s imply ohforty) 
A fas ter and more powerful CPU chip than the 68030, it incorporates 
the functions of the 68881 and 68882 chips described below. Used in 
the Quadras. 

68851 (sixty-eight eight.fijty-one) 
See PMMU. 

68881 (sixty-eight eight eigh ty -one) 
The math coprocessor ch ip used in the Mac II . 

68882 (sixty-eight eight eighty-two) 
The m ath coprocessor chip used in the Mac llx , ex, si, ci, fx, the SE/30 
and the PowerBook 170. 

size box 
An icon consisting of two overlapping boxes. found in the bottom righ t 
corner of most windows, that allows you to change the window's s ize 
a nd s h ape. Compare close box and zoom box. 

slot 
See expansion s lot. 
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software 
The instructions that tell a computer what to do. Also called programs 
or, redundantly, software programs. Compare hardware. 

Usage note: Software is a stuff word (like butter or money), not a things 
word (like stick or coin). It's no more correct to say a software than it 
is say a stuff 

software piracy 
Copying commercial softwar e without permission and without paying 
for it. 

sound input port 
The jack on the back panel of some Macs (including the Classic II , LC 
and LC II, si, Quadras and PowerBooks 140, 145 and 170) for attach
ing an external microphone. 

sound output port 
The jack on the Mac's back panel for attaching headphones or speakers. 

source 
What you call the file, folder or disk from which a file gets copied, moved, 
installed or received over a modem. Compare destination. 

special interest group 
See SIG. 

spooler 
See print spooler. 

spread 
Two facing pages. (Technically, this is a two-page spread, and three
page spreads a nd more are possible. Bu t these don't come into play 
much on the Mac .) 

stack 
A file created by HyperCard. 

staircasing 
See jaggies. 

star 
A type of network configuration in which peripheral nodes are connected 
to a centra l box like spokes on a wheel. Compare backbone a nd daisy 
chain. 
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startup disk 
The disk that contains the System file and the Finder the Mac is 
currently us ing. You can change it, so it doesn't necessarily have to 
be the disk you actually started up the Mac with. 

Startup Items folder 
A folder inside the System Folder that holds progra ms or documents 
that will be opened automatically wh en the Macintosh starts up. 

stationery 
A fea ture of many programs tha t lets you create various default docu 
m ents, with different ma rgins, fonts, included text, e tc. Unlike a regu
la r document, which opens with the n ame you've given it, stationery 
opens as an untitled document (or m akes you choose a na me for t he 
n ew document before it \vill open). In other words, s tationery is a kind 
of template. 

In System 7, you can make mos t documents into s ta tionery (regard
less of what application created them) by clicking the Stationery box 
in their Get Info windows. 

storage 
The long-term retention of information magnetically (on disks or tapes) 
or optically (on optical d isks or CD ROMs). It pers ists a fter you turn 
your computer off. Compare memory. (For more on th e distinction, see 
the first entry in Chapter 3. ) 

string 
Any specified sequ ence of characters- a word, a phrase, a number, 
whatever. The term is usua lly used in the context of searching a nd 
replacing; for example: type in the string you want to find, hit the tab 
key, then type in the string you want to replace it with. 

strobe 
Another name for flicker. 

style 
A variation on a font-like bold. ita lic, outline or shadow. In this sense, 
it's a lso called a type style. Compare Style. 

Style 
In Word and other programs , a Style is a grou ping of formats. In this 
book, we capitalize this meaning of the word, to avoid confusion (as 
much as possible) with style (see the previous definition). 
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Style Writer 
An inkjet printer made by Apple. See also LaserWriterand ImageWriter. 

submenu 
A menu whose title is an item on another menu, and which appears 
to the right of that menu when you choose its title (or to the left, if 
there's not enough room on the right). 

subscribe 
See publish and subscribe. 

suitcase file (or simply suitcase) 
A file that stores fonts, sounds or deslc accessories, and is identified 
in the Finder by its suitcase-shaped icon. In System 7, suitcases oper
ate like folders, and their contents are like files; in System 6, you move 
fonts, sounds and desk accessories into and out of a suitcase file with 
Font/DA Mover. You can open (activate) suitcase files (so their contents 
will appear on menus) with font/DA management programs like Suit
case or MasterJuggler. 

support 
1. Help with computer problems (either hardware or software). u sually 

in the form of verbal advice. S upport can be provided either by the 
vendor that sells you the product or by its manufacturer or publisher. 

2. To say that a piece of hardware or software supports something means 
that it works with it, or enables it to work. For example , System 7 
supports TrueType fonts. while System 6 doesn't (usually). 

surge protector (or surge suppressor) 
A device that protects computer equipment from sudden variations in 
electrical current. Every Mac should be plugged into one. 

SYLK 
Microsoft's symbolic link format for data transfer (especially between 
spreadsheets and databases). 

sysop (srss-ahp) 
The person who runs a bulletin board (s hort for system operator). 

system bomb 
See bomb. 

system crash 
See crash. 
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system disk 
Any disk containing the system software the Mac needs to begin oper
ation (i. e. the System file and either the Finder or a Finder substitute). 
If it contains the system software you're using to run your Mac at the 
moment, it's the startup disk. 

system extension 
See extension. 

Systemjile (or simply the System) 
The basic program the Mac uses to start itself and to provide certain 
basic information to all applications. The System file can't be launched 
like a regular application; instead, it launches itself when you start 
up the Mac and insert a disk that contains it. Together with the Finder, 
the System file comprises what-on other computers-is called the oper
ating system. 

System Folder 
A standard folder on Mac disks that contains the System file, the 
Finder and other system software. 

system hang 
See hang. 

system heap 
The area of memory set aside for storing system information about exten
sions, control panels, etc. 

System 7 
The more recent of the two versions of the Mac's system software still 
in widespread use-it's been included with every Mac shipped since 
the summer of 1991. 

System 6 
One of the two versions of the Mac's system software that's still in wide
spread use-although it's being replaced by the newer version, System 7 . 

system software 
A catchall term for the basic programs that help computers work; it 
includes operating systems, programming languages, certain utilities 
anq so on. Some examples of system software on the Mac are the Finder, 
the System, the Chooser, the controL panels and printer drivers. 
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{Tab} 

In text, the ~ key moves the insertion point to the next tab stop. In 
databases, spreadsheets. dialog boxes a nd the like, it often moves the 
insertion point to the next area where information can be inserted (in 
other words, to the next field, cell, text box, or whatever). 

tab-delimited 
Said of database programs and files that follow the Mac standard of 
using ~ to separate fields. 

Teach Text 
A standard Apple program that can open text and PICT graphics files, 
as well as create its own text files. It's often used to create Read Me 
documents. 

tear-off menu 
A menu you can remove from the menu bar and move around the screen 
like a window. It stays fully extended when detached, so you don't have 
to pop it down every time you want to use it. Tear-off menus a lways 
remain in front of open document windows. Compare pop-down menu, 
pop-up menu and submenu. 

telecommunicating 
Transferring information between computers over telephone lines. 

template [TEM-plit, not -plate) 
A document with a special format that you u se repeatedly. You modify 
it to the present use and save it with a different name. One common 
type of Mac template is called stationery. 

terminator 
A small piece of hardware that keeps signals from echoing back and 
forth along SCSI or PhoneNet cables. 

text box (or textfield) 
An area, usually in a dialog box, where you insert text. 

text file 
An ASCII file- just characters, no formatting. 

text-only 
A term sometimes used to describe textjiles. 

(the) text tool 
Another name for the 1-beam pointer. 
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thermal fusion 
A printing technology in which tiny heated elemen ts push a ribbon 
against a page, bonding a waxy ink to the paper. 

third-party 
Said of hardware or software that doesn't come from the maker of what 
you're using it with, and that you didn't develop yourself. A couple of 
examples are a non-Apple hard disk you attach to your Mac, or a spelling 
checker not published by the publisher of the word processing program 
you're using it with. 

32-bit addressing 
A feature of System 7 that enables the Mac to u se more than eight 
megabytes of RAM. 

TIFF (pronounced as a word, not separate letters) 
A standard graphics format for high-resolution (greater than 72-dpi) 
bit-mapped images, like those generated by most scanners. The name 
is an abbreviation of tagged image file format. Compare EPS, paint, PICT 
and PICS. 

title bar 
The horizontal strip at the top of a w indow that contains its name. 
When the window is active, it's filled with six horizontal stripes and 
has a dose box. To move a window, you drag it by the title bar. 

toggle 
Something which turns off and on each successive time you access 
it. For example, the common type styles (bold, italic, etc.) are toggles, 
because the first time you choose them from the menu (or with a 
command), they turn on, and the next time they turn off. Other kinds 
of toggles are checkboxes and menu commands that switch names (e.g. 
Show Ruler, Hide Ruler). 

tracking (or track kerning) 
Changing the letter spacing in a selected piece of text, in order to pull a 
word up from the line below, or to tighten a line that's too loose- that is, 
one on which the words and l e tters are too far apart. 
You can a lso use tracking to loosen up a line that's too tight- that is, 
one on which the words and letters are squeezed too closely together (as lheyarehere). 

tracks 
Concentric circles running around a disk, which a re divided into 
sectors and are used for storing data. 
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transparent 
Said of programs that work so smoothly and intuitively that you forget 
they're there. Transparency lets you concentrate on your work. rather 
than having to hassle with the software. 

Trash 
An icon into which you put files to be deleted (which happens when 
you choose Empty Trash from the Finder's Special menu). You can also 
eject a floppy disk by dragging its icon to the Trash. The Trash appears 
on the bottom right of the Mac desktop (unless you move it). 

Trojan Horse program 
A program that conceals and transports a virus. 

TrueType 
An outline font developed by Apple and supported by System 7. Unlike 
PostScriptfonts, a single TrueType font file works for both the screen 
and any printer. 

Tune-Ups 
Utilities from Apple that come out periodically to nx bugs in-and/or 
enhance features of-the Mac's system software. 

Turing test 
A method devised by the brilliant British mathematician and logician 
Alan M. Turing (1912-54) to decide, without prejudice, whether what 
a computer does can be called thinking. You type questions and state
ments into a computer that's connected to a computer in another room, 
and try to determine, by means of the remote computer's replies, 
whether it's being handled by another person or by a program. 

If you think you're talking to a human when you're actually talking 
to a program, then (Turing's argument goes) the remote computer 
must be considered capable of thinking, since what it's doing is indis
tinguishable from what we call thinking when people do it. All comput
ers so far would fail the Turing test (as would most newscasters)--except 
in certain areas like playing chess, where computers (but not news
casters) are among the best in the world. 

24-bit color 
Said of images where each pixel has 24 bits of memory assigned to it. 
24-bit color can produce a palette of 16.7 million colors (or shades of 
gray). Compare eight-bit color. 
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Type lfont 
A PostScript font format. developed by Adobe Systems, that incorpo
rates hinting. Compare Type 3 font. 

Type 3font 
A PostScript font format that's well-suited for complex, graphic-oriented 
fonts (characters that contain shades of gray, for example). Compare 
Type 1 font. 

Undo 
A standard Mac command (lo3tlzl) that undoes the last teA-t that was typed 
or the last editing or formatting command that was given. Many commands 
can't be undone, and the ones that can vary with the application. 

In any well-written Mac program, Undo is a toggle, so you can flip 
back and forth between two versions of something until you decide 
which you prefer. Ideally, there are several levels of undo, so you can 
go back past the last thing you did. 

Unix 
An operating system developed by Bell Labs for minicomputers but now 
also used on microcomputers like the Mac. Apple's implementation of 
Unix for the Mac is called A/UX. 

uploading 
Sending a file to a computer that's distant from your own. Opposite 
of downloading. 

user 
Someone who simply uses programs, as opposed to a programmer, who 
writes them. It's like the difference between an automobile mechanic 
and a driver. Just as you don't need to know how a carburetor works 
to be an expert driver, you don't need to know anything about program
ming to be an expert Macintosh user. 

user (or users) group 
A club made up of people who are interested in computers in general, 
a particular kind of computer, a particular kind of software, or even 
an individual program. They're typically nonprofit and independent of 
any computer manufacturer or publisher. Also see SIG. 

user interface 
The way a computer (or a computer program) communicates with 
people; what it's like to use. 
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utilities 
Programs that perform tasks that are either relatively simple (like 
searching for specific files on disk) and/or that are s upport tasks for 
applications (like ch ecking the spelling in a document). 

vaporware 
Software that was announced a while ago but still hasn't shipped. 

version 
A number or name that indicates the ... well ... version of a piece of soft
ware. If the first number changes. it's a mqjor version (for example. System 
6 to System 7). If the third number changes. it's a minor version (for 
example. System 7.0 to System 7.0.1). If the second number changes, 
it falls somewhere in between (for example. System 7.0 to System 7.1). 

video card 
A card you plug into your Mac to control a n external monitor. 

Views 
A controL paneL file that lets you change the way files and folders are 
s hown in Finder windows. 

virtual memory 
A technique that lets a computer treat part of a hard disk as if it were 
RAM. 

virus 
A program that functions on your computer without your consent. A 
benign virus may do nothing more than duplicate itself. but some are 
meant to destroy data. 

VLF 
Very low frequency radiation (between 10KHz and 30KHz) which is gener
ated by computer monitors (as well as other devices that generate 
electric and m agnetic fields ). Compare ELF. 

volume 
A general term for a storage device-u sually a hard disk, floppy or 
CD-ROM. 

VRAM 
Video RAM that's dedicated to handing the image displayed on a moni
tor. VRAM is built into some Macs (like th e LCs and th e Quadras), and 
it also comes on video cards. 
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WAN 
An abbreviation for wide area network. 

wide area network 
A network that joins computers or other networks at widely separated 
locations. Abbreviated WAN. Compare local area network. 

widow 
A single line (usually the last line of a paragraph) sitting alone at the 
top of a page of text. Compare orphan. 

Widow is sometimes also used to refer to a single word (or a few short 
words) forming the last line of a paragraph. In this sense, it's usually 
called a paragraph widow. 

wildcard 
A symbol that means any character or any sequence of characters (just 
as a wild card in poker can stand for any card}. Wildcards are useful 
in searches when you know some but not an of the characters (or char
acteristics} you're looking for. 

window 
An enclosed area on the Mac's screen that has a title bar (which you 
can use to drag the window around). Disks and folders open into 
windows, and documents appear in windows when you're working on 
them. Compare box. 

windowful 
The amount oftext (or other data) displayed at any one time in a window. 
Used when talking about scrolUng (e.g. clicking here scrolls you up one 
windowful). Also called a screenjul. 

WYSIWYG (WIZ-ee-wig} 
What you see is what you get-which means that the image on the 
computer screen is what will print on paper. 

word wrap 
The feature, found in virtually all computer programs that generate 
text, that automatically moves you down to the next line when the line 
you're on is full, without your having to type IReturnl. 

worksheet 
A common name for a spreadsheet document or template. 
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WORM 
Write once, read many-a type of optical storage medium that you can 
save data onto; you can't, however. erase data from it or write over what's 
already saved (so the medium isn't reuseable). 

wristwatch 
The form the pointer normally takes (and should take) when you have 
to wait for the Mac to do something. (Unfortunately, some poorly writ
ten programs don't always implement this feature, or do so less often 
than they need to.) 

writing 
Transferring information from the computer's memory to a storage 
device, like a hard disk. 

Xerox PARC (ZEER-ahks PARK) 

Xerox Corporation's Palo Alto Research Center, where most of the 
early work was done on what became the Mac's user inteljace. Often 
called simply PARC. 

x-height 
The height of lowercase letters in a font (not counting ascenders and 
descenders). In a font with a high x-height, lowercase letters like xare 
closer to the height of the caps than they a re in a font with a low x
height. Helvetica, Bookman and Benguiat have relatively high x
heights; Times and Zapf Chancery have relatively low x-heights. 

zone 
A subdivision of a network. 

zoom box 
A small box on the right side of the title bar of most windows. Click
ing on the zoom box expands the window to fill the screen; clicking 
again returns it to its original size and shape. (In many Microsoft prod
ucts, you can do the same thing by simply double-clicking on the title 
bar.) Compare close box and size box. 

From the Visual Delights collection. Copyright~ 199 1 by SunShine. All rights reserved. 
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From the Visual Delit;hts collection. Copyrit;ht @ 1991 by SunSiline. All rit;hts reserved. 
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There are two kinds of entries in this appendix: company listings, which give 
you addresses, phone numbers and products; and product listings, which refer 
you to the company listings. When names of products and companies are so 
similar that the two list ings would be right next to each other (e.g. Fox BASE and 
Fox Software), we drop the product listing. Entries are alphabetized as if spaces 
and hyphens didn 't exist. 

We spent a fortune in phone ca lls and time compiling the information in this 
appendix, but we weren't able to succeed 700%. When our information is 
partial, we give you what we have. Please don't call us to ask us for addresses 
or phone numbers no t listed here; if they're not here, we don' t have them. See 
Chapter 20 for some magazines where you might be able to find them.-AN 

Aask (in MockPackage Plus) ICE Soflware 

Abacus Concepts 
1984 Bonita Av, Berkeley CA 94704; 800 
666 7828,510 5401 949, filx: 510 540 0260 

StatView 

Abaton Technology 
48431 Milmont D r, Fremont CA 94538; 800 
356 4283, 510 498 1111, fax: 510 657 0601 

lnterFax 24196 
Abbott Sys tems 

62 M ountain Rd, Pleasantville NY 10570; 600 
5529 157,914 7474171, fax:914 74791 15 

Calc+; CanOpener 

A.B. Dick Record Systems 
5700 W Touhy, Chicago IL 60648; 1300 
327 8798, 312 763 4455, fax: 3 12 647 4455 

printer stencils 
Abvent SA (see also Asym) 

3 rue Decres, 75014 Paris France; 011 3J 14 
395 0505 

Zoom 
Accela Writer I Xante 

Accelerator I Macromedia 
AccessPC I Insignia 
Accountant Inc. I Soft sync 
Accounting series for Macintosh I Peachtree 

Acius 
1035 1 Bubb Rd, Cupertino CA 9501 4; 
408 252 4444, fax: 406 252 0631 

File Force; 4th Dimension 
Acoustic Research 

330 Turnpike St, Canton MA 02021; 1300 
225 9847,617 82 1 2300, fax: 61 7 7134 4102 

Powered Partners 
Acta I Symmetry 
The Active Window I Boston Computer Society 

Activision 
11440 San Vicente Blvd, Suite 300, Los 
Angeles CA 90049; 310 207 4500, fax: 310 
820 613 1 

Sargon 

Addison-Wesley 
Route 128 Jacob Way, Reading MA 01867; 
orders: 800 447 2226, 617 944 3700; fax: 
617 944 9338 

Macintosh books 
Address Book I Leitch, )im 
Address Book Plus I Power Up 
AddressWriter I CoStar 

Adobe Systems 
1585 Charleston Rd, Box 7900, Mountain 
View CA 94039; 800 1333 6687 (sales only); 
415961 4400,f.1x:4 159613769 

ATM; Illustrator; Photoshop; PostScript; 
PostScript fonts; Premiere; Streamline; 
Type Reunion 

Advanced Gravis Computer Technology 
7400 M acPherson Ave 11111 , Burnaby BC 
Canada VSJ 586; 604 43 1 5020, 604 431 5155 

MouseS tick 
Advanced Software 

1095 E Duane Av, Su ite 103, Sunnyva le CA 
94086; 800 346 5392, 408 733 0745, fax: 
408 733 2335 

In Touch 
Adventures in Musicl.1nd I Dr T's Music 
AEG/0/ympia 

8618 John Carpenter Fwy, Dallas TX 75247; 800 
832 4727,214 630 4608, fax: 214 638 2012 

NP60APL (dot-matrix printer) 
AEHD Plus Drive I Applied Engineering 
Affinity Microsystems 

I 050 Walnut St, Suite 425, Boulder CO 
60302; 600 367 6771, 303 442 4840, fax: 
303 442 4999 

Tempo 
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After Dark I Berkeley Systems 
After Hours Softw.1rc 

Tri Center Plaza, 5990 Sepulveda Blvd, Suite 
240, Van Nuys CA 91411 ; 818 7BO 2220, 
fax: 81B 780 2666 

Gum-P 
Agfa 

90 Industrial Way, Wilmington MA 01B87; 
BOO 424 6973, SOB 658 5600, 50B 657 8568 

Art & Technology of Typography; outline 
fonts 

AG Group 
2540 Camino Diablo, Suite 202, Walnut 
Creek CA 94596; 510 937 7900, fax: 510 
937 2479 

EtherPeek; LocaiPeek 
Aitken, Kevin 

1670 El Camino Rea l #162, Menlo Park CA 
94025 

System Picker 

Aker, Sharon Zardetto (writer & consultant) 
20 Courtland Dr, Sussex NJ 07461; 
App lelink d4957, CompuServe 7251 1, 233 

Aladdin Systems 
165 Westridge Dr, Watsonville CA 95076; 
408 76 1 6200, fax: 406 761 6206 

Stuffll Deluxe and Lite 

Aldus (also see the next entry) 
411 First Av S, Sealtle WA 9B104; 800 
6B5 3540, 206 62B 5739, fax: 206 343 3360 

Aldus Additions; D igital Darkroom; 
FreeHand; PageMaker; Persuasion; 
SuperCard; SuperPaint; Super 3D 

Aldus Consumer Division (formerly Silicon Beach) 
9770 Carrol Center Rd #),San Diego CA 
92126; 619 695 6956, fax: 619 695 7902 

Apache Strike; Dark Castle; Gallery Effects 

Ali.lS Research 
Style D ivision, 11 0 Richmond St E, Toronto 
ON Canada MSC 1 P1; BOO 447 2542, 416 
362 9181, fax: 416 362 4696 

Alias Sketch!; Upfront 
A/so ft 

22557 Ald ine Westfield #122, Spring TX 
77373; BOO 257 638 1, 713 353 4090, filx: 
713 353 9868 

DiskExpress 11 ; Masterjugglcr 

Altra 
520 W Cedar St, Rawlins WY 82301; 800 
726 61 53, 307 328 1342, fax: 307 328 1346 

Felix 
Altsys 

269 Renner Rd, Richardson TX 75000; 
214 600 2060, fax : 214 6BO 0537 

Fantastic; Fontographer; Metamorphosis 

Alverson, David P. 
5635 Cross Creek Ct, Mason OH 45040 

Z Term 
A lysis 

1231 31st Av, San Francisco CA 94122; 800 
B25 9747, 415 566 2263, fax: 415 566 9692 

More Disk Space; SuperDiskl 

AmandaStories I Voyager 

Amaze 
11 B1 0 11 5th Av NE, Kirkland WA 98034; 
206 820 7007, fax: 206 B23 056B 

Far Side Computer Calendar 
American Computer Exchange 

6065 Roswell Rd, Suite 535, Atlanta GA 
30328; 800 7B6 0717, 404 250 0054, fax: 
404 250 184B 

guide to used computer equip 

America Online 
8619 Westwood Center Dr, Vienna VA 
22182; BOO 227 6364, 703 44B 8700, fax: 
703 44B 0760 

Amiga-scc Commodore 
Andre, Airy 

GNU Chess 
Animation Works I Gold Disk 
Annabel's Dream of Ancient Egypt I Texas Caviar 
Apache Strike I Aldus Consumer Division 

APDA (Apple Programmers & Developers 
Association) 

BOO 282 2732, BOO 637 0029 (in Canada) 
MPW C (compi ler) 

Aperture Net worker & Pro I Graphic Mgmt 

Apple Computer 
20525 M ariani Av, Cupertino CA 95014; 800 
776 2333, 408 996 1010, fax: 40B 974 6726 

AppleCare; Apple File Exchange; 
Applelink; AppleShare; Apple Talk 
Remote Access; Apple lle emulation 
card; CD ROM drive; Compatibility 
Checker; DiskCopy; disk drives; Ethernet 
card ; fonts (TrueType, bit-mapped); 
tmageWriter; Inter• Poll ; LaserWriters; 
LaserWriler Utility; LocaiTalk connectors; 
Macintosh computers and system 
software; Macintosh PC Exchange; 
Mode32; monitors; Quicknme; scanner; 
StyleWriler; Teach Text 

Apple Works I Claris 

Applied Engineering 
3210 Bellline Rd, Suite 154, Dallas TX 
75234; 800 554 MACS, 214 24 1 6060, fax: 
2144841365 

AEHD Plus Drive; other hard drives 
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Appoint 
7026 Koll Center Pkwy. Suite 230, Pleasanton 
CA 94566; 800 448 1184, 510 417 0611 , fax: 
510 41 7 0614 

MousePen Pro; Thumbelina 
APS (A lliance Peripheral Systems) 

2900 S 291 Hwy, Independence MO 64057; 
800 233 7550, 816 478 8300, fax : 816 
478 4596 

disk drives; hardware 

Arborworks 
43 1 Virginia Av, Ann Arbor M l 481 03; 800 
282 2732, 313 747 708 7, fax: 313 747 8775 

SCSI Tool 

ArchiCAD I Graphisoft 
Architrion I UNIC 
Arcs Software 

561 Pilgrim Dr, SuiteD, Foster City CA 
94404; 800 783 2737,415 578 9090, fax: 
4153788999 

FontMonger 
Articulate Systems 

600 W Cummings Park, Suite 4500, Woburn 
MA 01801 ; 800 443 7077, 617 935 5656, 
fax: 617 935 0490 

Voice Impact (regular and Pro) 
Art Room / Image Club 

ArtRoundup I Dubi-Ciick 
Asante Technologies 

404 Tasman Dr, Sunnyvale CA 94D89; 8DD 
662 9686, 408 752 8388, fax: 408 734 41364 

Ethernet cards 

Aspects I Group Technologies 
Asym Technologies 

924 Carl Rd, Lafayette CA 94549; 
510 943 6157, fax: 510 943 32 13 

Zoom 

Atlantic Technology 
343 Vanderbilt Av, Norwood MA 02D62; 
617 762 6300, fax: 617 762 6868 

Pattern 100 
Attain 

48 Grove St, Summervi lle MA 021 44; 
617 776 2711 , fax: 617 776 1626 

In Control 
AT&T Graphic Software Labs 

352D Commerce Crossing, Suite 300, 
Indianapolis IN 46240; 317 844 4364, fax: 
317 575 0649 

MacTopas 
Autliomedi,J/ Digides ign 

AutoCAD I Autodcsk 

Autodesk 
23 20 Marinship W<~y, Sausalito CA 94965; 
415 332 2344, fax: 707 794 1325 (customer 
service) 

AutoCAD; Generi c CADD 

Auto•des• sys (Automated Design Systems) 
201 1 Riverside Dr, Columbus OH 43221; 
614 488 8838, fax: 614 488 0848 

Form • Z 

AutoDoubler I Salient 
i\ very Dennison 

777 E Foothill Blvd, Azusa CA 91702; 800 
423 65 18, 818 969 33 11, fax: 818 969 9693 

labels; Macl abel Pro 

llacklight Contro l / Batista, Ricardo 

lJAD I Carnevale, Giuseppe 
lland in a Box Pro fessional / PG M usic 

llaseline Publishing 
1770 Moriah Woods Blvd, Suite 14, 
Memphis TN 3811 7; ODD 926 9677, 901 
602 9676, fax : 90·1 682 9691 

Exposure Pro; lnillnfo Pro; PowerBoost 
Utilities; Thunder 7 

Basura I Monroe, Fred 

Batista, Ricardo 
c/o Apple Computer 

Extensions Manager; Zync 

lla tlle Chess I lnterpl01y 

lleally Collection (fonts) I Font Shop 
Bcrfield, Scott 

26043 Gushue St, Hayward CA 94544; 
5 10 581 61 94 

Speedometer 
Berkeley Systems 

2095 Rose, Berkeley CA 94709; 
510 540 5535, f<1x: 510 540 511 5 

After Dark; More After Dark; Stepping Out 

Bernoulli drives I Iomega 
Bestl'ower Technology 

Route 1 Hwy BD S I Box 28D, Necedah WI 
54646; 800 356 5794, 608 565 7200, fax: 
608 565 2221 

surge suppressors 
BellcrWriters l GDT Softworks 

Beyond I Dr T's M usic 
Beyond Dark Castle I Aldus Consumer Div. 

BigCaps / Dubi-Ciick 
Big Fish (book design) 

t 736 Stockton 114, Siln Francisco CA 94 133; 
415 9865030 

Bitstre.1m 
215 First St, Cambridge MA 02142; 80D 
522 3668, 61 7 497 6222, fax: 6 17 868 0784 

PostScript fonts 
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B}C B20 I Canon 
Blackout I Welch, Andrew 

Blaschek, Gunther 
Petzoldstr. 31, A-4020 Li nz Austria 

PopChar 
Blehm, Duane (in memory of) 

HomeTown Software, 100 S Durham, 
Ulysses KS 67880 

Cairo Shootout; Stunt Copter 

The Blind Watchmaker / Norton, W.W 

Blocker I Kodani, Hiroyuki 
Blyth Software 

1065 E Hillsdale Blvd, Su ite 300, Foster City 
CA 94404; 800 34 OMN!S, 41 5 571 0222, 
fax : 415 571 0222 

Omnis 7 

BMUC 
1442 A Walnut St #62, Berkeley CA 94709; 
51 0 549 26114, fax: 51 0 849 9026 

BMUC Guide to Bulletin Boards and 
Beyond; freeware and shareware 

BoCoEx Index I Boston Computer Exchange 

Bond, Bill 
12950 Walnut Way Terr, St. Louis MO 
63 146; 314 542 0204 

Free Term 
BoatMan I Steinberg, Bill 
Borland International 

1800 Green Hills Rd, Scotts Va lley CA 
95066; 800 33 1 0877,408 438 8400, fax: 
408 439 8088 

dBASE IV (PC database); Full Impact; Full 
Paint; FuiiWrite 

Boston Computer Exchange 
Box 1177, Boston MA 021 03; 800 262 6399, 
617 542 44 14, fax: 617 542 8849 

BoCoEx Index 
Boston Computer Society 

48 Grove St Davis Square, Somerville MA 
02144; 617 625 7080 

The Active Window; Macintosh SICs 
Tile Bove & Rlwdes Inside Report 

Box 1289, Gualala CA 95445; 707 884 4413 

Brainstorm Products 
11 45 Terra Bella Av, Mountain View CA 
94043 ; 415 964 2131, fax: 415 964 2135 

Brainstorm Accelerator 

Bravo Technologies 
Box 10078, Berkeley CA 94709; 510 841 8552, 
fax: 510 841 8559 

MacCalc 
Brier Technology 

2148 Bering Dr, San Jose CA 95131; 
408 435 8463, fax: 408 435 792 1 

very-high-density floppy drives 

Broadcast I Lindenberg, Joachim 
Broderbund Software 

Box 6121, 500 Redwood Blvd, Novato CA 
94948 6125; 800 521 6263, 415 382 4400, 
fax 415 382 4419 

Kid Pix (&Companion); The Playroom; 
TypeStyler; Carmen Sandiego seri es 

Brother International 
200 Cottontai l Ln, Somerset NJ 08875 6714; 
908 356 8880 

HJ 1 OOi (printer) 

Brown, Byron (page layout) 
1516 Beverly PI, Albany CA 94706; 
510 527 6374 

Bry.1n, Steve 
Sexton Building, Suite 625, 529 S 7th St, 
Minneapolis MN 554 15 

init managers 

Bubble}el B}10ex I Canon 
Bunnin, Brad (con tributor) 

Attorney at Law, 14 Nicholl Av, Point 
Richmond CA 94801; 510 235 5177 

Byte by Byte 
9442A Capitill of Texas Hwy N, Suite 650, 
Austin TX 87859; 512 795 0150, fax: 512 
795 0021 

Sculpt 3D 

Cachet I EFI 
Caere 

100 Cooper Ct, Los Gatos CA 95030; 800 
353 7226, 408 395 7000, fax : 408 354 2743 

OmniPage D irect and Professional; Typist 
Plus Graphics 

Cairo Shoolout I Blehm, Dwane 

C.1l I Oster, David 
Ca/Comp Digitizer Products Croup 

14555 N 82nd St, Scottsdale AZ 85260; 800 
458 5888, 602 948 6540, fax: 602 948 5508 

DrawingBoard; Drawing Card 

C.1/c+ I Abbou 
Calcul.llor Construction Set I Dubi -Ciick 
Cal I David Oster 
Canon USA 

One Canon Pl <~za. Lake Success NY 11 042; 
516 488 6700, fax: 516 488 6092 

Bubble]et printers; LX, CX and SX 
marking engines 

C.wOpener I Abboll 
C.1nvas I Deneba 
C.1pps, Tim and Mike Friese 

t 51 80 Transistor Ln. Huntington Beach CA 
92649; 714 892 8199 

RAM Check 
C.1ps & Fractions I MacTography 
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CapsKiller I Hester, S. Kevin 

Capture I M ainstay 

Casa Blanca Works 
148 Bon Air Ctr, Greenbrae CA 94904; 
415 4 61 2227, fax: 415 461 2249 

DriveShare 

Casady & Greene 
22734 Portola Dr, Salinas CA 93908 111 9; 
800 359 4920, 408 484 9228, fax: 408 
484 9218 

Glider ; outline fonts; Q uickDex; Super 
QuickDex 

Casteel, Michael 
Unison Softw are, 675 A lmanor Av, Sunny
vale CA 94086; 408 245 3000 

Klondike 

Castle Systems Design 
1306 Lincoln Av, San Rafael CA 94901 
21 OS; 41 5 459 6495 (voice and fax) 

disp lay fonts 

Cayman Systems 
26 Landsdow ne St, Cambridge M A 02139; 
800 2 CAYMAN (tech support), 617 494 1999, 
fax: 61 7 349 3811 

Ethernet cards; GatorBox 

CD Technology 
766 San Aleso Av, Sunnyvale CA 94086; 
408 752 8500, fax: 408 752 8501 

Porta D rive 

CE Soft ware 
1801 Industrial Cir, Box 65560, West Des 
Mo ines lA 50265; BOO 523 7638, 515 
224 1995, fax: 515 224 4534 

D iskTop; HeapFixer; MockPackage Plus 
Util i t ies; Qu icKeys; Q uickMail 

Central Point Software 
15220 NW Greenbrier Pkwy 11200, 
Beaverton OR 97006; 503 690 8090, fax: 
50 3 690 71 JJ 

M ac Tools 

CH Products 
970 Park Center Dr, V ista CA 92083; 800 
624 5804, 619 598 251 B. fax: 619 5911 2524 

Roller Mouse 

CheckFree 
720 Greencrest Dr, Westervi lle O H 43081; 
800 882 5280, 61 4 898 6000, fax: 614 
898 6030 

Check Free 

CheckMark Softw.ue 
1520 M u lberry, Suite 200, Fort Co ll ins CO 
B0524; BOO 444 9922, 303 484 3541, fax: 
303 4B4 0429 

M ulti ledger 

C!JipSoft 
6330 Nancy Ridge Dr, San Diego CA 92 121 ; 
619 453 8722, fax: 800 453 1040 

M aclnTax 

Chord Keypad (aka The Bat) I lnfogrip 

Christensen, Chris 
6901 Chiala Ln, San Jose CA 951 29 

Columns 

Christenson, Steve 
Donations to: Packard Children's Hospital at 
Stanford, D evelopment Department, 725 
W elch Rd, Palo A lto CA 9430 4 

SuperCiockl 

Citadel I M icrocom 

Citizen Americ.1 
2450 Broadway, Suite 600, Santa Monica CA 
90404; 310 453 0614, fax: 310 453 2814 

Citizen PN48 Professiona l 

C. lloh Technology 
25 15 M cCabe Way, Irvine CA 9 27 13; 80 0 
347 2464, 714 660 0506, fax: 714 757 4407 

lmageWriter ribbons 

Claris 
5201 Patrick H enry Dr, Box 58168, Santa 
C lara CA 95052; 800 544 8554, 408 
727 B227, fax : 408 987 7440 

AppleWorks; Claris CAD; ClarisWorks; 
FileMaker Pro; HyperCard; MacDraw (II 
and Pro); M acPaint; M acWrite; Publ ic 
Folder; Resolve; Stack Runner 

Cl.uity I Welch, Andrew 

CleM Lake Research 
2476 Bolsover 11343, Houston TX 77005; 
713 523 7842 

H yperArrays 

Clement, jerry (Macintosh artist) 
45 Creek Rd, Fai rfax CA 94930; 
415485 1535 

ClickArt (bitmap images) I TIMaker 

ClickPaste I M ainStay 

Cliffs StudyWare 
Box 80728, Lincoln NE 68501 0728; 
402 423 5050, fax: 402 423 9254 

StudyWare for SAT 

Clinton Electronics 
6701 Clinton Rd, Rockford IL 61111 ; 800 
447 3306,815 633 1444, fax: 815 633 8712 

ClipOut I TIM aker 

The Clipper I Portfo lio 

The Cobb Group 
Box 35 160, Louisvi lle KY 40232; BOO 
223 8720, 50 2 491 1900, fax: 502 491 8050 

Macintosh journals 
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Coda Music Systems 
1401 E 79th St, Bloomington MN 55425; 800 
843 2066, 612 854 1288, fax: 612 854 4631 

Finale; MusicProse 

Coleman, Dale (aU/hor, editor & consu/t,lnl) 
630 Grand View #1 08, San Francisco CA 94114 

Color Page monitors I E Machines 
Color Pivot I Radius 

ColorStudio I Fractal Designs 
Color Test Pattern Generator I Pina, larry 

Columns / Christensen, Chris 

Comp.1ct Pro I Cyclos 

Compatibility Checker I Apple 

Compileltl I Heizer 
Complete Undelete (in 911 Utilities) I MicroCom 
CompuNet I Trimar USA 

CompuServe 
5000 Arlington Centre Blvd, Columbus OH 
43220; 800 848 8199, 614 457 8600, fax: 
614 457 0348 

online service; Navigator 
Computer:Applications 

12813 lindley Dr, Ra leigh NC 27614; 
919 8461411 

II In A Mac 

Computer Associates International 
One Computer Assoc iates Plaza. Islandia NY 
11 788; 800 225 5224, 516 342 6000 

Simply Accounting 
Computer Covers Unlimited 

7835 Mount Acadia, San Diego CA 92 111 ; 
BOO PC COVERS, 61 9 277 0622, fax: 619 
279 8220 

cord organizers; The Keyboard Protector; 
Nycov dust covers; screen filters 

Computer Science User Croup/ National Feder
ation of the Blind 

Connectix 
2655 Campus Dr, S<1n Mateo CA 94403; BOO 
950 5880, 415 571 5100, fax: 41 5 571 5 195 

Macintosh Memory Guide; Maxima; 
O ptimJ; PowerBook Utilities; VirtuJI 

Consolidated Printers 
2630 8th St, Berkeley CA 947 1 0; 
510 843 8524, contact: Michelle Selby 

CoSt.1r 
22 Bridge St, Greenw ich CT 06830; BOO 
426 7827,203 661 9700, fax: 203 66 1 1540 

AddressWriter; Stingray 
Coy, C .1ry 

OutHouse Software, 1543 Kentucky, 
l awrence KS 66044 

Praxis 

CryptoSolve I Martin, John and Person, Clyde 
Curtis Manufacturing Comp.1ny 

30 Fitzgerald Dr, Jaffrey NH 03452; BOO 
548 4900, 603 532 41 23, fax : 603 532 411 6 

mouse clean ing kit 

Custom Applications 
900 Technology Park Dr, Bldg 8, Billerica MA 
0182 1; BOO 873 4367, fax: 508 667 8821 

Freedom of Press 
Cutting Edge 

1466 Pioneer Way #9, El Cajon Ca 92020; BOO 
257 1666,619 441 6990, fax: 619 441 6999 

monitors 

Cyclos 
Box 3141 7, San Francisco CA 94131 

Compact Pro 
Daf.JX Processing 

Sam Neulinger, 14 North Ft, Melba NY 
11 357; 800 323 175 1, 718 746 8220, fax: 
718 7461071 

lisa computer support 
Dantz Development 

1400 Shattuck Av, Suite 1, Berkeley CA 
94709; 510 849 0293, fax: 510 849 1708 

D iskFit Pro; Retrospect (& Remote) 

Dark Castle I Aldus Consumer D ivision 
Data Cannon I Storage Dimensions 
Data Description 

Box 4555, Ithaca NY 14852; 607 257 1000, 
fax: 607 257 4146 

Data D esk 
DataDesk Jntern.Jtional 

9524 SW Tualatin Sherwood Rd, Tualatin OR 
97062; 800 477 3473, 503 692 9600, fax : 
503 69 1 1101 

Mac 101 E keyboard; Switchboard 
DataPak I Mass Microsystems 

Dataproducts 
621 9 DeSoto Av, WoodiJnd Hills CA 
91365; 800 334 3174, 818 888 4242, fax: 
818 887 4789 

inkjet and laser printers 
Data-Tech Institute (aka Technology Interchange 

Group) 
Box 2429, Cli fton NJ 07015; 800 638 5966 

The Macintosh Surviva l Course 

Dat.1Viz 
55 Corpor<Jte Dr, Trumbull CT 06611 ; BOO 
733 0030, 203 268 0030, fax: 203 268 434S 

MaclinkPius 
Davidson & Associates 

Box 2961, TorrJnce CA 90509; BOO 545 7677, 
BOO 556 6141, fax: 310 793 0601 

New Milth Blaster Plus 
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DayMaker I Pastel 
Dayna Communications 

50S Main St 5th Fl, Sa lt Lake City UT 
B4144; BOO 53 1 0600, B01 53 1 0203, fax: 
B01 359 9135 

DaynaDrive; DaynaFi le II; DOS Mounter 

DayStar Digital 
5556 Atlanta Hwy, Flowery Branch GA 
30542; BOO 962 2077, 404 967 2077, fax: 
404 967 3018 

Fast Cache accelerator cards 
dBASE IV (PC database) I Borland 

Deck I Digidesign 
Default Font (in Font Charter) I Dubi-Ciick 

De/laPoint 
2 Harris Ct, Suite 81 , Monterey CA 93940; 
800 367 4334, 408 648 4000, fax: 408 
648 4020 

DeltaGraph; Taste 
Delta Tao Software 

760 Harvard Av, Sunnyva le CA 94087; 800 
827 9316, 408 730 9336, fax: 406 730 9337 

Strategic Conquest 
Deneba Software 

3305 NW 74th Av, Miami FL 33122; BOO 
622 6627, 305 594 6965, fax : 305 477 5794 

Canvas; Spelling Co:1ch Professional; 
UltraPaint 

Design Science 
4026 E Broadway, Long 13each CA 90B03 1505; 
800 827 0685 (sa les only), 310 433 0605, 
fax : 310 433 6969 

Para Font 

Desktop Photography I Comstock 

Desk Writer I Hewlett Packard 

DGR Technologies 
1800 Rio Grande, Suite 205, Austin TX 
70701; 000 235 9740, 512 476 9055, fax: 
512 476 6399 

read/write optical drives 

Diconix M 150 I Eastman Kodak 

Digidcsign 
1360 Wil low Rd, Suite 101, Menlo Park CA 
94025; 800 333 2137,415 60B 0600, fax: 
41 5 6BB 0777 

Audiomedia II ; Deck; Pro Tools; Sound 
Tools II 

Digital Darkroom I Aldus 
Director I Macromedia 
Directory Assistance (in Norton Utilities) I 

Symantec 

Disinfectant I Norstad, John 

DiskCopy I Apple 

Disk Doctor (in Norton Utilities) I Symantec 

Disk Doubler I Salient 
DisKeeper I Geagan, ). 

DiskExpress I AI soft 

Disk First Aid I App le 
Disk Fit Pro I Dantz 
DiskFix (in Mac Tools) I Central Point 

Disk Tools (in File Director) I Fifth Gereration 
DiskTop ICE Software 
DiskTwin I Golden Triangle Computers 

Div.1 
222 Third St, Cambridge MA 02142; 800 FYI 
DIVA,6174914147,fax:617491220B 

VideoS hop 

DOS Mounter I Dayna Communications 

Double Helix I Helix 

Dove Computer 
1200 N 23rd St, Wilmington NC 28405; 
BOO B49 3297 (sa les), 919 763 791B, 919 
251 9441 

acc leril tor cards; Ethernet cards; 
FaxModem+; memory upgrades 

D'pix 
Box 542, Columbus OH 43216 0572; BOO 
230 3749,614 299 7192, fax: 614 294 0002 

Fo lio 
Drawing Card I CaiComp 
Dreams I Innovative Data Design 

Drive Savers 
Box 1191, Bonita CA 91900; 619 267 6777, 
fax: same 

drive repair 

DriveShare I Casa Blanca Works 
Dr T's Music Softw.1re 

124 Crescent Rei 113, Needham MA 02194; 
800 989 MIDI (sales only). 617 455 1454, 
filx: 617 455 1460 

Adventures in Musicland; Beyond 
Doucette's Desktop 

Box 690, Cedar Hill TX 751 04; 214 291 4005 
The Weigand Report 

DTPrinter I Rosenthal, Leonard 
Dubi-Ciick Software 

2252 1 Styles St, Woodland Hills CA 91367 
1730; 000 266 9525, 810 880 2068, fax: 
81B 888 5405 

ArtRoundup; BigCaps; Calculator 
Constructi on Set; Font Charter; Menu
Fonts; PatternMover; WetPaint (cl ip art); 
World Class Fonts 

Dunn, N.1ncy & C.1n1eron 
America Onl ine: Nancy Dunn 
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Dutil, Marc f. 
Box 299, Newport Rl 02840 

SQIX 
Dynodex I Portfo lio 
Easterday, Bob 

522 l oumena ln, San jose CA 95111 
SCSI Info 

Eastgate Systems 
Box 1307, Cambridge MA 02238; 800 
562 1638, 617 9259044, fax: 617 923 457 5 

Font ina 
Eastman Kod.1k, Diconix Division 

343 StaleSt, Rochester NY 14650; 
800 344 0006, fax : 716 726 3108 

Diconix Ml SO 

easyPrint I SFIO 
Edmark 

Box 3218, Redmond WA 98073 3218; 800 
426 0856, 206 861 8200, fax: 206 861 8998 

Touc h Window 
Educorp (sales only) 

7434 Trade St, San Diego CA 92 121; 800 
843 9497,619 536 9999, fax: 6 19 536 2345 

Wraptures One 
Effects Specialist I Poslcrafl 
EFI (Electronics for Imaging) 

950 Elm Av, Suite 300, San Bruno CA 94066; 
800 285 4565,415 742 3400, fax: 415 
737 5018 

Cachet 
Ellman (aka Bridgellc) 

1466 Pioneer Way, El Cajon CA 92020; 800 
257 1666, 619 441 6990, fax : 619 441 6999 

hard d isks 
Electric Typographer (see Sutcl iffe, judith) 

Electronic Arts 
14 50 Fashion Island Blvd, San Mateo CA 
94404; 800 245 4525, 415 571 7171, fax: 
415 571 8004 

PGA Tour Golf; Studiol1; Studiol8; 
Studio/32 

Emac 
48431 Mil mont Dr, Fremont CA 94538; 800 
8210806,510 4981 111 , fax:5 10651 4322 

Si lhouette 
£Machines 

9305 SW Gemini Or, Beaverton OR 97005; 
800 344 7274, 503 646 6699, fax: 503 
641 0946 

Color Page monitors 
Em Software 

Box 402, Westbrook CT 06498; 800 
253 8472, 203 399 8472, fax: 203 399 2447 

X style 

Encore I Passport Designs 
Encrypt/nit I Kent • Marsh 
Engineered Software 

615 Guilford jamestown Rd, Greensboro NC 
27409; 919 299 4843, fax: 919 852 2067 

Power Draw 
Enilance I MicroFrontier 
Ensign Systems 

26 N Main, Suite B, layton UT 84041; 
801 546 161 6, fax: 801 546 6490 

POS-IM 
Envisio 

510 First Av N, Suite 303, Minneapo lis MN 
55403; 612 3391008, fax: 612 339 1369 

memory expansion/video cards 
Epson America 

20770 Madrona Av, To rrance CA 90503; 800 
922 8911 , 310 782 0770, fax: 310 782 5220 

printers 
ErgoSource 

2828 Hedberg Dr, Minnetonka MN 55343; 
800 969 4374, 612 595 0881 , fax: 612 
595 0884 

Macintosh ergonomic supplies 

Ergot ron 
3450 Yankee Dr Ill 00, Eagan MN 55121; 800 
888 8458, 612 452 8135, fax: 612 452 8346 

MacTilt; other ti lt/swivel bases 
Ethernet cards/ Apple, Asanle, Cayman, Dove, 

Novell, 3Com 
EtllcrPeek I AG Group 
Ettore, Riccardo 

67 Rue de Ia limite, 1970 W Oppen, Belgium 
SndControl; Sound Mover 

Excel I Microsoft 
Ex per Vision 

3590 N First St, San jose CA 95134; 800 
732 3897, 408 456 9988, fax: 408 456 0823 

Type Reader 

Exposure Pro I Baseline 
Extensions Manager I Batista, Ricardo 
EZ Music, EZ Vision I Opcode 
F.1rallon Computing 

2000 Powell St, 11600, Emeryville CA 94608; 
800 344 7489,510 596 9100, fax: 510 
596 9020 

Ethernet cards; lia ison; PhoneNel 
products; repeaters; StarController (& 
EN); Timbuktu (& Remote) 

Far Side Computer Calendar I Amaze 
F.1Stback Plus / Fifth Generation 
Fast Cache accelerator cards I DayStar 
FastPath I Shivil 
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FaxModem+ I Dove 

FaxSTF / STF 
Fedit Plus/ Mitchell, John 

Felix I Altra 
Fiems, Guy 

Av leopold Ill 77, B 1970 Wezembeek 
Oppem, Belgium 

Tidy ll Upl 

Fifth Generation Systems 
10049 N Reiger Rd, Baton Rouge LA 70809; 
800 873 4384, 504 291 722 1, fax: 504 
295 3268 

Fastback Plus; File Director; Pyro; 
Suitcase II 

File I M icrosoft 
File Director I Fifth Generation 
File Exchange Software I Apple 

File Force I Acius 
FileMaker Pro I Claris 

FileSaver (in Norton Utilities) I Symantec 
FilmMaker I Macromcdi il 

Finale I Coda Music 

FindCursor /nit I Samuels, Mike 

Findswe/1 I Working Software 

1st Aid HFS (in 9 11 Utilities) I Microcom 
First Ever Clam & Craft Cookbook I Millimac 
Flash Write I Welch, Andrew 
Fluent Laser Fonts Library I Casady & Greene 

FolderBolt I Kent• Marsh 
Folio/ D'pix 

Font Charter I Dubi-Ciick 
The Font Company 

7850 E Evans Rd, Scottsdale AZ 85260; BOO 
442 FONT, 602 99B 9711 , fax: 602 99B 7964 

PostScript fonts 

Font Info I Regiona l Typographers 
Fantastic Plus I Altsys 

Font Bank 
2620 Central St, Evanston ll 60201; 
70B 32B 7370, fax: 70B 32B 7491 

PostScript and True Type display fonts 

FontDisplay I Shulman Software 
Fontek I l etraset 

FontHaus 
15 Perry Av, Suite A8, Norwalk CT 06BSO; 
BOO 942 9110, 203 B46 30B7, fax : 203 
B49 B527 

PostScript fonts 
Font ina I Eastgate 
Font Monger I Arcs 
Fontographer I Altsys 

FontS/wp lnternatinnal 
401 Wel lington St W, Toron to O N Canada 
MSV 1 EB; 800 36 FONTS, 416 34B 9B37, 
fax:4 16593431B 

PostScript fonts 

Font Sizer I U.S. Microlabs 
FontStudio l letrasct 

Form & Function 
1595 17th Av, San Francisco CA 94122; 800 
843 9497,415 664 4010, fax: 41 5 664 4030 

Wraptures O ne (for sales see Educorp) 

Form•Z / Auto•des•sys 
4th Dimension I Acius 
4tll Dimension (885) 

Cambridge MA; modem: 617 494 0565 
4th Power I Honeybee 

Fox Software 
134 W South Boundilry, Perrysburg OH 
43551; BOO 837 3692, 419 874 0162, fax : 
419 B94 867B 

FoxBASE+IMilc 

Fr.Jct.ll Design 
335 Spreckels Dr. Suite F, Aptos CA 95003; 
40B 6B8 BBOO (sa les only), 40B 6B8 5300, 
fax: 408 6B8 BB36 

ColorStudio (Formerly by l etraset USA); 
Painter 

Fr.1me Technology 
I 010 Rincon D r, San j ose CA 95131; 800 
U4 FRAME, 408 433 33 11 , fax 408 433 192B 

FrameMaker 

Freedom of Press I Custom Applications 
FreeSoft Company 

1 05 M cKinley Rd. Beaver Falls PA 1501 0; 
412 B46 2700, fax: 412 847 4436 

White Knight 

FreeHand I Aldus 

Free Term I Bond. Bill 
Frontier I Userland 
Full Impact I Borland 
Fui/Write Professi011.11 I Borland 
FWB 

2040 Polk St. Su ite 215, San Francisco CA 
94 1 09; 415 474 BOSS, fax: 415 775 2125 

Hard Disk ToolKit; Hammer hard drives 
Fyock, Lee 

520 Boston Rd, Billerica MA 01B21 
Wavicle 

G.11/ery Effects/ Aldus Consumer Div 
Carnevale, Giuseppe 

via Niutta 36 80128, Napoli Italy 
BAD 

Gatekeeper I Johnson. Chris 
Gat orB ox I Cayman 
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CCC Technologies (General Computer) 
580 Winter St, Waltham MA 02154; 800 
422 7777, 617 890 0880, fax: 617 890 0822 

hard disks; laser and inkjet printers 
GDT Softworks 

4664 Lougheed Hwy, Suite 188, Burnaby BC 
Canada VSC 6B7; 800 663 6222, 604 291 
9121, fax: 604 291 9689 

BetterWriters; PowerPrint 

Ceagan, J. 
7 H Laurel Hill Rd, Greenbelt MD 20070 

D isKeeper 

Generation Systems 
2648 Patton Rd, St Paul MN 55113; 800 
325 581 1, 612 633 5222, fax: 612 6331083 

external monitors; video-out NuBus cards 

Generic CADD I Autodesk 
Geometer's Sketchpad I Key Curriculum 

Glider I Casady & Greene 

GNU Chess I Andre, Airy 
COfer I Microlytics 

CO hard disk mechanism I Quantum 

Co Junior I Toyogo 

Cold Brick I Transfinite 

Gold Disk 
5155 Spectrum Way #5, Mississauga ON 
Canada L4W SA 1; 800 465 3375, 416 602 
4000, fax: 416 602 4001 

Animation Works 
Colden Triangle Computers 

4849 Ronson Ct, San Diego CA 921 11 ; 800 
326 1858, 619 279 2100, fax: 619 279 1069 

DiskTwin; Twinlt 

Go Master I Toyogo 
GooPanel I Bollinger, Steve 
Graphic Management Group 

1003 Summit Lake Dr, Valhalla NY 10595; 800 
346 6828; 914 769 7800, fax: 914 769 895 1 

Aperture Nctworker; Aperture Pro 

Cr.1phisoft 
400 Oyster Point Blvd, Suite 429, South San 
Francisco CA 94000; BOO 344 3468, 415 
737 8665, fax: 41 5 B71 54B1 

ArchiCAD 

Craphsoft 
8370 Court Av, Suite 202, Ellicott City MD 
21043; 410 461 94B8, fax: 410 461 9345 

M iniCad+ 
Gravis Computer I sec Advanced Gravis 

Great Gantt! I Varcon 
Great Plains Software 

1701 38th St SW, Fargo NO 581 03; 800 
456 0025, 701 201 0550, fax: 701 2B1 3322 

Great Plains Accounting 

Great Wave Software 
5353 Scotts Va lley Dr, Scotts Valley CA 
95066; 408 43B 1990, fax: 408 438 7171 

ConcertWare+; KidsTime; NumberMaze 
Gre.1tWorks I Symantec 

Group Technologies 
1408 N Fillmore St, Suite 10, Arlington VA 
22201; 800 476 B781 , 703 528 1555, fax: 
703 528 3296 

Aspects 
Gum-P I After Hours 
Hammer hard drives I FWB 

Hammermill/lnternational Paper 
1540 E Lake Rd, Erie PA 16533; 814 456 8811 

laser printer paper 
HandiWorks I MacVonk • USA 
H.1ngman Plus I Winograd, Ken 

Hard Disk Too/Kit I FWB 
Hauer, David (writer) 

1641 Allston Way, Berkeley CA 94703 

Hayes Microcomputer Products 
5953 Peachtree Industrial Blvd, Norcross GA 
30092; 404 840 9200, fax: 404 447 0 178 

modems 
Headmaster I Prentke Romich 

HeapFixer ICE Software 
He.1pTool I Clendinning, Kerry 

Heizer Software 
Box 232019, Pleasant Hill CA 94523; BOO 
BBB 7667, 510 943 7667, fax: 510 953 68B2 

Compi lelt!; Excel add-on packages; tax 
templates 

Helix Technologies 
4100 Commercial Av, Northbrook IL 60062; 
BOO 364 HELX, 70B 49B BB52, fax: 70B 
29 1 7091 

Double Helix 
Help! I Teknosys 

Hewlett Packard 
3000 Hanover St, Palo Alto CA 94303 0890; 
BOO 752 0900, 41S B57 1501 , fax: 415 
B57551B 

DeskWriler; Laser)et 

Hidden Agenda I Scholastic 

H} 100i I Brother 
Holzgrafe, Rick 

Semicolon Software, Box 371, Cupertino CA 
95015 0371 

Scarab of Ra 
HoneyBee Software 

500 Rene Levesque Blvd W, Suite 1000, 
Montreal PQ Canada H 2Z 1 W7; 800 
6671233,514 954 0354, fax: 514 875 4230 

Fourth Power accounting sofware 
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Howard, Stephen (contributor) 
c/o MacWeek 

HyperActive Software 
5226 W Nokomis Pkwy. Minneapolis MN 
55417; 612 7241 596 

font sample catalogs 

HyperArrays I Clear Lake Research 

HyperCard I Claris 
/com Simulations 

648 S Wheeling Rd, Wheeling IL 60090; 800 
877 ICOM, 708 520 4440, fax: 708 459 3418 

OnCue II 

11/ustrator I Adobe 
Image Club Grapltics 

1902 11th St SE, Suite 5, Calgary AB Ca nada 
T2G 3G2; 800 661 941 0, 403 262 8008, 
fax: 403 261 7013 

ArtRoom (cl ip art); LellerPress (fonts) 

Image Writer I Apple 
Imaging Products 

12696 Rockhavcn Rd, Chesterland OH 
44026; 216 285 2813, fax : 216 285 4516 

laser printer labels, paper and trans
parencies 

Imprimatur Design Systems 
955 Massachusetts Av, Cambridge MA 
021 39; 61 7 864 7744, fax: 617 864 0035 

PostScript fonts 

In Control I Allain 

Indiana jones & the Last Crus.1de I LucasArts 
Individual Software 

5870 Stoneridge Dr #1 , Pleasanton CA 
94588; 800 822 3522, 510 734 6767, fax : 
510 734 8337 

Excel add-on pack<lges; PowerMacros 

lnfini D I Specular 

Infinity 40 Turbo drive I PLI 

lnfogrip 
5800 One Perkins PI #SF, Baton Rouge LA 
70808; BOO 397 0291, 504 766 8082, fax : 
504 766 4228 

Chord Keypad (aka The Bat) 

Informed Designer, Informed Manager I Shana 
lnforum I MacVonk • USA 
lnitlnfo Pro I Baseline 
/nitPicker I M icroseeds 
In/inc Design 

308 Main St, Lakeville CT 06039 1204; 800 
453 767 1, 203 435 4995, fax : 203 435 1091 

Swamp Gas 
Innovative D.1/a Design (100) 

135 0 Mason Ci r, Concord CA 94520; 
51 0 680 6818, fax: 51 0 680 11 65 

Dreams; M acDraft II 

Insight series I Peachtree 
lnsigni.1 Solutions 

526 Clyde Av, Mountain View CA 94043; 800 
848 7677, 41 5 694 7600, fax: 41 5 964 5434 

AccessPC; SoftAT; Soft PC 
lnsite Peripherals 

4433 Fortran Or, San Jose CA 95134; 
408 946 8080, 408 946 4403 

floptical drives 
Insomnia I Somogyi, Stephen 

lnst.1nt Address Book I Portfolio 
lnst.1nt Upd.1te I On Technology 
Instant-Wake (in Power Book Utilities) I 

Connectix 

Intelligent Instrument I Dr T's Music 
lnterfax 24/ 96 I Abaton 
lntergraph 

289 Dunlop Blvd, Huntsvi lle AL 35894; 800 
345 4856, 205 730 2000, fax: 205 730 9491 

MicroStation Mile 

Interplay 
37 10 S Susan, Santa Ana CA 92704; 800 969 
GAME, 714 545 900 1, fax: 714 549 5075 

Bailie Chess 
lntcr•Pol/ I Apple 
In Touch I Advanced 
Intuit 

155 Linfield Dr, Menlo Park CA 94025; BOO 
624 8742, 41 5 322 0573, fax: 41 5 322 1599 

Quicken 

Iomega 
182 1 W 4000 S, Roy UT 84067; 800 456 
5522,801 778300~~x:801 7783460 

Bernoulli drives 

l TC (International Typeface Corporation) 
866 2nd Av, New York NY 1 0017; 800 634 
9325, 212 371 0699, fax: 212 752 4752 

outline fonts 

JAG I Ray Dream 
jet Fill 

1907 N Lamar, Suite 250, Austin TX 78705; 
800 749 2993, 512 479 8400, fax: 512 
479841 8 

inkjet cartridge refills 
JMP I SAS Institute 
}oliWrite I Widemann, Benoit 
Kawai America 

Box 9045, Compton CA 90224; BOO 
421 8048, 310 631 177 1, fax: 310 604 69 13 

K series M IDI keyboards 
Keller, Debra (copy-editing) 

849 Swanston Dr, Sacramento CA 95818 
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Kensington Microware 
2855 Campus Dr, San Mateo CA 94403; 800 
535 4242, 415 572 2700, fax: 41 5 572 9675 

cables; floor stands; screen filters; 
till/swivel stands; trackballs; TurboMouse 

Kent•Marsh 
3260 Sui Ross St, Houston TX 77098; 800 
325 3587, 713 522 5625, fax: 713 522 8965 

Encryptlnit; FolderBolt 
Keyboard Protector I Computer Covers 
Key Curriculum Press 

Box 2304, Berkeley CA 94702; 800 338 7638, 
510 548 2304, fax: 510 548 0755 

The Geometer's Sketchpad 
KeyFinder (in Norton Utilities) I Symantec 

Kid Pix I Brederbund 
Kids Time I Great Wave 
Kiwi Software 

6546 Pardall Rd, Santa Barbara CA 9311 7; 800 
321 5494, 805 685 403 1, fax: 805 968 1932 

Kiw iEnvelpoes! 
Klondike I Michael Casteel 

Kodak-see Eastman Kodak 
Kodani, Hiroyuki 

Blocker 
Koontz, Ty (indexer) 

5020 Rock Canyon Rd. Tucson AZ 85715; 
602 529 1788 

Koss 
4129 N Port Washington Av, Milwaukee WI 
532 12; 800 558 8305,414 964 5000, fax: 
414 964 86 15 

SA 30 amplified speakers 

K series MIDI keyboards I Kawai America 

La Cie 
8700 SW Creekside PI, Beaverton OR 97005; 
800 999 0143, 503 520 9000, fax: 520 9100 

hard drives; Silverlining 

La pLink Mac I Traveling Software 

Lari, Humayun S. 
LightningPaint 

Laserbo.ud New York (885) 
Q ueens NY; modem: 718639 8826 

Laser Factory 
91 5 Terminal Way, San Carlos CA 94070; 800 
359 5777, 41 5 595 4000, fax: 415 595 5600 

toner cartr idge refil ls 
Laser}et I Hewlett Packard 

LaserMaster 
7156 Shady Oak Rd. Eden Pr<l irie M N 
55344; 800 950 6868, 612 944 9330, f<1x: 
61 2 944 0522 

Unity 1 000 and other laser printers 

LaserStatus (in Mock Package Plus) ICE Software 
Laser Writers I Apple 
LaserWriter Utility I Apple 

Last Resort I Working Softwa re 
Lazy Dog Foundry 

316 Bates Av, St. Paul MN 55 1 06; 800 
876 9807, 612 291 0306, fax: 612 291 0481 

outline fonts; custom font service 

The Learning Company 
6493 Kaiser D r, Fremont CA 94555; 800 
852 2255, 510 792 2101 , fax: 510 792 9628 

Reader Rabbit; Super Solvers OutNumbered! 

Leitch, jim 
61 Shaughnessy Blvd, Willowdale O N 
Canada M 2J 1 H9; fax: 416 496 0802 

Address Book; Set Clock 

Lester I Lightwave 
Letraset USA 

40 Eisenhower Dr. Paramus, NJ 07653; 800 
343 8973, 201 845 6100, fax : 20 1 845 4708 

Fontek; FontStudio; LetraStudio 

Letter• Perfect 
6606 Soundview Dr, G ig Harbor WA 98335; 
206851 5158, fax:206851 11 58 

PostScript fonts 
LetterPress / Image Club 
Letter Writer Plus / Power Up 
Lewis, Hal (technical illustrations) 

App le-day Graphics, 11 67 Burrows, San 
Francisco CA 94 134; 415 586 057 1 

Liaison I Farallon 
Liberty Systems 

160 Saratoga Av 1138, Santa Clara CA 9505 1; 
408 983 11 27, fax: 408 243 2885 

floppy, floptica l and hard disks 

Ligl!tningPaint I Lari, Humayun S. 

LightningScan I Thunderware 

Lightwave Technologies 
16595 W Easton Av, Prairie View IL 60069; 
708 634 I 700, fax: 708 634 1880 

Lester 
Lim, john 

18 Nottingwood St, Doncaster E 3109, 
Victoria Australia 

Moire 
Lindenberg, Joachim 

Roonstrasse 26c, W 7 500 Karlsruhe 1, 
Germany; Apple link GER.XSEOO 1 0 

Broadcast 

Linotype Hell 
425 Oser Av, Hauppauge N Y 11 788; 800 
633 1900, 516 434 2000, fax: 516 434 2706 

imagesellers 
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Living Trust I No lo 

LocaiPeek I AG Group 

LocaiTalk I Apple 
Logitech 

6505 Kaiser Dr, Fremont CA 94555; 
510 795 8500, 510 792 8901 

MouseMan; ScanMan 32; TrackMan 

Lookup I Working Software 

Loom I lucasArts 

Lotus Development 
55 Cambridge Pkwy, Cambridge MA 02 142; 
BOO 343 5414, 617 577 8500, fax: 617 
693 39B1 

l otus 1 2 3 

LucasArts Entertainment 
lucasArts Games Division, Box 10307, San 
Rafael CA 94912; BOO STAR WAR, 41 5 
721 3300, fax: 41 5 72 1 3342 

Indiana Jones & the l<tst Crusade; loom 

L View Display System I Sigmil Designs 
Mac Warehouse 

1690 Oak St. l ilkewood NJ 08701 3013; 000 
255 5227, 90B 367 0440, fax: 90B 905 9279 

MacCable line I Monster Cable 

MacCalc I Bravo 
MacConnection 

14 Mill St, Marlowe NH 03456; BOO 
334 4444, BOO 622 54 72 fax: 603 446 779 1 

mai l-order Mac products 
MacBravo! f ,lcilitiesl Schlumberger 

MacDraft I Innovative Datil Design 
MacDraw and Pro I Claris 

MacGard I Systems Control 
Maclnfo (88S) 

Newark CA; modem: 510 795 8062 

MaclnTax I ChipSoft 

Macintosh computers I Apple /I( you need this 
entry, you're in serious troub/e.-AN/ 

M.1cintosh Memory Guiclc I Connec tix 
Macintosh PC Exclr.1ngc I Ap ple 
Macintosh Product Registry I Redgate 

Macintosh Survival Course I Data-Tech 

Maclabel Pro I Avery De nnison 
MacLinkP/us/Tr.lllslators I Data Viz 
Macman I Butler, Jo hn 

MacMoney I Survivor Software 
MacNet I Connect 
Mac 101E Keyboard I Data Desk 
MacPaint I Clari s 

M.1cProducts USA 
608 W 22nd St, Austin TX 78705 5116; 00 0 
622 34 75, 512 4 72 8BB1, fax: 512 499 OOBB 

Magic drives 

MacRecorder I Macromedia 
MacRenderMan I Pix<tr 

Macromedia 
600 Townsend, San Francisco CA 941 03; BOO 
288 4797,4 15 442 0200, fax: 41 5 442 0190 

Acce lerator; Director; Fil mMaker; 
MacRecorder; MacroMind Three D; 
ModeiShop; SoundEdi t Pro; SwiveiMan; 
Swivel 3D 

M .1croMind Three D I Macromedia 

M.1cT.1ble I Scan Co 

MacTilt I Ergotron 
Mac Too ls I Central Point 
MacTopasl AT&T Gr<~phics 

M.1cTrac I MicroSpeed 

M.1cUscr 
950 Tower ln 18th Fl, Foste r City CA 94404; 
000 627 2247 (subscriptions). 415 378 5600, 
fax: 415 37B 6903 

MacVonk• Canada 
940 6th Av SW 111 10 0. Calgary AB Canada 
T2P 3T1 ; 403 232 6545, fax: 403 232 6425 

RagTime 

MacVonk• USA 
313 lona Av, Nilrberth PA 19072; 
215 660 0606, fax: 215 668 4360 

H<tndiWorks; lnforum; NetOctopus 
Mac Week 

301 Howard St, San Francisco CA 94 1 OS; 
415 243 3551 

M.1cworld 
501 Second St. Suite 500, San Francisco CA 
94 1 07; 800 288 6848 (subscriptions), 415 
243 0505, fax: 415 442 0766 

M.1cWrite I Claris 

M.1gcndanz, Clrad 
20 7 Shannon Dr SE, Bainbridge Island WA 
9811 0; 206 780 060B 

SCSI Accelerator 

Magic drives / MacProducts USA 
M.1gic Software 

2239 Frankli n St. Be llevue NE 60005; 800 
342 6243, 402 29 1 0670, fax 402 291 1211 

Power Icons 

M.1il I Microsoft 
M.1inst.1y 

531 1 B Derry Av. Agoura Hills CA 91301; 
8 18 991 6540, fax 810 991 4587 

Capture; ClickPasle 
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Maitreya Design 
Box 120135, Eugene OR 97440; 503 342 2133 4 

miniWriter 

Maki, Ken (technical editor) 
Systems Management Consu lting, 3924 
Webster St, Oakland CA 94609; Applelink: 
KMaki 

M anaging Your Money I Meca 
Manhattan Graphics 

250 E Hartsda le Av, Hartsdale NY 1 0530; BOO 
572 6533, 914 725 20413, fax: 914 725 2450 

Ready,Set,Gol 
Mariah I Symmetry 

Martin, john and Clyde Person 
CryptoSolve 

Mass Microsystems 
810 W Maude Av, Sun nyvale CA 9401!6; 800 
522 7979, 408 522 1200, fax : 408 733 5499 

DataPak cartridge drives; Rival monitors 
Masterfinder (in File Director)/ Fifth Generation 

Master Tmcks Pro I Passport Designs 

Masterjuggler I AI soft 
Matazzoni, joe (writer) 

433 Cavour St, Oakland CA 9461 8 

M.1xa 
11 6 N Maryland Av, Suite 100, Glenda le CA 
91 206; 800 788 6292, Ill a 5431300, fax: 
8185430104 

Snooper 

M.uima I Connectix 
Maxis 

Two Thea tre Sq, Suite 230, Orinda CA 
94563 3041; BOO 33 MAXIS, 510 254 9700, 
fax: 510 253 3736 

SimCity Supreme 

Max tor 
211 Riveroaks Pkwy. San Jose CA 95134; 800 
262 9867, 408 432 1700, fax: 408 432 4698 

hard drives 

M cFarlane, G.Jrrick 
4 Churchill Rd, Wimborne Dorset, BH21 
2AU UK 

Sample Editor 
MCI Mail 

1111 19th St NW #500, Washington DC 
20036; 800 444 6245, 202 833 8484, fax: 
202416 5858 

e-mail servi ce 
Meca Softw.1re 

55 Walls Dr, Fa irfield CT 06430 091 2; 800 
288 6322, 203 255 7562, fax: 203 256 5195 

Managing Your Money 

Meeting M.1ker I On Technology 

MEl/Micro Center 
11 00 Steelwood Rd. Columbus OH 43212; 
BOO 634 3478,614 481 44 17, fax: 614 
486 6417 

floppy disks 

Menu fonts I Dubi-Ciick 

Metamorphosis Professional I Altsys 
Metatec 

700 1 Discovery Blvd, Dublin O H 4301 7; 800 
637 3472,614 761 2000, fax: 614 761 4110 

Nautilus 

Meyer, Chuck (technical editor) 
2450 Warring #2 1, Berkeley CA 94704 

Meyer Softw.ue 
616 Continental Rei, Hatboro PA 19040; 
215 675 3890, fax: 215 675 3873 

On The Air 
Microcom Software Division 

500 River Ridge Dr, Nof\vood MA 02062; 800 
822 8224, 61 7 551 1000, fax: 617 551 1968 

Citadel ; 911 Utilities 
Microfrontier 

3401 101 st St, Suite E, Des Moines lA 
50322; 800 388 8109, 515 270 8109, fax: 
515 278 6828 

Enhance 
Micro Laser PS17 I Texas Instruments 
Microlytics 

Two Tobey Vi llage Office Pk, Pittsford NY 
14534; 800 828 6293, 716 248 91 so, 
fax:71 6 248 3868 

GOfer; \1\lord Finder Plus 

MicroNet Technology 
20 Mason, Irv ine CA 92718; 714 837 6033, 
fax: 714 837 1164 

hard drives; NuPort 

MicroPhone I Software Ventures 

Microseeds 
2A Dorsetln, W ill iston VT 05495; 800 
453 767 1,802 879 3365, fax: 802 879 4602 

!nitPicker; Redux; Rival; Screen Gems 

Microsoft 
O ne Microsoft Way, Redmond WA 980S2; 
800 426 9400, 206 882 8080, fax: 206 
936 7329 

Excel ; Fi le; Milil ; Office; PowerPoint; 
Schedule+; Word; Works 

MicroSpeed 
44000 O ld Warm Springs Blvd, Fremont CA 
94538; 800 232 7888, 41 5 490 1403, fax : 
41 5490 1665 

MacTrac; MicroTrac 
MicroStation Mac I lntergraph 
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Micro Tech International 
158 Commerce St, East Haven CT 06512; 800 
626 4276, 203 468 6223, fax: 203 467 8124 

hard drives; SyQuest drives; Transport 
Micro Touch Systems 

55 Jonspin Rd, Wi lmington MA 01887 9865; 
800 866 6873, 506 694 9900, fax: 506 
694 9980 

The UnMouse 
MicroTrac I MicroS peed 

MID/Interface I Passport Designs 

MIDI keyboards / Roland, Yamaha 
MIDI Translator I Opcode 
Miller, john I see Big Fish 

Millimac Licensing 
188 Michael Way, Santa Clara CA 95051; 
408 984 0700, fax: 406 964 7456 

The First Ever Clam & Crilfl Cookbook 

MiniCad+ I Graphsoft 

miniWriter I Maitreya Design 
Minor Repairs (in 9 11 Utilities) I M icrocom 

Mirror (in Mac Tools) I Central Point 

Mirror Technologies 
2644 Patton Rd, Rosevi lle MN 55 1 13; 800 
654 ·Si94, 612 633 4450, fax: 612 633 3136 

hard drives; monitors; scanners 

M iserey, Frederic 
·. , ,.. . ·: UnScrolly 

.. ~:·~ .. · .. ~. :·· .. · , ~ .·. , .. · .. ·: : .;· .Miti:hC/1, john 
·:. ·: · , ·,.: ' · . .::'\ .. ·· MacMaster Systems, 106 E Fremont, Suite 37, 
• .' ... ·:, :: .. · ..... · .~ •. : ·' Sunnyvale CA 94087; 406 773 9834 

·. · ' · Fedit Plus 

MNP Support I Microcom 

Mobius Technologies 
1125 At lantic Av #.1 00, Alameda CA 94501; 
600 523 7933,510 654 0556, fax: 510 
523 8452 

monitors 
M ock Package Plus Utililes ICE Software 
Mode32 I Apple 

Mode/Shop II I Macromedia 

Moire I Lim, John 
M onotype 

53 W Jackson Blvd #504, Chicago IL 60604; 
600 666 6897,312 855 1440, fax: 312 
939 0378 

fonts 
Monroe, Fred 

Applelink: fredom; 406 862 3053 (summer), 
313 662 4073 (fall) 

Basura 

Monster Cable Products 
274 Wallis Way, S San Francisco CA 94080; 
415 871 6000, fax: 415 871 6555 

MacSpeakers 
More I Symantec 
More Disk Space I Alysis 

mouse cleaning kit I Curti s 
MouseMan I Logitech 

Mouse Pen Pro I Appoint 

MouseStick I Advanced Gravis 

Mr File I Soft ways 
Multi-Ad Services 

1720 W Detwei ller Dr, Peoria IL 61615; 800 
447 1950, 309 692 1530, fax: 309 692 5444 

Multi-Ad Creator; Multi-Ad Search 

MultiC/ip I O lduvai 
Multiledger I CheckMark 
MultiMaster (in Now Utilities) I Now Software 

MusicProse I Coda Music 

My DataBase I ShopKeeper 

M. Y.O.B. I Teleware 

myWord! I Helme, Pete 
N.1tion.1/ Federation of the Blind 

1600 johnson St, Bn ltimore MD 21230; 
410 659 93 14, fax: 410 685 5653 

Computer Science User Group 
National Tcle-Press 

Box 98, Newton MA 02159; 800 446 0986, 
61 7 332 5507 

SuperMOM 

Nautilus I Melillec 

Navigator I CompuServc 
NEC Technologies 

Professionill Systems D ivision, 1255 M ichael 
Dr, Wood Dale IL 60191 ; 600 366 6888, 
708 660 9500, fax: 706 860 5612 

CD ROM drives; monitors; Silenlwriter 

Net Modem I Shiv a 
NetOctopus I MacVonk• USA 
NetSeri.1 / I Shiv a 

Network Resources Corpora tion (NRC) 
736 S Hillview Dr, Mi lpitas CA 95035; 
406 263 6100, fax: 406 263 8121 

Ethernet cards 
New Horizons Software 

206 Wild Basin Rd #1 09, Aust in TX 78746; 
512 328 6650, fax: 512 328 1925 

WordMaker 
New Math BI.JSter Plus / Davidson 
NewTec 

215 SE 6th 51, Topeka KS 66603; 800 
847 61 11 , 913 354 11 46, fax: 913 23 1 0101 

Video Toaster 
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911 Utilities / Microcom 
Nisus Software (formerly Paragon Concepts) 

1 07 S Cedros Av, Solana Beach CA 9207 5 
1900; 800 922 2993,619 481 1477, fax: 
619 481 6154 

Nisus; Nisus Compact 

Nolo Press 
950 Parker St, Berkeley CA 9471 0; 
510 549 1976, fax : 510 548 5902 

living Trust; Personal RecordKecpcr; 
Wi iiMaker; se lf-help lega l gu ides 

Norstad, john 
Academic Computing & Network Service, 
Northwestern U niversity, 2129 Sheridan Rei, 
Evanston IL 60208 

Disinfectant 
Norton Utilities I Syrnantec 

Norton, W. W. 
500 Fifth Av, New York NY 1011 0; 800 
233 4830, 212 354 5500, fax: 800 458 65 15 

The Blind Watchmaker 
Novell 

2180 Fortune Dr, San j ose CA 95131; BOO 
526 5463 (sa les on ly), 408 434 2300, fax: 
408 954 9930 

Ethernet cards 
NowMenus (in Now Utilities) I Now Software 
Now Software 

319 SW Washington St 11 th Fl, Portland O R 
97204; techn ical support: 503 274 281 0, 
503 274 2800, fax: 503 274 0670 

Now Utilities 
NP60APL I AEG/Oiympia 
NRC I see Network Resources Corpora tion 

NumberMaze I Great Wave 

NuPort I Micro Net 
Nycov covers / Computer Covers 
Oasis I Time Arts 

Odonian Press 
Box 7776, Berkeley CA 94707; 510 4083, 
510 524 3143, fax: 510 524 4185 

The Real Story series 
O ffice I Microsoft 
Okidata 

532 Fellowship Rd, Mount Laurel NJ 08054; 
609 235 2600, fax: 609 778 4184 

printers 

Olduvai 
7520 Red Rd, South Miami FL 33 143; 800 
822 0772, 305 665 4665, fax: 305 665 0671 

MultiCiip 
Olympia /see AEG/Oiympia 
OmniPage Direct .1ncl Professional I Caere 

Omnis 7 I Blyth 
OnCue I lcom Simulations 

1-2-3 I Lotus 
On Technology 

155 Second St, Cambridge MA 02141; 800 
548 8871, 617 876 0900, fax: 617 876 039 1 

Instant Update; Meeting M aker 

On The Air I Meyer Software 
Opcocle Systems 

3950 Fabian Way, Suite 100, Palo Alto CA 
94303; 415 856 3333, fax: 415 856 3332 

EZ Music Starter Ki t; EZ Vision; MIDI 
Translator; Studio Plus Two; Vision 

Optima/32 I Connectix 

Oster, D.lVid 
Mosaic Codes, 2 140 Shattuck Av, Suite 
2036, Berkeley CA 94704 

Cal 

Outbound Systems 
4840 Pearl East Cir, Boulder CO 8030 1; 800 
444 4607, 303 786 9200, fax: 303 786 8611 

portab le Macs 
Pacer Softw.1re 

7911 Herschel Av, Suite 402, La Jolla CA 
92037; 619 454 0605,619 454 6267 

PacerForum 

Pacman /M . Tsuji 
The Page I Page Works 

l'age Studio Graphics 
3175 N Price Rd Ill 050, Chandler AZ 
85224; 602 839 2763 (voice and fax) 

PI Xymbols fon ts 

P.1geMaker I Aldus 

P.1geWorks 
Box 14493, Chicago 11 60614; 
312 348 1200, fax: 312 404 0717 

The Page 

Painter I Fractal Design 
Panamax 

1 SO Mitchell Blvd, San Rafael CA 94903; BOO 
472 5555, 415 499 3900, fax : 415 472 5540 

surge protectors 

l'anorama I Pro Vue 

l'.1per Direct 
205 Chubb Av, Lyndhurst Nj 07071 0618; 800 
272 7377, 201 507 5488, fax: 201 507 0817 

laser printer paper 
ParaFont I Design Science 
l'artridge, Bruce 

1209 S 25 th St, Lincoln N E 68502; 
402 476 2739 

Sav-0-Mati c 
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Passport Designs 
100 Stone Pine Rd, Half Moon Bay CA 
94019; 41S 726 02BO, fax: 415 726 2254 

Encore; Master Tracks Pro; MIDI 
Interface; Turbo Trax 

Pastel Development 
11 3 Spring St, New York NY 1 0012; BOO 7 56 
BS53 (sa les), 212 941 7500, fax; 212 431 3079 

DayM aker 
Pattern 100 I Atlanti c 

PattemMover DA I Dubi-Ciick 

Peachpit Press 
2414 Sixth St, Berkeley CA 94710; BOO 
283 9444,510 527 8555, fax; 510 54B 5991 

Macintosh books 

Peachtree Software 
150S Pavilion PI, Norcross GA 30093; BOO 
247 3224, 404 564 5BOO, fax; 404 564 5BBB 

Accounting series; Insight 

Personal Laser Printer I GCC 
Personal LaserWriters I Apple 

Personal Press I Aldus 
Personal RecordKeeper I Nolo 
Personal Tr,lining Systems 

82B S Bascom Av, Suite 100, San Jose CA 
9512B; BOO B32 2499, 40B 2B6 3843, lax; 
408 977 1166 

interactive audio tra ining (for QuarkXPress) 
Persona Technologies/see Monster Cable Products 
Persuasion I Aldus 

PGA Tour Golf/ Electron ic Arts 

PC Music 
111 266 Elmwood Av, Buffa lo NY 14222; BOO 
26B 6272, 41 6 52B 236B, fax : 416 577 4704 

Band in a Box Professional 
PhoneNet I Farallon 

PictureBook+ I Loop Software is now defunct; 
the product was sold to Now Software for 
inclusion in next version of Now Utilities 

Pina, Larry 
47 M eadow Rd, Westport MA 02790 

Test Pattern Generator 
Pivot monitors/ Radius 
Pixar 

1001 W Cutting Blvd, Richmond CA 94B04; 
BOO 937 3179,510 236 4000, fax : 510 236 
038B 

MacRendcrMan; Showplace 

The P/,1yroom I B raderbund 
PLI (Peripheral Land) 

47421 Bayside Pkwy, Fremont CA 9453B; BOO 
28B B754, 510 657 2211, fax; 510 6B3 9713 

CD ROM drives; In finity 40 Turbo hard 
drive; SyQuest removable hard drives 

Plus I Spinnaker 

PMMU chip I Connectix 
Polic, Robert 

29 Dunslec Way, Scotts Va lley CA 95066 
SCSI Probe 

PopChar I Blaschek, Gunther 

Porta Drive I CD Technology 
Portfolio Systems 

10062 Miller Av, Suite 201, Cupert ino CA 
95014; BOO 729 3966, 40B 252 0420, fax: 
40B 252 0440 

Dynodcx; Instant Address Book; 
SmartScrap and the Clipper; Super Glue 

POS-JM I Ensign 

Postcraft International 
27B11 Hopkins Av, Suite 6, Valencia CA 
91355; B05 257 1797, fax; 805 257 1759 

Effects Spec ialist 
PowerBook Utilities I Connectix 
PowerBoost Utilities I Baseline 
PowerDr,J w I Engineered 

Powered Partners / Acoustic Research 
Powerlcons/ Magic 

PowerMacros / Individual 
PowerPoint I Microsoft 
PowerPrint I GDT 

PowerStation (in File Director) I Fifth Generation 
Power Up Software 

2929 Cilmpus Dr, Box 7600, San Mateo CA 
94403; BOO 851 2917, 41 5 34S 5900, fax; 
415 345 5575 

Address Book Plus; Letter Writer Plus 
Powerview I Rildius 

Praxis I Coy, Gary 

Precision Type 
47 Mall Dr, Commack NY 11 725 5703; 800 
24B 366B, 516 B64 1024, fax: 516 543 5721 

PostScript fonts 
Premiere I Adobe 
Presenter Professional I VIOl 

Prodigy 
445 Hamilton Av, White Plains NY 10601; 
BOO PRODIGY 

Profiler (in Now Utilit ies) I Now Software 

Prograp!J I TGS 

Pro Tools I Digidesign 
Pro Vue Development 

15180 Transistor Ln, Huntington Beach CA 
92649; BOO 966 7B7B, 714 B92 B199, fax: 
714 B93 4B99 

Panorama 
Public Folder I Claris 
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Publish! 
501 Second St, Suite 600, San Francisco CA 
94107; 800 274 5116 (subscriptions), 
41S 243 0600, fax: 41S 442 1891 

Pyro I Fifth Generation 
PZM microphone I Radio Shack 

QMS 
One Magnum Pass, Mobile AL 36618; 800 
63 1 2692,205 633 4300, fax: 20S 633 0116 

laser printers 
Quadram 

1 Quad Way, Norcross GA 30093; 
404 923 6666, fax: 404 564 S528 

QuadFiextra drive 

QuadFiextra drive I Quadram 
Quantum Commercial Products 

SOO McCarthy Blvd, Milpitas CA 95035; 800 
624 5545,408 894 4000, fax: 408 894 32 18 

hard drives 
Quark 

1800 Grand St, Denver CO 80203; 800 
788 7835, 303 894 8888, fax: 303 894 3395 

QuarkXPress; XTensions 

QuickDex I Casady & Greene 

Quicken / Intuit 
QuicKeys & QuickMail ICE Software 

Quick Time I Apple 

Quote I nit I Stein, Lincoln D. 
Radio Shack 

1500 One Tandy Ctr, Ft Worth TX 761 16; 
817 390 3011 

PZM microphone 

Radius 
1710 Fortune D r, San jose CA 95 131; 
408 434 1010, fax: 408 434 0127 

accelerator boards; monitors 

Rocket accelerator cards I Radius 

RagTime / M acVonk• Canada 

RAM Check I Tim Capps and Mike Friese 
Ram Preserves I Mcl eod, Richard D. 

RasterOps 
2500 Walsh Av, Santa Clara CA 9505 1; 800 
729 2656, 408 562 4200, fax: 408 562 4065 

monitors; video-out NuBus cards 

Ray Dream 
1804 N Shoreline Blvd, Mountain View CA 
94043; 800 846 0111 , 415 960 0765, fax: 
415 960 11 98 

JAG; Ray Dream Designer 
Reader Rabbit I Learning Co 
Re,1dy,Set,Go! I Manhattan Graph ics 

Real Story series I Odonian 

Redgate Communications 
660 Beachland Blvd, Vero Beach Fl 32963; 
800 333 8760, 497 231 6904, fax: 407 
231 6847 

Macintosh Product Registry 
Redux I Microseeds 

Regional Typogr.1hers 
229 Bedford Av, Bellmore NY 11 71 0; 800 
854 3443, 516 785 4422, fax: 516 785 4173 

Font Info 

repeaters/ Farallon Computing 
Resfdit I Apple 

Resolve I Claris 

Retriever I Exodus 
Retrospect I Dantz 

R50 drive I Microtech 
Ricoh 

3001 Orchard Pkwy, San j ose CA 95134; 
408 432 8800, fax: 408 432 8372 

ex ternal hard drives 
Rival I Microseeds 
Roland 

7200 Dominion Cir, Los Angeles CA 90040; 
213 685 5141, fax: 213 722 091 1 

MIDI keyboards; sound modules 
RollerMouse I CH Produc ts 
Rosenthal, Leonard (contributor) 

do Aladdin Systems 
DTPrinter 

Rotenstein, john 
Box 165, Double Bay, NSW 2028, Australia 

Temperament 
Rubin, Charles (author) 

15 l-lomes1e.1d Rd, Sedona AZ 86336 

Safe Sleep I Steinberg, Bill 
Salient Software 

124 Universi ty Av, Suite 300, Palo Alto CA 
94301;415321 5375,fax:415321 5378 

AutoDoubler; DiskDoubler 

SAM I Symantec 
Sample Editor I McFarlane, Garrick 
Sargon VI Activision 
SAS Institute 

SAS Campus Dr, Cary NC 27513; 
919 677 8000, fax : 919 677 8 166 

)MP 

SA 30 amplified speakers I Koss 
S,JV-0-Matic I Partridge, Bruce 

SBTCorp-
One Harbor Or, Sausa lito CA 94965; 800 
2277193, 415J319900,fax:415 3311951 

accounting software 
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ScanCo 
Box 3217, Redmond WA 98073; BOO 
722 6263, 206 481 5434, fax: 206 4B5 1255 

Mac Table 

ScanMan I Logilech 
ScanTrac/ Pixel 
Scarab of Ra I Rick Holzgrafe 

Schedule+ I Microsoft 

Schlumberger Technologies 
CAD/CAM Division, 4251 Plymouth Rd, Ann 
Arbor Ml 4Bl 06; 800 366 0060, BOO 247 2686 

MacBravol Facilit ies 
Scholast ic Software 

730 Broadway, New York NY 10003; BOO 
541 55 13, 212 505 6006, fax: 212 353 8219 

Hidden Agenda: Scholastic Edition 
Screen Gems/ Microseeds 
Scroll Limit I Mcl eod, Ken 
SCSI Accelerator I Magendanz, Chad 

SCSI Evaluator I Long, Wi lliam 

SCSI Info I Easterday, Bob 

SCSI Probe I Po lie, Robert 

SCSI Tool I Arborworks 

SculfJt 3D/ Byte by Byte 
Userland Software 

400 Seaport Ct, Suite 202, Redwood City CA 
94063; BOO 845 1772 (sa les), 415 369 6600, 
fax:4153696618 

Frontier 

Sector Collector (in 9 I 1 Utilities) I Microcom 
Seiko Instruments 

2990 W Lomita Blvd, Torrance CA 90S05; 800 
873 4508,310 517 7810, fax: 310 517 8122 

monitors; Smart Label Printer Plu 

Selby, Michelle (printing) I see Consolidated 
Printers 

Set Clock I Leitch, Jim 
Set Paths I Tomlin, Bruce 
SF/0 

2239 Franklin St, Bellevue NE 68005; 
402 291 0113, fax: 402 291 1211 

easyPrint 
Shana 

9650 20th Av #1 OS, Edmonton AB Can.1da 
T6N 1 Gl ; 403 463 3330, fax: 403 463 3343 

Informed Designer; Informed Manager 
Sharp Electroni cs 

Sharp Plaza Box Fl, Mahwah N) 07430; 
201 529 9600, fax: 201 529 9637 

inkjet and laser printers 
Sire/den, Steve (margin icons) 

Sheldon Graphics, 7810 Paso Robles J\v, Van 
Nuys CA 91406; 818 343 9936 

Sherman, Barn.1rd David (copy-editing) 
2322 Ward St, Berkeley CA 94705; 
510 649 8426 

Shiva 
One Cambridge Center, Cambridge MA 
02142; 800 458 3550, 617 252 6300, fax: 
617 252 6852 

FastJ>ath ; NetModem; NetSerial 
ShopKeeper Publishing International 

Box 38160, Tallahassee Fl 323 15; 
904 2 2 2 8808, fax : 904 668 9916 

My DataBase; ShopKeeper Plus 
Showplace I Pixar 

Shulman Software 
1111 W El Camino Real, Sui te 109 MAC, 
Sunnyva le CA 94087 1 057; 408 245 1890, 
fax: 408 245 1891 

Font Display 

Siesta I Welch, Andrew 
Sigma Designs 

47900 Bayside Pkwy, Fremont CA 94538; BOO 
845 8086, 51 0 770 0100, fax: 51 0 770 2640 

monitors; SCSI monitors 
Silenhvril er Maci el 95 I NEC 

Silhouette I Emac 
Silicon Be.1cll /see Aldus Consumer Div 

Silly Noisy House I Voyager Co 
Silverlining I La Cie 
SimCity Supreme I Max is 
Simply Accounting I Computers Assoc. 

Singer, Randy B. (writer) 
788 21st Av, San Francisco CA 94121 ; 
41 5 668 5445 

Sitka 
950 Marina Village Pkwy. Alameda CA 
94501; 800 445 8677, 510 769 9669, fax: 
510 769 8771 

TOPS 

Smart Keys I Volaski, Maurice 
Smart L.1bel Printer Plus / Seiko 
SmartScr.1p and the Clipper I Portfol io 
Sn.lp/ol I Wildflower 
SndControl I Ettorc, Riccardo 

Snooper I Maxa 
SoftArc Online (885) 

Scarborough ON; modem: 41 6 609 2250 

SofiA T, Soft PC I Insignia 
Soft Solutions 

907 River Rd 1198, Eugene OR 97404; 
503 46111 36, fax: 503 461 2005 

flyback transformer parts kits 
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Softsync 
800 Douglas Entrance N Tower, Suite 355339, 
Coral Gables FL 33134; 800 933 2537 (sa les), 
305 444 0080, fax: 305 443 3255 

Accountant Inc 
Software Ventures 

2907 Claremont Av, Berkeley CA 94705; 800 
336 3478,510 644 3232, fax: 510 848 0085 

MicroPhone 
Soft ways 

5066 El Roble, San jose CA 95 110; 
408 970 9167, fax: 408 440 0620 

Mr File 
SoundEdit Pro I Macromedia 

Sound Mover I Ettore, Richard 

Sound Source Unlimited 
2985 E Hi llcrest Dr, Suite A, Westlake 
Village CA 91362; 800 877 4778, 805 
494 9996, 805 496 4917 

Star Trek Collection 

Sound Tools II I Digidesign 
SoundMaster I Tomlin, Bruce 

Spectrum HoloByte 
2490 Mariner Square loop, Alameda Ct\ 
94501; 800 695 GAME, 510 522 3584, fax : 
510 522 3587 

Tetris; Super Tetris; Wordtris 
Specul.1r International 

Box 808, Amherst MA 01 004; 
413 549 7600, fax: 413 549 1531 

lnfini D 
SpeedDisk (in Norton Utilities) I Symantec 

Speedometer I Berficld, Scott 
Spelling Coach Professional I Deneba 
Spells well I Working Software 

SpinO I Steinberg, Bi ll 

Spinnaker 
201 Broadway, Cambridge MA 02 139; 800 
323 8008 x 555, 617 494 1200, fax : 61 7 
494 0173 

Plus 
SQJX I Dutil, Marc E. 
Stack Runner I Claris 
StarController I Farallon 

Star Micronics 
420 l exington Av, Suite 2702, New York NY 
10170; 800 227 8274, 212 986 6770, fax: 
212 286 9063 

Starjet Sj 48 
St.1r Trek Collection I Sound Source 

St.1rjet S/411 I Star Micronics 

StarPak 
237 22nd St, Greely CO 8063 1; 
303 353 7650, fax: 303 352 6152 

DeskWriter resource version updates 

StartupSndlnit I Ettore, Riccardo 

St.liView I Abacus 
Stein, john 

the TypeBook 
Stein, Lincoln D. 

44 Boynton St #3, jamaica Plain MA 02130 
Quote lnit 

Steinberg, Bill 
Applelink : X0542, AOL: BillS NYC 

BootMan 

Stepping O ut I Berkeley Systems 
STF Technologies 

junction 170 & H wy 23, Concordia MO 
64020; 816 463 202 1, fax: 816 463 7950 

FaxSTF 
Stingray I CoStar 

Stor.1ge Dimensions 
1656 McCarthy Blvd, Milpilas CA 95035; 
408 954 0710, fax: 408 944 1200 

Data C<tnnon 
Strata 

2 W Saint Geuurgc Blvd, Suite 21 00, St 
George UT 84770; 000 6 STRATA, 801 
620 52 10, fax: 801 628 9756 

Strat<tVision 3d 

Str.1tegic Conc1uest I Delta Tao 
Streamline I Adobe 

Studio/ 7, /8,/32 I Electronic Arts 

Studio Plus Two I Opcode 
SturlyWare for SAT I Cli ffs StudyWare 
Stuf(lt I L<tu, Raymond 

Stufflt Deluxe and Lite I Aladdin 

Stunt Copter / Blehm, Duane 

Style Writer I App le 
Suitcase II I Fifth Generation 
SUM (in Norton Utilities) I Symantec 

SunShine 
Box 4351 , Austin TX 78765; 512 453 2334 

Visu<tl Del ights 

Super Boomerang (in Now Utilities) I Now 
Software 

SuperCard I Aldus 
SuperCiock! I Christenson, Steve 
SuperDisk! I A lysis 
SuperDrive I Apple 

Super Glue I Portfolio 
SuperLaserSpool I SuperMac 
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SuperMac Technologies 
485 Potrero Av, Sunnyvale CA 94086; 800 
345 9777, 408 245 2202, fax: 408 735 7250 

monitors; SuperlaserSpool; VideoSpigol 

SuperMOM I National Tele-Press 
SuperMouse I Z Nix 

SuperPainl I Aldus 
Super QuickDex I Casady & Greene 

Super Ruler I Ubillos, Randy 
Super Solvers OutNumbered! I l earning Co 
Super Telris l Spectrum Holobyte 
Super 3D I Aldus 

Supra 
1701 Supra Dr SW, Albany OR 9732 1; BOO 
727 8772, 503 9&7 2400, fax: 503 967 2401 

SupraFilxModem 
Survivor Software 

11 222 l il Cienega Blvd, Suite 450, Inglewood 
CA 90304; 310 410 9527, fax: 310 338 1406 

MacMoney 
Sutcliff, judith 

Electric Typographer, 22 16 Cliff Dr, Santa 
Barbara CA 93 109; 805 966 7563 

display fonts 

Swamp Gas I In line Design 
Switchboard I Data Desk 

Switcher I Hara, Keisuke 
SwiveiMan I Macromedia 
Symantec 

10201 Torre Av, Cupertino CA 95014; BOO 
44 1 7234, 408 253 9600, fax: 40B 252 4694 

GreaiWorks; More; Norton Uti ltitics; 
SAM; Think C 

Symmetry Software 
8603 E Royal Pa lm Rd #11 0, Scollsdillc AZ 
85258; BOO 624 2485, 602 998 9106, fax: 
602 991 0572 

Acta; Mariah 
SyQuest Technologies 

47071 Bayside Pkwy. Fremont CA 94538; 
510 226 4000, fax: 510 226 4100 

cartridge disk and drive OEM 

Systat 
1800 Shermiln Av, Suite 801, Evanston ll 
60201; 708 664 5670, fax: 7081492 3567 

Syslill 
System Connection 

441 Easlbily Blvd, Provo UT 84605; 800 
877 1985, 801 373 9800, fax: B01 373 9847 

cables 

System Picker I Aitken, Kevin 

Systems Control 
Box 788 M, North US #2, Iron Mountain M l 
49601; 800 451 6866, 906 774 8000, fax: 
906 779 4219 

MacGard 

Taste I Della Point 

T.1ttle T.1le I Hablutzel, Bob 
Teach Text I Apple 

Technology Works (aka Tech Works) 
4030 Braker ln W, Suite 350, Austin TX 
78759; 800 688 7466, 512 794 8533, fax: 
512 794 8520 

SIMMs 

Teknosys 
3923 Coconut Pa lm D r, Suite 111 , Tampa Fl 
33619; 800 B73 3494, 813 620 3494, fax: 
813 620 4039 

Help! 
TeleTypesetting 

3 11 Hilrvard St, Brookline M A 02146; 
617 734 9700, fax: 617 734 3974 

T Script Basic (regular and deluxe) 
Teleware 

300 Roundhill Dr, Rockaway NJ 07866; 800 
322 6962, 201 586 2200, fax : 201 586 8885 

M .Y.O.B .; developer of Managing Your 
Money (sec Mcca for sales) 

Temper.1ment I Rolcnstein, John 
Tempo I Affinity 
Test Pattern Genera tor I Pina, l arry 

Tetris I Spectrum HoloByte 

Texas C.lViar 
3933 Steck Av, Suite B 115, Austin TX 
7B759; 512 346 7887, fax: 512 346 1393 

Annabel's Dreilm of Ancien t Egypt 
Tex.1s Instruments 

Box 202230, Austin TX 78720; BOO 527 3500 
Micro l ascr PS17 

TGS Systems 
2745 Dutch Vi llage Rd, Hali fax NS C;~nada 
133l 4G7; 800 565 1978, 902 455 4446, fax : 
902 455 2246 

Prograph 

3Com 
5400 Bayfront Plazil, Santa Clara CA 95052; 
000 638 3266, 40B 764 5000, fax: 408 764 
5001 

Ethernet Cilrds 
3M 

3M Center, 51 J>ilul MN 55144 1000; 800 
362 3456, 61 2 733 1110, product info: 612 
733 5454 

electronics-sensit ive vacuum; floppy 
drive clcilner 
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Think C I Symantec 
Thumbelina I Appoint 

Thunder 7 I Baseline 
Thunderware 

21 O rinda Way, Orinda CA 94563; 800 
628 0693 (sales only), 510 254 6581, fax: 
510 254 3047 

LightningScan 
Thurmon, Pau/ann (copy-editing) 

5 Gordon St, Sausalito CA 94965; 415 331 2082 

Tidy It Up! I Fiems, Guy 

Timbuktu I Farallon 

Time Arts 
1425 Corporate Center Pkwy, Santa Rosa CA 
95407; 800 959 0509, 707 576 7722, fax: 
707 576 7731 

Oasis 
T/ Maker 

1390 Villa St, Mountain View CA 94041; 
415 962 0195, fax: 415 962 0201 

ClickArt; EPS images; WriteNow 
To Do! I Welch, Andrew 

Tomlin, Bruce 
15801 Chase Hill #1 09, San Antonio TX 78256 

Set Paths, SoundMasler 
TOPS/Sitka 

Touch Window I Ed mark 

Toyogo 
Box 25460, Honolulu HI 96B25; BOD 
B69 6469, BOB 396 2626, fax: BOB B396 4126 

Go Master; Go junior 

TrackMan I logilech 
Transfinite Systems 

Box N MIT Branch Post Office, Cambridge 
MA 02139; 617 969 9570 

The Gold Brick 

Transport I Micro Tech 

Trash Chute I Rogers, Melissa 
Traveling Software 

1B702 N Creek Pkwy. Bothell WA 9B011; 800 
343 BOBO, 206 4B3 BOBB, fax: 206 4BS 6786 

l aplink Mac Ill 
Trimar USA 

300 Paterson Plank Rd E, E Rutherford Nj 
07073; BOO B72 4454, 201 933 0199, fax: 
201 933 2371 

CompuNel 
True Type I Apple 
True vision 

7340 Shadel;md Station, Indianapolis IN 
46256 3919; BOD BSB B7B3, 317 B41 0332, 
fax: 317 576 7700 

video-out NuBus cards 

T Script Basic I Te leTypsetting 
TurboMouse I Kensington 
Turbo Trax I Passport Designs 

Twinlt I Golden Triangle 

II In A Mac I Compuler:Applicat ions 
TypeBook, the I Stein, j ohn 

TypeReader I ExperVision 

Type Reunion I Adobe 
TypeStyler I Brederbund 
Typist Plus Graphics I Caere 

Ubi/los, Randy 
c/o Computer:Appl ications 

Super Ruler 
UltraPaint I Deneba 

UNIC 
1330 Beacon St, Suite 320, Brookl ine MA 
02146; 617 731 1766, fax: 617 731 BD89 

Architrion II 
Unity 1000 I laserMaster 
UnMouse / MicroTouch 

UnScrolly I Miserey, Frederic 

Upfront I Alias Research 
U.S. MicroL.1bs 

1611 Headway Cir Bldg #3, Austin TX 
7B754; 512 339 0001, fax: 512 339 0002 

FontSizer 

Vacuum /3 M 
The Valis Group 

Box 422, Point Richmond CA 94B07; 510 
236 4124, fax: 510 236 03BB 

VG Shaders + VG looks 

Varcon Systems 
10509 San Diego Mission Rd, Suite K, San 
Diego CA 9210B; 619 563 6700,619 563 1986 

Great Gantt! 

V.uityper 
11 Ml Pleasant Av, East Hanover Nj 07936; 
800 631 B134, 201 BB7 BODO ext 999 

imagesellers; VT6DDW (laser printer) 

Venkatesh (gmphic production) 
510 465 9046 

Ventana Press 
Box 2468, Chapel Hi ll NC 27515; BOO B77 
7955 (faxed orders only), 919 942 0220, fax : 
919 942 11 40 

Macintosh books 

Ventura Software 
151 75 Innovation Dr, San Diego CA 92 12B; 
BOO B22 B221, 619 673 70172, fax: 619 
673 7672 

Ventura Publisher 
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Verbum 
670 7th Av 2nd Fl, San D iego CA 92 101; 
619 233 9977, fax: 619 233 9976 

VG Shaders + VG Looks I Valis 

Video Toaster I NewTec 

VideoShop I Diva 
VideoSpigot I SuperMac 
VIDI (Visual Development Information, Inc.) 

16309 Doublegrove St, La Puente CA 91744; 
B1B 91B B834, fax: 81B 91B 9935 

Presenter Professional 

Virtual I Connectix 
Virtus 

11 7 Edinburgh S, Su ite 204, Cary NC 27511 ; 
BOO B47 BB71 (sales only), 919 467 9700, 
fax: 919 460 4530 

WalkThrough 

Vision I Opcode 
Visual Delights I SunShine 

Voice Impact (regular and Pro) I Articu late 
Voice Record I Articulate 
Volaslci, Maurice 

1B201 Henry Av, Philadelphia PA 19128 
Smart Keys 

The Voyager Company 
1351 Pacific Coast Hwy, Santa Monica CA 
90401 ; BOO 446 2001,310 45 1 13B3, fax: 
310 394 2156 

AmandaStories (Vol 1-4); A Silly Noisy 
House 

VT600W I Varityper 
Wacom Technologies 

501 SE Columbia Shores Blvd, Suite 300, 
Vancouver WA 9B661; BOO 922 6613, 206 
750 6662, fax: 206 750 B924 

Wacom tablets 

WalkThrough I Virtus 

Wavic/e I Fyock, Lee 
The Weigand Report I Doucette's 
Welch, Andrew 

Ambrosia, Box 23 140, Rochester NY 14692 
Blackout; Clarity; FlashWrite; Siesta; To Dol 

WetP.1int I Dubi-Ciick 
When in Time is Cam1en S.1ndiegol I Br0dcrbund 

Where in _ is Carmen Sandiegol I Bmdcrbund 
White Knight I FreeSoft 

Widgets (in MockPackage Plus) ICE Software 
Wildflower Softw.1re 

21 W1 71 Coronet Rd, Lombard IL 60146; 
70B 916 9360, fax: 708 916 0883 

Snap jo t 
Wii/Maker I Nolo 

Winograd, Ken 
2039 Country Club Dr, Manchester NH 031 02; 
603 625 1049 

Hangman Plus 
Word I Microsoft 
Word Fincler Plus I Microlytics 

WordMaker I New Horizons 
WordPerfect Corp. 

1555 N Technology Way, Orem UT B4057; 
8004515151 ,8012255000, fax:B01 
222 5077 

WordPerfect; WordPerfect Office 

Wordtris I Spectrum Holobyte 

Working Sofhvo1re 
Box 1!144, Santa Cruz CA 95061; !100 
229 9675, 40!1 423 5696, fax: 40!1 423 5699 

Findswell; Last Resort; Lookup; Spellswell 
World CI.1Ss Fonts/ Dubi-Ciick 

Wr.1ptures One I Form & Function 

WriteMove I CCC 
WriteNow I TIMaker 

WYSIWYG Menus (in Now Utilities) I Now 
Software 

X.1nte 
2559 Emogene St, Mobile AL 36606; BOO 
926llll39, 205 476 81B9, fax : 205 476 942 1 

AccelaWritcr 

Xstyle I Em Software 
Yamaha 

6600 Orangcthorpe Av, Buena Park CA 90620; 
714 522 9011 

MIDI keyboards; tone generators 

Zed cor 
4500 E Speedway, Suite 22, Tucson AZ 
85712; 600 482 4567, 602 !181 8101 , fax: 
602 88 1 1841 

Zedcor Desk 
ZNix 

211 Eric St, Pomona CA 91768; 714 629 8050, 
fax: 714 629 4792 

SuperMouse 
Z Term I Alverson, David P. 

Zync I Batista, Ri cardo 

From the Visual Delights collection. 
Copyright ~ 1991 by SunShine. All rights reserved. 
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The extensive glossary (pp. 997-1 065) isn't indexed, since it's already in alpha
betical order. If you're looking for a definition, be sure to look in the glossary 
as we ll as the index-in fact, it probably makes sense to look there first. Page 
numbers in boldface indicate extended or important discussions (including 
whole sections and chapters on the subjects cited). 

With a few exceptions, keyboard commands are indexed by the function they 
perform, rather than by the keystrokes that generate them. They also appear in 
the entry keyboard commands. Other commands are simply indexed under the ir 
names (as well as by function). 

Icons and symbols are indexed by name and/or category, as well as under 
their main headings- icons and signs and symbols. Entries for margin icons are 
subdivided by chapters (and by sections, where necessary). Entries for contrib
utors aren't subdivided at all, to save space. 

Entries are alphabetized as if spaces, hyphens, and parentheses didn 't exist; 
thus macros comes be fore Mac SE, e-mail comes be fore em dashes and labels 
(electronic} comes after l abels Contro l panel. An exception to this rule is single
letter names followed by parenthetical descriptions; thus C (programming 
language} and K (ki lobytes) come first in their sections of the alphabet. 

Numbers are alphabetized as if spelled out according to the most commo n 
pronunciation; for example, the entry for 7.4 MB floppy disks is alphabetized 
as if written one-po int-four MB floppy disks. Entries are only capitalized to indi
cate proper names (or other words that are always capitalized). 

Appendix 8 isn't indexed, but the companies and products listed there are 
indexed when they appear elsewhere in the book. All the illustrations are 
indexed (as always), but the acknowledgments aren't. For those who remember 
information by the punch line, jokes have also been indexed (unless they were 
above my head or below m y humor threshold). A fter all, this is the index to the 
Macintosh Bible. It 's supposed to be fun. - Ty Koontz 

A 
Aachen font, 504 

ill ustrated, 504 
Abaton, lnterFax 24/96 fax modem, 911 
Abbott Systems, Calc+, 547-48 
abbreviations in font names, 454 
Abelard font, 51 2- 13 

illustrated, 512-1 3 
ABKey, 874 
aborting. (see ca ncelling} 
About the Finder 

checking memory amount, 280 
checking memory use, 284 

About the Finder, cont'd. 
illustrated, 288 
System heap information, 288 
System 6 version information, 339 

About Th is Macintosh, 127, 284 
illustrated, 284 

absolute cell references, 722- 23 
abuse of facsim iles, 913-14 
AccelaWriter II printer, 393-94 
Accelerator, 866 
accelerator cards, 13 1- 32 

(a lso see upgrading M acs) 
interleave ratios and, 132 



accelerator cards, cont'd. 
Kil ly-cl ips w ith, 133 
for Mac Pl us or SE, 132-33 
Radius pivot feature and, 166 

accent aigu, 461 -62 
accent characters, 461-63 

accent marks by themselves, 470-71 
System 7 keystroke changes, 465- 66 
utili ties for, 522-26 

accent grave, 400-401 , 461-62 
accessing shared files, 928-29 
AccessPC, 250, 939-40 
access privi leges for file sharing, 928, 930 
Accountant Inc. software, 752-53 
accounting software, 746-56 

high-end programs, 753-55 
for small businesses, 747, 748, 750- 53 

Ach ieva, 11 5 
Acius 

File Force, 700 
4th Dimension, 699 

acknowledgements for this book, 24-26 
Acoustic Research, Powered Partner 

570s, 859 
acronyms. (see word origins and 

explanations) 
Acta, 681-82 
action, sound and, 847-68 

table of contents for chapter, 848 
act ive w indow, 72 
Active Window, The, 993 
Activision, Sargon, 889 
Actual Size v iew (Illustrator), 792 
Acura name imitations, 11 5, 116 
acute accent, 461-62 
ADB keyboards, 170-71, 173 

(also see keyboards) 
ADB mouse. (see mouse) 
ADB ports in monitors, 57 
adding. (see installing) 
additive color, 829 
Address Book, 740, 995 
Address Book Plus, 739 
address book programs, 739-41 
addresses. (see ID numbers; 32-bit 

addressing) 

Index 1093 

addressi ng, defined, 99 
AddressWriter envelope prin ter, 377-78 
Adobe Font Metrics (AFM) files, 459 
Adobe Systems 

(also see entries beginning w ith 
PostScript) 

AFM {Adobe Font Metrics) files, 459 
ATM (Adobe Type Manager), 373, 427, 

435, 444, 528-30 
Bitstream fonts wi th same name, 508-9 
Bookman font, 500 
Carta font by categories, 481-87 
Cooper Black font, 469 

i llustrated, 469 
Hobo font, 511 
Illustrator, 208, 769-70, 791-93 
outline fonts, 501-5 
Photoshop, 770-71 
Premiere, 862 
Streamline, 770 
Type Reunion, 541-42 
Zapf Chancf:!ry fon t, 500, 539-40 

Adobe Type M anager (ATM), 528-30 
need for, 444 
non-PostScript printers w ith, 373 
service bureaus and, 435 
speed and, 427 

adu lt educational softwa re, 881-85 
adults, teenagers as, 881 
Adva nced Information Concepts (AIC), 

Slimline cartridge drives, 226, 227 
Advanced Software, In Touch, 7 40-41 
adventure games, 890- 93 
advice on advice, 50 
AEHD Plus Drive, 133 
Aeneid, 639 
aesthetics vs. practicality, 796-97 
AFE (Apple Fi le Exchange), 939 
Affinity Microsystems 

TempoEZ, 574 
Tempo II Plus, 573-74 

1\FM (Adobe Font Metrics) fi les, 459 
Afler Dark, 570-71 
After Hours Software, GUM-P, 555 
Again command (Word), 669 
Agfa outl ine fonts, 505- 6 
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AG Group 
EtherPeek, 937 
LocaiPeek, 937 

AIC (Advanced Information Concepts), 
Sliml ine cartridge drives, 226, 227 

Aida, 881 
airport security and floppy disks, 253 
Aker, Sharon Zardetto 

about, 28 
contributions by, throughout 

Alarm Clock, 305 
illustrated, 305 

A lbert, j ess ica, contribution by, 880 
Alderman, Eric, contributions by, 940-41 
A ldus 

(also see Silicon Beach; specific products) 
Aldus Addi tions for PageMaker, 822 
FreeHand, 769-70, 794- 96 
Ga llery Effects, 565-66 
PageM aker, 302, 81 7, 81 9-23, 834- 41 
Persona l Press, 819 
Persuasion, 867 
Super 3D, 776 
SuperCard, 868 
techn ical support, 38- 39, 822-23 

alerts 
(also see error messages; troubleshooting) 
beginners' guide, 83 
bombs, 586- 87 
failure notifica tions, 585 
resource for boxes, 981 
system errors, 586- 87 

algorithmic type styles, 425 
Alias, Upfront, 864 
al iases, 340-42 

on ei menu, 304, 341- 42 
ca taloging fi les, 342 
creating, 34 1 
of folders, 34 1-4 2 
hard d isk organization using, 232 
renaming, 341 
for shared disks, 342 
System 7 feature, 328 
System 6 uti li ty, 333 
for Trash, 342 
using, 34 1-42 

aliasing. (see antial iasing) 
Al ias Sketch!, 776 
aliens from Satu rn, 415- 16 
all, you can' t do it, 32 
A lladin Systems, Stufflt Deluxe, 559-60 
all at once option (F ind command), 340 
A llen, Chris, contributions by, 197, 

203-5,210-11 ,225-28,239-41, 
247, 251-52, 257-58, 261-62, 
287,378-80,391,403- 5, 
413-14,557-58,580,740, 
742-43, 904 

A llen, Ed, contributions by, 975-78 
Alliance Peripheral Systems. (see APS) 
allocating memory. (see managing 

memory) 
Allow Fast Saves command (Word), 

676- 77 
all the answers, having, 50 
alphabetizi ng. (see sort ing) 
ALRT resource, 981 
Alsoft, Masterjuggler, 300, 550 
A ILsys 

FONTastic, 538 
Fontographer, 534-35 
Metamorphosis Professional, 530 

Alysis 
More D isk Space, 561 
SuperDisk!, 561 

AmanclaStories, 873 
Amaze, Far Side Computer Calendar, 742 
Amelia font, 517 

illustrated, 517 
American journal of Epidemiology, 194 
American National Standards Institute 

(ANSI) workstation standards, 199 
America Online, 540, 914, 916-19, 995 
Amerigo font, 508 

illustrated, 508 
Am iga computers, in Video Toaster 

package, 776 
amperes in l ightning, 186 
ampersand (&) 

M S Works header and footer 
commands, 952-53 

in Zapf Chancery, 500 
analog-to-digital conversion, 803 



AND (logical), 964- 65 
angels, illustrations of, 793, 799, 1232 
animals 

(also see specific animals) 
in Cairo fon t, 479 
illustrations of, 12, 17, 18, 23, 367, 

649,780,798,800,943 
ani mat ion, 862-66 

(also see 3D graphics programs; video) 
eels, 863 
flip- book or card-based, 863 
frames, 862 
hard disk speed and, 21 7 
morphi ng, 865 
path-based, 863 
playback, 866 
programs, 775-76, 864-65, 867-68 
sprites, 863 
traditiona l vs. compute r, 862-64 
tween ing o r in-betweening, 863 
2D vs. 3 D, 864 
using Premie re, 862 
walk-through or fly-through, 864 

Animation Works, 865 
Annabe l's Dream of Ancient Egypt, 880- 81 
Anna font, 51 5 

illustrated, 515 
an notati ng databases, 703 
ANSI workstat ion standards, 1 99 
answers, having them a ll, 50 
antia lias ing 

for bit-mapped graphics, 413 
designing fonts, 535 
enhanced resolutio n for printers, 372, 

386 
FinePrint enhanced resolution 

technology, 386 
in Photoshop, 771 
in 3D graphics programs, 775 
utilities, 775 

antiv irus software, 551,575,589-90,995 
Antonoff, Lauren 

about, 28 
contributions by, 134-35, 137- 38, 

184-85, 187-88,265-66,551, 
553,554-55,585-90, 591-616 
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AOL (America O nline), 914,916-19 
Apache Strike, 893 
APDA (Apple Programmers and 

Deve lopers Assoc iation), 993 
Aperture, Generic CADD, 773 
apfeaeiip, 230-3 1 
apostrophe, curly, 465, 564, 645, 917 
AppiDisk utility, 285 
Apple 

(also see specific products) 
ADB keyboards, 1 70-71 
bit-mapped fo nts, 492-94, 49 7-99 
CD150 CD-ROM drive, 264 
CD Remote desk accessory, 264 
Ethernet cards, 933 
5.25-inch floppy drive, 940 
mo nitors 

b lack-and-white , 151-53 
color, 160-61, 1 63, 1 64-65, 166, 

167, 168, 194 
"platinum" color of, 375 
PostScript fonts, 499-500 
punctuation style of, 256 
toner cartridge recycling program, 433 
TrueType fonts, 497-99 
uti lity substitutes, 547-51 

AppleCare, 190, 408 
Apple Desktop Bus (ADB) 

cha ining devices, 171, 176 
connecting and disconnecting ADB 

devices, 171, 185 
keyboards, 170- 71, 173 
mice and mouse substitutes, 176-84 
Nintendo devices, 180 

AppleEvents, System 7 enablement, 328 
App le File Exchange (AFE), 939 
apple key. (see~~ a lphabetized as 

"command") 
Appleli nk, 540, 914, 916 
tt me nu, 304-9 

(a lso see control pane ls [cdevs]; 
specific menu items) 

About the Finde r command, 280, 284 
About This Macintosh command, 280, 

284 
adding items, 298, 304 
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ti menu, cont'd. 
Alarm Clock, 305 
alarm clock icon alternating with ti, 305 
aliases on, 304, 341-42 
Apple Menu Items folder, 298, 304 
beginners' guide, 62-64 
Calculator, 305- 6 
Chooser, 306 
customized, 64 
DAs on, 298, 304-9 
deleting items, 304 
disk space command on, 322 
illustrated, 62, 64 
Key Caps, 306 
Note Pad, 307 
pre-insta lled items, 305-9 
Puzzle, 307- 8 
Scrapbook, 308-9 
System 7 changes, 327 
System 6 utilities for System 7 features, 

333 
Apple Menu Items fo lder, 298, 304 
App le Programmers and Developers 

Association (APDA). 993 
AppleScript, 330 
AppleS hare, 931 
ti symbol, 465 
AppleTalk, 374, 927, 932 

(a lso see LocaiTalk; networks) 
AppleTalk Remote Access, 938 
Appleton, Bi ll, 978 
Apple lis, 107, 943 
AppleWorks fi les, importing, 943 
"application ... has unexpectedly quit" 

message, 587 
appli ca tion heaps, 288 
"application is busy or missing" message, 

605 
Application Memory Size (Get Info), 

283- 84 
applica tions, 75 

(also see software; uti lities) 
applica tion support files, 297 
Appl ied Engineering 

AEHD Plus Drive, 133 
3.5 Plus Drive, 256 

Appoint 
MousePen Pro, 1 78-79 
Thumbelina trackball, 181 , 183-84 

APS 
hard disks, 222-23 
reputation of, 51-52 
tape backup drive, 255 

ArchiCAD, 763-64, 773 
architecture CAD software, 763- 64 
archiva l backups, 269 
archiving files. (see file compression) 
arcs in SuperPaint, 785-86 
Ares Software, FontMonger, 530-3 1 
ari thmetic educational software, 875, 

877- 78 
Arnold Bocklin font, 505 

bug, 539-40 
illustrated, 505 

arrow keys 
deselect ing text w ith, 293 
Illustrator nudge commands, 793 
space wasted on, 1 71-72 
SuperPaint nudge commands, 783 
in Word, 658, 660 

arrow pointer. (see pointer) 
arrow symbols, 474-75, 479, 481, 489 
Arsenic and Old Lace, 421 
art 

(also see clip art; graphics) 
line vs. continuous-tone, 421 

Art Deco fonts, 495-96,516,517,518-19 
art educational software, 873-74 
ArtHurNAIMAN! Pro, 20 
Articulate Systems 

Voice Impact, 852 
Voice Impact Pro, 852 

Art Nouveau fonts, 505, 514 
Art of Darkness, 570 
Art of Typography, The, 505-6 
ArtRoundup, 798 
art tool symbols, 479 
Asante, Ethernet cards, 933 
ascender of font 

defined, 442 
illustrated, 442 
point size and, 451 -52 



ascender of font, cont'd 
spacing after italics and, 64 2-43 

ASCII codes 
for diacritical marks in System 6, 462 
sorting order, 353 

ASCII fil es. (see plain-text fil es) 
Aspects, 934 
asterisks, fancy, 475 
asthma, toner and, 419 
Astor, Mary, 499 
Athens font, 492 

illustrated, 492 
Atkinson, Bi ll, 144 
Atlantic Technology, Pattern 100 system, 

859 
ATM. (see Adobe Type Manager IATMJ) 
atOnce. (see Peachtree, Accounting for 

the M acintosh) 
Attain, In Control, 744-45 
Audible Macintosh, The, 859-60 
Audiomed ia II, 853 
Auspurg, Albert, 515 
Author font, 996 

i llustrated, 996 
authoring HyperCard stacks, 975 

user level, 977 
AutoCAD, 773 
AutoDoubler, 561 
Autofi ll command (Excel), 717 
automatica lly saving fi les 

in database programs, 703 
in Nisus, 55, 635 
uti li ty for, 577-78 

automatic backups, 55, 266, 635 
automatic disconnect from America 

On line, 919 
automatic entry in FileM aker, 705-6 
automatic page numbering in PageMaker, 

837 
autoparking utility, 256 
autosync monitors, 168-69 
autotracing 

FreeHand vs. Illustrator, 770 
Illustrator partia l trace, 793 

Avant Garde font, 499 
illustrated, 499 

Avenel golf course, 894 
Avery labels, 431, 565 
Ayen, Mark A., 56 

B 
Babylon, home office in, 520 
Bach, J. S., 36 
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back, ergonomic issues, 196 
backbone network configu rat ion, 926 
background defragmentation, 236-37 
Backgrounder, 403-5 
background printing. (see printing; print 

spoolers) 
Backlight Control, 555 
backlights on PowerBook screens, 140 
back-to-front printing, 414 
Back to the Future, 207 
backup programs, 269-71 
backups, 265-72 

archival backups, 269 
automatic, 55, 266, 635 
backup programs, 269-71 
cataloging fi les using aliases, 342 
defragmenting hard disk and, 236 
to floppy disks, 254-55, 267, 268 
globa l backups, 269 
habit to cult iva te, 591 
how many to make, 266-67, 591 
incremental backups, 269 
labeling, 267 
media, 268-69 
mirroring, 271 
necessi ty of, 33, 265 
networks and, 267, 270 
off-site storage, 267 
price of, 268-69 
reliability of, 272 
ResEdit and, 982 
same-disk backups, 265-66 
SCSI chain ing problems, 244 
single files, 265-66 
storing floppy disks, 254-55, 267 
strategies, 269, 271-72 
System Folder fi les, 266 
system software, 334 
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backups, cont'd 
upgrading to System 7, 334, 336 
what not to back up, 267-68 

bad features. (see very bad feature 
(margin icon)) 

BAD init, 257, 258, 259 
ba llet, i l lustrations of, 368, 438, 814 
ba lloon help, 91-92 
Balmoral script font, 518 

illustrated, 518 
Bamako, 324 
Band-in-a-Box Professional, 856 
bands (lmageWriter printing), 400 
Bangles, the, 887 
Bangui, 324 
banking electronically, 923 
bank of memory, 275 
bar codes, printing, 377-78, 565 
bargain (margin icon) 

about, 18 
basic Mac hardware 

models of the Mac, I OS, 106, 120 
monitors, 151, 1 55, 1 56, 169 
protecting yourself, 198 
upgrading your Mac, 132, 133 

basic Mac software, 327 
communica tions 

networks, 927, 928, 931, 935, 936 
onl ine services and bulletin boards, 

917, 923 
telecommunicating, 904, 905 

education and entertainment, 884, 
886,888 

first pri nciples, 46, 51 
fonts 

bit-mapped sampler, 494, 495 
out I ine sampler, 519 
symbolic and pictorial, 472 
utilities, 526, 529 

graphics, 767, 797 
page layout, 823 
personal and business mgmt 

accounting programs, 746, 751 
address book programs, 740 
schedule managers, 742 
w il ls, etc., 757 

bargain (margin icon), cont'd 
printing 

dot-matrix p rin ters, 376 
inkjet and portable printers, 378, 

381, 382 
inkjet tips, 410 
laser printers, 388, 391, 392, 395 
laser supplies, 430, 433 
serv ice bureau tips, 434 

sound and action, 850, 858 
spreadsheets, 718, 719 
storage and memory 

floppy disks, 255, 259 
hard disks, 215, 222, 224, 225, 226, 

227 
managing memory, 285, 286, 287 
memory upgrades, 274, 275, 278, 

279 
uti l ities 

basic Apple substi tutes, 549 
collections, 555 
compression, 560 
file handlers and Fi nder substitutes, 

557, 558 
graphics too ls, 566 
managing, 546 
miscellaneous, 577, 578, 580 
screen savers and capture p rograms, 

571 
security and protection, 577 
text tools, 562, 564 

word processi ng 
genera l tips, 645, 646 
outli ners, 681 
spel ling checkers, 685 
word processors, 632, 639 

bars, font for, 476 
base-2 numbering system, 205 
base-l 0 numbering system, 205 
baseline of font, 442 

i l lustrated, 442 
Basel ine Publ ishing, 

PowerBoost Uti l ities, 555 
Esposure, 572 

basement, laser printer in, 421 
bases, ti lt/swivel, 191 



basic Mac hardware, 93-200 
(also see hardware; Macintosh 

computers) 
table of contents for chapter, 94 

basic Mac software, 289- 367 
(also see beginners' guide; software) 
table of contents for chapter, 290 

BASIC (programming language), 975 
Basura, 549 
batch spel ling checking, 682 
Batista, Ricardo, 555 
BAT keyboard, 173-74 
batteri es 

clock, 607 
Mac Portable, 116, 142 
in Mac llx, 1 30 
PowerBooks, 111-12,141,554 
PRAM and, 134 
replacing li thium batteries, 139 

Battle Chess, 889 
Baudot, Jea n-Maurice-Emile, 901 
ba ud rate 

of bu lleti n boards, 924 
modem speeds, 907 
in MS Works, 970 
of online services, 916, 919, 921, 922 
for telecommunications, 900, 901 -2 

Bauhaus font, 516 
i llustrated, 516 

bazooka, kill ing fl ies wi th, 47-48, 109 
BBS (bu lletin board system). (see bulletin 

boards) 
BCS (Boston Computer Society), 992-93 
Beamer, Scott 

about, 28 
contributions by, 682-84, 685-86, 

746-55, 758, 809-10 
BE/another psychotic break, eh? icon, 70 
bear, illustration of, 800 
Beatty, Richard, 507 
beautiful vs. use fu l, 796- 97 
Becker, Lofty, contri bution by, 7 41 
beep sound, 316 
13eesknees (lTC) font, 51 5 

ill ustrated, 515 
Before You Install System 7 disk, 335 

beginners' guide, 57- 92 
alerts, 83 
clicking, 68 
Clipboard, 87-88 
closing, quitting and switching 

appl ications, 89-90 
copying, 85-86 
cut (or copy) and paste, 87-88 
desktop, 60-61 
dialog boxes, 78-83 
documents, 75 
dragging, 68-69 
ejecting floppy disks, 90-91 
folders, 74-75 
Help menu, 91-92 
icons, 58-59, 69-70 
keyboard commands, 66-67 
menus, 61-66 
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most important principles, 67-68, 89, 92 
names/naming, 69-71 
pointer, 59-60 
programs, 75 
saving fi les, 83-85 
Scrapbook, 88 
selecting, 67- 69, 92 
shutting down the Mac, 91 
System Folder, 89 
Trash, 86- 87 
viewing fil es, 76- 78 
windows, 71-7 4 

beginners margin icon. (see mostly for 
beginners !margin icon)) 

Bel le Epoque, La, 511 
Belwe font, 503 

il lustrated, 503 
Benguiat, Ed, 499, 501-2 
Benguiat font, 501-2 

illustrated, 501 - 2 
Benton, Morris, 507 
13erfield, Scott, 238-39 
13erkeley Macintosh Users Group. (see 

BMUG) 
Berkeley Systems 

After Dark, S70-71 
More After Dark, 570-71 
Stepping Out, S79 
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Bernoul li drives, 224 
Berserkeley, 540 
best, buying the, 43, 53 
Best Power Technology, surge protectors, 

185 
Best-quality print mode, 405- 6 
beta tester, paying to be, 49 
BetterWriter printer drivers, 406-7 
Beyond Dark Castle, 890 
Beyond sequencer, 856 
Bezier-curves, Canvas text outl ines, 

781-82 
bicycle horns, keyboards w ith, 172 
bidets, ultrasonic, 172 
Big Apple, fon t emulating, 498 
big-band-like sound, 316 
BigCaps, 523-24 

i llustrated, 524 
Big Charl ie, 504 
Bigelow, Charles, 497-98 
big-screen emu lation, 579 
Big Valley, The, 50 
Bi ll lt-4, 755 
bil l of materials, 762-63 
binary numbering system, 205 
biomorphs, breeding, 884-85 
birds, penguin illustration, 800 
bis, defined, 907 
bit, defined, 205 
bit depth of scanners, 804, 809 
bit-mapped fonts 

(also see fonts) 
Apple fonts, 492-94 
defined, 443 
icons for, 448 
installed sizes on menus, 45 1 
on PostScript printers, 425 
resolution, 443 
sampler, 492-96 
scaling, 449-51 
sizes of, 449-51 
speed and, 427 
type styles on laser printers, 425-26 

bit-mapped graphics 
(also see paint programs; specific fi le 

formats) 

bit-mapped graphics, cont'd 
converting to PostScript, 770 
described, 761 
fi le formats, 765-67 
imagesetters and, 436 
object-oriented graphics vs., 761-62 
printing opt ions on LaserWriters, 413-14 
scal ing, 779 
smoothing, 413, 436 
utilities for, 565-69 

bit-mappi ng of Mac screen, 144, 147 
Bitnet, Applelink connections from, 916 
bits per second (bps). (see baud rate) 
Bitstream 

Adobe fonts with same name, 508-9 
Benguiat font, 502 
outline fon ts, 507-9 
Zapf Chancery font, 500 

black-and-white 
color vs., 147-48 
designing in, 827 
monitors, 146, 148- 58 

color vs., 147-48 
evaluating, 148-51 
gray-scale vs., 148 
product eva luations, 151-58 

reversed type, 469, 843-44 
Black Chancery font, 996 

il lustrated, 996 
blacks, printing on laser printers, 418 
Blai r, Eric, 15 
blanking the screen. (see screen savers) 
blank screen, 89 
blank spaces. (see spaces/spacing) 
Blaschek, Gunther, 526 
Blatner, David 

contributions by, 841, 842, 843-45 
The QuarkXPress Book, 823-24 
QuarkXPress Tips and Tricks, 824 

Blehm, Duane, 886 
blessing a new system, 337 
blind computer users, 993 
Blind Watchmaker, The, 884- 85 
blinking 

insertion point rate, 312 



blinking, cont'd 
LaserWriter messages and lights, 

415- 16 
menu bar, 315-1 6 
menu commands, 313 
PrintMonitor icon, 404 
screen, 606 

131ocker, 886 
Blood, Paul, contribution by, 190 
blueprints, faxing, 9 11 
BMUG, 993 
BMUG Guide to Bulletin Boards and 

Beyond, The, 924 
BMUG Shareware Disk Catalog, 990 
board swap, 273 
Bobker, Steven, 200 
body part symbols, 480 
bold text. (see type styles) 
BombGuard, 546 
bombs. (see crashes) 
Bond, Bill, 904 
Bond, Gary, 977 
Bonnard font, 511 

illustrated, 511 
Bookman font, 499-500 

illustrated, 499-500 
in Key Caps utility, 522, 523 
as Mac Bible font, 14- 1 5 
template for viewing, 456- 59 

books, 990-91 
(a lso see HyperCard stacks; periodicals; 

spec i fie titles) 
bulletin board guide, 924 
on clip art, 797 
for color-matching, 830 
on C programming language, 980 
on fonts, 459 
on HyperCard, 976- 77 
indexes for manuals, 45-46 
manuals for software, 32, 45-46 
on memory (RAM), 277 
on music, 859-60 
on page layout, 827 
on QuarkXPress, 823-24 
reference, 990-91 
on ResEd it, 982 

books, cont'd 
screen frequency for, 422 
shortcomings of manuals, 14 
on sound, 859-60 
on standard Mac interface, 92 
on SuperCard, 978 
ti ps in, 14 
on troubleshooting, 505, 595 

booting up 
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(also see entries beginning with startup) 
extensions (inits) icon display during, 

545 
problems at startup, 596-600, 603-4 
restarting after a crash, 138, 586, 600 
SCSI device won't boot, 246-47 
startup device, 240 
~artup sequence, 596-97 
startup tone(s), 133-34, 596-97 
zapping the PRAM, 1 34 

bootleg software, 34, 48 
BootMan, 605 
Border command (Excel), 726-28 

illustrated, 727 
Border command (Word), 625 
borders 

in Excel, 726- 28 
in MS Works, 968 
white outlines in SuperPaint, 787 
in Word, 625, 674-75 

Borl and, FuiiWrite Professional, 640-41 
Boston Common, 34 
Boston Computer Society (BCS), 992-93 
Bottleneck font, 514 

illustrated, 514 
bouncing (sound recording). 853 
Bove & Rhodes Inside Report On Desktop 

Publishing and Multimedia, 828 
Bove, Tony, 828 
boxes, font for, 476 
bps (bits per second). (see baud rate) 
braces, fancy, 475-76, 491 
brackets, fancy, 47 5- 76, 491 
Bradbury, Ray, 255 
Bradley, Michael, contributions by, 

239-41, 293-94,364, 467, 
981-82 
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Bra in-Dead Software Design, Na ima n 
Prize for, 948 

bra ins. (see IQ; stupid ity) 
Bra insto rm accele rato rs, 132- 33 
Branscum, De borah, 749 
Bravo Technologies, MacCalc, 719 
Bre nner, ja n, contribution by, 888 
bridges, ne twork, 922-23, 924, 926 
briefcase ana logy fo r floppy disks, 61 
Brier Tec hnology, ve ry-high-de nsity 

floppy disks, 262 
brightness contro l of mon ito rs, 144-45, 

189 
brightness of colors, 31 8 
bringing back hidden w indows, 350 
Broadcast, 936 
Broadway font , 496, 51 6 

ill ustrated, 5 16 
Broadwe ll, Lynn, contribution by, 823-24 
Br0derbund 

Carmen Sa ndiego educational games, 
879-80 

Kid Pix, 873-74 
The Playroom, 875-76 
TypeStyler, 531- 33 

illustrated, 532 
Uforce, 180 

Brodeur, Pa ul, 194 
Brothe r, HJ-1 OOi po rtable p rinte r, 381- 82 
Brown, Byron 

about, 27 
contributions by, 57-92, 194-95 , 291, 

433,626,697-98,793, 819-23, 
830- 34,835,841 -43,844 ,845 

Brown, Gle nn, 991 
browsing Hype rCard stacks, 97 5 
Brush Scri pt fo nt, 542 
Bubbleje t B)l Oex portable printer, 381- 83 
buffe rs, printer, 405 

(a lso see print spoole rs) 
bug (margin icon) 

a bout, 18 
basic Mac hardware, 140, 175 
basic Mac software, 291, 329, 340, 

363 
communicatio ns, 910, 9 18 

bug (margin icon), cont 'd 

fo nts 
basics, 447 
o utline sample r, 508 
problems, 535, 537, 539 
specia l characte rs, 467 

graphics, 769 
integrated software, 955 
page layout , 825,838- 39 
printing, 394, 410 
sto rage and memory, 244, 246 
troubleshooting, 589 
word processing, 632, 636, 637 

bugs 
(also see bug I margin icon]; trouble-

shooting; specific applications) 

defined, 18, 587 
documentatio n fo r, 594 
in fo nts, 535-36, 537, 539-40 
how to ha ndle, 587- 88 

bui ld ing symbo ls, 479, 482 
bullet, 465 
bullet chart, More, illustrated, 680 
bulletin boards, 923-24 

(a /so see te lecommunications) 
an ti virus software updates on, 590 
gate ways between bulletin boards, 924 
for LANs, 934-35 
listing of, 924 
Mac limitatio ns, 935 
online services vs., 923 
recomme nded boards, 924 
sysop, 924 

"bul l-goose loony, the," 1 09 
Bunnin, Brad 

about, 27 
contributio ns by, 158- 62, 164- 66, 

167-68, 173, 180- 84, 199, 
408-9,625- 27 

Burgene r, Arnie, contributions by, 774, 
792, 793, 840 

business accounting software, 746-56 
Business for Publishing month ly, 828 
business gra phics, 796-97 
13usora ma font , 51 7 

illustrated, 517 



Butler, John, 886 
buttons 

(a lso see specific buttons and types of 
buttons) 

begin ne rs' guide, 79-80 
elevator mechanism actuation button, 45 
illustra ted, 78, 80 

buying tips 
(a /so see price) 
CD-ROM drives, 263-64 
clip art, 797 
fax modems, 911-12 
fonts, 536 
hard disks, 210,211 ,216-18, 218-23 
hardware, 51-54 
Macintosh compute rs, 121-30 
PMMU chips, 287 
PowerBook 170, 140 
scanne rs, 806-11 
SIMMs, 275-77 
software, 36-50 

why pay, 34, 48 
submitting to MacBible, 23 
System 7, 327 
system software, 325-34 
toner, 432 
used DeskWrite rs for networks, 412 
used LaserWriters, 391 
used Macs, 121- 22, 12~-30 
when to buy ha rdware, 53-54 
word processors, 622-23 

Byte by ayte, Scu lpt 3D, 775-76 
bytes 

defined , 205 
file size d iscrepancies (K vs. bytes), 

206-7 

c 
C (programming language), 974, 979- 80 
Caba ret font, 514 

illustrated, 514 
cables 

ADB, 171, 176, 185 
CD-ROM drive cables, 263 
CompuNet, 928 
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cables, cont'd 
connecting and d isconnecti ng, 185, 246 
dedicated, 925 
Ethernet, 932-33 
LocaiTa lk, 41 9,421,927 
PhoneNet, 927-28 
pointe r jumpy and, 607 
repeaters (signa l amp lifiers) for, 245 
RS232 printe r cables, in SCSI cha ins, 

242 
SCSI, 241-42, 245, 246, 248 

connector hood (shroud), 242 
length of, 241 , 245, 611 
mixed cable types, 241-42 
periphe ra l cable, 241 
for Power Book 1 00, 141 
RS232 cables vs., 242 
system cable, 241 
te rminatio n problems and, 611 
termi nators for, 242-43, 245 

shie lded, 191 
sources for, 191 
spaghetti contro l, 191 

cache, d isk. (see d isk cache; RAM cache) 
cache, font, 42~-27 
Cachet, colo r-ma tching, 829 
CAD (Ciaris), 773, 774 
CAD software, 762-64, 773-74 

(a lso see graphics; specific programs) 
fo r a rch itects, 763-64 
bi ll of mate ria ls gene ration by, 762-63 
descri bed, 762-63 
fax ing CAD documents, 9 11 
file formats, 766 
hard disk speed and, 217 
memory requi rement, 272 
reviews, 763- 64, 773-74 

Caere 
OmniPage Direct, 810 
OmniPage Professiona l, 810 

Ca iro fo nt 
by categories, 479-81 
illustrated, 479- 81 

Cairo Shooto ut, 886-87 
Calc+, 547-48 

\ 0 
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CaiComp 
Draw ingBoard II pressure-sensitive 

tablets, 813 
Drawing Ca rd 21" mon itor, 155 

calculated fields 
defined, 694 
Fi leMaker, 707, 708-1 0 

calculations in spreadsheets 
curly (smart) quo tes and, 721 
displayed vs. stored numbers, 721 
Excel tips, 721- 22, 729, 731-33 
freez ing numbers, 721-22 
manual ca lcu lation timesaver, 722 
priority of operations, 723 
relati ve vs. absolute cell references, 

722-23 
Calculator, 305- 6 

illustrated, 306 
substitutes for, 54 7- 48 

Calculator Construction Set, 548 
Calendar (WordPerfect), 744 
calendar 

resetting Mac internal ca lendar, 305, 313 
schedule management programs, 

741-45 
Calendar DA, 742-43, 995 
calibrating monitors, 830 
call igraphic font s, 512- 1 3 
call routing, computeri zed, 37-40 
Call Waiting and telecommunica tions, 

906 
camels, illustration of, 798 
Cameron, national decl ine and, 873 
cancelling 

(a lso see undoing) 
@ffJ for, 293, 364, 400- 401 
deselecting w ith arrow keys, 293 
dialog box changes, 83 
~key for, 293 
Excel changes, 729 
FileM aker repeating fields, 707 
floppy disk initialization, 211 
keyboard shortcuts, 293 
PageM aker kerning, 837 
printing, 400- 401 
requests for ejected floppies, 90 

ca ncer, radiation from monitors and, 194 
Candice font, 514 

i llustrated, 514 
Canned 1\rt : Clip Art for the M acintosh, 

797 
Canon 

BJC-820 color inkjet printers, 381 
Bubblejet Bjl Oex portable printer, 

381 - 83 
ex marking engine, 384, 418, 432 
LX marking engine, 418, 432 
SX marking engine, 41 8, 432 

CanOpener, 601 
Canvas 

aligning duplicates, 781 
13ezier-curve text outlines, 781-82 
double-click ing objects, 781 
features, 768-69 
object ed iti ng shortcuts, 781 
saving memory w hen loading, 781 
screen redrawing speed, 781 
text-editing mode shortcut, 781 
tips, 781-82 
turning off unnecessary tools, 781 
twisting text outlines, 781 - 82 

capacity. (see size) 
cap height of font, 442 

illustra ted, 442 
capitaliza tion 

accented capitals, 462 , 466 
decorative initial caps, 511 
in Excel formulas, 732 
of first Laserwriters, 384 
on keycap symbols in this book, 22 
small caps, 467- 68, 531 
spacing after ital ics and, 642- 43 
swash caps, 514 
System vs. system, 299 
using lower case for names, 344 

CapsKiller, 555 
Capture, 571 
capturing screens, 571-72 
card-based animation, 863 
cardboard, mouse pad substitute, 1 77 
cards, HyperCard. (see HyperCard; 

HyperCard stacks) 



ca rd suit symbols, 476, 489 
care 

(also see ergonomics) 
AppleCare service, 190 
cables, 185, 191 
CO-ROMs, 264-65 
cleaning 

floppy drive heads, 251 
LaserWriters, 418-19 
Mac maintenance, 187-88 
mouse, 177 
removing fl oppy disk labels, 261-62 
vacuum cleaner cautions, 252 

covers, 187 
ergonomics, 192-200 
floppy disks, 251, 594 
hard disks, 229-30 
laserWriters, 41 8-19 
Macs, 184-91 
maintenance, routine, 187-88 
monitors, turning off vs. leaving on, 

189-90 
screen savers, 188- 89 
shipping a Mac, 190 
your body, 192-200 

Carib d iacritic, 462 
Carmen Sandiego educational games, 

879-80 
carpal tunnel syndrome, 197 
carriage returns, deleting from imported 

documents in Word, 678 
Carta font 

by categories, 48 1-87 
illustrated, 481-87 

Cartoon font, 51 7 
illustrated, 517 

cartridge drives, 224, 225-27 
(a lso see portable hard drives and 

cartridges) 
ca rtridges fo r inkjet printers 

drying out when not used, 409 
refilling, 41 0-11 
unclogging, 409-10, 411 

cartridges, toner. (see toner) 
Casablanca Works, Dri veShare, 263 

Casady & Greene 
(a lso see specific fonts) 
Fluent Fonts set, 471, 494-95 

illustrated, 4 71, 494-95 

Index 1105 

Fluent Laser Fonts Library, 509-10 
illustrated, 509-10 

Gazelle font, 469, 509-10 
i llustrated, 469, 509-10 

Glider, 893 
Hacker font, 471 

illustrated, 471 
Kells font, 469, 510 

illustrated, 469,5 10 
outline fonts, 509-11 
Q uickDEX, 562 
Super Q uickDEX, 562 

case for Power Book batteries, 141 
case, lower and upper. (see capitali zation) 
case of Macs, opening, 135-36 
cash reg ister softwa re, 755 
Caslon font, 515 

illustrated, 515 
Caslon Openface Engravers' O ldstyle 

font, 508 
illustrated, 508 

Castle, Jason, 512 
Castle Systems fonts, 512 
cataloging 

d isks, 557-58 
fi les using aliases, 342 
graphics, 566-69 

catalogs 
o ffonts, 521 
of shareware, 990 

cautions. (see important warning [margin 
icon]) 

Cayman 
Ethernet cards, 933 
GatorBox router, 934 

CCDs (charge-coupl ed devices), 803 
CD150 CD-ROM drive, 264 
CDC, d isk mechanisms, 219 
cdevs. (see control panels/cdevs) 
CO-quality sounds, 850, 853 
CD Remote desk accessory, 264 
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CD-ROM drives, 263- 64 
(also see SCSI devices) 

CO-ROMs, 263-65 
audio disks, 264 
buying a drive, 263- 64 
care of, 264-65 
fonts on, 505-6, 515-18 
how they work, 209-1 0 
Multi Fi nder and, 265 
Nautilus, 989-90 
non-commercia l software collection, 

993 
in QuickTime Starter Kit, 861 

CD Technology, Porta-Dri ve CD-ROM 
drive, 264 

cedilla, 462 
ceiba tree, illustration of, 582 
celestial objects, fonts for, 478, 479 
Cell Protect ion command (Exce l), 731 
cells 

(a /so see spreadsheets) 
descr ibed, 715 
Excel 

borders, 726-28 
circular references, 735 
duplicating, 728 
notes attached to, 733-34 
out lining, 726 
protecting, 731 
referencing linked spreadsheets, 735 

pasting values (not formul as), 722 
relative vs. absolute cell references, 

722- 23 
eels (animation), 863 
Celts, 497 
Central Point Software, MacTools, 234, 

551,593,601,614- 16 
central processing unit (CPU). (see 

processor) 
cent sign, 463, 467 
CE Software 

DialogKeys, 573 
DiskTop, 233-34, 301, 333, 556-57 
HeapFixer, 288 
Qu icKeys, 174-75, 573 
Q uickMail, 935-36 

chaining ADB dev ices, 171, 176 
chaining documents to pr int, 402 
chaining SCSI devices, 244-47 

Apple scanners in chains, 246 
backup devices, 244 
cables and connectors, 24 1-42, 245 
connecting and disconnecting cables, 

185, 246 
defined, 239 
device won't boot, 246-47 
diagnostic uti l ity, 580-81 
extension (init) problems, 246-47 
maximum length, 241, 245 
order of connection, 244, 247 
SCSIID numbers, 239-41 
terminators, 242- 43, 245 
turning off devices, 247 
uti l ities, 246, 247-48 

Chancery fon t. (see Zapf Chancery font) 
change, fear of, 40-41 
Chan, Mike, 41 7 
channels ·(sound record ing), 851 
character formatting. (see type styles) 
characters 

(a lso see punctuation; signs and symbols) 
add ing to fonts, 530-31 
contro l characters in MS Works, 970 
designing, 534-35 
Greek,464-65, 487-89 
ligatures, 531 
mi ssing character box, 458- 59 
miss ing from fonts, 536 
~characters 

by category, 461 - 65 
keyboard map (i llustrated), 460 
sort ing, 353 
System 7 keystroke changes, 465-66 
utilities for, 522- 26 

per word (average), 649- 50 
l§!illiloprionl characters 

by category, 462- 65 
keyboard map (illustrated), 460 
System 7 keystroke changes, 465- 66 
utilities for, 522-26 

sorting order for, 352-54 
System 7 keystroke changes, 465-66 



characters per second (cps) of dot-matri x 
printers, 376 

charge-coupled devices (CCDs), 803 
charging M ac Portable battery, 142 
Charlemagne, 504 
Charlie, 996 
charts 

in More, i llustrated, 680 
in MS Works, ill ustrated, 967 

CH (Confoederatio Helvetica), 497 
cheating, 31 3 
checkbook management software, 

746-48 
checkboxes, 80 

(a lso see bu ttons) 
i llustrated, 80, 82 

CheckFree, 747, 748, 923 
CheckMark 

Multiledger, 752 
Payrol l, 752 

checkmark symbols 
fonts w ith, 465, 476 
on menus, 66 

chess games, 889, 996 
Chicago (city), 498 

irony concerning, 40 
Chicago font, 498 

hyphens and en dashes in, 467 
illustrated, 498 

children 
educational software for, 873-81 
entertainment vs. education of, 871 
eva luating software fo r, 871- 72 
teenagers vs., 881 

chips 
(a lso see PRAM; RAM; ROM; SIMM s) 
coprocessors, 97, 132 
PMMU 

buying tip, 287 
described, 97 
Outbound 2030Es and, 97, 114 
32 -bit addressing requirement, 100 
virtual memory and, 286, 287 

Index 1107 

chips, cont'd 
processor 

c lock speed, 97-98 
Mac models compared, 96, 1 02-3 
numbering of, 97 
Outbound 2030E 68ec030 ch ip, 97, 

11 4 
Quicklime requi rement, 861 
32 -bit addressing requirement, 279 
3D graphics requi rement, 765 

RAM 
parity chip, 273, 276 
ROM vs., 203-4 
SIMMs, 273-77 
soldered vs. socketed, 273 

RISC chip in Personal LaserWriter NTR, 
389 

ROM, 98, 203-4, 279 
ChipSoft, M aclnTax, 747, 748-49 
Choong Han Chu, 399 
Chooser, 306 

Background Printing selection, 404 
changing printers, 399-400 
choosing printers, 396-99 
illustrated, 397 
preparing disks for rented laser 

printers, 435 
printer driver selection, 396-400 

Chooser documents. (see drivers) 
Chooser documents in lists, 297 
Chooser extensions. (see drivers) 
Chooser extensions in Kind column of 

lists, 296- 97 
chord, startup tones of M acs, 133-34, 

596-97 
Chord Keypad, 173-74 
chordlike tone at startup, 133-34, 596-97 
Christenson, Steve, 580 
ci. (see Mac lis) 
circumflex (ci rconflexe), 460, 461-62 
Citadel, 575-76 
c ities 

fonts named after, 492 
Map control panel, 323-25 
map symbols font, 482 
simulation game, 883 
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C. ltoh, 8510 printer ribbon with 
lmageWriters, 408 

clairvoyance, 698 
Clamkins, 885 
clam recipes, 885 
Claris 

Claris CAD, 773, 774 
ClarisWorks, 947, 949 
Fi leMaker, 302 
Fi leMaker Pro, 696-97 
HyperCard, 868, 974, 975-79 
HyperCard Development Ki t, 976, 977 
MacDraw, 767~8. 788-91 
M acPa int, 767 
MacWrite II, 632-34 
Public Folder, 930 
Resolve, 717-18 
techn ical support, 47 
XTND translators, 941 

ClarisWorks, 949 
compared to other integrated programs, 

947 
Classic and Classic II . (see Mac Classic; 

Mac Classic II) 
classic Macs (category from earlier Bible 

editions). (see 512K and 512Ke 
Macs; 128K M ac) 

clay-coated paper, 411 , 430 
clay tablets, not needed, 520 
clean ing 

(a lso see care) 
floppy drive read/write heads, 251 
laser diodes cover, 41 8-19 
LaserWriters, 418- 19 
Mac maintenance, 187-88 
mouse, 177 
removing fl oppy disk labels, 261-62 
vacuum cleaner cautions, 252, 419 

cleaning up windows and the desktop, 356 
cleanlimouse, smooth limouse and, 177 
Clean Up command, 76, 356-57 
clearing the PRAM, 134-35 , 598, 607 
Clement, jerry, contributions by, 762, 

771-72,812- 13 
ClickArt, 799- 800 

il lustrations from, 800 
Personal Graphics disk, 649 

clicking 
(also see double-c licking) 
beginners' guide, 68 
shift-clicking, 69, 291-92 
speed setting, 314- 15 

Cl ickPaste, 549 
Cliffs StudyWare for the SAT, 882- 83 
Clinton, Vern, 141 
clip art, 796- 802 

(a lso see specific collections) 
beautiful vs. usefu l, 796-97 
business graphics, 796-97 
buying t ips, 797 
Canned Art, 797 
ClickArt, 799-800 

illustrations from, 800 
Personal Graphics disk, 649 

cl ip textures, 801-2 
fi le formats, 765-67 
Image Club Digit-Art, 801 

illustration from, 801 
Mu lti -Ad Services, 801 

illustration from, 801 
QuickArt, 800 

illustration from, 800 
Visual Delights, 797-98 

cataloging of, 56 7 
ill ustrations from, 12, 23, 367-68, 

438,582, 61~ 6Ja 712,735-36, 
813-14,845-46,895-96,942, 
943-44,970,985-86,1065, 1066 

WetPaint, 798- 99 
illustrations from, 17, 798-99 

Clipboard 
(also see cut lor copy] and paste) 
beginners' guide, 87-88 
defined, 87 
deleting items w ithout changing 

contents, 362 
empty when copying between appl ica-

tions, 363 
FrameMaker bug, 825 
restoring contents, 362-63 
saving large Clipboard, 363 
sizing contents before pasti ng, 548 
special information in, 363 



Clipboard, cont'd 
substitute for, 549 
in Word, 363, 663- 64, 669, 676 

Clipper DA, 548 
clock 

Alarm Clock DA, 305 
doesn' t keep time, 607 
resetting Mac inte rna l clock, 305, 313, 

324 
clock chip, 607 

diagnostic utility, 580-81 
clock speed, 97- 98 

(also see megahe rtz) 
Close All command 

Excel, 73 1 
SuperPaint, 782 

close box 
illustrated, 71 
using, 72 

Close command, 72, 89 
closed floppy disk icons, 346 
close quotation marks. (see smart quotes) 
closet, laser printers in, 419-21 
closing 

(a lso see shutting dow n the Mac; 
turning off) 

beginne rs' gu ide, 89-90 
Excel spreadsheets a ll at once, 731 
quitting vs., 89 
wi ndOViS, 72 
windows auto ma tically, 349 

clouds, Ni sus com pared to, 634 
Clouta, 115 
c loverleaf key. (see@:!! key, alphabetized 

as "command") 
clubs. (see user groups) 
CMYK color, matching to RGB color, 

829-30 
Coady, Davida, 884 
coasters, high-tech, 260 
Cobb Group 

Excellence, 720, 989 
Inside 1-fyperCard, 977, 989 
Inside Microsoft Works, 956, 989 
newsletters, 989 

Cochin font , 513 
illustrated, 513 

Cochin, Nicholas, 51 J 
Coda Music Systems 

Finale, 856- 57 
MusicProse, 857 

CODE resource, 981 
codes 

ASCII, 353, 462 
fo nt names, 454 
programming code, 973 
resources for e rro r codes, 981 

Index 1109 

sad Mac icon e rror codes, 599-600 
cold 

fl oppy disks and temperature changes, 
251, 608 

hard disks and temperature changes, 229 
Coleman, Dale 

about, 27 
contributions by, 229- 30, 233, 

25 1-52, 293-94, 322-23, 345, 
348,355,407-8, 418,435-38, 
608-9,642-43, 645,650-51, 
678,720- 21,724,729-30, 
731-32,733,899,906,919-20, 
923-24, 941- 42, 973 

collapsing o utline views, 350-51 
colo n, icon names and, 70 
colo r 

additive, 829 
ClickArt clip a rt, 799 
CMYK colors, 829-30 
colo r gradients, 767- 68 
Co lor Wheel d ia log box, 317-18 
control pane l settings, 31 7-1 8 
of desktop, 31 2 
educationa l software and, 871- 72 
8-bit color, 147, 762 
4-bit co lor, 14 7 
four-colo r separations, 771 
graphics programs, 762 
of highlight background, 317 
in HyperCard, 978 
labels settings, 320 
o n Mac LC and LC II , 1 06-7 
on Mac I lsi , 101 
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color, cont'd 
matching screen colors and printed 

colors, 829-30 
monitors, 146 

charts of, 164 , 167 
color fringing, 164 
control panel settings, 318-20 
convergence, 1 58 
evaluating, 158-60 
large monitors, 167-68 
medium-sized monitors, 164-67 
monochrome vs., 147-48 
multisync monitors, 168-69 
pin-cushion distortion, 164 
small monitors, 160-64 
Test Pattern Generator program, 160, 

170 
monochrome vs., 147-48 
"p latinumu (Apple's version), 375 
PMS colors, 830 
printers, 380- 81 
process colors, 829-30 
on Quadras, 11 0 
RGB colors, 829-30 
scanner bit depth, 804 
scanners, 803-4 , 807-8 
screen redrawing speed and, 781 
service bureaus and, 437 
subtractive, 829 
Test Pattern Generator program, 160, 

170 
trapping, 437 
24-bi t color, 147, 762 
viewing by, 76 
of windows, 31 7 

Color control panel, 31 7- 18 
il lustrated, 317 

color fringing in moni tors, 164 
color-matching, 829-30 
Color Page E16 monitor, 165, 167 
Color Page T1 6 monitor, 165, 167 
Color Pivot monitor, 165-66, 167 
Color Test Pattern Generator program, 

160, 170 
Color Wheel dialog box, 31 7- 1 8 

illustrated, 31 7 

co lumns 
in MS Works, 953, 955, 960- 61, 965 
in spreadsheets, 715 

Excel, 725- 26 
word processor feature, 620 

Columns game, 888, 996 
combination graphics programs 

(a /so see graphics; specific programs) 
Canvas, 768-69, 781 - 82 
cut-and-switch macro, 779 
descri bed, 761 

combin ing FileM aker repeating fields, 
710- 12 

comfort, importance of, 195 
(a lso see ergonomics) 

@]!0, 293 
ca nce lli ng dialog box changes, 83 
cancell ing printing, 400-401 
requests for ejected fl oppies and, 90 
switch-disk nightmares and, 364 

loxJol, 42 
~,42 

~ key 

(a lso see keyboard commands) 
acti ng stuck on Mac LC or si, 175 
ejecting floppy disks, 346-47 
Sticky Keys for comb inations, 323 
in Word, numeric keypad, 656-57 

Commandments 
Eleventh, 36 
First w ith fonts, 494 
Ten, 31-36 

commands, 61-62 
(also see menus; speci fi c commands) 

Commands ... command (Word), 652- 53, 
659, 670 

@ill]illi) 

in Word 
character formatti ng, 664 
paragraph formatting, 667 

I&R(!J, 347 
@ill), in MS Works, 948 
comments, viewing by, 76 
commons, tragedy of the, 34 
common sense as misnomer, 541 



communications, 897-943 
(also see modems; networks; telecom-

munications) 
between Apple lis and M acs, 943 
between PCs and Macs, 939-42 
bulletin boards, 923-24, 934-35 
on line services, 914-23 
table o f contents for chapter, 898 

compacting files. (see fil e compression) 
compact M acs 

(also see specific models) 
described, 95 
external mon itors for, 158 
hard disks fitted to, 227 
models, 95, 102 
opening the case, 136 
programmer's switch on, 137 
screen, 148- 49, 150 

Compact Pro, 560, 995 
Compact Virtual, 287 
company, Miserey's love of, 578 
compatibili ty. (see incompatibi lities) 
Compatibility Checker, 335 

substitute for, 581 
Compil elt! , 977 
compilers 

C compilers, 979 
interpreters vs., 974-75 

Complete Delete, 577 
Complete HyperCard Handbook, 976 
Complete Mac Handbook, 990 
compositors. (see imagesetters) 
compressed formats fo r graphics, 766-67 

Quicklime, 861 
compressing files. (see file compression) 
compressing l ist names, 333 
compression of files. (see fi le compression) 
Compugraphic fonts. (see Agfa outli ne 

fonts) 
CompuServe, 91 4, 919-20 

GIF fi les, 766-67 
lnitlnfo demo, 991 
Navigator program, 920 
Starter Kit, 920 

computat ions, spreadsheet. (see calcu la
tions in spreadsheets) 

computed fields 
defined,694 

Index 1111 

FileMaker, 707, 708-10 
computer-aided design software. (see 

CAD software) 
Computer Covers Unlimited 

The Keyboard Protector, 187 
Nycov M ac covers, 187 

computerese, 1 4 
computers. (see M acintosh computers; 

non-M ac computers; PCs !IBM 
and compatibles! ; specific Apple 
and M ac models) 

ComputerWa re, reputation of, 52 
ConcertWare+, 875 
condensed fonts, 453 
Condensed spacing, kerning vs., 666 
condoms for keyboards, 187 
conferences, online, 914 
Confoederatio Helvetica, 497 
confusion, not your faul t, 32 
connecting AD B cables, 185 
connecting SCSI cables, 185, 246 
Connectix 

The M acintosh Memory Guide, 277 
M axima, 333 
Opti ma/32, 99, 333 
PowerBook Utilities (CPU), 554-55 
Virtual 2.0, 333 
Virtual 3.0, 285, 287, 333 

connector hood for SCSI cables, 242 
connectors 

CompuNet, 928 
LocaiTalk, 927 
PhoneNet, 927-28 
SCSI, 241 

on PC drives, 248 
Conner, disk mechanisms, 21 9 
consistency, customizability vs., 42-43 
constraints 

in Illustrator, 792 
in MacDraw, 788, 790 
in paint programs, 777 

contents, table of. (see table of contents) 
continuous-tone art 

(a lso see halftones) 
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continuous-tone art, cont'd 
defi ned,421 
laser printers and, 421- 23 

contrast ratio of monitors, 1 52- 53 
contributors to this book, 22-23, 27- 28 
contro l characters in M S Works, 970 
Contro l Data Corporation (CDC}, d isk 

mechanisms, 219 
lconlroli key, size and placement of, 172 
contro l panel devices. (see control panels 

[cdevs]) 
Control Panel documents i n Kind column 

of lists, 297 
control panels (cdevs), 309- 25 

(also see specific control panels and 
cdevs) 

bas ics, 309- 10 
cdevs (System 6), 310-11 
Color, 317-18 

illustrated, 31 7 
confl icts among, 603- 604 
defined, 297, 545-46 
Easy Access, 322-23 

illustrated, 323 
folder for, 297 
General Contro ls, 3 n - 13 

illustrated, 311 
unrequested changes, 607 

instal ling in System Folder, 298-99 
Keyboard, 313-14 

illustrated, 313 
Labels, 320 

i llustrated, 320 
Map, 323- 25 

illustrated, 324 
memory available and, 300 
Monitors, 318- 20 

illustrated, 319 
Mouse, 314- 15 

illustrated, 314 
Sharing Setup, 928 
Sound,315-16 

illustrated, 315, 316 
Startup Disk, 322 
System 6 vs. System 7, 310- 11 
troubleshooting, 546, 602, 603-604 

control panels (cdevs), cont'd 
upgrading to System 7, 336 
uti lities, 545-46 
Views, 320-22 

illustrated, 321 
Contro l Panels command (System 7), 

memory available and, 280 
Control Panels fo lder, 297, 545-46 
control panels in Kind co lumn of li sts, 

297 
Control Panels w indow, i llustrated, 309 
Control Panel (System 6}, 310- 11 

General icon, d isk cache size, 282 
illustrated, 310 
System 7 contro l panels vs., 31 0-11 
UnScrolly uti l ity, 578 
zapping the PRAM, 134- 35 

convergence in color monitors, 158 
Cool M ac Sounds, 860 
Cooper Black font, 469, 503 

illustrated, 469, 503 
Cooper b lack outl ine font, 507-8 

i llustrated, 507-8 
copier paper, 429-30 
coprocessors, 97, 132 
copy and paste. (see cut [or copy] and 

paste) 
Copy command, 87 

PostScript material with, 363 
copy ing 

(a lso see al iases; backups; cut [or 
copy] and paste; dragging) 

beginners' guide, 85-86 
between applications, 363 
dragg ing file copies, 344-45 
Exce l cell data, 728 
floppy disks, 85-86 
fo lders vs. fo lder contents, 345 
FrameM aker bug, 825 
hard disks between Macs, 930 
Ill ustra tor )Oplion) copy, 793 
MacDraw text, 790 
in MS Works 

data between modules, 953-54 
field names, 962 
pas ti ng from database List view, 962 



copying, cont'd 
in paint programs 

)Option~ copy, 780 
)option) copy, 779-80 
picking up patterns from the screen, 

785 
@!![)Option~ copy, 780 

PostScript material to non-PostScript 
programs, 363 

printing multiple copies, 402-3 
Styles, 646-47 
System 7 Install 1 disk, 334 
tabs in page layout, 832 
in Word, 663-65, 667 

copy-protected software, 48 
Apple II emulation and, 943 
games, 872 

copyright symbol, 464 
Cordell, Lyn, contributions by, 253, 259 
cord less mice, 176-77 
Corleto, Todd, contributio ns by, 142, 

189-90, 733 
corners in SuperPaint, 786 
corrupted fi les 

(a lso see backups; recovering data) 
desktop fi les, 234, 605 
SCSI drivers, 61 2 
System or Finder, 598, 599-600, 603 

cost. (see price) 
CoStar 

AddressWriter envelope printer, 
377-78 

Stingray trackball, 181, 182 
count ing 

Excel items, 733 
fo lder items, 351 
words 

characters per word (average), 
649-50 

correcting for overhead, 650 
estimating, 649-50 
fea ture of word processors, 61 9 
miniWriter feature, 562 
table, 650 
words per K or meg in plain-text 

fi les, 208, 649-50 

Courier font, 499 
illustrated, 499 
substitution of, 425 

Index 11 13 

court reporters' typing system, 173-74 
covers for the Mac (and appendages), 187 
Cox, Dr. "Happy" Harry, 31 
Coy, Gary, 886 
cps (characters per second) of dot-matrix 

printers, 376 
.cpt fi le tag, 560 
CPU (central processing unit). (see 

processor) 
CPU (Connectix PowerBook Utilities), 

554- 55 
Cracklingfire font, 520 

i !lustra ted, 520 
crap, general percentage of, 36 
crashes 

(also see alerts; error messages; 
troubleshooting) 

hang-ups or freezes, 291, 586, 587, 600 
Backgrounder with third-party 

spoolers and, 404 
bombs involving, 587 
escaping, 291, 600 
interrupt button, 600 
laser printers, 416 
reset button, 586, 600 
saving work (if possible), 586 
static electricity and, 1 86 

programmer's switch, 137-38 
interrupt button, 129, 137- 38, 600 
reset button, 137-38, 586, 600 

random, 605 
recovering from, 291, 600 
restarting after, 1 38, 586, 600 
saving files, 586, 601 
symptoms, 586-87 
system errors or bombs, 586-87 

crash (special effect), 534 
creation of the world, scheduling, 745 
credi ts, 5 
Crilee font, 996 

illustrated, 996 
cropping graphics. (see sizing graphics) 
crosses, 476 
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CryptoSolve, 996 
Cuneifont font, 520- 21 

illustrated, 520- 21 
Cupertino, 324 
Curd, John D., 57 
curly apostrophe, 465, 564, 645 
curly quotes. (see smart quotes) 
Current size (Get Info}, 283-84 

illustrated, 283 
Currents of Death, 1 94 
cursor, 64 2 

lost, 555 
CURS resource, 981 
Curtis, mouse cleaning kit, 1 77 
cushion with recorder, illustration of, 712 
customer support. (see technical support} 
customizabil ity 

buying software and, 42-43 
consistency vs., 42-43 
keyboard commands, 55 
M acs as home, 33 
System 7 restrictions, JJ 1-32 

Customize vs. Easy Install, 337-38 
custom lellerhead, 647-49 
cut-and-switch macro for graphics, 779 
Cut command, 87 
cu t (or copy) and paste 

(a/so see Clipboard; Scrapbook} 
beginners' guide, 87-88 
with Calculator, 305 
in Excel, 729 
FrameM aker bug, 825 
in MacDraw, 790 
in MS Works, 955, 962 
w ith Note Pad, 307 
spreadsheet values (not formulas), 722 
in Word, 624 , 663- 64 

Culling Edge, monitors, 152 
cull i ngs of fonts 

defined,449 
obl ique, 428, 449 
for type styles, 426, 449 

ex. (see Mac lis) 
ex marking engine, 384, 418, 432 

cycling through windows 
in Excel, 730 
in M acDraw, 788 
in MS Works, 95 2 
in Word, 654 

D 
Dafax Technologies, 120 
dagger symbol, 465 
Dai ly Tribune font, 517 

illustrated, 51 7 
da isy-chain network configuration, 926 
DAL. (see Data Access Language (DALf) 
damaged fi les. (see backups; corrupted 

fi les; recovering data} 
damaged floppy disks 

(a lso see troubleshooting) 
magnets as cause, 251- 53 
Polaroid pol icy, 253 

dancers, illustrations of, 368, 438, 814, 
986, 1233 

Dantz Deve lopment 
Retrospect, 270 
Retrospect Remote, 270 

Dark Castle, 890 
DAs 

(a lso see specific DAs) 

on • menu, 298, 304- 9 
defined, 63 
disk space ava ilable and, 301 
Font/ DA Mover use, 365-66 
history of, 63-64 
install ing in System Folder, 298-99 
replacing System fi le and, 604 
as startup applica tions, 303-4 
System 7 changes, 327-28 
upgrading to System 7, 336-37 
utilities for managing, 550-51 
Zedcor Desk modules, 950- 51 

dashes 
em dashes, 465, 636, 642, 917 
en dashes, 465, 467, 642 
hyphens vs., 467, 642 

Data Access Language (DAL}, System 7 
enablement, 328 



databases, 691-712 
(a lso see specific programs) 
a nnotati ng, 703 
a utomatic saving cautions, 703 
be fo re working o n, 703 
colo r monito rs and, 147 
data analysis features, 701-2 
defined, 693 
Dow Jones News/Re trieval , 921 
files vs. programs, 693 
fl at-file vs. re la tional databases, 695 
integrated program modules, 695 
MS Works module, 948, 959-65 
mu ltilevel sorts, 694, 704 
multiuser da tabases, 694, 696 
PC/Mac communications, 94 2 
planni ng, 702 
programs, 693-702 
regression a na lysis, 70 1 
re lat ional, 695 
report calculatio ns vs. calc ulated 

fields, 694 
specia l purpose da tabases, 695 
tab le of contents for chapter, 692 
term inology, 693- 94 
ti ps, 702-4 

FileMaker, 704- 12 
MS Works modu le, 959-65 

zip code fie lds, 702 
d ata bits, 902 
Data Cannon drive, 228 
"Datacomm buffer overrun" message, 411 
Data Desk, 701 
Data Desk 

101 E keyboard, 173 
Switc hboard, 173 

data fil es. (see doc umen ts; files) 
DataPa k cartridge drives, 226, 227 
Da ta-Tech Institute, The Mac intosh 

Surviva l Course, 994-95 
date 

in Excel fo rmulas, 733 
Fi leMaker date insert ion, 704- 5 
last modified date, 31 3, 351 
in lette rhead, 648 

Index 111 5 

date, cont'd 
in MS Works 

data base fie lds, 961 
headers a nd foote rs, 953 
spreadsheet cell s, 959- 60 

resetting Mac inte rnal calendar, 305, 
313 

se ria l da tes in MS Works, 960 
Syste m 7 restri ctions, 331-32 
viewing by, 76, 233, 350 

Date Created, 31 3 
Da te Modified, 313 
daughte rboard, 273 
Davidson, New Math Blaster Plus, 878 
Davies, Bill , contribution by, 757 
Dawkins, Richard , 884-85 · 
Dayna, DOS Mounte r, 939-40 
DaynaFile II 5 .25-inc h floppy drives, 940 
dba, defined, 15 
dBASE 

FoxBAS E+ c lone for Macs, 699-700 
reading files fro m, 942 

"dealing with psychopaths" folder, 233 
DEC, LA50 printer ribbon with 

lmageWrite rs, 408 
deci ma l numbe ring syste m, 205 
decimals in sys tem versio ns, 333 
Deck recording software, 853 
decora tive fonts, 45 5 
dedicated cables, 925 
deer, illustration of, 12 
defa ult button, 79 
DefaultFont. (see Fo nt Charter) 
defa ult font, c hanging, 525 
default Styles (Word), 671-72 
deferred processing of OCR, 809 
defragmentation. (see fragmentation of 

hard disks) 
degrees symbol , 464 
delay before keystroke re peats, 31 3 
de Leeuw, David, contr ibution by, 

873-74 
@ill key, 88 
de le ti ng data 

by cutting, 88 
Fi leMa ker records, 704 
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deleting data, cont'd 
in FreeHand, 795 
in MacWrite II, 633 
MS Works database fields, 962 
PageMaker linked text blocks, 840-41 
paint program eraser alternatives, 778 
preserving Cl ipboard contents, 362 
in SuperPaint, 783 
in Word, 663 

page numbering, 674 
deleting files, 214 

(also see Trash) 
beginners' guide, 86- 87 
completely, 214, 577 
desktop fi le clutter from, 233 
emptying Trash, 361-62 
erasing floppy disks, 257, 260 
Font/DA Mover use, 366 
fonts, 280, 300-301, 366 
by ini tializing disks, 211, 214 
invisible fi les, 301 - 2, 592 
locked files, 345, 361 
recovering deleted fi les, 214, 616 
sounds, 280, 300- 301 
from System Folder, 301- 2 
temp fi les, 302, 564 
using Trash aliases, 342 

Dell' Aqu illa, M ei-Ying, 649 
Delta Point 

N isus' spelling checker and, 638 
Taste, 632 

Delta Tao, Strategic Conquest, 889- 90 
demi type style, 426 
demonic possession, 24, 175 
demo of sounds, 300, 31 6 
Deneba Systems 

Canvas, 768-69, 781- 82 
Spell ing Coach Professional, 685 

Dennison, Avery, 565 
De Pi ll is, Mario S., 57 
derived fonts, 472 
descender of font, 442, 451- 52 

illustrated, 44 2 
deselecting with arrow keys, 293 
DES encryption, 575 

designing fonts, 534-35 
Design Science, ParaFont, 531 
DesignStudio, 818 
design tips, page layout, 825-30 
desk accessories. (see DAs) 
desk analogy for memory, 204-5 
DeskCritters, 996 
Desk integrated software, 947, 950-51 
desk space, wea lth and, 168 
desktop 

(also see Finder) 
beginners' guide, 60- 61 
button, 81,85 
cleaning up, 356 
color for, 31 2 
defined, 60 
disappearing files and folders, 234, 325, 

329 
Finder and, 60 
folder, 362 
grid on, 356 
illustrated, 61 
pattern on, 311 - 12 
pop-up menu, 81 
printing from, 402 
returning to, 90 
selecting, 354 
Shut Down command importance, 364 
starting programs from templates, 294 
tips, 360- 64 
troubleshooting, 234, 605 

Desktop button, 81, 85 
desktop files 

corrupted fi les, 23 4, 605 
init ializing disks, 21 2-13 
rebui lding, 212, 233- 34, 606 

corrupted floppy disks, 259-60 
defined, 212 
startup problems, 598 

space requ ired by, 212-13 
Desktop Folder, 362 
desktop Macs 

(also see specific models) 
defined, 95 
Mac Portables as, 11 7 



Desktop pop-up menu, 81 
illustrated, 81 

desktop pub lishing 
(a lso see page layout) 
memory requirement, 272 
page layout, 815-45 
periodicals, 827-28 
SyQuest cartridges' usefulness, 226 
word processor features, 620 

DeskWriter 
(also see inkjet printers) 
BetterWriter printer drivers for, 407 
cartridges, 409-11 
color upgrade, 381 
fonts built in, 379 
free upgrade kit, 410 
networki ng, 412 
paper and print qua lity, 411 
PostScript laser printers vs., 373 
Prime button, 409 
prime pump defects, 410 
printer driver versions, 411 - 1 2 
print spooler fo r, 379 
refilli ng cartridges, 410-11 
resolution, 372 
sheet feeders, 408 
StyleWriter vs., 378- 80 
unclogging cartridges, 409-10, 411 
used, 412 

DeskWriter C, 380-81, 412 
dessert topping vs. floor wax, 909-1 0 
detectors of viruses, 589-90 
DGR Technologies, reacVwrite optical 

drive, 229 
diacritica l marks. (see accent characters) 
diagnosing problems. (see troubleshooting) 
d ialing telephone numbers 

in Address Book, 740 
in MS Works, 969 

dialog boxes 
(also see alerts; specific dialog boxes) 
beginners' guide, 78- 83 
buttons on, 79-80 
ca ncelling changes, 83 
deselecting text wi th arrow keys, 293 
Desktop button or pop-up menu on, 81 

Index 111 7 

dialog boxes, cont'd 
FreeHand transformation dialog boxes, 

795 
illustrated, 78 
keyboard commands 

in Excel, 728-29 
in Word, 660-61 

list boxes on, 80-82 
pop-up menus on, 81-83 
printer selection and, 398-99 
resources, 981 
SuperPaint shortcut, 786 
text boxes on, 78-79 

DialogKeys, 573 
diamond symbo l, 465 
Diconix M1 50 portab le printer, 383 
dictionaries 

glossary, 19,997-1065 
for spelling checkers, 266, 683, 686-90, 

995 
Dictionary Helper, 686-90, 995 
dieresis, 461-62 

(also see umlaut) 
Digidesign 

AudioMedia II, 853 
Deck, 853 
16-bit audio cards, 853 
SoundDesigner II, 853 
Sound Tools II, 853 

digital sounds, 849-50 
(a lso see music; sounds) 

digita l typesetting machines. (see 
i mageset ters) 

Digi t-Art, 801 
illustration from, 801 

digitizing tablets, 179, 812-13 
digits. (see numbers) 
di late upon, as spell ing suggestion, 638 
dimmed menu items, 64, 536 
dingbats. (see Zapf D ingbats) 
DIP SIMMs, 276 
Director, as presentation software, 

867-68 
Directory Assistance, 553 
directory fil e, 211- 12 
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disabil ities 
Easy Access contro l panel settings, 

322-23 
mouse double-d ick speed, 315 
visually impaired computer users, 993 

disappearing objects 
"application is busy or missing" 

message, 605 
fi les and folders, 234, 325, 329 
fonts missing characters or type styles, 

536 
fonts missing from menu, 538-39 
Illustrator page breaks, 793 
missing character box, 458-59 
pointer lost in black screen, 319 
QuarkXPress elements, 844 

discla imer 
for product evaluations, 19- 20, 49- 50 
for tips, 1 2 

disconnecting ADI3 devices, 1 71, 185 
disconnecting SCSI cables, 185, 246 
discontinued Mac models, 96, 101- 2 
discretionary hyphens, in Word, 665 
discretionary return (QuarkXPress), 843 
dishwasher on your desk, 168 
Disinfectant, 589, 995 
disk cache, 281 - 82 

(also see RAM cache) 
maximum size possible, 282 
memory avai lable and, 280 
size recommendations, 281-82 
System 6 vs. System 7, 31 0-1 1 

Disk Doctor, 553,614 
DiskDoubler, 560- 61 
disk drives. (see CD-ROM drives; floppy 

drives; hard disks) 
DisKeeper, 557-58 
diskettes. (see floppy disks) 
D iskExpress, 236 
Disk First Aiel program, 234, 336, 614 
DiskFit Pro, 270 
DiskFix, 55 1 
"disk is damaged" message, 608-9, 610-11 
"disk is not initial ized" message, 610-11 
disk mechanisms, 218- 20 
"disk needs minor repairs" message, 605 

disks. (see CO-ROMs; floppy disks; hard 
disks; Macintosh Bible Software 
Disks); RAM disks) 

DiskTools, 549 
Disk Tools d isk 

Disk First Aid program, 234, 336 
as emergency startup fl oppy, 303 
hard disk preparation for System 7 

upgrade, 335-36 
HD SC Setup program, 335 
rebui I ding desktop using, 233-34 

DiskTop, 556-57 
deleting invisi ble fil es using, 301 
rebui lding desktop using, 233-34 
for System 7 ti menu features, 333 

DiskTwin, 271 
disk window, 74 , 232 
Displace command (Word), 666 
display fonts, 455 
displaying. (see viewing) 
displays. (see monitors; screen) 
Dispossessed, The, 1 5 
dissolves, defined, 862 
Distincta, 11 5 
distorting fonts. (see special effects for text) 
DITL resource, 981 
Diva, VideoShop, 862 
division sign, 464 
DLOG resource, 981 
docking wi th Power Book 100, 112 
documents 

(also see fi les; stationery; templates; 
specific types of documents) 

al iases, 341 
on II menu, 298 
beginners' guide, 75 
defined, 59 
drag- launch, 344 
icons for, 59 

i l lustrated, 58 
importing non-Mac word processing 

documents, 651 
locking, 261 
navigating, in Word, 65 4- 58, 664, 674 
opening multiple documents, 360 
overhead for, 208 



documents, cont'd 
printing multiple copies, 402-3 
printing multiple files, 402 
recovering damaged documents, 601 
recovering deleted documents, 214 
saving 

importance of, 33 
as PostScript files, 423-24 

startup documents, 303-4 
documents in Kind column of lists, 297 
dog 

in Cairo font, 479 
in Page Setup dia log box, 413, 479 

dogcow, 413, 479 
doing it all, 32 
dollars 

per meg, 217-18 
pixels per, 150 

Dom Casual font, 505 
illustrated, 505 

Donne, John, allusion to poem of, 43 
Dorovar font, 509 

illustrated, 509 
DOS and DOS computers. (see PCs !IBM 

and compatibles]) 
DOS M ounter, 939-40 
dot accent, 462 
dot-matrix printers, 375-78 

(also see specific prinlers) 
choosing, 396-99 
described, 371 
envelope printer, 377- 78 
envelope prin ting, 408-9 
lmageWriter substitutes, 375-76 
label printer, 378 
missing character box, 458-59 
PC printers and Macs, 374-75 
resolution of, 372 
sheet feeders, 408 
Tall Adjusted option with, 399-400, 405 
tips, 405- 9 

dots per inch (dpi). (see resolution) 
dots per square inch (dpsi) of printers, 372 
Dot-to-Dot, 875 

illustrated, 875 

double-clicking 
on Canvas objects, 781 
defined, 71 
double-dick drag, 292 
on graphics tools, 777 
hard disk icon, 7 4 
icons w ith open w indows, 74 
mu ltip le selections, 360 
speed selling, 314- 15 
title bar, 54 

double-sided floppy disks 
(a lso see floppy disks) 
capacity, 250 

Index 1119 

400K disks initialized as 800K, 258-59 
identifying, 249 
illustrated, 249 
1.4MB disks initialized as 800K, 257-58 

double-sided printouts, 650 
double words, spell ing checker flagging 

of, 683 
doubt, when in, 89, 92 
Doucette's Des ktop Publishing, 828 
Dove 

Ethernet cards, 933 
FaxModem+, 909-1 0 

Dow, Greg, contribution by, 979-80 
Dow Jones News/Retrieva l database 

access, 921 
downloadable fonts, 424, 427- 29, 444 
down loading 

(also see telecommunications) 
defined, 444, 899 
fon ts, 427-29, 444 
PostScript fil es, 423-24 

dpi (dots per inch). (see resolution) 
D'pix, Folio I, 802 
dpsi (dots per square inch) of pri nters, 372 
drafting programs. (see draw programs) 
Draft print mode, 406, 407 
drag-and-drop featu re, 624, 717 
dragging 

(also see copying) 
beginners' guide, 68- 69 
@!) key with, 356 
copies of fi les, 344-45 
doub le-dick drag, 292 
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dragging, cont'd 
drag-and-drop feature, 624, 717 
drag-launch for documents, 344 
Excel columns and rows, 725-26 
fi les into list views, 355 
fo lders vs. folder contents, 345 
graphics macros and, 778-79 
grid points and, 356 
icons, 68 
inactive w indows, 348 
lassoing shortcut, 779 
M acDraw multiple objects, 789 
margins in page preview, 56 
MS Works tabs, 956 
~drag,779-80, 793 

illustrated, 780 
page layout tips, 830, 83 1 
in QuarkXPress, 820, 830, 831 , 841 
selecting objects in MacD raw, 788 
tabs in Nisus, 55 
title bar, 72 
using Font/DA Mover, 365-66 
windows, 72 

DRAM, static RAM vs., 274 
drawer analogy for RAM disks, 205 
DrawingBoard II pressure-sensitive tablets, 

813 
Drawing Card 21" monitor, 155 
drawing exchange forma t (DXF) files, 766 
draw programs 

(also see CAD software; graphics; 
specific programs) 

described, 761 
file formats, 766-67 
MacDraft, 768 
MacDraw, 767-68, 788-91 
macros, 778-79 
nudge commands, 778 
sca ling bit-mapped images, 779 
SuperPaint, 769, 782-87 
typographic effects wi th, 468-70, 

781- 82, 790 
Dream font, 495 

illustrated, 495 
Dreams program, features, 768 
Dreams, Ray, 77 5 
drink symbols, 480 

drive mechanisms of hard disks, 218- 20 
drivers 

adding, 306 
defined, 296 
disk space available and, 301 
fo lder for, 296-97 
hard disk driver for System 7, 335 
hard disk mounting problems, 610 
insta ll ing in System Folder, 298- 99 
label when viewing by name, 296-97 
networks and, 334 
printer drivers, 396-400 

adding, 306 
BetterWriter drivers, 406-7 
choosing, 396-99 
defined, 396 
DeskWriter drivers, 411-12 
LaserWriter driver, 396, 412-14, 423 
matching lmageWriter margins to 

LaserWriter, 400 
for PC printers with Macs, 374 
version, 400 

SCSI driver problems, 611 - 13 
upgrading to System 7, 335, 336 

drives. (see CD-ROM drives; floppy 
drives; hard disks) 

DriveSavers, 611 
DriveShare, 263 
drooling and progress, 860 
droplet sound, 316 
Dr. T's Music Software, Beyond, 856 
drugs 

monitor described like, 166 
smart drugs' side effects, 638 

drum, laser printer, envelope printing 
and,417 

drummers and fifer, illustration of, 801 
DTPrinter, 402 
Dubi-Ciick Software 

ArtRoundup, 798 
BigCaps uti lity, 523- 24 

illustrated, 524 
Calculator Construction Set, 548 
Font Charter utility, 524-25 
Manhattan font, 471 

illustrated, 471 



Dubi-Ciick Software, cont'd 
Math Whiz font , 472 
Men uFonts utility, 526- 27 

illustra ted, 527 
PatternMover, 798 
Symbols Galore font, 472 
Utility City font, 472 

illustrated, 472 
WetPaint, 798-99 

illustrations fro m, 17, 798-99 
World Class Fonts, 495- 96 

illustrated, 495- 96 
World Class LaserType outline fonts, 472 

ill ustrated, 472 
ducks 

june bugs and, 629 
magic word and, 888 
quack sound, 31 6 

Du Cloux, Fokko, contribution by, 733 
dumb quotes, 644-45 
dump, screen, 401 
dumpster of history, 11 6 
Dunham, David, 562 
Dunn, Cameron, contribution by, 879 
Dunn, Nancy E., 914- 15 

about, 28 
contributions by, 54- 92, 95- 1 06, 

109- 14, 123- 26, 139-40, 
194-95,263- 64,267-69,270, 
396-400,409-10,411-12,526, 
545-47,548- 51, 557-58, 
559-60,566,567,570,571, 
573-74,577-79,585-87, 
589- 90,592,595-96,608- 9, 
616,626,627- 28,629,639, 
640-41,652,656- 57,659, 
661-62,663- 64,666,668- 69, 
676-77,677,679- 82,684- 85, 
728- 29, 730, 733, 746, 749, 757, 
761-62, 762- 63, 765-67, 
773-74,81 7,827-28,859- 60, 
871-72,874-75,877-78,879, 
88~ 887,888,890,893, 
899-903,906,916,918-20, 
927-28, 973-74, 975-80, 982-85 

duplicating. (see a liases; copying; 
dragging) 

dusting on paper, 429-30 
Duti l, Marc, 886 
Dvorak, john, 193 
Dvorak keyboard layout, 1 7 4 
DXF files, 766 
dynamic data , 860 

Index 11 21 

dynamic RAM (DRAM}, static RAM vs., 
274 

dynamic tracking, 181 
Dynodex, 739-40 

E 
ease of use, 31-32, 41, 974 
Easterday, Bob, 247 
Eastgate Systems 

Fontina, 527 
illustrated, 528 

Eastman Kodak, Diconix M1 50 portable 
printe r, 383 

East Timor, 4 
Easy Access contro l pane l, 322-23, 778 

illustrated, 323 
Easy Insta ll vs. Customize, 337-38 
easy is ha rd, 31-32, 974 
easyPrint, 402 
e-banking, 923 
Echo(False) feature (Excel), 734-35 
economy, false, 43 
Edison, Thomas, 207 
Edi t menu, 66- 67, 87 
Edmark, TouchWindow, 1 79 
educa tiona l software 

(a lso see games) 
for adults, 881-85 
for children, 873-81 

entertainment as, 871 - 72 
colo r and, 871- 72 
eva luat ing for the very young, 871-72 
table of contents for chapter, 870 
wrong answers, 87 1 

Edwards Air Force Base, 35 
Effects Specia list, 534 

illustrated, 534 
Egypt 

educat ional software on, 880-81 
games re lated to, 887, 892-93 
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Egyptian il lustrations, 798, 814, 846 
WetPainl clip art, 798 

Ehman hard disks, 223 
8-bi t color graphics, 147, 762 
8-bit scanners, 804 
8-bit sounds, 850, 851-52, 859 
BOOK drives, 249-50 

cleaning, 188 
disks readable by, 250 
1.4MB (high-density) disks in, 257-58 
on used Macs, 1 28 

BOOK floppy disks 
(a/so see floppy disks) 
capacity, 250 
400K disks init ial ized as BOOK, 258-59 
identifying, 249 
illustrated, 249 
1.4MB disks initialized as BOOK, 257-5B 

Eject button, 21 1 
Eject Disk command, 90 
ejecting fl oppy disks 

w ith and without ghosts, 346- 47 
beginners' guide, 90-91 
icons for ejected disks, 346 
paper-cl ip trick for emergencies, 259, 

260, 609 
stuck disks, 260, 609 
to Trash, 346- 47 

electrica l interference with moni tors, 606 
electri ca l symbols, 479 
Electriclmage, 773 
electricity, static, 186 
Electric Typographer fonts, 512-13 
Electronic Arts 

PGA Tour Golf, 894-95 
Studio/1, 767 
Studio/8, 772 
Studio/32, 772 
Thunder II, 684- B5 

electron ic banking, 923 
electronic bulletin boards. (see bulletin 

boards) 
electro ni c communications. (see 

telecommunications) 
electronic mai l. (see e-mail) 
electronic storage. (see memory) 

elephant, illustration of, 79B 

elevation (architectural view), 763 
elevator, sign in, 45 
Eleventh Commandment, 36 
ELF emissions, 192-95 

Swedish standard, 156, 159, 162, 195 
Eliot, T. S., 519 
ellipsis 

key for symbol, 465 
Nisus bugs, 636-37 

Elsner+F iake Design Studios, 515 
EMAC, Silhouette trackball, 181, 182 
E-Machines 

Color Page E16 monitor, 165, 167 
Color Page T1 6 monitor, 165, 167 

e-mai l, 915 
(a /so see specific online servi ces) 

bulletin boards, 923-24 
gateways between services, 922-23 
on LANs, 935-36 
to Mac Bible, 916, 918, 919 
MCI Mail, 921 
saving time and money, 922 

em dashes, 465, 636, 642, 917 
illustrated, 642 

emergency startup floppy, 303 
emiss ions 

from monitors, 192-95 
Swedish standard, 156, 159, 162, 195 

Empty fo lder, 366 
emptying Trash, 86, 361-62 
Empty Trash command, 86, 361 
EM Software, Xstyle, 822 
em space (PageM aker), B40 

encapsu lated PostScri pt graphics. (see 
EPS graphics) 

Encore, 857 
encrypting files, 575-76 
Encrypllnit, 576 
en dashes, 465, 467, 642 

illustrated, 642 
engraved style fonts, 516 
Enhance 2.0, 81 1 
enhanced resolution of printers, 372, 

386, 392-93, 395 



enhancements to standard Mac interface, 
54-57,634,834 

"enigmatical," demise of, 637 
Ensign Systems, POS-IM, 755 
en space (PageMaker), 840 
entertainment programs 

(a lso see games) 
games, 886-95 
learning and, 871-72 
table of contents for chapter, 870 

entries in this book, 17 
entry head Style example, 622 
envelopes 

printer for, 377-78 
printing on dot-matri x printers, 408- 9 
printing on laser printers, 41 7, 431 
util ities for printing, 562-63 

Enviro font, 518-19 
i llustrated, 518-19 
typing in, 536 

Envisio, PowerBook expansion/v ideo 
cards, 169 

Epoque font, 511 
illustrated, 511 

EPS graphics 
clip art 

ClickArt, 799-800 
Image Club Digi t-Art, 801 
Multi-Ad Services, 801 
QuickArt, 800 

converting PICT format to, 770 
file format, 766 
imagesetters and, 437 

equals sign (=) in MS Works database 
module, 959 

eradicators of viruses, 589-90 
Erase Disk command, 257, 260 
eraser tool, 778, 783 
erasing. (see deleting) 
ergonomics, 192-200 

basics, 196-98 
furniture, 193, 198-99 
glare, 193, 197-98 
importance of comfort, 195 
keyboard height and angle, 196-97, 

198-200 

ergonomics, cont'd 
mouse and, 197 
radiation from monitors, 192-95 
screen brightness recommended, 

144-45 
tilt/swivel bases, 191 

ErgoSource, 200 
Ergot ron 

M ac Tilt, 191 
tilt/swivel bases, 191 

error messages 

Index 11 23 

(a lso see alerts; troubleshooting) 
"The application ... has unexpectedly 

qu it," 587 
"The application is busy or missing," 605 
bombs, 586-87 
"Datacomm buffer overrun," 411 
described, 585- 86 
" Error in formula" (Excel), 731-32 
failure notifica tions, 585 
not enough memory, 283, 285 

crashes and, 605 
ID numbers, 605 

resources, 981 
sad Mac icon error codes, 599-600 
system errors, 586-87 
"This disk is damaged," 608-9,610-11 
"Thi s d isk is not initialized," 610-11 
"This disk needs minor repairs," 605 
" This is not a Macintos h disk," 608-9, 

610- 11 
errors in MacBible, 919 
escaping. (see cancelling; closing) 
~ key, cancelling w ith, 293, 400-401 
estate planning, 757 
Ethernet, 110, 932-33, 932 
EtherPeek, 937 
EtherTalk, 932-33 
Eu ropean quotat ion marks, 463 
Everybody's Guide to Small Claims 

Court, 5 1 
Every Coy's Guide to Common jewish 

Expressions, 528-29 
Excel, 716-17, 724-35 

absolute cell references, 722- 23 
Autofi ll command, 717 
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Excel, cont'd 
borders, 726-28 
calculations and formulas, 721-22, 

729, 731-33 
canceling partial calculations, 732 
cancell ing changes, 729 
Cell Protection command, 731 
circular references, 735 
clearing borders, 726-27 
clearing cells, 729 
Close All command, 731 
column adjustments, 725-26 
counting items, 733 
cycl ing through spreadsheets, 730 
date in formulas, 733 
dialog box shortcuts, 728-29 
dragging columns and rows, 725-26 
duplicating data in cells, 728 
entry bar activation, 729 
error in formula message, 731-3 2 
exiting cells with invalid formulas, 

1019- 20 
features, 716-17 
Fill commands, 728 
freezing calculated numbers, 721-22 
full menus, 724 
hidden columns, 725-26 
importing from large-screen Macs, 

729-30 
inputting data, 731 
inserting columns and rows, 725 
invalid formulas, 731-32 
journal on, 720 
keyboard commands 

calculating part of a formu la, 732 
cancelling changes, 729 
clearing borders, 727 
clearing cells, 729 
cycling through spreadsheets, 730 
dialog box shortcu ts, 728-29 
entry bar activation, 729 
inserting columns and rows, 725 
notes, 733-34 
outlining cells, 726 
pasting, 729 
repeat last action, 729 

Excel, cont'd 
learning aids, 724 
linked spreadsheets, 735 
Lotus 1-2-3 and, 942 
macros, 730, 734-35 
menus 

Fi ll com mands, 728 
short vs. ful l, 724 

naming cells automatically, 717 
notes, 733-34 
opening hidden columns, 725-26 
outlining cells, 726 
partial ca lculations, 732 
paste shortcu t, 729 
Paste Special command, 722 
pasting values (not fo rmulas}, 722 
PC/Mac communications, 941-42 
PowerMacros for Excel, 719-20 
previewing printouts, 725 
protecting cells, 731 
references, 722-23, 735 
regression analysis featu re, 701 
repeating last action, 729 
row adjustments, 725-26 
scrolling whole spreadsheet, 730 
selecting cells, 731, 734 
selecting whole spreadsheet, 724 
Select Specia l command, 731, 735 
short menus, 724 
size box off the screen, 729- 30 
Solver tool, 716 
speeding macros, 734-35 
spelling checking in formulas, 732 
startup document for, 734 
time in formulas, 733 
tips, 724-35 
viewing borders, 728 
viewing va lues and formulas together, 

732-33 
zooming in and out, 730 

Excellence journal, 720, 989 
Excel 3, 716 
Excel 4, 717 
exclamation mark, Spanish, 463 
.exe file tag, 560 



exiting. (see closing; shutting down the 
Mac; turning off) 

exotic names club, 25 
expandable Macs, 121 
expanded fonts, 453 
expanding fi les. (see fil e compression) 
expanding list view names, 366 
expansion slots 

basics, 100- 101 
in Mac models (table), 102-3 
NuB us slots, 100, 102-3, 228 
Processor Direct Slots (PDSs), 101, 

102-3, 228 
traffic, 1 00 

expense. (see price) 
expert font sets, 468 
expertosis, 32, 49, 638 
ExperVision, Type Reader, 810 
exporting data between MS Works 

modules, 953- 54 
exporling files 

(a lso see importi ng fi les) 
buying software and, 43-44 
from MS Works, 953, 967, 969- 70 
from Nisus, 636 
to non-Mac computers, 65 1 
to PCs (IBM and compatibles), 651, 

939-42 
word processor feature, 619-20 

Exposure, 572 
Extension M anager, 546 
Extensions fo lder, 296- 97, 396, 528 
extensions (inils) 

(a lso see specific extensions and inits) 

book on, 991 
conflicts among, 603-604 
defined, 297, 545-46 
fo lder for, 297 
instal ling in System Folder, 298-99 
label when viewing by name, 297 
on Macintosh Bible Software Disks, 996 
managers, 546 
memory avai lable and, 280, 300, 545, 

605 
memory required by, 545 
pointer jumpy and, 607 

Index 11 25 

extensions (inits), cont'd 
SCSI devices and, 246-47 
troubleshooting, 546, 592, 598, 602, 

603-4 
upgrading to System 7, 336 
utilit ies, 545 

external commands, 976, 977, 982 
external functions (HyperCard), 976, 977 
external hard disks, 21 6- 17, 240 
external modems, 900 
external SuperDrive, 256 
extracting fi les. (see file compression) 
extremely low frequency emissions. (see 

ELF emiss ions) 
eye, il lustration o f, 799 
EZ Music Starter Kit, 855 
EZ Vision, 855 

facsimiles, 909- 14 
abuse, 913-14 
basics, 909 

F 

FaxSTF fax software, 912-13 
modems, 909- 1 3 
NEC Silentwri ter Model 95 capabilities, 

392-93 
polli ng, 912 
text quality of, 910-11 

Fahrenheit 451, 255 
fa is ce que voudrais, 825 
fall, w hat goeth before, 35 
families offonts, 441 , 540-42, 981 
Family Values Enforcement Squad, 740 
fan 

for Mac Plus, 142 
in Mac SEs, 129 
minidrives eliminating, 224- 25 
noise from, 1 38 

fans (human) 
Bea rs fans vs. pseudos, 40 
Mac Bible crazed, 447, 91 9 

Farallon 
Liaison software-only router, 933, 938 
PhoneNet, 927-28, 931 
PhoneNet M anager's Pack, 936 
StarController, 932 
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Faral/on, cont'd 
StarController EN, 932-33 
technical support, 933 
Timbuktu, 937 
Timbuktu Remote, 937-38 

Farey, David, 515 
Faria, Karen 

ahout, 28 

contributions by, 54-92, 346, 377-78, 
393-400,43 1-32,441-43, 
459-66, 531-33, 540-42,565, 
570-71' 639-40, 745-46, 
778-79,784,837,838 

Far Side Compute r Calendar, 742 
FastBack Plus, 270 
Fast Copy, 551, 615 
Faster Bitmap Printing option, 413 
Faster print mode, 406 
FastPath route r, 933-34 
Fast Save option (Word), 676-77 
fax abuse, 913- 14 
faxes. (see facs imiles) 
FaxModem+, 909-10 
fax modems . (see modems) 
FaxSTF fax software, 912- 13 
FDHD. (see Supe rDrive) 
fear of change, 40-41 
Fede ral Communicatio ns Police, 37 
Federal Express, e-mail vs., 915 
Feclit, rebuilding desktop using, 234 
Feedback Cache, 52 
feelings vs. pseudos, 40 
Fe lix, 180 
feminiza tion of MacBible, 18 
Fenton, Erfert 

about , 27 
Canned Art, 797 
contributions by, 430- 31 , 441-46, 

448-51,453,454- 56,459- 66, 
467-68,471-73,487-94,497-98, 
499,500,505-7,512- 13,515, 
518-26, 521-25,526-35,536- 38 
540-42,742,861- 62 ' 

The Macintosh Font Book, 459 
Ferino, Chris, contributions by, 229, 

263-64 
FidoNet, 924 

field name, 694 
fie lds 

defined, 693 
FileMaker 

default e ntries, 705-6 
re naming, 707 
repeating fie lds, 706-7, 710-12 
te lephone number fie lds, 709- 10 

MS Works, 953 
z ip code fie lds, 702 

fife r and drummers, illustrat ion of, 801 
Fifth Generation Systems 

FastBack Plus, 270 
File Director, 549 
Pyro, 570 
Suitcase, 300, 424, 550-51 

SO's retro names, 578 
Fijian, good housekeeping in , 230 
File (Microsoft), 700-701 
fi le compression 

basics, 558-59 
graphics formats, 766-67 
by Quicklime, 861 
self-extracting archives, 559 
for service bureaus, 4 34 
tags on fi le names, 559, 560, 561 
for telecommunicatio ns, 906 
utilit ies, 558-61, 995 
V.42bis modems and, 907 

Fi le Director 
DiskTools, 549 
MasterFinder, 549 

Fi le Force, 700 
FileMaker 

automatic e ntry in, 705- 6 
cancelling re peating fie lds, 707 
data ana lysis features, 701 
date insert ion, 704- 5 
default fie ld entries, 705- 6 
deleting records 

bypassing the a le rt, 704 
Delete Found Set caution, 704 

fast layou t settings, 705 
features, 696-97 
formu las, 707, 708-10 



FileMaker, cont 'd 
grids, overrid ing, 705 
Help fi le text size, 704 
importing data, 696 

adding record numbers, 707-8 
magnets, overriding, 705 
Picture fields, 697 
record numbers, 707-8 
relookup for single record, 706 
renaming fields, 707 
repeating fields, 706-7, 71 0- 12 
resizing in one direction, 70 5 
scripts, 696, 697 
searching repeating fields, 706-7 
selecting va lues from list, 706 
sorting 

records by last name, 708-9 
repeating fie lds, 706-7 

Sound fields, 697 
style of tex t, 705 
telephone number format, 709- 10 
temp fo lder, 302 
ti ps, 704-12 
updating single record, 706 

FileMaker Pro, 696-97 
(a lso see FileMaker) 

FileMaker temp folder, 302 
File menu 

(a lso see Get Info) 
beginners' guide, 64 
Close command, 72, 89 
Find Again command, 339, 340 
Find command, 327, 330, 339-40, 

549 
illustrated, 64 
keyboard commands, 66- 67 
Make Alias command, 34 1 
New Folder command, 64 
Print command, 402 
Put Away command, 347 
Quit command, 89 
Save As command, 64, 84- 85 
Save command, 83- 84 

fi lenames. (see fi les; names/naming) 

Index 1127 

fi les 
(also see deleting files; documents; 

~xporti.ng files; file compression; 
1mportmg fi les; saving files; 
specific files by name or type) 

beginners' guide, 70-71 
cataloging using aliases, 342 
corrupted 

desktop files, 234, 605 
SCSI drivers, 612 
System or Finder, 598, 599-600, 603 

database files, 693 
Date Created, 31 3 
date last modified, 35 1 
Date Modified, 313 
defined, 59 
disappearing, 234, 325, 329 
dragging copies, 344-45 
dragging into l ist views, 355 
encrypting, 575-76 
fil e handler utilities, 556- 58 
file servers, 9 31 
file sharing, 327, 928-31 
finding, 339-40, 364-65 

utilities for, 556-58 
graphics fil e formats, 765-67 
grouping in lists, 353 
housekeeping files, 212 
image compression, 766-67, 861 
invis ible files, 211 - 13, 301 - 2, 59 2 
labels, 320 
locking, 261, 345 

emptying Trash containing locked 
fil es, 361 

long names, 366 
lower case names for, 344 
modified date for, 313, 351 
naming, 70-71, 353-54,366 
numbered file names, 344 
option characters in file names, 353 
overhead for, 208 
PageMaker fil e shrinking, 834-35 
PC fi les, 651, 939- 42 
PostScript text files, 4 23-24 
print file, 403 
recovering deleted fil es, 214 
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files, cont'd 
recovering unsaved files, 615-16 
scanner file size, 804 
screen snapshots, 294-95 
for service bu reaus, 434-38 
size discrepancies (K vs. bytes), 206-7 
System Folder contents, 296-98 
temp files, 298, 302, 615-16 
text-search utili ty, 564 
tips, 339-40, 344-47 
viewing, 76-78, 350, 356-57 

FileSaver 
hard disk first-a id and, 593, 614 
recovering deleted fi les, 616 

file servers, 9 31 
fi le sharing, 928-31 

access privileges, 928, 930 
file servers, 9 31 
wi th PCs, 940-41 
SneakerNet method, 931-32 
System 7 feature, 327, 928-30 
with System 6, 930 
tips, 929-30 

file transfers 
(a /so see telecommun ications) 
between Macs and PCs, 940 
defined,902 
Nisus fi les over America Onl ine, 918 
protocols, 903 

filing cabinet analogy for storage, 61, 204-5 
Fill commands (Excel), 728 
fi lm, service bureaus and, 438 
FilmMaker, 865 
filters for screens, 192 
Finale, 856-57 
financial and accounting software, 746-56 
Find Aga in command, 339, 340 
find-and-replace. (see replacing) 
Find Cell command (MS Works). 966 
Find command 

Find File DA (System 6) vs., 330 
finding fi les and fo lders, 339-40 
M ore Choices bullon, 340 
substitutes for, 549 
System 7 changes, 327 

FindCursor INIT, 555 
Find dialog box, illustrated, 340 
Finder 

(a lso see desktop; Multi Finder; speci fic 
menus and commands) 

blessing a new system, 337 
corrupted file, 599-600, 604 
crashes on startup and, 599- 600, 604 
customizing, 332, 333 
defined,301 
desktop and, 60 
desktop selection, 354 
LAYO resou rce (System 6), 332 
matching system version to, 338 
matching versions to Macs, 325-26 
memory allocation for, 281 
on RAM disk, 285 
resources, changing, 984 
sad Mac codes and, 599 
shortcuts list (Help), 92, 362 
as startup application in System 6, 

303-4 
substitutes for, 556-58 
System 6 advantages, 330 
version identification, 339 

Finder Shortcuts command, 92, 362 
Find Field command (MS Works), 963 
Find File command (Word), 625, 626 
Find File DA (System 6) 

Find command (System 7) vs., 330 
illustrated, 364 
using, 364-65 

Find File dialog box, illustrated, 364 
finding 

(a lso see disappearing objects; replacing) 
files and folders, 339-40, 364-65 
graphics (cataloging ut il ities), 566-69 
lnTouch feature, 740 
MacBible information, 19 
in MS Works, 956, 963-64, 966 
N isus search fea ture bugs, 636 
sea rch string, 339 
signs and symbols, 522-26 
special characters, 522-26 
text-search utility, 564 
utilities for finding files, 556-58 



finding, cont 'd 
windows, 348, 349- 50 
in Word, 628 

Findswell, 557 
fine art programs 

(also see graphics; specific programs) 
described, 762 
Oasis, 772 
Painter, 771 -72 
Photoshop, 770- 71 
Stud io/32, 772 

FinePrint enhanced resolution technology, 
386,395 

Finnegan's Wake, 818 
fire, floppy disks and, 255 
Firebird ballet, illustration of, 438 
fireproof sa fes, 255 
Firesign Theatre, 31 
fi reworks 

screen saver, 570 
specia l effect, 534 

1st Aid . (see 911 Utilities) 
1st Aid HFS, 552 
first-aid kit for hard disks, 592-93 
First Ever Clam & Craft Cookbook, The, 

885 
first paragraph Style example, 622 
first principles, 29-92 

beginners' guide, 57- 92 
hardware buying tips, 51-54 
most important princip les, 67-68, 89, 92 
software buying tips, 36- 50 
table of contents for chapter, 30 
Ten Commandments, 31-36 
why don' t they all ... ?, 54-57 

first releases of system software, 325 
fish 

illustrations o f, 800, 813, 970 
special effect for text, 532 

Fit in W indow view (Ill ustrator), 792 
5.25-inch floppy disks, 940 
512K and 512Ke Macs 

batteries, replacing, 139 
compared to other M acs, 96, 102- 3 
daughterboards for, 273 
described, 11 9 
external monitors for, 158 

5 12K and 5 12Ke M acs, cont'd 
Finder version for, 325 
hard disks fitted to, 227 
opening the case, 1 36 
programmer's switch on, 137 
screen, 148-49, 150 
System 7 upgrade, 327 
system version for, 325 
upgrading, RAM, 273, 274 

Index 1129 

fixed-size fonts. (see bit-mapped fon ts) 
fixed space (PageM aker), 840 
FKEY resource, 981 
FKeys, 555 
flashing. (see bl inking) 
FlashWrite II, 562 
flatbed scanners, 803, 809 

(also see scanners) 
flat- file databases, 695 

(a lso see specific database programs) 
flicker, 144-45 
fl ies, ki lling w ith bazooka, 47-48, 109 
Flintstones vitamins, 506 
flip-book animation, 863 
floor wax vs. dessert topping, 909-1 0 
floppy disks, 249-62 

airport security devices and, 253 
avoiding crashes, 591 
backing up, 266 
as backup media, 254-55, 267, 268 
bad sectors on, 257 
binary nature of, 205 
bomb when inserted, 259- 60 
briefcase analogy for, 61 
capacity, 212 

il lustrated, 213 
care of, 25 1, 594 
cataloging utility, 557- 58 
cautions, 594 
copying, 85- 86 
damaged, 251- 53, 608-10 
desktop fi les, 212 
directory fi le, 211 - 12 
DOS (PC) d isks, 250, 256, 939-40 
BOOK (double-sided) d isks, 249, 250, 

257- 58, 258- 59 
i llustrated, 249 

ejecting, 90- 91, 259, 260, 346-47 
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floppy disks, cont'd 
erasing, 25 7, 260 
firs t-aid ki t for ha rd disks, 593 
5. 25-inch disks, 940 
400K (single-sided) disks, 249, 258-59 
ghost icons, 90, 346-47 
hard d isk advantages over, 214- 16 
heat a nd, 251, 255,608 
as high-tech coaste rs, 260 
housekeepi ng files on, 212-13 
how they work, 208- 9 
icons, 58-59, 61 

blinking with questio n mark, 598 
illustra ted, 58, 61, 346, 598 
shades of gray, 346 

identifying, 249 
illustrated, 249, 261 
inexpensive, 259 
initializing (formatting), 210- 11 

for de leting files complete ly, 214 
400K disks as BOOK, 258-59 
1.4MB disks as BOOK, 257-58 
re initializing, 256-57 

items "in use" on, 259 
labels, 261-62, 267, 594 
locking, 261 
locking hole, 249, 261 
magne ts and, 251 -52 
melting te mperature, 255 
me ta l-detecting gates and, 253 
meta l shutter, 251,609, 610 
no isy,610 
1.4MB (high-dens ity o r HD) disks, 249, 

250, 257-58 
illustrated, 249, 258 

open ing Mac II cases a nd, 136 
PC disks, 939-40 
plastic sleeves with, 594 
Pola roid po licy, 253 
read/write heads, 209, 215 
removing labe ls, 261-62 
repair a nd recovery, 615 
re-using, 257 
secto rs, 206-7, 21 0-11 

illustrated, 211 
storing, 254, 255, 594 

floppy disks, cont 'd 
stuck in drive, 260, 609 
substrate, 208 
switch-disk nightmares, 364 
"This disk is da maged" message, 608-9 
"This disk needs minor repai rs" 

message, 605 
"This is not a Macintosh disk" 

message, 608-9 
tracks, illustrated, 211 
troub leshooting, 608-10, 615-16 
two disks in one drive, 138-39 
very-high-density disks, 262 
virus protection, 590 
won' t go in drive, 609 
X-rays and, 253 

floppy drives 
c leaning, 187-88 
c leaning read/write heads, 251 
disks stuck in, 260 
BOOK drives, 249-50 
5.25-inc h drives, 940 
floptical drives, 262 
400K drives, 249-50 
future of, 262 
inserting two disks in, 138- 39 
obsolete drives, 250 
out of a lignment, 608 
parking heads, 255-56 
o n Powe r Book 140 a nd 1 70 earl y 

models, 140, 609 
as startup device, 302 
SuperDrive, 249-50 

cleaning read/wri te heads, 251 
d isks readable by, 250 
externa l, 256 
1.4MB disks initialized as BOOK disks 

in, 257-58 
reading DOS disks, 250 

SuperDrive-compatible drives, 133 
on used Macs, 128 
very-high-densi ty drives, 262 

floptical drives, 262 
florettes, 475 
Flou rish font, 513 

illustrated, 5 13 



flowerbells and pixies, illustration of, 895 
Fluent Fonts set, 471, 494- 95 

illustrated, 471, 494-95 
Fluent Laser Fonts Library, 509- 10 

illustrated, 509- 10 
flushing the PRAM , 134-35, 598, 607 
flute played by pan, illustration of, 735, 

1065 
flyback transformers, 142 
fly-through animation, 864 
FolderBolt, 576-77 
folders 

(also see suitcase files; specific folders) 
aliases, 341 -42 

on '* menu, 298 
beginners' guide, 74-75 
copying contents, 345 
copying floppy disks to, 85 
counting items in, 351 
disappearing, 234, 325, 329 
dragging, 345 
Empty fo lder, 366 
finding, 339-40, 364-65 
hierarchy, 348- 49 
icons for, 59, 75 

illustrated, 58, 74 
labels, 320 
opening at startup, 303-4 
organizing, 230-33 
outline views, 77-78, 350- 51 
password-protected, 576- 77 
pop-down menu of, 348-49 

illustrated, 348 
public, 930 
replac ing, 345 
slow to open, 605 
fo r templates, 232 
tips, 339-40, 344-47 
untitled, 366 
vau lts (password-protected fo lders), 

576 
viewing, 77-78, 322, 350-51 
w rong-place fo lder, 231 

fo lding, spindling and mutilating, 254 
Folio I, 802 

FOND resource, 981 
FO NTastic, 538 
Font Charter, 524-25 
Font Company 

Bookman font, 500 
outline fonts, 513- 14 

Font/DA Mover, 300, 365- 66 
illustrated, 365 

FontDisplay, 526, 537 
font families 

(a lso see fonts) 
defined, 441 
on menus, 540-42 
resources, 981 

FontHaus fonts, 515 
Fontina, 527 

i llustrated, 528 

Index 1131 

Fontinfo, Regional Typographers, 537-38 
Font menu,451,454- 55, 52 6-28 

illustrated, 540, 541, 542 
problems, 536, 538-39, 540-42 

Font Metrics (AFM) files, 459 
FontMonger, 530-31 
Fontographer, 534-35 
FO NT resource, 981 
fonts, 439-542 

(a lso see bit-mapped fonts; page 
layout; PostScript fonts; signs and 
symbols; TrueType fonts; type 
sty les) 

adding characters, 53 0-31 
A FM (Adobe Font M etrics) fil es, 459 
all-caps fonts problem, 536 
backing up, 267-68 
basics, 441-59 
bit-mapped, 425-26, 427, 443, 448, 

449-51,492-96 
book on, 459 
bugs in, 535-36,537, 539-40 
bu ilt-in to printers 

DeskWri ter, 379 
LaserWriter l's, 384 
LaserWri ter ll 's, 384, 385 
StyleWriter, 379 

ca talogs, 521 
convert ing between formats, 530-31 
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fonts, cont'd 
decorative fonts, 455 
default, changing, 525 
defined,441 
deleting, 280, 300-301, 366 
derived, 472 
designing, 534-35 
dimmed on menus, 536 
display fonts, 455 

downloadable, 424, 427-29, 444 
downloading, 427-29, 444 
engraved style, 516 
expert sets, 468 
folder for, 298, 300 
font cache, 426-27 
Foni/DA Mover use, 365-66 
Grand High Imperial Keeper of the 

Font Mysteries, 540 
on hard disks attached to laser printers, 

385- 86,393-94,424,426-27 
10 con flicts, 537-38, 550 
ID numbers, viewing, 537- 38 
installing, 300 
lTC fonts, 501 
Larger Print Area option and, 414 
on laser printers, 424-29 
ligatures, 531 
MacBiblefonts, 14- 15, 456-57,499, 

501 

on Macintosh Bible Software Disks, 996 
Mac order for selecting, 446-47 
MacWrite II menu, 633 
managing, 300 
memory avai lable and, 280, 300- 301 
memory on printers and, 427-29 
on menus, 451, 454-55, 526-28 

problems, 536, 538-39, 540-42 
missing character box, 458-59 
missing characters, 536 
missing from menu, 538- 39 
missing type styles, 536 
monospaced fonts, 441-42, 644 
multiple fonts wi th low-memory 

printers, 427-29 
naming conventions, 453- 55, 492 
non-Roman alphabets, 487 

fonts, cont'd 
oblique cuttings, 428 
option (hard or nonbreaking) space 

and, 644 
outl ine font sampler, 497-521 
page layout guidelines, 826-27 
PageMaker problems, 838-39 
PC/Mac commun ications, 942 
printer fonts, 424-25 

defined,444 
fi les, 297 
on hard disks attached to laser 

printers, 385-86, 393-94, 424, 
426-27 

on laser printers, 424-29 
naming conventions, 453-54 
separate cuttings for type styles, 

425-2 6 
proportional spacing, 442, 644 
renaming, 453 
replacing System file and, 604 
resources, 9 81 
screen fonts 

for condensed and expanded type 
styles, 453 

defined, 424,444 
printing, 444 
separate cuttings for type styles, 426 
service bureaus and, 436-37 

selecting, 455-56 
small caps, 467-68 
sources for outl ine fonts, 521 
special characters, 459-70 
special effects, 468-70, 531-35, 

781- 82, 790 
speed of laser printers and, 427 
storing outside Extensions or System 

folders, 528 
substituting PostScript fonts for bit-

mapped versions, 425 
substitutions for no reason, 539-40 
suitcase files, 424, 447-48 
symbolic and pictorial fonts, 470-91 
System 7.1 and, 300 
System 7 changes, 327, 328 
table of contents for chapter, 440 



fonts, cont'd 
template for viewing, 456-59 
terminology, 441 -45 
testing, 536 
text fonts, 455 
tiny fonts, 452 
too many, 427-29 
troubleshooting, 535-42 
upgrading to System 7, 336-37 
uti l ities, 521-35, 550-51 
viewing, 300, 456-59, 522-28, 537-38 
weights, 452-53 
when to use Times or Helvetica, 825-26 
for w indow text, 320 
w rong fon t applied, 539 

Fonts fo lder, 298, 300 
FontShop, 521 
FontStudio, 535 
Font Substitution button, 425 
food and drink symbols, 480 
footers 

defined, 619 
in MacWrite II, 633 
in MS Works, 952-53 

footno tes 
Word footnote w indow, 678 
word processor feature, 620 

Force justify command (PageMaker), 
833-34 

Force Quit button, 291 
foreign files. (see exporting files; importing 

fi les) 
foreign languages 

accent characters, 461 -63, 465-66, 
470-71,522-26 

Greek alphabet, 487-89 
jewish express ions, 528-29 
keyboard layout 314 
mnemoni cs for special characters, 467 
monetary symbols, 463 
non-Roman alphabets, 487 
punctuation marks, 463 
special characters, 459-63 
System 7 keystroke changes, 465- 66 

Form and Function, Wraptures, 802 
fo rmatt ing disks. (see initial izing disks) 

Index 1133 

formatting text 
Excel date and time, 733 
FileMaker telephone number fields, 

709-10 
in More, 680 
spelling checkers and character 

formatting, 684 
in Word 

characters, 664-65, 670 
Clipboard and, 363 
kerning, 666 
paragraphs, 667- 68, 670 
sections, 670 
selecting text without, 662-63 

form letters. (see mai l merge) 
forms, software for, 758 
formulas in spreadsheets. (see calculations 

in spreadsheets) 
For the Record. (see Persona l Record-

Keeper) 
48-bit scanners, 804 
forums, online, 914- 15 
4-bit color, 147 
4FG 15" color monitor, 162, 163-64 
four-color separations, 771 
400K drives, 249-50 

cleaning, 188 
disks readab le by, 250 

400K floppy disks 
(also see floppy disks) 
identifying, 249 
i ll ustrated, 249 
initialized as BOOK, 258- 59 

451 degrees Fahrenhei t, 255 
4th Dimension (BBS), 924 
4th Dimension database program 

features, 699 
HoneyBee Accounting package, 754 
regression ;malysis, 701 

four-track sound recording, 853 
FoxBASE+/Mac 2 

features, 699-700 
regression analysis, 701 

Fox Software, FoxBASE+/Mac 2, 699-700 
Fractal ColorStudio, color-matching, 829 
Fractal Designs, Painter, 771- 72 
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fractions in fonts, 468, 4 72, 473, 531 
fragmentation of hard disks, 188, 216, 

235-37 
background defragmentation, 236-37 
defragmentation software, 220, 236-37 
i llustrated, 235-36 
priorit ization, 236 

fragmentation of memory, 280, 284-85 
FrameMaker, 818, 824-25 
frames (animation), 862 
Frame Technology, FrameMaker, 818, 

824-25 
frayg an aytsa yaynem ... , 50 
Freedom of the Press, 373 
FreeHand 

autotracing, 770 
changing tools, 791, 794 
deleting elements or parts, 795 
deselecting all, 794 
draw-from-center feature, 792 
editing basic shapes, 794-95 
features, 769-70 
Il lustrator vs., 769-70 
keyboard commands, 791, 794 
resizing graphics to optimal size, 795 
sca ling text on a path, 796 
text block manipu lat ions, 796 
tips, 794-90 
tool selection, 794 
tracing scanned art, 795 
transformation dialog boxes, 795 
zooming, 791, 794 

freehand/pen toggle (Il lustrator), 792 
freeing memory under System 7, 2130-81 
Freesoft, Whi te Knight, 904 
FreeTerm, 904 

illustrated, 901 
freeware 

(a lso see Macintosh Bible Software 
D isks; specific programs) 

about, 46 
bootleg software, 34, 413 
CD-ROM collection , 993 
defined, 546 
DTPrinter, 402 
Extension Manager, 546 

freeware, cont 'd 
file sharing for System 6, 930 
font samples, 521, 996 
games, 886-87 
outline fonts, 519-21 
PowerBook utilit ies, 555 
Santa Monica bit-mapped font, 496 
uti l ities, 546-47 

freezes. (see hang-ups) 
French toast, brains God gave to, 37 
Friesch, Tom, 18 
fri skets, 771 
Frontier, 573 
fruit s~'mbols, 4130 
Full Menus command (Excel), 724 
full-page display, 133 
FuiiWrite Profess ional, review of, 640- 41 
function keys, 1 71 
fun, Macs supposed to be, 31, 494 
furniture, 191, 193,198-200 

(also see ergonomics) 
Fu tura extra bold font, 503 

i llustrated, 503 
future developments. (see things to come 

!margin icon]) 
FWI3 

comparison tests for drives, 221 
Hammer hard disks, 218, 220, 221-22 
Hard D isk ToolKit (HOT), 220, 248, 610 

fx. (see Mac lis) 

G 
G&B. (see Goldstein & 13 lair) 
Gallery Effects, 565-66 
ga mes, 886-95 

(a lso see educational software) 
copy-protected, 872 
free and cheap, 886-87 
fussiness of, 872 
lea rning and, 871-72 
on Macintosh Bible Software Disks, 996 
Puzzle, 307- 8 
requirements, 872 

gantt charts, 745-46 
ga rbage, 549, 652, 905 



Garden City, 498 
Garell, Lynne, 481 
Garland, F. Scott, 518-19 
Carnevale, Giuseppe, 257 
gastritis, 59 
Gatekeeper, 589 
gateways, network, 922-23, 924, 926 
GatorBox router, 934 
Gats by Light font, 510 

illustrated, 510 
Gazelle font, 469, 509-10 

illustrated, 469,509-10 
GCC, WriteMove portable printer, 383 
GDT SoftWorks 

BetterWriter printer drivers, 406-7 
PowerPrint, 374, 376, 381 

Geagan, j ., 557 
General Contro ls control panel, 311 - 13 

illustrated, 311 
unrequested changes, 607 

Generation Systems 
external monitors for Mac Classics, 1 5tl 
Goldstar 14" color monitor, 161- 62, 

163, 164 
Goldstar 16" color monitor, 164, 166, 

167 
Generic CADD, 773 
generic icons, 343 
Geneva font, 497 

(a lso see Helvetica font) 
Helvetica substitution for, 42 5 
illustrated, 497 

GEnie, 914 
genitali a vs. identical, 637 
geography 

educational software, 879-81 
Map contro l panel, 323- 25 

Geometer's Sketchpad, 882 
geometric shapes, fonts for, 476, 482-83 
Gerber, Beth 

contribution by, 1 56-58 
mentioned, 1 55 

Get Info 
changing icons, 343 
counting fo lder items, 351 
current memory setting for programs, 

283- 84 

Get Info, conr'd 
illustrated, 206 

Word, 283 
locking files, 345 
rebui lding desktop files and, 234 
turning off Trash warning, 362 

ghost icons for floppy disks, 90 

Index 11 35 

bypassing requests to reinsert disks, 347 
dragging to Trash, 90 
ejecting floppies w ith and w ithout 

ghosts, 346-47 
illustrated, 90, 346 
using disks in other Macs, 347 

Giems, Guy, 231 
GIF fi les, 766-67 
gig. (see gigabytes) 
gigabytes, 207-8 
gigawatt, pronunciation, 207 
Gillette, Hank, 520 
girl 

(a /so see women) 
riding horse, 1 7, 1 0, 943 

glare, 193, 197-98 
glass screen filters, 192 
Glider, 893 
global backups, 269 
Glossaries 

letterhead, 648 
spelling checker feature, 683 
substitutes for, 645-46 
word processor feature, 620 
Word tips, 670-71 

glossary, 19,997-1065 
GNU Chess, 996 
gods, stupidity vs., 36 
GOfer, 564 
Go Fish!, 889 
Go junior, 889 
Gold Brick, 180 
Gold Disk, Animation Works, 865 
Golden font, 513 

illustrated, 513 
Golden Triangle 

DiskTwin, 271 
Twinlt , 271 

goldfish, illustration of, 800 
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Goldstar 14" color monito r, 16 1-62, 163, 
164 

Goldstar 16" color monitor, 164, 166, 167 
Goldstein & Blair 

mai ling address, 23, 52, 540, 919 
onl ine messages to, 23, 52, 540, 9 16, 

918,919 
origin o f name, 15 
Peachpit Press and, 16 

Goldstein, Emmanuel, 15 
gol f game, 894- 95 
Go M aster, 889 
Goodenough, Amanda, 873 
good features. (see very good feature 

(margin icon!} 
good information 

where to find, 987-% 
table of contents fo r chapter, 98U 

Goodman, Bill, 560 
Goodman, Dan, 976 
GooPanel, 333 
gorilla signature, illustration of, 649 
gossip/ trivia (margin icon) 

about, 18 
basic Mac hardware 

models of the Mac, 105, 108, 114- 15 
monitors, 155 
tips, 133 

basic Mac software, 307, 313, 333, 359 
education and entertainment, 894 
first principles, 34, 50 
fonts 

basics, 442 
outline sampler, 497, 499, 501, 504, 

5 13, 516 
page layout, 13 1 8 
printing, 384, 420 
sound and action, 864 
storage and memory, 207, 222, 250, 

270 
word processing, 621,639, 677 

Goths, 506 
Go To Cell command (M S Works), 966 
Goudy, Frederic, 512 
Goudy Heavyface font, 504-5 

illustrated, 504- 5 

Goudy Stout font, 512 
illustrated, 512 

goys, gu ide for, 528- 29 
grammar checkers, Word feature, 625, 

653- 54 
Grand High Imperial Keeper of the Font 

Mysteries, 540 
Grant's tomb, 250 
graphica l user interface, 58 

(also see standard M ac interface) 
graphics, 759- 813 

(a/so see cl ip art ; specific programs) 
antialiasing, 771, 775 
autotracing, 770 
beautifu l vs. useful , 796-97 
bit-mapped 

converting to PostScript, 770 
described, 761 
file formats, 765- 67 
imagesetters and, 436 
object-oriented graphics vs., 761-62 
printing options on LaserWriLers, 

413-14 
scal ing, 779 
smoothing, 413, 436 
utilities for, 565-69 

bu siness gmph ics, 796-9 7 
CAD software, 762-64, 773-74 
cataloging uti lit ies, 566-69 
changing icons, 343 
clip art, 796-802 
color grad ients, 767-68 
color programs, 762 
combination programs, 761 
converting file formats, 5613 
cut-and-switch macro, 779 
double-clicking on tools, 777 
draw programs, 761, 767-69 
Eraser alternatives, 778 
file fo rmats, 765-67 

converting, 568 
finding (cataloging utilit ies), 566-69 
fine art programs, 762, 770- 72 
four-color sepa rations, 771 
friskets, 771 
halftones, 421-23, 805 



graphics, cont'd 
illustration programs, 761, 769-70 
laser printers and, 42 1-23 
lassoing shortcut, 779 
macros, 778-79 
memory requirement, 272 
modeling, 775 
nudge commands, 778 
@Ei§-drag, illustra ted, 780 
overview, 761-67 
page layout, 815-45 
paint programs, 761, 767, 769, 770-71 
photoreal istic, 765 
presentation graphics, in More, 681 
pressure-sensitive tablets, 812-13 
print modes and, 406 
programs, 767-76 

cataloging utilities, 566-69 
kinds of programs, 761-65 
30 programs, 764-65, 774-76 
type-manipulation programs, 531-35 

rendering, 775 
scaling bit-mapped images, 779 
scanners, 802-11 
screen snapshots, 294-95, 676 
selection rectangle trick, 783 
~key constraints, 777 
table of contents for chapter, 760 
30 programs, 761, 764- 65, 774-76, 

801 - 2 
tips, 777-80 

Canvas, 781-82 
FreeHand, 794- 96 
Illustrator, 791-93 
MacOraw, 788- 91 
M S Works, 955, 958- 59 
SuperPaint, 782-87 

tools illustrated, 777 
typographic effects, 468- 70, 531 -35, 

781-82, 790 
utilities, 565-69 
wireframe, 765 
in Word, 675-76 

graphics interchange format (GIF) files, 
766-67 

Graphics Smooth ing opt ion, 413 

graphic symbols, 465 
Graphisoft, ArchiCAO, 763-64 
grave accent, 400-401, 461-62 
Gravis, MouseStick, 1 79 
gray 

dimmed menu items, 64, 536 
grayed icons, 346-47 
gray-scale monitors, 146 

Index 1137 

M onitors control panel settings, 319-20 
PhotoGrade enhanced resolution 

technology for, 386 
scanner bit depth, 804 
screen brightness recommended, 144--45 

Gray Book, The, 827 
gray-scale monitors, 146 

black-and-white vs., 148 
Great Gantt !, 745-46 
Great Plains acounting software, 753 
Great Wave Software 

ConcertWare+, 875 
KidsTime, 874-75 
NumberMaze, 878 

GreatWorks, 949-50 
compared to other integrated programs, 

947 
Greek characters, 4 64- 65, 487-89 
Greeting Monotone font, 507 
Greetings font, 507 

illustrated, 507 
Gregorian font, 510 

i llustrated, 510 
grid 

desktop, 356 
FileMaker, 705 

Grimes, John, contributions by, 810-12 
Gropius, Walter, 516 
Group command (WordPerfect), 630 
group editing programs, 934 
group schedulers, 743-44 
Group Technologies, Aspects, 934 
guarantees, money-back, 46, 47, 996 
GUI. (see standard Mac interface) 
guide for beginners. (see beginners' guide) 
GUM-P utilities, 555 
Curie, Sigrid, 499 
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H 
habits to cultivate, 591 
Hacker font, 471 

illustrated, 471 
ha lftones 

integrating with docume nts, 422-23 
la ser printers and, 421- 23 
scanner resolutio n a nd, 805 

haloed maiden, illustra tion of, 942 
Hammer ha rd d isks, 218, 220, 221-22 
Hamme rmi ll clay-coated paper, 430 
hand-he ld scanners, 802- 3 

(a lso see scanne rs) 
lightningScan, 810 
lightningScan Compact, 811 
lightningScan Pro 256, 81 0- 11 
for OCR, 8 11 
ScanMan, 811 

handicaps 
Easy Access control pa ne l settings, 

322-23 
mouse double-clic k speed, 315 

HandiWo rks, 950 
compared to other integrated programs, 

947 
handout format (presentatio n software). 

867 
hand symbols, 472, 477 
Hand Therapy, 1 99 
Hangman Plus, 996 
hang-ups 

(also see crashes) 
Bac kgrounder w ith thi rd-party spoo lers 

and, 404 
bombs involving, 587 
escaping, 291, 600 
inte rrupt button, 600 
laser printers, 416 
reset button, 586, 600 
saving work (if possible), 586 
static e lectric ity and, 186 

Hansford, Te rri, 199 
happy Mac icon, 170 
hard, easy is, 974 

ha rd disks, 214-39 
(also see backups; RAM disks; SCSI 

devices; storage; virtua l memory) 
accele rato r cards and, 132 
accide ntal ly turning off, 230 
adva ntages over floppy disks, 214- 16 
aliases fo r shared disks, 342 
apfeaeiip ideal, 230-31 
backing up, 265-72 
basic information, 203-38 
bina ry nature of, 205 
buying tips, 53-54, 218-23 
capacity, 210,213,218 
care of, 229-30 
cartridge drives, 224, 225-27 
cata loging utility, 557-58 
copying between Macs, 930 
copyi ng floppy d isks to, 85 
desktop fi les, 21 2-1 3 

rebuilding, 212, 233-34 
diagnostic utilities, 580- 81 
directo ry fil e, 2 11 - 13 
disappearing fil es and folders, 234, 

325, 329 
disk cache, 281-82 
dol lars per meg calculation, 217-18 
d rive mechani sms, 218- 20 
driver update for System 7, 335 
externa l, 216- 17,240 
fi ling cabinet ana logy fo r, 61 
first-aid kit, 592-93 
floppy disks a nd , 252 
fragme ntation, 188, 216, 220, 235-37 

illustrated, 235-36 
future of, 228-29 
how they work, 208-9 
icon for, 58-59, 61, 74 

illustra ted, 58, 61 
in iti aliz ing (formatting). 210- 11 , 220 

fo rmatted vs. unformatted capacity, 
210, 218 

PC d ri ves, 248 
interleave ratio, 132, 216, 23 7-39 

illustrated, 237-38 
internal, 216-17,240,612-13 



hard disks, cont'd 
laser printers wi th, 385-86, 393-94, 

424, 426-27 
LaserWriter ll's with, 385-86 
mi rroring, 271 
mounting problems, 610-1 1, 61 3 
moving or transporting, 229- 30 
necessity of, 21 4- 1 6 
organizing, 230- 33 
parki ng the heads, 230 
platters, 215 
portable drives and cartridges, 223- 28, 

268 
Power Book 1 00 hard drive name, 141 
price, 215,217 
read/write heads, 209, 215 

parki ng, 230 
repair and recovery, 61 3-15 
rescuing irreparable drives, 611 
SCSI devices, 239-48 
sectors, 206-7, 21 0-11 

ill ustrated, 211 
size to buy, 53-5 4 
slower drives, 233 
sound recording requ irement, 85 3 
space available, 322 
speed 

buying tips, 217 
factors affecting, 216 
floppy disks vs., 215-1 6 
fragmentation and, 235-36 
interleave ratio and, 237-39 
slower drives and overall system 

speed, 233 
as startup device, 240, 302 

no t found, 598 
stepper, 21 6 
stiction, 613 
substrate, 209 
System 7 requi rement, 326, 336 
System 7 upgrade preparation, 335-36 
"This d isk is damaged" message, 610- 11 
"This disk is not initialized" message, 

610-11 
"This is not a M acintosh disk" 

message, 61 0- 11 

hard disks, cont'd 
3D graphics requirement, 765 
tracks, illustrated, 21 1 
troubleshooting, 598, 610-16 
turning on and off, 230 
on used Macs, 127-28 
virtual memory, 204, 286-87 
virus protection, 589- 90 
voice coil, 216 
volumes slow to mount, 605 
warranty issues, 221 

Hnrd Disk ToolKit, 220, 248 
mounting hard disks, 610 

hard drives. (see hard disks) 
hard hyphens 

in Q uarkXPress, 843 
in Word, 666 

hard is primitive, 32 
hard spaces, 643-44 

change needed, 56-57 
in PageMaker, 839-40 
in QuarkXPress, 842 

hardware 

Index 11 39 

(a/so see buying tips; Macintosh 
computers; power supply; specific 
items and models) 

bad deals, 51 
basic Mnc hardware, 93-200 

table of contents for chapter, 94 
buying tips, 51 - 54 

CD-ROM drives, 263- 64 
fax modems, 911- 12 
hard disks, 210,211 ,216-18,218-23 
Macintosh computers, 121-30 
PMMU chips, 287 
PowerBook 1 70, 140 
scanners, 806-11 
SIMMs, 275-77 
used DeskWri ters for networks, 41 2 
used LaserWriters, 391 
used Mncs, 121-22, 126-30 
w hen to buy, 53-54 

CD-ROM dri ves, 263- 64 
CO-ROMs, 263-65 
diagnostic util ity, 580- 81 
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hardware, cont'd 
dot-matrix printers, 375-78 

tips, 405-9 
ergonomics, 192-200 
fans, 138 
floppy disks, 249-62 
floppy drive~ 249-51,262 
floptical drives, 262 
good companies, 51 -52 
hard disks, 214-39 
inkjet printers, 378-83 

tips, 409-12 
keyboards, 170-75 
laser prinlers, 384-96 

fonts on, 429-34 
supplies, 424-29 
tips, 412-24 

Macs 
buying tips, 121-30 
care, 184-91 
ergonomics, 192-200 
hardware tips, 133-43 
models, 95-120, 123-26 
upgrading, 130-33 

mice and mouse substitutes, 176- 84 
MIDI equipment, 857-59 
modems, 899-900, 907- 14 
monitors, 144- 70 
printer buffers, 405 
printers, 371-434 
procrastination when purchasing, 53-54 
product evaluations, 19-20 
SCSI devices, 239-48 
startup scan, 302 
System 7 requirements, 326-27 
tape drives, 205, 255, 272 
tips, submitting to MacBible, 23 
troubleshooting, 596, 599 
when to buy, 53-54 

harem dancer, illustration of, 986 
Harlequin font, 511 

illustrated, 511 
Harpers font, 518 

illustrated, 518 
harpist, illustration of, 846 

Hasse, johann Adolf, 36 
Hauer, David 

about, 27 
contributions by, 95- 108, 109- 14, 

11 7-18, 121- 30, 140, 168- 69, 
197,764-67,774-76,801-2, 
862-66, 867-68 

HD Backup, 271 
HD floppy disks. (see high-density floppy 

di sks) 
HD SC Setup program, 335 
HOT (Hard Disk ToolKit), 220,248,610 
head 

objects bigger than, 479 
objects smaller than, 480 

headers 
defined, 619 
in MacWrite II, 633 
in MS Works, 952-53 

heads. (see read/write heads) 
head text with reversed type in Quark

XPress, 844 
HeapFixer, 288 
heaps 

application heaps, 288 
defined, 288 
System heap, 288, 605 

HeapTools, 605 
heat 

cartridges endangered by, 226 
CO-ROMs and, 265 
fireproof safes and, 255 
floppy disk melting temperature, 255 
fl oppy disks and temperature changes, 

251,608 
glue and laser printers, 431 
hard disks and temperature changes, 

229 
iron ing on your Mac, 184 
laser printers and, 420, 431 
Mac precautions, 184 
paper burning temperature, 255 
of used LaserWriter I toner cartridges, 

433-34 
hebephrenia, 621 
Heid, jim, 990 



Heizer Software 
HyperCard stacks, 977 
tax form templates, 750 

helicopter games, 886-87, 893 
hell, threat of, 520 
hell -spawned get, 301 
Help menu 

beg inners' guide, 91-92 
Fi leM aker Help file, 704 
Finder Shortcuts command, 92, 362 
Show/ Hide Balloons commands, 91-92 

Help! utility, 581 
Helvetica font, 499 

(a/so see Geneva font) 
illustrated, 499 
origin of name, 497 
substitution of, 425 
when to use, 825- 26 

Helvetica Narrow font, 500 
illustrated, 500 

Helvetii, 497 
Hensler, Bi ll, contributio n by, 980 
Herman, Woody, 502 
Herron, Stephen, contribution by, 829-30 
hertz, defined, 145 
Hertzfe ld, Andy, 992 
Hester, S. Kevin, 555 
Hewlett-Packard 

DeskWriter, 372, 3 73, 378-80, 409-12 
DeskWriter C. 380-81 , 41 2 
HPG L, 766 

Hidden Agenda, 883-84 
Hide Balloons command, 91-92 
hiding w indows, 349-50 
hierarchy 

of commands, importance of, 41 
of folders, 348-49 
font selection by the M ac, 446-47 
of font weights, 452-53 
M S Works AND OR hierarchy, 964-65 
prioritization during defragmentation, 

236 
spreadsheet formul a priority of 

operations, 723 
high-density floppy disks 

(a lso see floppy disks) 
capacity, 250 

high-density floppy disks, cont'd 

cleaning, 188 
identifying, 249 
illustrated, 249, 258 

Index 1141 

i nitialized as BOOK disks, 257-58 
high-density floppy drive. (see SuperDri ve) 
high-end accounting programs, 753-55 
high-frequency sound, 193 
highlight, 63, 317 
high profile SIMMs, 276 
highway signs, 483-84 
Himmler, Heinrich, 32 
Hinde, Lee, contribution by, 734 
history, dumpster of, 116 
history educationa l program, 879-80 
Hobo font, 5 11 
Hoffman, Paul 

about, 28 
contributions by, 131-32, 267, 407, 

528, 562, 652-53, 656- 57, 658, 
659-61,662, 663-64,667-70, 
671-72, 674-75, 676- 78, 
824-25, 920, 973- 74, 979-80 

Santa Mon ica font, 496 
hollow arrow pointer (MS Works), 951 
Hollywood font, 495-96 

illustrated, 495-96 
Hollywood sign, 496 
Holmberg, Meg, 207 
Holmes, Kris, 497-98 
home, Mac as, 33 
HoneyBee Account ing, 754 
Hope, Bob, 881 
horizontal lock for w ord processors, 56 
horses 

evolution of, 885 
illustration of girl riding, 943 
metaphor describing the editor, 724 
in shortcut margin icon, 17, 18 

hot spots 
pointer hot spot, 60 
in Word, 655 

hot tips. (see very hot tip [margin icon!) 
hours. (see time) 
housekeeping files, 212 

(also see desktop fi les; d irectory file) 
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houses 
ill ustrations of, 845, 944, 985 
rooms in average house, 893 

Howard, Stephen 
about, 28 
contributions by, 899- 903, 904, 914- 15, 

916, 923-27, 928-30, 931 ,932, 
935-37,938,939-41, 942,943 

how things work 
CD-ROMs, 209- 10 
disk drives, 208-1 0 
floppy disks, 208- 9 
hard disks, 208-9 
scan ners, 803-4 

how to use this book, 17-23 
HP. (see Hewlett-Packard) 
HPGL, p lotter format, 766 
hubris, 35 
hue, 318 

(also see color) 
Human Interface Guidelines, 92 
humans. (see men; women) 
humidity 

LaserWriter specs, 420 
paperand,429- 30 

Hungarian umlaut, 462 
HyperActive Software, 520, 521 
HyperArrays, 977 
HyperCard, 975- 79 

authori ng, 975, 977 
background script, viewing, 977-78 
books, 976-77 
browsing, 975 
buttons, viewing invisible frames, 977 
cards, 975 
card script, viewing, 978 
C programming language vs., 974 
ex terna l commands (x-commands or 

XCMDs), 976, 977, 982 
external functions (x-functions or 

XFCNs), 976, 977 
keyboard commands, 977-78 
learn ing, 976-78 
l inks, 975 
menu bar, viewing, 978 
pa inting, 975 

HyperCard, cont'd 
as presentation software, 868 
as programming environment, 974, 

975-79 
scripting, 975, 977 
Stack Runner vs., 975 
SuperCard vs., 978- 79 
terminology, 975 
typing, 975 
user levels, 977 
viewing scripts, 977-78 

HyperCard Development Kit, 976, 977 
H yperCard Stack Design Guidelines, 977 
HyperCard stacks 

AmandaStories, 873 
The Art of Typography, 505-6 
The Book of M IDI, 855 
browsing, 975 
defined, 975 
The First Ever Clam & Craft Cookbook, 

885 
keyboard com mands, 977-78 
on sound and music, 860 
user levels, 977 
viewing scripts, 977-78 

1-/yperTalk 2: The Book, 976- 77 
HyperTalk, 975, 976 

script compiler, 977 
SuperTalk vs., 978-79 

hyphens 
compared to em and en dashes, 467, 

642 
font differences, 467 
in Golden fon t, 51 3 
hard (nonbreaking), 666, 843 
illustrated, 642 
regular, 665 
soft (d iscretionary), 665 
in Word, 665- 66 

Hz (hertz), defined, 145 

1-beam pointer 
(also see pointer) 
cursor vs., 642 
icons and, 70 



/-beam pointer, cont'd 
illustrated, 59, 641 
insertion po int vs., 641 
i tal ic text and, 56 
MS Works specia l pointer, 951 

IBM PC and compatible computers. (see 
PCs (IBM and compatibles!) 

ICN# resource, 981 
iconic user interface, 58 

(a lso see standard M ac interface) 
ICON resource, 981 
icons 

alarm clock icon at top of tt menu, 305 
al ign ing to grid, 356-57 
beginners' guide, 58-59, 69-70 
for bit-mapped fonts, 448 
changing, 343 
cleaning up windows and the desktop, 

356 
colon and icon names, 70 
defined, 58 
documents, 58, 59 
double-cl icking icons wi th open 

windows, 74 
dragging, 68 
extensions (inits) icon d isplay at 

startu p, 545 
floppy d isks, 58- 59, 61, 346, 598 
folders, 58, 59, 74-75 
generic, 343, 605 
ghost floppy disk icons, 346-47 
grayed icons, 346-47 
happy Mac icon, 1 70 
hard d isk, 58- 59, 61, 74 
i llustratecC 58 
margin icons in th is book, 1 7-18 
Naimanizing, 357- 59 
naming and renaming, 69-70, 343 
packing in w indow, 357- 59 
PageM aker text flow icons, 840 
for printers, 397 
PrintMonitor icon flashing, 404 
programs, 58, 59 
resources, 981 
sad Mac icon, 596, 599-600, 612 
selected vs. unselected, 68 

icons, cont'd 
selecting using keyboard, 355 
staggering, 356-58 

Index 1143 

switching between appl ications, 361 
System fi le, 448 
System Folder, 89, 296 
System Folder icon, 296 
tips, 340-43, 346 
Trash, 60-61, 87 
for True Type fonts, 448 
viewing by, 232, 233, 321 

Icon Simu lations, OnCue II, 333 
IDD. (see Innovative Data Design) 
ID numbers 

font ID numbers 
confl icts, 537-38, 550 
viewing, 537- 38 

network addresses, 925 
not enough memory messages, 605 
SCSIID numbers, 239-41 , 244, 302 

I Font to be Alone, 1 5 
ICES fil es, 766 
illustrat ion programs 

(a lso see graphics; specific programs) 
described, 761 
EPS format, 766 
FreeHand, 769-70, 794-% 
Illustrator, 769-70, 791-93 

Ill ustrator 
Actua l Size view shortcut, 792 
angle of constraint, 792 
autotraci ng, 770, 793 
changing tools, 791 
constrai nts, 792 
draw-from-center feature, 792 
edi ting basic shapes, 792 
features, 769- 70 
Fi t in W indow view shortcut, 792 
freehand/pen toggle, 792 
FreeHand vs., 769-70 
keyboa rd commands, 791, 793 
nudging wi th arrow keys, 793 
)option) copy, 793 
overhead in files, 208 
page brea ks missing, 793 
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Illustrator, cont'd 
pen/ freehand toggle, 792 
tips, 791-93 
tracing part o f a shape, 793 

i llustrated, 793 
view size shortcuts, 792 
zoomi ng, 791 

image area of monitors, 149 
Image Club 

Digit-Art, 801 
illustration from, 801 

out I ine fonts, 515-1 8 
image compression 

graph ics formats, 766-67 
by QuickTime, 861 

image-editing programs for scans, 808, 
8 11 

images. (see graphics) 
imagesetters 

(also see printers) 
bit-mapped graphics and, 436 
described, 371-72, 443-44 
PostScript, 374 
preparing documents for, 436-38 
proofing work for, 436 
resolution, 372 
screen fonts and, 436- 37 
screen frequency defau lt, 423 
service bureau tips, 434-38 

lmageWriters 
(also see dot-matrix printers) 
Best-quali ty print mode, 405- 6 
BetterWriter printer drivers for, 406-7 
cancelling output , 400-401 
changing printers and, 399-400 
Chooser dialog box fo r, 397 
choosi ng, 397-99 
Draft print mode, 406, 407 
envelope printing, 408- 9 
Faster print mode, 406 
fastest printing wi th , 407 
lmageWriler LQ, 375 
lmageWriter I 

floppy disks and, 252 
lmageWri ter II vs., 375 

lmageWriters, cont'd 
lmageWriter II 

double-sided printouts, 650 
floppy disks and, 252 
lmageWriter I vs., 375 

matching margins to LaserWriter, 
399-400,405 

models, 375 
printing the screen, 401 
print modes, 405- 6, 407 
proofing drafts using, 399-400, 405 
resolution, 372 
ribbons, 406, 407-8 
sheet feeders, 408 
substitutes for, 375-76 
Tall Adjusted option, 399-400, 405 

Imaging Products 
laser papers, 430 
laser transparency fi lm, 431 

important warn ing (margin icon) 
about, 18 
basic Mac hardware 

buying a Mac, 122 
keyboards, 171 
mice etc., 1 78, 180 
models of the Mac, 105, 106, 11 2, 11 9 
monitors, 159, 167, 169 
protecting you r Mac, 184, 185, 186 
protect ing you rself, 192, 194, 195, 

199 
tips, 136, 138-39, 142 

basic Mac software 
choosing system software, 325 
insta lling a new system, 335 
miscellaneous desktop tips, 361, 

362, 364 
System Folder, 300, 303 
System 6 tips, 366 
tips on icons, fi les & folders, 344, 

345,347 
tips on w indows, 35 1, 355 

communications, 909, 942 
databases 

FileMaker t ips, 704, 705 
general tips, 702 
programs, 695 



important warning (margin icon), cont'd 
education and entertainment, 872, 

890, 894, 895 
first principles, 33, 44, 48 
fonts, 470, 509, 542 
graphics 

general tips, 778 
MacDraw tips, 788 
programs, 774 
scanners, 805, 808, 811 

int egrated soflware, 956, 963, 970 
page layout, 840, 845 
printing 

basics, 373, 374-75 
fonts on laser printers, 424, 427 
general tips, 399, 400, 404 
laser printers, 386, 391 
laser supplies, 431 
laser tips, 419 

programming and resource ed iting, 982 
sound and action, 858 
spreadsheets, 721 
storage and memory 

backing up disks, 266 
basics, 203, 2 11 
CO-ROM s, 264-65 
floppy disks, 251, 255-56, 257, 258 , 

259,260,262 
hard disks, 216, 221, 223, 225, 226, 

229,230, 234,236-37 
managing memory, 288 
memory upgrades, 275, 276-77 
SCSI devices, 242, 243, 244, 245, 246 

troubleshooting 
avoiding trouble, 591, 592, 593, 594 
common problems, 597, 601, 604 
disks, 609,612- 13 

utilities, 547, 574, 575 
word processing, 627, 646, 652 

importing data between MS Works 
modules, 953- 54 

importing fi les 
(also see exporting fil es) 
to Address Book Plus, 739-40 
AppleWorks files, 943 
buying software and, 43-44 

importing files, cont'd 
to Dynodex, 739 
to FileMaker Pro, 696 

Index 1145 

graphics cataloging utilities, 567-69 
to l etter W riter Plus, 640 
from non-Mac computers, 651 
to PCs (IBM and compatibles), 651, 

939-42 
spreadsheets to Excel from large-screen 

Macs, 729- 30 
to Word, 678 
word processor feature, 619-20 
to Wri teNow, 631 
XTND translators, 941, 943 

importi ng style sheets (Word), 673 
imprint, 15 
Impulse font, 521 

illustrated, 52 1 
in-betweening, 863 
incompatibilities 

(also see troubleshooting) 
Compatibil ity Checker, 335 
defined,587 
diagnostic utilities, 335, 546, 581 
documentation for, 594 
Dove FaxModem+, 910 
extension (init) conflicts, 546, 592, 

598,602, 603-4 
font ID conflicts, 537-38, 550 
how to handle, 587-88 
MacroMaker, 330, 628, 652 
NowSave, 628 
Q uadras and o lder software, 1 09- 1 0 
SCSI driver problems, 61 1-1 3 
spelling checkers, 684 
SuperCiock!, 628 
System 7, 325-26, 329-30 
Word (Microsoft), 628, 652 

In Contro l, 744-45 
incremental backups, 269 
indenting 

(a lso see paragraph formatting) 
aligning words horizontal ly, 641 
copying indents in page layout, 832 
in MS Works, 957-58 

i llustrated, 957 
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indenting, cont'd 
QuarkXPress " indent-here" character, 

B43 
in Word, 658 

indexes 
buying software and, 45-46 
this one, 19 

Indiana jones and the Last Crusade, 
B91-92 

ind igo sound, 316 
Individual Software, PowerMacros for 

Excel, 719-20 
industrial symbols, 4B4 
inexpensive software 

where to find, 987-96 
table of contents for chapter, 9BB 

lnfini-D, 775, B65 
Infinity 40 Turbo drive, 226-27 
infini ty symbol, 155, 464 
lnfogrip, Chord Keypad, 173-74 
lnformas, 11 5 
information 

where to find, 987-96 
table of contents for chapter, 9B8 

Informed Designer, 75B 
Informed Manager, 75 8 
lnforum, 934-35 
initial graphics exchange specifica tion 

(IGES) files, 766 
initializa tion files. (see extensions [in its]) 
initializing disks, 210-11 

aborting initial ization, 211 
floppy disks, 21 0- 11 

for deleting fil es completely, 214 
400K disks as BOOK, 258-59 
1.4MB disks as BOOK, 257-58 
reinitializing, 256-57, 258 

formatted vs. unformatted capacities, 
210,218 

hard d isks, 211 , 220, 248 
lnitlnfo, 991 
!n itPicker, 546 
ini ts. (see extensions [inits)) 
ink for refilling inkjet cartridges, 410 
inkjet printers, 378- 83 

(a lso see specific printers) 

inkjet printers, cont'd 
cartridges, 409-10, 411 
choosing, 396-99 
color printers, 380- 81 
described, 371 
paper and print quality, 411 
PC printers and M acs, 374- 75 
portable printers, 381 - 83 
refilling cartridges, 410- 11 
resolution, 372 
tips, 409-12 
unclogging cartridges, 409- 10, 411 
vacations and, 409 

Innovative Data Design 
Dreams, 768 
MacDraft, 768 

Insert Header command (MacWrite II), 633 
inserting text, Word tip, 668 
insertion point 

blinking rate, 312 
cursor vs., 642 
defined, 70 
deselecting text wi th arrow keys, 293 
1-beam pointer vs., 641 
in Word, copying formatting to, 665, 667 

Inside J-/yperCard, 977, 989 
Inside M icrosoft Works, 956, 989 
Inside SuperC ud, 97B 
Inside Word, 989 
Insignia Solutions 

AccessPC, 250, 939-40 
SoftA T, 94 2 
Universal SoftPC, 942 

lnsi te Peripherals, flopt ical drives, 262 
Insomnia util ity, 555 
Installer program 

corrupted System and, 604 
Easy Install vs. Custom ize, 337-38 
importance of using, 334-35 

installing 
(a lso see upgrading programs) 
fonts, 300 
new system, 335 
reinstalling System 6, 337 
SIMMs, 274-75 



installing, cont'd 
sounds, 300, 316 
system files, 298-99 
system software, 334- 39 
Word 5 (Microsoft), 651 

Instant Update, 934 
integrated software, 945- 70 

(also see MS Works; specific programs) 
customized systems, 951 
features comparison, 947 
modules, 947 
M S Works tips 

communica tions module, 969-70 
database module, 959-65 
genera l, 951 - 56 
spreadsheet module, 965-69 
word processing module, 956-59 

price compared to standalone software, 
639 

programs, 947- 5 1 
table o f contents for chapter, 946 
WordPerfect O ffi ce, 935 

interactive presentations, 868 
interactive spelling checking, 563, 682, 684 
interface. (see standard M ac interface) 
lnterFax 24/96 fax modem, 911 
interference, electrical, 606 
interleave ratio of hard disks, 21 6 

accelerator cards and, 1 32 
disk speed and, 23 7-39 
illustrated, 237-38 

i nternal modems, 900 
internal termination, 243, 245 
international characters. (see foreign 

languages) 
Internat ional System of Units, gigabyte 

pronunciation delusions of, 207- 8 
International Typeface Corporation (IT(), 

501 
Internet router, 934 
interpolated resolu tion, 805- 6 
Inter• Po ll , 937 
interpreters, compi lers vs., 974-75 
interrupt button, 129, 137- 38, 600 
lnTouch, 740- 41 

Kiw iEnvelopes vs., 563 

introduction to this book, 14-16 
Intuit, Quicken, 746-47 
invisible files, 211 - 13 

Index 1147 

(a lso see desktop fi les; directory fil e) 
deleting, 301 -2, 592 

lnvoicelt, 748 
JQ 

(also see stupidity) 
grease-compressed brains and, 39 
of Isaac Newton, 115 
of MacBible readers, 20 
room-temperature range, 493 
of software compan ies vs. French toast, 

36-37 
stupidophilia, 44 

ironing on your M ac, 184 
iron oxide medium, 208- 9 
island, no program is an, 43-44 
ltal ia font, 504 

illustrated, 504 
italics 

(a /so see type styles) 
1-beam pointer and, 56 
obl ique fonts, 428, 449 
script Greek characters, 489 
spacing after, 642-43 

lTC, 501 
lTC Beesknees font, 51 5 

illustrated, 515 
lTC M achine font, 503 

i llustrated, 503 
lTC Mona Lisa Recut font, 51 5 

illustrated, 5 15 
IW. (see lmageWriters) 

J 
jack-in-the-box, 982 
jaggies, 450 

(also see antialiasing) 
JAG utility, 775 
jasmine hard disks, 221 
jean-Christophe, le due de Cadique, 28 
jerky pointer, 607 
jetF ill America, inkjet cartridge refill kit, 

410 
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jewish expressions, guide to, 528-29 
JMP, 701 
Johnson, Chris, 589 
Joint Photographi c Experts Group (JPEG) 

compressed file format, 766 
jokes, fau lt for, 23 
Jones, Andreas, contri bution by, 795 
journals. (see periodicals) 
Joyce, j ames, 818 
)PEG (Joint Photographic Experts Group) 

compressed file format, 766 
justi fication in Word, 667 

K 
K (k ilobytes) . (see kilobytes) 
K (kilobits), 272-73 
Kadyk, John 

about, 28 
concept of wealth, 168 
contributions by, 54-92, 95-106, 

109- 13, 123-26, 133- 34, 
1 35-3~ 151, 162- 64, 166- 67, 
168, 175,259,279-80,293-95, 
296-98, 299, 300-301, 303 , 
304-6,310-13, 315- 18,320-22, 
325-31 ,334, 335-41,342, 
343-45,347,349-53,354- 57, 
359, 360, 361-62, 364- 66, 
371-74, 375-90, 392-402, 
403-6, 412-15,418- 19,423-25, 
431-32, 435-38, 441-48, 
449-51,452,459-67, 471-78, 
481-94,497-98,519- 21, 
522-24,526-27,528-30,531, 
537-39,559-60, 581- 82, 
693-94,696-98,699,704-5, 
707-8,710- 12,841,849-52, 
853-59,860-61,864,865-68, 
889-90,899-903,904,906-9, 
916,917,918,919-21,923-31, 
932-34,935-36,937- 38, 
939-42, 943 

made to appear id iotic, 447 
monitor testing by, 154, 160 

Kawai K-seri es M IDI keyboards, 858 
Kells font, 469, 510 

ill ustrated, 469, 510 
Kelmscott Manor, illustration of, 845 

Kenny, Mac, contributions by, 95-104, 
108-9, 11 7- 18, 123-26, 130-31, 
134-38, 139, 145-47 

Kensington 
cables, 191 
TurboMouse trackball, 181, 183 

Kent •Marsh 
Encryptlnit, 576 
FolderBolt, 576-77 

Kenton, Stan, 502 
kern ing 

Condensed spacing vs., 666 
defined, 44 2 
kerned pa irs, 442-43 
l igatures, 531 
in PageMaker, 836-37 
service bureaus and, 437 
in Word, 666 

Kesey, Ken, 1 09 
keyboard commands 

beginners' guide, 66-67 
cancelling. 293 
in Canvas, 781 
customizable, 55 
deselecting wi th arrow keys, 293 
Edit menu, 66-67 
in Excel 

ca lculating part of a formula, 732 
cancelling changes, 729 
clearing borders, 727 
clearing cell s, 729 
cycl ing through spreadsheets, 730 
dialog box shortcuts, 728-29 
entry bar activa tion, 729 
inserti ng columns and rows, 725 
notes, 733-34 
outlining cells, 726 
pasting, 729 
repeat last action, 729 

File menu, 66-67 
in FreeHand, 791, 794 
in HyperCard, 977-78 
icon selection, 355 
in Illustrator, 791, 793 
in MacDraw, 788 
in menu resources, changing, 984-85 



keyboard commands, cont'd 
i n MS Works 

communication contro l characters, 
970 

database entry, 961 
Form view/List view toggle, 961 
header and footer formatting, 952-53 
moving spreadsheet data, 966 
navigating databases and spread-

sheets, 960 
page breaks, 958 
sorting, 963 
wi ndow control, 952 

in Nisus, 635-36 
nudge commands for graphics 

programs, 778 
Open dialog box shortcu ts, 360 
in PageMaker 

changing point size, 833 
insert page number, 837 
kern ing, 836-37 
res ize proportionally, 83 7 
scroll ing, 835-36 
select paragraph, 837 
special spaces, 839-40 
tool shortcuts, 83 7 

for plain text, 42 
point size changes in page layout, 833 
in Qua rkXPress, 833 , 841-43 
Save As d ialog box shortcuts, 360 
selecting w indow items, 361 
in SuperPaint, 782, 783 
for type styles, 42 
utility fo r, 573 
in Word, 623-24 

Again, 669 
character formatt ing, 664 
in dialog boxes, 660-61 
find aga in, 669- 70 
menu cont rol, 659-60 
paragraph formatting, 667 
for scro ll ing, 655-56 
for table editing, 653 
"top of paste" jump, 664 

keyboard condoms, 187 

Keyboard contro l panel, 313-14 
illustrated, 313 

Index 1149 

keyboard equ iva lents. (see keyboard 
commands) 

keyboard mapping, 174-75 
for smart quotes, 644 

Keyboard Protector, The, 187 
keyboard reassignments, 174-75, 644 
keyboards, 170-75 

ADS keyboards, 1 70-71 
Chord Keypad, 173- 74 
condoms for, 187 
control panel sett ings, 313-14, 322-23 
court reporters' typing system, 173-74 
DataDesk keyboards, 173 
demonic possession of, 17 5 
disability assistance, 322- 23 
Dvorak layout, 1 7 4 

ergonomic issues, 196-97, 198-200 
IBM-obsequious, 171 
input ignored, 291, 586-87, 600 
layout, 314 
mapping, 174-75, 644 
PowerBook small size, 111 
protector for, 187 
qwerty design, 174 
on used Macs, 127 
w ish-list for, 171-72 

keyboa rd shortcuts. (see keyboard 
commands) 

keyboa rds (M IDI instruments), 857-58 
key-caps 

fonts, 471- 72 
in th is book, 21 - 22 

Key Caps utility, 306, 522-23 
illustrated, 522, 523 
substitutes for, 523-26 

Key Cu rricu lum, Geometer's Sketchpad, 
882 

KeyFinder, 525 
i llustrated, 52 5 

keypad. (see numeric keypad) 
keys 

(a /so see keyboards; speci fic keys and 
key-combinations) 

acting stuck on M ac LC or si, 175 
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keys, cont'd 
delay before repeating, 313 
modifier keys, 67 
~characters, 353, 460- 66, 522-26 
repeat rate, 31 3 
@illj)optionl characters, 460, 462- 66, 

522-26 
symbols in this book, 21-22 

keystroke recording util i ty, 581- 82 
Kid Pix, 873-74 
kids. (see children) 
KidsNotes, 875 
KidsTime, 874-75 

illustrated, 875 
Ki lly-c lips, 133 
kilobi ts, 272-73 
ki lobytes 

defined, 206 
file size discrepancies (K vs. bytes), 

206-7 
mini-K, 206 
words per K, 208, 649- 50 

kind, viewing by, 76, 321- 22 
kitchen sink, program including, 763-64 
kitsch, clam, 885 
KiwiEnvelopes, 562-63 
Kiwi Software, KiwiEnvelopes, 562-63 
Kobler, Helmut 

about, 27 
contri butions by, 104- 6, 109- 13, 

550-51, 560-61,623-25, 
629-30,817-23,824,828 

Kodak, Diconix M150 portable printer, 383 
Kodani, Hiroyuki, 886 
Koontz, Ty, 19,818 
Korinna font, 502 

ill ustrated, 502 

L 
Labels contro l panel, 320 

i llustrated, 320 
labels (electronic) 

contro l panel sett ings, 320 
recommendation aga inst, 321-22 
using, 352 
viewing by, 76, 321-22, 352 

labels (physical) 
for backups, 267 
on DeskWriter models, 41 2 
doubled or loose, 594 
printer for, 378 
printi ng, 378, 431, 565, 959 
removing floppy disk labels, 261 -62 
for SCSI devices, 240-41 

La Cie 
hard disks, 222 
minidrives, 224 
pronunciation, 222 
Silverlining, 220, 222, 236, 248 

landscape monitors, portrait vs., 149 
landsmen, 528 
languages. (see foreign languages; 

programming languages) 
LAN (local area network) 

(also see networks) 
bu lletin boards for, 934-35 
defined, 925 
e-mail for, 935-36 

laplink M ac, 940 
La reau, Hector, 120 
Larger Print Area option, 414 
large-screen emulat ion, 579 
large-screen monitors, 148-49, 152-56, 

579 
Largest Unused Block (About This 

Macintosh), 284 
l arson, Gary, 742 
Laserboard New York (BBS), 924 
laser diodes cover, cleaning, 418- 19 
laser disks. (see CO-ROMs) 
laser Factory, toner recycl ing, 433 
laserMaster 

LM1000 printer, 393 
LM 1200 printer, 395 
toner problem, 394, 395 
Un ity 1000 printer, 393, 394-96 

LaserPrep fil e, 41 2-13 
laser printers, 384-96 

(also see fonts; l aserWriters; toner; 
specific printers) 

back-to-front pri nting, 414 
blacks, rich and deep, 418 



laser printers, cont'd 
cancell ing output, 400-401 
choosing, 396- 99 
described, 371 
envelope printer vs., 377-78 
enve lope printing, 417,431 
fonts on, 424-29 
halftones and, 421- 23 
hang-ups, 416 
hard disks w ith, 385-86, 393- 94, 424, 

426-27 
high-end printers, 393-96 
label print ing, 431 
LaserWriters, 384- 91 
location of, 419-21 
marking engines, 384, 418, 432 
noise from, 419-21 
ozone from, 419-21 
paper for, 42 9-31 
PC printers and Macs, 374-75 
PostScript interpreters for, 373 
PostScript printer bargain, 391- 92 
PostScript vs. non-PostScript, 373-74 
print density dia l, 418, 432 
printing the sc reen, 401 
RAM in 

fonts and, 427-29 
LaserMaster Unity 1 000 pr inter, 393 
LaserWriter IJ 's, 385, 386, 387 
Microlaser PS1 7, 392 
Personal LaserWriters, 390 
Silentw riter Model 95, 392 
Varityper VT600W pri nter, 393 
Xa nte AccelaWriter II, 394 

renting time at service bureaus, 435-36 
resolution, 372 

enhanced, 372, 386, 392- 93, 395 
screen frequency default, 42 3 
speed and fonts, 427 
suppl ies, 429-34 
tips, 412- 24 
type styles on, 425-26 

Laser\!Vriters 
(also see laser printers) 
acronyms for models explained, 385 
back-to-front printing, 414 

Index 1151 

LaserWriters, cont'd 
bl inking messages and lights, 415-16 
ca ncelling output, 400- 401 
changing pri nters and, 399-400 
Chooser d ialog box for, 397 
choosing, 396-99 
cleaning, 418- 19 
distinguishing models, 391 
double-sided pr intouts, 650 
heatand,420 
humidity and, 420 
LaserPrep file, 412- 13 
Laserwriter, 384 
LaserWriter l 's, 384 

back- to-front printing, 4 14 
mul tiple fon ts w ith, 427-29 
throwing out toner cartridges, 

433-34 
toner for, 432 

LaserWriter Plus, 384 
LaserWri ter ll's, 384- 88 

chart of, 387 
hard disks w ith, 385-86 
Manual Feed button, 414- 15 
models, 385- 87 
NT model, 385 
NTX model, 385- 86 
SC model, 385 
single sheet feeding, 414-15 
toner for, 432 
I If model, 386, 395 
Jig model, 386, 395 
upgrading, 387-88 

location of, 419-21 
maintenance, 418- 19 
matching margins to lmageWriter, 

399-400,405 
networking, 334, 412 
Page Setup dia log box options, 413-14 
Personal LaserWriters, 388- 90, 432 
print-density dial , 418, 432 
printer d rivers, 396 
print spooler for, 403 
renaming, 41 2 
resolution, 372 

enhanced, 372, 38~ 395 
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LaserWriters, cont'd 
saving PostScript fi les, 423-24 
SIMMs for, 275 
startu p page suppression, 41 5 
thick stocks w ith, 431 
thinking, indications o f, 41 6 
toner for, 432 
used LaserWriters, 391 

LaserWri ter Uti I ily, 41 2, 415 
lasso 

paint program shortcut, 779 
SuperPaint tricks, 784- 85 

last modi fied date, 351 
Last Resort, 581- 82 
launching. (see starting) 
Lau, Raymond, 559 
Lavroff, Nicholas, contributions by, 305-6, 

307-8,309-11 ,313-14,3 15-18, 
320-25 , 340-41 ,342,344,348-49 

laws 
Murphy's, 34-35 
Murphy's Meta-Law, 35 
Sturgeon's, 36 

Layered, 754 
LAYO resource (System 6), 332 
layout. (see page layout) 
Layout uti l i ty, 332, 333 
Lazy Dog Foundry fonts, 51 8 
LC. (see Mac LC) 
leading of fonts 

defined, 442, 619 
pronunciation, 61 9 
substitute technique, 646 
in Word, 667-68 

leading quotation marks. (see smart quotes) 
Learn Con the M acintosh, 980 
Learni ng Company, The, Super Solvers 

OutNumbered!, 877-78 
learning, programs for. (see educational 

software) 
learn ing to use programs 

beginners' guide to the Mac, 57-92 
Excel, 724 
HyperCard, 976-78 
The Macintosh Surviva l Course, 994-95 
Q uarkXPress, 823-24 
tutorials as torture, 45 

leasing time on PostScript printers, 435-36 
leaving monitors turned on overnight, 

189-90 
left-handers, p lug for, 18 
" left in the w rong place" folder, 231 
left-lean ing arrow 

(also see pointer) 
illustrated, 59 

left-leaning quotes. (see smart quotes) 
lega l software, 756-57 
lega l symbols, 463-64 
Le Guin, Ursula, 15 
Leitch, Jim, 740 
Lester cordless mouse, 176 
Letraset 

OesignStudio, 818 
font samples, 51 8- 19 
FontStudio, 535 
LetraStudio, 533-34 

illustrated, 533 
LetraStudio, 533-34 

illustrated, 533 
letterhead 

custom, 417, 647-49 
as gifts, 41 7 
signatures, 648-49 

LetterPerfect fonts, 519 
letters 

on disk, 860 
M S Works form letters generation, 954 

letter spacing. (see kerning) 
Letter Wri ter Plus, review of, 640 
LeVitus, Bob, 200 
Lewis, Hal, contributions by, 95-104, 

210,235,237,249,261,449-51, 
656-57,664, 667,723, 725-26, 
791,794,818-19,951,957- 58, 
961- 62, 965-66, 967 

Liaison software-only router, 933, 938 
Liberty font, 514 

illustrated, 514 
typing in, 536 

Liberty Systems 
fl optical drives, 262 
minidrives, 224, 227-28 
portable hard disks, 227-28 

Libraries. (see Glossaries) 



l ife font, 508 
i llustrated, 508 

ligatures, 531 
lighter fluid, removi ng floppy d isk labels 

w ith, 261-62 
lighting 

glare, 193, 197-98 
Mac Portable screen and, 143 
room lighting recommended, 144-45 
screen brightness, 144- 45 

l ightning, 185, 186, 909 
lightningPaint, 996 
lightningScan, 810 
lightningScan Compact, 811 
lightningScan Pro 256,810- 11 
lights on laserWriters, 416 
lightwave Technologies, l ester cordless 

mouse, 176 
lim, john, 571 
Lindas 40th icon, 70 
Lindenberg, Joachim, 936 
lin~ar B font, 487 

illustrated, 487 
li ne art, 421 
line screens 

laser printers and, 421 - 23 
resolutions, 422-23 
scanner resolution and, 805 

lines of programming code, 973 
line spacing 

(a lso see lead ing of fonts) 
in Word, 667 

lines per inch (lpi), screen frequency 
defaults, 423 

Li ninger, Skye, contributions by, 558-60, 
561,939-40,941-42 

linked spreadsheets in Excel, 735 
linotronic imagesetters, resolution, 372 
lion, illustration of, 23, 367 
li ps, ill ustration of, 799 
lisa computer, 119-20 
list boxes, 80, 80- 82, 81 

(also see lists) 
listing. (see viewing) 
lists 

(a lso see viewing) 
beginners' guide, 80-82 

lists, cont'd 
compressing names, 333 
control panel setti ngs, 321-22 
dragging files into list views, 355 
expanding names, 366 
Finder shortcuts, 92, 362 
list boxes, 80-81 
long names in, 366 

Index 11 53 

Open dialog box shortcuts, 360 
Save As dialog box shortcuts, 360 
selecting items in list views, 351-52 
slowing scrolling in fast Macs, 578 
System 7 list view triangles, 332 
to-do list programs, 741,744-45 

li thium batteries, 139 
(a lso see batteries) 

lithos font, 503-4 
illustrated, 503-4 

Little Mac Book, The, 990 
living Trust, 7 57 
LM1 000 printer, 393 
LM1200 printer, 395 
local area network (LAN) 

(also see networks) 
bulletin boards for, 934-35 
defined, 925 
e-mail for, 935-36 

locaiPeek, 937 
locaiTalk 

(a lso see networks) 
alternati ve to, 927-28 
cables, 419,421,927 
connectors, 927 
laser printer location and, 41 9-20, 421 
PhoneNet vs., 927 
speed of, 932 

locating. (see finding) 
locking 

fi les, 261, 345 
emptying Trash, 361 

f loppy disks, 261, 590, 593 
illustrated, 261 

horizontal lock for word processors, 56 
programs, 261 
Quad ra 950, 110 
templates, 294 
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locking hole of floppy disks, 249, 261 
lockups. (see crashes; hang-ups) 
log house, illustration of, 944 
logical hierarchy of commands, 41 
logic board. (see motherboard) 
Logitech 

MouseMan, 176 
ScanMan, 811 
Trackman trackball, 181, 183 

lo llapolooza of a font, 514 
London font, 492 

illustrated, 492 
long names in list views, 366 
Long, Wi lliam, 248 
Looking Good in Print, 827 
Lookup, 563 
Loom game, 891 
Loop Software, PictureBook+, 568- 69 
Los Angeles font, 492 

illustrated, 492 
lost items. (see disappearing objects; 

finding) 
Lotus, 1-2-3,718-19,942 
Louisiana, 7 56 
lower back, ergonomic issues, 196 
lower case. (see capital iza tion) 
low memory problems with System 7, 329 
low profile SIMMs, 276 
lpi (li nes per inch), screen frequency 

defaults, 423 
LucasArt Games 

Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade, 
891-92 

Loom, 891 
technica l support, 891 

Lucida Sans font, 504 
illustrated, 504 

Lukrofka, Steve, contributions by, 
762-63, 765- 67, 773- 74 

lust in your heart, 37 
L-View Multi-Mode 19" monitor, 157 
LW. (see LaserWriters) 
LX marking engine, 418, 432 
lyre, i l lustration of, 736 

M 
Mac Authority, The, 989 
MacBravo Detailer, 773 
MacCalc, 719 
McCallister, Susan 

about, 28 
contributions by, 54-92, 95-104, 

11 3-14, 118-19,123-26,130-31, 
134- 38, 139-40, 141 ' 145-4 7, 
151 - 52, 156,177,189- 90, 
208-10,211- 13,233-34,280, 
326-27, 396-400, 629, 630-31, 
651,671- 72,693-94, 695-97, 
706, 71 5- 16, 72 1-22, 723, 
725-26, 728-29, 732, 744-45, 
761- 62, 765-67, 769-70, 793, 
794-95,835-36,837,872-73, 
874-77,880,885,951- 52,954, 
957- 58,963,969 

counters accustation that she's high
strung, 724 

ergonomic solution by, 196 
monitor testing by, 153, 154 

Mac Classic 
compared to other Macs, 123 

charts, 96, 1 02-3 
described, 105-6 
external monitors for, 158 
Finder version for, 325 
hard di sks fitted to, 227 
opening the case, 136 
programmer's switch on, 1 3 7 
screen, 148-49, 1 SO 
slots for SIMMs, 690 
sound capabilities, 103 
System 6 vs. System 7 on, 326 
system version for, 325 
upgrading to Classic II, 131 
video capabilities, 1 OJ, 106 

Mac Classic II 
compared to other M acs, 123, 124 

charts, 96, 1 02-3 
described, 106 
externa l monitors for, 158 
Finder version for, 325 
hard di sks fitted to, 227 
Mac SE/30 vs., 106 



Mac Classic II, cont'd 
opening the case, 136 
as Perform a, 11 5-1 6 
programmer's switch on, 137 
screen, 148-49, 150 
slots for SIMMs, 690 
sound capabilities, 103 
System 7 requirement, 121, 325 
video capabi li ties, 103-4, 106 

MacConnection 
MousGiove, 187 
reputation of, 52 

MacDraft, features, 768 
Mac Draw 

angle of constraint, 790 
constraints, 788, 790 
copying text, 790 
cycl ing through w indows, 788 
dragging multiple objects, 789 

i ll ustrated, 789 
features, 767-68 
keyboard commands not on menus, 788 
paste placement, 790 
Pen pattern shortcut, 790 
rescaling images during paste, 788 
retaining tool after using, 789-90 
ruler zero point, 790-91 
selecting all objects in document, 788 
selecting objects by dragging, 788 
[§§)commands, 788 
[§§)key constraints, 788 
switching layers, 789 
ti ps, 788-91 
zoom toggle, 788 

MacDraw Pro, 767-68 
MacGard surge suppressor, 186 
Mach ine (lTC) font, 503 

illustrated, 503 
Maclnfo (BBS}, 924 
Mac lnTax, 748-49 

Quicken li nk w ith, 747 
Macintosh Bible Soft wa re Disks, 995-96 

Address Book, 740, 995 
America Online software, 918, 995 
Calendar DA, 742-43, 995 
Charlie, 996 

Index 11 55 

Macintosh Bible Softwa re D isks, cont'd 
Columns game, 888, 996 
Compact Pro, 560, 995 
CryptoSolve, 996 
DeskCritters, 996 
Dictionary Helper, 686-90, 995 
Disinfectant, 589, 995 
fonts, 996 
GNU Chess, 996 
Hangman Plus, 996 
left-brain disk, 995-96 
LightningPaint, 996 
MineSweep, 996 
Moire, 571, 995 
moneyback guarantee, 46, 996 
MyWord, 995 
PopChar, 526, 995 
right-brain disk, 996 
Save-0-Matic, 577-78, 995 
SoundMaster, 850, 996 
SuperCiock! , 580, 628, 996 
Super Ruler, 566, 996 
theTypeBook, 996 
ZTerm, 904-5, 996 

Macintosh Bible, The 
acknowledgements, 24-26 
America Online forum, 540, 918, 919 
Applelink messages to, 540, 919 
computer used to edit, 11 7 
contributors to, 22-23, 2 7-28 
crazed fans of, 44 7, 919 
credits, 5 
dedica tion, 4 
d isclaimer, 12 
errors in, 919 
femin ization of, 18 
fonts used in, 14-15,456-57,499,501 
font templ ate for, 456-57 
as holy gospel, 50 
how to use, 17-23 
ln formas, 11 6 
introduction, 14- 16 
key-caps in, 21-22, 471-72 
mailing address, 15, 23, 52, 540, 919 
margin icons in, 17-18 
mora l stance of, 313 
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Macintosh Bible, The, cont'd 
pre face, 13 
printer used fo r page layout output, 

395- 96 
send ing comme nts on, 540, 916, 918, 

919 
software reviews in, 49-50 
table of conte nts, 6-11 
Ten Commandme nts, 31-36 
tip submissio ns to, 23 
tradema rk no tice, 12 
updates to, 13, 96, 11 6 

Macintosh Bible "What Do I Do Now?" 
Book, The, 585, 595 

Macintosh compute rs, 95-143 
(a lso see standa rd Mac inte rface; used 

Macs; specific models) 
a lphabetiz ing rules, 353 
Apple If/Mac communications, 943 
basic guide lines, 104- 5 
batte ries, re placing, 139 
beginners' guide , 57-92 
brightness contro l, 144-45, 189 
bulletin board limi tations, 935 
buying tips, 121 - 30 
care, 184-91 
cove rs fo r, 187 
discontinued models, 96, 101-2 
expandability, 121 
features compared, 123-26 
fil e server requirements, 931 
as fu n, 31,494 
game requirements, 872 
guide fo r beginne rs, 5 7-92 
hardware tips, 133-43 
insta lling a new sys tem, 335 
inte rrupt button, 129, 137-38, 600 
ironing o n, 1 84 
lightning and, 185 
making your own, 33 
memory upgrades, 272-79 
MIDI requi rements, 858 
mode ls, 95-120 

charts of, 96, 1 02-3 
comparing pairs of, 123-26 
names and numbers, 1 05 

Macintosh computers, cont'd 
most impo rtant princ iples of using, 

67-68,89,92 
new vs. used, 1 21-22 
openi ng the case, 135-36 
PC/Mac communications, 939-42 
PC software on, 942 
prices, 1 04-5 
programme r's switch, 129, 137-38, 

586, 600 
programming, 973-80 
Q uicklime requireme nts, 861 
re liability, 122 
remote control, 937-38 
requiring System 7, 121 
reset button, 137-38, 586, 600 
resetting internal clock and calendar, 305 
restarting a fter a c rash, 138, 586, 600 
SCSI ID numbe r, 239-40 
shipping, 190 
shutting down, 91 , 230, 246, 364, 591 
startup scan, 302 
32-bit addressing requireme nt, 279 
3D graphics requireme nt, 765 
tilt/swivel bases, 191 
upgrading, 130-33 
used Macs, 121- 22, 126-30 
user groups, 991- 93 
warranties, 122 

Macintosh C Programming Primer, 980 
Macintosh Font Book, The, 459 
Macintosh Memory Guide, The, 277 
Macintosh PC Exchange, 939-40 
Macintosh Produc t Registry, 989 
Macintosh Repair & Upgrade Secrets, 169 
Maci ntosh Survival Co urse, The, 994-95 
Mac Is Not a Typewriter, The, 990 
Macl abel Pro, 565 
Mac LC 

(a lso see Macintosh compute rs) 
Apple lie programs on, 107 
ba tte ries, rep lacing, 139 
compared to o the r Macs, 96, 102-3 
descri bed, 106-7 
fans, 138 
Finder versio n for, 325 



Mac LC, cont 'd 
hard disks for, 216- 17 
keyboard problem, 175 
maximum RAM usable by, 279 
name origin, 106 
opening the case, 135-36 
power supply, 21 6-17 
restarting after crash, 138 
sound capabilities, 103 
system version for, 325 
video capabilities, 103-4, 107 

Mac LC II 
batteries, replac ing, 139 
compared to other Macs, 124-25 

charts, 96, 102-3 
descri bed, 106-7 
fan s, 138 
Finder version for, 325 
name origin, 106 
opening the case, 135-36 
as Performa, 11 5-16 
slots for SIMMs, 690 
sound capabilities, 103 
system version for, 325 
video capabiliti es, 103- 4, 106-7 

Mcl eod, Richard D., 555 
Macl ightning, 685 
Maclike software, 42 

(a/so see standard Mac interface) 
Macman, 886 
MacMoney, 747-48 

lnvoicelt add-on, 748 
M acPaint 

copying patterns from screen, 785 
double-c licking on tools, 777 
duplicating selections, 779-80 
Eraser alternatives, 778 
features, 767 
lassoing shortcut, 779 
macros, 778-79 
nudge commands, 778 
laption@:W copy, 780 
~copy, 779-80 
scaling images, 779 
selection rectangle trick, 783 

MacPaint, cont'd 
~key constraints, 777 
@jj)apticniQxl copy, 780 
tips, 777-80 

Mac Plus 
(a lso see Macintosh computers) 
batteries, replacing, 139 
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compared to other Macs, 96, 102-3 
described, 118-19 
external monitors fo r, 158 
fan for, 142 
Finder version for, 325 
hard disks fitted to, 227 
hard dri ve access speed up, 238-39 
interleave rat io, 238-39 
memory upgrades, 274, 277-78 
opening the case, 136 
programmer's swi tch on, 137 
screen, 148-49, 150 
SCSI full-page monitor for, 133 
SCSI port introduced on, 239 
SuperDrive-compatib le drive for, 133 
System 6 vs. System 7 on, 326 
system version for, 325 
upgrading, 132-33 
used Macs, 1 29 
v ideo and sound capabilities, 103 
voltage setting on power supply, 141-42 

Mac Portable 
(a lso see Macintosh computers; 

Outbound laptops; PowerBooks) 
as a desktop machine, 11 7 
battery, keeping charged, 142 
compared to other Macs 

charts, 96, 102- 3 
PowerBooks, 126 

described, 116- 17 
Finder version for, 325 
l ighting required, 143 
opening the screen, 142-43 
screen, 116, 142-43 
static RAM in, 274 
System 6 vs. System 7 on, 326 
system version for, 325 
Thumbelina trackba ll for, 181, 183-84 
video and sound capabilities, 103 
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mail order management, 7 55-56 
Mainstay 

Captu re, 571 
ClickPaste, 549 

maintenance. (see care) 
Maitreya Design, miniWriter, 562 
Make Alias command, 341 
Makeover Book, The, 827 
Maki, Ken, 39, 191, 938 
managing memory, 279-88 

checking amount, 280 
checking use, 284 
current memory sett ing for programs, 

283-84 
disk cache, 281 - 82 
increasing avai lable memory, 280-81 
maximum RAM usable, 279-80 
memory fragm entation, 280, 284- 85, 

367 
not enough memory messages, 283, 285 
RAM d isks, 285-86, 287 
System heap, 288 
virtual memory, 286-87 

Managing Your Money, 748, 923 
Manhattan font, 4 71 

illustrated, 4 71 
Manhattan Graphics, ReadySetGo!, 818-19 
Manual Feed button, 414- 15 
manuals. (see books) 
Man with Two Brains, The, 384-85 
Map contro l panel, 323-25 

illustrated, 324 
map-making symbols, 481 - 87 
mapping keys on keyboards, 174-75, 644 
margin icons 

(a lso see specific icons by name) 
about, 17-18 

margins 
dragging in page preview, 56 
icons in this book, 17-18 
matching lmageWriter to LaserWriter, 

399-400, 405 
in MS Works, 957- 58 

illustrated, 957 
note format, 429 
in Word, 658 

Mariah, 568 
Mark, Dave, 286, 980 
markers in word processing files, 651 
marking engines, 384, 418, 432 
Marks, Mr., 81 8 
Marlowe, Christopher, "To His Coy 

Mistress" alluded to, 634 
Martin, Steve, 384-85 
Marx, Groucho, 250 

allusion to, 888 
masking in page layouts, 831 -32 
Mass Micro, DataPak cartridge drives, 

226, 227 
MasterFinder, 549 
Master)uggler, 300, 550 
master pages, PageMaker vs. Quark, 820 
Master Tracks Pro, 855, 856 
Matazzoni, Joe 

about, 28 
contributions by, 802-9 

Match-it, 875 
Match Records command (MS Works), 963 
Math Blaster Plus, New, 878 
math coprocessors, 97, 132 
mathematica l symbols, 464-65, 489-90 

fract ion font s, 468, 472, 473 
mnemonics for, 467 

mathematics educational software, 875, 
877-78, 882 

Math Whiz font , 472 
Mattei, Power Glove, 180 
Maxa, Snooper, 580-81 
Maxima utility, 333 
Maxis, SimCity, 883 
Maxtor, disk mechanisms, 219 
May Not Work With System 7 fo lder, 335 
Ml3. (see megabytes) 
MCI Mai l, 92 1 
measurement. (see size; units of measure

ment) 
Meca Software, Managing Your Money, 

748,923 
media, storage, 203 

(also see CO-ROMs; floppy disks; hard 
disks; storage) 

medieval travelle r, illustration of, 1066 



meditation tapes, monitors vs., 166 
medium of d isks, 208-9 
M eeting Maker, 744 
meg. (see megabits; megabytes) 
megabits, 273 
megabytes 

defined, 207 
dollars per meg ca lculation, 217- 18 
minimegs, 207, 218 
words per meg, 208 

MegaGraphics, external monitors for 
M ac Plus, 158 

megaherlz 
(also see accelerator cards) 
defined, 97 
of LaserWriter II chips, 385-86 
of Mac models, 96, 102 

MEl/Micro Center, 259 
melting temperature of floppy disks, 255 
memory 

(a lso see RAM; ROM; SIMMs; upgrad-
ing memory; virtual memory) 

basics, 98-100, 203-8, 272-74 
desk analogy for, 204-5 
storage and, 201-88 

table of contents for chapter, 202 
storage vs., 203-5 
virtual memory, 204, 285, 286-87, 328, 

333 
Memory control panel 

d isk cache size, 281- 82 
illustrated, 282 
virtual memory, 286- 87 

memory-management coprocessor. (see 
PMMU ch ip) 

men 
goys, 528-29 
i llustrations of 

ballet dancers, 368, 438 
fi fer and drummers, 801 
harpist, 846 
medieva l traveller, 1066 
pan flutist, 735, 1065 
Simple Simon, 896 

pseudos, 39-40 

menu bar 
defined, 61 
flashing, 315-1 6 
monitor for, 31 9 
when in doubt, explore, 89, 92 
in Word, 652, 660 

MenuFonts, 526-27 
i llustrated, 527 

menu items, defined, 61-62 
MENU resources, 982, 984-85 
menus 

Index 1161 

(also see keyboard commands; menu 
bar; specific menus) 

• menu, 304- 9 
About the Finder comma nd, 280, 284 
About This M acintosh command, 

280, 284 
Apple M enu Items fo lder, 298 
beginners' guide, 61 -66 
blinking after selection, 313 
changing with ResEd it, 984-85 

illustrated, 984, 985 
checkmarks on, 66 
dimmed (grayed) commands on, 64 
downward-pointing triangle on, 64-65 
Excel 

Fi ll commands, 728 
short vs. fu ll, 724 

fo lders pop-down menu 
hierarchy of fo lders, 348-49 
illustrated, 348 

of fonts, 451, 454-55, 526- 28 
problems, 536, 538-39, 540-42 

large type in, 155 
MacWrite II font menu, 633 
pop-up menus, in Word, 661 
resources, 982, 984-85 
right-pointing triangle on, 65 
scroll ing, 65 
selecting commands, 63 
Special menu 

Erase Disk command, 257, 260 
Shut Down command, 230 

submenus, 65 
symbols on, 67 
tear-off menus, 155 
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menus, cont'd 
toggles, 66 
tr iangles on, 64-65 
Word 

Allow Fast Saves command, 676 
custom izing, 659 
garbage on menu bar, 652 
keyboard control, 659-60 
pop-up menus, 661 
Work menu, 626, 652-53 

menu titles, defined, 61 
Mercer, Paul, 247 
merge-print. (see mail merge) 
merging style sheets (Word), 673 
messages 

(a/so see codes; error messages) 
MacBible mailing address, 52, 540, 919 
sending to MacBible, 540, 916, 918, 

919 
metal-detecting gates and floppy disks, 

253 
metal shutter of fl oppy disks, 251, 609, 

610 
Metamorphosis Professional, 530 
Metropolis Bold font, 51 2 

i llustrated, 512 
Meyer, Chuck, contribu tions by, 246-47, 

274-77 
Meyer Software, On The Air, 867 
M Hz. (see megahertz) 
mice. (see mouse) 
Michel, Steve 

contributions by, 291- 92, 703, 978 
pessimism of, 45 

Microcom 
Citadel, 575-76 
911 Util ities, 552, 614 

MicroFrontier, Enhance 2.0, 811 
Microl aser PS17 printer, 391-92 
Microlytics 

GOfer, 564 
Word Finder Plus, 686 

M icroNet 
hard disks, 221-22 
NuPort drive, 228 
SCSI terminator information from, 243 

M icroPhone, 903-4 
microphone, recording sounds, 316, 852 
microprocessor. (see processor) 
Microseeds 

BombGuard, 546 
!nitPicker, 546 
Redux, 269-70 
Rival, 589-90 

Microsoft 
(a/so see specific products) 
Excel, 701, 716-17, 724-35 
Fi le, 700-701 
Mail, 744, 935-36 
MS Works, 639, 947-49, 951-70 
Office, 264 
PowerPoint, 867 
Schedule+, 744 
Screen Test, 677 
telephone support, 47, 629 
Windows, 21 
Word, 623-29, 651-78 
words appropriated inappropriately, 621 

MicroS peed 
MacTrac trackball, 181, 182-83 
MicroTrac trackball, 181, 184 

Microstation Mac, 773 
Micro Tech, R50 cartridge drive, 226, 227 
MicroTouch, UnMouse, 179 
MicroTrac trackbal l, 181 , 184 
MIDI 

acronym explained, 854 
basics, 854-55 
interfaces, 857 
Mac requ irements, 858 
M IDI instruments, 854, 857-58 
software, 855-57 
speakers, 859 

MIDI Interface, 857 
MIDI Translator, 857 
Miles Inc., 505, 506 
Miley, Michael, contributions by, 632, 

743-44,914- 15,922-23,934-36 
military symbols, 486- 87 
Mill imac, The Fi rst Ever Clam & Craft 

Cookbook,885 



minarets, illustration of, 798 
MineSweep, 996 
MiniCAD, 773 
minidrives, 224-25 
mini-K, 206 
minimegs, 207, 218 
mining symbols, 484 
miniWriter, 562 
minus po inter (Word), 659 
minus sign (-), 464 

in MS Works database module, 959 
minutes. (see time) 
Mirror (company) 

ADB ports in monitors, 57 
external monitors for M ac Classics, 

158 
Goldstar 14" col or monitor, 161 -62, 

163, 164 
Goldstar 16" color moni tor, 164, 166, 

167 
19" monitor, 156 

mirroring, 271 
Mi rror (MacTools utility) 

hard disk fi rst-a id and, 593 
recovering deleted fil es, 616 

miscarriage, computer work and, 192 
M iserey, Frederic, 578 
missing character box, 458- 59 
miss ing items. (see disappearing objects) 
mnemon ics for specia l characters, 467 
MNP pro tocols (modems), 907- 8 
Mobius 

external monitors for M ac Classics, 1 58 
monitors, 154 
name origin, 1 55- 56 

Mobius, August, 155 
Mobius strip, 155 
Mode32, 99, 279 
modeling, 775-76 

(a lso see 30 graphics programs) 
ModeiShop, 773 
models of M acs. (see Macintosh 

computers; specific models) 
modems, 907-14 

(a lso see telecommunications) 
described, 899- 900 

modems, cont'd 
external vs. internal, 900 
fax modems, 909- 14 

Index 11 63 

file compression for service bureaus, 
434 

hooking up an external modem, 900 
lightning and, 909 
name explained, 899 
networking, 908-9, 938 
in Power Book 1 70, 11 3 
protocols, 907-8 
speeds, 907 
standards, 907 

modifier keys, 67 
modular M acs 

(a lso see keyboards; monitors; specific 
models) 

balleries, replacing, 139 
described, 95 
fans, 138 
models, 95, 1 02 
opening the case, 135- 36 

modular upgrades to System 7, 329 
module, defined, 947 
Moire, 571 , 995 
Monaco font, 498 

Courier substitution for, 425 
illustrated, 498 

Mona Lisa Recut (lTC) font, 515 
illustrated, 515 

monetary symbols, 463 
mnemonics for, 467 

monitors, 144-70 
(a lso see screen; specific monitors) 
accelerator cards and, 1 31 
ADB ports in, 57 
autosync, 168- 69 
big-screen emulation, 579 
black-and-white, 146, 148-58 

color vs., 147-48 
eva luating, 148- 51 
gray-scale vs., 148 
product evaluations, 151- 58 

brightness adjustment, 144- 45, 189 
ca librating, 830 
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monitors, cont'd 
color, 146 

charts of, 164, 167 
color fringing, 164 
contro l panel settings, 318-20 
convergence, 158 
evaluating, 158--60 
large monitors, 167-68 
medium-sized mon itors, 164-67 
monochrome vs., 147--48 
mu ltisync monitors, 168-69 
pin-cushion distorti on, 164 
small mon itors, 160--64 
Test Pattern Generator program, 160, 

170 
contrast ratio, 152-53 
control panel sellings, 146, 318-20 
dual monitors, 318-19 
electrica l interference, 606 
emissions, 192-95 

Swedish standard, 156, 159, 162, 195 
ergonomic issues, 196, 197-98 
eva luating 

black-and-white monitors, 148-51 
color monitors, 158-60 

fu ll -page display via SCSI port, 133 
glare, 193, 197- 98 
gray-scale, 146 

color vs., 147--48 
horizontal line on Trinitron color 

monitors, 606 
identifying, 319 
leaving on overnight, 189- 90 
Macworld survey, 152, 155 
M IDI requirement, 858 
multiple monitors, 170, 318- 19 
muhisync, 168- 69 
Photoshop requirement, 771 
portrait vs. landscape, 149 
PowerBook externa l mon itors, 169 
presbyopia and, 192 
protecting the phosphor, 188- 89 
refresh rate, 145 
resolution, 805 
screen dump, 401 
screen fi lters, 192 

monitors, cont'd 
screen savers, 188- 89, 569-71 , 677 
SCSI monitors, 133 
size, 149 
startup problems, 597-98 
3D graphics requirement, 765 
troubleshooting, 606 
turning off, 189- 90 
two-page displays, 148--49, 152-56, 579 
on used Macs, 128 
vertical l ine on black screen, 597-98 
viewing for evaluation, 151 

Monitors control panel, 146, 170, 318-20 
i llustrated, 319 

monochrome. (see black-and-white; 
gray; gray-scale monitors) 

monospaced fonts 
bold m's and w's in, 498 
defined, 441--42 
option (hard or nonbreaking) space 

and, 644 
M onroe, Fred, 549 
Monster Cable, 191 
Monterey font, 509 

illustrated, 509 
Mood Indigo, 31 6 
More, 679- 81 

illustrated, 680 
as presentation software, 681, 867 

More After Dark, 570-71 
More Choices button (Find command), 340 
More Disk Space, 561 
morphing, 865 
Morrissett, Christine, 797 
Morris, W ill iam, 513,514 
mostly for beginners (margin icon) 

about, 17 
basic Mac hardware 

buying a Mac, 123 
keyboards, 170, 174 
mice etc., 180 
models of the M ac, 95, 98, 103, 1 05 
monitors, 145- 47, 148- 50 
protecting your M ac, 188 
ti ps, 137 
upgrad ing your Mac, 131 



mostly for beginners (margin icon), cont'd 
basic Mac softwa re '* menu, 304-5 

contro l pane ls, 309-1 0 
install ing a new system, 339 
miscella neous desktop tips, 362 
System Folder, 295, 296-98, 299, 301 
System 6 tips, 364, 365 
tips for a ll applications, 291, 292, 294 
tips on icons, files & fo lders, 339, 

343, 344-45, 346 
tips on w indows, 348, 352 

commun icatio ns 
networks, 925-26, 931 
online services and bulletin boards, 

914- 15 
telecommunicating, 899-900, 902, 

905 
databases, 693-95 
educatio n and ente rta inment, 872 
fi rst principles, guide fo r beginne rs, 

57- 92 
fo nts 

basics, 441, 442-44, 448-51, 455 
specia l c haracte rs, 459, 460 
utilit ies, 522 

graphics 
MacDraw tips, 789-90 
overview, 761, 765 
scanne rs, 802-3 

integrated software 
genera l MS Works tips, 953 
MS Works database tips, 959-60, 961 
MS Works spreadsheet tips, 965, 968 
programs, 947 

page layout, 817, 831-32, 834-35 
printing 

basics, 3 71 , 373 
dot-matrix printers, 375 
dot-matrix tips, 405-6 
fonts on laser p rinters, 424 
gene ra l tips, 396, 398, 400 
laser tips, 412, 41 3, 415-16, 41 7, 421 

programming a nd resou rce editing, 
973,974, 975 

sound a nd action, 851, 854 

Index 1165 

mostly for beginners (margin icon), cont'd 
spreadsheets 

Excel tips, 724, 725, 726, 731 
gene ra l tips, 722 
programs (and accessories), 715 

storage a nd me mory 
backing up disks, 265 
basics, 203-8, 21 0 
floppy disks, 249-50, 259 
ha rd disks, 216 
managing memory, 280 
SCSI devices, 239 

troubleshooting 
commo n problems, 595, 596-97 
trouble on the Mac, 587-88 
virus protect ion, 588 

util ities 
compression, 558 
macro programs, 572-73 
ma naging, 545, 546-47 
screen savers and capture programs, 

569 
word process ing 

general tips, 641, 647, 651 
outline rs, 679 
spe lling checkers, 682 
word processors, 619, 632 
Word tips, 652, 654, 658, 661- 62, 

66 7, 668, 675 
mostly for power users (ma rgin icon) 

about, 17 
basic Mac hardware 

buying a Mac, 125, 126 
models of the Mac, 1 09, 11 7 
tips, 141 

databases 
Fi leMaker ti ps, 708, 709, 710- 12 
programs, 699, 701 

fonts, 459, 538, 540 
graphics 

overview, 762, 763, 764 
programs, 769, 770, 773, 774, 776 
scanners, 803, 804-5 

integrated software, 964 
page layout, 828, 829 
pe rsona l a nd business mgmt, 747 
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mostly for power users (margin icon), 
cont'd 

printing, 374, 423, 436 
programming and resource editing, 

974,979,980 
spreadsheets, 733, 734 , 735 
storage and memory 

basics, 209-10 
hard disks, 226 
managing memory, 288 
memory upgrades, 276 
SCSI devices, 245 

troubleshooting, 605 
utilities, 580 
word processing, 666, 678 

motherboard 
defined, 273 
diagnostic utility, 580- 81 
disconnecting ADB dev ices and, 171 
LaserWriter II logic boa rds, 385-86 
in M ac SEs, 129-30 
in M ac lis, 130 

M otley Cri.ie, 156 
Motorola processors. (see processor) 
motors and floppy disks, 252 
Moulin Rouge font, 511, 621 

i llustrated, 511 
mounting 

DOS floppy disks, 250 
hard disk problems, 61 0-11 , 613 
SCSI devices, 246 
stiction and, 613 

mouse, 176-84 
(also see selecting) 
beginners' guide, 67- 69 
chaining w ith other ADB devices, 171, 

176 
cleaning, 177 
clicking, 68 
control panel settings, 314-15 
cordless mice, 176- 77 
cover for, 1 87 
described, 60 
diagnostic utility, 580-81 
disability assistance, 3 14-15, 322- 23 

mouse, cont'd 
double-clicking 

on Canvas objects, 781 
defined, 71 
double-click drag, 292 
on graphics tools, 777 
hard disk icon, 74 
icons w ith open w indows, 74 
multiple selections, 360 
speed setting, 314- 15 
title bar, 54 

drag-and-drop feature 
Excel, 717 
Word, 624 

dragging 
beginners' guide, 68-69 
~ key with, 356 
copies of fil es, 344-45 
double-click drag, 292 
Excel columns and rows, 725-26 
files into list views, 355 
fo lders vs. folder contents, 345 
graphics macros and, 778- 79 
to grid points, 356 
icons, 68 
inactive w indows, 348 
lassoing shortcut, 779 
MacDraw multiple objects, 789 
margins in page preview, 56 
MS Works tabs, 956 
~drag, 779-80, 793 
page layout tips, 830, 831 
in QuarkXPress, 820, 830, 831, 841 
selecting objects in M acDraw, 788 
tabs in Nisus, 55 
title bar, 72 
using Font/DA Mover, 365-66 
windows, 72 

drag-launch for documents, 344 
dynamic tracking, 181 
hardware, 176-84 
large keyboards and, 171 
mice and mouse substitutes, 176-114 
mouse pads, 177-78 
numeric keypad substitute for, 322- 23 
plugging in to ADB keyboards, 170- 71 



mouse, cont'd 
pointer jumpy, 607 
product evaluations, 176-84 
repetitive stress injuries (RSI) and, 197 
running out of room, 60 
selecting mu ltiple items, 291 -92, 360 
selection rectangle use, 291- 92, 360 
shift-clicking, 69, 291-92 
substitutes for, 178- 84 
trackballs, 180-84 

built-in, 111 , 173 
tracking, 314 
on used Macs, 127 

Mouse contro l panel, 314-1 5 
illustrated, 314 

Mouse Keys, 322-23 
global nudge commands using, 778 

MouseMan, 1 76 
mouse pads, 177-78 
MousePen Pro, 178-79 
Mou seStick, 179 
mouse substitutes 

(a lso see trackballs) 
Felix, 180 
Gold Brick (for Nintendo devices), 180 
MousePen Pro, 1 78-79 
MouseStick, 1 79 
pressure-sensitive tablets, 1 79, 812- 13 
Touch Window, 1 79 
trackballs, 180- 84 

bui lt-in, 111 , 173 
UnMouse, 179 

MousG iove, 187 
movie fi les. (see Quicklime; video) 
moving. (see dragging) 
moving around documents. (see navigat-

ing documents; scrolling) 
MPW C compiler, 979 
Mr. File, 549 
MS DOS. (see PCs I IBM and compatib les]) 
MS Works, 947-49, 951-70 

AND OR hierarchy, 964- 65 
baud rate, changing, 970 
blank cells (w ith text in them), 969 
borders around cells, 968 
bug in Works 2, 948 
cell al!ributes, 966 

MS Works, cont 'd 
centering pasted objects, 955 
charts, 967 

Index 1167 

columns, 953, 955, 960-61 , 965 
communications module, tips, 969-70 
compared to other integrated 

programs, 947 
control characters, 970 
copying field names, 962 
cycling through windows, 952 
database module, 948, 959-65 
data entry in database, 959- 60, 961 
dates in, 953, 959-60, 961 
deleting fields, 962 
dialing through the modem, 969 
drawing tips, 955, 958-59 
Entry bar activation macro, 968 
exporting, 953-54, 967 
field a!lributes, 961 -62 

illustrated, 962 
Find Field command, 9 63 
fi nding cells, 966 
footer formatting, 952-53 
form lellers, 954 
Go To Cell command, Find Cell 

command vs., 966 
header formatting, 952- 53 
Home macro for spreadsheet, 968 
importing data between modules, 953-54 
incremental numbers in databases, 

953- 54 
indents, 957-58 

illustrated, 957 
inserting spreadsheet rows and 

columns, 965 
Inside Microsoft Works, 956 
keyboard commands 

communication control characters, 970 
database entry, 961 
Form view/List view toggle, 961 
header and footer formatting, 952-53 
moving spreadsheet data, 966 
navigating databases and spread-

sheets, 960 
page breaks, 958 
sorting, 963 
'"' indow control, 952 
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MS Works, cont'd 
labels, printing multiples, 959 
linking text objects in columns, 955 
list alphabetization, 954 
macros, 954, 968 
mai l merge for selected records, 954 
margins, 957-58 

illustrated, 957 
market share, 947 
Match Records command, 963 
moving cell data, 966 
navigating documents, 952, 960 
notes for cells, 966 
opening new documents, 952 
page break toggle, 958 
page numbering, 958 
Paste Function command, 969 
pasting from database List view, 962 
percents in, 960 
pointers, unusual, 951 
printing selected cells, 968 
Quote lnit and, 970 
Records Selection command, 963-64 
Redo, nontoggling, 948 
renaming database fields, 961-62 

il lustrated, 962 
reports, 954 
reviews, 639, 947-49 
scrolling, 952 
search text, automatic entry of, 956 
selecting records, 963-64 
sending text via modem, 969-70 
serial dates, 960 
@iillJ key constraints, 955 
smart (curly) quotes in communications, 

970 
SmartKeys and, 970 
sorting, 954, 963, 965-66 
spreadsheet module, 949, 963, 965- 69 
switching between Form view and List 

view, 961 
tabs, 953, 956 

illustrated, 956 
Take a sub-Total on 1st Char 

command, 964 
text in " blank" cells, 969 

MS Works, cont'd 
time in database fields, 961 
time in headers and footers, 953 
tips, 951-70 

communications module, 969-70 
database module, 959-65 
general, 951-56 
journal of, 956 
spreadsheet module, 965-69 
word processing module, 956-59 

totali ng on first character, 964 
Undo, nontoggling, 948 
word processing module, 639, 948, 

956-59 
zooming w indows, 951-52 

Mu lti-Ad Search, 567-68 
Multi-Ad Services, 801 

illustration from, 801 
MultiCiip, 549 
Multi Finder 

(a lso see Finder) 
CO-ROMs under, 265 
memory fragmentation in, 367 
memory requirement, 272 
rebu ild ing desktop under System 6, 234 
starting in, 303-4 
switching to, 367 

Multiledger, 752 
multi level sorts, 694, 704 
MultiMaster, for System 7 • menu 

features, 333 
multimedia, 847-68 

(a lso see HyperCard; Qu ickTime; 
specific media) 

animation, 862-66 
defined, 859 
mu sic, 854-60 
presentation software, 866-68 
sounds, 849-53 
video, 860-62 

MultiMode 120 monitor, 157-58 
multiple columns. (see columns) 
multiple monitors, 1 70, 318- 19 
multiple printers, 396-400 
multiple systems, 303, 331, 338, 592 
multiple undos, 55 



multi port repeaters, 932 
multisync monitors, 168- 69 
multitimbral musical instruments, 857 
multiuser databases, 694, 696 
Murphy, Captain Ed, 34-35 
Murphy's Law, 34-35 
Murphy's Meta-Law, 35 
music, 854-60 

(a /so see MIDI) 
Band-in-a-Box, 856 
books, 859-60 
fonts for, 480, 521 
for kids, 875 
Mac requirements, 858 
samplers, 854 
scoring (notation) programs, 856-57 
sequencers, 854- 56 
sound modu les, 854 
speakers, 858-59 
synthesizers, 85 4 

musica l instrument digital interface. (see 
MIDI) 

musical instruments 
illustrations of, 712, 735, 736, 846, 1065 
MIDI, 854, 857- 58 
multitimbra l, 857 
polyphonic, 85 7 

MusicProse, 857 
My DataBase, 755 
M .Y.O.B., 751-52 
mysteries 

Grand High Imperial Keeper of the 
Font M ysteries, 540 

of l ife, 508 
MyWord, 995 

N 
Nace, Ted, 16 
Naiman, Arthur 

about, 27 
ArtHurNAIMAN! Pro, 20 
as closet visionary, 420-21 
computer possessed by devil, 24 
conserva tion avidity of, 332-33 
constellation o f neuro logica l defects 

of, 1 76 

Naiman, Arthur, cont'd 
contributions by, throughout 
English teacher posthumously 

tormented by, 567 

Index 1169 

Every Coy's Guide to Common jewish 
Expressions, 528-29 

goril la signature of, 649 
grace and agility of, 143 
hebephrenia staved off by, 621 
horse metaphor describing, 724 
human (not gibbon), 171 
"impetuosity" of, 629 
joke learned at age twelve, 894 
keyboard mapping " fooleeshness" of. 

644-45 
kvetching of, 25 
Lisa book by, 11 9-20 
Mac purism of, 628 
master of space-time?, 307, 308 
master rant o f, 36-40 
responsibi lity for jokes, 23 
voice crying in the wi lderness, 172 
youth in Chicago, 39-40 

Naiman, Balthasar, 359 
Naimanizing icons, 357-59 

before and after illustrations, 358, 359 
origins of term, 359 

Naiman Prize for Brain-Dead Software 
Design, 948 

names/naming 
(also see capitalization; ID numbers; 

lists; term inology; word origins 
and explanations) 

abbreviations in font names, 454 
Acura imitations, 11 5 
ArtHurNAIMAN! Pro, 20 
beginners' guide, 69-71 
compressed fi le tags, 559, 560, 561 
compressing list names, 333 
copying MS Works database field 

names, 962 
"copy" tacked to file names, 344-45 
in Dictionary Helper, 687-88 
Excel cell autonaming, 717 
exotic names club, 25 
field name, 694 
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names/naming, cont'd 
SO's retro names, S78 
files, 70-71, 3S3- S4, 366 
fonts 

conventions, 4S3- SS, 492 
ID confli cts, 537-38, 550 
w ith same name, S42 

glossary, 19, 997-1065 
grouping files in lists, 3S3 
icons, 69- 70, 343 
labels, 320 
long names in list views, 366 
lowercase advantages, 344 
Mac model names and numbers, 1 OS 
network nodes, 92S-26 
numbered fi le names, 3S3-S4 
option characters in file names, 3S3 
PageMaker sty le names, 839 
passwords, S70, S7S, S76-77, 592 
"PC" in this book, 20-21 
PowerBook 100 hard drive name, 141 
Quark, 817- 18 
renaming 

aliases, 341 
FileMaker fields, 707 
fonts, 4S3 
icons, 69-70, 343 
LaserWriters, 41 2 
MS Works database fields, 961- 62 
open or active items, 344 
PowerBook 1 00 hard drive, 141 

resource names, 981-82 
viewing by name, 76, 77, 233, 3SO 

nanoseconds, 276 
Napoleonic Code, 756 
national debt, 532 
National Federation of the Bl ind in 

Computer Science, 993 
National Tele-Pres, SuperMOM, 75S- 56 
Nautilus, 989- 90 
navigating documents 

(a lso see scrolling) 
cycl ing through windows 

in Excel, 730 
in MacDraw, 788 
in MS Works, 952 
in Word, 654 

navigating documents, cont'd 
MS Works databases and spreadsheets, 

960 
in Word, 654- 58, 664, 674 

Navigator (for CompuServe), 920 
neat-o, 166 
NEC 

8023 printer ribbon with lmageWri ters, 
408 

4FG 15" color monitor, 162, 163- 64 
portable CD-ROM drive, 264 
Si lentwriter Model 95 printer, 392-93 
21" color monitor, 168 

"need to be put away" folder, 231 
nesting in Word, 667 
NetModem, 908- 9, 938 
NetOctopus, 936-37 
network, defined, 925 
networks, 925-38 

(also see telecommun ica tions) 
adding drivers, 306 
addresses, 925 
aliases for shared disks, 342 
AppleTalk, 374, 927, 932 
backbone configuration, 926 
backing up the network, 270 
backing up to other hard disks, 267 
bu lletin boards for LANs, 934-35 
cables and connectors, 419, 421,927-28 
CD-ROM drives, 263 
Chooser functions, 306 
CompuNet connectors, 928 
configurations, 926-27 
daisy-chain configuration, 926 
DeskWriter model required, 412 
dri ver versions and, 334 
e-mai l for LANs, 935- 36 
Ethernet, 932-33 

Quadras feature, 110 
EtherTalk, 932- 33 
file servers, 931 
fi le sharing, 327, 928-31 
graphics catalog management, 567-68 
group editing programs, 934 
LaserWriters on, 334, 412, 414-15 
LocaiTalk, 419-20, 421, 927- 28, 932 
management uti lities, 936-37 



networks, cont'd 
modemsand,908-9,938 
nodes, 925-26 
with PCs, 940-41 
PhoneNet cables and connectors, 

927- 28 
plotters, 938 
protocols, 926 
remote control of Macs, 937-38 
repeaters, 932 
ring configuration, 927 
routers, 926, 933-34 
scanners, 938 
serial servers, 9 38 
series configuration, 926 
SneakerNet, 93 1-32 
star con figuration, 926 
Suitcase and, 938 
System 6 and System 7 on same 

network, 334 
terminology, 925-27 
tokens, 927 
vi ruses and, 589 
zones, 926 

Neullinger, Sam, 120 
Neutral Posture ergonomic furniture, 193 
Never Sleep feature, 569 
New Century Schoolbook font, 500 

i llustrated, 500 
New command (Excel), illustrated, 728 
New Folder button, 56 
New Folder command, 64 
new font numbering table (NFNT), 537 
New Horizons, WordMaker, 639-40 
new M acs vs. used Macs, 121-22 
Newman, Gary, 56 
New Math Blaster Plus, 878 
new perspectives, 533 
news 

online service offerings, 915 
of viruses, 590 

New Shimmer, 909-10 
newsletters. (see periodicals) 
newspapers, screen frequency for, 422 
Newton hand-held computer, 114-1 5 
Newton, Isaac, 114- 15 

New York font, 498 
(a lso see Times font) 
illustrated, 498 
Times substitution for, 425 

Index 1171 

NeXT computers, FrameMaker and, 824 
Next Style override (Word), 673 
NFNT (new font numbering table), 537 
Nichols, George E., 35 
911 Utilities, 552, 614 
Nineteen Eighty-Four, 15 
1993 BMUC Shareware Disk Catalog, 990 
Ninety-Eight, Oldsmobile (1955), 864 
Nintendo devices, 180 
Nisus 

America Online fil e transfers and, 918 
automatic backups, 635 
automatic save, 55, 635 
bad li ne breaks with, 636 
derivation of name, 638-39 
disadvantages, 636-38 
dragging tabs, 55 
ell ipsis bugs, 636-37 
em dash bugs, 636 
enhancements to standard Mac 

interface, 55-56 
exporting files, 636 
keyboard commands, 635-36 
manual, 634 
multiple undos, 55, 634-35 
noncontiguous selection, 635 
programming language, 638 
pronunciation, 634 
review of, 634-39 
search feature bugs, 636 
spell ing checker, 636- 38 

Nisus Compact, review of, 639 
nodes, 925-26 

(a lso see networks) 
noise (inaccurate data) from CCDs, 804 
noises 

(a /so see sounds) 
fans, 138 
floppy drive, 61 0 
high-frequency sound, 193 
laser printers, 419-21 
PCs (IBM and compatibles), 419 
startup chord or tones, 133-34, 596-97 
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Nolo Press 
Living Trust, 757 
Personal RecordKeeper, 757-58 
WiiiMaker, 756-57 

nonbreaking hyphens 
in QuarkXPress, 843 
in Word, 666 

nonbreaking spaces, 643-44 
change needed, 56-57 
in PageMaker, 839-40 
in QuarkXPress, 842 

noncontiguous text selection in Nisus, 635 
non-Mac computers 

(a lso see PCs {IBM and compatib les]) 
exporting files to, 651 
FrameMaker and Unix-based computers, 

824 
importing fi les from, 651 

non-Mac fl oppy disks, reading DOS 
disks, 250, 256, 939- 40 

non-Roman alphabets, 487 
No Pa ragraph Border command (Word), 

674-75 
i llustrated, 675 

Nordic font, 494 
illustrated, 494 

Norman invasion, holding since, 40 
Norrena, Jim, contributions by, 827- 28 
Norstad, John, 589 
Northwestern University, 589 
Norton Macintosh Uti li ties, 552- 53 

bundled other products, 220, 222, 227 
Directory Assistance, 553 
Disk Doctor, 553, 614 
Fi leSaver, 593,614,616 
hard disk repair and recovery, 614- 15 
KeyFinder, 525 

i ll ustra ted, 525 
Layout util ity, 333 
M acTools vs., 55 1 
SpeedDisk defragmentation software, 

220, 236, 553 
Norton, W.W., 884- 85 
" not a Macintosh disk" message, 608- 9, 

610- 11 
notation programs, 856-57 

Note command (Excel), 733-34 
note format margins, 429 
not enough memory messages, 283, 285, 

605 
Note Pad, 307 

i llustrated, 307 
substitu tes for, 562 

nothing screen, 89 
Novell, Ethernet cards, 933 
NowMenus, 553 
NowSave, Word (Microsoft) incompati

bility, 628 
Now Software 

Mu ltiMaster, 333 
Now Utilities, 333, 553-54, 593 

Now Utilities, 553- 54 
MultiMaster, 333 
NowMenus, 553 
Profi ler, 593 
SuperBoomerang, 333, 553 

NRC, Ethernet cards, 933 
ns (nanoseconds), 276 
NuBus slo ts 

described, 100 
diagnostic util i ty for cards, 580-81 
hard drive attachment to, 228 
in Mac models (table), 1 02-3 

nudge commands 
Illustrator keyboard commands, 793 
SuperPa int keyboard commands, 783 
using Easy Access, 778 

NumberMaze, 878 
numbers 

fancy, 477-713 
font IDs, 537-38, 550 
incremental numbers in MS Works 

databases, 953-54 
Mac model numbers, 1 05 
network ID s, 925 
NFNT (new font numbering table), 537 
Nisus spell ing checker and, 63 7 
old-style fo r fonts, 531 
SCSI IDs, 239-41,244,302 
sorting order for, 353-54 

numeric coprocessors, 97, 132 



numeric keypad 
with Calculator, 305 
as mouse substitute, 322-23 
as slavish pandering to IBM, 171 -72 
in Word, 656-57 

illustrated, 657 
Num Lock in Word, 656-57 
NuPort drive, 228 
Nycov Mac covers, 187 

0 
Oasis, features, 772 
object-oriented graphics programs. (see 

draw programs) 
object-oriented programming, 979 
Oblique font, 494-95 

illustrated, 494-95 
oblique fonts, 428, 449 
O'Brien, Janet E., contributions by, 892- 93 
obsolete floppy drives, 250 
OCR (optical character recognition), 

808-11 
Odonian Press, 15 
O'Donnell, Craig 

contributions by, 849-53, 855-59 
Cool Mac Sounds, 860 

Office 
M icrosoft, 264 
WordPerfect, 744, 935 

offset printing and black areas, 418 
off-site backups, 267 
Ogonek diacritic, 462 
O ld Age thinking, 31 
O ld English fonts, 51 0, 51 7 
O ldsmobile 

Achieva, 11 5 
Super 88 or Ninety-Eight (1955), 864 

O lduvai 
MultiCiip, 549 
Read-It! OCR software, 81 1 

O lesen, Duane, 35 
O lympia NP60APL dot-matri x printer, 

376,408 
Omar Khayyam, 33 
OmniPage Direct, 810 

Index 11 73 

OmniPage Professional, 810 
OnCue II, for System 7 tt menu features, 

333 
1-bit scanners, 804, 809 
One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest, 1 09 
101 Buttons and Scripts for HyperCard, 

977 
101 E keyboard, 173 
160 degrees Fahrenheit, 255 
1.4MB floppy disks 

(also see floppy disks) 
capacity, 250 
cleaning, 188 
identifying, 249 
illustrated, 249, 258 
initialized as BOOK, 257- 58 

One-Sided button, 211 
128K Mac 

batteries, replacing, 1 39 
board swap, 273 
compared to other Macs, 96, 1 02-3 
described, 119 
external monitors for, 158 
Finder version for, 325 
hard disks fitted to, 227 
opening the case, 136 
programmer's switch on, 137 
screen, 148-49, 150 
System 7 upgrade, 327 
system version for, 325 
upgrading, RAM, 273 

1-2-3 (Lotus), 718- 19, 942 
online services, 914-23 

America On line, 916- 19 
Applelink, 916 
basi cs, 914- 15 
baud rates, 916,919, 921,922 
bu lletin boards vs., 923 
CompuServe, 919- 20 
conferences and forums, 914- 15 
Dow Jones News/Retrieval database 

access, 921 
e-banking, 923 
e-mail, 915 
gatew ays between services, 922-23 
GEni e, 914 
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online services, cont'd 
MCI Mail, 921 
messages to Mac Bible, 916, 918, 919 
Prodigy, 920-21 
saving time and money, 922 
terminology, 914- 15 

On Technology 
Instant Update, 934 
Meeting Maker, 744 

On The Air, 867 
Opcode Systems 

EZ Music Starter Kit, 855 
EZ Vision, 855 
MIDI Translator, 857 
Studio Plus Two, 857 
Vision, 855, 856 

Open dialog box shortcuts, 360, 553, 952 
opened floppy disk icons, 346 
opening 

(a lso see starti ng) 
case of Macs, 135-36 
Control Panels folder, 546 
Mac Portable screen, 142-43 
Open dialog box shortcuts, 360, 553, 

952 
w indows, 71 

opening chord, 133-34, 596-97 
open quotation marks. (see smart quotes) 
optical character recognition (OCR), 

808-1 1 
optical d isks. (see CD-ROMs) 
optica l drives 

CD-ROM drives, 263-64 
read/write optical drives, 229 
WORM drives, 229 

optica l resolution, interpolated resolution 
vs., 805-6 

Optima/32 utility, 99, 333 
Optima font, 502 

FinePrint resolution enhancement and, 
386,395 

illustrated, 502 
loetion) characters 

by category, 461-65 
keyboard map (ill ustrated), 460 
sorting, 353 

/option) characters, cont'd 
System 7 keystroke changes, 465-66 
utilities for, 522-26 

)Oplionl(fi!l 

copying in paint programs, 780 
rebuilding the desktop, 234, 260, 606 
in Word, deleting text, 663 

)Oellonl1:lx1Esc), 291 
)optionl-drag, 779-80, 793 

illustrated, 780 
~key 

(also see keyboard commands) 
closing windows automatically, 349 
duplicating selections in paint 

programs, 779-80 
happy Mac icon and, 1 70 
option characters, sort ing, 353 
Sticky Keys for combinations, 323 
Trash and, 361, 362 
in Word 

deleting text, 663 
selecting text, 662 

@2l§l lasso (SuperPaint), illustrated, 784 
option spaces, 643-44 

change needed, 56-57 
in PageMaker, 839- 40 
in QuarkXPress, 842 

organizing 
hard disk, 230-33 
Naimanizing icons, 357-59 
system folder, 231 
wrong place folder, 231 

Oriental woman, illustration of, 799 
origins of words. (see word origins and 

explanations) 
OR (logical), 964-65 
Orwell, George, 1 5 
Oster, David, 743 
Ostrogoths, 506 
0 temporal 0 mores!, 22 
Ouellet, Gary, 991 
Outbound laptops 

(a lso see Macintosh computers; Mac 
Portable; PowerBooks) 

compared to o ther Macs, 96, 1 02-3 
described, 113-14 



Outbound laptops, cont'd 
Outbound 20 30E PMMU c hip lack, 97, 

114 
RAM chips in, 274 
trackbar, 114 

outline fonts 
(also see fonts; PostScript fonts; 

TrueType fonts) 
defined, 443 
formats, 444-45 
sources, 521 

outline rs, 679-82 
Acta, 681-82 
GreatWorks fea ture, 950 
Mo re, 679-81 
overview, 679 

outline type style. (see type styles) 
out line view 

of fo lder contents, 350-51, 1250 
illustrated, 78 
Mo re, illustrated, 680 
selecting items in li sts, 351-52 

outlining 
(a lso see bo rde rs) 
programs, 679-82 
word processor feature, 620 

out of me mory messages, 283, 285, 605 
overhead in files, 208, 650 
ozone from laser printe rs, 41 9- 21 

p 
Pacer, PacerForum, 934-35 
PacerForum, 934-35 
packing Macs fo r shipment, 190 
Pacman, 886 
PacMan clones, 886 
pads for mice, 177-78 
page breaks 

in Illustrator, missing, 793 
in MS Works, 958 
in spreadsheets, logical, 720- 21 

paged me mory manageme nt unit c hip. 
(see PMMU chip) 

page layout, 815-45 
(also see desktop publishing; PageMaker; 

Q ua rk XPress; specific programs) 

Index 11 75 

page layout, cont'd 
books, 827 
color-matching, 829-30 
color monitors and, 147 
copying tabs a nd indents, 832 
de laying text re wrap around graphics, 

833 
described, 817 
dragging 

images not outlines, 830 
objects not gu ides, 831 

examples in the wor ld, 828 
grabber hand for scro lling, 831 
keyboard commands fo r point s ize, 

833 
masking unwa nted ma teria l, 831-32 
master pages, 820 
memory requirement, 272 
PageMaker vs. Quark, 819-23 
periodica ls, 827-28 
point size c ha nges, 833 
programs, 817-25 
Quark tutoria ls, 823- 24 
rules 

basic guide lines, 826-27 
breaking vs. fo llowing, 825-26 

scrolling w ith grabber ha nd, 831 
selecting layered objects, 831 
spread ing text in lists, 833- 34 
SyQuest cartridges' usefulness, 226 
table of contents fo r chapter, 816 
tips 

basic design, 825-30 
general layout, 830- 34 
PageMaker, 834-41 
Quark, 841-45 

word processor features, 620 
Word vs. WordPerfect, 630 

page layout programs, price of, 817-19 
PageMaker, 817, 819- 23, 834- 41 

Ald us Addi tions, 822 
Autoflow, 840 
a utomatic page numbers, 837 
cancelling kerning, 837 
centering objects on each o ther, 

837-38 
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PageM aker, cont'd 
copying tabs and indents, 832 
deleting linked text blocks, 840-41 
dragging 

images not outlines, 830 
objects not guides, 831 

drawing tools, 820 
font problems, 838-39 
Force justify command, 833-34 
grabber hand for scrolling, 831 
header size of, 428 
indents, copying, 832 
kerning, 836-37 
keyboard commands 

changing point size, 833 
insert page number, 837 
kerning, 836-37 
resize proportionally, 837 
scrolling, 835-36 
select paragraph, 837 
special spaces, 839-40 
tool shortcuts, 837 
type style commands, 42 

masking unw anted material, 831-32 
master pages, 819 
nonstandard commands, 42 
PC/Mac communications, 941 - 42 
point size changes, 833 
printing, 834, 838 
print spooler for, 405 
QuarkXPress vs ., 819-23 
redrawing the screen, 841 
resizing proportionally, 837 
scrolling, 831, 835-36 
selecting, 831,835, 837 
semi-automatic text fl ow, 840 
sending objects to the back, 835 
shrinking file size, 834- 35 
single document limitation, 820-21 
sl ide show of document, 836 
smoothing bit-mapped graphics, 41 3 
spaces, types of, 839-40 
spelling checker, 821 
spreading text in lists, 833- 34 
Stepping Out w ith, 579 

PageM aker, cont'd 
Story Editor, 821 
styles, 839 
tabs, copying, 832 
technical support, 822- 23 
temp files, 302 
text flow, 833, 840 
thumbnail s, 838 
tips, 834-41 
tool shortcuts, 837 
type style commands in, 42 
viewing entire pasteboard, 835 
widow elimination, 836 

page numbering 
delet ing in Word, 674 
in MS Works, 958 
in PageM aker, 837 

Page Setup dialog box 
dog on, 413, 479 
Faster Bitmap Printing option, 413 
Font Substitution button, 425 
Graphics Smoothing option, 41 3 
illustrated, 398, 414 
Larger Print Area option, 414 
Options button, 41 3 
PostScript file button, 423 
Precision Bitmap Al ignment option, 414 
Smoothing Bitmap option, 41 3 
Tall Adjusted option, 399-400, 405 

Page Studio Graphics 
key-caps fonts, 471-72 
PIXymbolsCommand font, 471-72 
PIXymbols fonts, 471- 72, 472-73 

illustrated, 471, 473 
Precision Pi font, 473 
S2 11 3PIXymbols font, 471-72 

illustrated, 471 
Page, Tfle, 828 
paging. (see scrolling) 
Paine, Tom, 16 
Paint (Draw) from Center command 

(SuperPaint), 783 
Paint (Draw) from Corner command 

(SuperPaint), 783 
Painter, features, 771-72 



pa int file forma t, 765 
pa inting in HyperCard stacks, 975 
paint programs 

(a lso see graphics; specific programs) 
copying patterns from screen, 785 
described, 761 
double-clicking on tools, 777 
duplicating selections, 779-80 
Eraser alternatives, 778 
fi le formats, 765-67 
fine art programs, 762 
GreatWorks module, 950 
lassoing shortcu t, 779 
LightningPaint, 996 
on Macintosh Bible Software Disks, 996 
MacPaint, 767 
macros, 778-79 
nudge commands, 778 
JOplionfrutJ COpy, 780 
loplionl copy, 779-80 
Photoshop, 770-71 
scaling images, 779 
selection rectangle Irick, 783 
~ key constraints, 777 
@ill!( Oplion~ copy, 780 
Studio/1, 767 
SuperPainl, 769, 782-87 
tips, 777- 80 

Palatino font, 500 
illustrated, 500 

palm trees, illustration o f, 801 
Panamax, surge protectors, 185-86 
Panasonic KXP-1123 printer, 376 
pandering, slavish, 171-72 
pann ing (sound recording), 853 
Panorama, 697-98 
pan playing flute, illustration of, 735, 1065 
Pantone Matching System (PM S) colors, 

830 
paper 

analogy for initiali zing disks, 210 
burning temperature, 255 
clay-coated, 411, 430 
dusting, 429-30 
for inkjet printers, 411 

paper, cont 'd 
for laser printers, 429-31 
for letterhead, 41 7 
price of, 429-30 
recycled, 430-31 

Index 1177 

sheet feeders for lmageWriters, 408 
sources fo r, 430-31 
thick stock, 431 
xerographic, 429 

paper airplane game, 893 
paper-cl ips 

dispensers and floppy disks, 252 
Irick for ejecting floppy disks, 259, 260, 

609 
Paper Direct, laser papers, 430- 31 
ParaFont, 531 
Paragon Concepts 

Nisus, 634-39 
Nisus Compact, 639 
te lephone support, 634 

paragraph formatting in Word, 667-68, 
670 

paragraph mark, 463 
parameter RAM. (see PRAM) 
Pa ris, Michael J., gigabyte pronunciation 

of, 207-8 
parity, 902 
pari ty chip, 273, 276 
Parker, Roger C., 827 
parking disk heads, 230, 255-56 
partition of memory, 283-84 
Partridge, Bruce, 577 
Pascal, 979 
Passport Designs 

Encore, 857 
Master Tracks Pro, 855, 856 
MllJI Interface, 857 
Turbo Trax, 855 

passwords 
(a lso see security) 
cautions, 575, 592 
for folders, 576-77 
screen saver feature, 570 
tips, 575 

Paste command, 87 
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Paste Function command (MS Works), 969 
Pastel Development, DayMaker, 7 41 
Paste Special command (Excel), 722 
pasteup. (see page layout) 
pasting. (see cut lor copyl and paste) 
patching, defined, 587 
path-based animation, 863 
Pattern 1 00 system, 859 
PatternMover, 798 
patterns 

clip textures, 801-2 
copyi ng from screen in paint programs, 

785 
MacDraw Pen pattern shortcut, 790 

paying for softwa re, 34, 48 
PC DOS. (see PCs I IBM and compatibles!) 
PCs (IBM and compatibles) 

bashing of, 21 
exporting fi les to, 651, 939-42 
fi le sharing w ith, 940-41 
importing files from, 651, 939-42 
keyboards (IBM obsequious), 171- 72 
for Mac BBSs, 935 
Mac/PC communications, 939-42 

converting fonts, 530 
fi le transfers, 940 
networking w ith, 940-41 
read ing PC disks, 250, 256, 939-40 
what gets lost, 941-42 

multisync monitors, 160, 168-69 
noise of, 419 
online services for, 91 4, 919 
printers, adapting for Macs, 374-75 
rant against. 939 
read ing DOS disks in SuperDrives, 

250, 256, 939-40 
running PC software on Macs, 942 
SCSI drives made for PCs, 248 
slavish pandering to, 171- 72 
terminology in this book, 20-2 1 
XTN D translators for fi les, 941 

PO (public-doma in) software. (see 
freeware) 

PDSs (Processor D irect Slo ts), 101, 
102-3,228 

peace dividend, 243 

Peachpit Press 
America O nline fo rum, 918 
as MacBible publisher, 16 
mailing add ress, 996 
origin of name, 16 

Peachtree 
Accounting for the Macintosh, 7 51 
Insight, 754 

peanut butter, NY apartments smeared 
with, 332-33 

Peignot font, 509 
Pelavin, Daniel, 515 
penci l symbols, 478 
pen/freehand toggle (Illustrator) , 792 
penguins, illustration of, 800 
Pen pattern shortcut in MacDraw, 790 
pen substitu te for mouse, 178-79 
pen symbols, 478 
people. (see men; women) 
percents, in M S Works, 960 
performance. (see speed) 
Performas, 115- 16 
periodicals, 989-90 

(a lso see books) 
on desktop publishing, 827-28 
on Excel, 720 
on HyperCard, 977 
Mac magaz ines and newsletters, 

989-90 
on MS Works, 956 
screen frequency for, 422 
softwa re reviews in, 50 
Venture Science Fiction, 36 

peripheral cab le (SCSI), 241 
peripherals. (see hardware; specific 

peripherals) 
periphera l vision, fli cker and, 145 
Perpetua font, 506 

illustrated, 506 
personal and business management, 

737-58 
table of contents for chapter, 738 

personal computers, 21 
Personal Font Knapsack feature, 527 
Personal LaserWri ters, 388- 90 

chan, 390 



Personal LaserWriters, cont'd 
LS model, 388-89 
NT model, 389 
NTR model, 389-90 
SC model, 388 
toner for, 432 

Personal Press, 819 
Personal RecordKeeper, 757-58 
Persona l Training Systems, Quark 

tutorials, 823-24 
perspective view (architecture), 763 
Persuasion, 867 
PGA Tour Golf, 894- 95 
PGA West Stadium golf course, 894 
PC Music, Band-in-a-Box Professional, 

856 
phase-change method, 21 0 
Phoenix, 324 
PhoneNet, 927- 28, 931 
PhoneNet Manager's Pack, 936 
phone numbers. (see te lephone numbers) 
phones and floppy disks, 251-52 
phone support. (see technica l support) 
phosphor on monitors, 188, 569 
photocopiers, laser printers and, 429 
PhotoGrade enhanced resolution 

technology, 386, 395 
photoreal istic graphics, 765 
photo retouching, 770- 71 
Photoshop 

analyzing scans, 806-8 
color-matching, 829 
features, 770-71 

phototypesetters. (see imagesetters) 
pi, 464 
PICT files, 766 

converti ng to EPS files, 770 
PICT images in EPS fi les, 766 
resources, 985 
SuperPaint printing bug, 769 

pictorial characters. (see signs and 
symbols) 

PICT resources, viewing, 985 
PICT2 fi les, 766 
Picture 1 fil e, 294-95 
PictureBook+, 568-69 

Pietsch, Tony, 266 
piezoelectric fan, 142 

Index 11 79 

pi llow wi th recorder, illustration of, 712 
Pina, Larry 

contributions by, 126-30, 131-32, 
186,272- 74,372,374-76, 
378-80,388-91,405, 406-7, 
411 - 12, 423- 24,686- 90 

Macintosh Repair & Upgrade Secrets, 
169 

mentioned, 200 
Test Pattern Generator programs, 1 60, 

169-70 
pin-cushion distortion in monitors, 164 
pirated software, 34, 48 
Pivot monitor, 1 52 
pi xels 

bit-mapping of M ac screens, 144, 147 
per dollar, 150 
resolution, 149 
screen size, 1 SO 
stuck on PowerBook 1 70, 140 

pixies and flowerbells, illustration of, 895 
PIXymbolsCommand font, 471-72 
PIXymbols fonts, 471-72, 472-73 

illustrated, 471, 473 
PIXymbolsCommand font, 471 -72 
PIXymbolsTravel font, 473 
S2113PIXymbols font, 471- 72 

PIXymbolsTravel font, 473 
illustrated, 473 

place for everything and everyth ing in its 
place, a, 230-31 

Plain For Style command (Word), 665 
plain text, 42, 448 
plai n-text fi les 

importing non-Mac word processing 
documents, 651 

Word plain text commands, 665 
words per K or meg, 208 

plain type style, 42, 448 
plan (architectural view), 763 
plant symbols, 480, 481 
platen, 409 
Plati num 21" two-page display, 1 53-54 
" platinum" (Apple's version of color), 375 
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platters (hard disk), 215 
Syquest drives, 226 

playback 
animation and video, 866 
sounds, 300,316,849 

Playroom, The, 875-76 
illustrated, 876 

Plaza font, 514 
illustrated, 514 

PLI 
CD-ROM drive, 264 
Infinity 40 Turbo drive, 226-27 

plotters 
HPGL format, 766 
networking, 938 

Plus. (see Mac Plus) 
Plus (HyperCard-like program), 979 
p lus pointer (Word), 659 
plus sign (+), in MS Works database 

module, 959 
PMMU chip 

buying tip, 287 
described, 97 
Outbound 2030Es and, 97, 114 
32-bit addressing requirement, 100 
virtual memory and, 286, 287 

PMS (Pantone Matching System) colors, 
830 

PM001 file, 302 
PNTG fi les. (see pa int fi le format) 
poetry, font for, 513 
Pogue, David 

about, 27 
contributions by, 553-54, 767-68, 

768-70,770-71,778-79, 
781-82, 788, 790, 794 

pointer 
(also see 1-beam pointer) 
beginners' guide, 59-60 
cursor vs., 642 
defined, 59 
disappears into black screen, 319 
hot spot, 60 
illustrated, 59 
insertion point vs 1-beam pointer, 641 
jumpy, 607 

pointer, cont'd 
locating on PowerBooks, 555 
minus pointer (Word), 659 
MS Works pointers, 951 
PageMaker toggle w ith tools, 837 
plus pointer (Word), 659 
Power Book 1 00 and 140 problems, 111 
resou rces, 981 
speed trails, 111 
submarining, 111 

pointing user interface, 59 
(a/so see standard Mac interface) 

point-of-sa le software, 755 
point size 

of bit-mapped fonts, 449-52 
changing in page layout, 833 
defined, 442 
screen resolution (dpi) and, 150 
tiny fonts, 452 
variations in appearance, 451 -52 

Polaroid, data recovery by, 253 
Polic, Robert, 247 
politicians, Prodigy information on, 920 
polling, defined, 912 
polyphonic musical instruments, 857 
PopChar, 526, 995 
pop-down menus. (see menus) 
Pope, Alexander, 51 9 
pop-up menus, 81 

(a lso see menus) 
portable CD-ROM drives, 264 
portable hard drives and cartridges, 

223-28 
backing up to cartridges, 268 
Bernou lli drives, 224 
Liberty portable hard disks, 227-28 
minidrives, 224-25 
moving or transporting, 229-30 
rel iabil ity issues, 224 
Ricoh cartridges, 224 
software, 226-27, 228 
Syque"cartridge~ 224,225-27 

portabl e M acs, 95, 102 
(a /so see M ac Portable; Outbound 

laptops; PowerBooks) 
portable pri nters, 381-83 



Porta-Drive CD-ROM drive, 264 
Portfol io Systems 

Clipper DA, 548 
Dynodex, 739-40 
SmartScrap, 548-49 

Portrait Display, 151- 52 
portrait monitors, landscape vs., 149 
ports, SCSI, 239 
POS-IM, 755 
postal labels. (see labels !physical!) 
Postcraft International, Effects Specialist, 

534 
Poster Bodoni font, 508 

illustrated, 508 
posting, defined, 899 
Post-it notes 

envelope printing trick with, 417 
FuiiWrite feature, 641 

PostScript fi le 
button, 423 
font ID numbers in, 538 

PostScript fonts 
(a lso see Adobe Type Manager IATMJ) 
adding characters, 530-31 
AFM (Adobe Font M etrics) fi les, 459 
Apple fonts, 499-500 
convert ing to other formats, 530-31 
described, 444 
designing fonts, 534-35 
for facsimi les, 911 
printer fonts, 424-25 
screen fonts, 424 
special effects, 531-35, 781-82 
substituting for bit-mapped versions, 425 
Type 1 vs. Type 3 fonts, 445-46 
Type 2 fonts, 445 

PostScript imagesetters, 374 
PostScript printers 

bit-mapped fonts on, 425 
laserPrep file and, 412-1 3 
multiple fonts with low memory, 427-29 
non-PostScript printers vs., 373-74 
PC printers w ith Macs, 374- 75 
printing PostScript fil es, 4 23-24 
Qu ickDraw and, 413 
renting time at service bureaus, 435-36 

PostScript programs 
copying items to non-PostScript 

programs, 363 

Index 1181 

illustration programs, described, 761, 
769-70 

interpreters, 373 
for printing PostScript graphics to non

PostScript printers, 373 
PostScript text fi les, 423-24 
potentiometer, Mac Plu s power supply 

setting, 141 
pound (monetary) sign, 463 
PowerBooks 

(a lso see Macintosh computers; M ac 
Portable; Outbound laptops) 

AppleCare for, 1 90 
AppleTalk Remote Access with, 938 
batteries 

danger, 141 
prolonging life of, 554 
replacing lithium battery, 139 
running on, 111 - 12 

bugs, 140 
compared to other M acs, 126 

charts, 96, 1 02-3 
described, 111-1 3 
external monitors, 169 
Finder version for, 326 
fl oppy drive problems, 140, 609 
MIDI wi th, 858 
MousePen for, 178 
opening the case, 136 
pointer problems, 111 
Power Book 1 00 

docking ability, 11 2 
hard drive name, 141 
SCSI cable recommended, 141 

PowerBook 140 
floppy drive problems, 140, 609 
replaced by PowerBook 145, 96 

Power Book 1 70 
buying tips, 140 
floppy drive problems, 140, 609 
stuck pixels on screen, 140 

pseudo-static RAM, 274 
screen, 111 , 112, 140 
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PowerBooks, cont'd 
SCSI connector, 241 
sleep mode, 111 
system version for, 121, 326 
Thumbelina trackball for, 181, 183-84 
uti li ti es for, 554-55 
video and sound capabi lit ies, 103-4 
word processor recommendation, 639 

PowerBoost Utilities, 555 
PowerDraw, 773 
Powered Partner 570s, 859 
Power Glove, 180 
POWERicons, 333 
PowerMacros for Excel, 719-20 
PowerPoint, 867 
PowerPrint, 374, 376, 381 
power supply 

floppy disks and, 252 
harddisksand,216-17, 218-19 
in Mac Plus, 129, 141-42 
M ac Portable adaptability, 11 6 
min idrives and, 224-25 
surge protection, 184, 185-86 
uninterruptab le, 185 
in used Macs, 129-30 

power surges, protectors, 184, 185-86 
Power Up 

Address Book Plus, 739 
Letter Writer Plus, 640 

power users margin icon. (see mostly fo r 
power users [margin icon]) 

PRAM 
diagnostic uti lity, 580- 81 
General Controls settings in, 311 , 607 
pronunciation, 134 
zapping, 134- 35, 598, 607 

Praxis, 886 
Precision Bitmap Alignment option, 414 
Precision Pi font, 473 
Precision Type, 521 
preface to this book, 13 
preferences files, 297, 336, 602 
Preferences folder, 297 
prefs files, 297, 336, 602 
Premiere, 862 

presbyopia, computer screens and, 192 
presentation software, 866- 68 

basic programs, 866-67 
D irector, 867-68 
handout format, 867 
HyperCard, 868 
interactive presentations, 868 
More, 681 , 867 
On The Ai r, 867 
Persuasion, 867 
PowerPoint, 867 
speaker 's notes format, 867 
SuperCa rd, 868 

Presenter Professional, 776 
press releases, 23 
pressure-sensitive tablets, 179, 812-13 
Prestiga, 11 5 
pretzel key. (see @:ID key, alphabetized as 

"command") 
preventers of vi ruses, 589-90 
previewing 

in Excel, 725 
Freel-iand vs. Illustrator, 770 
in Word, 674 
word processor feature, 620 

Previn, Dory, 496 
price 

(also see bargain [margin icon!) 
about prices in this book, 20 
address book programs, 739-40 
AppleCa re, 190 
backup programs, 269-71 
backups, 268-69 
CD-ROM drives, 264 
of copier paper, 429-30 
database programs, 696-701 
educational software, 873-85 
external SuperDrive, 256 
false economy, 43 
fin ancial and accounting programs, 

746-48, 751-56 
floppy disks, 259 
floptica l drives, 262 
font uti lit ies, 522- 27, 530-3 1, 533-35 
games, 886-94 



price, cont'd 
graph ics programs, 763, 764, 767-76 
hard disks, 215, 21 7 

dolla rs per meg, 217-18 
portable drives and cartridges, 225, 

226-27, 228 
importance o f, 53 
integrated vs. standalone programs, 639 
Macintosh Bible Software Disks, 996 
Macintosh computers, 104- 19 
mice, 1 76- 77 
MIDI hardware, 857, 858 
monitors 

black-and-white, 151 -58 
color, 164,167, 168 
pixels per do llar, 150 
for PowerBooks, 169 

mouse substitutes, 178-81 
music software, 855-57 
network cables and connectors, 927, 

928 
OCR software, 81 0 
on line service fees, 916, 917, 919-23 
outliners, 681 
page layout programs, 817- 19 
paper for laser printers, 429-30 
periodicals, 989 
PMMU chip, 287 
PostScript interpreters, 373 
PowerBook ba tteries, 141 
pressure-sensit ive tablets, 812- 13 
printers 

dot-matrix, 375-76 
inkjet, 378, 380-83 
laser, 386, 388, 389, 391-95 

project managers, 745 
RAM, 275 
renting time on PostScript printers, 434 
scanners, 802, 81 0-11 
schedule managers, 741-44 
sound recording equipment and 

software, 852-53 
sound utilities, 850 
spell ing checkers, 684-86 
tape backup drives, 255 
toner cartridge refills, 433 
Torx T-15 screwdriver, 2713 

price, cont'd 
trackballs, 1 81 
upgrading LaserWriter ll 's, 388 
upgrading Macs, 131, 132 
used Macs, 127 

Index 1183 

utilities for faking System 7, 333 
very-high-density floppy drives, 262 
video cards, 151, 1 52 
virtual memory vs. RAM, 286 
word processors, 623, 630, 632, 639-40 

Price Club, Performas at, 11 5 
Prilop, Andreas, 56 
priming inkjet cartridges, 409, 410 
Prince Igor ballet, illustration of, 368 
principles 

first principles, 29-92 
table of contents for chapter, 30 

most important, 67-68, 89, 92 
Ten Commandments, 31- 36 

Print command, 402 
print density d ial, 418, 432 
Print dialog box 

illustrated, 398-99 
PageMaker sticky page numbers, 834 

printer buffers, 405 
(also see print spoolers) 

printer drivers 
adding, 306 
BetterWriter drivers, 406-7 
changing, 399-400 
choosing, 396-99 
defined, 396 
DeskWriter drivers, 411-1 2 
LaserWri ter driver, 396, 412- 14, 423 
matching lmagevVriter margins to 

LaserWriter, 400 
for PC printers with M acs, 374 
version, 400 

printer fonts, 424-25 
defined, 444 
files, 297 
on hard disks attached to laser printers, 

385-86,393-94,424,426-27 
on laser printers, 424-29 
naming conventions, 453- 54 
separate cuttings for type styles, 

425-26 
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printers 
(a lso see print ing; specific printers and 

types of printers) 
basics, 371-75 
changing, 399-400 

preparing for imagesetters, 43 6-38 
preparing for service bureaus, 

435- 38 
choosing, 396- 99 
color inkjet printers, 380- 81 
dot-matrix printers, 375-78 

described, 371 
tips, 405-9 

dots per square inch (dpsi), 372 
drivers, 396-400 

adding, 306 
BetterWriter drivers, 406-7 
choosing, 396- 99 
defined, 396 
OeskWriter drivers, 411 - 1 2 
LaserWriter driver, 396, 412- 14, 423 
matching lmageWriter margins to 

LaserWriter, 400 
for PC printers with Macs, 374 
version, 400 

enhanced resolut ion, 372, 386 
envelope printer, 377-78 
icons for, 397 
inkjel printers, 378-83 

described, 371 
tips, 409-12 

label prin ter, 378 
laser printers, 384-96 

described, 371 
fonts on, 424-29 
suppl ies, 429-34 
tips, 412-24 

PC printers wi th Macs, 374-75 
portable printers, 381-ll3 
PostScript vs. non-PostScript, 373- 74 
printer fonts, 424-25 
print spoolers, 379, 401, 403-5 
random numbers and letters coming 

out, 607 
resolutions compared, 372 
switching types, 399-400 

printers, cont'd 
tips 

dot-matrix printers, 405-9 
inkjet printers, 409-12 
laser printers, 412-24 

turning off while printing, 400-401 
types of, 371-72 

print fi le, 403 
printing, 369-43ll 

(a lso see printers; specific printers and 
kinds of printers) 

address books, 739-40 
in background, 403- 5 
back-to-front, 414 
bar codes, 377- 78 
blacks, 418 
cancell ing, 400-401 
from desktop, 402 
double-sided printouts, 650 
envelopes 

on dot-matrix printers, 408-9 
envelope printer, 377- 78 
on laser printers, 417,431 
utilities for, 562-63 

Excel printout previews, 725 
font selection order fo r, 446-47 
font templates, 456-59 
labels, 378, 431, 565, 959 
matching lmageWriter proofs to 

LaserWriter output, 399-400, 405 
matching printed colors and screen 

colors, 829-30 
in MS Works, 968 
mult iple copies, 402-3 
multiple fi les, 402 
offset printing and black areas, 418 
in PageMaker, 834, 838- 39 
PageMaker vs. Quark, 821 
PostScri pt files, 423- 24 
printer basics, 371-75 
printer buffers, 405 
print spoolers, 379, 401 , 403-5 
random numbers and letters coming 

out, 607 
renting time on PostScript printers, 

435- 36 



printing, cont'd 
screen fonts, 444 
screen image, 401 
selected text, 57 
suppl ies for laser printers, 424-29 
switching printer types, 399-400 
tab le of contents for chapter, 370 
tax forms, 749 
tips 

dot-matrix printers, 405-9 
general, 396-405 
inkjet printers, 409-12 
laser printers, 412-24 
service bureaus, 434-38 

transparencies, 431 
troubleshooting, 607 

PrintMonitor, 403-5 
folder for temp files, 298 

PrintMon itor Documents folder, 298 
Print Preview (Word), 674 
print spoolers, 403-5 

cancell ing printing and, 401 
for DeskWriter, 379 
for LaserWriters, 403 
for PageMaker and System 7, 405 
spool acronym explained, 403 
for StyleWriter, 379, 403 

priority 
(also see hierarchy) 
defragmentation priorit ization, 236 
of spreadsheet operations, 723 

prize money hopes destroyed, 894 
process colors, 829-30 
processor 

in accelerator cards, 132 
clock speed, 97-98 
coprocessors, 9 7, 1 3 2 
diagnostic ut ili ty, 580-81 
in LaserWriter ll's, 385-86, 387 
Mac models compared, 96, 1 02-3 
numbering of, 97 
Outbound 2030E 68ec030 chip, 97, 114 
in Personal LaserWriters, 390 
Quicklime requirement, 861 
32-bit addressing requi rement, 279 
3D graphics requirement, 765 

Processor Direct Slo ts (PDSs) 
described, 101 
hard drive attachment to, 228 
in Mac models (table), 102-3 

Index 1185 

procrastination and hardware purchases, 
53-54 

Prodigy, 920-21 
product evaluations 

(a /so see specific products) 
cautions, 19-20, 49-50 

profile of SIMMs, 275-76 
Profiler (Now Utilities), 593 
pro forma distinction between Performas 

and M ac counterparts, 11 5 
programmer, user vs ., 973 
programmer's switch, 137-38 

interrupt button, 129, 137-38, 600 
reset button, 137-38, 586, 600 
restarting after a crash, 138, 586, 600 

programming, 973-80 
code, 973 
compilers vs. interpreters, 974-75 
languages 

BASIC, 975 
C, 974,979-80 
choosing, 973-74 
HyperCard, 974, 975-79 
Nisus, 638 
Pascal, 979 
Prograph, 980 
SuperCard, 978-79 

li nes, 973 
object-oriented, 979 
programmer vs. user, 973 
ResEdit, 981-85 
and resource editing, 971-86 

table of contents for chapter, 972 
routines, 973 
terminology, 973 
Toolbox feature, 973 

programming languages 
(also see specific languages) 
BASIC, 975 
(,979-80 
choosing, 973-74 
compilers vs. interpreters, 97 4-7 5 
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programming languages, cont'd 
HyperCard, 975- 79 
Nisus, 638 
Pascal, 979 
Prograph, 980 
SuperCard, 978-79 

programs, 59 
(also see software; utilities) 

Prograph, 980 
progress 

drooling and, 860 
indicato rs for processes, 56 

project management software, 745-46 
proofing work 

for imagesetters, 436 
lmageWriter drafts for, 399-400, 405 

proportional spacing, 442, 64 4 
protection. (see care; ergonomics; security) 
protoco ls 

defined, 902 
file transfer, 903 
handshaking, 902 
modem MNP protocols, 907-8 
network, 926 

Pro Vue 
customer support, 698 
Panorama, 697- 98 

pseudos, 39-40 
pseudo-stat ic RAM, 274 
psychopaths, fo lder for, 233 
pterois volitans (fish), illustration of, 813 
PTS (Personal Training Systems), Quark 

tutorials, 823-24 
public domain software . (see freeware) 
Publ ic Folder, 930 
Publish!, 828 
publish and subscribe 

GreatWorks feature, 949- 50 
System 7 enablement, 328 

Publish It! Easy, 819 
pull-down menus, 62 

(a lso see menus) 
pull quotes, 826 
punctuation 

(a /so see signs and symbols; smart 
quotes) 

punctuation, cont'd 
accent marks, 461- 63, 465- 66, 

470-71,522-26 
apostrophe, curly, 645 
Apple's, 256 
braces and brackets, fancy, 475-76, 491 
colon, icon names and, 70 
dashes 

em dashes, 636, 642 
en dashes, 642 
hyphens vs., 642 

ellipsis, Nisus bugs, 636- 37 
in fil enames, 353 
foreign punctuation marks, 463 
hyphens 

compared to em and en dashes, 642 
hard (nonbreaking), 666 
illustrated, 642 
regular, 665 
soft (discretionary), 665 
in Word, 665-66 

keyboard mapping for, 174, 644- 45 
mnemon ics for special characters, 467 
quotation marks 

curly quotes, 644-45 
dumb quotes, 644-45 
keyboard reassignments for, 174, 

644-45 
left- and right-leaning quotes, 644-45 
in MS Works database data entry, 

959-60 
QuarkXPress smart quotes problems, 

845 
search-and-replace procedure, 644 
smart quotes, 644-45 
spreadsheet formu las and smart 

quotes, 721 
sorting order for, 353 
typographic symbols, 465 
Zapf Dingbats, 475- 76 

purchasing ti ps. (see buying tips) 
push buttons, 79 

illustrated, 78 
Put Away command, 34 7 
Puzzle, 307- 8 

illustrated, 308 



puzzles. (see educationa l software; games) 
Pyro, 570 
pyrotechnics, 570 
PZM microphone, 852 

Q 
quack sound, 316 
Quadram, QuadFiextra drives, 262 
Quadras 

batte ries, replacing, 139 
compared to each other, 1 25- 26 
com pared to othe r Macs 

charts, 96, 102- 3 
Mac llfx, 125 

described, 109-10 
fans, 138 
Finde r version for, 326 
incompatibilities w ith older software, 

109- 10 
inte rleave ratio with, 238 
locking Q uadra 950s, 110 
opening the case, 135-36 
programmer's switch on, 137 
sound capabi lit ies, 103 
System 7 requirement, 121 , 326 
video capabilities, 103-4, 110 

Quantum 
disk mechanisms, 219, 220 
minidrive (2.5-inch GO) mechanism, 

224 
Quark 

QuarkXPress, 81 7-18, 819-24, 
841-45 

technica l support, 39, 822- 23 
word origin, 818 

quark (dairy product), 818 
QuarkXPress, 817-18, 819-24, 841-45 

copying tabs, 832 
curly quote problems, 845 
dia log box sho rtcuts, 841 
discre tionary return, 843 
dragging 

e lements, 820 
images not outlines, 830 
objects not guides, 831 
without switching tools. 841 

QuarkXPress, cont'd 
drawing tools, 820 
elements disappearing, 844 
grabber hand for scrolling, 831 
guides, selecti ng near, 831 
"indent-here" cha racter, 843 
keyboard commands 

changing point size, 833 
dia log box shortcuts, 841 
palette shortcuts, 842 
select ion shortcuts, 841 
special characte rs, 842-43 
style sheet shortcuts, 842 
zooming sho rtcuts, 842 

learning, 823-24 

Index 1187 

masking unwanted materia l, 83 1-32 
maste r pages, 819 
name of, 817-18 
nonbreaking (hard) space, 842 
nonbreaking hyphen, 842 
PageMaker vs., 819-23 
pale tte shortcuts, 842 
point size cha nges, 833 
reversed type, 843- 44 
scroll ing w ith grabber hand, 831 
selecti ng, 831, 841 , 844 
service bureaus and, 437 
smart quote problems, 845 
soft re turn, 843 
spelling checker, 821 
spreading text in lists, 833- 34 
style sheets, 842, 844 
tabs, copying, 832 
technical support, 822-23 
text entry, 821, 843 
text rewrap, delaying, 833 
thumbnails, 845 
tips, 841-45 
unlinking text boxes, 843 
XTensions, 821-22 

QuarkXPress Book, The, 823-24 
QuarkXPress Tips and Tricks, 824 
question mark, Spanish, 463 
Q uickArt, 800 

illustratio n from, 800 
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Q uic kDEX, 562 
QuickDraw, 144 

laserPrep file and, 413 
PostScript and, 413 

Quicken, 746-47 
MacMoney vs., 747-48 

Q uicKeys, 174- 75, 573 
Q uickMai l, 935-36 
Qu ickTime, 860-61 

Apple lnfini-D demos, 775 
dynamic data, 860 
FileMaker implementation, 697 
movies, 861 
multimedia defined, 859 
Starter Kit, 861 
Syste m 7 enablement, 329 
WordPerfect imple mentatio n, 630 

Qui t command, 89 
quitting 

(a lso see clos ing; shutting down the 
Mac; turning off) 

closing vs., 89 
quo tation marks, 465 

dumb quo tes, 644-45 
European, 463 
fa ncy, 476 
keyboard reassignments for, 174, 644-45 
in MS Works database d ata entry, 

959-60 
searc h-and-re place procedure, 644 
smart (cu rly) quotes, 644-45 

America O nline a nd, 917 
fancy, 476 
keyboard reassignme nts for, 174, 

644-45 
in MS Works communications, 970 
loplion) c haracters, 465 
QuarkXPress problems, 845 
search-and-replace fo r, 644 , 
single quotes, 465, 564, 645, 9 1 7 
spreadsheet formulas and, 721 
utili ties for, 564-65, 573 

Quote lnit, 564-65 
MS Works communications modu le 

and,970 
spreadsheets a nd, 72 1 

quotes. (see quotation marks) 
qwerty keyboa rd des ign, 174 

R 
R50 cartridge drive, 226, 227 
Rabbit Redux, 270 
rabbits 

draggi ng, illustra ted , 780 
Reade r Rabbit, 877 
riding lio n, illustrated, 23 

Rabela is, Frankie, 825 
rad iation 

floppy disks and, 253 
from mo nitors, 192-95 

radio buttons, 79 
(also see buttons) 
illustrated, 78 

Rad io Shac k, PZM microphone, 852 
Radius 

Colo r Pivo t, 165-66, 167 
Pivot, 152 
20" colo r monitor, 168 
Two-Page Display, 155, 156-57 

Ragland, Craig, 978 
RagTime, 950 
RAM 

(also see chips; SIMMs; upgrading 
memory; virtual memory) 

acronym decoded, 203 
addressing, 99 
amount required, 272 
bas ics, 98-100, 203-8, 272-74 
c hecking amount, 280 
c hecking use, 284 
defined, 98, 203 
desk a na logy for memory, 204-5 
diagnosti c utility, 580- 8 1 
d isk cache, 281 - 82, 310- 11 
DRAM vs. sta ti c RAM, 274 
extensions (initsl re quirements, 545 
fi le sharing a nd, 929 
filling e mpty ba nks inexpensively, 279 
fonts and, 300-301 , 427-29 
ghosts of floppy disks and, 347 
increasing avai lable me mory, 280-81 



RAM, cont'd 
low memory problems with System 7, 

329 
in Mac models (table), 102-3 
managing memory, 279-88 
maximum usable, 99-100, 279-80 
memory and storage, 201-88 

table of contents for chapter, 202 
memory fragmentation, 280, 284- 85, 

367 
MIDI requirements, 858 
MultiFinder and memory fragmenta-

tion, 367 
not enough memory messages, 283, 285 
performance and, 204 
Photoshop requirement, 771 
PRAM (parameter RAM), 134-35, 311 , 

598, 607 
price of, 275 
in printers 

fonts and, 427-29 
LaserMaster Unity 1000 printer, 393 
LaserWriter ll's, 385, 386, 387 
Microlaser PS17, 392 
Personal LaserWriters, 390 
Silentwriter M odel 95, 392 
Varityper VT600W printer, 393 
Xante AccelaWriter II, 394 

for programs, 283-84 
Quicklime requirements, 861 
RAM disks, 285- 86, 287 
for running PC software, 942 
sad Mac icon and, 596, 599- 600 
shutting down the Mac, 364 
SIMMs, 273-79 
soldered vs. socketed chips, 273 
sounds and, 300-301 
Stepping Out requirement, 579 
storage vs. memory, 203-5 
System fil e size and free memory, 280, 

300-301 
System heap, 288 
System 7 changes, 328 
System 7 requirement, 326 
System 6 requirements, 272, 329 
3D graphics requirement, 765 

RAM, cont'd 
troubleshooting, 329, 596 

Index 11 89 

units of measurement for memory, 
205-8 

upgrades, 272-79 
on used Macs, 127 
virtual memory and, 204 
volatile, 98, 203 
VRAM (video RAM), 103- 4, 107, 109 

RAM cache, 281-82 
(also see disk cache) 
maximum size possible, 282 
memory avai lable and, 280 
size recommendations, 281 
System 6 vs. System 7, 310- 11 
turning off, 282 

RAM Disk+ utility, 285-86 
RAM disks, 204, 285-86 

drawer analogy for, 205 
util ity for PowerBooks, 555 
Virtual 3.0 utility and, 287 

Ram Preserves, 555 
random-access memory. (see RAM) 
Ransom Note font, 996 

i l lustrated, 996 
rant (margin icon) 

about, 18 
basic M ac hardware 

keyboards, 171, 1 72 
mice etc., 177 
models of the Mac, 11 5 
protecting your Mac, 1 86 

basic Mac software, 323, 324, 331, 332 
communications, 913 
education and entertainment. 873, 881 
first principles 

beginners' guide, 62 
software buying tips, 36-40, 43-44, 

45-46 
Ten Commandments, 31 

fonts, 541 
graphics, 796-97 
page layout, 823,826 
printing, 383 
storage and memory, 21 8 
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rant (marg in icon), cont'd 

troubleshooting, 588 
uti lities, 550 
word processing, 628, 637, 642, 684 

RasterOps 
external monitors for Mac Classics, 

158 
20" color monitor, 168 
two-page di splay, 153 

rate. (see speed) 
Rate of Insertion Point Blinking cont.rol, 

312 
ratio, interleave. (see interleave ratio of 

hard disks) 
Ray Dream Designer, 776 
Reader Rabbit, 877 
reading educational software, 873, 

874- 75, 877 
Read-I t! OCR software, 811 
read-only memory. (see ROM) 
read/wri te heads 

cleaning floppy drives, 251 
described, 209 
hard disks vs. floppy disks, 215 
misaligned, 608 
parking, 230, 255- 56 

read/write memory. (see RAM) 
ReadySetGo !, 818- 19 
Reagan, Ronald, 881 
rea l estate joke, 47 
real time, 902 
rebui lding desktop files, 233-34, 605-6 

corrupted floppy disks, 2S9- 60 
defined, 212 
startup problems, 598 

recalculating pointer (MS Works), 951 
recipes 

arrow keys, fried, 171-72 
clams, 885 

recorder on cushion, illustration of, 712 
recording keystrokes, 581-82 
recording sounds 

bouncing, 853 
8-bit recording, 851-52 
megs per minute, 853 
microphone for, 31 6, 85 2 

recording sounds, cont'd 

panning, 853 
16-bit recording, 853 
Sound control panel, 31 6 
utilities, 850 
by video capture cards, 861-62 

records 
defined, 693 
FileM aker 

adding record numbers, 707-8 
deleting, 704 
relookup of single record, 706 
sorting by last name, 708- 9 

Records Selection command (MS Works), 
963- 64 

recovering data 
(a lso see troubleshooting) 
damaged documents, 601 
deleted files, 214, 616 
fil e encryption and, 574- 75 
floppy di sks, 61 5 

Polaroid damaged disk pol icy, 253 
hard disks, 61 3-15 
from 1.4MB floppy disks init ial ized as 

BOOK, 257-58 
reinitializing floppies and, 214 
unsaved files, 615- 16 

recovering from crashes or hang-ups, 
291 , 600 

recreation symbols, 473, 485-86 
rectangle, select ion. (see selection 

rectangle) 
Recycled LaserSharp DTP paper, 430- 31 
recycling toner cartridges, 433 
Redux, 269- 70 
Reed, Mark and Cartwright, 980 
reference books. (see books) 
refilling inkjet cartridges, 410-11 
refilling toner cartridges, 433 
refresh rate, 145 
Regional Typographers, Font Info, 537-38 
registered mark, 464 
registering users for fil e sharing, 928, 930 
regression analys is, 701 
reinitializing floppy disks, 256-57 

1.4MB disks formatted as BOOK, 258 



reinsta ll ing System 6, 337 
relational databases, 695 
relative eel!' references, 722-23 
reliabi li ty 

of Macs, 122 
o f sheet feeders, 408 

rel igious symbols, 476, 480 
remote control of Macs, 937-38 
removable hard disks. (see portable hard 

drives and cartridges) 
removing 

(a lso see deleting data; deleting fi les; 
Trash) 

ejecting floppy disks in emergency or 
when power is off, 259 

floppy disk labels, 261-62 
renaming 

(also see names/naming) 
aliases, 341 
Fi leMaker fields, 707 
fonts, 453 
icons, 69-70, 343 
LaserWriters, 41 2 
MS Works database fields, 961-62 
open or active items, 344 
PowerBook 1 00 hard drive, 141 

rendering, 775-76 
(also see 3D graphics programs) 

RenderMan interface bytestream (RIB) 
files, 766 

renting time on PostScript printers, 435-36 
repagi nating 1-beam (MS Works), 951 
repeat delay for keyboard, 313 
repeaters 

for long SCSI cables, 245 
for networks, 932 

repealing fields (FileMaker), 706- 7, 710-12 
repeat rate for keyboard, 313 
repetitive stress injuries (RSI), 197 
replacing 

(also see finding) 
fo lders, 345 
Glossary substitu tes, 645-46 
quotation marks w ith smart quotes, 644 
text box contents, 360-61 
in Word, 668-70 

replacing hardware 
lith ium batteries, 139 
Mac Plus power supply flyback

transformer, 142 
report, database, 694 
ResEdit, 981-85 

before using, 982 
current version, 984 
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deleting invisible fil es using, 301, 592 
Finder resources, 984 
i ll ustrated, 983, 984, 985 
menu alteration with, 984- 85 
PICT resources, v iewing, 985 
pronunciation, 982 
resources, 981-82 
undoing changes, 983 
using, 982-83 
viewing font ID numbers, 538 
Zen and the Art of Resource Editing, 

982 
reset button, 137-38, 586, 600 
resetting internal calend<H, 305, 313 
resetting internal clock, 305, 313, 324 
Reshape A rc command (SuperPaint), 

785-86 
Reshape Polygon command (SuperPaint), 

786 
resistors, terminat ing, 245 

(also see terminators for SCSI devices) 
resolu tion 

of bit-mapped fonts, 443 
of color monitors, 164, 167 
of halftones, 422-23, 805 
of imagesetters, 372 
interpolated vs. optical, 805-6 
of Mac screen, 148, 150, 805 

LaserWriter resolution vs., 414 
of printers, 372 

enhanced resolution, 372, 386, 
392-93, 395 

Mac screen resolution vs., 414 
of scanners, 804-6 
screen frequency defaults, 423 

Resolve, 717-18 
resource interchange fi le format (RIFF) 

files, 766 
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resources 
(a lso see ResEdit) 
defined,981 
editing, 981-85 
names, 981-82 
PICT resources, viewing, 985 
programming and resource editing, 

971-86 
table of contents for chapter, 972 

replacing System file and, 604 
R-E-S- P-E-F-B , 14 
Restart button, 586-87 
restoring Clipboard contents, 362-63 
retrieving data. (see Open dialog box 

shortcuts; recovering data) 
Retrospect, 270 
Retrospect Remote, 270 
return ing to the desktop, 90 
returns, QuarkXPress special characters, 

843 
re-using floppy disks, 257 
reversed type, 469 

in QuarkXPress, 843-44 
reviews of software 

(a lso see specific programs) 

cautions, 19-20, 49-50 
RGB color, matching to CMYK color, 

829-30 
Rhoades, Andrew, contributions by, 

891-92,893 
Rhodes, Cheryl, 828 
ribbons 

for Best-quality print mode, 406 
lmageWriter alternatives, 407-8 

RIB files, 766 
rich people, desk space gauge, 1 68 
Ricoh cartridge drives, 224 
RIFF files, 766 
right-leaning quotes. (see smart quotes) 
rigid d isks. (see hard disks) 
ring network configuration, 927 
RISC ch ip, 389 
Rival, 589-90 
RockA-B i lly font, 517-18 

illustrated, 517-1 8 
Rodime, disk mechanisms, 219-20 

Rogers, Melissa, 549-50 
Rolodex, as analogy for database terms, 

693 
ROM 

(also see memory) 
defined, 98, 204 
fonts in, 427 
in Mac models (table), 102- 3 
in Mac Pluses, 129 
in printers, PostScript vs. non-PostScript, 

373 
32-bit addressing requirement, 279 
Toolbox, 973 

Roman type sty le, 448 
room-temperature range IQs, 493 
root directory, 74, 232 
Rosenthal, Steve, 195 
Rosenthal, Leonard, contribution by, 600 
rotary phone impersonation, fraudulent, 

37 
Rotenstein, john, 564 
rou ters, 926, 933-34 
routines 

defined, 973 
external HyperCard routines, 976, 977 

Rowan, national decline and, 873 
Rowe, David, 189 
rows in spreadsheets, 715 

Excel, 725-26 
RSI (repetitive stress injuries), 197 
Rubble, Betty, 506 
Rubin, Charles 

about, 27 
contributions by, 57-92, 199-200, 

279-87, 293-94, 295-99, 300, 
301,303-4, 320- 22, 325-30, 
334-35,338-39,340-42,343, 
346-47, 349-50, 351- 52, 
355-57,361-62,363, 448, 
556-57,563,577,696-97,915, 
921, 928-30 

MCI mail address, 921 
Rubin, David M., 859-60 
ru ler 

graphics DA, 566 
M acDraw zero point, 790-91 
in Word, 658-59, 667 



ru nning. (see opening; sta rti ng) 
Russian balle t dancers, illustrations of, 

368,438 
rust as sto rage medium, 209 
Ryce, Peter, contri butio ns by, 866- 68 

s 
sad Mac icon, 596, 599- 600 

erro r codes, 599- 600 
illustrated, 599 
SCSI d river problems, 61 2 

safes, fireproof, 255 
SafeS ieep, 555 
Saint Fra ncis font, 520 

illustra ted , 520 
Salient Softwa re 

AutoDouble r, 561 
DiskDouble r, 560- 61 

SAM, virus detection, 589- 90 
Sample Edito r, 850 
sample points, 803 
sample rs, 854 
samples of sounds, 849 
sampling density, 422 
sampli ng rate, 849- 50 
Samue ls, Mike, 555 
San Francisco font, 493- 94, 520 

illustra ted, 493- 94 
San Giacomo, Lau ra, 39 
sans serif, defined, 443 
Santa Monica fo nt, 496 

ill ustrated, 496 
Sargon, 889 
SAT p racti ce software, 882- 83 
saturation, 318 

(a lso see color) 
Saturday Night Live, 910 
Satu rn, a li ens a ttack ing your Mac from, 

415-16 
Save As command, 64, 84-85 
Save As d ia log box, 56, 360 
Save command, 83- 84 
Save-0-Matic, 577- 78, 995 
saving Cl ipboard contents 

large Clipboard, 363 
when dele ting, 362 
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saving files 
(a lso see backups) 
a utomatica lly, 55, 577-78, 635, 703 
beginne rs' guide, 83-85 
crashes and, 586, 601 
docume nts as PostScript files, 423-24 
Fast Save optio n (Word), 676-77 
importa nce of, 33, 203 
ind icato r for u nsaved changes, 55 
la rge Clipboa rd, 363 
mo ralism and, 33 
to mu ltip le d isks, 57 
in PageMaker, 834-35 
PostScript files, 423-24 
recovering unsaved fil es, 615-16 
Save As d ia log box shortcuts, 360 
templa tes and, 294 
turning off hard d isk d uring, 230 

saving the screen. (see screen captu re 
utilities; screen savers) 

Sawgrass golf course, 894 
SBT Database Accounting Li b rary, 754 
scaling bit-mapped fon ts, 449- 51 
scaling graphics. (see siz ing graphics) 
ScanCo, MacTable, 198-200 
ScanMan, 811 
scanners, 802-11 

(a lso see SCSI devices) 
Apple scanne rs in SCSI c ha ins, 246 
bit depth, 804, 809 
buying ti ps, 806-11 
color scanners, 803-4, 807- 8 
fl atbed scanners, 803 
ha lftoning w ith, 422- 23 
hand-he ld scanners, 802-3, 810-11 
how they work, 803-4 
image-editi ng programs, 808, 811 
info rmatio n loss w he n a ltering scans, 

804 
interpolated vs. optical resolution, 

805- 6 
Ligh tningScan, 810 
LightningScan Compact, 81 1 
LightningScan Pro 256, 810- 11 
networking, 938 
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scanners, cont'd 

OCR scanners, 808-9 
OCR software, 809-10, 811 
price of, 802 
resolution, 804- 6 
sampling density, 422 
ScanMan, 811 
test images, 806- 8 
transparency scanners, 803 

scanning 
for computer presentat ion, 805 
for halftones, 805 
image-editing programs, 808, 811 
OCR (optical character recognition), 

808-10, 811 
resolution for, 805 
test images, 806- 8 
tracing scanned art for FreeHand, 795 

sca n order for startup disk, 302 
Scarab of Ra, 892-93 
Schedule+, 744 
schedule management so ftware, 741-45 
Schiller, Johann Christoph Friedrich von, 

36- 37 
Schneider, Derrick 

contributions by, 981-83, 984-85 
Zen and the Art of Resource Editing, 982 

Scholastic Software, Hidden Agenda, 
883-84 

Schwartz, Steven 
about, 28 
contri butions by, 270- 71, 272, 

547-48, 550- 511 552- 53, 
556-57, 562- 63, 565-69, 
571-72,575- 77,579,580-81, 
600,719- 20,739, 740-41,827, 
894-95,899-903,909,910- 13 

scientific symbols, 464-65, 489-90 
mnemonics for, 467 

scoring programs, 856-57 
scorpion fish, illustration of, 813 
Scrapbook, 308-9 

(also see cut lor copy I and paste) 
beginners' guide, 88 
substitutes for, 548-49 

Scrapbook file, 308- 9 

Screen 0 fil e, 295 
screen 

(a lso see color; monitors; screen fonts; 
w indows) 

big-screen emulation, 579 
bit-mapping, 144, 147 
black-and-white setting, 146 
blank, 89 
blinking, 606 
brightness recommended, 144-45 
Canvas redrawing speed, 781 
capture utilities, 571-72 
Color contro l panel settings, 317-18 
compact Macs, 148-49, 150 
copying patterns in paint programs, 785 
customizability, 332 
filters, 192 
font selection order for, 446 
glare, 193, 197-98 
gray-sca le setting, 146 
horizontal l ine on Trinitron color 

monitors, 606 
on Mac Classic and Classic II, 106 
on Mac Portables, 11 6, 143 

opening, 142-43 
misshapen or too sma ll, 606 
Monitors contro l panel settings, 146, 

318- 20 
multiple monitors, 170, 318-19 
nothing screen, 89 
pointer disappears into black screen, 

319 
portrait vs. landscape, 149 
PowerBooks, 111 , 11 2 

backlight dimming, 140 
stuck pixels on Power Book 1 70, 140 

presbyopia and, 192 
print ing, 401 
protecti ng the phosphor, 188-89 
QuickDraw, 144 
radiation from, 192-95 

Swedish standard, 156, 159, 162, 195 
redrawing in PageMaker, 841 
refresh rate, 14 5 
resolution, 148, 805 

laser printer resolution vs., 414 



screen, cont'd 
screen dump, 401 
screen savers, 188- 89, 569-71, 677 
size, 149 
snapshots, 294-95 

in Word, 676 
startup problems, 597-98 
touch-sensitive, 1 79 
troubleshooting, 606 
two-page displays, 148-49, 152- 56, 

579 
on used Macs, 128 
vertical line on black screen, 597-98 

screen b lankers. (see screen savers) 
screen capture utilities, 571-72 
screen dump, 401 
screen fonts 

for condensed and expanded type 
styles, 453 

defined, 424, 444 
printing, 444 
separate cuttings for type styles, 426 
service bureaus and, 436-37 

ScreenPlay, 862 
screen savers, 188-89, 569-71 , 677 
screens, line. (see halftones; line screens) 
screen snapshots, 294- 95 

capture utilities, 571-72 
in Word, 676 

Screen Test command (Word), 677 
screwdriver, Torx T-1 5, 274-75, 278 
script Greek characters, 489 
scripting HyperCard stacks, 975, 977 
Script Language Guide, 976 
scroll arrow, 71 

scroll bars, 71, 73 
scroll box, 71 
scroll ing 

(a lso see navigating documents) 
clicking M S Works scroll box, 952 
color monitors and, 146 
in Excel, 730 
gray-scale monitors and, 148 
menus, 65 
in MS Works, 952 
in PageMaker, 831, 835-36 
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scrolling, cont'd 
in QuarkXPress, 831 
selecting objects out of view, 356 
slowing fast Macs, 578 
window~ 73-74, 355-56 
in Word, 655-58, 674 

Scroll Limit, 578 
SCSI Accelerator, 238 

interleave ratio and, 239 
SCSI addresses. (see SCSI ID numbers) 
SCSI cables, 241-42, 248 

connecting and disconnecting, 185, 246 
connector hood (shroud), 242 
length of, 241, 245, 611 
mixed cab le types, 241-42 
peripheral cable, 241 
for PowerBook 1 00, 141 
repeaters (signal amplifiers) for long 

cables, 245 
RS232 cable vs., 242 
sou rces for, 191 
system cable, 241 
termination problems and, 611 

SCSI devices, 239-48 
(also see chaining SCSI devices) 
acronym explained, 239 
addresses, 239-41 
basics, 239 
cables, 241-42, 245, 248 
chaining, 239, 244-47 

diagnostic utility, 580- 81 
connecting and disconnecting, 185, 246 
connectors, 241 

on PC drives, 248 
device won' t boot, 246-47 
dri ver problems, 611 - 13 
extension (init) problems, 246-47 
full-page display, 1 33 
labeling w ith ID number, 240-41 
maximum length o f cables, 241, 245 
moni tors, 133 
mounting, 246 
order of connection, 244, 247 
PC drives, 248 
ports, 239 
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SCSI devices, cont'd 
pronunciation, 239 
repeaters (signal amplifiers) for long 

cables, 245 
SCSIID numbers, 239-41, 302 
startup device, 240, 302 
System 7 requ irement, 326 
terminators, 242- 43 

internal, 243, 245 
troubleshooting, 6 11 

troubleshooting, 611-13 
turning off, 247 
utilities, 246, 247-48 

SCSI Eva luator, 248 
SCSIID numbers, 239-41 

startup device, 240 
startup scan and, 302 
switches for, 240 
two devices with same number, 240, 244 

SCSI Info, 247-48 
SCSI Probe, 246, 247-48 

mounting hard d isks, 610 
SCSI Tool, 246, 247-48 
Sculley, John, 114 
Sculpt 30, 775-76 
SE. (see M ac SE) 
.sea file tag, 559 
Seagate, disk mechanisms, 219, 220 
search-and-replace. (see finding; replacing) 
searching. (see finding) 
search string, 339 
Sears 

Performas at, 11 5 
Prod igy, 920-21 

section (archi tectura l view), 763 
section fo rmatting, in Word, 670 
section mark, 463 
sections in this book, 1 7 
Sector Collector, 552 
sectors 

bad sectors on floppy disks, 257 
defined, 21 0-11 
file size discrepancies due to, 206-7 
hard disk fragmentation and, 235-36 
illustrated, 211 
interleave ratio and, 237-38 

security, 574-77 
(a lso see backups) 
basics, 574-75 
file encrypt ion, 575- 76 
file sharing, 928, 929-30 
passwords, 570, 575, 576-77, 592 
police protection from Mac Bible fans, 

919 
screen saver feature, 570 
tips, 575 
utilities, 574- 77 
vau lts (password-protected folders), 

576 
vi ruses, 588-90 

antivi rus software, 551, 575, 
589-90, 995 

basics, 588-89 
defined, 588 
floppy disk protection, 590 
invisible files, 301-2 
news about, 590 
service bureaus and, 435-36 
startup problems, 598-99 

Seiko 
Sll CM 1445 color moni tor, 161, 163, 

164 
Smart Label Printer Plus, 378 

Seiter, Charles 
about, 27 
contri butions by, 695, 700- 702, 

716-19,73 1,768,829-30,889, 
947- 51 

Select All command 
SuperPaint, 784- 85 
Word, 627 

selected floppy disk icons, 346 
selecting 

basic principles, 67-68 
beginners' guide, 67- 69, 92 
database records, 694 
desktop, 354 
Excel tips, 724, 73 1, 734 
FileMaker values from list, 706 
fon ts, 455- 56 
FreeHand tips, 794 
icons using keyboard, 355 



running. (see opening; starting) 
Russia n ballet dancers, illustrations of, 

368,438 
rust as storage medium, 209 
Ryce, Peter, contributions by, 866-68 

s 
sad Mac icon, 596, 599-600 

error codes, 599-600 
illustrated, 599 
SCSI driver problems, 61 2 

safes, fireproof, 255 
SafeS ieep, 555 
Saint Franc is font, 520 

illustrate d, 520 
Sal ie nt Software 

AutoDoubler, 561 
DiskDoubler, 560-61 

SAM, virus detectio n, 589-90 
Sample Editor, 850 
sample points, 803 
samplers, 854 
samples of sounds, 849 
sampling density, 422 
sampling rate, 849- 50 
Samuels, Mike, 555 
San Francisco fo nt, 493- 94, 520 

illustrated , 493-94 
San Giacomo, Laura, 39 
sans serif, defined, 443 
Santa Monica font, 496 

illustrated, 496 
Sargon, 889 
SAT practice software, 882- 83 
saturation, 31 8 

(also see color) 
Sa turday Night Live, 910 
Saturn, a liens attack ing your Mac from, 

415- 16 
Save As command, 64, 84-85 
Save As dialog box, 56, 360 
Save command, 83- 84 
Save-0-Matic, 577- 78, 995 
saving Clipboard contents 

large Clipboard, 363 
w hen deleting, 362 
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savi ng files 
(a /so see backups) 
automatically, 55, 577-78, 635, 703 
beginners' guide, 83-85 
Cffishesand, 586,601 
documents as PostScript files, 423-24 
Fast Save option (Word), 676-77 
importance of, 33, 203 
indicator for unsaved changes, 55 
large Clipboard, 363 
mora lism and, 33 
to multip le disks, 57 
in PageMaker, 834-35 
PostScript files, 423-24 
recovering unsaved fi les, 61 5-1 6 
Save As dialog box shortcuts, 360 
te mplates a nd, 294 
turning o ff hard disk during, 230 

saving the screen. (see screen capture 
utilities; screen savers) 

Sawgrass golf course, 894 
SBT Database Accounting Li brary, 754 
scaling bit-mapped fonts, 449-51 
scaling graphics. (see sizing graphics) 
ScanCo, MacTab le, 198-200 
ScanMan, 811 
sca nne rs, 802-11 

(also see SCSI devices) 
Apple scanners in SCSI chains, 246 
bit depth, 804, 809 
buying tips, 806-11 
color scanne rs, 803-4, 807-8 
flatbed scanners, 803 
ha lftoning with, 422-23 
hand-he ld scanners, 802-3, 81 0-11 
how they work, 803-4 
image-editing programs, 808, 8 11 
information loss when altering scans, 

804 
interpolated vs. optica l resolution, 

805- 6 
LightningScan, 8 10 
LightningScan Compact, 811 
LightningScan Pro 256, 8 10-11 
networking, 938 
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scanners, cont'd 
OCR scanners, 808-9 
OCR software, 809- 10, 811 
price of, 802 
resolution, 804- 6 
sampling density, 422 
ScanMan, 811 
test images, 806-8 
transparency scanners, 803 

scanning 
for computer presentation, 805 
for halftones, 805 
image-editing programs, 808, 811 
OCR (optical character recognition), 

808- 10, 811 
resolution for, 805 
test images, 806- 8 
tracing scanned art for FreeHand, 795 

scan order for startu p disk, 302 
Scarab of Ra, 892-93 
Schedule+, 744 
schedule management software, 741-45 

Schiller, Johann Christoph Friedrich von, 
36-37 

Schneider, Derrick 
contributions by, 981-83, 984-85 
Zen and the Art o( Resource Editing, 982 

Scholastic Software, Hidden Agenda, 
883- 84 

Schwartz, Steven 
about, 28 
contributions by, 270-71, 272, 

547-48,550- 51,552-53, 
556-57, 562-63, 565-69, 
571- 72,575-77, 579,580- 81, 
600,719-20, 739, 740-41,827, 
894-95,899-903,909,910- 13 

scientific symbols, 464-65, 489-90 
mnemonics for, 467 

scoring programs, 856-57 
scorpion fish, illustration of, 813 
Scrapbook, 308-9 

(also see cut [or copy) and paste) 
beginners' guide, 88 
substitutes for, 548-49 

Scrapbook file, 308-9 

Screen 0 file, 295 
screen 

(a lso see color; monitors; screen fonts; 
windows) 

big-screen emulation, 579 
bit-mapping, 144, 147 
black-and-whi te setting, 146 
blank, 89 
blinking, 606 
brightness recommended, 144-45 
Canvas redrawing speed, 781 
capture utilities, 571-72 
Color contro l panel settings, 31 7-18 
compact Macs, 148-49, 150 
copying patterns in paint programs, 785 
customizabi li ty, 332 
filters, 192 
font selection order for, 446 
glare, 193, 197- 98 
gray-scale setting, 146 
horizontal li ne on Trinitron color 

monitors, 606 
on Mac Classic and Classic II, 1 06 
on Mac Portables, 11 6, 143 

opening, 142-43 
misshapen or too small, 606 
Monitors control panel settings, 146, 

318-20 
multiple monitors, 170,318-1 9 
nothing screen, 89 
pointer disappears into black screen, 

319 
portrait vs. landscape, 149 
PowerBooks, 111 , 11 2 

backlight dimming, 140 
stuck pixels on PowerBook 170, 140 

presbyopia and, 192 
printing, 401 
protecting the phosphor, 188-89 
QuickDraw, 144 
radiation from, 192-95 

Swedish standard, 156, 159, 162, 195 
redrawing in PageMaker, 841 
refresh rate, 145 
resolution, 148, 805 

laser printer resolution vs., 414 



screen, cont'd 
screen dump, 401 
screen savers, 188- 89, 569- 71, 677 
size, 149 
snapshots, 294-95 

in Word, 676 
startup problems, 597-98 
touch-sensitive, 1 79 
troubleshooting, 606 
two-page displays, 148-49, 152-56, 

579 
on used Macs, 128 
vertica l line o n black screen, 597-98 

screen blankers. (see screen savers) 
screen capture uti lities, 571-72 
screen dump, 401 
screen fonts 

fo r condensed and expanded type 
styles, 453 

defined , 424, 444 
printing, 444 
sep;Jrrt te cuttings for type styles, 42() 
service bureaus and, 436- 37 

ScreenPlay, 862 
screen savers, 188-89, 569-71, 677 
screens, line. (see halftones; line screens) 
screen snapshots, 294- 95 

capture utilit ies, 571-72 
in Word, 676 

Screen Test command (Word), 677 
screwdriver, Torx T-15, 274-75, 278 
script Greek characters, 489 
scripting HyperCard stacks, 975 , 977 
Script Language Guide, 976 
scro ll arrow, 71 
scroll bars, 71,73 
scroll box, 71 
scrolling 

(also see navigating documents) 
cl icki ng MS Works sc roll box, 952 
colo r mon itors and, 146 
in Excel, 730 
gray-scale monitors and, 148 
menus, 65 
in MS Works, 952 
in PageMaker, 831, 835-36 
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scrolling, cont'd 
in Q uarkXPress, 831 
selecting objects out o f view, 356 
slowing fast Macs, 578 
window~ 73-74, 355-56 
in Word, 655-58, 674 

Scroll Limit, 578 
SCSI Accele rato r, 238 

interleave ratio and, 239 
SCSI addresses. (see SCS I ID numbers) 
SCSI cables, 241-42, 248 

connecting and d isconnecting, 185, 246 
connecto r hood (shroud), 242 
length of, 241, 245, 611 
mixed cable types, 241-42 
peri phera l cable, 241 
for Power Book 100, 141 
repeaters (s igna l amplifie rs) for long 

cables, 245 
RS232 cable vs., 242 
sources for, 191 
system cable, 241 
termina tion problems and, 61 1 

SCSI devices, 239-48 
(a /so see chaining SCSI devices) 
acronym expla ined, 239 
addresses, 239-41 
basics, 239 
cables, 241- 42, 245, 248 
chai ning, 239, 244-47 

d iagnostic utility, 580-81 
connecti ng and disconnecting, 185, 246 
connectors, 241 

on PC drives, 248 
device won't boot, 246- 47 
driver problems, 611- 1 3 
extension (init) problems, 246-47 
full-page display, 133 
labeling with ID number, 240-41 
maximum length of cab les, 241, 245 
monito rs, 1 33 
mounti ng, 246 
order of connection, 244, 247 
PC drives, 248 
ports, 239 
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SCSI devices, cont'd 
pronunciation, 239 
repeaters (signal amplifiers) for long 

cables, 245 
SCSIIO numbers, 23 9-41 , 302 
startup device, 240, 302 
System 7 requirement, 326 
terminators, 242-43 

internal, 243, 245 
troubleshooting, 611 

troubleshooting, 611-13 
turning off, 247 
uti lities, 246, 247-48 

SCSI Eva luator, 248 
SCSI ID numbers, 239-41 

startup device, 240 
startup scan and, 302 
switches for, 240 
two devices with same number, 240, 244 

SCSI Info, 247-48 
SCSI Probe, 246, 247-48 

mounting hard disks, 61 0 
SCSI Tool, 246, 247-48 
Scul ley, John, 11 4 
Sculpt 30 , 775-76 
SE. (see Mac SE) 
.sea file l ag, 559 
Seagate, disk mechanisms, 219,220 
search-and-replace. (see finding; replacing) 
searching. (see finding) 
search string, 339 
Sears 

Perform as at, 11 5 
Prod igy, 920- 21 

section (arch itectural view), 763 
section formatting, in Word, 670 
section mark, 463 
sections in this book, 1 7 
Sector Collector, 552 
sectors 

bad sectors on floppy disks, 25 7 
defined, 210-11 
file size discrepanc ies due to, 206- 7 
hard di sk fragmentation and, 235-36 
il lustrated, 2 11 
interleave ratio and, 237-38 

securi ty, 574-77 
(a lso see backups) 
basics, 574- 75 
file encryption, 575-76 
file sharing, 928, 929-30 
passwords, 570, 575, 576-77, 592 
police protection from Mac Bible fans, 

919 
screen saver feature, 570 
tips, 575 
utilities, 574-77 
vaults (password-protected fo lders), 

576 
viruses, 588-90 

antivirus software, 551, 575, 
589-90, 995 

basics, 588- 89 
defined, 588 
fl oppy disk protection, 590 
invisible fi les, 301-2 
news about, 590 
service bureaus and, 435-36 
startup p roblems, 598-99 

Seiko 
Sll CM 1445 color monitor, 161, 163, 

164 
Smart Label Printer Plus, 378 

Seiter, Charles 
about, 27 
contributions by, 695, 700-702, 

716-19,731,768,829-30,889, 
947-51 

Select All command 
SuperPaint, 784-85 
Word, 627 

selected floppy d isk icons, 346 
selecting 

basic principles, 67-68 
beginners' guide, 67-69, 92 
database records, 694 
desktop, 354 
Excel tips, 724, 731, 734 
FileMaker values from list, 706 
fonts, 455-56 
FreeHand tips, 794 
icons using keyboa rd, 355 



selecting, cont'd 
layered objects in PageMaker and 

QuarkXPress, 831 
list view items, 351-52 
MacDraw tips, 788 
menu commands, 63 
MS Works database records, 963- 64 
multiple items, 291-92, 360 
Open dialog box shortcuts, 360 
PageMakertips, 831,837 
printers, 396-99 
printing selected text, 57 
QuarkXPress tips, 841-42, 844 
Save As dialog box shortcuts, 360 
scrolling around objects out of view, 

356 
selection rectangle, 69, 291-92, 356, 

783-84 
shift-clicking, 291-92 
SuperPaint tips, 783-85 
text 

deselecting w ith arrow keys, 293 
double-click drag, ·292 
in Nisus, 635 
shift-clicking, 292 
text box contents, 360-61 
in Word, 661 - 63 

window items using keyboard, 361 
selection bar (Word), 654 
selection rectangle, 291 - 92 

beginners' guide, 69 
illustrated, 69 
scrolli ng, 356 
SuperPaint tricks, 783-84 

Select Special command (Excel), 731, 735 
self-extracting archives, 559 
self-protection. (see ergonomics) 
semi-automatic text flow (PageMaker), 

840 
seminar on troubleshooting, 994-95 
separation anxiety in programs, 347 
sequencers, 854-56 
serial dates in MS Works, 960 
serial servers, 938 
series network configuration, 926 
serifs, 443, 504 

servers 
file, 931 
serial, 938 

service. (see technical support) 
service bureaus 

compressing files for, 434 
MacBib le and, 395-96 
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preparing for imagesetters, 436-38 
preparing for laser printers, 435-36 
tips, 434-38 
viruses and, 435-36 

service contracts, AppleCare, 190 
sesquipedal ian words, 649 
SE/30. (see Mac SE/30) 
Set Paths util ity, 333, 424, 528, 558 
Set Startup command (System 6), 303-4 
setting 

alarms, 305 
internal ca lendar, 305, 313 
internal clock, 305, 313, 324 

Seu rat, Georges, graphics in style of, 771 
SEx, 105 
Sexy Buzzword Corporation, The, 40 
sexy devices, 239 
.s file tag, 560 
SF/0, Easy Pri nt, 402 
shadow fonts. (see type sty les) 
shaky (special effect), 534 
Shana 

Informed Designer, 758 
Informed Manager, 758 

shared disks 
(also see file sharing) 
aliases for, 342 

shareware 
(a lso see Macintosh Bible Software 

Disks; specific programs) 
address book program, 740 
calendar program, 742-43 
catalog of, 990 
defined, 46, 546 
file compression uti li ties, 559-60 
fon t samples, 521 
PowerBook uti l ities, 555 
telecommunications program, 904-5 
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shareware, cont'd 
utilities, 546-47 
w hy pay, 34, 48 
worth iness of, 46 

sha ring fi les. (see fi le sharing) 
Sharing Setup contro l pa ne l, 928 
Sharp Electronics, Newton development, 

114 
Sheedy, James, 192 
sheep, communal graz ing of, 34 
sheet feeders for lmageWriters, 408 
She lley, Pe rcy Bysshe, 519 
Sherman, Ba rnard, contributio ns by, 

371-72, 378-80, 384-88, 391 
shie lded cables, 191 
shift-c licking, 69, 291- 92 
rsiilliJsllil]], 346 
IShinlru!III, 3 4 6 
lshittlox[~l, 346 
fShittfi:fi5@, 294-95, 5 71 
l.§!illilru!III, 354 
1~®, 346 
!§@ key 

(a lso see keyboard comma nds) 
acting stuck o n Mac LC or si, 175 
ejecting fl oppy disks, 346-47 
gra phics tool constra ints, 777, 788, 792 

in MS Works, 955 
shift-cl icking, 291 - 92 
Sticky Keys for combinations, 323 
in Word, selecting text, 662 

(sh@Oplion) cha racters 
by category, 462-65 
keyboard map (i llustra ted), 460 
Syste m 7 keystro ke c hanges, 465- 66 
utilities fo r, 522-26 

@ill!:l Option@!) 

copying in paint p rograms, 780 
zapping the PRAM, 134- 35 

IShittfOption~[[), 347 
IShinfOptionlru!l:ful, 600 
@ill!:fOptionlfJ!iJ, 1 34-35 
shipping Macs, 190 
Shiva 

FastPath router, 933-34 
NetModem, 908-9, 938 

shmed ucation (really!), 871 
shme ndrick, editor as, 421 
ShopKeeper, 755 
ShopKeeper Plus, 755 
sho rtcut (margi n icon) 

a bout, 17 
bas ic Mac hardwa re, 135 
basic Mac software 

c hoosing system softwa re, 327 
miscellaneous desktop ti ps, 360, 

361,362 
Syste m 6 tips, 367 
tips fo r a ll applications, 293 
tips on icons, fi les & folders, 341 , 

342, 346 
tips on w indows, 349, 350, 35 1, 355 

communi cations, 920, 932, 940 
databases, 704, 705, 706, 707 
first principles, 92 
graphics 

Canvas tips, 781 
FreeHand tips, 795 
genera l tips, 777, 779 
Il lustrator tips, 791, 792 
MacDraw tips, 788, 789, 790 
SuperPaint tips, 782, 783, 786 

integra ted software 
gene ra l MS Works tips, 951,952 
MS Works database ti ps, 961 
MS Works spreadsheet tips, 966, 968 

page layout 
genera l tips, 831, 832, 833 
PageMaker ti ps, 835, 837, 839 
Quark tips, 841, 842 

printing, 402, 403, 407 
programming and resource edi ting, 977 
spreadsheets 

Excel ti ps, 724, 725, 726, 727, 728, 
729, 730, 735 

gene ral ti ps, 722 
programs (and accessori es), 716, 71 7 

storage a nd memory 
backing up d isks, 267 
ha rd d isks, 225, 236, 238-39 
managing memory, 281, 282, 285 

tro ubleshooting, 603 



shortcut (margin icon), cont'd 
utili ties, 549, 557, 572 
word processing 

general tips, 64 7, 649 
spelling checkers, 687 
word processors, 625 
Word tips, 652, 653, 654, 655, 656, 

658- 59,660- 61 , 664, 667, 
669- 70, 674- 75, 676 

shortcuts. (see hot spots; keyboard 
commands; tips) 

Short M enus command (Excel), 724 
Show Balloons command, 91- 92 
Show Clipboard command, 87 
Show disk info in header option, 322 
showing hidden w indows, 350 
Showplace, 776 
Shriners, 41 
Shrader, j ennifer, contr ibution by, 662-63 
shroud for SCSI cables, 242 
Shulman, Jeffrey, 589 
Shulman Software, FontDisplay, 526, 537 
Shut Dow n command, 91, 230, 364, 59 1 

illustrated, 91 
shutti ng down the M ac 

beginners' guide, 91 
hard disks and, 230 
importance of using Shut Down 

command, 91, 364, 591 
when changing SCSI chains, 246 

si. (see M ac lis) 
Siesta util ity, 555 
Sigma Designs 

L-View Mu lt i-Mode 19" monitor, 157 
MultiMode 120 moni tor, 157- 58 
PowerBook externa l monitor, 169 
SCSI full -page display, 133 
SilverView 21" moni tor, 154-55, 

156- 57 
signal ampl ifiers for long SCSI cables, 245 
signature, custom, 648-49 
signs and symbols 

(also see @E!§J characters; punctuation; 
~option) characters) 

accent characters, 461- 63, 465- 66, 
470-71,522-26 
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signs and symbols, cont'd 
ampersand commands in MS Works, 

952-53 
animals, 479 
arrows, 474- 75, 479, 4 81, 489 
art tools, 4 79 
ASCII extended characters and spe lling 

checkers, 683 
asterisks (fancy), 475 
bars, 476 
body parts, 480 
boxes, 476 
braces and brackets, 475- 76, 491 
buildings, 479, 482 
Cairo font, by ca tego ries, 479- 8 1 
card suits, 476, 489 
Carta font, by categories, 481- 87 
celestial objects, 478, 4 79 
checkmarks, 4 65, 476 
cities and towns, 482 
crosses, 4 76 
dog on Page Setup d ialog box, 41 3, 479 
electrical, 4 79 
in fil enames, 353 
in font template, 457, 458- 59 
food and drink, 480 
foreign characters, 459- 63 
foreign keyboard layouts, J 14 
foreign punctuation marks, 463 
fractions, 468, 472, 473, 53 1 
fruits, 480 
geometric shapes, 476, 482- 83 
graphic symbols, 465 
hands, 4 72, 477 
highway signs, 483- 84 
Hollywood sign, 496 
infi nity symbol, 155, 464 
key-caps, 21-22, 471-72 
on laser printers, 426 
legal, 463-64 
ligatures, 5 31 
map-making, 481- 87 
mathematical, 464-65, 489- 90 
on menus, 67 
military, 486- 87 
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signs and symbols, cont'd 
mining and industria l, 484 
miscellaneous, 465, 477, 478,479- 80, 

485 
missing cha racte r box, 458-59 
mnemonics for, 467 
monetary, 463 
in MS Works database module, 959 
musical, 480, 52 1 
non-Roman a lphabets, 487 
numbers, fancy, 477- 78 
(opuonl cha racters, 353, 460-66, 522-26 
pens and pencils, 4 78 
plants, 480, 481 
programmer's switch buttons, 137 
recreation, 473, 485-86 
re ligious, 476, 480 
scientific, 464- 65, 489-90 
lmilli:loprioo) characte rs, 460, 462-66, 

522-26 
sort ing order for, 353 
specia l characters, 459- 70 
stars, 478, 479 
surveying and land use, 486 
Symbol font, by categories, 489- 91 
symbolic and pic toria l fonts, 470-91 
System 7 keystroke changes, 465-66 
things you wear, 481 
transportation, 481 
triangles 

on dia log boxes, 82 
in list views (System 7), 332 
on menus, 64- 65 

typographic, 465 
uti lities for, 522-26 
warfare, 486- 87 
x's, 476 
Zapf Dingbats, 472, 473- 78 

SIGs (special interest groups), 991 -92 
Sll CM 1445 color mon itor, 161, 163, 164 
Silentwrite r Model 95 printer, 392-93 
Silhouette trackba ll , 181, 182 
Si licon Beach 

Beyond Dark Castle, 890 
Dark Castle, 890 
Personal Press, 819 

Silicon Beach, cont'd 
SuperCard, 868, 978-79 
SuperPai nt, 208, 769, 782-87 

Silly Noise House, A, 876- 77 
Silverlining 

defragmentation software, 236 
initia lizatio n software, 220, 222, 248 

SilverView 21" monitor, 15 4-55, 156-5 7 
SimCity, 883 
SIMMs, 274-77 

(also see RAM) 
acro nym explained, 273 
buying tips, 275-77 
described, 273-74 
DIP SIMMs, 276 
filli ng empty banks inexpensively, 279 
for LaserWrite rs, 275 
for Mac Plus, 277-78 
for Mac SE/30, 278, 279 
for Mac SE, 277-78 
for Mac lis, 278, 279 
mixing capacit ies, 275 
mixing speeds, 276-77 
parity chip, 273, 276 
profi le, 275- 76 
size, 275 
speed, 276- 77 
surface-mount, 276 
troubleshooti ng, 596 
VRAM, 107 

Simple Simon, illustration of, 896 
Simpson, Lisa, 179 
simulation educational games, 883-85 
simultaneous print operations on-li ne. 

(see print spoolers) 
Singer, Randy B. 

about, 28 
contributions by, 95-104, 132- 33, 

17~ 177, 178- 80, 187,203-8, 
210-17,218-25,226,228-39, 
241-42,245,246-47,248-50, 
251- 52,253,255-60,261-62, 
272-79, 285-86, 287, 288, 
373-75,375-76,378,381-83, 
391-93, 402, 403- 5,410- 12, 
426-27,432,433,435-36, 627, 
631,653-54,886- 87,904-5 



running. (see opening; starting) 
Russian balle t dancers, illustrations of, 

368,438 
rust as storage medium, 209 
Ryce, Peter, contributions by, 866-68 

s 
sad Mac icon, 596, 599-600 

erro r codes, 599-600 
illustrated, 599 
SCSI driver prob lems, 61 2 

safes, fireproof, 255 
SafeS ieep, 555 
Saint Fra ncis font, 520 

illustrated, 520 
Salient Software 

AutoDouble r, 561 
DiskDoubler, 560-61 

SAM, vi rus detection, 589-90 
Sample Edito r, 850 
sample points, 803 
sample rs, 854 
samples of sounds, 849 
sampling density, 422 
sampling rate, 849- 50 
Samue ls, Mike, 555 
Sa n Francisco fo nt, 493-94, 520 

illustra ted, 493-94 
Sa n Giacomo, La ura, 39 
sans serif, de fin ed, 443 
Santa Monica font , 496 

illustra ted, 496 
Sargon, 889 
SAT practice software, 882-83 
satura tion, 318 

(also see colo r) 
Saturday N ight Live, 91 0 
Saturn , a liens attacking your Mac from, 

415-16 
Save As command, 64, 84- 85 
Save As dialog box, 56, 360 
Save command, 83- 84 
Save-0-Matic, 577-78, 995 
saving Clipboard conte nts 

la rge Cli pboard, 363 
w he n delet ing, 362 
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saving files 
(also see backups) 
a utomaticall y, 55, 577-78, 635, 703 
beginne rs' guide, 83-85 
crashes a nd, 586, 601 
documents as PostSc ript files, 423-24 
Fast Save optio n (Word), 676-77 
importa nce of, 33, 203 
indicato r fo r unsave d changes, 55 
large Clipboard, 363 
mora lism a nd, 33 
to multip le disks, 57 
in PageMa ker, 834-35 
PostScript files, 4 23-24 
recovering unsaved fil es, 615-16 
Save As dia log box shortcuts, 360 
te mplates a nd, 294 
turning off hard disk during, 230 

saving the screen . (see screen capture 
uti lities; screen savers) 

Sawgrass golf course, 894 
SBT Data base Accounting Library, 754 
scaling bit-mapped fonts, 449-51 
scaling graphics. (see siz ing gra phics) 
ScanCo, MacTable, 198-200 
ScanMa n, 8 11 
scanners, 802- 11 

(a lso see SCSI devices) 
Apple scanne rs in SCSI c ha ins, 246 
bit depth, 804, 809 
buying ti ps, 806- 11 
colo r sca nners, 803-4, 807- 8 
fl a tbed scanne rs, 803 
halftoning w ith, 422-23 
hand-he ld sca nne rs, 802-3, 810- 11 
how they work, 803-4 
image-editi ng programs, 808, 811 
informatio n loss whe n a ltering scans, 

804 
inte rpo lated vs. optical resolution, 

805- 6 
LightningScan, 810 
LightningScan Compact, 811 
LightningScan Pro 256, 810- 11 
networking, 938 
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scanners, cont'd 
OCR scanners, 808-9 
OCR software, 809-1 0, 811 
price of, 802 
resolution, 804-6 
sampling density, 422 
ScanMan, 811 
test images, 806-8 
transparency scanners, 803 

scanning 
for computer presentation, 805 
for halftones, 805 
image-editing programs, 808, 811 
OCR (optica l character recognition), 

808-10,811 
resolution for, 805 
test images, 806-8 
tracing scanned art for FreeHand, 795 

scan order for startup disk, 302 
Scarab of Ra, 892-93 
Schedule+, 744 
schedule management software, 741 -45 
Schiller, Johann Christoph Friedrich von, 

36-37 
Schneider, Derrick 

contributions by, 981-83, 984-85 
Zen and the Art of Resource Editing, 982 

Scholastic Software, Hidden Agenda, 
883-84 

Schwartz, Steven 
about, 28 
contributions by, 270-71, 272, 

547-48,550-51,552-53, 
556-57,562-63,565-69, 
571-72,575-77,579,580-81, 
600,719-20,739,740-41,827, 
894-95,899-903,909,910- 13 

scienti fic symbols, 464-65, 489-90 
mnemonics for, 467 

scoring programs, 856-57 
scorpion fish, i llustrat ion of, 813 
Scrapbook, 308-9 

(a/so see cut [or copy] and paste) 
beginners' guide, 88 
substitutes for, 548-49 

Scrapbook fi le, 308-9 

Screen 0 file, 295 
screen 

(also see color; monitors; screen fonts; 
wi ndows) 

big-screen emulation, 579 
bit-mapping, 144, 147 
black-and-white setting, 146 
blank, 89 
bl inking, 606 
brightness recommended, 144-45 
Canvas redrawing speed, 781 
capture uti l ities, 571-72 
Color contro l panel settings, 31 7-18 
compact Macs, 148-49, 150 
copyi ng patterns in pai nt programs, 785 
customizability, 332 
filters, 192 
font selection order for, 446 
glare, 193, 197-98 
gray-sca le setting, 146 
horizontal line on Trinitron color 

monitors, 606 
on Mac Classic and Classic II, 1 06 
on Mac Portables, 116, 143 

opening, 142-43 
misshapen or too small, 606 
Monitors control panel settings, 146, 

318-20 
multiple monitors, 170,318-19 
nothing screen, 89 
pointer disappears into black screen, 

319 
portrai t vs. landscape, 149 
PowerBooks, 111 , 11 2 

backl ight dimming, 140 
stuck pixels on PowerBook 1 70, 140 

presbyopia and, 192 
printing, 401 
protecting the phosphor, 188-89 
QuickDraw, 144 
radi ation from, 192-95 

Swedish standard, 156, 159, 162, 195 
redrawing in PageM aker, 841 
refresh rate, 145 
resolution, 148, 805 

laser printer resolution vs., 414 



screen, cont'd 
screen dump, 401 
screen savers, 188-89, 569-71, 677 
size, 149 
snapshots, 294-95 

in Word, 676 
startup problems, 597-98 
to uch-sensitive, 1 79 
troubleshoot ing, 606 
two-page d isplays, 148-49, 152-56, 

579 
on used Macs, 1 28 
vertical I ine on b lack screen, 597-98 

screen b lankers. (see screen savers) ' 
screen capture utilities, 571-72 
screen dump, 401 
screen fonts 

for condensed and expanded type 
styles, 453 

defined, 424, 444 
printing, 444 
separate cuttings for type styles, 426 
service bureaus and, 436-37 

ScreenPlay, 862 
screen savers, 188- 89, 569-71, 677 
screens, line. (see ha lfton es; line screens) 
screen snapshots, 294- 95 

capture util ities, 571-72 
in Word, 676 

Screen Test command (Word), 677 
screwdriver, To rx T-15, 274- 7 5, 278 
script Greek characte rs, 489 
scripti ng HyperCard stacks, 975, 977 
Script Language Guide, 976 
scroll a rrow, 71 
scro ll bars, 71, 73 
scroll box, 71 
scrolling 

(also see navigating documents) 
clicking MS Works scro ll box, 952 
color monito rs and, 146 
in Excel, 730 
gray-sca le monitors and, 148 
menus, 65 
in MS Works, 952 
in PageMaker, 831, 835-36 
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scrolling, cont'd 
in QuarkXPress, 83 1 
selecting objects out of view, 356 
slowing fast Macs, 578 
windows, 73-74, 355-56 
in Word, 655-58, 674 

Scroll Limit, 578 
SCSI Accelerator, 238 

inte rleave ratio and, 239 
SCSI addresses. (see SCSI ID numbers) 
SCS I cables, 241-42, 248 

connecting and disconnecting, 185, 246 
connector hood (shro ud), 242 
length of, 241, 245, 611 
mixed cable types, 241-42 
periphera l cable, 241 
for Power Book 100, 141 
repeate rs (s igna l ampli fiers) for long 

cables, 245 
RS232 cable vs., 242 
sou rces for, 1 91 
system cable, 241 
te rmination problems and, 611 

SCSI devices, 239-48 
(also see chain ing SCS I devices) 
acronym expla ined, 239 
addresses, 239-41 
basics, 239 
cables, 241-42, 245, 248 
chaining, 239, 244-47 

diagnostic uti lity, 580-81 
connecting and disconnecting, 185, 246 
connecto rs, 241 

on PC drives, 248 
device won't boot, 246-47 
d rive r problems, 611 -1 3 
extension (in it) problems, 246-47 
fu ll-page display, 133 
labeling with ID number, 240-41 
maximum length of cables, 241 , 245 
monitors, 133 
mounting, 246 
order of connection, 244, 247 
PC drives, 248 
ports, 239 
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SCSI devices, cont'd 
pronunciation, 239 
repeaters (signal amplifiers) for long 

cables, 245 
SCSI 10 numbers, 239-41, 302 
startup device, 240, 302 
System 7 requirement, 326 
terminators, 242-43 

internal, 243, 245 
troubleshooting, 611 

troubleshooting, 611-13 
turning off, 247 
utilities, 246, 247-48 

SCSI Evaluator, 248 
SCSI IO numbers, 239-41 

startup device, 240 
~artupscan and, 302 
switches for, 240 
two devices with same number, 240, 244 

SCSI Info, 247-48 
SCSI Probe, 246, 247-48 

mounting hard disks, 610 
SCSI Tool, 246, 247-48 
Sculley, john, 114 
Sculpt 3 0 , 775-76 
SE. (see Mac SE) 
.sea file tag, 559 
Seagate, disk mechanisms, 219, 220 
search-and-replace. (see finding; replacing) 
searching. (see finding) 
search string, 339 
Sears 

Performas at, 11 5 
Prodigy, 920- 21 

section (architectura l view ), 763 
section formatting, in Word, 670 
section mark, 463 
sections in th is book, 17 
Sector Collector, 552 
sectors 

bad sectors on floppy disks, 257 
defined, 210- 11 
file size discrepancies due to, 206- 7 
hard disk fragmentation and, 235-36 
il lustrated, 211 
interleave ratio and , 237-38 

security, 574-77 
(also see backups) 
basics, 574- 75 
file encryption, 575-76 
file sharing, 928, 929-30 
passwords, 570, 575, 576-77, 592 
police protection from Mac Bible fans, 

919 
screen saver feature, 570 
tips, 575 
utilities, 574-77 
vaults (password-protected folders), 

576 
viruses, 588-90 

antivirus software, 551, 575, 
589- 90, 995 

basics, 588- 89 
defined, 588 
floppy disk protection, 590 
invis ible files, 301 -2 
news about, 590 
service bureaus and, 435-36 
startup problems, 598-99 

Seiko 
Sll CM 1445 color monitor, 161 , 163, 

164 
Smart Label Printer Plus, 378 

Seiter, Charles 
about, 27 
contributions by, 695, 700-702, 

716- 19,731,768,829- 30,889, 
94 7-51 

Select Al l command 
SuperPaint, 784-85 
Word, 627 

selected floppy disk icons, 346 
selecting 

basic principles, 67-68 
beginners' guide, 67-69, 92 
database records, 694 
desktop, 354 
Excel tips, 724, 731, 734 
FileMaker va lues from list, 706 
fo nts, 455-56 
FreeHand tips, 794 
icons using keyboard, 355 



selecting, cont'd 
layered objects in PageMaker and 

QuarkXPress, 83 1 
Jist view items, 351-52 
MacDraw tips, 788 
menu commands, 63 
MS Works database records, 963- 64 
multiple items, 291-92, 360 
Open dialog box shortcuts, 360 
PageMaker tips, 83 1, 837 
printers, 396-99 
printing selected text, 57 
QuarkXPress tips, 841-42, 844 
Save As dialog box shortcuts, 360 
scrolling around objects out of v iew, 

356 
selection rectangle, 69, 291-92, 356, 

783-84 
shift-clicking, 291-92 
SuperPaint tips, 783- 85 
text 

deselecting w ith arrow keys, 293 
double-cl ick drag, 292 
in Nisus, 635 
shift-clicking, 292 
text box contents, 360- 61 
in Word, 661-63 

w indow items using keyboard, 361 
selection bar (Word), 654 
selection rectangle, 291-92 

beginners' guide, 69 
i Jlustrated, 69 
scroll ing, 356 
SuperPaint tricks, 783-84 

Select Special command (Excel), 731, 735 
self-extracting archives, 559 
self-protection. (see ergonomics) 
semi-automatic text flow (PageMaker), 

840 
seminar on troubleshooting, 994-95 
separat ion anxiety in programs, 347 
sequencers, 854-56 
serial dates in MS Works, 960 
serial servers, 938 
series network configuration, 926 
serifs, 443, 504 

servers 
fi le, 931 
serial, 938 

service. (see technical support) 
service bureaus 

compressing files for, 434 
MacBible and, 395-96 
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preparing for imagesetters, 436-38 
preparing for laser printers, 435-36 
tips, 434-38 
viruses and, 435-36 

service contracts, AppleCare, 190 
sesquipedalian words, 649 
SE/30. (see Mac SE/30) 
Set Paths uti lity, 333, 424, 528, 558 
Set Startup command (System 6), 303-4 
setting 

alarms, 305 
internal calendar, 305, 313 
internal clock, 305, 313, 324 

Seurat, Georges, graphics in style of, 771 
SEx, 105 
Sexy Buzzword Corporation, The, 40 
sexy devices, 239 
.s fi le tag, 560 
SF/0, Easy Print, 402 
shadow fonts. (see type styles) 
shaky (special effect), 534 
Shan a 

Informed Designer, 758 
Informed Manager, 758 

shared disks 
(a /so see fil e sharing) 
aliases for, 342 

shareware 
(a lso see Macintosh Bible Software 

Disks; specific programs) 
address book program, 740 
calendar program, 742-43 
catalog of, 990 
defined, 46, 546 
file compression uti l ities, 559-60 
font samples, 521 
PowerBook utilities, 555 
telecommunications program, 904-5 
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shareware, cont'd 
utilities, 546-47 
why pay, 34, 48 
worthiness of, 46 

sharing files. (see file shari ng) 
Sharing Setup contro l panel, 928 
Sharp Electronics, Newton development, 

11 4 
Sheedy, James, 192 
sheep, communal grazing of, 34 
sheet feeders for lmageWriters, 408 
Shelley, Percy Bysshe, 51 9 
Sherman, Barnard, contributions by, 

371- 72, 378- 80, 384-88, 391 
shielded cables, 191 
shift-cl icking, 69, 291-92 
1~1~@. 346 
I~I~(D, 34 6 
lsMtlox®, 346 
I Shift (dX[~], 294- 95, 571 
ffi!illi]oxl ~l, 354 
1~[[1, 346 
(§lilli) key 

(also see keyboa rd commands) 
acting stuck on Mac LC or si, 175 
ejecting floppy disks, 346-47 
graphics tool constraints, 777, 788, 792 

in MS Works, 955 
shift-clicking, 291- 92 
Sticky Keys for combina tions, 323 
in Word, selecting text, 662 

IShitt (Oplionl characters 
by category, 462-65 
keyboard map (illustrated), 460 
System 7 keyst roke changes, 465-66 
utilities fo r, 522-26 

I~( Option@]) 

copying in paint programs, 780 
zapping the PRAM, 134-35 

!~( Option (~@, 347 
IShih)Oplion(oX(Escl, 600 
@@option(P(Ri, 134-35 
shipping Macs, 190 
Shiv a 

FastPath router, 933-34 
NetModem, 908-9, 938 

shmeducation (really!), 871 
shmendrick, editor as, 421 
ShopKeeper, 755 
ShopKeeper Plus, 755 
shortcut (margin icon) 

about, 17 
basic Mac hardware, 135 
bas ic Mac software 

choosing system software, 327 
mi scell aneous desktop tips, 360, 

361, 362 
System 6 tips, 367 
tips for a ll appl ications, 293 
tips on icons, files & fo lders, 34 1, 

342, 346 
tips on windows, 349, 350, 351, 355 

communications, 920, 932, 940 
databases, 704, 70 5, 706, 707 
first principles, 92 
graphics 

Canvas tips, 781 
FreeHand ti ps, 795 
general tips, 777, 779 
Illustrato r tips, 791, 792 
MacDraw tips, 788, 789, 790 
SuperPaint tips, 782, 783, 786 

integrated software 
general MS Works tips, 951, 952 
MS Works database tips, 961 
MS Works spreadsheet ti ps, 966, 968 

page layout 
general tips, 831, 832, 833 
PageMaker tips, 835, 837, 839 
Q uark ti ps, 841, 842 

printing, 402, 403, 407 
programming and resource editing, 977 
spreadsheets 

Excel tips, 724, 725, 726, 727, 728, 
729, 730, 735 

general tips, 722 
programs (and accessories), 716, 717 

sto rage and memory 
backing up d isks, 267 
hard disks, 225, 236, 238-39 
managing memory, 281, 282, 285 

troubleshooting, 603 



shortcut (margin icon), cont'd 
utili ties, 549, 557, 572 
word process ing 

general tips, 647, 649 
spelling c hecke rs, 687 
word processors, 625 
Word tips, 652, 653, 654, 655 , 656, 

658-59,660-61 ,664,667, 
669- 70, 674-75,676 

sho rtcuts. (see hot spots; keyboa rd 
comma nds; tips) 

Short Menus command (Excel), 724 
Show Balloons command, 91- 92 
Show C lipboard comma nd, 87 
Show disk info in header option, 322 
showing hidde n windows, 350 
Showplace, 776 
Shriners, 41 
Shrode r, Jennife r, contribution by, 662-63 
shroud for SCSI cables, 242 
Shulman, Je ffrey, 589 
Shulma n Software, FontDisplay, 526, 537 
Shut Down command, 91, 230, 364, 591 

illus trated, 91 
shutting down the Mac 

beginne rs' guide, 91 
hard disks and, 230 
importance of using Shut Down 

command, 91, 364, 591 
when c hanging SCSI c hains, 246 

si. (see Mac lis) 
Siesta uti lity, 555 
Sigma Designs 

L-View Multi-Mode 19" monitor, 157 
MultiMode 120 monitor, 157- 58 
Powe rBook ex te rna l mo nito r, 169 
SCS I fu ll-page disp lay, 133 
SilverView 21" monito r, 154-55, 

156- 57 
s ig na l ampli fie rs for long SCSI cables, 245 
signature, c usto m, 648-49 
signs and symbols 

(also see~ c ha racters; punctuatio n; 
@§:JOptionl cha racters) 

accent characte rs, 461- 63, 465-66, 
470- 71,522-26 
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signs and symbols, cont'd 
ampersand commands in MS Works, 

952-53 
ani mals, 479 
arrows, 474-75, 479, 481, 489 
art tools, 479 
ASCII exte nded characters and spelling 

c heckers, 683 
aste ri sks (fancy), 475 
ba rs, 476 
body parts, 480 
boxes, 476 
braces a nd brackets, 475- 76, 491 
buildings, 479, 482 
Cairo font, by categories, 479-81 
card suits, 476, 489 
Carta font, by categories, 481-87 
celestia l objects, 478, 479 
checkma rks, 465, 476 
ci ti es and towns, 482 
crosses, 476 
dog o n Page Setup dia log box, 413, 479 
e lect rical, 479 
in file na mes, 353 
in font template, 45 7, 458-59 
food and drink, 480 
foreign c ha racters, 4 59- 63 
fore ign keyboard layouts, 314 
fore ign pu nctuation marks, 463 
fractions, 468, 472, 47 3, 531 
fruits, 480 
geometric shapes, 476, 482-83 
graphic symbo ls, 465 
ha nds, 472, 477 
h ighway s igns, 483- 84 
Hollywood sign, 496 
infinity symbol , 155, 464 
key-caps, 21-22, 471-72 
o n laser printers, 426 
legal, 463- 64 
liga tures, 531 
ma p-making, 481-87 
ma thematica l, 464-65 , 489-90 
o n menus, 67 
mili tary, 486- 87 
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signs and symbols, cont'd 
mining and industria l, 484 
miscellaneous, 465, 4 77, 478, 479- 80, 

485 
missi ng characte r box, 458-59 
mnemonics fo r, 467 
mo netary, 463 
in MS Works database module, 959 
musical, 480, 521 
non-Ro man a lphabe ts, 487 
numbers, fancy, 477-78 
loplion) characters, 353, 460-66, 522-26 
pens and pencils, 4 78 
plants, 480, 481 
programmer's switch buttons, 137 
recreation, 473, 485- 86 
re ligious, 476, 480 
scient ifi c, 464- 65, 489- 90 
l sr.nJOplion) characters, 460, 462- 66, 

522- 26 
sorting o rder fo r, 353 
specia l cha racte rs, 459-70 
stars, 478, 479 
surveying and land use, 486 
Symbol font, by categories, 489-91 
symbolic and picto ri a l fonts, 470-91 
System 7 keystroke changes, 465-66 
things you wear, 481 
transporta tion, 481 
triangles 

o n dialog boxes, 82 
in list views (System 7), 332 
on menus, 64- 65 

typographic, 465 
utilities for, 522-26 
warfare, 486-87 
x's, 476 
Zapf Dingbats, 472, 473-78 

SIGs (specia l inte rest groups), 991-92 
Sll CM 1445 colo r monitor, 161, 163, 164 
Silen twri ter Model 95 printe r, 392-93 
Silhouette trackba ll , 181 , 182 
Silicon Beach 

Beyond Dark Castle, 890 
Dark Castle, 890 
Persona l Press, 819 

Silicon Beach, cont'd 
SuperCard, 868, 978-79 
SuperPa int, 208, 769, 782-87 

Silly Noise Ho use, A, 876-77 
Silverl ining 

defragmentatio n software, 236 
initialization software, 220, 222, 248 

SilverView 21" mo nitor, 154- 5 5, 156-5 7 
SimCity, 883 
SIMMs, 274-77 

(also see RAM) 
acronym expla ined, 273 
buying tips, 27S-77 
described, 273-74 
DIP SIMMs, 276 
fill ing empty banks inexpensive ly, 279 
for LaserWrite rs, 275 
fo r Mac Plus, 277-78 
for Mac SE/30, 278, 279 
for Mac SE, 277-78 
fo r Mac li s, 278, 279 
mixing capacities, 275 
mixing speeds, 276-77 
parity chi p, 273, 276 
profi le, 275-76 
size, 275 
speed , 276- 77 
surface-mount , 276 
troubleshooti ng, 596 
VRAM, 107 

Simple Simo n, illustration of, 896 
Simpson, Lisa, 1 79 
simu lation educationa l games, 883-85 
simultaneous p rint operations on-line. 

(see print spoofe rs) 
Singer, Randy B. 

about , 28 
contributions by, 95-104, 132-33, 

176, 177, 178-80, 187,203-8, 
210-17,218-25,226,228-39, 
241 -42,245,246-47,248-50, 
251-52,253,255-60, 261-62, 
272-79, 285-86, 287, 288, 
373-75, 375-76, 378, 381 -83, 
391-93,402, 403-5,410-12, 
426-27,432, 433,435-36, 627, 
631,653-54,886-87,904-5 



single in-line memory modules. (see 
SIMMs} 

single-sided floppy disks 
(a lso see floppy d isks) 
identifying, 249 
i llustrated, 249 
ini tialized as BOOK, 258-59 

.si t file tag, 560 
Sitka, TOPS, 940-41 
16-bit sounds, 850, 853, 859 
60's fonts, 493-94, 514, 517, 520 
680xx processors. (see processor) 
6B8xx coprocessors. (see coprocessors) 
size 

(also see units of measurement; word 
count) 

big-screen emu lation, 579 
characters per word (average), 649-50 
d isk cache, 281-82 
disks, formatted vs. unformatted 

capacities, 210,218 
extensions (inits), 545 
FileMaker 

fast layout settings, 705 
Help file text size, 704 
resizing objects in one direction, 705 

fi les 
desktop fil es, 212-13 
discrepancies in Get Info (K vs. bytes), 

211 
overhead for, 208 
PageMaker fil e shrinking, 834-35 
recording sounds (megs per minute), 

853 
scanner fi les, 804 
3D graphics fi les, 765 

fo lders 
System Folder, 301- 2 
viewi ng sizes, 322 

hard disks 
capacity, 210,213,218 
floppy di sks vs., 215 
forma tted vs. unformatted capacities, 

210,2 18 
size to buy, 53-54 
space available, 322 

size, cont 'd 
large type in menus, 155 
LocaiTalk cable length, 927 
of monitors vs. image size, 149 
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of objects in relation to head size, 
479-80 

overhead for documents, 208 
PhoneNet cable length, 927 
po int size 

of bit-mapped fonts, 449-52 
changing in page layout, 833 
defined, 442 
screen resolution (dpi) and, 150 
tiny fonts, 452 
variations in appearance, 451-52 

RAM 
amount required, 272 
increasing available memory, 280-81 
maximum usable, 99-100, 279-80 
not enough memory messages, 283, 

285 
for programs, 283-84, fi02 

rooms in average house, 893 
screen too small (troubleshooting), 606 
SCSI cable length, 241, 245, 611 
SIMMs, 275 
spelling checker d ictionary size, 683 
SuperPaint text boxes, 785 
System file, 299, 300-301 
System Folder, 301 -2 
Tal l Adjusted opt ion, 399-400, 405 
viewing by, 76, 321- 22 
virtual memory allowed, 286-87 
weights o f fonts, 452- 53 
words per K or meg in plain-text fi les, 

208,649-50 
size box, illustrated, 71 
sizing graphics 

Cli pboard contents before pasting, 548 
in FreeHand, 795-96 
M acDraw images during paste, 788 
macro for spec ific sizes, 778 
in PageMaker, 837 
scaling bi t-mapped images, 779 
SuperPaint text boxes, 785 
in Word, 675 
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siz ing windows, 72-73, 654 
Skaar, Mike, 193 
sky hooks, 243 
sleep mode, 111 
Sleep Now feature, 569 
"slide show" in PageMaker, 836 
sl ide shows. (see presentation software) 
Slim line cartridge drives, 226, 227 
slo ts. (see expansion slots) 
Slow Keys, 322- 23 
SLP (Smart Label Printer Plus), 378 
small business accounting software, 747, 

748, 750- 53 
small caps, 467-68, 531 
Small Caps command, 467- 68 
Small Cla ims Court, 51 
smal l computer system inte rface. (see 

e ntries beginning with SCSI) 
small icons, viewing by, 76, 232, 233, 

321 
smart drugs, side effects, 638 
SmartKeys 

MS Works commu nications module 
and,970 

spreadsheets and, 721 
Sma rt Label Printer Plus, 378 
smart quotes 

America O nline and, 917 
fa ncy, 476 
keyboard reass ignments for, 174, 

644-45 
in MS Works communications, 970 
lopuanl characters, 465 
QuarkXPress problems, 845 
search-and-replace for, 644 
single quotes, 465, 564, 645, 917 
spreadsheet formu las and, 721 
uti lit ies fo r, 564- 65, 573 

SmartScrap, 548- 49 
sme lls, mouse pad vinyl fumes, 178 
Sm ith, John Barry, 193 
Smith, Winston, 15 
Smoothing Bitmap optio n, 413 
smoothing bit-mapped graphics, 413, 

436 
smoothlimouse, clean limouse and, 177 

snai ls, illustratio n of, 1090 
Snapjot, 571- 72 
snapshots of the screen . (see screen 

snapshots) 
SndControl, 8SO 
SneakerNe t, 931- 32 
Snooper, 580-81 
snowflakes, 475 
Sobin, Marty, contributions by, 724, 

728-29, 730, 732-33, 734-35 
SoftArc On line (BBS), 924 
SoftAT, 942 
soft hyphens, in Word, 665 
SoftPC, 942 
soft re turn (QuarkXPress), 843 
Soft Solutions, Mac Plus power supply 

flyback-transformer kit, 142 
Soft sync/B LOC, Accountant Inc., 

752-53 
software 

(a lso see fonts; installing; technical 
support; uti lities; specific applica
tions and types of applications) 

address book programs, 739-41 
aliases for programs, 232, 333, 

340-42 
animatio n programs, 775-76, 864-65 
ant ivirus software, 551, 575, 589-90 
• menu items for programs, 298 
Apple II emula tion, 943 
Apple lie programs on Mac LCs, 1 07 
Apple utility substitutes, 547-51 
backing up programs, 267- 68 
basic Mac, 289-367 

table of conte nts for chapter, 290 
beginners' guide to the Mac, 57-92 
beta testing, 49 
buying a Mac and, 121 
buying tips, 36-50 

clip art, 797 
fo nts, 536 
System 7, 327 
system software, 325-34 
te lephone support, 36-40 
why pay, 34, 48 
word processors, 622-23 



software, cont'd 
clip art, 79&-802 
color-matching in programs, 829 
commun ications software, 900-903, 

969-70 
copying material between programs, 

363 
copy-protected, 48, 872, 943 
customizability, importance of, 42-43 
database programs, 693-702 
ease of use o f, 41 
educational 

for adults, 881-85 
for chi ldren, 873-81 

entertainment, 871-72, 886-95 
file compression utilities, 558-61 
file handlers, 556-58 
financial and accounting, 746-56 
Finder substitutes, 556-58 
font utilities, 521-35 , 550-51 
games, 871-72, 886-95 
graphi cs programs, 767-76 
graphics utilities, 565-69 
group editing programs, 934 
guarantees, money-back, 46, 47 
hang-ups, escaping, 291 
hierarchic organization of, 41 
image-edi ting programs for scans, 808, 

811 
inexpensive, w here to find, 987-96 

table of contents for chapter, 988 
integrated programs, 945-70 
launching programs, 75 
locking, 261 
on Macintosh Bible Software Disks, 

995-96 
M aclike, 42 
macro programs, 572-74 
manuals for, 45-46 
memory size for, 283-84, 602 
MIDI software, 855-57 
music software, 855- 57 
neat-o, 166 
network management utilities, 936-37 
OCR software, 809-10, 811 

software, cont'd 
opening multiple programs, 360 
outliners, 679-82 
page layout programs, 817-25 
patching, 587 
PC and Mac versions of, 941-42 
for PC disk access, 939-40 
PC software on Macs, 942 
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personal and business management, 
737-58 

PostScript interpreters, 373 
preferences files for programs, 297, 

602 
presentation software, 866-68 
print spoolers, 403-5 
program defined, 973 
programming, 973-80 
project managers, 745-46 
ResEdit, 981-85 
rev iews of, 19-20, 49- 50 
schedule managers, 741-45 
screen capture utilities, 571-72 
screen savers, 188-89, 569-71 , 677 
scripting programs, 330 
security and protection utilities, 

574-77 
sound recording programs, 852, 853 
sound utilities, 850-51 
speed, importance of, 44-45 
spell ing checkers, 682-90 
spreadsheet programs, 715- 20 
startup applications, 303-4 
support fil es for programs, 297 
switching between programs, 89-90, 

361 
System 7 compatibility, 329-30 
system software 

choosing, 325-34 
installing, 334-39 
on RAM disk, 285 

temp files for programs, 298 
templates for program setups, 232, 

293-94 
text-handling utilities, 562-65, 995 
32-bit clean applications, 279-80 
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software, cont'd 
tips 

basics, 291-95 
Canvas, 781- 82 
databases, 70 2-12 
desktop, 360-64 
Excel, 724-35 
FileMaker, 704-12 
fi les, and fo lders, 339-40, 344-47 
file shari ng, 929- 30 
FreeHand, 794-96 
graphics programs, 777- 80 
icons, 340-43 
Illustrator, 791-93 
MacDraw, 788-91 
MS Works, 951-70 
page layout, 825-45 
PageMaker, 834-41 
Quark, 841-45 
spreadsheets, 720-35 
submitting to MacBibfe, 23 
SuperPaint, 782-87 
System 6, 364-67 
windows, 348-59 
Word, 651-78 
word processing, 641-78 

troubleshooting for applications, 602 
trying first, 4 7 
type-manipulat ion programs, 531-35 
types of, 75 
upgrading, More II to More 3, 681 
utilities, 543- 82 

table of contents for chapter, 544 
utility collections, 551- 55 
vaporware, 48-49 
video software, 860-62 
virus protection, 589- 90 
why pay, 34, 48 
wills, forms, and other documents, 

756- 58 
word processors, 619-41 

group editing programs, 934 
text-handling utili ties, 562-65 

software disks. (see Macintosh Bible 
Software Disks) · 

software programs, 20 
Software Ventures, MicroPhone, 903-4 
Softways, Mr. Fi le, 549 
SOL (seriously out of luck), 243 
Solutions 

Clipper DA, 548 
SmartScrap, 548-49 

solvents, removing floppy disk labels 
with, 261-62 

Somogyi, Stephen, 555 
Sony, Trinitron color monitors, 606 
Sony Trinitron tubes, 160 
sorting 

(a lso see viewing) 
database terminology, 694 
Fi leMaker 

records by last name, 708-9 
repeating fi elds, 706-7 

Mac ru les, 352-53 
in MS Works, 954, 963, 965-66 

spreadsheet sorting ill ustrated, 966 
mu lti level sorts for databases, 694, 704 
naming fil es for grouping, 353 
numbered file names, 353-54 
option characters, 353 
order for viewing, 356-57 
in Word, 671 

sosumi sound, 31 6 
Sound control panel, 31 5- 1 6 

illustrated, 315, 316 
SoundDesigner II , 853 
SoundEdit, 852 
SoundEdit Pro, 852 
Sound Extractor, 851 
SoundMaster, 850, 996 
sound modules, 854 
Sound Mover, 851 
sounds, 849-53 

(also see music; noises) 
and action, 847-68 

table of contents for chapter, 848 
assigning to events, 850 
basics, 849-50 
books, 859-60 
cataloging utility, 568 



sounds, cont'd 
channels, 851 
choices, 316 
control panel settings, 315- 16 
deleting, 280, 300-301 
demo of, 300, 31 6 
digita l sounds, 849-50 
distortion, 850 
editing recorded sounds, 850-51 
installing, 300,316 
Mac models' capabi lities, 103 
managing, 300 
memory avai lable and, 280, 300-301 
microphone, 316, 852 
music, 854-60 
playing, 300, 316, 849 
recording 

8-bit record ing, 85 1-52 
megs per minute, 853 
microphone for, 316, 852 
16-bit recording, 853 
Sound control panel, 31 G 

utilities, 850 
resources, 982 
samples, 849 
sampling rate, 849-50 
shareware uti li ties, 850-51 
startup chord or tones, 133-34, 596-97 
su itcase files, 300 
System 7 changes, 327 
tracks, 851 
upgrading to System 7, 336- 37 
volume control, 310-11 ,315-16 

Sound Source Unlimited, Star Trek 
Collection, 849 

Sound Tools II, 853, 858 
Souvenir font, 502 

illustrated, 502 
spaces/spacing 

(also see kern ing; leading) 
after italics, 642--43 
al igning words hori zontally, 641 
Condensed spacing vs. kerning, 666 
italics and 1-beam pointer, 56 
line spacing in Word, 667 

Index 1205 

spaces/spacing, cont'd 
opt ion (hard or nonbreaking) spaces, 

643--44 
change needed, 56-57 
in PageMaker, 839--40 
in QuarkXPress, 842 

PageMaker special spaces, 839--40 
paragraph spacing in Word, 667 
w ide space, 643--44 

spaghett i contro l, 191 
Spanish punctuation marks, 463 
speakers 

(also see sounds) 
bui lt-in, 849 
control panel settings, 315-16 
floppy disks endangered by, 25 1 
for music, 858- 59 
subwoofer, 859 
volume control, 310-11 ,315- 16 

speaker's notes format (presentation 
software), 867 

special characters. (see foreign 
languages; punctuation; signs and 
symbols) 

specia I effects for text, 468-70, 531-35 
type-manipulat ion programs, 531-35 
using Canvas, 781-82 
using MacDraw, 790 

special interest groups (SIGs), 991-92 
Special menu 

Clean Up command, 76, 356-57 
Eject Disk command, 90 
Empty Trash command, 86, 361 
Erase Disk command, 257, 260 
illustrated, 91 
Set Startup command, 303-4 
Shut Down command, 91, 230, 364, 

591 
Spectrum Holobyte 

Super Tetri s, 887 
Tetri s, 887 
Wordtris, 888 

Specular, ln fin i-D, 775, 865 
speed 

ATM and, 529 
baud rate, 900, 901-2, 970 
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speed, cont'd 
Canvas screen redrawing, 781 
CD-ROM drives, 263, 264 
clock speed, 97- 98 
color monitors and, 146 
desktop files corrupted and, 605 
Ethernet vs. LocaiTalk, 932 
Excel macros, 734- 35 
fi le sharing tips, 929-30 
hard disks 

buying tips, 217 
factors affecting, 216 
floppy disks vs., 21 5-16 
fragmentation and, 235-36 
interleave ratio and, 237-39 
slower drives and overall system 

speed, 233 
HyperCard lack of, 976 
importance of, 44-45 
keyboard repeat settings, 31 3 
M ac Classic II vs. SE/30, 1 06 
Macs compared, 96, 1 02-3 
M ac screen image, 144 
modems, 907 
mouse settings, 314- 15 
of networks, 927, 932 
O CR software, 809-1 0 
online services, 916, 917, 919, 921, 

922 
performance tests, 580 
PowerBook performance, 11 2 
printers 

dot-matri x printers, 375-76 
faster Draft mode for lmageWriters, 

407 
fonts and laser printers, 427 
laserWriters, 387 
l aserWriter II chips' clock speed, 

385-86 
printing PostScript graphics to non-

PostScript printers, 373 
refresh rate of screen, 145 
remote control of Macs, 937-38 
SIMM s, 276-77 
spreadsheet calculations, 722 
storage vs. memory, 204 

speed, cont'd 
SuperCard lack o f, 978 
System 7 on slower Macs, 326 
Word tips, 652 , 653- 54 

SpeedDisk, 220, 236, 553 
Speedometer, 238-39 
speed stripes, keyboards with, 172 
speed trails in PowerBook pointer, 111 
spelling checkers, 682-90 

(a lso see specific programs) 
ASCII extended characters and, 683 
backing up the user dictionary, 266 
batch checking, 682 
bui It-in to word processors, 61 9 
character formatting and, 684 
choosi ng, 682-84 
compatibility of, 684 
desk accessory, 563 
Dictionary Helper, 686- 90 
dictionary size and customizabi lity, 683 
double word flagging, 683 
features, 682-84 
Glossary feature, 683 
interactive checking, 563, 682, 684 
memory available and, 280 
Nisus feature, 636-38 
Omnipage OCR software feature, 810 
PageM aker vs. Quark features, 821 
programs, 6U4-86 
Word (Microsoft) feature, 626, 627, 652 
WordMaker feature, 640 
WriteNow feature, 631 

Spelling Coach Pro fessional, 685 
Spellswell, 685-86 
SpinO, 555 
Spinnaker Software, Plus, 979 
Spiral font, 507 

illustrated, 507 
splitting FileMaker repeating fields, 

710-12 
spoolers. (see print spoolers) 
spreadsheets, 713- 36 

(also see specific programs) 
basics, 715-16 
color monitors and, 147 



spreadsheets, cont' d 
curly (smart) quotes and, 721 
Excellence journal, 720 
FileMaker record numbering tip, 707-8 
freezing calculated numbers, 721- 22 
manual calculation timesaver, 722 
MS Works module, 949, 965-69 
numbers d isplayed vs. numbers stored, 

721 
page breaks, logical, 720-21 
PC/M ac communications, 942 
PowerMacros for Excel, 719-20 
priority of operations, i ll ustrated, 723 
programs (and accessories), 715-20 
relati ve vs. absolute cell references, 

722- 23 
saving time, 722 
table of contents for chapter, 714 
tips, 720-23 

Excel, 724-35 
M S Works module, 965-69 

uses, 715- 16 
what-if calculations, 715 

Spring font, 519 
illustrated, 519 

Springlighl font, 519 
illustrated, 519 

Springville, 324 
sprites, 863 
SQ IX, 886 
square root sign, 464 
Stack Runner, HyperCard vs., 975 
stacks, H yperCard . (see HyperCard 

stacks) 
staggering icons, 356-58 
staircasing, 450 

(a lso see antialias ing) 
Standard G lossaries (Word), 671 
standard Mac interface 

buying software and, 42 
customizability and, 42-43 
enhancements to, 54- 57, 634, 834 
Human Interface Guidelines, 92 
purism, 628 
w ish-list, 54-57 

standards 
ANSI workstation standards, 199 
graphics file formats, 765-67 
modem standards, 907 

Index 1207 

for PowerBook 1 70 stuck pixels, 140 
Swedish ELF and VLF emissions 

standards, 156, 159, 162 
Stanford Children 's Hospital, 580 
Stanwyck, Barbara, 50 
starbursts, 475 
StarController, 93 2 
StarControl ler EN, 932-33 
StarJet SJ-48 portable printer, 381- 83 
Star M icronics, Starjet Sj-48 portable 

printer, 381-83 
star network configuration, 926 
stars, fonts for, 478, 479 
starting 

(a lso see booting up; opening) 
alarm clock, 305 
drag-launch for documents, 344 
extensions (inits), 546 
hard disks, 230 
launching programs, 7 5 
multiple applications or documents, 360 
Open dialog box shortcuts, 360, 553, 952 
RAM cache, 282 
ResEdit, 982-83 
templates for programs, 294 

Star Trek Collection of sounds, 849 
Star Trek keyboards, 171-72 
startup. (see booting up) 
startup applications, 303-4 
startup device, 240 
Startup Disk control panel, 322 
startup disks, 240 

control panel, 322 
emergency floppy, 303 
not found at startup, 598 
order of precedence for, 302 

startup documents 
(also see extensions !inits]) 
for Excel, 734 

Startup documents in Kind column of 
lists, 297 

startup files. (see extensions (in i ts)) 
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Startup Items fo lder, 298, 303 
startup page (LaserWriters), suppressing, 415 
startup scan, 302 
startup tone(s), 133- 34, 596-97 
static electricity, 1 86, 41 9 
static RAM, DRAM vs., 274 
stationery 

(a lso see templates) 
for appl ication defaults, 293-94 
creating, 293- 94 
folder for, 232 
letterheads, 41 7, 648-49 
Letter Writer Plus feature, 640 
saving documents as, 232 
System 7 feature, 327 

StatView II, 701 - 2 
stealing software, 34, 48 
Steinberg, Bi ll, 555 
Stein, Lincoln, 564 
Step-by-Step Electronic D esign, 828 
stepper, 216 
Stepping Out, 579 
Sterling Shores golf course, 894 
Sticky Keys, 323 
st iction, 61 3 
Stimely, Keith 

contributions by, 841, 842, 843-45 
The QuarkXPress Book, 823-24 

Stingray trackball, 181 , 182 
stock portfolio management, 748 
stop bits, 902 
stopping. (see closing; shutting down the 

Mac; turn ing off) 
storage 

(also see backups; CO-ROMs; floppy 
d isks; hard disks; RAM disks; tape 
drives) 

backups, 265-72 
basics, 203-14 
for dow nloadable fonts, 424 
filing cabinet analogy for, 204-5 
and memory, 201-88 

table of contents for chapter, 202 
memory vs ., 203-5 
performance and, 204 
units of measurement, 205- 8 

Storage Dimensions, Data Cannon drive, 
228 

storing floppy d isks, 254, 255 
storing Mac Portable battery, 142 
Storm, SeMen, 200 
StoryWri ter, 875 
STR# resource, 982 
StrataVision 30, 776, 865 
Streamline, 770, 795 
strobe (flicker), 144-45 
stuck pixels on PowerBook 1 70, 140 
Studio/ 1, features, 767 
Studio/8, 772 
Studio/32, features, 772 
Studio Plus Two, 857 
StudyWare for the SAT, 882-83 
Stufflt, 559- 60 
Stufflt Deluxe, 559-60 
Stufflt Lite, 559-60 
Stunt Copter, 886-87 
stupidity 

(a lso see IQ) 
confusion vs., 32 
gods' problem handling, 36 

stupidophilia, 44 
Sturgeon's l aw, 36 
Sturgeon, Theodore, 36 
S2113PIXymbols font, 47 1- 72 

illustrated, 471 
Styles, 621-22 

(also see type styles) 
based on other styles, 622 
copying, 646-47 
in FileMaker, 705 
macros for, 647 
for next paragraph, 622 
in PageMaker, 839 
in QuarkXPress, 842, 844 
style sheets, 621 
substitute technique, 646- 47 
type styles vs. , 621 
in Word, 671 - 73 
in WriteNow, 631 

style sheets. (see Styles) 
StyleWriter 

(a lso see inkjet printers) 



StyleWriter, cont'd 
BetterWriter printer drivers for, 407 
Chooser dialog box for, 397 
choosing, 397-99 
DeskWriter vs., 378-80 
fonts built in, 379 
label printer vs., 378 
print spoole r for, 379, 403 
refilling cartridges, 410-11 
reso lution, 372 

submarining pointer, 11 1 
submenus, 65 
subscribe (publish and), 328, 949-50 
substitution of fonts, 425, 539-40 
substrate of disks, 208-9 
subtractive colo r, 829 
subwoofer, 859 
Suggested size (Get Info), 283-84 

illustrated, 283 
Sugrue, Sheila, contribution by, 378 
Suitcase, 300, 424, 550-51 

on networks, 938 
suitcase files 

damaged, 447 
dragging floppies to the Trash and, 347 
Font menu problems and, 538 
of fonts, 424, 447-48 
installing sound suitcases, 300 
System fife as, 447-48 
System 7 changes, 327 
System 7 with files created in System 6, 

447 
upgrading to System 7, 336-37 
using Font/DA Mover, 365-66 
utilities, 550-51 

SUM utilities, bundled with Mass Micro 
drives, 227 

sunlight. (see heat) 
Sun Remarketing, Lisa support lacking, 120 
SunShine 

Visual Delights 
cata loging of, 567 
illustrations from, 12, 23, 367-68, 

438,582,616,638,712,735-36, 
813-14,845-46,895-96,942, 
943-44,970,985-86, 1065, 1066 

review, 797-98 

Supe r 3D, 776, 865 
SuperBoomerang, 333, 553 
SuperCard 

book,978 
HyperCard vs., 978-79 
as presentation software, 868 

Index 1209 

as programming enviro nment, 978-79 
SuperCiockl, 580, 628, 996 
SuperDiskl , 561 
SuperDrive, 249-50 

cleaning read/write heads, 251 
compatible drives, 1 33 
disks readable by, 250 
external, 256 
1.4MB disks initia lized as BOOK disks 

in, 257-58 
reading DOS disks, 250, 256, 939 
o n used Macs, 128 

SuperDrive-compatib le drives, 133 
Super 88, O ldsmobile (1 955), 864 
SuperlaserSpool, 405 
SuperMac 

Platinum 21" two-page display, 153-54 
ScreenPlay, 862 
Superl aserSpool, 405 
20" color monitor, 168 
VideoSpigot, 861-62 

SuperMOM, 755-56 
Super Mouse (cordless), 177 
SuperPaint 

adding corners, 786 
illustrated, 786 

arcs, 785-86 
illustrated, 786 

Close All command, 782 
copying patterns from the screen, 785 
dialog box bypass, 786 
eraser, small , 783 
erasing paint layer, 783 
featu res, 769 
inverting with ~-click, 785 
keyboard commands, 782, 783 
lasso tricks, 784-85 
moving inactive windows and palettes, 

782 
nudging with a rrow keys, 783 
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SuperPaint, cont'd 
~lasso, illustrated, 784 
outlines, illustrated, 787 
overhead in files, 208 
Paint (Draw) from Center o r Corner 

commands, 783 
PICT fi le printing bug, 769 
Reshape Arc comma nd, 785-86 
Reshape Po lygon comma nd, 786 
Select All command, 784-85 
selection rectangle tric ks, 783-84 
sma ll eraser, 783 
switc hing layers, 782 
text box siz ing, 785 
tips, 782-87 
wh ite outlines aro und graphics, 787 
x-ray lasso, 784 

illustrated, 784 
zooming shortcuts, 783 

Supe r Q ui ckD EX, 562 
Super Ruler, 566, 996 
Super Solvers O utNumbered!, 877- 78 
SuperTalk, 977, 978-79 

(a /so see Supe rCard) 
Super Tetris, 887 
supplies 

laser printe r supplies, 429- 34 
ribbons for lmageWriters, 407-8 

support. (see technical support) 
support fil es, 297 
Supra, V.32 bis fax modem, 912- 13 
surface-mount SIMMS, 276 
surge protecto rs, 1 84 , 185- 86 
surveying symbols, 486 
Survivor Software, MacMoney, 747-48 
sushi, 532 
Sutcl iffe, Jud ith, 512 
Swamp Gas, 879 
swash caps, 514 
Swedish ELF and VLF emiss ions sta nda rds, 

156, 159, 162,195 
Swiss Confedera tion, 497 
Switc hboard keyboard, 173 
switch-disk nightmares, 364 
Switcher, 331, 338, 592, 992 

switches 
fo r SCSI ID numbe rs, 240 
for SCSI te rmination, 243 

switc hing between p rogra ms, 89-90, 361 
switching layers in gra phics programs 

MacDraw, 789 
SuperPaint, 782 

switc hing to MultiFinder, 367 
Switzerla nd, fonts named fo r, 497 
Swivel 3D, 776 
Swivel 3D Pro, 776 
SwiveiMan, 776 
swivel/ tilt bases, 191 
SX marking engine, 418, 4 32 
Symantec 

(a lso see Norton Macintosh Uti lities) 
GreatWorks, 947, 949-50 
More, 679-81 , 867 
SAM, 589-90 
Think C compiler, 979 

Symbol fo nt, 487-91, 499 
Greek a lphabet, 487-89 
illustrated, 488-91, 499 
symbols by categories, 489- 91 

symbols. (see signs and symbols) 
Symbols Galore font, 472 
Symme try 

Acta, 681-82 
Mariah, 568 

synthesizers, 854 
Syquest cartridge drives, 224, 225-27 
sysop, 924 
Systa t 5.2, 701 -2 
system 

(also see ha rdware; sta rtup d isks; 
Syste m file; System Fo lder; system 
software) 

System vs. system, 299 
system bombs. (see crashes) 
system cable, 241 
System Connection, cables, 191 
syste m e rro rs. (see c rashes) 
system extensions. (see exte nsions (in its); 

fonts; speci fic extensions) 
system extensions in Kind column of lists, 

297 



System file 
{also see System Fo lder; System 7; 

System 6; system software) 
corrupted file 

diagnosis, 598, 599-600, 603 
remedy, 604 

c rashes on startup and, 598, 599-600, 
603-4 

defined, 299- 300 
icon (illustrated), 448 
memory available and, 280, 300-301 
multiple systems, 303, 331, 338, 592 
re install ing System 6, 337 
sad Mac codes and, 599 
size of, 299, 300-301 
as suitcase file, 447-48 
system files (lowercase) vs., 299 

system files 
installing, 298- 99 
System file (uppercase) vs., 299 

System Folder, 295-304 
{also see System file) 
beginners' guide, 89 
conte nts, 296- 98 
emergency startup fl oppy, 303 
files to back up, 266 
fo lders in, 298 
fonts stored outside, 528 
icon, illustrated, 89, 296 
invisible files, 301-2 
memory available and, 300-301 
multiple systems, 303, 331, 338, 592 
o rga nizing, 231 
paring down, 301-2 
printer drivers in, 396 
re installing System 6, 337 
Scrapbook fi le, 308-9 
size of, 301-2 
startup scan for, 302 
System 6 utilities, 333, 558 
system versions, 295-96, 338-39 
temp fil es, 302 
upgrading to System 7, 336-37 

System heap, 288, 605 
System Picker, 331, 338 

Index 1211 

System 7 
{a lso see System fi le; System Folder; 

specific features) 
bad floppy disk initia lizatio n, 257 
bug in earlier vers ions, 325 
buying tip, 327 
customizability restrictions, 331-32 
date format, 331-32 
DeskWriter drive rs and, 411 - 12 
disappearing files and folders, 234, 

325,329 
emergency startup floppy, 303 
escaping hang-ups, 291 
faking features of, 333-34 
fil e sharing feature, 327, 928-30 
hard disk driver update, 335 
hard disk space required, 336 
hardware requirements, 326-27 
increasing avai lable memory, 280-81 
insta lling, 334-38 
list view triangles, 332 
low memory problems, 329 
MacroMaker incompatibility, 330 
Macs compati ble w ith, 325-26 
Macs requiring, 121 
memory requirement, 272 
modular upgrades, 329 
networking w ith System 6, 334 
new features, 327-29 

System 6 utilities for, 333- 34 
program compatibility, 329-30 
startup items fo lde r, 298, 303 
System 6 vs., 327-33 
32-bit addressing requirement, 279 
tryout for, 330- 31 
Tune-Ups,234, 325,329,336,337 
upgrading issues, 325-33, 581 
versions, 296, 325-26 
viewing options new to, 77 
virtual memory, 286-87 

System 7 Tune-Ups, 23 4, 325, 329, 336, 
337 

System 6 
{a lso see System file; System Folder) 
a liases w ith, 333 
a menu enhancement uti lities, 333 
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System 6, cont'd 
automatic Trash emptying, 361-62 
blessing a new system, 337 
diacritical marks in, 462 
emergency startup floppy, 303 
fil e sharing with, 930 
Finder customization, 333 
folders within the System Folder, 333 
installing system files and accessories, 

299-300 
LAYO resource, 332 
list name compression, 333 
Macs compatible wi th, 325-26 
memory requ irements, 272, 329 
memory util ities, 333 
networking with System 7, 334 
on PowerBook 1 00, 1 1 2 
printer drivers' fo lder, 396 
rebuilding desktop under Multi Finder, 

234 
reinstalling, 337 
running multiple applications, 301 
Set Startup command, 303-4 
System 7 features for, 333-34 
System 7 vs., 327-33 
template creation, 294 
tips, 364-67 
versions, 296, 338-39 

bugginess of version 6.0.7, 332- 33 
earlier than 6.0.4 and floppy drives, 

255-56 
earlier than 6.0.5 and multiple 

systems, 592 
identifying, 339 
matching Finder versions, 338 
miltching to Macs, 325 
numbering scheme, 333, 339 

virtual memory, 287 
system software 

(also see System file; System 7; System 6) 
backing up, 334 
buying tip, 327 
choosing, 325-34 
defined, 58, 75 
Finder version matching, 338 
first releases of, 325 

system software, cont'd 
installing, 334-39 

backing up system disks, 334 
Customize vs. Easy Install, 337-38 
on empty hard disk, 335 
Installer program, 334-35, 337-38 
preparing to upgrade from System 6, 

335-36 
rei nstalling System 6, 337 
second system, 338 

matching vers ions to Macs, 325-26 
MIDI requirement, 858 
multiple systems, 303, 331, 338, 592 
Quicklime requirement, 861 
on RAM disk, 285 
System 7 upgrade considerations, 

325-33 
Toolbox, 973 
version identification, 339 
version numbering scheme, 333, 339 

System Startup disk, as emergency startup 
floppy, 303 

System Tools disk, as emergency startup 
floppy, 303 

Szubin, Jerry, contribution by, 832 

T 
table of contents, 6-11 
tables 

FrameMaker features, 824 
spreadsheets for, 716 
Word tips for, 653, 670 

tablets 
clay, 520 
pressure-sensitive (digitizing), 179, 

012- 13 
@Oelion@i), 260 
tabs 

America Online and, 917 
copying in page layout, 832 
dragging in Nisus, 55 
in MS Works, 953, 956 
in Word, 658- 59 

tabulating card files, 254 
tagged image fi le format fil es. (see TIFF 

fil es} 



tags on compressed fil e names, 559, 560, 
561 

Taj Mahal, illustration of, 798 
Take a sub-Total on 1st Char command 

(MS Works), 964 
Tall Adjusted option, proofing with 

lmageWriter and, 399-400, 405 
tape drives, 205, 255, 272 
Taste, review of, 632 
TattleTale, 593 
Taub, Eric, 824 
tax preparation software, 749- 50 
Teach Text 

in ResEdit, illustrated, 983, 984, 985 
screen capture document, 5 71 
separation anxiety of, 347 

Teac tape backup drive, 255 
tear-off menus, 155 
technical support 

Aldus, 38-39 
Aldus PageMaker, 822- 23 
ChipSoft, 749 
Claris, 47 
computeri zed cal l routing, 37-40 
for damaged document recovery, 601 
Farallon, 933 
for hardware, 52- 53 
importance o f, 47 
for Li sas, 120 
LucasArt Games, 891 
Microsoft telephone support, 47, 629 
National Tele- Pres, 755-56 
Nisus telephone support, 634 
Portfo lio Systems, 740 
ProVue, 698 
Quark, 39 
QuarkXPress, 822-23 
for software, 36-40 
WordPerfect, 38 

TechnoDynoTronics, 40 
Technology Interchange Group, The 

M acintosh Survival Course, 994-95 
teenagers, infantiliz ing of, 881 
Teknosys, Help!, 581 
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telecommunications, 899-906 
(a lso see modems; networks; specific 

programs) 
basics, 899-903 
baud rate, 900, 901-2, 970 
between PCs and Macs, 940-42 
bu lletin boards, 923-24 

antivirus software updates on, 590 
Ca ll Waiting disruptions, 906 
compressing fi les for, 906 
data bits, 902 
defined, 899 
downloading, 899 
e-mail, 915 
facsimiles, 909-14 
fil e transfers, 902 
garbage, 905 
handshake, 902 
online serv ices, 914-23 
pa ri ty, 902 
programs, 903-5 

basics, 899-903 
protocols, 902, 903 
real time, 902 
screen savers and, 1 88- 89 
sending messages to MacBible, 23, 

540, 916, 918, 919 
stop bits, 902 
table of contents for chapter, 898 
terminology, 899-903 
uploading, 899 

telephone game, 37 
telephone numbers 

(also see technical support) 
APDA (Apple Programmers and 

Developers Association), 993 
dialing with MS Works, 969 
emergency phone numbers, 594 
FileMaker formatting, 709-10 
for PowerBook battery case (free), 141 
user group hot-line, 992 

telephones 
computeri zed ca ll routing, 37-40 
dialing with M S Works, 969 
floppy disks and, 251-52 
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telephones, cont'd 
fraudulent rotary phone impersonation, 

37 
lightning and, 909 
rant re bad support practices, 36-40 
voice mai l, 37-38 

telephone support . (see technical support) 
television. (see video) 
Teleware, M.Y.O.B., 751 -52 
Temperament, 564 
temperature. (see cold; heat) 
temp fi les, 298 

deleting, 302, 564 
label when viewing by name, 298 
recovering unsaved files, 615-1 6 

templates 
(a lso see stationery) 
for application setup defaul ts, 232, 

293-94 
defined, 294 
folder for, 232 
for font viewing, 456-59 
launching applications w ith, 294 
locking, 294 
for tax forms, 750 

TempoEZ, 574 
TempoFontltalic font, 521 

i llustrated, 521 
Tempo II Plus, 573-74 
Ten Commandments, 31 -36 

applied to fonts, 494 
font used for, 51 0 
lost Eleventh Commandment, 36 

Tensor lamps and floppy disks, 252 
ter, defined, 907 
terminators for SCSI devices, 242-43 

internal, 243, 245 
terminating resistors, 245 
troubleshooting, 611 

terminology 
(a lso see word origins and explanat.ions) 
architectural views, 763 
beginners' guide, 57-92 
for computers, 20- 21 
databases, 693-94 

terminology, cont'd 
fonts, 441-45 
glossary, 19, 997-1065 
HyperCard, 975 
networking, 925-27 
online services, 914- 15 
programming, 973 
spreadsheets, 71 5-16 
telecommunications, 899-903 

tertiary expertosis, 638 
Test Pattern Generator program, 160, 

169-70 
Tetris, 887 
Tetris clones, 888 
Texas Caviar, Annabel's Dream of 

Ancient Egypt, 880-81 
Texas Instruments 

M icrol aser PS17 printer, 391-92, 427 
upgradable printers, 388 

text boxes, beginners' guide, 78-79 
text files. (see plain-text files) 
text fonts, 455 
text-handling utilities, 562-65, 995 
text in graphics programs 

(a lso see page layout) 
Canvas, 781-82 
FreeHand, 796 
M acDraw, 790 
SuperPaint, 785 

text markers, 65 1 
text processing. (see word processing) 
text resources, 982 
text special effects. (see special effects for 

text) 
text Style example, 621-22 
textures. (see patterns) 
theft of software, 34, 48 
thermal fusion technology, 382 
thermal printers, portable, 382-83 
thesaurus 

ClarisWorks feature, 949 
Word feature, 626 
Word Finder Plus, 686 
WriteNow fea ture, 631 

theTypeBook, 996 



things to come (margin icon) 
about, 18 
basic M ac hardware 

buying a Mac, 123 
models of the Mac, 95, 101 , 110, 

114, 116 
monitors, 155, 157 

communications, 908 
databases, 697, 700 
education and entertai nment, 885 
first principles, 37, 52 
fonts, 507, 537, 542 
graphics, 813 
page layout, 819, 823 
personal and business mgmt, 749, 754 
printing, 387, 392, 394, 395 
programming and resource editing, 

975 
spreadsheets, 719 
storage and memory, 223, 228-29, 

250, 262 
word processing, 629, 640 

Think C compiler, 979 
thin space (PageM aker), 840 
30's fonts, 518- 19 
32-b it addressing, 100, 279-80, 333 
32-bit clean applica tions, 279-80 
"Th is disk is damaged" message, 608- 9, 

610- 11 
"This disk is not initialized" message, 

610-11 
"This disk needs minor repai rs" message, 

605 
"Th is is not a Macintosh disk" message, 

608- 9,610- 11 
Thought Control Supervisor, Sector 6, 888 
3Com, Ethernet cards, 933 
3D graphics programs 

(also see CAD software; graphics; 
specific programs) 

animation, 864 
clip textures, 801 -2 
described, 761, 764-65 
fi le size, 765 
model ing, 77 5 
rendering, 77 5 

30 graphics programs, cont'd 
requi rements, 765 
reviews, 774-76 
RIB format, 766 

3M, vacuum cleaner for electronic 
equipment, 419 

3.5 Plus Drive, 256 

Index 1215 

Thumbelina trackball, 181 , 183-84 
thumbnails 

in PageM aker, 838 
in Q uarkXPress, 845 

thunderstorms 
precaut ions, 185 
surge protectors and, 185, 186 

Thunder, 684-85 
Thunderware 

LightningScan, 810 
LightningScan Compact, 81 1 
LightningScan Pro 256, 810- 11 

Thurmon, Paulann, contributions by, 
449-51, 461 -66, 473-78,537-38 

Tidy It Up! util ity, 231 
TIFF fi les, 765- 66 

(also see Visual Del ights) 
imagesetters and, 437 

tilde, 461- 62 
ti 11/swivel bases, 191 
Timbuktu, 937 
Timbuktu Remote, 937-38 
time 

calculator needed for, 547 
in Excel formulas, 733 
local time sett ing, 324 
in MS Works, 953, 961 
on li ne service effi c iency, 922 
real time, 902 
resetting Mac internal clock, 305, 313, 

324 
setting alarms, 305 

Time Arts, Oasis, 772 
time management software 

project managers, 745-46 
schedule managers, 741-45 

time, saving. (see speed) 
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Times font, 499 . 
(a lso see New York font) 
hyphens and en dashes in, 467 
illustrated, 499 
substitution of, 425 
when to use, 825-2 6 

TimeWorks, Publish Il l Easy, 819 
tips 

(a lso see buying tips; mostly for power 
users [margin icon) ; shortcut 
[margin icon); very hot ti p 
[margin icon)) 

databases, 702-4 
FileMaker, 704- 12 

desktop, 360-64 
disclaimer for, 12 
files and folders, 339-40, 344-47 
file sharing, 929-30 
graphics, 777-80 

Canvas, 781-tl2 
FreeHand, 794-96 
Illustrator, 791-93 
MacDraw, 788-91 
SuperPaint, 782-87 

icons, 340-43, 346 
Mac hardware, 133-43 
in manuals, 14 
MS Works, 951-70 

communications module, 969- 70 
database module, 959- 65 
general, 951 - 56 
journal of, 956 
spreadsheet module, 965-69 
word processing module, 956-59 

page layout 
basic design, 825- 30 
general, 830-34 
PageMaker, 834-41 
Quark, 841-45 

printing 
dot-matrix printers, 405- 9 
general, 396-405 
inkjet printers, 409-12 
laser printers, 412-24 
service bureaus, 434-38 

tips, cont'd 
sending to MacBible, 91 9 
software basics, 291-95 
spreadsheets, 720- 23 

Excel, 724-35 
submitting to MacBible, 23 
System 6, 364-67 
windows, 348-59 
word processing, 641-51 

Word, 651-78 
title bar 

defined, 72 
double-c licking, 54 
dragging, 72 
illustrated, 71 

T/Maker 
ClickArt, 799- 800 

illustrations from, 800 
Personal Graphics disk, 649 

WrileNow, 630-3 1 
today, tomorrow vs. , 53-54 
to-do list programs, 741, 744-45 
toggles, 66 
"To His Coy Mistress," allusion to, 634 
tokens, defined, 927 
TokenTalk, 927 
Tomlin, Bruce, 558 
tomorrow, today vs., 53-54 
toner 

asthma and, 41 9 
buyi ng tips, 432 
defined, 371 
envelope printing and, 41 7 
LaserMaster printer problems, 394, 

395 
maximizing pages per cartridge, 

431-32 
print densi ty dial and, 418 
refilling cartridges, 433 
throwing away LaserWriter I cartridges, 

433-34 
tips, 431- 34 

tones. (see noises; sounds) 
Toolbox, 973 



tools (graphics) 
Canvas memory usage and, 781 
changing (shortcuts), 791 , 794 
double-clicking, 777 
eraser, 778, 783 
FreeHand tool selection, 794 
illustrated, 777 
Illustrator pen/ freehand toggle, 792 
in MacDraw, 789-90 
PageMaker shortcuts, 837 
@Elli) key constraints, 777, 788, 792 
WordPerfect drawing tools, 630 

" top of paste" jump (Word), 664 
TOPS, 940-41 
Torx T-1 5 screwdriver, 274-75, 278 
Toshiba, drive mechanisms, 22 8 
Toth, M ary, contributions by, 879-81, 

882-83, 889 
Touch Window, 1 79 
town symbols, 482 
Toyoga 

Go Junior, 889 
Go Master, 889 

toy train whistle sound, 316 
trackballs, 180-84 

advantages of, 1 80 
dynamic tracking, 181 
PowerBook feature, 111 
product evaluations, 181 - 84 
on Switchboard keyboard, 173 
table of, 181 

trackbar, 114 
tracking settings for mouse, 314 
Trackman trackball, 181, 183 
tracks (disk), 21 0- 11 

illustrated, 211 
tracks (sou nd record ing), 85 1 
trademark 

notice for this book, 1 2 
symbol, 463 

traffic, defined , 100 
tragedy of the commons, 34 
trailing quotation marks. (see smart quotes) 
train whistle sound, 316 
transformation dialog boxes (FreeHand), 

795 

Index 1217 

transformers, flyback, 142 
transparencies, printing in LaserWriters, 

431 
transparency scanners, 803 

(also see scanners) 
transportation symbols, 481 
Trash 

(also see deleting files) 
aliases for, 342 
beginners' guide, 86- 87 
bulging icon, 87, 361 
defined, 60-61 
ejecting fl oppy disks, 346-47 
emptying, 361-62 
fo lder, 362 
icon, 60- 61, 87 
illustrated, 61, 87 
locked files and, 361 
substitutes for, 549-50 
turning off warning, 362 

Trash Chute, 549-50 
trashed floppy disks. (see damaged 

floppy d isks) 
Trash Folder, 362 
trashing. (see deleting files) 
traveling, floppy disks and, 253 
Traveling Software, Laplink M ac, 940 
travel symbols, 473, 481 
tree chart, More, illustrated, 680 
trees 

in Cairo font, 481 
illustrations of, 582, 845, 942, 944, 985 

trend prediction, 701 
triangle symbol 

downward-pointing triangle on menus, 
64-65 

in list views (System 7), 332 
right-pointing triangle 

on dialog boxes, 82 
on menus, 65 

triath letes, requirement for opening Mac 
Portable, 143 

Trinitron color monitors, 606 
trivia. (see gossip/trivia (margin icon)) 
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Troubador font, 511 
ill ustrated, 511 

troub leshooting, 583- 616 
(a lso see bugs; crashes; d isappearing 

objects; error messages; incompat
ibi li ties; recovering data; vi ruses) 

avoid ing trouble, 591-94 
virus protection, 588- 90 

backups, SCSI chaining problems, 244 
basics, 585-88, 595-96 
bugs, 587-88 
Clipboard contents lost, 362-63 
common problems, 595-607 
copying System 7 Install 1 disk, 334 
desktop fil es corrupted, 234, 605 
diagnosis t ips, 595-96 
disappearing files and folders, 234, 

325, 329 
disk problems, 608-16 
emergency phone numbers, 594 
emergency startup floppy, 303 
emptying Trash containing locked files, 

361 
error messages, 585-86 
escaping hang-ups (System 7), 291 
extensions (inits), 546, 592, 598, 602, 

603-4 
fa i lure notifications, 585 
fi les d isappear, 234, 325, 329 
Finder fi le corrupted, 598, 599- 600, 

603 
floppy disks, 60U-10, 615-16 

avoiding crashes, 591 
bomb when inserted, 259- 60 
cautions, 594 
damaged, 608- 1 0 
ejecting in emergency or w hen 

power is off, 259 
400K disks in itialized as BOOK, 

258-59 
items " in use" on, 259 
noisy, 610 
1.4MB disks ini tial ized as BOOK, 

257-58 
repair and recovery, 615 
stuck in drive, 260, 609 

troubleshooting, floppy disks, cont'd 
"This disk is damaged" message, 

608- 9 
"This disk needs minor repairs" 

message, 605 
"This is not a M acintosh disk" 

message, 608-9 
vi rus protection, 590 
won' t go in drive, 609 

floppy drives, removing disk bends 
heads, 256 

fo lders d isappear, 234, 325, 329 
font problems, 535-42 

ID conflicts, 537-38, 550 
General Contro ls, 607 
habits to cultivate, 591 
hard disks, 598, 61 0-16 

first-aid ki t, 592-93 
mounting, 610-11 ,613 
repair and recovery, 61 3-15 
rescuing irreparable drives, 611 
shut off accidentally, 230 
sluggish from fragmented files, 

235-37 
startup disk not found, 598 
stict ion, 61 3 
"This disk is damaged" message, 

610-11 
"This disk is not initialized" 

message, 61 0-11 
"This is not a Macintosh disk" 

message, 61 0- 11 
hardwa re diagnostic uti l ity, 580-81 
hardware tests, 596 
Illustrator page breaks miss ing, 793 
incompatibilities, 587-88 
invisible fi les, 592 
keyboard, 175 
knowledge about system required, 593 
low memory problems w ith System 7, 

329 
The Macintosh Bible " What Do I Do 

Now?" Book, 585, 595 
The Macintosh Surv ival Course, 

994-95 
mouse runs out of room, 60 
mu ltip le systems, 303, 331, 338, 592 



troubleshooting, cont 'd 
network management utilities, 936-37 
overview, 585- 88, 595- 96 
pointer disappears into black screen, 

319 
pointer jumpy, 607 
preventive measures, 588-90, 591-94 
printing problems, 607 

DeskWriLer drivers and System 7, 
411 - 12 

DeskWriter ink spills, 410 
ink jet cartridge clogged, 409-10 
laser printer hang-ups, 41 6 
LaserWriter blinking messages and 

lights, 415-16 
PrintMonitor icon bl inking, 404 

recovering deleted files, 214 
sad Mac icon, 596, 599-600, 612 
SCSI devices, 611-1 3 

chaining, 244-47 
driver problems, 611-1 3 
Mac fx termination prob lems, 243 
mi xed cable types, 241 - 42 
term ination problems, 61 1 
two devices with same number, 240, 

244 
won' t boot, 246-47 

startup disk scan order, 302 
startup prob lems, 596- 600, 603-4 
startup tones, 133-34, 596-97 
switch-disk nightmares, 364 
System fi le corrupted, 598, 599-600, 603 
table of contents for chapter, 584 
util ity co llections for, 551-53 
virus protection, 588-90 
what can go w rong, 585-87 
Word, incompa tibil ity w ith Macro

Maker, 628, 652 
zapping the PRAM, 134-35, 598, 607 

Troubleshooting Guide, 552 
TrueType fonts 

adding characters, 530-31 
Apple fonts, 497- 99 
converting to o ther formats, 530- 31 
described, 445 

TrueType fonts, cont'd 
designing fonts, 534-35 
for facsimiles, 911 
icons for, 448 

Index 121 9 

Personal LaserWriter NTR built-in 
scaler, 389 

recognizing, 448 
special effects, 531-35, 781-82 
speed and, 427 
System 7 feature, 328 

trunk fish, illustration of, 970 
T-Script Basic, 373 
Tsuji , M., 886 
Tucson, 324 
Tune-Ups (System 7), 234, 325, 329, 336, 

337 
TurboMouse trackba ll, 181, 183 
Turbo Trax, 855 
Turner, Kathleen, 384-85 
turning off 

(also see cancelling; closing; shutting 
down the M ac) 

Canvas tools no t needed, 781 
extensions (inits), 546 
hard disks, 23 0 

internal, 612-1 3 
LaserWriter startu p page, 415 
monitors, 189- 90 
printers w hile printing, 400-401 
RAM cache, 282 
SCSI dev ices, 247 
Stepping O ut, 579 
Trash warning, 362 

turning on. (see starLing) 
tutorials. (see educational software; 

learning to use programs) 
TV. (see video) 
tweening, 863 
20's and 30's fonts, 518- 19 
20" color monitors, 167- 68 
24-bit color graphics, 147, 762 
24-bit scanners, 804 
Tw iller, jack, 648 
Tw inlt, 271 
Two-Page Display (Radius), 1 55, 156-57 
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two-page displays 
compact Mac screen vs., 148-49 
emulating, 579 
monochrome, 152-56 

Two-Sided button, 211 
Type 1 fonts. (see PostScript fonts) 
Type 2 fonts, 445 
Type 3 fonts. (see PostScript fonts) 
typefaces. (see fonts) 
type-manipulation programs, 468- 70, 

531-35, 781- 82, 790 
TypeReader, 81 0 
Type Reunion, 541-42 

illustrated, 542 
typesetting machines. (see imagesetters) 
TypeStyler, 531- 33 

illustrated, 532 
type styles 

algorithmic, 425, 449 
character formatting in Word, 664-65, 

670 
codes for, 454 
condensed, 453 
cutt ings, 426, 428, 449 
demi type, 426 
expanded,453 
on laser printers, 425-26 
on menus, 540-42 
missing from fonts, 536 
nonstandard commands, 42 
obl ique fonts, 428, 449 
plain or Roman, 42, 448 
spacing after italics, 642-43 
spelling checkers and, 684 

type styles, cont'd 
Styles vs., 621 
template for viewing, 456-58 
variations possible, 448-49 

typing 
(also see word processing) 
all -caps fonts, 536 
court reporters' typing system, 173-74 
ergonomic issues, 196-97, 198-200 
in HyperCard stacks, 975 
keystroke recording utility, 581- 82 

typing, cont'd 
nonstandard commands and, 42-43 
OCR software vs., 809 

typographic effects, 468-70, 531-35, 
781- 82, 790 

typographic symbols, 465 

Ubillos, Randy, 566 
Uforce, 180 
Umbra font, 505 

illustrated, 505 

u 

Umlas, Bob, contributions by, 729, 
733-34, 735 

umlaut, 461- 62 
Hungarian, 462 
names using (or not), 155-56 

uncial fonts, 510 
unclogging ink jet printer cartridges, 409- 10 
undeleting fi les, 214 
underli ne text. (see type styles) 
undoing 

(a lso see cancelli ng) 
icon name changes, 343 
Nisus multiple undos, 55, 634-35 
Nisus vs. Word feature, 629 
ResEdit changes, 983 
restoring Clipboard contents, 362-63 

uninterruptable power supply, 1 85 
units of measurement 

dollars per megabyte, 217 
memory, 205- 8 
storage, 205-8 

Unity 1000 printer, 393 
Universal SoftPC, 942 
universal w isdom 

design ing, 825 
Ten Commandments, 31-36 
troubleshooting, 595 

Unix-based computers, FrameMaker and, 
824 

unlinking text boxes (QuarkXPress), 843 
UnMouse, 179 
unpleasant surprises, 41 
UnScrolly, 578 



untit led fo lder, 366 
updates to MacBible, 13, 96, 11 6 
Updike, john, 270 
Upfront, 864 
upgrading Macs, 130-33 

accelerator cards, 131-32 
interleave rat io and, 132 
Killy-cl ips with, 133 
for Mac Plus or SE, 132-37 

basics, 130-31 
buying a Mac and, 121, 122 
512K and 512Ke M acs, 11 9 
games and, 872 
Mac Classic to Classic II, 131 
Mac Plus, 132-33 
M ac SE, 132- 33 
Mac' I lex or ci to Quadra 700, 131 
Mac II or llx to fx, 1 31 
Mac llx to ex or ci , 131 
128K Mac, 119 
Outbound laptops, 11 4 

upgrading memory, 272-79 
basics, 272-74 
classic Macs, 273, 274 
doing it yourself, 274-75 
DRAM vs, static RAM, 274 
filling empty banks inexpensively, 279 
Mac Plus, 274, 277-78 
Mac SE, 274, 277-78 
Mac SFJ30, 274, 278, 279 
Mac lis, 274, 278, 279 
price of RAM, 275 
SIMMs, 274-77 

upgrading peripherals 
DeskWriters with low serial numbers, 

410 
DeskWriter to DeskWriter C, 381 
laserWriter ll's, 387-88 

upgrading programs 
(a lso see installing) 
M ore l i to More 3, 681 
troubleshooting, 602 

upgrading to System 7 
backing up, 334, 336 
compatibi li ty checking beforehand, 581 
deciding to upgrade, 325-33 

upgrading to System 7, cont'd 
installing System 7, 334-38 

Index 122 1 

modular upgrades and Tune-Ups, 329 
from System 6, 335-37 

uploading 
(a/so see telecommunications) 
defined, 899 
messages to MacBible, 23, 540, 916, 

918,919 
upper case. (see capi talization) 
Urdu communications, 903 
used l aserWriters, 391 
used Macs 

buyi ng t ips, 126-30 
checking the hardware, 127-29 
Mac features compared, 123-26 
new Macs vs., 121-22 
pricing, 127 
specific models, 129- 30 
upgradability, 122 
warranties, 122 

Usenet, Applelink connections from, 916 
user dictionary, backing up, 266 
user groups, 991-93 

about, 991-92 
APDA (Apple Programmers and 

Developers Association), 993 
BMUG, 993 
Boston Computer Society (BCS), 

992-93 
service bureau information from, 434 
for visually impaired people, 993 

user interface. (see standard Mac interface) 
Userland, Frontier, 573 
user levels for HyperCard stacks, 977 
users 

as beta tester, 49 
programmers vs., 973 
registering for fi le sharing, 928, 930 

user-sadism, 21 
uti li ties, 543-82 

(a lso see software) 
antialiasing, 775 
autoparking uti l ity, 256 
backup programs, 269-71 
co llections, 551-55 
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utilities, cont'd 
control panels (cdevs), 545-46 
DA management, 550-51 
defined,75, 545 
extension managers, 546 
extensions (inits), 545 
fi le compression utilities, 558-61 
fi le handlers, 556-58 
file recovery uti lities, 616 
Finder substitutes, 556- 58 
first-aid kit for hard disks, 593 
for fonts, 521-35, 550-5 1 
forms of, 545 
freeware, 546-47 
graphics tools, 565-69 
hard disks 

defragmentation software, 220, 
236-37 

initialization software, 211 , 220 
portable drives and cartridges, 

226-27, 228 
repair and recovery, 614- 15 

keyboard mapping, 174-75 
macro programs, 572-74 
managing, 545-47 
memory avai lable and, 280 
mirroring utilities, 271 
miscellaneous utilities, 577-82 
network management, 936-37 
for printing from the desktop, 402 
print spoolers, 403- 5 
RAM disk utilit ies, 285-86 
screen capture utilities, 571 - 72 
screen savers, 188- 89, 569-71, 677 
SCSI utilities, 246, 247-48 
secu rity and protection, 574-77 
shareware, 546-47 
sound shareware, 850-5 1 
substitutes for Apple utilities, 547-51 
table of contents for chapter, 544 
text tools, 562-65, 995 
type-man ipulat ion programs, 531-35 
vi rus protection, 589-90 

Uti lity City font, 472 
illustrated, 472 

v 
vacation 

illustration for, 801 
inkjet printers and, 409 

vacuu m cleaners 
cautions, 252, 419 
for computers and laser printers, 419 
floppy disks and, 252 

Valis Group, V.G . Shaders, 802 
Vallee, Rudy, 41 
Van Gogh, Vincent, graphics in style of, 

771 
Van Ness, David, contributions by, 

434-35,436- 38 
vaporware, 48-49 
Varcon, Great Ganttl, 745-46 
Varityper, VT600W printer, 393, 394 
vaults (password-protected folders), 576 
V.42 and V.42bis standards, 907-8 
V.32 and V.32bis standards, 907 
V.22bis standard, 907 
Venice font, 492-93, 495 

illustrated, 492-93, 495 
Ventura Publisher, 818 
Venture Science Fiction, 36 
Verbum, 828 
version, view ing by, 76 
very bad feature (margin icon) 

about, 18 
basic Mac hardware 

keyboards, 172 
models of the Mac, 111 , 11 3 
monitors, 154, 161, 164, 167 
protecting yourself, 192, 199 
tips, 134, 137 

basic Mac software, 332 
communications, 910, 918, 920 
first principles, 38, 39 
fonts, 502, 536, 540 
integrated software, 948, 954 
personal and business mgmt, 741, 

749 
printing, 383, 393, 395, 414 



very bad feature (marg in icon), cont'd 
storage and memory 

backing up disks, 271 
basics, 206 
CO-ROMs, 263 
hard disks, 217- 18,220,221,223 
SCSI devices, 240, 243 

word processing, 624, 636, 637, 640 
very good feature (margin icon) 

about, 18 
basic Mac hardware 

keyboards, 174 
mice etc., 176, 178, 181 , 182 
models of the Mac, 100, 107, 111 , 

11 2, 11 3, 114,116, 11 8 
monitors, 144, 1S1 , 152, 154,156, 

157, 162,163,165, 166,169 
protecting your Mac, 185, 186, 187 
protecting yourself, 194, 195, 198 
upgrading your Mac, 133 

basic Mac software 
choosing system software, 327, 328, 

329, 334 
contro l panels, 311 , 316, 322 
tips for a ll appl ications, 291 
tips on icons, fil es & folders, 340, 

341 
commu nications 

networks, 917, 925, 927, 932, 933, 
936,937 

online serv ices and bulle tin boards, 
916, 91 7 

PCs and Macs, 939, 941, 942 
te lecommunicating, 903 

databases, 696, 697, 698, 699 
education and ente rtai nment 

for adults, 882, 883, 884 
games, 889, 893, 894 
for kids, 873, 874, 876- 77, 879, 881 

first princ iples 
hardware buying tips, 52 
software buying tips, 47 
w hy don't they a ll. .. ?, 54, 55 , 56, 57 

Index 1223 

very good feature (margin icon), cont'd 
fonts 

basics, 445, 459 
bit-mapped sample r, 493, 494, 495, 

496 
outline sample r, 498, 501, 502, 503, 

505, 50~ 507,509,511 ,512, 
513,514,515, 5 1 ~ 5 1 ~ 519,520 

symbolic and pictoria l, 470, 471, 
472,473,487 

utilities, 523, 526, 527, 528, 530 
graphics 

cl ip art, 797, 798, 799, 800, 801 
overview, 763, 764 
pressure-sensitive tablets, 812 
programs, 767, 768, 770, 771, 772, 

774 
scanners, 809, 810 

integra ted software 
MS Works database tips, 962 
MS Works word processor tips, 956 
programs, 949, 950, 951 

page layout 
general tips, 833, 834 
programs, 817, 820, 822, 823, 824 
Quark tips, 843 

personal and business mgmt 
accounting programs, 749,750,75 1, 

752- 53, 755 
address book programs, 740 
project managers, 745, 746 
schedule managers, 7 41, 7 42, 7 44 
wills, etc., 756, 757-58 

printing 
bas ics, 374 
dot-matrix printers, 376 
dot-matrix tips, 406 
inkjet and portable printers, 379, 381, 

382 
laser printe rs, 388, 389, 394, 395 
laser supplies, 433 
laser tips, 418 

programming and resource editing, 
973, 980, 981 
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very good feature (margin icon), cont 'd 
sound and action 

an imation, 865 
music, 856 
presentation software, 867, 868 
sound, 849, 852 
video, 861, 862 

spreadsheets, 715- 20 
storage and memory 

backing up disks, 269, 270 
floppy disks, 253, 256 
hard disks, 218,219,221,222,223, 

224-25,226-27,228,231,232 
SCSI devices, 243, 247-48 

troubleshooting 
common pro blems, 600 
trouble on the Mac, 585 
vi rus protection, 589 

utili ties 

basic Apple substitutes, 548, 549, 
550 

collections, 552, 553, 554 
compression, 560 
file handlers and Finder substitutes 

556, 558 • 
graphics tools, 568 
macro programs, 573 
misce llaneous, 579 
screen savers and capture programs, 

570, 571, 572 
security and protectio n, 576 
text tools, 562, 565 

word processing 
outliners, 679, 680 
spelling checkers, 684, 685, 686 
word processors, 619, 620, 621, 

622,623- 24,625,626,627,620, 
629, 630, 63 1, 633, 634, 635 

Word tips, 657, 665, 668 
very hot tip (margi n icon) 

about, 17 

very hot tip (margin icon), cont 'd 
basic Mac ha rdware 

buying a Mac, 121, 122, 126, 127, 
128, 129, 130 

mice etc., 177 
models of the Mac, 100, 109, 113, 

11 7, 118, 120 
mo nitors, 144, 147, 148, 150, 15 1, 

160, 170 
protecting your Mac, 184, 189, 190 
protecting yourself, 192, 195, 196, 

197, 200 
tips, 134, 138, 140, 141 
upgrading your Mac, 131, 132 

basic Mac software 
ti menu, 309 
choosing system software, 331, 333 
contro l pane ls, 315,3 19,321,322 
insta lling a new sys tem, 336, 337, 

338 
miscellaneous desktop tips, 362, 

363, 364 
System 6 tips, 367 
tips on icons, fi les & folders, 342, 347 
tips on windows, 348, 350, 351, 353 

communicat ions 
modems, 907, 9 11 
networks, 928, 929, 930 
online services and bulletin boards, 

922 
telecommunicati ng, 906 

databases 
Fi leMaker tips, 704, 710 
general ti ps, 703, 704 
programs, 699 

education and entertainment, 871, 
883,891 

first principles 
beginners' guide, 68, 89 
hardware buying tips, 51, 53 
software buying tips, 40, 41, 42, 43, 

47, 49 
Ten Commandments, 32 



very hot tip (marg in i con), cont'd 
fo nts 

bas ics, 451, 452, 453 
o utline sample r, 520 
pro blems, 537, 538 
utilities, 523 

graphics 
Ca nvas tips, 781 
FreeHand tips, 794, 795, 796 
gene ra l tips, 778, 779 
Ill ustrator ti ps, 792, 793 
MacDraw tips, 788, 790 
progra ms, 77 5 
scanne rs, 805, 806, 807, 808, 809 
Supe rPa int ti ps, 784 , 785, 786, 787 

integrated software 
gene ra l MS Works tips, 952, 953, 

954, 955 
MS Wo rks c ommunicatio ns ti ps, 970 
MS Wo rks da tabase tips, 963, 964 
MS Wo rks spreadsheet ti ps, 967, 968 
MS Works word processor tips, 956 

page layout 
bas ic des ign tips, 825, 826 
genera l tips, 830, 831, 832 
PageMa ke r ti ps, 835-36, 837-38, 

839 
programs, 819 
Q uark tips, 843, 844 

persona l a nd business mgmt, 750, 753, 
755 

p rinting 
basics, 373 
dot-matrix tips, 406, 408 
fo nts o n laser printe rs, 426, 428 
gene ral ti ps, 399, 401, 402 
inkjet and portable printe rs, 380 
inkjet tips, 409, 411 , 412 
laser printers, 384, 386, 391 
laser supplies, 4 29, 431, 432 
laser ti ps, 414,417,418,419,421 
service b ure au tips, 434, 435, 437 

programmi ng and resource e dit ing, 
985 

very hot tip (marg in icon), cont'd 
sound and actio n 

animatio n, 866 
m usic, 857 
sound, 850, 852 
v ideo, 862 

sp readsheets 

Index 1225 

Excel tips, 725, 728, 729-30, 731, 
732 

gene ra l tips, 721 
sto rage a nd memo ry 

backing up d isks, 266, 269 
basics, 214 
CO-ROMs, 263 
floppy d isks, 251, 252, 253, 254, 

255,257,262 
ha rd d isks, 217, 218, 220, 221, 226, 

227,230-31,232,233,234 
managing memory, 284 , 287 
memo ry upgrad es, 278 
SCSI devices, 240, 241 -42, 247 

troubleshooting 
avoid ing trouble, 591, 592, 594 
common p ro ble ms, 599, 60 0, 606, 

607 
d isks, 608,610,611 ,614-15 
trou ble o n the Mac, 586 
virus p rotection, 590 

utilities, 575 , 580 
word processing 

gene ra l ti ps, 642, 643, 644, 645, 
650 

o utline rs, 681 
spe lling c heckers, 684 
word processors, 619-20, 62 1, 623, 

633 
Word ti ps, 65 1,652,665,669, 

671- 72,673,674, 676 
very low frequency e m issions. (see VLF 

emiss io ns) 
Vespucci, Amerigo, 508 
V.G. Shad ers, 802 
Victo ria n ma no r, illustra tio n o f, 985 
Victo ria, Q ueen, de mise of "enigma lical" 

w ith her person, 637 
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victory, hollow, 890 
video, 860-62 

(a lso see animation; monito rs; screen) 
dissolves, 862 
dynamic data, 860 
hardware, 861-62 
Mac models' capabilities, 103 
playback, 866 
Premiere, 862 
QuickTime, 860-61 

Apple lnfini-D demos, 775 
FileMaker implementation, 697 
multimedia defined, 859 
Starter Kit, 861 
System 7 enablement, 329 
WordPerfect implementation, 630 

software, 862 
on used Macs, 128-29, 130 
video capture cards, 861- 62 
video cards, 146-47 
video-out cards, 867 
VideoSpigot, 861- 62 

video cards, 146-47 
Mac models requiring, 103 
for PowerBooks, 169 
on used Macs, 1 28-29 
video capture cards, 861-62 
video-out cards, 867 

video RAM (VRAM), 103- 4 , 107, 109 
VideoShop, 862 
VideoSpigot, 861- 62 
Video Toaster, 776 
viewing 

(a lso see lists) 
beginners' guide, 76-78 
by color, 76 
by comments, 76 
contro l panel settings, 320-22 
by date, 76, 232, 350 
efficient o rganiza tion for, 232-33 
in Excel, 728, 732-33 
files, 76- 78, 350 
fo lder contents, 350-51 
folders, 350 

viewing, cont'd 
folder sizes, 322 
fontiD numbers, 537-38 
fonts, 300, 456- 59, 522- 28 
hard disk space ava ilable, 322 
HyperCard scripts, 977-78 
by icon, 232,233,321 
by kind, 76, 321-22 
by label, 76, 321- 22, 352 
by name, 76, 77, 232, 350 
outline views, 77-78, 350-51 
PageMaker pasteboard entirely, 835 
PICT resources, 985 
by size, 76 
by small icon, 76, 232, 321 
sorting order for, 356-57 
by version, 76 

Views contro l panel, 320-22 
illustrated, 321 
System 6 LAYO resource vs., 332 

vi nyl fumes, 178 
Virtual 2.0, 333 
Virtual 3.0, 285, 287, 333 
virtual memory, 286-87 

defined, 204, 286 
maximum ava ilable, 286-87 
System 7 feature, 328 
System 6 utilit ies, 285, 287, 333 
using, 286- 87 

Virtus, WalkThrough, 773, 864 
Virus Detective, 589 
viruses, 588-90 

(a lso see troubleshooting) 
anti vi rus software, 551 , 575, 589-90, 

995 
basics, 588-89 
defined, 588 
floppy d isk protection, 590 
invisible files, 301-2 
news about, 590 
service bureaus and, 435-36 
startup problems, 598-99 

Visigoth font, 506 
illustrated, 506 



Vision, 855, 856 
vision, presbyopia and computer screens, 

192 
Visual Delights 

cataloging of, 567 
illustrations from, 12, 23, 367-68, 438, 

582, 616, 712, 735-36, 813-14, 
845- 46,895-96,942,943-44, 
970,985-86,1065, 1066, 1090, 
1232-33 

review, 797-98 
visual interface. (see standard Mac 

interface) 
visually impaired computer users, 993 
VLF emissions, 192-95 

Swedish standard, 156, 159, 162, 195 
voice coi l, 216 
voice crying in the wi lderness, 172 
Voice Impact, 852 
Voice Impact Pro, 852 
voice mail, 37-38 
volatile memory, 98, 203 
voltage 

diagnostic utility, 580-81 
of lightning, 186, 909 
Mac Plus power supply setting, 141 
Mac Portable battery minimum volts, 

142 
volume contro l for sounds 310-11 

315-16 I I 

vo lumes, slow to mount, 605 
Voyager 

AmandaStories, 873 
A Si lly Noise House, 876- 77 

VRAM (video RAM), 1 03-4 
faking on Mac llci, 109 
SIMMs, 107 

w 
Wacom pressure-sensi tive tablets, 812 
Wait, Martin, 518 
Wa lk Like an Egyptian, 887 
WalkThrough, 773, 864 
walk-through animation, 864 
WangDAT, tape backup drive, 255 

WAN (wide area network), 925 
(also see networks) 

Ward, M ichael, 41 
Ware, Richard, 535 
warfare symbols, 486-87 
warnings 

Index 1227 

(a lso see important warning !margin 
icon)) 

turning off Trash warning, 362 
warranties 

AppleCare, 190, 408 
hard disks, 221 
hardware, 52 
Macs, 122 
opening compact Mac case and, 136 
Panamax surge pro tectors, 186 
for this book, 12 

Wavicle, 850 
illustrated, 851 

Wayne's World, 40 
wealth, desk space gauge of, 168 
wearable item symbols, 481 
Weigand, C.j . 

contributions by, 185, 244-46, 
261-62, 264- 65, 267, 644-45, 
779, 788, 790, 826-27, 835 

mentioned, 200 
Weigand Report, The, 828 
weights of fonts, 452-53 
Welch, Andrew, 555, 562 
WetPaint, 798-99 

illustrations from, 17, 798-99 
utilities with, 798 

wheeeee ... , 533 
w hen in doubt, 89, 92 
When in Time is Carmen Sandiego?, 

879-80 
when to buy hardware, 53-54 
Where in .. . Is Carmen Sandiego?, 879- 80 
Where to find good information and 

inexpensive software, 987-96 
books, 990-9 1 
Macintosh Bible Software D isks 

995-96 ' 
magazines and newsletters, 989-90 
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Where to find good information and 
inexpensive software, cont'd 

table of contents fo r chapter, 988 
user groups and seminars, 991-93 

white 
screen brightness, 144-45 
type on black background, 469, 

843-44 
White Knight, 904 
Whitmer, Clair, contributions by, 295-96, 

299-301 
w hole nine yards, we go, 818 
why don't they all. .. ?, 54-57 
why pay for software, 34, 48 
wide area network (WAN), 925 

(also see networks) 
wide spaces, 643-44 

change needed, 56-57 
w ild eep sound, 316 
Wi ldflower Software, Snapjot, 571-72 
Wi lliams, Robin, 990 
Wi iiMaker, 756-57 
w indows 

(a lso see desktop) 
active window, 72 
arranging icons in, 356-59 
beginners' gu ide, 71- 74 
cleaning up, 356 
closing, 72 
closing automatically, 349 
color, 317 
contro l panel settings, 31 7, 320- 22 
customizabi lity, 332 
cycling through 

in Excel, 730 
in MacDraw, 788 
in MS Works, 952 
in Word, 654 

in Excel, 729-30, 732- 33 
finding buried windows, 348 
fonts for text, 320 
hiding and showing, 349- 50 
illustrated, 71, 72, 74 
moving, 72, 348 

windows, cont'd 
opening, 71 
scrolling, 73-74, 355-56 
selecting items using keyboard, 361 
sizing, 72-73 
switching between applications, 361 
tips, 348-59 

Excel, 729-30, 732-33 
MS Works, 951-52 
Word, 654-55, 678 

zooming, 72-73 
windows (architectural), glare and, 197, 

198 
Windows (Microsoft), 21 
Wingz 

(a lso see Resolve) 
demise of, 43-44 

Winkler, Dan, 976 
Wi nslow, Alan, contributions by, 133-34, 

158,459,528-30 
wireframe graphics, 765 
wire mesh screen filters, 192 
Wolfson, Rich, contributions by, 141-42, 

418-19,825-26,925-28,930-34, 
935-37,938,939-40,942,943 

women 
illustrations of 

angels, 793, 799 
bal lerinas, 368, 438, 814 
girl riding horse, 17, 18, 943 
haloed maiden, 942 
harem dancer, 986 
lyre player, 736 
Oriental woman, 799 
pixies and flowerbells, 895 
sleeping under tree, 616 

in MacBible, 18 
pseudos, 39-40 

Word (Microsoft), 623-29, 651-78 
Again command, 669 
Allow Fast Saves command, 676- 77 
arrow keys, 658, 660 
Border command, 625, 674 
character formatting, 664-65, 670 
Clipboard with, 663-64, 669, 676 



Word (Microsoft), cont'd 
combining Styles, 673 
Commands ... comma nd, 652-53, 659, 

670 
copying formatting, 664-65, 667 
copying text, 663-65 
cut (or copy) and paste, 624, 663-64 
cycl ing through w indows, 654 
default Styles, 671-72 
deleting 

carr iage returns from imported 
documents, 678 

delete commands, 663 
page numbering, 674 
paragraph borders, 674- 75 

dia log box keyboard commands, 
660-61 

Displace command, 666 
drag-and-drop featu re, 624 
drawing feature, 625 
Fast Save option, 676-77 
Fi leM aker repeal ing fields and, 711 
Find File command, 625, 626 
font 10 number d isplay, 538 
footnote w indow, 678 
formatting 

characters, 664- 65, 670 
kerning, 666 
paragraphs, 667-68, 670 
sections, 670 
selecting text w ithout, 662- 63 

Get Info box, illustrated, 283 
Glossaries, 670- 71 
grammar checker, 625, 653- 54 
graphics, 675- 76 
hot spots, 655 
hyphens, 665- 66 
importing documents, 678 
importing style sheets, 673 
indentation, 658 
inserting without shift ing text, 668 
Ins ide Word, 989 
install ing Word 5, 65 1 
kerning, 666 

Word (Microsoft), cont'd 
keyboard commands, 623-24 

Agai n, 669 
character formatting, 664 
i n dialog boxes, 660-61 
find again, 669-70 
menu control, 659-60 
paragraph formatting, 667 
for scrolling, 655-56 
for table editing, 653 
"top o f paste" j ump, 664 
type style commands, 42 

leading, 667-68 
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MacroMaker incompatibility, 628, 652 
Mail Merge Helper, 625 
manual, 628 
margins, 658 
menus 

Allow Fast Saves command, 676 
customizing, 659 
garbage on menu bar, 652 
keyboard contro l, 659-60 
pop-up menus, 661 
Work menu, 626, 652-53, 670 

merging style sheets, 673 
minus pointer, 659 
navigating documents, 654-58, 664, 

674 
Next Style override, 673 
No Paragraph Border command, 

674-75 
NowSave incompati bility, 628 
numeric keypad modes, 656-57 

illustrated, 657 
O utline mode, 676 
overhead in fi les, 208 
page numbering, 674 
paragraph borders, 674-75 
paragraph formatt ing, 667-68, 670 
PC/Mac communications, 941-42 
Plain For Style command, 665 
plain text commands, 665 
plus pointer, 659 
Print Preview, 674 
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Word (Microsoft), cont'd 
reviews of, 623-29 
ribbon, 625 
Ru ler, 625, 658-59, 667 
saving snapshots as graphics, 676 
scanning long documents, 676 
screen saver, 677 
scrol ling 

arrow keys, 658 
keyboard, 655-56 
numeric keypad, 656- 57 
in Print Preview, 674 

search-and-replace feature, 628, 
668-70 

sect ion formatting, 670 
Select All command, 627 
selecting text, 661-63 
selection bar, 654 
size toggles for windows, 654 
sorting, 671 
spacing icons, 667 
speeding performance, 652, 653- 54 
spelling checker, 626, 627, 652 
splitting w indows, 654 
Standard Glossaries, 671 
Styles, 671- 73 
SuperCiock! incompatibility, 628 
table editor, 626 
table tips, 653, 670 
tabs, 658-59 
temp fi les, 302, 564, 616 
thesaurus, 626 
lips, 651-78 
" top of paste" jump, 664 
type style commands in, 42 
undo feature, 629 
windows, 654- 55, 678 
Word 4 and Word 5 on same disk, 

627- 28 
Work menu, 626, 652-53, 670 

word count 
characters per word (average), 649- 50 
correcting for overhead, 650 
esti mating, 649- 50 
feature of word processors, 619 

word count, cont'd 
miniWriter feature, 562 
table, 650 
words per K or meg in plain-text files, 

208,649- 50 
Word Finder Plus, 686 
WordMaker, review of, 639-40 
word origins and explanations 

(a lso see terminology) 
Aachen font, 504 
Amerigo font, 508 
baud rate, 901 
Bauhaus font, 516 
Benguiat, 501 
bis, 907 
earl y M ac font names, 492 
glossary, 1 9, 997-1 065 
Goldstein & Blai r, 1 5 
Helvetica, 497 
LaserWriter acronyms, 385 
Mac LC and LC II, 1 06 
macro, 572 
Mac llsi, 108 
MIDI, 854 
Mobius, 155-56 
modem, 899 
Murphy's Law, 34-35 
Naimanizing, 359 
Orwell, George, 15 
Palatino font, 500 
Peach pit Press, 1 6 
Quark, 818 
RAM, 203 
RISC, 389 
SCSI, 239 
SIMMs, 273 
spoolers, 403 
sysop, 924 
ter, 907 
TOPS, 940 
Xon/Xoff, 902 

WordPerfect 
drawing tools, 630 
Group command, 630 
page layout features, 630 



WordPerfect, cont'd 
PC/M ac communications, 941-42 
review oC 629-30 
technical support, 38 

WordPerfect Calendar, 744 
WordPerfect Office, 744, 935 
word processing, 617-90 

(also see typing; specific word process-
ing programs) 

basic rules, 641 
color for highlight background, 317 
color monitors and, 147 
double-sided printouts, 650 
em dashes, 636, 642 
en dashes, 642 
Glossaries, 620, 645-46, 648 
hard space, 643-44 
horizontal lock, 56 
hyphens, 642 
insertion point vs. 1-beam pointer, 

641 - 42 
italics, spacing after, 642-43 
leading substitute, 646 
letterhead, 647- 49 
nonbreaking space, 643-44 
opt ion space, 643-44 
printing selected tex t, 57 
quotation marks, sma rt (curly or left-

and right-lean ing), 644-45 
selecting text, 292, 635, 661-62 
Styles, 621-22, 646-47 
table of contents for chapter, 618 
text markers, 651 
tips, 641-51 

MS Works module, 956-59 
Word, 651-78 

utilities, 562-65 
wide space, 643-44 
word count, 208, 619, 649-50 

word p rocessors, 619-41 
(also see specific programs) 
choosing, 622-23 
ClarisWorks module, 949 
features, 619-21 
FrameMaker features, 824 

word processors, cont'd 
GreatWorks module, 950 
group editing programs, 934 
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MS Works module, 639, 948, 956-59 
outliners, 679-82 
PageMaker Story Editor, 821 
programs, 623-41 
Small Caps command, 467-68 
spelling checkers, 682-90 
utilities, 562-65 , 995 

words 
(a lso see foreign languages; names/ 

naming; termino logy; word count; 
word origins and explanations) 

align ing horizontally, 641 
characters per word (average), 649-50 
glossary, 19, 997-1065 
magic, 888 
sesquipedalian, 649 

WordStar, 48 
Word temp files, 302, 616 
Wordtris, 888 
work, fun vs., 31 
Working Software 

Findswell, 557 
Last Resort, 581- 82 
Lookup, 563 
Spellswell, 685-86 

Work menu (Word), 626, 652-53, 670 
illustrated, 653 

Works (M icrosoft). (seeMS Works) 
workstation ergonomics, 192-200 
Works-type programs. (see integrated 

software) 
world, managing creation of, 745 
World Class Fonts, 495-96 

illustrated, 495-96 
utilities w ith, 523-25 

World Class LaserType outline fonts, 472 
illustrated, 472 
util ities with, 523-25 

world destruction, our task, 891 
WORM drives, 229 
Wraptures O ne, 802 
Wren d isk mechanisms, 219 
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wrists 
carpa l tunnel syndrome, 197 
typing position for, 196 

WriteMove portable printer, 383 
Write Now 

review of, 630-31 
spelling checker, 631 
Styles, 631 

write once, ready many (WORM) drives, 
229 

wrong-place folder, 23 1 

X 
x (Mac llx) . (see Mac lis) 
X 

fancy, 476 
Mac model names w ith, 105 

Xante, AccelaWriter II printer, 393-94 
XCFNs (HyperCard), 976, 977 
XCMDs, 976, 977, 982 
XCMDs for f-lyperCard, 977 
x-commands, 976, 977, 982 
xenophobia of software companies, 44 
xerographic paper, 429 
.x file tag, 560 
x-fu nctions (HyperCard), 976, 977 
x-height of font, 442, 452 

illustrated, 442 
X in telecommunications, 902 
Xmodem protocol, 903 
Xon/Xoff handshaking protocol, 902 
x-ray lasso (SuperPaint), illustrated, 784 
X-rays and floppy disks, 253 
Xstyle, 822 
XTN D translators, 941 , 943 

y 
Yamaha DX-7, 858 
yen sign, 463, 467 
Yiddish, 50, 528-29 
Ymodem-G protocol, 903 
Ymodem protocol, 903 
"You Bet Your Life," allusion to, 888 

From the Visual Delights collection. Copyright 
~ 199 I by SunShine. All rights rcseTVed . 

z 
Z (modeling program), 776 
Zapf Chancery font, 500 

bug, 539-40 
illustrated, 500 

Zapf Dingbats, 500 
angl ing, 472 
by categories, 473-78 
illustrated, 474-78 

Zapf, Hermann, 500, 502 
Zapping of America, The, 194 
zapping the PRAM, 134-35, 598, 607 
Zarifa, Gloria, 25, 469 
zayda, 528 
Zedcor, Desk, 947, 950-51 
Zen and the Art of Resource Editing, 982 
zero point o f MacDraw ru ler, 790-91 
Zi lber, jon, 200 
zip code fields, in databases, 702 
Zmodem protocol, 903 
Z-Nix, Super Mouse (cordless), 177 
zones, network, 926 
zoom box, 72-73 

ill ustrated, 71 
zooming 

in Excel, 730 
in FreeHand, 791, 794 
in Illustrator, 791 
MacDraw toggle, 788 
MS Works w indows, 951 - 52 
QuarkXPress keyboard commands, 842 
Stepping Out and, 579 
in SuperPaint, 783 
w indows, 72- 73 

Zoom modeling program, 776 
ZTerm, 904-5, 996 
Zync, 555 
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The most useful book I have ever purchased. 
ROBERT BARON, NORTHRIDGE CA 

By far the most useful and interesting how-to 
book I've ever seen-on any topic .. .. 

A remarkable achievement. 
EL LIOT ARONSON, SANTA CRUZ CA 

Exceedingly well done. I've acquired just about 
every help book published for the Mac 

and yours is the best. 
FRED }. KEENE, GREENVILLE ME 

The single most useful book in my 
extensive computer library. 

FRANK STOBBE, CARLSBAD CA 

Everyone in our office is competing for it. 
GEORGE D. HERMANN, PORTOLA VALLEY CA 

Great book! I have to keep track of who 
uses it so it won't disappear. 

ELLEN TOWNSEND, DUBLIN CA 

I've spent the last three months 
searching for such a book. 

JACK COREY, SANTA CLARA CA 

Apple should include this with every Mac. 
MICHAEL 1\. SJ-IOE1\tiAKER, LONG BEACH CA 

I didn't expect so much humor 
in a ref erence book. It 's great! 

GRETCHEN S. SMITH, REDWOOD CITY CA 

Your .. Bible" is indispensible. Rarely do youjind such a 
combination of knowledge, common sense and 

enthusiasm ... Congratulations! 
JOANNE M. YATES, ST. HELENA CA 

Wonderful! It's like having a private teacher. 
LEE EVAN BELFIGLIO, BELLEVUE WA 
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Don't know what I'd do without it. 
SUSAN WESEL, WOODLAND HILLS CA 

I couldn't manage without it. 
SHARYN STILLMAN, LOS ANGELES 

Several lifetimes' worth of hints. 
ROBERT M. COTE, SANTA MONICA CA 

Saved my *** often! Thanks. 
KATHY FLETCHER, SAN JOSE CA 

Within five minutes of opening it, 
I had a solution to a problem. 

KIERNAN BURKE, BOSTON MA 

A tremendous timesaver! 
MICHAEL LA BRODY, BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA 

Paid for itself in one evening's use. 
FRED MATICA, PORTLAND OR 

Worth $100. 
DON CHESTERS, ROSEVILLE Ml 

Worth a million. 
CHRIS D 'ANGELO, WAGONTOWN PA 

Although you state that it's not intended to be read 
cover to cover ... I have read it cover to cover- twice! 

JUDIE CRUMMEL, SAN FRANCISCO 

As good as curling up with afavorite novel. 
SUZANNE SLADE, SAN FRANCISCO 

Once you start reading it, you can't put it dorvn! 
BRAD HOLIFIELD, ANCHORAGE 

Addictive reading. 
STEVEN MINTA, DAVIS CA 

I use it constantly and read it over and over. Thanks! 
SYLVIA WILSON, LOS ANGELES 
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I couldn't put it down. 
MARSHA PATO, MILLBRAE CA 

My constant companion. 
). T. D OCKING, BRIGHTON, SOUTH AUSTRALIA 

A true Bible. 
MARY AGAN, PHOENIX AZ 

A Godsend. Thanks for writing it. 
VALARIE A. SHEPPARD, AKRON OH 

I keep it by my bedside-which is more than I can 
say for the King James version! 

LAUREN M. GEE, NEW YORK CITY 

Now I can tell my mother I read the Bible every day. 
RANDY PREUSS, BURNSVILLE MN 

Very useful! A lot easier to follow 
than the instruction manuals. 

KAREN CANTOR, LONGWOOD FL 

Writtenfor normal, nontech minds. 
GASPAR P. CHACON, SANTA FE NM 

I'm a new Mac user and your Bible made a huge 
di1ference in my getting comfortable and 

feeling confident. Thanks! 
STANLEY SELIB, SHARON MA 

I wish I'd had this book when I first bought my Mac. 
RICHARD D. VETTER, AIEA HI 

I love the book! 
PATRICIA ARNOLD, BAY HARBOR ISLANDS FL 

LORI B. BROOKS, SAN FRANCISCO 

TOM )A YCOX, REDMOND WA 

JACQUES LEVY, NEW YORK CITY 
MARK LUHDORFF, SACRAMENTO CA 

GEORGE VENET/S, CHICAGO 

Great job/ Terrific value! Congratulations. 
DYKES CORDELL, AUSTIN TX 



Super book! 
KELLY J. AU G, EVANSVILLE IN 

RICHARD M ATHERS, LIVERMO RE CA 

Very good! 
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RICHARD M. GILLESPIE, ANAHEIM CA 

L.P. HARDING, SANTA CLARA CA 

C.G. MILLINGER, STOCKH OLM, SWEDEN 

M ICH EAL SEBALLOZ, HASTINGS N B 

CHARLES EDWARD YOST, REPUBLIC WA 

Very, very, very, very, very, very, 
very, very, very, very good! 

DAVID BIANCO, ST. LOUIS 

The best! 
JOHN FONG, SAN FRANCISCO 

MARK A. KATONA, COLUMBUS O H 

KEVIN KINE, SIOUX FA LLS SO 

JANET LEVY, INDIANAPOLIS 

CHRISTOPHER C. MASTEN, MONROVIA CA 

KATHY PARKER, TOLEDO OH 

Very helpful! 
SUE FISCALINI, SAN LUIS OBISPO CA 

MARILYN JENAI, SARASOTA FL 
KAREN LOVINS, BALTIMORE MD 

PHILIP PETTY, VISALIA CA 

J.P. SAHEURS, ONTARIO, CANADA 

KAREN ROUNDS, GRANDVIEW WA 

Very useful! 
ALLAN CUMMING, DUNEDIN, NEW ZEALAND 

GEORGE W. OERUM, PACIFICA CA 

M. /-1. MCCONEGHY, PROVIDENCE Rl 
BRUCE RYNOFLEISZ, LONG BEACH CA 

Extremely helpful! 
JOE BAUER, GRAND RAPIDS M l 

JUDI JONES. TAM PA FL 
BILL SHANAHAN, BLOOMINGDALE IL 

Tremendously useful! 
JOHN SAITO, HONOLULU 
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Great! 
M ITCI-IELL AIDELBAUM, ATHENS OH 

EDWARD AMBINDER, M.D., NEW YORK CITY 
COL. S.E. ARMISTEAD, FORT KNOX KY 

RICI-/ARD S. ARNOLD, STUDIO CITY CA 

RICHARD D. BENNETT, PHOENIX 

BOB BERRY, VAN NUYS CA 

JERRY BLAIR, WALNUT CREEK CA 

GAUDENZ BON, AARAU, SWITZERLAND 

DAVID}. BROWN, KNOXVILLE TN 
DIANE S. BRUCE, CUT OFF LA 

NANCY BRUNSON, BLUE LAKE CA 

MIMI CHAN, GLENVIEW IL 

LAUREN E. CHEDA, REDDING CA 
DOUGLAS R. CHEZEM, FAIRFAX VA 

NARES CJ-/OOBUA, WEST LOS ANGELES 
jOE COHEN, SANTA FE NM 

WAYNE COOLEY, VENTURA CA 

JACK COREY, SANTA CLARA CA 
KRIS. A. CUELLO, SIERRA VISTA AZ 

JACK CUTTER, ORINDA CA 

DAVID M. DELOACH, HONOLULU HI 
NICJ-IOLAS DEPAUL, PALO ALTO CA 

P.J-1. DEWEY, GOODYEAR AZ 

MARTIN D. DILL, PORTLAND OR 
STEPHENS. DILTS, SAN FRANC/50 

DAVID L. DODD, HOUSTON 
PETER R. DUFFY, VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA 

}AMES M. EARLY, PALO ALTO CA 
CHRIS R. EATON, SAN JOSE CA 

MICHAEL A. EFFINGER, UPPER DARBY PA 

PETER H . ELLZEY, SANTA FE NM 

MARTHA }. ERDMANN, FARGO NO 

RON C. ESTLER, DURANGO CO 
DAVE FELL, CHICAGO 

DR. EDWARD BERNARD GLICK, BROOMALL PA 
ELAINE GOLDSTEIN, NEW ORLEANS 

LARRY GOTTLIEB, WALNUT CREEK CA 
MIKE GREER, CULVER CITY CA 

KATHERINE A. GRIFFING, SOUTH NORWALK CT 
E.}. GROTH, SCOTTSDALE AZ 

NEALE /-/ALL, QUEENSLAND, AUSTRALIA 

DEAN HEINBUCH, OKOLONA MS 
LORETTA HARRISON, CORVALLIS OR 
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JEFFREY HERMAN, CUPERTINO CA 
MERRILL F. HIGHAM, BELMONT CA 

KEITH HOLZMAN, LOS ANGELES 
ALLEN S. HORWITZ, CANOGA PARK CA 

DEBRA A. }ARVENSIVU, ONTARIO, CANADA 
RAYMOND }ONES, BERKELEY CA 

WADE T. JORDAN, M.D., CORSICANA TX 

MARY ELLEN KELLY, POCATELLO ID 

WALTER M. KELTING }R., SCOTTSDALE AZ 

DOROTHY KETTNER, FERGUS FALLS MN 

MICHAEL R. KRAINAS, EVERGREEN PARK IL 

MORT LANKASKY, SAN LORENZO CA 

SHELTON LANKFORD, HOLLIS NJ-1 

RICI-IARD S. LEE, OAKLAND CA 
MARIANNE L/NS, SAN DIEGO 

DANIEL LYNE, NANTUCKET MA 
JASPER L. MA T/-1/S, ACTON MA 

NEIL M. MCBRIDE, SAN jOSE CA 
ZACHARY MILLER, SANTA BARBARA CA 

JOHN MURPHY, WOODLAND HILLS CA 
MAIO HA DELMAN, CHICAGO 

LESLIE R. PEAKE, MILWAUKIE OR 

CLARE A. POE, FAIR OAKS CA 

JEFFREY RENS, LA JOLLA CA 

ELAINE ROSENBERG, RADNOR PA 

RUDY SCHOLLE£, TORRANCE CA 

DAVID S. SECREST, REDWOOD CITY CA 

KURT E. SEEL, ALBERTA, CANADA 

ROBERT C. S/-IEPARDSON, SANTA CRUZ CA 
jOAN SHERMAN, CRANBURY N} 

LARRY SILBER, NEW YORK CITY 

STEVEN SILVER, SOUTJ-IFIELD Ml 
RONALD SNEIDER, RANCHO MIRAGE CA 

WILLIAM P. SORENSEN, GRAND TERRACE CA 
GLEN SPENCE, SAN FRANCISCO 

PRISCILLA TREACY, BOSTON 
BURTON E. VAUGHAN, RIC/-ILAND WA 

DR. 1\tl. HILDEGARD WALTER, INNSBRUCK, AUSTRIA 

LARRY WELLS, KENNEWICK WA 

BRAD WEST, EL SOBRANTE CA 

}. LARRY YARBOROUGH, FRANKLIN TN 

Assolutamente indispensabile! 
GIANCARLO GENTILE, GREAT NECK NY 
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Incredibly valuable! 
HISASHI IZUMI, SOMERVILLE MA 

Excellent! 
}. A LBRECH T, M INNETONKA MN 

DAVID K. ANDERSON, MONTROSE CA 

KATHERINE E. BELMER, GRANITE CITY IL 

SUGIMAN BINSAR, SAN FRANCISCO 
ANDREAS BURNIER, SAN FRANCISCO 

DAVID}. FISHMAN, NEW YORK CITY 

}AMES A. FLYNN, FOND OU LAC WI 

VALMORE FOURNIER, SOMERSWORTH NH 

GARY L. GALEK, ROCK 1-IILL SC 
}.F. H ILL, GARDEN GROVE CA 

GEORGE GILDAY, AUKLAND, NEW ZEALAND 

SCOTT I. HENDRICKSON, SAN D IEGO 

BILL HUCKABEE, DELAWARE OH 

TH OMAS W JOHNSON, CI-IICO CA 

H . E. JONES, TUCSON AZ 
M ICHAEL }. KAUFMAN, VALDESE NC 

HERB KLINE, MCLEAN VA 

ROBERT R. REH, ALTO LOMA CA 
KENT}. SH EETS, ANN ARBOR 

SUZANNE SLADE, SAN FRANCISCO 

DAVID STENZ, OATIL NM 

HANK SZERLAG, GROSSE POINTE WOODS M l 
LEO W TAYLOR, SAN ANTONIO 

PAUL S. TRUESDELL, GLENDALE AZ 

ROBERT VALE, LAS VEGAS 

DAVE VAUGHAN, MUNCHEN, WGERMANY 

PATRICA A. WA ITE, WESTCH ESTER IL 

RICHARD E. WASSERMAN, SCARSDALE N Y 

STEPHEN R. YOUNG, BELLINGHAM WA 

Outstanding! 
THOMAS E. HOEG, CANTON M l 

JU LES LAVNER, UPPER MONTCLAIR NJ 

Fabulous! 
FREDERIC SWAN, OCEANSIDE CA 

Superb! 
DR. IRENE M. SKULAS, TOLEDO OH 

ROBERTS. RICHMOND, ASHEVILLE NC 



Wonderful! 
BILL ARNONE, SANTA ROSA CA 

FRED BENEDETTI, SAN DIEGO 
LINDA M. BUIVID, REVERE MA 

LISA ANNE NEIL, TROY NY 

GENE M. SCHAEFFER, PHOENIX 

PAM SALAT/CI-1, CINCINNATI 

Fantastic! 
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JOHN DIAL, HOUSTON TX 
MARK}. GUERETTE, WA LNUT CREEK CA 

MICHAEL LAMBERT, EULESS TX 

IRIS M. SCHMIDT, OROFINO ID 

Marvelous! 
}.H. CHANG, NEWTOWN SQUARE PA 

FRANCISCO PICART, PONCE PR 

Invaluable! 
HOWARD I. ARONSON, CHICAGO 

MARK HASKELl , OAK PARK Ml 

Terrific! 
LEE C. BALLANCE, BERKELEY 

}AMES D. BAZIN, SUDBURY !viA 

CHRIS BOYCE, LOS ANGELES 

MARGE DELNY, MIDLAND TX 

DEE ANN ESPITIA, S. SAN GABRIEL CA 

IRIS ETZ, SAN ANTONIO 

KATHRINE L. V ROBINSON, SAN FRANCISCO 

DAVID N. SHERRELL, FOUNTAIN VALLEY CA 

}AMES R. SOLOMON, HAYWARD CA 

Almost as good as sex. 
ANTHONY TUSLER, ROHNERT PARK, CA 

As good as sex. 
MARK F. }OSEFF, NEWPORT BEACH CA 

Better than sex. 
RUTH LEVITSKY, QUINCY MA 

Perhaps it will replace sex a said, "perhaps"). 
FRED G. GARDNER, PITTSFIELD !viA 



More from Peachpit Press . .. 

Art of Darkness (with disk) 
Erfert Fenton 
This book is the perfect 
companion to After Dark. 
the world's most popula r 
screen saver and one of the 
top-selling utility progra ms 
of all time. It explains how 
to ins tall, opera te, and 
customize the program, as 
well as how to create modules for n ew 
screen savers . Included a rc ten n ew 
After Dark modules, created exclus ively 
for this book. ( 128 pages) 

Desktop Publisher's Survival Kit 
(with disk) 
David Blatner 
Here's a book that provides 

Dl5KTOP fiVtutSH[nS insights into Macintosh sunviVALKIT 

desktop publis hing: 
troubleshooting print jobs . 
working with color. scan
ning, a nd selecting fonts. It 
a lso discusses-in detail-
everything from graphics 
file formats and digital fonts to word pro
cessing. color. typogra phy. s ty le s heets 
and printing techniques . A dis k contain
ing twelve top desktop publishing utili
ties, 400K of clip a rt. a nd two fonts is 
included in this package. (176 pages) 

The Little Mac Book, 2nd Edition 
Robin Williams 
Pra ised by s cores of mag
azines and user group 
news letters. this concis e . 
beau ti fully written book 
covers the basics of Mac
intosh opera tion. It pro
vides u seful reference 
informa tion like cha rts of 
typefaces, special ch aracters . keyboa rd 
s hortcuts. and a s pecial upda te on 
System 7 . (184 pages) 

Illustrator Illuminated 
Clay Andres 
This book Is for people who 
want to know more about 
Adobe Illus tra tor than the 
manuals can tell them. 
Tllustrator Tlluminated uses 
full-color graphics to show 
how profession al artists 
use Illus tra tor's tools to 
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create a va riety of styles and effects. 
Each chapter s hows the creation of a 
specific illus tra tion from concept 
through completion. It also covers how 
to us e Illus trator with Adobe Streamline 
a nd Photos hop. (200 pages) 

The Little Mac Word Book 
Helmut Kobler 
Here's a fas t way to Jea rn 
Word 5 basics. This book 
provides concise and clear 
informa tion about forma t
ting text; us ing Word with 
Apple's new System 7 oper
ating sys tem: ta king advan-u•--~ 
tage ofWord's writing tools . 
Including its spelling checker. thesaurus 
a nd gra mma r checker; s etting up com
plex tables. a nd much morel (240 pages) 

The Little QuicKeys Book 
Steve Roth and Don Sellers 
This ha ndy guide to CE 
Softwa re's QuicKeys 2.0 
explores the Keysets and 
the different libraries 
QuicKeys creates for each 
application . It shows you 
how to link together func
tions a nd extens ions. and 
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provides an abundance of useful macros. 
(288 pages) 



The Macintosh Bible Guide 
to MacDraw Pro 
Deke McClelland 
This is the Hrs t book to 
cover all aspects of Mac
Draw. the best-selling 
design program on the Mac. 
(I t supports both current 
vers ions-MacDraw Pro and 
MacDraw II.) A special color 
insert provides samples of .__ ___ _.. 
MacDraw's colors , pa tterns and gradient 
fills. The author Is a contributing editor at 
Macworld and PC World magazines and 
has written nearly 30 books; his vast 
experience informs every page of U1is 
comprehens ive guide. (400 p ages) 

The Mac is not a typewriter 
Robin Williams 
This best-selling, elegant 
guide to typesetting on the 
Mac has received rave 
reviews for Its clearly pre
sented informa tion and 
friendly ton e. Twenty quick 
and easy cha pters cover 
wha t you n eed to know to 
ma ke your documen ts look clean and 
professional. (72 pages) 

The QuarkXPress Book, 2nd Edition 
David 8/atner and Keith Stimely 
This best-selling guide to .-------, 
the world's most powerful 
desktop publis hing pro
gra m is required reading for 
any serious XPress user. It 
expla ins how to import and 
modify graphics and pro
vides tips for prin ting, cus
tomizing the user interface \vith 
Xfensions and other applica tions. You'll 
learn a bout power typese tting and typog
ra phy and how to create large a nd s mall 
documents efflcicntly. There's a lso a sec
tion outlining XPress 3. l's n umerous 
new features and techniques. (640 pages) 

The Macintosh Bible Guide to Excel 4 
Tim Toyoshima 
This quick reference guide 
teaches new Excel 4 users the 
skills they' ll need every time 
they launch the program. It 
also introduces some of Excel's 
advanced features that can 
help your speed up, simplify, 
manage or add presentation 

ExcEL '.-

power to your work. The author is a technical 
writer who has written about Excel exten
sively. (200 pages) 

Silicon Mirage 
Steve Aukstakalnis and David 8/atner 
Virtual reality is the amazing 
new technology of "pretend 
worlds," where individuals 
can completely immerse 
themselves in computer
genera ted environments. 
Silicon Mirage provides an 
easily unders tanda ble and 
enjoyable explanation of the "virtual 
senses" already poss ible, the s trikingly 
broad array of fields where virtual reality 
is having an impact. and U1e breathtaking 
horizons yet to be discovered. (300 pages) 

Zen and the Art of Resource Editing 
(with disk) 
Derrick Schneider et a/. 
This book- written by three ~~~~~;;;:;;,.."&01 
innovative Mac aficionados 
from BMUG- introduces 
the beginner to ResEdit 2. 1. 
one of the most useful tools 
ever designed for the Mac
intos h. It covers ResEdit 
from a n onprogrammer's 
point of view, \vith enough technical infor
mation to ma ke sense of the program's 
many capabilities. You'll learn how to 
customize the Finder, menus. keyboard 
map and icons. The book contains a disk 
\'lith the las test vers ion of ResEdit and 
1400K of sample resources. (240 pages) 



The Macintosh Bible Software Disks, 
4th Edition 
Dave Mark 
Why pay a fortune for 
great software? This three
disk companion to The 
Macintosh Bible gives you 
more than three megabytes 
of the best freeware and 
shareware utilities. modem 
software. sounds. games. 
a nd fonts. 

'-----~ 

The Macintosh Bible Book/Disk Combo 
The Macinlosh Bible and the Software Disks 
for $11 ofT the combined list prices. 

The Macintosh Bible Guide 
to System 7.1 
Charles Rubin 

System 7 represents the r,mllr-1 
most dra ma tic change ever 
made to the Mac's basic 
system software, a nd sets 
the stage for all future sys
tem improvements. This 
guide describes a ll of its 
features thoroughly yet 

System 
7-~ 

?.:.~ .. tl 
con cisely. Rated a "Besl Buy by Com
puServe. It's a n invalua ble res ource 
both for people cons idering whether to 
move to System 7 a nd for those who 
have a lready decided to s•Nilch and 
want to make the transillon as smooth 
as poss ible. (256 pages) 

The Macintosh Bible Guide 
to FileMaker Pro 
Charles Rubin 
Clans' own product man
ager declares this book a 
"must for every FileMaker 
Pro user." Best-selling 
a uthor Cha rles Rubin 
offers fas t relief for File
Maker users of all levels, 
providing clear and understanda ble 
solutions for scores of the most common 
problems. (284 pages) 

The Macintosh Bible "What Do I Do 
Now?" Book, 2nd Edition 
Charles Rubin 
Completely updated 
through System 7, this • 
bestseller (more than 
100.000 copies In print) 
covers jus t about every 
s ort of basic problem a 
Mac user can en counter. 
Geared for beginners a nd 
experienced users a like, It shows the 
error message exactly as It appears on 
screen, expla ins the problem (or prob
lems) that can produce the message. 
and discusses what to do.(352 pages) 

The Macintosh Bible Super Combo 
TI1e Macintosh Bible, U1e Software Disks 
a nd TI1e "What Do I Do Now?" Book for 
$ 14 off the combined list prices. 

The Dead Mac Scrolls 
Larry Pina 
Now a ny Mac owner-from "'T"'"l-.:-,- ---
the novice to the expert- 1\L..:into .. h 

Bili· can keep repair costs "\\'ll.ll (),1 

down. In this unique, l l\1:\',111· 
lh lk encyclopedic guide, Macin-

tosh repa ir guru Larry ~·; ·~~~.'.~~ ,, 
Pina diagnoses hundreds 
of hardware problems. 
s hows lhe simplest a nd cheapest way to 
fix them. a nd reveals how much the 
repairs s hould cost. The book covers all 
types of Macs and many peripherals 
too. Of particular value Is the directory 
of companies that sell parts or provide 
service. (484 pages) 



Order Form 
To order, call: 
800 283 9444 or 510 548 4393 (M-F) • fax: 510 548 5991 

The Macintosh Bible, 4th Edition $32 

The Macintosh Bible Software Disks, 4th Edition 25 

The Macintosh Bible Book/Disk Combo, 4th Edition 46 

The Macintosh Bible «What Do I Do Now?" Book 15 
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Contains almost everything you've wanted to know 
about the Mac but didn't know who to ask. 

Apple Library Users Group Newsletter 

[A] well-written ... value-packed storehouse of information 
on the Mac and everything associated with it. 

Albie Walton, Multi-Images 

The equivalent of many user group meetings in one 
handy, straightforward book .... Aithough it's designed as 
a reference book, I found myself reading whole sections 
of tips at a time. Charles Rubin, San jose Mercury News 

An indispensable tool for those who want to get the 
most from their Mac. 

Lawrence ). M agid, syndicated computer columnist 

The primary source of tips and tricks for Macintosh 
users. It's filled with little user shortcuts ... the Mac man
ual never tells you about. 

Bob Schwa bach, syndicated computer columnist 

I can recommend The Macintosh Bible. [It] has every
thing from the basics to the most advanced. 

Peter McWilliams, syndicated computer columnist 

Has almost everything I would want to tell a new user 
about the Mac, organized in a logical and easy-to-read 
format. I have recommended this book for years now. 

Larry Loeb, The Mac Exchange on 8/X 

For readers' comments, see pages 7 234-4 1. 
For reviews, see the back cover and the front and back of the book. 



IF YOU'RE LOOKING FOR THE ORDER FORM, 
TURN BACK THREE PAGES. 

A great tool for all levels of Macintosh users. Humorous 
and well-illustrated. Karen L. Duda, Core Talk 

Biblical in proportion. Contains a wealth of information. 
john Barry, Computer Currents 

The Farmer's Almanac of Macintosh computing. One 
book that isn't going to gather dust on your bookshelf. 

This gem is jam-packed with thousands of tips, tricks 
and shortcuts. just about any Mac user will get his or 
her money's worth. 

David Angell & Brent Heslop, Computer Currents 

The Swiss Army knife of computer books. A definitive 
work. Extremely readable and even fun. 

Written for Mac users on all levels. I recommend The 
Macintosh Bible to all. 

Howard Greenstein, The Mac Street journal 

I quite frankly don't know how I've worked with my 
Mac all these years without having The Macintosh 
Bible sitting right next to me. 

Each page is loaded with at least one or two gems of 
real help. This is one volume that no one-but no one
can take out of my home. Max Rogel, Palm Beach MacBytes 

No Mac user should be without this easy-to-use, 
comprehensive survey. The Midwest Book Review 

For readers' comments, see pages 1234-4 1. 
For reviews, see the back cover and the front and back of the book. 
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current, we include three FREE updates in the price. They're each 30 
pages long, filled with new tips, tricks, shortcuts and product reviews, 
and are mailed to you at our expense every six months or so. 

If you bought this book directly from us, you're already registered, 
and you'll get your updates automatically. If you bought the book 
somewhere else , or ordered it from us but have moved since then, 
just fill out the card below and send it in. 

To order other books and products, use the order form you'll find 
five pages back, or call us at 800 283 9444 or 510 548 4393, or fax 
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The best source of real help that I have ever read. A 
great book for any Mac user. I just finished reading it 
straight through. Craig Savage, M acintosh Construction Forum 

An enchanting encyclopedia. Fiercely consumeristic, 
good-hearted, unabashedly helpful, lavishly illustrated. 

Art Kleiner, San Francisco Bay Guardian 

One fantastic book. If you buy one Mac book this year, 
this should be it. M ax Vizsla, The MACazine 

Written to be read. Well-organized. Great tables and 
charts. A useful, fun book. BMUG Newsletter 

All the neat shortcuts and sanity-retaining tips that. .. no 
one ever tells you about. This is the book I'm handing out 
to Mac newcomers. Kevin Kelly, Whole Earth Review 

At least once a week I pick the book off the shelf to 
answer a question. I can't open it without learning some
thing new. Run, don't walk, to purchase ... The Macintosh 
Bible. Barrie Sosinsky, The Active Window (BCS newsletter) 

A very thorough reference book that reads well cover to 
cover. A fantastic guide. Any Macintosh user will love it. 

William A. M cintyre, Academic Library Book Review 

Probably the best investment a new Mac user can make. 
Buy this book! M ac Internationa l 

For readers' comments, see pages 7 234-41. 
For reviews, see the back cover and the front and back of the book. 



Brilliant ... the best. 
DAVID POGUE, MACWORLD 

If you own a Mac, you should own this book. 
BRUCE WEBSTER, BYTE 

Far and away the best collection of Mac tips around. 
COMPUTER LITERACY 

The single most helpful book about the Mac .... 
It's hard to find a page that doesn't have a useful tip .... 

Like having a Macintosh expert at your side whenever you need one. 
PETER H. LEWIS, NEW YORK TIMES 

Chosen favorite Mac book three years in a row 
by the readers of Publish magazine. 

Placed first on Mac User's list of the best Mac books. 

Used by Apple's own customer support staff. 

For more rave reviews, see the first three and last three pages of the book. 
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